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PREFACE OF THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

The present edition of Lehniann's "Physiological Chemistry," is a

reprint of the translation by Dr. G. E. Day, of London, from the second

edition of the German.

In undertaking to superintend this valuable work in its passage

through the press, I have felt that by contributing to give it a wider

circulation than "was consistent with the limited edition of the " Caven-

dish Society," I would be rendering a service to those interested in the

subjects of which it treats.

As respects my execution of the task, I would desire it to be under-

stood, that I have confined myself to the careful distribution throughout

the sections of each volume, of the considerable amount of matter con-

tained in the " Appendix," and to a critical revision of the proof-sheets

;

and that in no instance have I introduced any important alterations,

either in the text of the author or in the notes of the translator. Occa-

sionally, in the process of interpolating the additions of the Appendix

in their proper places, it became necessary to change or omit a word or

even an expression, for the sake of preserving the connection between

the portions of the work which had been written earlier, and those more

recent observations and discoveries which the author and translator were

unable to introduce in the body of the text ; but in no case has this

freedom been exercised except where it appeared indispensable.

To give additional value to the work, a selection of illustrations has

been made from the beautiful Atlas of Dr. Otto Funke, which it is hoped

will be found of service as a guide to the student of medical microscopy,

in his examinations of the substances to which they refer.

With the same view, there have been added at the end of the work,

and in a separate form, a number of wood-cuts, selected from various

works on allied subjects, which may be usefully consulted by the reader
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during his study of the text, or by furnishing in compact form the

means of convenient comparison, may perhaps be of service to those

engaged in original research.

The high reputation of Professor Lehmann as a chemist and experi-

mental physiologist, the known competency of the translator, and the

established character of the " Cavendish Society," under whose auspices

it has appeared in England, furnish an ample guarantee of the pre-emi-

nent value of this work, as well in regard to its practical details as its

speculative inquiries.

These testimonials to its excellence are sufficient to commend it to

the student as the most accurate and thorough work of reference on the

subject of Zoo-Chemistry, to the medical practitioner as a valuable guide

in the solution of many of the difficult questions in which he is inte-

rested, and to the experimental inquirer who, in his endeavors to extend

the boundaries of knowledge, feels the want of such a critical and com-

plete exposition of what has already been determined.

R. E. R.
Girard Street, Philadelphia,'

October, 1855.



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

In presenting Lehmann's " Physiological Chemistry" to the Members

of the Cavendish Society, I feel that it would be superfluous to offer

any remarks on the author's high reputation as a general cultivator of

chemical science ; to recapitulate his numerous and important contri-

butions to physiological chemistry ; or to refer to the very favorable

reception which this work has received in Germany.

The first edition of this volume appeared in 1841, and the second

(from which this translation is executed) in the beginning of last year. 1

If, during that interval, the progress of physiological chemistry has

been so rapid as to necessitate the entire remodelling of the work (see

p. vii), the shorter period that has elapsed since the appearance of the

second edition has been proportionally fruitful in important discoveries.

Need I advert to the detection of succinic acid as a morbid product in

the human organism, to the later researches of Schwartz on hippuric

acid and the hippurates, to the detection of hippuric acid in the blood of

the ox, and of oxalic acid in diseased human blood, to the discovery of

hypoxanthine and inosite, or to Liebig's important memoir on the fibrin

of muscular fibre?

As Professor Lehmann will probably append a supplement to his third

and concluding volume, so as to embrace a notice of the discoveries which

have been made during the progress of publication, I have abstained from

anything beyond the very briefest enunciation of any of these recently

discovered facts, and have frequently contented myself with a mere

reference to the original source of information.

I have deemed it advisable not to interfere with the thermometric

scale, weights, and measures, that are now almost universally adopted

1 Lehrbuch der physiologischen Chemie. Von Prof. Dr. C. G. Lehmann. Erster

Band. Zweite ganzlich neu umgearbeitete Auflage. Leipzig, Verlag von Wilhelm. En-

gelmann. 1850.
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on the Continent. Degrees of temperature in this work are always

expressed in the centigrade scale, but at page xiv, the reader will find a

table by which he can, at a glance, discover the degrees, according to

Fahrenheit, corresponding with every temperature referred to in this

volume. The gramme has now become a recognized standard weight in

all our laboratories ; in all the cases where it occurs in this work, suffi-

cient accuracy will be attained if we regard it as equal to fifteen grains

and a half.

The author, in his foot-notes, very commonly refers to German trans-

lations or abstracts of French and English memoirs ; in almost every case

I have given the corresponding reference to the original source. His

numerous references to Dr. Golding Bird's researches are made to Eck-

stein's translation of a Course of Lectures by that gentleman, which

appeared nine years ago in the " Medical Gazette," and I have deemed

it expedient slightly to modify a few sentences in the text, which express

views somewhat different from those given in the third edition of the

"Urinary Deposits."

If, in a few cases, I have ventured to deviate from the ordinary no-

menclature, 1 I have not done so without due consideration, and without

the sanction of the most competent judges.

I cannot allow these pages to leave my hands without expressing my
general obligation to the Council of the Cavendish Society for the

readiness with which they accepted my suggestion, that a translation of

Lehmann's " Physiological Chemistry" should appear under their aus-

pices, and for intrusting me with the office of Editor. To Professor

Graham, Dr. Hofmann, Mr. Redwood, and Dr. Pereira, I am specially

indebted, for much kind aid and many valuable suggestions.

G. E. D.

St. Andrews,

July 9th, 1851.

1 I have, as a general rule, adopted the final syllable, roe, both for the true alkaloids
and for those allied substances which are described in the same section, but do not
present any very distinct basic characters, as, for example, creatine, allantoine, and
cystine. The terminal in refers to neutral bodies, as, for instance, asparagin. I have
felt considerable difiiculty in the nomenclature of the acids : most commonly I have
converted the German antepenultimate in into ic ; thus, Inosinsdure is translated
Inosic acid; Vaccinsdure, vaccic acid, &c.
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Since the publication of the first edition of this work, Chemistry

—

and more especially Physiological Chemistry—has been so zealously

and extensively cultivated, and has been enriched by the acquisition of

so large a mass of new facts and discoveries, that we may regard the

last ten years as one of the most important periods in the history of this

science. Hence a simple enlargement of the early edition would not

have enabled us to consider all the advances made within this short

period, which rather required that the whole work should be entirely

remodelled, both in relation to its form and contents. The most super-

ficial comparison of the two editions will suffice to show that this volume

has been subjected to so entirely new a mode of arrangement, that only

a few paragraphs have been borrowed from the earlier edition ; for thus

alone could a faithful representation of the present state of this depart-

ment of chemistry be afforded.

The rapid advance of science and the extraordinary accumulation of

a mass of crude materials, some of which may not even be capable of

acquiring form, must plead in extenuation of the delay that has attended

the publication of the second volume. There are, however, two causes

which render this delay in some degree pardonable. The one depends

upon the intimate connection of the objects under consideration with

histology, the history of development, and pathological anatomy ; and

as the censure, which has more or less justly been thrown on the

writers on physiological chemistry, may be traced to ignorance or

neglect of the kindred branches of science, the author has endeavored

to fit himself for the task of critically reviewing the labors of others, by

acquainting himself, through personal observation and experience, with

the grounds on which these departments of science are based. The

great mass of voluminous and often obscure materials presented by

physiological and pathological histology must necessarily be subjected
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to a critical examination before they can be incorporated with physio-

logical chemistry, and hence the author regards such a course of self-

training as indispensable in the attempt to furnish his readers with a

systematic arrangement of facts. Moreover, those departments of

science which must serve as a basis to physiological chemistry, have

been encumbered with an accumulated mass of observations, from which

have arisen numerous hypotheses successively displaced by others not

unfrequently of an opposite character. We must, therefore, as far as is

possible, attempt to judge for ourselves if we would not be continually

drawn aside by the opinions which are ever rising and falling amid the

fluctuations of ephemeral literature.

But the most important reason for the delay that has occurred in the

publication of the second volume is, that in Physiological Chemistry,

even more than in Zoo-Chemistry, we are obliged to depart from the

sure ground of exact inquiry, and to proceed to the consideration of

chemico-vital processes, which lie beyond the scope of direct observation,

and are thus called upon to admit the correctness of deductions,

whose logical authority is not always easy of recognition. Modern

science has directed its highest energies to this point of physiologico-

chemical investigation ; and it was therefore to be expected that this yet

imperfectly cultivated soil would give birth to a number of more or less

ingenious hypotheses, which can only be sifted by independent exami-

nation and positive investigations. But since even this protracted delay

and the frequent reconsideration of all the materials at his command do

not give as satisfactory a result as the author could wish, he has at

length determined to send forth this attempt at a History of Physiolo-

gical Chemistry, trusting to the indulgence of those who are laboring in

the same cause.

Leipsic,

September, 1849.
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NOTE.

Page 197, last line, "he never operated on less than two pounds of blood." Lehmann

has here fallen into the error of mistaking grains for grammes. Garrod states, in his

Memoir in the 31st volume of the Medico Chirurgical Transactions, that he usually employed

1000 grains of serum, which is equivalent to about two fluid ounces. I am assured by him,

that in no instance has he caused the abstraction of more than six ounces of blood from

gouty patients, and in most cases the quantity did not exceed three or four ounces.—G. E. D.



PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.

METHODOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION.

The application of Chemistry to the elucidation of physiological and
pathological processes has been so universally admitted during the last

ten years, that it would appear almost superfluous to commence this

work with any observations on the importance of this science. While
at no very remote period we had occasion to defend this recent depart-

ment of chemical science from the attacks and unfavorable criticisms

called forth by its injudicious application, and by the numerous miscon-

ceptions which characterized its early development, we are now almost
constrained to withhold from it the confidence which has been too libe-

rally awarded it. Enthusiasm in the cause of organic chemistry has

degenerated amongst many physiologists and physicians into a fanati-

cism, which, even in the best cause, tends to invalidate a host of truths

in its endeavors to uphold some single fact. We might be disposed to

ask, whether its most zealous partisans have not retarded rather than

accelerated the period at which it will attain its proper share of appre-

ciation, and its just recognition. In commencing, therefore, the subject

of physiological chemistry, nothing is more important than clearly to

understand the nature of the results which this department of science is

now capable of yielding, and the requirements which, in its present stage

of development, it fulfils ; and to ascertain the course, the means, and
the methods most likely to lead us safely within its domain, and at the

same time the best adapted to promote its further progress.

In entering upon this subject, it may not be altogether unprofitable

to begin by indicating the numerous errors into which those most zealous

in their endeavors to elucidate physiology and medicine, have occasion-

ally been led by chemical theories and inquiries. These errors appear
to us to have diverged in three different directions. In the first place,

too little attention has been directed to the laws of a true natural philo-

sophy, whose simplest rules have in many cases been wholly disregarded
;

in the next place, the necessary causal connection existing between
chemistry and physiology, as well as between histology and pathological

anatomy, has too often been entirely neglected ; and lastly, much mis-
VOL. i. 2
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conception has arisen from the assumption that chemistry afforded a

satisfactory solution to many questions which it is either wholly incom-

petent to answer, or which must at all events remain undecided in the

present state of our knowledge.

While we still find occasion to deplore the absence of the steady in-

fluence of a true natural philosophy in the application of chemistry to

the science of general life, we do not refer to any of those nearly ex-

ploded systems of natural science which may be regarded almost in the

light of poetic fictions, but to that Newtonian method of contemplating

nature, which has carried Astronomy to its present high state of perfec-

tion, and has led to the most brilliant discoveries in physics. It is this

method of viewing nature which Fries alone understood how to raise into

a system, and to which the immortal Humboldt has given life and

expression in his " Cosmos." It is only by the application of abstract

physical laws, by the establishment of certain momenta of empirically

observed phenomena, and by a steady adherence to safely guiding

maxims,—in short, by logical sequence,—that we can advance in the

investigation of vital phenomena. It would almost seem as if medicine,

in the earlier periods of its history, had cast a shadow over those kindred

sciences which are able to afford it aid and support, clouding even their

brightest points. It has thus been found impracticable at once to rid

medicine, notwithstanding its assumed physiological character, of the

mania of attempting to explain everything by the old system of hypo-

theses ; and hence this science has derived less benefit than many others

from the exact method of physical inquiry, having simply borrowed
certain materials from chemistry and the kindred natural sciences, and
substituted, in the place of the older vagaries of natural philosophy,

various chemical phrases and high-sounding terms, scarcely less devoid
of true import than the former. This deficiency in logical sequence,
which we so frequently at present encounter in medicine, has unfortu-
nately also infected animal chemistry ; for here likewise facts have not
been sufficiently distinguished from hypotheses, or hypothesis from
fiction. This is more easily accounted for in physiological than in pure
general chemistry: for while the latter treats almost exclusively of
palpable phenomena and of well-established facts, which easily admit of
being reduced to definite laws, in the former we must necessarily have
recourse to experiments and natural investigations, whose success must
in a great measure depend on individual operations of the mind. Zoo-
chemical processes are the most complicated of any comprised in the
domain of natural inquiry ; but such processes are not capable of tangi-
ble demonstration, but must be divined, or rather, intellectually appre-
hended. Our senses are incapable of perceiving the causal connection
of things, or the logical succession of phenomena ; thus we do not see
motion, but simply recognize it by the result of the changes effected bv
it; we do not perceive heat, but simply the variations of the tempera-
ture, and the results to which they give rise, &c. Hence it is not our
senses which here deceive us, but the judgment which we form regarding
the objects presented to us by the perceptive faculties. The causal con
nection of several allied phenomena (i. e., a process), can therefore only
be comprehended by the subjective combination of individual objects
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perceived by the senses, and not by sensuous intuition alone. But as

soon as we subject to investigation the highly complicated chemical phe-

nomena of life, we enter upon the actual domain of hypothesis. It

unfortunately happens, however, that the correct logical conception of

an hypothesis has been completely lost sight of, and its place supplied

by the vaguest fictions ; whence the term has fallen into such discredit

that many have been desirous of setting aside all hypotheses, unmindful

that even the simplest form of experiment cannot be prosecuted without

their aid. Hypotheses are indispensable in every physical inquiry, and
must constitute the base of every experiment, as they are in fact merely
the subjection of our thoughts and mode of intuition to the reality of

phenomena. The question, however, always is, whether the facts at

our command logically justify such a procedure, since where such is not

the case, the deduction at which we arrive is undeserving the name of

an hypothesis, and is a mere fiction, supported at best on a hypothetical

foundation.

Physiological chemistry has given rise to many delusions of this

nature, owing to its imperfect development, and to the necessity pre-

sented by physiology and pathology for chemical elucidation. Some
few isolated deductions were drawn from superficial chemical experi-

ments, and arranged in a purely imaginary connection by the aid of

chemical symbols and formulae, for whose establishment analysis in many
cases did not even afford any sanction. Thus, for instance, in the

attempt to form a conclusion regarding the metamorphosis of the blood

from an elementary analysis of its solid residue and of the composition

of the individual constituents of the excretions, there is an utter absence

of all scientific groundwork ; for, independently of the fact that the

elementary analysis of so compound a matter as the blood is incapable

of yielding any reliable results, and cannot, therefore, justify the adop-

tion of any special chemical formula, it is assuredly most illogical to

attempt to compare the composition of the blood collectively, with that

of the separate excrementitious matters. In such deductions, expressed

by chemical formulae, the addition of atoms of oxygen, and the subtrac-

tion of those of water, carbonic acid, and ammonia are wholly arbitrary:

for chemical analyses do not afford the slightest grounds for the majority

of these equations. When, on the other hand, we have seen uric acid

decomposed by different oxidizing agents into urea and other bodies, and
when, further, we find the quantity of uric acid increased in the urine in

those cases where a diminished quantity of oxygen is proved to be con-

tained in the blood, we are justified in concluding that also in the animal
organism a portion, at least, of the urea found in the urine must have
been produced by the oxidation of the uric acid. In the formula which
expresses this deduction, we have an hypothesis, but a well-grounded

one, which, although requiring further confirmation, is yet wholly dif-

ferent from the frequently condemned, but rarely avoided, abuse of

chemical symbols. Chemical equations having no other foundation than

the presumed infallibility of empirical formulae, must, however, cause us

to deviate from the path of physical inquiry, and involve us in a chaos

of the most untenable delusions. Thus, for instance, a chemical equation

might lead us to conclude that glycine (glycocoll) was the source of urea
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and lactic acid in the metamorphosis of the animal tissues ; for we might

conclude that 2 equivalents of hydrate of glycine were decomposed

into the above-named substances according to the formula, C8
H1(V

N 2 8
=

C2
H,N

2 2+C6
H

5 5
.HO. All experiments hitherto instituted with

glycine are, nevertheless, opposed to such a disintegration. If, then,

we would deduce urea and lactic acid from glycine, which has not been

proved to exist in the blood, we should be neglecting the most compre-

hensive rule of logic, according to which one hypothesis cannot be sup-

ported by another. It has, however, unfortunately been too much the

practice in recent times to employ far more complicated equations as

supports for such purely subjective modes of contemplation, by which a

semblance of the most exact method of investigation has been assumed.

By these means a number of chemical fictions have supplanted the fancies

of that speculative natural philosophy which in earlier times encumbered

the study of physiology and pathology, and have plunged medicine into

the midst of a new labyrinth of untenable theories.

We have indicated a further cause of the partial failure of the appli-

cation of chemistry to vital phenomena, in the imperfect causal connec-

tion among the different branches of natural science, without which there

can be no proper insight into the course of different phenomena, or any
recognition of the complete vital process. This is especially the case in

reference to pathologico-chemical inquiries, in the majority of which the

data yielded by pathological anatomy, and the diagnosis thus afforded,

have been too little regarded, whilst the adherents of the pathologico-

anatomical school have made free use of chemical phrases and fictions,

without an adequate acquaintance with the general science of chemistry.
If chemical investigations regarding objects belonging to pathological
anatomy would aspire to a scientific value, and if they are to afford any
true elucidation of pathological processes, it will assuredly be admitted
that the question should be adequately considered from an anatomical
and diagnostic point of view. Yet every day presents us with instances
of the most flagrant neglect of this self-evident proposition. How
frequently we hear of the chemical examination of diseased bones, without
any regard to a diagnosis at all in accordance with the present condition
of pathological anatomy ! What numerous analyses have been made of
the bones in osteomalacia, notwithstanding that the morbid appearances
of these bones vary so much as to render a definite diagnosis a matter
of extreme difficulty to the pathological anatomist! We even more
frequently meet with similar inconsistencies in the investigation of
diseased animal fluids. Here, as in the statistical method of observing
diseases, none but the simplest form of a disease should be made the
subject of such inquiries. Yet the casual results yielded by an exami-
nation of the urine and the blood in the most complicated forms of
disease, are frequent y made the sole grounds for drawing conclusions
regarding the morbid process itself. In many cases e?en the true

?TtW * u
d^ase^s not been given. Thus, for instance, we are

told that Ae blood has been analyzed in typhoid pneumonia, yet whenwe read the history of the case, we find that the disease was neither
ordinary abdominal typhus with pneumonic exudations, nor what i,termed pneumo-typhus, but simple pneumonia with cerebral symptoms!
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More frequently still, we are obliged to rest content with vague names
of disease, unsupported by any history of the case. In most cases cer-

tainly the name of the disease is unimportant. It is by no means essen-

tial to the scientific comprehension of such inquiries that the whole
history of the case from beginning to end should be given with the

circumstantiality at present so much in requisition ; but we undoubtedly

ought to indicate the condition of the patient, as ascertained by a physi-

cal examination, at the period of the removal of any morbid product for

chemical investigation. It is the practice in reporting chemical investi-

gations, to detail as minutely as possible the method pursued, that the

reader may be able to judge for himself, and test the correctness of each

individual step. A similar rule should be observed with reference to the

state of the disease in all pathologico-chemical investigations, for it is

only by these means that we can impart scientific value to such inquiries.

We shall find, however, on examining our pathologico-chemical litera-

ture, that this principle is too frequently neglected.

If we would render chemistry truly useful to other departments of

natural science, we must be careful to acquire a proper knowledge and a

due estimate of the advances made in each ; a point which has unfortu-

nately been too much disregarded in reference to histology. We have
passed the age when morbid tumors, without regard to their histological

constitution, were crushed and pounded in a mortar, with the view of

extracting from this artificially produced chaotic mass a principle pecu-

liar to cancer or pus,—a scirrhin or a pyin ; but at the present day the

combustion tube is still misused in the determination of the elementary

composition of a mass made up of the most heterogeneous organic parts.

Such analyses are wholly devoid of chemical or physiological value, and
cannot, as all chemists must allow, in any way contribute to extend the

domain of chemistry, while they are useless alike to the physiologist and
the pathologist, being utterly devoid of all scientific links of connection.

If, however, we take physiology for our guide in such researches, we
shall find support from that unity of character to which every scientific

inquiry, and every successive experiment should be reduced.

Pathological tumors afford a good illustration of the extent to which

the success of a chemical investigation, and of the method of analysis,

depends on a correct physiological view of the question. When we con-

sider the most recent investigations made in relation to this subject, we
are led to regard malignant tumors, not as secondary products or para-

sitic organs, but as exudations which have been arrested in different

stages of development and organization. If we adhere to this point of

view, we shall no longer attempt to discover the special matters of

scirrhus, encephaloid, &c, but shall rather look upon these objects as

the means of furnishing us with a clue to the physiologico-chemical pro-

cesses by which the plasma is developed into cells and fibres, which
have hitherto presented insuperable obstacles to the advance of chemical

inquiry.

In adverting to the false position assumed by pathological chemistry

in reference to pathological anatomy, it must not be forgotten that the

pathologico-anatomical school is equally deserving of censure. Whence
comes it, we may ask, that those who would set aside pathological
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anatomy, and who profess to limit their investigations to the actual ac

of medicine, should threaten us with all the horrors of a transcendcn

humoral pathology ? The solution of this question is to be found m i

circumstance that, strictly speaking, pathological anatomy is 0C^P1

only with the external palpable alterations experienced by the tissues

and juices from the action of disease, and that if any of the more gradual

stages of transition be made apparent in the course of such processes,

these are mere forms or facts, and afford no insight into the modus ot

the organic changes. In a word, pathological anatomy is a purely

descriptive science, a natural history of morbid actions, which may lead

to the establishment of a system, but not to that of a general principle

and to conclusive deductions. It is the geognosy of the morbid organ-

ism, and must be allied to a geology of disease, which, however, it is

incapable of establishing. It is precisely the purely descriptive character

of pathological chemistry that places it beyond the sphere of experiment.

Like geognosy, it can only attain its aim—the scientific recognition of

objects—with the co-operation of physics and chemistry. If, however,

pathological anatomy is to be regarded as the surest foundation of

medical science, we must endeavor, on speculative grounds, to ally it

more closely with pathology, and thus render it, to a certain extent,

more acceptable to the medical public. We are convinced that the prin-

cipal object had in view by the founder of German pathological anatomy,

Rokitansky, in writing the first volume of his celebrated work, which has

been so severely criticised, was simply to indicate to pathologists the

points of view from which the fruits yielded by the pathological anatomy
he had himself established might be most fully comprehended. But it

has unfortunately happened that his followers have frequently borrowed
from physics and chemistry phrases and modes of representation, without

seizing the spirit of these sciences, or even comprehending their methods
of operation. Hence there has emanated from this school, notwithstand-

ing the positive observations on which it is based, a multitude of the

most unsubstantial medical fictions which, for shallowness, yield to none
of the earlier schools. Pathological views in reference to the nervous
system (Nervenpathologie) have been elevated to the prejudice of physi-
cal views (Nervenphysik) ; for here, in consequence of ordinary anatomy
being inadequate to explain pathological changes, ideas, or rather mere
words, have been unscrupulously borrowed from organic chemistry (by
those who were perfectly ignorant of this science) to explain the most
complicated processes, of which scarcely anything was known but the
final results. Some adherents of the pathologico-anatomical school have
presented us with a theory of the erases of the blood in different diseases,
although this is a view in which no chemist could at present seriously
concur. This theory of erases has been so thoroughly investigated
by physiologists in recent times, and its want of foundation made so
evident, that we need advert no further to it than to observe that where
admixtures and separations are concerned, the chemist is the only com-
petent guide.

A third circumstance which has led to misconceptions in physiological
chemistry depends upon an over-estimate of the value of chemical auxi-
liaries, and a complete ignorance of the present condition of organic
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chemistry. Have the numerous analyses of morbid blood instituted

during the last few years fulfilled the expectations of physicians ? With
all due gratitude to the indefatigable investigators who, with no other

aid than that which zoo-chemistry could offer, boldly attempted to throw
light on those obscure inquiries, it must be admitted that, when we
seriously inquire into the recompense of all their labors and sacrifices,

we find that the result, although too dearly bought, was altogether inade-

quate to satisfy the requirements of pathology. Have the numerous
analyses of the urine led to much more than the assumption of several

new species of disease, or so-called diatheses ? Although we might have

anticipated greater results, we can hardly wonder that the efforts hitherto

made should either wholly or partially have deceived our expectations
;

for although these investigations may have rendered chemistry no un-

worthy auxiliary to a physical diagnosis, analyses of morbid products

could hardly afford an insight into the chemical laboratory of the organ-

ism, while the means were wanting to prosecute them with the scientific

accuracy attainable in the case of mineral analyses. Animal chemistry

is still wholly unable to afford us a precise, and at the same time a

practically useful method of investigating the blood ; and how should it

be otherwise while we continue to be in doubt regarding the chemical

nature of its ordinary constituents ? The mineral substances of normal
blood are not yet determined, or, at all events, continue to be made the

subject of dispute ; we scarcely know the names of the fatty matters it

contains; one of its most important constituents, fibrin, cannot be che-

mically exhibited in a pure state ; we are ignorant of the nature and
mode of secretion of the globulin of the blood-corpuscles ; we are still

far from being able to separate and determine the so-called protein

oxides; and we are also ignorant of the excrementitious substances

occurring in the blood. How then, amidst these and a thousand other

uncertainties and doubts, can an investigation of the blood be scientifi-

cally and trustworthily conducted ? We analyze healthy and morbid
milk, and yet we are ignorant of the substances whose admixture we
have termed casein. The urine, in its morbid condition, presents many
varieties ; and yet our knowledge of this secretion, frequently as it has

been analyzed, amounts to little more than an acquaintance with the

quantitative relations of some of its principal constituents ; creatinine

and hippuric acid have not been determined by any analysis, and doubts

are still entertained by some chemists (although most unjustly), regard-

ing the presence of the latter in human urine, while absolutely nothing

is known regarding the most important pigment of this secretion. Many
experiments have been made and theories broached on nutrition and
digestion, and yet to almost the present day the existence of lactic acid

in the gastric juice has been contested. Although hypotheses are not

wanting regarding the mode of action of pepsin, we know nothing of its

chemical nature, and we are wholly ignorant of the proximate metamor-
phosis of albuminous bodies in the stomach during the process of diges-

tion. Will Mulder be able even with his most accurate analyses, to

support his protein theory by the aid of sulphamide and phosphatide ?

or is this term destined merely to indicate a past epoch of organic

chemistry ? When such is the state of animal chemistry, can we wonder
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that there should be obscurity regarding the chemical processes in the

animal body, their various isolated and combined actions, their causal

connection and their dependence on external influences and internal con-

ditions ? Unfortunately, we might be led to believe, from the lectures

and writings of many physicians, that, trusting to the aphoristic and

often highly apodictic assertions of certain chemists, they felt secure of

having reached the object of their inquiries. Although at present

little more than the direction is indicated, we may hope in due time,

and after innumerable efforts, to see our endeavors crowned with success.

After having become acquainted with the deficiencies and errors be-

longing to the chemistry of the vital processes, which was so prominently

brought forward at an earlier era, we will now pass to the methods and

principles by which alone this science can be made to fulfil its just re-

quirements. The final result of all physiologico-chemical investigations

is avowedly that of gaining an accurate knowledge of the progress and

causal connection of the chemical phenomena attending the vital pro-

cesses. To attain to this knowledge, it is not sufficient to detach sepa-

rate parts from the mechanism of the whole, and to form an opinion of

the combined action of so complicated a chemical structure from a more
or less superficial examination. Attempts have already been made to

establish a splendid theory of the metamorphosis of tissues, but not-

withstanding the many able heads and hands that have been engaged in

the labor, it is still deficient in the essential of a solid foundation.

It is unnecessary to prove that we must thoroughly understand the

substrata of the metamorphosis of the animal tissues before we can ven-
ture an opinion on the nature of the processes. The surest supports of

physiological chemistry are to be sought, therefore, in general organic
chemistry ; while the study of the organic substrata of the animal body,
or zoo-chemistry considered in the strict sense of the word, must neces-
sarily constitute an integral part of physiological chemistry, and prove a
most efficient aid towards its development. If zoo-chemistry ever fulfil

its object^ it must be by the joint aid of chemistry and physiology ; that
is to say, individual substances must not only be fully examined in refer-
ence to their chemical value and their place in the domain of pure organic
chemistry, but they must also be observed in the more general relations
which each may bear to the animal organism and its metamorphosis. In
a word, the physiological value of each substance should be as carefully
considered in zoo-chemistry (the basis of physiological chemistry) as in
pure chemistry. It seems to us, that in treating of zoo-chemistry (in the
first volume of this work), we shall the best attain this aim by adopting the
following arrangement :—namely, by treating of the chemical relations
of each body, in reference to its properties, composition, combinations,
and mode of decomposition, its preparation, the method of testing for
it and its quantitative determination; in explaining the physiological
relations of each substance, we shall endeavor to determine its occur-
rence in the animal body and its origin (whether it be produced within
or without the body), and from the above considerations, we shall finally
attempt to deduce its physiological value.
We shall treat of the properties of each organic substratum before

considering the remaining chemical relations, as it appears to us both
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unpractical and illogical to begin with the mode of preparation, as is

usually done ; unpractical, because no student can comprehend the mode

of preparation when he is not in some degree acquainted with the pro-

perties of the substance in question, and illogical, because we must have

some idea of a body before we can attempt to prepare or exhibit it. The

composition of a body must necessarily constitute the most important

subject of consideration after its properties and its principal reactions

have been duly noticed, for it is only by such means that we can attain

to an idea of the nature of a substance, and of the place it occupies in

the system of organic chemistry. Hence this section must not be limited

to a mere enumeration of analyses or of empirical formulae, but must

embrace a consideration of the arguments that are adducible in favor of

the different views of the theoretical internal constitution of a substance,

and which are briefly expressed by the rational formulae. This method is

of the greatest importance for the recognition of the physiological rela-

tions of organic substances ; since without it, we are unable to arrive at

any logically correct judgment regarding the origin and the physiologi-

cal importance of different substances. If a knowledge of the composi-

tion of an organic substance were not necessary to the investigation of

its combinations and products of decomposition, we should have placed

it after the latter, since they constitute the safest grounds from which we

may form an opinion of the rational composition of a body. A careful

study of the products of decomposition is however the more necessary,

since it is mainly on these that we must base our view of the metamor-

phoses experienced by any given substance within the vital sphere.

It is only when all these relations have been considered, that we shall

deem it expedient to enter upon the different methods of preparation or

exhibition, for then only can the directions given for the separation of

substances be understood.

Before considering a substance from a physiological point of view, we

must examine the means by which we are best able to demonstrate its

presence in the animal juices and tissues. The qualitative analysis of

organic bodies is still far behind that of inorganic bodies, but attention

to this point is the more necessary, since deficient investigations too often

lead to hasty and erroneous opinions. Nor does less importance attach

to a correct estimate of the methods that have been employed for the

quantitative determination of the main constituents of animal fluids
;
for

it is only by this means that we can form an opinion of the value of many

of the existing quantitative analyses of physiological and pathological

products, and of the conclusions which we are justified in deducing from

them.

The physiological consideration of every substance must of necessity

be primarily based on its mode of occurrence, for we cannot form any

opinion of the importance of a body in reference to the changes of ani-

mal matter without knowing where, in what relations, and in what quan-

tity it occurs. When, however, we have examined the origin and

decomposition of a substance, we have obtained the firmest base for the

explanation of the vital chemical processes.

After having, in this manner, familiarized ourselves with the organic

substrata of the animal body, we are still only on the threshold of the
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study of the constitution and functions of the animal juices and tissue .

Before, therefore, we proceed to the actual study of physiological ^
mistry (namely, the theory of the metamorphosis of matter, or o

zoo-chemical processes), we take into consideration the substances

which we have already become acquainted in zoo-chemistry, rega u

them topographically, in reference to their simultaneous occurrence, a

their blending and admixture under the form of animal juices, tissues,

and organs. We may extend this classification to the animal nuias as

well as to the tissues and entire organs. No one will deny that tne

knowledge of the chemical constitution of these more complex ana ire-

quently variable parts of the animal body is another basis of physiolo-

gical chemistry, for it is evident that if we would treat of chemical pro-

cesses, we ought to have a knowledge of the substances implicated m
them. This, however, cannot yet be attained in zoo-chemistry in the

sense that we attach to this science. We here enter the domain of phy-

siology, in as far as we submit the direct results of physiological actions

to an investigation, which however must still be of a purely chemical

and essentially analytical character.
t

The province of chemistry in the consideration of the animal fluids

and tissues, is similar to that of mineralogical chemistry, for as in the

one case, we seek for elucidation respecting the proximate constituents

of often highly complicated compound minerals and rocks, so in the

other we endeavor analytically to determine the constitution of animal

fluids and solid organized parts by the aid of the knowledge we have

already obtained from zoo-chemistry. It was in these data that the na-

ture of physiological and pathological chemistry was formerly studied,

and it was believed that the processes themselves might be determined

directly from the knowledge afforded by such analyses. The fallacy of

such a view is proved no less by the state of our knowledge, some ten

years since, regarding the physiology of nutrition and secretion, than by

the numerous errors propagated since that period in reference to the

chemical processes in the animal body. What were analyses of the

blood, urine, milk, and bile before this epoch, but mere isolated facts de-

ficient in those links that ought to bind them to the theory of nutrition

and secretion ? Physiology then regarded such analyses more as mere
accessories than as necessary means for the comprehension of each pro-

cess. A more exact, although by no means a perfect knowledge of the
• chemical qualities of these juices was subsequently acquired, and hence

it was attempted to establish a more intimate relation between the che-

mical constitution and the physiological function ; but from the absence
of a proper analytical foundation, this method not unfrequently led to
numerous perversions and dangerous errors, as we have already stated,
and as we might illustrate by a large number of examples. Although
the results of the chemical analysis of the animal juices may afford many
indications of the processes, they by no means enable us to judge of the
function itself, however numerous and complete they may be ; and it is

only by means of experiments founded on the composition of these
fluids that we are able to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion regarding
the nature of the processes in question.

The study of the zoo-chemical processes based on zoo-chemistry and
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the theory of the animal juices, appertains to the third section of physio-

logical chemistry, the theory of the metamorphosis of tissues—of nutri-

tion and secretion. It has already been observed, that the actual object

of physiological chemistry is to examine the course of the chemical phe-

nomena of the animal organism in their causal connection, and to deduce

them from known physical and chemical laws ; or in other words, to

explain them scientifically. Even if we regard the chemical substratum,

as made known to us by zoo-chemistry and the theory of the juices, in

the light of a satisfactorily investigated question, there are still several

directions to be pursued before we can reach the proper object of our

inquiries. It is here most essential that we should be well acquainted

with the paths to be followed, for in our search after truth we are com-

pelled to call to our aid hypotheses which might easily lead us into the

domain of pure fiction.

As long as zoo-chemistry and the theory of the juices continue to

occupy their present subordinate position, the only method by which the

foundation necessary to an exact investigation can be obtained, is that

which we may term the statistical. Liebig, Boussingault, and Valentin

have indeed, with a more correct view of what was required, attempted

to compare the final effects of the whole with the material substrata sup-

plied to the organism. We cannot, it is true, arrive at any conclusion

regarding the working of the process itself by a mere juxtaposition and
quantitative comparison of the ingesta and excreta of the animal organ-

ism, any more than we can judge of the causes and course of diseases

by the number of fatal cases recorded : but such experiments furnish us

with certain general results which serve as guides to further investiga-

tions. Some of the most important questions, whose solution was spe-

cially necessary, were unanswerable by any other method. Thus, for

instance, it was ascertained, by an accurate investigation of the food,

and its comparison with the constituents of the excreta and of the

nutrient fluids, that in the ordinary food of animals, albuminous sub-

stances occur in sufficient quantity to compensate for the nitrogenous

matters lost in the process of nutrition and in the metamorphosis of

tissue ; while it was thus at the same time shown, that the animal organ-

ism does not necessarily possess the property of generating albuminous

matter from other substances containing nitrogen. The question whether

the animal organism possessed the property of generating fat was

answered in a similar manner ; and it is well known that by means of

such statistical observations (comparing the fat contained in the food

with that secreted in the cellular tissue and mixed with the excrements)

the contest carried on between Liebig on the one side, and Dumas and
Boussingault on the other, regarding the formation of fat, was finally

decided in favor of the former.

This statistical method preserves us from setting up untenable hypo-

theses, and prosecuting useless experiments. How long were the minds

of natural philosophers haunted with the illusion that animal bodies pos-

sessed the power of generating mineral elements, as lime, iron, sulphur,

&c, from other elements, or even from nothing ! It was this method
alone which exposed the perfect nullity of the obstinately defended

dogma of the "vital force."
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Statistico-chemical investigations may serve as checks to, or c°n
f
r™*'

tions of other inquiries and methods of inquiry; thus, for insw ,

Boussingault, by a comparison of the amount of nitrogen m the exwe

ments with that in the food, has fully confirmed the experiments made

byDulong, Valentin, Marchand, and others, which appeared to snow

that the animal body lost a slight quantity of nitrogen by exhalation

from the lungs. , ,

The statistical method would, therefore, appear to be one ot tne most

important aids towards a solution of some of the more general questions

in reference to the metamorphosis of the animal tissues. We must,

however, be careful not to deduce more from such experiments than

what is permitted by the simplest induction ; for the results derived from

this method have unfortunately too often been made to yield support to

the vaguest fictions and the boldest speculations.

It need scarcely be observed that science should not rest satisfied with

a knowledge of the final results of chemical processes in the animal

body, or with the assertion of the chemical dignity of the vital process

in summd, but should be made to enter more deeply into the course of

the separate processes, and into the causal relations of phenomena.

Here the statistical method cannot of course afford any satisfactory solu-

tion to our inquiries ; for when we have ascertained by this experimental

method that fat is formed in the animal body, we must learn from other

methods the manner in which this substance is formed.

The method by which we may examine the course of phenomena and
the cause of their succession, might be named comparative analytical or

cliemico-experimental, in as far as the chemical phenomena of the living

body may be artificially imitated, and the chemical metamorphoses of

certain substances external to the vital sphere be compared with those

within the influence of the vital processes. Liebig and his school have
here done essential service. He was led to believe from his statistical

inquiries on fats, that these substances in their transmission through the

organism, were in a great measure oxidized and reduced to water and
carbonic acid, by which means they specially contributed towards the

maintenance of animal heat. As Liebig was by no means inclined to

believe, as some have supposed, that fat was consumed in the lungs,
somewhat in the same manner as oil burns in a lamp, it was necessary
more accurately to investigate its gradual metamorphosis, and its transi-
tion through different stages of oxidation, and into bodies containing a
larger quantity of oxygen. He believed that he could most readily
attain this object by the comparative analytical method ; and hence he
and his school entered upon a series of experiments on the numerous
products of decomposition of fatty matters, and more especially on theirSSI '

oxl
.

datio^ and although we may still be far removed from

results aV^' ^ inquirieS We enriched us with man? valuable

the anirnafbodv \* ^ ? ^^ hj the gela%e™us tissues ofthe animal body
,
for although our histological and statistico-chemical

EIST GaVen0t the 8liShteSt doubt that the gelatin fc Cefrom the albuminous matters the process of this metamorphosis isTtiUwholly unexp ained; and before we shall be justified in forming anopinion regarding this metamorphosis, and expressing it by a chemical
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equation, it is indispensably necessary that we should investigate the

metamorphoses experienced by albuminous bodies during their gradual

oxidation. We are indebted for these views to the admirable investiga-

tions prosecuted under Liebig's direction, by Schlieper and Guckelberger,

on the products of oxidation of albuminous bodies and of gelatin.

As we learn more thoroughly to investigate the processes of putrefac-

tion and decomposition, and that of the dry distillation of individual

animal substances, and therefore the better to understand their re-

gressive metamorphoses, we may hope by this knowledge to arrive at a

deduction, based on some probability, regarding their progressive meta-

morphoses. Among these probable deductions we may place Dessaigne's

discovery of the decomposition of hippuric acid into glycine and benzoic

acid, Liebig's investigation of creatin, and his pupil's analyses of glycine

(glycocoll), which although they do not yet afford us any perfect eluci-

dation of the metamorphoses of animal matter, nevertheless yield many
sure points of support for future inquiries on the vital processes.

A third method, which although frequently employed, has hitherto,

from the imperfect state of our knowledge, yielded few reliable results,

is the physiologico-experimental. By this term we would designate

that class of inquiries, in which observations are made in the living

organism on the result of certain conditions on the progress of a physio-

logico-chemical process, and on the different stages of that process.

We are aware that we shall never succeed in artificially reproducing all

the processes as they occur in the living body, since we are here as little

able to call forth the necessary conditions and relations, as in the forma-

tion of minerals and rocks. It is, therefore, the more necessary to

observe a process, of which we cannot judge by imitation, in its course

in the living body, and for this end we must chiefly employ natural

physiological means. Among these we may reckon the investigations

that have been made in reference to the contents of the stomach during

the process of natural digestion, to the chemical change of individual

substances in the development of the egg during incubation, and to the

dependence of the products of respiration on different external conditions.

We may further add those experiments that have been made on the

changes of individual substances during their passage through the animal

organism, or on the effect of different kinds of food, and the metamor-

phoses of certain nutrient substances during the process of nutrition.

To the same method belong all pathologico-chemical experiments, as for

instance, observations on the contents of the intestine after the closure

of the common bile duct, and on the blood and other fluids after extir-

pating or tying the vessels of the kidneys. Chemistry, unfortunately,

too often fails us to permit of our deriving from this method all the re-

sults which it appears to promise ; it must, however, ultimately furnish

the keystone to all physiologico-chemical inquiries, which, without its

aid, would continue insoluble enigmas, and would admit of hypothetical

rather than actual explanation. The theory of the metamorphosis of

animal matter, without the support of such a physiologico-experimental

foundation, must continue to be attended by no little risk.

In conclusion, we would advance a few remarks on the place which

physiological chemistry occupies, or at some future period will occupy,
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among the auxiliary medical sciences. If the final result of all physio-

logico-chemical inquiries be that of comprehending the chemical pheno-

mena of animal life in their different phases and in their causal conne/5
"

tions, it is obvious that we must look to this science for a solution ot the

most important questions of physiology, and of medicine generally, it

cannot be denied that most of the phenomena of animal life either consist

in or are accompanied by chemical processes ; nor can we form an ade-

quate conception of the functions of the nervous system by which sen-

suous perception and motion are regulated, without the simultaneous

existence of chemical actions. For although we are as yet unable to make

nervous action fully harmonize with definite physiological laws, or to

identify it with certain physical forces or imponderable fluids, all physio-

logical experiments indicate that it is always followed by a chemical re-

action, and that the nervous system experiences chemical changes by

and through its own activity. It must, indeed, be admitted that any

actual proof of such chemical metamorphoses is at present perfectly un-

attainable, and that our chemical methods would here affords us no higher

aid than that which the scalpel yields to the pathological anatomist.

But ought we to despair of attaining our object, because we do not as

yet clearly perceive the direction we are to follow ? Weariness of the

senses is the diminished impressibility of the nerves of sense, but its

cause cannot reasonably be sought for in any other than a chemical
change, experienced by the conducting substance of the nerves. Such
a chemical metamorphosis of the nerves of sense from external impres-
sions can no longer greatly excite our astonishment, since we have wit-

nessed the unexpected phenomenon of a picture produced suddenly, and
as it were by magic, from the chemical changes effected by the rays of
light on an iodized silver plate. Should we not be equally justified in
saying that the iodized plate, which after being exposed for a few
seconds to a strong light gives only faint and half-effaced images, is

wearied like the retina, when after repeated and continuous perception
of an image, it gives back only the faint outlines of the object ? We
may rest assured that the nervous system is not exempt from chemical
action

;
and if the nervous system itself must fall within the domain of

chemical contemplation, and a chemical expression remains to be found
for its action, no less than for that of digestion and for the formation of
blood, it is scarcely necessary to offer further proof of the fact that
chemistry is destined to play the most important part in physiology and
medicine. However much we may endeavor to exclude chemistry from
certain physiological investigations, we shall always find that it involun-
tarily forces itself upon our notice ; for without it we shall be unable to
fand a physiological equation or a philosophical expression for a process.
In a scientific point of view chemistry must, therefore, be regarded as
an invaluable acquisition to physiology. We have, then, littl! cause todread that Cicero s observation « Sua quisque studio delegatus alterum
contemnit, will be applied to ourselves, when we assert that physiolo-
gica chemistry is the crowning point of every physiological inquiry.When we turn to practical physiology, to pathology, Snd therapeutics
we are again reminded that chemistry is indispensable. Is there a sWle
disease that is not attended by chemical changes ? Can we ever hope to
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comprehend or explain the nature of any process, if we are ignorant of

its integral factors ? Life cannot exist without chemical movements,
disease cannot exist without chemical changes. Thus much in reference

to pathology ; while in respect to therapeutics, it is almost superfluous

to observe that chemistry here also plays the principal part, for where
has modern pharmacology sought its chief support, save in chemical pro-

cesses and principles ? And if we have advanced so far towards a clear

insight as no longer to ascribe supernatural forces to medicines, but to

derive their efficiency specially from chemical properties, then must
chemistry be the supporting basis of pharmacology. The physician

acts upon the body mostly by the aid of matter, which retains its cha-

racteristic powers within no less than without the organism. If then

nervous action likewise falls within the sphere of chemical metamor-
phoses, the Nervina (or Neurotica) of pharmacologists must primarily

at least act chemically on this system.

To those who stand on the grounds of exact investigation, holding

fast to the fundamental principle that it is from physical laws alone we
must deduce a true explanation, and that by induction only can we in-

vestigate the causal connection of vital phenomena, no further proof

need be adduced of the truth of our assertion that physiological che-

mistry occupies the highest place among the sciences auxiliary to medi-

cine. Even those who deem special forces and special laws necessary to

the explanation of vital phenomena must admit that chemical methods
are the most important for the investigation of these actions, and for the

solution of such questions, if, as indeed cannot be denied, it is only by a

thorough investigation of the physical forces acting in the living body
that we can become acquainted with a true vital force or vital law.

With those who judge of vital forces by subjective feelings, and would
stamp nature with the impress of their own ideas, we will not contest the

point of view we have adopted ; but leave them to regard chemistry,

like physics and anatomy, as a mere auxiliary towards an adequate ap-

preciation and contemplation of nature.

It now only remains for us to add a few words on the relation of

pathological to physiological chemistry. Neither from a theoretical nor

a practical point of view can we concur in the assertion that pathological

chemistry is separate and different from physiological chemistry. Ex-
perience shows us the impracticability of such a separation, for how
much mental energy has been wasted, as it were, in the investigation of

unattainable things ; and among these we may class pathological che-

mistry, when not based on physiological principles. It would assuredly

be going too far, to assert that the natural inquirer should undertake no
experiment that could not afford a definite solution to a well-grounded

question ; but it must be admitted that there is an almost countless

number of pathologico-chemical experiments which have yielded no re-

sult, and which obviously could yield none ; and indeed it seems scarcely

comprehensible that we should attempt to understand that which is ab-

normal, while we continue ignorant of that which is normal. Before we
can institute a comparison between two things, we must be familiarly

acquainted with at least one. Here we do not by any means wish to

maintain that no pathologico-chemical inquiries should be prosecuted,
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for this would be as absurd as to withhold our attention from Path^g
until we supposed ourselves fully enlightened on the subject ol VJ
logy. We would, on the contrary, limit our objections to those aa*y

of pathological products which have no relation to any oneleadm
,

are devoid of connection with any scientifically established taCt '
anT •

not bear upon general chemical or physiological propositions, &ucn^in-

vestigations are so numerous, that our weekly periodicals are seiaom

without one or more analyses of diabetic urine. These results would,

doubtless, afford additional proof of the well-established fact that sugar

is present in diabetic urine, if we did not feel assured that the diabetes

was not diagnosed until the existence of sugar had been demonstrated in

the urine. We seldom meet with any observation on the relation exist-

ing between the quantity of sugar excreted in a given time, and the

quantity of food taken during the same period ; while other and similar

considerations of equal importance are also usually disregarded.

The severance of pathological from physiological chemistry is even

less admissible in a scientific than in a practical point of view._ We will

not here pass judgment on the obscure abstract idea of disease, but

whatever value such a view may have in reference to life and medical

practice, and however pathologists may strive artistically to define it, it

must continue illogical in reference to theory and science. But what-

ever view we may here adopt, it must be admitted that pathological

and physiological chemistry cannot exist independently,—a view re-

quiring no circumstantial proof. The power and the law remain the

same, whether the points of application be more or less remote from the

fulcrum of the lever ; the result alone is different. Pathologico-chemical

phenomena do not originate in the occurrence of new forces or special

laws, but merely from the chemical points of application being somewhat
different ; that is to say, the relations are changed under which the sub-

strata develope their actions of affinity. Pathological phenomena can,

therefore, only be recognized when manifested preponderatingly in some
one direction, but they of necessity obey one and the same law. As the

result of indispensable conditions we cannot then regard them as anoma-
lous or abnormal. If protoxide of iron is no longer precipitable by
alkalies when organic acids are present, and if fibrin loses its capacity
for coagulating in the presence of certain salts, we no more apply the
term diseased to these substances than to a clock which stops because
the weight has run down. When, in consequence of any influence, the
capillaries become dilated, and the blood contained in them stagnates,
exudes, or coagulates, we do indeed recognize the occurrence of some-
thing singular and not of ordinary occurrence, but nothing independent
of a law. The physician may designate inflammatory symptoms as ab-
normal and morbid, but the philosophical inquirer sees only the neces-
sary result of laws acting under different relations, for he has to deal
only with fixed laws and not with rules abounding in exceptions. The
chemist is an investigator of nature even when occupied in studying
pathological processes, as the physiologist is still engaged in physiology
when turning his attention to the less frequent phenomena of the living
body, for there is no special science for the exceptional phenomena of
nature but only one physiology as there is one all-powerful law f
nature.
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We are tempted, notwithstanding the above observations, to cast a

glance at the position occupied by physiological chemistry, in relation

to what is called metaphysiology. The recent advances of organic che-

mistry have unfortunately been interwoven with a fantastic physiology,

which designates itself as a comparative science. This is not a science

comparing together the functions of the organs of different animals, as

comparative anatomy compares their structure, but a system founded on
abstractions and ideal comparisons ; that is to say, on figurative repre-

sentations of subjective conceptions, in which the results of objective in-

vestigation are advanced in defiance of the most contradictory facts.

We entertain all due respect for that form of metaphysics which occu-

pies the same rank among the speculative sciences as physiology and
chemisti'y hold among the exact sciences. Metaphysics and physiology

resemble two diverging lines, which coincide only in their starting-point,

and differ so widely at all other points, that they cannot be united unless

to the detriment of true science. The physicist has maintained his stand

more firmly and securely than the speculative natural philosopher, who
never relaxed in his attempts to force his complex ideas, constructed ac-

cording to a subjective standard, upon the objective experiments of the

physicist. On this principle it has been attempted to anticipate intellec-

tually the discoveries and general propositions which the physicist en-

deavors to attain by practical evidence, and thus science has been con-

fused in a manner that cannot fail to retard its advance. There are

now indeed but few remaining followers of the school of speculative natu-

ral philosophy, which emanated from the same exaggerated bias of the

age which in poetry gave rise to the romantic school. Men created for

themselves an Ideal, to which they gave the name of nature.

Although such a system of metaphysics 1 completely mistakes its pro-

vince, it is yet essential that "the chemist should raise himself above the

vital, no less than the chemical process, in order to compare them both

in their principal properties and results, and to represent them in their

co-existence, founded as it is in objective processes." This is, however,

a point of view from which no mere chemist should observe the pheno-

mena of nature ; for no exact investigation is compatible with imaginative

speculation, which can exhibit only artificial comparisons and obscure

reflections of dimly comprehended physical phenomena. We have not

hesitated to avow that we have assumed a thoroughly radical point of

view, in reference to specific vital phenomena and vital forces ; for we
cannot rest satisfied with the mysterious obscurity in which they have
been artificially enveloped. With the physicist we would uphold the

reality of phenomena ; and while we admit that the consciousness of the

reality of matter is only the result of an abstraction, we must regard
this abstraction, by which we recognize the Immaterial, the Spiritual,

and the Force, as originating in reality. We therefore believe, with the

diffidence beseeming a genuine student of nature, that it would be wiser

and more conducive to the spread of true knowledge to adhere, in the

study of vital processes, to matter, and to the laws by which it is deter-

mined, than (following the fictitious abstractions of dynamical processes)

1 Geubel, Grundziige der wissenschaftlichen Chemie, Frankf. a M. 1846, and L. Miil-

ler, Berzelius's Ansichten, Breslau, 1846.

vol. i. 3
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to assume that there exists in life a higher power of the spiritual 01 ce

pervading matter. While, therefore, in opposition to the views ot

natural philosophers, we must refer all force to matter, we have no i

of degrading "vital phenomena to mere mechanical, physical, ana -

mical processes;" since our most exalted conception of nature ana me

sublimest natural philosophy emanate from the very simplicity ol pny-

sical laws, and the unlimited variety of phenomena to which tney give

rise

We are firmly convinced, that even metaphysiology will be unable to

deprive physiological chemistry of the consideration due to it among

physical studies, in its explanation of vital processes ;
and we will there-

fore leave it to the poetic and the imaginative to depict the romance of

the protecting activity and sturdy contest maintained by the vital force,

and of a struggle between different powers,—between the attraction and

repulsion of polarities. Does it not need a superabundant richness of

fancy to believe, with metaphysiologists, that apparent death, trance, or

(as it has been termed) latent life, is the predominance of the spiritual

over the material (the metamorphosis of matter being at its minimum),

rather than a predominance of the material over the spiritual, as sounder

minds would be led to assume ? It would be well if these spiritualists

would look down from the high stand they have chosen, and deign to

believe that there arc some among those experimentalists, who, clinging

to matter, and gathering their facts with ant-like industry from the

lowly earth, notwithstanding that they have long held communion with

the poet-philosopher, Plato, and the philosophical natural inquirer,

Aristotle, and have some familiarity with the Paraphrases of Hegel and

Schclling, are yet unwilling to relinquish their less elevated position.

If these happy admirers of their own Ideal had descended from their

airy heights, and closely examined organic and inorganic matter, they

would not have deemed it necessary to assume, that besides carbon, hy-

drogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, organic substances must also contain an
organogenium, or latent vital force, or whatever else they may be
pleased to call it. Had they sought information from a chemist, they
would have learnt, that when exposed to the clear light of rigid logic

there is no essential difference between organic and inorganic bodies : a
chemist, totally unacquainted with organic matter, would a priori have
deduced all these incidental differences of matter from the doctrine of
affinity and the science of stoichiometry, evolved from dead matter.
However these advocates of a romantic poetry of nature may despise the
swarm of industrious investigators, who are often unwearingly occupied
for years together in endeavoring to collect a few firm supports for the
great edifice of a, true philosophy of nature, we do not despair of seeing
our work rise in simple grandeur, more durable and lasting than those
sophisms of natural philosophy, which, passing through ages, from Py-
thagoras and Empedocles to Schelling and Hegel, have, like the sand of
the ocean shore, been alternately upborne by one wave and engulphed
by the next. 1

i If any of my readers have chanced to meet with the article " Chemismus in der Me
dicin," which appeared in the " Gegenwart," they have probably been struck by the
similarity existing between the ideas expressed in the present work and the line of
thought followed in that essay

; I therefore feel called upon to avow the authorshin
of it. v
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ORGANIC SUBSTRATA OF THE ANIMAL ORGANISM.

While we admit that the general investigation of nature must derive

its chief support and stability from the investigation of particulars ; and
while we deplore the evils that have accrued to the natural sciences from
the premature abstractions and hazardous generalizations deduced from
data, which are in themselves correct ; we must remember, that no de-

partment of natural science, however limited its domain, should be

entered upon without the aid of certain leading maxims, and without a

definite aim. These must be sought by physiological chemistry in phy-

siology, no less than in general chemistry ; for without these aids zoo-

chemistry will continue a confused mass of loosely connected facts, from
which every fanciful inquirer may select whatever suits his views, to

beguile himself or others with short-lived dreams or illusions.

The general principles and recent acquisitions of chemistry are as

essential to the consideration of the properties and chemical metamorpho-
ses of animal substances, as an intimate acquaintance with physiological

theories is to the deeper insight into the chemistry of the animal func-

tions. It would be both inappropriate and detrimental to this branch of

science to borrow from general chemistry only such matters and facts as

refer to the animal body, in order to accumulate a mass of disjointed

bodies, and group them together simply according to their physiological

import ; as if we considered zoo-chemical processes in a purely chemical

light, depending upon combination or decomposition, on chemical dual-

ism, the theory of acids and bases, &c. : we should rather adhere in our

study of the chemical substrata of the animal organism to the more gene-

ral chemical points of view, from which we may consider the chemical

nature of these heterogeneous substances ; or, in fine, we must not leave

it to chance in zoo-chemistry whether or not we examine a chemical sub-

stance according to its occurrence in, or absence from the animal organ-
ism. We must pay special attention to the place occupied by each mem-
ber of the group of chemical substances ; while the contiguous members
and allied substances, that may not have occurred in the same order in

other animal bodies, must not be disregarded. It would be illogical to

regard the metamorphic products of those animal matters that we have
not hitherto been able to detect in the excreta of animal bodies, as ex-

cluded from zoo-chemistry; or, at all events, as constituting only a less

essential and more supplementary portion of the science. Zoo-chemistry
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should not only embrace, according to the principles of pure chem'"^
all substances standing in a more or less intimate relation to the m

'

actually found in animal bodies, but it should likewise make the iu.

and most extended application of the various propositions and tnco

by which general chemistry has at different times been enriched,

the first glance it might appear as if the physiological momentum were

entirely lost in such a conception of zoo-chemistry ; but so tar tiom mis

being the case, we find that by such a method physiology is made to

afford the greatest aid. .

The physiological importance of a body is mainly dependent on its

chemical composition and quality. If this proposition be true, the asser-

tion that a chemical conception of animal substances must likewise be a

physiological one, can no longer be called in question. The physiolo-

gical capacities of the material substrata of animate beings can be

referred only to their chemical qualities, and no form of physiology,

that was not tin ?tured with sophisms of the spiritualist school, could hold

that a chemical substance should depose all its integral properties in

the animate body, to assume higher or more spiritual capacities in the

vital sphere. But while we would endeavor in the following pages to

establish the principle of the purely chemical arrangement of zoo-

chemical substances, we at the same time most fully award to physiology

what is its due. A chemical arrangement of animal substances must be

in perfect accordance with a physiological one ; Avhile the latter would

neither be rational, correct, or in accordance with nature, if it were to

associate substances having different chemical qualities, and artificially

separate others of analogous chemical characters. Thus, it is self-

evident, that substances containing no nitrogen, as starch, sugar, &c,

must be associated with very different physiological functions from

albuminous bodies, containing a large quantity of nitrogen : but we
should hardly have expected that the difference between nitrogenous

and non-nitrogenous bodies should be so clearly shown in the two great

kingdoms of living organisms ; the vital phenomena of animals and
plants, in a great measure owe their differences to the diversity of these

two classes of chemical substances. We shall find in the course of our

observations, that pure chemistry cannot sever or group together
organic substances, otherwise than as physiological conditions shall

require.

When we speak of applying a purely chemical principle to the classi-

fication of the objects embraced in zoo-chemistry,—understanding by
the term, the theory of the chemical substrata of animal organisms,

—

we do not refer to the old and bygone classification of organic sub-
stances into acids, bases, and indifferent or amphoteric bodies ; for we
are of opinion that a classification of animal substances, according
to their combined chemical relations and their chemical import (but
not according to a single property, as for instance their basicity or
acidity), must be physiologically correct, since it is a natural method of
arrangement. On the other hand we regard a purely physiological
principle of classification in zoo-chemistry (such as we followed in° the
first edition of the present work) as no less irrational and unnatural than
that which has originated in views based merely on a theory of affinities.
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Although we might at first sight be disposed to regard as appropriate a

classification of organic substrata into nutrient matters and excreta, the

practical application of such a mode of treatment will exhibit numerous
deficiencies, which completely nullify the advantages it might have been

supposed to possess. For it soon becomes apparent, that a body which

appears in one part of the animal organism, or in one process, strictly

as a product of decomposition, is applied in another to the formation of

a tissue, or the accomplishment of a purely physiological function. A
separation of zoo-chemical substances into secreted and excreted matters,

leads to the greatest uncertainty and the most intricate confusion. We
must, however, admit that every systematic mode of arrangement seems

impracticable in a purely empirical science, which ought only to follow

a genetic or ^etiological, and not a teleological method ; since the latter

can, at most, only indicate the direction in which investigation should

be pursued in an immature science. A new phrase has, however, been

recently employed by which it was conjectured that zoo-chemical pro-

cesses might, according to their nature, be separated into two wholly

different classes, viz. progressive and regressive metamorphosis of

matter. However deserving these words may be of being retained in

physiological chemistry to serve as concise and generalizing designa-

tions, they do not express definite ideas in relation to the abstruser study

of this science, or of pure zoo-chemistry. Without . dwelling upon the

fact that it is impossible to prove, in the case of many zoo-chemical sub-

stances, whether they belong to the progressive or the regressive meta-

morphoses of matter, wre will only observe, that even in the animal pro-

cesses no limits can be drawn between the termination of progressive and
the commencement of regressive metamorphosis. Carnivorous animals

only introduce into their organism well-elaborated animal matter, and
hence in them the extent of the progressive metamorphosis must be very

inconsiderable
;
yet an opinion has long been entertained, that in animal

life there is a regressive formation alone, and in vegetable life only a

progressive development of organic matter. The acrimonious discussion

that arose, as to whether the fibrin of the blood belonged to the progres-

sive or the regressive metamorphosis, is sufficient proof that no leading

principle is embodied to these terms. We perceive, therefore, that a

purely physiological mode of classification is as untenable as those che-

mical methods which have been borrowed from the individual, and, in

most cases, incidental properties of substances.

No chemist at all acquainted with the present state of organic che-

mistry, will be disposed to place such bodies as albumen and urea in one
genus, because both these substances are nitrogenous and amphoteric,

any more than the physiologist, who is well aware that a nutrient sub-

stance must of necessity have a very different chemical constitution from
an excreted substance. We would, therefore, again observe that chemists
and physiologists must perfectly coincide in their views respecting the

mode of classifying and considering animal bodies, and that where they
differ in their description, both cannot be true to nature ; for where, for

instance, a physiologist should regard a substance as a product of secre-

tion, while the chemist classed it with albuminous substances in accord-

ance with his observation of its constitution, one or the other must be in
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error : since the chemical qualities of a body cannot be at variance wi

the physiological. That method which fulfils the requirements ot ootn

sciences, chemistry as well as physiology, can therefore be the only

correct mode of treating zoo-chemistry. , . .

Although zoo-chemistry constitutes the firmest basis of physiological

chemistry, and although the chemical clement should be duly considered,

we ought not wholly to lose sight of the physiological relations ot indi-

vidual substances. It is not enough to describe the properties, compo-

sition, preparation, and decomposition of matters without also considering

their physiological character. The occurrence of a substance in certain

parts of the animal body and in certain processes, its relation to the

general metamorphosis of matter, and its progressive or regressive forma-

tion, are all questions for whose solution we do not look to pure che-

mistry, although physiology alone is equally incompetent to the task.
^

A structure such as we have endeavored to sketch, appears to us in-

dispensable to zoo-chemistry, before we can expect that physiology and

medicine will furnish an exact reply to those general questions in che-

mistry which refer to the more important processes. Similar views have

undoubtedly guided most true natural inquirers in their labors in this

field of scientific investigation. Nor have such men as Berzelius,

Wohler, Liebig, and Mulder, ever undertaken investigations which from

their deficiency in all scientific bases could not lead to any scientifically

reliable results. We find that such men have always endeavored to

afford that internal scientific support to pure zoo-chemistry without which

it must continue a mere medley composed of disjointed facts. In the

present day we are, however, justified in expecting well-grounded phy-

siological results from pure zoo-chemistry, nor do we exaggerate in

stating that more light has been thrown on the metamorphosis of animal

matter by such zoo-chemical investigations, as Mulder's on albuminous
substances, Liebig's on creatin, and Wb'hler's on uric acid, than by many
hundred analyses of the blood and urine.

In accordance with the views already advanced, Ave shall in the fol-

lowing sketch of the zoo-chemical elements, retain those groups that have
been established by the most recent investigations of pure chemistry.
Bodies of homologous chemical value must also possess common physiolo-
gical relations. We shall begin with bodies of the simplest composition,
most of which have seldom, if ever, been found developed in the animal
organism ; but with which it is necessary we should become acquainted
as the derivatives of animal substances. By thus passing from the groups
of simply constituted bodies to those of more complicated composition,
we shall gradually become more familiar with the mechanism of the
association and separation of organic matter, until we are finally enabled
to form a correct judgment of the most complicated substances of the
animal organism. We must, however, submit the facts before us to a
careful and critical inquiry, if we would employ zoo-chemistry as the
firmest support of physiological chemistry. For there is scarcely any
department of scientific inquiry in which truth and error, suppositions
and facts, acquired and presumed results, and positive and hypothetical
deductions, have been more confounded. We need only refer to the
fanciful trifling with chemical formulae which, from bearing the impress
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of the words and symbols of an exact science, have deceived many
unaccustomed to such characters. The cause of the many erroneous

views which have passed from physiological chemistry to physiology and
medicine, mainly depends upon the inadequate knowledge of what is

necessary for the establishment of a formula for the chemical constitution

of a body. It seems, therefore, not wholly inappropriate, in an intro-

duction to zoo-chemistry, to refer to the points in pure chemistry, from

which alone the chemist is able to deduce a formula.

We might indeed draw some conclusions regarding the atomic compo-
sition of a body from the mere result of one or more elementary analyses,

or, in other words, we might, from the percentage composition of a body,

construct an empirical formula which would serve to exhibit the relation

of the separate elements to one another. But this method can alone

possess any scientific value when, on the one hand, we are convinced that

the substance under consideration is chemically pure, and when, on the

other, after the former fact has been fully proved, the errors incidental

to every analysis are considerably smaller {i. e. when the variations in

the percentage results of the analysis are less) than would be afforded

by any other formula than the one calculated. Such variations by which
an entire analysis may be rendered unavailable are of common occur-

rence in the determination of hydrogen ; the atomic weight of this

element being so small that the slightest variations in the percentage

composition derived from the individual analyses may cause the formula

of a body to differ by one or more atoms of hydrogen. Moreover, another

reason why elementary analyses often exhibit the most marked variations

in the quantity of hydrogen, is that the drying of an organic substance

is only relative, and as many of these substances are extremely hygroscopic,

it is impossible, even with the greatest care, to prevent them from con-

densing water from the atmosphere during the process of weighing. We
call this drying relative, because in many substances we are unable to

determine at what degree of temperature, and after what time they
should be regarded as dried, as decomposed, or as still retaining water.

Hence it is evident that the number of atoms of hydrogen will be com-
puted with the least certainty in the most important elements of zoo-

chemistry, as in the albuminous matters and their derivatives, which are

bodies of very high atomic weight.

In consequence of the atomic weights of these substances being so

high, and considering the great uncertainty whether they are free from
all admixtures, excepting the salts with which they are inseparably con-

nected, the number of atoms of carbon cannot be computed with cer-

tainty from the empirical result of the analysis. As, moreover, we pos-

sesss no means of directly determining the oxygen contained in an
organic body, and can only estimate it by the loss in the weight of the

substance analyzed, that is to say, by the subtraction of the quantities

of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, the collective errors in the investi-

gation will frequently affect the number representing th.e oxygen,
which must therefore be regarded as the most uncertain number in the

analysis.

When all the errors which attach to the calculation of atomic formulae
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from the direct results of elementary analyses have been as thoroughly

as possible avoided, and even when they may be regarded as == 0, the tor-

mula will still only have a problematic value until the saturating capacity

of the bodv has been determined by direct experiment, that is to say,

until the atomic weight derived from the saturating capacity of the body

shall be found to accord with that deduced from the analysis. We have

therefore no guarantee for the true atomic weight of a body, or for its

atomic composition, without a previous knowledge of the saturating

capacity, even supposing that all the other data were perfectly correct,

and free from doubt. Thus, for instance, we should not know whether

lactic acid and starch were composed according to the formula C
6
H

5 5 ,

or CinH10Oi , or according to other multiples. But there are, unfortu-

nately, many animal substances of a higher order, whose atomic com-

position cannot be tested by a comparison Avith their saturating capacity.

Such substances either do not combine in definite proportions with other

substances, or do so in various relations, so that it is impossible to

determine which combination is actually to be regarded as the neutral

one. The variations in the numbers of the saturating capacity, are fre-

quently much more important in such bodies (partly owing to the

admixture of mineral substances with them) than those of the numbers

of the elementary analysis ; that is to say, the atomic weight derived

from the saturating capacity is frequently no less uncertain than that

derived from the elementary analysis.

If these well-established rules be followed, and the properties of most
albuminous matters and their derivatives be compared in accordance
with these considerations, we shall easily perceive what credit should be
attached to the formulae established for the composition of these bodies,

and with what temerity these most problematic of all formulae have been
transferred to physiology only to involve it in a new labyrinth of vague
dreams and fantastic fictions. This absence ofreasoning power, this per-

fect ignorance of all leading maxims having any scientific import, this super-
ficial knowledge of the true requirements of science, has led many physi-
cians to make elementary analyses of admixtures of several substances of
a highly variable composition : as, for instance, of blood, bile, muscle,
&c, and to establish chemical formulae from the data thus afforded.
Even were it not known that these animal fluids are composed in their
physiological condition of constituents having very variable and different
proportions, and that microscopic observation had shown the muscular
bundles to be composed of very distinct and separate morphological
elements, this offence against the first principles of chemistry ought

5

not
to be palliated, on the supposition that unchemical experiments might
chance to yield valuable physiological results ; for physiology demands
from chemistry exact and scientifically established facts, and not the
mere ignes fatm of chemical illusions.
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NON-NITROGENOUS ACIDS.

THE BUTYRIC ACID GROUP.

=CnEU03
+HO.

The acids of this group possess (as is indicated by the above formula)

the following property ; in their isolated state, that is to say when not

combined with bases, they contain 4 atoms of oxygen and a multiple of

a carbo-hydrogen polymeric with olefiant gas ; in their combination with

bases they lose, however, 1 atom of water, so that the resulting salt con-

tains an acid in which 3 atoms of oxygen are combined with a carbo-

hydrogen whose hydrogen is always too little by 1 equiv. exactly to pro-

duce olefiant gas with the carbon.

The number of this class of acids is considerable ; we have

Formic acid, C
2
H

3
.HO=(CH),

4
.

Acetic acid, C4
H,

3
.HO=(CH)

4 4
.

Metacetonic acid, C
6
H

5
O3
.H0=(CH)

6 4
.

Butyric acid, C8
H

7 3
.HO=(CH)

8 4
.

Valerianic acid C
10
H

9 O3
.HO=(CH)

10O4
.

Caproic acid, C
12
Hn 3

.HO=(CH)
12 4

.

CEnanthylic acid, CuHi 3 3
.HO=(CH)u 4

.

Caprylic acid, C
16
H

15 3
.HO=(CH)

16 4
.

Pelargonic acid, C18
Hn 3

.HO=(CH) 18 4
.

Capric acid, C 20
H

19
O

3
.HO=(CH)

20O4
.

Closely approximating to them in their composition is another some-

what extensive group of organic acids, the "fatty acids," which, how-
ever, we shall consider separately, because they possess certain dis-

tinctive characters which would interfere with the general view which we
propose to take of these acids.

It is not surprising that as these acids present a perfect analogy in

their composition (homology), they should also present very many simi-

larities in their physical and chemical properties. They are all fluid

at an ordinary temperature, and, when freed as much as possible from
water, are mostly oleaginous ; they do not crystallize and solidify at a

higher temperature than 0°, but are so volatile that at an ordinary tem-

perature they more or less powerfully irritate the eyes and nostrils

;

they are colorless, but have a peculiar burning or acrid taste. They are

soluble in almost every proportion in water, alcohol, and ether ; they
redden litmus powerfully ; they may be distilled without being decom-
posed ; their boiling-point ascends with the number of the atoms of the

carbo-hydrogen (according to Kopp, at the rate of 19° [34-2° F.] for 2

atoms of CH), and the densities of the vapors of these acids have a similar

relation to the number of the atoms of the carbo-hydrogen ; moreover
these vapors are inflammable when too much aqueous vapor is not mixed
with them.

Combined with bases, these acids form salts which are for the most
part soluble, and some of which crystallize readily. With organic haloid
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.—the oxides of methyl, ethyl, amyl, and lipyl,—they form what

arc called haloid salts, which are produced either by direct union of the

acid and the base, or by double decomposition. Almost all the com-

pounds of the first three are liquid, and extremely volatile ;
their boiling-

point is lower by a definite number of degrees than that of the corre-

sponding acids when deprived as thoroughly as possible of water. In no

class of bodies have so large a number of metameric substances been

hitherto found as in this ; thus, for instance, metacetonic acid=C6
H

5 3
.

HO, formate of oxide of ethyl=C4
H5O.C2

H0
3 , and acetate of oxide

of methyl=C
2
H

3
O.C

4
H

3 3 , containing equal numbers of the atoms

of the individual elements=C
6
H

6 4 , are metameric ; so also are oenanthy-

lic acid=C
14
H

]3 3.HO, acetate of oxide of amyl^C
10
HuO.C4

H
3
O

3 ,

caproate of oxide of methyl=C
2
H

3
O.C12

Hn 3 , and valerianate of oxide

of cthyl=C
4
H

5
O.C10

H
9
O3
=C14

HuO4 .

Most of these acids were formerly called volatile fatty acids from

having first been made known through the decomposition of many fats

;

but this designation ought no longer to be retained, because while a

large number of these acids cannot be prepared from fats, others again

may be obtained with equal facility, as educts and products of many
other animal or vegetable substances. Thus, for instance, butyric acid,

which was formerly regarded as the representative of these acids, may
be as easily obtained by the putrefaction or artificial oxidation of albu-

minous substances, or by the fermentation of sugar and starch, as by
the saponification of butter.

Before we enter upon the consideration of the individual acids belong-
ing to this group, we must draw attention to some of the relations pos-
sessed in common by all of them, and which depend upon the substances
with which they are intimately connected, upon the series of homologous
bodies from which they are either produced, or into which they arc con-
verted under like conditions, and more especially upon their chemical
constitution.

We would first draw attention to the fact that by following the theory
of organic radicals, we discover a number of bodies which may be re-
garded as lower stages of oxidation of the carbo-hydrogen radical of these
acids. Thus we have bodies of the general formula; CH_ 0+HOf=
(CH)n 2] and C

11
Hn_1 2+HO[=(CH) n 3]. The substances composed

in accordance with the first of these formulae have been named oxides of
the radicals of the acids, or more commonly aldehydes. These bodies
are for the most part liquid, very volatile, and oxidize rapidly when ex-
posed to the air, becoming thus converted into their corresponding acids.
Up to the present time, the following bodies of this class have been ac-
curately studied.

Aldehyde of acetic acid, ... r n nnn
Aldehyde of metacetonic acid, .

'

rw n Sn
Aldehyde of butyric acid, ......] Ch!o HO

The stage of oxidation=C
nHn_1 2.HO, existing between these oxidesand the acids m question, is only found in a few cases ; as

Acetylous acid, „ „ „

(Enanthylous acid, . . . . .' .'
J .' c'h'&hoyll"l3
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Moreover they are rapidly oxidized by the air, and converted into

the corresponding acids.

From the dry distillation of the baryta-salts of several of these acids,

substances isomeric with the aldehydes have been obtained. They arc

known by the terminal syllable al ; they occur as oily, very volatile,

pungent fluids, which can be distilled without undergoing decomposition,

dissolve freely in alcohol and ether, but not in water, possess neither

acid nor basic properties, are not so easily converted into the corre-

sponding acids by the action of the atmosphere as by means of oxidizing

substances, and readily exchange a portion of their hydrogen for chlo-

rine. At present we are acquainted with

—

Butyral, C8 H8 2
.

Yaleral, Ci„H 10O2
.

(Enanthal, CuHu 2
.

Another series of derivatives is obtained from these acids by heating

their salts with strong bases, the acid losing the elements of an atom of

carbonic acid, and becoming converted into a substance which, in addi-

tion to a carbo-hydrogen polymeric with olefiant gas (but composed of

an odd number of atoms), contains 1 atom of oxygen ; thus, for instance,

CaO.CgH
7 3—C0

2
=C

7
H-0. These bodies are distinguished by the

terminal syllable one ; they are colorless and very volatile oils with a

penetrating odor, readily soluble in alcohol and ether, insoluble in water,

very inflammable, and not capable of combining with acids or bases.

In these acids, as in many other organic bodies, certain atoms of hy-

drogen may be replaced by the corresponding number of atoms of chlo-

rine, bromine, or iodine ; thus, for instance, the formation of chloracetic

acid is explained by the equation C4H3 3
.HO+6Cl=3HCl+C4Cl3 3

.HO.
In butyric acid, various numbers of atoms of hydrogen may be replaced

by an equal number of atoms of chlorine ; thus, we have two chloro-

butyric acids represented by C
8
(H

5C12)03 , and C
8
(H

3C14)03
. However

strongly Berzelius, even to the very close of his life, may have contended

against the substitution-theory, yet we must not disregard it in the con-

sideration of the constitution of organic bodies. For although this

mode of indicating the composition of organic bodies containing chlorine

is opposed to the electro-chemical views that have hitherto prevailed in

chemistry, it ought not to be wholly rejected, since it is the mode of

representing the constitution of such bodies, which approximates most
closely to the empirical composition. It necessitates no rigorous adhe-

sion to the metaleptic views of Dumas and Laurent, if for the sake of

greater facility of inquiry, and a better comprehension of the subject,

we employ this mode of representation, and arrange the formulae of

these bodies so as to substitute chlorine in the place of hydrogen.

But putting out of the question the practical advantages afforded by
this mode of viewing the subject, and independently of the circumstance

that Berzelius's mode of indicating the composition of such bodies is

very far-fetched, and cannot without great difficulty be brought in

accord with other experiments, this mode of investigation is recommended
by the circumstance that, in most cases, notwithstanding the loss of

atoms of hydrogen, and the introduction of negative chlorine, bromine,
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or iodine, or of the complex atom=N04, corresponding to
<

hyponitnc

acid, the new body retains the chemical character of the original com-

pound ; that is to say, if the mother-substance were an acid, the newly-

formed substance would be so also ; if it were neutral, the new compound

would likewise be neutral ; and it is very remarkable, that basic bodies,

like the alkaloids, continue bases when the above elements, or hyponitnc

acid, are substituted for the atoms of hydrogen.

All the acids of this group likewise form amide-compounds, lhe term

amide is known in inorganic chemistry. The atomic group H2
N, which

cannot be exhibited in an isolated state, is found in many metallic pre-

parations produced by treating compounds of the metallic oxides with

ammonia. It might thence be assumed that the atom of oxygen of the

metallic oxide, as for instance of the oxide of mercury, has united with

an equivalent of hydrogen of the ammonia to form water, and that the

metal then unites with what remains of the ammonia=H2
N to form the

so-called amide. In organic chemistry the amides are produced in a

similar manner, with this difference only, that in this department it is

chiefly acid substances which have a tendency to enter into such combi-

nations. We can best realize the production and decomposition of

organic amides, by assuming that the hypothetical anhydrous ammonia

salt of the organic acids loses an equivalent of water, while an equiva-

lent of hydrogen is withdrawn from the ammonia, and an equivalent

of oxygen from the acid. Thus acetamide is equal to acetate of ammo-
nia, minus 1 atom of water, since H

3
N.

C

4
H

3 3
—HO==H 9N.C4

H
3 2
=

4H6NO2 .

According to the theory of substitutions, one atom of the oxygen of

the acid in these combinations is replaced by the complex atom H
2
N ; but

this mode of viewing the subject cannot be adopted, since the acids, by
this union, entirely lose their acid character, and even basic bodies, on
their entering into combination with amide completely lose their basicity.

The knowledge of these amide-compounds, and of their general charac-

ters, which have only recently attracted the attention of chemists, is

of great importance, because there is reason for believing that several

substances occurring in the animal and vegetable kingdoms belong to

this class of bodies.

While the amides of many other acids can be artificially produced,
by the exposure of the ammonia salt to heat, or by the treatment of
the chlorine-compounds with ammonia, the amides of the acids of this

group are best obtained from their salts of oxide of ethyl and ammonia.
Thus acetamide is formed on digesting acetate of oxide of ethyl (acetic

ether) with fluid ammonia, since C
4
H

5O.C 4H30.,+H,N==C H HO+
H

a
N.C4

H
s 2

.

. .

8 4 5-

As is shown in this formula, the oxide of ethyl becomes converted
in this process into the hydrated oxide, or, in other words the ether be-
comes converted into alcohol ; the water necessary for this change is

formed from 1 atom of the oxygen of the acetic acid and 1 atom of the
hydrogen of the ammonia.

The amides of these acids are solid, crystallizable, and colorless
; they

are soluble in water and alcohol, sublime without undergoing decomposi-
tion, have no action on vegetable colors, and are indifferent towards weak
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acids and bases. If, however, they be treated with strong acids or bases,

they assimilate water and become decomposed into ammonia and the

corresponding acid.

Acetamide, treated with caustic potash, yields ammonia and acetate

of potash : C
4
H

5
N0

2+KO.HO=KO.C4
H

3
6

3
+H

3
N.

The behavior of this amide, as well as that of all others, towards nitrous

acid, is very characteristic ; for, by the action of this acid, these amides

are converted into the original acids, ammonia being at the same time

developed. (Piria. 1

)

We may explain this process by supposing that hydrogen is assimi-

lated through the action of the nitrous acid on the amide, and that am-
monia and the organic acid are formed, the ammonia, however, in statu

nascent i, becoming decomposed with the nitrous acid into water, and
nitrogen ; thus, for instance, acetamide and nitrous acid yield water, acetic

acid, and nitrogen, for C4
H

5
N0

2
+N0

3
==C4

H
3 3
+2HO+2N. In this

way we may hope that several nitrogenous animal matters may be dis-

covered to be amides, as in the case of asparagin, which has been shown
to be the amide of malic acid.

If the amides of these acids be treated with anhydrous phosphoric

acid, they lose 2 atoms of water, and nitrogenous bodies rich in oxygen
remain, which contain the radical of the acid and have 1 equiv. of

nitrogen in place of the 3 atoms of oxygen. These bodies have been

named nitriles. Notwithstanding the similarity of their composition

with that of the volatile oxygenous alkaloids, they possess no basic pro-

perties.

Valeramide and phosphoric acid form hydrated phosphoric acid and
valeronitrile : C

10
H

1}
NO

2
+PO5=PO5

.2HO+C
10
H

9
N.

The amides of this group are finally distinguished by a property which
is not common to the amides of most other acids ; when treated with

potassium they yield cyanide of potassium and a carbohydrogen. Hence
it seems probable that cyanogen exists pre-formed in these amides, since,

from their total want of basic properties, it cannot be supposed that they

contain a conjugated ammonia and that 1 atom of oxygen can be re-

placed by amide.

Taking this view ,acetamide must be regarded as hydrocyanate of wood-

spirit, and metacetamide as hydrocyanate of alcohol, for C
4
H

5
N0

2=C2

H
4 2

.HC
2
N, and C

6
H

7
N0

2=C4
H

6 2
.HC

2
N.

The amides lead us at once to a further consideration of the nitriles,

which are equally important in reference to our knowledge of the arrange-

ment of atoms and the metamorphosis of matter.

These bodies are, in part, formed during the decomposition of animal

substances by oxidizing agents; they may, however, be obtained by
treating the corresponding ammonia-salt or the amide with anhydrous
phosphoric acid. This mode of preparation is especially applicable for

the nitriles of this group of acids ; others are prepared either by the

mere exposure of the ammonia-salt to heat, or by passing the vapor over

heated caustic lime.

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 S6r. t. 22, pp. 170-179.
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The nitrilcs are oily, very volatile fluids, less soluble in water than in

alcohol and ether, and having a peculiar odor ; they can be distilled

without undergoing decomposition, have no action on vegetable colors,

and do not unite with acids to form salts. They unite, however,

directly with sulphuretted hydrogen, assimilating 2 equivalents of it, so

that sulphurous substances analogous to the amides are produced ;
thus,

for instance, benzonitrile, with sulphuretted hydrogen, forms sulpho-

benzamide, Avhich is analogous to benzamide : CUH5
N+2HS=C14

H
7
NS

2

coCuH.NO,.
Alkalies and strong acids reduce most of the mtriles to their original

component parts, that is to say, to ammonia and the corresponding acid,

by assimilating 3 atoms of water ; thus, for instance, in the case of vale-

ronitrile : C 10
H

9
N+3HO=H

3
N+C

10
H

9
O3

.

Several of the properties of the nitriles, and especially the modes in

which they are decomposed, indicate that in their chemical constitution

they are not to be regarded as compounds of the radical of the corre-

sponding acid with nitrogen, but rather as combinations of cyanogen

and certain carbo-hydrogens ;—a view which throws a perfectly new
light on the theoretical composition of the acids of this group.

If we first glance at the nitrilcs of the simplest acids of this group,

—

those of formic acid, acetic acid, and metacetonic acid,—it becomes
manifest that these are bodies which have been long known, but never

have been, nor can be, regarded as nitriles. The nitrile of formic acid

must=C
2
HN ; this, however, is the composition of hydrocyanic acid,

which, as is well known, is also obtained by heating formate of ammonia,
three atoms of water being separated. Hydrocyanic acid can, however,
as we know, be readily converted, like the nitriles, into ammonia and
the corresponding (formic) acid.

If, farther, with the view of preparing the nitrile of acetic acid, ace-
tamide be mixed with anhydrous phosphoric acid, another long-known
body, supposed to be otherwise constituted, is formed, namely, cyanide
of methyl, for C 4

H
3:N=C2

H
3
.C

3
N. The nitrile of metacetonic acid

which corresponds to cyanide of ethyl, behaves in a perfectly similar
manner, for C H.N=C

4
H

5.C2
N. An intelligent observer, Kolbe, 1 who

has instituted very excellent observations on the subject, struck upon
the idea of preparing metacetonic acid from the cyanide of ethyl (ob-
tained by the distillation of sulphate of oxide of ethyl and potash, and
cyanide of potassium), by treating it with solution of potash ; and the
attempt completely succeeded, for the cyanide of ethyl (perfectly cor-
responding in its nature to the aforesaid nitrile), took up 3 atoms of
water, and became decomposed into ammonia and metacetonic acid ac-
cording to the formula, C4

H
5.C2N+3HO=H3N+C6

H rO .

From these facts he was led "to regard the nitriles (War as they are
yet known) of the acids of this group as combinations of cyanogen with
a radical of the haloid bases pertaining to the ether group, that is to
say, with a carbo-hydrogen m which there are contained a large number
of atoms of carbon, and the next higher odd number of atoms of hydrogen.

1 Phil. Mag. Vol. 31, pp. 26G-271.
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Thus, these substances arrange themselves in the following arithmetical

proportion :

—

Nitrile of formic acid, . . = hydrocyanic acid, = H.C
2
N.

acetic acid, . . = cyanide of methyl, .... =C2
H

3
.C

a
N.

metacetonic acid, = cyanide of ethyl, =C +
II

3
.C

2
N.

Butyronitrile, =C 6
H

7
.C.,N.

Valeronitrile, =C 8
H

9.C 2
N.

While in the first three of these combinations the existence of cyano-

gen may be regarded as established, Kolbe1 believed that he could

recognize the existence of such carbo-hydrogens as C6
H

7
and C

8
H

9 ; and,

indeed, he fully proved their presence, by exposing to an electric current

the potash-salts of the acids corresponding to the two last-named nitriles,

namely, butyric acid and valerianic acid ; besides other products, he

then obtained the carbo-hydrogens C H. and C
S
H

9
. In further investi-

gations,2 by decomposing cyanide of ethyl by potassium, he established

the existence of the radicals, methyl and ethyl, C2
H

3
and C

4
H

5
.

From these facts relating to the nitriles of these acids, we are almost

involuntarily led to Kolbe's original view, and to regard the acids of this

group as conjugated oxalic acids, that is to say, as acids in which oxalic

acid is so combined with one of the above-named carbo-hydrogens=Cn

Hn+1 , as not to affect the saturating capacity of the acid.

This view is supported by the following experimental evidence.

Butyric and valerianic acids are decomposed under the influence of

the galvanic current ; assimilating an atom of oxygen, they yield 2

equivs. of carbonic acid and the corresponding carbo-hydrogen.

Cyanogen with water becomes decomposed, as is well known, into

oxalic acid and ammonia (C
2
N+3HO=H

3
N+C

2 3 )
; conversely, on heat-

ing oxalate of ammonia, cyanogen, together with oxamide, is formed.

The production and decomposition of valeronitrile may hence be explain-

ed in the following manner : if valerianic acid be an oxalic acid conjugated

with the carbo-hydrogen ; v«Z?/Z=C
8
H

9 , the latter is converted into cya-

nogen by the metamorphosis of the ammonia-salt into nitrile ; and the

cyanogen combining with the adjunct C8
H

9 ,
yields the empirical formula

for valeronitrile. If, however, the latter be regarded as cyanide of valyl,

and be decomposed by alkalies, the conjugated cyanogen, just as if it

were isolated, becomes converted into ammonia and oxalic acid, which

then remains in combination with the adjunct C8
H

9
.

Considering the subject in this point of view, we must regard the

acids of this group as constituted in the following manner :

—

Formic acid, =hydrogen-oxalic acid, . . . = H. C
2 3

.

Acetic acid, =methyloxalic acid, .... =C
2
H.,. C

2 3
.

Metacetonic acid, . . . =ethyloxalic acid, =C
(
H

s . C 2 3
.

Butyric acid, =metethyloxalic acid, .... =C H-. C
2 3 .

Valerianic acid, .... =valyloxalic acid, =C
8
H

(J
. C

2 3
.

Caproic acid, .... =amyloxalic acid, =C 10
Hu.C.

2
O3.

Closely allied to this view of the constitution of these acids is another

consideration, which has reference to the production of these homologous

1 Chem. Gaz. Vol. 5, p. 228. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. G5, S. 271-288.
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acids from the series of the ether-like, homologous haloid bases. The

general formula of the haloid bases,—oxide of methyl, oxide ot etny^,

and oxide of amyl, is=C„Hn+10, while the formula of the acids is On

H^Oa ; we have explained the production of the acids from the corre-

sponding haloid bases by the simple assimilation of 4 atoms ot oxygen,

and loss of 2 atoms of water ; as, for instance, in the conversion ot oxide

of ethyl into acetic acid : if, however, the above conclusions, which have

been derived from simple inductions, be correct, it must be assumed that

(to take a definite case) in the conversion of oxide of ethyl into acetic

acid, the complex atom, C,H2 , leaves the radical of the oxide of ethyl,

C4
H.O, and unites with 4 extraneous atoms of oxygen, and with thl 1

atom which is presented in oxide of ethyl, to form water and oxalic acid,

which combines with the radical of the next lower haloid base, methyl,

and represents acetic acid.

Oxide of amyl yields valyloxalic acid

:

(C10
Hu)O+4O=2HO+(C8H9)C2O3.

Oxide of valyl yields metethyloxalic acid

:

(C8
H

9
)0+40=2HO+ (C6

H
7
)C

2 3
-

Oxide of metethyl yields ethyloxalic acid :

(C6
H

T
)0+40=2HO+ (C4H5)Ca

Oy

Oxide of ethyl yields methyloxalic acid

:

(C4
H

5
)0+40=2HO+(C

2
H

3).CA-

As, according to this view, oxalic acid constitutes the acidifying prin-

ciple of the bodies of this group, we shall consider it the first in the

series of acids.

Oxalic Acid.—

C

2 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid crystallizes with 3 atoms of water in oblique

rhombic prisms, is devoid of smell, has a sharp acid taste, and effloresces

on exposure to the air, losing 2 atoms of water and becoming disinte-

grated into a white powder ; on heating it carefully to 150° or 160°, it

sublimes undecomposed in acicular crystals ; but at 170° (or if the crys-

tallized acid be rapidly heated to 155°) it becomes decomposed into car-

bonic oxide and carbonic acid, a little formic acid and water ; it dissolves

in 8 parts of cold and 1 part of boiling water, and in 4 parts of spirit

of wine ; its solutions redden litmus strongly. On boiling oxalic acid
with solution of oxide or chloride of gold, carbonic acid is evolved, and
the gold is precipitated in the form of extremely fine black powder.
Treated with concentrated sulphuric acid, it becomes decomposed into
carbonic oxide and carbonic acid, and effects no change in the color of
the sulphuric acid.
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Composition.—In accordance with the above formula, this acid, which

cannot exist in the free state without water, contains in 100 parts

:

Carbon, 2 atoms = 26-667

Hydrogen, 3 " = 53-333

Water, 1 " = 20000

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=450-0 ; its

saturating capacity=22'222.

In reference to the history of this acid, we may observe that while

some chemists regard it as the oxide of an oxygenous radical, oxalyl=

C2 2 , in consequence of the preponderance of its acidity over that of

carbonic acid, others regard it as a hydrogen acid=C
2 3

.H.

Combinations.—Oxalic acid combines with alkalies in three propor-

tions, in which the oxygen of the base is to that of the acid as 1 : 3, 1 : 6,

and 1 : 12 respectively. These salts are soluble in water, but all

other oxalates are insoluble, or only very slightly soluble, in that fluid

:

none of the oxalates are soluble in alcohol. These salts do not char

when heated. The combinations of oxalic acid with the more easily re-

ducible oxides, yield carbonic acid and the reduced metal (thus, for in-

stance, CoO.C
2 3=2C02-|-Co) ; while those with less easily reducible

bases evolve carbonic oxide gas, and are converted into carbonates.

Oxalate of Ammonia, neutral oxalate of oxide of ammonium, H
4
NO.

C2 3
+2HO, is obtained by neutralizing oxalic acid with carbonate of

ammonia, and evaporating the solution : it crystallizes in needles, has a

saline taste, effloresces on exposure to the atmosphere, and its solubility

in water is less than that of oxalic acid.

Oxamide, C2
H

2
N0

2
(=H

2
1S".C

2 2)
is obtained either by the dry distil-

lation of oxalate of ammonia, or by the treatment of neutral oxalate of

oxide of ethyl with ammonia ; it has a crystalline powdery appearance,

is of a glistening white color, has no smell or taste, and dissolves very

slightly in cold, but rather more freely in hot water ; when strongly

heated it becomes decomposed into water, carbonic oxide, hydrocyanic

acid, and a little urea. If a sufficient quantity of water be present, a

very small quantity of oxalic acid can convert an infinite quantity of

oxamide into oxalate of ammonia.
Oxamic Acid, C4H2

N0
5
.HO, is an acid in which we assume that ox-

alic acid is conjugated with oxamide (C2
H

2
N0

2
.C

2 3
.HO) ; it is produced

by the dry distillation of binoxalate of ammonia ; it occurs as a color-

less, granular, inodorous powder, which is not readily soluble in water,

and reddens litmus. When heated with sulphuric acid it becomes de-

composed into ammonia and oxalic acid ; its salts are for the most part

soluble ; at least its baryta, lime, and silver salts dissolve in boiling

water.

Oxalate of Lime, CaO.C2 3 , is a very important substance in patho-

logical chemistry ; it occurs as a white, tasteless, and inodorous powder,
which, however, under the microscope, is found to exhibit a distinct crys-

talline form. These crystals, whose crystallographic relations have
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been carefully studied by C. Schmidt, » appear, when seen with a low

power, as envelope-formed, sharply defined bodies ; but when more highly

magnified, they may easily be recognized as obtuse square octonedra

(Fig. 1 ;) some, however, among them, are very acute. These crystals con-

Fig, l.

Crystals of Oxalate of Lime.

tain 1 atom of water, which they lose at 180°. Oxalate of lime is all

but insoluble in water, and it is almost proof against the action of

acetic and oxalic acids ; it readily dissolves, however, in the stronger

mineral acids.

Artificially prepared oxalate of lime only shows these crystals, when
very dilute solutions of salts of lime have been mixed with diluted boil-

ing solutions of alkaline oxalates ; under other circumstances it appears

under the microscope merely in spherical or nodular masses. Crystals of

oxalate of lime may be distinguished from those of chloride of sodium,
which they much resemble in form, by the easy solubility of the latter

in water, and by their transparency. Larger crystals of oxalate of lime

sometimes occur, having some resemblance to crystals of phosphate of

ammonia-magnesia, which in the projection resemble a square octahe-

dron ; but a more accurate microscopic examination and the solubility of
the triple phosphate in acetic acid enable us to discriminate between these
crystals and those of oxalate of lime. Golding Bird2

also describes crys-
tals of oxalate of lime shaped like dumb-bells or rather like two kidneys
with their concavities opposed, and sometimes so closely approximating
as to appear circular, the surface being finely striated. These crystals
are produced, in all probability, by a zeolitic arrangement of minute
acicular crystals presenting a physical structure resembling that of spheri-
cal crystals of carbonate of lime. [Dr. Golding Bird3 has recently
shown that in all probability these dumb-bell crystals consist of oxalu-
rate of lime.—G. e. d.]

» Entwurf einer allg. Untersuchungsmethode der Safte und Excrete des thierischen
Organismus. Mitau u. Leipz. 1846, S. 63-65.

2 Urinary Deposits
;
their diagnosis, pathology, and therapeutical indications. Am.

edition, p. 184.

» Op. cit. p. 187.
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Other oxalates have at present excited no physiological interest.

Preparation.—Oxalic acid is a final product of the oxidation of most
animal and vegetable bodies ; hence it may he prepared from very diffe-

rent substances by strong oxidizing agents : it is most commonly obtained

by the decomposition of sugar by not too concentrated nitric acid, by
evaporation to crystallization, and finally by recrystallization in water.

Tests.—Oxalic acid and its salts are so well characterized that it is

hardly possible to mistake them for any other bodies. In the animal or-

ganism oxalic acid is almost always combined with lime, and with a
little practice this salt may be readily discovered by the microscope, and
by the insolubility of its crystals in acetic acid. Should a further in-

vestigation appear necessary, the presence of oxalic acid might be de-

termined by its property of reducing gold from its solutions, and by its

not charring either in the free or in the combined state when heated, or

on the application of sulphuric acid. Oxalate of lime can be separated

from most of the substances with which it is likely to be mixed either by
acetic acid or by dilute solution of potash.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Frequently as oxalic acid, combined either with the al-

kalies or with lime, occurs in the vegetable kingdom (Schleiden, 1 Carl

Schmidt,2 and others), it is very seldom found in the animal organism,

at least in large quantities. It only occurs in the latter in combination

with lime, never being present in sufficient quantity to combine with the

alkalies as well as with lime. Moreover, it is much more frequently met
with in pathological than in physiological conditions.

It is in the urine that the presence of oxalate of lime has been most
frequently observed ; it was for a long time regarded as a morbid pro-

duct in this fluid, but independently of the circumstance that this body
is constantly present, together with carbonate of lime, in the urine

of herbivorous animals, it has frequently been found in normal human
urine by myself,3

Hb'fle,
4 and others.

In examining microscopically the morning urine of healthy men I have
frequently discovered isolated crystals of oxalate of lime ; this is not,

however, always the case ; and further, the oxalate of lime recognizable

in such cases by the microscope is not all that is contained in the urine,

for it forms in larger quantities after some time, and during the acid

urinary fermentation so admirably described by Scherer. We must not

forget that oxalate of lime may possibly be formed during this pro-

cess. We know that there is a close connection between the excretion of

uric acid and the formation of this salt, from the circumstance that in

most specimens of urine, both sedimentary and non-sedimentary, oxalate

of lime cannot be recognized by the microscope so long as the fluid is

fresh, but as soon as crystals of uric acid present themselves, crys-

tals of oxalate of lime (at all events in small numbers) may also be dis-

covered ; indeed, we generally find that in morbid urine the abundance

1 Grundzuge der Botanik. 2 Aufl. 1846. 2 Entwurf u. s. w.
3 Wagner's Handworterbuch der Physiologic Bd. 2, S. 6.
4 Cliemie und Mikroskop am Krankenbette. Eilangen, 1848. S. 385.
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of these crystals is proportional to the rapidity with which the free line

acid separates. Since uric acid, when acted upon by certain oxidizing

agents, may be decomposed into urea, allantoine, and oxalic acid, we may-

assume that a portion of the uric acid may be decomposed during this

acid urinary fermentation, and that oxalic acid is formed from it—a pos-

sibility which is converted into a probability by the recent observation of

Ranke, 1 that uric acid, on the addition of yeast and of an alkali, be-

comes decomposed at a high temperature into urea and oxalic acid.

After allowing morning urine to stand for a considerable time, we often

find a great many of these crystals, when the perfectly fresh urine pre-

sented no trace of them. The following is an excellent mpde of demon-

strating the existence of oxalate of lime in normal urine. If it be

winter we must expose fresh urine out of doors till it freezes ; in this pro-

cess, as in the freezing of wine and vinegar, a great part of the water

crystallizes in a comparatively pure state, and after its removal we ob-

tain a concentrated saline solution in which microscopic crystals of oxa-

late of lime may be discovered. That oxalate of lime is at first actually

held in solution in filtered urine, and that it does not, as C. Schmidt

supposes, proceed from the mucus of the bladder, is a view which is sup-

ported by the experiment which I have often repeated, that in urine,

which after thoroughly cooling was freed from its mucus and urate of

soda by filtration, the most distinct crystals of oxalate of lime might
after a time be recognized, while no traces of them could either pre-

viously be detected in the mucus of the fresh urine, or found after the

residue on the filter had been for some time in contact with water. The
oxalate of lime, with a few crystals of uric acid, does not separate from
filtered urine until after it has stood for some time. We may very easily

convince ourselves that oxalate of lime is present in a state of solution, by
extracting the solid residue of filtered urine with not too concentrated
spirit, and agitating the spirituous extract with ether ; after the extraction

with ether, there may be observed, in the alcoholic extract, a sediment
insoluble in water, which consists of the most beautiful crystals of this

salt. While in the acid urinary fermentation the separation of the oxa-
late of lime increases with the augmentation of the free acid of the
urine, in the latter case the salt is separated by the removal of the free
acid.

The quantity of oxalate of lime in ordinary urine is so minute, that, till

recently, chemists, from the want of sufficiently accurate means of ana-
lysis, were unable to recognize it

;
good analysts have, however, always

found, in the insoluble part of the ash of the extract of urine a little

carbonate of lime, which, at all events, owes part of its origin to the
oxalate of lime.

Crystals of oxalate of lime are most frequently found in the urine
after the use of vegetable food, especially of such kinds as contain ready
formed oxalates (Wilson).2 Donne' found that after the use of sparkling
wines, the quantity of the salt is increased in the urine ; and my own
experiments show that there is an increased secretion of oxalate of lime

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 56, S. 16.
2 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal, 1846, p. 413.
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after the use of beer containing much carbonic acid and of the alkaline

bicarbonates and vegetable salts. I cannot confirm Bird's view that

highly nitrogenous food causes a precipitate or even an augmentation of

the oxalate of lime. It is often found in the urine of pregnant women
(Hofle). 1

From a series of direct experiments on the subject, C. Schmidt2
is led

to deny that oxalate of lime introduced into the stomach, passes into the

urine ; and in this point I can perfectly confirm him, without, however,

going so far as to assert that the food exerts no influence on the forma-

tion of this body. In the excrements of caterpillars we often find much
oxalate of lime which is not formed directly from the ingesta, since I3

have very often found the crystals in the biliary ducts of these animals.

Preparations can be easily made of these organs, and in consequence of

their contractility a large quantity of their contents may be expressed

from the cut tubes, and submitted to microscopic examination.

With reference to the occurrence of oxalate of lime in certain morbid
conditions, Prout, Bird, and others, make very different statements, none
of which are yet fully established. Numerous examinations of morbid
urine have convinced me, that in this country, at least, the sediments of

oxalate of lime are much rarer than they are represented to be by Eng-
lish writers. These investigations have led me to the following results

;

when the respiratory process is in any way disturbed, we most frequently

observe a copious excretion of oxalate of lime ; it is most common either

in fully developed pulmonary emphysema, or when the pulmonary tissue

has lost much of its elasticity after repeated catarrhs ; on the other hand,

it is not present nearly so often in inflammatory or tuberculous affections

of the lungs (Hofle)
;

4 moreover, it is common in convalescence from
severe diseases, as for instance, typhus, mucus-corpuscles being then

often associated with a trifling sediment of oxalate of lime. [The fre-

quent occurrence of oxalate of lime in the urine during convalescence

has been independently observed by Professor Walsh. See his paper on
the oxalates in the Monthly Journal of Medical Science, Jan. 1849.

G. E. D.] I have only met with actually pure sediments of this salt in

three persons, who, sometimes (at somewhat considerable intervals),

suffered from epileptic attacks. It is by no means constant, according

to my experience, in the urine of rachitic children (Simon), 5 of gouty
adults with osteoporosis, of women with leucorrhcea, of patients with

heart-disease, or in urine containing semen (Donne*).6

In the dyspeptic conditions in which Prout and Bird have found sedi-

ments of oxalate of lime, I have failed in discovering anything of the

sort ; on the contrary, I have generally found the sediments in the urine

of such patients to be free from these crystals. The reason why the

English have so often found this salt in the urine, may be, that in Eng-
land (as we shall further notice at a future page), the urine is generally

1 Chemie u. Mikroskop u. s. w. S. 385.
2 Entwurf u. 3. w. S. 70.
3 Jahresbericht d. ges. Med. 1844. S. 25.
* Chemie u. Mikroskop u. s. w. Nachtrag, S. 176.
6 Hufeland's Journal, 1841. Dec. S. 73-88.
6 Cours de microscopic pp. 249, 322.
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in a more concentrated state than in Germany, and as Bird very cor-

rectly remarks, oxalate of lime is more rapidly separated from a concen-

trated than an aqueous urine. Moreover, experience at the bedside

teaches every unprejudiced observer that the appearance of oxalate of

lime in the urine is by no means accompanied by the group of symptoms

which certain English physicians describe as pertaining to what they call

the oxalic diathesis. [For the arguments in opposition to this opinion

the reader is referred to Dr. Golding Bird's Urinary Deposits, 3d ed.

p. 230.—G. E. D.]

That the mulberry calculus consists for the most part of oxalate of

lime, has been long known ; but most other urinary calculi, whether they

consist principally of earths or urates, almost always contain a little oxa-

late of lime.

This salt has only rarely been found in other places besides the urine.

C. Schmidt has remarked that it is often present in the mucus of the

gall-bladder, and that it is scarcely ever absent from the mucous mem-
brane of the impregnated uterus. I once discovered oxalate of lime in

expectorated matter, but whether it was produced from the pulmonary

mucus, or from fragments of food in the mouth, I could not decide. [Dr.

Garrod1 has recently detected oxalic acid in the blood in a case of chronic

hiccup and vomiting, and in several cases of gout.—G. E. D.]

Origin.—As the use' of vegetable food, of which many varieties con-

tain oxalates, increases the quantity of oxalate of lime in the urine, the

inference would seem a legitimate one, that the oxalates are transmitted

from the food to the urine. The source of this salt must, however, not

be sought for only in the pre-formed oxalates, but in the amount of

alkalies in combination with vegetable acids present in the food ; for, as

we have already mentioned, they induce an augmentation of the oxalate

of lime. In all the well-marked cases to which I have alluded, the in-

crease of the oxalate of lime seemed to be combined with disturbance of
the respiratory process. Thus it may easily be understood why, after

the use of drinks rich in carbonic acid, of alkaline bicarbonates, or
vegetable salts, oxalic acid is increased in the urine ; the superfluous
carbonic acid which has entered the blood, or been generated there from
the salts of organic acids, must obstruct the absorption of oxygen and
the perfect oxidation of certain substances in the blood ; hence also the
quantity of oxalate of lime has been found to be increased by the partially
impeded exchange of oxygen and carbonic acid in the lungs, consequent
on emphysema, pulmonary compression during pregnancy, &c. We
might, in such cases, assume, according to a formerly prevalent belief,
that the kidneys in some degree acted vicariously for the lungs, since
under the form of oxalic acid they remove from the organism the carbon
which the latter organs would have excreted as carbonic acid.

Although certain chemists hold a contrary opinion, it is an undoubted
fact that the nervous system has an influence on the oxidation of the
blood. The occurrence of oxalate of lime in cases of epileptic convul-
sions, in convalescent persons, &c, might be referred to the disturbance

1 Medico-chirurgical Transactions. Vol. 32, p. 171.
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induced in such cases in the nutrition or in the function of the nervous

system, and to its diminished influence on the process of respiration,

without there being any necessity for the assumption of a special

diathesis.

It seems, moreover, unreasonable to set up such a diathesis, since the

establishment of a special disease from a single symptom—that symptom
being only the occurrence of oxalate of lime—is entirely opposed to the

spirit of rational medicine.

From Wohler and Liebig's discovery that uric acid is decomposed by
peroxide of lead into urea, allantoin, and oxalic acid, it has been pretty

generally assumed that the oxalic acid of the urine is due to an oxidation

of the uric acid ; the oxalic acid, in this case, not being converted into

carbonic acid, as usually occurs in the healthy organism. Wohler and

Frerichs' have since shown by direct experiments that uric acid is de-

composed in the animal organism in precisely the same way as by
peroxide of lead, since they found that after the injection of urates there

was not merely an augmentation of the urea in the urine, but also that

oxalic acid was present in it in larger quantity. That the formation of

oxalic acid may be in part thus explained, is unquestionable, but there

are many other substances in the animal organism besides uric acid,

which by oxidation yield oxalic acid. No definite numerical ratio be-

tween the uric acid, urea, and oxalate of lime in the urine, has been yet

established.

C. Schmidt2 has propounded a very ingenious view regarding the

origin of oxalate of lime in the urine. He believes that we must seek

for the source of its secretion in the mucous membrane of the urinary

passages, and that the oxalate of lime is first produced by the decom-

posing action of the acid urine on a soluble compound, oxalate of

albumen-lime, secreted by the mucous membranes ; for oxalate of lime

as an insoluble body could not penetrate with the urine through a series

of renal cells : oxalate of lime is also formed from the mucus of the gall-

bladder by this mode of decomposition. When oxalate of lime occurs in

the urine, we always find an augmentation of the mucus. These reasons

do not, however, appear to be so decisive as to induce us to exchange

the view we have already given for that of Schmidt ; and indeed in

another place we find Schmidt3 himself maintaining that the urea is in

part combined with oxalic acid.

Formic Acid.—C2
H0

3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid possesses the general characters of the acids

of this group ; with water it forms two distinct hydrates, one of which

becomes solid at—1°, boils at +99°, and has a specific gravity of

1-2353, while the other, which contains 48-35(5 or 2 atoms of water, does

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 340.

2 lb. Bd. 60, S. 55, ff.
3 Entwurf u. s. w. S. 47.
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not solidify at a temperature of—15°, boils at +106°, and has a specific

gravity of 14104. By concentrated sulphuric acid it is decomposed into

water and carbonic oxide (C2
H03

=HO+2CO) ; the salts of oxide ot

silver and of oxide of mercury are reduced when warmed m it.

Composition.—-In correspondence with the above formula, 1UU parts

of this acid must contain :

Carbon, . . . 2 atoms, . . . . 26-087

JJ
ydr0g6n

' * ' ' 8 « '

! . . 52-174
0xygen

'
i « 19-565

Water,

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid==462*5; its

saturating capacity=21-62. According to the theory which we have

laid down, formic acid should be regarded as an oxalic acid conjugated

with hydrogen=H.C2 3
+HO ; but according to ordinary views it is

assumed to contain a radical formyl=C2
H, which is believed to occur in

several other combinations, as for instance in chloroform.

Combinations.—The salts of formic acid are soluble ; with alkalies, it

also forms acid salts.

Formate of ammonia is known by its property of becoming converted

on heating into hydrocyanic acid (H
4
NO.C2

H0
3
=H.C2N+4HO), and

hence the hydrocyanic acid which often appears during the decomposi-

tion of animal substances may be dependent on the previous formation

of formate of ammonia.

There are certain combinations, which in reference to their empirical

composition, may be regarded as formic acid, but in which the whole of

the oxygen is replaced by chlorine, bromine, iodine, or sulphur ; the best

known of these is chloroform or perchloride offormyl, C2HC13 , which is

employed in place of ether to induce anaesthesia.

Preparation.—This acid was most commonly obtained in former

times by distilling a large quantity of ants with water or spirit : from

the distillate, which naturally only contained the acid in a very dilute

state, the concentrated acid was obtained according to the ordinary

methods by saturation with a base, and by the decomposition of the

crystallized salt with sulphuric acid. As, however, we have since

ascertained that formic acid is a product of the oxidation of many animal
and vegetable substances, we are now in the habit of obtaining it from
various sources by the action of oxidizing agents, as peroxide of manga-
nese and sulphuric acid, chromic acid, or hypermanganic acid. It is best

obtained by adding a little water and sulphuric acid to a mixture of
three parts of sugar and one part of bichromate of potash (2 atoms of
S03

to 1 atom of K0.2Cr0
3) and by distilling.

Tests.—This acid may be readily distinguished from most other acids
by its volatility, and from other acids of this group by its power of
reducing the oxides of mercury and of silver ; but it must be recollected
that if we obtain formic acid by the distillation of a mixture with
sulphuric acid, this formic acid may have been produced by the action
of the sulphuric acid on organic matter, or on already formed hydrocy-
anic acid. We may separate it from the other acids of this group by
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fractional distillation, since the boiling-point of this acid is lower than

that of all other homologous acids.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Formic acid has hitherto been much more frequently-

found as a product of the decomposition of many organic substances, as

for instance in the gradual decay (Eremacausis) of coal, than as an educt

of the animal body. It has only as yet been positively proved to exist

pre-formed in ants (especially Formica rufa) ; Bouchardat and Sandras1

believe, however, that they have found it in the blood of dogs which for

a long time had been fed with sugar. According to Scherer,2 there are

contained in the juice of flesh not only lactic, inosic, and phosphoric

acids, but also formic, acetic, and several other acids of this group.

Scherer has likewise found formic acid, in association with other acids

of this group, in the acid fluid of the spleen3 and in leucsemic blood.4

Further, very large quantities of this acid have been obtained, under my
own inspection, from normal human sweat, the exact nature of the acid

being not only determined by the reactions described, but also by the

determination of its saturating capacity and by elementary analysis.

[Will of Erlangen has recently shown that the active poisonous prin-

ciple in certain caterpillars is formic acid. It exists in a free, concen-

trated state in all parts of the animal, particularly in the faeces, in the

greenish-yellow matter that exudes when the animal is cut, and in the

hollow bristles.—G. E. d.]

Origin.—Notwithstanding that the principal processes in the animal

organism are based on an oxidation, and that, on the other hand, in the

artificial oxidations of animal substances, formic acid is produced, we do

but rarely meet with this acid in the animal kingdom : indeed, even with

reference to the ants, it is by no means certain that they actually pro-

duce formic acid, for we know that juniper berries and the cones of

several kinds of pine contain formic acid, and that these substances are

much sought after by ants. We must leave this question unanswered,

since it is only by direct experiments that we can determine whether

ants take up exactly the same amount of acid as they yield.

Bouchardat and Sandras are of opinion that the lactic acid formed

from starch and sugar in the blood is first decomposed into formic acid

before its elements are finally reduced to water and carbonic acid.

Acetic Acid.—

C

4
H

3 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Acetic acid has the general characters of the acids of

this group. In its most concentrated state, as first hydrate, it forms a

1 Compt. rend. T. 20, pp. 1026 et 1085.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 196-201.
3 Verhandl. d. phys.-med. in Ges. Wiirzb. Bd. 2, S. 298.
* Ibid. p. 321.
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crystalline mass below +16° ; above this temperature it is fluid, has a

specific gravity of 1-080, and boils at 117-3°; its second hydrate con-

taining 2 atoms of water, has a specific gravity of 1-078 and boils

at 140°.
,. .. .,

We shall notice only the most important points regarding acetic acid

and its compounds, and those having an especial bearing on animal che-

mistry ; the other compounds of acetic acid pertaining to pure rather

than to physiological chemistry.

Composition.—According to the above formula, acetic acid con-

sists of:

Carbon, .... 4 atoms 40000
3 " .... 5 000

3 « .... 40000
1 « .... 15000

Hydrogen,
Oxygen,
Water,

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 637-5; its

saturating capacity = 15-686. Kolbe's hypothesis that acetic acid is

oxalic acid conjugated with methyl= C2
H3.C2 3

.HO, was anticipated by

Berzelius. Till then it was assumed that the radical C4
H

3
existed in

acetic acid, and aldehyde and aldehydic acid were regarded as lower

stages of oxidation of the same radical.

Combinations.—The only acid acetate with which we are acquainted

is a potash-salt ; with the oxides of the heavy metals it has a strong

tendency to form basic salts.

Acetamide, H2
N.C

4
H

3 2=C4
H

5
N0

2 , is prepared from acetic ether and

ammonia ; it forms a white, crystalline, diffluent mass, which fuses at 78°

and boils at 228° ; it has a sweetish, cooling taste ; by anhydrous phos-

phoric acid it is converted into cyanide of methyl; hence it has been

considered as hydrocyanate of wood-spirit (C4
H

5
N0

2=C2
H

3
0+HC2N-|-

HO).
By dry distillation of the acetates with strong bases, we obtain acetone

or hydrated oxide of cenyl, C
6
H

5
O.HO, which presents much similarity

with the alcohols of the haloid bases.

On heating equal parts of acetate of potash and arsenious acid in a

retort, we obtain alkarsin or oxide of kakodyl, C4
H

6
As

50, which is dis-

tinguished by its very specific odor.

Preparation.—The methods of producing and obtaining acetic acid

are so well known that we need not here advert to them.
Tests.—Some light will be thrown on the importance of the modes of

testing for acetic acid when we have to treat of the assumed or actual
occurrence of acetic acid in the animal fluids.

As in the case of most organic substances, we must first separate it

from most of the substances with which it is mixed, before we can apply
the appropriate tests. This separation is comparatively easy, because
the acid admits of being distilled ; hence it can only be confounded with
volatile acids exhibiting reactions homologous or similar to it. It may be
readily distinguished from formic acid, in consequence of the property
which this latter acid possesses of being decomposed by oxide of mercury

;
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hence these two acids can hardly be mistaken for one another. How it

is to be separated and distinguished from the homologous acids, as, for

instance, metacetonic acid, &c, will be explained when we treat of these

acids.

If we have isolated acetic acid as completely as possible by distilla-

tion, and then by crystallization of one of its salts, the following reac-

tions may be established, independently of the examination of the form
of the crystals ; nitrate of suboxide of mercury added to a not too dilute

solution of an acetate at first yields no precipitate, but, after a short

time, minute crystalline specks are formed, which slowly gravitate in the

fluid like fatty glistening scales. Since the acetates, in common with

the meconates and sulphocyanides, yield a somewhat intense red color

on the addition of a solution of a persalt of iron, acetic acid, in a mixed
fluid, might be mistaken for one of these acids ; but acetic acid may be
readily distinguished from meconic acid by the solubility of the acetate

of lime (the meconate of lime being insoluble in water), and from sulpho-

cyanic acid by the circumstance that the red solution of sulphocyanide
of iron, on the addition of ferridcyanide of potassium, and on being
warmed, very soon precipitates Prussian blue, which is not the case with
any other persalt of iron.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.
—

"We learn from pure chemistry that acetic acid is formed
in various processes of decomposition of vegetable substances—in their

fermentation as well as in their dry distillation : we shall, however, pre-

sently see that it often occurs as a product of distillation of several nitro-

genous animal substances. It was formerly believed that it much more
frequently existed pre-formed in the animal juices than has now been
shown to be the case. On this point there was formerly a controversy

between Gmelin and Berzelius ; the former regarding the acid which
formed the soluble salts occurring in the animal fluids as acetic acid,

while the latter maintained it was lactic acid ; Gmelin's idea was that

the volatility of the acetic acid was heightened by its combination with

an organic matter. The question has finally been settled in favor of the

view maintained by Berzelius.

I have never been able to recognize it as a normal constituent in any
of the animal juices. Scherer has however found it, as I have already

mentioned (p. 57), in the juice of flesh, together with other acids of this

group. It may often occur in the gastric juice in cases of disordered

digestion. In a case where, after vegetables and a little meat, but no
vinegar had been taken, the vomited matters were analyzed, and I satis-

fied myself with certainty regarding the presence of acetic acid. It has
often been observed by others in vomited matters, but its presence has

not always been demonstrated with sufficient chemical accuracy; for, on
the one hand, vinegar or brandy might have been taken previously to

the vomiting, or on the other hand, this acid might be confounded with

metacetonic or butyric acid. The proof that spirit of wine is converted

in the stomach into acetic acid during normal digestion, will be given

when we treat of the process of gastric digestion.
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Bouchardat and Sandras1 think that they have sometimes discovered

traces of acetic acid in the blood of animals whose food has been steeped

in brandy.

The answer to the question, what change acetic acid undergoes m the

animal organism when conveyed into it from without, belongs to the de-

partment of pure physiological chemistry.
§

Whether the acids of this group found by Scherer in the fluids of

flesh have their origin in the fleshy fibre which has become effete, or

whether they arise from the decomposition of other matters, and are

only isolated in the muscular juice, are questions which can only be de-

cided by further investigation.

Metacetonic Acid.—

C

6
H

5 3.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid, which has also been named butyro-acetic acid

and propionic acid, forms, when in a concentrated state, a colorless, oily

fluid, which at a low temperature solidifies in a crystalline form, boils at

about 140°, has a peculiar sauer-krout-like taste, and in its general cha-

racter deports itself like the acids of this group ; it is not perfectly

soluble in a small quantity of water, but forms oily drops on it.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of

:

Carbon, 6 atoms, . . . 48-649
Hydrogen, 5 " ... 6-757
Oxygen, 3 " ... 32-432
Water, 1 » ... 12162

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid = 815-5 ; its

saturating capacity = 12-31.

According to the investigations of Kolbe, to which we have already
referred, this acid may, or indeed must be regarded as ethyloxalic acid= C4H5.C2

03.HO.
Combinations.—With bases this acid forms soluble salts of a fatty

and glistening appearance, some of them also conveying a fatty feeling

to the touch.

Metacetonate of baryta crystallizes in small rectangular octohedra or

rectangular prisms with oblique terminal surfaces.

Metacetonate of silver forms glistening white granules or small prisms,
which are little changed by the action of light, are diflicult of solution
in water, and when heated fuse, and at length noiselessly smoulder
away.

Metacetonate of oxide of ethyl in contact with ammonia becomes
^verted into the colorless crystalline substance called metacetamide,
H

2
N.C

6
H

5 2 ,
which, by the agency of anhydrous phosphoric acid, is

converted, more easily even than metacetonate of ammonia, into cvanide
of ethyl.

J

1 Ann. de Chem. et de Phys. 3 Sdr., T. 21, pp. 448-457.
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^
31etacetone, C

6
H

50, cannot be obtained from metacetonic acid, but is

yielded by the decomposition of one part of sugar or starch with three
parts of caustic lime ; it forms a colorless, oily, volatile fluid that is

essentially different from oxide of Eenyl which is isomeric with it.

Aldehyde of metacetonic acid, C
6
H

5
O.HO, was discovered by Guckel-

berger, 1 among the products of distillation, during the oxidation of nitro-

genous matters by sulphuric acid and peroxide of manganese ; it is a
colorless fluid, having an ethereal odor ; its specific gravity= 0-79, it

boils at about 50°, is miscible with water in every proportion, gradually
becomes acid when exposed to the air, but does not reduce a solution of
a silver-salt ; hence, it is still questionable whether this fluid should be
ranked among the aldehydes.

Preparation.— Metacetonic acid is formed during the spontaneous
decomposition of many vegetable substances, as for instance, peas, lentils,

and tan
; by the action of hydrated potash on sugar, starch, gum, &c.

;

also during the fermentation of tartrate of lime in contact with nitroge-
nous bodies, in the decomposition of cyanide of ethyl by caustic potash

;

and lastly (and, in a zoo-chemical view, this mode of its formation is the
most important), in the oxidation of fats by nitric acid (Redtenbacher),2

in the oxidation of albuminous bodies by chromic acid, or by sulphuric
acid and peroxide of manganese (Guckelberger), 3 and in the fermentation
of glycerin, the well-known product of decomposition of the fats, by
means of common yeast (Redtenbacher).4 This acid is obtained most
easily and in the purest form either by distillation of the product of the
fermentation of yeast and glycerin, or by treating metacetone with
chromic acid or hydrated potash ; otherwise, it is ordinarily prepared by
treating 1 part of sugar with 3 of hydrated potash, in which, however,
it has to be separated from the other acids which are simultaneously
developed, namely oxalic, formic, and acetic acids.

Tests.—Metacetonic acid must, in the first place, be separated by
distillation from other non-volatile organic substances with which it may
have been mixed, and then by oxide of mercury, from any formic acid
that may be present. If acetic acid be also present, the best method is

to combine both acids with soda, when, on evaporating the saline solution,
the acetate crystallizes sooner than the metacetonate. The salt which
metacetonic acid forms with lead is not crystallizable, while, as every
one knows, the acetate of lead crystallizes Very readily. How this acid
is to be separated and distinguished from the remaining acids of this
group, will be described when we treat of those acids. Since, however,
nothing can be concluded regarding the identity of any given substance
with metacetonic acid either from the forms of its salts, which have not
yet been determined with crystallographic accuracy, or from the boiling-
point of the fluid, it is only by the elementary analysis of a pure salt
that the presence of metacetonic acid can be scientifically determined.
As we proceed in the subject of zoo-chemistry, we shall become ac-

quainted with a number of bodies whose characteristic properties are so

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 64, S. 46 ff. * Ibid. Bd 59, S 41-57
3 Ibid. Bd. 04, S. 46 ff. 4 lbid< Bd g^ g 174_1

"

7 7.
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feebly marked that it is only by an elementary analysis that we can

satisfy ourselves regarding their presence. Often as the combustion-

tube may have been misused in physiological chemistry, we are yet con-

vinced that no one can flatter himself that he will advance zoo-chemistry

and physiological chemistry, if he be not conversant with the methods

of elementary analysis as now practised. It has unfortunately hap-

pened that physiological chemistry has too long remained in the hands

of chemical dilettanti, who looked upon an elementary analysis as a

great piece of art, and have based on the elementary analyses of others

those lamentable fictions which, even yet, have hardly been eradicated

from physiological chemistry.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.— Since acids homologous to metacetonic acid have so

frequently been found in the animal system, at least as products of de-

composition, we may rationally suppose that this acid may, at least

occasionally, occur in pathological conditions of the organism ; to this

we may add that, on the one hand, metacetonic acid is, in its chemical

composition, very closely allied to lactic acid, which is of such frequent

occurrence in the animal body (for with 2 atoms of oxygen metacetonic

acid yields lactic acid : C
6
H

5 3.HO+20=C6
rI

5 6
.HO), and that on

the other glycerin (of which we are ignorant what becomes of it in the

decomposition of the fats in the animal body), is so readily converted
into metacetonic acid (for C

6
H

7 5-IIO==C6
H

5 3.HO) ; but, unfortu-

nately, metacetonic acid has been only so recently known to chemists,

that little or no search has as yet been instituted for it in the animal
organism. Schottin believes that he has found metacetonic acid in the

sweat ; but considering the small quantities in which the acid in question
occurs, and that formic, acetic, and butyric acids are also present, it

must remain undecided whether this supposed metacetonic acid may not
be merely a mixture of the two last-named acids.

Butyric Acid.—C8
H

7 3.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid is an oily fluid, which remains in that state at
a temperature of —20°, and can only be solidified at a cold of 113°
induced by mixing condensed carbonic acid and ether, when it crystal-
lizes in plates

; it evaporates even at the ordinary temperature, but it

does not boil at a lower temperature than 157°; its specific gravity at
0° = 0-9886

; when inflamed, it burns like an ethereal oil.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:

°aT*on 8 atoms, . . 54-545
Hydrogen, 7 „
Oxygen, 3 « 27-073
Water i

*
'

'
Z ' 6

>Yater
1 " . 10-227

100 000
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The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 987*5 ; its

saturating capacity = 10*126.

According to the beautiful investigations of Kolbe, butyric acid may
be regarded as an oxalic acid conjugated with the carbo-hydrogen

C
6
H

7
= C

6
H

7
.C

2 3
.HO.

Combinations.—The alkaline butyrates are deliquescent, and not crys-

tallizable ; the compounds of butyric acid with the metallic oxides lose a

portion of their acid when heated, and even at an ordinary temperature

evolve a strong odor.

Butyrate of baryta, BaO.Bu+4HO, crystallizes in smooth prisms,

grouped together in a wart-like form, and having a fatty glistening ap-

pearance ; it retains its water of crystallization at 100°, and dissolves

readily in water ; if thrown in small pieces on water, it assumes, like

camphor, a rotatory motion till it is dissolved ; further, it turns red litmus

blue.

Butyrate of lime, CaO.Bu+HO, crystallizes in fine needles ; it has

the odor of butyric acid, dissolves readily in cold water, but separates

almost entirely on boiling, and on dry distillation yields bodies similar to

ethereal oils, namely, butyrone, C
7
H

7
0, and butyral, C8

H
8 2

.

Butyrate of magnesia, MgO.Bu+5HO, forms white plates resembling

boracic acid.

Butyrate of zinc decomposes on boiling into a strongly basic insoluble

salt.

Butyrate of copper, CuO.Bu+2HO, occurs in eight-sided, bluish-

green prisms, has a strong odor of butyric acid, and is only slightly soluble

in water. At a temperature of about 100° most of the acid is expelled

from this salt.

Butyrate of lead does not crystallize, and is only to be obtained in a

syrup form.

Butyrate of silver forms white nacreous plates, is almost insoluble,

and smoulders at a glow-heat without explosion.

Butyramide, H
2
N.C

8
H

7 2 , is obtained from butyrate of oxide of ethyl

when acted on by ammonia ; it forms colorless crystalline tablets, which

resist the action of the atmosphere ; it communicates a taste which is at

first sweetish but afterwards bitter ; it fuses at 115°, and at a higher

temperature sublimes without change ; it is soluble in water, alcohol, and
ether ; by anhydrous phosphoric acid it is converted into butyronitrile,

C
8
H

7
N, whose theoretical formula, according to Kolbe, must= C

6
H

7
.C2

N.
Butyronitrile is an oily fluid, with an agreeable, somewhat aromatic

odor ; its specific gravity is 0*795, and its boiling point 118*5°
; treated

with potassium it yields cyanide of potassium, hydrogen, and certain

carbo-hydrogens.

Aldehyde of butyric acid, C
8
H

7
O.HO, has hitherto only been found

by Guckelberger, 1 in the products which are obtained by the action of

peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid on albuminous or gelatinous

substances. It is a colorless fluid, its specific gravity is 0*8, and its

boiling-point 68° ; it is slightly soluble in water, but dissolves freely in

« Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bel. 64, S. 40 ff.
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alcohol and ether; it soon becomes acid when exposed to the air; it re-

duces solutions of the silver-salts, and, like aldehyde of acetic acid, it yields

with ammonia a crystallizable compound, H3
N.C

8
H

7
O.HO+10 aq.

Butyrate of glycerin has been prepared by Pelouze and Gelis, 1 by

gently heating butyric acid and glycerin with concentrated sulphuric acid,

and separating the new compound from the mixture by means of water

;

or by passing hydrochloric acid gas through a mixture of butyric acid

and glycerin ; on the addition of water it separates as a yellow oil,

soluble in concentrated alcohol and ether, which, when treated with

caustic alkalies, again resolves itself into butyric acid and glycerin.

Whether this body be identical with the butyrin (butyrate of oxide of

lipyl) occurring in the fat of milk but not yet isolated, cannot at present

be decided, since no elementary analysis of it has been instituted.

Preparation.—Butyric acid, which was originally discovered by

Chevreul in the products of the saponification of butter, is also formed

when this substance becomes rancid, and occurs amongst the products of

decomposition when oleic acid is submitted to dry distillation, and

especially when it is acted on by fuming nitric acid ; it is likewise pro-

duced from non-fatty nitrogenous matters, as albumen, fibrin, and gelatin,

during their putrefaction or their decomposition by strong oxidizing

agents ; and, contrary to expectation, it has been found in certain pro-

cesses of fermentation of non-nitrogenous bodies, as starch and sugar,

where the nitrogenous admixtures only act as ferments. Lactate of

lime, in the presence of nitrogenous matter, becomes converted into

butyrate of lime. To obtain pure butyric acid on a large scale, we
should have recourse to the last-named method. The most simple mode
of procedure is to expose carob (the fruit of Ceratonium siliqua), or sugar,

with sour milk and a little cheese, and with some carbonate of lime, at a

temperature of 30° to 35°, as long as gas continues to be evolved, namely
for five or six weeks ; the filtered fluid is then decomposed with carbo-

nate of soda, which causes a precipitation of carbonate of lime ; the

solution of butyrate of soda is now strongly concentrated, and, after

being decomposed with sulphuric acid, is distilled ; finally, the butyric
acid is freed from water and acetic acid by fused chloride of calcium.

Tests.—This acid must first be separated by distillation from the non-
volatile substances, as, for instance, lactic acid, with which it is not un-
frequently associated ; in the distillate we can then only have the acids
of this group. We shall here refer to the means of distinguishing it

from the acids which have been already described, namely, formic acid,
acetic acid, and metacetonic acid. The first may be very easily removed
by means of its property (to which we have frequently referred) of re-
ducing the oxides of the noble metals. The acids must then be combined
with soda, when the greater part of the acetate of soda may be removed
by crystallization. The soda-salts of the mother-liquid are afterwards
to be decomposed by tolerably concentrated sulphuric acid, yielding in
the receiver metacetonic and butyric acids, with a little acetic acid ; from
these the butyric acid may be pretty well separated by fractional distil-
lation, since that which passes over at 140° is only metacetonic acid,

1 L'Institut. No. 494.
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with traces of acetic acid, and it is not till the temperature is raised to

160° or 165°, that tolerably pure butyric acid enters the receiver. If

other analogous acids be also present, we must not be contented with

this mode of procedure ; specific as it may appear to be, we must not

rely on the peculiar odor of butyric acid, but we must convert the butyric

acid into one of the above-described butyrates, and after comparing the

salt thus obtained with the corresponding salt of pure butyric acid, we
must institute an elementary analysis, or at the least we must determine

the atomic weight or the saturating capacity.

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous butyric acid is 987*5

(for 8 at. carbon=600-0, 7 at. hydrogen=87-5, and 3 at. oxygen=300).
Now if, in a baryta-salt, we have found 49 g of baryta and 51 g of butyric

acid, then 49 : 51 must be the ratio in which the known atomic weight

of baryta (=955-3) stands to the atomic weight of butyric acid

(49 : 51 : : 955-3 : x)=994-4.
By a similar determination of the quantity of a base contained in a

salt, we calculated the saturating capacity, by which, as is well known,
we understand the number which expresses the quantity of oxygen con-

tained in that quantity of base which is required by 100 parts of an
anhydrous acid to form a neutral salt. Hence the saturating capacity of

butyric acid is=10 -126. If we regard the above instance as an empirical

result, 49 BaO saturate 51 By, or 100 Bu saturate 96-076 BaO ; in this,

however, there are contained 10-06 parts of oxygen, which is a tolerably

close approximation to the required number.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—In the contents of the stomach, or rather in food which
has been ejected by vomiting, we sometimes meet with a nauseous acrid

or rancid-smelling volatile acid, which, beyond all question, is butyric

acid. Tieclemann and Gmelin often obtained a fluid resembling butyric

acid, by distillation of the contents of the stomachs of sheep, oxen, and
horses, fed with oats. Since the contents of the stomach can pass into

the acetous, and, as we shall presently see, also into the lactic fermenta-

tion, there is nothing surprising in the circumstance of their also passing

into the butyric fermentation ; but, even in abnormal conditions, butyric

acid has not been recognized in the contents of the stomach with that

absolute certainty, which is as necessary in physiologico-chemical re-

searches as in all other departments of natural inquiry.

Free butyric acid was long ago discovered in the urine by Berzelius,

who, however, did not think that it was often to be found there. In
the urine of pregnant women, and of those who, after delivery, do not
suckle their children, I have sometimes found butyric acid ; or, at all

events, a fat which, on saponification, yielded a volatile acid, with the

odor of butyric acid.

In the sweat, especially in that of the genitals and lower extremities

of corpulent persons, we find volatile matters, with an acid reaction,

and having an odor partly of butyric acid and partly of other acids of

this group. Berzelius thought that the acid reaction was due to butyric

acid alone ; but, in the present state of our knowledge, it must remain
VOL. i. 5
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doubtful whether the homologous, highly carbonaceous acids do not occur

in the sweat, with or in place of butyric acid. In examining the watery

extract of a night-dress steeped in perspiration, taken from a woman a

few days after delivery, I found, on saponification, a rancid-smelling,

volatile acid.

Schottin has determined the existence of butyric acid in the sweat with

all the necessary accuracy, his investigations having been carried on

under my own superintendence. Its quantity was, however, far less than

that of the acetic and formic acids. It is, moreover, not a mere product

of decomposition of the secretion of the sebaceous follicles^ as I formerly

believed, but occurs in a free state in the sweat of the axillary regions,

the genitals, and the feet.

In the milk, in addition to other fats, as olein and margarin, there

occurs a fat which has never yet been isolated in a state of purity, and

which, on saponification, yields butyric acid, together with other acids

of this group, namely, caproic, caprylic, and capric acids. The best in-

vestigations in reference to this substance were made, first by Chevreul,

in his classical work on the fats ; subsequently by Bromeis
;

a and lastly

by Lerch,3 under the direction of Redtenbacher. Even in butter there

is only a little of this substance, which yields butyric acid. From 100

parts of tolerably pure butyrin, Chevreul4 only obtained 7 parts of vola-

tile acids ; Simon5 and Herberger6 were able to obtain only very minute

quantities of volatile acids from the fat of woman's milk.

That there are fats in the blood which, on saponification, yield vola-

tile acids, may be demonstrated by any one who operates with care on

large quantities of the fatty matter collected from this fluid. From the

blood taken from a woman within the first few days after her delivery,

I obtained, by distillation with dilute sulphuric acid, volatile acids whose
general properties coincided with those of this group.

[Free butyric acid has likewise been detected in ike fasces by Ragsky
and Percy.7—g. e. d.]

Origin.—After what has been stated regarding the different ways in

which butyric acid may be formed, we need not wonder that it is some-
times met with in the primes vice; since it may, and indeed must prin-

cipally be formed from the non-nitrogenous constituents of the food.

The belief that farinaceous and saccharine foods are converted into

butyric acid in the primes vice, and that they thus constitute the first

step in the formation of fat, is based on a fiction regarding the possible

formation of fat in general, which is at present devoid of any scientific

proof. No one has as yet succeeded in ascertaining the presence of
butyric acid, either in the primes vies or in the chyle ; we know not
what becomes of the other elements which are eliminated during the
conversion of starch into butyric acid; and finally, chemically consi-
dered, butyric acid has no greater claim to the name of a fatty acid,

than acetic or formic acid. We do not think that the conclusion can be
justly deduced, that starch must be converted into butyric acid in order

1 Recherches sur les corps gras. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd 42 S 46 ff
3 Ibid. Bd. 49, S. 212 If. * Recherches sur les corps gras p 193
5 Frauenmilch, S. 41. 6 Brande's Arch. Bd. 20, a 3
7 Chemical Gazette. Vol. 8, p. 104.
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to be transformed into fat, simply because it accidentally happens that

butyric acid was first prepared from a (very rarely occurring) fat, for Ave

know that it may just as easily be obtained from albuminous bodies, and
in far larger quantities from gelatin.

There is much stronger evidence in favor of the view which regards

the butyric acid found in the blood, sweat, and urine, as a product of

decomposition, arising from the disintegration of nitrogenous animal

matters, effected by the oxygen dissolved in the juices (in the same way
as the acid is formed from these substances by artificial means), or as

probably resulting from a gradual oxidation of some of the carbo-hydro-

gens of the fats. This latter view is, however, only an hypothesis ; but
it is supported by the simplest induction. The fats are almost all com-
binations of fatty acids with a haloid base, glycerin or oxide of lipyl

;

these acids are, however, so similarly constituted to those of this group,

that they have the same general formulaeCnH^Og.HO, with only this

difference, that the carbo-hydrogens pertaining to them are expressed by
higher atomic numbers (thus, for instance, margaric acid=C34H3303

.HO).
In the complicated apparatus of oxidation which we recognize in the

animal organism, the fats do not burn like the oil in the wick of a lamp,

but they undergo an extremely gradual oxidation, as we learn from
direct experiments, which have given us a knowledge of a very large

number of fatty acids, with the most varied polymeric carbo-hydrogens,

or, if we please so to express it, in the lowest stages of oxidation. From
experiments instituted on this group of acids, we may assume that in the

gradual oxidation, C2
H

2
is always abstracted from the radical of mar-

garic acid, and that this gradual abstraction may proceed with various

degrees of rapidity, so that, in our investigations, we meet with carbo-

hydrogen compounds of a lower order, which then progressively pass

into the carbo-hydrogens of the acids of this group. As the radical

C4
H

5 of ethyloxalic acid passes into methyloxalic acid, we are justified

in believing that the radical of margaric acid passes into cetylic acid. A
gradual decarbonization of the fats must occur in the animal organism

;

and there are at present no scientific reasons for assuming that it takes

place in any other way than that which has been described. We regard

butyric acid, and the acids analogous to it, in so far as they occur in the

animal body, as products of regressive metamorphosis of tissue, while in

the different fatty acids of the vegetable kingdom the progression gra-

dually ascends, step by step, to margaric acid.

Valerianic Acid.—C10
H

9
O

3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid possesses the general properties of this group,

has a well-known characteristic odor, an acrid burning taste, and pro-

duces a white spot upon the tongue ; it does not become solid at a tem-

perature of—15°
; it boils at 176J^ and dissolves in 26 parts of water

:

it also forms a second hydrate=Va.3HO.
Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:
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Carbon, .... 10 atoms 58
??f

Hydrogen 9 " . . . . 8 823

Oxygen, . ... 8 «... •
23-530

Water, ... 1 "... ****

100 000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=1162-5 ; its

saturating capacity=8-602. According to Kolbe's hypothesis, its theo-

retical formula==C
8
H

9
.C2 3

.HO.

Combinations.—The valerianates are for the most part soluble : the

alkaline salts do not crystallize, but most of the other salts crystallize in

nacreous plates, similar to cholesterin or boracic acid; they have a

sweetish, but at the same time a valerian-like taste. Valerianic acid is

separated from its salts by acetic and succinic acids, but not by benzoic

acid. The lime-salt effloresces on exposure to the air ; the zinc-salt dis-

solves in 160 parts of water, and in 60 parts of spirit of wine ; the

aqueous solution becomes turbid when warmed, but clears again upon

cooling : moreover it reddens litmus. The silver-salt is very insoluble.

Valeronitrile, C10
H

9
N (or C8

H
9
.C

2
N), was first discovered by Schlieper, 1

in the oxidation of gelatin by chromic acid ; it may, however, be obtained

from valerianate of ammonia, or valeramide (H
2
N.C

10
H

9O2), by anhy-

drous phosphoric acid. It is a thin, liquid, colorless, strongly refracting

oil, smelling like alder leaves, and having a hot aromatic taste ; its spe-

cific gravity is=0 #81 ; it boils at 125°, inflames readily, dissolves in

water, alcohol, and ether, and, when treated with potassium, yields

cyanide of potassium, hydrogen, and carbo-hydrogens.

Valeral, C10
H

10
O

2 , is produced by the dry distillation of valerianate

of baryta ; it is a very fluid inflammable oil, which, on exposure to the

air, soon becomes converted into valerianic acid.

Preparation.—This acid occurs preformed in certain plants ; it is,

however, like the preceding acids, a not unfrequent product of decompo-
sition both of vegetable and animal substances : it is obtained from fusel-

oil (hydrated oxide of amyl) in precisely the same manner as acetic

acid is obtained from alcohol (hydrated oxide of ethyl), and from oil of

valerian by simple oxidation by means of an alkali ; it is formed, together
with other acids of this group, from the fats by oxidizing them with
fuming nitric acid (Redtenbacher)

;

2 from animal nitrogenous matters,
both by putrefaction (Iljenko and Laskowski),3 and on decomposing them
by strong oxidizing agents (Schlieper, 4 Guckelberger, 5 Liebig)

;

6 and
finally, if leucine be treated with caustic potash, or allowed to putrefy, it

becomes converted into valerianic and no other acid, ammonia and
hydrogen being evolved.

It is most easily obtained in a state of purity by the action of spongy
platinum and atmospheric air on potato fusel-oil.

Tests.—In most of the ways in which valerianic acid is formed, it

occurs mixed with other acids of this group ; and it is as impossible in

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 59, S. 1-32. 2 j^d b,j 59 g ^ 57
3 Ibid. Bd. 55, S. 78-95, and Bd. 63, S. 264-273. * Ibid. Bd! 59,' s' 375-378
5 Ibid. Bd. 64, S. 50. 6 Ibid- Bd 5^ g 127.i29*
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this case, as in that of the homologous acids, to detect it in a mixture
by any special reagent ; it must, therefore, be separated from these acids

before it can be accurately examined. As its boiling-point is so high, it

can readily be separated from the first-described acids of this group by
fractional distillation ; it may still remain contaminated with butyric
acid, from which it can be tolerably well separated by crystallization of

the baryta-salts, the valerianate and butyrate of baryta assuming differ-

ent forms. But an elementary analysis, or a determination of the

atomic weight must be made with the valerianate thus obtained, since

mistakes may very easily arise between the salts of valerianic acid and
those of certain acids afterwards to be described.

[Liebig1 has recently published a paper on the separation of valeri-

anic, acetic, and butyric acids, to which we may refer the reader.—G. E. D.]

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Although this acid is so easily and so variously obtained
from animal substances, it has never yet been found preformed in the
animal organism ; and it is a striking fact that, so far as we yet know,
the acids of this group, whose amount of carbon is divisible only by 2,

and not by 4, are not found in the animal organism.

We shall consequently only have occasion to refer to these acids in

the following pages, inasmuch as they sometimes occur as products of the
artificial decomposition of animal substances.

Caproic Acid.—

C

12
Hn 3

.HO.

Properties.—It is a somewhat thin liquid, with an odor resembling
sweat ; its specific gravity at +26=0-922 ; it remains fluid at —9°, boils

at 202°, and dissolves somewhat difficultly in ether.

Composition.—According to its formula it consists of:

. 62-069

. 9-483

. 20-689

. 7-759

Carbon, . 12 atoms,
Hydrogen, . . 11 "
Oxygen, . 3 "
Water, . 1 «

100000

The atomic weight of the anhydrous acid=1337*5 ; its saturating ca-

pacity=7"476. According to the views of Kolbe, this acid should
hypothetically be regarded as amyloxalic acid=Ci Hn.C2

H3.HO.
Combinations.—The caproates have the same taste and smell as the

acid itself; and are mostly soluble in water and crystallizable. The
baryta-salt crystallizes in long silky needles, united in tufts, is anhydrous,
and unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere ; the silver-salt is not crys-

tallizable, and is very difficult of solution.

Preparation.—Like butyric acid, this acid is not only formed when
butter is saponified or becomes rancid, but also when oleic acid is decom-
posed by fuming nitric acid, and when albuminous bodies are acted on by
peroxide ofmanganese or bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid. In the

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 71, S. 355.
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products of the decomposition of saponified butter we find caproic acid

mixed with butyric, caprylic, and capric acids, which may be removed

by the crystallization of their baryta-salts. On boiling the dried mass

of the baryta-salts with 5 or 6 parts of water, thebutyrate and caproate

are taken up, while the salts of caprylic and capric acid remain undis-

solved. The caproate of baryta is the first to crystallize from the solu-

tion, and the acid may easily be isolated from the salt.

Tests.—The caproate of baryta not only crystallizes sooner than the

butyrate, but also sooner than the valerianate, if this should happen to

be present ; caproate of baryta forms small clusters, consisting of mi-

croscopic prisms, while the valerianate, as we have already mentioned,

appears in minute plates like cholesterin. This separation of caproic

acid from its allied acids, is more easily explained theoretically than

effected practically. There are no special means of determining the

presence of caproic acid, except by an elementary analysis, and the

determination of the atomic weight.

.Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—The remarks which we made regarding- the occurrence

of butyric acid in the animal organism, apply equally to caproic acid.

From its peculiar sweat-like odor, it is not improbable that it exists in

sweat ; but of this we have as yet no proof. No one, so far as I know,
has yet sought for it in the urine or in the contents of the stomach. In

our observations on butyric acid we alluded to the fatty matters con-

tained in the milk, and probably also in the blood, which, on saponifica-

tion, yield this acid.

(Enanthylic Acid.—

C

uH13 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—It is a colorless oily liquid, of a faint aromatic odor and
taste ; it boils at about 215°, may be distilled with only partial decom-
position, dissolves slightly in water, and when inflamed burns with a clear

but smoky flame.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of

:

Carbon, 14 atoms, .... 64-615
Hydrogen, 13 "... 10000
Oxygen, 3 "... 18-462
Water, 1 "... 6-923

100 000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=1512-5, and
its saturating capacity=6-611. Its rational formula=C

19H13.C3 3
.HO.

Combinations.—With the exception of the alkaline salts, most of its

salts are difficult of solution, generally resembling tablets of cholesterin

:

moreover this acid has a strong tendency to form acid salts. The baryta-
salt crystallizes in nacreous scales, which are soluble in water and in
alcohol.
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(Enanthylous acid, CuH13 2
.HO, formerly also named oenanthic acid,

occurs combined with oxide of ethyl in various fusel oils, especially in

that of wine. Whether it be actually to be regarded as a lower state of

oxidation of cenanthylic acid, or as a special acid, cannot at present be

decided.

(Enanthal, aldehyde of cenanthylic acid, Ci4
Hu 2 , is obtained by the

simple distillation of castor oil ; like the other aldehydes, when exposed

to the atmosphere, it readily oxidizes into the corresponding acid, and
forms a compound (although somewhat unstable) with ammonia.

Preparation.—This acid, which Laurent formerly discovered amongst
the products of distillation of the oils, and named azoleic acid, is formed,

together with other acids of this group, during the decomposition of

wax, oleic acid, and especially of castor oil, by concentrated nitric acid.

In using castor oil, however, we obtain this acid unmixed with any
others, so that we have only to combine it with baryta, and recrystallize

the salt, in order to obtain it in a state of purity.

Tests.—As the baryta-salt of this acid separates from the mother-

liquid earlier than caproate of baryta, and more slowly than the caprylate,

and as, further, it crystallizes in plates, while the two latter salts form
minute needles, which are grouped together so as to have a wart-like ap-

pearance, we have a means of separating, at least roughly, this acid from

those which are most closely allied to it. We cannot, however, be per-

fectly certain regarding its actual presence, without an elementary ana-

lysis, or the determination of its atomic weight.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—As has been already mentioned, this acid is only of in-

terest in relation to animal physiology, inasmuch as it is one of the pro-

ducts of oxidation of the fats ; and the observations which were made
regarding the occurrence of valerianic acid are here equally applicable,

except that cenanthylic acid is not produced during the decomposition of

nitrogenous complex atoms.

Caprylic Acid.—

C

16
H

15 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—At the ordinary temperature this acid forms a soft, semi-

fluid mass, which crystallizes in needles below +10°, boils at 236°, has a

sweat-like odor, and acid and acrid taste, is difficult of solution in water,

and is inflammable.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:

Carbon, ....
Hydrogen, ....
Oxygen, ....
Water, ....

100 000

The atomic weight of the anhydrous acid=1687*5, and its saturating

capacity=5-926. Its rational formula is C
14
H

15
.C

2 3
.HO.

16 atoms, . . 66-667

15 " . 10-416
3 « . 19-667
1 " . 6-250
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Combinations.—The salts of this acid arc more difficult of solution

than the corresponding salts of the acids already described. Its baryta-

salt crystallizes in white granules of the size of poppy-seeds, is anhy-

drous, resists the action of the atmosphere, and does not fuse at 100°.

The silver-salt is white and almost insoluble. The lead-salt is also very

difficult of solution.

Caprylone, C15
H

150, was discovered by Guckelberger 1 among the pro-

ducts of the dry distillation of caprylate of baryta; it crystallizes in

fine needles of a silky lustre, but when fused resembles Chinese wax
;

it

is perfectly white, fuses at 40°, solidifies at 38°, and boils at 178°, is de-

void of taste, has a waxy smell, is lighter than water and insoluble in it,

but dissolves readily in strong alcohol, in ether, and in ethereal as well

as fatty oils. With nitric acid of 1*4 specific gravity it yields an acid

nitrogenous oil [nitro-caprylonic acid?)

Preparation.—We have become acquainted with this acid as a product

of the saponification of butter, and as a product of the oxidation of oleic

acid when acted on by nitric acid ; as in the latter case it is mixed with

several substances, it is best obtained by the recrystallization of the

baryta-salts of the volatile acids of butter. In the observations on

caproic acid it was mentioned that the dry mass of the baryta-salts of all

four acids, when treated with five or six parts of water, separates into a

soluble portion containing the butyrate and caproate, and an undissolved

portion, containing the caprylate and caprate of baryta. If now the

undissolved portion be dissolved in boiling water and filtered while still

hot, most of the caprate separates while the caprylate remains in solu-

tion. In order to effect a perfect purification, the baryta-salt must be

several times recrystallized before we separate the acid from it.

Tests.—We must separate the caprylic acid from the other acids in

the manner just described, and then determine the atomic weight.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—All that has been remarked regarding the physiological

relations of butyric and caproic acids applies equally to caprylic acid.

Pelargonic Acid.—

C

18
H

17 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—It is an oily, colorless fluid, which at a lower tempera-
ture than +10° becomes solid, but liquefies at and above that tempera-
ture ; it has a faint odor resembling that of butyric acid, is almost
insoluble in water, but communicates to it an acid reaction, and boils at

about 232°.

Composition.—In accordance with the above formula it consists of:

Carbon, 18 atoms, . . 68-350
Hydrogen, 17 «

. 10-760
Oxygen, 3 "

. 15-190
Water 1 «

. 5 .70o

100 000
1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Fharm. Bd. 69, S. 201-6.
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The atomic weight of the anhydrous acid= 1862-5; its saturating

capacity= 5*369 ; its rational formula==C
16
H

17
.C2 3

.HO.
Combinations.—The baryta-salt of this acid crystallizes like the vale-

rianate and cenanthylate of baryta in glistening scales ; it contains no
water of crystallization, is unaffected by the atmosphere, and is less

soluble than the cenanthylate and caprylate of baryta, but rather more
soluble than the caprate.

Preparation.—As this acid, unmixed with other volatile acids, occurs

in the leaves of Pelargonium roseum, its preparation from that plant is

preferable to that from the products of decomposition of oleic and
choloidic acids by nitric acid, amongst which it was first discovered by
Redtenbacher. 1 Gerhardt2 has obtained this acid by oxidizing oil of

rue, C20
H

19O3 , with nitric acid.

Tests.—By the crystallization of its baryta-salt we must prepare this

acid so that we can make an elementary analysis and determine its

atomic weight.

Physiological Relations.

The remarks already made regarding the physiological relations of

cenanthylic acid are equally applicable here.

Capbjc Acid.—

C

20
H

19
O3
HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Little is yet known regarding this acid in a state of

purity, for what was formerly regarded as capric acid was a mixture of

capric and caprylic acids. It constitutes a soft, greasy mass which fuses

at +30°, and evolves a faint goat-like odor, is somewhat soluble in hot

water, but separates on cooling in glistening crystalline particles ; its

boiling-point is higher than that of any of the other acids of this group,

but is considerably below 300°.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:

Carbon, 20 atoms, . . 69-767

Hydrogen 19 " 11046
Oxygen, '3 "

. . 13-954

Water 1 "
. 5-233

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical dry acid=2037*5 ; its saturat-

ing capacity=4-909 ; its rational formula=C
18
H

19
.C2 3

HO.
Combinations.—The salts of this acid are more insoluble than those

of the other acids of this group. The baryta-salt crystallizes in delicate,

glistening needles ; it is unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere, and
contains no water.

Oil of rue, C20Hi9O, the ethereal oil of Ruta graveolens, may be re-

garded as anhydrous aldehyde of capric acid ; in point of fact it is con-

' Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 59, S. 41-57, and Bd. 57, S. 170-174.
2 Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. T. 24, pp. 112-116.
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verted into capric acid by the action of nitric acid ; but by more pro-

longed action, into pelargonic acid.

Preparation.—This may be readily inferred from what has been

stated regarding the preparation of caprylic acid.

Tests.—We must obtain a pure salt according to the method described

in our observations on caprylic acid, and then analyze it. R. Wagner1

has, however, discovered a method of detecting this acid when mixed
with other substances ; for on heating such a mixture with concentrated

sulphuric acid, it always appears associated with its aldehyde, and on

supersaturation with potash, an intense odor of oil of rue is developed.

Wagner has in this way discovered this aldehyde in butter, in cod-

liver oil and other fish-oils, in old cheese, in a piece of herring, &c.

Physiological Relations.

The remarks on the physiological relations of caprylic acid apply
equally to this acid.

In the saponification of butter we sometimes obtain only a single acid,

vaccic acid, C20
H

18
O

5.2HO instead of butyric and caproic acids. This
acid reduces silver-salts, and taking up 1 atom of oxygen, becomes con-
verted into butyric and caproic acids (C20

H
18O5+O=C8

H
7
O3+C12H11

O
3);

it undergoes the same conversion when exposed to the atmosphere, and
so also does its baryta-salt.

Delphic and hircic acids which were formerly regarded as independent
acids are probably identical with, or mixtures of some of the acids of
this group.

Cetylic Acid.—C
32
H

31 3.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—The body, which is also known as ethalic acid, forms
colorless glistening needles, fuses at 57°, but is solid at 55°, may be
distilled without undergoing decomposition, and is insoluble in water.

Composition.—This acid, which is isomeric with the non-volatile
palmitic acid, obtained from palm-oil, consists according to the above
formula of:

Carton, 32 atoms, . . 75 000
Hydrogen, 31 " 12109
Sfysen, s « .

; 9 .375
Water

' • '

v
1 " . . 3-516

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=8087-5 •
its

saturating capacity=3-239. This acid, which was originally discovered
by Dumas and Stass,2 has subsequently been accurately examined bv
bmith. 3 ^ J

If Kolbe's theory be applicable to this acid, cetylic acid must be re-

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 46, S. 155-157
2 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 72, pp 5-11
3 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 42, S. 40-51
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garded as C
30
H

31.C2
O3.HO, -which -would explain why it differs from the

isomeric palmitic acid. Two isomeric acids cannot appropriately be
placed in the same group ; hence we place cetylic acid here instead of

considering it with the solid fatty acids. We also find in this relation

an additional reason why the solid fatty acids whose general formula

may be regarded as=CnHn_1 3
.HO, should not be regarded as simple

continuations or ascending members of this group.

Combinations,—The alkaline salts of this acid are soluble in water,

and crystallize readily in white nacreous scales.

Preparation.—Spermaceti, from which this acid is obtained, is a

haloid salt like the other fats, but instead of this acid being combined
with oxide of lipyl, it is united to another haloid base entirely corre-

sponding with the ethers of pure chemistry ; this haloid base when
treated with solid caustic alkalies is converted into cetylic acid. We
obtain the acid which exists preformed in the spermaceti, by saponifying

the latter with a caustic alkali, decomposing the soap with hydrochloric

acid and digesting the newly formed mixture of cetylic acid and ethal

(C30H33O.HO) with milk of lime ; the ethal is then extracted with cold

alcohol while the cetylate of lime remains. The lime-salt is then de-

composed by hydrochloric acid, and the separated cetylic acid purified

by solution in ether.

This haloid base, ethal or hydrated oxide of cetyl, which is obtained

on the saponification of spermaceti, bears exactly the same relation to

cetylic acid that alcohol bears to acetic acid or fusel oil to valerianic

acid. Moreover, as we shall further more fully describe, cetylic acid

may in a similar way be prepared from this body by heating one part of

it in six parts of a previously heated mixture of equal parts of hydrated
potash and caustic lime to a temperature of 210°-220°

; in this process,

hydrogen is developed and an alkaline cetylate formed (C32
H

33
O.HO+

KO+HO=4H+KO.C3
2
H

3103) which must be purified by solution in

water and crystallization, and then combined with baryta, from which
on the addition of hydrochloric acid we can separate the cetylic acid.

Tests.—When the acid occurs pure and isolated, it is not difficult to

distinguish it from other acids; its crystallizability and its comparatively

high boiling-point distinguish it from the other acids of this group, and

its volatility from the solid fatty acids. On finding it in a body in which

it has not been previously recognized, we should always institute an ele-

mentary analysis, and determine its saturating capacity, since it is not

only possible but very probable that several similar acids remain to be

discovered.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—This acid has hitherto only been found in an animal fat,

namely spermaceti, in combination with hydrated oxide of cctyl ; and in

Japanese wax (Meyer), in combination with oxide of lipyl.

Origin.—If margaric acid were actually an acid homologous to cetylic

acid and to the acids of this group generally, we might easily understand
that cetylic acid was produced from this acid in the same manner as acetic

is formed from metacetonic acid ; for margaric acid stands in the same
relation to cetylic acid as metacetonic acid does to acetic acid, the dif-

ference between each pair being C2
H

2
.
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It is impossible at present to form any conjectures regarding the spe-

cial importance of these acids in the few positions in which they are prin-

cipally deposited. For a description of hydrated oxide of cetyl see " ha-

loid bases and fats."

THE SUCCINIC ACID GROUP.

=CaHn_2 3
.HO.

The acids of this group are only interesting in reference to zoo-chemis-

try, inasmuch as, like many acids of the previous group, they are products

of decomposition of very common animal matters, and especially of fats.

These acids may also be regarded as conjugated oxalic acids, combined

with a carbo-hydrogen isomeric with olefiant gas ; at least some of the

reasons which have been advanced by Kolbe in support of the theoreti-

cal composition of the preceding group, favor this hypothesis. These

acids, with their empirical and hypothetical formulae, are as follows

:

;
Succinic acid, =C4 H2 3

.HO=C
2
H

2
.C

2 3
.HO

Lipic or pyrotartaric acid, =C
5
H

3 Or HOz=C3H3.C.2 3.HO
Adipic acid, =C6

H 4 3
.HO=C

4
H

4.C 2 3
.HO

Pimelic acid, =C
7
H

5 3
.HO=C

5
H

5
.C

2 3
.HO

Suberic acid, =C8
H

6 3
.HO=C

6
H

6.C 2 3
.HO

Sebacic acid, =C10
H

8.O3
.HO=C

8
H8.C 2

O3
.HO

It is, moreover, worthy of remark, that the acids of this group, which

contain an even number of atoms of carbon, form a series very analo-

gous to the acids of the preceding group ; the acid of one series differing

from the corresponding acid of the other merely by one equivalent of hy-

drogen.

Succinic acid, .... C4
H

2 3-f H=acetic acid, . . . . C4
H

3 3
Adipic acid, C

6
H

t 3-|-H=metacetonic acid, . . C6
H

5 3

Suberic acid, C8 H6 3-f-H=butyric acid, . . . C 8
H

7 3
Sebacic acid, C

10
H

sO3
-j-H=valerianic acid, . . C 10

HgO3

Moreover, the acids of this group (like those of the preceding group)
are formed when oleic acid is oxidized by nitric acid.

These acids possess the following characters in common : they crystal-

lize readily and well, do not fuse till they attain a temperature of from
100° to 200°, and at a higher temperature they sublime in needles, de-

veloping at the same time a suffocating vapor ; moreover at an ordinary
temperature they are devoid of odor, have an acid taste, dissolve readily
in water, alcohol, and ether, and have an acid reaction,—none of them,
with the exception of sebacic acid, are decomposed by boiling nitric acid

:

fused with hydrated potash, they yield oxalic acid together with volatile
products. As in the preceding group, the solubility of their salts stands
nearly in an inverse ratio to the height of the atomic weight of the
acid.

As these acids are only of importance in animal chemistry as products
of decomposition, and belong strictly to pure chemistry, we shall restrict



Carbon, . 4 atoms,
Hydrogen,
Oxygen,
Water,

2 «

3 "

1 "
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ourselves to the consideration of two of the most important of them,
namely, succinic and sebacic acids. As, however, none of them occur
preformed in the animal body, there is obviously nothing to be said re-

garding their physiological relations. 1

Succinic Acid.—

C

4
H

2 3
.HO.

Properties.—When perfectly anhydrous it occurs in very delicate

needles, which fuse at 145° and boil at 250° ; with one atom of water (cor-

responding with the above formula), it crystallizes in oblique rectangular

prisms which fuse at 180°, and sublime at 250° in the form of needles

or plates, containing only half an atom of water, and fusing at 160°. In
other respects, it has the common characters of this group.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:

40 678
3-390

40-678
15-254

100 000

The atomic weight of the anhydrous acid=625*0 ; its saturating capa-

city=16-000. Its rational formula=C
2
H

2
.C

2 3
.HO.

Combinations.—With alkalies this acid forms neutral and acid salts,

which are soluble and crystallizable ; with earths, it forms only neutral

salts ; and with the oxides of the heavy metals it forms neutral and basic

salts, some of which are soluble and others insoluble.

Succinamide, H
2N.C 4

H
2 2 , is formed by the action of ammonia on

succinate of oxide of ethyl ; it occurs in the form of granular crystals,

insoluble in cold water ; like all the amides, it is decomposed by alkalies

or stronger acids into the corresponding acid and ammonia.
Bisuccinamide, or Succinimide, C

8
H

5
N0

4 , is formed on submitting

succinamide to dry distillation, or on bringing dry ammoniacal gas in

contact with anhydrous succinic acid ; it is a white, crystallizable, fusi-

ble, soluble body, which, on being boiled with a solution of potash, takes

up 2 atoms of water, and becomes decomposed into ammonia and succi-

nic acid (HN.C
8
H

4 4
+2HO=H

3
N+C

8
H

4 6 ).

Preparation.—This acid was, as its name implies, originally obtained

from the dry distillation of amber. It was discovered in the sixteenth

century. It has since been found to exist, preformed, in certain kinds

of turpentine and in certain plants. It, however, occurs much more fre-

quently as a product of the decomposition of fats, as wax, stearic acid,

spermaceti, margaric acid, &c, and in various kinds of fermentation

;

thus, for instance, malate of lime, in contact with nitrogenous bodies, be-

comes gradually converted into succinate of lime (CaO.C
4
H

2 4
—0=Ca

O.C4
H

2 3).

1 [Succinic acid has recently been detected by Heintz, in a cyst containing Echino-
cocci in the liver. See Jenaische Ann. f. Physiol, u. Med. Bd. 2, S. 180, and Poggen-
dorff's Ann. Bd. 80, S. 118; or Chemical Gazette, vol. 7, p. 477, and vol. 8, p. 425.—
o. e. D.]
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According to C. Schmidt, 1 succinic acid is found in greater or lesser

quantity in all fermented fluids, and it is possible that it is formed from

glucose, together with mannite (C12
H12 12=C8

H
9 8
+C4

H
2 3

.HO, Lie-

big). 3 This acid is usually obtained by the distillation of amber, to which

a little sulphuric acid has been added ; the sublimate is then purified by

boiling with nitric acid.

Tests.—As this acid exhibits no very characteristic reactions towards

other bodies, we can only determine its presence by separating it in a

state of purity and then analyzing it.

Sebacic Acid.—

C

10
H

8
O3
.HO.

Properties.—This acid (known also aspyroleic acid) is, in its external

appearance, very similar to benzoic acid, forming white, nacreous, acicular

crystals, grouped together in loose heaps : the microscope, however, readily

reveals the difference in the external characters of these two acids. It

forms either whorled clusters similar to margaric acid, or large plates

extending from a centre, and intersecting one another at various angles,

which run into sharp points, without forming an angle capable of measure-

ment : in their mode of grouping, these crystals most closely resemble well-

formed crystals of margaric acid ; the individual crystalline leaflets are,

however, far greater. This acid fuses at 127°, without losing its basic

water, into a colorless oil, which, on cooling, solidifies into a crystalline

mass ; at a higher temperature it sublimes undecomposed ; it is only

slightly soluble in cold water, but in hot water, as well as in alcohol and

ether, it dissolves readily ; it has a pungent rather than an acid taste,

and reddens litmus. By prolonged boiling with nitric acid of 1*4 specific

gravity, it is gradually (in six or eight days) converted into pyrotartaric

acid (C. Schlieper). 3

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of:

Carbon, ... 10 atoms, . . . 59-406
Hydrogen, ... 8 " '

. 7-921
Oxygen, ... 3 " ... 23-762
Water, ... 1 " ... 8-911

100-000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=1150; its satu-

rating capacity=8-696 ; its rational formula is C8
H

8.C2 3.HO.
Combinations.—Its salts are very similar to those of benzoic acid

;

the alkaline salts are very soluble, the earthy salts are difficult of solu-

tion, while those of the oxides of the heavy metals are insoluble.
Pyrotartaric acid, C5

H
3 3.HO, is formed when nitric acid acts on

sebacic acid, each atom of the latter assimilating 5 atoms of oxygen, thus

C 10
H

8O3+5O=2(C5
H

3O3.HO) ; it is crystallizable, white, resists the action
of the air, fuses at a little above 100°, and sublimes at a higher tempera-

1 Handworterbuch der Chemie, von Liebig, Wohler, u. Poggendorff. Bd 3 S 224
2 Ibid. Bd. 3, S. 124.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pbarm. Bd. 70, S. 121-129.
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ture, developing at the same. time a white suffocating vapor; it has a
strongly acid taste, dissolves readily in water, alcohol, and ether, and in

sulphuric acid without blackening, and expels carbonic acid from its

salt ; most of its salts are soluble in water and in spirit of wine ; with
neutral acetate of lead it yields no precipitate, but with the basic acetate,

and with nitrate of silver, we have a white, gelatinous deposit which, on
drying, becomes brownish-white, and translucent. This acid is isomeric,

or probably identical, with the lipic acid which has been examined by
Laurent and Bromeis, and is mentioned in page 76 ; hence it belongs to

the same group of acids as sebacic acid.

Preparation.—This acid is formed during the dry distillation of oleic

acid. As it is produced from no other kind of fat, we may determine

the presence and amount of olein in a fat, from the presence and amount
of the sebacic acid. In order to prepare it, the distillate must be boiled

with water as long as crystals continue to be deposited from it on cooling.

By a repetition of the crystallization, the acid may be obtained in a state

of purity.

Tests.—In this distillation scarcely any other acid can occur which
could be confounded with sebacic acid. It can be distinguished from
benzoic acid, to which, as Ave have observed, it is very similar, by the

circumstances that there is a precipitate on the addition of nitrate of

silver or of one of the salts of the suboxide of mercury to its hot solution

(which is not the case with benzoic acid) ; that the sublimed acid crys-

tallizes far less readily ; that a microscopic examination of the crystals

obtained from the aqueous solution, reveals a difference of form ; and
finally that by the action of nitric acid it is converted into lipic acid.

THE BENZOIC ACID GROUP.

=CnHn_9 3
.HO.

This is also a group of acids which has little relation to animal che-

mistry, and to which we should make no reference in this place, if it

were not that their representative, benzoic acid, sometimes occurs in

animal fluids, and that its conversion in the animal body has already

thrown much light on the metamorphosis of the tissues.

In accordance with the above general formula we have the following

acids belonging to this group :

Benzoic acid, =CUH5 3
.HO,

Myroxylic acid, =C15H6 O3
.H0,

Toluylic acid, =C 16H 7 3.HO,
Cumic acid, =C20

H
11
O

3
.HO,

and Copaivic acid, =C40H31O3
.HO.

but there are certain other acids, as, for instance, cinnamic acid,

C 18
H

7 3
.HO, which, partly from their physical properties, and partly on

account of the analogy of the products of decomposition, must be

regarded as homologous to these acids, although the ratio of the carbon
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to the hydrogen is not in accordance with the above formula. Moreover,

we are acquainted with certain higher stages of oxidation of the same

radical, to which stages we assign specific names, and which are im-

pressed with the general character of this group. They contain 5 atoms

of oxygen, and are

Salicylic acid, CUH5 5
.HO, corresponding to Benzoic acid,

Anisic acid, C 16
H

7 5
.HO, " Toluylic acid

Cumaric acid, C 18
H

7 5
.HO, « Cinnamic acid,

and Copalic acid, C40
H

31O5
HO, « Copaivic acid.

All these acids have the following properties in common : they are

solid, crystallize readily in needles or scales, are devoid of odor when

pure, are fusible, sublime without decomposition, and are slightly soluble

in cold water ; they dissolve freely in hot water, and crystallize as the

solution cools ; they are readily soluble in alcohol and ether, and they

redden litmus. Their salts present the same analogies.

Physiology itself shows us that cinnamic acid, although not constituted

in accordance with the above formula, should be included in this group,

for Marchand1 has experimentally proved that cinnamic acid, like benzoic

acid, is converted in the animal body into hippuric acid.

Hypotheses of the most varied kinds, chiefly grounded on the products

of decomposition, have been set up regarding the rational constitution of

these acids. These hypotheses are, however, for the most part limited

to the constitution of benzoic acid, and as but few of them are applicable

to the other members of this group, we may regard this as an evidence

of their untenability. This is partially the case with the hypothesis of

Fehling, who, previously to Kolbe, regarded benzoic acid as a conjugated

oxalic acid, whose adjunct was phenyl, C
12
H

5
. Hitherto, however, the

evidence in favor of any one of these hypotheses has not been sufficiently

preponderating to warrant its unconditional acceptance.
All these bodies present an analogy in their relations of combination

and decomposition. Thus each of these acids presents a series of lower

stages of oxidation not dissimilar to the aldehydes of the first group, and
containing 1 atom of hydrogen more and 1 atom of oxygen less than the

corresponding acid in the anhydrous state. These lower oxides are

sometimes acid, sometimes basic, sometimes indifferent volatile oils, some
of which occur preformed in the vegetable kingdom.

Volatile oil of bitter almonds, CUH6 2 , corresponds -with benzoic acid,' C,,H-
3
.

Salicylous acid, CUH6 4 , « salicylic acid, Cuh" 5
.

Hydride of cinnamyl, . . . C 18
H

8 2 , « cinnamic acid, C
18
H

7 3
.

Cumarin, C 18
H

8 4, « cumaric acid, C
18
H,

5
.

Cumin C, H 12O.2 , « cumic acid, C20
HuO3

.

In all these combinations 1 equivalent of hydrogen may be replaced
by 1 equivalent of chlorine, bromine, iodine, or sulphur.
From the chlorine-combinations of this class, we can obtain the cor-

responding amides by the action of ammonia ; thus, for instance, in the
case of benzamide, the action is shown by the equation C H O C14-
H

3
N=HC1+H

2
N.C

14
H

5 2 .

4
' ^"•^'T

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 18, S. 35.
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On submitting to dry distillation the ammonia-salts of the acids con-

taining 8 atoms of oxygen we obtain the corresponding nitriles, which,

like the nitriles of the first group of acids, are volatile, inflammable

fluids. They are likewise decomposed both by strong acids and alkalies

into ammonia and the corresponding acid, and when heated with potas-

sium they yield cyanide of potassium and carbo-hydrogens.

The hydrates of the acids containing 3 atoms of oxygen, when heated

with caustic alkalies, lime, or baryta, yield to them 2 atoms of carbonic

acid, and become converted into non-oxygenous oils :

Hydrated benzoic acid,

Hydrated cumic acid, .

Hydrated toluylic acid,

CUH6 4
—2CO.,=C

1
,H

6
=Benzole or Benzin,

C 20
Hi2°4—2C0 2

=C 18
H

12
=Cumole or Cumin,

C 16
H

8 4
—2C0

2
=C 14

H
8
"=Toluole or Toluin.

In these carbo-hydrogens we may again replace 1 equivalent of hydro-

gen by 1 equivalent of chlorine, bromine, iodine, or hyponitric acid

(H0
4); and in this way there are formed, for instance, chlordfoenzide,

C12
H

5C1, bromocumide, C
ls
HuBr, iodotoluide, C

14
H

7
I, and nitrobenzide,

nitrocumide, and nitrotoluide, C
12
H

5
.N0

4,C18
Hn.N04

and C14
H

7
.N0

4
.

These last-named nitrogenous compounds form yellow, oleaginous

bodies, from which, by the action of sulphuretted hydrogen, we obtain

the organic, non-oxygenous, volatile bases, benzidine, C12
H

7
N, cumidine,

C18
H

13
N, and toluidine, C

14
H

U
N (according to the equation C 14

H
7
.N04+

6HS=4HO+6S+C14
H

9
N).

Benzoic Acid.—

C

14
H

5 3
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—In its sublimed state this acid occurs in colorless, deli-

cate needles ; in the moist way it crystallizes in scales, or small prisms,

or six-sided needles (the primary form of the right rhombic prism) ; it

Benzoic Acid.

fuses at a temperature exceeding 120°, boils at 239°, and then becomes

converted into a thick, irritating vapor ; it is not decomposed either by
VOL. i. 6
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nitric or by sulphuric acid ; in other respects it has the general pro-

perties of the acids of this group.

Composition.—-In accordance with the above formula, it consists ot

:

Carbon . . . 14 atoms, . . • 68-853
oaroon, .... t

09g

^
ydr0gen

' •
• ' J »

"

19-672
Oxygen

? « ' 7-S77
Water '

'

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=1412'5, and

its saturating capacity=7'079.

Combinations.—Most of the benzoates are soluble in water; the

alkaline and magnesian salts are very soluble, but do not readily crystal-

lize ; the combinations of benzoic acid with the oxides of the heavy metals

are for the most part difficult of solution, but are taken up more freely

by hot than by cold water.

Products of its metamorphosis.— Oil of bitter almonds is usually re-

garded as a combination of a hypothetical oxygenous radical (benzoyl)

with hydrogen ; it is thus a hydride of benzoyl, CuH5 2
.H ; it is a thin,

colorless liquid whose specific gravity is 1*043 and whose boiling-point

is 180° ; when exposed to the air it oxidizes and becomes converted into

hydrated benzoic acid. It not only occurs in oil of bitter almonds, but

is often found as a product of decomposition when albuminous or gelati-

nous substances are treated with strong oxidizing agents (Guckelberger). 1

The one equivalent of hydrogen of this body may not only be replaced

by chlorine, bromine, or iodine, but also by sulphur or cyanogen.

Benzamide, H
2
N.CuH5 2 , whose preparation is noticed in the intro-

ductory remarks on this group, is a beautifully crystallizable body which

is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, and possesses all the known pro-

perties of the amides.

Benzonitrile, CUH5
N, whose formation has also been alluded to, is a

colorless oil, which boils at 191°, dissolves in 100 parts of boiling

water, and in alcohol and ether in every proportion ; as, when treated

with potassium, it yields cyanide of potassium, many regard it as

cyanide of phenyl, C12
H

5
.C2

N.
If azobenzide, C

12
H

4
N, be dissolved in alcohol, the solution saturated

with ammonia, and sulphuretted hydrogen passed through it, we obtain

the organic base, benzidine, C12
H

6
N.

Benzoin, C14
H

6 2 ,
(isomeric with oil of bitter almonds) is formed by

the contact-action of the caustic alkalies on oil of bitter almonds con-

taining hydrocyanic acid ; it occurs in prisms, which are devoid of color,

taste, and smell, and which may be sublimed without undergoing decom-
position ; it dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, and in an alcoholic
solution of caustic potash, communicating in each case a blue tint to the

mixture ; on passing its vapor through a red-hot tube it is again con-
verted into oil of bitter almonds. By the action of chlorine it loses 1
equiv.of hydrogen, and is converted into benzile, C 14

H
5 2 , which is

isomeric with the hypothetical radical, benzoyl, crystallizes in sulphur-
yellow six-sided prisms, and is fusible and capable of sublimation.

1 Ann d. Cb. u. Pharm. Bd. 64, S. 46 ff.
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Benzine or benzol, C
12
H

6 , is obtained, as has been already mentioned, on
treating benzoic acid with an excess of hydrated lime; it is a colorless inflam-

mable fluid with an ethereal odor, is solid at 0°, boils at 86°, is insoluble

in water, but dissolves in alcohol and ether. Amongst the many other

substances which have been obtained from benzine, we may mention

nitrobenzide, C 12
H

5
N0

4 , a yellow fluid with a sweetish taste and a cinna-

mon-like odor, which is not decomposed by the alkalies. If an alcoholic

solution of this nitrobenzide be treated with hydrated potash and then

distilled, there is produced a non-oxygenous, nitrogenous body, azoben-

zide, C12
H

4
N, forming large, red, fusible, and volatile crystals, which

neither corresponds with the nitriles nor possesses basic properties like

the organic, non-oxygenous bases.

Preparation.—Benzoic acid is found in many of the resins or balsams,

but occurs in the largest quantity in the resin known as gum-benzoin,

from which it is ordinarily prepared either by sublimation, or, in the

moist way, by dissolving the resin in spirit of wine, adding an aqueous

solution of carbonate of soda, and then precipitating the benzoic acid

by the addition of hydrochloric acid to the filtered and concentrated

fluid.

Tests.—Benzoic acid is less to be distinguished from other substances

by its volatility, than by its property of separating in crystalline scales

from very concentrated aqueous solutions on the addition of an acid.

But in carrying on investigations in relation to benzoic acid we must be
especially careful respecting the evaporation of the fluid, since it vola-

tilizes very readily with the steam ; we may easily perceive delicate crys-

tals on the paper covering of the evaporating basin, when acid fluids of

this nature have been evaporated without due care ; it is therefore better

not to add an acid to the fluid till after evaporation, or if it be already

acid, to render it alkaline previously to evaporating it. I have found the

following method applicable to the discovery of small quantities of

benzoic acid in the animal fluids : the alcoholic extract of the fluid in

question (for the alkaline benzoates and benzoate of lime are soluble in

alcohol) must be mixed with a little acetic, hydrochloric, or lactic acid
;

if distinct crystals of benzoic acid do not now separate, the mass must
be extracted with ether, and the ethereal solution submitted to sponta-

neous evaporation ; from this ethereal extract, which is usually of an

oily fluid character, the benzoic acid separates in a crystalline form on

the addition of water. When too much fat is present, we must treat

the separated mass with dilute spirit, which dissolves the benzoic acid

without acting on the fat ; on the evaporation of this spirituous solution,

we obtain the benzoic acid in a tolerably pure crystalline state, mixed
with other free but fluid acids. Under the microscope it appears in

rectangular tablets, which, for the most part, are arrayed in rows, being

linked together by their opposite angles. Its slight solubility in water,

the facility with which it sublimes (as may be seen with a minute quan-

tity between two pieces of flat glass or shallow watch-glasses), together

with its crystalline form, afford strong presumption of its presence.

Since the remaining acids of this group, which in other respects are

very similar to benzoic acid, are not found in the animal body, they can-

not give rise to any confusion or mistake in testing for this acid. Wo
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have already explained in p. 79, how it may be distinguished from

succinic acid, and from scbacic acid, which, however, can scarcely be

regarded as existing preformed in the animal body. Theinode of dis-

tinguishing it from hippuric acid, which closely resembles it in physical

properties, will be given in a future page. If we can obtain a sufficient

quantity, an elementary analysis and a determination of the atomic

weight are by no means superfluous.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—In a physiological point of view, benzoic acid deserves

a full consideration, although numerous experiments render it probable

that it does not exist preformed in any animal fluid. No one has sus-

pected its presence in any animal fluid but the urine ; and in this, both

in the case of herbivora and carnivora, it occurs very often in the place

of hippuric acid. Liebig, 1 in his classical essay on Fermentation, Putre-

faction, and Decay, attributed the occasional occurrence of benzoic acid,

in place of hippuric acid, in the urine of horses, solely to a process of

fermentation which the latter acid underwent when the urine began to

decompose ; benzoic acid being formed from it, together with other pro-

ducts. Subsequently,2 however, he changed his opinion, believing that

he had ascertained that horses, when very hardly worked, and living on

insufficient fodder, discharged urine containing benzoic acid, while, under

the opposite conditions, the urine contained hippuric acid. In order

to ascertain which, or whether either of these views were correct, I 3

analyzed the urine of a large number of horses, both well-fed and half-

starved, and healthy and diseased ; but invariably found hippuric acid

and no benzoic acid, unless when the urine had been a good deal exposed

to the air at an ordinary temperature. But, on the other hand, when it

had stood for some time in the stable, and began to be ammoniacal, it

never contained hippuric acid, but only benzoic acid. Hence, too, it is

that we so often meet with only benzoic acid in human urine, which, as

it contains a far smaller proportion of hippuric acid, must be employed
in larger quantities; and if some portions of it have been long ex-

posed to the air, which can hardly be avoided, they produce such a

change that only benzoic acid is found in the whole urine. Hence it

appears to be the fact, as Liebig assumed, that a ferment is formed in

the urine through which the nitrogenous hippuric acid is converted into

benzoic acid ; for if we mix a specimen of urine containing benzoic acid,

whether from man or from the horse, with another specimen containing
hippuric acid, on separating the acids from the mixture we almost con-
stantly obtain benzoic acid alone, the ferment of the urine containing
benzoic acid probably acting on the hippuric acid of the fresh urine even
during the evaporation of the mixture. Moreover, the conversion of
benzoic acid conveyed into the organism, into hippuric acid, which was
invariably observed by Wohler and Keller,4 Ure,5 and subsequent experi-

1 Ann d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bel. 30, S. 201 ff. 2 Ibid Bd 41 s 279
3 Handworterbuch d. Physiol. B<1. 2, S. 14.

'

4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 43, S.' 108.
5 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions. Vol. 24, p. 30.
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rnenters, is in accordance with the idea that the former, when it occurs

in the urine, is only a product of decomposition of the latter.

Action.—We shall return to the behavior of benzoic acid in the

living animal body when we treat of hippuric acid. We will here only

remark that the ingestion of this acid causes an extremely disagreeable

irritation in the throat, and subsequently a very profuse diaphoresis
;

and, finally, that it is one of the very few acids which produce a marked
augmentation of the acidity of the urine.

THE LACTIC ACID GROUP.

We make a special group of these acids, although their sole repre-

sentative is lactic acid. Although this acid deserves a special chapter

in every work on physiological chemistry, we see good reason for class-

ing it in a special group of acid bodies. We have already remarked
(see p. 62) that in its composition lactic acid presents a close analogy to

metacetonic acid ; it is more than probable that many other acids exist

which stand in the same relation to the individual members of the first-

described group of acids, as lactic acid stands to metacetonic acid ; and,

in point of fact, Cahours, 1 and subsequently Strecker,2 arrived at the

discovery of some such acids by a perfectly different train of ideas from
that which we have pursued. The latter, in employing Piria's method
of decomposing the amide compounds (given in p. 45), with the view of

ascertaining whether certain nitrogenous animal substances were amides,

found two such acids constituted according to the above general formula.

In treating glycine with nitrous acid, he discovered an acid=C
4
H

3 5
.HO,

corresponding to acetic acid, and on treating leucine in a similar manner,

he obtained an acid=C
12
Hu 5

.HO, analogous to caproic acid.

Acetic acid, . . . C4 H3
C3

.HO, corresponds to glycic acid, C 4
H

3 5
.HO.

Metacetonic acid, . C6 H.
3
.H0, " lactic acid, C

fl
H

5 5
.HO.

Caproic acid, . . C 12
Hu 3.HO,

" leucic acid, C12
Hn 5

.HO.

In the decomposition of hippuric acid, according to the same method,

Strecker obtained a new acid, whose composition is not in accordance

with the above formula, but is very similar to that of lactic acid : it is

represented by the formula C 18
H

7 7
.HO ; hence it is analogous in its

constitution to the neutral carbo-hydrates of the vegetable kingdom
(starch, sugar, woody fibre) ; that is to say, in addition to carbon it

contains hydrogen and oxygen in the exact proportions to form water.

Here, too, we should place the cholesteric acid=C
8
H

4 4
.HO, discovered

by Redtenbacher, which also presents much similarity in its characters

with the above-named acids of the carbo-hydrates.

There is little to be said regarding the general properties of the acids

of this group, as in truth, lactic acid is the only one of them with whose

1 Compt. rend. T. 27, p. 267.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 08, S. 52-55.
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characteristics we are accurately acquainted. It appears, however, from

Streckcr's communications, that all these acids, when deprived as miicn

as possible of water, occur as oily, non-crystalhzable fluids, redden

litmus strongly, undergo decomposition when heated, and torm soluble

and in part crystallizable compounds with bases.

Lactic Acid.—C6
H

5 5
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties. In its most concentrated state lactic acid is a colorless,

inodorous, thick, syrupy fluid, which cannot be solidified by the most

intense cold ; its specific gravity =1-215 ; it dissolves readily in water,

alcohol, and ether, attracts water from the atmosphere, has a strongly

acid taste and reaction, decomposes when heated, and displaces not only

volatile acids but even many of the stronger mineral acids from their

salts. Heated with concentrated sulphuric acid, it yields almost pure

carbonic oxide gas, and is converted into a substance resembling humin

;

it gives, however, no trace of formic acid.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of

:

Carbon, 6 atoms, . . . 40-000

Hydrogen, 5 " . . . . 5-555

Oxygen, 5 "... . 44-445

Water, 1 "... 10-000

100-000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid=1012 -

5, and

its saturating capacity=9*876.

Combinations.—With bases lactic acid generally forms neutral salts,

all of which are soluble in water, and many in alcohol, but none in ether.

Most of the lactates may be heated to 150° or 170°, and some even to

210°, without undergoing decomposition. The alkaline lactates are not

crystallizable, and by the greatest concentration can only be reduced to

syrupy fluids ; and the same is the case with the lactates of baryta,

alumina, sesquioxide of iron, and binoxide of tin ; but all other lactates

crystallize with tolerable facility, and are capable of resisting the action

of the atmosphere. The following peculiar relation has recently been

observed in the crystallizable lactates : the lactic acid obtained from
animal fluids, and that produced by the fermentation of sugar, form,

with the same base, salts which present certain differences in the amount
of their water of crystallization, in their degree of solubility, and in

their decomposition by heat (Liebig, 1 Engelhardt and Macldrell,2 Engel-
hardt. 3

) This is, however, a subject requiring further investigation; at

least Liebig thinks that he has obtained from the acid of Sauer-kraut a
zinc-salt which corresponds with that yielded by the muscular juice;
and in my own researches, whenever I have analyzed the lactic acid of

the gastric juice in combination with magnesia or zinc, I have always
found it corresponding with that obtained from sugar. Engelhardt dis-

i Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 312. 2 lbid# Bd G3 g g3_190
3 Ibid. Bd. 65, 8. 359-366.
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tinguislies the acid obtained from muscular juice as a lactic acid, and
that produced by the fermentation of sugar as b lactic acid.

Lactate of lime, CaO,a La+4HO, CaO.6 La+5HO, occurs in the form

of white, hard bodies, which under the microscope are seen crystallizing

in tufts of delicate needles, each two of which are so placed in relation

to the other, that collectively they resemble overlapping tufts or pencils:

their form is tolerably characteristic, and they cannot be confounded

with other organic lime-salts, as for instance, the butyrate. Lactate of

lime loses all its water at 100°, and is soluble in almost every proportion

in boiling water and in alcohol ; the salt of the a lactic acid dissolves,

however, in 12-4 parts of water, and that of the b lactic acid in 9*5 parts;

both salts may be heated to 180° without decomposition.

A crystallographic investigation shows that the b lactates of magnesia,

of protoxide of manganese (which is colorless or of a pale amethystine

tint), of protoxide of iron (which is of a pale yellow color), of cobalt

(which is of a peach-color), of nickel, and of zine, are isomorphous, since

with three atoms of water of crystallization, they form vertical prisms

with horizontal terminal surfaces, or with superimposed obtuse horizontal

prisms.

Lactate of magnesia.—The salt of a lactic acid contains 4 atoms of

water of crystallization, and is somewhat more soluble in spirit than that

of b lactic acid.

Lactate of nickel is of an apple-green tint, and is difficult of solution

in cold water and in spirit ; the salt of a lactic acid loses all three of its

atoms of water at 100°, while that of b lactic acid does not part with its

third atom at a lower temperature than 130°.

Lactate of zinc.—The a lactate of zinc contains only 2 atoms of water

of crystallization, which it very slowly loses at a temperature of 100°
;

it begins to decompose at 150°, is soluble in 5*7 parts of cold and 2*88

of hot water, and in 2*23 parts of alcohol ; the b lactate loses its water

of crystallization very rapidly at 100°, bears exposure to a temperature of

210° without decomposition, and dissolves in 58 parts of cold and 6 of

boiling water, but is almost insoluble in alcohol. C. Schmidt, 1 who is

the only observer who has devoted great attention to the forms of micro-

scopic crystals with the object of diagnosing such bodies in the animal

fluids, gives a very accurate description and figure of the form of lactate

of zinc ; he mentions the club-like shape of the crystals during their

process of formation, and their curved surfaces, as especially charac-

teristic of this salt.

Lactate of cadmium crystallizes in anhydrous needles, and is almost

insoluble in alcohol.

Lactate of copper formed with the a lactic acid crystallizes in hard,

light blue, warty masses, dissolves in l -95 parts of cold and l -24 of hot

water, and very readily in alcohol ; at 100° it begins slowly to lose a
portion of its water, and at 140° it decomposes, with a separation of

suboxide of copper. Lactate of copper formed with the b lactic acid,

with 2 atoms of water of crystallization, occurs in much larger crystals

of a dark blue or green tint ; it dissolves in 6 parts of cold and 2*2 of

1 Entwurf e. allg. Untersuchungsmeth. der Safte u. Excr. 1846, S. 78 ff.
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boiling water, in 115 parts of cold and 26 of boiling alcohol
;

it parts

with its water very readily and perfectly, both at 100°, and ™ vacuo,

and does not become decomposed at a temperature lower than 20U
,
when

it inflames and smoulders. r

Basic lactate ofprotoxide of tin, 2SnO. La, is a crystalline, anhydrous

powder, which is very insoluble in water, and absolutely so in alcohol.

Lactate of suboxide of mercury, Hg2
O.La+2HO, forms red crystals

which are difficult of solution, and which, on boiling, become decomposed

into a salt of the oxide, and into metallic mercury. _
Basic lactate of protoxide of mercury, 2HgO.La, forms anhydrous

glistening prisms, difficult_of solution.

Lactate of silver, AgO. La+2HO, occurs in needles of a silky, glisten-

ing appearance, which blacken when exposed to light. This salmis almost

insoluble in cold, but dissolves very readily in hot alcohol ; it decom-

poses at 100° ; the aqueous solution, when boiled gradually, assumes a

blue tint and deposits brown flocculi.

Products of its metamorphosis.—Lactide, C
6
H

4 4 . On heating the

ordinary, colorless, hydrated lactic acid to 130°, water and a little lactic

acid distil over, whilst there remains a yellowish-white solid substance,

which is very fusible, very bitter, almost insoluble in water, but dis-

solves readily in alcohol and ether, and whose composition is expressed

by the formula, C6
H5 5

. This product, when boiled with water, or for

a long time exposed to the atmosphere, becomes again converted into

ordinary hydrated lactic acid, and with milk of lime it yields the ordi-

nary lactate of lime (Pelouze.) 1
If, however, either this so-called anhy-

drous acid or the hydrated lactic acid be heated to 250°, the products

of decomposition are carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, lactide and lactone,

but no carbo-hydrogen. The lactide occurs as a sublimate which must

be purified by solution in boiling alcohol. It crystallizes from this fluid

in white tablets which fuse at 107° and volatilize at 250°
; the fused

crystals solidify on cooling, into a crystalline mass, which is devoid of

odor, has a slightly acid taste, and dissolves slowly in water ; its conver-

sion into lactic acid is more rapid than that of the so-called anhydrous
lactic acid.

Lactone, C10
H

8O4 (produced according to the formula 2C
6
H5 5.HO

—

[2CO2
+4HO]=C

10
H

8
O4) is obtained on distilling anew the fluid pro-

ducts of distillation of lactic acid, washing the distillate with water, and
drying the insoluble portion with chloride of calcium ; the pure lactone

is a colorless fluid with an aromatic odor and a burning taste, which
boils at 92°, and when inflamed, burns with a blue tint.

Lactamide, C
6
H

?
N04=H2

N.C
6
H

5 4 , is formed from lactide and dry
ammoniacal gas : it crystallizes in colorless, right rectangular prisms,
and is decomposed into ammonia and lactic acid. This body is more-
over isomeric with the powerful base, sarcosine, discovered by Liebig,
and with the longer-known indifferent substance, urethran. Strecker3

has discovered a body of much interest, which is isomeric with lactamide.
He has termed it alanine ; its formula is C

6
H

7
N04 ; and it is prepared

in the following manner :

1 Compt. rend. T. 19, 1219-1227.
2 Ann. d. Ch.u. Pharm. Bd. 75, S. 27-46.
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If a mixture of 2 parts of aldehyde-ammonia and 1 part of anhydrous
prussic acid be heated with an excess of aqueous hydrochloric acid, this

substance is formed ; it must be precipitated from the hydrochl orate of

ammonia which is intermingled with it, partly by crystallization, and
partly by extraction with alcohol and ether ; the hydrochloric-acid com-
pound is decomposed by hydrated oxide of lead (04

H
4 2+C2

NH+2H0
=C

6
H

7
N0

4).

Alanine crystallizes in nacreous, oblique rhombic prisms, or in needles

united in tufts ; it dissolves in 4-6 parts of water at 17°, is slightly

soluble in cold alcohol, but insoluble in ether ; the aqueous solution has

an intensely sweet taste, does not react on vegetable colors, and is pre-

cipitated by no reagent. It sublimes at a temperature exceeding 200°,

in delicate, snowy crystals. When rapidly heated it is partly decom-
posed ; on being inflamed it burns with a violet flame. By the action

of nitrous acid, alanine is decomposed into nitrogen, water, and lactic

acid. The salts of alanine are crystallizable, and more soluble than

alanine itself in water, as well as in alcohol and ether.

From this beautiful discovery of Strecker's it seems almost certain

that lactic acid is formic acid coupled with aldehyde. If alanine con-

sists of aldehyde and prussic acid, and if it is converted by nitrous acid

into lactic acid, we need only assume that (as often occurs) the atoms of

prussic acid are decomposed into formic acid and ammonia, and that the

latter is decomposed by nitrous acid into nitrogen and water. Since,

moreover, the products of decomposition of the lactates (at all events of

lactate of copper), support the assumption that aldehyde pre-exists in

lactic acid, this hypothesis regarding the composition of lactic acid must
be regarded as well established.

Preparation.—Lactic acid is very often formed during the fermenta-

tion of fluids containing sugar or starch, and it might as well be maintained

that there is a specific lactic fermentation, as that there is a distant

acetic or butyric fermentation. Hence lactic acid is not only found in

milk which is turned sour, but also in the acid waters of starch fabrics,

in sauer-Jcraut, in sour cucumbers, in fermented beet-root juice, &c.

(The conditions under which this conversion takes place are explained

in a future part of this work under the head of " Fermentation of

Milk.")

The best method of obtaining lactic acid is by exposing sugar to this

kind of fermentation, under the combined influence of milk and cheese.

Bensch1 has employed the following practical method of obtaining it

:

6 parts of cane-sugar, jgth part of tartaric acid, 8 parts of sour milk, J
part of old cheese, and 3 parts of levigated chalk, are mixed with 26
parts of water, and exposed to a temperature of 32°. In the course of

eight or ten days a semi-solid magma of lactate of lime is formed ; on
boiling it with 20 parts of water and tgth part of caustic lime, filtering

it at a boiling temperature, and slightly evaporating it, the lactate of

lime separates in a few days in granules. The salt must be drained and
pressed, again dissolved in twice its weight of water, decomposed with
-
3
7
2 parts of sulphuric acid, the precipitated gypsum removed by filtra-

•Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 174-176.
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tion, and the acid fluid saturated with j
3
6 of carbonate of zinc. The

crystallized zinc-salt must then be decomposed by sulphuretted hydro-

gen, and the fluid concentrated, first by warmth, and afterwards in

vacuo : the hydrated lactic acid is finally obtained in a state of purity by

solution in ether.

Liebig 1 prepares lactic acid from the juice of flesh, in the following

manner. Flesh from which the fat has been most carefully removed, is

very finely chopped, repeatedly kneaded with water, and exposed to

strong pressure ; the fluid thus obtained is heated till it boils, filtered to

remove the coagulated matters, decomposed with baryta-water, again

filtered, and very strongly concentrated by evaporation. In the course

of a few days the creatin crystallizes ; the milky liquid poured away

from these crystals is rather more strongly concentrated ; and then

gradually treated with small portions of alcohol, which causes the crystal-

lization of the inosinates of baryta and potash. The mother-liquid, after

the separation of the inosinates, is evaporated, and the residue extracted

with alcohol ; after this alcoholic extract has stood for a considerable

time crystals are formed from it, while nearly pure lactate of potash re-

mains in the mother-liquid. To this we must add sulphuric acid or a

solution of oxalic acid (containing one-third of the acid), and then preci-

pitate the sulphate or oxalate of potash by means of alcohol. The fluid

filtered from the potash-salt is treated with ether, as long as any preci-

pitation continues ; the solution is then evaporated to a syrup, and

treated with half its volume of spirit and five times its volume of ether,

which takes up nearly pure lactic acid.

From this we may prepare lactate of lime, whose spirituous solution

must be purified by animal charcoal, and evaporated, so that the salt

may crystallize ; the lactic acid is then readily separated from the lime-

salt by sulphuric or oxalic acid with the aid of alcohol and ether.

Tests.—To determine the presence of lactic acid is one of the most
difficult tasks in analytical animal chemistry, as is indeed evinced by
the prolonged contest that existed regarding the presence or absence of

this acid in the animal organism. In order to determine its presence
with certainty, it must in the first place be separated from all other

organic substances, but in this lies one of the great difficulties ; for there

isscarcely any other acid to which foreign bodies adhere so tenaciously.
Liebig's method (which we have given) of preparing lactic acid from
muscular juice is one of the best means of separating this acid from
animal fluids. If we are sufficiently acquainted with the properties of
lactic acid and its salts, we may modify this method in many respects,
which is indeed the more necessary, since, in investigations relating to

animal chemistry, we rarely have so large a quantity of material to work
unon as is required in accurately following the steps laid down by
Liebig. From most of the other animal fluids we can rarely obtain a
sufficient quantity of lactic acid to serve for an elementary analysis.
Indeed it often happens that we cannot even obtain enough of a pure
lactate to enable us to determine the atomic weight. Hence, it is very
often necessary to found our decision regarding the presence of lactic
acid almost entirely on the crystalline form of its salts. Although many

'Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 312.
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of the other properties of the lactates may contribute to establish the

proof of the presence of this acid, yet a crystallometric investigation,

made with the aid of the microscope, can alone be regarded as approxi-

mating in certainty to an elementary analysis.

In consequence of the extremely minute quantity of lactic acid to be

obtained from the animal fluids, I am in the habit of adopting the fol-

lowing method, which may be readily modified in particular cases, with

the view of studying the forms of the different salts under the micro-

scope. The impure lactic acid prepared from the alcoholic extract by
sulphuric or oxalic acid is treated with baryta-water, and the excess of

the baryta removed by carbonic acid ; the solution of lactate of baryta

is evaporated to the consistence of a syrup, treated with alcohol, filtered,

again evaporated, and then allowed to stand for some time, in order

that the other baryta-salts (for instance, the butyrate and inosinate)

may crystallize ; the syrup is then allowed to trickle away, or if it be

not withdrawn, is dissolved in water and decomposed with a solution of

gypsum ; the fluid from which the sulphate of baryta has been removed
by filtration is strongly concentrated, and on examining it under the

microscope we can readily perceive the double brushes of lactate of lime

which we have already described, in addition to crystals of gypsum.
On dissolving these crystals of lactate of lime in alcohol, and adding

sulphate of copper to the alcoholic solution, the fluid, after standing for

some time (in order that the excess of sulphate of copper and the gypsum
that is formed may separate as completely as possible) is evaporated so as

to crystallize, and the crystals of lactate of copper are then microscopi-

cally examined. If, by the above process, we do not succeed in obtain-

ing distinct and measurable crystals, we must dissolve the residue in a

little water ; and (in order to decompose or separate any butyric acid

that may be present) we must boil it strongly, filter it, and, after con-

centrating it, place on it a small zinc bar. Since, as we have already

mentioned, lactate of copper is far more soluble in water than lactate of

zinc, the zinc very soon becomes covered with white crystals of lactate

of zinc, if the fluid be sufficiently concentrated, and these crystals, if

they be allowed to remain for some time, may usually be easily measured
under the microscope. Distinct crystalline forms may even be dis-

tinguished with the naked eye. If, however, in consequence of the

want of a Goniometer, an accurate crystallometric investigation cannot

be instituted, we must precipitate the solution of the zinc-salt with a

boiling solution of protochloride of tin, and allow it to stand for some
time ; on then making a microscopic examination, we shall find clusters

of crystals whose groups are composed of thick rhombic tables lying

close upon one another. When we have in this way prepared and ex-

plored the different lactates (and after some practice, tolerably small

quantities are sufficient for this purpose), we hardly require to make an
elementary analysis or to determine the atomic weight, to enable us to

decide regarding the presence of lactic acid. [Scherer has recently

published an excellent memoir " On the recognition of small quanti-

ties of lactic acid in animal matters," in the fourth volume of the

Verhandlungen der physicalisch-medicinischen Gesellschaft zu Wurzburg,
1854. After the coagulation of the albuminous matters, either by heat,
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or where this is not effectual, by alcohol, the filtered fluid is evaporated

to dryness, any membranes that may be formed being removed. Ihe

residue is dissolved in water, and precipitated with baryta-water, in

order to remove the phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, and the eartny

phosphates. The precipitate is removed by filtration ;
the excess

s
ot

baryta is precipitated by sulphuric acid, and the fluid again filtered. Ihe

filtrate is treated with a little sulphuric acid, and is submitted to distil-

lation, in order to separate the volatile acids; viz., acetic, formic,

butyric, and hydrochloric acids. The residue left in the retort is very

much concentrated, treated with strong alcohol, and allowed to stand for

some days. The sulphates of potash and soda being insoluble in

alcohol, crystallize and adhere to the walls of the vessel. The acid

fluid is then decanted, and, after the addition of milk of lime, the

alcohol is evaporated or distilled ; we then filter while still warm, and

remove the excess of insoluble hydrate of lime and the sulphate of lime

that has been formed, and allow the filtered neutral solution to stand for

some days. If the fluid should still exhibit an alkaline reaction from

the presence of dissolved hydrated lime in it, this may be removed by a

current of carbonic acid gas through it and subsequent ebullition, when

the lime will be thrown down as a bicarbonate.

If the quantity of lactic acid be not too small, and if there be not too

much colored extractive matter, the lactate of lime usually crystallizes

in a few days in wart-like clusters. If, however, these crystals do not

appear, we evaporate the whole fluid to the consistence of a syrup, mix

it with strong alcohol, and let it stand in a cylindrical vessel, which

must be placed in a moderately warm situation. A resinous deposit,

almost insoluble in cold alcohol, and consisting of a combination of lime

with extractive matter, is generally soon formed. After the alcoholic

solution has now become clear, we pour it into a vessel with a cover, and

gradually add small quantities of ether. The lactate of lime, if present

even in mere traces, separates in the form of delicate white threads and

soft crystalline masses, which, after being dried upon filtering paper and

recrystallized from the smallest possible quantity of hot water, may he

subjected to any further investigation that may be deemed neces-

sary.—G. E. D.]

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—The doubts regarding the nature of the free acid of the

gastric juice have given rise to a great number of investigations on this

point. Prout1 and Braconnot2 believed that their experiments showed
that the gastric juice contained no lactic acid, but only hydrochloric
acid. Subsequently, I thought that I had satisfactorily proved3 the ex-

istence of lactic acid in the gastric juice of various carnivorous and
herbivorous animals, by obtaining from it several of the lactates, and
referred the occurrence of free hydrochloric acid simply to the decompo-
sition of the metallic chlorides by the lactic acid during the evaporation

i Phil. Trans, for 1824, p. 45.

2 Ann. de Chim. T. 59, p. 348.
3 First edition of this work, 1840 Bd. 1, S. 284. Bericht iiber d. Fortschritte der

physiol. u. path. Ch. im J. 1842. Leipzig. S. 10.
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or distillation of the gastric juice. Hiinefeld1 supported this view. A
period now arrived when Liebig totally denied that lactic acid occurred

in any of the animal fluids, and, consequently, in examining the gastric

juice of a criminal immediately after he had been beheaded, Enderlin2

was just as unable to detect lactic acid, as he has been to find carbonate

of soda in the blood-ash. Blondlot,3 also, in examining pure gastric

juice from dogs, found no lactic acid, and ascribed the acid reaction of

the fluid to acid phosphate of lime, while Lassaigne,4 in opposition to

this view, attempted to prove the presence of free hydrochloric acid.

Subsequently, experiments have been instituted by Bernard and Bar-

reswil, 5 Pelouze,6 and Thomson,7 which have led all these chemists to

believe that they have proved the existence of lactic acid in pure gastric

juice. Very recently I8 prepared the lactates from a larger amount of

pure gastric juice than had hitherto been employed, and obtained them
in such quantities that I was enabled to make an ultimate analysis of

several of them, and to determine the atomic weight, which proved that

the acid of the gastric juice is perfectly identical with lactic acid. I

found that pure gastric juice, even on mere evaporation in vacuo,

undoubtedly developes hydrochloric acid (in one case it amounted to
,125°), but that there is then always an acid residue left, which, be-

sides free lactic acid, contains lactate of lime and alkaline chlorides
;

whence we may conclude that there are in the gastric juice both free

lactic acid and lactates, in addition to free hydrochloric acid.

According to my observations, chloride of calcium, but not chloride of

sodium (as Bernard and Barreswil maintain), is decomposed during

evaporation with free lactic acid, even in vacuo ; hence it is not surpris-

ing that pure gastric juice should develope vapors in vacuo, which, when
passed into a solution of nitrate of silver, should form chloride of silver.

I must further remark, that the lactates obtained from the pure gastric

juice, as well as from the contents of the stomach, had not the composi-

tion of the a lactic acid, but that of the b lactic acid obtained from sugar.

Bernard and Barreswil allege, in opposition to Prout's opinion, that

pure gastric juice is rendered decidedly turbid by a drop of a dilute solu-

tion of oxalic acid, while an equal quantity of oxalic acid in a solution

of lime containing only yo'^th part of free hydrochloric acid, causes no
precipitate. Further, starch, when boiled with hydrochloric acid, loses

its property of being colored blue by iodine, while lactic acid does not

induce this change. On boiling a solution of a lactate with a little

hydrochloric acid and starch, the properties of the last-named body
remain unaffected : starch boiled with gastric juice retains the property

of being colored blue by iodine.

Although Schmidt long ago communicated to me that in his experi-

ments he was unable to find any trace of lactic acid in the gastric juice

of dogs, I have as yet been unable to determine the conditions under
which it occurs in the gastric juice and those under which it is absent*

1 Chemie u. Medicin. Bd. 2, S. 81 ff.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 46, S. 123.

3 Traits' analytique de la Digestion. Paris et Nancy. 1843. p. 244.
4 Journ. de Chim. me"d. T. 10, p. 73 et 189.
5 Journ. de Pharm. et de Chim. Janv. 1835. p. 49.
6 Compt. rend. T. 19, p. 1227. 7 Philos. Mag. 3d series. Vol. 26, p. 420.
8 Berichte d. Gesellschaft d. Wiss. zu Leipz. Bd 1, S. 100-105.
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Circumstances having prevented mc from providing myself with a dog

with a gastric fistula, for the purpose of repeating the experiments,

I collected the gastric juice of fourteen dogs which had been con-

demned to death by the police; they had been fed with horseflesh

some (from 8 to 16) hours before they were destroyed, and a quarter

of an hour before their death they were fed with fatty bones. The

stomachs of most of the dogs contained no remains of the flesh, but

merely fragments of bones. The most decided evidence of the presence

of lactic acid in this gastric juice was obtained from the form and the

characters of its salts, as well as from its saturating capacity. Since,

moreover, the conditions, observed by Schmidt were also observed in this

investigation, there could be the less doubt that in this case there was

present not merely free hydrochloric acid, but also a considerable

quantity of free lactic acid. On treating the gastric juice with lime-

water, crystals, perfectly resembling those of lactate of lime, exhibited

themselves on the evaporation, in vacuo, of the portion insoluble in

spirit : even if all the chloride of calcium were not extracted by alcohol,

and if the transition of the acid to the magnesia, protoxide of iron, or

oxide of zinc or of copper, did not allow us to recognize the acid, we

might have concluded that these crystals were " hydrated chloride of

calcium and lime," but the determination of the saturating capacity from

the magnesian salt removed all doubt.

In accordance with my former investigations I also found less hydro-

chloric acid than Schmidt, namely, only 0*118$, while Schmidt never

found less than 04713 even in gastric juice which was mixed with saliva;

in addition to the hydrochloric acid there was, however, also 0.391
[J
of

free lactic acid present (11*682 grammes of gastric juice saturating 0027
of a gramme of baryta).

There can be no doubt, when we consider Schmidt's well-known accu-

racy as a chemist, that in the cases which he analyzed the gastric juice

contained no lactic acid, and that it was replaced by free hydrochloric
acid. Amongst other points, Schmidt determined the amount of chlo-

rine in the fresh gastric juice by strong acidulation with nitric acid and
by precipitation with nitrate of silver ; the precipitate was free from
organic matter ; after the excess of silver had been removed by hydro-
chloric acid from the solution (which had been freed from the chloride
of silver by filtration), it was evaporated to dryness, incinerated, and the
bases combined with chlorine were analyzed : the amount of these bases
which was found was not sufficient to saturate all the hydrochloric acid
calculated from the chloride of silver that was found. If now the free
acid of a quantity of the same gastric juice were saturated with a solu-
tion of caustic potash or with lime- or baryta-water, it follows that
exactly so much potash, lime, or baryta was required for saturation, as
had been previously calculated for the excess of hydrochloric acid above
the bases in the chloride of silver ; this could not have been the case if

alkaline^ lactates had been associated with the alkaline chlorides in the
gastric juice.

Various authors have assumed that alkaline lactates are present in
normal saliva, and have referred the acid reaction which is occasionally
noticed in that fluid to the presence of free lactic acid, but in the small
amount of solid residue which is left by the saliva, I have never been
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able to establish with certainty the presence of lactates, even when
operating on considerable quantities (obtained both from man and from
the horse) ; I had, however, an opportunity of collecting large quantities

of the saliva of a patient laboring under Diabetes mellitus, and in this

case I convinced myself beyond all doubt of the presence of free lactic

acid.

In all the cases of Diabetes mellitus which I have observed, the saliva

has had an acid reaction : associated with this symptom and with intense

thirst, we sometimes find a copious secretion of saliva, which we have

thus a good opportunity of analyzing. As the saliva of such patients

sometimes (but not always) contains sugar, I took care that it should

flow directly from the mouth into alcohol, so as to avoid any possible

formation of lactic acid from the sugar. The zinc-salt which was obtained,

showed very distinctly the crystalline form of the lactate.

Notwithstanding the assumed neutralizing property of the bile, the

contents of the small intestines of herbivorous, carnivorous, and omnivo-

rous animals, always exhibit an acid, reaction, which, however, dimi-

nishes towards the ileum ; the acid reaction is strongest in the duodenum,
especially in herbivorous animals. That the acid reaction here depends

on the presence of lactic acid, may be most readily shown in the horse,

in whose duodenum we find lactate of lime and free lactic acid, especially

after the ingestion of amylaceous food.

Whether the acid reaction of the mucous secretion of fasting animals

depends on lactic acid, cannot with certainty be decided, in consequence

of the small quantities in which it can be collected.

I have repeatedly allowed the contents of the duodenum of a recently

killed horse (healthy, and killed either in consequence of an accident or

from its being affected with malleus) to flow directly into alcohol, and
after filtering the fluid while hot, and concentrating it, I have obtained

a white granular sediment, which, under the microscope, exhibited the

well-known double-brush form of lactate of lime : a quantity collected

for analysis contained 28*97$ of water, and in the anhydrous state,

25-8318 of lime, 32-9828 of carbon, and 4-5138 of hydrogen; this salt

was therefore b lactate of lime. The lactic acid was separated in the

ordinary manner from the alcoholic solution, and the magnesian and zinc

salts were crystallometrically examined and quantitatively analyzed, so

that there can be no doubt regarding the existence of lactic acid in this

fluid.

Tiedemann and Gmelin, 1 and Valentin,2 attribute the acid reaction of

the mucus of the small intestines to lactic acid, because this mucus, on
incineration, yields an ash abounding in carbonates, which, at all events,

could not be the case to such a degree, if the free acid of this mucus
were a mineral acid.

Moreover, the contents of the large intestine have often an acid reac-

tion, and indeed constantly after the use of vegetable food : in two cases

in which I was able to collect large quantities of these contents from a
preternatural anus in the ascending colon, I obtained quite sufficient

lactic acid to test crystallometrically the zinc and magnesian salts.

» Verdauung. Bd. I, S. 349. 2 Lehrb. d. Physiol, d. Menschen. Bd. 1, S. 343.
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The fluid secreted by the largo intestine (and indeed by the lower por-

tion of the ileum) has always an alkaline reaction ; hence the outer parts

of the contents of the large intestine are for the mostpart neutral or

alkaline ; after the use of vegetable food the inner portion is, however,

always acid, as was ascertained by Steinhauser. 1

Whether lactates constantly occur in the chyle must for the present

remain undecided. In the chyle obtained in two cases from the thoracic

duct of the horse (one horse having been fed with oats two hours before

he was killed, and the other with starch-balls), lactic acid was recognized

with certainty.

Here, as well as in the investigation of the alcoholic extract of lymph

or blood, we must be careful in reference to the salts of the fatty acids

;

and, consequently, after the separation of the pure lactic acid by ether,

the extract should be boiled with water to remove the non-volatile fatty

acids, and the solution, when cooled, should be filtered ; the lactic acid

should then, in the manner we have already described, be transferred to

baryta, from this to oxide of copper, and from the latter to oxide of

zinc, so as to separate as much as possible the volatile fatty acids. This

investigation leaves no doubt regarding the existence of lactates in the

chyle of horses during the digestion of amylaceous food.

No one has yet definitely established the presence of lactic acid in the

lymph, although its presence in the fluid is by no means improbable

;

since, independently of the circumstance that Marchand and Colberg,2

as well as Geiger and Schlossberger,3 found much carbonated alkali in

the ash afforded by lymph, whose albuminous constituents were removed

previously to incineration, and whose reaction was scarcely, or not at all,

alkaline, we cannot readily perceive in what other way than through the

lymph the large quantities of the lactic acid formed in the muscles can

be carried away.

The recognition of lactates in healthy blood is just as difficult or im-

possible as that of urea in the same fluid. It is probable that we shall

never obtain a positive demonstration of the existence of alkaline lactates

in healthy blood by direct experiment, but the simplest induction proves

that they must be present there, even if they only remain in it for a

very short period. We know from numerous experiments how rapidly

effete matters, and especially salts of easy solubility, are removed from
the animal organism by the kidneys ; we know with what extreme
rapidity iodide of potassium appears in the urine after it has been swal-

lowed ; and we know that it is only on that account that urea has not
yet been detected in healthy blood (notwithstanding the assertions of

certain persons), for its sojourn in the blood is so very short that the
quantity occurring in that fluid at the same time is scarcely to be recog-
nized with our present chemical appliances (Marchand).4 Hence it

is not surprising that the presence of lactic acid has never yet been
demonstrated, with all the necessary scientific accuracy, in normal blood,
especially when we consider that it is removed from the circulating fluid

' Experimenta nonnulla de sensibilitate et functionibus intestini crassi. Diss inau*.
Lips. 1842. °

spoggend. Ann Bd.
4J

8.625. « Arch. f. physiol. Med. Bd. 6, S. 394.
4 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 11, S. 149.
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in more ways than one. The combustion of the alkaline lactates—that

is to say, their conversion into alkaline carbonates—exceeds in rapidity

and extent their passage into the urine. Until Ave can prove that the

lactic acid, which is accumulated in large quantity in the muscular

tissue, and is found in the chyle and in the lymph, undergoes decompo-

sition on the spot, we must assume that it passes into the blood, and the

more so because we well know that chemical analysis has not yet attained

such a degree of accuracy as to enable us to demonstrate the presence

of lactic acid in the blood with due scientific precision. In what other

way than through the blood could the lactic acid of the chyle or the

muscular fibre pass into the urine ? Lactic acid, like urea, may collect

abnormally in such quantities in the blood as to be capable of detection

by chemical analysis. Scherer1 has paid especial attention to the occur-

rence of lactic acid in morbid blood ; he observed that, during an epi-

demic of puerperal fever, the blood had often an acid reaction, and, as

this fluid frequently contained only free albumen and no albuminate of

soda, it was clear that it must contain a free acid. Scherer certainly

did not demonstrate the actual presence of lactic acid in the blood ; but,

as he actually separated lactic acid from the exudations which were
simultaneously present, and recognized it by the form of its salts, we
cannot reject his conclusion that the acid reaction of the blood was also

due to lactic acid. I have only thrice observed an acid reaction of the

blood, under conditions similar to those described by Scherer, namely,

in a case of pyaemia in a man, and in the blood of two women (from six

to ten weeks after delivery). In no case could I obtain sufficient mate-

rial to demonstrate the lactic acid with certainty.

The following experiments,3 instituted on myself, exemplify the

rapidity with which the lactates in the blood are converted into car-

bonates. Within thirteen minutes after taking half an ounce of lactate

of soda (calculated as dry), my urine had an alkaline reaction. More-
over, that the conversion of the alkaline salts of the organic acids into

carbonates (as was first proved by Wohler) does not take place in the

primce vice, but in the blood itself, is proved by direct experiments

which I made on dogs, by injecting various quantities of lactate of soda

into the jugular vein ; after five, and at latest after twelve minutes, the

urine exhibited an alkaline reaction.

In opposition to the view that lactates exist in the blood, it has been
urged that the ash of blood has not an alkaline reaction, and further,

that it contains no alkaline carbonates. We have shown in another part

of this work that this observation of Enderlin's has not been made or

confirmed by any one who has preceded or succeeded him (see " Ash of

the Blood,") but that, on careful incineration, carbonated alkali always
occurs in the blood ; and even if this were not the case, it would be no
evidence against the presence of lactic acid, since, on incinerating the
blood, there is a combustion of sulphur and phosphorus sufficient to

saturate the alkali previously combined with lactic acid. Further, car-

bonic acid is expelled from the carbonate by ordinary phosphate of soda,

which is thus converted into tribasic phosphate of soda.

1 Untersuchungen zur Pathol. Wiirzburg, 1843. S. 147-194.
2 Jahresber. 1843. S. 10.
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In exudations—those, namely, after puerperal fever—Schcrer
1 found

both free and combined lactic acid, often in very considerable quantity.

(In one case there was 0-105g of free lactic acid.) In the exudations in

a case of empyema, he found albumen uncombined with soda, irom which

he concluded that the latter had been abstracted from the former in con-

sequence of the presence of lactic acid.

Lactic acid, which was originally discovered by Scheele m milk, does

not occur in the healthy milk of man and animals :
it is only in an

abnormal state, or after a strictly animal diet, that milk which reddens

litmus and probably contains lactic acid, is secreted. It is only after

exposure to the atmosphere that healthy milk acquires an acid reaction,

which is dependent on the formation of lactic acid from the sugar of

milk by fermentation.

It is now forty-two years since Berzelius2 recognized the existence of

free lactic acid in the muscular fluid ; and no one who has repeated the

experiments of this most faithful and accurate experimentalist, can con-

found this acid with any other, since its properties, and those of its

salts, have been made known by more recent investigations. Berzelius

did not deem it necessary at that time to confirm the proof of the pre-

sence of lactic acid in this fluid by an elementary analysis, although he

might readily have made one. Liebig, so long as he relied on the inves-

tigations of his pupils, absolutely denied the existence of lactic acid in

the living animal body ; but on instituting and publishing his own

admirable inquiry respecting the fluids of the muscular tissue of animals,

he could no longer question its presence in the muscular fluid, and even

admitted its existence in the gastric juice. Moreover, the free acid

exists in so preponderating a quantity in the muscles, that Liebig is of

opinion that it is more than sufficient to saturate the alkali of all the

alkaline fluids of the animal body. Berzelius thought that he had con-

vinced himself that the amount of free lactic acid in a muscle is propor-

tional to the extent to which it has been previously exercised.

I have likewise detected lactic acid with certainty in the juice of the

smooth muscles
;

3 and Scherer has recently detected its presence in the

juice of the spleen4 and in leucsemic blood. 5 In our investigations on the

sweat both Schottin and myself failed in detecting it either in the

healthy or morbid fluid. Robin and Verdeil6 have recently found lactate

of lime in large quantity in the urine of the horse, and Lassaigne7

believes that he has found lactate of soda in the allantoic fluid of a calf.

Berzelius separated the lactic acid from the alcoholic extracts of the

animal fluids in the following manner. The alkalies having been pre-

cipitated by tartaric acid, the filtered acid solution was digested with

carbonate of lead ; the alcoholic solution of lactate of lead, having been
separated from the other lead-salts by filtration, was then treated with
sulphuretted hydrogen, which left the lactic acid in solution contami-

1 Op. cit.

» Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 573 ; Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 1, S. 1 : Jahresber. Bd. 27,
S. 585-594.

3 Walther, Diss, inaug. Med. Lips. 1851.
4 Verhand d. phys.-med. Ges. zu Wurzburg. Bd. 2, S. 299.
5 Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 324. 6 Mem. de la Soci^te

-

de Biologie, t. i. p 25.
7 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 1850. t. 17, p. 295.
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nated merely with extractive matter. After the evaporation of the

alcohol the acid was filtered through animal charcoal, from which the

earthy salts had been separated, and treated with hydrated oxide of tin,

on which the comparatively insoluble lactate of tin was separated. This

was again decomposed with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the lactic acid

further examined.

Anselmino, Thenard, and Berzelius 1 believe that they have found

lactic acid and lactate of ammonia in the sweat.

Berzelius2 also conjectures that alkaline lactates exist in the bile.

In consequence of the rapidity with which the alkaline lactates undergo

a transformation in the blood, it would naturally follow, that lactic acid,

when it occurs in the urine, would exist there as an extremely variable

constituent ; and this assumption is confirmed by experience. Earnestly

as I formerly maintained the view, that lactic acid constantly occurs in

animal urine, and that the acid reaction of this fluid is solely dependent

on its presence, I have since convinced myself that my earlier modes of

analysis (when I rested satisfied with the mere exhibition of the zinc-

salt), though most carefully conducted, were open to deceptions in refe-

rence to this acid ; but to maintain that the urine of healthy men and
animals never contains lactic acid, or lactates, under any physiological

relations, is to err just as much in the opposite direction. A more ex-

tended investigation has led me to the following results. In all cases,

where the supply of lactates to the blood is very great,—whether this

depends on an excess of acid being formed in the muscles, or on the use

of a diet tending to produce it, or on an imperfect process of oxidation

in the blood,—lactic acid may be detected in the urine, with all the cer-

tainty which, in the present state of chemistry, can be expected in such

researches. Hence we can understand why it is that, in the urine of

the same individual, lactic acid may on one day be present and on an-

other absent ; why, in many persons, no lactic acid can be detected in

the urine, and in others again (and especially in those who in consequence

of repeated catarrhs suffer from partial relaxation of the pulmonary tissue,

and yet often think themselves perfectly well) it is constantly present in

the urine ; why stall-fed animals, living on amylaceous fodder, excrete

lactic acid by the kidneys (and in part also by the mammary glands),

while under other conditions this acid cannot be discovered in their

urine ; and why, finally, in most febrile diseases, lactic acid may be re-

cognized in the urine.

The details of these investigations, which will be given in another

place, afford numerous confirmations of the experiments which I formerly

instituted on the urine.3 Berzelius,'* during his later years, entertained

no doubt regarding the correctness of the results which he had so long

before obtained, in reference to the presence of lactic acid in the urine.

Boussingault5 has quite recently found lactic acid in the urine of pigs

fed with potatoes, as well as in that of cows and horses. (In the urine

of the horse he found l*128g of lactate of potash, and 0-881g of lactate

of soda.)

' Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 393. • Ibid. S. 293.
8 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 1, and Bd. 27, S. 257; HandwOrterb. d. Physiol.

Bd. 2, S. 10. * Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 690.
5 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 15, p. 97-114.
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In accordance with this view is the almost universal occurrence of lac-

tic acid in urine containing a considerable quantity of oxalate of lime^ so

that, by a microscopic examination of a specimen of urine, a conclusion

may often be drawn regarding the presence or absence of lactic acid.

Hence in those diseases in which there is an increase in the amount of

oxalate of lime, as in pulmonary emphysema, disturbances of the nervous

system, rachitis, &c, lactic acid is always associated with this salt.

Scherer1 and Marchand2 have sometimes observed a considerable aug-

mentation of lactic acid in the urine in rachitic children, and I have also

noticed it in the osteomalacia of adults.

In determining the presence of lactic acid, we must always employ

fresh urine if we wish to draw any conclusion regarding the composition

of the renal secretion. The admirable investigations of Scherer3 regard-

ing urinous fermentation were the first to direct attention to the circum-
St

stance, that there is a gradual augmentation of the free acid when the

urine is exposed to the atmosphere. The lactic acid must then be formed

from some unknown matter,—probably from what we term an extractive

matter. I4 had formerly observed something similar occur in diabetic

urine, since, when freshly passed, I always found it neutral, although

subsequently it became acid ; in consequence, however, of diabetic urine

containing sugar, these experiments were of less weight than those of

Scherer. We may hence fairly conclude, that the urine, after its excre-

tion from the kidneys, undergoes a similar acidification in the bladder

;

and, consequently, that the lactic acid which is often found in the urine

discharged from that viscus, is a product of decomposition which is

formed externally to the sphere of vital activity. If, however, the occur-

rence of crystals of free uric acid warrants us in inferring the existence

of the lactic fermentation, it is only very seldom that it can occur in the

bladder
; for the cases are extremely rare in which urine, on its emission

from that organ, contains free uric acid—the statement that has found
its way into various books, to the effect that fresh urine often contains
free uric acid, being a very erroneous one.

C. Schmidt5 has separated lactic acid in the form of lactate of zinc

from the strongly acid fluid yielded by the long bones in a case of osteo-

malacia. He measured the angles of the crystals, and submitted the
salt to an elementary analysis.

Origin.—It we might be permitted to hazard a conjecture regarding
the production of lactic acid from its occurrence in the animal body, we
should ascribe to it a double origin. No one can entertain a doubt that
the lactic acid, found in the contents of the intestines and in the chyle
after the digestion of vegetables, owes its formation to the amylaceous or
saccharine matters contained in the food, which in their passage through
the prima? vice become converted into that acid, in the same manner as
takes place m the fermentation of milk. But the true genesis of the
lactic acid, which accumulates in such large quantity in the muscles, is

not so immediately obvious: we may certainly assume that the lactic

1 Untersuchungen z. Pathol. S. 74, ff. 2 Lehrbuch d nW, Ch q inr,
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Ph.rm. Bd. 42, S. 171 ; and Unters z Pathol, ^-u'
* De unna diabetica. Diss, inaug. Lips. 1835.
6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 302-306.
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acid formed in the primce vice from vegetables is especially attracted by
some mechanical or chemical influence of the muscular fibre, and is ac-

cumulated there to serve certain definite purposes ; but this view is in

some measure opposed by the circumstances, that the muscles of carnivo-

rous animals contain as much lactic acid as those of herbivorous animals,

and that free lactic acid is always found in the urine of carnivora and of

men, when living on a strictly animal diet, which would scarcely be the

case if the acid conveyed to the muscles solely proceeded from the lactic

acid contained in the flesh which had been taken as food. But if we
regard the lactic acid of the juice of flesh merely as a product of meta-

morphosis which is formed while the muscular fibre is discharging its

function (i. e. during the contraction of muscle), the only objection to

the view, that this acid proceeds from the decomposition of the muscular

substance itself, is, that hitherto lactic acid has not been produced either

by fermentation or otherwise from any nitrogenous animal matter, either

albuminous or gelatinous. "We should, however, not make much progress

in our physiological inquiries, if we set down as impossible all the processes

which we happen not yet to have recognized external to the living body.

Recent investigations respecting the various modes of decomposition and
the products of albuminous bodies show, that a partial conversion of al-

buminous matter into lactic acid is by no means an absurd impossibility

;

for Guckelberger, 1 who found aldehyde among the products of oxidation

of albuminous bodies, points out, that in these substances there must be

hidden a group of atoms, from which sugar of milk or lactic acid might
be produced. He further proved, experimentally, that sugar of milk
with chromic acid also yields aldehyde ; and, on the other hand, Engel-
hardt found aldehyde of acetic acid among the products of distillation of

lactate of copper. We have already directed attention to the analogy
existing between lactic acid and that frequent product of the metamor-
phosis of animal matter, metacetonic acid. Hence it would be not at all

surprising if lactic acid were in some manner obtained from the gelatin-

ous or protein compounds.

Moreover, this view is supported by the consideration, that, besides

lactic acid, creatine, which is found in the muscular fluid, is often a pro-

duct of decomposition of muscular substance, since otherwise it would be
found in other places besides the urine. Moreover, according to Liebig's

discovery, creatine is decomposed by alkalies into urea and sarcosine, a

substance isomeric with lactamide : hence there would be nothing incon-

gruous in assuming, that in the natural metamorphosis of creatine in the

animal body, where no sarcosine is found, the creatine is still decomposed
into urea ; but that, in place of sarcosine, there is an abstraction of water,

and that lactic acid and ammonia are formed—in which case, however,

we should have to explain what becomes of the ammonia. Moreover, it

cannot be supposed that lactic acid passes into the muscular substance
from the blood, where it is so easily and rapidly consumed

;
yet such

must be the case, if it comes from the acid formed in the intestinal canal
from amylaceous food.

Finally, after the discovery made by Redtenbacher, that glycerine is

convertible into metacetonic acid, there seems to be something attractive

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Ed. 64, S. 99.
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in the hypothesis that glycerine, which, in the metamorphosis of the

fats, obviously undergoes an independent change, is converted into lactic

acid, which, as we have already shown, is allied to metacetonic acid. As

we have no probable conjectures regarding the further course of the

haloid base of the fats in the animal body, it is possible that these sub-

stances may contribute, through their base, to the formation of lactic acid.

We have endeavored, in the above sketch of the occurrence of lactic

acid in the animal body, to restrict ourselves most rigidly to established

facts, and we have rejected all those of our own experiments on which

the slightest doubt appeared to rest ; without referring to authorities, we

have allowed the facts to speak for themselves, and have attached as

little credit to the negative assertions of Liebig, as to the older experi-

ments of Berzelius, regarding the occurrence of lactic acid in bile, sweat,

&c, with that impartiality which becomes every one wishing to be an

honest scientific observer. We shall now consider the advantages which

may accrue to the animal organism from the occurrence of lactic acid in

this or that organ, without any reference to the views and errors which

we formerly maintained. Although we no longer regard lactic acid as

one of the most important elements in relation to the metamorphosis of

the animal tissues, it is yet of sufficient importance to attract the atten-

tion of physiologists. It is moreover obvious that questions regarding

the function of a substance in the animal body, can never receive more

than a hypothetical answer ; for purposes may indeed be conjectured or

understood, but they cannot be palpably demonstrated. If, therefore,

we judge of the physiological importance of an animal substance on

hypothetical grounds, we do not necessarily adopt lax and untenable

illusions of the fancy, but shall confine ourselves to logical conclusions.

Uses.—In ascribing to lactic acid an essential influence on the diges-

tion of nitrogenous food, our opinion is based, not on a mere conjecture

derived from the constant occurrence of this acid in the gastric juice,

but on the result of direct experiments 1 with artificial digestive fluids,

from which it appears that lactic and hydrochloric acids cannot be re-

placed in the process of digestion, by any other animal or organic acids.

The question how the acid acts, will be entered into in our observations
on "Digestion."

It is not probable that the lactic acid and lactates found in the con-

tents of the stomach and intestines, are entirely derived from the acid of
the secreted gastric juice ; indeed it is certain that the greater part of

the lactic acid, occurring both there and in the chyle, may be traced to
the conversion of the starch or sugar of the food ; we should however,
on the other hand, be drawing too general a conclusion, if we assumed
that all the starch and all the sugar of the food must be converted into
lactic acid, in order that the functions of the organism may be duly ful-
filled. In the course of our subsequent physiological considerations, we
shall explain the grounds why we cannot accept this view, notwithstand-
ing that it is apparently supported by positive observations. This much
is, however, supported by facts, that a portion of these substances is
actually converted into lactic acid, and passes into the blood in the form
of alkaline lactates. If we adopt Liebig's ingenious division of food,

1 Berichte der Gesellsch. der Wiss. zu Leipzig. 1849.
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into true food for nutrition and food for the respiration, we know of no
substitute which could better act in the blood as food for the respiration

than the alkaline lactates, which, as we have seen, undergo rapid com-

bustion in the blood, and are thus converted into carbonated alkali,—in

a word, nothing could be a better supporter of animal heat than the

alkaline lactates.

If the lactic acid in the fluid saturating the muscles, although un-

doubtedly derived from the effete muscular tissue, be not a pure product

of decomposition, there is much in favor of Liebig's1 hypothesis, that an

electric tension influencing the function of the muscles, is established by
the acid muscular juice and the alkaline contents of the capillaries.

In the urine and sweat, lactic acid occurs only as a product of excre-

tion ; for even if, in some cases, it may contribute to the solution of the

earthy constituents of the urine, its occasional absence in this fluid

shows that other substances effecting that object are also present.

I formerly regarded lactic acid as one of the most important agents in

the solution and transportation of many of the animal substances and
earthy salts of the animal organism ; but a more thorough insight into

the processes of animal chemistry, has led me almost entirely to re-

nounce this view ; for although I2 have recently convinced myself that

the solvent power which lactic acid exerts over basic phosphate of lime,

far exceeds that of acetic acid, and is indeed very considerable—a fact

long ago asserted by Berzelius, 3 and directly proved by the experiments

of Gay Lussac,4 but whose accuracy has been called in question by
Liebig,5—yet I cannot overlook the circumstance that the albuminous

bodies, which are never devoid of phosphate of lime, and often contain a

large quantity of it, afford far better means of transport for the bone-

earth in the animal body than lactic acid can do.

How far my former view, that lactic acid is the most important factor

in the metamorphosis of the animal tissues, can still be maintained, may
be seen from the preceding observations.

SOLID FATTY ACIDS.

=CmHm _1
03.HO.

From this formula it is obvious that these acids stand in a close alli-

ance with those which we have described in the commencement of this

work ;—indeed, we have already associated them with the latter in a
single group, to which we have applied the name of fatty acids ; but we
meet here with the same difficulties which present themselves in inor-

ganic chemistry, in the definition and classification of the metals.

Nature recognizes no limits corresponding with our artificial systems,

but for the purposes of study a separation or arrangement is always
useful, provided it be not altogether at variance with nature. These
fatty acids have, however, certain essential characters, which distinctly

separate them from the first-named acids. Independently of the high
atomic weight of the acids we are now considering, and of the circum-

stance that a very differently constituted group of fluid acids is closely

allied to them, the following are the properties which characterize them

1 Op. cit. 2 Jahresb. der ges. Med. 1843, S. 10. 3 Lehrb. d. Ch Bd. 9, S. 423.
4 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 31, S. 399. 5 Chemie in Anwendg. f. Physiologie.
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as a special group. At an ordinary temperature they are solid, white,

and crystalline, devoid of smell and taste, leave on paper a fatty spot

which does not disappear, are lighter than water, fuse below 100°, can

only be distilled unchanged in vacuo, are perfectly insoluble in water,

dissolve in boiling alcohol, and again separate from it in crystalline

forms as the solution cools, dissolve readily in ether, decompose when

heated in the air, and are inflammable ; their alcoholic solution only

faintly reddens litmus ; with a gentle heat they expel carbonic acid from

its salts ; with most bases they form insoluble salts (the alkaline salts

alone being soluble in water), and they have a strong tendency to form

acid salts with bases.

Very few of these acids have been found in the animal body ; one of

them, however, margaric acid, is the principal constituent of all the fats

yet found in the animal body. Associated with it is another fatty acid,

stearic acid, whose composition, although not in accordance with the

above formula, approximates so nearly to it that it may be regarded as

produced from 2 equivalents of margaric acid, from which 1 equivalent

of oxygen has been abstracted. We place before our readers the whole

group of these acids with their chemical formulae, restricting, however,

our observations, to the two above-named acids.

Cocinic acid,

Laurostearic acid,

Myristic acid,

Palmitonic acid,

Palmitic acid,

Bogie acid,

Margaric acid, .

Cocostearic acid,

Behenic acid,

Cerotic acid,

Stearic acid,

C
22
H

21 3
.HO.

C 24
H

23 3.HO.
C 28

H
27 3

.HO.
C31H 30O3

.HO.
C32
H31 3.HO.

C33
H

32 3.HO.
C

34
H33 3

.HO.
C

35
H34 3

.HO.
C

42
H

41 3
.HO.

C54H53 3
.HO.

C68
H

66 5-2HO=2C34
H

33 3
.HO-

Margaric Acid.—C3JI33O3.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid has all the properties which we have enume-
rated above as pertaining to this group. It crystallizes from a hot
alcoholic solution in groups of very delicate nacreous needles, which
under the microscope appear interlaced like tufts of grass, and arranged
in ensiform plates, or grouped in star-like forms. The acid, when
thoroughly dried, fuses at 56°

; even when most carefully heated in
vacuo, it can only be partially distilled unchanged, carbonic acid and
margarone (C33H33O) being always formed ; by prolonged contact with
nitric acid, it becomes finally decomposed into succinic, suberic and car-
bonic acids, and water.

Composition.—According to the above formula this acid contains

:

Carbon,

.

Hydrogen,
Oxygen,
Water, .

34 atoms,
33 "

3 "
1 «

75-556
12-222

8 889
3-333

100 000
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The atomic -weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 3262*5, and
its saturating capacity= 3-065.

Combinations.—Margaric acid forms hoth neutral and acid compounds
with alkalies ; the acid salts are principally formed hy the addition of

much water to the neutral salts ; with oxide of lead it forms acid, neu-

tral, and basic salts, all of which are soluble in petroleum and oil of

turpentine, and the first two in heated alcohol.

Margaramide, HgN.C^H^Oj, is formed when olive oil is digested in

alcohol saturated with ammonia ; it crystallizes in fine, silky, glistening

needles, is insoluble in water, and is more soluble in hot alcohol and
ether than in cold, from which it separates in glistening plates ; it fuses

at 60°, and when ignited, burns like tallow.

On treating margaric acid with peroxide of lead, Bromeis1 obtained a

fatty acid which separated in granules and contained 1 atom more of

oxygen than margaric acid ; its composition being represented by the

formula C34
H

33OrHO.
Preparation.—Since margaric acid, in the compound which we call

margarin, occurs in almost all vegetable fats (the fatty oils) as well

as in the most common animal fats, it may be prepared from any of these

sources. The best method of obtaining it is to take the fat of man or of

the pig, or a vegetable fat, and to saponify it with potash so as to form

a clear, viscid, soapy solution ; this must be treated with sulphuric acid,

which causes a separation of a mixture of stearic, margaric, and oleic

acid ; this fatty mass must be then well washed with water, dried as

thoroughly as possible, and strongly pressed between paper, which causes

the removal of a great part of the oleic acid. The solid acids must
now be recrystallized in alcohol. The stearic acid is the first to separate

from the hot alcoholic solution, and it thus admits of separation and re-

moval ; the margaric acid always separates somewhat later ; in order,

however, that the stearic acid may be perfectly removed, this process

must be several times repeated.

We thus obtain margaric acid with no impurity beyond a little oleic

acid, which may be removed by saturating the acids with an alkali and
precipitating with acetate of lead ; as the oleate of lead is soluble in

boiling ether, while the margarate of lead is insoluble, we have an easy

means of separating the two salts. The margarate of lead must then be

decomposed by an alkaline carbonate, and the resulting alkaline salt by a

stronger acid. The margaric acid which is thus separated may be fur-

ther purified by solution in hot alcohol.

Tests.—From the properties, as well as from the mode of preparing

this acid, we perceive that it can only be distinguished from other simi-

lar acids when it is perfectly free from any admixture with them : we
may derive some information on this head from its boiling-point ; but it

is only by an elementary analysis that we can arrive at any certain con-

clusion. In the investigation of small quantities, when a separation or

an analysis is out of the question, we must trust solely in a microscopical

examination, which, however, in this case yields by no means such
uncertain results as is generally supposed.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 42, S. 56.
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Physiological Relations.

Occurrence,.—It has already been remarked that margaric acid is the

principal constituent of most animal fats ; but this acid is here ordinarily

combined with the hypothetical haloid base, oxide of lipyl, which, in its

separation from this and similar acids, is converted into the well-

known body, glycerine. Of margarin itself we shall speak in a future

part of this volume, and we shall consequently defer for the present all

remarks on the physiological function of margaric acid and its organic

salts. But margaric acid occurs both in a free state and in combination

with alkalies in most of the animal fluids, with the exception of urine

;

being free in acid fluids, and in a state of combination in those with an

alkaline reaction ; it is always accompanied by oleic acid or its salts. Its

presence in the saliva, in the blood, in exudations of all kinds, in pus,

and in the bile, is so easily recognized, that it is unnecessary to quote

authorities regarding its existence in these fluids ; moreover, in our re-

marks on these fluids we shall return to this subject. We will here only

remark that it may also be discovered in the solid excrements after the

use of vegetable food, and that it occurs in considerable quantity in de-

jections which have been caused by purgatives or mineral waters. As
already mentioned, we must here always have recourse to the microscope,

by which, independently of any chemical process, free margaric acid

may often be detected in acid pathological fluids ; thus, in acid pus dis-

charged from what are termed cold abscesses, or in pus in which acid

fermentation has with all due caution been established, the most beauti-

ful crystals of margaric acid are formed ; more beautiful indeed than we
could artificially prepare.

We shall postpone our observations regarding the origin of margaric

acid in the animal organism, and the rank and position it holds in the

metamorphosis of the animal tissues, till we take into consideration the

formation and the physiological importance of the fats in the animal body.

Stearic Acid.—

C

68
H

66 5.2HO

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid crystallizes in white, glistening needles or leaf-

lets, which, however, under the microscope, appear as very elongated,
lozenge-shaped plates, with the obtuse angles rounded off, as in the mi-

croscopical whetstone-like crystals of uric acid ; these crystals are, how-
ever, much longer, and have a far shorter transverse diameter than the

similar crystals of uric acid. They often collect at one spot, the acute
angles slightly overlapping one another, so that when seen under the
microscope the crystals present the arrangement of whorl-shaped clus-
ters. This acid begins to fuse at 75°, but again solidifies if the tem-
perature is reduced to 70°. Submitted to a dry distillation it yields
hydrated margaric acid, margarone, and an oleaginous carbo-hydrogen

;

by prolonged digestion with nitric or chromic acid it becomes perfectly
converted into margaric acid. In the cold, stearic acid decomposes the
carbonated alkalies to the amount of one-half, but with the aid of heat
a perfect decomposition is effected.

Composition.—According to the above formula, stearic acid contains

:
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Carbon,

.

Hydrogen,
Oxygen,
Water, .

68 atoms, . 76-692

66 " . 12-406

5 « . 7-519

2 « . 3 383

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical dry acid= 6425 : its saturating ca-

pacity (if we regard as neutral the salt containing 2 atoms of base).=3 -113.

Combinations.—The neutral alkaline stearates (containing 2 atoms of

fixed base) dissolve unchanged in from 10 to 20 parts of water ; in a

very large quantity of water they become decomposed, an acid salt se-

parating, and the fluid becoming very strongly alkaline ; the alcoholic

solution of the acid salt reddens litmus, but on the addition of water to

this solution the reddened litmus again becomes blue. The compounds

of stearic acid with all other bases are insoluble in water. For stearate

of oxide of lipyl (or of glycerin) see " Stearin."

Preparation.—As this acid does not occur in vegetable fats, and exists

only in very small quantity in most of the animal fats, except in mutton

fat, it is from this last-named source that it is most advantageously pre-

pared ; we obtain it in accordance with the method indicated in our re-

marks on margaric acid, by boiling with alcohol of 0*83 spec. grav. the

fatty acids separated by sulphuric acid from the soap ; this leaves a re-

sidue of stearic acid tolerably free from margaric acid ; by repeated so-

lution in absolute alcohol it becomes purified, till we finally obtain a

mass possessing the known fusing-point of this acid. The following me-
thod of preparing it may also be recommended. Dissolve saponified

mutton fat in 6 parts of warm water, and then wash it well with a large

quantity of cold water ; a gradual separation of a glistening nacrous

mass now ensues, consisting of bistearate and bimargarate of potash. This

must be dissolved in 20 times its bulk of hot alcohol, from which, as it

cools, the stearate alone separates ; on decomposing this salt with hydro-

chloric acid, the free acid may be obtained by remelting it in water.

Tests.—An elementary analysis can only be instituted as a test for the

presence of stearic acid, when there is a sufficiently large quantity of fat

present to admit of the above-mentioned separation of stearic and mar-

garic acids,—a separation which, unfortunately, is only practicable when
we have very large quantities to deal with. Hence this, the most cer-

tain method, is only applicable in determining the amount of stearin in

an animal fat. In dealing with smaller quantities we must rest content

with the microscopic investigation of the fatty acids separated from hot

alcoholic solutions. In order to obtain a scale for the approximate ratios

of a mixture of margaric and stearic acids, Gottlieb1 has determined the

fusing-points of various mixtures of these acids. His results are as follows

:

Stearic acid.

1) .... 30 parts,

2) . . 25 "

3) . 20 «

4) . 15 "

5) . 10 "

6) . 10 "

7) .
. 10 "

8) . . 10 "

9) . . 10 «

to

Margaric acid.

10 parts, .

10 " - -

Fusing-point

. . . 65°-5

. . .. 65°

10 <(
. 64°

10 << 61°
10 u ... 58°
15 (i

. 57°
20 n

. . . 56°

25 «<
. . . 56°-5

30 <(
. . . 56°-3

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 35.
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Both pure margaric and pure stearic acids, after having been fused

and again allowed to solidify, are perfectly crystalline ; stearic acid,

however, forms small confused crystals, while margaric acid forms larger

acicular crystals ; a mixture of the two acids is, however, in this state,

far less crystalline, and presents rather a porcelain-like, opaque, and

brittle appearance.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Like margaric acid, stearic acid occurs in most animal

fats ; it is, however, always found in less quantity than margaric acid,

and in some cases appears to be altogether absent ; or, at least, our

present chemical appliances fail in detecting it. In the fat of the cellular

tissue it exists like margaric acid in combination with glycerine ; it

never occurs free unless in association with margaric acid ; it is, how-

ever, of much rarer occurrence than free margaric acid, and occurs in

much smaller quantity.

Origin.—As stearic acid is never found in vegetable fats, it must be

primarily formed in the animal body, where, indeed, its formation may
be readily explained. As it consists of 2 atoms of margaric acid minus
1 atom of oxygen, we may regard it as produced from margaric acid, to

which it stands, as we have seen, in the same relation as hyposulphuric

acid to sulphuric acid, for S2 5
: S03=(C34

H
33)2 5 : (C34

H
33)03

.

In which part of the system this conversion occurs we do not at pre-

sent knoAv: that it takes place in the blood is improbable, because we
assume that the fats are directly oxidized in the blood, and are decom-
posed into the oxides of simpler radicals. That this conversion takes

place in the primes vice is, at all events, incapable of demonstration.

We shall speak of the uses of stearic acid in the animal organism, in

our remarks on the fats in general.

OILY FATTY ACIDS.

—

C

mHm_3 3
.HO.

This group of bodies contains a far smaller number of members than

the preceding groups. At present the following are the only oily fatty

acids with which we are acquainted:

Oleic acid, C35H33O3.nO.
Erusic acid, CuH41 3

.HO.
Doeglic acid, C38

H
35 3

.HO.

Ricinoleic acid, containing the same group of atoms of carbon and
hydrogen with 5 atoms of oxygen (—

C

38
H

35 5
.HO), bears the same ratio

to the last of these acids, which salicylous acid bears to benzoic acid.

Dissimilar as, on the whole, is the composition of the oily and the solid

fatty acids, they are yet similar in most of their physical and even in

many of their chemical properties.

Whether campholic acid C
20
H

17
O3.HO, and the two isomeric acids,

campheric acid and angelic acid= C
10
H

7
O3

.HO, belong to this group (for

their composition accords with the general formula CmHm_3 3.HO) is as

yet undecided ; several of their physical properties (for instance, they
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are solid, crystallizable, and volatile) do not accord with this view, but

these acids may possibly bear the same relation to the oily acids, that

the acids of the first group bear to the solid fatty acids, and the low

atomic weight of the radical may also be the cause of this difference in

their properties.

Oleic Acid.—CggH^C^.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body, known also as elaic acid, is, when perfectly

pure, and at a temperature above +14°, of an oily consistence, limpid,

devoid of color, taste, and smell, and exerts no action on litmus ; at

-\- 4° it forms a white, crystalline mass, which, at the moment when it

solidifies, strongly contracts and expresses the still oily portion ; it is

then very hard, and is unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere ; on

exposing an alcoholic solution to extreme cold it crystallizes in long

needles. In its fluid condition, that is to say, as oil, it rapidly absorbs

oxygen and becomes changed. When heated, it becomes decomposed,

yielding not only carbon, carbonic acid, and carbo-hydrogens, but capric

and caprylic acids, and especially sebacic acid. Finally, on treating

oleic acid with hyponitric acid, the whole mass becomes solid and con-

verted into elaidic acid. By prolonged treatment with nitric acid, oleic

acid yields (according to Laurent1 and Bromeis2
) the acids of the succinic

acid group (CnHn_2 3
.HO) namely, suberic, adipic, pimelic, and lipic

acid, and, besides these, cenanthylic acid, but no oxalic acid. With
fuming nitric acid it yields, on the other hand, according to Redten-

bacher3 almost all the acids of the first group (CnHn_1 3.HO).

In the oily products of the dry distillation of oleic acid Schneider4

found that the atoms of carbon were to those of hydrogen in the ratio

of 6 : 5 ; and on treating these products with concentrated nitric acid,

he obtained the same volatile acids which Redtenbacher obtained by the

direct action of nitric acid on oleic acid.

Composition.—According to the above formula this acid contains

:

Carbon, .36 atoms, . . . 76-596

Hydrogen, 83 " . . . . 11 -702

Oxygen, 3 " . 8-511

Water, 1 "... . 3-191

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 3412-5; its

saturating capacity= 2-930.

Combinations.—The oleates are soft and greasy, and do not crystal-

lize ; like all the fatty acids, oleic acid has a strong tendency to form
acid as well as basic salts. The neutral oleate of lead is a white powder
which fuses at 80° into a yellow fluid, and is distinguished, by its

solubility in boiling ether, from the lead-salts of all the solid fatty acids.

1 Ann. d. Chim. et de Phys. T. 66, pp. 154-204.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 35, S. 86-103. 3 \y±^ %& 59 g> 41.57.
4 Ibid. Bd. 70, S. 107-121.
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Products of its Metamorphosis.—Gottlieb, 1 who was the first to obtain

pure oleic acid, and who, from his analyses, deduced the above formula,

states that at an ordinary temperature, and when freely exposed to the

atmosphere, this acid absorbs about 20 times its volume of oxygen, ivith-

out developing carbonic acid. The thick fluid acid which is thus formed,

and which now reddens litmus, contains 1 atom more of oxygen and 1

atom less of hydrogen than the pure oleic acid, being represented by the

formula C36
H

32 4
.HO. This acid yields no sebacic acid on dry distilla-

tion. Hence it is that oleic acid, when not perfectly pure, that is to say,

when changed by the access of oxygen, often yields only very little

sebacic acid, while the quantities of capric and caprylic acids which are

developed, remain constant.

If, however, oleic acid be exposed at a higher temperature to the

action of oxygen, it rapidly assumes a rancid odor, becomes yellowish

and more easily fusible, does not solidify so perfectly when exposed to

cold, and its composition is represented by the formula C34
H

33 5 ; hence

it may be regarded as a higher stage of oxidation of the radical of

margaric acid than that obtained by Bromeis, and noticed in page 105.

Elaidic acid is, according to Gottlieb, perfectly isomeric with pure

oleic acid, and is therefore represented by the formula C36
H

33 3
.HO. It

is produced, as we have already mentioned, from oleic acid by the action

of nitrous acid, without any development of gas ; it crystallizes from an

alcoholic solution, not in needles like oleic acid, but in large plates ; it

fuses at 45°, may be partially distilled undecomposed, dissolves readily

in ether and alcohol, and strongly reddens litmus. On dry distillation

elaidic acid yields no caprylic and capric acids, in which respect it differs

essentially from oleic acid. In the fluid state this acid abstracts oxygen
from the air, although less rapidly than oleic acid, and becomes con-

verted, according to Gottlieb, into a higher stage of oxidation of the

same radical, which we may assume to exist in oleic and elaidic acids,

namely into (C
36
H

33)08
. How the metamorphosis of oleic into elaidic

acid exactly takes place, or on what it depends, are points on which as

yet we have no certain knowledge.

Preparation.—This acid also is obtained by the saponification of

vegetable and animal fats ; the oleate of potash is extracted from the

soap with cold absolute alcohol ; the aqueous solution of oleate of potash

is then precipitated with acetate of lead, and the oleate of lead (free

from the margarate) is taken up from the dried precipitate by boiling

ether. If the lead-salt, after the removal of the ether, be decomposed
with carbonate of soda, and if the resulting soda-salt be decomposed with

sulphuric acid, we obtain a somewhat brownish oleic acid mixed with
products of oxidation. In order to obtain the acid in a state of perfect

purity, we must, according to the directions of Gottlieb, treat it with an
excess of ammonia, and precipitate it with chloride of barium : the baryta-
salt is then to be repeatedly crystallized in moderately concentrated
boiling alcohol, till it form a dazzling white flocculent powder, which
must be decomposed with tartaric acid and thoroughly washed with
water. Pure oleic acid may be more rapidly obtained by causing it to

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 37-67.
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solidify by exposing it to a temperature of 6° or 7°, and then submitting

it to strong pressure ; as the above-mentioned products of oxidation of

oleic acid remain fluid, they become absorbed in the filtering paper, and

leave the oleic acid in a state of purity. Further, the water must only

be removed while the oleic acid is exposed to a stream of carbonic acid,

and all operations upon it should be conducted at a temperature below

+10°, since it very rapidly becomes decomposed.

Tests.—If it be required to test a fat or a mixture of fatty acids accu-

rately for oleic acid, we must first isolate this acid by one of the methods

which we have described, and obtain it in a state of at least tolerable

purity, so as to enable us to ascertain the solubility of the lead-salt in

hot ether. Moreover, oleic acid possesses the distinctive character of

being the only one either of the oily or solid fatty acids which, on dry

distillation, yields sebacic acid—an acid which may be distinguished

from the simultaneously formed capric and caprylic acids by its crystal-

lizability, and which we may easily separate from them and recognize,

by forming and crystallizing its baryta-salt.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Oleic acid, in combination with alkalies, exists in the

blood and in the bile, and, in lesser quantity, in most of the other

animal fluids, except the urine : in combination with oxide of lipyl, as a

haloid salt, it occurs in the fat of the cellular tissue, and, indeed, where-

ever free fat is found in the animal body.

Uses.—As the vegetable fats are, for the most part, far richer in

oleate of oxide of lipyl (olein) than animal fats, there seems to be a

reason for the assumption that one of the uses of oleic acid in the ani-

mal body, is to form the more solid fats, margaric and stearic acids ;

—

a view which is supported by the nature of the action of atmospheric air

on oleic acid (to which we have already referred), and by its conversion

into an acid having the radical of margaric acid. It might, however,

have been expected d priori that animal fat would contain more marga-

rate than oleate of oxide of lipyl, since oleic acid or an oleate is more
rapidly consumed than margaric acid. We must, however, here, as in

many other departments of physiological chemistry, rather abstain

wholly from all conjectures than allow ourselves to be led astray by
mere fancy. Let us rather wait for further facts to serve as substrata

on which to establish a strictly logical hypothesis. Generally speaking,

the function of oleic acid in the animal body coincides with that of the

other fatty acids : but we shall return to this subject in a future part of

this volume.

Origin.—In our remarks on the fats, we shall consider the question

whether the animal body possesses the power of forming margaric and
oleic acids as well as stearic acid.

Doeglic Acid.—

C

38
H

35 3
.HO.

This acid, which was discovered by Scharling1
in the train oil of Ba-

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 43, S. 257-271.
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Icena rostrata, is obtained from the lead-salt which is taken up by ether,

precisely in accordance with Gottlieb's method of purifying oleic acid.

At +16° it is perfectly fluid, but solidifies at a few degrees above 0°:

it is yellow and reddens litmus ; on dry distillation it yields no sebacic

acid. This acid is, moreover, not combined with oxide of lipyl in the

Doegling train-oil (at least it yields no glycerine on saponification), but

probably with doeglic oxide, C24
H

250, a body similar to the ether-like

haloid bases, whose existence and composition Scharling, however, only

infers from the analysis of the unsaponified Doegling train-oil and the

absence of glycerine.

Damaluric Acid.— uHn 3
.H0.

This acid, discovered by Stadeler, was found together with damoleic

acid amongst the products of distillation of cows' urine treated with

hydrochloric acid ; it is an oily fluid with a peculiar odor, not unlike

that of valerianic acid, is somewhat heavier than water, in which it is

slightly soluble, reddens litmus powerfully, and yields a white precipi-

tate with basic acetate of lead, which under the microscope appears crys-

talline. Its silver-salt is not affected by light ; its baryta-salt is crystal-

lizable, soluble in water, renders turmeric paper brown, does not fuse

when heated, and leaves, after smouldering, carbonate of baryta in the

form of the original salt.

Damoleic Acid.—

C

26
H

23 3.

This acid, also discovered by Stadeler, occurs with damaluric acid

amongst the volatile acids of cows' urine ;* it is fluid, heavier than water,

in which it is only slightly soluble, reddens litmus, and forms a crystal-

lizable salt with baryta, which, however, fuses on the application of

heat.2

NON-NITROGENOUS RESINOUS ACIDS.

LlTHOFELLIC ACID.—C^H^C^-HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid crystallizes in small, six-sided, right prisms,

is readily pulverizable, fuses at 205°, and solidifies again in a crystalline

form, if it has not been too highly heated ; if, however, this has been
the case, it solidifies into a vitreous, negatively idio-electric mass ; in

this condition it fuses at 105° to 116° ; by solution in, or mere moist-
ening, with alcohol, it returns to its former condition, being difficult to

fuse again ; when heated in the air, it volatilizes in white vapors with
an aromatic odor ; when inflamed it burns with a bright, smoky flame

;

it is decomposed by dry distillation ; it is insoluble in water, dissolves

readily in hot alcohol, but only slightly in ether ; acetic acid dissolves

1 Naehr. d. Ges. d. Wiss. z. Gottingen, 1850, S. 233-243.
2 [The above notices of Damaluric and Damoleic acids have been introduced into the

•work by the translator, Dr. Day.

—

Am. Ed.]
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it freely ; acids precipitate it from, its soluble salts as an amorphous
coagulum.

Composition.—Ettling and Will, 1 from their analyses, calculated for

it the formula C^HggOj, ; Wohler,3 from his analyses, deduced the for-

mula QjyHggOg; and Berzelius,3 judging from the saturating capacity of

the acid, considers the formula C40
H

36O7
.HO as the most correct: hence

it must be regarded as containing

:

Carbon, 40 atoms 70-381

Hydrogen, . . . . 36 " . . . . 10 557
Oxygen 7 " .... 16-422

Water, 1 « .... 2-640

100-000

Hence the atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid (accord-

ing to the above formula) = 4150, and its saturating capacity — 2*41.

Combination s.—This acid dissolves readily both in caustic ammonia
and in carbonate of ammonia, but on evaporation of the solution it

remains free from ammonia ; the salts of baryta and lime throw down
no precipitate from this solution : moreover, it dissolves readily in

caustic potash, but is precipitated by an excess of potash as well as by
hydrochlorate of ammonia ; on the addition of the salts of lead or silver

to a saturated potash-solution of this salt with only a faintly alkaline

reaction, there is a white precipitate which, on warming, becomes plaster-

like. Ettling and Will have obtained a silver-salt which crystallized in

needles ; Wohler, however, only obtained an amorphous salt.

Preparation.—This acid, which was originally discovered by Gobel,

is extracted from certain intestinal concretions by hot alcohol ; the solu

tion is decolorized by animal charcoal, and gradually evaporated.

Tests.—This acid may be recognized with tolerable certainty by the

properties which we have already enumerated. If, however, it be found

in other places than in intestinal concretions, it should always be sub-

mitted to an elementary analysis.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—According to the researches of Merklcin and Wohler, 5

as well as those of Taylor,6
this body exists only in certain bezoars,

which are obtained from the intestines, and especially from the stomach
of many species of goats inhabiting the East ; other bezoars contain

ellagic acid.7

Origin.—Whether lithofellic acid takes its origin in the bile, or is

dependent on the use of resinous food, is as yet undecided, since its

similarity to the resins is as great as to the resinous acids of the bile.

Its analogy with ellagic acid certainly speaks in favor of its origin from
the food ; if, however, Taylor's view, that concretions containing litho-

fellic acid are frequently found in the stomach, be confirmed, it is

obvious that they cannot owe their origin to the bile.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 39, S. 237-244. 2 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 54, S. 255.
3 Jahresber. Bd. 22, S. 580. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 39, S. 237.
s Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 55, S. 129-143.
6 Lond. Edinb. and Dubl. Phil. Mag. vol. 28, pp. 192-200.
7 [Funke has only obtained it in prismatic forms, as represented in Fig. 3.]

vol. i. 8
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Cholic Acid.—€43113909.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid crystallizes in tetrahedra, and more rarely

in square octohedra (Fig. 3), is colorless, glistening, and easily pul-

F12. 3.

Cholic Acid.

verized ; the crystals effloresce on exposure to the air ; the acid is

bitter, leaving a faint sweetish after-taste ; it is soluble in 750 parts of

boiling, and in 4000 parts of cold water ; it dissolves very readily in

alcohol, especially when heated, and in 27 parts of ether. The acid, in

crystallizing from ether, forms rhombic tablets, and in this form it con-

tains 2 atoms of water, while from alcohol it crystallizes in tetrahedra

with 5 atoms of water ; the acid separated from alcohol by the addition

of water contains 2 atoms of water, which it loses at 100°, while the

tablets only lose 1 atom at that temperature. Moreover, this acid

strongly reddens litmus, fuses at 195°, and at a higher temperature

undergoes decomposition ; above 195° it loses its atom of basic water,

and is converted into choloidic acid, and at 290° it becomes converted

into dyslysin (Strecker)
;

l when inflamed it burns with a clear flame. It

dissolves in sulphuric acid ; and if to this solution we add a drop of

syrup (1 part of sugar to 4 of water), the fluid assumes a beautiful

purple-violet tint. If cholic acid be boiled for some time with hydro-

chloric acid it ceases to be crystallizable, and is converted into the resi-

nous choloidic acid ; and on further prolonging the boiling, the body, at

the same time that it loses its solubility in alcohol and alkalies, also

parts with its acid properties and then forms dyslysin. By the action

of boiling nitric acid, it is for the most part converted into capric,

caprylic, and cholesteric acids, without yielding oxalic acid or the vola-

tile acids of the first group.

Composition.—This acid, which was first obtained in a state of purity

by Demar^ay, has been recently examined with much care by Strecker. 2

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 5«, S. 375-378. 2 ibid. Bd. 66, S. 1-61.
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He found that it was constituted in accordance with the above formula.

It consequently consists of:

Carbon, 48 atoms, . . . 70-588

Hydrogen, 39 " . . . . 9-559

Oxygen, 9 "... 17 647
Water, 1 "... . 2-206

100 000

Consequently the atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid

= 4987*5, and its saturating capacity= 2-005.

Mulder, 1 from his analyses of this acid, has deduced for it the formula,

C50
H

36O6+ 5HO.
Strecker, who by his admirable memoir on the bile of the ox, has

done so much to advance our knowledge regarding this very obscure

fluid, has unfortunately increased the existing confusion regarding cholic

acid by giving it the new name of cholalic acid, while he applies the

name of cholic acid to another acid which we shall subsequently describe.

It is, however, true that Gmelin applied the term cholic acid to that acid

of the bile in whose salts he recognized a sweet taste, and regarded it

as a nitrogenous acid ; but the non-nitrogenous acid first obtained in a

state of purity by Demarc,ay, which in its mode of preparation and in

its properties is identical with that which is here described, has so long

been known as cholic acid that this name ought to be retained, and the

more so because the new name of cholalic acid is by no means more
expressive of its nature. We therefore retain the denomination which
Demargay, its discoverer, applied to it.

Combinations.—The cholates possess a bitter and at the same time a

slightly sweet taste ; they are all soluble in alcohol, but water dissolves

only the alkaline cholates and cholate of baryta, and, to a very slight

extent, cholate of lime. Cholic acid, with the aid of heat, expels the

carbonic acid from solutions of the alkaline carbonates.

Cholate of potash, KO.C
48
H

39 9 , is obtained in acicular crystals, by
the evaporation of the alcoholic solution, or by the addition of ether to

it. By spontaneous evaporation of the aqueous solution it forms a kind

of varnish ; the salt is insoluble in an excess of solution of potash, and
on the addition of caustic potash is precipitated in a gelatinous state.

Cholate of soda and cholate of ammonia are very similar to it ; the latter

of these two salts loses the greater part of its ammonia on mere evapo-

ration. Cholate of lime, when obtained by precipitation, is amorphous,

but it crystallizes on the addition of ether. Cholate of silver is only

very slightly soluble in water ; it crystallizes, however, from a boiling

solution.

Products of its metamorphosis.— Choloidic acid, as it exists in its

salts, is perfectly isomeric with cholic acid ; it is formed, as we have
already mentioned, by boiling cholic acid with stronger acids. It may,
however, be obtained by boiling together for some hours hydrochloric

acid and that portion of the alcoholic extract of bile which is precipitable

by ether ; by solution in alcohol and precipitation by ether, it may be

readily purified. It is a peculiarity of choloidic acid that in its isolated

1 Unters. iib. d. Galle, libers, v. Volkel. Frank, a. M. 1817. S. 26.
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state it contains no basic water, and may therefore be prepared id an

actually anhydrous state ; it forms a white, amorphous, resinous, pul-

verizable mass, which is insoluble in water, but dissolves freely in alcohol,

and slightly in ether. The addition of water or ether to the alcoholic

solution causes a milky appearance, and finally precipitates the acid m
a resinous form ; the alcoholic solution reddens litmus. When warmed,

choloidic acid softens ; at 150° it fuses, and at 295° it becomes converted

into dyslysin, with the loss of 3 atoms of water. With concentrated

sulphuric acid and sugar it gives the same reaction as cholic acid. ^When

distilled with nitric acid, it yields not only the same volatile acids as

oleic acid when similarly treated, but additionally choloidanic, cholesteric,

and nitrocholic acids, and cholacrole (Redtenbacher). 1

Its salts have a purely bitter taste, without any sweet after-taste ; the

acid is displaced from them by stronger acids, and even by carbonic acid,

although, on the other hand, choloidic acid expels carbonic acid when
heated with carbonates. The alkaline salts of this acid are soluble in

water and in alcohol, but not in ether ; they cannot be obtained in a crys-

talline state. Oholoidate of baryta, although isomeric with the cholate,

is not crystallizable, and is insoluble in water. With earths and metallic

oxides this acid forms salts which are soluble in alcohol but insoluble in

water.

Dyslysin C48
H

36 6
(Strecker), C50H36

O
6
(Mulder), is obtained from

cholic or choloidic acid by one of the methods which we have already

mentioned ; the mass thus formed is extracted with water and alcohol,

and dissolved in ether, from which it is again precipitated by alcohol

;

it is now of a grayish-white color, and the extent of its solubility de-

pends upon the degree of its purity ; it is, however, insoluble in acids

and alkalies. When fused with hydrate of potash, or boiled with an

alcoholic solution of potash, dyslysin is reconverted into choloidic acid.

From the choloidic acid of Demar§ay, Berzelius has separated two

acids, which he has named felite and cholinic acids ;
2 he, like Mulder,

regards choloidic acid as an admixture of these two acids ; it is to be

regretted that Strecker, in his otherwise admirable investigation, has not

made that reference to these substances which they deserve ; for other

chemists as well as Mulder may repeat the experiments and confirm the

statements of Berzelius. We shall content ourselves in the present place,

with indicating the most important points of difference between these

two acids.

Cholinic acid (C50
H38O8

Mulder) forms white and bright flocculi, in-

soluble in water, and which, on drying, become brown and pulverizable.

Its baryta and lead-salts have a tendency to cake together, and are
almost insoluble in alcohol ; the ammonia-salt of this acid separates as
a white, saponaceous mass.

Felhc acid (C50H40O10)
forms snow-white flocculi, which when dried

become pulverizable
; it is slightly soluble in water, and its solubility in

ether is even less than that of cholinic acid. Its baryta and lead-salts
are soluble in alcohol.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 145-170.
• [In the German these acids are termed Fellinsmire and Cholinsdure: we adopt thephrase cholinic acid for the latter word, as cholic acid is a pre-engaged name—g. b. d.]
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Redtenbacher distilled nitric acid over choloidic acid as long as vapors

of nitrous acid continued to be developed, and he found in the receiver

acetic, butyric, valerianic (?), caproic, oenanthylic, caprylic, pelargonic,

and capric acids (precisely the same as he obtained when oleic acid was
similarly treated), and besides these, a heavy, stupifying oil, which,

when treated with alkalies, was decomposed into nitrocholic acid and
eholacrole ; while in the retort there remained, as if proof against the

further action of nitric acid, oxalic, choloidanic, and cholesteric acids.

Cholacrole, C8
H

5
N

2 13, is a yellow oil with a pungent, overpowering,

cinnamon-like odor, dissolving readily in alcohol and ether, but difficult

of solution in water ; it is indifferent towards both acids and alkalies, and
is decomposed at 100° with the development of nitrous acid, and some-

times with slight decrepitation.

Nitrocholate of potash, KO.C
2
HN

4 9 , occurs in lemon-yellow, square

tablets, has a faintly overpowering odor, decrepitates at 100°, is decom-

posed when boiled with Avater, and is not precipitated by metallic salts.

On pouring into a large test-glass the thick, brownish-yellow mass
which remains in the retort, it separates on cooling into two layers, of

which the upper is frothy, and consists of crystals of choloidanic acid,

while the lower is of a yellowish-brown color, acid and bitter.

Choloidanic acid, C16
H

12 7,
crystallizes in satiny, hair-like prisms

;

when dry, it resembles asbestos ; it is difficult of solution even in hot

water, but dissolves freely in alcohol ; it reddens litmus, and is decom-

posed at a high temperature, but is unaffected by hydrochloric or nitric

acid. Its salts, even those of the alkalies, are insoluble or difficult of

solution, and do not crystallize.

In this yellowish-brown mother-liquid there are also contained oxalic

acid, a resinous mass, and cholesteric acid.

Cholesteric acid, C
8
H

4 4.HO, occurs as a light yellow mass, resembling

cherry-gum ; it has a well-marked acid and bitter taste, abstracts water

from the air, dissolves both in water and in alcohol, the solution being

of a yellow tint, and decomposes when heated ; its compounds with alka-

lies and alkaline earths do not crystallize, and are soluble in water, but

its compounds with metallic oxides are insoluble. The silver-salt dis-

solves in boiling water, from which it is deposited, on cooling, in crystal-

line incrustations.

Preparation.—Cholic acid, which occurs in the bile conjugated with

nitrogenous bodies, is most readily obtained by boiling the resinous

masses precipitated by ether from the alcoholic solution of the bile with

a dilute solution of potash for twenty-four to thirty-six hours, till the

potash-salt that has separated begins to crystallize. The potash-salt

must then be dissolved in water and the acid removed from it by hydro-

chloric acid. By the addition of a few drops of ether, the acid which

was previously resinous becomes crystalline, solid, and admits of tritura-

tion ; it must be pulverized, washed with water, recrystallized in alcohol,

and finally treated with a little ether in order to remove any coloring

matter that may be attached to it.

Tests.—Cholic acid even when not perfectly pure may be recognized

by its reaction with sugar and sulphuric acid. This reaction, which was

first discovered by Pettenkoffer, 1 occurs with no other substance than

i Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 90-96.
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cholic acid ; it is, however, perfectly immaterial whether the cholic acid

be already metamorphosed into choloidic acid, or whether it be combined

with its adjuncts, as a conjugated acid. Hence we can apply this admi-

rable test to discover generally either the presence of bile or of one of

its derivatives. The following is the best method of proceeding. The

alcoholic extract of the fluid to be tested for biliary matter must be dis-

solved in a little water, with which we must then mix a drop of a solution

of sugar (in the proportion of 1 part of sugar to 4 of water) ;
and pure

English sulphuric acid, free from sulphurous acid, must be added by

drops to the mixture ; the fluid now becomes turbid from the separation

of the cholic acid, but on the gradual addition of sulphuric acid the tur-

bidity disappears, and the fluid again becomes perfectly clear ; for the

first few moments its color is yellowish, it very soon however becomes of

a pale cherry color, then of a deep carmine, of a purple, and finally, of

an intense violet tint. As, indeed, in all experiments, some practice

and attention to certain rules are requisite, without which we may easily

fail to apply this test successfully to the detection of bile. For instance,

we must avoid the addition of too much sugar, as this is a substance

which is easily rendered brown or black by sulphuric acid ; and we must

be especially careful, as Pettenkoffer himself showed, while adding the

concentrated sulphuric acid, not to allow the temperature much to exceed
50°

; but the reaction equally fails when we carry our caution too far,

and attempt to avoid any elevation of temperature when the sulphuric

acid is added ; indeed, my own experience leads me to believe that an

elevation of temperature nearly to 50° is requisite for the success of the

experiment. Should the fluid at first assume only a cherry-red or a deep

carmine tint, it must be allowed to stand for some time, after which the

intense violet color becomes developed. It is, moreover, immaterial

which kind of sugar is used for this test : acetic acid may also be em-
ployed in place of sugar.

Van den Broek1 maintains that the reaction also takes place with

mere biliary matter independently of the sugar, but I have never found
this to be the case ; without sugar the fluid has at most attained a red or

reddish-brown tint, but never the characteristic, deep violet color. But
although Van den Broek is wrong on this point, there are other reasons

why his view is correct, that this reaction is inapplicable as a test for

sugar ; in the first place, because we have the same reaction when other

bodies, as for instance, acetic acid, are substituted for sugar, and, secondly,

because we have many better and more certain means of discovering this

substance. F. Kunde3 ascertained while working in my laboratory, that

oleic acid, and likewise certain ethereal oils possess the property of pro-
ducing the same color with concentrated sulphuric acid and a little sugar
as cholic acid and its conjugated compounds ; and Schultze3 has inde-
pendently arrived at the same result. I am not, however, inclined to

believe from my own observations that there is much probability of any
mistake arising from this circumstance, since olein and oleic acid when
mixed with sulphuric acid and sugar only slowly gave rise to this colora-

tion, the process being dependent on an absorption of oxygen, and,

' Hollandische Beitrage. Utrecht u. Dusseld. 1846. S. 100-102.
2 Dissert, inaug. Berol. 1850. 3 Ann. d. Chem. u. Pharm. Bd. 71, S. 2GG-277.
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therefore only taking place in thin layers, as for instance, on a watch-

glass.

If it should be necessary to separate the cholic acid from the conju-

gated biliary acids, or from choloidic acid, as is sometimes required in

the examination of the blood, urine, and excrements, the best method
is to acidulate the alcoholic extract with a little sulphuric acid, and to

extract with ether, in which the conjugated biliary acids and choloidic

acid are all but insoluble. As the cholate of baryta is soluble and
crystallizable, which is not the case with the choloidate, we may thus as

well as by the crystallizability of free cholic acid, readily distinguish

between cholic and choloidic acids ; the biliary acids are not only per-

fectly insoluble in ether, but one of them, when boiled with potash,

yields ammonia, and the other, when similarly treated with hydrochloric

acid, yields taurine, which, as we shall presently show, may be easily

recognized under the microscope by the form of its crystals.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—In the bile we neither find cholic nor choloidic acid iso-

lated from its respective adjunct ; hence either within the animal body,

in the gall-bladder, or after removal from the organism, it seems to have

already passed into a state of decomposition, or else one of these acids

must have been produced by the chemical treatment to which the bile

has been subjected.

In examining the blood and the urine of patients suffering from
diseases in which the liver is not directly implicated, we not unfrequently

meet with substances yielding the above-described reaction for bile ; I

have, however, never satisfied myself in such cases, by any method, that

either the one or the other of the biliary acids could be recognized with

certainty. We shall treat more fully of the occurrence of these biliary

matters in the blood and urine in our observations on the conjugated

biliary acids. (See also "Blood" and "Urine.")
In healthy solid excrements Pettenkofer 1 found no substance yielding

this biliary reaction; the dejections in cases of diarrhoea, on the other

hand, always contained a substance yielding this reaction. I have, how-
ever, always been able to detect a little cholic acid in perfectly normal
excrements.

The alcoholic extract of previously dried solid excrement presented no
reaction with sulphuric acid and sugar ; but on further treating this

extract with ether, and on purifying the residue of the ethereal solution,

by means of water, from the fatty acids which are always mixed with it,

I found that the somewhat concentrated aqueous solution (of this ethe-

real extract) presented the biliary reaction most beautifully. On using

a larger quantity of material, the acid was obtained in a crystalline state
;

as it yielded no ammonia when treated with potash, and as its baryta-

salt was soluble, it could hardly have been any other than cholic acid.

In the intestinal canal we can detect the presence of bile in the con-

tents of the whole of the small intestine, by the addition of sulphuric

acid to the alcoholic extract, in the manner above described.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 90-96.
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If I rightly recollect, Pettenkofer informed me, in a private communica-
tion, that he* had already made this observation. I have repeatedly con-

vinced myself of its accuracy in animals ; in the case of an intestinal fis-

tula where it could not be determined with certainty whether the perfora-

tion was in the small or large intestine, and where no conclusion could be

drawn from the absence of villi, the diagnosis was established by the

bile-test. It was subsequently proved that the fistula occurred in the

small intestine.

That substances containing or yielding cholic acid sometimes occur in

exudations, requires no proof, as the blood is frequently overloaded with

such matters.

I will here only mention that in the dropsical exudations occurring in a

case of granular liver, and in another case of insufficiency of the mitral

valves with stoppage of the biliary ducts, I found a considerable quantity

of biliary matter. This subject is more fully noticed in the chapter on
"Exudations."

The presence of biliary matters in morbid saliva and expectoration, is

asserted by Wright, 1 but has not been proved.

Origin.—As we must return in a future page, to the different opinions

which are maintained regarding the origin of the essential constituents

of the bile, we shall here only notice such points as chemically elucidate

the formation of cholic acid. That cholic and choloidic acids proceed
from conjugated biliary acids, has been already mentioned ; but accord-

ing to the theoretical views which are at present maintained, cholic acid

exists preformed in these biliary acids, just as in every conjugated acid

we regard the true acidifying group of atoms as already formed. With-
out alluding here to the question whether the bile is primarily formed in the

blood or in the cells of the liver, we will merely inquire what substances
in theanimal body yield that group of atoms which we call cholic acid?
Even if many physiological and pathological facts did not support the
view that the fats yield the principal material for the formation of the
bile, the experiments of which we have made mention regarding the pro-
ducts of oxidation of cholic and choloidic acids would lead us to the
belief that these bodies are closely allied to the fats, and especially to

oleic acid ; for we have seen that Redtenbacher has obtained from cho-
loidic acid when treated with nitric acid precisely the same volatile acids
(of the first group) as were yielded by oleic acid under similar treatment,
independently of other specific substances. These latter may appropri-
ately be regarded as arising from a group of atoms still hidden in the
cholic acid, which group must be assumed to be an adjunct in the cholic
acid. For if it be not improbable that such simple acids as acetic acid,
butyric acid, &c, are to be regarded as conjugated acids, we are almost
compelled to regard an acid like cholic acid with so high an atomic weight,
and so considerable an amount of oxygen (that is to say, with so small a
saturating capacity) as a conjugated acid.

From the circumstance of cholic acid yielding these products of decom-
position, we may conjecture that it is a conjugated oleic acid ; and assum-
ing this to be the case, there remains as the adjunct the group of atoms
(C48

H390
9
—

C

36
H330

3=) C
12
H

6 6 whose percentage composition is the
1 The Lancet, 1842-3. Vol. 1, p. 559.
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same as that of the cholesteric acid found by Redtenbacher in the pro-

ducts of decomposition of choloidic acid, and which is therefore poly-

meric with it (for C
12
H

6 6
: C8
H

4 4
=3 : 2). That such polymeric groups of

atoms frequently occur in the animal body as conjugated compounds, is

obvious from Strecker's 1 discovery, that hippuric acid is, like the amides

(see p. 44), decomposed into nitrogen, water, and an acid whose compo-

sition was found to be C18
H

8 8 , but which probably exists as a hydrate,

C
18
H

9 9 , and in that case is polymeric with cholesteric acid. That cholic

acid is oleic acid conjugated with the atomic group C 12
H

6 6
is merely a

hypothetical view which, founded on certain chemical facts, may seem to

indicate a direction for future experimental investigations, but cannot

warrant us in advancing further in this domain of the imagination. We
postpone for the present entering into the consideration of other hypo-

theses tending to elucidate the origin of the group of atoms conjugated

with oleic acid.

We must necessarily defer our remarks on the possible use of cholic

acid in the animal body, till we treat of the uses of the conjugated cholic

acids and of the bile generally.

NITROGENOUS BASIC BODIES.

Substances of this nature occur principally in the vegetable kingdom

;

those requiring a notice in animal chemistry are almost all only artificial

products of known animal matters : in as far, however, as they, like many
of the acids which have been already described, throw much light on the

constitution of the bodies from which they are derived, they must not be

passed over in a work of this nature. As there exists no true alkaloid

without nitrogen, the basicity of this class of bodies may be regarded as

essentially depending on the amount of nitrogen which they contain ; and

in further confirmation of this view, we may bring forward the fact that

the saturating power of these bodies is perfectly independent of the

amount of oxygen which they contain. Indeed it rather depends in

most cases on the amount of nitrogen ; that is to say, 1 equivalent of the

nitrogen of the base requires 1 equivalent of acid in order to form a

neutral salt. Berzelius has, therefore, advanced the opinion that the

nitrogenous bases are merely ammonia-compounds, with either a non-

nitrogenous or a nitrogenous body as an adjunct. The principal argu-

ment in favor of this view is, that these bases, like pure free ammonia,

cannot unite with oxygen acids, without simultaneously assimilating an

atom of water, but that, on the other hand, they combine with hydro-

chloric and other hydrogen acids, without a separation of water ; finally,

they resemble ammonia in this respect, that the combination of their

hydrochlorates with bichloride of platinum, are, like ammonio-chloride of

platinum, difficult of solution. Moreover, that the nitrogen is not the

direct cause of the basicity seems probable, from the circumstance that

the saturating power of the substance, even when it contains several

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. C8, S. 52 ff.
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equivalents of nitrogen, for the most part corresponds with only one

equivalent ; so that only this one equivalent is to be regarded as pertain-

ing to the ammonia, and the remainder of the nitrogen to the adjunct.

These organic bases are divisible into two tolerably well-marked

groups, according as they contain or are devoid of oxygen :
as the

former are, without exception, volatile, and the latter not so, we might

also class them as volatile and non-volatile bases.

NON-OXYGENOUS ALKALOIDS.

The bodies of this group are very similar in their empirical composi-

tion to the nitriles which we have already described : in their rational

composition there can, however, be no similarity, as they are essentially

different in their chemical properties. The nitriles never show any basic

properties, while the alkaloids cannot be decomposed into oxygen acids

and ammonia either by acids or by alkalies, nor with potassium do they

form cyanide of potassium. If, therefore, Berzelius's view, that the

alkaloids are conjugated ammonia, find a confirmation in any substances,

it must be in the non-oxygenous alkaloids, which in all their combining

relations present so many analogies with ammonia that we might regard

it as the representative of this group. Even the mode of preparing

certain alkaloids, as, for instance, thiosinnamine, affords evidence in

favor of this view of the subject.

It is well known that, on treating cyanic acid with potash, there is a

development of ammonia (C2
NO.HO+2HO+2KO=2KO.C02

+H
3
N)

;

on heating cyanate of oxide of methyl or cyanate of oxide of ethyl with

potash, a strongly basic alkaloid, similar to ammonia, is produced ; here

we feel almost compelled to assume that ammonia is formed from the

cyanic acid just as from the free acid, and that this ammonia is conju-

gated with the carbo-hydrogen of the methyl or the ethyl (C2
H

2
or C4

H),
4

and thus produces the alkaloid.

Urea presents perfectly similar reactions ; when treated with alkalies

it developes ammonia ; and Wurtz1 has shown that these alkaloids may
be prepared in such a manner that acetate of urea, when heated with

potash, shall yield the same alkaloid as is obtained by the action of

potash on cyanate of oxide of methyl, namely C2
H

5
N, while metaceto-

nate of urea, similarly treated, gives the same alkaloid as is obtained by
the action of potash or cyanate of oxide of ethyl, namely C4

H
7
N.

Although these substances may either be regarded as pertaining to the

class of ethers in which the oxygen is replaced by amide, C4
H

5
.OcoC4

H
5
.H

2
N, or as ammonia in which the third atom of hydrogen is replaced

by methyl or ethyl, the most simple and probable explanation seems to

be, that they should be regarded as conjugated ammonia-compounds
=C

2
H

2
.H

3
N, and C

4
H

4
.H

3
N.

As was already mentioned, we shall here only notice those alkaloids

which may be obtained from the decomposition of certain animal matters.

Many of these volatile alkaloids are liquid, like the nitriles, but most
of them are crystallizable. They have generally a nauseous odor and an
acrid burning taste, are slightly soluble or altogether insoluble in water,

1 Compt. rend. T. 38, pp. 223-227.
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dissolve readily in alcohol, are most soluble in ether and in fatty and
volatile oils, and react on vegetable colors. Their salts are, for the

most part, crystallizable and readily soluble ; but their combinations

with bichloride of platinum are nearly or entirely insoluble.

Aniline.—

C

12
H

7
N.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This alkaloid forms a colorless, strongly refracting, oily

fluid, with an aromatic odor ; its specific gravity = 1*020, it remains fluid

at —20°, evaporates very rapidly at an ordinary temperature, begins to

boil at 182°, dissolves slightly in water, and in every preparation in

alcohol and ether, coagulates albumen, dissolves phosphorus and sulphur,

and colors Dahlia (Georgina) paper green ; when exposed to the air it

becomes yellow, and is converted into a resinous mass ; a solution of

hypochlorite of lime, on the addition of a few drops, assumes a violet

color ; with nitric acid, on the other hand, aniline yields an indigo color,

and, by prolonged action, is converted into picric acid ; with dilute

chromic acid it yields a black or greenish-blue precipitate.

Composition.—According to the above formula aniline contains

:

Carbon, 12 atoms, . . 77-419
Hydrogen, 7 " . . 7-527

Nitrogen 1 " . 15054

100000

Its atomic weight= 1162*5. According to Berzelius, aniline consists

of ammonia conjugated with a carbo-hydrogen = C
12
Hr

Combinations.—Aniline forms very characteristic, and, for the most
part, crystallizable salts, both with the oxygen and the hydrogen acids

;

in the former, but not in the latter case, the salts assimilating an atom
of water.

The analogy between aniline and ammonia is further shown by the

circumstance that it, like the latter, under certain conditions, may lose

a portion of its hydrogen, and be converted with an acid deprived of a

portion of its oxygen (and therefore with the formation of water) into

combinations analogous to the amides, to which the term anilides has

been applied (Gerhardt.) 1

As the elements of cyanate of ammonia, immediately after they are

brought together, group themselves in a different manner and form urea,

so cyanic acid and aniline do not form a simple salt, but a body, from
which neither aniline nor cyanic acid can be again obtained, namely,
aniline-urea, CuH8

N
2 2

(Hofmann.)2

Aniline may so assimilate cyanogen that the latter may be regarded
as an adjunct, the newly-formed body, cyaniline, entirely retaining its

basic properties (Hofmann.)3

Aniline probably affords stronger evidence than any other body yet
examined in reference to this point, in favor of the substitution theory,

1 .Tourn. de Pharm. et de Chim. 1845, Juill. pp. 53-56.
2 Quart. Journ. of the Chem. Soc. of Lond. 1848. Vol. i. pp. 159-174.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 247 ff.
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since not merely one, but several of its equivalents of hydrogen, may be

replaced by chlorine, bromine, iodine, or hyponitric acid, without the

group of atoms entirely losing its basic properties. (Hofmann, 1 and

Hofmann and Muspratt.)2 Finally, a base has been discovered m which

aniline is combined with the adjunct cyanilide, C 12
(H

6
Cy) N ; to this the

name of melaniline has been applied (Hofmann) 3
.

Preparation.—This body very frequently occurs as a product of the

decomposition of nitrogenous matters ; thus, for instance, it is found

among the products of the dry distillation of animal substances, as bone-

oil (Anderson). 4 As it had previously been obtained in various ways, it

received several different names, as cyanol, benzidame, and crystalline,

before its identity was fully established. It is most easily obtained in a

state of purity by heating anthranilic acid (CuH6
N0

3 + HO = 2C02 +
C12
H

7
N), or phenate of ammonia (H,NO.C

12
H

5
= 2HO + C^N), or

from nitrobenzide and sulphuretted hydrogen (C12
H

5
N04 + 6HS = 6S

+ 4HO+C 12
H

7
N).

Tests.—We have already pointed out the manner in which aniline

reacts with hypochlorite of lim >, and nitric and chromic acids ; by these

tests we can easily recognize it even when it is not exhibited in a per-

fectly pure state.

Physiological Relations.

It is remarkable that this substance, which affects the organism so un-

pleasantly from its smell and taste, should, according to Wohler and

French's experiments, 5 be free from all poisonous action.

Picoline.—

C

12
H

7
N.

Properties.—This body, which was formerly called 'pyrrol, is also a

thin fluid, having a penetrating, rank, aromatic odor, and a burning,

bitter taste ; it remains fluid at—20°, evaporates at an ordinary tempe-

rature, boils at 133°, and its specific gravity= 0-955 ; it turns red litmus

blue, does not change on exposure to the atmosphere, and does not

coagulate albumen. It is not colored by chloride of lime, and experiences

no alteration from chromic acid.

Its Composition resembles that of aniline.

Combinations.—With acids it forms bitter-tasting salts, soluble in

water and alcohol, and partially deliquescent, although not so easily crys-

tallized as those of the aniline, and less readily changed by the action

of the air.

Preparation.—This body was first discovered in coal-tar, and subse-

quently in the products of the distillation of bones from which the fat

has been removed (Anderson).6
It is obtained by fractional distilla-

tion.

This body is isomeric, or rather identical with the aniline or benzidine
= C12

H
7
N (see p. 81) obtained from nitrobenzide by ammonia and sul-

• Ann. d. Ch u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 40-57. 2 Ibid. Bd. 57, S. 201-224.
3 Ibid. Bd. 67, S. 61-78, and Bd. 68, S. 129-174.
« Phil. Mag. 3 Ser. vol. 33, p. 185. s Ann. d. €h. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 340.
6 Phil. Mag. 3 Ser. vol. 33, pp. 174-186.
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phuretted hydrogen ; this benzidine must not be confounded with the

benzidine= C12
H

6
N (see p. 82), which was obtained by Zinin, 1 from

azobenzide, ammonia, and sulphuretted hydrogen.

Petinine.—

C

8
H

10
N.

Properties.—This alkaloid is a colorless, highly refracting fluid,

having a sharp pungent odor and taste ; it boils at 79°, is easily soluble

in water, alcohol, and ether, gives a blue tint to red litmus, is the

strongest base of all these alkaloids, and is not colored but decomposed

by chloride of lime.

Composition.—According to the above formula it consists of

:

Carbon, 8 atoms, . . . 66-666

Hydrogen, 10 " . . . . 13-890

Nitrogen, 1 "... 19-444

10000

Its atomic weight is = 900*0. According to Berzelius, the theoretical

formula of this body would be= H
3
N.C

8
Hr

Combinations.—The compounds of petinine with acids are readily

crystallizable, unaffected by the atmosphere, and soluble in water and
+

alcohol. Chloride of platinum and petinine, P.HCl.PtCl 2 , forms golden-

yellow crystals resembling iodide of lead, pretty soluble in cold water.

Preparation.—This base is the most volatile of those yielded by the

dry distillation of gelatinous tissues. It is obtained from the mixture of

basic bodies and ammonia by fractional distillation.

ALKALOIDS CONTAINING OXYGEN.

Few substances of this group belong to zoo-chemistry ; but they are

more important in reference to physiological chemistry than the non-

oxygenous alkaloids which we have just considered, as they have either

been found preformed in the animal body, or are able to throw considera-

ble light on the constitution of the substances yielding them, and on

organic chemistry generally. We shall therefore only consider in any

detail the following substances, viz.:—creatine, creatinine, tyrosine,

leucine, sarcosine, glycine (glycocoll), urea, guanine, xanthine, taurine,

and cystine ; and here it will be necessary to obtain some acquaintance

with the general chemical relations of all these bodies before we enter

upon the consideration of each individually.

The oxygenous alkaloids do not yield in respect to their basicity to

those containing no oxygen ; for many of these bodies not only sepa-

rate the oxides of the heavy metals from their salts but also liberate

ammonia. Their basicity, however, exhibits such gradual differences

that no accurate line of demarcation can be drawn between decidedly

basic and indifferent nitrogenous bodies. Thus leucine and creatine are

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S. 93.
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perfectly indifferent bodies, while sarcosine, which is homologous to

leucine, and creatinine, which is so similar to creatine, are strongly basic

;

but as these indifferent bodies present a close theoretical relation to the

basic bodies, or actually possess weak basic properties, we do not think

that it is expedient to separate them.

There is no direct ratio between the saturating capacity of these bodies

and the quantity of oxygen or even of nitrogen that they contain, for in

creatinine, for instance, only the third part of the nitrogen contained in

the body corresponds to the saturating capacity, while in xanthine it is

the fourth, and in guanine only the fifth part. In these bodies the

nitrogen may be similarly incorporated with other elements as an adjunct

of the base ; thus we have seen that nitrogen may be artificially added

to aniline under the form of cyanogen or hyponitric acid, and that

harmaline (from Peganum harmala) takes up hydrocyanic acid without

changing its saturating capacity.

The greater number of the alkaloids containing oxygen are crystalli-

zable ; none are fluid at an ordinary temperature ; the majority have a

more or less bitter taste : not being volatile, they have no odor ; all are

soluble in alcohol, a few in water, and none that we have here considered,

in ether ; although most alkaloids act on vegetable colors, none of those

under consideration, excepting creatinine and sarcosine, exhibit this

property.

Their salts are almost universally crystallizable and soluble in water

as well as in alcohol ; with bichloride of platinum their hydrochlorates

form compounds which are either insoluble or difficult of solution ; their

oxygen salts cannot exist without 1 equivalent of water. The most strongly

basic alkaloids are precipitated by tannic acid from dilute aqueous solu-

tions.

Although many of the substances which we shall have to consider in

this group do not possess any basic properties, and therefore do not,

-strictly speaking, belong to it, we have arranged them together, partly

on account of the analogy exhibited in their empirical composition, and
partly, because in a physiological point of view, they exhibit tolerably

equal values, that is to say, they are derivatives of nitrogenous tissues.

The bodies which we shall now consider, are

:

Creatine, C8 H9 N3 4
.

Creatinine, C
8
H, N

3 2
.

Tyrosine, C16H 9 N 5
.

Leucine, C
12
HnN 4.

Sarcosine, C6 H 7
N 4

.

Glycine (Glycocoll), C 4
H

5
N

4
.

Urea, C
2
H

4
N

2 2
.

Xanthine, C
5
H

2
N

2 2 .

Guanine, C
10
H

5
N

5 2
.

Allantoine, C8 H 5
N4 5

.

Cystine, C
6
H s NS.,0

4 .

Taurine, C4 H7
NS

2 6
.

Creatine.—

C

8
H

9
N

3 4
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body forms transparent, very brilliant crystals,
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2 atoms of waterbelonging to the clinorhonibic system and containing 2 axoms 01 water

of crystallization ; it is of a bitter, strongly pungent taste, and irritates

Fig. 4.

Creatine crystallized from hot water.

the pharynx ; it loses its 2 atoms of water at 100°, and at a higher

temperature becomes decomposed ; it dissolves in 74-4 parts of cold

water, and in boiling water in such quantity that, on cooling, the solu-

tion becomes consolidated into a mass of delicate glistening needles ; it

does not dissolve in less than 9410 parts of alcohol, and not at all in

ether ; it does not act on vegetable colors, and forms no definite salts

with acids. It dissolves in baryta-water without undergoing any change,

but when boiled with it, it becomes decomposed into ammonia and

carbonic acid or into urea and sarcosine. It also dissolves unchanged

in dilute acids ; but when heated with strong acids, it becomes converted

into creatinine, giving off 2 atoms of water.

Composition.—This body has recently been most carefully examined

by Liebig
;

l from whose analyses the above formula is derived, and from

which we find creatine to consist of:

Carbon, 8 atoms, .... 36-64

Hydrogen, 9 " .... 6-87

Nitrogen, 3 " .... 3206
Oxygen, 4 " .... 24-43

100000

The 2 equivalents of water correspond to 12*08g of crystallized crea-

tine. The atomic weight of the anhydrous substance is = 1637-5.

Notwithstanding the various modes of decomposing creatine, no probable

hypothesis can be adduced regarding its theoretical constitution. As it

is almost wholly deficient in basic properties, it can hardly be regarded,

according to Berzelius's view, as a conjugated ammonia ; for it would in

that case stand as H
3
N.C

8
H

6
N

2 4 , by which the deficient basic character

is made more conspicuous ; while Liebig's view of regarding crystallized

creatine as a combination of ammonia and 2 equivalents of glycine

(glycocoll), (C
8
HuN3 6

= H
3
N+C

8
H

8
N

2 6),
is opposed both by the con-

' Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 257-290.
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stitution of anhydrous creatine and by the deficiency in basicity. The

decomposition of creatine by baryta-water into urea and sarcosine might

indeed indicate that these bodies are its proximate constituents (for

C
2
H

4
N

2 2
+C6

H
7
NO,= Cs

HuN3 6),
but this is not probable; for al-

though we know that water is expelled on the union of two organic

substances, we can no more assume that urea and sarcosineare present

in the dry substance, than we could maintain that oxalic acid and am-

monia are contained in oxamide, or valerianic acid and ammonia in

valeronitrile.

Preparation.—Creatine is obtained, according to Liebig, from finely

chopped flesh, that has been well kneaded with water and the fluid re-

moved by pressure. The coagulable matters are then removed by boiling,

from the fluid which is thus obtained, and the prosphates by caustic ba-

ryta ; during the evaporation of the fluid filtered from these precipitates

the surface will be continually covered with a membranous coating, which

must from time to time be removed ; after the fluid has been evaporated

to g^th of its volume it must be left to stand for some time, when the

creatine will separate in needles. The crystals, when separated from the

mother-liquid by filtering paper, must be washed with water and spirit

of wine, and then again suffered to crystallize from hot water.

The following method is likewise given by Liebig for obtaining crea-

tine from urine. The urine, after being treated with lime-water and

chloride of calcium, and being filtered, is evaporated, and the greater part

of the salts removed by crystallization ; the mother-liquid poured off from

the crystals is then decomposed with J^th of its weight of a syrupy solution

of chloride of zinc ; after some days roundish granules of a compound of

chloride of zinc and creatinine, with which some creatine is mixed, be-

come separated ; these granules, after being dissolved in boiling water,

are treated with hydrated oxide of lead until there is an alkaline reac-

tion. The fluid, after the removal of the oxide of zinc and chloride of

lead by filtration, is freed from the lead and coloring matter by means
of animal charcoal, and evaporated to dryness. The residue, consisting

of creatine and creatinine, is treated with boiling alcohol, in which the

latter dissolves readily, while the former is almost insoluble in it ; by
this means the two bodies can therefore be easily separated.

Tests.—In order to examine whether creatine be present in a fluid,

(for which purpose a large amount of material is required), one of the

above methods should be adopted, and the properties of any creatine-
like substance compared with those of pure creatine. As, however, the
determination of the atomic weight is not so readily made as in the acids,

an elementary analysis is indispensable for the attainment of perfect
certainty.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Chevreul long since drew attention to this substance as
a constituent of the decoction of flesh, but its presence was not again
detected by any of the analysts who sought for it, until Schlossberger 1

found it in the muscular tissue of an alligator, and Heintz2 proved its

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 49, S. 341. 2 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 70, S. 476-480.
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existence in beef, and was at the same time the first observer who accu-

rately determined the composition of this body. Liebig may, however,

be regarded as the first who made us thoroughly acquainted with it by
his conclusive investigations regarding its chemical relations and the

various situations in which it occurs. Liebig has examined so many dif-

ferent kinds of flesh for creatine, and so universally discovered it, that

scarcely a doubt can now be entertained that creatine forms a constitu-

ent of the muscles of all the higher classes of animals. The quantity

of creatine found in muscle is, however, exceedingly small. Liebig

obtained only 36 grammes (consequently only 0-072-g) of creatine from

100 pounds of lean horse-flesh ; 30 grammes (or 0-07-g) from 56 pounds

of beef; but 72 grammes (=0-32°) from 47 pounds of the flesh of lean

fowls ; consequently for every 100 parts of flesh there were only 0*07 or

at most 0-32 parts of creatine, or 1 part of creatine to 1400 parts of

flesh. Liebig has further convinced himself that lean flesh contains

more creatine than fat flesh ; and this may probably be the cause of pro-

portionally a large quantity of creatine being found in the tissue of the

heart of the ox.

I1 have likewise found creatine in the smooth muscles—in those

namely of the stomach of the pig ; and Siegmund2 has subsequently de-

tected it in the muscular substance of a pregnant uterus.

Verdeil and Marcet3 have found both creatine and creatinine in the

blood.

Liebig obtained the largest quantity of creatine from the flesh of

fowls and martens ; the quantity diminished progressively in the flesh of

horses, foxes, roes, stags, hares, oxen, sheep, pigs, calves, and fishes.

Liebig could frequently obtain only traces of creatine from fat flesh.

Gregory4 has examined several kinds of flesh, according to Liebig's

method, in reference to their amount of creatine. He found in 100
parts of bullock's heart from 0-1375 to 04418 parts of creatine, in the

flesh of the cod-fish (Gfadus morrhua) from 0-0935 to 0*17 parts, in the

flesh of pigeons 0-0825 parts, and in the flesh of the skate {Raja batis)

0-0607 parts. Gregory especially recommends the flesh of the cod-

fish, partly because it contains a proportionally large quantity of crea-

tine, and partly because it most readily yields a pure, finely crystallized

creatine. Sea-fish appear to contain much more creatine than fresh-

water fish.

Schlossberger5 has shown by direct experiment that human flesh pre-

sents no exception to the rule ; 6 pounds of human flesh yielding about
2 grammes of creatine (therefore = 0-067 J}).

No creatine could be found in the substance of the brain, liver, or

kidneys.

Creatine, together with creatinine, was first separated from the urine
in the chloride of zinc compound by Heintz6 and Pettenkofer7 although

they did not recognize its nature ; Heintz8 subsequently obtained pure

1 Walther, Diss, inaug. med. Lips. 1851, p. 8.

2 Verd. d. Phys.-med. Ges. zu Wurtzburg, Bd. 3, S. 50.
3 Jour, de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 20, p. 91-93.
* Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 64, S. 100-108. 5 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 7, S. 209-21 1

.

6 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 62, S. 602-606. 7 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 97-100.
8 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 62, S. 602.

TOL. I. 9
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creatine from the zinc compound, and employed this substance for his

analysis. Liebig, however, showed that the chloride of zinc compound,

as yielded by urine, contained for the most part creatinine in chemical

combination, the creatine being only mixed with it.

Origin. When we remember that creatine occurs in the decoction of

flesh, and is a highly nitrogenous body, we might be led to regard it as

an important nutritive agent, and as taking an active part in progressive

metamorphosis. The analogy which, in its chemical relation, and in its

constitution, it presents to caffeine, might moreover tend to mislead those

who class that substance among nutrient bodies, from its occurrence in

certain kinds of food and in certain stimulants. But this analogy is

here of very little moment, for we cannot place caffeine among the nutri-

tive agents without giving a very great latitude to the term. A sub-

stance, of which a quantity from 2 to 10 grains will produce the most

violent excitement of the vascular and nervous systems—palpitation of

the heart, extraordinary frequency, irregularity, and often intermission

of the pulse, oppression of the chest, pains in the head, confusion of the

senses, singing in the ears, scintillations before the eyes, sleeplessness,

erections, and delirium,—can scarcely be reckoned among articles of

nutrition even by the homoeopathist, and certainly not by physiologists,

when they learn how quickly caffeine becomes decomposed in the organ-

ism, and gives rise to an increased secretion of urea.

The above-named results were yielded by experiments instituted on

myself and several of my pupils with pure caffeine. Five persons (one

of whom was Professor Buchheim, now at Dorpat), after taking from 5

to 10 grains of this substance, Avere unfit for any business during the

next day, while, in an experiment which I formerly made on myself, 10

grains scarcely produced any perceptible action. In all the cases there

was found to be augmentation of the total amount of urea excreted

in twenty-four hours.

If, however, the analogy between creatine and caffeine does not demon-
strate the nutrient qualities of the former, it must be asked, whether its

occurrence in a substance so nourishing as the decoction of flesh, and its

large amount of nitrogen, afford more conclusive evidence in this respect ?

With reference to the latter it may be assumed, that nature would not suffer

substances even more highly nitrogenized than creatine, as the creatinine

discovered by Liebig in the urine and the urea, to escape through the

kidneys, if they could be employed to further advantage in the organism

;

since we find so careful a providence over recognized nutrient matters,

as for instance albumen, &c, that even in disease they are only rarely

found to escape with the excreta. The occurrence of creatine in the

decoction of flesh affords even less evidence of its nutrient powers ; for

when we consider the small quantity in which it occurs in flesh, and the

truly homoeopathic nature of the dose which we take with the meat and
broth we eat, we must regard its simultaneous appearance in the urine
as a proof that its properties are not very highly esteemed in the organ-
ism ;

since, if they were so, this substance would probably not be dis-

charged from the kidneys, but be retained in the same manner as albumen
and gelatin. We think, however, that Liebig's complete chemical inves-

tigations of creatine, which were conducted in a manner worthy of so
great a chemist, constrain us, even if unsupported by physiological proof,
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to regard creatine as a product of excretion. From its chemical quali-

ties, we regard creatine as a member of the series indicating the regres-

sive metamorphosis from the point of the highest atomic weights to bodies

of the simplest composition. The readiness with which creatine becomes
decomposed into creatinine, urea, and sarcosine, which is isomeric with,

lactimide, all of which are undoubtedly products of excretion, proves

beyond a doubt that creatine approximates more nearly to these sub-

stances than to albumen and fibrin, and indicates the great probability

of creatine being decomposed even in the living body into these and
other similar substances. Although such bodies as lactic acid, &c, may
be employed for special purposes in the animal organism, they cannot,

strictly speaking, be regarded as nutrient substances—that is to say, as

materials for the renovation of nitrogenous tissues ; and it is only in this

light, and not in that of a supporter of heat, that we must consider crea-

tine. Creatine is, however, a substance of the highest importance in

relation to physiological chemistry ; as it affords us a glimpse at the

ever-recurring chemical changes which are associated with the functions

of organs, and of which we have at present so little general knowledge.

Creatinine.—

C

8
H

7
N

3 2
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This alkaloid forms colorless, very glistening crystals,

belonging to the monoclinometric system; has almost as burning a taste

Fig. 5.

Creatinine crystallized from hot water.

as caustic ammonia, dissolves in 11-5 parts of water at an ordinary tem-
perature, but more readily in hot water ; while it requires about 100
parts of cold spirit to dissolve 1 part of creatinine, it is so freely soluble

in hot spirit, that, on cooling, it again separates in crystalline masses

;

it is also slightly soluble in ether ; it shows a strong alkaline action on
vegetable colors, and it even separates ammonia from its salts. A
moderately concentrated solution of nitrate of silver added to a solution

of creatinine, causes a coagulation into a network of acicular crystals,
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which dissolve on being boiled with water, and again appear when it

cools. A solution of corrosive sublimate yields a curdy precipitate,

which soon becomes crystalline ; chloride of zinc likewise forms a crys-

talline granular precipitate. Bichloride of platinum, however, yields no

precipitate when the solution is somewhat dilute.

Composition.—We are indebted solely to Liebig1 for our knowledge

of the composition of this substance. From the analyses of its salts he

deduced the above formula, according to which it consists of:

Carbon, 8 atoms, . . .
42-48

Hydrogen, 7 " ... 6-19

Nitrogen, 3 " ... 37-17

Oxygen, 2 " ... 14-16

10000

Its atomic weight= 1412*5. As this body possesses such strong basic

properties, we may accept the hypothesis of Berzelius regarding its

theoretical composition as the most probable one, namely, that it is

ammonia conjugated with a highly nitrogenous body, containing exactly

1 atom less of hydrogen than caffeine = H
3
N.C

8
H4

]Sr
2 2

. Moreover, a

comparison of the formulge shows that creatinine contains exactly 2

atoms of water less than anhydrous creatine.

Combinations.—The combinations of creatinine with acids are, as far

as is yet known, soluble in water and readily crystallizable.

Hydrochlorate of creatinine, K.HC1, crystallizes from hot alcohol in

short transparent prisms ; from water, in broad leaves ; with bichloride

of platinum it yields an easily soluble compound which crystallizes in

+
crimson prisms = K.HCl+PtCl

2
.

+
Sulphate of creatinine, K.HO.S0

3 , forms concentrically grouped,

transparent, square tablets, which lose no water at 100°, and remain
perfectly translucent.

With the above-named metallic salts creatinine yields crystallizable

compounds, all of which are basic double salts ; with the salts of the

oxide of copper it forms crystallizable double salts of a beautiful blue

color.

Preparation.—The most simple method of obtaining creatinine is from
creatine, by exposing a mixture of the latter and of hydrochloric acid to

evaporation, till all excess of acid is volatilized. The base is best sepa-

rated from the hydrochlorate, which is thus formed, by digestion with
hydrated oxide of lead. The mode of preparing creatinine from urine
has been already indicated in our remarks on creatine ; moreover, when
it is to be prepared from the juice of flesh, the chloride of zinc com-
pound must be employed and decomposed by hydrated oxide of lead

;

the creatinine may then be readily separated from the creatine by
alcohol.

Tests.—This body may generally be distinguished with facility from
other animal substances, when it is separated as much as possible from

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 257-290.
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adherent organic substances. Its alkaline reaction, its property of

forming crystalline compounds with the above-named metallic salts, the

easy solubility of the compounds which it forms with bichloride of pla-

tinum and similar salts, are more than sufficient to characterize it.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—It is only in the muscles and in the urine that Liebig

has found creatinine. Regarding the quantity in which it exists,

nothing is yet known, except that from Liebig's investigations it appears

that in the muscles there is far more creatine than creatinine, while in

the urine the amount of creatinine very much exceeds that of creatine.

According to Scherer1
it is highly probable that the Liquor Amnii

contains creatinine.

Origin.—From the facts which have already been communicated it

can hardly be doubted that creatinine is produced from creatine ; for

even if Liebig had not afforded the most decisive proof, by the artificial

conversion of one substance into the other, the facts that they occur in

an inverse ratio in muscle and in urine, and that putrid urine yields no
creatine, but only creatinine, tend to show that also, in the living body,

the latter substance proceeds from the former, and consequently is to be

regarded purely as a product of excretion.

Tyrosine.—

C

18
HnN06

.

Properties.—This body forms silky, glistening, dazzlingly white

needles, is of very difficult solubility in water, and is altogether insolu-

ble in alcohol and ether ; it dissolves readily in alkaline solutions, and
enters into combination with acids, with the exception of ^cetic acid.

Composition.—This body was discovered and first analyzed by
Liebig :

2
its constitution has been recently more accurately determined

by Hinterberger3 under Liebig's superintendence ; it consists of:

Carbon, 18 atoms, . . . 59-67

Hydrogen, 11 " ... 608
Nitrogen, 1 " ... 7-73

Oxygen, 6 " ... 26-52

10000

If tyrosine be treated with boiling nitric acid it yields, according to

Strecker4 a large quantity of oxalic acid ; but when treated with cold

nitric acid it not only yields oxalic acid, but also nitrate of nitro-tyrosine

C18
HnN3 16 ; which when treated with oxide of silver and ammonia

yields 3 AgO+3HO+C
36
H

17
N

4 17
.

Preparation.—Cheese, well pressed and freed from adherent butter,

or well-dried fibrin or albumen, must be fused, according to Liebig and
Bopp, 5 with an equal weight of hydrated potash, till, in addition to

ammonia, hydrogen begins to be developed, or, in other words, till the

1 Zeitschr. f. wissenschaftl. Zoologie. Bel. 1, S. 91.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 127. 3 Ibid. Bd. 71, S. 70-79.
* Ibid. vol. 72, p. 70-80. 6 Ibid. Bd. 69, S. 19-37.

l
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original dark-brown color merges into a yellow ; on then dissolving the

mass in hot water, and slightly supersaturating it with acetic acid, the

tyrosine separates in needles, which are obtained in a state of perfect

purity by solution in potash-water and a second acidulation with acetic

acid. The adherent brownish-red pigment may be removed by treating

the hydrochlorate of tyrosine with animal charcoal, and boiling the

colorless fluid with an excess of acetate of potash ;
chloride of potassium

is then formed, and the tyrosine, free from acetic acid, separates on cool-

ing, in finely matted needles. This substance is also formed, together

with leucine and several acids of the first group, during the putrefaction

of albumen, fibrin, and casein. Since tyrosine is also formed in the de-

composition of the above-named protein-compounds by concentrated

hydrochloric acid or by sulphuric acid (in which latter case leucine is

also formed), this mode of procedure may also be adopted for the pre-

paration of this substance. For this purpose we dissolve 1 part of the

protein-compound in 4 times the quantity of concentrated hydrochloric

acid, and then add 4 parts of sulphuric acid, and evaporate in the Avater-

bath. The hydrochloric acid is expelled by evaporation, from the

syrupy, blackish-brown residue, which is then dissolved in water and

boiled with milk of lime ; the excess of lime is removed from the filtered

fluid by sulphuric acid, whose excess is removed by acetate of lead, and

the lead by sulphuretted hydrogen : in this syrup crystals of tyrosine

and leucine are formed, which are separated from one another in the

manner already described.

[In addition to the sources of tyrosine mentioned above (namely casein,

albumen, and fibrin), it may be obtained from horn (Hinterberger),

cochineal (Warren de la Rue), 1 and from feathers, hair, the elytra of

the cockchafer, globulin, and hsematin (Leyer and Roller),2 by treatment

with dilute sulphuric or concentrated hydrochloric acid, as well as by
putrefaction. According to Hinterberger, tyrosine is much more advan-

tageously obtained from cows' horn than from albumen, casein, &c, and

it is better to fuse the horn with caustic potash than to employ dilute

sulphuric acid. According to Piria,3 the following is the best method of

obtaining this body : 500 grammes of horn shavings must be gradually

added to a mixture of 3 litres [5-3 pints] of water and 1300 grammes
of sulphuric acid, which must be previously raised to the boiling-point

;

and the whole must be kept boiling for forty-eight hours ; after dilution

with much water and neutralization with milk of lime, we treat the

filtrate with a little more milk of lime and allow it to boil for an hour or

two in order to decolorize it ; the fluid, after filtration, is then evaporated
to 2\ litres, a stream of carbonic acid being passed continuously through
it during the process ; on being again filtered and allowed to stand the

tyrosine separates in crystals. Leyer and Roller employ the following
method : they boil 1 part of protein-substance with 4 parts of sulphuric
acid and 12 parts of water for forty hours ; the brown fluid is rendered
alkaline by milk of lime, and is again heated and filtered. Sufficient

sulphuric acid is then added to nearly destroy the alkaline reaction ; the
tyrosine now crystallizes in tolerable purity from the evaporated filtrate.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 127. 2 Ibid. vol. 83, p. 332-338.
3 Ibid. vol. 82, p. 251.
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With regard to testing for tyrosine, when its quantity is not sufficient

to enable us to recognize its presence from its properties, and by its

analysis, Piria recommends the employment of the reaction of the salts

of tyrosine-sulphuric acid with neutral perchloride of iron, when a dark
violet color is manifested. If we place a little tyrosine (a few mille-

grammes are sufficient) in a watch-glass, moisten it with 1 or 2 drops of

sulphuric acid, dilute it after half an hour with water, saturate it when
heated with carbonate of lime, and add perchloride of iron (without any
free acid) to the filtered fluid, the presence of tyrosine is indicated by
the appearance of a dark violet color.—G. E. D.]

Leucine.—

C

12
H

13
N0

4
.

Properties.—It occurs in the form of glistening, colorless leaves,

which craunch between the teeth, and convey to them the sensation of a

fatty matter ; it is devoid of taste or odor, is lighter than water, fuses

at above 100°, sublimes unchanged when carefully heated to 170°, is

soluble in 27*7 parts of water at 17°'5, and in 625 parts of alcohol of

0*828 specific gravity, and in much smaller quantities of hot water and
alcohol, but is insoluble in ether ; it has no reaction on vegetable colors.

No reagent, with the exception of nitrate of suboxide of mercury,

precipitates it from its aqueous solution. It dissolves more readily in a

solution of caustic ammonia than in water. It dissolves unchanged in

concentrated sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, and the solution may
even be warmed without the occurrence of decomposition ; it dissolves

unchanged in cold nitric acid, but, on boiling, is entirely converted into

volatile products.

One hundred parts absorb about 28 parts of hydrochloric acid gas.

Chlorine gas destroys it. On heating its aqueous solution with nitric

oxide or any other oxidizing agent, leucic acid, Ci2
Hu 5

.HO, is formed,

nitrogen being developed.

If, on the other hand, it is fused with hydrated potash, there is a

simultaneous formation of carbonic acid, hydrogen, and valerianate of

ammonia (C
12
H

13
N0

4+ 3KO+ 3HO= 2KO.C0
2+ H3

N+ 4H + KO. C
10

H
9 3 ).

It undergoes the same decomposition during the putrefaction

which a solution of pure leucine very readily undergoes when a small

quantity of muscular fibre or of albumen has been added.

Composition.—Mulder, following Braconnot's investigations regarding

leucine, has recently analyzed it, and from his analyses has deduced the

formula C12H12
N0

4 ; but still later analyses, instituted almost simul-

taneously by Laurent and Gerhardt, 1 by Cahours,2 and by Horsford,

indicate that in leucine there is contained 1 equivalent of hydrogen
more than Mulder had assumed, and continues to assume, in his most
recent investigations.3 Hence leucine, which, moreover, crystallizes

without water of crystallization, contains

:

i Compt. rend. T. 27, pp. 256-258. * Ibid. pp. 265-278.
3 Scheikund. Onderzoek. D. 5, pp. 371-377.
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Carbon 12 atoms, . . .
54-96

Hydrogen 13 " ... 992
Nitrogen, 1 " ... 10-08

Oxygen 4 " ... 24-44

100 00

Its atomic weight= 1637'5.

Since leucine possesses scarcely any basic properties, the view that it

is a conjugated ammonia= H3
N.C

12
H

10O4 , is the least probable hypo-

thesis regarding its theoretical composition. From LiebigV experiment,

to which we have already alluded, that leucine with hydrated potash

yields valerianic acid besides volatile products, no theoretical formula

for this body can be provisionally deduced ; but Gerhardt and Laurent,

as well as Cahours, have in part proved it to belong to the series of

homologous bodies with the formula C„Hn+1N04 , to which, as we shall

presently see, sarcosine and glycine pertain. But Cahours, 2 and subse-

quently Strecker,3 availed themselves of Piria's mode of proceeding, by

which he decomposed the amide-compounds by nitric oxide (see p. 44)

into water, nitrogen, and the original acid, in order to obtain the above-

mentioned leucic acid from leucine. According to this view, leucine

should be regarded as the amide of this acid: since H4NO.C 12
Hn 5

—
2HO=C

12
H

13
N0

4, the theoretical formula for this substance must be=
H2N.C12

Hn 4
.

Combinations.—According to Gerhardt and Laurent, leucine, in com-

bination with acids, yields very beautifully crystallizable salts, but they

bear much more the character of conjugated acids, so that we might re-

gard leucine in itself as an adjunct ; against which view, however, it may
be observed that here the adjunct loses no water, as in other cases it

usually does on entering into combination, and on separation takes up
no water ; these combinations are, however, not to be compared with

the acid oxide-of-ethyl salts, since only one atom of acid ever combines

with leucine ; they are, in one respect, most similar to those ethers which
may be equally represented as true neutral salts or conjugated acids, as,

for instance, the salicylates of oxide of methyl and of oxide of ethyl

;

but still more to the compounds of the alkaloids with neutral metallic

salts, such as we treated of in our remarks on creatinine.

Nitrate of leucine, leuconitric acid, C12
H

13
N0

4.HO.N05 , separates in

crystals on saturating moderately concentrated nitric acid with leucine

;

it has an acid but not sharp taste ; the salts decrepitate on being heated,

and some of them are crystallizable.

Hydrochlorate of leucine, C 12
H

13
N0

4
.HC1, also crystallizes readily.

Leucic acid, C12
Hu 5

.HO, is not only formed in the above manner by
oxidizing agents on leucine, but also, when an aqueous solution of this

substance has been for a long time exposed to the air, it then developes
a nauseous odor, and in the solution we find the ammonia-salt of this

acid. It is not crystalline, but oleaginous, dissolves freely in alcohol
and ether, and forms crystallizable salts with bases.

Cahours has pointed out the analogy of leucine with the base thialdine,

discovered by Liebig and Wb'hler; 1 both bodies containing the same

' Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 128. 2 Compt. rend. T. 27, pp. 265-268.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 68, S. 52-55. « Ibid. Bd. 61, S. 1-11.
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equivalents of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, and the 2 atoms of

oxygen of the leucine being replaced by 2 atoms of sulphur in thialdine.

This body is produced when aldehyde-ammonia is brought into contact

with caustic ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen ; it forms large,

colorless, rhombic tablets, which fuse readily, but again solidify at 42°,

volatilize when exposed to the air, and can be distilled unchanged in the

presence of water, but not in the dry state ; they are slightly soluble in

water, but dissolve readily in alcohol, and still more so in ether, and
exhibit no reaction on vegetable colors. The salts that have been

examined are C
12
H

13NS4.HC1 and C
12
H

13
NS4

.HO.N0
5 ; this substance

also forms compounds perfectly analogous to those of leucine. On dry

distillation with hydrated potash its behavior is very different from that

of leucine, since it yields leucoline (otherwise called chinoline).

Preparation.—According to Mulder, the caseous oxide discovered by
Proust, and Braconnot's aposepidine, are perfectly identical with leu-

cine. It is principally formed in the putrefaction of casein (Iljenko 1

and Bopp),2 and of gluten (Walter Crum.)3 If casein, or any other

albuminous body, be fused with equal parts of hydrated potash, and the

tyrosine extracted from the dissolved mass in the manner already

described, the leucine crystallizes from the mother-liquid, and is readily

purified by recrystallization from alcohol. If gelatin be treated in a

similar manner, or boiled for a long time in potash lye, we obtain

leucine and glycine after saturating with sulphuric acid and re-

moving the sulphate of potash by alcohol ; and as glycine is far the

less soluble of the two in alcohol, the substances may be thus easily

separated from one another. Leucine is, however, also formed by the

action of concentrated sulphuric or hydrochloric acid on albuminous

substances ; if, for instance, flesh be gently warmed with an equal

volume of concentrated sulphuric acid, then boiled for nine hours with

double its weight of water, the acid saturated with lime, and the residue

of the filtered solution extracted with alcohol, we obtain on evaporation

impure crystals of leucine, which must be purified by recrystallization.

On fusing equal parts of a protein-compound and hydrated potash, but

interrupting the operation before the mass has become yellow (as was

necessary for the preparation of tyrosine), Ave obtain only leucine ac-

cording to the method given for tyrosine, since the latter seems to be

formed from the former by prolonged action.

Tests.—If the leucine be obtained in a state of tolerable purity, and
the properties coincide with those known to pertain to leucine, its decom-
position into valerianic acid, &c, and its behavior with nitric acid, afford

tolerably certain means of distinguishing it. An elementary analysis

might, however, be not altogether superfluous, since it may be expected

that there are a number of similar bodies for whose discovery and
detailed description we may daily look.

Sarcosine.—

C

6
H

7
NO

Properties.—Broad, colorless, transparent plates or right rhombic

prisms, acuminated on the ends by surfaces set perpendicular on the

' Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 264-273. 2 Ibid . B d. 09, S. 19-37.
a Berzelius, Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 684.
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obtuse angles, melting at 100°, and subliming unchanged at a somewhat

higher temperature. Sarcosine is extremely soluble in water, sparingly

soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether ; the aqueous solution has a

sweetish, sharp, faintly metallic taste, has no action on vegetable colors,

and is not affected by nitrate of silver or corrosive sublimate ; with salts

of the oxide of copper it yields the same deep blue color as is produced

by ammonia. According to Laurent and Gerhardt, 1 when fused with

hydrated potash, it yields, like leucine, hydrogen, ammonia, and carbonic

acid, but acetic in place of valerianic acid. (C
6
H

7
N04+ 3KO + 3HO =

2KO.C02+ 4H+ H3
N+ KO.C

4
H

3 3.)

Composition.—For the discovery and analysis of this body we are also

indebted to Liebig. In accordance with the above formula calculated by

Liebig,2
it consists of:

Carbon 6 atoms, . . . . 40-45

Hydrogen, .... 7 " .... 7-86

Nitrogen, .... 1 " .... 15-73

Oxygen 3 " .... 35-96

100 00

Its atomic weight = 1112-5.

It is worthy of remark that this body is isomeric with the lactamide

discovered by Pelouze (see p. 88), and the urethrane prepared by Dumas
from chloro-carbonic ether; hence it is the more important to ascertain

the theoretical composition or the proximate grouping of the atoms in

these bodies. We might take the commonly accepted view that lacta-

mide is amide with lactic acid deprived of one atom of oxyen =
H

2
N.C

6
H

5 4 , and according to the hypothesis of Berzelius, regard sarco-

sine as a conjugated ammonia = H
3
N.C

6
H

4 4 , which indeed is the most

probable ; but it is worthy of remark that lactamide, as has already been

observed in p. 88, is exhibited from lactide (a body isomeric with the

adjunct of ammonia in sarcosine) and ammonia ; hence we should have

anticipated the formation of sarcosine, but not that of an amide. The
disintegration of lactamide by potash into lactic acid and ammonia, and

on the other hand that of sarcosine into acetic acid, &c, would in itself

be sufficient to show that these bodies were differently constituted, even

if their other properties did not prove it. If, as Laurent and Gerhardt,

as also Cahours, 3 expect, sarcosine is actually decomposed by nitric oxide

into lactic acid, then, seeing that we are acquainted with actual lacta-

mide, Piria's test for amide would not prove very much, and the evidence

of the amide nature of leucine and of glycine (which we are about to

describe) would fall to the ground.

Combinations.—Sarcosine forms very crystallizable salts with several

acids.

Hydrochlorate of sarcosine, CgH^NO^.HCl, crystallizes in small,

transparent needles and granules ; its solution, like that of the hydro-
chlorate of creatinine, yields no precipitate with bichloride of platinum,
but on evaporation we obtain a soluble double compound, C6

H-N0
4
.

» Compt. rend. T. 27, pp. 256-258. « Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 272.
3 Compt. rend. T. 27, pp. 265-268.
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HCl+ PtCl2+ 2HO, which crystallizes in honey-colored octohedral

segments.

Sulphate of Sarcosine, C6
H

7
N04

.HO.S03
+ Aq., crystallizes either in

large, feathery plates, or in four-sided, strongly lustrous prisms ;
it is

soluble in water and hot alcohol, and reddens litmus.

With acetate of copper sarcosine yields a deep, dark blue, double salt,

which crystallizes in thin plates.

Preparation.—This base has not yet been found preformed in the

animal body, and is only known as a product of the decomposition of

creatine, from which it is obtained in the following manner. If a boiling

saturated solution of creatine be digested with pure crystallized caustic

baryta, in the proportion of ten parts by weight of baryta to one part

of creatine, and, after ammonia ceases to be developed, the carbonate

of baryta is removed by filtration, sarcosine will separate in crystals

from the filtrate ; it must be purified by the precipitation of its sulphate

by alcohol, and by the decomposition of this salt by carbonate of baryta.

Tests.—The mode in which it is obtained and the properties which we

have described, afford sufficient evidence to identify their substance.

Glycine.—C
4
H.N04

.

Properties.—This body, which was formerly named sugar of gelatin,

and has more recently been known as glycocoll, crystallizes in colorless

rhombic prisms belonging to the monoclinometric system, which

craunch between the teeth, taste less sweet than cane-sugar, and are

devoid of odor ; these prisms are unaffected by exposure to the atmo-

sphere ; at 100° they lose no water; at 178° they melt and become

decomposed ; they dissolve in 4-3 parts of cold water, more difficultly in

cold, but more easily in hot spirit of wine ; they are almost insoluble in

absolute alcohol and quite so in ether; these solutions have no effect on

a ray of polarized light or on vegetable colors. Exposed to the action

of the galvanic circuit glycine is very readily decomposed, at the nega-

tive pole there being an alkaline reaction from the separation of ammonia,

while at the positive pole there is an acid reaction. Glycine dissolves

unchanged in the mineral acids, and in alkaline solutions, if not too con-

centrated. Sulphate of copper and potash yield with glycine a deep

blue solution from which no suboxide of copper separates on the appli-

cation of heat. Further, on boiling glycine with a concentrated solution

of potash, or with hydrated baryta or oxide of lead, the fluid developes

ammonia and assumes a brilliant fiery red tint, which, however, disappears

on the prolonged application of heat. In this process, in addition to

the ammonia, there are formed, hydrogen, oxalic acid, and hydrocyanic

acid (Horsford). If on the other hand it be fused with hydrated potash,

it undergoes a decomposition analogous to that of leucine and sarcosine,

into formic acid, ammonia, carbonic acid, and hydrogen gas (C4
H

5
N0

4+
3KO.HO=2KO.C02

+4H+KO.C
2
H0

3 . Gerhardt and Laurent). 1
If,

finally, an aqueous solution of glycine be treated with nitrous acid or

nitric oxide, glycic acid= C
4
H

3 5
.HO (Strecker),3 is formed, nitrogen gas

i Compt. rend. T. 27, pp. 256-258. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 68, S. 54.
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being developed. Moreover, a non-nitrogenous acid, which in all pro-

bability is identical with glycic acid, is produced by chlorine gas and

other strongly oxidizing influences, as, for instance, hypermanganate,

nitrate, and chlorate of potash (Horsford).

Horsford has analyzed the baryta-salt, and deduced for the acid the

formula C3
H

3 6 , but the analysis yielded less hydrogen and more carbon

than are represented by this formula; if Horsford had accidentally

omitted to calculate for the organic substance the carbonic acid retained

in the baryta, the formula of the baryta-salt would be = BaO.C
4
H

3 5 ,

and consequently would correspond with that of Strecker's acid. The

baryta-salt was somewhat insoluble, but crystallized well.

Composition.—According to the above formula which is deduced from

the coincident analyses of Laurent, 1 Mulder,2 and Horsford, free glycine,

dried at 100°, consists of:

Carbon, .... 4 atoms, . . . . 32-00

Hydrogen, .... 5 " .... 6-67

Nitrogen, 1 " .... 18-67

Oxygen 3 " .... 42-66

10000

Its atomic weight= 937*5. Horsford,3 who has recently made the

most complete investigation regarding this substance, is led, from a con-

sideration of its compounds with acids, as well as with certain metallic

oxides, to assign to free glycine the formula C4
H

4
N0

3
.HO, regarding it

as containing 1 atom of combined water ; thus throwing doubts upon the

homology of leucine, sarcosine, and glycine, maintained by Laurent and

Cahours. The analogy in the constitution of these three bodies is unde-

niable ; independently of the fact that the empirical formula C„Hn+1N04

is also applicable to hydrated glycine, its relation towards hydrated pot-

ash as well as towards nitric oxide, indicates its extreme similarity

to the two other bodies. Strecker's discovery that glycic acid is pro-

duced when glycine is decomposed by nitric oxide would lead to the in-

ference that glycine is the amide of glycic acid, just as leucine might be

regarded as the amide of leucic acid. Berzelius4 assumes for glycine

double the above atomic weight, and hence he writes its empirical formula
= C

8
H

8
N

2 6+ 2HO ; theoretically he regards it as an alkaloid, namely,

as ammonia conjugated with a nitrogenous body, so that its rational

formula is H
3
N.C

8
H

5
N0

6+ 2HO.
Here, indeed, the homology with sarcosine entirely fails. Berzelius

bases his view regarding the establishment of the doubled atomic weight

on the strong acidity of the salts containing 1 atom of this acid, C4
H

4
N0

3 ;

but in such weak basic bodies, little stress should be laid on this acidity,

while, moreover, the compound of glycine with salts, and especially with
chlorides, entirely supports the atomic weight assigned by Horsford. It

is chiefly from the behavior of glycine when acted on by the galvanic
current that Horsford is inclined to regard it as a salt-like compound,
namely, as a compound isomeric with the hypothetical anhydrous fuma-
rate of ammonia, since C4H4

N0
3
= H

3
N+ C4H03

. Probably, however,
Laurent and Strecker's hypothesis still holds good, since, in organic

« Compt. rend. T. 20, p. 789. 2 journ . f. pr . ch. Bd. 28, S. 201-207.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 00, S. 1-57. < Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 655.
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nature, we much more frequently meet with amide-compounds than

with compounds of anhydrous acids with ammonia.
Combinations.—All the combinations of glycine with acids arc crys-

tallizable, of tolerable easy solubility, and have a strong acid reaction.

Neutral hydroclilorate of glycine, C
4
H

4
N0

3
.H0.HC1, crystallizes in

long flat prisms, which are transparent and glistening, soon deliquesce

when exposed to the atmosphere, and dissolve readily in water and in

spirit of wine, but slightly in absolute alcohol. Horsford has pre-

pared the following basic hydrochlorates :—2C4
H

4
N0

3+ H0-|-HC1,
rhombic prisms not affected by the atmosphere ; 2(C

4
H

4
N0

3
.H0) + HC1,

which crystallizes well; 3C4
H

4
N0

3+ 2HO+ 2HCl was obtained from
dry glycine in hydrochloric acid gas ; in a similar way the same salt was
obtained with only 1 atom of water : these basic salts might possibly be

mixtures of two salts. Berzelius 1 obtained a combination of hydrochlo-

rate of glycine and bichloride of platinum, by extracting a mixture of

these two compounds with absolute alcohol, and then precipitating the

excess of hydrochlorate of glycine from the solution by ether ; the

double compound which he thus obtained, occurred in the form of yellow,

oily drops, which when exposed to the air crystallized in yellow needles like

wavellite ; this compound is easily soluble in water and in alcohol, and
contains much water of crystallization, in which respects it is very differ-

ent from the analogous double compounds of most of the alkaloids. If,

however, free glycine be mixed with bichloride of platinum, a compound
is formed which is represented by C4H4

N0
3+ 2HO + PtCl

2 , and occurs

in black (Berzelius) or red crystals (Horsford). The following compounds
with sulphuric acid were obtained by Horsford : C

4
H

4
N0

3.S03 ; C 4
H

4
N0

3
.

HO.S03 ; 3(C4H4
N0

3
.HO) + 2(S03.HO) ; 3C4

H
4
N0

4 + 2S03 + HO
;

3(C4
H

4
N0

3.HO)+ 2S03+ HO.
Nitrate of glycine, C4

H
4
N0

3
.HO -f- N05.HO, usually occurs in the

form of acicular crystals, but sometimes as large tabular crystals of the

monoclinometric system ; these crystals are unaffected by exposure to

the atmosphere and have an acid taste.

Nitrate of glycine was formerly regarded as a conjugated acid, but

these compounds which result from the union of nitrate of glycine with

bases, are true nitrates, since, as Horsford has shown, they are directly

produced on digesting the nitrates with glycine.

Oxalate of glycine, C4
H

4N03
.HO.C2 3 , occurs in wavellite-like crys-

tals, which are unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere.

Acetate of glycine, C4
H

4
NO,.HO.C

4
H

3 3 + 2IIO, is crystallizable,

and insoluble in alcohol.

Horsford further observed that glycine formed crystallizable com-
pounds with many salts (similar to that which it forms with bichloride

of platinum), most of which contain 1 atom of glycine to 1 atom of the

salt. With bases, especially with hydratcd baryta and potash, crystalli-

zable compounds are also formed. Protoxide of copper-glycine was
obtained by Boussingault, and found to be represented by the formula

C4
H

4
N0

3
.CuO ; Horsford found 1 atom of water in this compound which

crystallized in brilliant blue needles. Similarly to the hydrated oxide

of copper, the hydrated oxide of lead, and oxide of silver, may be dis-

1 Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 658.
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solved in an aqueous solution of pure glycine, and the compound, after

being precipitated by the addition of alcohol, may be obtained in a crys-

talline form. The lead-compound crystallizes in prisms, the silver-com-

pound in wart-like masses.

There is much regarding these compounds that still remains
_

to be

investigated ; we have, however, entered more fully into the subject of

their composition that we should otherwise have done, because it is on

this point that we must form our judgment respecting the constitution

of glycine, and decide in favor of one or the other of the above hypotheses.

Preparation.—Glycine has not yet been found in an isolated state in

the animal body : there is, however, reason for believing that this sub-

stance is contained preformed as an adjunct in certain known animal

acids ; moreover, the relations of this body towards acids, bases, and

salts (which we have already described), support this view; while, in

many cases with which we shall become acquainted as we proceed, it is

more than probable that glycine is formed on the separation of the acid

from its proper adjunct, as glycerine is produced in the saponification

of the hypothetical oxide of lipyl. As instances, we may mention

hippuric and glycocholic acids ; and when we treat of these acids, we
shall enter into the physiological relations and the genesis of glycine.

It has long been known that glycine is a product of the decomposition

of animal substances, especially of gelatin, by the action of concentrated

mineral acids or caustic alkalies. The following is the best method of

obtaining it from gelatin. If the gelatin be boiled with a strong solution

of potash till ammonia ceases to be developed, it becomes entirely

decomposed into a mixture of 4 parts of glycine and 1 of leucine ; the

fluid neutralized with sulphuric acid is evaporated to dryness, and the

residue extracted with spirit of wine which dissolves both the glycine

and the leucine ; the glycine, as being the least soluble in alcohol, crys-

tallizes first, while the leucine subsequently crystallizes ; by recrystalli-

zation and treatment with a little animal charcoal, the glycine can be

obtained perfectly pure.

The method of obtaining glycine from hippuric acid is even simpler

;

for if 1 part of this acid be boiled for half an hour with 4 parts of con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, it becomes decomposed into glycine and
benzoic acid ; on the addition of water to the boiled fluid, a great part

of the benzoic acid separates and must be removed by filtration ; the

clear fluid is then evaporated nearly to dryness, and the residue (hydro-

chlorate of glycine) decomposed with caustic ammonia; finally the

glycine is precipitated by, and washed with, absolute alcohol.

Tests.—When the substance suspected to be glycine is separated as

much as possible from all other matters, the most striking of the pro-
perties by which it may be distinguished are its relation towards a hot
solution of potash, its difficult solubility in alcohol, and the blue solution
which it yields with caustic potash and sulphate of copper, without any
separation of the suboxide ; and if, further, we study its power of com-
bining with acids as well as with baryta, oxide of copper, oxide of lead,
&c, and forming crystallizable bodies, there can hardly remain any
doubt regarding its nature. It may easily be distinguished from leucine
by the form of its crystals and by its becoming decomposed on exposure
to heat.
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According to Horsford the quantities of urea and uric acid in the

urine are increased after the ingestion of glycine, but no unchanged

glycine is found in the urine.

Urea.—C2
H

4
N

2 2
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Urea crystallizes, when it separates rapidly, in white,

silky, glistening needles ; but when the crystallization is effected slowly,

in flat, colorless, four-sided prisms full of cavities and appearing to be

formed of numerous parallel crystalline lamellae : at the ends the prism

Fig. 6.

Urea, prepared from urine, and crystallized from aqueous solution by slow evaporation.

is terminated by one or two oblique surfaces. According to C. Schmidt, 1

these forms do not pertain to the monoclinometric system, but rather

to a hemihedral form belonging to the rhombic system, and bounded by

parallel surfaces. These crystals contain no water. Urea is devoid of

smell, of a saltish, cooling taste, and is unaffected by exposure to the

atmosphere ; it dissolves readily in its own weight of water, giving rise

to a marked evolution of heat ; in hot water it dissolves in every pro-

portion ; it is also soluble in 4 or 5 parts of cold and in 2 parts of warm

alcohol ; it is insoluble in ether, if anhydrous and devoid of alcohol, and

in ethereal oil, and exerts no action on vegetable colors. Its concentrated

aqueous solution is not changed by boiling or by long keeping, but a

dilute solution suffers change.

At about 120° urea fuses without suffering change, but at a little

above that temperature it begins to develope ammonia, to become pulpy,

and to change into cyanuric acid (3C2
H4N2 2

=3H
3N-f- C6

HN
3 4

.2HO)

;

when rapidly heated it also yields cyanic acid which is produced from

the previously formed cyanuric acid (C
6
HN

3 4
.2HO == 3C2

NO.HO).

On heating urea very slowly, it becomes converted (according to Wohler

1 Entwurf u. s. w. S. 41.
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and Licbig 1

) into a glistening white body, insoluble in water but soluble

in acids and alkalies, carbonic acid and ammonia being evolved during

the process. This body=C4
H

6
N

4 2 , for 3C2
H4
N

2 2
-(2C02+ 2II

3
N)

= C4
H

6
N

4 2
. If, on the other hand, urea be kept for some time in a

state of fusion at from 150° to 170°, not only arc the above-named

compounds formed, but also (according to Wiedemann2
) the biuret,

C
4
H.N

3 4 , whose production is explained by the equation, 2C2
H

4
N

2 2

—H
3
N= C

4
H

5
N

3 4 .

If chloride of sodium or hydrochlorate of ammonia be present in a

solution of urea, the former will crystallize in octohedra and the latter

in cubes ; if, however, the crystals be again dissolved in water, and

allowed to crystallize anew, they separate in the ordinary manner,

namely, the chloride of sodium into cubes, and the hydrochlorate of

ammonia into octohedra or feathery forms.

Urea will combine only with certain acids and a few bases ; neither

the metallic salts, tannic acid, nor any other reagent, can precipitate it

from its solutions.

On heating a concentrated solution of urea with nitrate of silver,

cyanate of silver separates, while nitrate of ammonia remains in solution

(C2
H

4
N

? 2
+AgO.N0

5
=AgO.C2

NO+H3
N.HO.N05).

By nitrous acid urea is decomposed into nitrogen, water, and carbonic

acid (C
2
H

4
N

2 2
+2HO+2N0

3
=6HO+2C0

2
+4N); by chlorine into

nitrogen, carbonic acid, and hydrochloric acid (C2
H

4
N

2 2
+2HO

+

6C1= 6HC1+2C0
2
+2N).

On boiling urea either with strong mineral acids or with caustic

alkalies, it takes up 2 atoms of water and is decomposed into ammonia
and carbonic acid (C

2
H

4
N

2 2
+2HO=2H

3
N+ 2C02).

If organic matters, either putrefying or capable of undergoing putre-

faction, be mixed with an aqueous solution of urea, the latter is soon

converted into carbonic acid and ammonia.
Composition.—According to the above formula urea consists of:

Carbon, 2 atoms, . . . 20-000
Hydrogen 4 " . . . . 6-666

Nitrogen, 2 " . . . . 46-667
Oxygen, 2 " . . . . 26-667

100000

Its atomic weight= 750-0. Although there have been many discus-

sions regarding the rational constitution of urea, much still remains to

be cleared up. Dumas, after his discovery of oxamide, started the hypo-
thesis, that urea is an amide of carbonic acid, since 2H

3
N+ 2C02

—2HO
= C

2
H

4
N

2 2 , and the relation of urea towards nitrous acid, and its ready
decomposion into carbonic acid and ammonia, seem to support this view.

But Berzelius justly points out the analogy, in their combining relations

with acids, between the alkaloids and urea, and regards the latter as am-
monia conjugated with a nitrogenous body which he names urenoxide,
so that the rational formula for urea would be= H

3
N.C

2
HN0

2
. Inde-

pendently of the analogy between the salts of urea with those of the
alkaloids, the following consideration mainly supports this view : cyanate

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 54, S. 371. 2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 43, S. 271-280.
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of ammonia= H
3N.HO.C 2

NO, is convertible, as we shall presently see,

into urea ; the grouping of the atoms in urea must be perfectly different

from that in this salt, since urea has lost all the properties of a salt.

But we know that free hydrated cyanic acid is spontaneously converted

by a transposition of its atoms into the so-called cyamelide = C2
HN0

2 ;

now, nothing is more obvious than to assume that in the combination
with ammonia the cyanic acid becomes incorporated with the water of
the ammonia-salt, in the same manner as in the free state, and that

this cyamelide, if not identical with, is highly analogous to the urenoxide
of Berzelius, and thus forms the adjunct of the ammonia in urea. Pro-
bably, also, the existence of the biuret might be made available in the
support of this hypothesis, since the most simple view of the biuret is to

regard it as consisting of 2 atoms of urenoxide and 1 atom of ammonia,
for C4

H
5
N

3 4
= H

3
N+ 2C

2
HN0

2
.

Combinations.—It is only with some acids that urea has a tendency
to combine. Cap and Henry 1 fancied that they had prepared com-
pounds of urea with sulphuric, lactic, hippuric, and uric acids, but the
existence of those compounds is very correctly doubted. We know with
certainty only three salts of urea, namely, the hydrochlorate, the nitrate,

and the oxalate.

Hydrochlorate of urea, C
2
H

4
N

2 2.HC1, was simultaneously obtained
by Erdmann3 and Pelouze. 3 They prepared it by passing a stream of
dry hydrochloric acid gas over urea. The compound is white and hard,
and crystallizes in plates ; it attracts water from the atmosphere, and
from this water the hydrochloric acid escapes by evaporation, and pure
urea crystallizes ; in water the salt becomes rapidly decomposed into

hydrochloric acid and urea.

Nitrate of urea, C2
H

4
N

2 2
.HO.N0

5 (according to the analysis of Reg-

Fig. 7.

Nitrate of urea, separated from very concentrated human urine by nitric acid.

nault, which has been repeated by Marchand,4
Heintz, 5

Fehling, 6 and
Werther), 7

is formed by mixing a concentrated solution of urea wi'th an
1 Journal de Pharm. T. 25, p. 133. 2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd 25 S 506
3 Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. 3 Se>. T. 6, p. 63.

'

* Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S. 481. s Pogg. Ann. Bd. 66, S. 114-122
6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 55, S. 249. i Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S 51-66

vol. i. 10
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excess of nitric acid ; the compound at once separates (on cooling, almost

perfectly) in large nacreous, shining scales, or in small, glistening, white

plates ; on examining under the microscope the contact of the urea and

the nitric acid, we first observe very obtuse rhombic octohedra, at whose

acute angles (= 82°) more particles are gradually accumulated, so that

they appear to increase in size, and the octohedra become converted into

rhombic tablets, or form hexagonal tablets (whose opposite acute angles

likewise are 82°) ; these crystals always occur isolated, or in uniformly

superimposed masses (C. Schmidt). 1 This salt is uninfluenced by the

atmosphere, has an acid taste, is more soluble in pure water than in

water containing nitric acid, and dissolves in alcohol, producing con-

siderable depression of temperature ; on evaporating its aqueous solu-

tion, the salt very readily effloresces ; it reddens litmus ; a concentrated

solution is not affected by boiling, but a dilute solution is converted

into carbonic acid, carbonate of ammonia, water, and nitrous oxide

(C2
H

4
N

2 2
.HO.N05

= H
3
N+ 2C02+ 2HO + 2NO). On heating dried

nitrate of urea rapidly, it decrepitates, but on heating it slowly to 140°,

it becomes decomposed into carbonic acid, nitrous oxide, urea, and nitrate

of ammonia. If the solution of this salt be not too dilute, a solution of

oxalic acid precipitates oxalate of urea.

Oxalate of area, C2
H

4
N

2 2
.HO.C

2 3
(sometimes, according to Mar-

chand, taking up 2 atoms of water of crystallization) is also obtained by
the direct union of the constituent parts, and forms, as far as the un-

aided eye can perceive, long thin plates or prisms ; under the microscope

it is usually seen in hexagonal plates, similar to those of nitrate of urea,

interspersed occasionally with four-sided prisms with planes of truncation

proceeding from the broader sides of the rectangular section (Fig. 8).

The form of this oxalate, like that of the nitrate of urea, belongs to the

monoclinometric system. This salt has an acid taste, dissolves at 16° in

22-9 parts of water and in 62*5 of alcohol ; it is precipitated from its

aqueous solution by an excess of oxalic acid. On exposure to heat it is

decomposed into carbonate of ammonia and cyanurie acid.

Like glycine, urea also unites with salts, which hold it in such firm

combination, that not only does no decomposition ensue when their solu-

tions are boiled, but even oxalic and nitric acids fail to separate the urea

from some of their compounds (Werther).2

On mixing concentrated solutions of urea and nitrate of silver, there

are formed thick prisms with a rhombic base which are readily soluble

in water and alcohol= C2
H

4N2 2 .AgO.N0
5

. On the addition of a solu-

tion of soda to the solution of these crystals, a yellow precipitate is

obtained= 5AgO+2C
2
H

4
N

2 ?
. Besides these, Werther has also ob-

tained the following combinations :—

C

2
H

4
N

2 2+2AgO.N05 ; CaO.N05+3C
2
H

4
N

2 2 ; MgO.N0
5+2C2

H
4
N

2 2 ; NaO.N0
5+C2

H
4
N

2 2
+2HO

;

NaCl+C
2H4N2 2+3HO, crystallizing in deliquescent rhombic prisms;

2HgCl+C
2
H

4N2 2 , flat prisms glistening like mother-of-pearl. Urea
cannot be separated from the solutions of these compounds either by
nitric or oxalic acid.

Products of its metamorphosis.—Biuret, C4H5
N

3 4 , is, as we have

1 Entwurf u. s. w. S. 42-45. 2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S. 51-60.
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already mentioned, the chief product (together with cyanuric acid)

which is obtained on heating pure urea or its nitrate to a temperature

of 152°—170°; the cyanuric acid is precipitated by basic acetate of

lead from the aqueous solution of the fused product, and the excess of

lead removed by sulphuretted hydrogen ; the biuret is then obtained by
the evaporation of the solution. It forms small crystals which dissolve

readily in water, and still more readily in alcohol ; it exerts no action on
vegetable colors, does not combine with bases, and dissolves unchanged
in concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids ; with sulphate of copper and
potash it yields a red solution. Its rational formula=H

3N-|-2C2
HN0

2
.

Preparation.—Urea not only occurs preformed in the animal body,

but can also be artificially prepared. When Wohler made the beautiful

discovery that urea was formed by the union of cyanic acid and am-
monia, the physiologists of that day who were still imbued with ideas

of vital forces, were astonished that a matter which appeared only ca-

pable of formation by organic force, could also be formed by the hand
of the chemist from so-called inorganic matters. The astonishment of

the physiologists has, however, gradually ceased, not only because they
have for the most part shaken off their adherence to irrational vital

forces, but also because since that time many other substances have
been artifically produced, which are identical with, or at all events most
similar to previously known organic matters. We have learned to regard
urea as one of the most common products of decomposition, not only of

natural organic bodies, but also of artificial substances. It would occupy
too much of our present space, were we to enumerate all the cases in

which urea occurs as a product of the decomposition of a nitrogenous
substance ; we will here only mention its formation on the union of
cyanogen and water, of fulminate of copper and hydrosulphate of am-
monia (Gladstone), 1 in the decomposition of allantoine by nitric acid,

of creatine by the alkalies, of alloxan by a boiling solution of acetate of
lead, &c.

There are various ways in which urea may be obtained from urine,

but it is chiefly effected by nitric or oxalic acid ; it is more advisable to

use the alcoholic extract of urine than the residue left by its direct eva-

poration ; if nitric acid be used, the nitrate of urea must be exposed to

due pressure between tiles and filtering paper, and after it has been dis-

solved in a little water, must be decomposed with carbonate of lead or of

baryta ; crystals of nitrate of lead or of baryta soon separate from the

filtered fluid, which must be evaporated and extracted with alcohol ; this

alcoholic solution may contain, in addition to urea, a little nitrate of
lead, but it takes up no nitrate of baryta ; when baryta has been used,
the alcoholic solution must be decolorized with animal charcoal ; when
the salt of lead has been used, the solution is often perfectly colorless

after the precipitation of the metal by sulphuretted hydrogen. The
urea separates in a crystalline form, on the evaporation of the alcoholic

solution.

In order to prepare urea from cyanate of ammonia, we raise a mixture
of 28 parts of ferrocyanide of potassium, from which all the water has

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 6G, S. 1-5.
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been expelled, and 14 parts of well-dried, good peroxide of manganese,

to a faint red heat (even when the mixture is sufficiently heated at a

single spot, the whole mass assumes a phosphorescent appearance) ; from

this glowing residue the cyanate of potash which has been formed must

be extracted with cold water, and mixed with 20£ parts of dry sulphate

of ammonia ; most of the sulphate of potash separates in a crystalline

form, while the cyanate of ammonia, now converted into urea, remains

in solution. The remaining sulphate is separated by crystallization, but

more perfectly by alcohol.

Tests.—Urea may generally be very easily recognized by its proper-

ties, especially by its behavior towards nitric and oxalic acids ; but

when we have to discover very minute quantities of this substance in

albuminous fluids, it is often very difficult to determine its presence

with scientific precision. It is in alcoholic extracts that we must always

seek for urea, but before we proceed to search for it, there are several

precautionary measures to be adopted, the neglect of which would render

our attempt to discover it futile. In the first place, in reference to the

presence of albuminous substances, if we wish to discover small quanti-

ties of urea in albuminous fluids, we must not be satisfied with the

removal of the albumen by simple boiling ; since by the coagulation of

the albumen the fluid becomes more alkaline, and might, during evapora-

tion, induce a decomposition of the urea; moreover, all albuminous

matter is not precipitated by boiling, but a portion remains dissolved by
the alkali, and is taken up in the alcoholic extract ; on evaporation this

albumen undergoes a change which probably co-operates with the alkali

in inducing the decomposition of the urea. This may explain how it

was that Marchand could only recover 02 of a gramme of urea from a

mixture of 200 grammes of serum and 1 gramme of urea. Hence, before

boiling the albuminous fluid, we must add a few drops of acetic acid, so

as to give it a slightly acid reaction, whereby not only is the alkalescence

of the fluid prevented, but a much more perfect separation of the coagu-

lable matters is effected. If the residue of the fluid from which the

coagulated matters have been filtered be extracted with cold alcohol,

and the solution rapidly evaporated, so as to cause the chloride of

sodium (taken up by the cold alcohol) to separate as much as possible

in crystals, on then bringing a drop of the mother-liquid in contact

with nitric acid under the microscope, we shall observe the commence-
ment of the formation of the rhombic octohedra, and the hexagonal
tablets, in which, if the investigation is to be unquestionable, the acute

angles (= 82°) must be always measured (Fig. 7). After the determina-
tion of the nitrate we may also obtain the oxalate, and submit it to

microscopic examination (Fig. 8). A good crystallometric determina-
tion yields, however, the same certainty as an elementary analysis
which, in these cases, would never, or extremely seldom, be possible.

Formerly the presence of small quantities of urea was supposed to be
established when chloride of sodium crystallized in the octohedral form

;

but independently of the circumstance that other substances besides urea
may induce a similar action on the form of the crystals of this salt, it

must be borne in mind that chloride of sodium, when we trace the for-

mation of its crystals under the microscope, presents itself in combina-
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tions of the regular system, -with a complexity varying with the minute-

ness of the crystals. This occurs when we allow pure chloride of sodium

to crystallize : and it is still more the case when organic matters are

mixed with the solution. I am acquainted with no other substance of

the regular system which presents such uncommon crystals under the

microscope as chloride of sodium. We need only expose the alcoholic

extract of -any animal fluid to spontaneous evaporation, in order to

recognize with the naked eye, in the greater crystals, the combinations

which we have perceived on examining the crystallization of a solution

of pure salt under the microscope.

Fijr. 8.

Oxalate of Urea.

In order to determine the amount of urea in urine, most analysts

have followed the method proposed by Mitscherlich, 1 and have availed

themselves of the insolubility of the nitrate. There are several causes

of error in this method which cannot be altogether avoided, but with

due care may be made very inconsiderable. They chiefly consist in the

imperfect insolubility of this salt, and on the adherence of the so-called

extractive matters to it ; if, however, we use an excess of nitric acid for

the purpose of separating the urea, cool the fluid artificially, filter after

some time, rinse the salt with cold nitric acid, and, after it has been
submitted to pressure, dry it at a temperature not exceeding 110°, we
shall not have so great a loss of urea as Heintz3 maintains must always
occur in adopting this method ; but in relation to accuracy, the results

fall far short of those obtained in the determination of mineral sub-

stances. The idea occurred almost simultaneously to Ragsky3 and
Heintz4 that the urea in urine might be determined quantitatively by its

decomposition by sulphuric acid. Both investigators have satisfied

themselves that the so-called extractive matters of the urine do not
modify the result of the experiment ; the essential point in this method,
which is somewhat more complicated, but doubtless more accurate than
that by nitric acid, consists in our determining, by means of bichloride

1 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 31, S. 303.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 56, S. 29-34.

2 Ibid. Bd. 66, S. 114-160.
4 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 68, S. 393-410.
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of platinum, the amount of potash and ammonia (if the latter he present)

in a specimen of urine, and in our then treating a second specimen with

sulphuric acid, and gradually heating it to 180° or 200°, or as long as

any effervescence continues ; the fluid is then filtered, and the amount

of ammonia determined hy bichloride of platinum ; deducting from the

precipitate thus obtained that which was yielded by the other specimen

(corresponding to the potassio-chloride of platinum), we can easily cal-

culate the amount of urea from the ammonio-chloride of platinum, or

from the platinum itself left on the incineration of the residue.

A still better method, by which urea may be determined quantitatively,

although not perfectly free from error, has been given by Millon. 1
It

is based on the fact that urea is decomposed by nitrous acid into nitro-

gen and carbonic acid ; to effect this object a solution of nitrite of sub-

oxide of mercury is dissolved in nitric acid, and added to a weighed

portion of urine ; on warming this mixture there is a development of

nitrogen and carbonic acid, which latter gas is caught in a potash-

apparatus and weighed. Some of the extractive matters might yield

carbonic acid, even if none of the other constituents of the urine did so

;

this, however, is denied by Millon. It must also be recollected that the

urine always contains free carbonic acid in solution.

Finally, a method has been proposed by R. Bunsen2 for the quantita-

tive determination of urea, founded on the property that its solutions

undergo decomposition in closed vessels at a temperature of from 120°

to 240° ; the carbonic acid which is thus formed is combined with

baryta, and the amount of urea is calculated from that of carbonate of

baryta.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Urea is one of the principal products of excretion of the

kidneys : hence it chiefly occurs in the urine. Although it constitutes

the greatest part of the solid constituents of the urine, it is contained

in the liquid urine in very variable quantities in consequence of the

physiological relations, in accordance with which the amount of water

in the urinary secretion varies in so extraordinary a degree. In order

to convince ourselves of the quantity of urea excreted in the urine, we
must examine the urine collected in a definite interval in relation to its

proportion of urea. As, in the consideration of " Urine," we shall

return to this subject, we will here only remark that the urine of a

healthy man contains generally from 2'5 to 3*2-g- of urea, that the ratio

of urea to the other solid constituents is about= 9 : 11 or 7 : 9, and that

a healthy man in twenty-four hours excretes from 22 to 36 grammes.
My experiments3 show that the amount of urea which is excreted is

extremely dependent on the nature of the food which has been pre-

viously taken. On a purely animal diet, or on food very rich in nitro-

gen, there were often two-fifths more urea excreted than on a mixed
diet ; while, on a mixed diet, there was almost one-third more than on
a purely vegetable diet ; while, finally, on a non-nitrogenous diet, the

I Compt. rend. T. 2G, pp. 119-121. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 375-387.
3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 22-29, and Bd. 27, S. 257-274.
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amount of urea was less than half the quantity excreted during an ordi-

nary mixed diet.

In my experiments on the influence of various kinds of food on the

animal organism, and especially on the urine, I arrived at the above

results, which in mean numbers may be expressed as follows : on a well

regulated mixed diet I discharged, in 24 hours, 32*5 grammes of urea

(I give the mean of 15 observations) ; on a purely animal diet 53*2

grammes (the mean of 12 observations) ; on a vegetable diet 22-5

grammes (the mean of 12 observations) ; and on a non-nitrogenous diet

15*4 grammes (the mean of 3 observations).

It is especially worthy of remark, that the augmentation of the urea

in the urine occurs very soon after the use of highly nitrogenous food,

and that in such cases often five-sixths of the nitrogen taken in the food

in 24 hours are eliminated as urea by the kidneys.

When I took 32 boiled hens' eggs daily, I consumed in them about

30*16 grammes of nitrogen, but in the above-mentioned quantity of

urea I discharged only about 25 grammes in 24 hours. On the morn-
ing following the day on which I had taken only flesh or eggs, the urine

was so rich in urea that immediately on the addition of nitric acid it

yielded a copious precipitate of nitrate of urea ; hence Prout's assertion

may be correct in reference to England, that freshly passed urine often

gives a precipitate of nitrate of urea immediately on the addition of

nitric acid, although on the continent, where less animal food is taken,

no one, so far as I know, has made a similar observation ; and hence
also the urine of carnivorous animals is very rich in urea (Vauquelin, 1

Hieronymi,2 Tiedemann and Gmelin), 3 while the urine of gramnivorous

animals is comparatively poor in this constituent (Boussingault).4

Notwithstanding the considerable influence which the nature of the

food exerts on the quantity of urea excreted by the kidneys, there is as

much urea in the urine after prolonged absence from all food (after a

rigid fast of 24 hours) as after the use of perfectly non-nitrogenous

food.

Lassaigne5 found urea in the urine of a madman who had taken no
food for 14 days ; and we observe something similar almost daily in

patients with typhus fever and other diseases, who for 14 days or more
have taken nothing but an oily emulsion or an emollient decoction, and
yet always pass urine containing urea, and often rich in it. After living

for three days on a perfectly non-nitrogenous diet, I still found, in the

morning urine, more than lg of urea.

Strong exercise of the bodily powers causes an increased excretion of

urea.

While, from numerous observations, I ascertained that, during my
ordinary habits of life, I discharged about 32 grammes in 24 hours, I

found that after strong bodily exercise, I, on one occasion, passed 36
grammes, and on another 37*4 grammes in 24 hours.

1 Schweigg. Journ. Bd. 3, S. 175. 2 Journ. de Ch. et de Pharm. T. 3, p. 322.
3 Verdauung u. s. w. Bd. 2, S. 4.

4 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 15, pp. 97-114.
6 Journ. de Chim. Med. T. 1, p. 272.
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The urine of women and children contains, according to Becquerel,1

less urea than that of men.

Becquerel found the ratio of urea excreted in 24 hours by women, to

that excreted by men= 15-582 : 17*537.

Scherer2 has obtained much more correct results than Becquerel in

the case of children and adults. He found that the urine of young

children contained on an average 1*7$ of urea, while he found only l*25g

in the 24 hours' urine of a young man aged 22 years. Determinations

of this kind lead, however, to few conclusions ; to obtain an insight into

the general process, our determinations should have reference to definite

intervals of time, and to definite weights. A boy aged 3J years, dis-

charged in 24 hours 12-98 grammes of urea ; a girl, aged 7 years,

18-29 grammes ; a youth aged 22 years, 37-008 grammes, and a man
aged 38 years, 29-824 grammes. If, however, we take the relative

weights into consideration, it follows that for 1 killogramme's weight of

the child there was discharged 0-810 of a gramme of urea, while for 1

kilogramme's weight of the adult, only 0-420 of a gramme (or a little

more than half the quantity) of urea was excreted.

Like Becquerel, I have failed in establishing the fact that there is an

augmentation of urea in certain forms of disease, although English phy-

sicians have shown an inclination to assume a urea-diathesis.

Although we are, a priori, prejudiced against all these diatheses which

English physicians have attempted to establish on certain urinary ana-

lyses, (see p. 54), we must especially protest against such a urea-dia-

thesis ; for how does this indicate a morbid process ? The nature of this

or that disease does not depend on an increased excretion of urea, which

is only a consequence of another process. The urea is possibly only

excreted in increased quantity when material for its formation is suffi-

ciently supplied ; now if polyphagia be not combined with this urea-

diathesis, the source of the urea must be sought in the waste or con-

sumption of the nitrogenous tissues ; this is not based on the tendency

of the tissues to be converted unto urea, but depends on other processes

which accompany many morbid processes. In diseases where such a

consumption actually occurs, I have never found the urea passed in

twenty-four hours exceed the normal quantity, and have very often found

it far beneath the average.

A diminution in the amount of urea excreted during disease in twenty-

four hours is very frequently observed : this, however, in most cases, may
be dependent on the low diet.

Becquerel has made the best observations in reference to this subject

;

it appears, however, to us, that such investigations may rather serve to

enable us to form an opinion of the morbid process in a special case,

than to establish general rules regarding the diminution of the urea in

the urine in certain classes of disease.

It is by careful observation of the urine in individual cases, and not
by drawing general inferences, that we can make these examinations
useful.

Many chemists have long sought in vain to detect urea in normal
1 Se'me'iotique des Urines, &c, Paris, 1841, p. 34.
2 Verb., d. phys.-med. Ges. z. Wurzburg. Bd. 3, S. 180-190.
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Hood ; Simon believed that he had found it in calves' blood, and Strahl

and Lieberkuhn, 1 and recently Garrod,2 maintain that they have detected

it in human blood : without doubting the correctness of the observations

of these chemists, it is only recently that I have been able to convince

myself with precision by decisive experiments that urea is present in nor-

mal blood.

[Verdeil and Dollfus3 have found urea in large quantities in the blood

of oxen. Moleschott4 believes that he has found oxalate of urea, toge-

ther with other oxalates, in the muscular juice of frogs, whose livers had
been some days previously extirpated. Grohe'5 has, however, subse-

quently examined the constituents of the muscular juice of frogs in the

Giessen Laboratory, and has arrived at the following results, namely :

1. That neither urea nor oxalic acid exists in this fluid ; and
2. That the crystals supposed by Moleschott to consist of oxalate of

urea, in reality are composed of creatine, creatinine, and nitrate of pot-

ash.—G. e. D.]

In my investigations regarding the amount of alkaline carbonates

contained in the blood, I often operated on four or six pounds of fresh

ox-blood : in order to avoid the decomposition and re-arrangement of the

soluble mineral constituents of blood which always occur in ordinary

incineration, I first separated the coagulable matters of the blood, after

diluting it with four times its volume of water, and neutralizing it with

acetic acid ; the residue left by the evaporation of the fluid, from which
the coagulated albumen had been removed by filtration, and the films

that formed during evaporation had been skimmed off, was treated with

absolute alcohol, and then, in the manner we have already described,

examined for urea ; the measurements of the angles of the crystals both

of nitrate and oxalate of urea, which were made according to Schmidt's

method under the microscope, exactly coincided with the measurements
given by Schmidt for these crystals.

Strati's method, which I have repeatedly tried, and which consists in

the extraction of the urea from four ounces of blood by the addition of

alcohol, and in diagnosing the existence of urea from the crystallization

of the oxalate, does not appear to me to be sufficiently conclusive ; for,

in the first place, the quantity of urea in four ounces is very small, even

for microscopic observation ; secondly, alcohol extracts from the blood

certain organic matters which partly separate on evaporation ; thirdly,

oxalic acid always precipitates mineral matters which render the object

indistinct ; and, finally, if its crystals be not crystallographically deter-

mined, it is often very hard to distinguish oxalate of urea from crystal-

lized alkaline oxalates ; all of which reasons led me to think that Strahl's

experiments required to be confirmed in some other manner.
Urea increases abnormally in the blood of persons suffering from dege-

neration of the kidneys, whereby the function of those organs is

destroyed. Under the general term of BrigMa disease, we usually in-

clude the various conditions in which there is a mechanical disturbance

1 Preuss. Vereins-Zeit. No. 47, 1847.
2 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, Vol. 31, p. 83.

3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 74, S. 214. * Arch f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 11, S. 493.
5 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 85.
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of the urinary secretion, however different the histological alteration in

the renal tissue may be; and we use the word urcamia to indicate

the group of symptoms which depend on the retention of urea in the

blood.

Christison1 was the first who recognized the occurrence of urea in the

blood in this disease. In any other disease, urea is only rarely found in

the blood ; hence, it is by no means requisite that the symptoms of

uraemia should be combined with the presence of urea in the blood, since

every physician knows how often Bright's disease occurs without this

group of symptoms ; it is only when the urine is very scanty that these

symptoms occur : that of vomiting is not by any means a necessary one,

as is generally supposed. Moreover, urea has been found by Rainey2

and Marchand, in the blood of cholera patients, but only when there

was ischuria ; and Garrod3 thinks that he has found it in the blood of a

gouty patient.

Rees4 and Wohler5 have detected urea in Liquor Amnii, which, they

are convinced, contained none of the mother's urine. Mack6 and Sche-

rer7 however failed in detecting any urea in this fluid.

[Rees8 has frequently met with small quantities of urea in milk.

—

G. E. D.]

Millon9 found urea in the vitreous and aqueous humors of the eye,

and Wohler10 confirms the fact.

Urea has very often been found in dropsical exudations.

I have never been able to discover urea in serous exudations, unless at

the same time there was disease of the kidneys
;
previous statements

may possibly only have reference to dropsical fluids depending on Bright's

disease, and not to those accumulations of fluid which arise from enlarge-

ment of the liver.

In Bright's disease, urea is found in all the serous fluids ; thus Schloss-

berger11 once found it in an aqueous effusion in the cerebral ventricles.

The matters vomited in uraemia not unfrequently contain urea. (Nys-

ten12 and others.)

Wright13 has found urea in the saliva of a patient with Bright's dis-

ease, and also in that of a dog poisoned with corrosive sublimate.

Urea has been found by 0. B. Kiihn in a biliary concretion ; and
Strahl and Lieberkuhn have recently detected it in the bile after the

extirpation 'of the kidneys.

Origin.—Physiologists were long undecided regarding the seat of the

actual formation of urea. Since urea had not been discovered in nor-

mal blood, many believed that they must adhere to the old view, that

the excreta are formed in the excreting organs from the constituents of

the blood, and that urea is thus first produced in the kidneys. They

1 On granular degeneration of the kidneys, &c. Edinburgh, 1839, p. 20.
2 Lond. Med. Gaz. Vol. 23, p. 518. 3 Op. cit.
4 Lond. Med. Gaz. Vol. 23, p. 462. 5 Ann . d . Ch. u . pharm. Bd. 58, S. 98.
6 Arch. f. phys. u. pathol. Ch. u. Mikr. Bd. 2, S. 218-224.
7 Zeitschr. f. wissenschaftl. Zoologic. Bd. 1, S. 88-92.
8 Guy's Hospital Reports, New Series. Vol. 1, p. 328.
9 Compt. rend. T. 26, p. 121. i° Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 66, S. 128.
11 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 1, S. 43. '* Journ. de Chim. MeU 1837, p. 257.
13 Lancet, 1844. Vol. 1, p. 150.
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accounted for the circumstance that urea is, in certain morbid conditions,

sometimes found in the blood and other fluids, by assuming that it was
then resorbed from the kidneys or the urinary bladder. To overthrow

this opinion, Prevost and Dumas,1 and subsequently Gmelin, Tiedemann,

and Mitscherlich,2 extirpated the kidneys of animals, and then found no
inconsiderable quantity of urea in the blood ; indeed Marchand3 induced

all the symptoms of uraemia in a dog by the mere ligature of the renal

nerves, and was able to recognize the presence of urea with the greatest

certainty, not only in the blood, but also in the vomited matters.

The investigations of Marchand have thrown much light upon this

subject ; this accurate observer could only recover 0*2 of a gramme of

urea from 200 grammes of serum to which 1 gramme of urea had been

added ; he shows that, even if the urea were only separated from the

blood at the end of each successive hour, it could not have accumulated

in such quantity as to have been discoverable by the present mode of

investigation. The following consideration will give us an idea of the

small quantity of urea which, according to Marchand's hypothesis, at the

most can accumulate in the blood in one hour. From the experiments

of Ed. Weber, which I have in part confirmed, we may assume that

there are in an adult man at most 6 or 7 kilogrammes [16 to 19
pounds] of circulating blood ; now, if in 24 hours 30 grammes of urea

are discharged, at most only 1-25 grammes could accumulate in one

hour in the whole mass of the blood, so that only 0-021 g could be con-

tained in it; this minute quantity can, however, as we have already

shown, only be detected in operating on very large masses of blood, and
by the aid of the microscope. Hence it is easy to understand why,
during my experiments with an animal diet, while the urine was loaded

with urea, none of this substance could be discovered in the blood.

If it be now established, that the urea is not primarily formed in the

kidneys, the question still remains to be answered, whether it is produced
in the circulating blood or in the individual living organs (as for instance,

the muscles), and from what materials it is principally formed. In the

present state of our knowledge, we may answer, that the urea is formed
in the blood, and that it is produced from materials that have become
effete, the detritus of tissues, as well as from unserviceable and superflu-

ous nitrogenous substances in the blood. No animal tissue presents such

vital activity, is so much used, and so rapidly worn out, as muscular

tissue ; it is in this tissue that the metamorphosis of matter proceeds

most rapidly and abundantly, and yet, in the large quantities of muscular
fluid on which Liebig worked, he could detect no trace of urea, although

he found substances from which he could produce urea artificially. We
must therefore assume that these substances, as creatine and probably
inosic acid, are decomposed in the blood, by the action of the alkalies

and of free oxygen, into urea and other matters to be excreted. More-
over, my experiments showing that the superfluous nitrogenous food
which enters the blood, and the fact that caffeine, glycine (Horsford),

uric acid, and alloxantin (Wb'hler and Frerichs), 4 soon after they have

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 23, p. 90.
2 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 31, S. 303. 3 Journ. f. pp. Ch. Bd. 11, S. 149.
4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharni. Bd. 65, S. 337-8.
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been taken, perceptibly increase the amount of urea in the urine, sup-

port the view that urea is formed in the blood. It is impossible to

suppose that this nitrogenous food is first converted into tissue, and sub-

sequently into urea, &c, for we cannot think that a process occurs here,

analogous to that exhibited by the percussion-apparatus of Physicists,

where a certain number of parts, effecting a percussion, give rise to the

repulsion of an equal number of parts. Hence the conversion of this

matter can occur in no other place than in the circulating blood, and

therefore it is here that the urea must be formed.

That the urea is formed from nitrogenous matters could not be

doubted, even if it did not contain nitrogen (and that in so large a quan-

tity) ; for it is especially after the use of highly nitrogenous food that

we find an augmentation of its quantity in the urine. If, however, we
should further inquire—from what substances is it produced, and what

tissues principally contribute to its formation ? we could not, in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge, give any satisfactory answers to these

questions. All that we know is, that urea is a very general product of

the decomposition of nitrogenous matters, both naturally within the

animal body, and artificially in the laboratory of the chemist. We have

already said enough to show that urea is so common a product of the de-

composition of nitrogenous bodies, that we could hardly any longer

enumerate it among true organic substances, if we tried to establish a

distinction between organic and inorganic matter. Moreover, when we
treat of uric acid we shall show that, in all probability, a great part of

the urea separated by the kidneys from the blood is the product of the

decomposition of that acid.

What is the importance of urea in the fluids of the eye, and whether
it has any importance, are questions which, at present, cannot be an-

swered.

Xanthine.—

C

5
H

2N2 2
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body, which has also been named uric oxide and
urous acid, occurs, when freshly precipitated, as a white powder, which
is neither crystalline nor gelatinous ; when dried, it forms pale, yellowish,

hard masses, which, on being rubbed, assume a waxy brightness : it is

very slightly soluble in water, is insoluble in alcohol and ether, has no
action on vegetable colors, and when heated, becomes decomposed with-
out undergoing fusion, developing much hydrocyanic acid and a very
peculiar odor, but yielding no urea. It dissolves with

[
considerable

facility in ammonia, but on evaporation it loses the greater part of the
ammonia, and separates into a yellowish foliaceous mass. It dissolves
freely in the caustic fixed alkalies, from which, however, carbonic acid
will separate it; it dissolves also in nitric acid without the development
of gas, and in sulphuric acid, to which it communicates a yellowish
color ; it is all but insoluble in hydrochloric and oxalic acids. It does
not combine^ in definite proportions with acids, alkalies, or salts.

Composition.—As, from the want of definite combinations, the atomic
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weight of this body cannot be ascertained, we can only give the empi-

rical formula, which expresses the simplest relation of the elements in

xanthine. This substance was analyzed many years ago by Liebig and
Wohler, 1 and recently by Bodo Unger,2 with similar results

:

Carbon 5 atoms, . . . 39-47

Hydrogen 2 " ... 2-63

Nitrogen, 2 " ... 36-84

Oxygen, 2 " ... 2106

10000

This body has been regarded as uric acid (C5
H

2
N

2 3)
in a lower state

of oxidation ; but till some of its compounds or products of decomposition

are analyzed, scarcely an hypothesis can be suggested regarding its the-

oretical constitution.

This body is only classified here with the animal bases, amongst which
it cannot properly be reckoned, because, in its elementary composition,

it presents much similarity with them, and in a physiological point of

view, it approximates to urea, guanine, and cystine.

Preparation.—Urinary calculi, in which this body occurs, are dis-

solved in a solution of potash, and the xanthine is precipitated from the

filtered fluid by carbonic acid.

Tests.—From the circumstances under which it occurs, this body can
only be confounded with uric acid or cystine ; under the microscope it

may, however, be readily distinguished from them by its amorphous con-

dition. It differs chemically from uric acid, firstly, in its ready solubility

in ammonia (hence it is not precipitated from its potash-solution, like

uric acid, by hydrochlorate of ammonia) ; secondly, in its being sepa-

rated from its potash-solution by carbonic acid, as a precipitate, free

from the alkali ; thirdly, in its dissolving in nitric acid without efferve-

scence, and on evaporation, leaving a (not red, but) yellow mass, which
does not become red on the addition of ammonia. It differs from
cystine, not only in its amorphism, but also in its insolubility in hydro-

chloric and oxalic acids.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—This body was discovered in a urinary calculus by
Marcet, who, from its behavior with nitric acid, gave it the name of

xanthic oxide. It has only been found once since, by Stromeyer, in a

large calculus removed from a child ; and it was from this source that

both Liebig and Wohler, and Unger, obtained the materials for their

analyses. Jackson3 thought that he had found it in a specimen of
diabetic urine, but his experiments do not prove that he actually met
with this substance. Although I have repeatedly sought for it, I have
never been able to find xanthine in diabetic urine ; indeed it has never
been found in any specimen of urine.

Strahl and Lieberkiihn4 believe that they have discovered xanthine in

1 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 41, S. 393. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 18.

»Arch. d. Pharm. Bd. 11, S. 182.

* Harnsaure im Blut u. s. w. Berlin, 1848, S. 112 ff.
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human urine, but from the reactions which they describe, the substance

in question appears to have been guanine.

[Dr. Davy 1 believes that the urinary secretion of scorpions and spiders

consists for the most part of xanthine. The substance he has discovered

is doubtless the same as that which Gorup-Besanez and F. Will have re-

garded as guanine. See p. 160.—G. B. D.]

Origin.—So little is known of this substance in reference either to its

chemical nature, or its occurrence in the animal body, that we cannot

offer any conjecture regarding its genesis.

Many attempts have been made to convert uric acid into xanthine,

but they have all been unsuccessful.

Chevallier and Lassaigne2 have extracted a substance to which they

have given the name xantlwcystine, from the miliary tubercles in a

dead body that had been buried for two months. It was insoluble in water

and alcohol, but dissolved in ammonia and in the mineral acids ; the

ammoniacal solution deposited minute white granules on evaporation;

hexagonal tablets separated from the acid solutions on evaporation ; the

substance did not fuse on heating, but puffed up, became yellow and

black, and developed an odor of burned horn, and gave off alkaline

vapors. The investigation of this substance was not carried any further.

Hypoxanthine.

[Scherer 3 has discovered the occurrence of a white, crystalline, pulve-

rulent substance in the spleen, and in the heart of man and the ox. On
analysis it yielded

:

Carbon, 44-257
Hydrogen, 3-219
Nitrogen, 40-820
Oxygen, 11-704

100-000

Its formula is C5
H

2
N

20. Hence it is xanthine minus 1 equivalent of

oxygen. Scherer has given it the name of hypoxanthine.—G. E. D.]

The following is the best method of preparing hypoxanthine. The
fluid obtained by boiling the spleen with water is precipitated by baryta-
water ; the filtered fluid deposits baryta-salts on evaporation, and must
be refiltered and the baryta precipitated by sulphuric acid ; all these
baryta-precipitates contain hypoxanthine mixed with the phosphate,
carbonate, and sulphate of baryta. It is extracted from them by a
dilute solution of potash, and is precipitated from this solution, together
with uric acid, by hydrochloric or carbonic acid. The hypoxanthine
may be obtained in a separate state by dissolving the precipitate in
potash, and throwing down the uric acid by hydrochlorate of ammonia.

This substance has been found by Gerhard4 (one of Scherer's pupils)

1 Edin. New Phil. Journ. Vol. 40, p. 338, and Vol. 44, p. 125.
2 Journ. de Chim. M6d. 3 Ser. T. 7, p. 208. 3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 73, S. 328.
4 Verh. d. phys.-med. Ges. zu. Wurzburg. Bd. 2, S. 299.
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in the blood of the ox, and by Scherer1 himself in larger quantity in the

blood in leucaemia.

We must know more about the occurrence of hypoxanthine, and its

chemical constitution must be further studied, before we can venture to

form a judgment, or even to offer an opinion, regarding its physiological

value.

[We may take this opportunity of mentioning that Scherer2 has also

found another body in the fluid of the spleen, to which he has given the

name of lienine ; it is crystalline, and according to Scherer's analysis

contains no sulphur, but consists of C 53-71, H 8-95, N 4-82, and 32-52.

—G. E. D.]

Guanine.—C
10
H

5
N

5O2
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body is a yellowish-white crystalline powder, devoid

of odor or taste, which can bear a temperature of 220° without loss of

weight, is insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether, has no action on vege-

table colors, and dissolves freely in hydrochloric acid and caustic soda

;

it unites with acids, forming unstable salts ; on mixing its sulphate with

a very large quantity of water, there is a separation of the hydrate of

guanine, which does not lose its combined water till it is raised to a

temperature of 100°.

Composition.—This body was discovered by Bodo Unger: 3
it was at

first mistaken for xanthine, but subsequently, by analysis of the free

body and its salts, it was ascertained to be a distinct, weak base. Ac-
cording to the formula deduced from his analyses, it consists of

:

Carbon, ....
Hydrogen, ....
Nitrogen, ....
Oxygen, ....

100 00

Its atomic weight= 1887-5. The hydrate consists, according to

Unger, of 2 atoms of water and 3 atoms of guanine. On account of its

basic nature, Berzelius4 regards it as ammonia with a nitrogenous adjunct

=H
3N.C10

H
2
N

4O2 .
.

Combinations.—Like caffeine and theobromine, and other weak bases,

guanine readily unites in several proportions with acids, but, like the

above-named substances, parts with them readily on the addition of large

quantities of water, so that the pure base, mostly as a hydrate, is sepa-

rated, while an acid salt remains in solution.

Hydrochlorate of guanine : the neutral salt, 3(C
10
H

5
N

5O2.HCl)-f7HO,
crystallizes in bright yellow needles, loses all its water under 100°, and

i Verh. d. phys.-med. Ges. zu. Wiirzburg. p. 323. 2 j^d p 298.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 395 ff, and Bd. 58, S. 28-31 ; Pogg. Ann. Bd. G5,

S. 222-239, and Ann. d'. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 59, S. 58-73.
4 Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 678.

10 atoms, . . 39-73

5 " . 3-31

5 " . 46-36

2 " . 1060
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all its hydrochloric acid ahove that temperature : the acid salt, C 10
II5
N

5O2

+2HC1, loses half its hydrochloric acid at a moderate temperature

:

with bichloride of platinum it forms a crystalline compound, C 10
H

6
N

sO2
.

HC1 + PtCl +4 HO, which is as insoluble in cold water as the ammonio-

chloride of 'platinum, but dissolves very freely in hot water. The

following basic hydrochlorate has also been obtained: 2C 10
H

5
N

5
O

2
+HCl.

Sulphate of guanine, C10
H

5
N

5O2
.HO.SO3

+2HO, crystallizes in yellow

needles, often an inch in length.

Nitrate of guanine was obtained by Unger in several proportions:

3C 10
H

5
N

3O4
+3NO

5+

1

2H0-

3C 10
H

5
N

5
O.,+4N05

+12HO.
3C 10

H
5
N5O.;-f5N06+

1

6HO.
3C10H5N5O2+6NO6+18HO.

The phosphate, oxalate, and tartrate of guanine may also be obtained.

(xuanine-soda, C
10
H

5
N

5O2
+2NaO + 6HO, is precipitated from the

soda-solution on the addition of alcohol : it is a foliaceous crystalline

mass, which attracts carbonic acid from the air, and effloresces. At 100°

it loses all its water ; on the addition of water one portion of the guanine

separates, and another portion remains in solution with an excess of

soda. Guanine also unites with certain salts, as, for instance, with

nitrate of silver, forming crystalline compounds.

Products of its metamorphosis.—Cruanic acid, C10
H

3
N4O7

(termed

hyperuric acid by Unger), is obtained by digesting for 24 hours, at a

temperature of 125°, 3 parts of guanine, 5 of chlorate of potash, 5 of

water, and 30 of hydrochloric acid ; it crystallizes in short rhombic

prisms with oblique terminal surfaces, is devoid of color, odor, and taste,

reddens moistened litmus, is slightly soluble in water and in acids, but

dissolves freely in the caustic alkalies and their carbonates, and on dry

distillation yields hydrated cyanic acid, together with water and carbon.

Preparation.—Guanine was obtained by Unger from guano, which

he digests with diluted milk of lime till the fluid, when boiled, no longer

appears brown, but assumes a faint greenish-yellow color ; it is then

filtered and treated with hydrochloric acid ; in the course of a few hours

the guanine, with a little uric acid, separates ; the sediment is then dis-

solved in hydrochloric acid, from which it is deposited in a crystalline

form as a hydrochlorate ; from this the guanine is finally separated by
ammonia.

Tests.—Guanine is especially to be distinguished both from xanthine

and from uric acid by its forming distinctly crystallizable salts with acids.

Moreover, the difference of its behavior with nitric acid is quite sufficient

to prevent it from being mistaken for uric acid.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Unger has, as we have already mentioned, found guanine
in guano (the excrements of certain sea-fowls); it has recently also been
found in the excrements of spiders by F. Will and Gorup-Besanez, 1 who

1 Gelehrte Anz. d. k. bair. Ak. d. Wiss. 1848, S. 825-828
;
[and more fully in a memoir

" on guanine as an essential constituent of certain secretions of the invertebrata," in
Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 117.—g. e. d.]
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think it very probable that this substance occurs in the green organ of

the river craw-fish, and in the Bojanian organ in the fresh-water mussel.

If the constant occurrence of this substance in the urine, which Strahl

and Lieberkuhn1 regarded as xanthine (but which, from its solubility in

hydrochloric acid, would rather seem to be guanine), be confirmed by
further investigations, we should have to classify guanine among the

general products of excretion of the animal organism.

Origin.—From everything connected with the occurrence of guanine
there can be no doubt that, like the nitrogenous compounds to which it

is allied, it is a product of the metamorphosis of the nitrogenous matters
of the animal body. Nothing is, however, known, on which we can
even hazard a conjecture regarding the conditions under which it is

formed.

Allantoine.—

C

8
H

5
N4 5

.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body forms colorless, hard prisms, of the rhombo-
hedric primitive form, which have a strong vitreous brilliance; it is

devoid of smell and taste, dissolves in 160 parts of cold water, and more
easily in hot water ; it crystallizes from its hot alcoholic solution, is

insoluble in ether, is unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere, does not
redden litmus, and chars, when heated, without fusing. It dissolves in

solutions of the caustic alkalies and their carbonates, when these are
warmed, but crystallizes from them in an unchanged condition as they
cool ; it is decomposed by concentrated caustic alkalies, taking up water
and resolving itself into oxalic acid and ammonia (C

8
H

5
N

4 5
+7HO=

4H
3
N+ C2 3) ; when boiled with concentrated sulphuric acid, it also

takes up water, developing carbonic acid and carbonic oxide, and leaving
sulphate of ammonia. On warming it with nitric acid (of 1-2 to 1-4

specific gravity), it becomes decomposed into urea and allantoic acid (3
atoms of allantoine, taking up 7 atoms of water, yield 2 atoms of urea
and 2 atoms of allantoic acid, for C^H

15
N

12 5+7HO= C4
H

8
N

4 4+
C20
H

14
N

8O18).

Allantoine enters into combination with the oxides of lead and silver.

Composition.—Liebig and Wb'hler2 were the first who accurately de-

termined the composition of crystallized allantoine, and they deduced
the above formula from its silver-compound, according to which it con-
sists of:

30-38
3-16

35-44

25-32

5-70

Carbon, 8 atoms,
Hydrogen, . 5 «
Nitrogen, 4 "
Oxygen, 6 "
Water, 1 "

10000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical dry allantoine= 1862-5.
This body cannot be reckoned amongst the organic bases, since it does

1 Op. cit. 2 Pogg. Ann. Bel. 31, S. 501.
VOL. I. 11
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not combine with any acid ; but from the analogy of its composition, and

the circumstance that we cannot find a more appropriate position for it

than amongst the nitrogenous products of the metamorphosis of animal

matters, we deemed it best to insert it in this place. No_ rational

formula can be assigned for it ; we may, however, remark, that it exactly

contains the elements of 4 atoms of cyanogen and 5 atoms of water.

Combinations.—The silver-compound, C8
H

5
N

4 5
.AgO, is obtained by

mixing nitrate of silver with a boiling saturated solution of allantoine,

and then adding ammonia as long as a precipitate continues to be pro-

duced : it forms a white powder which, when examined microscopically,

is found to consist of clear, perfectly spherical particles.

The lead-compound is obtained on boiling an aqueous solution of

allantoine with oxide of lead ; it is crystallizable.

Products of its metamorphosis.—Allantoic acid, C 10
H

7
N

4O9 , which is

obtained in the manner we have already described, occurs as a tough,

amorphous, white mass, soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol and

ether, and forms soluble salts with the alkalies and earths (Pelouze). 1

Attention has been drawn to the fact that this acid contains exactly 3

atoms of water more than uric acid under the older formula (C
10
H

4
N

4

O
6
+3HO=C

10
H

7
N

4O9).

Preparation.—On evaporating the allantoic fluid of the foetus of a

cow or the urine of a young calf to a thin syrup, without permitting it

to boil, and then allowing it to stand for a few days, we obtain crystals

of allantoine mixed with phosphate and urate of magnesia ; by stirring

it with cold water and decanting, most of the viscid matter, consisting of

urate of magnesia, is removed, while the crystals of allantoine and phos-

phate of magnesia rapidly sink to the bottom ; hot water extracts the

allantoine, leaving the magnesian salt undissolved ; the solution of allan-

toine is then decolorized with animal charcoal, and evaporated till it

recrystallizes.

Allantoine may also be obtained artificially from uric acid (see " Uric

Acid") by boiling it with peroxide of lead, the products of decomposition

being oxalate of lead, urea, and allantoine ; when the boiling fluid has

been freed by filtration from oxalate of lead, and allowed to cool, the

allantoine separates in crystals.

Tests.—This body can only be recognized with certainty by an accu-

rate determination of its crystalline form, or by an elementary analysis

either of itself or its silver-compound.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Vauquelin and Buniva thought that they had found
allantoine in the Liquor Amnii of a cow, but Lassaigne2 proved that it

is peculiar to the Liquor Allantoidis. It has recently been found by
"Wb'hler3 in considerable quantity, in the urine of young calves. It has
as yet been found nowhere else in the animal organism.
According to Wohler, the allantoine from calves' urine presents the

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Se>. T. 6, p. 69. 2 Ibid. T. 17, p 301
3 Nachrichten der k. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1849. No. 5, S. 61-64: rand

more fully in Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd 70, S. 229.—g. e. d.]
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peculiarity that it differs in the character of its crystals from that which
is obtained from the allantoic fluid or from uric acid ; the crystals grow
together in bundles, and their terminal surfaces are no longer distinct,

while pure allantoine appears in isolated well-formed prisms. This dif-

ference, however, only depends on the admixture of a foreign substance,

whose quantity is much too minute to produce any appreciable influence

on the result of its elementary analysis. By combining it with oxide of

silver, and then decomposing the compound, we obtain it in as pure and
isolated a state as when we prepare it from the allantoic fluid or from
uric acid.

Origin.—That allantoine is a product of the metamorphosis of nitro-

genous food or of tissue in the animal organism, is sufficiently obvious

from the circumstances under which it occurs, but any nearer indication

of the chemical process on which its formation depends is impossible,

since we have no idea of its rational composition. The two following

facts may, however, probably indicate the way in which its formation
may at some future time be explained : firstly, it only occurs in the urine

of the foetus and of recently-born animals, and disappears after the use

of vegetable food ; secondly, as has been discovered by Wbhler, it occurs

in the urine of sucking calves, together with uric acid and urea, but
without hippuric acid ; hence the idea suggests itself that allantoine and
hippuric acid exclude or stand in the place of one another, which might
rather have been expected of uric acid, from which allantoine may be
artificially prepared.

Cystine.—C
6
H

6
NS

2 4
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body occurs in colorless, transparent, hexagonal
plates or prisms, is devoid of taste and smell, and is insoluble in water

Fig. 9.

O O
O'

Cystine from urinary calculus, and recrystallized from ammonia.

and alcohol ; it dissolves in oxalic acid and in the mineral acids, forming
with them saline combinations, most of which are crystallizable, but it
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does not unite with acetic, tartaric, or citric acid : it is decomposed by

nitric acid, leaving, on the evaporation of the fluid, a reddish-brown mass;

it dissolves freely in the caustic fixed alkalies and their carbonates. It

dissolves in caustic ammonia, but does not unite with it, so that on

evaporation it crystallizes unchanged. It is insoluble in carbonate of

ammonia ; hence it is best precipitated from its acid solutions by carbo-

nate of ammonia, and from its alkaline solutions by acetic acid.

Cystine does not fuse on the application of heat, but it burns with a

bluish-green flame, developing at the same time a very peculiar acid

odor ; on dry distillation it developes a stinking empyreuma and ammo-

nia, and leaves a voluminous porous coal. On boiling it with alkalies,

ammonia is first developed, and subsequently an easily inflammable gas,

which burns with a blue flame.

Composition.—Cystine has been analyzed by Prout, Baudrimont,

Thaulow, 1 and Marchand,2 with perfectly identical results, yielding the

above formula, according to which this substance contains

:

Carbon, ....... 6 atoms,

Hydrogen, ...... 6 "
Nitrogen, 1 "
Sulphur, 2 "

Oxygen, 4 "

30 000
5-000

11-666
26-667

26-667

100000

Its atomic weight = 1336*0.

Since cystine, which has also received the name of cystic oxide, unites

with certain acids to form crystalline salts, Berzelius classifies this body

with the combinations of conjugated ammonia= H
3
N.C

6
H

3S 2 4
. If,

however, this view be correct, much is still wanting for the establishment

of the rational formula of cystine, for the most important question re-

garding its constitution still remains unexplained, namely, in which

form or combination the sulphur is contained, in the cystine or in this

adjunct. The chemical investigations regarding cystine, which have

been hitherto instituted, do not tend to support any hypothesis.

Combinations.—Hydrochlorate of cystine, C
6
H

6
NS

2OrHCl, crystal-

lizes without water in plates grouped in a star-like form. Berzelius3

obtained the combination with bichloride of platinum by direct union

;

this salt is not crystallizable ; it dissolves easily in water and alcohol,

but is insoluble in ether.

Nitrate of cystine, C6
H

6
NS

2 4
.HO.N0

5+HO, crystallizes readily,

losing its one atom of water at 85°.

Preparation.—Urinary calculi, in which cystine occurs, are dissolved

in a solution of potash, and the cystine is precipitated from this solution

by acetic acid ; or we dissolve them in ammonia, and allow the filtered

fluid to evaporate in the air.

Tests.—Cystine is characterized by the readiness with which it crys-

tallizes in well-formed hexagonal plates, which may be distinguished
with great ease under the microscope, and by its solubility both in

alkalies and mineral acids. Further, it may be known by the peculiar

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 27, S. 197. * Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 10, S 15-18.
3 Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 631.
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odor which it developes on dry distillation and on burning, which is

unlike that evolved by any other similar substance. Liebig has given

the following test for cystine. The potash-extract of the substance in

which we are searching for cystine must be decomposed with a solution

of oxide of lead in caustic potash ; if, on the application of heat, there

be a precipitation of sulphide of lead, cystine is probably present ; we
must, however, previously satisfy ourselves that no other sulphurous

body, as, for instance, mucus, albumen, &c, be simultaneously present.

If cystine be mixed with a small quantity of the urates, the two sub-

stances may be separated by the aid of boiling water, in which the

former is insoluble. Uric acid occasionally appears under the micro-

scope in the form of hexagonal tablets, but we should never trust in

these cases to microscopic examination alone.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Cystine was originally discovered by Wollaston, 1 in a

urinary calculus. Calculi of this nature, although very rare, have since

been found by many other chemists, as, for instance, Prout, Taylor,

Baudrimont, Lassaigne, Dranty, Civiale, Buchner, and Bird. Bird2 and
Mandl3 remark that they have often found cystine dissolved in the urine,

from which Bird precipitates it by acetic acid ; it also occurs as a sedi-

ment mixed with urate of soda. The pathological process accompanying
the appearance of cystine in the urine is altogether unknown. Bird
thinks there is some connection between it and the scrofulous diathesis

;

others fancy that they see connection between cystine and diabetes ; but

none of these conjectures are supported by the results of experience. In
the examination of 129 urinary calculi, Taylor found only two that con-

tained cystine. This substance has been found nowhere but in the urine.

Origin.—As no other urinary constituent contains sulphur, 4 the oc-

currence of this highly sulphurous body in the urine is the more singular,

and we should consequently expect that some essential alteration of the

chemico-vital processes must have taken place before this substance

could be produced, but all that we learn from the simultaneous morbid
phenomena completely disappoints us in the assumption that the excre-

tion of cystine must probably be preceded by a certain group of symp-
toms, from which something might be concluded regarding the produc-

tion of this body. Taurine is the only other body with which we are

acquainted that is equally rich in sulphur ; no other animal bodies in

which sulphur occurs, as albumen, casein, fibrin, &c, contain at most
more than 2°-, while in this substance there is 25g. Hence, in a chemical
point of view, a connection might be suspected between taurine and
cystine, and the rational physician should consequently direct his atten-

tion to the manner in which the functions of the liver are performed,
whenever cystine presents itself in the urine.

' Phil. Trans. 1810, p. 223.
2 Urinary Deposits, &c. 3d Edition, p. 188. 3 Journ de Chim. Me"d. 1838, p. 355.
4 [This statement is too general. Dr. Ronalds has shown that the extractive matters

of the urine contain an unknown sulphur-compound. See Phil. Trans. 1846, p. 461.

—

G. E. D.]
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Taurine.—CJ^NSaOg.

Properties.—This substance, which was formerly termed biliary aspa-

ragin, crystallizes in colorless, regular hexagonal prisms with four and

six-sided sharp extremities (the elementary form is that of a right

rhombic prism, the angles formed by the edges of the sides being lll°-44

and 68°-16) (Fig. 10) ; it is hard, craunches between the teeth, has a cool-

Fig. 10.

Taurine from Ox-gall, crystallized from hot water.

ing taste, resists the action of the atmosphere, dissolves in 15*5 parts of

water, and in 573 of spirit of wine (of 0-835 specific gravity), but is

insoluble in anhydrous alcohol and ether, and has no action on vegetable

colors. It dissolves, without undergoing change, even at the boiling-

point, in the mineral acids, but forms no compounds with them. It is

not precipitated from its solution either by tannic acid or by the metallic

salts. On heating, it fuses, puffs up, and developes much acetate of

ammonia, and a thick brown oil ; if it be inflamed in the air, it developes

much sulphurous acid ; if it be dissolved in caustic potash, and the solu-

tion boiled down till it becomes thick, it developes pure ammonia gas,

and leaves a residue consisting solely of sulphite and acetate of potash.

The sulphur in taurine cannot be detected in the moist way either by
nitric acid or by aqua regia.

Composition.—Taurine was first discovered by Gmelin in the bile, and
was soon afterwards analyzed with very similar results by Demarc.ay,
Pelouze, and Dumas ; these chemists, however, entirely overlooked the

existence of sulphur in this body, the discovery of which was reserved
for Redtenbacher, 1 from whose analyses it was found to consist of

:

Carbon, 4 atoms, . . 19-20
Hydrogen, . . 7 " . 5-60
Nitrogen, . . 1 " . 11-20
Sulphur, . . 2 « . 25-60
Oxygen, .

'
. . 6 " . 38-40

100 00

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd 57, S. 170-174.
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As this body lias not yet been combined with any other in a definite

proportion, its atomic weight cannot be determined with accuracy ; but

it must not be reckoned among the bases, and we are still perfectly in

the dark regarding its rational composition. Redtenbacher1 attempted

to elucidate this point ; finding that by the action of potash, taurine was

decomposed into ammonia, acetic acid, and sulphurous acid, he was

somewhat inclined to believe that taurine is a combination of sulphurous

acid with aldehyde and ammonia (since 2S0
2
+H

3
N+C

4
H

4 2
==C

4
H

7
NS

2

6),
and that it might probably be artificially prepared from these sub-

stances, as urea is obtained from cyanate of ammonia. Indeed, on

passing sulphurous acid into an alcoholic solution of aldehyde-ammonia

he obtained a white crystalline body isomeric with taurine ; it is, how-

ever, not identical with taurine, but must be regarded as an acid sulphite

of aldehyde-ammonia ; it reddens litmus, gradually changes on exposure

to the air, turns yellow at 100°, and at a higher temperature becomes

brown, and finally developes an odor resembling that of burned taurine.

Hence, notwithstanding these ingenious experiments of Redtenbacher's,

the rational constitution of taurine remains still unexplained.

[Strecker2 has recently succeeded in forming taurine artificially from
isethionate of ammonia, NH

4O.C4
H

5
0.2S0

3 , which=C
4
H

7
N0

6
S

2+2
HO, and therefore, only differs from taurine by two equivalents of water.

This salt fuses at 120°C without disengaging ammonia, and Scherer

hoped that at a still higher temperature it would lose water. He first

found that taurine might be heated to 240° C, without decomposition or

fusion ; and he then heated isethionate of ammonia to 236° C, and kept

it at this temperature till it had lost 11^ of weight. The mass was dis-

solved in water ; on the addition of alcohol it was precipitated in crys-

tals ; this precipitate, dissolved in water, furnished by spontaneous

evaporation large crystals exactly identical with the crystals of taurine

obtained from bile. Like taurine, they bear exposure to 240°, without

fusing or acquiring color ; they evolve no ammonia with a solution of

potash ; they do not precipitate the salts of baryta when boiled with

nitric or nitro-muriatic acid; when fused with potash and nitrate of

potash, they evolve ammonia, and the mass contains sulphuric acid. All

these properties being the same as those of taurine, and its mode of

formation proving that its composition is similar, this product is identical

with the taurine of the bile.—G. E. d.]

Preparation.—Taurine is usually obtained from ox-gall. The bile,

freed from its mucus by an acid, or its alcoholic extract, is mixed with

hydrochloric acid, and boiled for some hours, till the choloidic acid is

completely formed from the nitrogenous acids of the bile ; the acid fluid,

after the removal of the choloidic acid by filtration is rapidly evapo-
rated, causing the chloride of sodium to crystallize ; the acid mother-
liquid is then treated with five or six times its bulk of boiling alcohol,

from which, as it cools, the taurine separates in needles ; by recrystalli-

zation in water, it is obtained in a state of purity.

Tests.—Taurine may be distinguished from every other substance by
its crystalline form (which, under the microscope, is as distinct in small

crystals as in large ones), by its property of developing sulphurous acid

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 37-15. « Compt. rend. T. 39, p. 63.
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when heated in a glass tube open at both ends, or on a platinum spatula,

and finally, by the circumstance that when boiled with caustic potash, it

does not form a black solution, but developes ammonia, and leaves a

residue consisting solely of sulphurous and acetic acids in combination

with potash.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Taurine has never been found isolated in the healthy

organism ; it appears to be contained preformed in normal bile, and to

occur there as an adjunct of the already described cholic acid ; at all

events, it only occurs in an isolated state in decomposed or morbid bile.

After the removal of the mucus, the only sulphur-compound, in those

animals in which the bile contains sulphur, is taurine conjugated with

cholic acid. At the present time we know, by the researches of Bensch, 1

that sulphur exists in the bile of the ox, the sheep, the fox, the bear, the

dog, the wolf, the goat, the domestic hen, and certain fresh-water fish

;

and Schlieper2 has found it most abundant in the bile of serpents.

From the bile of the pig, Strecker and Gundelach3 were unable to obtain

taurine, and they found no sulphur in it, although Bensch had detected

a small quantity. Doubts have been expressed whether sulphur, and

consequently taurocholic acid, exists in human bile, but Gorup-Besanez4

has so completely set this point at rest, that my evidence founded on the

crystallometric determination of taurine artificially obtained from human
bile is superfluous. In diseased bile taken from the dead body taurine

is especially found, when, as is sometimes the case, the bile has an acid

reaction ; thus Gorup-Besanez found taurine in the bile of a person who
had died from arachnitis.

Although some of the products of the decomposition of bile occur in

the excrements, especially in cases of diarrhoea, taurine has never yet

been found there : neither has it been detected in bilious urine.

Origin.—If we consider that the excreted products of the animal

organism are usually highly oxidized organic matters, and that most of

the matters separated from the blood and even deposited in the tissues,

differ from the food in containing a larger amount of oxygen, it must at

first sight strike us as singular that a substance so rich in sulphur as

taurine, either alone or in combination, should be produced, even in the

normal state of the body, from the animal fluids, which are almost uni-

versally saturated with free oxygen. Although Redtenbacher failed in

obtaining taurine artificially, his admirable researches render it highly
probable that the sulphur in taurine exists in an oxidized state, as indeed
may be inferred, from the fact that it cannot be recognized in this sub-
stance by means of the ordinary fluid oxidizing agents. The genesis of
taurine should therefore not be sought in a deoxidizing process in the
blood (a very improbable process), but rather in a process of oxidation.
If, however, taurine be the product of an oxidation, the source of its

formation should hardly be sought in the liver, since the blood that is

poorest m oxygen is supplied to this organ. This simple induction leads

1 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 194-203.
2 Ibid. Bd. 60, S. 109-112. 3 Ibid . Bd 62 S . 205-232.
4 Unters. iib. Galle. Erlangen, 1846. S. 31-37.
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us to refer the seat of the formation of taurine, or at least of its proxi-

mate constituents, to the blood, where, however, it cannot be detected

for the same reason that so long prevented the presence of urea from

being ascertained. Nothing is at present known regarding the different

steps that occur in the formation of taurine ; it is, however, not^ impro-

bable that the sulphur of the albuminous food in its conversion into the

elements of tissues, which are either free from or poor in sulphur, yields

in part the materials for the formation of taurine.

Uses.—If we can conjecture with some probability regarding the

origin of taurine, we are even less fortunate in reference to the function

which the taurine excreted with the bile in the intestine, exerts in the

animal organism, since in this point of view we are entirely devoid of

facts on which to hang even a bare induction. No conclusion can be

drawn regarding the further use of this substance in the animal body,

from the negative fact that hitherto no taurine has been found in noi'mal

excrements, since accurate and sufficiently minute experiments have not

yet been made on this subject. As there are some animals, as, for

instance, the pig, which, although they secrete bile copiously, separate no

taurine by the hepatic organs, it appears that at all events it is unimportant

to the process of digestion. But that taurine, even if first separated

from the blood, should be again resorbed from the intestine into the

blood, and being there burned, should serve as a material for supporting

the animal heat, appears to us not impossible, but certainly improbable.

(See "Taurocholic Acid.")

CONJUGATED ACIDS.

Although we may not feel justified in directly introducing into physio-

logical chemistry all the transient views which have arisen in theoretical

chemistry ; and although we would wish to abstain from those more than

hypothetical opinions regarding the theoretical constitution of organic

bodies, which are forever rising, and as rapidly disappearing
;
yet we

ought not to omit all reference to the present state of theoretical che-

mistry, but should be ready to appropriate to physiological chemistry,

every acquisition which seems likely to be fruitful in results. It would

by no means further the progress of physiological chemistry at once to

transfer to it all the hypotheses or fictions that may have been advanced

in pure chemistry. If we were to attempt to support these chemical

hypotheses with others of a physiological nature, the foundation of phy-

siological chemistry would be very unstable, and finally the whole super-

structure would be an aerial image of the fancy (and of these images we
have already an abundance) rather than an experimental science based

on pure induction. It is, however, necessary for the progress of science,

that in accordance with the present state of chemical theory we should

establish certain general propositions, which not only furnish us with a

comprehensive expression for a number of frequently recurring facts,
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but guide inquiry in various directions, and finally present us with

certain points of support for the due understanding of our scientific

material. Amongst these general propositions we reckon the method

which is now becoming tolerably common in theoretical chemistry, of

considering certain bodies as conjugated or copulated combinations. Wc
shall, however, place no more exclusive dependence on this theory, as it

has been carried out by Laurent and Gerhardt, 1 or Strecker, 2 or Kolbe, 3

than on the theory of organic radicals and of electro-chemical dualism

of a Berzelius, or on the theory of substitutions and metalepsy of a

Dumas. If we even venture on a reference to eclecticism, it must be in

the choice of those supports which one branch of science, in its early

stage, is compelled to borrow from another. It is only in this point of

view that we wish to justify the establishment of the group of conjugated

acids in zoo-chemistry.

We have already had occasion to refer to a series of organic acids

which, according to the excellent investigations of Kolbe, may be

regarded as carbo-hydrogens conjugated with oxalic acid: indeed Kolbe

is inclined to regard all the groups of acids we have noticed, which con-

tain 3 atoms of oxygen, as combinations of oxalic acid with carbo-hydro-

gens. These illustrations are sufficient to indicate the idea which we
attach to the expression, conjugated or copulated acids. We have

become acquainted with acids which, in opposition to the ordinary rules

of chemistry, not only lose nothing of their acidity, but (which is most

singular) perfectly retain their former saturating capacity, when united

with another and a more basic body ; after being combined with the

so-called adjunct (copula), this acid still saturates the same quantity of

base as if the organic matter associated with it did not exist ; and this

dependent—the adjunct—which follows the acid as an integral constitu-

ent in all its combinations, exerts an essential influence on its physical

and even on many of its chemical properties. Thus, for instance, oxalic

acid, which in its ordinary state is so readily decomposed by heat,

becomes volatile by its conjugation (accouplement) with the above-named
carbo-hydrogens; the stability is, however, most obvious in those acids

in which such easily decomposable bodies as hyposulphurous or hyponi-

tric acid are conjugated ; their salts being altogether dissimilar from those

of the non-conjugated acids in their crystalline form, solubility, amount
of water, &c.

In combinations of this kind the electro-chemical polarity is entirely

lost ; the older dualistic views of chemistry here altogether fail us ; we
must therefore here assume another ground of chemical attraction than
that of opposite polarity, and this view is confirmed by the circumstance
that these compounds cannot be decomposed according to our ordinary
chemical principles, that is to say, by simple or double elective affinity.

They also no more admit of being decomposed into their proximate con-
stituents, that is to say, into the acid and the adjunct, than of being
directly formed from them. Most of the conjugated acids are only formed
when the adjunct in its nascent state comes in contact with the acid

;

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Sgr. T. 24, p. 200-208.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 68, S. 47-55.
3 Ilandworterb. d. Chemie. Bd. 3, S. 439 444.
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and conversely it is only very few of them that can be decomposed into

the acid and the adjunct, and even in this case the adjunct invariably

assimilates water, and it is impossible to determine with certainty whether

the isolated hydrated body in its anhydrous condition actually constituted

the adjunct, or whether the latter body was represented by some other

group of atoms. This favorable condition, however, very rarely aids us

;

for generally, in our attempts to separate the adjunct from the acid, the

former becomes so decomposed that we can arrive at no conclusion

regarding its nature : and this is the reason why chemists, when they

enter into the general consideration of the laws of conjugated acids have

to trust more or less to hypotheses ; and it would scarcely be in accord-

ance with our views to follow their track. We shall, however, be com-

pelled to devote some attention to these hypotheses when we treat of

the acids of this class, pertaining to zoo-chemistry; and we will here

only remark that we will subsequently treat of those combinations of

organic acids with organic oxides in which all acidity has disappeared,

and which have been named by Berzelius haloid salts, whilst other

chemists of the present day have included them in the category of con-

jugated compounds.

Most of the known conjugated acids are formed by the action of

sulphuric or nitric acid on organic substances, in the following group,

picric acid is the only one we will consider in any detail, partly by way
of general illustration, and partly because it occurs more frequently than
the others as a product of the decomposition of different nitrogenous

substances by nitric acid. The other acids of this class, to which refe-

rence may be made in zoo-chemistry, will be considered under the head
of the substances from which they are derived.

There are but few of the pure organic acids whose adjunct can be
determined with much probability. It necessarily arises from the nature

of these substances, that conjugated organic acids can be decomposed
into acids and their adjuncts with much less facility than the conjugated

mineral acids, and that their proximate constituents cannot be ascertained

without difficulty. We have ventured in the following pages to enume-
rate nitrogenous organic acids in the group of conjugated acids, not that

the composition of each one can with certainty be referred to a nitroge-

nous adjunct and an acid, but because the study of the products of

decomposition of such bodies renders it tolerably evident that all nitro-

genous acids, more especially on account of their high atomic weight,

are composed of proximate constituents, of which the nitrogenous one
scarcely at all contributes to the acidity of the combination.

This, however, is pure conjecture ; but, at the same time, in consider-

ing the nitrogenous acids, we should have to adopt an arbitrary classifi-

cation, if we were to consider those in which the conjugate constitution

has to any extent been proved, distinct from those in which no evidence

of this nature has been obtained. Between these two classes there exist

so many analogies that it would be of no practical utility to attempt such
a separation.
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Picric Acid.—C12
H

2
N

3 13
.HO.

Properties.—This acid, -which was formerly known as carbonitric acid,

carbazotic acid, and Welter s bitter, crystallizes in yellow, glistening

plates or prisms, fuses when carefully heated, and admits of being sub-

limed undecomposed, but when rapidly heated decomposes with explo-

sions ; it is devoid of odor, has a very bitter taste, and dissolves slightly

in cold and readily in hot water, the solution being of a yellow color ; it

dissolves freely in alcohol and ether, and reddens litmus ; when heated

with phosphorus or potassium it decrepitates violently ; it is not decom-

posed by chlorine, nitric or hydrochloric acids, or by aqua regia.

Composition.—According to the above formula this acid consists of:

Carbon, 12 atoms,

Hydrogen, 2 " .

Nitrogen, . . . . . 3 " .

Oxygen, . . . . . 13 " .

Water 1 " .

31-44

0-87

18-34

45-42
3-93

10000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid = 2750*0
; and

its saturating capacity= 3-636. Chemists are not agreed regarding the

rational formula of this body ; they unite in regarding it as a conju-

gated nitric acid, but there is much difference of opinion regarding the

nature of the adjunct. Berzelius writes this acid as= (C 12
H

2
N0

3
.N0

5)

+N05
.HO, but there is little to support the view of a salt-like adjunct

such as is here assumed. We know, for instance, that the group of atoms

N04
is substituted in aniline and certain other bodies for an equivalent

of hydrogen, and it is now pretty generally assumed that such substitu-

tions of more negative matters in the place of hydrogen for the most

part only extend to the hydrogen contained in the adjunct ; if, there-

fore, we assign to picric acid only a hypothetical formula, it will at all

events not be an irrational one, if we consider that in the adjunct Ci 2
H

4 ,

2 atoms of hydrogen are replaced by 2 atoms of N04, and write with

the acid as = C
12
(H

2
.2N0

4).N05
.HO. Laurent regards picric acid, not

as a conjugated acid, but as carbonic acid (C 12
H

50) in which 3 atoms

of hydrogen are replaced by 3 atoms of N04 , and hence he writes it

as= C
12
(H

2
.3N04)O.HO.

Combinations.—The picrates are crystallizable, yellow, and for the

most part soluble in water ; when rapidly heated they decrepitate with

much violence.

Picrate of potash is one of the most insoluble salts of this acid ; it

crystallizes in long, glistening, yellow, iridescent prisms, and dissolves

in 260 parts of cold, and 14 parts of hot water. With alkaline earths
and metallic oxides this acid has a tendency to form basic and very
insoluble salts.

Preparation.—This acid is formed by the action of concentrated
nitric acid on many vegetable and animal substances. Thus, for in-

stance, in heating salicin with nitric acid, we obtain crystals of pure
picric acid. It is likewise produced in large quantity on decomposing
silk with nitric acid

; it is, however, most commonly obtained by boiling
indigo with nitric acid.
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Hippuric Acid. -C18
H

8
N0

5
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Hippuric acid, known also as uro-benzoic acid, separates

from hot solutions on cooling, in the form of minute spangles, or of

larger, obliquely-striated, four-sided prisms, terminating at the ends in

two flat surfaces (Fig. 11). The elementary form of the crystals is a vertical

rhombic prism, which is best studied in microscopical crystals obtained

by the slow evaporation of a solution of hippuric acid, which are similar

Fig. 11.

Hippuric acid from normal human urine, crystallized rom water.

to those of phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, even in their most

varied combinations (C. Schmidt). 1 This acid is devoid of smell, has

a slightly bitter but not an acid taste, dissolves in 400 parts of cold

water, and very freely in hot water ; it is moreover readily soluble in

alcohol, but difficult of solution in ether. Even the cold aqueous solution

reddens litmus powerfully.

When gently heated, hippuric acid fuses, without loss of water, into

an oily liquid, which, on cooling, solidifies into a crystalline milk-white

mass ; on the application of a stronger heat, there is produced a crystal-

line sublimate of benzoic acid and benzoate of ammonia, while a few oily

drops are at the same time formed, which evolve an odor of cumarin

(the oil of the Tonka bean), or fresh hay, solidify on cooling, and are

soluble in alcohol and ammonia, but not in water. On exposing the acid

to a more rapid and stronger heat, an intense odor of hydrocyanic acid

is developed, and a porous coal is left as a residue.

Hippuric acid is unaffected by chlorine, chlorous, and dilute mineral

acids ; but when heated with concentrated hydrochloric or nitric acid,

or even with oxalic acid, becomes decomposed (as already mentioned in

page 142,) into benzoic acid and glycine (Dessaigne). 2 When heated

' Entwurf u. s. w. S. 36-40. Compt. rend. T. 21, pp. 1224-1227.
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with peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid it is decomposed into

carbonic acid, ammonia, and benzoic acid (Pelouze) ; boiled with freshly

prepared peroxide of lead it yields benzamide, carbonic acid, and water

(Fehling) ; and finally, if it be dissolved in nitric acid, and a stream of

nitric oxide gas be passed through the solution, there is a development

of ammonia, whilst there remains in solution a new non-nitrogenous acid

which == C 18
H

7
OrHO (Strecker).

Heated with hydrate of lime or caustic potash, hippuric acid yields

benzine and ammonia, while the residue consists solely of carbonate of

[lime or] potash, without a trace of cyanide of [calcium or] potassium.

In fermenting and putrefying fluids this acid becomes decomposed into

benzoic acid and other yet unknown products.

Shortly after Liebig's discovery of hippuric acid, while preparing it

in large quantities from the urine of horses, I obtained one isolated

crystal of hippuric acid half an inch in length, in which the vertical

rhombic prism of the elementary form <x> P was combined with 2 micro-

diagonal horizontal prisms, whereby the combining corners were trun-

cated by the brachydiagonal horizontal prism. I have never again

succeeded in obtaining crystals of such size and thickness.

Composition.—According to the above formula hippuric acid con-

sists of:

Carbon, . . . 18 atoms, . 60-335

Hydrogen, . 8 a • 4-469

Nitrogen, . 1 it 7-821

Oxygen, . 5 <<
. 22-347

Water, .... . 1 (( 5-028

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 2125*0; and

its saturating capacity= 4*706.

From the various modes in which hippuric acid may be disintegrated,

corresponding views have been taken of its constitution ; all, however,

agree in the opinion that in hippuric acid there must be concealed the

radical benzoyl, C
14
H

5 , which is common to benzoic acid, volatile oil of

bitter almonds, and benzamide. From the behavior of hippuric acid with

peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid, and from the composition of

formobenzoic acid, which, as may be shown, consists of formic acid and

oil of bitter almonds (hydride of benzoyl), Pelouze1 concluded that hip-

puric acid was a kind of formobenzoic acid, which had assimilated hydro-

cyanic acid, so that it consisted of 1 equivalent of hydrocyanic acid, 1

equivalent of hydride of benzoyl, and 1 equivalent of formic acid, and
= H.C

2
N+ H.CUH5+ C2

H0
3
.HO.

This view of the composition of hippuric acid also finds some support
in the circumstance that amygdalic acid, according to the recent investi-

gations of Wb'hler,2 seems most probably to be formic acid, with oil of bitter

almonds and sugar as an adjunct. If hippuric acid were actually com-
posed in this manner, the products of decomposition with peroxide of
manganese, could be hardly different from what they are, for hydro-

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Pharm. T. 26, pp. 60-68.
2 Ibid. Bd. 66, S. 238-242.
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cyanic acid is very readily decomposed into formic acid and ammonia,

and the oxygen yielded by the manganese converts the formic into car-

bonic acid, and the hydride of benzoyl into benzoic acid—both being

processes of very frequent occurrence. But independently of the circum-

stance that, at least in analogous processes, some formic acid remains

undecomposed, this view is also opposed by the fact that other oxidizing

agents do not decompose hippuric acid in the same manner which they

undoubtedly would do if the acid actually had this composition. On
this account Fehling, 1 influenced by the behavior of hippuric acid with

peroxide of lead, regarded it as fumaric acid conjugated with benzamide,

and==H
2
N.CuH5 2+ C

4
H0

3
.HO. If benzoic acid existed preformed

in hippuric acid, it would be very unlikely that, by the action of an
oxidizing agent, as peroxide of lead, a substance so poor in oxygen as

benzamide should be formed.

Dessaigne's remarkable discovery must lead to the conclusion that

glycine exists preformed in hippuric acid, and is conjugated with benzoic

acid, so that 1 atom of anhydrous glycine with 1 atom of benzoic acid

forms hydrated hippuric acid, since C4
H

4
N0

3
+CUH5 3

= C
18
H

8
N0

5
.H0;

but if we are not altogether opposed to Strecker's formula for the forma-

tion of conjugated compounds from their constituents with the loss of

certain atoms of water, yet it appears to us simple and natural that we
should only compare with one another the formulae of anhydrous combina-

tions, and that certain atoms of water should not be arbitrarily abstracted
;

anhydrous glycine and anhydrous benzoic acid yield 1 atom of hydrogen,

and 1 atom of oxygen more than anhydrous hippuric acid contains : if now,
notwithstanding this, we assume that glycine exists preformed in hippuric

acid, with however only a small quantity of water, we should proceed

just as irrationally as if we assumed that ammonia existed in oxamide or

in benzonitrile, because these bodies, when they assimilate water, yield

ammonia. All, therefore, that we can maintain is, that in hippuric acid

we find, in addition to benzoic acid, an adjunct= C
4
H

3
N0

2 , which, on
its separation, has a strong tendency to be transformed into glycine—

a

substance which is as readily formed as urea in the decomposition of

nitrogenous matters (see pp. 142 and 147). It is in the changes which
the adjunct undergoes in its intimate constitution by the action of

stronger agents, that we must seek to ascertain the reason why the fixed

acid is freed from the adjunct. This adjunct of hippuric acid might be

regarded in reference to its composition, as an amide of fumaric acid

(C4
H

3
N0

2
=H

2
N.C

4
H0

2),
and we should thus arrive at the reverse of

Fehling's view of the subject. The question therefore now remains—Is

it more probable that in hippuric acid benzamide is combined with fuma-
ric acid, or fumaramide with benzoic acid ? or is it more probable that

in the action of peroxide of lead the benzoic acid is converted into ben-

zamide by the oxidation of the fumaramide, or that by the action of con-

centrated acids the benzamide is decomposed and fumaramide formed ?

No satisfactory answer to these questions can be deduced either from
the laws of stoichiometry or of affinity; since most unquestionable

observations show in both cases the remarkable fact of the alternating

substitution of 1 atom of amide and 1 atom of oxygen (for in the con-

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Ed. 28, S. 48.
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version of benzoic acid into benzamide the former takes in exchange 1

equivalent of amide for 1 atom of oxygen, and a similar substitution

occurs in the conversion of fumaric acid into fumaramide). If, however,

we regard benzoic acid as existing preformed in hippuric acid, Ave are by

no means constrained to assume that the adjunct is fumaramide, or indeed

any amide-compound. If we represent the formula of hippuric acid =
C4H3

N0
2
.C

14
H

5 3
.HO, this view is supported in the first place by the

circumstance that hippuric acid has many physical and chemical proper-

ties in common with benzoic acid, which lead to the assumption that ben-

zoic acid exists preformed in it, but afford no presumption in favor of the

pre-existence of benzamide or fumaric acid in it. Secondly, we are

indebted to the labors of Strecker for our knowledge of another conju-

gated acid, in whose analogous decomposition by acids glycine is also

separated, which here also can only be produced by the assimilation of

water ; this acid being the biliary acid presently to be considered, where

the same adjunct is combined with the cholic acid which we have already

described. Thirdly, the fact discovered by Wohler, that benzoic acid in

its passage through the animal organism, is converted into hippuric acid,

affords a certain amount of support to this view.

Recently, however, Strecker 1 has been led to yet another view re-

garding the constitution of hippuric acid, from its behavior with nitric

oxide, and from the formation of the acid whose formula = C18
H

7
OrHO.

He looks upon hippuric acid as an amide-compound of this acid, and
= H

2
N.C

18
H

7 7 ; but the amides never have acid properties (besides

which this only represents the hydrated hippuric acid) ; if Strecker had

not ascertained that the silver-salt was accurately represented by AgO.
C18
H

7 7 , we might have regarded its composition as expressed by the

formula C
9
H

3 3
.HO, and therefore have considered hippuric acid as ana-

logous to oxamic, lactamic, tartramic, and aspartic acids, and as a com-

pound of this acid with its amide (H
?
N.C

9
H

3 2+C9
H

3 3
.HO = C

18
H

8

N0
5
.HO). The view, in accordance with which benzoic acid exists pre-

formed, is, however, still the most probable.

Combinations.—With alkalies and alkaline earths hippuric acid forms

crystallizable salts soluble in water and having a bitter taste ; its com-
binations with metallic oxides are difficult of solution in cold water, but

dissolve somewhat more freely in hot water. All the crystallized salts

contain water of crystallization. Schwartz2 has analyzed the following

salts

:

Neutral hij^urate of potash, KO.Hi+2HO, occurs in microscopic,

oblique rhombic prisms, which part with their water at 100°. The acid

salt KO.Hi+HO.Hi+2HO, crystallizes in broad, satiny plates.

Hippurate of soda, 2NaO.Hi+HO, is crystalline, and dissolves

readily in water and alcohol.

Acid hippurate of ammonia, H4NO.Hi+HO.Hi+2HO, occurs in very
minute, four-sided, square prisms ; it behaves, when thrown upon water,
like butyrate of baryta.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 68, S. 53.
2 Ibid. Bd. 54, S. 29-51. [Schwartz has published another memoir on this acid

during the last few months (in Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 75, S. 190).—g. e. d.]
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Hippurate of baryta, BaO.Hi+HO, is obtained in microscopic,

square prisms, and loses its water at 100°.

Hippurate of strontia, SrO.Hi+5HO, occurs in broad plates, difficult

of solution in cold water, or in microscopic, four-sided prisms, with large

terminal planes.

Hippurate of lime, CaO.Hi+3HO, occurs in oblique rhombic prisms
;

it parts with all its water at 100°.

Hippurate of magnesia, MgO.Hi+oHO, crystallizes in wart-like

masses, is readily soluble, and at 100° loses only 4 atoms of water.

Hippurate of cobalt, CoO.Hi+5HO, occurs in rose-colored wart-like

masses, consisting of microscopical, flat, four-sided prisms ; at 100° it

loses all its water, and it is perfectly insoluble in alcohol.

Hippurate of nickel, NiO.Hi+5HO, forms apple-green crusts, dis-

solves in warm spirit, and at 100° loses all its water.

Hippurate of copper, CaO.Hi+3HO, occurs in blue, oblique rhombic

prisms, and at 100° is anhydrous.

Hippurate of lead, PbO.Hi, crystallizes from hot solutions with 2

atoms of water in fine silky tufts of needles ; from cold solutions, by
slow evaporation, in broad four-sided tablets, with 3 atoms of water. At
100° it is anhydrous.

Hippurate of silver, AgO.Hi+HO, occurs as a curdy precipitate,

which dissolves in boiling water, and, on cooling, separates in beautiful

silky needles.

Hippurate of iron occurs as a dingy, voluminous precipitate, which

does not dissolve, but fuses in boiling water ; it dissolves in warm alco-

hol, but falls as an amorphous precipitate on cooling ; it crystallizes

from the cold solution in oblique rhombic prisms.

Hippurate of oxide of ethyl, C4
H

5
O.C

18
H

8
N0

5 , forms long, white,

silky needles, with a greasy feeling, devoid of odor, of an acrid taste,

slightly soluble in cold, but more so in hot water ; it fuses at 44°, soli-

difying again at 32°, and on exposure to a stronger heat it decomposes.

Products of its metamorphosis.—The non-nitrogenous acid, Ci8
H

7 7
.

HO, obtained from hippuric acid by the action of nitrous acid, is,

according to Strecker, readily soluble in ether, yields Avith baryta a salt,

crystallizing in silky needles, and readily soluble in water, and with oxide

of silver a salt, AgO.C
18
H

7 7 , which dissolves in boiling water, and on

cooling crystallizes in delicate needles ; and which, on exposure to heat,

developes hydride of benzoyl. The production of this acid from hippuric

acid is shown in the equation C
18
H

8
N0

5
+3HO—

H

3
N=C

18
H

7 7
.HO.

Preparation.—Hippuric acid is very easily obtained from the urine

of horses, but there is some difficulty in separating it from the coloring

matter. Fresh urine, obtained from horses, is evaporated to ^th of its

volume, and then treated with hydrochloric acid ; after it has cooled, the

acid which has separated, and is usually much discolored, is dissolved in

ten times its bulk of boiling water, and boiled with milk of lime ; the

solution is filtered, a solution of alum is added till there is an acid reac-

tion, and the alumina is then precipitated by bicarbonate of soda. The
boiling with milk of lime destroys a portion of the pigment adhering to

VOL. i. 12
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the lrippuric acid, while another portion of the pigment is precipitated

with the alumina. The acid precipitated by hydrochloric acid from the

filtered fluid is again dissolved in boiling water, boiled with animal char-

coal, and filtered while hot ; on cooling, the acid now separates in a

colorless state. Moreover, by mere, but often repeated boiling of horses'

urine, and of the hippuric acid separated from it with milk of lime, Ave

may obtain it free from color.

Perfectly fresh urine must be used, since horses' urine, even at an

ordinary temperature, very soon begins to decompose ; and it then no

longer yields hippuric but benzoic acid.

Tests.—Hippuric acid presents such characteristic properties, that if

it be once pretty Avell freed from other substances, it can scarcely be

confounded with any other acid, except, perhaps, benzoic acid, if the

latter be contaminated with organic coloring, and nitrogenous matters

;

since in the pure state the two acids act so differently when exposed to

heat that it is impossible to confound one with the other.

When they occur in an impure state, they may be distinguished from

one another by attention to the following points.

Hippuric acid, which is far less soluble in ether than benzoic acid,

crystallizes from hot saturated solutions in needles or prisms, while ben-

zoic acid crystallizes in scales. The latter often causes such a solidifica-

tion of the whole fluid, that the vessel after cooling may be inverted

without the escape of a single drop. Further, on the addition of acids

to solutions of their salts, hippuric acid is at once precipitated in needles

or spangles, while benzoic acid gives rise to a milky turbidity before it

crystallizes. On rapidly evaporating an acid fluid in a basin covered

over with paper, delicate glistening scales may be observed on its lower

surface if benzoic acid be present, but not if hippuric acid alone be pre-

sent in the fluid. The microscope, however, affords the best means of

distinguishing these acids from one another, by comparing their crys-

talline forms in accordance with the directions given in pp. 83 and 173.

With such an examination, it is impossible that these acids can be con-

founded.

In order to detect small quantities of hippuric acid in animal fluids,

we must be especially careful that such fluids are fresh, since if this be

not the case, the hippuric acid will have become changed into benzoic

acid, which on evaporation for the most part escapes with the aqueous

vapor ; if, however, the animal fluid be still perfectly undecomposed, it

must be evaporated to almost the consistence of a syrup and then ex-

tracted with alcohol of specific gravity, 0*83 ; a little oxalic acid must
be added to the alcoholic extract during its evaporation, which must be
continued till it assumes a syrupy consistence ; the residue must then be
extracted with ether to which ^th of its volume of alcohol has been
added. This extract must now be carefully evaporated, and the residue,

which, besides free acids, also contains fatty matters, must be treated
with water in order to remove the latter. It sometimes happens that on
the addition of the water, crystals of hippuric acid at once separate from
the above extract-like mass ; but whether this be the case or not, this

ethereal extract must be warmed with water, and allowed to percolate
through a previously well-moistened filter ; the filtered acid fluid may
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then either be gently concentrated by warmth, or if its quantity be very

small, it may be left to spontaneous evaporation in a watch-glass ; crys-

tals of hippuric acid very soon separate, whose form must be determined

by the microscope. If much hippuric acid be present, it will sometimes

separate from the syrupy residue by the mere addition of hydrochloric

acid, and can be distinguished from uric acid and other crystalline

substances by the microscope.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Hippuric acid was first recognized by Liebig as an in-

dependent acid in horses' urine where it had previously been mistaken

for benzoic acid ; it has been subsequently found in the urine of many
graminivorous animals, as, for instance, oxen, elephants, goats, hares,

sheep, &c. It is, however, singular that, according to Wbhler, it is

entirely absent in the urine of calves while suckling, although the fluid

contains allantoine, uric acid, and urea (see p. 163). In the urine of

the pig neither Boussingault, 1 nor von Bibra, 2 could discover any hip-

puric acid. Liebig 3 was the first who recognized its presence in healthy

human urine, in which it principally occurs after the use of vegetable

food : according to him it exists in human urine, in about the same
quantity as uric acid, while according to Bird, 4 the hippuric acid most
commonly stands to the uric acid in the ratio of 1 : 3.

I have already, remarked in p. 83, that benzoic acid never occurs in

fresh horses' urine, and that it is merely a product of the decomposition

of that fluid ; I can, however, perfectly confirm the observation of

Schmidt,5 that hippuric acid is occasionally, although very rarely,

entirely absent, and that in its place there is found an oily matter which
when heated with caustic alkalies yields benzine.

Attempts have been made to refute Liebig's assertion that hippuric

acid always exists in human urine, at least after the use of vegetable

food ; but although I formerly did not succeed in detecting this acid in

my own urine during a purely vegetable diet, I have since very fre-

quently convinced myself, from experiments both on large and on
small quantities of urine, that this acid is constantly present during the

use of a mixed diet. The presence of hippuric acid may, however,

readily escape our notice if we evaporate the acid urine too rapidly,

after the acid has been converted into benzoic acid ; on the other hand,

we need be under no apprehension that the hydrochloric acid which is

added will decompose the hippuric acid, as in order to effect any change
on it, a very concentrated acid and prolonged boiling are required.

Hippuric acid is not found in the urine of carnivorous animals, but
it has probably not been sought for with sufficient care and attention.

In the urine of tortoises neither J. Miiller and Magnus,6 nor Marchand7

1 Ann. de China, et de Phys. 3 Se"r. T. 15, pp. 97-104.
2 Ann. de Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 98-112. 3 Ibid. Bd. 37, S. 257.
4 London Medical Gazette, vol. 34, p. 685 : [In his Urinary Deposits, &c, 3d edit. p.

96, this opinion is considerably modified. We there find that "its quantity in health
is not constant, and always, unless after the ingestion of benzoic or cinnamic acid, very
much less than has been stated."—o. e. d.]

6 Entwurf u. s. w. S. 39. « Miiller'a Archiv. 1835. S. 214.
7 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 34, S. 244-247.
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could detect hippuric acid ; I have, however, convinced myself with the

greatest certainty, and on many occasions, that hippuric acid is present

in addition to uric acid in the urine of Testudo grceca.

Magnus was unable even to find uric acid in the urine of Testudo

nigra s. elepliantopus, while Marchand found uric, but no hippuric acid

in the urine of T. tabulata ; I probably worked with much larger quan-

tities, and certainly always used fresh urine. My specimens of Testudo

grceca were fed with lettuce and other vegetables. The urine may be

easily collected by placing the animal on its back in a dish ; when the

bladder is moderately filled, the animal very soon spontaneously passes its

urine, which besides alkaline urates and hippurates, contains free hippuric

acid. Without the preliminary addition of a stronger acid, we may
obtain the hippuric acid in a crystalline state by the addition of water

to the ethereal extract, and sufficiently pure to admit of our accurately

studying its behavior when exposed to heat, its solubility, &c. ; if, how-

ever, oxalic or hydrochloric acid were used in the process, in the manner
which has been already explained, we should obtain much larger quanti-

ties of hippuric acid.

It has been already mentioned (p. 84) that both Wb'hler and Ure
discovered that benzoic acid was converted in the animal organism

into hippuric acid, and eliminated as such with the urine. The subse-

quent observations of Erdmann and Marchand1 having shown that cin-

namic acid undergoes a similar metamorphosis, it became a point of

interest to ascertain whether the other acids homologous to benzoic acid,

namely, toluylic and cumic (or cuminic) acids, were also transformed

into hippuric acid ; but this is by no means the case, as is shown by the

independent investigations of Hoffmann2 and of Ranke.3 Moreover, the

acids which are homologous to it in their amount of carbon and hydro-

gen, as salicylic acid, anisic acid, and cumaric acid, pass, like those pre-

viously mentioned, in an unchanged state into the urine, as was shown
by Ranke's experiments.

In morbid human urine I have almost always been able to detect

hippuric acid ; it especially occurs in large quantity in acid febrile urine,

whether the fever be typhus or be associated with pneumonia or any
other pathological process. Before hippuric acid was discovered in

healthy human urine, I detected its presence in diabetic urine* in which
it is more easily recognized than in other forms of urine which abound
in extractive matters.

In diabetic urine I have found hippuric acid in every instance in

which I have sought for it ; Ambrosiani, Hiinefeld, and others have also

found it in the urine during this disease ; Bouchardat found it in a case
of what is called diabetes insipidus ; Pettenkofer5 found it in large
quantity in the urine of a girl with chorea. In the case of a drunkard
with a contracted, probably a hob-nail, liver, Bird6 observed a sediment
consisting of hippuric acid, on the addition of hydrochloric acid to the
concentrated urine. In the strongly acid urine which is sometimes

• Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S. 307-309.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 74, S. 342. » Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 56, S. 3-6
* Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 6, S. 113. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 128.
6 London Medical Gazette, vol. 34, p. 686.
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passed in fevers, the acid reaction is in a great degree dependent on the

hippuric acid ; from the ethereal extract of urine of this nature, and

without the preliminary addition of any acid, we often obtain the most

beautiful crystals of hippuric acid. Such urine is, however, by no means

so common as is generally supposed ; for this febrile urine is much more

rapidly rendered acid by lactic acid (which is not formed till after the

emission of the urine), than the normal secretion, and hence, unless it be

examined when perfectly fresh, we usually find that febrile urine is more

acid than the normal fluid. I have not been able to establish any rela-

tion between certain morbid processes or groups of symptoms and the

amount of the hippui'ic acid contained in the urine.

Hippuric acid has as yet been found nowhere but in the urine. [Its

recent discovery in the blood of oxen, by Verdeil and Dollfass, is

noticed in the second volume, in the article on " The Blood."—G. E. D.]

Origin.—Notwithstanding the many points which seem to elucidate

the inquiry, the formation of hippuric acid in the animal body still re-

mains unexplained. All views regarding the chemical constitution of

hippuric acid coincide in the belief that it contains, hidden within it, a

benzoyl-compound (C14
H

5 2
+H or +0 or +H

2
N) ; it is an established

fact that benzoic acid, oil of bitter almonds, and cinnamic acid, which is

very similar to benzoic acid, are transformed in the animal body into

hippuric acid. Now, since the benzoyl-compounds are almost entirely

confined to the vegetable kingdom, we might believe that this constituent

of hippuric acid principally arises from vegetable food, and the abun-

dance of this acid in the urine of many herbivorous animals is in favor

of this view. We might therefore be led to regard one constituent of

hippuric acid as an immediate product of decomposition of certain con-

stituents of food, namely, of the vegetable portion ; but this view is op-

posed by several positive experimental results ; thus in the urine of

patients on an antiphlogistic diet, who for several days have scarcely

taken any food, the amount of hippuric acid is actually increased.

The urine of tortoises, which had been kept fasting for more than six

weeks, still contained hippuric acid ; and it occurred in the urine of dia-

betic patients who were restricted to a purely animal diet. In the urine

of granivorous birds, as well as in that of the larva of Sphinx Cossus,

and of several other herbivorous insects, I have found, after careful

examination, larger or smaller quantities of uric acid, but no hippuric

acid. Hence we may conclude in the first place that the formation of

uric acid is not dependent on the use of animal food, or that of hippuric

acid on the use of vegetable food, and secondly, that the latter acid

must derive its nitrogenous constituent from the retrograde metamor-
phosis of the animal tissues. This is, moreover, not opposed to our
chemical facts in relation to the production of the benzoyl-compounds,
for there is every reason to believe that the nitrogenous tissues which,
according to the admirable investigations of Guckelberger, when treated

with oxidizing agents, yield benzoic acid and benzonitrile, yield a like

product of decomposition during the gradual oxidation which they
undergo in the animal body.

1 [Compt. rend. T. 29, p. 789; and more fully in the Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 74,
S. 214.]
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In reference to the nitrogenous constituent of hippuric acid we may
regard it as fumaramide, or as glycine ; it is undoubtedly derived from the

animal albuminous substances, and probably from effete tissue. It

would, however, certainly be rash to attribute it principally to the de-

composition of the gelatigenous tissues, simply because it is chiefly

formed from them in artificial experiments ; but independently of the

circumstance that this product into which the nitrogenous adjunct of

hippuric acid becomes converted, may also be obtained from albuminous

substances, we must bear in mind that the metamorphosis going on in

the gelatigenous tissues is certainly too insignificant to account for the

quantity of hippuric acid found in the urine (as, for instance, after the

ingestion of from two drachms to half an ounce of benzoic acid), and that

the same substance is separated even more abundantly from the liver.

Glycine must therefore be regarded in the same light as urea, as a com-

mon product of decomposition of nitrogenous substances.

We cannot therefore find any very immediate source from which either

of the proximate constituents of this acid can be derived, since neither

physiological nor pathological relations elucidate the process by which it

is formed in the animal body.

This much, however, is certain, that hippuric acid is to be regarded

merely as a product of excretion, and consequently that it can have no

special uses in the animal organism.

It is to be regretted that benzoic acid is so rarely prescribed by the

physician ; and that, even in those cases, it is usually ordered on most
irrational principles. It deserves to be thoroughly tested in a pharma-
cological point of view ; it certainly possesses one great advantage over

all the other officinal acids in its property of rendering the urine strongly

acid. Ure attaches great importance to this circumstance, but it does

not appear to have been turned to much account in actual practice.

Uric Acid.—C
5
HN

2 2.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Pure uric acid occurs either in a glistening white powder,
or in very minute scales, which under the microscope are seen to consist

of irregular plates, whose crystalline form (see our remarks on the crys-

tals, in the consideration of the " Tests,") cannot very well be made out:

it is a substance devoid of odor and taste ; it requires 1800 or 1900
parts of hot, and 14,000 or 15,000 parts of water at the ordinary tem-
perature of 20°, to dissolve it ; it is insoluble in alcohol and ether, and
does not redden litmus. It dissolves in concentrated hydrochloric acid
somewhat more readily than in water ; it dissolves tolerably freely, and
without decomposition, in concentrated sulphuric acid, but is again pre-
cipitated on the addition of water. It dissolves readily in the alkaline
carbonates, borates, phosphates, lactates, and acetates, since it abstracts
some of the alkali from these salts, and is thus rendered more soluble.
Uric acid is expelled from all its salts by acetic as well as by other acids,
and on its separation at first forms a gelatinous mass (according to
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Fritzsche, 1 a hydrate = C5
HN

2 2
.HO -f 4H0), which, however, soon

changes into small glistening plates.

Uric acid belongs to the weakest class of acids ; thus, as in the case

of the fatty acids, it does not directly expel carbonic acid from carbonate

of potash, but urate of potash and bicarbonate of potash are formed, if

a sufficient amount of uric acid be added ; if the solution of potash be

concentrated, the urate of potash remains undissolved ; the behavior of

uric acid to the alkaline borates and phosphates is similar, with the ex-

ception of this difference, that the solution of phosphate of soda, which

has an alkaline reaction, reddens litmus when an excess of uric acid has

been added to it, in consequence of the formation of biphosphate of soda.

Uric acid, when submitted to dry distillation, is converted into urea,

cyanic acid, cyamelide, hydrocyanic acid, and a little carbonate of am-
monia, leaving, as a residue, a brownish-black coal, rich in nitrogen.

On fusing uric acid with hydrated potash, carbonate and cyanate of

potash, with cyanide of potassium, are formed. On boiling uric acid

with 20 parts of water, and adding peroxide of lead as long as the brown
color of the oxide continues to disappear, there are formed oxalate of

lead, urea, and allantoine (2C
5
HN

2 2
.HO + 20+ 3HO = C

2
H,N

2 2+
2C2 3+ C4

H,N,O
s).

Moist uric acid, placed in chlorine gas, intumesces, and, giving off

carbonic and cyanic acids, is converted into oxalic acid and hydrochlorate

of ammonia ; dry uric acid in dry chlorine gas yields much cyanic acid,

chloride of cyanogen, and hydrochloric acid, leaving only a small car-

bonaceous residue. Uric acid dissolves with considerable readiness in

dilute nitric acid, developing equal volumes of nitrogen and carbonic

acid, and yielding to the solution several of the different products of de-

composition which we shall presently describe. On evaporating to dry-

ness a solution of uric acid in nitric acid, there is left a red amorphous
residue, which, especially if we expose it to the vapor of ammonia,
assumes a very beautiful purple tint ; on moistening the red mass (mu-
rexide) with a little caustic potash, a beautiful violet tint is developed

(Schlossberger). 2

Composition.—According to the above formula, deduced by Bensch3

from his analyses of the urates, uric acid consists of:

Carbon, 5 atoms, 35-714

Hydrogen, . 1 » ... 1191
Nitrogen, 2 " ... 33-333

Oxygen, 2 " ... 19-048

Water, 1 " ... 10-714

100 000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid = 937-5, and
its saturating capacity= 10-656. There is hardly any other organic
acid, whose products of decomposition have been so accurately and so

generally examined as those of uric acid, and yet chemists have been
unable to establish for it any rational formula. Bensch's discovery of

1 Bull, sclent, de St. Pctersb. T. 1, Nos. 79 et 107.
2 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 294.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 189-208.
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the true atomic weight of uric acid has tended to weaken the view* which

were previously held regarding the intimate constitution of this acid. If

we choose to double the atoms, and if we so far extend the idea of conju-

gation, that the conjugating substances may, in their union, lose certain

atoms of hydrogen and oxygen (so that we might regard oxamide as a

body composed of oxalic acid and ammonia, and benzanilide as composed

of benzoic acid and aniline), then indeed, much might be explained at

which we could not arrive by a strict logical induction. Taking into

consideration those substances which for a long time have been regarded

as conjugated, it seems that we should only consider as true conjugated

bodies those compounds in which two organic bodies unite with one

another, the union being accompanied with a loss of water ; which, however,

in some cases may be shown by direct experiment, and in others, may be

assumed with great probability, to lie without the true atomic group, and

may therefore be regarded as a basic acid, or saline atom of water.

Many of the substances which have been recently regarded as conjugated

bodies, undoubtedly contain certain atoms of oxygen and hydrogen less

than the anhydrous substances from which they are produced, or may be

supposed to be produced ; but this view does not coincide with the origi-

nal idea of a conjugated body ; especially when it is probable that in

this union one of the substances has contributed the oxygen and the other

the hydrogen for the formation and separation of the water.

It would be equally injudicious, were we not to facilitate the recogni-

tion of the metamorphosis or transposition of the atoms of organic sub-

stances, by some general remarks on the connection and separation of

atoms.

Such remarks, however, arc not based on anything more than a fiction,

and do not rest on a conclusion obtained by induction. That such hy-

potheses are not always to be rejected in the natural sciences, is shown

by Newton's hypothesis of emanating rays of light, which now, indeed,

is entirely displaced by the undulatory theory. In this light we must

consider the view regarding the composition of uric acid, put forth some

years ago by Liebig and Wohler. From the decomposition of uric acid

by peroxide of lead, they deduced, for uric acid, the hypothetical formula,

C
2
H

4
N

2 2+ 2C4
N0

2 ; that is to say, they regarded urea as existing pre-

formed in it, together with an acid incapable of isolation in an unde-

composed state, to which they applied the name of urilic acid. Now
that the substratum of this hypothesis has been more than shaken by the

discovery of the true atomic weight of uric acid, we may yet make use

of this fiction in order to be able to represent the formation of the pro-

ducts enumerated by Liebig and Wohler in their classical investigations

regarding uric acid. Thus we may conceive, that on the decomposition

by peroxide of lead, 2 equivalents of hydrated uric acid contain 1 equiva-

lent of urea, which is isolated, while the 2 equivalents of urilic acid are,

in the first place, decomposed into C4 4
and C4

N
2 , of which the former

assimilates 2 atoms of oxygen, and forms oxalic acid, while the latter

assimilates 3 atoms of water, and produces allantoine. In a similar way
we can elucidate the mode of formation of those numerous products which
result from the action of nitric acid on uric acid.

Combinations.—It is only with the fixed alkalies that uric acid forms
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salts which possess even a moderate degree of solubility ; the lithia-salt

is especially soluble, "while urate of ammonia is almost insoluble. Potash

and soda are the only bases with which uric acid forms neutral salts

;

with ammonia and all other bases it forms only acid and insoluble salts.

On passing carbonic acid into a potash-solution of uric acid, an acid

potash-salt is precipitated.

Neutral urate of potash, KO.C
5
HN

2 2 , is obtained on mixing alcohol

with a solution of uric acid in potash (free from the carbonate) and con-

centrating the solution. It crystallizes in needles free from water, dis-

solves in 30 or 40 parts of boiling water, slightly in alcohol, and not at

all in ether, has a strong alkaline reaction, and attracts carbonic acid

from the atmosphere.

Bi-urate of potash, KO.C
5
HN

2 2+ HO.C
5
HN

2 2 , is precipitated by
carbonic acid from the solution of the neutral salt ; it crystallizes in

needles, dissolves in 70 or 80 parts of boiling water, and in 700 or 800
parts of water at 20°. The solution does not exhibit an alkaline reaction,

and is precipitated by hydrochlorate of ammonia and the alkaline bicar-

bonates.

Neutral urate of soda, NaO.C
5
HN

2 2
+HO, crystallizes in wart-like

masses, dissolves in 80 or 90 parts of boiling water, is slightly soluble

in alcohol, and insoluble in ether ; at 100° it loses its water of crystalli-

zation.

JBi-urate of soda, NaO.C
5
HN

2 2
+HO.C

5
HN

2 2
+HO, crystallizes in

short hexagonal prisms, or in thick six-sided (microscopic) tablets, which
commonly arrange themselves in star-formed masses in which the indi-

vidual crystals are larger and can be more distinctly made out than in

the microscopic aggregations of the ammonia-salt ; it begins to lose its

water of crystallization at 170°, and is soluble in 124 parts of boiling

and 1150 parts of cold water.

Bi-urate of ammonia, H
4
NO.C5

HN
2 2+ HO.C

5
HN

2 2 , may be ob-

Fig. 12.

Wllt^
Ife»

Bi-urate of Ammonia.

tained crystallized in extremely delicate needles, but it also forms under
the microscope, globular opaque masses, from some points of which
extremely delicate spikelets may be seen to project.
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Almost all the other salts of uric acid occur as amorphous precipitates,

and consist of 1 atom of base and 2 atoms of uric acid, of which 1 atom

always retains its basic atom of water; hence we cannot well assume that

the atomic weight of uric acid should be doubled (that is to say=C
10
H

2

N
4 4),

for if, with such an atomic weight, these salts were all neutral

salts, they, or at all events, some of them, would certainly lose this 1

atom of water at a higher temperature.

The salts of baryta, strontia, and lime, are represented by the formula

RO.C5
HN

2 2+ H0.C5
HN9 2+ HO.

Bi-urate of magnesia, MgO.C5
HN

2 2
+HO.C5

HN
2 2

+6HO, crys-

tallizes in delicate needles, loses 5 of its 6 atoms of water at 170°, and

dissolves in 160 parts of boiling water, but in not less than 3800 parts

of cold water.

Bi-urate of lead, PbO.C5
HN

2 2
+HO.C

5
HN

2 2
+HO, is a white

powder, which loses its water of crystallization at 160°.

Bi-urate of copper, CaO.C
5
HN

2 2
+HO.C

5
HN

2 2
+5HO, is a green

powder which, at 140°, loses 3 atoms of water of crystallization.

Sulphate of uric acid, HO.C
5
HN

2 2+4 (HO.S0
3 ),

is formed by dis-

solving uric acid in warm concentrated sulphuric acid, from which, on

cooling, it separates in colorless crystals, which fuse at 70°, in cooling

again solidify in a crystalline mass, and become decomposed at 170°

;

it attracts water from the atmosphere, and thus becomes decomposed

into its proximate constituents in the same manner as if water were

added to it.

Products of its metamorphosis.—The products of decomposition of

uric acid are of extreme interest, insomuch as they afford us a deep and

general insight into the various transpositions of atoms and atomic

groups.

Alloxan, erythric acid, C
8
H

4
N

2
O

10 , is produced when 1 part of dry

uric acid is gradually introduced into 4 parts of nitric acid of 1*42 to

1*53 specific gravity, when the whole finally solidifies and becomes crys-

talline. A better method of preparing this body is by mixing 4 parts

of uric acid with 8 parts of moderately strong hydrochloric acid, and

then gradually introducing 1 part of chlorate of potash into the fluid

;

in the latter case, urea and alloxan are formed without any development

of gas, while in the former case, nitrogen and carbonic acid are evolved

in consequence of the decomposition of the urea by nitrous acid. (Com-
pare p. 144.)

Alloxan crystallizes in large colorless rhombic octohedra (which at

first have a diamond-like lustre, but soon effloresce) with 6 atoms of

water of crystallization from hot but not perfectly saturated solutions;

while from saturated solutions it crystallizes in anhydrous four- sided

prisms: it has a faintly saline taste, a sickly odor, reddens litmus, and
communicates a purple-red color to the skin.

It is easy to see that in accordance with the above fiction respecting
urilate of urea, urilic acid assimilates 4 atoms of water and 2 atoms of
oxygen, and thus forms alloxan (C8

N
2
O,+ 4HO+2O= C8

H
4
N

2
O

10 ).

Alloxanic acid, C
4
HN0

4.HO, is formed by digesting alloxan with
caustic alkalies, and by decomposing the baryta-salt by sulphuric acid.

It crystallizes in concentrically grouped needles, which are unaffected by
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exposure to the atmosphere, have an acid (but subsequently leave a

sweetish) taste, dissolve readily in water, less in alcohol, and very slightly

in ether ; this acid reddens litmus strongly, decomposes carbonates and

acetates, and oxidizes zinc and cadmium, hydrogen being at the same

time developed ; in an aqueous solution it becomes decomposed at a

temperature above 60°. Its alkaline salts are soluble in water and

crystallizable ; its other neutral salts are difficult of solution : like uric

acid it has a strong tendency to form acid salts, all of which arc soluble

(Schlieper). 1

Alloxanic acid is produced by the abstraction of 2 atoms of water

from alloxan.

If a solution of alloxanic acid be submitted to prolonged ebullition, it

evolves carbonic acid, and is decomposed into an acid insoluble in water,

leucoturic acid, C6
H

3
N

2 6 , and into a soluble indifferent body, diffluan ;

C
6
H4N2 5

(Schlieper).

Two atoms of alloxan yield 1 atom of this new acid, and 1 atom of

diffluan, besides 4 atoms of carbonic acid and 1 atom of water, for

C16
H

8
N4O20

= C6
H

3
N

2 6+ C
6
H

4
N

2 5+ 4C02+ HO.
Mesoxalic acid, C3 4 , is produced together with urea, when a solution

of alloxan is added by drops to a boiling solution of acetate of lead : it

is crystallizable, and reddens litmus.

Alloxan becomes simply decomposed into 1 equivalent of urea and 2

equivalents of mesoxalic acid, for C2
H

4
N

2
O2+2C3O4=C8

H
2
N

2
O

10
.

Myhomelinic acid, C
8
H.N

4 5 , is formed when an excess of dilute

nitric acid is added to a supersaturated solution of alloxan, and boiled

for some time with ammonia ; in its moist state it occurs as a yellow

gelatinous mass ; when dried, it is a yellow powder, which is soluble in

water, reddens litmus, and decomposes carbonates.

This acid is formed from 1 atom of alloxan and 2 atoms of ammonia
with the separation of 5 atoms of water; C

8
H

4
N

10
+2H

3
N— 5HO=

C8
H

5
N

4 5
.

Parabanic acid, C6
N

2 4
+2HO, is prepared by digesting 1 part of uric

acid or of alloxan, with 8 parts of moderately diluted nitric acid, and evapo-

rating the solution to the consistence of a syrup ; after some time there

is a separation of small plates or minute prisms of parabanic acid ; it is

unaffected by exposure to the atmosphere, has an acrid, sour taste, dis-

solves readily in water, fuses when heated, and partially sublimes with-

out decomposition.

Parabanic acid is produced in the following manner from uric acid and
nitric acid : the urea of the uric acid is decomposed as usual by the

nitrous acid which is formed, but 2 atoms of water and 4 atoms of oxygen
enter into combination with the urilic acid with which they form 2 atoms
of carbonic acid, and 1 atom of parabanic acid, for C

8
N

2 4+ H.,0
2+ 40— C2 4=C6

N
2 4+2HO.

Alloxan with 2 atoms of oxygen becomes decomposed into 2 atoms of
carbonic acid, 4 atoms of water, and 1 atom of parabanic acid, for

C8
H

4
N

2O10
+2O= C

2 4+ H4 4+ Cf
N

2 4 .

Eydrurilie acid, C
12
H

3
N

3 9+ 2HO, is formed at the same time with

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Ed. 55, S. 251-297.
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alloxan under certain conditions not yet accurately understood; it occurs as

a white flocculent powder, consisting of delicate needles; it is difficult of

solution in cold, but dissolves more readily in hot water ; it is insoluble

in alcohol ; with the alkalies it forms acid and neutral salts ; this acid

may be regarded as a combination of the above-mentioned hypothetical

urilic acid with water ; 3 atoms of urilic acid and 10 atoms of water

forming 2 atoms of hydrurilic acid. By nitric acid, this acid is converted

into nitro-hydrurilic acid, C
8
H

2
N

3Ou .

Oxaluric acid, C
G
H

3
N

2 7
.HO : if a solution of uric acid in dilute nitric

acid be supersaturated with ammonia and evaporated, the ammonia-salt

of this acid separates in needles ; on separating the acid from the salt

by means of a more powerful acid we obtain it as a glistening white

crystalline powder with an acid taste and an acid reaction ; when heated

it becomes decomposed into 2 atoms of oxalic acid and 1 atom of urea,

for C
G
H

3
N

2 7
.HO = 2C2 3+ C2

H
4
N

2 2
.

Crystallized oxaluric acid may therefore be regarded as a combination

of 2 atoms of oxalic acid and 1 atom of urea, for C
4 6+ C2

H
4
N

2 2
=

C
6
H

4
N

2 8
.

Parabanic acid when boiled with ammonia takes up 3 atoms of water,

and forms oxaluric acid, for C
G
N

2 4H-

H

3 3
= C

6
H

3
N

2 7
.

Thionuric acid, C8
H

7
N

3S2 14 , is formed by mixing a solution of alloxan

with an excess of aqueous sulphurous acid, supersaturating with ammonia

and boiling for some time ; as the solution cools, thionurate of ammonia
separates in nacreous crystalline scales ; on combining the acid of this

salt with lead, decomposing the lead-salt by sulphuretted hydrogen, and

evaporating the filtered fluid, we obtain thionuric acid in the form of a

white crystalline mass with an acid taste, which is unaffected by exposure

to the air, dissolves readily in water, and is decomposed both by simple

boiling and on the addition of acids. The salts of this acid saturate 2

atoms of base ; on the addition of concentrated sulphuric acid, sulphurous

acid is developed.

Thionuric acid may be regarded as a combination of 1 atom of alloxan

with 1 atom of ammonia and 2 atoms of sulphurous acid, for C8
H

4N.,Oi

+ H3
N+ S

2 4=C8
H

7
N

?
S

2 lt
.

Uramile, C
8
H

5
N

3 6 , is produced either by simply exposing thionuric

acid to ebullition, or by treating thionurate of ammonia with an excess

of hydrochloric acid ; it forms minute, silky, glistening needles, and on

exposure to the atmosphere and to warmth, assumes a rose-red tint. It

is insoluble in cold water and only dissolves slightly in boiling water;

the caustic alkalies and concentrated sulphuric acid dissolve, but do not

decompose it : by simple ebullition, however, its solutions become decom-
posed. The alkaline solution of uramile on exposure to the air assumes
a purple-red tint, and deposits green crystals with a metallic lustre.

On simply boiling thionuric acid, 2 atoms of sulphuric acid are given
off, and uramile is formed; for C

8
H

7
N

3
S2 14
—2S03.HO=C8

H
5
N

3 6
.

Uramile may be regarded as uric acid in which the urea is replaced
by 1 atom of ammonia and 2 atoms of water ; it is, therefore, hypo-
thetically composed of 1 atom of urilic acid, 1 atom of ammonia, and
2 atoms of water, for C

8
N

2 4
+H

3N+2HO=C8
H

5
N

3 6
.

Uramilic acid, C
16
H

]0
N

5O15 , is formed by boiling uramile either with
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a solution of potash or with dilute acids ; it crystallizes in colorless, four-

sided prisms, or silky, glistening needles, is soluble in water, faintly

reddens litmus, dissolves without the development of gas, or the com-
munication of color, in sulphuric acid ; is decomposed by nitric acid, and
forms soluble salts only with the alkalies.

Acids and alkalies expel 1 atom of ammonia from 2 atoms of uramile,

which, in its place, receive 3 atoms of water; C 16Hi N6
O

12
—

H

3
N+3IIO

=C16
H

10
N

5O 15
.

Alloxantin, C
8
H

5
N

2O10 , is formed by boiling 1 part of uric acid with

32 parts of water, then gradually adding dilute nitric acid, and finally

evaporating the fluid to one-third of its volume : after some time crystals

of alloxantin separate themselves. It is prepared from alloxan by the

action of reducing bodies, as for instance, sulphuretted hydrogen, or

hydrochloric acid and zinc. It crystallizes in oblique four-sided prisms,

which at first are colorless, but on exposure to the air become yellowish,

and if acted on by the vapor of ammonia, become red. It is slightly

soluble in cold, but dissolves readily in hot water, it reddens litmus, and
is converted by chlorine into alloxan ; with baryta-water it gives a violet-

colored precipitate.

When very dilute nitric acid acts on uric acid, the urilic acid takes up
1 atom of oxygen from the nitric acid, and 5 atoms of water in order

to form alloxantin (C
8
N

2O4+O+5HO=C8
H.N

2O10),
while the hyponitric

acid which is formed, becoming decomposed into nitrous and nitric acids,

partly combines with and partly decomposes the urea of the uric acid.

On treating alloxan with sulphuretted hydrogen, the sulphur separates,

while the hydrogen unites with the alloxan, and forms alloxantin, C8
H4

N
2
O

10
+H=C

8
H

5
N

2
O

10
.

Murexide, C12
H

6
N

5 8 ,
purpurate of ammonia, may be obtained by

several very different methods. The most simple means of preparing it

is by boiling equal parts of uramile and red oxide of mercury with 40
parts of water and a very small quantity of ammonia ; the purple-red

fluid which is thus obtained must be filtered, and after standing some
time will deposit crystals of murexide. This body may also be prepared
by dissolving uric acid in dilute nitric acid, and evaporating the fluid till

it assumes a reddish tint ; after it has cooled to 70° it must be saturated

with dilute ammonia, diluted with half its volume of water, and allowed

to stand.

Murexide crystallizes in short four-sided prisms, two of whose surfaces

present a cantharides-green, glistening appearance : in refracted light

these crystals present a garnet-red tint ; when pulverized it is of a
brownish-red color, and under the burnishing rod, presents a green,

metallic lustre ; it is insoluble in alcohol and ether, slightly soluble in

cold, but freely in hot water, and it dissolves in a solution of potash,
communicating an indigo-blue color to the fluid. It is decomposed by
all the mineral acids.

In the preparation of murexide from uramile and red oxide of mer-
cury, 2 atoms of uramile take up 3 atoms of oxygen from the mercury,
and form 1 atom of murexide, 1 atom of alloxanic acid and 3 atoms of
water (C

16
H

10
N

6
O

11
+3O=CMH6

N
fi
O

8
+C

4
HNO

4+3HO).
When uric acid is dissolved in dilute nitric acid, the principal product
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is alloxantin, which, by the action of the nitric acid during evaporation,

is in part converted into alloxan, from which murexide is formed on the

addition of ammonia ; for 1 atom of alloxan, 2 atoms of alloxantin, and

4 atoms of ammonia, yield 2 atoms of murexide and 14 atoms of water

(C
8
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4
N

2
O10
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l6
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N,O20

+H
12
N

4=C2
,H

12
N

10
O
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Murexan, C
6
H

4
N

2 5 ,
purpuric acid, is prepared by dissolving

murexide in a solution of potash, boiling, and supersaturating with

dilute sulphuric acid ; it crystallizes in silky, glistening scales, is in-

soluble in water and in dilute acids, but dissolves unchanged in concen-

trated sulphuric acid ; it likewise dissolves in the alkalies, without, how-

ever, neutralizing them.

On treating murexide with alkalies or with acids, 2 atoms of murexide

take up 11 atoms of water, and are converted into 1 atom of alloxan, 1

atom of alloxantin, 1 atom of murexan, 1 atom Of urea, and 2 atoms

of ammonia (C24H12
N
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Preparation—The best method of preparing uric acid is that given

by Bensch. The excrements of serpents or birds, or calculi of uric

acid, are boiled in a solution of 1 part of hydrate of potash in 20 parts

of water till ammoniacal fumes cease to be evolved. A current of

carbonic acid is now passed through the solution till the fluid almost

ceases to have any alkaline reaction ; the precipitated urate of potash

is washed with cold water till it begins to dissolve ; on now dissolving

this potash-salt in a solution of potash, warming it, and pouring it into

an excess of warmed hydrochloric acid, we obtain a precipitate of pure

uric acid.

Tests.—Uric acid possesses such characteristic properties, and differs

in so many respects from all other substances occurring in the animal

body, that it can hardly be confounded with any other substance, unless

possibly with xanthine and guanine (see p. 156 and p. 159) ; and from

these it may be distinguished with extreme readiness and certainty, by

the relation of its alkaline salts towards carbonic acid and the alkaline

bicarbonates. Uric acid is, however, principally distinguished from all

other organic substances (except perhaps from caffeine) by the murexide

test, that is to say, by the purplish-red residue which its solution in nitric

acid leaves on evaporation ; the further addition of caustic potash should,

however, never be omitted, by which a yet more distinct reaction—the

development of a splendid violet tint—is induced.

All chemical means would, however, frequently fail, and the presence

of uric acid would remain undetected, where the quantity of matter to

be examined is so small as to afford very slight traces of uric acid, if we
were not in possession of the microscope, whose use in physiological

chemistry is inestimable. No substance presents such characteristic and
so^ easily determinable crystalline forms under the microscope as uric

acid, or crystallizes so readily. Hence it may be detected with ease and
certainty by all who are moderately familiar with the use of the micro-
scope, and with the various forms which the crystals of uric acid present.
Although, to beginners, the form of the crystals of uric acid appears
truly protean, yet with some knowledge of crystallography one form
may very readily be deduced from another. We must, however, here
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refer to the admirable analysis of the crystallogenesis and crystallo-

graphy of uric acid, as given by Schmidt. 1 For those who are ac-

quainted with crystallography, it is sufficient to give the symbols for the

perfect combination of the crystal of uric acid : °°P2. ooP. ocP2. o°P <x>.

OP.

For the benefit of those who are unlearned in crystallography, we will

remark that uric acid when it gradually and spontaneously separates

from urine, appears in most cases in the whet-stone form, that is to say,

it forms flat tablets, which resemble sections made with the double knife

through strongly bi-convex lenses or rhombic tablets, whose obtuse

angles have been rounded. As the urinary pigment adheres very tena-

ciously to the uric acid, it is only rarely that these crystals are devoid

of color ; and if we see a crystal presenting an extraordinary form and
of a yellow color, the probability is that it is a crystal of uric acid. On
artificially separating uric acid from its salts it often appears in perfect

rhombic tablets, and even oftener in six-sided plates (resembling those

of cystine) ; when uric acid crystallizes very slowly it forms elongated
rectangular tablets or parallelopipeds, or rectangular four-sided prisms,

with horizontal terminal planes ; the latter are often grouped together

in clusters ; we also have barrel-shaped or cylindrical prisms, which are

composed of the more rarely occurring elliptic tablets ; and finally saw-
like or toothed crystals, and many derivatives of these forms. If we
cannot decide with certainty regarding the presence of uric acid from
the form of a crystal, we must dissolve it in potash, place it under the

microscope, and add a minute drop of acetic acid ; we shall then always
obtain one of the more common forms.

Fig. 14.

Uric acid. Uric Acid.

A quantitative determination of the uric acid2 in urine is best made
from the residue not taken up by alcohol ; by simply treating it with
dilute hydrochloric acid, the earths, &c, are got rid of, and nothing but
uric acid and mucus remains ; their separation may be effected by dis-

solving them in a dilute solution of potash, from which the uric acid

1 Entwurf, u. 8. yr. S. 28-34. 2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 17.
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may be precipitated by acetic or hydrochloric acid. The pigment adher-

ing to the uric acid exercises no appreciable influence on the quantita-

tive determination of this substance (Heintz). 1

To institute a quantitative determination of the uric acid in the blood

or any other albuminous fluid is a more difficult and far more precarious

operation. For this purpose we take the clear serum and evaporate it

to dryness, without previously removing the coagulated albumen by fil-

tration ; for if we filtered, the whole process would be very prolonged,

as the coagulated serum would become little more than a solid mass of

moist coagula, whose thorough washing, even by the addition of much
water, would be impossible (see the observations in a future page " on

the quantitative determination of albumen"). We now extract the solid

residue of the serum with alcohol, and afterwards with hot water; as

the uric acid in alkaline fluids, and consequently also in the serum, must

be combined with an alkali, it is in the aqueous extract that we must

always search for it ; during the evaporation of the aqueous extract,

membranes usually form on the surface of the fluid, which must be re-

moved, but whose removal must slightly affect the accuracy of the

analysis ; when the aqueous extract has been concentrated to a very

small volume, it must be treated with an excess of acetic acid. The
uric acid, if its quantity be small, separates very gradually, and unless

the acetic acid has been added in great excess, it is usually accompanied

with the deposition of a little protein-compound, of whose presence

among the crystals of uric acid we can readily convince ourselves by the

microscope. It must then be passed through a filter, whose weight has

been previously ascertained ; and, after careful drying, must be weighed.

When the blood is examined qualitatively for uric acid, we must proceed

in precisely the same way.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Uric acid always occurs in the urine of healthy men,

in the ratio of about one to a thousand parts of urine, as appears from

the mean of numerous experiments instituted under different conditions.

While living on a mixed diet, the average amount of uric acid which I

excreted in 24 hours was 1-183 grammes ; according to Becquerel's

observations made on 8 different persons, the quantity excreted by
healthy men in 24 hours, did not amount to more than from 0*495 to

0'557 of a gramme.
I regret that I must here remark, that the laborious analyses which I

made of my own urine cannot altogether serve as standards of com-
parison for other urines, as when I instituted those observations I was
affected with softening of the tissue of the left lung.

Uric acid also occurs in the urine of carnivorous mammalia, although
generally in far less quantity than in that of man. In the urine of
omnivora, as, for instance, in that of the pig, neither Boussingault2 nor
Von Bibra3 succeeded in detecting uric acid. In the urine of grami-
nivorous mammalia this acid has never been found, except by Briicke'
[and by Fownes :

5
g. e. d.], although according to Wohler it occurs in

1 Mailer's Archiv. 1846, S. 383-389.
2 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 SO. T. 15, pp. 97-114.
» Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 98-112.
* Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 254. 6 Phil. Mag. vol. 21, p. 383
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considerable quantity in the urine of calves, while still sucking (com-

pare p. 179). The peculiar urine of birds, both carnivorous and gra-

nivorous, and of serpents (which, as is well-known, is generally dis-

charged with the solid excrements, although in snakes it is often unmixed

with the latter), consists almost entirely of urates. In the urine of

tortoises uric acid has been found by Marchand1 and myself, and Taylor 2

has discovered it in urinary calculi from the Iguana. That the red

excrement of butterflies consists essentially of alkaline urates, and that

the excrement of many beetles contains the same substances, has been

long known ; I have, however, not only found uric acid in the excre-

ments of many larva;,3 but also in large quantities in those vessels of

larvoe, to which comparative anatomists have applied the name of biliary

vessels.

It is well known that the substance called guano is produced from the

excrements of sea-birds ; and that it is found not only in the islands of

the South Sea (especially in the neighborhood of Chili), but also on the

coast of Africa and even in England.

In the urine of the lion, Hieronymi4 found only 0*0223 of uric acid,

and Vauquelin could find none whatever.

The nature of the food exerts far less influence on the amount of the

uric acid which is secreted than on that of the urea. While living on a

mixed diet I5 discharged on an average l'l gramme of uric acid in 24

hours, while during a strictly animal and a strictly vegetable diet, the

respective amounts were 1*4 and 1*0 grammes.
As the activity of the skin can to a certain degree replace that of the

kidneys, it is easy to understand how an increased activity of the skin

may cause a diminution of the uric acid in the urine ; hence it was that

Fourcroy6 found that the urine of a man contained more uric acid in

winter than in summer, and that Marcet7 was led to the conclusion that

the uric acid diminishes in the urine after severe perspiration. Schul-

tens8 found that in Holland, where, in consequence of the great humidity

of the atmosphere, the cutaneous transpiration is diminished, the amount
of uric acid varied from 021 to 0'67ft ; for a similar reason, in tropical

countries, lithiasis is altogether unknown. These observations, however,

merely show it is impossible to lay down numerically any general

standard of comparison.

Generally, I have only examined the morning urine, in which I have

even found as much as 0-8782 of uric acid ; investigations regarding the

relative qualities of the excreted urinary constituents, can only lead to

any useful results when they are instituted on one and the same person,

and on the whole urine passed in 24 hours for several days in succession.

I have endeavored to arrive at results, in accordance with the above
principles, respecting the amount of urine discharged under different

conditions, but I have failed in discovering anything further than that

in winter more water is certainly discharged through the urinary blad-

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 35, S. 244-247. 2 Phil. Mag. vol. 28, pp. 36-46.
3 Jahresb. d. phys. Ch. 1814, S. 25. * Jahrb. de Ch. u. Phys. Bd. 3, S. 322.
5 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 254. 6 Syst. de Connaiss. chim. T. 10, p. 236.
7 An Essay on Calculous Disorders, 1817, p. 176.
8 N. Gehlen's Journ. Bd. 3, S. 4.

vol. i. 13
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der, but that in summer, during continuous perspirations, the solid con-

stituents, and especially the uric acid, are neither more nor less than in

winter. It is unnecessary to give the numerical results from which

these conclusions were drawn.

There are however other conditions which give rise both to an absolute

and a relative augmentation of the uric acid on the urine, and in the

first place amongst them we must notice disturbed or imperfect digestion.

Thus, I have observed both in myself and in several other persons,

that if indigestible food or spirituous liquors not sufficiently spiced be

taken shortly before bed-time, the morning urine always deposited a

considerable sediment. While in the normal state the ratio of the uric

acid to the urea= l : 28 to 30, I found that in urine passed after

indigestion, the ratio= 1 : 23 to 26, and that the ratio of the uric acid to

the other solid constituents, which is ordinarily about= 1 : 60 was now
= 1 : 41 to 52, so that the amount of uric acid is here not only increased

at the expense of the urea, but also at that of the other solid constituents

of the urine. In the most marked case, I found in 100 parts of solid

residue 2-4 of uric acid, 35-2 of urea, and 62-4 of other solid con-

stituents : hence the latter were absolutely increased in this urine.

Consequently it is easy to understand why there is an augmentation

of the uric acid in the urine, in many of those cases which the older

physicians regarded as stases of the portal circulation, haemorrhoids,

and arthritis.

An augmentation in the amount of uric acid in the urine always

accompanies the group of symptoms which we are in the habit of desig-

nating as fever, the uric acid either separating or remaining dissolved

;

for no conclusions can be drawn regarding the quality of uric acid in a

specimen of urine, from the formation of a sediment.

I can fully confirm Becqucrel's 1 observations on this point by my own

experience.

The sediment which is deposited from acid urine in fever, and in

almost all diseases accompanied with severe fever, has long been misun-

derstood in reference to its chemical composition. Originally it was

regarded as a precipitate of amorphous uric acid, and subsequently (and

almost to the present time) it was regarded as urate of ammonia. It

has, however, been fully demonstrated both by myself 2 and Heintz, 3 that

this sediment consists of urate of soda mixed with very small quantities

of urate of lime and urate of ammonia. It may be very easily and

quickly distinguished from any other urinary sediment, both by the

microscope and by the application of a gentle warmth : under the micro-

scope it certainly shows little that is characteristic ; it forms fine granules

which are sometimes aggregated in irregular heaps, sometimes conglo-

merated so as to resemble granular cells, and in some instances uniformly
distributed over the field of the microscope : as the characteristic forms
of uric acid almost immediately appear on the addition of a stronger
acid, it is impossible that it can be confounded with any other urinary
sediment. An even more simple method of ascertaining that this sedi-

1 Semeiotique des Urines, pp. 51 and 249, or pp. 40-50 and 126-180 of the German
Translation.

2 Jshreeber. d phys. Ch. 1814, S. 26. 3 Muller's Arch. 1845, S. 230-261.
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ment consists of urate of soda, is afforded by the circumstance that it

dissolves at 50°, so that urine rendered turbid by it, when raised to that

temperature, becomes clear and limpid.

Fig. 15.

Urate of Soda deposited from Urine.

It would be both superfluous and wearisome to recapitulate the argu-

ments adduced by Becquerel, myself, and Heintz, against the opinion of

Bird, who maintains that this sediment is always urate of ammonia,

as the actual nature of the deposit has been so completely established.

I will here only remark that, as I long ago found, and as Liebig has

since confirmed, scarcely any ammonia occurs in urine, and that, accord-

ing to the direct analysis of the sedinient made by Heintz, scarcely 1{]

of ammonia could be found in it.

Much has also been written to prove that uric acid does not exist free

in the urine, but in a state of combination with alkalies ; but it requires

only a moderate knowledge of the properties of uric acid and its salts

to perceive that there is nothing wonderful in the presence of an acid

urate in an acid fluid, and that the occurrence of acid urate of soda is

perfectly natural. Ure1 and Lipowitz2 were the first to direct attention

to the circumstance which was afterwards very prominently brought for-

ward by Liebig, that phosphate of soda might be one of the solvents of

uric acid, and that thus an acid urate of soda and an acid phosphate of

soda might be produced. Berzelius, 3 however, has remarked that there

are very few solutions of alkaline salts in which uric acid does not dis-

solve more readily than in water, and that it, for the most part, separates

from these solutions as uric acid, and not as an acid alkali-salt. I have,

however, especially remarked (Op. cit.) that uric acid may extract soda

from alkaline lactates, and from compounds of the alkalies with other

organic acids, and that the acid salt thus formed communicates an acid

reaction to the previously neutral fluid ; the urate of soda then separates

from a pure mixture in a crystalline form, but from a solution containing

extractive matter, as the urine, in an amorphous state, and dissolves

again very readily when heated to 50°.

1 Medical Gazette, vol. 35, p. 188.
3 Jahresber. Bd. 26, S. 873.

Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 38, S. 350.
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The appearance of this sediment of urate of soda (Prout's amorphous

and impalpable yellow sediment) is by no means to be regarded as a

pathological symptom : it is nothing more than an augmentation of a

salt normally existing in the urine, induced by simple physiological re-

lations. Hence we especially observe the formation of such sediments,

when, for any reason, the due interchange of the gases in the lungs does

not take place, or when, from disturbances of the circulation, the blood

does not really permeate the pulmonary vessels. Thus a sediment of

this nature may be noticed in men and animals when there is an insuffi-

ciency of proper exercise ; carnivorous animals, which in their natural

state secrete so little uric acid, after long confinement frequently pass a

sedimentary urine, especially when they have been reared in cages, and

have been attacked by osteomalacia. In fully developed emphysema, or

even when only a part of the lung has lost some of its elasticity, a sedi-

mentary urine is one of the most common symptoms. Heart-diseases,

enlargements of the liver, &c, are associated with disturbances of the

circulation, and hence give rise to a sedimentary urine. It is to such

diseases as these that illogical, ontological names—such as haemorrhoids,

gout, &c.—have been applied. Large masses of secreted urate of soda

are found in no disease, except in the true granular liver, which obviously

can never exist without considerable disturbance of the circulation. In

fever also, the due relation between respiration and circulation is no

longer maintained, and hence there is an augmentation of the uric acid

in the urine ; for none but mere chemists could be led to the erroneous

idea, that in fever too much oxygen is conveyed to the blood—in short

that fever is attended by too rapid a process of oxidation. Becquerel's

extended observations on urine in diseases, may be profitably compared

with the above results of my own experience.

Bird1 and many others maintain that in gout there is an increased

secretion of uric acid : my own experience, however, perfectly confirms

that of Garrod,3 who found that there was a constant and well-marked

diminution of the uric acid in the urine before the paroxysm in acute

gout, and always in chronic gout (a term which applies only to those

cases in which the disease is accompanied by depositions in the joints)

;

while, on the other hand, in rheumatism, especially in acute articular rheu-

matism, the amount of uric acid in the urine is very much increased—

a

point in which all observers coincide.

It is extremely seldom thatfree uric acid is found in freshly discharged

urine, and its presence there may generally be regarded as a sign of

some extremely severe morbid process.

I have never been able to find separated crystals of uric acid in urine

immediately after its emission, although they may often be found when
it has stood for an hour or more. In the great majority of cases the

uric acid is formed from the urate of soda after the exposure of the

urine to the atmosphere, by the process of acid urinary fermentation
which has been so carefully studied by J. Scherer.3

Healthy and febrile urine only differ in this point, that the one con-
tains additional elements by which the formation of lactic acid is excited

' Urinary Deposits, 3d edit. p. 1:34. 2 Medico-Chir. Trans. Vol. 31, p 86
» Untersuch, S. 1-17.

v
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and promoted. We shall return on a future occasion to this beautiful

investigation of Scherer's. I have never seen free uric acid discharged

directly from the bladder with the urine except in cases of the calculous

diathesis or of pre-existing gravel.

Even in alkaline urine it is very seldom that urate of ammonia occurs

as a sediment ; in these cases it is found in white opaque granules, which

as has been already stated, when seen under the microscope, appear as

dark globules, studded with a few acicular crystals. It scarcely ever

occurs except in urine which, by long exposure to the air, has undergone

the alkaline fermentation. Even in the alkaline urine of patients with

paralysis of the bladder dependent on spinal disease, it is very rarely

that I have found these clusters of urate of ammonia. In the alkaline

urine that is sometimes passed in other conditions of the system, it is

never found.

Uric acid, like urea, also exists in the blood ; it has been found there in

healthy as well as in diseased states, and especially after extirpation of

the kidneys by Strahl and Lieberkuhn, * as well as recently by Garrod,2

who observes that in arthritis (but not in acute articular rheumatism),

it is invariably, and in Bright's disease it is very often increased in the

blood.

My own observations for the most part confirm those of Garrod. I

first happened to convince myself of the presence of uric acid in the

blood of carnivora in examining the blood of a very large mastiff who
died in consequence of an artificial gastric fistula which I had established.

The serum was freed from its albumen by boiling and with the aid of

acetic acid ; the strongly evaporated filtered fluid was extracted with

alcohol in order that urea might be sought for ; the residue, insoluble in

alcohol, exhibited, under the microscope, most unquestionable crystals of

uric acid ; my attention being thus drawn to the subject, I examined the

blood of two other dogs by the same mode of analysis, and convinced
myself of the presence of uric acid, not only by the microscope, but
also by the murexide test. Garrod asserts that he has often found uric

acid in the blood of healthy men, while Strahl and Lieberkuhn failed

equally in detecting it in the blood of men and of birds ; once only they
found uric acid in the blood of a dog ; they recognized it however with
great distinctness, and on many occasions, in the blood of frogs, dogs,

and cats, after the extirpation of the kidneys. Garrod found 0-005g,
O004fi, and in one case, even 0*01753 of uric acid in the serum of the
blood of gouty patients. In acute articular rheumatism he could only
discover traces of uric acid in the blood ; in Bright's disease the uric

acid of the blood occurred in very variable quantities (from 100 parts
of serum he obtained the following quantities, 0-0037, 0-0055, 0-0012,
and 0-0027 parts.)

In Germany we have few opportunities of repeating Garrod's experi-
ments regarding the quantity of uric acid in the blood of gouty patients,
for in this country we should certainly hesitate before abstracting such
masses of blood as he employed in his analyses ; he never operated on
less than two pounds of blood.

1 Harnsaure im Blut, u. s. w. Berlin, 1848.
2 Medico-Chir. Trans. Vol. 31, pp. 87-92.
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Scherer1 has found uric acid in considerable quantity, as a normal

constituent, in the juice of the spleen. [Mr. Henry Gray (see his prize

Essay "On the Structure and Use of the Spleen," London, 1854, p.

209), being anxious to confirm the observations of Scherer regarding the

presence of uric acid and hypoxanthine in the spleen-pulp, worked in

one experiment on the spleens of twenty-five oxen, but wholly failed in

detecting either of these substances ; nor was he more successful with

human spleens.

—

G. E. D.]

Urate of soda is very often found in gouty nodules or concretions, as

is shown by the analyses of Wollaston, Laugier, Wurzer, Pauquy, and

Bor. My own limited observations entirely accord with the statements

of these chemists. The concretions form, for the most part, yellowish

white, soft masses, speckled here and there with red spots ; on exposure

to the atmosphere they harden ; examined under the microscope they

present the most beautiful tufts of crystals of urate of soda.

Wolf2 asserts that he discovered uric acid in the sweat of arthritic

patients ; I have made many attempts to detect it in such cases, but

have never yet been successful.

Unfortunately the idea of gout in medicine is so vague that it would

be well, if, for the present, it were altogether expelled from science.

The pathologists are wont to refer to the chemist for the elucidation of

this singular disease, but they should rather consider that it is their place

to furnish the chemist with more exact ideas regarding this mysterious

affection before seeking for an explanation. It must, moreover, be

observed that, notwithstanding their assertions to the contrary, patholo-

gists have not yet taught us to distinguish any appreciable difference

between gout and rheumatism ; while we find from pathological anatomy
that the group of symptoms which has generally been regarded as cha-

racteristic of the former of these diseases may yield very different

results in reference £o alterations in the tissues as revealed after death.

We most commonly meet with diseases of the osseous system, with osteo-

malacia in young persons and adults, an affection in which the bones

become poorer in earths, and consequently more flexible, than in their

natural state, or with osteoporosis or osteospathyrosis, where there is

resorption of the cartilage as well as of the earths, as resulting from

gout : but the essential principle of the disease cannot lie in this resorp-

tion, since often in one and the same bone we find sclerosis and porosis

;

the change which the bone undergoes is solely dependent on the nature

of the exudation which is thrown out ; if the latter be very consistent

(fibrinous ?) it puts on an appearance of callus, deposits an excess of bone-

earth, and the affected part becomes sclerotic ; if, on the other hand, it

be fluid, resorption takes place, and the result is osteoporosis ; if it

exhibit a tendency to decomposition and become ichorous, caries as well

as pysemia may ensue. Unfortunately, however, these alterations in the

osseous system are not peculiar to gout, but occur both from purely local

causes, and from other general diseases, especially from syphilis. The
diseased condition of the osseous system, however constantly it may be
observed in gout, when we adhere to the strictest definition of the term,

1 Verhandl. d. phys.-med. Ges. zu Wilrzburg. Bd. 2, S. 299.
2 Diss. sist. casum Calculositatis. Tub. 1817.
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affords us no firm starting-point ; we must, consequently, have recourse

to the nodules and concretions, but these earthy deposits may exist inde-

pendently of gout, and there remains no characteristic of the nature of

gout excepting the concretions of urate of soda
;
yet how seldom do

even these occur ; and how far advanced must be the malady before we

can base our diagnosis on their presence ! The accumulation of great

quantities of uric acid in the blood, independently of other symptoms,_ is

also devoid of importance, since, according to Garrod, this may likewise

occur in Bright's disease. In a word, we know not the nature of arthri-

tis ; and if this ever be elucidated by physiologico-chemical investiga-

tions, I believe that the sole method which will conduce to this end will

be that of ascertaining the relation in which the chemical constitution of

the blood and urine stands to the above-named diseases of the osseous

system, and to osteomalacia in particular.

It seems to us still more inappropriate and still less in accordance

with a rational natural inquiry, if, basing our views on a preconceived

and misunderstood proposition, we philosophize on the analogy of "gout,

gravel, and stone;" a priori explanations of morbid processes such as

have been attempted in the organico-chemical department of medicine,

have usually failed in yielding any results, from the misconception that,

without physiology and pathological anatomy, medicine might be esta-

blished in accordance with subjective chemical views. The pretended

oxidation of the constituents of the blood, which was supposed to explain

phthisis as well as gout and stone, is not the simple method by which

alone specific diseases or individual wrell-characterized processes can be

explained with scientific accuracy. For there are no acute and but fcio

chronic diseases in ivhich the oxidation of the constituents of the blood is

not diminished or impeded. The proof of the assertion will, in a future

part of this work, be made as evident as the fact that there is no disease

characterized by a too sudden or rapid oxidation of the blood.

Origin.—Since we have already (see p. 156) mentioned that urea is

in part derived from uric acid, there can be no doubt that the latter,

like the former, must rank amongst the excrementitious matters.

Although we have no numerical proof that in human urine the urea

stands in an inverse ratio to the uric acid, that is to say, that with an
augmentation of the uric acid there is a corresponding diminution of the

urea, yet the numerical results of Becquerel and others show that there

is at least such an approximate ratio. The recent experiments of

Wohler and Frerichs, 1 in which the introduction of uric acid into the

organism by the primce vice or by the veins, was followed by an augmen-
tation of the urea and oxalate of lime in the urine, afford tolerably

strong evidence that the uric acid in the animal organism undergoes a
decomposition into urea and oxalic acid precisely similar to that which
can be artificially induced by peroxide of lead. Now, if the urea be
produced from the uric acid by the partial oxidation of the latter, any-
thing impeding this process must cause less urea and more uric acid to

be separated by the kidneys, and hence we see why the amount of uric
acid in the urine must be increased in fevers and other disturbances in

the circulation and respiration ; we have seen that in like states oxalate

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 338-342.
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of llrnc and lactic acid increase for a precisely similar reason, and with-

out wishing to introduce rude chemical views into the science of general

life, nothing seems more simple, and in accordance with nature, than

this explanation of the origin and augmentation of uric acid. We re-

gard uric acid as a substance which stands one degree higher in the

scale of the descending metamorphosis of matter than urea. The pre-

sent condition of science does not admit of our specially indicating the

substances from which it is first produced, or the locality in which it is

formed.

Sediments of urate of soda are commonly ranked amongst the critical

discharges. A rational system of medicine can no longer, in accordance

with the doctrines of Hippocrates, regard these excretions as true crises

of diseases, but must rather consider them only as incidental symptoms,
or as necessary consequences of certain processes. In the present day
we regard the crises merely as very abundant eliminations of excremen-
titious matters which must occur when the substances rendered effete

during the fever, and which have accumulated in the blood while the

functions of the excreting organs were more or less impeded, are fit for

simultaneous secretion, and are thus given off to the outer world by their

ordinary channels.

Inosic Acid.—

C

10
H

6
N

2O 10
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid is not crystallizable ; it forms a syrupy fluid,

which is converted by alcohol into a solid, hard mass ; it dissolves readily

in water, but is insoluble in alcohol and ether ; it reddens litmus strongly,

possesses an agreeable taste of the juice of meat, is decomposed by heat-

ing, and in part, if its solution be boiled.

Composition.—According to the above formula, which Liebig, 1 the

discoverer of this acid, deduced from his analysis of the baryta-salt, this

acid consists of:

Carbon, 10 atoms,
Hydrogen, 6 "
Nitrogen, 2 "
Oxygen, 10 "
Water, 1 "

32-787
3-279

15-300
43-716
4-918

100 000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 2175-0, and
its saturating capacity= 4-597. This acid is unquestionably no simple
oxide of a ternary radical, but contains certain proximate constituents

;

its products of metamorphosis have, however, as yet been so little studied
that we cannot even form any conjecture regarding the adjunct or the
peculiar acid contained in it. Liebig remarks that it may be regarded
as composed of 1 equivalent of acetic acid, 2 equivalents of oxalic acid,
and 1 equivalent of urea.

Combinations.—The alkaline inosates are soluble in water, are crys-

• Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 325-335.
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tallizable, and, when heated on a platinum spatula, diffuse a powerful

and agreeable odor of roasted meat.

Inosate of potash, KO.C
10
H

6
N

2
O

10
+7HO, occurs in long, delicate,

four-sided prisms ; on the addition of alcohol to a concentrated aqueous

solution, this salt separates in fine nacreous scales.

Inosate of baryta, BaO.C
10
H

6
N

2
Oip
+7HO, crystallizes in long four-

sided scales of a nacreous lustre, which, when dry, have the aspect of

polished silver ; it effloresces readily, dissolves freely in hot, very slightly

in cold water, and not at all in alcohol. If a solution, saturated at 70°,

be heated to boiling, a part of the salt is deposited in the form of a resi-

nous mass.

Inosate of copper forms a light blue, amorphous powder, insoluble

even in acetic acid.

Inosate of silver is amorphous, white, and slightly soluble in pure

water.

Preparation.—If the mother-liquid of the juice of flesh, after the

creatine has crystallized and been removed (see p. 128,) be gradually

treated with alcohol till the whole become milky, it deposits, in the

course of a few days, yellow or white granular, foliated, or acicular crys-

tals of the inosates of potash and baryta, mixed with creatine. Chloride

of barium must be added to the hot aqueous solution of these crystals

;

on cooling there is a deposition of crystals of inosate of baryta^ which,

by recrystallization, are rendered perfectly pure. By decomposing this

salt with sulphuric acid, or the copper-salt with sulphuretted hydrogen,

the acid is obtained in a state of purity.

Tests.—So little is yet known regarding the properties of this acid,

that the only test we can rely upon is the ultimate analysis.

Physiological Relations.

Liebig has hitherto only found this acid in the fluid of flesh. The few

facts which we at present possess regarding this acid throw no light on

its mode of formation. From the great quantity of oxygen which it

contains, it must be regarded as a product of the decomposition of effete

tissues.

Glycocholic Acid.—

C

52
H

42
N0

11
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid, which has been named, par excellence, lilic

or cholic acid, forms extremely delicate needles, which remain unchanged
at 136° ; it has a bitterish-sweet taste, dissolves in 120*5 parts of hot,

and 303 parts of cold water ; is readily soluble in spirit, but only slightly

in ether ; it does not crystallize on evaporating the alcoholic solution,

but separates as a resinous mass ; but it crystallizes from the spirituous

solution, mixed with water and exposed in the air to gradual evaporation.

The aqueous solution of this acid reddens litmus strongly. It dissolves

without change in concentrated acetic acid, cold sulphuric acid, and
hydrochloric acid.
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The aqueous solution of this acid is not precipitated by acids, neutral

acetate of lead, corrosive sublimate, or nitrate of silver ; in alkalies it

dissolves freely, being precipitated from them by acids, in a resinous

form ; on standing, especially after the addition of a little ether, the re-

sinous precipitate becomes crystalline. A solution of the acid in combi-

nation with an alkali yields no precipitate with chloride of barium ; but

there are precipitates on the addition of the salts of the oxides of lead

and copper and peroxide of iron ; nitrate of silver, when added to very

dilute solutions, yields a gelatinous precipitate, which, on warming, again

dissolves, and on cooling gradually assumes a crystalline form. By
prolonged boiling with a solution of potash, or still better, with baryta-

water, this acid becomes resolved into the non-nitrogenous cholic acid

and glycine (see p. 142). When boiled with concentrated sulphuric

or hydrochloric acid, it is resolved into choloidic acid and glycine

(Strecker). 1

With sulphuric acid, and either sugar or acetic acid, glycocholic acid

yields the same reaction as cholic acid (see p. 117).

If glycocholic acid be submitted to prolonged ebullition in water, it

becomes perfectly insoluble, and breaks up into fragments of six-sided

tablets. To this modification the name of paraeJtolie acid has been

applied by Strecker.

Composition.—From numerous analyses of glycocholic acid and its

salts, Strecker2 has deduced for it the above formula, according to which

it consists of:

Carbon, .

Hydrogen,
Nitrogen,

Oxygen, .

Water,

52 atoms, 67-097

42 " 9 032
1 "

, . 3011
11 " . 18-925

1 " . 1-935

100-000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous acid= 5700; and
its saturating capacity= 1-754.

Hardly a doubt can remain that this is a conjugated acid, when we
consider, on the one hand, that we are acquainted with another acid

(hippuric acid) from which the same nitrogenous body, glycine, may be

separated by acids, and that, on the other hand, there is another acid

from which the same non-nitrogenous acid, cholic acid, is liberated by
acids, another body, taurine, being simultaneously produced (this taurine

in the taurocholic acid taking the place of the glycine in the glycocholic
acid). In glycocholic acid we cannot, however, consider glycine, as we
know it in its isolated state, to be the adjunct of cholic acid, but must
rather assume that the true adjunct of cholic acid, as in the case of hip-
puric acid, undergoes a change during its separation, by which it forms
the body known to us as glycine. If, as in hippuric acid, we regard
this adjunct as a group of atoms isomeric with fumaramide, the rational
formula of glycocholic acid will be=C4H3

N0
2.C48H39 9

.HO.
Combinations.—With alkalies and alkaline earths, glycocholic acid

forms very soluble salts ; its compounds with the oxides of the heavy

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 66, S. 1-43. 2 Ibid. Bd. 65, S. 1-37.
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metals are, however, insoluble ; the glycocholate of silver alone being

soluble in boiling water.

Glycocholate of soda, NaO.C52
H

42
NOu ,

separates from its alcoholic

solution, on the addition of ether, "in large, glistening, white clusters of

radiating needles, resembling wavellite ; it is not crystallizable from its

watery or spirituous solutions ; it dissolves very readily both in water

and in spirit (1 part dissolving in 2-56 of spirit at 15°) ; when heated it

melts, burns with a smoky flame, and leaves an ash containing cyanides.

Glycocholate ofpotash behaves in a similar manner.

Glycocholate of ammonia, H^O.C^H^NOn, occurs in crystals pre-

cisely similar to those of the soda-salt, when it is gradually separated

from an alcoholic solution by ether ; it dissolves readily in water, yields

ammonia on boiling, and then has a faintly acid reaction.

Glycocholate of baryta, BaO.C^H^NOn, is amorphous, has a strongly

sweet and slightly bitter taste, is soluble in water and in alcohol, and is

not decomposed by carbonic acid.

Preparation.—This acid occurs in the bile of most animals, but it is

best prepared from the bile, of the ox by one of the two following

methods. The bile, first carefully dried in the water-bath, and subse-

quently in vacuo, must be extracted with cold absolute alcohol, and ether

must be gradually added to the filtered solution, which is thus rendered

turbid, and soon deposits a brownish, tough, resinous mass. If the fluid

be now only slightly colored, we must decant it from the semi-fluid pre-

cipitate into another vessel, and again gradually add ether ; the fluid

again becomes milky, and deposits more resinous matter ; after a time

however, glistening star-like tufts of crystals are deposited, which must

be washed with alcohol to which a tenth part of ether has been added,

and then rapidly placed in vacuo, because the crystals, when moist with

ether, rapidly deliquesce into a varnish-like mass ; after drying they

cease to be acted on by the atmosphere. These crystals are a mixture

of the glycocholates of potash and soda. On precipitating the aqueous

solution of these crystals with acetate of lead, decomposing the precipi-

tate with carbonate of soda, evaporating the solution of glycocholate of

soda, re-dissolving it in alcohol, and again (in the same manner as before)

crystallizing by means of ether, we obtain a tolerably pure glycocholate

of soda, which, when dissolved in water and treated with dilute sulphuric

acid, after a time deposits crystals mingled with oily globules. The
latter may be removed by washing with water, leaving the glycocholic

acid in a state of purity.

The following is a shorter method of obtaining this acid. The yellowish

precipitate thrown down by sugar of lead from fresh bile must be extracted

with boiling spirit of 85g and sulphuretted hydrogen passed through the

solution. If water be added to the filtered fluid and the mixture be
allowed to stand for a considerable time, the acid will separate in a crys-

talline form ; in this case, however, it is better to decompose the lead-

salt by carbonate of soda, and then to proceed in accordance with the
former method.

Crystallized bile, which is a mixture of the glycocholates of potash and
soda, was first prepared by Platner. 1

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 105; Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 40, S. 129-133.
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Tests.—In attempting to determine the amount of bile in an animal

fluid, it is always necessary that the albuminous matters, the substances

soluble in water only, and the fats, should be as completely as possible

separated. We consequently, in the first place, obtain an alcoholic

extract of the substance to be investigated, and ascertain by Pettcnkofcr's

test whether any derivative of the bile be present in it. This point being

decided, we can only determine whether one of the acids contained in

fresh bile—glycocholic or taurocholic acid, or one of their derivatives,

cholic or choloidic acid—be present, when we have a considerable amount

of matter to work upon. To pursue this inquiry, we must gradually add

from 8 to 12 times its volume of ether to the extract obtained by strong

alcohol, and allow the mixture to stand for from 24 to 48 hours ; by this

time the turbidity of the fluid will have disappeared, and a sediment will

have formed, which is either flocculent and viscid, so as to adhere to the

walls of the vessel (in which case it consists for the most part of albumi-

nous or extractive matter), or is a resinous, semi-fluid, tough mass

(alkaline taurocholates or choloidates), or consists of tufts of well-formed

crystals of various sizes, visible to the naked eye, and composed either

of cholate or glycocholate of soda. It is worthy of remark that even

the smallest quantities of the alkaline glycocholates crystallize from their

solution in this way. (From a solution of about 0*07 of a gramme of

glycocholate of soda in 150 parts of alcohol, I obtained most beautiful

crystals of the salt on the addition of 560 grammes of ether.) These

crystals must, however, always be examined microscopically, or at all

events with a lens, as many other salts (acetate of soda for instance)

separate in a crystalline form under this mode of treatment: they form

six-sided prisms with a single very oblique plane of truncation, and as

their aqueous solution reacts with Pettenkoffer's bile-test, no doubt can

remain regarding the presence of glycocholic acid. If the crystals be

obtained either in a state of purity or surrounded by syrupy matter, we
must separate the acid from the alkali by a little sulphuric acid, and

extract with ether, in which the conjugated cholic acids as well as choloidic

acid are almost insoluble ; if the crystallizable cholic or glycocholic acid

be thus isolated, we can determine regarding the presence or absence of

one or other of them by boiling with a solution of potash, when, if gly-

cocholic acid be present, ammonia is developed; moreover, the cholate

of baryta is a crystallizable salt, while the glycocholate of baryta is

amorphous. Glycocholic acid resembles choloidic acid in being only

slightly soluble in ether ; they may, however, generally be distinguished

by the crystallizability of the former acid and of its salts from ethereo-

alcoholic solutions ; the glycocholate of baryta, indeed, resembles the

choloidate in being uncrystallizable, but it differs from the latter in

being soluble in water. We shall point out the means of distinguishing

between glycocholic and taurocholic acids in our observations on the

latter acid.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—As far as our investigations have hitherto extended, this

acid has been found in the bile of all animals, with the exception of the
pig. In reference to its occurrence in other parts and fluids of the
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animal body, we have only to repeat what has already been said in pp.

119-20 regarding cholic acid. We meet with such minute quantities of

biliary matter in the intestinal canal, in the blood, and in exudations,

that until recently they have been, for the most part, entirely overlooked,

and it is only by means of Pettenkofer's admirable test that we can now

detect them. Important as it would be in a physiological point of view

to ascertain whether cholic acid or the conjugated biliary acids occur in

the blood, and whether these or choloidic acid occur in the intestine, we

must for the present leave these questions altogether undecided.

Kunde, one of my pupils, has very distinctly recognized the presence

of biliary matters by means of Pettenkofer's test in the fluid from the

hydrocele of an otherwise healthy man. By the same test he was able

to demonstrate the presence of biliary matters in the blood of frogs,

whose livers he had extirpated. (Of six frogs on which he operated,

only two survived.)

Origin.—We have already (see p. 120) attempted to show the proba-

bility that cholic acid obtains its essential elements from the fats, and

that, in short, it is oleic acid conjugated with a non-nitrogenous body.

But in glycocholic acid we again meet with the same nitrogenous adjunct

which we have already encountered in hippuric acid, and which, conse-

quently, seems to be an ordinary product of decomposition of nitro-

genous bodies. We have already remarked (see p. 181) that we are not

in a condition to name the proximate source of this adjunct, which is,

however, isomeric with fumaramide.

This is not the most appropriate place for entering into the physio-

logical reasons for showing the part which the fat takes in the forma-

tion of the principal constituents of the bile, or for balancing the reasons

for or against the formation of bile within the hepatic cells. _ These are

subjects pertaining to the second department of our work, in which we

shall consider the bile in general as an animal secretion. We may, how-

ever, be permitted to remark that the possibility of the primary forma-

tion of this acid in the blood is indicated partly by the above-mentioned

experiments of Kunde, and partly by the not unfrequent occurrence of

icterus independently of any hepatic affection (Virchow), that is to say,

without infiltration of the parenchyma of the liver and of the hepatic

cells with bile-pigment.

JJses.—As we are not at present accurately acquainted with the

changes which glycocholic acid undergoes in the intestinal canal, we are

unable to state whether this acid exerts any special action in the process

of digestion.

Hyocholic Acid.—

C

64
H

43
NO

10
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid, discovered and accurately examined by Gun-
delach and Strecker, 1 forms a white resinous mass, which melts in water

at 100° and, like choloidic acid, may be drawn out in long threads ; when

1 Ann, d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 205-232.
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perfectly dry it does not melt at a temperature under 120°
;

it is only

slightly soluble in water, dissolves .readily in alcohol, and not at all in

ether ; it reddens litmus. It dissolves unchanged in cold concentrated

nitric and sulphuric acids ; but when boiled for some time in either of

those acids it yields, like glycocholic acid, glycine and a resinous acid

similar to choloidic acid ; with concentrated sulphuric acid and either

sugar or acetic acid, it yields, like the other biliary acids, a purplish-vio-

let solution ; it is only decomposed by a solution of caustic potash, when

the mixture is so concentrated as to solidify on cooling. It is unchanged

by digestion in moderately concentrated sulphuric acid and peroxide of

lead
;
putrefaction of the bile seems to exert no influence on it ; when

treated with fuming nitric acid, or decomposed by chromic acid, it yields

the same products as choloidic acid, namely chohsteric acid, butyric

acid, caproic acid, &c.

Composition.—According to Gundelach and Strecker, this acid may
be obtained in an anhydrous state, so as in its combination with bases to

lose no water. From their analyses of the free acid, as well as of its

salts, these chemists have deduced the above formula, in accordance with

which the free anhydrous acid consists of:

Carbon, 54 atoms, .... 7028
Hydrogen, .... 43 " .... 9-33

Nitrogen, 1 " .... 3-04

Oxygen, 10 " .... 17-35

10000

The atomic weight = 5762-5, and its saturating capacity= 1-735.

This acid contains 2 atoms of carbon and 1 atom of hydrogen more,

but 1 atom of oxygen less, than glycocholic acid ; the fact that, when
treated with concentrated mineral acids, it likewise yields glycine, tends

to confirm the hypothesis, that hyocholic acid also contains the glycine-

yielding adjunct isomeric with fumaramide, and that so much plus of

carbon and hydrogen, and minus of oxygen, are respectively added to,

and deducted from the non-nitrogenous acid, that the rational formula

for this acid would be = C4
H

3
NO

2.C50H40O8
. But as hyocholic acid when

decomposed with nitric acid yields the same volatile fatty acids and cho-

lesteric acid, the non-nitrogenous acid, contained in hyocholic acid, may
be presumed to have a constitution analogous to cholic acid (see p. 120),

and besides the group of atoms C12
H

6 6
which yields the cholesteric acid

(C
8
H

4 4 ) to contain another fluid fatty acid of the formula CnHn_3 3
in

place of the oleic acid in the cholic acid ; and this in point of fact

admits of being calculated by subtracting the group of atoms C
12
II

8 8

from the hydrate of the non-nitrogenous hyocholoidic acid ; C50
H

41
O

9
—

Ci2H6 6
= 038113503, which is exactly the formula of doeglic acid (see

p. 111).

That this calculation is a mere fiction is sufficiently obvious, but we
believe that such fictions should not be altogether unnoticed, since they
stimulate us to further inquiry, even if it were only to determine whether
an acid isomeric or identical with doeglic acid existed in the fat of the pig.

Combinations.—The alkaline hyoclwlates are not crystallizable ; they
are soluble in water and alcohol, but not in ether, which completely pre-
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cipitates them from their alcoholic solutions. Their taste is bitter with-

out any sweet after-taste, and they redden litmus ;
like soaps, they are

precipitated from their aqueous solutions by alkaline salts, the precipi-

tate containing the base of the salting added in excess ; they melt and

are inflammable when heated ; with the salts of baryta, lime^ and mag-

nesia, they yield white precipitates soluble when the mixture is_ raised to

the boiling temperature. Their aqueous solutions are precipitated by

most of the metallic salts, but their alcoholic solutions are not affepted by

these reagents. On the addition of an acid to the aqueous solution, the

hyocholic acid is entirely precipitated. Neutral acetate of lead yields a

white precipitate which does not cake on boiling.

Hyocholate of potash, KO.C54
H

43
NO

10 , is in its moist state a white

amorphous mass which melts in the water-bath, and dissolves as long as

it contains either water or spirit. It does not dry at a temperature

under 120°.

Hyocholate of Soda, NaO.C54
H

43
NO

10 , forms when dry a brownish

mass, which when finely triturated, becomes of a snow-white color ; it

has a persistent bitter taste without any sweet after-taste. Its solutions

are neutral, and are not rendered turbid by carbonic acid. It is precipi-

tated from its alcoholic solution by ether, and from its aqueous solution

by soda-salts ; it melts when heated, dissolves, and burns with a bright

but smoky flame.

Hyocholate of ammonia, H4NO.C54H43
NO

10 , is a white crystalline

powder. Its solutions become turbid on boiling, and assume an acid re-

action. It may be dried over sulphuric acid without loss of ammonia.

Hyocholate of baryta, BaO.C^H^NO^, is a gelatinous substance,

freely soluble in spirit, moderately soluble in hot water, and slightly so

in cold water.

Hyocholate of lime, CaO.C
54
H

43NO10 , is white, amorphous, and rather

more soluble in water than the baryta-salt ; it is precipitated from its

spirituous solution by water and by carbonic acid.

Hyocholate of lead is a white powder, which neither cakes when boiled

with water nor when dried ; it is slightly soluble in water, but freely in

spirit, from which it (like all the other salts of this acid) is precipitated

by ether. Red litmus is turned blue by the alcoholic solution.

Hyocholate of silver, AgO.C54
H

43
NO

10 , occurs as a gelatinous precipi-

tate, which, on boiling, becomes flocculent ; it dissolves freely in spirit,

slightly in cold, but somewhat more easily in hot water.

Preparation.—The precipitate caused by the addition of a solution of
sulphate of soda to fresh swine's bile is dissolved in absolute alcohol, de-

colorized by a little animal charcoal, and the soda-salt of the acid pre-

cipitated by ether from the alcoholic solution ; this is decomposed by
dilute sulphuric acid, and the precipitate is dissolved in alcohol, from
which the hyocholic acid is thrown down by the addition of water.

Tests.—It is only with glycocholic and choloidic acids that this acid can
possibly be confounded. From the former it may easily be distinguished
by the circumstance that neither it nor its salts can be obtained in a
crystalline state by the addition of ether to alcoholic solutions. It is, how-
ever, not so readily distinguishable from the latter, because without an
elementary analysis, it is impossible to determine its nitrogen ; and be
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cause, further, when treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid it yields

too little glycine to be recognized with certainty, unless, indeed, we have a

very large supply of the material to be investigated. The fact that hyo-

cholate of lead neither cakes when dried nor when boiled with water, while

the opposite is singularly the case with the glycocholate, affords a tole-

rably characteristic test. Other differences are for the most part only

gradual, and are inapplicable as tests to enable us to distinguish between

small quantities of these acids.

Physiological Relations.

This acid has hitherto only been found in the bile of the pig, where it

exists in combination with soda, potash, and a little ammonia. Our re-

marks on the origin and uses of glycocholic acid are equally applicable

to hyocholic acid.

Taurocholic Acid.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This acid, which has also been named choleic acid, and

was formerly known as bilin, has not yet been obtained in a state of

perfect purity, that is to say, free from glycocholic acid ; it cannot be

obtained in a crystalline state, and it is more soluble in water than glyco-

cholic acid, while its acid properties are far weaker. It dissolves fats,

fatty acids, and cholesterin in large quantities, and is thus the cause

why glycocholic acid is not precipitated from fresh ox-bile by acetic or

the mineral acids. On exposure to the air, as well as on evaporating a

solution of the free acid, decomposition ensues. When boiled with

mineral acids it becomes resolved into taurine and choloidic acid ; when

boiled with alkalies, into taurine, and cholic acid ; and when treated with

sulphuric acid and sugar, it gives the same reaction as the other essential

acids of the bile. The characters of its salts are, however, very distinct

from those of the other biliary acids.

Composition.—As this acid, like glycocholic acid, becomes resolved,

when acted on by mineral acids and by alkalies, into choloidic or cholic

acid, while in place of glycine it yields taurine, Strecker, 1
to whom we

are especially indebted for our knowledge of this acid and of its pro-

perties, correctly argues that its composition is perfectly analogous with

that of glycocholic acid, the only difference being that the adjunct in

this case is taurine. Abstracting from the formula for taurine 1 atom of

water, he assumes that the empirical formula of this acid= C52
H

45
NS

2 14,

and the rational formula= C4
H

C
NS2 5.C48H39 9

. We must therefore

regard taurocholic acid as containing an adjunct rich in sulphur, which,

on its separation from the cholic acid, becomes converted into taurine,

whose properties we have already described at p. 166. By elementary
analyses of a mixture of pure alkaline glycocholates" and taurocholates,
obtained directly from fresh bile, Strecker has further confirmed his view
regarding the composition of this acid. Pure taurocholic acid must, there-

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 66, S. 43-61.
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fore, contain 6*218$ of sulphur, while its atomic weight must= 6437-5

and its saturating capacity be 1*553.

Combinations.—The alkaline tauroeholates dissolve readily in water

and in alcohol, but are perfectly insoluble in ether ; they have no re-

action on vegetable colors, and attract water from the atmosphere, but

do not deliquesce ; when kept for a long time in contact with ether they

crystallize ; their aqueous solutions have a sweet taste with a bitter

after-taste, and do not decompose when evaporated, or when exposed to

the air, provided they be pure. These salts when heated melt and burn

with a bright smoky flame. Carbonic acid does not decompose their al-

coholic solution ; their aqueous solution is not precipitated by acids, nor

by the alkaline sulphates or chlorides (like the alkaline hyocholates), but

by concentrated alkaline solutions ; it is not precipitated by the salts of

baryta, lime, or magnesia, even on the addition of ammonia, or by neu-

tral acetate of lead ; but on the addition of basic acetate of lead, there

is a plastery precipitate which dissolves in boiling water, and even more

freely in boiling alcohol, and is also soluble in an excess of acetate of

lead. Nitrate of silver, even after the addition of ammonia, does not

precipitate the tauroeholates, neither does corrosive sublimate, but pre-

cipitates are induced by nitrate of suboxide of silver, and protochloride

of tin. Nitrogenous substances, mucus for instance, set up a process of

decomposition in solutions of the alkaline tauroeholates, which may be

readily ascertained by the circumstance that the solutions then become
precipitable by dilute acids. The products which are formed are taurine,

alkaline cholates or choloidates, and probably certain combinations of

these substances with taurocholic acid that has escaped decomposition.

In aqueous solutions of pure alkaline tauroeholates, these decompositions

are not observed to occur.

Preparation.—We have already remarked, that this acid has never

yet been prepared in a state of complete purity. In order to separate

it as thoroughly as possible from the glycocholic acid which always ac-

companies it^ we in the first place remove from the purified ox-bile the

greater part of the glycocholic acid and of the fatty acids by means of

neutral acetate of lead, and then precipitate by basic acetate of lead, to

which we may add a little ammonia. This precipitate must be decom-
posed with carbonate of soda, and we must extract the solid residue of

the filtered fluid with alcohol. On the addition of ether to the alcoholic

solution, a tolerably pure taurocholate of soda is immediately precipi-

tated in the form of a resinous, semifluid, yellow mass. If this be
dissolved in a small quantity of water, and all that is precipitable by
acetate of silver be thrown down, and if the fluid after filtration be
precipitated with basic acetate of lead, and the precipitate, after being
thoroughly diffused in a little water, be treated with sulphuretted
hydrogen, we obtain tolerably pure taurocholic acid after evaporating
in vacuo.

Tests.—No great weight can be attached to any of the differences in
the reaction of the salts of glycocholic and taurocholic acids, when the
quantity of the substance presented to us for examination is very small.
If, however, we have sufficient material, we must obtain the acids from
the alcoholic extract with precisely the same precautions as we have in-

VOL. I. 14
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dicated in the preceding pages in reference to each of these acids
;
from

the ratio of the precipitate caused by the sugar of lead to that caused

by the acetate of lead, we must draw our conclusions regarding the

relative quantities of the two acids, and then, by treating the alcoholic

solution of the soda-salt with ether, we can determine this point with

certainty ; indeed, we shall always be most decisively convinced of the

presence of taurocholic acid by the exhibition of the taurine, which,

even if obtained in only very small quantities, may be recognized with

certainty by crystallometric examination under the microscope. Un-

fortunately, however, the quantities of taurine are so minute, unless

when we are acting directly on bile, that it cannot be distinguished and

recognized Avith certainty either by the above means or by its rela-

tion towards nitrate of silver and other metallic salts. Nothing further

remains for us but to determine the presence of sulphur ; having ascer-

tained by Pettenkofer's test that biliary matter is present in the sub-

stance under examination, we must extract the spirituous extract with

cold absolute alcohol, concentrate this solution, and treat it with ether.

A precipitate then falls, which cannot contain any other known sul-

phurous substance, and which we must fuse and deflagrate with nitrate

of potash and caustic potash free from sulphuric acid ; if sulphuric acid

be found in the residue, we may regard the presence of taurocholic acid

as almost certain.

Unfortunately, substances in which it is of interest to detect small

quantities of taurocholic acid, are seldom obtained in a state of perfect

freshness, and the little taurocholic acid that was originally present is

decomposed before we commence our investigations. When we suspect

that this acid is present, and have detected biliary matter by Petten-

kofer's test in the alcoholic extract, we may hope to find taurine in the

aqueous extract, which, however, contains it in such small quantity, and

often so intermingled with other substances, that its recognition, even

under the microscope, is extremely difficult. We must not attempt to

determine the presence of sulphur as a test for taurocholic acid or tau-

rine in the aqueous extract, for this contains both sulphates and other

sulphurous organic bodies.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—From the determinations of the amount of sulphur, in-

stituted by Bensch1 and others, we may conclude that taurocholic acid

exists not only in the bile of the ox, but in that of the fox, bear, sheep,

dog, wolf, goat, and certain birds and fresh-water fish ; it has been found
in the bile of the frog by Kunde and myself ; and that it exists in human
bile can hardly be doubted, since, as Gorup-Besanez was the first to

prove, taurine may be exhibited from it. It might almost be inferred,

from the numerical results obtained by Schlieper2
in his analysis of the

purified bile of a Boa Anaconda, that the liver of this serpent secretes
taurocholic alone, and none of the other known biliary acids. That
this acid is almost entirely absent in the bile of the pig, as shown by the
investigations of Strecker, has been already mentioned.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Ed. 65, S. 194-203. 2 Ibid- Bd. GO, S. 109-112.
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Unchanged taurocholic acid has not yet been found in any other ani-

mal fluid ; but from the experiments of Kunde to which I have already

referred (p. 205), it is not improbable that it also occurs in the blood.

Origin.—We have very little to say in the present place regarding

the production of taurocholic acid : what has been already stated re-

specting the formation of cholic acid (p. 120), of taurine (p. 168), and

of glycocholic acid (p. 205), is equally applicable to the acid under consi-

deration. As it has not yet been found in the blood, it is impossible to

decide chemically whether it be primarily formed in the liver from its

proximate constituents, or whether it proceeds from the general meta-

morphosis of the non-nitrogenous and nitrogenous animal matters.

Uses.—Since we are as ignorant of the chemical changes which tauro-

cholic acid undergoes in the intestinal canal, as we are regarding those

of glycocholic acid, we are unable to express by a chemical equation, the

part which it takes in the process of digestion ; and until this can be

done, we cannot give a satisfactory explanation of the chemical action

of the bile. The consideration of the physiological relations, from which

we judge of the importance of the biliary secretion, in reference to the

metamorphosis of the animal tissues and to animal life, and which is

based on the chemical substratum we have here laid down, will be found

in another part of this work.

Pneumic (or pulmonic) acid probably belongs to this group of conju-

gated nitrogenous acids. This acid, of which as yet we know very little,

was discovered by Verdeil 1 in the tissue of the lungs. The minced pul-

monary tissue is stirred with water and exposed to strong pressure ; the

decanted acid fluid is heated in order to coagulate the albumen, and is

then filtered, neutralized with baryta-water, and evaporated to three-

fourths of its volume. After the removal of albuminous and some other

matters by sulphate of copper, and the excess of the copper by sulphide

of barium, we evaporate the fluid till crystals of sulphate of soda are

formed ; we then add a little sulphuric acid, and boil with alcohol. The
acid gradually separates from the alcoholic solution on cooling. It

crystallizes in oblique rhombic prisms, is extremely glistening, and
refracts light strongly, loses no water of crystallization at 100°, but
at a .higher temperature decomposes. It dissolves readily in water, is

insoluble in cold but dissolves in boiling alcohol, is insoluble in ether,

forms crystallizable salts with bases, and contains not only carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, but also nitrogen and sulphur.

HALOID BASES AND HALOID SALTS.

The consideration of the above series of organic acids has made us
become acquainted with a number of bodies, which, in opposition to the
ordinary rules of chemistry, enter into combination with acids without

1 Compt. rend. T. 33, p. 604, and Traite" de Chimie anatomique et physiologique, T.
2, p. 460.
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depriving them of their most essential chemical characters. There is,

however, also a series of substances which can so combine with organic

and mineral acids, that they perfectly neutralize their acidity, and can

form with them true salts, both neutral and acid, without deserving, on

account of their containing no nitrogen, to be classed among the alka-

loids.

This class of salts has recently been referred to the conjugated com-

pounds (by Gerhardt and Laurent, 1 and Strecker), 2 since the idea of

bodies of this nature has become tolerably firmly established ; but the

property of these non-nitrogenous bases, perfectly to saturate the

strongest mineral and organic acids, appears to us a very stringent

reason why these bodies should be separated from the true adjuncts, and

why their neutral and acid combinations with acids should be separated

from the true conjugated acids. Berzelius3 has applied the name of

Haloids to these salt-like combinations of acids with non-nitrogenous

bodies. If we attempt to apply the highly probable (but not indubitably

established) hypothesis of conjugated ammonia, to explain the basicity

of the true nitrogenous alkaloids, we shall find such a mode of explana-

tion perfectly inapplicable to these non-nitrogenous bases. These haloid

bases may be classed as analogous bodies to oxide of ammonium. For
as, according to the ammonium-theory of Berzelius, we assume, in the

so-called ammonia-salts, the existence of the oxide of a combination of

nitrogen and hydrogen, H
4
N, in which this, in some degree, simulates a

metal, so also we are equally justified in seeking for the basicity of these

substances in the oxide of a carbo-hydrogen ; and more especially since

we are already acquainted with pure carbo-hydrogens possessing decided

basic properties, as, for instance, the non-oxygenous ethereal oils. This

assumption is not in the least opposed by the circumstance that the

carbo-hydrogens, like the ammonium, combine with oxygen to form basic

oxides. It is true that such a mode of viewing the subject leads us back
to the frequently attacked, but by no means perfectly controverted or

exploded theory of organic radicals ; but, in a department of science so

young as chemistry still is, that is the most satisfactory mode of con-

templating the subject, which enables us to represent and explain, in the

simplest manner, the largest number of analogous phenomena.
These oxides of the carbo-hydrogen radicals are, however, in their

isolated state, so different from the known mineral bases and organic

alkaloids, and exhibit such weak basic properties, that for a long period

it was altogether denied that they possessed the character of a base. It

is with difficulty that they combine either with acids or with water.

Even their hydrates differ so greatly from the anhydrous oxides, that

they were formerly regarded as perfectly different bodies, and ether was
carefully distinguished from alcohol, oxide of amyl from fusel oil, and
oxide of methyl from pyroxylic spirit. Moreover, it is only with diffi-

culty, and in certain instances, that we can separate the water from
these hydrates. In the same way, their combinations with acids,

although most of them are perfectly neutral, bear very little resemblance

1 Ann. d. Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 24, pp. 1G3-208.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 68, S. 47-55. 3 Jahresber. 27, S. 425.
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in their character to salts, and hence most of them have received trivial

names, as, naphthas, fats, &c.

As has been already mentioned, the haloid bases form neutral as well

as acid salts ; in the former the acidity of the stronger acids is, for the

most part, far more perfectly neutralized than in the salts of the nitro-

genous alkaloids ; for the neutral salts, with a few exceptions, exert no
action on litmus ; they are, however, essentially distinguished from the

salts of almost all other known bases, by the circumstance that they
cannot be so readily separated from their acids by simple or double

elective affinity. The haloids cannot be decomposed by stronger acids,

nor yet by stronger bases ; it requires a more considerable time, and a

more prolonged action of heat to resolve them into their proximate con-

stituents, than is necessary for ordinary salts.

In these decompositions of the haloid salts we constantly find that the

base, during its liberation, combines with water, and is thus separated

as a hydrate (for instance, not as oxide of ethyl, but as alcohol ; not as

oxide of methyl but as pyroxylic spirit, not as oxide of lipyl but as

glycerine). Conversely, the haloid bases in uniting with acids give off

all their water, so that they always form perfectly anhydrous salts—

a

fact of which chemists have long availed themselves, in order to ascertain

the composition of organic acids in the anhydrous state
;

(the combina-
tions of such acids with oxide of ethyl or oxide of methyl, being sub-

mitted to examination.)

We should fall into a great error, if we were to conclude from the

peculiar relations of the haloids that organic bodies are constituted on
entirely different principles from mineral bodies ; for the chemical laws

deduced from pure inorganic compounds meet with their fullest applica-

tion in these compound organic matters ; it is, however, inorganic

chemistry which teaches us, that the smaller the chemical attraction

between two substances, with so much the more difficulty can they com-

bine with one another, but when once combined, they often resist the

most powerful decomposing agents ; we need only refer by way of

illustration, to the relations of silicic and phosphoric acids to alumina

and zirconia. A natural law admits of no exceptions, and if the prin-

ciples taking their origin in inorganic chemistry be true natural laws,

they must be applied, in their fullest extent, to the chemical combina-

tions of organic matters.

The true nature of the acid salts of the haloid bases was also for a

long period not recognized ; these substances were regarded as peculiar

acids, whose consideration led indeed very materially to the theory of

conjugated acids and conjugation; but there is an essential difference

between an acid haloid salt and a conjugated acid. We have already

seen that in the conjugated acids, the true acid has lost none of its

saturating capacity, while in these acid haloids half of the acid is always

saturated by the haloid base : we know, for instance, that sulphovinic

acid cannot, by any possibility, be regarded as a, conjugated acid, since

only half of the sulphuric acid contained in it, is in a state to saturate a

base, just as in bisulphate of potash only half of the acid can be engaged

in saturating the base. Notwithstanding this very striking difference,

many of the acid haloid salts are, unfortunately, still ranked amongst

the conjugated acids.
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Moreover, these acid salts are distinguished from the other known
acid salts of other bases by the difficulty with which the true base can

be separated from the compound ; indeed, the separation is here, for the

most part, more difficult to 'accomplish by strong affinities than in the

neutral haloid salts. The acid haloids have, however, very many proper-

ties in common with one another ; they are either solid and crystalli-

zable, or liquid, and, like most of the acid salts in mineral chemistry,

always contain 1 atom of water, from which they cannot be separated

without total decomposition, except by means of a base ; further, how-

ever volatile the sflcid and the base may be, these acid salts cannot be

distilled or sublimed undecomposed ; and, lastly, it is worthy of remark

that their combinations with bases, are almost without exception soluble

in water, even though the acid in question formed ever so insoluble a

salt with a base (as, for instance, in the case of sulphate of oxide of

ethyl, and baryta).

Amongst the haloid bases there is a series of homologous bodies of

high interest in relation to theoretical chemistry, but scarcely falling

within the sphere of zoo-chemistry. These are the bodies already men-
tioned in p. 48, possessing the general formula CnHn+10, and standing

in a definite relation to the acids of the first group.

There is, however, another haloid base of more importance in zoo-

chemistry, but homologous to no other body with which we are ac-

quainted, the oxide of lipyl, which, in combination with the fatty acids,

constitutes the fats which hold so prominent a place in physiological

chemistry. There are many other haloid bases, but for the most part

only some of their combinations, namely, their acid salts, have been
examined ; and in their isolated as well as in their hydrated state they

are yet unknown. Hence, we have here only to considder oxide of lipyl

and its combinations, and oxide of cetyl, which is homologous to the

group of ethers.

Oxide of Lipyl.—

C

3
H

20.

On boiling one of the common fats or fatty oils with a caustic alkali,

with the hydrate of an alkaline earth, with hydrate of magnesia, or

oxide of zinc or of lead, the fat, without assimilating oxygen, or giving

off hydrogen, is decomposed into one or more fatty acids, which com-
bine with the base that has been employed, and form soaps, and a pecu-

liar sweet matter, glycerine. On comparing the weight of the resulting

products of decomposition with that of the fat which was employed, we
find that an increase of weight has taken place in consequence of an
assimilation of water.

In order to explain the nature of this process, it was assumed that

the fats are combinations similar to the salts of oxide of ethyl, and that

glycerine, represented by the formula C3
H

20, constituted the base of

the fats ; but the constitution of glycero-sulphuric acid proves that gly-

cerine must be represented by the formula CG
H

7 5, and that consequently
it cannot be regarded as the base of the neutral fats. Hence it is pro-

bable that the fats contain, in addition to the fatty acid, the oxide of a

radical, having the composition which was formerly ascribed to glyce-

rine ;
and that this oxide in its separation from the fatty acid assimilates
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water, and is converted into another body, as in the case of oxide of
ethyl when it is expelled by an acid from its combination. To this

hypothetical radical, Berzelius has applied the name of lipyl.

^
That the base in the fats is not glycerine seems obvious also from the

circumstance that hitherto no neutral fat has been prepared from glyce-
rine and the fatty acids. Whether the butyrin that has been artificially

formed from glycerine and butyric acid has the same composition with
that contained in butter has not yet been ascertained. Acrolein, which
is polymeric with oxide of lipyl, and is a product of distillation of gly-
cerine, cannot, any more than glycerine, be the base of the fats, since
it cannot be made to combine even with strong acids.

This conversion of the fats into acids and glycerine, may be induced
by other bases than those we have already mentioned, namely, by the
soluble carbonates and borates, if they be digested with the fats for a
sufficiently long period.

In the case of the carbonates we must, however, suppose that in this

process the alkaline carbonate is first resolved into alkaline bicarbonate
and free alkali, and that it is the latter only which takes part in the
saponification ; and that, on further boiling, the alkaline bicarbonate
loses 1 atom of carbonic acid, and becomes converted into a simple salt,

which again acts on the fat in the above-described manner.
Ammonia and its carbonate only form soaps after a more prolonged

action.

Glycerine.—

C

6
H

7 5
.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Glycerine is a faintly yellow fluid with an agreeable,

sweet taste ; it attracts water from the atmosphere, dissolves readily in

water and alcohol, but not in ether, and exerts no reaction on vegetable

colors. It dissolves alkalies and several of the metallic oxides (for in-

stance, oxide of lead) in large quantities ; in a concentrated state, it

admits of being distilled with only partial decomposition, but when
rapidly heated, it is entirely decomposed; if its watery solution be

exposed to evaporation, decomposition immediately commences : when
heated in the air, it becomes inflammable, and burns with a blue flame.

If heated with anhydrous phosphorus in a tube from which fresh air is

excluded, it yields acrolein. If glycerine be dissolved in a large quan-

tity of water, mixed with yeast, and exposed to a temperature of between

20° and 30°, it developes a small quantity of gas, and is converted into

metacetonic acid (C5
H

7 5
—2HO = C

6
H

5 3 ;
Redtenbacher). 1 Treated

with spongy platinum, glycerine also becomes converted into an acid

(Dobereiner).2 By concentrated nitric acid it is converted into carbonic

acid, oxalic acid, and water; with hydrochloric acid and peroxide of

manganese, it yields a large quantity of formic acid.

Composition.—In accordance with the above formula deduced by

Pelouze3 from his analyses of pure glycerine and its acid salts, this sub-

stance consists of

:

i Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 174-177. 2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 29, S. 451.

3 Compt. rend. T. 21, pp. 718-722.
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Carbon, 6 atoms, .... 39-130

Hydrogen,
Oxygen,
Water, .

7 " .... 7-609

5 « .... 43-478

1 « .... 9-783

100 000

The atomic weight of anhydrous glycerine= 1037*5.

Glycerine cannot be regarded as a hydrate of oxide of lipyl, because

in its combinations it always contains 3 atoms of water more than a

double atom of oxide of lipyl ; and we know that no haloid base retains

its hydrate-water when it combines with acids.

Combinations.—No neutral salts of glycerine have yet been exhibited,

but we are acquainted with several of its acid salts, which, like the acid

salts of the oxides of ethyl and methyl, unite with bases, and form a

series of compounds.

Bisulphate of glycerine [glycero-sulphuric acid) C6
H

7 5.S03+ HO.
S03 , is formed by the direct union of glycerine with sulphuric acid ; the

excess of sulphuric acid is removed by saturating with carbonate of lime

or baryta ; the sulphate of glycerine-lime or glycerine-baryta is decom-

posed with oxalic acid and the filtered fluid evaporated in vacuo.

This acid salt forms a colorless fluid, which, on evaporation even in

vacuo, is readily decomposed into glycerine and sulphuric acid ; it has a

strongly acid taste, reddens litmus, and forms easily soluble double salts,

even with baryta and lime. These salts readily yield glycerine when

boiled, and even more readily when treated with an excess of base ; the

dry salts when heated carbonize and develope a vapor (containing acro-

lein) with an extremely disagreeable odor, and irritating to the eyes.

The lime-salt crystallizes in colorless needles, and= CaO.S0 3
+

C

6
H

7

5.S03
.

Acid phosphate of glycerine {glycero-phosphoric acid), C
6
H

7 5
.2HO

+ P05 , is obtained by the direct action of syrupy glycerine on pulverized

glacial phosphoric acid, which developes much heat, the temperature

even rising to 100°. The excess of phosphoric acid is removed by

baryta, and the baryta-salt decomposed by sulphuric acid. When in a

concentrated state the body in question forms a colorless fluid, which

even in vacuo cannot be very strongly concentrated without undergoing

decomposition ; it does not crystallize, has a strongly acid taste, and

dissolves freely in water and alcohol ; with bases it forms double salts,

which dissolve readily in water, but so very slightly in alcohol that this

fluid precipitates them from their aqueous solutions. Phosphate of gly-

cerine-lime, 2CaO+ C
6
H

7
+ P0

5 , crystallizes in white, glistening scales,

and dissolves in cold water ; it is, however, so slightly soluble in hot

water that it is precipitated from its aqueous solution by boiling. The
baryta-salt contains 1 atom of tribasic phosphoric acid, 2 atoms of

baryta, and 1 atom of glycerine.

Bitartrate of glycerine, C&
H

7 5.C4
H

2 5+ HO.C
4
H

2 5 , is produced,

according to Berzelius, 1 on heating 1 part of glycerine, dried at 120°,

with 2 parts of dry tartaric acid ; it is a semi-solid transparent body,

which is solid at 0°, but at 25° admits of being drawn out in long

threads ; it deliquesces in the air, does not dissolve in alcohol, and with

1 Jahresber. Bd. 27, S. 438.
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bases forms soluble uncrystallizable double salts, which are readily
decomposed by an excess of base. The relations of biracemate of gly-
cerine are similar to those of this salt.

Products of its metamorphosis.—Acrolein, C
c
II

4 2 , discovered by
Redtenbacher, 1

is obtained from glycerine by submitting it to dry distil-

lation with a little anhydrous phosphoric acid in a stream of dry car-
bonic acid gas ; the distillate, consisting of a thick oil, of an acid fluid

swimming on it, and of acrolein floating n the latter, must be digested
with oxide of lead and distilled at 52° into a receiver containing car-
bonic acid, by which means we obtain the acrolein. It is an oily fluid,

which strongly refracts light, has an acrid, burning taste, irritates the
eyesand respiratory organs, and forms a neutral solution in water devoid
of air, which, however, very soon assumes an acid reaction on exposure
to the atmosphere. It instantly reduces oxide of silver, and it decrepi-
tates both with nitric acid and with potash.

Acrylic acid, C
6
H

3 3+ HO, is formed when acrolein is oxidized either
by exposure to the air or by oxide of silver ; it is a limpid fluid, with an
odor resembling that of very strong acetic acid, and a pure, acid taste

;

nitric acid converts it into acetic and formic acids ; it forms soluble,

crystallizable salts with bases.

Disacrone, disacryl, C
10
H

7
O4 , is gradually deposited from acrolein ex-

posed to the atmosphere ; it is idio-electric, devoid of odor and taste,

and insoluble in all menstrua.
Preparation.—Glycerine is formed, as we have already mentioned,

during the saponification of the fats, from the oxide of lipyl contained in

them combining with 4 atoms of water. It is usually prepared from the
aqueous fluid which separates during the preparation of lead-plaster, and
contains it, together with oxide of lead, in solution. After the removal
of the lead by sulphuretted hydrogen we concentrate the solution first

in the water-bath and subsequently in vacuo. We may also obtain it

from the mother-liquid yielded in ordinary saponification by the alkalies,

on saturating the alkali of the lye with sulphuric acid, then heating it

with carbonate of baryta, evaporating the filtered fluid, and extracting

with alcohol. It may be obtained very readily, and in a state of purity,

by dissolving castor-oil in absolute alcohol, and passing hydrochloric

acid gas through the fluid ; at the end of the operation the compounds
of the fatty acids with oxide of ethyl, which have been produced, must
be separated by means of water. The aqueous fluid, on evaporation,

leaves glycerine, which may be entirely freed from adhering traces of

the fatty ethers by being shaken in ether.

Tests.—Glycerine could not be readily detected in animal fluids unless

we were able to obtain it in sufficient quantity to admit of its being sub-

jected to an elementary analysis; but this would be hardly possible,

since it would be difficult to obtain the glycerine in a state of purity

from the animal fluids. Fortunately, however, acrolein is a substance

with so intense and characteristic an odor that this product of the de-

composition of glycerine may be employed as a test of its presence. The

glycerine, separated in as pure a state as possible, must be rapidly

heated either alone or with a little anhydrous phosphoric acid, when, if

i Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 47, S. 113-148.

/
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the glycerine be much diluted, the peculiar and very disagreeable odor,

not unlike that developed by the wick of an expiring oil-lamp, is evolved

with sufficient distinctness.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Glycerine has been recently discovered by Gobley 1 in

animal bodies. He first detected it in the yolk of the egg of the common

fowl in the form of phosphate of glycerine-ammonia, and subsequently2

in the same state of combination in the /ate of the brain.

Origm—Regarding the source of the glycerine in the organism, there

can be no doubt that, in addition to the true fats—the stearate, marga-

rate, and oleate of oxide of lipyl—there are many fatty acids, either free

or in combination with alkalies, occurring in the animal body. Since

the combinations of the fatty acids and oxide of lipyl are introduced into

the animal body from without, we need not wonder that glycerine, which

is formed from oxide of lipyl during the decomposition of the fats, is not

found in far larger quantity in this or that animal fluid. We have

already directed attention to the possibility (p. 62 and p. 106) that in

the consumption and gradual oxidation of the neutral fats, the oxide of

lipyl, separated as glycerine, is probably converted into lactic or even

into metacetonic acid. Further investigations are, however, necessary

before we can decide whether this conjecture is of any real value. The

uses of fatty articles of food would thus assume a new aspect, since they

would in this way contribute to the formation of the free acids which act

so important a part in many of the processes of animal chemistry.

How the glycerine in the yolk of egg and in the brain becomes asso-

ciated with the phosphoric acid, we cannot specially explain, but, con-

sidering the frequency with which phosphorus occurs, both in its

unoxidized state and as phosphoric acid, there is nothing singular or

inexplicable in such a combination.

Salts of Oxide of Lipyl.—Fats.

Chemical Relations.

G-eneral Properties.—It is especially worthy of remark that the

properties of these haloids are almost entirely influenced by the acids

contained in them ; while in the salts of oxide of ethyl, most of the pro-

perties, including those of the most general character, appear to depend

principally on the base, and to be altogether independent of the nature

of the acid. Hence we find the properties of the neutral fats to be ex-

tremely similar to those of the fatty acids already described (from p.

103 to p. 112).

Most of the animal fats are soft and greasy at an ordinary tempera-

ture, although some are firm and waxy, and a few liquid ; they almost

all correspond, however, in the following points. When exposed to

strong cold, especially when in solution in alcohol, they may be obtained

i Compt. rend. T. 21, pp. 766-769, et 988-992.
2 Journ. de Pharm. 3 Ser. T. 11, pp. 409-417, et T. 12, pp. 5-13.
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in -white scales or minute plates of a peculiar lustre ; when perfectly
pure, they are for the most part colorless and transparent, they swim
on water, render paper and linen transparent, are bad conductors of
electricity and heat, melt for the most part below the boiling-point of
water, are altogether decomposed when distilled, unless the process be
conducted in vacuo, and are devoid of smell and taste when they are
pure and fresh ; they are insoluble in water, but most of them dissolve

in boiling alcohol, from which they again separate on cooling ; they are
all soluble in ether and in volatile oils ; when perfectly pure they exert
no reaction on vegetable colors, but on exposure to the air many of them
readily become rancid and acid from the absorption of large quantities

of oxygen. When exposed to a strong heat, and free access of oxygen
is admitted, they are inflammable, and burn with a clear flame.

There are certain ferments which resolve the fats into glycerine and
the corresponding fatty acid, in the same manner as sugar is resolved

into alcohol and carbonic acid, or salicin into saligenin and sugar, or

amygdalin into sugar, hydrocyanic acid, and oil of bitter almonds.
Albuminous substances which have already undergone a certain degree
of decomposition (putrefaction) act in this manner as ferments to

the fats.

If we mix putrid fibrin, which forms an albuminous fluid, with water,

or putrid casein with fat, so as to form an emulsion, and digest the mix-
ture for some time at a temperature of 37°, the corresponding fatty

acids separate from the oxide of lipyl, which very soon undergoes

further alterations. In the fermentation of milk, where sugar is pre-

sent, it appears from my investigations1 that the fats are decomposed in

precisely the same manner as if merely the putrefying protein-com-

pounds were acting as ferments, and as if no sugar were present. CI.

Bernard2 on digesting fats with pancreatic fluid observed that they were

decomposed into fatty acids and glycerine, from which he concluded that

during the act of digestion the fats are constantly decomposed into

glycerine and fatty acids—a conclusion, however, still admitting of con-

siderable doubt.

By dry distillation certain fats yield other fatty and inflammable sub-

stances, and leave a little charcoal ; others are in part converted into

peculiar fatty acids. When very rapidly heated or thrown on incande-

scent bodies, they carbonize and develope defiant gas.

The fats are decomposed by prolonged contact with chlorine, bromine,

and iodine ; while, on the other hand, they take up sulphur, selenium,

and phosphorus, without undergoing any change ; with the former, they

only undergo decomposition on the application of heat.

By concentrated mineral acids they are for the most part converted

into fatty acids, and on the application of sulphuric acid, they yield acid

sulphate of glycerine.

Stearate of oxide of lipyl, stearin, occurs as a pure white substance
;

it separates on cooling from its alcoholic solution in snow-white, glisten-

ing scales ; under the microscope it appears chiefly in the form of qua-

drangular tablets, which, although almost square, are, according to

' Simon's Beitr. Bd. 1, S. 63-76. 2 Arch, ge'ne'r. de med. 4 S^r. T. 19, p. 73.
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Schmidt, 1 rhombs with angles= 90° 5', but sometimes in the form of

short rhombic prisms (thick rhombic plates), whose surfaces, according

to Schmidt, are inclined to one another at angles of 67° 40' and 52°

40'. It melts at +62°, solidifies, but does not become crystalline on

cooling, is brittle, when dry is not a conductor of galvanic electricity, is

insoluble in cold and only slightly soluble in hot alcohol, but dissolves

very readily in ether. On dry distillation it yields stearic and margaric

acids, and the products of decomposition of glycerine ; on saponification

it yields stearic acid and glycerine.

Margarate of oxide of lipyh margarin, is white and solid ;
it crystal-

lizes from alcohol as a flocculent white powder, which under the micro-

scope appears in the form of very delicate and often curved needles,

which are so grouped as to radiate from one point as a nucleus, and thus

to form a whorl of fine, capillary threads ; it melts at +48°, and dis-

solves slightly in alcohol but readily in hot ether ; it separates from

either solution on cooling in nacreous scales, and on saponification yields

glycerine and margaric acid.

Oleate of oxide of lipyl, olein, or elain, is a colorless oil which solidi-

fies at a low temperature, is not a conductor of galvanic electricity, be-

comes rancid on exposure to the air, is never entirely free from margarin

and stearin, and on saponification yields, in addition to glycerine and

oleic acid, a much larger quantity of margaric acid than can be supposed

to be derived from the decomposition of the margarin.

Preparation.—The above fats may be obtained in various ways,

although seldom in a state of perfect purity, from the fat contained in

cellular tissue, by repeated melting and purification with water. Usually

we dissolve the fat in boiling alcohol, from which, on cooling, the stearin,

and a great part of the margarin, separate in crystalline scales, while

the olein is almost the only substance remaining dissolved in the cold

alcohol. Margarin is obtained in the greatest purity from the hot alco-

holic solution of those fats, which, like human fat and the vegetable fats,

contain no stearin ; moreover, by strong pressure between the folds of

filtering paper, the olein may be tolerably effectually separated from the

stearin and margarin, since, above a certain temperature, it penetrates

the paper. Tolerably pure olein may be obtained by digesting a fat

with half the quantity of potash required for its complete saponification

;

in this case the stearin and margarin are saponified, while the olein re-

mains unchanged. The corresponding acids may be obtained in a similar

way, but in a state of much greater purity.

Tests.—Cases sometimes present themselves in which it is not easy to

ascertain whether the substance to be examined contains salts of oxide

of lipyl, or the corresponding fatty acids. In dealing with small quanti-

ties, we obviously cannot rely on the acid reaction, or on the formation

of glycerine ; in such cases the simplest method is to obtain an ethereal

extract of the alcoholic extract to which a little acetic acid had been
added, and then, by digestion with water, to separate the residue of the

ethereal solution from other substances. The remaining fat is then to

be dissolved in alcohol, and to be treated with an alcoholic solution of

acetate of lead. If the addition of ammonia give rise to no precipitate,

1 Entwurf u. s. w. S. 84.
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it is a proof that the solution contains no free fatty acids, but only salts

of oxide of lipyl.

Free fat in the animal fluids, tissues, and cells, is most commonly and,

indeed, most satisfactorily detected by the microscope ; the vesicles in

which fat ordinarily appears, present so characteristic an appearance,

that when they have been seen for a few times under the microscope, they

can hardly be confounded with anything else ; the more consistent fat,

containing little olein, sometimes, however, occurs in nodular, sausage-

shaped, and only faintly-transparent clumps, which cannot so readily be

recognized as fat. In these cases, chemistry must come to the aid of

microscopic investigation, as, for instance, where the fat-vesicles in cells

are so minute, that, with the highest magnifying powers, they appear as

mere dark points or granules. Many histologists now maintain that

these points and aggregate granules may be very readily distinguished

under the microscope, by their solubility in ether ; but the extraction of

the fat from the cells by ether, is by no means easy, for its rapid evapo-

ration under the microscope, renders it very difficult, if not impossible,

to observe the individual cells. Before making our observations we
must, therefore, repeatedly pour a little ether on the object, and allow

it again to run off, or if we have fine sections of tissue, we may digest

them in ether. Unfortunately, however, the cells and other histological

elements are often so distorted by ether, that even after long maceration
in water, an accurate observation is no longer possible ; and it is nearly
the same in most cases with alcohol, by which, however, well-prepared
sections of many parts, as, for instance, nerve-fibres, may often have
their fat thoroughly removed. Moreover, alkalies cannot be advanta-
geously applied to the partial saponification of these fats, since they
often dissolve albuminous parts much sooner than the fats. We shall

see, in a future part of this work, that some histologists believe that they
have found fat-granules in tissues which have been hitherto regarded as
utterly devoid of fat ; and have been too hastily led, by imperfect expe-
riments, to form theories regarding the fatty degeneration of cells and
tissues.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Fats occur, not only in the animal world, but also in
vegetables, especially in seeds and the kernels of fruits, from which we
chiefly obtain the fatty oils and certain butter-like fats, as for instance,
cacao butter, palm oil, &c. Fats have been found in almost all parts of
all animals, and it is only in the lowest classes of animals, that fat is en-
tirely absent. It is in the higher organisms that we find most fat, where
it exists as a mixture of the above-named salts of oxide of lipyl, and
is deposited in the cellular tissue in oval or polyhedric cells.

_

It is very rarely that we find one of the above-named fats unmixed
with the others, and in the few cases of this nature which have been
observed, the character of the fat has been recognized by the microscope
only, and not by chemical means ; thus C. Schmidt (according to
Bergmann1

) and Vogt2 found distinct crystals of stearin in the ovum of
1 Muller's Arch. 1841. S. 89.
2 Entwickelung der Geburtshelferkrote. Solothurn. 1842. Einl.
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the frog, and of the accoucheur toad (Bufo obstctr/'cois), and I have

frequently, although not invariably, found delicate masses of acicular

crystals in the albumen of eggs that had been sat upon from three to six

days, which from the few tests that I could attempt, seemed to consist

of margarin.

When we consider the occurrence of fat in the different parts of the

human body in a normal condition, we, in the first place, discover large

accumulations of fat, which, when constituting an integral constituent

of certain organs, rarely disappear entirely, even in the latest stages of

wasting diseases ; in the next place we observe, that there are parts of

the body in which the quantity of fat varies considerably, being either

extraordinarily small or very large ; and finally, that there are some organs

in which accumulations of fat are of very rare occurrence. The orbit of

the eye and the heart appear to be the most constant seats of fat, for

although we observe that the fatty matters surrounding the different

parts of the eye diminish in all forms of disease, causing the eyeball to

sink in the orbit, the socket of the eye is never found entirely free from

fat. A similar remark applies to the fat surrounding the heart, and

penetrating between its bundles of fibres ; and it would likewise appear

that fat is never entirely absent from the muscles of the face, for every

one who has dissected these muscles must have noticed how largely the

human face is furnished with fat.

Large quantities of fat, not constituting so essential and integral a

part of the organs, and often almost entirely disappearing, are principally

found under the cutis and in the cellular tissue, investing the muscles,

in the interstices of several of the larger muscles, about the glutse, on

the soles of the feet, and in the inner surface of the hands. Fat is

frequently found deposited in sacs round different tendons projecting

between the ends of the bones into the joints, where they form special

accumulations of fat, known by the name of the Haversian glands.

Large deposits of fat are generally found in the omentum, and surround-

ing the kidneys, constituting the folliculus adiposus renum, which usually

contains a harder fat, having a larger quantity of margarin, than occurs

in other parts of the body.

The female breast is always so largely interspersed with masses of fat,

that full prominent breasts frequently yield a small quantity of milk,

being enlarged solely by the deposition of fat.

The marrow of the bones consists, for the most part, of fat, which not

only remains undiminished, but is even not unfrequently largely aug-

mented in various diseases of the bones, as, for instance, in osteomalacia.

This bone-fat is perfectly identical with the ordinary fat of the cellular

tissue, excepting that it contains somewhat more olein, especially where
there is osteomalacia.

All other parts of the animal and more especially of the human body,
are penetrated by fat. The smallest quantity, and indeed, occasionally,
not a trace of fat is to be found in the pulmonary tissue, in the glans
penis and the clitoris, and, if we except the so-called non-saponifiable
fats, in the brain.

Many organs have a special tendency to accumulate large quantities
of fat, when in pathological states ; hence it is especially necessary to
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determine the normal quantities of fat which these organs contain. We
particularly refer to the liver, spleen, and kidneys. We do not refer

to those special fat-cells surrounded by connective tissue, such as we

find in the Follicules adiposus cutis et renum ; but we here find the fat

specially accumulated in cells not very unlike the ordinary epithelial

cells. On making a microscopic examination of the liver in its perfectly

normal condition at a certain period after a meal, it is very rarely that

we find the hepatic cells perfectly free from fat. In the spleen, which

naturally contains so large a number of colorless cells, we always find

fat both in the carnivora and herbivora. Frerichs ' discovered fat in the

perfectly normal kidneys of dogs and cats, and von Hessling 2 constantly

found it in the kidneys of fishes ; and, finally, Lang 3 has demonstrated

its ordinary occurrence in the kidneys of cats by microscopical and che-

mical investigations. In normal human kidneys, Frerichs observed small

quantities of fat, and Lang found that fat was as often present as absent.

Lang found from 1-8-g- to 3-9° of fat in the dried substance of the

kidneys in cats, but he was unable to detect the presence of this sub-

stance in the kidneys of an ox or of a calf. It appears, both from patho-

logical observations as well as from these investigations of normal kid-

neys, that the fat principally occurs in the cortical substance, and that

it exists in the form of minute drops, which are partly free and partly

enclosed in the cells of the tubules.

I must not omit to mention an observation which I have repeatedly

made. I have seen the " canaliculi contorti" of the kidneys of three

freshly-killed deer, and of several hares, filled with free fat-globules, and
the epithelium similarly filled, while scarcely an isolated fat-globule

could be seen in the true tubular substance or in the contents of the

bladder of these animals. Since these animals were perfectly healthy,

and had certainly taken no fatty food shortly before their death, these

observations to a certain degree oppose Lang's view, according to which
the amount of fat in the normal kidneys is dependent upon the use of

fatty food. At all events the subject requires further investigation,

notwithstanding Lang's careful observations. On a recent occasion I

could find no fat in the kidneys of a deer : could those three animals
have been in a special state of development ?

[We may here notice the investigations of Professor Beale 4 in refe-

rence to the amount of fat in the human liver and kidney both in health

and disease.

Beale gives the results of his analyses of one kidney in a state of fatty

degeneration, of four diabetic kidneys, and of two diabetic livers.

Taking the amount of fat in 100 parts of the solid matter, it was
found that one diabetic kidney contained five times the normal quantity
of fat ; another four times as much ; a third nearly the same propor-
tion ; and the fourth contained three times as much as was found in the
healthy kidney. The fatty kidney contained rather more than six
times the quantity of fat (26-97{j) obtained in the healthy specimen.

1 Die Bright'sche Nierenkrankheit u. deren Behandlung. Braunschweig, 1851, S. 43.
2 Histol. Beitr. z. Lehre v. d. Harnabsonderung. Jena, 1851, S. 52.
3 De adipe in urina et renibus, diss, inaug. Dorpat, 1852, p. 48-64.
4 British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, Vol. 12, p. 220.
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Of the two diabetic livers, one contained only 4-04, and the other

7-85 ° of fat ; while in the two healthy livers the corresponding numbers

were 12-15 and 15-818.

HEALTHY LIVER.

Water,
Solid matter,

Fatty matter
Extractive soluble in water and alcohol, "|

Extractive soluble in water only, and V

albumen, J
Alkaline and earthy salts,

Matter insoluble in water, alcohol, and
ether,

68-58
31-42

3-82

1007

1-50

16-03

100 parts
of solid

matter.

1215

32 04

4-77

5101

II.

72-05

27-95

4-28

10-40

1-19

12-08

100 parts

of solid

matter.

15-31

37-20

4-20

43-22

HEALTHY KIDNEY.

Water,
Solid matter,

Fatty matter containing much cholesterin,

Extractive matter soluble in water, .

Fixed alkaline salts,

Earthy salts,

Albumen, vessels, &c

76-450
23-550

•939

5-840
1-010
•396

15-365

100 parts of solid

matter.

3-98

24-79
4-28

1-68

65-24

It would thus appear that in diabetes the kidney, in its chemical com-

position, approaches to that of fatty degeneration, while the liver appears

starved, and its secreting cells seem to manifest a tendency opposite to

that of fatty degeneration.—G. e. d.]

We have already spoken of the occurrence of fat in the animal fluids.

The amount of fat in the blood does not vary much in a normal condi-

tion, and is, according to Boussingault's numerous investigations, 1 wholly
independent of the amount of fat contained in the food. The blood
contains from 0-14 to 0-33g- of fat in a normal condition. Boussingault
found from 0-2 to 3-0g of fat in the blood of dogs, whether they had
partaken of food deficient or abounding in fat, and 04£ in that of birds.
Tiedemann and Gmelin always found the chyle very rich in fat ; and its

milky turbidity, as well as that of the lymph, is owing to the fats which
it holds in suspension.

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 S6r. T. 24, p. 460.
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I was unable to discover any trace of Boudet's serolin in the chyle of

a dog. The fat which was extracted with ether was oily, was not pre-

cipitated from boiling alcohol on cooling, and was for the most part

saponifiable.

This seems to confirm Schultz's observation, 1 that the fat of the blood

is more consistent than that of the chyle, and it may further be remarked

that the fats of the blood are mostly saponified or incapable of saponi-

fication, while those of the chyle correspond to the ordinary salts of

oxide of lipyl.

The excellent investigations recently instituted by CI. Bernard2 have

afforded the most striking proof that the fats are digested by the pan-

creatic fluid; i. e., that the fats are not reduced to an emulsive state,

either by the gastric juice, or (as Brodie3 believed that he had found)

by the bile, and thus fitted for resorption. But the conclusion which

Bernard would draw from an experiment in which he found that fat had
been converted into fatty acids and glycerine by the action of the pan-

creatic juice, viz., that all fats are converted by the process of digestion

into glycerine and the corresponding fatty acids, is controverted by the

fact above referred to, that the chyle contains, in comparison with the

blood, much unsaponified and but little saponified fat.

Marchand and Colberg found oily and crystalline fat in the lymph.
The quantity of fat in the human body varies considerably at dif-

ferent periods of life. Thus in the foetus we generally find no fat, except
a few small masses in the omentum and in the loins. Infants prema-
turely born are rounder in form immediately after birth than at a sub-

sequent period, for as their organism it not fully prepared for an atmo-
spheric life, they soon become emaciated, and lose much fat through the
intestinal canal. The muscular tissues of the heart and face are found
to be copiously furnished with fat even at this early period. New-born
children are in general tolerably plump and roundish, and have a consi-

derable quantity of fat deposited under the skin. The organism is most
rich in fat during childhood, but this deposition of adipose matter
diminishes with the development of the sexual functions, although it

again increases at a more mature period of life, and then occasionally
acquires an excess never observed at any other age. Extreme old age
gradually arrests this tendency to adiposity until it is completely de-
stroyed by marasmus senilis.

A merely superficial comparison of the sexes shows that the female
organism contains more fat, and has a greater tendency to the deposition
of fatty matter than the male, as indeed is most evident from the rounded
outlines and symmetrical curves of the female figure, which cannot be
entirely destroyed even by influences most inimical to the deposition of
fat.

We find that special physiological relations give rise in some cases to
an increase, and in others to a diminution of the fat in the animal organ-
ism. Thus an excessive activity of the sexual functions prevents the
increase of fat, and even induces considerable emaciation where the

1 System der Circulation, 1836, S. 131.
2 Arch. Gen6r. de Med. 4 S6r. T. 19, pp. 60-81.
3 Quart. Journ. of Science. Jan. 1823.

VOL. I. 15
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sexual activity is of a morbid character. Men and animals that have

been castrated, are, on the contrary, much disposed to become fat, as are

also women who have ceased to conceive. Many male animals, according

to Haller, lose the marrow from their bones in the season of heat.

It is well known that great muscular activity not only impedes, but

even utterly arrests the deposition of fat. Thus the flesh of the Arabs,

and that of all nations living in a state of nature, as avoII as of most

wild animals, contains a very small quantity of fat, while civilized nations

and the domestic animals reared for purposes of food arc, in general,

much fatter, owing to their inconsiderable muscular activity. Most per-

sons are familiar with the fact that horses become much leaner in sum-

mer even when better fed, and that they soon grow fat in the winter.

The whole art required in fattening domestic animals consists in suffering

them to have little exercise and good feeding.

We have daily opportunities of noticing the influence exercised by

food alone on the deposition of fat ; and the degree to which the tempe-

rament and conditions of the mind affect the corpulency or meagreness

of the human body is too obvious to require further notice here. 1

Every physician is familiar with the marvellous rapidity with which

fat disappears from the animal body in acute as well as in chronic dis-

eases, and we would here only refer to the fact which undoubtedly is

well known to many physicians, that tuberculosis very frequently induces

very little or no emaciation, even where the pulmonary tissue is already

in a great measure destroyed, if the disease be accompanied with certain

forms of hepatic disease, as fatty or nutmeg liver. The emaciation is

so inconsiderable in these cases, that any one not acquainted with the

physical diagnosis of the disease, would be completely deceived as to

its character and the amount of danger.

It appears scarcely necessary to remark that milk contains a larger

quantity of fat than any other animal fluid. An average of 2*9 g of fat

has been found in woman's milk. This subject we shall however consider

more fully in the second volume of this work, when we purpose treating

of the increase and diminution of the fat contained in the milk of differ-

ent animals under different physiological and pathological relations.

Since Guterbock's observations, attention has been directed to the

quantity of fat contained in pus, which has frequently been found to

amount to 5g.

As we have already remarked, the fat in the blood is mostly in a state

of saponification ; but in many diseases, the blood has been observed to

contain large quantities of unsaponified fat. Since we purpose entering
more fully into this subject when we proceed to the consideration of the

morbid conditions of the blood, we will here only observe, that although
as is generally supposed, the blood of drunkards frequently presents
large accumulations of free fat, this only occurs where there is already
some hepatic disease, as for instance, granular liver, whether this be a
mere secretion of colloid-like exudation accompanied with decrease of
size m the liver, or that species of granular disease in which some of the
hepatic lobules present scattered cells infiltrated with fat.

We may refer to the first volume of Haller's Elementa Fhysiologi<z for the most
copious accumulation of facts bearing on this subject.
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Pathological depositions of fat, either free or enclosed in cells, occur

most frequently in the liver, but also in the kidneys, the spleen, in para-

lyzed muscles, in the heart, and other organs, and occasionally (enclosed

in a capsule) in encysted tumors. This fatty metamorphosis (as it is

termed) of some of the organs, will be specially considered in the second

volume of this work, in our remarks on the individual tissues and organs.

It will be sufficient at present to remark that these so-called fatty dege-

nerations of organs occur either without any previous exudation by the

direct deposition of fat in the tissues, the cells, or the areolar tissue, or

(as indeed is more frequently the case), after the resorption of the phy-

siological or pathological tissues or exudations, are deposited in their

place. The latter case occurs in paralysis of muscles, where they have

undergone fatty degeneration, and in osteoporosis and osteomalacia,

where the bones, rendered porous by the resorption of their mineral and
organic parts, are found, as it were, swimming in fat ; a similar process

may occur in the fatty degeneration of the spleen and the kidneys,

which many have attempted to explain as the third stage, or indeed, as

the essential character of Bright's disease. The endeavor to explain

such pathological processes by a perfect metamorphosis of albuminous

and fibrinous exudations into fat (that is to say, by a direct metamor-
phosis of the protein-compounds into fat), is purely chimerical and unsup-
ported by the slightest proof.

It is further an undoubted fact that in many cells, whether they be
constituents of physiological tissues, or products of pathological exuda-
tions, fat occurs accumulated in large quantities, appearing under the
form of vesicles, or more frequently of granules, as in the hepatic cells,

in the granular cells in old apoplectic cysts, and in the analogous cells

in the expectoration in confirmed chronic catarrh ; but it is incorrect to
suppose that all strongly tinged, punctuated granular cells, contain
much fat : we will, however, postpone all further consideration of this

subject to the second volume.

We have no accurate observations regarding the quantity of fat con-
tained in the faces in different diseases; and I will here only remark,
that I have always found fat in the normal excrements, but more espe-
cially in the stools in diarrhoea ; in most of the cases, in which observa-
tions have been made regarding an excess of fat in the feces, we are
unable to determine whether its increase be owing to the food, or to
fatty medicines.

A firm margarin-like fat, has been frequently noticed as present in
the excrements of diabetic patients (Simon, 1 Heinrich2

), but I have never
observed any decided increase in the quantity of fat in the fseces in dia-
betes : and the discharge of fat by the intestines cannot therefore be
regarded as a constant symptom.

It is equally difficult to form a correct opinion of the quantity of fat
in the urine. No reliance is to be placed on the older observations, since
the presence of fat in the urine was at that period often diagnosed
whenever, in consequence of an alkaline reaction, the urine was covered
with a pellicle

;
this was regarded as fat, although consisting in reality

of nothing more than earthy matters. Where the microscope shows fat-

Beitr. Bd. 1 S. 408. 2 Haser's Arch. Bel. 6, S. 306.
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globules in the urine, they frequently, in women, arise from the exter-

nal genitals. It is only in slow fevers that I have been able to confirm

the old view, and often, but not invariably, to detect fat-globules. In

the urine of pregnant women, which contains the so-called kyestein, I
1

have, however, always observed a soft buttery fat. I have never met

with true milky, or chylous urine, where the turbidity and color were

owing to the presence of fat ; for this species of urine seemed to owe its

peculiar character to a large quantity of pus-corpuscles, held in suspen-

sion, which in all the cases I examined, originated in the kidneys, and

were not dependent on vesical catarrh. Where milky urine has been

found to contain a large quantity of fat, it may be owing, as in Rayer's

case,2 to milk that had been purposely added, in order to deceive the

physician.

It would be very important, in reference to the diagnosis of Bright's

disease, if we could confirm the conjecture advanced by Oppolzer, that

in this disease, at any rate when there is fatty degeneration of the kid-

neys, the urine contains fat. I have, unfortunately, hitherto been

unable to confirm this conjecture, for even where a post-mortem exami-

nation showed decided fatty degeneration of the kidneys, the urine ex-

hibited no microscopic fat-globules, nor did the ether extract any trace

of fat. In one case only, where the urine removed from the bladder

after death, contained the well-known epithelium cylinders, could I dis-

cover fat-globules. I cannot concur with Virchow in his opinion,

that the strongly tinged epithelium of the tubes of Bellini contains fat,

or that such cells are to be regarded as evidences of the existence of

fatty degeneration.

Origin.—When we consider that vegetable food contains a greater or

lesser quantity of fat, and that we find large quantities of the most

ordinary vegetable fats accumulated in the animal organism, we might be

disposed to infer that a vegetable diet was fully adequate to the nourish-

ment of animals, since it has been discovered, or rather demonstrated,

that it contains sufficient quantities of albuminous substances to compen-

sate for the waste of the nitrogenous tissues. This view is daily con-

firmed by anatomical as well as purely physiological observations and

experiments. Every farmer is well aware that cows will yield more but-

ter when kept upon food abounding in fat, than when kept on fodder

deficient in that ingredient, and that in rainy seasons, when plants con-

tain less fatty matter, cows, although yielding large quantities of milk,

give less butter than in dry seasons, although their food may be rich

and good. If two organisms, similar in all respects, and under similar

relations, partake of food, differing in its quantity of fat, there will be

a difference in the deposition of fat. It cannot be doubted that a large

portion of the fats passes from the food into the blood ; we need only

observe the chyle when the food has been of a fatty character, to con-

vince ourselves, by the presence of fat-vesicles, that it has been con-

verted into a perfect emulsion, whilst it will present only a slight

turbidity from the presence of lymph- or colorless blood-corpuscles, when

;
the food has contained but little fat. Boussingault3 even succeeded, by

' Handworterb. der Physiol. Bd. 2, S. 9. a L'Experience, 1838. No 42.
3 Ann. de China, et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 19, pp. 117-125, et T. 25, pp. 730-733.
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a scries of ingenious experiments, in showing that only certain quantities

of fat passed in a given time from the intestinal canal into the general

system, and that the excess of fat was discharged unchanged with the

excrements. Thus he observed in the case of ducks, that a duck, when

kept on the fattest food, could not assimilate more than 19-2 grammes

of fat in twenty-four hours (or 0-8 of a gramme in one hour), from the

primce vice.

A sharp contest has been obstinately maintained during the last ten

years in reference to the question whether the animal organism does not

possess the capacity of generating the requisite quantity of fat from

other nutrient substances besides preformed fat. Dumas, Boussingault, 1

and some other French inquirers,2 have endeavored to show by direct

experiments, that herbivorous animals take up sufficient fat with their

food, and that the animal organism has therefore no need of generating

fat ; while Liebig and his school3 have arrived at a totally different con-

clusion from observations of a precisely similar character. For as they

found that certain animals contained more fat, and discharged a larger

quantity in their milk and excrements, than they had obtained by their

food, they were led to the conclusion that the animal body must possess

the property of forming fat from other organic substances. The con-

tested point unfortunately long remained undecided, since the two parties

differed in their idea of that which they termed fat in the food ; the

French inquirers regarding as fats all the matters that can be extracted
from plants by ether, and Liebig reasonably enough considering those

matters only as fats which possessed all other properties of fats besides that

of solubility in ether. Liebig appealed in support of his views to the
experiments first made by Huber, and afterwards repeated by Gundelach,
and which appeared to prove that bees, when fed on pure sugar, are
capable of generating wax. Subsequently, Dumas, in conjunction with
Milne Edwards,4 found reason to believe that bees cannot be fed for any
length of time on pure cane-sugar ; but that when fed upon the honey
yielded by this sugar, which contains a very little wax, they were able
to produce that substance. Boussingault, 5 Persoz,6 and others, have
since that period convinced themselves, by repeated experiments on pigs,
ducks, and cows, of the correctness of Liebig's view, and therefore this
long-contested question may now be regarded as at rest.

But it must not be forgotten that these experiments have only been
conducted on the statistical method (that is to say, by a comparison of
the quantity discharged and the quantity taken up by the organism)

;

and that they cannot therefore afford more than the general demonstra-
tion that under many relations, fat must be formed within the animal
body. But the following questions still remain unanswered : Does the
animal body continue to exercise its property of generating fat, when a
sufficient supply has been conveyed to it by food ? What is the true
seat of the formation of fat? And finally, how, and by what process,

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Se*r. T. 12, p. 153.
* Pe

5
s° z

'

J*
Compt rend. T 18 p. 245; Payen and Gasparin, in Compt. rend. T.

18, p. <9/ ; Letelher, in Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Se"r. T 11 r> 433
3 Playfair, in Phil. Mag. Vol. 22, p. 281. ' P *

4 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Se"r. T. 14, p 400
5 Compt. rend. T. 20, p. 1726. 6 Ibid . T . 21> p 20
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and in what chemical proportion, is fat formed from starch or nitrogen-

ous substances ?

The first question, as to whether the organism constantly exercises its

power of forming fat, does not admit of a solution in the present state

of our knowledge, nor until a satisfactory answer can be given to the

two other questions. If Boussingault's view be correct, that the ordinary

vegetable substances contain sufficient fat to compensate for what has

been lost through the functions of the animal body, we might infer that

fat would only be generated from other substances when the food is

deficient in fatty matters, or when the supply of fatty food is inadequate.

It may, however, be argued against this teleological view, that if the

conditions for the formation of fat are once present in the animal organ-

ism, this process will probably continue in operation without reference

to the plus or minus supply of fat. But many pathological phenomena

appear to show that this process may in some cases be abnormally ex-

cessive.

According to the views of Liebig and Schercr, in which most ob-

servers now concur, the seat of the formation offat is to be sought in the

primes via?. This hypothesis is not, however, based on strict proof, and

its value greatly depends upon the origin we attribute to fat, namely,

whether we derive it from albuminous, and therefore nitrogenous sub-

stances, or from starch, sugar, and other non-nitrogenous matters.

Liebig' s authority has given currency to the latter view, although it is

opposed by many physiological facts. For if fat were formed in the

prima} viai from the starch of vegetables, the chyle would contain more

fat after a vegetable than a fatty animal diet ; but the contrary has in-

variably been noticed in all the observations made on this subject since

the experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin. Boussingault, 1 moreover

did not observe any instance in his recent experiments on ducks, in which

the fat contained in the intestinal contents, was increased by feeding the

birds on starch or sugar, although such must have been the case if a

metamorphosis of these substances into fat occurred in this part of the

system. Thomson3 was also led by his experiments on the influence of

different kinds of food on the production of milk and sugar, to adopt the

opinion that sugar had no part in the formation of fat. The occurrence

of hydrogenous gases in the intestines, and the well-known fact of the

reduction of alkaline sulphates into sulphides during the process of di-

gestion in the intestinal canal, might indeed seem to afford some grounds

for the possible reduction of the substances containing carbon and the

elements of water, to which we apply the term carbo-hydrates, viz.,

starch, sugar, &c. ; but until supported by some conclusive evidence, this

view must be regarded as scarcely tenable in opposition to the facts re-

ferred to. H. Meckel3 was indeed led to believe, from some experiments
made on the subject, that sugar was thrown into a sort of fermentation
by the bile, and was thus converted into fat ; but it had escaped the

attention of Meckel, who regarded every substance that dissolved in

ether as a fat, that his ethereal extract contained not only fat, but all

the products of decomposed bile soluble in ether ; and the reason of his

1 Compt. rend. T. 20, p. 1726. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 228-243.
Degenesi adipis in animalibus. Dis. inaug. Hal. 184j.
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obtaining a larger quantity of ether-extract when the bile was decom-

posed by sugar, than when digested without sugar, was simply in conse-

quence of the presence of the sugar, which very much promotes the

decomposition of the bile, and the formation of products easily soluble

in ether (namely free biliary acids). It does not, therefore, appear from

the facts already established, that fat is generated in the intestinal canal

from sugar and' starch, more especially as these substances would appear

from Boussingault's experiments, to be too rapidly absorbed from the

intestinal canal to allow of their being subjected to a fatty fermentation.

Liebig has advanced an hypothesis, that fat may also be formed from

nitrogenous elements of food; and this view would appear to acquire

support from the experiments made by Boussingault on ducks. For the

latter observer found that when these birds had been fed on albumen

and casein, containing little or no fat, there was always more fat in

their intestinal contents than when they had fasted for any length of

time, or been fed only on clay, starch, or sugar. Unless, therefore, we

would assume (which, indeed, we have no authority for doing), that fat

is secreted in the intestinal canal after the use of nitrogenous substances,

we must admit, from the above experiments, that a portion of fat may
be generated in the prima? vice from albumen containing no fat. It must,

however, be observed, on the one hand, that the increase of the fat in

the intestinal canal, after the use of albuminous food, is very incon-

siderable, and on the other, that the experiments are so few in number,

that we have not sufficient data for the satisfactory solution of so im-

portant a question. But it is very possible that the digestion of nitro-

genous food may be accompanied by a greater secretion of bile than

that of non-nitrogenous substances, and that the fats and products of

decomposition of the bile, may have increased the ether-extract of the

contents of the intestine, in the above experiments, after the use of ni-

trogenous food. As has been already observed, the solid excrements

presented scarcely any residua of the bile except those which are soluble

in ether.

Since the above facts do not, as yet, justify us in assuming that the

seat of the formation of fat must be sought in the prima? via?, we must
turn to the processes at work in the blood, unless, indeed, we freely con-

fess that nothing definite can, at present, be advanced on this subject.

The third question, as to how fat is formed from other substances,

would next engage our attention, if the preceding considerations did not

show that we are entirely deficient in the materials necessary for afford-

ing a satisfactory answer. For, so long as we are ignorant of the

grounds on which a process is based, although we may be acquainted
with its individual factors, we must defer all idea of a scientific explana-
tion ; there is, however, no deficiency of imaginary schemes to explain
the formation of fat from sugar or protein. Support has been borrowed
from the somewhat irrelevant fact of the butyric fermentation of sugar
and starch ; but as we have already observed (p. 42), there are no grounds
for reckoning butyric acid among the fats, and the formation of mctace-
tonic, acetic, and formic acids, may just as well be regarded as processes
of the formation of fat, as that of butyric acid. We are, therefore, for
the present, constrained to regard this view as a mere fiction, illustrated
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by chemical symbols, since, whatever corroboration it may acquire from

future experiments, it is at present wholly devoid of all scientific sup-

port.

Uses.—We may regard the application of fat in the animal body as

conducive to mechanico-anatomical, to physico-physiological, and chemico-

physiological objects.

The uses of the fat deposited in the areolar tissue of the animal body

are almost entirely of a strictly physical nature. If we reflect that fat

is mostly found in a fluid state during life, we shall perceive some of the

most useful properties which this condition imparts to the animal body.

For, although fat is enclosed in separate layers and cells, it possesses so

great a degree of mobility as to propagate pressure equally in all direc-

tions in the same manner as water. Every physicist knows that a

bladder perfectly filled with water, cannot be brought to assume any

given form without bursting ; but we know that pressure applied to any

part of such a body will be equally propagated in all directions. If,

therefore, we suppose a number of such bladders to be laid side by side,

enclosed in a larger space, and that we press one of them, the pressure

thus applied will be propagated to all the others ; and here we have an

illustration of the uniform diffusion of external pressure through the

whole adipose tissue. But besides the protection thus afforded the body

from external shocks, it is further guarded in leaping and falling by the

Haversian glands, which penetrate into the joints, and, receiving the

shock, propagate it over a larger surface, by which its violence at each

individual point must be very much diminished. Such was the object of

nature in placing layers of fat on the soles of the feet, and the tuberosi-

ties of the ischium ; and thus the depositions of fat were made to

answer the purpose of water-cushions and other inventions of man's

ingenuity, for the promotion of his ease and comfort.

Haller was the first who drew attention to the extreme utility of fat

in filling up those interstices which must unavoidably exist between

muscles, bones, vessels, and nerves. The bodies of children and women
principally owe their rounded forms to the deposition of fat in the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissue. The extreme mobility of the separate organs

and parts of organs, is mainly owing to the same cause; and in every

part of the body in which greater or less deposits of fat are met with,

nature appears to have had a similar object in view. Hence fat is found

to remain the longest in the parts where it is most needed, as in the

heart, and in the orbit of the eye. How could so complicated a muscular
structure as the heart move with freedom, ease, and regularity, if the

interstices formed by the muscular bundles often contracting in opposite

directions were not filled with fat, and if the vessels proceeding from
them were not completely enclosed in fat ? How would the muscles of

the eye, and indeed the eye itself, act, if we could remove all the fat

from the orbit of the living subject ? Deprived of this protection, the
muscles would become unable to discharge their functions, the optic
nerve would be compressed, and sight utterly destroyed. Thus, too, we
find in the rounded abdominal cavity, which is traversed by the cylin-
drical intestinal canal, that every fissure and interstice is filled up with
fatty masses ; in the great omentum, in the mesentery, and the appear
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dices epiploicce—vtherexeY there is an interstice—we find fat
;
and it is

most evident, that by these means all friction, and every violent shock,

are diminished, while a free peristaltic movement is afforded to the

intestinal canal. The lower part of the pelvis is especially furnished

with fat of so yielding a nature as to permit of the organs of excretion

contained in it, being dilated at will. How different would be the ap-

pearance of the face, if all the fat were removed from the muscles and

from below the skin ! The fat which smooths the bony corners and

angles, and the narrow muscles of the face, is the cosmetic employed by

nature to stamp the human countenance with the incomparable impress

which exalts it far above all the lower animals. A similar physical use

seems to be equally apparent in the deposition of fat on the extremities,

although its presence may there be subservient to other purposes.

Although we find but little fat in the extremities of persons who are

accustomed to exercise their muscles strongly, the quantity present is yet

sufficient to effect the purposes already indicated.

Fat, when in a fluid state, is moreover a very bad conductor of heat.

This property of fat has been most wonderfully employed by nature for

the protection of the animal body from the injurious effects of excessive

heat or cold, and of rapid alternations of temperature. Every one

acquainted with the propagation of heat in fluid bodies, will easily per-

ceive, that by the distribution of fat in small cells and layers, by which

the rising and falling of the heated or cooled fluid is impeded, nature

has most perfectly effected the object in view. We surround our stoves

with stagnant air, in order to retain the heat as much as possible ; but

this object would be far more perfectly attained, if we could enclose the

air in the subjacent and superimposed layers of so bad a conducting

medium as the cellular tissue. When we consider the enormous quantity

of cells filled with fat, which are frequently deposited under the skin of

corpulent persons, we can scarcely comprehend how an otherwise healthy

individual could die from the effects of excessive cold.

Thus we find that the whole abdomen is filled and covered with fat,

for the purpose of maintaining that equable temperature which is requi-

site for the due performance of its various chemico-physiological pro-

cesses, the adipose tissue of the omentum acting as a special protection

to the abdominal viscera. In furtherance of a similar end, the female

breasts are largely supplied with fat, since, from their exposed position,

these organs might, without such a protection, readily become unfitted

for their normal functions. The testicles, on the other hand, contain no
fat, and the scrotum very little, because these organs must be kept cool,

as we learn from the bad results following the non-descent of the testi-

cles. Animal heat could not be maintained in so equable a condition in

the body, if all the organs—every part in which a metamorphosis of
tissue occurs—were not enveloped in fat. Do we not observe how
eagerly phthisical patients, convalescents, and old persons, seek the
warmth of the sun, and how emaciated animals delight in basking in its

rays ? We should probably also take into consideration the fact that,

next to water, fat possesses the greatest capacity for heat, and hence a
very considerable quantity of heat will be required to transmit warmth
through the fatty investment of the body. As a proof that fat pos-
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sesses these useful properties, we may refer to the practice common
alike to the nations of the extreme north, and to the inhabitants of

many tropical lands, of anointing the skin with fat, in order to guard in

the one case against intense cold, and in the other against extreme heat

The various uses arising from the low specific gravity of fat scarcely

require comment. It would be almost impossible to swim without fat,

and although it might be advanced that swimming is not a necessary

faculty of the human body, we shall readily be disposed to admit the

utility of fat in this respect when we consider that, if the muscles of

only an arm were encompassed with pure water instead of fat, the force

of the muscles, which is, moreover, better adapted to rapid movement
than to overcome a resisting power, would undoubtedly be very consider-

ably diminished ; for there can be no doubt that in hydrops anasarca

the muscular weakness does not depend alone on the tension, and on the

morbid diminution of the muscular activity, but likewise on the altered

condition of gravity of the whole extremity, depending on the accumu-
lation of water and diminution of fat.

One of the best-known properties of fat, is that of its rendering other

bodies supple, and diminishing as much as possible the brittleness of

bodies, and the friction of parts moving on one another. This use is

made most apparent in the movement of the muscles, and the free

action of the joints. In this point of view, the utility of fat is nowhere
more conspicuous than in the bones. Fat, undoubtedly, gives great

flexibility to the earthy bones, as we perceive from their brittleness when
macerated ; and as is made most apparent in the disease of the bones

inaptly termed osteomalacia, for, while there is so extraordinary a loss

of osseous matter, that the bones appear, when macerated, to consist of

a mere gauze-like tissue, most of the interstices are entirely filled with

fat, as if the vis naturae medicatrix would in some degree compensate,

by an excessive accumulation of fat, for that property of the bones

which has been destroyed by this disease.

I found, in the ribs of a patient who had died in a state of extreme

osteomalacia, 56-92g of fat, together with 24-665J] of other organic

matters, 15-8818 of phosphate, and 2-534$ of carbonate of lime.

The utility of fat, considered in a mechanical point of view, is so

evident from what has been already said, that it would seem superfluous

to add any further remarks on the subject. If negative evidence were
admissible, we might observe that fatty deposits are rarely or never

found in the brain and lungs, where their presence would occasion

mechanical injury, since external pressure, and even a slight increase of

heat, would prove injurious to these organs. In the glans penis again

we find no fat, because its presence would, undoubtedly, contribute to

increase the irritability of this organ.
Before we proceed to the consideration of the chemico-physical uses

of fat, we will cursorily advert to the view which has long prevailed in

physiology, that the fat deposited in the areolar tissue is nothing more
than a stored-up nutriment. This proposition, advanced in accordance
with the earlier views of natural philosophy, appeared to derive a con-
siderable degree of corroboration from a general consideration of the
fatness and leanness of men and animals, under different physiological
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or pathological relations ; but such a method of observation is too yague

and general any longer to maintain its ground in the present position of

science. We have ceased to believe in the existence of a special ad-

ministrator of the economy of the living organism, who, under the title

of vital force, prepares, in times of plenty, for a season of scarcity

;

and we now know that the process of the deposition of fat in the areolar

tissue is not so simple, and that its resorption does not admit of so ready

a solution as was, at one time, believed to be the case. Thus, it must

not be supposed that fat simply collects in the interstices of the cellular

tissue, from which it may be as easily removed as the water which occa-

sionally accumulates therein in hydrops anasarca. Fat is not contained

in a free state within the interstices of the areolar tissue, but is con-

tained in special cells, enclosed by an albuminous wall, and provided

originally with a nucleus, the so-called cytoblast. Fat, therefore, only

collects in the cellular tissue by means of a cell-formation, and hence it

is, in many cases, extremely difficult to explain how fat can so rapidly

disappear from the areolar tissue. It has not even been clearly deter-

mined whether the whole cell is resorbed with the fat, or whether, as

Gurlt 1 maintains, the cell remains, and is filled with serum instead of fat.

We must remember, in considering the observations made on the increase

or diminution of fat in men and animals, in a healthy as well as a

diseased condition, that fat-cells, like most other animal cells, stand in a

constantly alternating relation to the other fluids, more especially the

blood. The constitution of the blood is reflected in all parts of the

animal body, and endosmotic and counter currents must be established

as soon as one of the fluids in question is subjected to any alteration. It

is not necessary that we should assume with Mascagni, that each fat-cell

is provided with an artery and a vein, for the relations of endosmosis
with which we are at present acquainted sufficiently explain the different

results of this mutual action between the nutrient fluid and the fat-

cell. In rapid emaciation, and more particularly in those conditions of
the body which are usually termed anaemic (as, for instance, after re-

peated bloodletting and other losses of the animal fluids, and after

typhus and other severe diseases), fat is often accumulated in the blood,

while it disappears from the subcutaneous cellular tissue. Conversely,
the formation of fat-cells often appears to be more rapid than the re-

production of other tissues after ansemic conditions, when the blood has
not quite recovered its normal character ; hence we frequently observe
a very abundant deposition of fat after typhus and other diseases result-

ing in anaemia. We shall enter more fully into the consideration of this
subject, when we proceed, at the close of the physiological chemistry, to
treat of the general phenomena of nutrition.

We now enter upon what may be termed the physico-physiological
uses of fats. Liebig has shown, with his characteristic ingenuity, that
the fats mainly contribute to the excitement and maintenance of animal
heat. One of the most ingenious of Liebig's deductions is his classification
of the elements of nutrition into true plastic nutrient substances and
food for the respiration, to the latter of which he especially ascribes the
functions of maintaining animal heat. But as, in our observations on the

1 Physiol. S. 20.
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processes of respiration and nutrition (in the second volume), we shall

enter more fully into the examination of Liebig's views on this subject,

we shall here only observe that, however paradoxical and apodictic many

of his deductions may appear, he has founded a new era in physiological

chemistry, and has been the means of throwing a clearer light over the

whole economy of the organism. Owing to his aphoristic mode of repre-

sentation, his views have often been misunderstood and erroneously in-

terpreted, and many persons have even supposed that they must assume

that fat is simply transferred into the blood, where it is burned like the

oil in a lamp, or the coke in a steam-engine. A more attentive exami-

nation of Liebig's writings shows, however, that he did not entertain so

crude a view of the subject. But we must admit that we do not consider

as wholly groundless the objection which has been advanced against

Liebig, that he regards animal heat as too independent of other pro-

cesses. Animal heat can only be considered under one of two points of

view ; that of being an incidental phenomenon and the mere result of

certain vital processes, or as being necessary to the maintenance of de-

finite animal processes and functions. If the latter view be even par-

tially correct, we must recollect that animal life is not generally depen-

dent upon a definite high temperature, and that numerous cold-blooded

vetebrate animals perform the processes of digestion, respiration, blood-

formation, and of the nervous system, as well at a low temperature, as

warm-blooded animals do at 37° "5. If, on the other hand, animal heat

were a mere incidental phenomenon, the fats would appear to be most

uselessly expended in serving no other purpose than that of developing

heat. The fat of the living body therefore probably conduces to other

ends in the animal economy.
I was long since led, from theoretical grounds, to regard the fat as

one of the most active agents in the metamorphosis of animal matter

;

and this subjective conviction has since been converted into objective

proof by numerous experiments and observations. After having found

by experiments regarding the fermentation of milk, 1 that this process

cannot be excited by albuminous bodies in saccharine or amylaceous

fluids, excepting with the co-operation of fat, I next ascertained that a

certain, although small quantity of fat, was indispensable to the meta-

morphosis and solution of nitrogenous articles of food during the process

of gastric digestion. Elsasser2 has confirmed the fact by the observation

that, in experiments on artificial digestion, the solution of articles used

as food is considerably accelerated by means of fat. It is easy to ascer-

tain by means of artificial openings in the stomachs of dogs, that flesh

containing only little fat, and especially albuminous substances which
have been designedly deprived of their fat, remain longer in the stomach,
and therefore require a longer period for their metamorphosis, than the

same substances when mixed or impregnated with a little fat. An
excess of fat appears, on the other hand, at least in persons of weak
digestion, to exert an injurious action. The pancreatic juice most pro-
bably owes a portion of its utility in promoting digestion to the quantity
of fat which it contains.

The pancreatic juice, like pus, deposits, according to CI. Bernard,3

Simon's Beitr'age. Bd. 1, S. C3-77. 2 Magenerweichung dcr Kinder S 112
3 Arch. g(in. de Me*d. 4 Se>. T. 19, p. 71.
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fine crystalline bundles of margarin and margaric acid during its sponta-

neous decomposition at a high temperature.

Although we are unable fully to demonstrate the special agency of fat

in the further metamorphosis of the digested food, namely, in the for-

mation of chyle and blood, yet we need only observe the intestinal villi

during the process of digestion, and see their individual cells filled either

with clear fat or dilated by a grumous matter—we need only institute a

microscopic and chemical comparison of the fat in the chyle found in the

finest lacteals with the contents of the thoracic duct, in relation to the

different quantity and character of the fat in both fluids—in order to

perceive that fat is not only resorbed, but that it also influences the

metamorphosis of the albuminous constituents of the nutrient fluid. Is

it probable that fat would so tenaciously adhere, even under different

modifications, to some of the constituents of the blood, unless it ex-

ercised some influence on their origin or metamorphosis ? Or are we to

suppose that the fat, which we can extract from the animal nerves by

boiling them with alcohol, or digesting them with ether, and whose re-

moval leaves the separate nerve-fibres like hollow cylinders with thick

walls, is deposited there for no useful end, and that it can be wholly free

from all co-operation in the function of the nervous system ?

However opposed we may be to teleological explanations, we cannot

deny the importance of an inquiry into the grounds and aims of obscure

subjects, since it is by such means that natural inquiry has ever been

guided into those paths which lead to the investigation of causes, and

the final comprehension of phenomena.

We have already become acquainted with two species of animal cells,

in which fat is the main constituent, viz., true fat-cells and certain kinds

of granular cells (the so-called inflammatory globules) found in milk

(Corps granuleux, Colostrum-corpuscles), in the sputa in chronic catarrh,

in old apoplectic cysts, &c. Fat, however, would appear from some of

the latest investigations of the most distinguished physiologists, to play

a very important part in every kind of cell-development ; indeed most
inquirers agree in regarding it as affording the primary foundation in

the formation of a cell. Acherson1 was undoubtedly the first to direct

attention to this subject by his discovery that albumen always coagulates

around a fat-globule placed in an albuminous solution ; and although the

question may not be so simple as Acherson would make it appear, the

presence of fat in the cell during its formation, and its importance in

affording the predisposing cause of cellular formation, is no longer

denied by any physiologist, whether he adhere to the old theory of cell-

development established by Schwann and maintained by Kb'lliker, or
advocate the views of Henle, or of Reichcrt. According to Hunefeld,
Nasse, and others, the nucleoli invariably consist of fat. The newly
secreted or recently formed plasma always contains more free fat than
after the nuclei or cells have been deposited,—a fact that is clearly dc-

1 Muller's Arch. 1840. S. 49. [In connection with this subject, I may refer to a
Memoir on " The Structural Relation of Oil and Albumen in the Animal Economy," read
by Professor Bennett before the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and published 'in the
" Monthly Journal of Medical Science," Vol. 8, p. 166 ; a Lecture published by myself
in the "London Medical Gazette," for May, 1848, New Series, vol. 6, p. 140; and v.
Wittich, Ueber die Hymenogonie des Eiweisses. Konigsberg, 1850.—g. e. d.]
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monstrated in H. Mailer's1 excellent memoir on the chyle and its histo-

logical elements, who shows that the cloudy turbidity of the chyle which

depends on the presence of the fat, disappears in proportion as the

isolated granules, the aggregated granules, and the cells are developed.

The serum of pus moreover contains much less fat than pus-corpuscles.

In the hlood we find that fat is especially deposited in the cells and in

the fibrin, the granular contents of many of the blood-corpuscles con-

sisting of this substance. All plastic exudations contain more fat than

the non-plastic ; for the latter, as dropsical fluids and tubercular masses,

although occasionally containing much cholesterin, usually contain very

little true fat ; while on the other hand exuberant, highly cellular cancers

abound in this ingredient.

In pus, the pus-corpuscles often sink some lines below the level of the

fluid ; on comparing the amount of fat in the supernatant serum with

that in the pus heneath it in which the corpuscles were suspended, I ob-

served, in two experiments conducted with different pus, that in one there

was only 7*13g of fat in the solid residue of the serum (which should

have contained most of the fat since it was taken from the surface of the

pus after it had stood a long time), while the thick purulent sediment

contained 18*41g ; in the other case there was 9*084g in the residue of

the serum, and 17*14g in that of the pus. The difference between the

amount of fat in the serum of the pus and in the pus-corpuscles is most

plainly apparent when both the sediment and the serum of good pus are

suffered to remain in well-closed vessels. Both fluids become acid, and

fats and fatty acids are separated from them ; in the former these

changes are but slightly developed, whilst the acid purulent sediment

exhibits, under the microscope, an innumerable quantity of the most

beautiful crystallizations of margaric acid and of margarin, with cho-

lesterin.

The fats of the hlood are also principally deposited in the cells or

blood-corpuscles. I found in 100 parts of well-dried blood-corpuscles

taken from the blood of the ox, and whose mode of preparation I shall

explain in another portion of this work, 2*2142 of fat in one experi-

ment, and 2-284 g in another ; the fibrin of the same blood contained in

the one instance 3*218g, in the other 3*189g of fat ; while 100 parts of

the solid residue of the serum yielded 1*821, and 1*791 parts of fat.

The blood-corpuscles have, unfortunately, scarcely ever been examined
with reference to their amount of fat ; in other respects, however, a

comparison with the analyses instituted by other observers on the blood,

leads to the same result.

It may be observed, in reference to the small quantity of fat con-
tained in tubercles, that many fat-vesicles are often discovered under
the microscope in recent tubercular deposits, as, for instance, in gela-
tinous tubercles, but that gray, solid tubercles, when submittted to a
chemical analysis, after the separation of the cholesterin, which although
not belonging to the fats is always reckoned amongst them, are found
to contain very little fat. In a gray tubercular mass, I once discovered
only 3*54 g in the well-dried substance, although almost every other

1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 2, S. 233.
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tissue contained far more fat. Becquerel and Rodier1 found, moreover,

that in tuberculosis the saponified fats were far more diminished in the

blood than in any other fluid.

We may here, perhaps, find some explanation of the mode of action

of cod-liver oil, whose utility cannot be wholly denied even by that spirit

of scepticism which has of late been so prevalent in medicine ; and we

have always been of opinion that cod-liver oil acts upon certain stages

of disease more by its true fatty nature than by the small quantity of

iodine which it contains. In confirmation of this view we may observe

that many experienced practitioners (Oppolzer among the number) have

found that almond oil and other similar oils are as efficacious as the

loathsome cod-liver oil. But the idea that cod-liver oil, considered (ac-

cording to the misconception of Liebig's views2
) as a mere material of com-

bustion, should be of benefit in a disease where the lungs are so entirely

clogged or degenerated that an extensive oxidation of the blood is im-

possible, can only be entertained by persons wholly ignorant of the

character of tuberculosis or of pulmonary consumption. No chemical

analysis is needed to show that cellular cancer (encephaloid) and sar-

coma abound in fat, and every one who has examined one or two of such

tumors microscopically will be able to confirm the truth of this ordinary

observation.

When we consider all these facts we shall be almost involuntarily led

to the conclusion that fat takes a highly important share in the most
important, and at the same time the most mysterious processes in the

formation of cells and tissues. We cannot believe that fat is a mere in-

cidental agent in all these processes, but we must rather regard it as of

essential aid in the process of converting nitrogenous nutrient substances

into cells and masses of fibres, in like manner as it co-operates in the

processes of lactic fermentation and digestion ; and it is probable that

whenever a chemical equation representing the formation and function

of certain cells can be established, fat will constitute one of the integral

factors. Indeed it is impossible to believe that in the vital activity of
cellular action, fat should be without influence on the metamorphosis of
the substances which it accompanies, and that without reference to them,
it should obey only its own affinities towards oxygen or an alkali.

In considering fat as an important agent in the various phases of the
metamorphosis of animal matter, we cannot, however, refer its action
solely to mere contact or a catalytic force, but we are constrained to

assume that it co-operates in the metamorphic action, and experiences
metamorphoses, combinations, and decompositions. None but those
chemists, who, imagining they comprehend Liebig's views, have framed
and illustrated a physiology of their own, in the same manner as specu-
lative natural philosophers have attempted a priori to construct the laws
of the natural sciences, could have regarded the animal body as a
furnace, and fat as a simple and crude material of combustion. It is,

however, the province of physiological chemistry to trace the chemical
phenomena of the animal body and its various substances in their sepa-
rate phases of metamorphosis, and from the knowledge thus obtained,
to sketch the grand and universal features of chemical action in the

1 Gaz. M6d. 1844. No. 51. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 84-89.
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living body. It would bo equally unphysiological and unscientific to

suppose that the requirements of physiology would be fully satisfied by

our proving that fat becomes finally decomposed into carbonic acid and

water. The province of physiological chemistry is rather to show whe-

ther fat, or rather the fatty acids, always gradually and successively

lose two atoms of carbo-hydrogen, that is to say, whether remaining in

accordance with the general formula, they become converted into acids

of the first group, and are then finally decomposed into carbonic acid and

water ; or whether fats contribute by their metamorphosis in the animal

body to form other known animal substances. As, however, in the pre-

sent state of our positive knowledge, we are unfortunately not in a posi-

tion to answer this question with certainty, it is better to confess our

ignorance, than to indulge in vague conjecture, although many chemical

and physiological experiments afford some support to the hypothesis,

that the fats take a part in the formation of other substances which

cannot be regarded as mere products of their oxidation.

Since we find so large a quantity of saponified fats in the blood and

other animal fluids, as for instance in the bile, it is not improbable that

the first step in the alteration of the fats consists in their decomposition

into glycerine and the corresponding fatty acids. If we assume that

the fats are subjected to so gradual an oxidation that their carbo-hydro-

gen radical gradually diminishes by 2 atoms of carbo-hydrogen, it is

singular that Ave should find the fatty acids which mark the gradations

from capric to margaric aiwd in plants, but not in animals ; for while the

formation of fatty acids with a high atomic weight is very gradual in

plants, a similar law does not prevail in reference to their regressive

formation in animals, for here we meet with no acids besides margaric

and stearic having a fat-radical of the formula, CnH,^. It would ap-

pear, therefore, that the fatty acids, when separated from glycerine (to

which reference has already been made at p. 218) enter into complicated

combinations and metamorphoses, in which it is not easy to recognize or

detect their presence. We have already (at p. 120) noticed the proba-

bility that the principal acid contained in the bile, cholic acid, is a con-

jugated fatty acid ; chemical experiments giving evidence of the presence

of oleic acid in it, although it cannot actually be separated.

The hypothesis, that a portion of the fat takes part in the formation

of bile, is further confirmed by numerous physiological and pathological

experiments.

The following physiological facts in some degree confirm this view.

A close observation of the development of the chick within the egg,

leads us almost irresistibly to the opinion, that towards the close of the

period of incubation, a portion of the fat in the yolk-sac (when it is

drawn into the abdominal cavity and adheres to the liver) is converted
into biliary matter ; and every physiological inquirer, who has occupied
himself with this subject, must have observed the greenish tint which is

often, although not always, very distinctly visible in the yolk-sac, and
especially along the course of the veins. On one occasion I found thifl

color so intense, that I was induced to treat the whole of the yolk-sac
and its contents with boiling alcohol, and examine it for bile, according
to the method described at p. 118 ; when the ordinary bile-reaction was
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obtained by Pettenkofer's test. The veins of the yolk-sac pass into the

liver, and it is well known that the vessels of the yolk-sac for the most

part resorb the yolk, and transfer it into the liver ; for the earlier view

that the yolk passes through the ductus vitello-intestinaUs into the intes-

tine, and is carried from thence into the liver by the biliary ducts, is

incorrect. The liver at this period serves mainly, as E. H. Weber, 1 and

Kolliker2 have shown, to form colorless and colored blood-corpuscles,

and not to produce or secrete bile, for I have frequently convinced my-

self by observations on human and animal embryos, that at this period

the gall-bladder contains no bile.

The blood of the portal vein, from which the bile is principally formed,

differs from all other blood, whether venous or arterial, by its large

quantity of fat, as was noticed by Simon and Schultz, and has been cor-

roborated more recently by the exact quantitative analyses of Fr. Chr.

Schmid, 3 who found that the blood of the portal vein contained so much
more fat than that of the jugular vein, that he was led to regard this

as the most essential difference between these two kinds of blood.

Moreover he observed that the fat from the blood of the portal vein was

of a dark-brown color, and that it was always richer in olein, and conse-

quently more greasy, than the fat of other venous blood, which is white

and crystalline. When animals are stai°ved for any length of time it is

well known that they rapidly become emaciated ; the urine still exhibits

nitrogenous constituents, corresponding in amount to the products of

effete tissue ; whilst the gall-bladder is perfectly full, and the liver con-

stantly pours forth bile into the intestine, as I have convinced myself by
a repetition of Magendie's experiments. 4 The above fact seems to ex-

plain the cause of the bitter taste of which persons suffering from starva-

tion very frequently complain. Whence can the liver extract the mate-

rials necessary to the formation of bile ? The urine, although poorer in

solid constituents, always contains a considerable quantity of urea ; and
the animal body contains few or no highly carbonaceous substances, with

the exception of fat, which we here observe disappearing very rapidly,

while at the same time there is an abundant secretion of bile. The ex-

periments of Bidder have, however, most distinctly proved, by the most
careful determination of the excreta in fasting animals, that the elements

excreted by the lungs and kidneys cannot solely originate from nitro-

genous tissues, but that the excess of carbon and hydrogen excreted by
the lungs is entirely to be referred to the decomposition of the fat of

the starving animal, especially since these determinations of the excreta

exactly coincide with the loss of fat directly observed in the dead body
of the animal. The daily diminution of the biliary secretion in fasting

animals occurs in almost the same ratio as the loss of fat in the body
(Schmidt). 5

In disease, the diminution or increase of fat is inversely proportional
to the secretion of bile. Polycholia, which seldom occurs in adults, but
which in children constitutes the affection known as Icterus neonatorum,

1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 160-164. * Ibid. Bd. 4, S 112-160
3 Heller's Arch. Bd. 3, S. 487-521, and Bd. 4, S. 15-37, and S. 97-132.
4 Journ. de Physiol. T. 8, p. 171.
6 Verdauungsafte u. Stoffwechsel. Mitau, 1852, S. 386-398.

vol. 1. 16
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is always accompanied with rapid emaciation. In acute diseases, emacia-

tion generally occurs in conjunction with critical symptoms, that is to

say, when the organs of excretion resume their activity, and eliminate

the materials that have become effete ; hence the copious semi-solid

faeces. In all acute or chronic diseases of the liver, the fat accumulates

either merely in the blood, or in the blood and in the cellular tissue.

The obesity observed in habitual drunkards is not in consequence of

their taking too much combustible material into their bodies (brandy

drinkers moreover generally take only small quantities of solid food),

but in consequence of the disturbed hepatic action, which the invariably

abnormal condition of the liver, found after death in these cases, proves

to have existed.

Traill1 and Lecanu have found the blood extremely rich in fat in

inflammation of the liver ; and Lassaigne,2 and more recently Becquerel

and Rodier, found the quantity of the fat in the blood more increased

in icterus than in any other disease. Dobson, Rollo, and Marcet, ob-

served so large a quantity of fat in the blood of diabetic patients that

it resembled an emulsion ; but I have myself only on two occasions

found the blood to be largely charged with fat in diabetes, and here the

disease was complicated with an affection of the liver, and the excre-

ments of the patients were pale, and almost of a grayish-white tint.

All these facts render it difficult to deny the existence of a connection

between fat and the formation of bile.

It is not, however, wholly impossible that fat should contribute in

some measure to the formation of other substances, but we will here

simply observe that facts subsequently to be noticed give some proba-

bility to the opinion that fat likewise co-operates in the formation of the

blood-pig'ment.

We trust that the above remarks will lead to a more careful inquiry

into the metamorphoses and function of fat in the healthy and diseased

body, and be the means of assigning a higher degree of importance to

this substance, than has hitherto been awarded to it in the animal

economy.

Hydkated Oxide of Cetyl.—C32H33O.HO.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This substance, to which its discoverer, Dumas, gave
the name of ethal, forms white, solid, crystalline plates, melts at about
56°, again solidifies at 48°, and volatilizes readily either alone or with

aqueous vapor, when heated ; it is devoid of smell and taste, is insoluble
in water, but dissolves in all proportions in hot alcohol and ether, has
no action on vegetable colors, and when ignited burns like wax. It is

decomposed when heated with nitric acid ; heated to 220° with hydrated
potash, it becomes converted (see p. 75) into cetylic acid (C„H.,0 +
2HO + KO = 4H+ KO.C

32H31 3 ). When warmed with concentrated
sulphuric acid it forms an acid haloid salt.

> Annals of Philos. 1823, vol. 5, p. 199. 2 Journ. de Chim. Med. T. 2 p. 264.
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Composition.—According to the above formula, deduced from the

analyses of Dumas and Peligot, 1 this body consists of:

Carbon, 32 atoms, . . .
79-339

Hydrogen, . . ' . . . . 33 " . . .
13-636

Oxygen, 1 " ... 3-306

Water, 1 " ... 3-719

100000

The atomic weight of the hypothetical anhydrous substance= 2912-5.

This body, like glycerine, is the hydrate of a fatty base ; but its com-

position and its relations of combination indicate that it is much more
closely allied to the hydrated ethers or alcohols ; in common with them
it is included in the formula CuH11+1O.HO, it loses the one atom of water

in combining with acids, and is converted by oxidation into an acid of

the formula C^H^Og. Oxide of cetyl or cetylic ether in an anhydrous
state has not been obtained.

Combinations.—Very little is known of the acid sulphate of oxide of
cetyl in its isolated state. Its combination with potash, which= C32

H
33

O.SO3+ KO.SO3, is obtained in minute, thin, nacreous plates.

Cetylate of oxide of cetyl, CgjH^O.CgoHgjOg (Smith2
) exists preformed,

under the name of cetin or spermaceti, principally in the cavities of the

skull, but also in the fat of other parts, of the Physeter macrocephalus.
To obtain it in a state of purity, we must repeatedly crystallize it from
hot spirit, of 0-816 specific gravity. It separates in minute, nacreous,
white plates, devoid of smell and taste ; it fuses at 49°, but on cooling

solidifies in a crystalline form ; it volatilizes at 360° without decomposi-
tion, dissolves in 40 parts of boiling spirit, of 0-821 specific gravity, and
more readily in anhydrous alcohol and ether ; when submitted to dry
distillation it yields no pyroleic acid, and when digested with nitric acid
it yields adipic but no suberic acid. When heated with hydrated potash
it is resolved into hydrated oxide of cetyl and cetylic acid.

Preparation.—In order to obtain hydrated oxide of cetyl, pulverized
hydrated potash must be added to melted spermaceti, and the mixture
be continuously stirred; when the mass has become solid it must be
digested with water, and the soap which is thus produced must be treated
with hot dilute hydrochloric acid ; after the oily stratum has been again
fused with caustic potash, and digested with hydrochloric acid in order to
insure the perfect decomposition of the cetin, the mixture of cetylic acid
and oxide of cetyl must be digested with milk of lime and evaporated.
From this mixture we can take up the hydrated oxide of cetyl by cold
alcohol, which does not dissolve the cetylate of lime.

Tests.—It is impossible to recognize this substance with certainty
unless by an elementary analysis.

Physiological Relations.

Hydrated oxide of cetyl has not yet been found in an isolated form
;

spermaceti, however, occurs in several parts of the Cachalot, mixed with
ordinary fat; in greatest quantity, however, in the head, not in the

1 Ann. d Chim. et de Phys. T. 72, p. 5. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 42, S. 40-51.
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actual cavity of the cranium, but in a large excavation on cither side of

the upper part of the head and tying external to the nostrils. Regarding

the formation and uses of this substance, we can only offer the same

opinions as respecting the fats in general.

The doeglic oxide of Scharling is too hypothetical a body to be entitled

to be yet classed among the haloid bases. Compare p. 111.

LIPOIDS.

Under this head we place what are termed the non-saponifiable fats,

that is to say, such bodies as have many physical properties in common
with the salts of oxide of lipyl, but do not resemble them in their compo-

sition or in their products of decomposition, and consequently cannot be

placed amongst the true fats. In this class we place cholesterin, serolin,

castorin, and ambrein.

Cholesterin.—

C

3J
,H

32
0.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body, formerly known as biliary fat, separates from

its solutions in nacreous scales containing 2 atoms of water ; examined

under the microscope, these crystals appear in very thin rhombic tablets,

Fig. 16.

Cholesterin.

whose obtuse angles= 100° 30', and whose acute angles= 79° 30';

it fuses_ at 145°, solidifying again, and becoming perfectly crystalline at

it may be distilled in vacuo at 360° without undergoing decom-
135<

position
;

it becomes electrical on friction, is perfectly insoluble in water,
but dissolves in 9 parts of boiling alcohol, from which the greater part
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again separates on cooling ; it is also slightly soluble in soap-water, and

more freely in the fatty oils and taurocholic acid; it is inflammable, and

burns with a smoky flame. Treated with concentrated sulphuric acid it

assumes a red tint at 60°, and is converted, with the loss of water, into

three probably polymeric carbo-hydrogens, which their discoverer,

Zwenger, 1 has named cholesterilins. If cholesterin be heated with con-

centrated phosphoric acid to its melting-point, there are formed two

carbo-hydrogens, isomeric with the cholesterilins, to which Zwenger 2 has

applied the name of cholesterones. By prolonged boiling with concen-

trated nitric acid, it becomes first converted into a resinous mass, which,

by prolonged digestion, is resolved (Redtenbacher3
) into acetic, butyric,

caproic, oxalic, and cholesteric acids (see page 117). A portion of the

hydrogen may be abstracted from cholesterin by chlorine or bromine, of

which an equivalent quantity takes the place of the hydrogen thus

removed. It is not decomposed by concentrated alkalies, even when the

mixture is submitted to prolonged heat. On dry distillation it leaves a

charcoal, and yields an oily distillate, which after rectification with water
evolves an agreeable odor, resembling that of the Geranium.

Composition.—Cholesterin has been analyzed by Marchand, 4 Schwend-
ler and Meissner, and subsequently by Payen, 5 with tolerably similar

results, which have led to the establishment of the above formula,

C
37
H

320. As we have not yet succeeded in combining cholesterin with
any other body, we have no means of controlling this formula and of

determining its atomic weight. Zwenger has very recently analyzed
the cholesterilins, of which he was the discoverer, and found them com-
posed in a tolerably uniform manner. He assumes, however, that there
are differences between them, and that they may be respectively repre-
sented by C

32
H

26 , C22
H

18 , and C27
H

22 ; and he believes that cholesterin
consists of these three carbo-hydrogens and 3 atoms of water, its formula
being, according to his views, C

81
H

69 3
. Taking into consideration the

limited accuracy which we are capable of attaining in our elementary
analyses, and the method by which we deduce a formula from empirical
results, we must regard Zwenger's view as, at present, very hypothe-
tical.

We give the composition of cholesterin according to both formulae

:

Carbon,
Hydrogen,
Oxygen,

100000 100 00

Notwithstanding its extraordinarily high numbers, Zwenger's formula
accords more closely than the simpler one with the empirical results.

Products of decomposition.—a. Cholesterilin, C32
H

26 , is earthy,
amorphous, insoluble in water, and slightly soluble in alcohol ; it differs
from the two other carbo-hydrogens by its insolubility in ether ; it crys-
tallizes from a hot oil of turpentine solution, and melts and is decom-
posed at 240°.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 66, S. 5-13. * Ibid. Bd. 69, S 347-354
* Ibid. Bd. 57, S. 162-170. < Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 16 's 37-48
• Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 S6r. T. 1, p. 54.

'

37 atoms, 84 733 81 atoms, 83-93
32 a 12 214 69 » 11-91
1 tt o •053 3 " 416
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b. Cholesterilin, C22
H

18 ,
crystallizes in minute, strongly glistening

plates or delicate needles, which are insoluble in water and alcohol, but

soluble in ether ; it fuses at 255°, and on cooling solidifies in a crystal-

line form.

c. Cholesterilin, C27
H

22, is a yellow, amorphous, resinous mass, freely

soluble in ether, slightly so in alcohol, and insoluble in water ; it fuses

at 127°. Both this and the preceding variety are decomposed by heat.

The formulae must be regarded as entirely hypothetical, since the per-

centage composition, both as found and as calculated, approximates to

888 of carbon, and 12$ of hydrogen for all three of them.

a. Cholesterone is obtained by extracting with spirit the residue of

cholesterin, heated with phosphoric acid to 137° ; it crystallizes in right

rhombic, bilaterally acuminated prisms ; is colorless, transparent, very

lustrous, lighter than water, and melts at 68° into a colorless fluid, which

very slowly reassumes the solid form ; it can be distilled for the most

part undecomposed, and burns with a smoky flame. It is insoluble in

water, but dissolves freely in alcohol and ether, and in the volatile and

fatty oils.

b. Cholesterone is extracted by ether from the residue insoluble in

alcohol ; it occurs in fine white needles, melts at 175°, cannot be distilled

without partial decomposition, is lighter than water, is devoid of taste

and smell, and burns with a smoky flame. Both varieties of choleste-

rone are devoid of oxygen, but contain about 12 parts hydrogen to 88 of

carbon.

Preparation.—The best method of preparing cholesterin is by boiling

gall-stones, containing this substance, with alcohol, and filtering the solu-

tion while hot ; by recrystallization from hot alcohol it is easily obtained

in a state of purity.

Tests.—The recognition of cholesterin in the animal fluids is by no

means so easy as might be supposed from the distinctive characters of

this body ; if, however, it has been once separated in a crystalline form,

nothing is easier than to diagnose its presence with certainty. If, by

its insolubility in water, acids, and alkalies, and by its solubility in

alcohol and ether, it has been recognized as a fatty substance, it may be

readily distinguished from all other similar substances by a measurement

of the angles of the rhomb. It is only necessary to remark that the

tablets are often so thin that their contour may be easily overlooked in a

microscopic examination, if other morphological substances are simulta-

neously present in the field of the microscope : we must then slightly

shade the field by a lateral or central diaphragm to make the outline

stand forth more distinctly. In all this there is no difficulty ; but it is,

on the other hand, often very troublesome to obtain this substance in a

crystalline form from oily fluids containing bile, or from soapy solutions.

If we saponify with an alkali the fat which holds the cholesterin in solu-

tion, it also dissolves in the soap-water, and on the addition of an acid is

again converted into the fatty acid ; hence, when dealing with very small

quantities of cholesterin, it is necessary to combine the fatty acid with

oxide of lead, and to extract with boiling alcohol ; the small quantity of

dissolved margarate of lead is usually deposited previously to the sepa-

ration of the cholesterin, which frequently does not crystallize, so as to
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be recognized by the microscope, until the fluid has been submitted to

evaporation.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Small quantities occur in most of the animal fluids. It

was originally discovered by Gren in biliary calculi, and has since been

recognized as a constant ingredient of the bile. In the normal condi-

tion cholesterin is dissolved in the bile, and hence cannot be recognized

under the microscope ; even in the bile removed from the dead body we
rarely find tablets of cholesterin (Gorup-Besanez), 1 and in these cases we
cannot tell whether it depends on an augmentation of the cholesterin or

on its separation in consequence of the decomposition of taurocholic acid.

Frerichs2 found no cholesterin in several examinations which he made of

the bile in cases of fatty liver.

Cholesterin was first distinctly recognized as a normal constituent of

the blood by Lecanu, Denis, Boudet, and Marchand ; while Becquerel

and Rodier3 have especially directed attention to its augmentation and
diminution in diseased conditions of the blood. According to these

authors the amount of cholesterin in 1000 parts of normal blood ranges

from 0-025 to 0*200 (the mean being 0*088). There is an augmentation

of the cholesterin in the blood in old age, and in most acute diseases

soon after the occurrence of febrile symptoms, especially in inflamma-

tions and in icterus. They have not discovered any physiological or

pathological condition in which there is a constant diminution of this

substance.

Cholesterin always occurs in the brain, where it was first discovered

by Couerbe. Many subsequent observers have confirmed his observa-

tions.

It also appears to be an integral constituent of pus ; at least whenever
I have allowed pus to become sour I have found tablets of cholesterin in

the decomposed mass ; moreover, Caventou, Guterbock, Valentin, and
many others, have detected it in fresh pus.

Cholesterin is also very frequently found in dropsical exudations,

especially in cysts ; I have recently, on two occasions, analyzed thefluid

of hydrocele discharged by incision ; both specimens were semi-solid

rather than fluid, and when stirred, formed beautiful glistening bands.
Their only morphological element was cholesterin.

Obsolete (chalky) tubercle, old echinococcus-cyst, such as are often
found in the liver, and degenerated ovaries and testicles, often contain a
large amount of cholesterin.

I once found the choroid Plexus in the brain perfectly incrusted with
cholesterin.

In encysted tumors (especially in meliceris) as well as in carcinoma-
tous and other tumors, we often meet with cholesterin.

In the solid excrements we may generally recognize traces of chole-
sterin

; and in the meconium this substance is present in very considera-
ble quantity.

Inpulmonary expectoration I have only found cholesterin in the cheesy
' Untersuchunscn ub. Galle. Erlangen, 1846. S. 58. 2 Hannov. Ann. Bd 5 H I
3 Gaz. Med. 1844, No. 47.
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concretions ejected in advanced phthisis, and when vomicae are already

present.

In the urine, as far as I know, no cholesterin has yet been found.

[Mb'ller states that he has twice discovered cholesterin in the pellicle

which forms on the urine during pregnancy, but I know nothing of his

character as an observer. See Casper's Wochenschr. 1845, N. 2, 3 ; or

my translation of Simon's Animal Chemistry, vol. 2, p. 333.—G. E. D.]

Origin.—In regard to the origin of cholesterin, which is never found

in the vegetable kingdom but only in the animal body, we cannot offer

even a probable conjecture. Judging from the mode of its occurrence,

we must regard it as a product of decomposition ; but from what sub-

stances and by what processes it is formed, it is impossible even to

guess. Notwithstanding the similarity which many of its physical pro-

perties present to those of the fats, we can hardly suppose that it takes

its origin from them, since the fats, for the most part, become oxidized

in the animal body, whereas in order to form cholesterin, they must

undergo a process of deoxidation.

Serolin.

This body, which as yet has been very little studied, was discovered

by Boudet, 1 in the solid residue of the serum of the blood.

At an ordinary temperature it appears in nacreous, glistening flocculi,

which are very slightly soluble in cold, but dissolve pretty freely in hot

alcohol, and in ether, and do not form an emulsion with water. This

body has no reaction on vegetable colors, melts at +36°, and apparently

may be distilled with only partial change. The ammoniacal vapors and

the very peculiar smell which it developes during distillation indicate

that it contains nitrogen. It is not saponified by the alkalies.

Serolin is obtained by extracting, with hot alcohol, blood which has

been dried, then boiling with water, and again dried. As the alcohol

cools the serolin separates in flocculi.

Castorin.

This body occurs in castoreum ; it crystallizes from boiling alcoholic

solutions in small, four-sided needles, is pulverisable when dried, melts

at a temperature exceeding 100°, is not saponifiable, and is converted

by concentrated nitric acid into nitrogenous, crystallizable, castoric-acid.

Ambrein.

Ambrein is the principal constituent of amber ; it crystallizes in white
needles grouped in stars or wart-like shapes, melts at 37°, cannot be
saponified, and is converted by nitric acid into ambreio acid, C21

H
18
N

5 3,

which is crystallizable, and forms yellow salts.

Inosterin.

Busch2 has applied the term Inosterin to a non-saponifiable fatty

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 52, p. 337. a Muller'a Arch. 18-51, S. 358.
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is
matter, which crystallizes in needles, fuses at a little above 100

soluble in cold and hot ether as well as in boiling alcohol, from which it

evaporates in an amorphous shape. He discovered it in a uterine tumor

;

it probably also occurs in the adventitious products known as collonema

and colloid.

NON-NITROGENOUS NEUTRAL BODIES.

Most of the substances belonging to this class closely resemble one

another in their empirical composition, and hence some of them have re-

ceived the name of "carbo-hydrates ;" for most of them contain hydro-

gen and oxygen in the same ratio as these elements are contained in

water, so that if we suppose that they were combined into water, carbon

would be the only remaining element of these bodies ; indeed, even the

number of atoms of carbon in them appears to be in accordance with a

general rule, since in all the formulae which as yet have been well esta-

blished it is divisible by 6.

Considering their extremely analogous composition, it is naturally to

be expected that these bodies should present many chemical properties

in common with one another, various as their physical characters may
be. They are so indifferent that it is only with few other bodies, and in

these cases with considerable difficulty, that they can be made to com-

bine, and then they enter into combination in multiple proportions, so

that it is always difficult to determine their atomic weights with any de-

gree of certainty. Almost the only physical properties which they have

in common are deficiency in color and smell. They are all decomposed

by heat, and yield acid products of distillation. By digestion with

dilute mineral acids, they are for the most part converted into glucose

or grape-sugar. When decomposed by nitric acid, they yield oxalic

acid, saccharic acid, and mucic acid, and, perhaps, also, conjugated nitric

acids. When treated with concentrated sulphuric acid these bodies be-

come brown or black, and in addition to humin-like substances, form
conjugated sulphuric acids.

The only substances of this group of any zoo-chemical importance are

glucose or grape-sugar, milk-sugar, [inosite1 or muscle-sugar,] and cellu-

lose.

Glucose.—

C

12
H

12 12
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Glucose, which is the name applied to grape-sugar by
the French chemists, is identical with diabetic sugar, and crystallizes
with 2 atoms of water in wart-like masses consisting of minute plates

1 [Inosite or muscle-sugar has been discovered by Scherer since the original publica-
tion of this volume. Its formula is C

12
Hw 16

. It will be noticed in a future part of
this work.

—

g. e. d.]
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arranged in a cauliflower form; these plates are rhombic and not square

(as Saussure believed); when this substance separates rapidly from a

solution, we may observe under the microscope that it occurs in irregu-

larly striated, roundish masses, and not in plates ; it is white, devoid

of odor, and not so sweet as cane-sugar but sweeter than milk-sugar

;

it is only half as soluble in water as cane-sugar, but more soluble than

milk-sugar ; it is only slightly soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether
;

its aqueous solution turns the plane of polarization of a ray of light to

the right, and is devoid of action on vegetable colors.

At a few degrees below 100° it begins to cake together, but it melts

perfectly at 100° with the loss of its 2 atoms of water ; at 140° it becomes

converted into caramel, and developes a sweetish odor ; at a higher tem-

perature it becomes frothy, grows brown, developes a pungent vapor, and

leaves a voluminous charcoal.

In contact wTith nitrogenous bodies, and especially with casein, it

undergoes the lactic, and subsequently the butyric fermentation ; with

common yeast it passes into the state of vinous fermentation. Digested

with concentrated nitric acid, it developes nitric oxide gas, and is con-

verted into oxalic and saccharic acids ; while chlorine gas converts it into

hydrochloric and saccharic acids. When digested with dilute sulphuric

acid, its solution does not so rapidly become brown as that of cane-sugar,

and it is only on evaporation that we observe the formation of a black-

ish-brown residue ; but its solution, when boiled with potash, very

quickly assumes a fine brownish-red tint, and at the same time evolves a

pungent, sweetish odor ; it may be evaporated with lime-water without

the development of any brown color, the lime and the sugar forming a

syrupy compound with a bitter taste. On treating an aqueous solution

of glucose with caustic potash, and then adding a salt of oxide of cop-

per, no precipitate is formed, but the solution assumes a beautiful azure

tint ; after some time this gradually changes to a green color, and finally

a red powder is deposited ; if the fluid be boiled, it at once assumes a

yellow tint, and suboxide of copper is separated as a yellow or yellowish-

red powder. Glucose is distinguished by its property of forming a beau-

tiful crystalline compound with chloride of sodium.

Composition.—According to the above formula, glucose consists of:

Carbon 12 atoms, . . . 40-000

Hydrogen, 12 " . . . 6 666
Oxygen 12 "... 53-334

100000

Its atomic weight= 2250. (Peligot, 1 Erdm'ann, and Lehmann.2

)

Combinations.—The compound of glucose and potash, 2KOH-C 12Hi2

12 , is obtained by adding an alcoholic solution of caustic potash to an

alcoholic solution of glucose ; it occurs in the form of white flocculi,

which, on exposure to the air, soon become tenacious and moist, and at

length perfectly deliquescent ; when dissolved in water they exhibit an
alkaline reaction, and attract carbonic acid from the atmosphere.

The compound of glucose and lime, 2CaO+C
12
H

12 12 , is formed when
1 Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. T. 60, p. 140, and Compt, rend. T. 6, p. 2:52.
2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. lid. 13, S. 113.
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a solution of glucose is mixed with an excess of lime, and the filtered

fluid treated with alcohol ; it forms a white mass, which on exposure to

the atmosphere attracts water and becomes transparent.

It is not easy to obtain a combination of glucose with oxide of lead in

definite proportions ; its aqueous solution takes up a large quantity of

this oxide ; an insoluble compound is obtained from glucose and a solu-

tion of acetate of lead treated with ammonia.

The combination of. glucose with chloride of sodium, C12
H

12Oi 2
+2HO

+C12
H

12 12
.NaCl, may be obtained by the direct mixture of the solutions

of the two constituents and by spontaneous evaporation, in very large,

colorless, four-sided, double pyramids. These crystals are hard, easily pul-

verizable, of 1-5441 specific gravity, transparent, unaffected by the atmo-

sphere, of a saline and sweetish taste, soluble in 3-685 parts of cold water,

and difficult of solution in alcohol. At 100° the powdered crystals begin

to cake together, and lose 4-g of water ; when rapidly heated to 120° they

melt in their water of crystallization, and begin to become brown at

+160°. The crystals contain 13*3g of chloride of sodium.

Preparation.—This sugar is not only, as is well known, widely diffused

throughout the vegetable kingdom, but may be formed from other kinds

of sugar and from carbo-hydrates (starch, wood-fibre, &c.) by digestion

with dilute acids ; hence it may be prepared in many different ways.

On the large scale it is commonly obtained from starch ; but all that

concerns us here is its mode of preparation from diabetic urine. The
following is the ordinary mode of proceeding. Diabetic urine is treated

with basic acetate of lead, and the excess of lead removed from the fil-

tered fluid by sulphuretted hydrogen ; the fluid is then evaporated, and
extracted with alcohol, from which the sugar crystallizes ; but sugar thus

obtained always contains acetates. In order to obtain the sugar I am in

the habit of evaporating the urine to nearly the thickness of a syrup
;

provided it has not been too powerfully evaporated, the whole residue,

after a variable time, becomes converted into a solid yellowish-white

mass, which must be extracted with absolute alcohol and subsequently

with hot spirit. The sugar dissolved in the latter is removed, after it

has crystallized, by filtration, while the spirit is submitted to evaporation,

and then treated with a little water in order to facilitate further crystal-

lization. In this way we obtain the sugar in a state of greater purity

than by the ordinary method.
In order to obtain diabetic sugar in a state of chemical purity, I pre-

pared the chloride of sodium compound by saturating the aqueous solu-

tion of the alcoholic extract with chloride of sodium, and by repeated
crystallization obtained it in perfectly transparent crystals, which I dis-

solved in water, and cautiously precipitated with sulphate of silver ; the
fluid freed by filtration from the chloride of silver was evaporated, and
the sugar was obtained in a state of chemical purity by extraction with
alcohol ; in order to remove any traces of this fluid, it must be crystal-
lized from distilled water.

Tests.—The methods of testing for sugar are not merely of import-
ance in enabling the physician to establish his diagnosis in cases of Dia-
betes mellitus, but likewise in consequence of the physiological relations
of sugar to the general metamorphosis of tissue. Many chemists
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(amongst whom may be enumerated Golding Bird, 1 Gairdner,8 Budge,*

and myself), 4 have turned their attention to the most accurate methods

of discovering sugar. There has been much discussion regarding Tro-m-

mer's5 admirable test for sugar; but if this test be not admitted, equal

objections may be advanced against all the reagents employed in mineral

chemistry ; for these also require to be used with proper care and cir-

cumspection ; the application of most of them demanding more precau-

tion and skilful manipulation than this test. It may be regarded as

infallible for the recognition of the presence of sugar in diabetic urine

;

although a person utterly ignorant of chemical reagents may also here

fall into error. In true Diabetes mellitus, the urine is free from those

substances which may interfere with the reaction on which this test is

founded, or rather from the judgment we form regarding this reaction

:

diabetic urine presents this difference from other saccharine urine, that

the former with sulphate of copper and potash gives the reaction almost

as readily as a pure solution of grape-sugar would do, even when there is

but little sugar present, whilst the more normal urine in which sugar is a

mere incidental constituent, gives a less distinct reaction ; and the latter

moreover precipitates other substances with the suboxide of copper, by

which the color of the precipitate is considerably modified.

The question here arises—what precautionary measures ought to be

observed in the application of Trommer's test ?

The fluid to be examined is treated with caustic potash, and filtered if

necessary, that is to say, if there be too great a precipitate ; an excess

of caustic potash is productive of no harm, as it should be present in

more than sufficient quantity to decompose the sulphate of copper ; the

latter, which must be added gradually, and in a diluted state, usually

gives rise to a precipitate, which disappears when the fluid is stirred ; as

the quantity of the oxide of copper which is soluble is proportional to

the quantity of sugar which is present, very little sulphate of copper

must be added at a time, if we suspect that only a little sugar is present

in the fluid. On allowing the azure solution thus obtained to stand for

some time, there is usually formed a more pure red or yellow powder

than the precipitate which is at once thrown down on boiling the fluid.

Moreover, very prolonged heating is improper, for there are several sub-

stances which by prolonged boiling separate suboxide of copper from

alkaline solutions of oxide of copper ; amongst them we may espe-

cially name the albuminous substances, which with oxide of copper and

potash yield very beautiful azure-blue, or somewhat violet solutions, and

by very prolonged boiling, separate a little suboxide of copper, although

without the aid of heat they have not this property.
If a specimen of urine contain very little sugar, or if we are search-

ing for sugar in some other fluid, it is advisable to extract the solid resi-

due with alcohol, to dissolve the alcoholic extract in water, and to apply
the potash and sulphate of copper to this solution. By proceeding in

this manner we usually obtain the reaction in its most distinct manner.

' Monthly Journal of Medical Science, Vol. 4, p. 423, [and " Urinary Deposits," 3d
Ed. p. 352.—o. e. d.]

2 Ibid
' P 5G} - 3 Arch.f. pliysiolog. Heilk. Bd. 3, S. 385.

* Schmidt's Jahrb. Bd. 45, S. 6-10. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 39, S. 360.
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If, however, we are seeking for very small quantities of sugar, as for in-

stance in chyle, blood, or in the egg, we must neutralize the aqueous

fluid, previously to its evaporation, with dilute acetic acid, in consequence

of the solubility of albuminate of soda or of casein in alcohol, thus

preventing any albuminous body from remaining in solution. If the

reaction do not properly manifest itself in the alcoholic extract thus

obtained, or if we would carry the investigation further, we must preci-

pitate the sugar from the alcoholic solution by an alcoholic solution of

potash, dissolve the compound of sugar and potash in water, and now
apply the sulphate of copper ; if only a trace of sugar be present, we
obtain a most distinct and beautiful reaction.

The fermentation-test has been much extolled as a means of discover-

ing sugar ; but independently of the circumstance that the process is

very tedious, it yields, to an inexperienced experimentalist and observer,

far less certain results than Trommer's test. On adding yeast to a

fluid, the phenomena of fermentation are simply dependent on the

development of bubbles of carbonic acid ; if this development of gas

from a fluid, as, for instance, from diabetic urine, be not very active

after the addition of yeast, we must not draw any conclusions re-

garding the presence of sugar, for yeast promotes the decomposition

of the animal fluids—a process which is often accompanied with the de-

velopment of a little gas. If, however, no yeast be added to the urine,

but we wait for spontaneous fermentation, as has also been recommended,
the development of carbonic acid proceeds very slowly, unless an ex-

tremely large quantity of sugar be present ; moreover, in this case, there

is this additional difficulty in observing the formation of the gas, that the

sugar for the most part undergoes the lactic and not the vinous fermen-

tation. As the detection of the alcohol, which is formed during this

process, is by no means easy, attention has been drawn to the formation

of the yeast-fungus {Torula cerevisice) as a characteristic indication of

Fig. 17.

Torula cerevisire, or Yeast-fungus.

vinous fermentation. For those who are accustomed to the use of the mi-
croscope, and are well acquainted with the appearance of the Torula, this
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is unquestionably an easy and certain test ; but it must be borne in mind,

that when normal urine has been allowed to stand for a long time,

especially at a high temperature, fungi of a precisely similar shape are

formed in it, probably, for the most part, from the mucus. These fungi,

which are by no means dependent on the decomposition of sugar, may

exist in urine still preserving a decidedly acid reaction, although they

more frequently occur in neutral urine ; the individual cells, which like

the yeast-cells (Torula cerevisice), contain distinct nuclei, are mostly

about one-half (in diameter) smaller than the true yeast-cells ; but inde-

pendently of the circumstance that under the microscope apparent

magnitudes afford a very relative criterion, the yeast-cells which are first

and spontaneously formed, are always much smaller than those which

are subsequently produced by gemmation from previously formed yeast-

fungi.

A very good means of discovering sugar, and of determining its quan-

tity with considerable accuracy in a clear solution, is afforded by Biot

and SoleiVs polarizing apparatus ; its expense will, however, always

stand in the way of its general application.

We have already shown (p. 118) that Pettenhofer s test is not available

for the detection of sugar.

All other tests which were formerly employed for the discovery of

sugar (evaporation with hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, treatment with

chromic acid, boiling with caustic potash, &c.) are open to so many

sources of fallacy, as compared with the methods we have already indi-

cated, that we may pass them over in silence.

The test proposed by Maumene 1 not only gives precisely the same re-

action with glucose and the other true sugars, but also with other carbo-

hydrates ; for on heating all such substances to 100°, after the applica-

tion of chlorine or metallic chlorides, they are converted into glistening

black masses ; this happens not only with sugar, but with woody fibre,

hemp, linen, cotton, paper, starch, &c. Hence it is easy to see that

this method is open to many fallacies, from the accidental presence of

shreds of paper, dust, &c. If, however, we had to deal with pure sub-

stances, we might certainly recognize very small quantities of sugar, if,

in accordance with Maumene's directions, we moisten, with the fluid to

be investigated and then heat to 100° a pure woollen tissue (merino)

which had been previously saturated with a solution of chloride of tin and

afterwards dried. A glistening black patch is formed at the spot that

had been moistened.

Trommer's test may also be successfully employed in the quantita-

tive determination of the sugar in diabetic urine ; Bareswil, 2 Falck, 3 and

Scharlau,4 have recommended different methods of applying it with this

view ; the most generally applicable one, however, is that of Fehling.
5

As a test he uses a solution of 40 grammes of crystallized sulphate of

copper in 160 grammes of water ; this is mixed with a concentrated so-

lution of 160 grammes of tartrate of potash and 560 grammes of a

solution of caustic-soda (specific gravity= 1*12), and water is then added

1 Compt. rend. T. 30, pp. 314 et 447.
2 Journ. de Pharm. T. 6, p. 301. 3 Oesterlen's Jahrb. f pr. Heilk. Bd 1 S 509.
4 Die Zuckerharnruhr. Berlin, 1846. 5 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 7, S. G4-73
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till the volume of the fluid at +15° amounts to 1 litre. ll-5c.c. of a

saccharine solution containing 5 grammes of dry sugar (= C
12
H

12 12) in

a litre, are necessary to cause the perfect reduction of the oxide to the

suboxide of copper in 10c. c. of the test-fluid.. Hence it follows that 100

parts of oxide of copper are completely reduced to the state of suboxide by
45*25 parts of sugar, or 10 atoms of oxide of copper by 1 atom of sugar.

In order to determine with the greatest certainty the weight of the sugar

from the volumetric measurement, and to render the errors of obser-

vation as small as possible, Fehling recommends that the urine to be

examined for sugar should be diluted with water to 10 or 20 times its

volume, that is to say, that 50 grammes of urine should be treated with

450 or 950 of water : lOc.c. of the test-fluid are then to be diluted with

about 40c. c. of water, boiled, and so much of the diluted urine (which

must be kept in a burette or graduated tube in order that we may be

able to estimate the quantity used) added to it, as to effect as nearly as

possible the complete decomposition of the sugar and of the oxide of cop-

per. If any undecomposed oxide of copper be contained in the fluid

after the removal of the suboxide by filtration, it may be recognized by
the blue tint, and by its reaction with sulphuretted hydrogen : if, on the

other hand, too much urine be added, the filtered fluid appears yellow
from the action of the caustic alkali on the sugar. The point of thorough
mutual decomposition is easily attained by a few repetitions of the ex-

periment. As 10 c.c. of the test-fluid require 0-0577 of a gramme of

sugar for the reduction of the oxide of copper contained in them, there

must be exactly that amount of sugar in the quantity of urine used in

the experiment, and hence the proportion of sugar in any given quantity
of urine may be easily calculated. Moreover, this method must be
employed with considerable circumspection in order to yield accurate
results : for if the fluid which is being examined contains other organic
substances, which can either combine with the alkali of the test-fluid, or
can decompose oxide of copper even to a slight degree, either the alco-

hol-extract of the fluid, or the sugar-and-potash-compound, must be first

exhibited before the test can be applied. A second objection to this

procedure is, that we cannot keep the test-fluid for any length of time,

and that we, consequently, ought to prepare a fresh quantity for each
determination of sugar. In the course of time the alkali exerts a modi-
fying action on the tartaric acid, so as to give it the property of reducing
the oxide of copper with the co-operation of heat, and, indeed, even in

the cold. If we have boiled the freshly prepared solution with the great-
est care, and have convinced ourselves that no suboxide is precipitated,

we still find that after a week a little of the suboxide is separated on
boiling, and after it has stood for a longer time, a similar decomposition
ensues, even at an ordinary temperature. This method is, however, by
no means to be rejected for this deficiency : but at the same time we
must not overlook it.

Those who are not in the habit of using French weights and measures
may prepare Fehling's test solution as follows :—Dissolve 69 grains of
crystallized sulphate of copper in five times their weight of distilled
water, and add to it, first, a concentrated solution of 268 grains of tar-
tarate of potash, and then a solution of 80 grains of hydrate of soda in
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one ounce of distilled water. Put the solution into an alkalimetcr tube,

and add distilled water so as to make 1000 grain-measures of the liquor.

This solution will be nearly double the strength of that made according

to the above directions, and every 100 grain-measures of it will be equi-

valent to 1 grain of grape sugar, [g. e. d.]

By SoleiVs polarizing apparatus the quantity of sugar may be de-

termined with more rapidity than by the preceding method, and with

equal accuracy. Many precautions are, however, requisite in its appli-

cation, as has been especially shown by Dubrunfaut, 1 Clerget,2
and

Lespiau.3 We refer, therefore, to their communications on this subject;

especially as Soleil's apparatus, in so far as its application to saccharine

urine is concerned, is still deficient in many respects.

Fermentation was formerly employed to determine the quantity of

sugar in fluids, the carbonic acid being determined, and the quantity of

sugar calculated from it. This mode of determination is deficient in

accuracy, in the first place, because all animal fluids, and especially the

urine, contain free carbonic acid, and, secondly, because other constitu-

ents of the urine are simultaneously decomposed during the process of

fermentation, and also yield carbonic acid. This method serves, however,

very well for approximate and comparative determinations, if we allow

a weighed quantity of diabetic urine to ferment at 37° in FreseniusV

alkalimetrical apparatus, and, as in alkalimetrical processes, determine

the carbonic acid by the loss of weight.

This is the best means of determining the amount of sugar for ordi-

nary medical purposes, Fehling's method being applicable rather to tech-

nology than to clinical medicine. If the apparatus be allowed to stand

for about 48 hours at the above-mentioned temperature, all the sugar

will have been converted into spirit ; if we even omit to remove the car-

bonic acid by drawing a little air through the apparatus, previously to

weighing, we shall still obtain results at all events sufficiently accurate

for purposes of comparison.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—In a normal condition of the system this form of sugar

may always be recognized in the prima? vice, especially in the contents

of the small intestine after the use of vegetable, that is to say, of amy-

laceous and saccharine food. We shall subsequently see, when treating

of digestion, that it is principally through the influence of the pan-

creatic juice that starch is gradually converted, in the intestinal canal,

into sugar. It is only in small quantity that it exists in the contents of

the small intestine, partly because the change effected in the starch pro-

ceeds very gradually, and partly because the sugar which is formed is

very rapidly absorbed.

Trommer 5 was the first who detected traces of sugar in the chyle; I

have several times most distinctly recognized the presence of sugar in

the chyle of horses which, a few hours before they were killed, had taken
either pure starch or strongly amylaceous food.

Sugar undoubtedly exists in the blood; Magendie6
asserts that he

1 Ann. d. Chim. et de Phys. 3 Se"r. T. 18, p. 101.
2 Compt. rend. T. 22, p. 200, and pp. 256-2G0. 3 ib ;d T 26, p. 306.
4 Neue Verfahrungsweisen zur PrUfung der Soda, <fcc. Jlciilell, IS}:;
5 Ann. d Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 39, S. 86U. 6 Compt. rend. T. 80 p 191-192.
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found considerable quantities of sugar, together with dextrin, in the

blood of a dog, which for several days had been fed solely on boiled

potatoes. C. Schmidt1 has subsequently shown that it is a normal con-

stituent of the blood of oxen, dogs, cats, and men ; and I2 have since

found (almost simultaneously with CI. Bernard3
) that the portal blood

contains no sugar, or only traces of that substance, while the blood of

the hepatic veins is very rich in sugar. Bernard has satisfied himself that

the sugar in the vessels near the heart gradually diminishes, and that

only very little can be found in the arterial blood.

In a normal state it is probable that no sugar finds its way into the

urine ; at least after living for two days solely on fat and sugar, I was
as unsuccessful in the search for sugar in my urine, as Magendie had
been in the case of the dog in whose blood he found sugar.

It is only seldom that we meet with saccharine urine in other diseases

than diabetes. Prout has sometimes found sugar in the urine of " gouty

and dyspeptic persons," and Budge4 in "abdominal affections and hypo-

chondriasis." I5 once met with sugar in the urine of a puerperal woman,
in whom, on the fifth day after delivery, the secretion of milk was sud-

denly suspended. I was led to the discovery that it contained sugar by
observing the formation of yeast-cells in it ; the sugar only continued

in the urine of this woman for four days. I have recently found sugar
in the urine of a man suffering from a very well-marked attack of
arthritis.

Alvaro Keynoso6 has recently believed that he has found sugar in the
urine in various bodily conditions, especially in cases of epilepsy and
hysteria ; he further believes that sugar is constantly to be found in

the urine after narcotism has been induced by the inhalation of ether,

also in pulmonary affections, and after the employment of the so-called

hyposthenic agents, as metallic salts, sulphate of quinine, narcotic
drugs, &c. ; Uhle, who has had opportunities of most carefully examin-
ing the urine in all these conditions (for the most part under my own
direct superintendence), has never been able to confirm any one of
Reynoso's observations.

Bernard7 found sugar in considerable quantity in the urine of the
foetus of the cow between the fifth and seventh months, and in that of
the sheep at two months.

The same observer also found sugar in the fluids of the amnios and
allantois of the calf, lamb, and pig. In a seven months' foetal calf,

sugar was found in the urine ; but it no longer existed in the above-
mentioned fluids.

Although I have myself 8 once found sugar in the saliva, in a case of
acute rheumatism, in which spontaneous salivation ensued, and this secre-
tion was discharged in great abundance, I cannot venture to conclude
from this isolated instance that sugar ever exists in the saliva of non-

1 Charakteristik der Cholera u. s. w. 1850, S. 161-168.
2 Ber. d. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. zu Leipzig. 1850, Bd. 3, S. 139-141.
3 Arch. ge"n. de Me"d. T. 18, p. 303. * Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 3, S. 413
5 Jahresb. d. physiol. Ch. 1844, S. 27.
6 Compt. rend. T. 33, p. 410-416, p. 521, and T. 34, p. 18.
7 Ibid. Vol. 30, p. 317. « Jahresb. d. Physiol. Ch. 1844, S. 20.

vol. i. 17
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diabetic persons, since in this case it is possible that the sugar might in

some way have accidentally got into the vessel containing the saliva. So

many heterogeneous substances find their way into the saliva, as we shall

subsequently see, that there is nothing extravagant in the assumption

that sugar may sometimes occur in morbid saliva. Wright places a

sweet saliva amongst his numerous varieties ; unfortunately, however,

he did not proceed to ascertain whether the sweetness of this saliva was

dependent on the presence of sugar, or whether it was a mere subjective

sensation of the patient.

F. L. Winkler1 found 8 grains of sugar in two softly-boiled eggs,

which had been sat upon for some time, and whose white had a singu-

larly sweet taste. I have recently convinced myself that small quan-

tities of sugar are constantly present both in the yolk and in the white

of fresh eggs.

I may remark that I experimented upon 30 eggs, in order to ob-

tain evidence of the existence of small quantities of sugar. I have re-

peatedly, and with much care, repeated Winkler's experiment, in which

he found so large a quantity of sugar (milk-sugar) in incubated eggs,

but, I cannot confirm his statement. I examined eggs that had been sat

upon for 3, 7, and 15 days.

Bernard and Barreswil2 have found sugar in the tissue of the liver

even of animals that do not subsist on saccharine or amylaceous food.3

Bernard4 has subsequently taken up this subject much more fully, while

the fact that sugar exists in the hepatic tissue has been thoroughly con-

firmed by Frerichs,5 Baumert,6 and myself. The amount of sugar in

the liver is much more considerable in many mammals and birds than in

reptiles, while in the liver of fishes there appears to be no sugar. At all

events, Bernard found no trace of sugar in the liver either of the eel or

of the skate. In many diseases the sugar disappears from the liver.

Sugar has been sought for in all the fluids in cases of Diabetes, and

has been so generally found that it is unnecessary to quote authorities

on the subject. It has been found not merely in the urine, blood, and

all serous fluids, but also in the saliva, in vomited matters, in the solid

excrements, and even in the sweat.

In a person suffering from well-developed diabetes, and who, at the

same time perspired very freely (a combination not often observed), it

was only in the sweat that I failed to detect sugar.

In examining the body of a person who died from diabetes, Bernard

only failed in detecting sugar in the following organs, viz., the brain and

spinal cord, the pancreas and the spleen.

Origin.—The origin of the small quantities of glucose which nor-

mally occur in the animal fluids, is so obvious, as hardly to require

notice. I will here only remark, that little or nothing in the way of con-

clusion can be deduced in reference to the metamorphosis of starch or

1 Buchn. Report, Bd. 42, S. 46. * Compt. rend. T. 27, p. 514.
3 [Experiments conducted in the Giessen laboratory have confirmed this statement,

both in reference to the livers of graminivorous and carnivorous animals. See Liebig
and Kopp's Annual Report, &c, for 1847-8, Vol. 2, p. 175, note 6.—g e d 1

4 Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 572-574.
5 Handworterbuch d. Physiologic Bd. 3, Abt. 1, S. 831.
« Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 54, S. 357-363.
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dextrin within the animal organism from experimental attempts to con-

vert starch into sugar by means of saliva, the serum of the blood, renal

tissue, &c. ; for any other nitrogenous substance acts just as efficiently,

if it be digested for a sufficiently long time with water and starch-paste,

in converting a portion of the latter into sugar. The actual substance,

which, in all probability, effects the conversion of starch into sugar, is,

as we have already mentioned, the pancreatic juice. Magendie's experi-

ment, 1 in which starch was converted into sugar in the circulating blood

of a living animal, proves little in relation to the physiological process,

since starch does not normally pass into the blood. We shall enter

more fully into the consideration of the digestion of starch, and of the

experiments bearing on this point which have been instituted by Bou-

chardat and Sandras, Jacubowitsch, Strahl, and others, in a future part

of the work.

But whence originates the enormous quantity of sugar which, in

diabetes, is often discharged with the urine ? While no one can doubt

that it is, for the most part, at all events, derived from vegetable food,

it is still a contested question whether the nitrogenous constituents of

the animal body may not also contribute to the formation of this sub-

stance. Many have assumed it as beyond all question (Budge*), that in

diabetes, sugar is formed from protein, but, on examining the grounds

on which such a view is based, we find that the facts adduced in support

of them are of a very doubtful character. In the first place, it has been
alleged that diabetic patients, living on a highly nitrogenous diet, dis-

charge far more sugar than could be formed from the sugar-yielding,

non-nitrogenous substances, which have constituted a portion of their

food ; but unfortunately no accurate observations on this point, based on
numerical results, have been brought forward ; for, although Pfeuffer

and Lbwig3 have instituted one experiment of the kind, it led to no result.

Moreover, we are still so ignorant regarding the internal constitution of

albuminous and gelatinous substances, that we can adduce no chemical

grounds in support of such an assumption. Berzelius, 4 founding his

hypothesis on the fact that protein, like sugar, when treated with
hydrochloric acid, yields formic and humic acids, and, with nitric acid,

yields oxalic and saccharic acids (which, however, has not been decisively

proved), indicates the possibility that protein (like amygdalin, salicin,

&c), may contain sugar, and that a portion of the diabetic sugar may,
therefore, proceed from the albuminous substances. The supposition is,

also, by no means at variance with the admirable investigations of
Guckelberger on the products of decomposition of nitrogenous animal
tissues by sulphuric acid and chromate of potash ; since by this means
of oxidation, aldehyde5

is developed from these nitrogenous matters,
just as it is produced from milk-sugar when similarly treated. These
facts, however, simply indicate the possibility that sugar may be formed
from the protein-compounds ; they do not prove that it is so formed

;

Liebig6 merely regards it as " conceivable" that in the metamorphosis of
tissue, sugar may be produced from gelatinous substances.

' Compt. rend. T. 30, pp. 189-192.
2 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 391. 3 Zeitsch. f. rat. Med. Bd. 1 S 451
4 Jahresber. Bd. 19, S. 655. « Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd 64 S 99
6 Geiger's Pharm. Bd. 1, S. 796. ' ' '
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Notwithstanding the numerous hypotheses that have been advanced

by physicians regarding the reason why, in diabetes, the sugar docs not

undergo the ordinary change in the organism, Ave are still utterly igno-

rant on this point. As we shall return to this subject in the second

volume, in our observations on "the urine," it will suffice if we here

mention the following facts, which may subsequently influence our judg-

ment in reference to this matter.

I1 injected two drachms of cane-sugar dissolved in water, into the

veins of a dog ; the dog, who had lost very little blood during the opera-

tion, drank a great deal, and discharged a large quantity of sweet-

tasting urine, which contained unchanged cane-sugar ; and Kcrsting2

arrived at a similar result with other kinds of sugar. Bernard3
injected

a solution of cane-sugar into the veins of a dog and a rabbit ; the

urine of the animals remained acid, and contained unchanged cane-

sugar ; but, on repeating the experiment on another dog and rabbit with

a solution of glucose, he failed to detect this substance in the urine,

which had now become alkaline.

[The admirable experiments and observations of Dr. Percy on this

subject are apparently unknown to Professor Lehmann. See the

" Medical Gazette," Vol. 32, pp. 19, 591, and 640.—g. e. d.]

If we were to attempt to draw any conclusion from these few experi-

ments, it would be that in diabetes the glucose formed from the vege-

table substances in the intestine is not, as in the normal state, meta-

morphosed in the blood. We have been in the habit of referring the

alkaline reaction of the urine in graminivorous animals, to the decom-

position of the salts formed by organic acids and the alkalies into

carbonates, but from Bernard's experiment, it would appear as if the

alkalescence were dependent on other relations connected with the nature

of the vegetable food : at all events, I found that, when for two entire

days I took nothing but sugar, fat, and starch, and consequently food

devoid of nitrogen and free from alkalies, my urine had an extremely

weak acid reaction.

More accurate investigations, or a more detailed account of his mode

of procedure are requisite, before we can form an opinion regarding

certain experiments performed by Bernard,4 or can attempt to explain

them on physiological grounds. He maintains, that he has found sugar

in the urine and the blood, after irritating one definite spot in the base

of the fourth ventricle of the brain. This experiment, if it should

receive further confirmation, will apparently strengthen Scharlau's

hypothesis that diabetes is essentially a disease of the spinal cord, unless

Bernard associates it with the function of the pneumogastric nerves ; for

when they have been divided he has also found sugar.

Uses.—Since glucose, which, as we have already seen, is principally

formed in the intestinal canal from the starch of the vegetable food,

appears, from the results of all physiological inquiries, to be a true

element of nutrition (see "Nutrition"), the question that remains to be

considered is—how it is applied, or what is its use in the animal organ-

1 Jahresber. d. phys. Ch. 1844, S. 47. 2 Diss, inaug. med. Lips. 1844.
3 Compt. rend. T. 22, pp. 534-537.
« Ibid. T. 28, p. 393, and Arch. gen. de Me"d. 4 Ser. T. 18.
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ism ? It belongs, according to Liebig, to the food for the respiration
;

and if we regard it purely in this light, its object is easily understood
;

it undergoes a process of combustion by combining with the inspired

oxygen, its final products being water and carbonic acid, and tends to

support the animal heat, if we regard this as an independent process.

If, however, we entirely concur in this view, we have still to inquire

whether the sugar does not previously undergo other changes and serve

other objects, before it yields carbonic acid and water as the final pro-

ducts of its combustion.

It must excite our surprise that in diabetes, where, in reference to the

respiration, the saccharine and amylaceous elements of food appear to

be entirely lost, the respiration and the animal heat are so well sup-

ported ; for, although pulmonary tuberculosis is a frequent complication

of diabetes, this is by no means invariably the case : and it may occur

without any affection of the lungs. It certainly seems very remarkable

that such a mass of the respiratory food can be lost without inducing

any symptom of a disturbed respiration or of a diminished animal heat.

We have already referred (p. 230) to the hypothesis of the conversion

of sugar in the intestinal canal into fat, and shown that it is unsupported

by facts ; but we do not deny that in some part of the animal body (at least

under certain relations) sugar may be metamorphosed into fat. More-
over, we are still so ignorant regarding the different changes which the

sugar undergoes in the blood, that, to a certain degree, we must content

ourselves with the consideration of questions that may lead us on the

true path of inquiry. We have already pointed out the probability that

the lactic acid occurring in the animal body, is formed from sugar (p.

101) ; under special relations butyric acid may also be produced from it

(p. 64). The alkalescence of the urine observed by Bernard after the

injection of glucose, would almost seem to indicate that the sugar in the

blood is converted into an acid, which, combining with the alkali of the

blood, yields carbonated alkali as a product of combustion, which passes

into the urine and renders it alkaline. This experiment undoubtedly
shows that the principal metamorphosis of the sugar occurs primarily in

the blood, and not in the intestinal canal.

That the sugar undergoes vinous fermentation in the intestinal canal
is a view that is now entirely rejected ; for the yeast-corpuscles which
we sometimes find in the contents of the intestines, and which might
lead to the suspicion of such a fermentation, may take their origin from
the food, as, for instance, from bread.

Does the sugar take any part in the formation of bile ? We have
already attempted (see p. 120 and p. 240) to show the probability that
the bile is in part formed from fat, and that cholic acid should be
regarded as conjugated oleic acid with the adjunct C12

H
6 6

. Can this
adjunct take its origin from the sugar ?

Those who assume that sugar exists preformed in nitrogenous animal
substances, whether gelatinous or albuminous (as for instance it does in
amygdalin), peed feel no difficulty in believing that in the animal body
protein is primarily formed from nitrogenous matters and sugar. In the
case of chitin, however (to which further reference will be made in a
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future page), we appear rather to have a combination of vegetable fibre

with a nitrogenous substance.

We can hardly entertain a doubt that in the female mammalia the milk-

sugar is derived from the glucose, but by what means this change is

accomplished is a point on which we are entirely ignorant.

Milk-Sugar.—

C

10
H

8
O

8
.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This substance forms white, opaque, overlying prisms

or rhombohedra containing 2 atoms of water, is hard, craunchcs between

the teeth, has a very faintly sweet, almost floury taste, is devoid of smell,

dissolves slowly in cold but more readily in hot water, and is insoluble

in absolute alcohol and ether ; the aqueous solution, which moreover turns

the plane of polarization of a ray of light to the right, may be evapora-

ted to a very considerable extent without any separation of the sugar in

a crystalline form.

When heated, milk-sugar melts, swells up, developes a sweetish pungent

odor, and burns with a flame.

Digested with dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, or with acetic or

citric acid, it becomes converted into glucose ; it absorbs large quantities

of chlorine, hydrochloric acid, and ammoniacal gases. Nitric acid con-

verts it into mucic acid with a little oxalic, saccharic, and carbonic acid;

with sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash it yields not only formic

acid but aldehyde.

In contact with the caustic fixed alkalies it becomes converted at 225°

into oxalic acid ; boiled with dilute alkalies or oxide of lead and water

it becomes yellow or brown; at 50° it yields several compounds with

oxide of lead. It reacts with sulphate of copper and potash exactly in

the same manner as glucose. It was for a long time classed among the

non-fermentable kinds of sugar, till Schill 1 and Hess 2 almost simulta-

neously remarked that milk-sugar only required a longer period in order

to pass into a state of vinous fermentation under the influence of yeast,

sour dough, gelatin, or albumen. H. Rose 3 has confirmed Schill's

observations, that the formation of dextrin must precede the vinous fer-

mentation of the milk-sugar, as indeed Payen had previously observed

in reference to the sugar of the dahlia, and Rose in reference to cane-

sugar. Like the other varieties of sugar, it can undergo lactic and

butyric fermentation when the necessary ferments are added to it.

Composition.—In its crystalline state milk-sugar has exactly the same

empirical formula as anhydrous glucose, so that it therefore contains

equal equivalents of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. But as, when
warmed, it loses ll-9g of water, that is to say, 1 atom of water to 5

atoms of carbon, its formula must either= C5H4 4 or a multiple of it.

As milk-sugar cannot be combined with any body in a definite proportion,
its true atomic weight is unknown. Its relation to nitric acid, with
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which, as we have already mentioned, it yields mucic acid, shows that

its constitution must in some respects be different from that of the other

fermentable sugars.

Preparation.—Milk-sugar is obtained on the large scale by evaporat-

ing whey, and allowing the concentrated fluid to stand for a long time

in a cool place. The crystalline incrustations which are then formed are

purified by recrystallization. Simon recommends that the milk should

be evaporated to Jth of its volume, and that the casein should be pre-

cipitated by alcohol ; the filtered fluid must be then further evaporated

and treated with strong alcohol ; the milk-sugar, which is precipitated

with the water-extract, is then rinsed with a little water, dissolved in

pure water, and left to spontaneous evaporation.

According to Haidlen 1 the milk should be boiled with Jth its weight

of pulverized gypsum, which coagulates the casein ; the filtered fluid is

then to be evaporated to dryness, and after the fat has been removed by

ether, the milk-sugar may be extracted from the residue by boiling

alcohol, which yields it in a state of perfect purity.

Tests.—If it be shown by Trommer's test that some kind of sugaris

contained in the alcoholic extract of an animal fluid, we may readily dis-

tinguish milk-sugar from other kinds of sugar (if we have a sufficient

amount of material to examine), by its difficult solubility in alcohol, by

the slowness with which it ferments in the presence of yeast, and by its

property of yielding the insoluble mucic acid when boiled with nitric

acid. It may be estimated quantitatively with tolerable accuracy by

Haidlen's method given above ; but when extreme accuracy is required

we must use Barreswil's or Fehling's test-fluid, in the manner described

for grape-sugar (see p. 254); Poggiale has in this way determined the

sugar in cows' milk by a test-fluid (consisting of 10 parts of crystallized

sulphate of copper, 10 of bitartrate of potash, 30 of caustic potash, and

200 of distilled water), but his results were obviously in excess ; for

although he attempted to remove the casein previously with acetic acid,

a portion of this substance must have remained in solution and co-ope-

rated with the sugar in decomposing the oxide of copper. A better

method of proceeding is to remove the casein by boiling the milk with

sulphate of magnesia or chloride of calcium, precipitating any excess of

the earth from the filtered fluid with potash, and then applying Fehling's

test-fluid ; while perhaps the best is to proceed according to Haidlen's

plan, and then to apply Fehling's method to determine the quantity of

milk-sugar in the alcoholic extract.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—This substance appears to be an integral constituent of

the milk of all mammalia. In woman's milk its amount ranges from 3'2

to 6-24^ (Fr. Simon,3 Haidlen, 3 Clemm 4
); in cows' milk it is stated to

average from 3*4 to 4*3 g ; but by an improved method of analysis I have
always found rather a larger amount of sugar in good cows' milk ; but

1 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 275. 2 Frauenmilch. S. 35.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 275. * Handworterbuch. d. Phys. Bd. 2, S. 464.
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the average (—5-28 g) assumed by Poggiale 1
is obviously too high; in

that of the ass it constitutes 4-58 ; in that of the mare, 8'7{|, in thai of

the goat, 4-4<], and in that of the sheep 4-2J}; indeed, it was even found

in the milk of a he-goat (Schlossberger). 2 Dumas 3 thought that he

had ascertained that the milk of bitches restricted entirely to an animal

diet contained no milk-sugar, but it was subsequently ascertained by

Bensch 4 that even then traces of milk-sugar were present; its quantity

is however perceptibly increased under the use of a vegetable diet.

In the colostrum Simon found 7§, and in the milk six days after

delivery only 6 -24§ of milk-sugar ; his investigations show that it dimi-

nishes according to the length of time after delivery at which it is

secreted, and that neither an abundant nor an insufficient diet influences

its quantity, although differences in the food considerably affect the

amount of butter. The observations of Donne, 5 Meggenhofen,6 and

Simon 7 concur in showing that diseases, especially syphilis, do not

modify the amount of sugar in the milk.

Milk-sugar has been sought for in the blood by Mitscherlich, and

Tiedemann and Grmelin, but hitherto without success. Though Guillot

and Leblanc 8 believe that they have discovered milk-sugar in the blood

of milch-cows.

[Braconnot 9 believes that he has demonstrated that milk-sugar exists'

in the cotyledons of the seeds of vegetables.—G. E. d.]

Origin.—The positive experiments of Dumas and Bensch, which prove

that the amount of milk-sugar increases during a vegetable diet, give

great probability to the opinion that this substance is principally formed

from glucose or from the starch of the food; but notwithstanding the

apparently affirmative observations of Bensch, the question whether it

may not also be formed from nitrogenous matters, must for the present

remain undecided. Where and by what means this conversion of

glucose within the organism occurs, are subjects of which we are entirely

ignorant.

Uses.—No doubt can be entertained that the milk-sugar which the

infant at the breast receives in its food serves the same purposes in the

economy that starch and other carbo-hydrates serve in the more matured

organism.

Inosite.—

C

12
H

12 12
.

Properties.—This variety of sugar crystallizes with four atoms of

water in colorless clino-rectangular prisms, which effloresce on expo-

sure to the air, and lose all their water of crystallization at 100°

or in vacuo ; it has a sweet taste, dissolves readily in water, slightly

in strong spirit, and is insoluble in alcohol and ether; it crystal-

lizes from a boiling spirituous solution on cooling in glistening tablets

somewhat like cholesterin ; at a temperature exceeding 210° it fuses

1 Compt. rend. T. 28, pp. 505-7. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 431.
3 Compt. rend. T. 21, pp. 708-717. 4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 221-227.
6 Du lait et en particulier de celui des nourrices. Paris, 1836.
6 Diss, inaug. sist. indagationem lactis muliebris. Francof. a. M 1816
' Die Frauenmilch. Berlin, 1838. 8 Com t . ren(J T g, 5g5
9 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 4 Ser. T. 27, p. 399

P
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into a clear fluid, and at a still higher temperature it undergoes decom-

position in the same manner as sugar. It undergoes no change when

evaporated with hydrochloric acid, or when boiled with caustic potash.

It forms a blue solution with sulphate of copper and potash ;
but_ there

is no separation of suboxide of copper either on prolonged standing or

on boiling ; it does not undergo the vinous fermentation with yeast, but

in the presence of casein or flesh it enters into lactic and butyric fermen-

tation.

Composition.—Scherer, 1 the discoverer of this substance, has found

that in the anhydrous state it is perfectly isomeric with anhydrous

grape-sugar.

Preparation.—If we treat the muscular juice of the heart of the ox in

the same manner as in the preparation of creatine from muscles, and if

we then separate, by means of sulphuric acid, the baryta from the

mother-liquid decanted from the creatine, and remove the volatile acids

by evaporation of the fluid from which the sulphate of baryta has been

separated by filtration, this sugar, together with sulphate of potash, crys-

tallizes from the remaining acid fluid on the gradual addition of strong

alcohol. The crystals of inosite may be readily picked out and sepa-

rated from those of sulphate of potash after the mother-liquid has been

removed by pressure, or the separation may be readily effected by boil-

ing water, in which inosite is more soluble than sulphate of potash.

Inosite may also be obtained, according to Scherer, without previous

distillation, if we do not use quite sufficient sulphuric acid to throw down
the whole of the baryta. On now shaking the solution with ether, till

the liberated acids are separated, the inosite appears in beautiful crystals

on the gradual addition of alcohol.

Tests.—Scherer2 has given a very characteristic reaction for inosite,

by which it may be distinguished from any other kind of sugar or carbo-

hydrate. If we evaporate a solution of inosite, or a mixture containing

that substance, almost to dryness on platinum foil, treat the residue with

a solution of ammonia and a little chloride of calcium, and then carefully

evaporate to dryness, a vivid rose-red tint is evolved, which allows us to

recognize even l-50th of a grain of inosite.

Occurrence.—This body has hitherto been only found in the flesh of

the heart ; Socoloff 3 sought in vain for it in the fluid from other muscular
structures.

Paramylon.—

C

12
H

10
O

10
.

Properties.—This variety of starch presents itself as a glistening

white granular matter, which, when freshly precipitated is translucent,

and has a gelatinous and very swollen appearance : it is insoluble in

water and in dilute acids ; it is not converted into sugar either by dilute

sulphuric acid or by diastase ; and it is only by prolonged boiling with
fuming hydrochloric acid that it yields a sweet fermentable substance.
When heated to 200° it is converted into a gummy substance, which is

soluble in water, but not in alcohol ; at a higher temperature it fuses and

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 73, S. 322.
2 Verhandl. d. phys.-med. Ges. zu Wilrzburg. Bd. 2, S. 112
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 81. S. 375.
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burns with an odor resembling that of sugar. Paramylon is insoluble in

ammonia, but dissolves in caustic potash, from which it may be again

thrown down by acids. It is not colored blue by iodine.

Composition.—This body was discovered and analyzed by Gottlieb, 1

and was found to be isomeric with common starch

:

Carbon, 12 atoms, . . . 44*44

Hydrogen, 10 " ... 6-18

Oxygen, 10 " ... 49-38

10000

Preparation.—Paramylon was obtained by Gottlieb from the bodies

of an infusorium, Euglena viridis. These animalcules after being freed

as much as possible from other infusoria, were first treated with ether

and spirit, and then with a boiling mixture of spirit and hydrochloric

acid in order to remove the color ; the residue was mixed with water and

thrown upon a cotton filter which allowed the granules of paramylon to

pass, but retained the investing membranes of the animals. The sub-

stance was purified by solution in potash-ley, and precipitation with

hydrochloric acid.

Cellulose.—

C

12
H

10O 10
.

Properties.—In its purest state this substance forms a spongy mass,

insoluble in all neutral menstrua, but very slightly soluble in alkaline

solutions ; it is convertible into dextrin both by sulphuric acid and by

diastase.

If cellulose be treated with a mixture of four parts of concentrated

sulphuric acid and one part of water, it swells on trituration into a clear

jelly, which at first is stiff but gradually becomes quite fluid : on the addi-

tion of water or alcohol there is a deposition of white flakes which are

insoluble in hot water, alcohol, and ether, but possess the remarkable

property of being colored blue by iodine like starch ; they differ, how-

ever, essentially from starch in this respect, that the iodine may be

washed out with water and the blue color destroyed, which is not the case

with starch. This product of the metamorphosis of cellulose has hence

been named amyloid ; its composition has been found to correspond with

the formula, C48
H

41 41
. This substance is readily soluble in sulphuric

acid, from which it may be again precipitated unchanged by water : it

dissolves in strong nitric acid, without any development of gas ; but on

boiling there is a formation of oxalic acid : it only dissolves with diffi-

culty in hydrochloric acid, from which it is not precipitated by ammonia;
moreover, ammonia does not dissolve it. It swells in a strong solution

of potash, and dissolves on the addition of water, from which it may be

again thrown down by acetic acid. By the prolonged action of alkalies,

cellulose is converted into a substance to which iodine communicates a

dark violet, or almost black color. Rotten potatoes contain a ferment
which dissolves and destroys the cellulose, but in no way affects the

starch.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 81, S. 375.
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The formation of this substance, and its reaction towards iodine, have

been employed for the recognition of cellulose.

If, for instance, vegetable tissues, consisting of cellulose, be moistened

with sulphuric acid and tincture of iodine, they assume a beautiful blue

color, which, however, gradually disappears on the addition of water.

Moreover, chloride of zinc converts cellulose first into a matter which is

colored blue by iodine, then into sugar, and lastly into a humus-like

substance.

Composition.—According to Mulder, the composition of this substance

is represented by the formula C24
H

21 21 ; but according tothe more

recent observations of Mitscherlich,
1
it is perfectly isomeric with starch.

Occurrence.—Allusion has already been made to its occurrence in

certain of the lower animals. We can obtain cellulose in its purest form

from the pith or young roots of the elder by treating them with various

indifferent, as well as acid and alkaline solutions, in order to remove any

adhering soluble matter. Swedish filtering paper is pure cellulose.

A carbo-hydrate has been found in some of the lower classes of

animals whose composition and properties are very similar to those of

the vegetable principle, cellulose. C. Schmidt2 discovered it in the

mantle of Phallusia mammillaris, one of the mollusca belonging to the

Tunicata ; and Lb'wig and Kolliker 3 have subsequently recognized it in

the cartilaginous capsule of the simple Ascidise, in the leathery mantle

of the Cynthiae, and in the outer tube of the Salpse. The relation which

this substance bears to chitin as well as to the animal organism generally,

will be noticed in our remarks on chitin.

COLORING MATTERS.

Unfortunately, even less is known of the chemical nature of the

animal than of the vegetable pigments, so that Ave must still retain the

irrational system of arranging them according to color.

ELematin.—C^H^NjOgFe.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This substance is regarded as the peculiar red pigment
of the blood-corpuscles ; but unfortunately it is by no means certain

whether it is a product of metamorphosis of the true coloring matter of

the blood, or whether the substance prepared by us only bears the same
sort of relation to that which exists in the blood-corpuscles as coagulated
albumen bears to that principle in its fluid state. We cannot isolate it

1 Ber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin. 1850, S. 102-111.
2 Zu vergl. Physiol, der wirbellosen Thiere. 1845. S. 62 [or Taylor's Scientific

Memoirs, vol. 5, p. 34.

—

g. b. d.J
3 Ann. de Scienc. Nat. 3 Ser. T. 5, pp. 193-232.
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in its soluble state from the globulin of the blood-corpuscles ; hence we

are only acquainted with it in its coagulated (and essentially modified)

condition. In a state of purity it occurs as a dark-brown, slightly

lustrous mass, which, on trituration, adheres to the pestle; it is devoid

of taste and smell, and is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, acetate of

oxide of ethyl, and fatty and volatile oils ; Mulder, however, regards it

as slightly soluble in fatty and ethereal oils.

Hoematin dissolves very readily in weak alcohol to which sulphuric or

hydrochloric acid has been added, forming a brown solution, which, on

saturation with an alkali, assumes a blood-red color. Water, acidulated

with the same acids, exerts no solvent power on hoematin, and conse-

quently a precipitation is induced by the addition of water to alcoholic

solutions of this substance. Concentrated sulphuric and hydrochloric

acids do not dissolve hoematin, but they abstract a little of the iron.

After trituration with sulphate of soda, it dissolves for the most part in

water. Even very dilute solutions of the caustic alkalies or their carbo-

nates in water or alcohol dissolve hoematin in almost every proportion.

A potash-solution, boiled and then saturated with an acid, yields a form

of hoematin which is no longer soluble in a mixture of alcohol and ammo-

nia. The potash-solution, on boiling, assumes first a dark red, and sub-

sequently a green tint. The ammoniacal solution gives off its ammonia

during evaporation; moreover, hoematin does not absorb ammoniacal

gas. The color of the ammonia-solution of hoematin is not affected by

carbonic acid, oxygen, or nitric oxide ; sulphurous acid gives it a bright

red tint, and sulphuretted hydrogen makes it slightly darker.

Hoematin is completely precipitated from its ammonia-solution by the

salts of oxide of silver, of lead, and of copper ; if the solution of hgematin

in alcohol, acidulated with sulphuric acid, be boiled with oxide of lead,

it becomes entirely decolorized.

When heated in an enclosed space, hoematin puffs up, and, without

melting, yields empyreumatic ammoniacal vapors and a reddish-brown

oil, and leaves a rather small porous charcoal, which on combustion

yields a red ash. Phosphorus and sulphate of protoxide of iron may

be boiled with hoematin without in any way affecting it.

Treated with concentrated nitric acid in the cold, it dissolves into a

brown fluid, and developes nitrous acid ; when boiled with this acid it is

entirely destroyed.

If chlorine be allowed to act on hoematin mixed with water, all the

iron of the hoematin dissolves as perchloride of iron, and there is a de-

position of white flocculi, which are soluble in alcohol and ether but not

in water, develope a little chlorous acid when dried (at 100°), and then

form a light straw-colored powder. This powder is unaffected by hydro-

chloric acid, but dissolves in alkalies, forming a reddish solution ; accord-

ing to Mulder, it consists of chlorous acid and hoematin freed from its

iron. If chlorine gas be passed over dry hoematin, they unite and form
a dark-green compound which is soluble in alcohol, exerts no action on
vegetable colors, is unaffected by acids and alkalies, but which, when
warmed whh hydrosulphate of ammonia, assumes a red color.
On passing dry hydrochloric acid gas over dry hoematin, there is

formed a violet mass, which is soluble both in water and alcohol, com-
municating to those fluids a red color and an acid reaction.
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If hsematin be allowed to remain for some time in contact with pure

concentrated sulphuric acid, and the fluid be then diluted with water,

there is a development of hydrogen gas, and sulphate of protoxide of

iron is taken up in solution. By a repetition of this process the whole

of the iron, with the exception of a mere trace, may be removed from

the hsematin, without depriving it of its properties and without altering

its elementary composition, as far as the relative amounts of the carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen are concerned.

We are indebted to Mulder and van Goudoever1 for the preparation of

hsematin free from or poor in iron ; Sanson and Scherer2 had, however,

previously observed that concentrated sulphuric acid could extract all

the iron from the clot or the residue of the blood-corpuscles, without

affecting its dark-brown color.

Composition.—Mulder3 has calculated, from his analyses, the formula

we have given for hsematin, according to which it contains

:

Carbon, 44 atoms,

Hydrogen, 22 " .

Nitrogen, 3 " .

Oxygen, 6 " .

Iron, 1 " .

100000

Mulder's analyses of hsematin free from iron coincide with the for-

mula C44
H

22
N

3 6
. From the chloride of hsematin Mulder calculates

that the atomic weight of hsematin is 5175.

Chloride of hcematin, formed from dry chlorine gas and hsematin,

consists of 1 equivalent of hsematin, and 6 equivalents of chlorine ; how
this combination may be supposed to be formed, is a point on which at

present we can offer no conjecture. The compound obtained from dry
hydrochloric acid gas and hsematin consists, according to Mulder, of 2

equivalents of hsematin and 3 equivalents of hydrochloric acid ; on ex-

posing this substance to a heat of 100°, it loses half its acid, and then

consists of 4 atoms of hsematin and 3 atoms of acid. In the combinations

of hsematin with metals it appears from an experiment of Mulder's that

1 atom of hsematin is combined with 1 atom of base.

The question—in what condition does the iron exist in the blood, or

on what iron-compound is its red color dependent ? is one that has long

engaged the attention of chemists and physiologists. Without consi-

dering that, with an equal right we might inquire into the causes of the

color of indigo, carmine, or peroxide of iron, it was universally believed

that the blood's color must depend on the last-named substance, and con-

sequently, all experiments on the subject were instituted with the view of
ascertaining in what state of combination the peroxide of iron lay con-

cealed. It would be superfluous for us to notice the different views
regarding the combinations in which the peroxide of iron has been sup-
posed to exist in the blood. We must not, however, omit all notice of
the circumstance, that a discovery of Engelhardt's showed the fallacy of
these views, for he ascertained that the iron of the blood might be prc-

1 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 325, S. 186, ff. * Addu d< Ch> u pharm. Bd. 40, S. 30
3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 28, S. 340.
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cipitated by alkalies and liver of sulphur, if chlorine gas had been pre-

viously, and for some time, passed through the blood ; and this led him

to the somewhat illogical conclusion that the iron could not be oxidized,

but must exist in a metallic state in the blood ; for Rose's discovery that

the precipitation of peroxide of iron and other metallic oxides may be

prevented by all the non-volatile organic acids, shows that notwith-

standing Engelhardt's experiment, the iron may be contained in the

blood in the state of peroxide. Finally, Lecanu discovered the true

coloring matter of the blood, the haematin ; and as almost all the iron of

the blood is contained in this substance, attempts were again made to

refer the color of this pigment to peroxide of iron. But we know, from

the experiments of Scherer, Sanson, and Mulder, that the iron must be

contained in some other combination than in direct combination with

oxygen, and that the iron may be abstracted from the red blood-pigment

without affecting its color. That the iron is directly combined with the

group of atoms constituting hsematin, is not a probable view ; at present,

however, we are in possession of no facts throwing any additional light

on the nature of the iron-compound.

The white body formed by the action of chlorine and water on hsema-

tin, was found by Mulder to be devoid of iron, and to be composed in

accordance with the formula, C44H22
N

3 6
+6C10

3
.

Preparation.—We treat blood with about eight times its volume of a

solution of sulphate of soda or chloride of sodium, filter it, and wash the

residue on the filter as thoroughly as possible with the same saline solu-

tion ; the residue thus almost completely freed from serum, or, in other

words, the mass of the blood-corpuscles, is dissolved in water, and coagu-

lated by the application of heat ; the washed, dried, and finely triturated

coagulum is now boiled with spirit containing sulphuric acid, till the fluid

passes through a filter in a decolorized state. This filtered fluid, which

in the mass presents a brownish-red tint, after being saturated with am-

monia, deposits sulphate of ammonia and a little globulin ; these being

removed by filtration, the fluid is evaporated to dryness ; the solid resi-

due is extracted with water, alcohol, and ether, and in order to effect the

complete removal of any adhering globulin, is again dissolved in spirit

containing ammonia; the solution is then filtered, evaporated, and the

residue extracted with water.

Tests.—If from any suspicion of the presence of blood we wish to

examine a fluid for hsematin, it is by far the best plan to employ the mi-

croscope, and by its means to endeavor to detect blood-corpuscles, or

their fragments. It only rarely happens, in certain exudations or satu-

rated masses in which blood-corpuscles are no longer present, that we

can with certainty recognize the red pigment of the blood, since its

quantity is so small, that we can scarcely obtain enough, by the methods
we have given, to apply any tests to it.

That the hamiatoidin discovered, or at least first accurately investi-

gated by Virchow 1 (the same substance which has also been named xan-
those), is not perfectly identical with haeniatin is obvious from Virchow's
experiments

; but the occurrence of this substance in sanguinous extra-

vasations, whose metamorphoses have been most admirably traced out

1 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. u. s. w. Bd. 1, S. 383-445.
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by Zwicky, Bruch, and Virchow, denotes as decidedly as chemical expe-

riments could do, that it is formed from hasmatin ; moreover, several of

its properties indicate its close affinity with the last-named substance.

Ecematoidin occurs in an amorphous condition in granules, globules,

and jagged masses, as well as in perfectly formed crystals of the mono-

clinometric system ; these latter are oblique rhombic prisms, not unlike

crystals of gypsum, but frequently are almost perfect rhombohedra ;
they

are strongly refractive and transparent, are of a yellowish-red, red, or

ruby color, and are insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, acetic acid, dilute

mineral acids, and alkalies. I have sometimes seen the smaller and less

deeply colored crystals dissolve in alcohol containing sulphuric acid or

ammonia, and be again precipitated by neutralization of the fluid ;
this

is, however, not invariably the case. Virchow has very carefully exa-

mined the behavior of this body with concentrated alkalies and mineral

acids ; these agents, however, do not act in precisely the same manner

on all specimens of this pigment ; on the addition of hydrate of potash,

a fiery red tint is developed, the mass becomes gradually loosened in its

texture, and becomes disintegrated into red granules which at length

dissolve ; on neutralizing the alkali the substance is, however, not again

precipitated. When a concentrated mineral acid, sulphuric acid, for

example, acts on it, it causes the sharp outlines of the crystals to dis-

appear ; and the color of the roundish fragments, after first becoming

brownish-red, passes through successive shades of green, blue, and rose-

tint, till it finally terminates in a dirty yellow. Iron may sometimes,

but not always, be detected in the acid fluid containing the decomposed

hsematoidin.

Hgematoidin may always be found in the sanguineous extravasations

occurring in consequence of the bursting of the Graafian vesicles at the

periods of menstruation or conception, and frequently occurs in old ex-

travasations in the brain, in obliterated veins, hemorrhagic infarctus of

the spleen, in subcutaneous sugillations, and in purulent abscess of the

extremities (Virchow). It appears from Virchow's observations that

these crystals may form from seventeen to twenty days after the occur-

rence of the extravasation. Kb'lliker1 has observed the formation of crys-

tals of this nature within the corpuscles in the blood of certain fishes
;

these crystals were, however, soluble in acetic acid, potash, and nitric

acid.

Although every care and precaution have been taken, both Virchow
and I have failed in obtaining these crystals of modified hsematin either

from solutions of blood or of hsematin itself; but yet those who still

assign an important part in the animal body to vital forces, must grant

that under the necessary conditions, hasmatoidin may be produced out of

the body from hsematin, since this kind of metamorphosis occurring in

extravasations in all respects exhibits the character of a disintegration,

that is to say, of a purely physical and chemical process. Moreover,
Kolliker's observation gives us room to hope that we may be able to

obtain crystallizable heematin or hgematoidin from the blood of the lower
animals—fishes, for example,—so as to submit it to an accurate chemical
examination.

1 Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zoologie, Bd. 1, S. 266.
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Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Haematin has hitherto only been found in the blood-

corpuscles of the higher animals. Intimately united with globulin, it

forms the viscid, fluid contents of the colored blood-cells.

Berzelius found 0-38$ of metallic iron in the dried blood-corpuscles of

man or the ox; now as Mulder has found 6-64{J of iron in haematin, a

simple calculation shows that in the blood-corpuscles there arc contained

5*72g of haematin, independently of fat, globulin, salts, and biliary

matter : hence, in fresh blood in which the red blood-corpuscles on an

average= 12'8-g, there would be contained 0-732}} of haematin. If wc
calculate from Becquerel's results, according to which 1000 parts of

blood contain 0-565 parts of iron and 141*1 of blood-corpuscles, we
obtain a very similar result, namely, that 100 parts of blood-corpuscles

contain 6*02 of haematin. It is obvious that such calculations can only

lead to approximate results ; attempts have certainly been made to effect

a direct determination of the amount of haematin in the blood ; but the

method of separating it is as yet too uncertain to admit of our placing

much reliance on the numbers which have been obtained. The amount

found in the blood by Lecanu, namely 0-227°, was obviously too small,

while Simon's number, 0-718°-, approximates closely to the calculated

quantity.

By treating defibrinated calves' blood with chlovide of sodium, Schmidt

obtained the corpuscles in a state of purity ; and after incineration,

found in them 1-179°, of peroxide of iron, hence (according to Mulder's

analysis of haematin) they would contain 12-41 g of this ingredient ; in

repeating Schmidt's experiment with ox-blood I obtained 9-076 and

10-94g of peroxide of iron—results which corresponded tolerably well

with that which he found. The great difference which presents itself

between these results of direct experiment, and the results of pre-

indicated calculations, admits of an easy explanation ; in the latter case,

the blood-corpuscles are calculated more or less in accordance with their

true constitution in the blood, while in our experiments, the process by

which we purify the blood-corpuscles—their treatment with a solution of

chloride of sodium or sulphate of soda—abstracts from them a portion

of their globulin, and all the soluble salts ; when treated with saline

solutions, the corpuscles lose, in accordance with the laws of endosmosis,

not only water, but also a part of their soluble globulin ; while the treat-

ment of the coagulated corpuscles with water, alcohol, and ether, abstracts

from them all soluble salts, and the fat, which in itself amounts, accord-

ing to my investigations, to at least 2g.

The ratio of the haematin to the blood varies in diseases for the most

part with the number of the blood-corpuscles ; but whether the ratio of

the haematin to the globulin of the blood-corpuscles be constant, or whe-

ther the haematin be liable to greater variations than the globulin, are

questions which in the present state of organic analysis it is impossible
to answer.

Origin.—There is nothing in the chemical constitution of haematin
which throws any light on the mode of its formation ; we do not know
whether it is directly formed from the constituents of the food or from
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the products of metamorphosis of effete tissue ; and we have no certain

knowledge regarding the part of the organism in which it is produced.

The chyle certainly contains iron, and hsematin exists in the thoracic

duct ; but iron is not hsematin, and the small quantity of the last-named

substance may have passed from the blood through the mesenteric glands

into the chyle, or may have arisen from the blood-corpuscles which have

passed with the splenic lymph into the chyle. If the formation
_

of

hgematin took place in the chyle it would not be after prolonged fasting

that we should find it richest in this substance. Chemistry, as we have

already observed, affords us no assistance in reference to the formation

of this body ; we must, therefore, at present, confine our attention to

physiological facts, in order that we may obtain a safe starting-point for

further chemical inquiries.

Most physiologists of the present day coincide in the opinion that the

red blood-corpuscles are developed from the colorless ones ; but whether

they regard the former as nuclei of the latter, or as independent cells

produced from them—whether they adopt the views of H. Muller, 1 of

Gerlach,2 or of Kolliker3—they must in any case admit that the red

pigment of the blood is primarily formed within the enveloping mem-
brane of the cell. Further, physiological inquiry demonstrates, almost

beyond a doubt, that the blood-pigment is first formed in the perfected

cells, and, moreover, affords us some indication, however indistinct, of

the source from whence this pigment may possibly have been produced.

Nasse, Hunefeld, and others, have proved that the granular matter

visible in many of the colored blood-corpuscles is merely fat ; indeed in

the yolk-cells, in the young blood-corpuscles of the amphibia [in their

embryonic state] we find not only roundish but also angular granules

soluble in ether, which can hardly be anything else than stearin. Henle
and H. Muller refer the primary origin of the colorless blood-corpuscles

to the fat which is recognizable as a fine granular (almost cloudy) matter
in the minutest lacteals. We have already mentioned that the fat stands

in a certain relation to the functions of the liver ; the beautiful investi-

gations of E. H. Weber and Kolliker have, however, now demonstrated
that large quantities of blood-corpuscles are always formed in the liver

in the foetal state, and during the hibernation of certain animals, and
therefore at periods when this organ secretes little or no bile, but when
fat is accumulated in it.

Moreover, an unprejudiced examination of the development of the
chick within the egg leads to the assumption that the fat takes a part in

the formation of hsematin ; and if physiological facts can be adduced in
favor of this hypothesis, there are at all events no chemical objections
to it. As it is obvious that the coloring matter can only. be formed
when there is free access of oxygen, namely in the vessels, and as the
oxygen doubtless contributes materially to its production, we cannot
suppose that it is formed from protein, which is a substance rich in oxy-
gen, or from sugar ; hence there is hardly any other substance than the
fat from which a process of oxidation could yield hsematin.

Our present assumption of the formation of hsematin from fat is to be
1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 3, S. 204-278. 2 T

bicl Bd 7 s 7ft 0ft
3 Ibid. Bd. 4, S. 112-160.

'
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regarded merely as an hypothesis based on one or two physiological

facts, which may possibly admit of a very different interpretation ; it is

only intended to serve as a means of directing our attention in a definite

direction in the investigation of this subject.

Uses.—The constant occurrence of hsematin in the blood-corpuscles

indicates that this body takes an important part in the metamorphosis of

the animal tissues. All sorts of conjectures have been hazarded regard-

ing its function in the blood, and it has been especially supposed to be

connected with the process of respiration. In point of fact, however, it

is unnecessary to consider any hypothesis, until it has been satisfactorily

ascertained whether the h?ematin in question actually stands in the same
relation to the true pigment of the blood as coagulated to non-coagulated

albumen, or whether artificially prepared hsematin is altogether a pro-

duct of decomposition of the actual pigment. If hasmatin has the same
composition as that which we prepare artificially, and if the only dif-

ference be that it exists in a soluble form in the blood-corpuscles, there is

at once an end to all those very imaginative hypotheses which assume

that the iron takes a great share in the process of respiration, and that

it is the conveyer of oxygen to the blood.

The experiments of Bruch 1 on the action of gases on the color of the

blood, and the observations of Harless, 2 regarding the gradual destruc-

tion of the corpuscles of frogs' blood, certainly indicate that there is a

chemical action between the blood-corpuscles and their contents on the

one hand, and the inspired oxygen on the other, in which action the

hsematin doubtless participates.

The observations of Hannover, 3 which show that persons whose blood is

very deficient in red corpuscles (chlorotic persons) exhale as much car-

bonic acid as healthy persons, seem on the other hand to contra-indicate

a direct relation between the blood-corpuscles or blood-pigment, and

oxidation in the blood. We must, therefore, give up for the present all

attempts at understanding the function of the blood-pigment.

The question as to what becomes of the hsematin when the blood-

corpuscles and their contents undergo disintegration, is one which for a

long time was enshrouded in perfect obscurity, but on which some light

has now been thrown by Virchow's admirable investigations on hsema-

toidin. The occurrence, in a crystalline form, of this substance, which

is undoubtedly derived from the blood-pigment, and its different behavior

towards the same reagents, indicate that, notwithstanding its crystalline

arrangement, it continues to undergo changes which give rise to a sub-

stance perfectly similar to, if not identical with, bile-pigment or melanin.

Although the subject is still far from being satisfactorily settled, Virchow

was the first who by his pathologico-histological and chemical investiga-

tions prominently brought forward definite facts which have afforded the

first solid groundwork for the hypothesis which was long since pro-

pounded, that hsematin might be transformed into cholepyrrhin.

In reference to this point we would specially direct attention to Vir-

1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 3, S. 308.
2 Ueber den Einfluss der Gase auf die Blutkorperchen von Rana tempor. Erlangen,

1846.
3 De quantitate acidi carbonici ab homine sano et aegroto exhalati. Haunias, 1845.
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chow's ingenious treatise, in which he endeavors to strengthen the view
regarding this metamorphosis by means of a simple induction based on
direct observation. It has unfortunately hitherto been found impossible

to separate hsematoidin in so pure a state and in sufficient quantities as

to admit of its being subjected to a rigid chemical investigation. From
Virchow's investigations it is, however, apparent that the physician must
also lend his help for the advancement of pathological and physiological

chemistry; for without the aid of pathological histology,—without a
judicious application of the microscope,—the chemist could not have
succeeded in discovering hsematoidin any more than in detecting oxalate

of lime in normal urine ; without such aid the chemist could never have
conceived an idea of the metamorphosis of the pigments in the animal
body. As long as the physician contents himself with borrowing mere
hypotheses from chemists, without being himself practically familiar

with chemical science, he can never hope to gain the advantages which
it is capable of affording ; in this respect he resembles the agriculturist,

who can never expect to raise his pursuit to the dignity of a science

until he has learned the practical application of the principles of

chemistry.

Melanin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Melanin forms either a black, cohesive mass, or a black-

ish-brown powder ; it is devoid of smell and taste ; when stirred in

water it continues to float for some time, but is insoluble both in water

and in alcohol, in ether, in dilute mineral acids, and in concentrated acetic

acid ; it dissolves, after prolonged digestion, in a dilute solution of potash,

from which it is again precipitated with a light-brown color by hydro-

chloric acid ; it is decomposed when boiled with concentrated nitric acid,

but it is not affected even by the very prolonged action of chlorine. It

is a conductor of electricity, is incapable of fusing, may be ignited in the

air, and burns with a vivid light, the charcoal continuing to smoulder

till it is reduced to a whitish-yellow ash consisting of chloride of sodium,

lime, bone-earth, and a little peroxide of iron. By dry distillation it

yields an empyreumatic substance, and carbonate of ammonia. Accord-

ing to Gmelin this pigment is rendered paler, and is partially dissolved

by chlorine-water, the undissolved portion becoming again of a dark-

brown color on the addition of potash.

Whether the black crystals which have been found by Mackenzie, 1

Guillot,2 and Virchow, 3 in melanotic masses are or are not identical with

melanin, is a question which, with our present very imperfect knowledge
of this pigment, must still remain undecided. Virchow found these

crystals to be flat rhombic tablets with extremely acute angles.

Composition.— Scherer4 gives the following as the mean result of

three analyses of this body :

1 A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Eye. Lond. 1835, p. 663.
2 Arch. g6n. de Me"d. 4 Ser. T. 7, p. 166.
2 Arch. f. Pathol. Anat. u. s. w. Bd. 1, S. 399.
4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 6.
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Carbon 58-084

Hydrogen 5-917

Nitrogen, 13-768

Oxygen, .......... 22-231

100 000

As we are neither acquainted with the atomic weight of this body,

nor with any of the products of its decomposition, we cannot attempt to

construct a hypothetical formula for it. In the pigment from the choroid

coat of the eye I found 0*254° of iron.

The black pigment which is often deposited as a morbid product in the

lungs presents great differences of composition. In two different cases

which C. Schmidt1 analyzed he found :

Carbon, 72-95 66-77

Hydrogen, .... 4-75 7-33

Nitrogen, 3-89 8-29

Oxygen, 18-41 17-61

10000 10000

Preparation.—The best method of obtaining this body is from the

eye, by removing the retina, and detaching the choroid coat from the

sclerotic. The choroid coat must be placed in a clean rag, and the co-

loring matter washed out with pure water, just as the starch-granules

in the preparation of gluten are washed out through linen bags ; the

pigment remains for a long time suspended in the water, from which,

however, it may be readily removed by filtration, or the fluid may be

evaporated and the residue extracted with water.

Tests.—The physical properties of this body are so characteristic,

that it is easy to recognize and to separate it
;
generally, however, it

only occurs in such small quantities that it is impossible to distinguish

whether the object in question is identical with the melanin of the eye,

especially as we still know comparatively little regarding the chemical

characters of this last-named substance. No conclusions regarding the

presence of black pigment can be drawn from mere color and insolubi-

lity in different menstrua, since, as Jul. Vogel2 was the first to observe,

the tissues may be infiltrated with sulphide of iron, from which, however,

the black pigment may very readily be distinguished by means of acids.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—This pigment exists as a thick investment on the choroid

coat of the eye. Whether it also occurs in other parts of the animal

organism, is a point which cannot be decided, since the other pigments

of the same color in morbid depositions either have not been accurately

analyzed, or from their very small quantity do not admit of analysis

;

as for instance, the pigment of the black bronchial glands, of the rete

mucosum seu malpighianum of the negro, of melanotic tumors, of the

black serum which has been occasionally observed, and of pulmonary
tissue in certain cases.

In the choroid coat the melanin is enclosed in peculiar hexagonal

1 Vogel's Pathol. Anat. S. 161 [or English Translation, p. 192].
2 Pathol. Anat. S. 163 u. 311 [or English Translation, pp. 194 and 396].
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cells, but in the coats of tlie bloodvessels of frogs and other amphibia it

is found in jagged ramifying cells. In other parts of the animal body

—

in melanotic tumors for instance—it occurs, however, merely scattered

among other cells or tissues. Whether granular cells, when becoming
obsolete (such for example as we find in old exudations), contain actual

melanin, is a question which must still remain undecided. Sanguineous
extravasations are, however, not unfrequently converted into a mass,

which is colored perfectly black by black pigment.
Origin.—The large quantity of iron contained in this pigment indi-

cates that it takes its origin from the hsematin. We cannot recognize

such a conversion by chemical means, till we are able to demonstrate
that pathological depositions of pigment contain true melanin. What-
ever view we may adopt regarding the production of the black-colored

inflammatory globules, we must at all events agree with Bruch1 that

they contain blood-pigment and the rudiments of blood-corpuscles,

even if we do not, like Hasse,2 H. Muller, and Pestalozzi,3 see true

blood-corpuscles in these cells ; if we examine the expectoration in a
case of pneumonia in which resolution is very gradually progressing, we
find, on making a perfectly unprejudiced observation, very many of

these cells which have the exact color of blood-corpuscles. Virchow4

has very accurately traced, by microscopical examination, the conversion

of isolated coagula in obliterated veins into amorphous and crystalline

pigment, and from these morphological investigations it can hardly be

doubted, that at all events the melanin of morbid products is formed
from the hrematin. Kb'lliker5 has moreover convinced himself that in the

blood-corpuscles enclosed in the enveloping membrane, the hsematin

affords the matter from which the black pigment in the granular cells is

formed. Hence it only remains for the chemist to continue his investi-

gations on this subject, in order to obtain perfectly satisfactory scientific

proof of this metamorphosis.

Uses.—That the use of pigment in the choroid coat is principally to

render the eye achromatic, is sufficiently obvious from the principles of

physics. We are ignorant of the uses which it serves in the walls of the

bloodvessels in the amphibia.

Bile-Pigment.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This substance, like so many of the pigments, belongs

to that vast group of bodies, whose chemical properties have never been

thoroughly investigated ; this is partly dependent on the circumstance

that we can only procure it in very small quantity, and partly on its

extreme instability, for not only does it occur in the animal organism

1 Untersuch. zur Kenntniss des kornigen Pigments der Wirbelthiere. Zurich, 1844.

S. 42 ff, and Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 24 ff.

2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 1-15.

3 Ueber Aneurismata spuria der kleinen Hirnarterien u. s. w. WUrzb. 1849.
4 Arch. f. Pathol. Anat. u. s. w. Bd. 1, S. 401.
6 Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zoologie. Bd. 1, S. 260-267.
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under various modifications, but it is at once changed by the simplest

chemical treatment. The most frequent modification which the primary

substance of the bile-pigment in the higher animals appears to present,

is the brown pigment, the cholepyrrhin of Berzelius, and the bilipJicein

of Simon. It occurs as a reddish-brown, non-crystalline powder, devoid

of taste and smell ; it is insoluble in water, very slightly soluble in ether,

and more so in alcohol, to which it communicates a distinct yellow tint

;

it is more soluble in caustic potash than in caustic ammonia, the alka-

line solutions being at first of a clear yellow color, but on exposure to

the air gradually changing to a greenish-brown tint. It is on this modi-

fication of the bile-pigment that the well-known changes of color which
occur in some of the animal fluids are dependent. The yellow solution

of this pigment when gradually treated with nitric acid (and especially,

according to Heintz, 1 when this reagent contains a little nitrous acid),

first becomes green, then blue (which, however, can hardly be detected

in consequence of its rapid transition into violet), and red ; after a con-

siderable period the red again passes into a yellow color ; by this time,

however, the bile-pigment is entirely changed. On the addition of hydro-

chloric acid to a potash-solution, the pigment is precipitated with a green

tint ; this precipitate forms a red solution with nitric acid, and a green
solution with the alkalies, and appears to be perfectly identical with the

green modification of bile-pigment. The coloring-matter contained in

fresh bile is colored green by acids ; as Gmelin found that this colora-

tion did not take place without the free access of oxygen, it is highly

probable that most of these changes of color are dependent on a gradual

oxidation. Chlorine gas acts on this pigment in the same manner as nitric

acid, but rather more rapidly ; large quantities of chlorine completely

bleach the pigment, and precipitate it in a white flocculent deposit.

This brown pigment has a strong tendency to combine with bases,

—

not merely with alkalies, but also with metallic oxides and alkaline earths.

It forms insoluble compounds with the alkaline earths—a circumstance

which has often led to the idea that this substance is insoluble.

The green pigment, the biliverdin of Berzelius, is a dark-green

amorphous substance, devoid of taste and smell, insoluble in water,

slightly soluble in alcohol, but dissolving in ether with a red color ; it

dissolves in fats, hydrochloric acid, and sulphuric acid with a green color,

and in acetic acid and the alkalies with a yellowish-red tint. On ex-

posure to heat, this body undergoes decomposition without fusing, and
without giving off any appreciable quantity of ammonia, leaving a little

charcoal. Berzelius regards this substance as perfectly identical with

the chlorophyll of leaves, and believes that he has found all three modi-

fications of this substance in different specimens of bile. This green
pigment no longer undergoes changes of color on the addition of nitric

acid, although we occasionally meet with green bile-pigment still possess-

ing this property. On treating bile-pigment with alkalies or acids, its

properties are usually at once changed, partly on account of its entering

into various combinations with these substances, and partly from the
extreme facility with which it becomes decomposed.
Hence it is that the statements regarding the properties of this sub-

1 M tiller's Arch. 1846, S. 399-405.
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stance present such striking differences, as may be seen by a comparison
of the writings of Berzelius, 1 Scherer,2 Hein, 3 Platner, 4 and others.

Berzelius also found in the bile a substance occurring in small reddish-

yellow crystals, soluble in alcohol, to which he has given the name of bili-

fulvin. I have obtained it in solution, but have never succeeded in iso-

lating it in the solid state ; singularly enough, I have often found it in

the bile precipitated with neutral and basic acetate of lead ; hence it ap-

pears either not to be precipitated by these metallic salts, or (which is

more probable) to rcdissolve in an excess of the basic salt.

The bilifulvin of Virchow must not be confounded with the bilifuhdn

of Berzelius ; the former seems to be identical with the Immato'idin also

discovered by Virchow. Virchow5 found hoematoidin constantly present

in the extravasated blood consequent on the bursting of a Graafian vesicle

in menstruation or conception, and he often noticed it in old extravasa-

tions of blood in the brain, in obliterated veins, in hemorrhagic infarctus

of the spleen, in subcutaneous sugillations, and in abscesses in the ex-

tremities. It appears from Virchow's investigations, that these crystals

are formed in from 17 to 20 days after the extravasation has occurred.

Hcematoidin occurs in an amorphous condition in granules, globules,

and jagged masses, as well as in perfect crystals belonging to the mono-
clinic system. These crystals are oblique rhombic prisms, not unlike

crystals of gypsum : they often, however, occur as nearly perfect rhom-
bohedra ; they are strongly refractive and transparent, of a yellowish-

red, red, or ruby-red color ; they are insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

acetic acid, dilute mineral acids and alkalies. I have on several occa-

sions seen the smaller and lighter colored crystals dissolve in alcohol

containing sulphuric acid or ammonia, and again precipitated by am-
monia ; this, however, is not always the case. Virchow has accurately

studied the behavior of this body with concentrated alkalies and mineral

acids : these reagents, however, do not seem to act uniformly on all

specimens of hsematoidin ; on the addition of hydrated potash the

pigment usually assumes a glowing red tint, the mass gradually sepa-

rating and breaking up into red granules, which slowly dissolve ; the

substance is, however, not again precipitated by the neutralization of the

alkali. If we allow concentrated mineral acids (sulphuric acid for in-

stance) to act on hsematoidin, the clear outlines of the crystals disappear

and the color of the roundish fragments passes first into a brownish-red,

then into a green, a blue, and a purple tint, and finally merges into a

muddy yellow. Iron may occasionally, but by no means invariably, be

found in the acid fluid that is formed during the decomposition of hama-
toidin.

Virchow6 subsequently discovered peculiar reddish-yellow, elongated

crystals, which were either acicular or arranged in zigzag rows or bars

in the bile of persons who had suffered from cancer of the livor or re-

tention of the bile consequent on catarrh of the gall-bladder ; these

crystals ranged from 0*005 to O^OIO"' in length, while the breadth

scarcely admitted of measurement. They dissolve readily in caustic

Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 281-286. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 377.
8 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 40, S. 47-56. 4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 115.
5 Arch. f. path. Anat. Bd. 1, S. 383-445. c Op. cit. pp. 427-431.
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potash, but are not again precipitated by the addition of acids.

Acetic acid has no effect upon the crystals ; concentrated sulphuric acid

makes them assume a somewhat darker color, and gradually destroys

them ; moderately dilute nitric acid exerts little action on them. Be-

sides these zigzag crystals, to which (as has been already mentioned)

Virchow assigned the name of " bilifulvin," he sometimes also found

crystals which were perfectly similar to those of hsematoidin both in

form and color. While Virchow has repeatedly pointed out the great

similarity which exists between this bilifulvin and hsematoidin, Dr. Zen-

ker1 (of Dresden) has recently discovered that if these substances are not

identical, there is at all events the closest relationship between them,

since he has proved that the bilifulvin may be very readily converted

into hsematoidin. For if we allow bile containing bilifulvin to stand for

a long time (several weeks) in contact with ether, the zigzag crystals of

bilifulvin disappear, and in their place we have crystals of hsematoidin

(some of which are of very considerable size), which in their form, color,

and micro-chemical reactions are precisely similar to the crystals of

hsematoidin formed within the body. Funkc2 has arrived at the same
result simultaneously with, but independently of, Zenker. He allowed

some bile containing bilifulvin to dry ; on again moistening it, he found
that the zigzag crystals were replaced by light-red crystals of hsema-

toidin. By a series of careful investigations Zenker has arrived at the

conclusion that as hsematoidin is always formed when blood in a stag-

nating state occurs in the body, so this substance, bilifulvin, is produced
wherever bile stagnates.

Composition.—With our present ignorance of bile-pigment in its pure

unchanged state, it is not to be wondered at that its elementary composi-

tion is still unknown. Bile-pigment has been analyzed both by Scherer
and Hein, but it is obvious from their analyses that they have examined
very different substances, and Scherer has especially shown that the pig-

ment which he examined loses much carbon and hydrogen by the action

of air, alkalies, and acids. From 7 to 9§ of nitrogen has been found in

bile-pigment.

Preparation.—Till recently the ordinary mode of preparing bile-pig-

ment consisted in the extraction, by water and ether, of biliary calculi,

consisting for the most part of this constituent ; the residue thus obtained

does not, however, generally possess the power of dissolving in alcohol,

for (as Bramson3 has very correctly shown, and as any unprejudiced ob-

server may easily convince himself) it exists in a state of insoluble com-
bination with lime, even in those concretions which for the most part con-

sist of cholesterin.

The mode of investigation which Bramson adopted, and which I have
often repeated, appears to me to leave no doubt regarding the correctness

of his views, which moreover receive further confirmation from the ana-

lyses of biliary concretions made by Schmid4 and Wackenroder. 5

Berzelius prepares biliverdin from ox-gall by precipitating the alcoholic

1 In a private communication. The details are to be published in Henle's Zeitsch. f.

rat. Med.
2 In a private communication. Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 193-208.
4 Arch, der Pharm. Bd. 41, S. 291-293. 5 Ibid. S. 294-29G.
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extract with chloride of barium ; the precipitate is first washed with alco-

hol, and afterwards with water, and then decomposed with hydrochloric

acid, which extracts the baryta ; the fat is removed by ether from the

residue, which is then dissolved in alcohol.

Platner precipitates the bile-pigment by digesting the bile with hy-

drated protoxide of tin ; the light-green deposit which is formed, after

being well washed with water, is shaken with spirit containing sulphuric

acid, and filtered ; the pigment is thrown down in the form of a green

fiocculent precipitate on the addition of water to the filtered green

solution.

Scherer separated the bile-pigment from urine containing large quanti-

ties of it by means of chloride of barium, in the two following ways : he

either decomposed the baryta-compound with carbonate of soda, threw
down the pigment with hydrochloric acid from the soda-solution, and
purified it by solution in alcohol containing ether, by washing with water,

&c. ; or the baryta-compound was extracted with alcohol containing

hydrochloric acid, the solution evaporated, extracted with water, and
then treated in the manner above described.

Tests.—Unless the amount of bile-pigment in a fluid be not too

minute, nitric acid, especially if it contain a little nitrous acid, gives the

very characteristic play of colors which we have already described.

When, however, the coloring matter is present in small quantity, or when
it has already undergone a partial modification, nitric acid often fails to

give any appreciable reaction. Schwertfeger's 1 method in such cases is

to precipitate the fluid with basic acetate of lead, and to extract the pre-

cipitate with alcohol containing sulphuric acid : if any of the pigment

be present, the alcohol assumes a green tint. Heller 2 recommends that

a little soluble albumen should be added to the fluid to be examined

(unless, indeed, it be already albuminous), which must be precipitated by
an excess of nitric acid; if any pigment be contained in the fluid, it will

communicate a bluish or greenish-blue tint to the coagulated albumen.

Heller observes that if ammonia be carefully poured upon urine which

contains unchanged bile-pigment, the surface of the fluid assumes a red

color.

Phijsiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Bile-pigment usually occurs in fresh bile in a state of

solution ; often, however, it is in a state of suspension. It almost always

constitutes the nuclei of gall-stones ; and we sometimes find ramifying

nodular concretions in the gall-bladder and in the biliary ducts, consist-

ing almost entirely of bile-pigment. This pigment is found, not only in

the bile of man and of the ox, but also in that of other carnivorous and
herbivorous animals ; it presents, however, the most varied modifications,

as we find from the difference of color exhibited by the bile not only of

different genera but even of different individuals of the same species

;

thus, the bile of a dog is of a yellowish-brown tint, that of the ox is

brownish-green, while that of birds, fishes, and amphibia is usually of an
emerald green.

1 Jahrb. f. prakt. Pharm. Bd. 9, S. 375. 2 Arch. f. Chem. u. Mikrosk. Bd. 2, S. 95.
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The bile-pigment which mixes with the contents of the intestines be-

comes very rapidly modified, and ceases to present the ordinary reaction

with nitric acid; the change which it here very rapidly undergoes,

appears to be the same which we can induce artificially by nitric acid.

It is in this form that it occurs in the solid excrements, unless when
diarrhoea is present, in which case unchanged pigment is found in the alvine

dejections. It is only rarely that the excrements assume a green tint

from the green modification of the pigment ; the green coloration more
frequently depending on an admixture of partially decomposed blood.

Bile-pigment is never entirely absent in the excrements except in the

rare cases of icterus, which are accompanied with a complete stoppage

of the biliary secretion.

Bile-pigment occurs in the blood and in serous fluids in all forms of

icterus ; sometimes however it is absent, or at all events, cannot be

detected in the blood in certain forms of inflammation, while cholic acid

or its conjugated acids may be recognized; the converse case, namely,

the presence of bile-pigment and the absence of cholic acid in the blood

is, however, more frequently observed. We shall return to this subject.

In diseases the bile-pigment is especially deposited in the fluids of the

cellular tissue, in the aqueous humor, the vitreous humor, the crystalline

lens, and above all in the sclerotic ; cases have even occurred in which
the saliva and the sweat have been colored yellow ; sometimes the

organism may so long endure this impure condition of the blood, that

the pigment saturates even the cartilages, ligaments, and bones, 1 and may
actually be recognized in the nerves.

Scherer 2 often discovered decided traces of bile-pigment in the urine

of healthy persons, especially during the hot months. In disturbances

of the function of the liver this pigment very frequently presents itself

in the urine, and may usually be recognized by a brownish-red or cinna-

mon-brown, dark color, which sometimes, if the urine be allowed to stand

till it becomes acid (Scherer), passes into a dark-green tint. Sometimes,

however, it is also absent in this fluid while other biliary constituents

are present in it. Occasionally, in perfect suppression of the biliary

secretion—as for instance in true granular liver, when the urine throws

down an intense scarlet sediment—no trace either of bile-pigment or of

cholic acid can be detected.

Origin.—As we are still unable to obtain an empirical formula for

the composition of bile-pigment, chemistry affords us no information

regarding the origin of this substance. The opinion has certainly long

been advanced that bile-pigment was formed from hsematin, in conse-

quence of the greenish shades of color which extravasated blood usually

exhibits, as for instance under the skin after contusions, in the sputa of

patients with pneumonia, and sometimes in typhous stools. However
plausible this view may appear when we examine the blood-corpuscles of

portal blood and find the coloring matter essentially changed in them,
yet physiological facts are still wanting to support it. Virchow,3 by his

1 Kerkring, Spicil. anat. obs. 57, p. 118.
2 Ann d. Oh. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 181-195.
3 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. u. s. w. Bd. 1, S. 427-431.
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physiological investigations, has with much ingenuity pointed out the

way which the chemist must proceed in order to decide the question in

reference to this pigment. He was the first to draw attention to the red

crystals which are found within the animal organism and which evidently

arise from stagnating bile, and to show that in their reactions they take

an intermediate place between hoematoidin and bile-pigment, forming a

transition stage between these two pigments.

Uses.—Whether the bile-pigment takes any part in the process of

digestion, and what are its uses in the intestinal canal, are questions

which for the present must remain altogether undecided. The fact that

it undergoes so decided an alteration in the intestinal canal leads us

teleologically to infer that it fulfils some special object.

These crystals, which are possibly identical with the bilifulvin found
by Berzelius in bile which had already undergone change (Fel tauri

inspissatum), have been found on the wall of echinococcus-sacs, which, in

consequence of ruptures and partial resorption of the walls, communi-
cated with the biliary ducts.

The facts now in our possession seem to indicate that the liver is not

the part of the organism in which the bile-pigment is formed ; we shall,

however, discuss this question, when treating generally of the origin of

the bile.

URINEyPlGMENT.

Considered either in a chemical or in a physiological point of view,

there is scarcely any substance in the whole range of physiological che-

mistry regarding which our knowledge is in so unsatisfactory a state as

the urine-pigment.

Experiments have often been commenced upon this substance, but the

difficulties which present themselves in the investigation are so numerous
that most experimentalists have soon resigned it, and directed their

labors to some more productive department of chemistry. It unfortu-

nately happens that no certain chemical differences can be detected

between urines presenting the most striking difference of color to the

eye of the clinical physician.

The difficulties of this investigation are dependent on the following

circumstances.

The amount of this substance in the urine is extremely minute ; a very

small quantity of the pigment giving a color to an extremely large amount
of other matters.

It begins to decompose even during the most cautious evaporation of

the urine : to be convinced on this point we need only compare urine

concentrated by evaporation, with a specimen from which a great part

of the water has been removed by congelation.

Even on exposure to the air, or under the air pump, the decomposi-

tion of this substance commences.

Like many other pigments, it adheres tenaciously to other substances,

sharing their solubility or insolubility.

Besides the pigment, there are other substances in the urine which
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have the same degree of solubility, which do not crystallize, and are not

volatile; as they neither combine in definite proportions with other

bodies, nor differ in solubility from the pigment, they cannot be separated

from it.

The pigment occurs in the urine under various modifications, on which

are dependent the different tints presented by morbid urine and its

sediments.

Finally, this pigment is very readily acted on by chemical reagents,

especially by acids and alkalies.

Scherer's 1 investigations on this subject especially show that this

pigment is in a state of constant change, that it is decomposed by neutral

and basic acetate of lead into two substances, differing in their respec-

tive amounts of carbon and hydrogen ; and that in a healthy condition

of the system it is poorer in these two elements than when there are

diseased conditions of the organism impeding the pulmonary or cutaneous

transpiration, or the secretion of bile. That portion of the coloring

matter which is richest in carbon, forms, as has been found by Scherer

and Heller,2 a dark-blue powder, which when dried, possesses a coppery
lustre similar to indigo, and dissolves in alcohol with a splendid purple

color. This latter variety of pigment is especially frequent in Bright's

disease. Heller distinguishes three such pigments, uroxanthin, uroglau-

cin, and urrhodin.

It is a matter of common experience in science generally, and in

chemistry more particularly, that the most circumstantial details are

given in reference to the more obscure and less investigated depart-

ments, and that deficiencies of knowledge are concealed by an enumera-
tion of unconnected or inaccurately observed facts, or by the most
illogical deductions. For ourselves, however, we prefer to confess our

ignorance, and to spare our readers from the accumulation of individual

features which are incapable of affording a characteristic representation

of the subject we would illustrate. Chemists still reckon the urine-pig-

ments amongst what they term extractive matters, and may be said by
this arrangement to make a candid avowal of their ignorance in reference

to these substances.

Those who may be desirous of attempting to elucidate this obscure

subject experimentally, may derive considerable advantage from the

study of the older writings of Prout, Berzelius, and Duvernoy, and the

more recent memoirs of Heller and Scherer.

EXTRACTIVE MATTERS.

The above observations on the coloring or extractive matters of the
urine, lead us to the consideration of extractive matters in general, and
of those of the blood in particular. The term extractive matter is ap-

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 180, 195.
2 Arch. f. Chem. u. Mikrosk. Bd. 2, S. 161, 173.
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plied by chemists to those bodies which, whether they are chemically

produced, or exist preformed in an animal fluid, exhibit few distinguish-

ing properties (that is to say, are uncrystallizable, incapable of entering

into any crystallizable or stoichiometrically constituted combinations
with other substances, are not volatile at a certain degree of temperature,

&c), and cannot therefore be separated, or exhibited in a pure state.

Modern science has indeed made considerable advance, by learning on
the one hand to avoid as far as possible the formation of such substances,

and on the other, to separate some of them, and render them more acces-

sible to accurate chemical investigation. We will here observe that sub-

stances, such as albuminate of soda, Mulder's binoxide and teroxide of

protein, creatine, the inosnates, &c, have been reckoned among the

extractive matters ; and as many better known substances (as urate of

soda, hippurate of soda, and others), are impeded in their crystallization,

and are enveloped or concealed as it Avere by the extractive matters,

they also have been embraced under the same head, and have likewise

been regarded in the light of extractive matters, and have been calcu-

lated as such in analyses. When we consider that the matters circula-

ting in the blood are, on physiological grounds, engaged in an almost

constant metamorphosis, we shall easily comprehend the difficulties that

beset the chemist in his attempt to seize them at any definite stage of

their metamorphosis, especially as they only circulate through the blood

in small quantities for the purpose of being deposited in some tissue, or

of being eliminated from the organism by the organs of excretion.

The extractive matters must, therefore, be likewise regarded as im-

portant factors in the metamorphosis of animal tissue. In accordance

with the views of Berzelius, these bodies were considered for the most
part as products of the metamorphosis of tissues which, having become
unfitted for further purposes, after fulfilling their function, are elaborated

in the blood in the better known form of excrementitious matters. But
to regard these substances as of a purely excrementitious nature, was
taking too circumscribed a view of their importance. Since the blood

contains the products of the metamorphosis of the tissues no less than

the elements necessary for their formation, it is not only possible but

probable that plastic and useful matters, as well as the products of re-

gressive formation, may have been comprehended under the head of

extractive matters ; for, as we have already observed (p. 37) the idea of

the progressive and regressive metamorphosis of matter cannot be fol-

lowed through an unbroken series of sequences. Albuminate of soda,

fibrin itself, and Mulder's protein-oxides, cannot assuredly be regarded

in the light of excrementitious substances, but must rather be considered

to constitute the transitions from albuminous to gelatigenous substances.

When we reflect that the different stages of metamorphosis of such

non-nitrogenous bodies as the fats and carbo-hydrates increase the

number of the extractive matters, it seems worthy of notice that their

sum in the blood should not be greater than we generally find it to be.

But this circumstance proves that very small quantities of the sub-

stances which must necessarily occur in the blood, appear simultaneously
;

and hence the difficulties of the inquiry are considerably increased. The
reasons why we are thus unfortunately constrained to continue the use
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of the term extractive matters, are sufficiently clear, but yet we cannot

refrain from expressing our surprise that, considering the present condi-

tion of our science in this respect, chemists can venture to speak of

different erases of the blood, or attempt to make them serve as the foun-

dation of a presumed exact humoral pathology.

NITROGENOUS HISTOGENETIC SUBSTANCES.

The substances belonging to this class present, like the fats and carbo-

hydrates, such great similarities in their composition, and in their most

essential properties, that chemists, even if they were unacquainted with

their occurrence in the animal body, and with their great physiological

importance, would naturally have placed them in one group, seeing that

the following properties are common to all of them.

In the dried state they occur in a solid mass, or in powder, or form

gelatinous, brittle, translucent plates ; when moist, they are either

translucent and yellowish, opaque and white, solid and elastic, soft,

tough, and adhesive, or, finally, jelly-like and slippery. All these sub-

stances are uncrystallizable, and, unless when an intermixture of other

substances is present, are devoid of taste and smell. By far the greater

number of them are insoluble in water, and the few Avhich are soluble

in it can readily undergo a conversion into a modification insoluble in

that fluid ; although their physical properties are essentially dependent

on and modified by water, and although when dried they condense water

with very great rapidity from the atmosphere (and are therefore highly

hygroscopic), yet they show little tendency to form definite hydrates,

that is to say, chemical combinations with water ; they are insoluble in

alcohol, ether, and in all neutral menstrua ; none of them are volatile

:

many of them certainly fuse when heated, but not until decomposition

has already commenced ; at a higher temperature, after the loss of

water, they develope a large number of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous,

basic and neutral products, in addition to ammonia, evolving at the same
time an unpleasant odor, which is usually compared to that of burnt

horn.

A very large number of the substances belonging to this group dis-

solve unchanged in acetic and other organic acids, as well as in common
phosphoric acid ; and also partially in other mineral acids in a state of

extreme dilution. On the other hand, almost all of them are decom-

posed by concentrated mineral acids ; many of them swell and assume

a gelatinous appearance in sulphuric and in hydrochloric acid ; after

prolonged digestion, they form, together with ammoniacal salts, brown
humus-like substances, which consist mainly of leucine and tyrosine

(see pp. 133-5), and a crystallizable stinking volatile substance, which
has not yet been accurately investigated. All, more especially when
they are heated, assume a more or less intense yellow color, when treated

with concentrated nitric acid.
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They are all metamorphosed by prolonged boiling ivitfi water ; and
the metamorphoses they thus experience from being heated with water,

have led to their classification into albuminous and gelatigenous sub-

stances.

The alterations experienced by these bodies from the action of oxidiz-

ing substances, as for instance, chromic acid or manganese and sulphuric

acid, have been most accurately studied during the last few years by
Schlieper1 and Guckelberger

;

2 and it is worthy of remark that the non-

nitrogenous products of this process of oxidation belong to the butyric

acid group, embracing all the acids from formic to caproic acid and their

aldehydes ; besides these we must also reckon benzoic acid and hydride

of benzoyl ; but excepting ammonia and hydrocyanic acid, there are

only very few nitrogenous products, namely, the nitriles of some of the

acids of the butyric acid group.

Some few of these substances are dissolved by the causticfixed alkalies

in such a manner, that they can be again precipitated by acids in a per-

fectly unchanged condition ; but the majority can only be dissolved in a

concentrated alkaline solution, and with the continued application of

heat, by means of which they become perfectly decomposed. Since the

greater number of the bodies belonging to this group contain sulphur in

addition to the ordinary elements of organic substances, the first effect

produced by the action of heated dilute alkaline solutions is the abstrac-

tion of the sulphur by the formation of liver of sulphur and of alkaline

hyposulphites. There is always a development of ammonia, although

this is most considerable when concentrated alkaline solutions are used
;

carbonic and formic acids volatilize with the ammonia, while new bodies

appear in the decoction, having either an acid, or a nitrogenous basic,

or indifferent character, as for instance, leucine, glycine, protide, &c.

If these substances be mixed with alkalies and gently fused, there will

appear a large quantity of cyanide of potassium, leucine, tyrosine, &c,
besides the ordinary products of the dry distillation of nitrogenous sub-

stances.

It is worthy of remark that these substances have the property of

being reduced to the humid condition of putrefaction without any appa-

rent or recognizable agency of other matters, and solely by the influence

of atmospheric agents. While it is proved that other organic substances

admitting of ready decomposition, as, for instance, urea, are not decom-

posed by the atmosphere even under the most favorable conditions, if

they are in a chemically pure condition, the connection of the elementary

molecules of these bodies is so easily disturbed by the most ordinary at-

mospheric influences, that in the presence of water, and at an ordinary

temperature, they begin to decompose in the course of a few hours, or, at

all events, in a day or two. The period during which they can resist

these influences, that is to say, the commencement of decomposition,

depends greatly on the state of cohesion in which the molecules occur.

The substances deposited in comparatively dense and insoluble masses in

the animal tissues, pass far more slowly into a state of putrefaction than

the more finely distributed substances, or those which are dissolved in

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 59, S. 1-32. 2 Ibid. Bd. 64, S 39-100.
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water. The substance of the tendons putrefies less rapidly than cellular

tissue and coagulated albumen, and the latter less rapidly than soluble

albumen. The products of the putrefaction of these substances have not

yet been sufficiently investigated ; but among them are always to be

found carbonate, butyrate, and valerianate of ammonia, sulphide of

ammonium, leucine, and tyrosine.

It is further worthy of observation that all histogenetic substances are

invariably accompanied with fats, alkalies, and salts of lime, from

which it is impossible or very difficult to separate them without decom-

position. It is not improbable that in the majority a portion of these

admixtures is chemically combined with them ; and although but few of

these chemical combinations, as that of casein and phosphate of lime,

admit of actual demonstration, many chemists are disposed to regard a

part of these adhering matters as chemically combined, since the most

ordinary indifferent solvents are unable to separate them, while the more
powerful agents exert a decomposing or at least a metamorphic action

on the main substance ; and this applies more especially to the mineral

substances accompanying these matters. Rose's investigations 1 regarding

the mineral substances, have recently given greater weight to the idea

that they may in part at least be combined in a nonoxidized condition

with nitrogenous bodies, as has long been conjectured, in accordance with

Mulder's views, to be the case with the sulphur, and in part also Avith

the phosphorus of these substances. Rose has advanced very satisfactory

grounds for believing that a portion of the alkalies and alkaline earths

is contained in these matters in a metallic condition, and combined with

radicals containing phosphorus and sulphur. We purpose, however,

reverting to this subject under the head of " the mineral substances of the

animal body."

It may easily be inferred from the above-named properties, that it is

extremely difficult or 'perhaps quite impossible to exhibit these bodies in

a chemically pure condition.

By their not crystallizing, and by their not volatilizing without de-

composition, we are deprived of two most important means of readily

isolating them from other substances ; while the readiness with which

they are decomposed, has hitherto prevented us from ascertaining which

of the above mineral substances are chemically combined, and which are

simply mixed with them. This refers specially to the soluble bodies of

this class, as albumen, casein, &c, none of which have as yet been exhi-

bited in a chemically pure soluble form. We are still more in doubt in

reference to the insoluble substances deposited in the tissues ; for even

if we succeed (which Ave rarely can) in extracting from them all mineral

substances, we yet have no guarantee that there is only one simple,

organic substance deposited in the remaining mass of tissue ; and both

microscopic and microscopico-chemical investigations have rendered it

probable that several chemical substances are mechanically deposited by
the side of one another in many of the animal tissues, as quartz, mica,

and feldspar, occur together in granite, and cellulose and the incrusting

matter, in vegetable cellular tissue. It is often impossible to determine

1 Ber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin. Decbr. 1848, S. 455-462.
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whether, after treating animal tissues with the more powerful solvents,

the dissolved matter was originally only mixed with the undissolved, or

whether it must be regarded as the product of decomposition of a body
having a more complicated composition.

We might perhaps succeed in exhibiting these substances in a chemi-

cally pure condition, and in acquiring a more accurate knowledge of

their chemical constitution, if they could only be united with other sub-

stances in definite proportions, and admitted, if possible, of a single

neutral combination ; but such, unfortunately, in very few instances is

the case. Many, it is true, obviously enter into chemical combination

with alkalies, with the oxides of heavy metals, and even with acids, but

as these combinations are mixed with other bodies and other compounds,

we are hindered from establishing by analysis any definite relation be-

tween any two of these substances. Moreover, putting out of the ques-

tion the alkaline and earthy salts that are blended with them, we find

that no definite conclusions can be formed from the combinations of such

animal matters with oxide of lead ; for this oxide (which, with oxide of

silver, we prefer to the other metallic oxides, since it almost always

forms anhydrous compounds with organic substances, or compounds that

can be readily deprived of their water) is found to combine with these

bodies in more than one proportion ; these compounds are then simulta-

neously formed, and cannot be separated from one another. The analysis

exhibits more or less oxide of lead, according as the neutral compound
is mixed with more or less of the basic compound. Hence we can

readily understand the cause why chemists have succeeded in so few in-

stances in determining with any certainty the saturating capacity and
the atomic weights of these animal substances.

In the arrangement of these bodies we are again compelled to have

recourse to a physiological principle of classification, which is the more
admissible from the circumstance that chemistry here affords us no assis-

tance. Our deficient knowledge regarding the chemical properties of

the bodies included in this class, does not enable us to establish a purely

chemical basis on which to ground their arrangement. But physiology

so far aids us, that it indicates which of these substances are to be re-

garded as original and protogenic in the animal body, and which are to

be regarded as originating from these by a zoo-chemical process, and
constituting their derivatives. The protogens or aborigines of these sub-

stances, which are, in part, found in the embryo, bear so striking a re-

semblance to one another, that chemists have discovered only very slight,

fluctuating, and often merely relative differences between them. We
cannot wonder, therefore, that chemists should have conjectured that

these, which had previously been termed albuminous bodies, possessed

one common radical.

Mulder believed that he had discovered this radical, which, from its

great importance, he designated as protein, whilst he regarded the ordi-

nary albuminous substances as combinations of this protein with sulphur

and phosphorus, or simply with sulphur, and therefore called them pro-

tein-compounds. Although great doubt has recently been thrown on
Mulder's view of protein and its compounds, we yet retain these names
for the sake of facilitating our comprehension and general examination

VOL. i. 19
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of these combinations. We purpose considering the protein-compounds

or albuminous bodies in the first group of histogenetic substances. As,

however, physiological chemistry has shown, with great appearance of

probability, that all other nitrogenous animal substances are derived

from these protein-compounds, we will comprise, under the second group,

all those more generally diffused substances of the animal body, which

may be regarded as proximate or remote derivatives of these compounds.

PROTEIN-COMPOUNDS.

The bodies belonging to this group occur not only in animals, but

also to a certain extent in plants. They were for a long time regarded

as merely different isomeric modifications of one and the same com-

pound ; but subsequently, as already observed, they have been consi-

dered by Mulder to be combinations of one and the same atomic group

with sulphur and phosphorus. The difficulty of solving this question

will be made apparent on comparing the properties of these substances,

and considering the observations already made (at pp. 39-40) on the

determination of the atomic weights. It must rather excite our surprise

that chemists should have hazarded any theory of their composition,

than that nothing positive should as yet have been ascertained regarding

their composition and mutual relations. Although we have the most
accurate analyses of the protein-compounds, it is impossible to form any
decisive conclusion regarding their internal constitution ; for although

the exactness of Mulder's analyses is undoubted, their accuracy must yet

be only commensurate with the present comparatively imperfect state of

analytical chemistry ; that is to say, the empirical results of the analyses

of these bodies do not admit of our deciding with scientific certainty on
their composition. Hence a formula deduced from these analyses must
be simply hypothetical, since several formulae may frequently be derived

with equal correctness from one and the same analysis. In making
choice of one of these formula we must therefore adopt that which ap-

pears to guide us in the best direction, bearing in mind that we have to

deal with hypotheses only, and not with facts.

Keeping this consideration in view, we have, in the following remarks,

adhered to Mulder's recent hypothesis, in accordance with which albu-

minous substances are regarded as combinations of a purely hypothetical

substance, incapable of being exhibited in an isolated form, with different

quantities of sulphamide and phosphamide. We only follow this hypo-
thesis, because from the want of a safer guide, it seems the best adapted

to lead us in our advance through this obscure department.

The following properties are common to all the protein-compounds.
Most of them occur in two conditions, namely in a soluble and an inso-

luble or scarcely soluble state ; in the former condition, we find them
naturally existing in the animal fluids, while they are principally obtained
in the latter form by boiling. The soluble modification forms in a dry
condition a faint yellow, translucent, friable mass, having no smell or pe-
culiar taste ; it dissolves in water, but is insoluble in alcohol and ether

:

it is precipitated by alcohol from the aqueous solution, after which it is
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usually insoluble in water ; the aqueous solution may have either a slightly

alkaline or a slightly acid reaction, which depends, however, more
on the alkali or acid mixed with it than on the substance itself. The
aqueous solution is precipitated by most metallic salts, and the preci-

pitate generally contains the acid and base of the salt employed in

addition to the protein-compound. The greater number cannot be

precipitated from their aqueous solution by alkalies or by most of the

vegetable acids, but they are precipitated by mineral acids (with the ex-

ception of ordinary phosphoric acid) and by the tannic acids.

Most of them are transformed into their insoluble state by boiling,

some by acetic acid, and almost all by the mineral acids ; with the latter

they usually form compounds soluble in pure water but insoluble in

water to which an acid has been added, and incapable of being restored

to the soluble modification by saturating the acid with the base. The
protein-compounds, when precipitated by salts, usually assume the inso-

luble form.

The insoluble compounds, when dried, are white and pulverizable

;

when newly precipitated they are usually of a snow-white color, floccu-

lent or in small clots, or else tough and gelatinous, without taste or smell,

without reaction on vegetable colors, and insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

and all indifferent menstrua ; they are all more or less readily dissolved by
alkalies, from which they can be precipitated by mere neutralization with

acids. They behave very differently towards different acids ; they are

dissolved by concentrated acetic acid and other organic acids, as well as

by ordinary phosphoric acid, and are precipitated from these solutions by

yellow as well as redprussiate ofpotash. They do not dissolve in mode-
rately concentrated mineral acids, although they combine with them, and
these compounds have the property of being insoluble in water to which
an acid has been added, although they dissolve in pure water, after having

first swelled and assumed a gelatinous appearance. They swell in the

same manner in concentrated sulphuric acid, but they assume at the

same time a brownish color, and become decomposed. Their relation to

concentrated nitric and hydrochloric acid is highly characteristic ; the

former acid giving them when heated a deep lemon-colored tint, while

concentrated hydrochloric acid causes them to assume a gradually

increasing intensely blue color when exposed to a moderate warmth and
to a sufficient supply of air. A fluid obtained by the solution of 1 part

of mercury in 2 parts of nitric acid containing 4| equivalents of water,

forms the most delicate test for the protein-compounds (Millon), 1 whether
they are dissolved in a fluid or simply interspersed in a tissue. The
fluid, or the tissue that has been moistened with it, is then heated to

from 60° to 100°, when an intense red color is observed, which does not

disappear either on prolonged boiling or exposure to the atmosphere.

The protein-compounds, when submitted to dry distillation, when
allowed to putrefy, and when decomposed by oxidizing agents, behave
precisely in the manner of the histogenetic substances generally, which
has been already described (pp. 286-287); giving rise to the above-named
products of decomposition, although in different relations of quantity.

All protein-compounds contain sulphur, which can be very readily

' Compt. rend. T. 27, p. 42-44.
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detected in these substances both in their natural state, and "when boiled,

either by heating them with a little alkali on silver foil (when a yellowish-

brown spot of sulphide of silver will be formed), or by boiling their alka-

line solution for some time with strong acids, when sulphuretted hydrogen

will be developed, or with acetate of lead, when sulphide of lead -will be

precipitated. It is, however, worthy of notice that the protein-com-

pounds may contain sulphur under conditions in which its presence cannot

be detected, as Mulder has shown, by the ordinary tests. These were

the bodies which were at one time regarded by Mulder as protein, or the

non-sulphurous constituents of albuminous matters, but he has subse-

quently discovered1 that the substance formerly termed protein contains

sulphur. On treating albuminous substances with a dilute solution of

potash as prescribed for the preparation of this supposed protein, they

lose the property of indicating the presence of sulphur by the ordinary

tests. Mulder endeavors to explain this phenomenon by supposing that

those compounds which yield a sulphur-reaction, contain sulphur com-
bined with amide, and therefore as suljjhamide, H

2
NS ; and further, that

on treating them with potash, 2 atoms of sulphamide, by assimilating

2 atoms of water, are decomposed into ammonia, which escapes, and
also into hyposulphurous acid, which combines with the non-sulphurous

atomic group to form those compounds which yield no sulphur-reaction

on silver-foil. It certainly is true that all these compounds on being

digested with caustic fixed alkalies, develope ammonia, and that those

yielding the sulphur-reaction contain more nitrogen than those which do

not exhibit it. The assumption of the presence of sulphamide in these sub-

stances, must, however, still be regarded as a somewhat hazardous hypo-

thesis, in the first place, because we are as yet wholly unacquainted

with this sulphamide, whether in an isolated or combined state ; secondly,

because a combination of hyposulphurous acid with an organic, scarcely

basic substance, is as unlooked-for a phenomenon, as it should not be
separable by stronger acids from its combination with the protein ; and
lastly, because the hyposulphites yield a most evident sulphur-reaction

when heated with organic substances on silver-foil. Mulder in like

manner assumes that the phosphorus contained in albumen, exists in the

state of phospliamide, H
2
NP, a purely hypothetical body, and totally

different from Gerhardt's phosphamide, whose amide nature is moreover
very doubtful. These are some of the grounds on which we have been
led to regard Mulder's view as a mere scientific fiction. By subtracting

the elements of hyposulphurous acid from the composition of those

albuminous substances which do not yield the sulphur-reaction, and the

elements of sulphamide from those yielding such a reaction, Mulder
obtained a group of atoms of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen,
which in all these compounds exhibited perfectly identical relations, or

only a slight increase of oxygen. This complex atomic group contained
in 100 parts 54-7 of carbon, 6*8 of hydrogen, 14*2 of nitrogen, and
24-3 of oxygen. For this complex group Mulder has calculated the for-

mula C3
6
H

25
N

4O10+2HO, which expresses, according to him, the true

composition of the perfectly non-sulphurous protein.

The sulphur which is not detected by the above-named reactions can
1 Chem. Untersuch. ubers. v. Volcker. H. 2, S. 179-272.
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only be discovered and quantitatively determined by the dry method

;

fusing the dry, organic substance with a mixture of alkaline nitrates and
carbonates or caustic alkalies in a silver crucible till the fused mass be-

comes perfectly white, when the sulphuric acid which has been thus

formed, can be determined from the residual saline mass.

Dana1 has recommended a very good method of detecting the presence

of sulphur in organic matters containing that substance in not very

minute quantity. We make a mixture of carbonate of soda, starch, and
the substance to be tested for sulphur, and heat it by the blow-pipe on a

platinum support ; we then place the fused mass in a watch-glass with a

drop of water, and add a small crystal of the nitroprusside of sodium

discovered by Playfair
;

2
if sulphur be present, that is to say, if sulphide

of sodium be formed, the fluid will assume a splendid purple color ; most

commonly a red tint first appeai-s, which, assuming a shade of blue, be-

comes purple, and finally passes into a very deep azure blue, but even this

is not persistent, for the fluid at last entirely loses all its color.

Since the termination of Mulder's investigations on the protein-sub-

stances, several other views regarding the constitution of complex organic

bodies have been promulgated. We have to a certain extent given up
the older theory of organic radicals (on which Mulder's view is based), and
have turned our views towards the establishment of conjugated com-
pounds, salt-like combinations, and the like. The unexpected discoveries

of the resolution (or cleavage) into other substances of amygdalin (Lie-

big and Wohler), asparagin, salicin, and populin (Piria), the discoveries

of the ammonia-alkaloids (Wurtz), and their theoretical constitution

(Hoffmann and Kolbe), and finally, the observation that many nitroge-

nous bodies when decomposed in various ways, yield special volatile alka-

loids (Anderson, Rochleder, Wertheim, and others) give a certain support

to the view that the protein-substances may have a constitution analogous

to that of these complex bodies, and that there may be contained in them
several proximate constituents conjugated together, or combined in the

manner of salts. Thus, for instance, Wurtz3 obtained methylamine from
casein by treating it with alkalies, and Rochleder4 by decomposing it

with chlorine, and the latter chemist consequently regards methylamine
as one of the proximate constituents of casein. This view seems to gain

support from the remarkable circumstance that there is an albuminous

substance in the blood of carnivorous animals which crystallizes in

prisms, while the corresponding substance in the blood of guinea-pigs

and rats crystallizes in tetrahedra. This obviously points at combinations

of an analogous kind, in which only one different constituent has entered,

which, however, is the cause of the difference in the crystalline form of

the otherwise perfectly analogous body. Thus, for instance, according

to Rochleder's hypothesis, one of these bodies might contain methyla-

mine and the other ethylamine, in combination with the same group of

atoms. We are, however, still deficient in the data which arc requisite

for the further elaboration of such an hypothesis, partly because the

' Chemical Gazette. 1851, p. 459.
2 Philosophical Magazine, 3 Ser. Vol. 36, pp. 197-221, 271-284, and 348-360.
3 Compt. rend. T. 30, p. 9. 4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 73, S. 56.
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protein-bodies have as yet been little investigated in relation to these

views, and partly because their decompositions, in so far as they are yet

known, do not enable us to arrive at any definite conclusions on these

points.

Albumen.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Albumen, the principal representative of the protein-

compounds, is distinguished amongst these bodies by its occurrence in

very different modifications, which are however not to be sought in a

different arrangement of the atoms of this substance, that is to say, in a

polymerism or metamerism, but depend alone on the substances mixed
with it, as alkalies and salts. Hence the albumen of the blood differs in

several points of view, not only from that of the hen's egg, and the

latter from that of a dove's egg, but it is even found that the albumen of

the blood differs in different persons, and that the albumen of the albu-

minous fluids of the same individual does not exhibit precisely similar

reactions. This is one of the causes that has given rise to the various

and frequently contradictory statements abounding in chemical litera-

ture, in reference to the individual properties of albumen. Albumen
obtained indiscriminately from various sources ought, therefore, not to be

employed for qualitative chemical experiments, but we should first obtain

albumen in a state of the greatest possible chemical purity, and we may
then ascertain the modifications experienced in its properties and reac-

tions by the admixture of different substances in different proportions
;

for striking differences are produced in albumen, not merely by the

presence of another body, but by the different proportions in which it

occurs. Scherer 1 and myself2 were the first to investigate the proper-

ties of albumen in this point of view, but although we may have suc-

ceeded in elucidating some few individual points, no perfect and scienti-

fically conclusive results have been attained ; and notwithstanding our

investigations, experiments have been subsequently made on albumen,

containing various admixtures and taken at random from any sources.

We shall in this place limit our remarks to the most important and gene-

ral relations of albumen, lest, by introducing too many details, we should

obscure and confuse our general survey. If even slight admixtures are

capable of modifying the properties of albumen, we may readily com-
prehend how much more powerfully they may be affected by chemical

changes, even if small, in the grouping or arrangement of the atoms.

We know that some kinds of albumen vary in the quantity of sulphur

they contain, and others again in their saturating capacity, but these are

relations which require further investigation for their complete solution.

We purpose adhering to the old classification, and considering albu-

men in its soluble and coagulated states.

Soluble albumen, dried in the air, forms a pale-yellowish, translucent

mass, which may be easily triturated and reduced to a white powder.

' Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 1-65, and Untersuch. zu Pathol. S. 82, ff.

2 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 1, S. 234.
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The specific weight of the albumen of the hen's egg, from which the salts

had not been removed, was found by C. Schmidt1 to be 1*3144; after

calculating for the elimination the salts, the density of pure albumen
was found to be 1-2617. It becomes positively electric by friction, and
is devoid of smell, taste, and reaction on vegetable colors. It swells in

water, assuming a gelatinous appearance, does not dissolve freely in

pure water, but very readily in water containing chloride of sodium or

any alkaline salt. It is insoluble in alcohol and ether.

After being dried in vacuo, or at a temperature below 50°, it can be

heated to 100° without passing into the insoluble condition ; the aqueous

solution, however, becomes turbid at 60°, coagulates perfectly at 63°,

and separates in flakes at 75°. When excessively diluted, no turbidity

can be perceived below 90°, and coagula will only separate after it has

been boiled for a considerable time. Panum2 has contributed many im-

portant facts to our knowledge of the albuminous bodies and of their

various reactions, and he has done much to correct our views regarding

the coagulation of albumen and of similar matters by heat. He has

especially shown, by numerous and very careful experiments, the in-

fluence exerted by the presence of salts or small quantities of acids on
the separation of the protein-bodies at high temperatures. He found,

for instance, that as a general rule, the temperature at which precipita-

tion takes place is low in proportion to the amount of salt that has been

added, and that the quantity of acid which is requisite to produce a per-

manent precipitation at the same temperature, is inversely proportional

to the quantity of salt that has been added to the solution of albumen.

Panum thinks that he is justified, from these and similar experiments,

in considering all our previous ideas of coagulation as " confused ;" but

this conclusion is most distinctly to be drawn from his experiments,

namely, that we must very carefully distinguish precipitated albumen
from coagulated albumen. It appears, from my observations, that alco-

hol acts in relation to the precipitation and coagulation of albuminous

matters in the same manner as the salts in Panum's experiments. By
the gradual addition of alcohol we can depress the coagulating point of

the fluid step by step, till we arrive at a point where the albuminous
substance is precipitated, although not coagulated ; and then, if not

soluble in water, it still dissolves in solutions of the neutral salts of the

alkalies. As to what actually takes place in coagulation in those cases

in which albuminous substances, under the influence of a high tempera-

ture, lose many of their other properties simultaneously with their solu-

bility, we are perfectly ignorant, and Panum's experiments have thrown
no light on this point.

Albumen may be precipitated from an aqueous solution by diluted

alcohol ; the precipitate, however, is not coagulated ; but when a large

quantity of strong alcohol is added, it is converted into the insoluble or

coagulated form. It behaves very differently towards ether free from
spirit ; it is generally asserted that the albumen of the serum of blood

is not coagulated, while that of eggs, on the other hand, is coagulated

1 Ann d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 156-167.
2 Arch. f. Path. Anat. Bd. 4, S. 17.
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by ether ; but as this observation is not constant, this supposed varia-

tion may be dependent on the degree of concentration of the albuminous

solution.

Fatty and volatile oils neither dissolve nor coagulate albumen. It is

coagulated by creosote and aniline.

Albumen is converted into the insoluble state by most acids, but it is

not precipitated by the mineral acids (except by tribasic phosphoric

acid) unless when they are added in excess. The organic acids, with

the exception of the tannic acids, do not precipitate albumen. Panum
has also made some very interesting experiments on this point (the

effect of acids on albumen), from which it appears that albuminous

matters undergo essential changes even by acetic and ordinary phos-

phoric acids, so that it is not improbable that these acids, acting cataly-

tically, may decompose the albumen into two new bodies. It does not

appear from Panum's experiments that these acids enter into a definite

combination with the albumen. One of the bodies arising from the

action of acetic or phosphoric acid, namely acid albumen, is distin-

guished from the original albumen by its insolubility in concentrated

solutions of neutral salts of the alkalies, and by its solubility in water.

Alkalies do not precipitate albumen, but they convert it into the in-

soluble modification.

The greater number of the metallic salts precipitate albumen ; the

precipitate containing either a combination of a basic salt with albumen,

or a mixture of two compounds, one of which consists of the acid of the

salt and albumen, and the other of the base of the salt and albumen.

The albumen generally passes into the insoluble state in these combi-

nations.

Albumen is not usually found isolated in solution in the normal animal

fluids, but in combination with a small proportion of alkali, whose quan-

tity does not admit of exact determination on account of the salts which
are also mixed with the albumen. In some experiments conducted by
myself on the albumen of hens' eggs, I found that 1*58 parts of soda

were directly combined with 100 parts of albumen, calculated as devoid

of salts. This albumen has a slightly alkaline reaction, is more readily

soluble in water than pure albumen, from which it differs mainly in the

form in which it coagulates when the aqueous solution is heated (Scherer)

;

for it does not separate in flakes like pure albumen, but forms a white,

almost gelatinous mass, or simply gives rise, if the fluid is more or less

diluted, to a milky or only whitish opalescent turbidity. The alkaline

reaction of the fluid is more strongly marked after boiling, which proves

that at least a portion of the alkali must be separated from the albumen
on its coagulation. The liberated alkali combines with a small portion

of the albumen to form albuminate of soda, which remains dissolved.

This albumen, separated by coagulation, passes, however, in part, through
the filter, and very soon clogs its pores. On saturating the solution of
albuminate of soda with acetic acid, or some other organic acid, it will

coagulate on being heated, like pure albumen, into flakes that may be
readily collected on the filter. An albuminous solution, after being
thus neutralized, is rendered turbid when diluted with a large quantity

of water (about twenty times its own volume) ; a large portion of the
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albumen, poor in salts and free from an alkali, being precipitated from
the solution.

This phenomenon is dependent upon the circumstance that the albu-

men, freed from the alkali by acetic acid, is held in solution by the salts,

which, however, when strongly diluted, lose their solvent power, and
cause the gradual separation of the albumen.
On treating this albuminate of soda with dilute alcohol, there is a

precipitation of albumen free from alkali and poor in salts ; whilst

another portion combined with more alkali, remains in solution and
represents the true albuminate of soda, which we are now going to con-

sider. This precipitate dissolves only slightly in pure water, but readily

in aqueous saline solutions.

A further addition of alkali to the normal albumen contained in the

animal fluids gives rise to an essential difference in its properties. When
the solution has been highly concentrated, it yields, on being heated, a

translucent jelly, almost insoluble in water, and containing, according to

my observations, 4-69 parts of potash or 3-14 of soda to 100 parts of

albumen free from salts. On diluting the solution with water, it no
longer yields this colorless jelly or any precipitate whatever, on being

heated. The albumen, even appears entirely to have lost its coagula-

bility, but such is not the case, for when treated with an excess of alkali,

it becomes converted into the coagulated state even without the applica-

tion of heat ; for if the solution be neutralized with some acid that does

not ordinarily precipitate albumen (as acetic acid, tartaric acid, or

tribasic phosphoric acid), albumen is separated in a coagulated state.

The solution of this true alkaline albuminate is distinguished by the

circumstance that, on boiling, numerous vesicles are formed at the

bottom of the vessel, which adhere so tenaciously, as to impart a brown
color to this organic substance in process of formation ; its surface also

becomes covered on evaporation with a transparent film of coagulated

albumen (Scherer), which has frequently caused this albuminate of soda

in the animal fluids to be mistaken for casein. This alkaline solution

yields, however, on boiling, a perfect coagulum in the form of flakes or

masses, if any neutral alkaline salt (such as sulphate of soda, chloride

of sodium, or hydrochlorate of ammonia), either in the form of a satu-

rated solution, or in the dry state, has been added to it, previously to

its being boiled.

Acids and metallic salts behave to these alkaline solutions of albumen,

nearly in the same way as to those of pure albumen ; but the quantity

of the metallic salt which is added, often induces modifications, the

newly formed albuminates being in some cases soluble, and in others

insoluble in an excess of the metallic salt, or of the albuminate of soda.

The greater number of these compounds are, however, soluble in alkalies.

On passing a current of carbonic acid through a solution of an albu-

minous body, as, for instance, through the serum of the blood, white of

egg dissolved in water, or a solution of the crystalline lens, a greater or

lesser portion of the albuminous matter is always separated.

Panum regards this substance as casein, but milk-casein possesses this

property in only the slightest degree. Melsens has made this observa-

tion on the white of egg, and, on instituting a microscopic investigation
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in union with Gluge, observed membranous matters, and hence he gave

to this substance the name of "tissu cellulaire artificiel." I have

treated all the known protein-bodies with carbonic acid, but never found

that the precipitate, when examined under the microscope, presented

any peculiarity ; it certainly never had the slightest resemblance to any

organic substance or to connective tissue. Moreover, Harting 1 has

been at the pains of exposing the error into which Gluge and Melsens

have fallen.

Organic acids added in excess to albuminous solutions, behave in the

same manner as alkalies added in excess, causing the albumen to remain

dissolved on boiling ; if, however, neutral alkaline salts, such as sulphate

of soda, chloride of sodium, or hydrochlorate of ammonia, be added to

these solutions, the albumen separates on boiling into flakes or clots.

Further, these acid solutions on being evaporated are covered with a

membrane similar to that which is formed by casein in acid or alkaline

milk.

Coagulated or boiled albumen possesses all the properties which we
have already noticed as exhibited by the insoluble protein-compounds in

general. We will, therefore, simply observe that the albumen in its

transition from the soluble to the insoluble state, loses a portion of its

sulphur ; for sulphuretted hydrogen is developed in appreciable quan-

tity : with acids it enters into combinations that are insoluble in water

containing acids, but swell and assume a gelatinous form in pure water,

before undergoing solution in it. It may be so perfectly combined with

caustic alkalies, as to cause their alkaline reaction entirely to disappear.

When heated with concentrated hydrochloric acid it dissolves and
assumes a blue color, which inclines more to purple than is the case with

any other of the protein-compounds. If albumen be boiled for a long

time in Avater, atmospheric air being not excluded, it gradually dissolves,

forming a non-gelatinizing fluid, which contains Mulder's2 teroxide of

protein. Finally, albumen when treated with strong oxidizing agents,

as, for instance, chromate of potash and sulphuric acid, or binoxide of

manganese and sulphuric acid, yields more acetic acid, benzoic acid, and
hydride of benzoyl, and less valerianic acid, than the other protein-

compounds.

Composition.—Albumen, after being coagulated and extracted with

water, alcohol, and ether, has been so repeatedly analyzed, that we shall

rest satisfied with giving the mean results of five analyses made by
Scherer,3 and subjoining an analysis recently made by Mulder,4 and re-

garded by him as the most exact.

Scherer. Mulder. Ruling.

Carbon, .
' 54883 53-5 53-4

Hydrogen, . 7-035 70 70
Nitrogen, 15-675 15-5

Oxygen, \ 22
Sulphur, I 22-365 1-6

Phosphorus, J 0-4

100000 1000
1 Nederl. Lancet. Sept. 1851.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 47, S. 300, and Bullet, de Neerlande, 1839, p 404.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 36. 4 Scheik. Onderz. D. 3, p. 385.
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Riiling1 found in the albumen of the blood-serum (after subtracting

the ash, in accordance with the mean of several experiments) 1-325$ of

sulphur, and in that of hens' eggs, 1"748$, while Mulder found on an

average only l-3§ in the former, and 1-6° in the latter. Albumen
always retains chloride of sodium with so much tenacity, that it is almost

impossible to separate it by washing. The quantity of phosphate of

lime which it contains is very remarkable, for, although variable, it

usually amounts to about 1-6$. Mulder found from its combination with

oxide of lead, that the atomic weight of albumen is 22483-9, while from
the oxide of silver compound, he calculated it at 22190-2. For the

reasons already advanced (at p. 288), we are as yet unable to establish

an empirical formula for albumen ; but Mulder calculates, according to

the above hypothesis, that the albumen of eggs is composed of 96-2§ of

protein, 3-2$ of sulphamide, and 0-6g of phosphamide ; and deduces

from these numbers the very hypothetical formula, 20(C36
H

25
N

t
O 10

.

2HO)+8H
2
NS+H

2
NP.

Products of the metamorphosis of albumen.—The idea has long been
entertained that the best method of deducing a formula for the compo-
sition of the protein-bodies, is from the study of their products of de-

composition, and this view has given rise to that series of splendid

investigations which have emanated from the laboratories of Liebig and
of Mulder. The discovery of tyrosine by Liebig, and the decomposi-

tion of the protein-bodies by oxidizing agents, as illustrated by the

investigations of Guckelberger and Schlieper, may be quoted as amongst

the results which have sprung from this idea. But none of these inves-

tigations have led us to the goal which we had in view, since, for the

most part, they only made us acquainted with the more remote products

of decomposition. Mulder, however, in his search after a radical, has

established several proximate products of metamorphosis, although he

was unsuccessful in the attainment of his proposed object. Scherer,

who was one of the first to submit the different protein-bodies to careful

elementary analysis, instituted further investigations regarding their

qualitative analogies and differences, and always sought to trace the

proximate forms of metamorphosis of the protein-bodies, both as they

occur naturally in healthy or diseased organisms, in special organs, or

in the blood, and as they are artificially formed by the action of the less

powerful reagents. Although, as yet, we have attained to no certain

conclusion, or, indeed, to any conclusion whatever, we believe that this

is the only course which can lead us to clearer views. If the discovery

of the crystallizability of one of these substances has afforded us the

means of obtaining it in a purer state than formerly, the analyses which

I have hitherto instituted of the substance of the different crystalline

forms have yielded us no definite distinction ; hence we can here only

refer to those products of the metamorphosis of the protein-bodies which

may be considered as proximate products of their decomposition. The
first of these which requires notice is albumen-protein.

Combinations.—Albumen-protein contains, according to Mulder, 53*7o
of carbon, 7*0g of hydrogen, 14*2g of nitrogen, 23-5g of oxygen, and
1*6$ of sulphur. He prepares it by dissolving pure coagulated albumen

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 310.
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in a solution containing from 2 o th to 430th of caustic potash, and ex-

posing it for the space of an hour to a temperature of from GO to 80°.

The presence of sulphide of potassium in the solution, may then be

proved by the ordinary reagents. If Ave were at once to neutralize the

fluid with acetic acid, there would be a danger that the precipitate would

contain an admixture of sulphur, since, in addition to the sulphide of

potassium, the fluid must also contain hyposulphite of potash, which on

the addition of an acid, deposits sulphur, and forms sulphurous acid
;

this sulphurous acid again, as is well known, yields sulphur with the

sulphuretted hydrogen which is developed ; hence the fluid must be ex-

posed to the air, and at the same time, frequently stirred till it ceases to

yield any further indication of the presence of sulphide of potassium
;

then, and not till then, we may precipitate the desired body by acetic

acid.

When newly precipitated, albumen-protein is of a snow-white color,

and in the form of minute flakes ; when dried, it assumes a pale yellow

tint, is hard and brittle, swells in water into a jelly, but is insoluble in

that fluid as well as in all indifferent menstrua, and for the rest behaves

like coagulated albumen, with this exception only, that after the treat-

ment with potash, it yields no indication of the presence of sulphur,

either with the salts of lead or on silver foil.

Paralbumen is an albuminous substance discovered by Scherer, 1 who
met with it on several occasions in the contents of ovarian cysts. It is

precipitated from the watery solution by alcohol in granular flakes

;

these, however, again dissolve in water at 35° in the course of a few
hours, and give the same reactions as the body in its previous state of

solution. The aqueous solution is rendered only slightly turbid by boil-

ing, but thick flakes are deposited if acetic acid be then added, although

this acid is altogether devoid of action in the cold solution. Nitric acid

induces a considerable precipitate in the ordinary solution, while hydro-

chloric acid, on the other hand, only gives rise to a slight turbidity, even

when added in large quantity. Ferrocyanide of potassium, chromic
acid, bichloride of mercury, basic acetate of lead, and tannic acid, throw
down abundant precipitates.

Metalbumen is the name applied by Scherer2 to another substance

which he found in a dropsical fluid. Like the preceding substance, it is

also precipitable from its watery solution by alcohol, and is again soluble

in water ; it is, however, not precipitable by acetic acid or ferrocyanide

of potassium ; moreover, on boiling the solution after the addition of

acetic acid, there is a mere turbidity and no precipitate.

Similar substances have also been found in the urine in morbid states,

especially in Bright's disease, and have received various names.
Mialhe and Pressat3 believe that they have succeeded in tracing albu-

men through certain successive metamorphoses ; they do not, however,
base their views on satisfactory chemico-expcrimental evidence. Accord-
ing to them, normal physiological albumen exists in the fluids in a
molecular state, and hence, not being actually dissolved, is not amenable

1 Verhandl. d. phys -med. Ges. zu. Wiirzburg. Bd. 2, S. 214.
2 Ibid. Bd. 2, p. 278. s Compt. rend. T. 33, p. 450.
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to the laws of endosmosis ; it is, moreover, characterized by its coagula-

bility by heat and by the insolubility of the precipitate produced by
nitric acid in an excess of the acid. Its first stage of metamorphosis is

represented by the amorphous casein-like albumen which is produced

by the action of the gastric juice ; this is endosmotic, but not assimilable,

and is imperfectly precipitated by heat and nitric acid ; the precipitate

induced by the latter is soluble in an excess of the acid. They apply

the term albuminose to the endosmotic and assimilable substance, which
is finally produced by the action of the gastric juice on the albumen.

Mialhe' maintains (without any additional evidence) that the substance

precipitable by alcohol but again soluble in water, which Verdeil and
Dollfuss2 found in the normal blood of the ox and called albumen, is

identical with this albuminose. Mialhe3 has, however, the merit, not-

withstanding many errors, of being the first closely to study the

changes which the albuminous matters undergo during gastric digestion.

The acid albumen of Panum which has been already mentioned in p.

296, appears, from his subsequent and more carefully conducted experi-

ments, to be likewise a product of the metamorphosis or cleavage of the

protein-body under the action of acids. This substance, which has also

been examined, although less accurately, by Melsens, is formed not

only from the albumen of the blood and of white of egg, but also from

fibrin and other protein-bodies ; thus, for instance, I have seen it

obtained from the crystallizable protein-substances. According to

Panum, the body precipitated by acetic acid from the albuminous solu-

tions saturated with salt, possesses the following properties : when freshly

precipitated it forms white flakes, which again dissolve very freely in

pure water ; they soon, however, lose this solubility on being dried, and
especially on being exposed to the air, and likewise on being heated in

saline solutions ; on the other hand, their solution in water free from
salt, is not rendered turbid by the application of heat. We must here

notice the remarkable circumstance, that when a comparatively large

quantity of salt is in solution with the substance, a comparatively slight

heat is required for the separation of the latter, and, conversely, that

when less salt is present, a higher temperature is requisite to effect the

precipitation. This substance does not exhibit an altogether uniform

behavior towards alcohol or towards metallic salts. Panum's analyses

of this body, show that neither the acid which is added, nor the salt,

exists in it in a state of chemical combination. Sulphur and phosphorus

occur in far less quantity than in the original albumen.

Laskowski4 obtained from albumen, and likewise from fibrin and casein,

on treating them with a dilute solution of potash and afterwards with

acetic acid, a product which closely resembled these substances, except

that it was soluble in alcohol.

Preparation.—We have already shown that soluble albumen cannot

be obtained perfectly free from mineral constituents. The soluble

modification may be obtained in the greatest purity by neutralizing

serum or the white of egg dissolved in water with a little acetic acid,

1 Comp. rend. Vol. 34, p. 745. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 74, S. 218.
3 Journ. de Pharm. et de Chim. 3 Ser. T. 10, p. 161-167.
* Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 160.
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and extracting with from 20 to 30 times the quantity of distilled water,

or with dilute spirit. It is, however, usually prepared by evaporating

the serum of the blood, or the white of egg in platinum vessels, either

in vacuo or at a temperature not exceeding 50°, pulverizing the yellow

residue, and extracting it with ether, and finally Avith alcohol.

Coagulated albumen is obtained in a perfectly pure state by washing

the precipitate yielded on the addition of hydrochloric acid to solutions

of white of egg, with dilute hydrochloric acid, in order to remove the

salts, and especially the phosphate of lime ; by dissolving the hydro-

chlorate of albumen in pure water, and precipitating it with carbonate

of ammonia. The precipitate is then dried, pulverized, and freed from

fat by boiling alcohol and ether.

"YVurtz * obtained a soluble albumen which, however, contained acetic

acid, by treating the albumen of hens' eggs with basic acetate of lead,

and removing the lead from the albumen by means of carbonic acid and

sulphuretted hydrogen. This albumen reddens litmus.

Hruschauer 3 likewise obtained an albumen that reddened litmus by
precipitating albumen with sulphuric acid. After being washed for a

period of six weeks it reddened litmus ; it was, however, free from

sulphuric acid.

Tests.—The presence of albumen is in general very easily shown,

since the coagulability of a fluid by heat is usually regarded as a proof

of its presence ; but when we consider that several other substances (to

be treated of in the sequel) likewise coagulate when boiled, we must not

adopt this property of albumen as the sole means of its recognition, since,

as has already been noticed, albumen under some relations either does

not coagulate, or presents a scarcely perceptible turbidity. We have

already indicated the methods by which the presence of albumen may be

detected in very acid or very alkaline fluids ; we either neutralize the

fluid, or we treat it with a strongly saturated solution of hydrochlo-

rate of ammonia, and then boil it. Many methods were formerly recom-

mended for indicating the presence of albumen, especially when occur-

ring only in very small quantities, among which we may particularly

notice nitric acid, corrosive sublimate, bi-chromate of potash to which a

small quantity of sulphuric acid has been added, and tannic acid ; but

these methods were only of value when applied in addition to the coagu-

lation test, since the greater number of the protein-compounds are pre-

cipitated by them ; they are, therefore, only regarded as conclusive when
they yield reactions in a fluid in which no other protein-compound but

albumen is generally found. Thus, for instance, when urine coagulates

on being heated, and is likewise precipitated by nitric acid, corrosive

sublimate, chromic acid, and other means, we entertain no doubt of the

presence of albumen, although these tests yield the same reactions with

most of the other protein-compounds. As, however, all these reagents

collectively yield only a relative proof of the presence of albumen, we
can trust but little to the evidence afforded by the mere coagulation of a
fluid by heating, since animal fluids, as for instance urine, not unfre-

quently deposit, on heating, a dense, amorphous precipitate, showing no
trace of albumen, and consisting only of phosphates. This is often the

1 Compt. rend. T. 18, p. 700. * Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 46, S. 348.
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case when the urine is very slightly acid, but the precipitate may be dis-

tinguished from coagulated albumen by the addition of a mineral acid,

which readily dissolves the earths, or by acidulating the urine, before

boiling, with a little acetic acid, when no precipitate will any longer be

obtained by boiling, if its presence were dependent on the earthy salts

of the urine.

In testing animal fluids, and especially those of "a pathological nature,

we must particularly observe the form in which the albumen coagulates,

for on this, as has already been observed, numerous other relations

depend ; thus, a flocculent coagulum that admitted readily of being col-

lected on the filter, would show that the albumen is not combined with

an alkali, and that the latter must have been extracted from it by an

acid, since, in the normal state all the albuminous fluids of the body

contain albumen in combination with an alkali, and coagulate like milk,

or in a white, opaque jelly. Again, if, on evaporation, an animal fluid

from which the albumen has previously been removed by boiling, become
covered with a thin, colorless membrane, we have no right to conclude,

as is so frequently assumed, that casein is present, but simply that the

fluid still contains sufficient alkali to prevent the ordinary coagulation of

the albumen, and, in short, that although a portion of the albumen may
have been removed by boiling, the fluid yet contains the so-called albu-

minate of soda or potash.

Morbid blood and exudations frequently contain pure albumen that

has been dissolved merely by salts ; from these fluids the greatest part

of the albumen may be precipitated by dilution with large quantities of

distilled water, first as a milky turbidity, and finally in flakes, as was
first shown by Scherer.

In the determination of albumen it must always be recollected that we
are unable to distinguish it from the similar protein-compounds with that

scientific accuracy with which we are able to recognize most other organic

substances. We may, indeed, indicate the differences presented by the

individual reactions in similar substances; but albumen unfortunately

occurs in several modifications, sometimes resembling one and sometimes

another protein-compound, while neither the determination of the satu-

rating capacity nor the elementary analyses of these bodies present any
marked differences. Our determination of the albumen in an animal

fluid must therefore at best exhibit only a relative certainty, and this is

specially the case where we attempt to discover coagulated albumen

;

fortunately, however, it rarely or never occurs in this condition in the

animal organism ; and from what has already been said (at p. 290) in

relation to the properties common to the coagulated protein-compounds,

it must be apparent that in the present state of science it is useless to

attempt drawing distinctions between them. Since the determination of

the atomic weight and the elementary analysis are here unable to throw

any light on the subject, we might be disposed to take the quantity of

sulphur contained in a substance known to be a protein-compound (see

p. 291) as a means of ascertaining its identity with coagulated albumen,

fibrin, casein, &c, but it unfortunately happens that the quantity of

sulphur contained in one and the same body, as for instance in albumen,

is not constant. "We must for the present relinquish all hope of distin-
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guishing from one another the different coagulated protein-compounds of

the animal body, and hence it is utterly absurd to inquire whether it be

coagulated fibrin or albumen that exists in tubercles or in carcinoma

;

and yet this is a point -which many adherents of the pathologico-anato-

mical school believe that they have satisfactorily settled without the aid

of chemistry.

The method usually recommended for the quantitative determination

of albumen in the animal fluids is simply to coagulate it by heat, to

collect it on a filter, and to dry and weigh it. At the first glance this

method seems to be highly practical, but as soon as we attempt to pro-

secute it, we find our course impeded by unexpected difficulties, unless

we would rest content with such deficient and inexact analyses as unfor-

tunately are too common in pathological chemistry. In the first place,

it should be observed that the albumen commonly contained in slightly

alkaline animal fluids cannot be regarded as capable of being collected

on a filter after its coagulation; for while, on the one hand, some portion

always passes through the filter in consequence of its gelatinous or milky

character, the filter becomes on the other hand so quickly clogged with

the coagulated albumen as to preclude the possibility of washing it out;

or the fluid passes so slowly through the filter, that the albumen has time

to putrefy. Those who suppose that these evils can be remedied by the

use of linen or woollen materials as a filter, can have no idea of the

degree of exactness required in a chemical analysis ; and we cannot

refrain from observing that the greater number of analyses of animal

albuminous fluids have been conducted in this manner, without any refe-

rence being made to these difficulties. Scherer is the only chemist who
has directed attention to these obstacles in the way of an exact determi-

nation of the albumen, and given instructions regarding the manner in

which they may be avoided. In order to determine with exactness the

quantity of albumen in a weak alkaline fluid, we must neutralize or

slightly acidulate it with dilute acetic acid previously to coagulating it

;

on the application of heat, the albumen will then coagulate in flakes, and
may be both perfectly and rapidly collected on the filter, through which
the fluid will pass in a state of perfect clearness. By this method another

error incident to the ordinary mode of determining albumen is avoided,

for as we have already observed, some alkali is always liberated on boil-

ing any normal albuminous fluid, the fluid exhibiting a stronger alkaline

reaction than it did before the boiling. This alkali forms, with a small

quantity of albumen, the so-called alkaline albuminate, which, notwith-

standing the boiling, remains perfectly dissolved. A portion of albumen
must therefore be lost in the ordinary method, even when the coagulated

albumen can be collected on a filter, for, as already observed, some of

the albumen actually passes through the filter in a dissolved form.

Scherer's method entirely obviates this cause of error ; care must, how-
ever, be taken not to run into an opposite extreme in treating the albumen
with too large a quantity of acetic acid, which would equally occasion a
loss of the albumen by its solution in that fluid, and its consequent
passage through the filter. Hydrochlorate of ammonia may be employed
instead of acetic acid, but in this case a longer boiling is requisite, in

order completely to precipitate the albumen from the fluid, and to render
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it capable of being collected on a filter. It depends entirely on the other

steps of the analysis whether acetic acid or carbonate of ammonia be the

best suited for the purpose.

Becquerel has recently employed an optical apparatus for the quanti-

tative determination of the albumen in animal fluids, having availed him-

self of the discovery made by Biot and Bouchardat, that a ray of polar-

ized light is deflected by albumen in the same manner as by sugar. The
plane of polarization of the light is turned towards the left ; according

to Becquerel, the degree of this deviation is proportional to the quantity

of albumen that is present : the rotary power is 37° 36'; each minute

corresponds to 0480 of a gramme, and each degree to 10-800 grammes.
It would appear from certain counter-experiments made by Becquerel,

that this method is very trustworthy.

This is, perhaps, the most fitting place for drawing attention to a point

of the greatest importance in the quantitative analysis of animal fluids,

as well as of organic parts; we allude to the manner of thoroughly

drying substances to be weighed. The thorough drying of animal sub-

stances which are in themselves hygroscopic, or which contain admix-

tures of protein-compounds, extractive matters, &c, is by no means so

easy as that of already dry substances, which, in order to be submitted

to elementary analysis, have been exhibited in a perfectly pure state,

and have been reduced to a pulverized condition before weighing. It is

obvious that desiccation must be effected with the same care as for an
analysis with the combustion-tube, if we would not injure the result of

the whole analysis; but the circumstance that the substances must here

be weighed on filters (whose weight in a dry condition must be predeter-

mined, and which are, moreover, hygroscopic), and that the substances

to be weighed cannot be pulverized beforehand, very much increases the

difficulty of our forming accurate determinations. Animal substances

mostly form horn-like masses on heating, and become covered during

desiccation by a crust of dry matter, which is impervious to the water

contained in the interior ; hence it is frequently impossible to remove
all the water contained in such substances without exposing them to a

high temperature in vacuo and employing sulphuric acid. We must
therefore, when it is possible, simultaneously employ high temperatures,

air-pumps, and hygroscopic bodies. As analytical chemistry indicates

the numerous methods in which these three agents for the removal of

water may be employed, we will here simply observe that the two fol-

lowing methods appear to us to constitute the most expeditious means of

attaining a perfect desiccation. We either heat a small and convenient

sand-bath under the receiver of the air-pump to about 110°, and then

place upon it the watch-glass or vessel on which the substance to be

dried, together with its filter, has already been laid, and then place the

sand-bath with the substance under the air-pump over sulphuric acid,

and form a vacuum; or we place the substance to be weighed, together

with its filter, in a weighed test-glass, which is surrounded by hot sand,

and connected with a hand air-pump provided with a chloride of calcium

tube, and the air is then abstracted exactly as in the manner directed

by Liebig 1 in preparing bodies for elementary analyses. In either- case

1 HandwOrterb. d. Chemie. Bd. 1, S. 3G0.

vol. i. 20
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the desiccation should be continued as long as the substance is found to

experience any loss of weight on being weighed. If the air-pump be

dispensed with, and the drying be conducted solely by means of heat, as,

for instance, by Rammelsberg's 1 or Liebig's 2 admirable air-bath, the

temperature must first be raised to 110° or 115°, and the substance

then allowed to cool in vacuo, for if this precaution were not adopted,

the filter and the animal substance would, during their cooling, abstract

water from the air, and thus increase in weight. The method proposed

by Becquerel and Rodier for weighing substances, while still hot, seems

even less to be relied on : for it is well known that by the heating of

one of the scales of the balance, the rising current of air renders the

substance to be weighed apparently lighter, and analytical chemistry

shows us that hygroscopic substances, after being dried at a high tem-

perature, must be cooled in a closed space over sulphuric acid before

their weight can be ascertained with certainty. It is therefore here

even more necessaiy than in the preceding method to repeat the process

of weighing, until it yield a constant result.

When we consider that all the results of the analysis of organic bodies

are entirely dependent on the completeness of the drying process, it is

obvious that we can attach very little certainty to many of the published

analyses of pathological products. Becquerel and Rodier, who, next

to Scherer, have undoubtedly instituted the best analyses of morbid
blood, deem it necessary to observe, as something worthy of special

notice, that they have devoted the same attention to the quantitative

analysis of the blood that is required for an elementary analysis

;

although we do not see any reason why less exactness is allowable in

the far less controllable analyses of animal fluids, than in elementary

analyses. In every analysis, but especially in organic analyses, the

utmost care is demanded on the part of the experimenter ; and where
this is not afforded, the labor will result in nothing better than a loss of

time and trouble, and a detriment to science. Indeed most of the

analyses made in the department of pathological chemistry have been
conducted by chemical dilettanti, who deluded themselves with the false

idea that they were enriching science, and contributing to the establish-

ment of exact medicine by their approximative estimates. It were better

for the cause of science, had it never been weighed down by the un-

profitable and crude burden of these analyses.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Albumen occurs in all those animal substances which
supply the whole body, or individual parts of it, with the materials

necessary for nutrition and the renovation of effete matters. Hence
albumen is a principal constituent of the blood, the lymph, and chyle,

as well as of all serous fluids. It also occurs in the fluids of the cellular

tissue, in the white of egg, in the Graafian vesicles, &c. It is especially
worthy of notice, however, that it is only in the uncoagulated state that
albumen is found in these parts ; for, as we have already observed, it would

1 Anleit. zur quant, min. Analyse. S. 50. 2 Anleit. zur quant, cbem. Analyse. S. 37.
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be an impossibility, scientifically considered, to distinguish coagulated

albumen from other insoluble protein-compounds in the animal body.

As we purpose in the second volume entering fully into the quantita-

tive relations of the albumen in the blood, it will be sufficient here to

observe, that the recent investigations of Becquerel and Rodier, 1 with

the older ones of Lecanu,2 Denis, 3 Simon, Nasse, and others, are tolera-

bly agreed in stating that the quantity of albumen in normal blood fluc-

tuates between 6-3 and 7*1§, and in normal blood-serum between 7*9 and
9*8g ; Scherer's4

is undoubtedly the best method that has yet been
proposed for the analysis of the blood, which, according to his results,

contains in healthy men from 6-3 to 7 ,0°
)
of albumen. Nasse5 and Pog-

giale6 found on an average less albumen in the blood of most animals

than in that of man, the highest quantity being 6*7-2. The blood of

men appears from the concurrent observations of experimentalists to

contain rather less albumen than that of women.
The chyle contains less albumen than the blood, but the quantity is

variable, as may readily be conjectured from the nature of this fluid

;

according to Nasse7
it averages from 3 to 6g.

Marchand and Colberg8 found only 0-434°, of albumen in human
lymph, while in that of horses Nasse9 found only 0391°, including some
fibrin, and Schlossberger and Geiger10 only 0*62°.

The white of hens' eggs contains, according to Berzelius, 11 from 12 to

13*8g of albumen.

The serous fluids of the animal body, physiological as well as patho-

logical, contain much less albumen than the serum of the blood, as

indeed might be inferred d priori from their density ; they are however
never wholly free from it.

The animal tissues are almost all surrounded by albuminous fluid ; but

the large quantity of albumen found in many of these tissues depends

upon the numerous capillaries by which they are intersected; as we
specially observe in such organs as the liver, kidneys, brain, and muscles.

In the normal condition no albumen seems to pass into the secretions,

as for instance the saliva, gastric juice, bile, mucus, &c, for although

they do indeed exhibit traces of protein-compounds, these latter differ

from ordinary albumen. The pancreatic juice contains, however, in its

normal state a substance extremely similar to albumen, which coagulates

on being heated, and perfectly solidifies the fluid (as in the white of

hens' eggs). This substance may, however, occur in any of these fluids

in morbid conditions of the secreting organ ; and Jul. Vogel 12 has espe-

cially shown that the mucous membranes may secrete albumen in addi-

tion to the ordinary mucus-corpuscles, when abnormally excited
;
(hence

the presence of albumen in a fluid resembling pus is no evidence of the

presence of true pus, or rather of a suppurating surface.)

Bernard 13 found that the albuminous substance of the pancreatic juice

•Gaz. me'd. 3 Ser. T. 1, p. 503, &c. 2 Etudes cliim. sur le sang hum. Paris, 1837.
3 Arch. gen. de He'd. 3 Ser. T. 1, p. 171. 4 Haeser's Archiv. Bd. 10, S. 191.
5 Journ. f. pr. Chem. Bd. 28, S. 146. 6 Compt. rend. T. 25, pp. 198-201.
7 Handworterb. d. Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 233. 8 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 43, S. 625-628.
9 Simon's Beitr. z. phys. u. pathol. Chem. Bd. 1, S. 449-455.
10 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 5, S. 391-396. » Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 650.
12 Untersuch. lib. Eiter, Eiterung u. s. w. Erlangen. S. 75.
13 Arch. g6n. de Me'd. 4 Se"r. T. 19, p. 68.
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exhibited the same behavior in reference to acids, metallic salts, and to

heat, as ordinary albumen, and that it was not coagulated by acetic or

lactic acid. Bernard instances as a characteristic difference, that the

substance of the pancreatic juice is soluble in water after its precipita-

tion by alcohol, but this, as we have already observed, is likewise the

case with albumen when dilute alcohol is used. Concretions taken from

the pancreatic duct, and for which I am indebted to the kindness of

Professor Hasse, dissolved almost entirely in water and exhibited the

ordinary reactions of albumen.

Mack, 1 Vogt, and Scherer,2 have found albumen in the liquor amnii,

and the two latter inquirers ascertained from their observations that the

amniotic fluid is richer in albumen in the earlier than in the later periods

of foetal life.

Vogt found in a fluid of a foetus at the fourth month 10*77
{J,

and

in that of one at the sixth month 6*67-8 albumen. Scherer, however, in

that of one at the fifth month, found 7*67g, and only 0*82-8 in the fluid

at the ordinary period of delivery.

In the physiological or normal condition no albumen is contained in

the excretions, and its appearance indicates either disease of the ex-

creting organ or a complete alteration in the composition of the blood.

The occurrence of albumen in the urine may be coincident with very

different pathological conditions, although its presence was formerly

made to constitute a special disease. Simon even asserts that he has

often found albumen in the urine of persons, at all events, apparently

healthy. In many acute and chronic diseases, unconnected with affec-

tions of the kidneys, albumen not unfrequently appears for a short time

in the urine, as, for instance, in inflammation of the thoracic organs,

acute articular rheumatism, intermittent fevers, typhus, measles, cholera,

insufficiency of the valves or contraction of the orifices of the heart,

also in chronic affections of the liver, and in pulmonary and peritoneal

tuberculosis, especially towards the fatal termination of these diseases.

The transitory passage of albumen into the urine appears to depend in

these conditions on a change in the character of the blood, in conse-

quence of which the albumen is able to penetrate through the tissue of

the kidneys. It is, however, in affections of the kidneys, whether acute

or chronic, that albumen appears most constantly in the urine. Bright's

disease is, as is well known, a term of very wide significance, but if we
limit it as much as possible, and merely include under the term a

degeneration of the tissue of the kidney, more especially of the cortical

substance, whether of a fatty or other character, we may regard the

presence of albumen in the urine as a constant symptom of this disease.

But in transitory renal catarrh, such, for instance, as occurs in erysipelas

nearly as frequently as after scarlatina, albumen, together with the well-

known epithelial cylinders of Bellini's ducts, is found as constantly in

the urine as in inflammatory affections of the kidneys, where it is asso-

ciated with the fibrinous plugs from the same ducts, and as in true
Bright's disease. It is almost unnecessary to observe that the presence
of pus or blood in the urine necessitates that of albumen, but it is

1 Heller's Arch. f. Chem. u. Mikrosk. Bd. 2, S. 218.
'Zeiteehr. f wissenschaftl. Zool Bd. 1, S. 88-92.
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worthy of notice that a little albumen, together with mucus-corpuscles,

is always found in uncomplicated severe catarrhs of the mucous mem-
brane of the bladder.

The observations already made in reference to the occurrence of albu-

men in the urine apply almost equally to its appearance in the solid

excrements. Albumen is always found in the excrements in diarrhoea

depending upon intestinal catarrh, and in diseases complicated with this

affection ; the quantity of the albumen increases, moreover, in propor-

tion to the degree in which the blood becomes altered during the diar-

rhoea ; hence, Ave find that not only in dysentery and cholera, in which

so much stress has been laid on the discharge of albumen, but also some-

times in Bright's disease, albumen, together with entire patches of

cylindrical epithelium (in some cases the entire thimble-like coverings of

the intestinal villi) is discharged in masses by the rectum.

Origin.—We have at present very little definite knowledge regarding

the origin of albumen from the nitrogenous food. No doubt can be

entertained that the chief source of the albumen of the blood is to be

sought in the protein-compounds contained in the food ; for indepen-

dently of the circumstance that direct experiments prove that animals

cannot exist on food containing no protein-compounds, we find from com-
parative statistics of the food which has been taken, and of the nitro-

genous matters expended in the metamorphosis of tissue (see " Nutrition"

in the second volume), that the animal organism derives more than a

sufficient supply of protein-compound from the ordinary vegetable food.

Although we are not yet able to decide with absolute certainty on the

incapability of the animal organism to generate albumen from other

sources than protein-compounds, it yet appears highly probable that such

is the case. We are not even acquainted with the mode of origin of the

albumen of the blood from the allied protein-compounds contained in the

food, as casein, vitellin, fibrin, legumin, &c. : all we know is that these

bodies are converted by the process of digestion into substances differing

very much in their physical properties from the above protein-com-

pounds, but resembling one another in their solubility in water, their in-

solubility in alcohol, and their incapability of coagulating. How and
where these peptones become converted into the normal albumen of the

blood, are points on which we are entirely ignorant, neither can we
understand by what process the albumen acquires its due quantity of

sulphur, since these peptones, as I have convinced myself, for the most
part contain exactly as much sulphur as the substances from which they
originate.

Uses.—After what has been said of the occurrence of albumen, it

seems scarcely necessary to adduce any further proof of its utility in

forming and renovating the nitrogenous tissues of the animal body. In
fact the whole theory of nutrition rests on this postulate. It is a ques-

tion that has been much contested and variously answered, whether
albumen directly co-operates in the formation of cells and the elements
of tissues. Jul. Vogel 1

is an especial supporter of the view that fibri-

1 Path. Anat. S. 80 ff. [or p. 107, &c, of the English Translation. Vogel's opinion
is not quite fairly stated in the text. His remarks apply solely to morbid develop-
ment.—G. E. D.]
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nous exudations are alone adapted for the formation of cells and tissues

;

basino- his opinion on pathologico-anatomical experiments on exudations,

and on the fact that a small quantity of fibrin is contained in the lymph

for the reproduction of effete materials. The absence of fibrin in the

fluids of the egg, must also be considered as opposing Vogel's view, since

these fluids exhibit the highest degree of plasticity
;
yet it must be ad-

mitted on the other hand, that this counter-proof is less worthy of atten-

tion from the circumstance that vitellin, which is the true germ of the

egg, has been found by the most careful investigation to be more similar

to fibrin than any other protein-compound, having, indeed, an almost

perfectly identical composition with it. But independently of the

peculiar relations of the germ of the egg, a careful consideration of

plastic exudations will in itself lead us to doubt the correctness of

Vogel's view, for how can the small quantity of fibrin in the plasma (sec

" Fibrin") give rise to the frequently large accumulations of fibrinous

exudations that are passing into an organized condition, rapidly as the

resorption of the serous portions of these exudations may be effected ?

We cannot suppose that Vogel intends to assert that it is only the fibrin

of the exudations which is converted into cells and fibres. The follow-

ing mode of considering the subject appears to correspond most closely

with the facts before us. We shall in a subsequent part of the work
enter upon the consideration of fibrin, as a link or transition stage in

the metamorphosis of nitrogenous matter ; we agree therefore so far with

Vogel as to assume that all albumen passes through a transition stage,

which we term fibrin, before it can be converted into cells and the

elements of tissues : hence this intermediate link in the metamorphosis

of tissue appears in very small quantity or not at all, because at this

stage the metamorphosis is stationary for only a short time. If we re-

gard fibrin as a body whose specific gravity is ever changing with its

chemical changes, as, for instance, is the case with the aldehydes, it

would scarcely remain for any appreciable length of time at a given

stage of metamorphism, and would therefore be as little appreciable to

our senses as the aldehyde of acetic acid, in the process of acid fermen-

tation. We therefore believe that in the organization of the exudations,

fibrin is formed from the albumen of the transuded plasma, but that it

rapidly undergoes further metamorphosis.

It still remains, however, for us to determine why cells and fibres are

not formed from serous exudations, that is to say, from albuminous solu-

tions containing no fibrin. This question might perhaps be answered by
supposing that the presence of fibrin is only required to form the point

of crystallization for the deposition of plastic matter, and this view
seems to derive support from the fact, that a portion of coagulated fibrin

when thrown into an uncoagulated plasma, perceptibly accelerates the

coagulation of the fibrin ; but so simple an explanation is probably not
admissible, and it would rather seem that the serous exudations possess
no tendency to become organized, in consequence of their never being
pure plasma minus fibrin, but of their frequently containing less albu-
men, and in all cases more salts and extractive matters, than the serum
of the blood ; although we are unable to determine the manner in which
salts are able to arrest the metamorphosis of albumen into cells, we yet
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know that other metamorphoses of albumen, as, for instance, putrefac-

tion, are hindered or modified by the agency of these bodies.

Fibrin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—We must distinguish between numerous modifications of

fibrin, if we would attempt to specify the various substances to which

this term has been applied. We purpose, therefore, only to consider

fibrin, in the first place, in its naturally dissolved form ; next, in a spon-

taneous state of coagulation ; and, lastly, when it is coagulated by heat,

or boiled.

In the natural solution of fibrin, we can distinguish only a few of its

properties, since it is here mixed with albumen and other matters of the

serum of the blood ; and we are acquainted with few reagents by which

to distinguish dissolved fibrin in filtered frogs' blood (i. e. in blood de-

prived of its corpuscles), from the albumen contained with it in solution.

We at present know nothing more of dissolved fibrin than the facts long

ago advanced by Joh. Miiller. 1 Neither acetic acid or caustic ammonia
induces a precipitate in the fluid of frogs' blood ; but a concentrated

solution of caustic potash will precipitate fibrin as well as albumen (see

p. 297) ; ether causes fibrin to coagulate, while it allows the albumen of

frogs' blood to remain dissolved. The spontaneous coagulation of the

fibrin from the plasma of all vertebrate animals may be greatly retarded

by dilute solutions of the alkaline sulphates, nitrates, hydrochlorates,

carbonates, and acetates, and may even be entirely prevented by con-

centrated solutions.

As we purpose treating somewhat fully of the spontaneous coagu-

lation of fibrin when we enter upon the consideration of the blood, we
will now merely observe, that the liquor sanguinis (after the re-

moval of the blood-corpuscles) will frequently assume a thick fluid

and gelatinous character within two minutes after its removal from

the living body ; in a short time some drops of fluid appear on the

tolerably consistent jelly, and speedily augment, until they form an

entire stratum of serum over the now fully developed coagulum ; this

coagulum now begins to contract, becoming more or less tenacious,

tough, elastic, and resistent, according to certain accompanying condi-

tions (as we shall more fully explain when treating of the blood). If

we trace this transition of the fibrin from the dissolved fluid condition

into the solid state under the microscope, a careful observation shows us

that the fresh liquor sanguinis exhibits nothing morphological beyond
some few colorless blood-corpuscles ; when it begins to gelatinize,

separate points or molecular granules appear at various spots, from
which arise extremely fine straight threads, in radiating lines, although

they do not form star-like masses as in crystallization ; these threads be-

coming elongated cross those springing from other solid points until the

1 Lehrb. d. Phys. Bd. 1, S. 117 [or vol. 1, p. 124, of the second edition of the English
Translation].
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whole field of view appears as if it were covered with a delicate, but

somewhat irfegular cobweb. This network finally becomes so dense

that the colorless blood-corpuscles imbedded in it can scarely be distin-

guished.

During the last few years it has been repeatedly maintained, that

fibrin does not coagulate in threads, but in lamellae. We may readily

convince ourselves of the accuracy of the description given in the text,

if we will take the trouble to use in the experiment inflammatory blood,

in which the red corpuscles sink rapidly and the fibrin coagulates slowly.

Funke has shown in his Atlas the coagulation of the fibrin from a fresh drop

of blood, according to E. H. Weber's method (see figure under head of

Blood) ; but here, on the one hand, the red corpuscles disturb the accuracy

of the observation, and, on the other hand, we might regard the coagulation

of the fibrin as the separation of a laminated mass, which readily forms plaits

or folds on which the fibrillated appearance depends. The off-shooting

of individual threads from the molecular granules which first become ap-

parent, the projection of these threads, and their gradual augmentation

in various directions, can only be seen in blood with a buffy coat. I am,

however, unable to decide whether, at the final separation of all the

fibrin, these filaments subsequently increase in two dimensions, that is to

say, both increase in thickness and become converted into lamellae or

solid masses ; if we observe dried blood, after the addition of water, with

the microscope (as, for instance, the thin section presented by a small

spot of blood, such as is often presented to us in medico-legal investiga-

tions), we see that everything dissolves or disappears except the so-called

lymph-corpuscles and the fibrin ; under these circumstances, in conse-

quence, doubtless, of the thinness of the section, the fibrin certainly

appears in the form of pure lamellae, in which only a few distinct dupli-

catures are visible.

It is scarcely necessary, at the present day, to offer any refutation of

the older views, according to which, on the one hand, fibrin arose from

the bursting of the colorless or even of the red blood-corpuscles, while,

on the other, it was simply deposited from the blood in which it was
originally only suspended. The former view has long ceased to be held

by physiologists, while microscopic observations afford ample evidence of

the untenability of the latter hypothesis.

As yet no satisfactory solution has been afforded to the question which
has been frequently raised regarding the means by which the fibrin is

held in solution in the circulating blood, and by which it is disposed to

coagulate on the removal of the plasma from the living body. Various
facts prove, indeed, that the access of the air (that is to say, of the

oxygen), greatly influences the coagulation of the fibrin ; but it is doubt-

ful whether this is the only cause of coagulation, since the same pro-

cess goes on within the vessels of the living organism, as soon as the

blood ceases to circulate. This question cannot be answered chemically,

since we are at present acquainted only with the product of this process,

while it is requisite for a correct judgment of it that we should know not
only the end, but the beginning, that is to say, the substance originally

held in solution in the blood. We must, therefore, still limit ourselves

to the assertion that the blood of vertebrate animals holds a substance in
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solution, which, by its metamorphosis, generates a substance not soluble

in the serum of the blood, and which we call fibrin.

The view that formerly prevailed, namely, that the fibrin was held in

solution in the blood by alkalies and alkaline salts, and that its coagula-

tion was owing to the decomposition of the combination of the fibrin and

the alkali by the carbonic acid of the air, has been thoroughly refuted

by Nasse ;* indeed, blood containing much carbonic acid coagulates very

slowly, and on the other hand, the carbonated alkalies retard, and may
even wholly prevent the coagulation of the fibrin. If, therefore, we
are determined upon seeking an explanation of this phenomenon, we must

rest satisfied with mere fiction based upon analogy. Thus we may con-

ceive that the albumen of the blood, while undergoing a process of meta-

morphosis, is disposed to assume a metamorphosed and insoluble form by
the agency of the minutest quantity of oxygen, in the same manner as

the juice of the grape, according to Gay Lussac's experiments, is

brought into a condition of vinous fermentation by means of the minutest

quantity of oxygen. But when so distinguished an inquirer as Nasse,

while he declares this process to be a chemical one, regards the sub-

stance that undergoes the metamorphosis, as endowed with vitality, we
are bound to reject his explanation as mere fiction ; for, independently

of the fact that if a process be chemical it must be capable of chemical

explanation, it seems to us wholly at variance with all preconceived ideas

of life to attribute life to a simple organic substance.

Spontaneously coagulated fibrin is a yellowish, opaque, fibrous mass,

which becomes hard and brittle on drying ; it is without smell or taste,

and is insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether ; after being dried it merely

swells in water, and becomes again soft and flexible ; it readily decom-
poses peroxide of hydrogen ; it dissolves more easily in acetic acid and
alkalies than many other protein-compounds ; it decomposes rapidly and
putrefies in the air, dissolving, if sufficient water be present, and becom-
ing converted into a substance which, like albumen, is coagulable by heat

;

during this process it attracts a considerable quantity of oxygen, gradu-

ally developes ammonia, carbonic acid, butyric acid, and sulphuretted

hydrogen, and leaves a residue consisting principally of leucine and ty-

rosine (Scherer,2 Marchand, 8 Wurtz,4 Bopp 5
). It is generally supposed

that spontaneously coagulated fibrin will dissolve in solutions of certain

alkaline salts ; but we should greatly err if Ave were to regard a fluid

thus obtained as a simple solution ; for fibrin not only requires a longer

period to dissolve in a saline fluid than is necessary for the solution of a

simple substance in an indifferent menstruum, but also a higher tempera-
ture, and the saline fluid must always be kept for one or more hours at a
temperature approximating to the hatching heat (between 30° and 40°),

before any considerable quantity of fibrin will be dissolved. Moreover,
the fibrin should not be too long exposed to the action of the air, if we
wish to effect its solution. Denis,6 who first noticed this solubility of
fibrin, Scherer,7 and Polli,

8 used for this purpose a solution of 3 parts of

' Handworterb. d. Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 109 ff.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 35.

8 Lehrb. d. physiol. Chem. S. 69. 4 Ann. de Chim. et dePhys. T. 11, p. 258.
s Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 16-37. 6 Arch. ge"n. de M6d. 3 Ser. T. 1, p. 171.
7 Op. cit.

8 Ann. univ. di med. 1839. Apr. pp. 25-33.
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nitrate of potash in 50 parts of water. Zimmermann1 has however shown
that solutions of the alkaline sulphates, phosphates, carbonates, and ace-

tates, as well as the chlorides, bromides and iodides, might he employed
for the same object. The solution thus obtained, which is always imper-

fect, and contains undissolved portions requiring to be removed, is

viscid, and at about 73° coagulates in flakes. It differs from an albumi-

nous solution in being strongly precipitated by acetic acid (which is only

the case to a slight degree with albumen when carefully neutralized) ; it is

not coagulated by ether, in which respect it differs from the naturally

dissolved substance which forms fibrin. When the fibrin has been di-

gested for a sufficient length of time, the solution is not rendered turbid

by dilution with water, as is the case after digestion for only a short

period. At an ordinary temperature, the clear solution remains for a

long time unaffected by the atmosphere, only depositing solid particles

after it has absorbed oxygen, when it has passed into a state of putre-

faction, and exhibits vibriones.

Scherer thought that he had proved that the fibrin from arterial blood
or from venous blood in inflammatory diseases could not be converted
into this albuminous substance by saline solutions. This view has been
contradicted by Zimmermann, but the subject has not yet been fully in-

vestigated. My own experiments tend to show that the fibrin of the
venous blood of the ox very speedily loses these properties, while that
of the arterial blood of the same animal does not dissolve in a solution

of nitrate of potash. In man I found that fibrin, whether from venous,
arterial, or inflammatory blood, was soluble, excepting in two cases of
inflammatory blood ; the arterial and venous fibrin from pigs' blood dis-

solved equally well, and with great rapidity in water containing nitrate
of potash.

Boiled fibrin possesses almost all the properties common to coagulated
albumen, from which it is extremely difficult to distinguish it. C.
Schmidt2 found the specific weight of dry fibrin extracted with water,
alcohol, and ether to be = 1-2678 after deducting the influence of the
ash-constituents. The influence of heat deprives this fibrin of the
property of decomposing peroxide of hydrogen, and of being converted
into a soluble, albumen-like substance by digestion in solutions of alka-
line salts. With acids and alkalies it reacts in the same manner as co-

agulated albumen ; it dissolves in alkalies, and forms with them compounds
having no reaction on vegetable colors ; with acids it also forms combi-
nations which are insoluble in water to which an acid has been added,
but dissolve freely in pure water. Concentrated hydrochloric acid com-
municates an indigo-blue color to it. By prolonged boiling in water, it

becomes decomposed into a soluble and an insoluble compound, to the
former of which Mulder3 has given the name of teroxide, and to the
latter, binoxide of protein. When decomposed by chromic acid, or by
peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid, it yields a larger quantity of
butyric acid than any of the other protein-compounds or their deriva-
tives

;
it yields, however, less acetic and benzoic acid than albumen, al-

though more than gelatin (Guckelberger). 4
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Composition.—Before we can consider the chemical constitution of a

body, it is always necessary to inquire whether we have to deal with a

pure and simple substance, with a chemical compound, or, as is often the

case, with a body with which several substances are mixed. The ques-

tion is more imperative in reference to fibrin than to any other animal

substance, for both microscopico-mechanical investigations and many
chemical experiments seem to indicate that the ordinary, so-called puri-

fied fibrin is not a chemically simple substance. Whether fibrin be sepa-

rated from the blood or from the lymph, it is invariably found to be mixed
with heterogeneous morphological elements, especially with the colorless

blood-corpuscles, and what are termed the fibrin-disks, which are found

associated with molecular granules of various kinds, and usually even

with blood-pigment. A microscopic examination of coagulated and per-

fectly washed fibrin will readily prove that the mass under consideration

is not of a homogeneous nature. It is a chemical fact that pure fibrin

(even that of the pig, which dissolves so readily in a saline solution), is

incapable of complete solution, and always leaves a quantity of insoluble

flakes. Even if Bourchardat's1 statement is erroneous, as asserted by
Dumas, Cahour,2 and Mulder,3 that he has decomposed fibrin into epider-

mose and albuminose, Mulder's experiments undoubtedly tend to show that

more than one substance must lie concealed in fibrin ; and this seems

further proved by the above-mentioned difference in the fibrin in diffe-

rent classes of animals, as well as by its different character in diseases

(the molecular fibrin of Zimmermann, 4 the parafibrin and bradyfibrin of

Polli). 5 Microscopical examination furnishes us, however, with the chief

proof that fibrin is not a simple body.

In considering the elementary composition of this body, we must
therefore always bear in mind that the results of the analyses refer to a
mixed substance.

We will therefore content ourselves with giving the results of Scherer's

and Mulder's analyses, in order to present some idea of the proportion

of the various elements constituting fibrin.

Scherer. Mulder.

Carbon, 53-571 .... 52-7

Hydrogen, 6 895 .... 6-9

Nitrogen, 15720 .... 15-4

Oxygen, ) (
23-5

Sulphur, .1 22-814 i 1-2

Phosphorus, J [ 0-3

100-000 100-0

Ruling6 found l*319g of sulphur in the fibrin of the blood of the ox,

while Verdeil6 gave it as l'593g. Most of the later elementary analyses

of fibrin agree in the view that there is rather a larger quantity of oxygen
contained in it than in albumen ; Mulder therefore regards it as a higher

stage of oxidation of his hypothetical protein, combined with sulphamide

and phosphamide, and assigns to it the hypothetical formula, (C
36
H

25
N

4

i Compt. rend. T. 14, p. 962. * Ibid. p. 995.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 47, S. 303-305.
4 Zur Analysis und Synthesis der pseudoplast. Processe. Berlin. 1844. S. 110 ff.

6 Gazeta med. di Milano, 1844, p. 118.

6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Tharm. Bd. 58, S. 312 u. 318.
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Ou.2HO)+H2
NS+H 2

NP. Fats are always associated with fibrin ;
and

although they have not been thoroughly investigated, they would appear

to consist principally of soaps of ammonia and lime. (Berzelius, 1 Vir-

chow)2
. Dry fibrin contains about 2*6g of these fats.

Like all protein-compounds, fibrin contains mineral substances, of

which the principal is phosphate of lime. Mulder found 1*7 g, but Vir-

chow only 0*66g of this salt, mixed with a little carbonate of lime.

Compounds.—Fibrin-protein, binoxide of protein, corresponding,

according to Mulder's hypothesis, to the formula 6(C
36
H

25
N4 11

.2HO)+
S2 2 , occurs, as we learn from the same observer, 3

in most animal fluids,

associated in larger or smaller quantity with fibrin. It may be obtained

from boiled fibrin or vitellin, precisely in the same manner as albumen-

protein from albumen, or by boiling the fibrin for a long time in water

exposed to the air, or lastly by treating hair or horn with a solution of

potash, filtering the boiled fluid, and precipitating with acetic or hydro-

chloric acid. It may be purified by repeatedly dissolving it in caustic

potash, and precipitating it with acetic acid.

This body forms a light-yellow, lumpy, tough precipitate, which, when
dried in the air, cakes together into a blackish-green, shining, resinous

mass, and on trituration, forms a dark-yellow powder ; it becomes very

viscid in warm water, and admits of being drawn into long, silky, shining

bands and threads ; it renders water in which it is boiled only slightly

turbid, and is perfectly insoluble in alcohol and ether ; it dissolves in

dilute acetic acid and in dilute mineral acids ; nitric acid does not com-
municate to it so well-marked a yellow color as to the other albuminous
substances ; when dissolved in acids it may be precipitated by yellow and
red prussiate of potash, by tannic acid, and by acetate of lead ; it is

readily soluble in alkalies, from which it may again be precipitated by
acids, it fuses on being heated, and finally carbonizes, with the evolu-

tion of a horn-like odor.

Preparation.—The method first adopted by Joh. Muller is generally

employed for obtaining the natural solution of the fibrin-yielding sub-

stance, viz., diluting frogs' blood with sugared water (1 part of sugar

to 200 of water), and filtering it.

The best means of obtaining frogs' blood for this experiment is to am-
putate both thighs, and allow the blood, with which a considerable quan-
tity of lymph is mixed, to flow into sugared water, which not only dilutes

the liquor sanguinis, but retards the coagulation of the fibrin ; the blood-

corpuscles of the frog, like those of most of the other amphibia, are, as

is well known, much larger than those of mammalia and birds, and
therefore pass less easily through the filter.

A considerable quantity of the natural solution of fibrin may be ob-

tained from human blood (the corpuscles of which have the property of
sinking very rapidly), by pouring off the very slowly coagulating fluid

which collects above the blood-corpuscles.

A single drop of fresh blood, when laid on the object stage and covered
with a piece of glass, is sufficient to exhibit the coagulation of the fibrin

under the microscope : on account of the mass of red corpuscles the

1 Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 88. 2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 269 ff.
8 Untersuch. iibers. v. Volcker. H. 2, S. 253.
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coagulation is however not so well seen as when we employ a drop of

fluid from the surface of blood, in which the red corpuscles have sunk

below the upper level.

In preparing spontaneously coagulated and boiled fibrin, the blood-

clot must be cut into fine pieces, and then washed in water until it ap-

pears perfectly white. The fibrin obtained in this manner is more
readily washed than when obtained from whipped blood. The process of

whipping consists either in shaking the blood, as it flows from the veins,

in a bottle with shot, or rapidly stirring it with small twigs or rods ; the

blood-corpuscles remain suspended in the serum, while the fibrin sepa-

rates in delicate but dense flakes ; the greater density of the small

coagula renders it difficult, however, to wash away the blood-corpuscles

enclosed in these flakes, or to obtain the fibrin as free from hsematin as

that which is obtained from the blood-clot. In order to cleanse the

fibrin as much as possible, it is necessary, first to knead it for some time

in water, and then to hang it in water in a bag of linen, by which means
the salts and the pigment gradually dissolve, and the particles of the

fluid rendered thus heavier sink to the bottom of the vessel, while pure

water rises in their place.

In order to obtain boiled fibrin in the greatest possible purity, we
must dry it after it has been boiled in water ; it should be then pul-

verized and extracted with alcohol containing sulphuric acid, in order to

remove any remains of pigment, and finally with ether for the removal
of the fat.

Tests.—It is only seldom that a case occurs in which any question can

arise, as to whether the substance separated from an animal fluid is, or

is not fibrin ; thus, by way of illustration, the plasma surrounding the

organs of insects coagulates on exposure to the air, and we may term
this substance fibrin

;
yet it is by no means identical with the fibrin of

vertebrate animals ; for it does not separate under the microscope into

threads, and it is insoluble in saline solutions, and even in solutions of the

alkaline carbonates. Pathological fluids, on exposure to the air, occa-

sionally deposit a sediment. But here the form of the coagulum as well as

the microscopic texture of the sediment must decide whether or not the sub-

stance which is separated is fibrin ; and the action of salts upon it may be
observed in the further investigation. In many cases of this kind the

separated substance is not fibrin, but consists of albuminous products,

which appear under the microscope as minute masses or molecular gra-

nules, and whose chemical characters may be recognized by their beha-
vior with hydrochloric and nitric acids and other reagents ; or finally, it

often consists of fatty or earthy matters that can easily be distinguished

by the ordinary tests from true fibrin.

It is often perfectly impossible to distinguish coagulated fibrin from
other protein-compounds ; and we are therefore not justified in regarding
every insoluble mass contained in an exudation as fibrin : the fibrin has,

in these cases, already assumed an organized condition, and exhibits the
elements of tissues under the microscope ; or we find an unorganized,
amorphous mass, which is usually not fibrin, although it may be a de-

rivative of that body, and exhibits no property of fibrin that is not com-
mon to all the protein-compounds, as we see, for instance, in tubercular
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deposits. Many obvious reasons conspire to render a quantitative ana*

lysis impracticable in determinations of this kind. It is therefore

unchemical, to say the least, for pathological anatomists to designate

every unorganized exudation as fibrin ; nor shall we learn to distinguish

the chemical substrata of these exudations until we shall have thoroughly

investigated, in a chemical point of view, the actual constitution of the

protein-compounds.

The quantitative determination offibrin in animal fluids has probably

been more frequently attempted than that of any other substance ; but

we nevertheless are still without any method that fulfils the requirements

of a good analysis. The usual method of determining fibrin quantita-

tively is by pressing the clot and washing out the blood, or more fre-

quently by shaking or whipping blood before it has coagulated, and drying

and then weighing the fibrin thus separated. In the former case, not-

withstanding the most careful washing, the membranous cell-walls and
the nuclei (if indeed they exist) of the red blood-corpuscles remain mixed
with the coagulum ; and there are also technical reasons why this method
of treating the blood-clot should occasion a loss of fibrin ; hence the

second method is generally preferred. We have already seen that fibrin

obtained by whipping always contains fragments of some of the red cor-

puscles and most of the colorless corpuscles ; indeed the fibrin thus ob-

tained is far more difficult to wash, and much less compact in its texture,

than that which is obtained from the blood-clot ; it becomes somewhat
reddish on exposure to the air, and often begins to putrefy before it has

been freed from all soluble substances. The fibrin determined in quan-
titative analyses of blood and lymph is never or very rarely free from
the fat which adheres most tenaciously to it. Moreover, in some forms
of disease, and in certain animals, the blood, when allowed to stand,

deposits a flocculent fibrin, which on washing, passes to a greater or less

degree through the filter.

If the separated fibrin were always of the same consistence, and if

one and the same relation existed in every specimen of blood between
the fibrin, the fats, and the colorless corpuscles, we might regard the

analyses of different specimens of blood, in reference to the amount of

fibrin, as always admitting of comparison ; but we know that even under
strict physiological relations, the quantity of the lymph-corpuscles sus-

pended in the blood is extremely variable, and thus, for instance, we
cannot strictly compare analyses of the blood after repeated venesec-
tions (when the blood always contains a very large number of colorless

corpuscles) with those of blood not thus modified by venesection.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—The substance which on coagulation forms fibrin occurs
principally in the blood, in the lymph, and in the chyle.

Its amount in normal venous blood scarcely reaches 0*3g ; according
to most observers it fluctuates between 0*19 and 0-28g. In the blood of
healthy men Scherer 1 found from 0-203 to 0-263g. This substance has,
however, a higher importance than from its small amount we should at

' ' Haeser's Arch. Bd. 10, S. 50.
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first suppose, seeing that, in different physiological and pathological con-

ditions, its quantity is liable to greater variations than that of any other

constituent of the blood. Even in different vessels the blood contains

different quantities of fibrin, although the question whether venous or

arterial blood contain the greater quantity is still unanswered ; at all

events the blood of the portal vein contains a far less quantity of fibrin

than that of the jugular veins ; according to the numerous investigations

of Schmid,1
it is at least three times smaller in the former than in the

latter. From some observations of Zimmermann,2
it appears that the

blood in the veins remote from the heart is richer in fibrin than that in

the veins nearer to the central organ of circulation. I3 could not find a

trace of fibrin in the blood of the hepatic veins of the horse, while the

portal blood was always tolerably rich in that constituent. Funke,4 in

his examination of the blood of the splenic vein, only found a little fibrin

in a few cases.

Sex appears to induce no difference in reference to the amount of

fibrin in the blood, although the quantity of this constituent is affected

both by the period of life and by pregnancy. According to the experi-

ments of Nasse and the more recent investigations of Poggiale, 5 the

blood of new-born infants contains less fibrin than that of adults, the

augmentation in the amount of fibrin being especially striking at the

period of puberty. In pregnancy, as appears from the researches of

Andral and Gavarret, it is principally in the last three months that the

quantity of fibrin increases. During an animal diet, I found that my
blood contained a larger amount of fibrin than during a vegetable diet

;

and Nasse6 has made experiments on dogs with a similar result. There
are moreover many corroborative proofs of the correctness of Nasse's

observation that the quantity of fibrin in the blood is increased during

prolonged fasting.

The results independently obtained by Nasse7 and Poggiale agree in

showing that the blood of herbivorous animals generally contains more
fibrin than that of the carnivorous (dogs and cats), and that the blood of

birds contains even more than that of the herbivora.

The results of the quantitative determination of the fibrin in the blood

in different forms of disease are very numerous, and on the whole

tolerably accordant. The most constant and the most decided augmen-
tation occurs in inflammatory diseases, and especially in acute articular

rheumatism ; in the last-named disease the fibrin has been found to reach
1'18-g, and in pneumonia l'Olg.

It is moreover worthy of remark that inflammation in which no fever

is present, and likewise mere fevers without inflammation, augment the

quantity of fibrin in the blood.

In other diseases, as for instance, in chlorosis, typhus, tuberculosis,

Bright's disease, and carcinoma, there seems only to be an augmentation

of the fibrin when an inflammatory complication supervenes ; in carci-

i Heller's Arch. f. Chem. u. Mikrosk. Bd. 4, S. 97-132.
2 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 6, S. 586-600.
3 Ber. der. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Leipzig. 1850, S. 136.
4 Dissert, iaaug. de sanguine venae lienalis. Lips. 1850.
5 Compt. rend. T. 25, p. 198-201.
6 HandwOrterb. d. Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 148. 7 Journ f. pr. Ch. Bd. 28, S. 146 ff.
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noma, however, certain observations of Popp and Heller appear to ind-i

catc that there is a decided augmentation of the fibrin independently of

any inflammatory fever.

There are no diseases in which we find a constant and certain diminu-

tion of the fibrin ; and whenever we find any diminution of the fibrin it

is always very slight.

It is however true that in diseases where a constant diminution of the

fibrin has been supposed to exist, we have only rare opportunities of

analyzing the blood.

In the lymph of man Marchand and Colberg 1 found O052g, and in that

of the horse Geiger and Schlossberger2 found 0'04g of fibrin.

In the chyle of a horse Simon found 0*075§, and in that of a cat Nasse

found 0-13g of fibrin.

The fibrin in the muscles is by no means perfectly identical with

spontaneously coagulated fibrin ; it is one of the many species embraced
under the generic name of fibrin.

3

Syntonin is the name I have proposed for the substance which Liebig,4

who was the first to describe it accurately, has termed muscle-fibrin.

The following are its leading properties. When moist, it forms on the

filter a coherent, somewhat elastic, snow-white mass, which may be de-

tached from the filter in plates or membranes ; by extension and careful

teasing, these delicate plates may be made to assume a fibrous appear-

ance under the microscope, not unlike that of the blood-fibrin. The
substance, when still moist, dissolves very readily in lime-water as well

as in dilute solutions of the alkalies ; it coagulates from the solution in

lime-water on boiling, in the same manner as albumen ; it is precipitated

both from this and from the alkaline solutions by concentrated solutions

of the neutral salts of potash and soda ; the mass swells in a moderately
concentrated solution of carbonate of potash, becomes gelatinous and
dimly transparent, but does not dissolve ; it is only after very considera-

ble dilution that even a portion of the substance undergoes solution. If

to the alkaline solutions of this substance we add chloride of calcium or

sulphate of magnesia, we obtain no precipitate, unless we boil the mix-
ture ; if, however, we have previously boiled the alkaline solution (which

at most only induces a slight turbidity), the solutions of the above-men-
tioned salts then at once induce a flocculent precipitate. Nitric acid

throws down a white flocculent precipitate from the alkaline solutions of

syntonin ; chromic acid, or acid chromate of potash and hydrochloric
acid, throws down this substance in flakes both from alkaline and from
acid solutions

;
pure hydrochloric acid, even when added to excess, only

renders the alkaline fluid opalescent. I was unable to dissolve uncoagu-
lated syntonin in nitre-water (consisting of 6 parts of KO.N0

5
to 100

parts of water), even after five days' digestion at 30°.

With regard to its composition, Strecker5 has found in this substance
l-4g of ash (from hens' flesh), 5446° of carbon (from beef), and 53-67g

1 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 43, S. 625-628. * Arch f phy Si Heilk Bd 5> g 392-396.
3

_
[Liebig has recently published a memoir on the fibrin of muscular fibre, in which

he indicates several points in which it distinctly differs from the fibrin of the blood.
See Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 73, S. 125.—q. e. d.]

* Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 73, S. 125-129. * Ibid. Bd. 73, S. 127.
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of carbon (from mutton), 7*27g of hydrogen, 15'84y of nitrogen (from

beef), and 16-26g of nitrogen (from mutton), and from 1*02 to 1'21-g of

sulphur. This substance is therefore sufficiently distinct in its composi-

tion from blood-fibrin. My analyses of the smooth muscles of the

stomach of the pig, and of the middle arterial coat of the ox, agree

tolerably closely with the analyses of Strecker. Walther1 found rather

more sulphur, namely, 1*68-.

The -preparation of this substance is best effected in the following

manner. We take flesh as free as possible from fat, mince it finely, re-

peatedly stir it with water, and press it till the fluid which comes off no
longer has an acid reaction or becomes turbid on boiling. The mass of

flesh, which has been thus Avashed out, is then stirred with water to

which l-1000th of hydrochloric acid has been added. The fibre-sub-

stance of the muscles dissolves very readily in this fluid. On the

neutralization of its acid, the filtered fluid at first only yields a turbid

jelly, so that the whole fluid either vibrates like freshly solidified glue,

or presents a viscid semi-liquid condition ; the jelly gradually condenses,

and there sink to the bottom white, partially translucent flakes, which
must be most carefully washed.

With regard to the tests for this substance, we may observe, that not-

withstanding its many points of resemblance to albumen and blood-fibrin,

it differs from them so essentially in some of its properties, that an error

of diagnosis in this direction is hardly probable. Its behavior towards

water containing hydrochloric acid (in which blood-fibrin does not dis-

solve, but only swells), and towards nitre-water and carbonate of potash,

will prevent it from being confounded with blood-fibrin ; while its preci-

pitability from alkaline solutions by the chlorides of potassium and
sodium, or by other salts of the alkalies, sufficiently distinguishes it from
ordinary albumen.

The occurrence of this body, as the most essential constituent of the

fibrillse of the transversely shaped muscles, was first recognized by
Liebig. I have found it not only in the ordinary smooth (unstriped)

muscles of the stomach, the intestinal canal, and the urinary bladder,

but also in almost all the contractile tissues in which Kblliker has de-

tected the so-called contractile fibre-cells, as for instance, in the middle
arterial coat, and in the spleen.

We are unable to form any definite opinion regarding the origin of

the syntonin from the albuminous matters of the food, or from the

albumen or fibrin of the blood, until we possess more distinct knowledge
respecting the chemistry of the protein-bodies.

The uses of this substance are sufficiently obvious from the parts in

which it occurs ; it is the main constituent, and the most essential sub-

stratum of all the contractile tissues. We are, however, as yet unable

to decide as to the extent to which it is more capable of contributing to

vital contractility than the other protein-bodies.

We shall return to the consideration of the fibrin of the muscles
(muscle-fibrin) when we treat of chemical histology ; since, in order cor-

rectly to understand its relations, we must have an accurate knowledge
of the histological elements of muscular tissue.

1 Diss, inaug. de musculis laevibus. Lips. 1851.

VOL. i. 21
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The remarks which have been already made on the manner of recog-

nizing fibrin, include all that need be stated in reference to the views

advanced regarding the coagulated fibrin assumed to be deposited in

tissues or exudations.

In the preceding description of fibrin, a criticism might probably have

been expected on the several varieties of this substance, which have been

described by different writers as occurring in morbid fluids ; we have,

however, made no reference to Nasse's fibrin-disks, to Zimmermann's

molecular fibrin, to Rokitansky's pseudo-fibrin, or to the fibrin of later

coagulation, to which Virchow attaches much importance, because we
regard discussions on such points as out of place in the department of

strict zoo-chemistry ; for it is only after the principles of zoo-chemistry

have been fully discussed, and when we enter on the theory of the animal

juices, that we can form a sound judgment on such subjects.

Origin.—Taking into consideration everything connected with the

occurrence of fibrin, we can scarcely entertain a doubt that it is formed

from albumen, and not directly from the protein-containing food ; for its

occurrence in the chyle is not opposed to this view, partly because, as

Henle has shown, fibrin may be conveyed to this fluid by the lymphatics

and bloodvessels, and partly because, as I have fully convinced myself,

all the juices of the animal body not only contain free carbonic acid but

also free oxygen. It was formerly supposed that the formation of fibrin

from albumen might very easily be accounted for ; since, according to

the older analyses of Mulder, fibrin contained one-half less sulphur

than the albumen of serum, nothing seemed more simple than to assume
that the oxygen conveyed by the respiration to the blood, converted half

of the sulphur of the albumen into sulphuric acid, and that this combined
with its alkali, so that fibrin was now evolved. These and all similar

views have become untenable since more recent analyses of albumen and
fibrin have been made. If we would at present start an hypothesis re-

garding the formation of fibrin, it can only rest on the slight excess of

oxygen which fibrin contains over albumen. The indication afforded by
this fact has led, however, to serious error in reference to the increase

of the fibrin in inflammations : since it was concluded that, although we
may not know how the oxygen finds its way to the albumen to form
fibrin, it is at all events incontestable that the latter is formed by a pro-

cess of oxidation or eremacausis ; and it was further very erroneously

concluded that the augmentation of the fibrin in inflammation is dependent
on an increased rapidity of the process of oxidation, and that conse-

quently inflammation is nothing more than an actual process of combus-
tion. This hypothesis, originally propounded by chemists, was for a

long period accepted by physicians, without any doubts occurring as to

its correctness. In accordance with chemical principles, an excessive

supply and absorption of oxygen might indeed be regarded as the cause
of an increase of fibrin ; but even this is by no means proved ; for how
would it then be possible that in pneumonia, where a greater or lesser

part of the lungs is hepatized, that is to say, is rendered impermeable to
air, a greater quantity of fibrin should be found in the blood than during
other inflammatory affections ? This has lately been referred to the
greater frequency of the respirations, but independently of the circum-
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stance, that in inflammation of other parts, the number of the fibrin

should then attain at least the same height as in pneumonia, we know
that fever, notwithstanding it is often accompanied by an increased fre-

quency in the respirations, by no means gives rise to an augmentation

of the fibrin. Physiological facts lead us to exactly the opposite hypo-

thesis, that the augmentation of the fibrin in inflammatory blood is to be

referred to a diminution in the supply of oxygen. The frequent but

short and incomplete respirations which occur only in febrile (and not

in non-febrile) inflammations, are only sufficient to convey to the blood

sufficient oxygen to convert certain substances into fibrin but not to

oxidize them further; this is the reason why the amount of fibrin attains

its maximum in pneumonia and pleuritis, and why the blood in the

former disease is most rich in carbonic acid, for this gas is scantily

excreted in proportion as oxygen is scantily received by the lungs. The
physiological importance of fibrin affords arguments altogether in favor

of this view.

Uses.— The phrases, progressive and regressive metamorphosis, of

whose import we have spoken in an early part of this volume (see p. 37).

have led to a long contest regarding the physiological importance of

fibrin. On the one hand, it has been correctly maintained that this

substance must be necessary to the formation of tissues, since, as a

general rule, the only exudations which are capable of organization are

those which contain fibrin ; on the other hand, stress is laid upon the

circumstance that an augmentation of the fibrin coincides with those

states in which nutrition and renovation are most affected, and on the

incontestable fact that the fibrin in the blood is found to be increased

when more albuminous matters have been taken as food than could be

applied to the reparation of effete tissue. We regard it, however, as

superfluous to enter into the detailed arguments for and against these

two opinions. The bearing of the whole case is simply this. It is

pretty well established that fibrin is formed by a process of oxidation

from albuminous matters ; now we know that almost all the tissues are

richer in oxygen than fibrin, and on the other hand, that the effete ma-
terials of tissue and the excess of nutrient matter can only be removed
from the system, that is to say, be converted into ordinary excreta, by
oxidation. Hence, the simplest view is to regard fibrin as representing

a transition stage. If an albuminous body in the animal organism be
more highly oxidized, it cannot altogether exceed the transition stage

which is represented by fibrin, although indeed, the formation and in-

crease of the latter may not always be evident. An analogous instance

from pure chemistry will elucidate this view ; we know, from Liebig's

celebrated investigations on fermentation, the intermediate stages which
during the process of acid fermentation present themselves between the

two extremes of spirit of wine and acetic acid. We know that by a

gradual process of oxidation, aldehyde and aldchydic acid are formed
from the spirit, although these two substances may not become appa-
rent : the beautiful investigation of Mulder regarding the Mycoderma
aceti affords an almost more analogous illustration ; its cellulose can only
be produced by a process of oxidation from the alcohol ; moreover, in

the formation of this cellulose from the alcohol there must first be formed
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an aldehyde-like substance poorer in oxygen than cellulose ; hence alde-

hyde may just as well be produced during the oxidation of alcohol into

acetic acid, as during its oxidation into cellulose. In a perfectly ana-

logous manner we may regard the fibrin as representing one of the

stages in the oxidation of the albumen, which is transferred either into

the tissues or into the secreted substances. There seems to us to be no

discrepancy between the above observations on the chemical importance

of fibrin, if we will only leave nature unfettered with divisions into pro-

gressive and regressive metamorphoses. For, if we assume the forma-

tion of tissue to be the highest stage of animal metamorphosis, fibrin

pertains to the ascending or progressive series, inasmuch as it yields the

proximate stratum for the development of cells and the formation of

tissues ; on the other hand, it must be classed in the descending or re-

gressive series, in so far as its quantity in the blood is found to be in-

creased in diseases, or after the excessive use of albuminous food, when
it does not become converted into tissue but is changed by oxidation

into the ordinary excreted matters. For we cannot believe that, as in

the percussion-apparatus of Physicists, a given quantity of fibrin will

repel and displace a corresponding amount of tissue. In short, we seem
to be nearest the truth in regarding fibrin as representing one of the

most common stages in the metamorphosis of albuminous substances.

We must not conclude our observations on fibrin without noticing a

very common error that has crept into pharmacology from the misunder-

standing of a chemical fact. Many physicians believe that the antiphlo-

gistic power or nitrate of potash is explained by the chemical fact that

spontaneously coagulated fibrin dissolves in a solution of nitre. Without
entering into the question whether this salt actually possesses the power
ascribed to it, we assert that this mode of explanation is altogether un-

tenable, for it is difficult to draw the conclusion that nitre can prevent

the formation or augmentation of fibrin in inflammatory blood, simply

because coagulated fibrin is soluble in a solution of this salt. Accord-
ing to Scherer, the fibrin of inflammatory blood appears to be insoluble

in this saline solution ; how then can a solution of nitre prevent the

augmentation of fibrin in inflammatory blood through a solvent power
which, in relation to this inflammatory fibrin, it actually does not

possess ?

There would be much more probability in the assumption that a solu-

tion of nitre hindered the coagulation of highly fibrinous blood, or that

it redissolved already coagulated fibrin. The most simple arithmetical

example will illustrate this view. Scherer asserts that 1 part of nitre

is required to dissolve 1*5 parts of fibrin ; assuming that the quantity of
the blood amounts to twenty pounds, and that it contains only 0*38 of

fibrin, the whole amount of fibrin would be not less than 300 grains, and
to dissolve this quantity 200 grains of nitre should be at once taken

;

physicians, however, usually prescribe about 10 grains every two hours,
so that in 24 hours 100 or 120 grains are at most all that is taken to
act upon the fibrin. But the amount of nitre in the blood can never
rise even to this insufficient height, partly because the salt becomes dis-

tributed from the bloodvessels into the juices of the body generally ; and
partly because it is much too rapidly carried off by the urine to admit
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of its accumulating in great quantity in the blood. Even if it were pos-

sible to prove that nitre possesses this power, it would be very singular

and inexplicable why we never class amongst the special antiphlogistic

medicines other salts, as, for instance, the alkaline carbonates, which

possess a much greater power of dissolving fibrin, and of preventing its

coagulation.

In this pharmacological digression, we cannot help remarking that if

inflammation were actually a process of oxidation or combustion, it is

very strange that we have not found the alkaline salts of the vegetable

acids, the amylacea, and the fats, to be the most efficient antiphlogistics.

It is true that we attack severe inflammation with tartar emetic, but

even when given according to Rasori's method, it communicates to the

blood so little combustible material as to be inappreciable, especially

when combined with an antiphlogistic diet. If inflammation were a pro-

cess of combustion, the antiphlogistic diet must be exactly the reverse of

that which we understand by the term. Moreover, direct experiments

on patients, to whom large doses of acetate and tartrate of potash might

safely be administered, have proved that these salts exert no action

either of a beneficial or of an injurious character, on the inflammatory

process. Even the most zealous adherents of the chemico-pathological

theory of combustion would hardly attempt to regard the fat in the

emulsion as an antiphlogistic, since it has been already proved by Nasse

and others that the fibrin of inflammatory blood, and of the crusta in-

flammatoria, contains nearly twice as much fat as ordinary fibrin, unless,

indeed, he would attempt to trace to this fact the digitus index medica-

tricis natures, protecting the fibrin from the action of the oxygen through

the agency of combustible fat.

Vitellin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This is the albuminous body of the yolk of egg ; it is

so similar to albumen that, until recently, it has been confounded with

the albumen of the white of egg ; like the latter, it exists both in a solu-

ble and in an insoluble modification ; the former is not precipitated from

its aqueous solution by organic acids or by ordinary phosphoric acid,

but is thrown down by sulphuric and hydrochloric acids ; at 60° its

solution begins to become opalescent, and at from 73° to 76° there is a

deposition of larger or smaller flakes. It is only distinguished from

soluble albumen by the circumstances that (without the addition of acetic

acid or of salts) when heated, it forms flakes and clots, that it is not pre-

cipitated by the salts of oxide of lead or of copper, and that it is thrown
down by ether.

Coagulated vitellin has the same properties as coagulated albumen,

and the similar modifications of the other protein-compounds. More-
over, in its reactions it coincides with Mulder's binoxide of protein or

fibrin-protein.

Composition.—Dumas was the first who analyzed this body, and dis-

covered that it differed from albumen ; according to this analysis, with
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which that subsequently made by Gobley 1 very well agrees, vitellin con-

tains 3 atoms of water more than albumen ; according to Gobley it also

contains phosphorus and sulphur. Mulder, and especially v. Baum-

hauer, 2 have subsequently made accurate analyses of this body, and

regard it as a combination of oxide of protein with sulphamide, so that

its theoretical formula would somewhat resemble that of fibrin. Accord-

ing to v. Baumhauer, the phosphorus contained in vitellin exists in it

solely in the form of phosphate of lime ; moreover his amount of sulphur

is obviously too small, since he only determines this substance in the

moist way.

To give a general idea of the composition3 of this body, we append

the mean numbers obtained by Gobley and by v. Baumhauer.

Gobley. y. Baumhauer.

Carbon 52-264 52-72

Hydrogen, 7-249 7 09

Nitrogen 15-061 15-47

Sulphur, 1-170 0-42

Phosphorus, 1-020

Oxygen, 23 236 24-30

100000 100-00

Berzelius conjectures that we are here not dealing with a simple sub-

stance, but with an admixture of substances, as is unfortunately the case

with most of the protein-compounds. Vitellin, extracted with indifferent

menstrua, contains 4*043{} of phosphate of lime.

Preparation.—Soluble vitellin, in a pure state, that is to say, free

from yolk-fat and from yolk-globules, has not yet been exhibited. Gobley

has only attempted to ascertain its reactions after stirring the yolk of

egg Avith water and allowing the emulsive constituents, as much as

possible, to deposit themselves. In its coagulated form we can obtain

it in a far purer state ; boiled and triturated yolk of egg is extracted

with ether, alcohol, and water, then dissolved in acetic acid, and preci-

pitated therefrom by ammonia, with, however, such precaution that the

fluid remains sufficiently acid to retain the phosphate of lime in solution

;

the gelatinous precipitate is then dried and extracted with water and
alcohol.

Tests.—The methods of recognizing and quantitatively determining

vitellin are sufficiently obvious from our description of the properties of

this body.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Hitherto vitellin has only been recognized in the yolk

of egg, of which, according to Berzelius,* it constitutes about 17°, or,

according to the most recent investigations of Gobley, 15-762. No eggs
but those of the common hen have as yet been examined. 5

1 Journ. de Pharm. T. 11, pp. 410-17, et T. 12, pp. 5-12.
2 Scheik. Onderzoek. D. 3, p. 272, or Arch, der Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 193-220, and Unters.

H. 2, S. 80.
3 [Vitellin has also been recently analyzed by Noad. See the Chemical Gazette, vol.

5, p. 409.—G. E. D.]
* Jahrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 650.
5 [Gobley has recently examined the eggs of the carp, which in their chemical com-

position seem very similar to those of the common hen. Journ. de Chim. Med. T. 6, p.
67.—a. K. i).]
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Origin.—It is very easy to conceive that vitellin may be formed from

albumen or fibrin, but in the yet imperfect state of our knowledge

regarding albumen and fibrin as well as vitellin, we cannot chemically

trace out this metamorphosis. Since, however, it is poorer in carbon,

and somewhat richer in oxygen, than albumen, it may, like fibrin, be

regarded as one of the first stages of the metamorphosis of albumen by

the action of oxygen, and as a certain form of non-spontaneously coagu-

lating fibrin.

Uses.—From the position in which vitellin occurs and from its analogy

with other albuminous substances, it is obviously one of those nutrient

substances which are employed in the formation of the animal tissues.

We are however entirely ignorant of the chemical equations representing

these changes ; from the admirable work of Baudrimont and Martin St.

Ange ] we may however at least draw the conclusion that this substance

loses a portion of its nitrogen and assimilates oxygen in its conversion

into tissue. (See the "History of Development," in the second volume.)

Globulin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This body, which has also received the name of crystal-

lin, occurs naturally in the soluble state, but becomes insoluble on boiling.

Soluble globulin, when dried at 50°, forms a yellowish, transparent mass,

which may be easily triturated, and then yields a snow-white powder;
it is devoid of smell and taste, swells like albumen in water, and gradu-

ally dissolves, forming a viscid solution containing merely a few flakes
;

after precipitation by alcohol from this solution, it is insoluble in water,

but, like casein, is partially soluble in boiling alcohol ; on cooling, how-
ever, it again separates from this solution. The aqueous solution of

globulin is coagulated by ether. When dried, the soluble modification

may be heated to 100° without passing into' the insoluble state. It is

distinguished from albumen and vitellin, which arc very similar to it, by
the following properties: its solution does not become opalescent at a
lower temperature that 78° ; at 83° it assumes a milky turbidity, and
at 93° separates as a globular mass (if it be still mixed with haematin) or

as a milky coagulum which never becomes clear on filtration, and from
which neither small quantities of acetic acid or ammonia separate flakes

capable of being removed by filtration ; it is only when neutral alkaline

salts are added, and the solution is then boiled, that the fluid becomes
perfectly clear and flakes and small clots are deposited. The following

reaction is very characteristic of globulin : its solution is not precipitated

either by acetic acid or by ammonia, but it becomes strongly turbid

when the fluid treated with acetic acid is neutralized with ammonia, or

conversely when after the addition of ammonia it is neutralized with

acetic acid. Its behavior simply with acetic acid is, however, also dif-

ferent from that of albumen. On the addition of a little dilute acetic

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 21, pp. 195-257.
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acid, the solution of globulin becomes opalescent, and when heated to

50° a milky coagulum separates ; the fluid rendered turbid by a little

acetic acid, becomes clearer when more of the acid is added, but always

remains opalescent; this fluid does not coagulate till heated to 98° ; it is

only when a very great excess of acetic acid has been added that the

globulin ceases to be coagulable by heat. The behavior of globulin

towards mineral acids and metallic salts is precisely the same as that of

albumen. It is also coagulated by creosote ; it decomposes and becomes

putrid much more readily than the other protein-compounds ; when boiled

it developes ammonia.
Lecanu regarded this body as identical with albumen, Simon with

casein ; we would rather place it by the side of vitellin, if the elementary

analyses were not opposed to this view ; but it appears to us by no means
advantageous to science, to group together several ill-defined substances

merely on the strength of a few reactions, and without any definite proof

of their similarity.

Berzelius ascribes to the globulin, united in the blood with hsematin,

the singular property of dissolving in water containing albumen and

little or no salts, but not in water which holds in solution large quanti-

ties of alkaline salts. He was in error in regarding the sediment of the

blood-corpuscles, which he named hsemato-globulin, as a simple mixture

of globulin and hsematin ; for we shall show (in the section on " The
Blood"), that this hsemato-globulin is composed of blood-corpuscles

which by the law of endosmosis become so distended in pure water as

scarcely to be visible under the microscope, but which (unless the blood-

corpuscles have burst from too great an addition of water) again become
apparent when we add a salt to the fluid in which they are immersed,
and thus render it denser ; in which case the blood-corpuscles again con-

tract, become denser and flatter, and are again visible.

No properties have yet been detected in coagulated globulin by which
it may be distinguished from other boiled protein-compounds.

Composition.—Globulin has been subjected to even fewer analyses

than vitellin ; as that which is contained in the blood can never be per-

fectly freed from hsematin, no accurate analysis can be made of it.

Dumas 1 has however analyzed a specimen containing hsematin, while

both Mulder 2 and Ruling have analyzed this substance as obtained from
the crystalline lens.

Mulder. Ruling.

54-5 . . 54-2
6-9 . . 71
16-5

} 37-5
22 1

1-2

Carbon
Hydrogen, ....
Nitrogen, ....
Oxygen, \
Sulphur, /

100-0 100-0

Although Berzelius assumed that phosphorus as well as sulphur was
contained in this substance, Mulder found only the latter, which averaged

1 Compt. rend. T. 22, p. 904.
2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 19, S. 189; and Bullet, d. Neerl. 18:39, p. 196.
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0-265g : this sulphur was however determined in the moist way; in the
dry way, I determine the sulphur in globulin from the crystalline lens of

the calf (as a mean of three experiments) at 1*134$, and Ruling 1
in

globulin similarly obtained from the ox at l*227g. Mulder, at present,

regards globulin as a combination of his hypothetical protein with sul-

phamide.

The globulin of the crystalline lens contains only a very small amount
of insoluble ash-constituents; I found only 0-241° of phosphate of

lime.

In globulin from the crystalline lens of a calf I found 1*548<{ of soluble

salts consisting of metallic chlorides, sulphate of soda (= 30*37 g of the

soluble salts) and alkaline phosphates (=7*77g of the soluble salts), but
containing no alkaline carbonates. On the other hand, on evaporating
the fluid filtered from the coagulated globulin (which besides 92*095§ of
coagulated globulin yielded 7*9052 of soluble residue) I obtained on the
incineration of this residue an ash which contained only 13*166£ of phos-
phate of lime, while the soluble salts contained a large quantity of alka-

line carbonates, namely 16-71-g.

Now as the ash of non-coagulated globulin contains no alkaline carbo-
nate, we may conclude that in soluble globulin soda is combined with an
organic substance—either with the globulin itself or with an organic
acid,—and that after the destruction of the globulin, this free alkali

combines with the sulphuric acid produced from the globulin, which
would account for the circumstance, that the ash of the collective

globulin contains no alkaline carbonate ; if, on the other hand, the
soluble salts are separated from the globulin on its coagulation (in the
same manner as albumen on coagulation loses its alkali) they contain
much alkaline carbonate after the combustion of the organic substance
not separated with the coagulated globulin, for here there is no forma-
tion of sulphuric acid to decompose the alkaline carbonates. No alkali

occurring in the ash as a carbonate, can, according to my view, be com-
bined with the globulin previously to its coagulation, for the following
reason. The solution of globulin from the crystalline lens has a distinct,

although a very faint alkaline reaction ; during the process of coagula-
tion, we may easily show that it developes ammonia, and afterwards the
fluid does not, as in the case of albumen, exhibit a stronger alkaline re-
action, but on the other hand is now acid ; this phenomenon cannot be
more simply explained than by the assumption that there is phosphate of
soda and ammonia in the fluid, for the solution of this salt has an
alkaline reaction, loses ammonia on boiling, and finally assumes an acid
reaction when the salt is thus converted into acid phosphate of soda.
Now, if globulin were contained in this fluid, no acid reaction could
ensue after its coagulation, because the soda separated from the globulin
would take the place of the ammonia that escaped from the phosphate.
Hence this soda which is combined with carbonic acid in the ash of the
residue from which all globulin has been removed, must have been pre-
viously in combination with an organic acid. If, for the present, we
regard this organic acid as lactic acid, until the subject can be more

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 313.
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accurately investigated, we can scarcely be charged with adopting too

bold an hypothesis, since this acid cannot at all events be one of the

volatile acids of the animal body. We are, unfortunately, still com-

pelled to rest upon such deductions as these, in our endeavor to investi-

gate the nature of the salts held in solution in association with animal

substances, since, as we shall subsequently see (when treating of " the

mineral constituents of the animal body,") the constituents of the ash

unfortunately afford very little information regarding the actual consti-

tution of the salts that existed previously to the calcination of the

residue. I must, moreover, remark that the boiling must be continued

for some time, in order that the acid reaction after the coagulation of the

globulin may manifest itself.

Preparation.—As in the case of soluble albumen, it is impossible to

prepare soluble globulin in a perfectly pure state. Globulin presenting

the reactions which we have already indicated, may be obtained by
neutralizing with acetic acid the fluid of the crystalline lens, evaporating

it to dryness at a temperature not exceeding 50°, and extracting the

residue with ether and dilute alcohol. The globulin of the blood, which

cannot be separated without decomposition of the hsematin, presents,

with the exception of its color, exactly the same relations as the globulin

obtained in the above manner from the crystalline lens.

Mulder prepared coagulated globulin by simply extracting with alcohol

and ether, globulin which had been precipitated by boiling. The coagu-

lated globulin which I examined was precipitated with hydrochloric acid,

washed with the same acid, then dissolved in water, again precipitated

by carbonate of ammonia, and finally washed with water, alcohol, and
ether, after which it left no perceptible ash.

Tests.—In the preceding remarks we have mentioned the reactions

by which globulin may be distinguished from the similar protein-com-

pounds : we will here merely add that no other soluble protein-compound

is precipitated both from its acid and its alkaline solution by neutraliza-

tion, although almost all the insoluble protein-compounds possess this

property—a circumstance which affords a proof that globulin is reduced

to the coagulated state, both by an excess of alkali and by an excess of

acid. In our observations on casein, we shall point out how it may
always be distinguished from that substance. It will always be difficult

—indeed at present it is impossible—to recognize globulin with certainty

when it is mixed with albumen or casein. Here, unfortunately, elemen-

tary analysis affords us no assistance, since it so closely approximates in

its ultimate constitution to other protein-compounds.

In attempting a quantitative determination of globulin we must adopt
the same precautionary measures as in the determination of albumen

;

indeed, as Ave have already shown, there are even greater difficulties in

reducing globulin to a condition in which it can be easily and thoroughly
collected on a filter, than are presented by albumen. We must acidify

with acetic acid and apply heat ; then saturate the acid with ammonia,
and boil strongly and for a considerable time, in order to obtain the
globulin in a state admitting of its being readily collected on a filter.

'Even if we succeeded in distinguishing globulin from any similar body,
as, for instance, albumen, by its relation to acetic acid, and by noticing
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its behavior when heated to 50° (see p. 330), or by observing that it was
precipitated by the neutralization cither of its acid or its alkaline solu-

tion, we could not by these means separate it from that body ; for it

would not be in a state fit for filtration, that is to say, it would either

pass through the filter in a turbid condition, or it would stop up the

pores of the filter, and could not by any possibility be washed off.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Globulin occurs in the cells of the crystalline lens, in a

very concentrated solution. In the human lens Berzelius 1 found 35 -

9£
of dry globulin.

Globulin is one of the principal constituents of the blood, since, with

hoematin, it forms the viscid fluid contents of the blood-corpuscles.

We can form no definite and certain idea, regarding the quantity of

globulin contained in the blood-corpuscles, for even if we are able to

form an approximative idea of the amount of hsematin contained in the

corpuscles (see p. 272), we have no means of deciding how much of the

remainder of them (amounting to 94-28g) is to be ascribed to fat, to the

enveloping membrane, and to globulin. Hence it is not possible to make
any accurate statement regarding the quantity of globulin contained in

the blood generally. We shall, however, return to this subject in the

second volume, Avhen treating of "the blood-corpuscles."

Globulin has not yet been found in any other parts of the animal

body. In the present state of organico-analytical chemistry, we are

unable to attempt to seek it in its coagulated state.

Origin.—In regard to the seat of the formation of globulin, no reason-

able doubt can be entertained, that it at present has only been found in

cells and cell-like bodies like the blood-corpuscles.

Whichever view we adopt regarding the mechanical mode of forma-

tion of the red from the colorless corpuscles (see p. 273) and the remarks
" on the blood-corpuscles," in the second volume) we must arrive at the

conclusion, that the globuloid is formed within a cell or a vesicle or a

closed saccule, which is bathed in an albuminous fluid. If albumen lies

without the enveloping membrane and globulin exists within it, we are

almost compelled to assume that the globulin is produced by the cellular

action from the albumen, but we cannot give the chemical equation,

representing how this transformation takes place, for the simple reason

that Ave are ignorant of the rational composition both of albumen and
globulin. From a comparison of the analyses of albumen and globulin,

we can, however, perceive that the latter contains a little less carbon
and sulphur, but rather more oxygen than the former. (Little weight
can be attached to the amount of phosphorus in albumen, in consequence
of the uncertainty connected with our modes of determining that ele-

ment.) Hence globulin appears to be albumen modified by oxidation, so

that it is allied to fibrin, or perhaps more correctly should be placed

between this substance and albumen. Moreover, the physiological

hypothesis, according to which the blood-corpuscles are to be regarded
as nothing more than laboratories in which the ordinary nutrient matter,

1 Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 528.
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crude albumen, is first prepared, in order to become applicable to the

formation or reparation of tissues in different organs, corresponds with

this view. Whether globulin be directly converted into fibrin, is a ques-

tion which, at present, is unanswerable ; we shall, however, return to this

subject in a future part of this work.

Uses.—The object of nature in depositing globulin in the cellular

fibres of the crystalline lens is too obvious to require comment. It is,

however, interesting to observe that nature, in producing a refractive

fluid, aimed at rendering the lens achromatic, not merely by anatomical

structure, but also by filling its middle layers with a concentrated fluid

which is always attenuated toward the capsule.

Chenevix is the first to whom we are indebted for this observation ; he

found that the specific gravity of a lens weighing 30 grains, taken from

the eye of the ox, was 1-0765, while, when he had peeled off the outer

layers, the nucleus, weighing 6 grains, had a specific gravity of 1*194.

But how nature, to carry out this object, effects the separation or

secretion of pure globulin, free from albumen and hsematin, in the

crystalline lens, from the minute capsular artery, will probably never be

understood.

From the above observations, it is manifest that we can never under-

stand the importance and the uses of the globulin in the blood, until we
have obtained an accurate knowledge both of its chemical constitution,

and of the function of the blood-corpuscles.

Casein.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—In its dry state soluble casein occurs as an amber-yellow
mass, devoid of odor, insipid and viscous when tasted, and having neither

an acid nor an alkaline reaction ; it dissolves in water, forming a yellow-

ish viscid fluid, which on evaporation becomes covered with a white film

of insoluble casein which may be readily drawn off. If a concentrated
solution of casein be exposed for a long time to the air, it rapidly passes

into a state of 'putrefaction, developing a very large quantity of ammo-
nia, and yielding leucine, tyrosine, and similar substances.

Alcohol renders casein opaque, and gives it the appearance of coagu-
lated albumen ; a part, however, of the casein dissolves in alcohol, and
on evaporation can be again obtained in an unchanged state ; in boiling

alcohol it dissolves more freely, but on cooling, the greater part of the
casein again separates ; this casein thus treated with alcohol dissolves

tolerably readily in water, especially with the aid of heat, and has all

the properties of non-coagulated casein. If we add a little alcohol to a
concentrated aqueous solution of casein, a precipitate is thrown down,
which, however, dissolves again readily in water ; if, however, the pre-
cipitation be effected by the free addition of strong alcohol, the casein
is then difficult of solution or even insoluble in water. By boiling it is

not coagulated from its solutions.

Acids precipitate casein from its aqueous solution, and partially com-
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bine with it, but they do not reduce it to the coagulated state, for on

neutralization with alkalies or metallic oxides, the casein again dissolves

;

these combinations of casein with acids are readily soluble both in pure

water and in alcohol. Casein is especially distinguished from albumen

by the circumstances that it is precipitated from its aqueous solutions by

acetic and lactic acids, the precipitate not being an acetate or a lactate,

but pure casein. The precipitate is only slightly soluble in an excess of

acetic acid ; like all the other combinations of this class with acids, it is

precipitated by ferrocyanide of potassium. The alcoholic solution of

casein is not only not precipitated by acids, but alcohol even possesses

the property of dissolving those combinations of casein with acids, which

are insoluble in water. When treated with concentrated nitric, hydro-

chloric, or sulphuric acid, casein yields the same products of decompo-

sition as albumen and fibrin. Tannic acid precipitates it from very

dilute aqueous and alcoholic solutions.

Casein combines very readily with bases, turbid solutions of this sub-

stance becoming clear on the addition of caustic alkalies; alkaline

earths dissolve in solutions of casein, and can only with difficulty be

separated from that body ; with larger quantities of these earths casein

forms insoluble compounds. Hence its solutions are precipitated by
chloride of calcium and sulphate of lime, as well as by sulphate of mag-
nesia, on the application of heat, which thus afford a reaction very cha-

racteristic of casein. It resembles albumen in being precipitated by me-

tallic salts, and forming with them two combinations, namely, one of

casein and the acid, and the other of casein and the metallic oxide.

Ferrocyanide of potassium does not throw down casein from alkaline

solutions, and only induces a slight turbidity in neutral solutions.

These are the properties of casein, as it occurs in its ordinary state of

solution in the milk ; if, however, we obtain it perfectly free from alkali,

according to Rochleder's1 method, which we shall presently give, it pre-

sents some characters different from those which we have just described.

For instance, it dissolves only very slightly in pure water, rather better

in hot water, and not at all in alcohol ; it reddens blue litmus, without,

however, communicating this property to water, but it forms solutions

with carbonate and phosphate of soda, which no longer exhibit an alka-

line reaction ; it dissolves very readily in solutions of hydrochlorate of

ammonia, nitrate of potash, and other neutral alkaline salts, does not

coagulate on boiling, like albumen, but forms on evaporation a film of

casein, as we have already described. It dissolves in dilute mineral acids,

but is precipitated on the addition of an excess of the acid ; the solu-

tions of casein in dilute acids become covered on evaporation with this

colorless, transparent, and somewhat tough membrane ; the solution of

this substance in acids or in alkalies is completely precipitated by neu-

tralization, and mineral acids throw it down from its acetic acid solution.

The precipitated hydrochlorate of casein is, like the hydrochlorate of

albumen, soluble in pure water ; before dissolving, however, it swells,

like the latter, into a jelly-like mass ; both acids and alkalies precipitate

it from this solution ; the deposit thrown down by hydrochloric acid swells

and finally dissolves in alcohol, but is precipitable from this fluid by

« Ann. d. Ch. u Phnrm. Bd. 45, S. 253.
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ether, tins precipitate being again soluble in water. The mere boiling

of a solution of casein, under no circumstances, induces a precipitation.

On the other hand, we may be readily led to believe that it is converted

into a coagulable substance when we have dissolved it in a solution of

carbonate of potash, or of nitre to which a little potash has been added
;

on neutralizing this solution with an acid, a transitory precipitate ensues

on stirring or shaking the mixture, and if wc now boil the fluid, there is

formed an abundant thick coagulum ; I have not been able to persuade

myself to regard this as a modification of casein coagulable by mere heat

(such as sometimes appears to be contained in the milk) but I rather

incline to the belief that the acid, has converted only a part of the case-

ate of soda occurring in solution, and of the simple carbonate of soda,

into acid salts, and that on the application of heat it is only the acid

salts remaining in solution which are decomposed and evolve carbonic

acid, while the casein is precipitated.

From the above observations it follows that casein is not reduced to

its coagulated state by the same means as albumen and globulin. Wc
have long been acquainted with the fact that the casein in milk is coagu-

lated by the mucous membrane of the stomach of the calf; our know-
ledge is, however, by no means clear regarding the peculiar condition

under which this coagulation ensues. We have seen that soluble casein,

on the evaporation of its solution, is partially transformed into the in-

soluble modification ; cases, however, occur, in which the whole of the

casein in milk is rendered insoluble by evaporation. Even on prolonged

exposure to the air, it is well known that milk coagulates ; the casein

thus separated reacts in the same manner as the precipitate obtained

from a solution of pure casein by means of lactic acid, that is to say,

after treating it with carbonate of lime or baryta, it is only slightly

soluble in water, most of it having been transformed into the insoluble

modification. Simon1 and Liebig explain the coagulation of casein by
the calf's stomach (rennet) by assuming that the latter primarily acts as

a ferment, converting the sugar in the milk into lactic acid, Avhich pre-

cipitates the casein ; Simon moreover maintains that he has observed
that solutions of casein free from milk-sugar are not coagulated by rennet.

Certain experiments, instituted by Selmi,2
are, however, opposed to this

view ; he found that alkaline milk could be coagulated by rennet in the

course of ten minutes, and that, after the coagulation, it still had a de-

cidedly alkaline reaction ; the same was observed when milk, artificially

rendered alkaline by the addition of soda, was exposed to the action of

rennet. Conversely, casein dissolved in an excess of acetic or oxalic

acid, coagulated, like the alkaline solution, at a temperature of from 50°
to 56°. The true cause of coagulation is still entirely unknown. It

appears, however, from the observations of Scherer,3 that casein cannot
coagulate in the form of a membrane, unless in the presence of oxygen.
From the large number of individual facts which we have mentioned

in relation to casein, it may be inferred that our knowledge of this sub-
stance is still very defective ; for otherwise we could have embraced in a

' Frauenmilch. S. 29. 2 journ< de rharm. T. 9, pp. 265-267.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bel. 40, S. 36.
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few paragraphs the most essential points in relation to this body ; our

difficulties are increased by the probability that casein is not to be re-

garded as a simple organic body, but as a mixture of at least two dif-

ferent substances. Mulder1 and Schlossberger2 have especially directed

attention to this circumstance. If freshly washed casein be digested for

a couple of days with dilute hydrochloric acid, it is found to be perfectly

dissolved ; by neutralization with carbonate of ammonia there is precipi-

tated from this fluid a white, viscid body, difficult to separate by filtra-

tion ; but in the neutralized fluid there still remains in solution another

substance which may be thrown down by an excess of hydrochloric acid
;

and the hydrochloric acid even now holds in solution a protein-like body.

The first of these bodies was found by Schlossberger to contain sulphur,

and the second to be free from that element.

Here, however, it might be supposed that the prolonged digestion of

the original casein with the dilute hydrochloric acid had decomposed it

into several substances. Another and an earlier experiment of Mulder,

however, supports the view that casein consists of several substances.

To milk which had been as thoroughly as possible freed from butter-

globules by chloride of sodium, Mulder added dilute hydrochloric acid,

which yielded the ordinary precipitate ; there remained, however, in so-

lution, a similar body, which was not precipitated till this mixture was
boiled.

It is very difficult to arrive at a definite opinion on this point ; for any
one repeating the experiments on casein which have been described by
different authors, will find that all the statements regarding this sub-

stance confirm one another to a certain degree, but that on often repeat-

ing the same experiment differences present themselves which thus

explain the discrepancies in the statements of different observers. Casein

appears to us to be a highly transmutable substance, often undergoing

change on the application of the mildest reagents. In a word, a method
of preparing casein, which would exclude all suspicion of its being

changed by the process, is still a desideratum. The circumstance that

the elementary analyses of the separated matters give such slightly dif-

ferent results, adds very much to our difficulty of ascertaining whether
the constitution of casein is simple or complicated.

Casein, when thoroughly coagulated by rennet, and purified, is hard,

and presents a yellowish translucent appearance ; it softens and swells

in water, but is insoluble both in that fluid and in alcohol. Like its

soluble modification it combines with acids and alkalies ; but on sepa-

rating the inorganic part from the casein, the latter is insoluble in water.

In its relation to the stronger mineral acids it in every respect resem-

bles coagulated albumen ; it i3 as difficult of solution in acetic acid as its

soluble modification ; alkalies dissolve it very readily, and, if concen-
trated, decompose it like the other protein-compounds on the application

of heat. On heating casein, it softens, may be drawn out in threads,

and becomes elastic ; and at a higher temperature it fuses, swells up,

carbonizes, and dcvelopes the same products of distillation as albumen
and fibrin ; when strongly heated in the air it burns with a flame, and,

1 Berzelius. Jahresbr. Bd. 20, S. 910. 2 Ann. d Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S 92-95.
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unless carefully washed with acidulated water, leaves an ash containing

carhonate and phosphate of lime, but no alkali.

The investigations of Iljenko 1 show that casein during its putrefaction

(even when perfectly freed from fat) developcs at first carbonate of am-

monia and hydrosulphate of ammonia, but that, after a space of from

two to five months, its principal products are ammonia, valerianic acid,

butyric acid, and leucine, and to these substances Bopp2 adds a white,

crystallizable, sublimable body, having a very strong faecal odor, and an

acid which, when decomposed with a mineral acid, yields a brown sub-

stance together with tyrosine, and ammonia. On fusing casein with

hydrated potash, it developes a very large quantity of hydrogen and
ammonia, leaving much valerianic acid in combination with the potash,

and likewise leucine and tyrosine (Liebig).3 When decomposed with

chromic acid, or with sulphuric acid and binoxide of manganese, casein

yields much more acetic acid, oil of bitter almonds, and benzoic acid,

but much less valerianic acid and butyric acid than fibrin ; in reference

to the quantities of these products of decomposition it most nearly re-

sembles albumen, although it yields a larger amount of acetic acid

(Guckelberger).*

Simon has directed attention to certain differences presented by casein

from women s milk, cows' milk, and the milk of the bitch. Casein from
women's milk is white or yellowish, friable, becomes moist on exposure
to the air, is insoluble in alcohol, but dissolves in water, forming a
turbid, frothy fluid, from which it is completely thrown down by tannic

acid, acetate of lead, and corrosive sublimate, and imperfectly precipi-

tated by acetic acid and alum. Casein from cows' milk is not so freely

soluble in water, and, when dry, is tough and horny ; while that from
the milk of the bitch is not tough and horny, and is difficult of solution

in water. Dumas has, however, ascertained that the composition of

these three kinds of casein is perfectly identical. There is much here
that requires explanation. Simon's observations are certainly correct

;

and can not only confirm his statements from my own experience, but
also those of Elsasser, according to which the cheesy coagulum of

women's milk is always loose and jelly-like in its texture, while that of

cows' milk is very firm and clotty. These differences may, however, be
found to depend on many external relations, on the admixture of various

substances, &c. Thus, for instance, I believe that the jelly-like coagula
of women's milk are more dependent on the alkaline state of the fluid

than on any peculiarity in the casein ; at all events, I have found that
women's milk, when acid, yields a much thicker coagulum than when
alkaline, and cows' milk, when alkaline, a much looser coagulum than
when acid;—facts of the highest interest and value in relation to
dietetics.

Composition.—Casein, like albumen, has very often been analyzed,
but all these analyses have led to no perfectly certain empirical formula,
and far less to a rational one. We give as examples, analyses by

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 55, S. 78-95, and Bd. 58, S. 264-273.
2 Handwdrterb. der Chemie v. Liebig, Wohler u. Pogg. Bd. 3, S. 220.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 57, S. 127-129. * Ibid. Bd. 64, S. 39-100
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Mulder. 1 Scherer.* and Dumas. 3

Carbon, 53-83 .... 54-665 .... 53-7

Hydrogen, 7-15 .... 7-465 .... 7-2

Nitrogen, 15-65 .... 15-724 .... 16-6

°x
,
ySn ' \ 23-37 .... 22-146 .... 22-5

Sulphur, /

10000 100000 100-0

According to more recent investigations purified casein contains 0*85^

of sulphur.

In casein, precipitated by acetic acid, and washed with alcohol and
ether, Rilling4 found 1-015JJ of sulphur ; but in casein which had been

precipitated by acetic acid, dissolved in carbonate of soda, and again

precipitated by the acid, the quantity was only 0-850 g ; Walther5 found

0-933$, and VerdeiP 0-842-g of sulphur in casein, which had been treated

with hydrochloric acid and carbonate of soda.

According to Mulder, casein is nothing more than his hypothetical

protein combined with sulphamide. No formula for casein can, however,

be established till the question is definitively settled whether it be a

simple or a compound body.

Casein that has not been treated with acids contains about 6g of

phosphate of lime ; more, consequently, than is contained in any of the

protein-compounds we have hitherto considered.

Preparation.—We obtain soluble casein by evaporating skimmed
milk, extracting the residue with ether, and dissolving it in water ; we
then throw down the casein from the aqueous solution by the addition

of alcohol, with which we must also carefully wash the precipitate.

Berzelius precipitates the casein from skimmed milk by sulphuric acid,

rinses the white coagulum with water, and decomposes the sulphate of

casein with carbonate of lime, or (which is better) with carbonate of lead

;

the casein which is dissolved in water always contains a little lead, which,

however, may be removed from the solution by sulphuretted hydrogen.
Simon removed the fat, by means of alcohol and ether, from casein

precipitated by sulphuric acid, before decomposing it with carbonate of

lime.

Mulder prepared casein for elementary analysis by precipitating

it from skimmed milk, by warming it with acetic acid, washing and
thoroughly rinsing the precipitate with water, separating the fat by
boiling alcohol, and finally, by drying at 130°.

According to Rochleder's7 method skimmed milk is coagulated with
dilute sulphuric acid (acetic acid or hydrochloric acid may however be

used in its place) ; the precipitate is then duly pressed and again dis-

solved in a dilute solution of carbonate of soda ; this solution is allowed

to stand for some time in a shallow vessel, when there gradually forms
on its surface a layer of fatty matter, which we must remove as com-
pletely as possible with a spoon, or else we must decant the subjacent

fluid with a syphon. The fluid is now again precipitated with an acid,

l Bullet, de Nderl. 1839, p. 10. 2 Ann. d Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 40.
3 Compt. rend. T. 21, p. 715. 4 Ann. d Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 38, S. 300.
5 Ibid. Bd. 37, S. 316. 6 Ibid. Bd. 38, S. 319.
7 Ibid. Bd. 45, S. 253-256.

vol. i. 22
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and the previous steps are repeated. After the casein has been thrice

dissolved in carbonate of soda, and the fat as often skimmed off, the last

trace of fatty matter may then be easily removed by alcohol and ether,

which otherwise is a very difficult task. Casein thus prepared may
moreover be rendered entirely free from acid by repeated boiling in

water ; so that if, for instance, it has been precipitated with sulphuric

acid, chloride of barium does not excite the slightest turbidity when
added to its acid solution. Bopp 1 adopts a modification of Rochleder's

method ; he precipitates a solution of casein in carbonate of soda with

hydrochloric acid, and repeatedly washes this precipitate with water

.containing 2g or 3g of hydrochloric acid; it is then mixed with pure

water, in which it swells and gradually dissolves, especially if the tem-

perature be raised to about 40°
; the solution contains hydrochlorate of

casein, from which the casein must be thrown down by careful neu-

tralization with an alkali, and the precipitate then washed.

Tests.—It is now ascertained that no reliance is to be placed on cer-

tain properties of casein which were formerly regarded as characteristic

indications of its presence, and it is unfortunately the case that recent

investigations have only shown us the fallacy of our former tests, with-

out affording us better and more certain means of detecting it. There

were three especial properties by which it was generally believed that

casein might be recognized. In the first place the capability of an
animal fluid to form a membrane on evaporation, was regarded as the

most certain sign of the presence of casein ; we have however already

shown (p. 297) that both alkaline albuminates and acid solutions of albu-

men equally possess this property, and, indeed, that the fluid filtered

from ordinary coagulated albumen always contains such an albuminate,

and consequently has a tendency to form such a membrane ; the ten-

dency of an albuminous fluid to form a membrane on evaporation, is

directly proportional to the amount of alkali or albuminate which it

contains, and it is this circumstance that has led some very accurate

observers to believe that they have found casein in the blood and in fluid

exudations, where in reality not a trace of this substance occurs.

[Since the publication of this volume in German, two memoirs on the

assumed discovery of casein in the blood have appeared, one by Guillot

and Leblanc,2 the other by Panum.3—g. e. d.]

This error would be further promoted by a second mode of testing

for casein, namely, by its property of being 'precipitated by acetic acid;

this was regarded as a means of distinguishing between casein and albu-

men ; but if the slight turbidity which affects albuminous solutions (see

p. 296), when they are neutralized or very much diluted with water,

occasionally gave rise to a confusion between these substances, this must
have occurred far more frequently when it was believed that the albu-

men had been removed by boiling from albuminous fluids ; for there then
remains, as we have already seen, a little coagulated albumen with soda
or potash in solution ; by the addition of acetic acid the albumen is pre-
cipitated from the solution in precisely the same manner as casein, which
is not the case with the unboiled albuminate of potash. Every accurate

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm Bd. 69, S. 16-37. 2 Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 585.
3 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. Bd. 3, S. 251. •
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experimenter must have thus been led (till these facts were ascertained)

to believe that he had always found a little casein in the fluid filtered

from coagulated albumen.

The third means of discovering casein is the only one now left us

;

and even this, by its incorrect application, has already given rise to false

conclusions. We refer to the coagulability of casein by rennet—a test by

which some have supposed that they have detected casein in the blood :

but in order that the casein may be separated by this means, the rennet

must be tolerably fresh, or at all events must not have become putrid,

when it is placed in the fluid which is to be examined ; the mixture should

then digest, at a temperature of 40°, for a period not exceeding two

hours ; if no coagulum is then formed, we are not justified in assuming

that casein exists in the fluid ; for if we allow the rennet to remain for

twenty-four hours or longer in the fluid at that temperature, putrefaction

ensues, with the development of vibriones, and the fluid becomes turbid

by the products of putrefaction, but not by coagulated casein. Blood in

which, for instance, some chemists fancy that they have thus detected

casein, putrefies, on the addition of rennet, after a considerable time,

but I have never succeeded in obtaining from it a true coagulum of

casein.

/Sulphate of magnesia and chloride of calcium have been recently

recommended as very good tests for the presence of casein ; the casein

separating on boiling in combination with magnesia or lime ; but unfor-

tunately albuminate of soda (which, as we know, does not coagulate on

boiling) possesses this property in common with casein.

At an earlier period of organic chemistry, many other reactions by
which casein was characterized used to be described, as, for instance,

sulphurous acid, its difficult solubility in acetic acid, &c. ; but all these

means yield no definite result. Moreover, during the last few years,

much attention has been devoted to the behavior of casein and of the

protein-compounds generally with tests of the most varied kind ; but

however deserving of notice such endeavors may be, they have not pro-

duced any great results, nor indeed could they be expected to do so, for

independently of the fact that an endeavor to discover any decisive reac-

tions is mere groping in the dark, when the investigation is not guided

by one uniform leading idea, the results of these experiments so fre-

quently vary in their individual character that it is often impossible to

bring them into harmony. Any one who has occupied himself with such

investigations, and observed the action of acids, bases, metallic salts, &c,
under various relations, on the albuminous substances, can confirm the

statement that one and the same substance, under apparently similar re-

lations, yields the greatest diversity of reactions, sometimes presenting a

similarity to one and sometimes to another protein-compound. The various

relations which modify these reactions, and of whose nature we are still

ignorant, render experiments perfectly useless, unless these circumstances

be taken into account. In general we may suspect the modifying influ-

ence, but in special cases we are often quite in the dark. A very simple

example will illustrate our meaning. Casein is sometimes very readily

soluble in acetic acid, at other times it is rather difficult of solution,

while ao-ain there are other occasions in which it is almost insoluble in
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that fluid ; we can only conjecture that the state of cohesion, the earthy

matters contained in it, &c, give rise to this difference ; but in individual

cases it is often impossible to say which of these two conditions, or whe-

ther any other, is influencing the result of the special observation.

I may in this place give another example of the difference produced

by inexplicable circumstances on reactions : on one occasion a turbid acid

solution of casein becomes perfectly clear on the application of heat, on

another the casein is entirely separated on heating ; and thus acetic acid

not unfrequently produces only a slight precipitation in the milk of cows

and other animals, a true coagulum only separating on boiling.

In order to determine with any certainty whether casein exists in an

albuminous fluid, Ave should conduct our experiment in the following

manner. The fluid must be boiled for some time, a little hydrochlorate

of ammonia having been first added, to effect the separation of the albu-

minate of soda ; we must then filter it, and ascertain whether sulphate

of magnesia or chloride of calcium yields a precipitate without the aid of

heat ; if such a precipitate be formed, we remove it by filtration, before

boiling the fluid, in order to search for casein. If a precipitate be formed

on boiling the fluid thus prepared, the presence of casein must in this case

be shown by rennet.

Acetic acid was formerly almost the only reagent employed in the

quantitative determination of casein ; but this acid by no means effects

a thorough precipitation of the casein, and when added in excess it often

dissolves a very considerable portion ;—an observation which formerly

led Schiibler to the belief that the milk contained a peculiar substance,

to which he gave a special name, zieger* The best method of analyzing

milk which has yet been proposed is, unquestionably that of Haidlen.2

On stirring milk with about one-fifth of its weight of finely pulverized

gypsum, and heating it to 100°, a perfect coagulation ensues, and we
obtain on evaporation a brittle, easily pulverizable residue, from which

ether and alcohol easily remove the fat milk-sugar, and most of the salts.

The residue is then not pure casein, but the quantity of that ingredient

in a state of purity may be easily calculated by determining the quantity

of fat, sugar, and salts contained in the milk.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Casein occurs, as is well known, in the milk of all the

mammalia.
Clemm3 found 3 -

37§, and Fr. Simon, 4 on an average, 3-5[| of casein

in women's milk ; the latter found 4g in the colostrum, but only 2-15JJ in

the milk six days after delivery. In women's milk of good quality Haid-

len5 found 3 #lg, but in milk of an inferior character only 2-7
[J.

In cows milk Boussingault6 found the casein to range from 3g to 3-4"},

Playfair determined the average at 4-162, Poggiale7 at 3*8g, and Simon
at 7fi.

In the milk of bitches Simon found 14-62 of casein, Dumas8 from
1 [Zieger is, literally, a sort of whey.—o. B. n.]
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 273 ff.

3 Inquis. chera. etc. Gotting. 1845.
4 Frauenmilch Berl. 1838. & Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 273 ff.
6 Ann. deChim. et <le Phyls. 3 Sc;r T. 8, p. 9*.
7 Compt. rend. T. 18, p;j. 50U-507. 8 Ibid. BJ. 21, S. 708-717.
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9-73g to 13-6g, and Bensch1 from 8-343 tol0-24g (including the insoluble

salts). In asses' milk Peligot2 found l-95g, and Stiptr. Luiscius and
Bondt3 2-3|> ; the latter found 16-2g in mares' milk ; in goats' milk,

Payen found 4-52g, Stiptr. Luiscius and Bondt 9-12$, and Clemm 6-03g
;

Schlossberger4 found 9-66g in the milk of a he-goat, and Stiptr. Luiscius

and Bondt 15"3g in ewes' milk.

According to Dumas and Bensch the milk contains more casein during

an animal than during a strictly vegetable diet.

The nitrogenous substance to which we apply the name of casein, oc-

curs in the milk, for the most part, in a state of solution, but a not

inconsiderable portion forms the free investing membrane or wall of the

milk-globules. The microscope alone affords us no information regarding

the structure of this membrane ; hence we do not attach much faith to

the assertions of Raspail and Donne,5 who were the first to assume the

existence of such a membrane : Simon6 believed that he had detected

fragments of these membranes in milk which had been evaporated and
treated with ether ; Henle7 was the first to demonstrate its existence ; on

examining under the microscope the gradual action of acetic acid on the

milk-globules, he noticed a decided distortion of this membrane. The
best proof of the existence of an investing membrane is, however,

afforded by an experiment instituted by E. Mitscherlich : on shaking

perfectly fresh milk with ether, it is scarcely at all changed, the ether

merely taking up a little fat ; now, if the milk were a simple emulsion,

it would yield all its fat to the ether, and would be converted into a

transparent, tolerably clear fluid ; as this is not the case, the separate

fat-vesicles must be surrounded by an insoluble substance ; if now we
add a substance capable of dissolving these membranes, ether when
shaken with milk will act on it precisely as on an emulsion, that is to

say, it will take up the fatty matter ; and indeed this is the case if a

little caustic or carbonated alkali be added to the milk before it is shaken
with ether. Mitscherlich, by this beautiful experiment has removed all

doubt regarding the existence of such a membrane. I have, however,

observed the following facts : on placing under the microscope milk

shaken with ether but to which no potash has been added, the surface of

the milk-globules appears of diminished transparency, opaque, and fis-

sured ; in short, the wall presents the appearance of being coagulated.

In place of potash I have used phosphate of soda and sulphate of soda
;

milk, treated with the former, yielded almost all its fat to ether, but did

not become so clear as when treated with potash ; under the microscope

the aqueous fluid exhibited only a few fat-globules, which were no longer

round but corrugated, of a caudate form, &c. Sulphate of soda has the

property of causing the capsules of the milk-globules to burst, after

which the fat can be extracted from the milk by ether ; the watery fluid,

however, remains very turbid, but no longer exhibits under the micro-

scope either milk-globules, or shreds of destroyed capsules, but only

i Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 221-227.
2 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 62, p. 432.
a Me"moires de la Soc de M6d. de Paris, 1787, p. 525.
4 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 51, S. 4:51. 6 Cours de Microsoopie, p. 356.
6 Medic. Chem. Bd. 2, S. 75, or English Translation, vol. 2, p. 43.
7 Fror. Notiz. 1839, Nr. 223, and Allgemeine Anatomie, S. 942.
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extremely minute, scarcely isolable, molecular granules, which are un-

questionably the fragments of the destroyed capsules, and do not consist

of finely comminuted fat ; for, on the addition of a little potash, they

not only do not disappear under the microscope, but the fluid which had
previously retained its milky color becomes perfectly clear and limpid.

Hence we perceive that our ordinary casein not only contains the pro-

tein-compound dissolved in the milk, but likewise another, which forms

the capsule of the milk-corpuscles, so that Ave thus also have a microsco-

pico-mechanical proof of the composite nature of ordinary casein.

From a comparatively early epoch in animal chemistry attempts have
been made to recognize casein in the blood; but none of them were
distinctly successful. Recently, however, very careful investigations

have been made by several different persons, as for instance, by Guillot

and Leblanc, 1 Panum,2 and Moleschott,3 which demonstrate the existence

of a substance in the serum which appears to be different from the ordi-

nary albumen, and which they hold to be identical with casein. Whether
this substance is to be regarded as perfectly identical with ordinary

albumen (as Scherer and I hold), the difference in its properties depend-

ing only on certain admixtures or incidental relations, is a point that

possibly may never be decided; this much, however, is certain, that

although the presence of casein in the blood is a priori in the highest

degree probable (in consequence of its occurrence in other fluids), yet the

identity of this constituent of the blood with the casein of the milk is by
no means definitely established. Such questions as these can, however,

never be thoroughly decided until we are better acquainted generally

with the chemical constitution of the protein-bodies.

Guillot and Leblanc have obtained their casein by the addition of a

few drops of acetic acid to blood-serum after the removal of its albumen
by heat; and they maintain that they found in the precipitate all the

characters of casein ; they do not, however, state what these properties

are. Anything like a doubt as to whether the substance precipitated by
acetic acid was casein or albumen, or some other special substance, seems
never to have occurred to these investigators.

The quantity of this substance precipitable by acetic acid was, accord-

ing to their observations, different in different animals, and varies with

the sex, food, bodily conditions, &c. It was especially abundant in the

blood shortly before delivery, and during the process of lactation, the

actual maximum occurring soon after delivery. In many pathological

conditions this substance entirely disappeared from the blood.

The substance precipitable by acetic acid occurs, according to Stas,4

in very large quantity in the serum from the blood of the umbilical cord

and the placenta.

Panum considers that the precipitate mentioned in p. 296, which is

obtained by the dilution of the blood, especially after the addition of a

little acetic acid, and which Scherer regards as albumen poor in salts

and free from an alkali, is casein; and he terms it serum-casein. On
drying, this substance first becomes transparent and viscid, then glisten-

ing, hard, and tough, assuming, as Panum strongly urges, a beautiful

1 Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 585. 2 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. Bd. 3, S. 251-272.
3 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 11, S. 105-111. * Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 630.
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green color. Scherer, 1 under whose direction Panum conducted his

experiments, correctly remarks, that the differences between this sub-

stance and albumen depend more on the nature of the fluids in which
they occur, on the weakened action of the salts, the great quantity of

the water, and the extremely minute disintegration of the separated

matter, than on an essential difference in the nature of this substance

as compared with ordinary albumen, and that casein is precipitated from

concentrated, as well as from dilute solutions, while this substance is

only precipitated from very dilute solutions by acetic acid. Panum
remarks as characteristic of this substance, that it is precipitated from
its solutions by carbonic acid : this observation is quite correct, but it

stands in direct opposition to the view, that this substance is identical

with casein ; for as far as my experience goes, the casein of milk is not

precipitated by carbonic acid, although the globulin of the crystalline

lens is almost entirely thrown down from its watery solution by carbonic

acid. Moreover, this substance, which may also be recognized in small

quantity in the white of egg, presents a much closer resemblance to

globulin than to the ordinary casein of milk. Panum has also found
more of this substance in the serum of woman's than in that of man's
blood (0-3g); and it was especially abundant in the serum of women
shortly after delivery (from 0-99 to l-25g).

Although Panum' s experiments were very carefully made, and have
led to the discovery of many new facts, yet the far less numerous expe-
riments of Moleschott, who treated the serum, after the removal of the

albumen by salts and coagulation, with sulphate of magnesia and heat,

seem to afford far stronger evidence in favor of the existence of casein

in the blood. I will here repeat, that neither Scherer nor I have ever
ventured to deny, that in all probability casein exists in the blood ; but
until its presence in that fluid is actually proved, we cannot recognize
its existence there. The discussion on this point is, however, little more
than a war of words, for how can we strictly identify a substance with
casein when we do not know what casein actually is, or rather believe

that it is a mixture of two or more substances ?

M. S. Schultze 2 has found a matter coagulable in the cold by acetic

acid in the interstitial juice of the middle coat of the arteries, and Mole-
schott 3 in that of the connective tissue, and of the ligamentum nuchse;

and I have found the same substance in all contractile tissues, which
contain contractile fibre-cells (smooth muscular fibres).

Stas 4 found a similar substance in the fluid of the allantois.

It was formerly supposed that casein existed in other animal fluids

and solid parts, and indeed it was regarded as a normal constituent of

the blood. In our consideration of the means by which casein may be

recognized with certainty, we have, however, shown that no reliance can

be placed on statements of this nature. Hence we can attach no weight

to the assertions that casein occurs in the urine or in effusions within the

peritoneum, the pleura, or the arachnoid, and the cases where, in con-

sequence of metastasis of the milk, casein actually occurs in the urine or

1 Jahresber. d. ges. Med. 1851, S. 75. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 71, S. 217.
3 Physiol, d. Stoffwechsels. Erlangen, 1851, S. 366.
4 Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 630.
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other fluids, require no further mention. The same remark holds good
in reference to the supposed occurrence of casein in the saliva, in pus,

tubercles, and other morbid products.

Origin.—In our entire ignorance of the true chemical constitution of

casein, we cannot resort to any experiment to elucidate its mode of

formation. Although we are unable distinctly to recognize the presence

of casein in the blood, there is no doubt that it is formed there, and that

it is merely separated by the mammary glands. We must clearly under-

stand the differences in the constitution of albumen and casein before we
can venture to offer a conjecture regarding the conversion of one into

the other.

Uses.—The occurrence of casein in the milk, the best of all kinds of

food, leaves no doubt regarding the uses' of this substance : especially

since we see how nature provides that more casein is always supplied for

the building up of the bodies of very young animals, than is required for

their future support. Casein not only yields to the infant body the

material by which soft parts are nourished and caused to grow, but like-

wise conveys into the system a sufficient quantity of bone-earth and lime

to cause the skeleton of the infant body gradually to attain its necessary

solidity.

The Crystalline Substance of the Blood.

Properties.—This substance is distinguished from all other protein-

bodies by the readiness with which it crystallizes ; but this very pro-

perty merely indicates that we have not here to deal with a matter which
is perfectly identical for all classes of animals, however extraordinary

may be the resemblance existing between its different modifications

;

Fig. 19.

Blood-crystals of human venous blood. Blood-crystals of the guinea-pig.

the crystals of the blood occur principally in three forms, namely, in
prisms, tetrahedra, and hexagonal tablets. The prismatic forms, whose
true system of crystallization has not been firmly established notwith-
standing the attention which has been devoted to the subject, are peculiar
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to human blood and to the blood of most mammals and fishes ; the tetra-

hedra are met with in some of the rodents, as for instance, in guinea-

Fig. 20.

">

Blood-crystals of the squirrel.

pigs, rats, and mice, while the hexagonal tablets have hitherto been

found only in squirrels. These crystals contain water of crystallization,

but lose it with tolerable rapidity when exposed to the air ; they do not,

however, at once fall to powder, but only partially contract and become
irregular, still retaining a tolerable amount of water, as they are ex-

tremely hygroscopic. They are devoid of smell and taste ; they are

always red in color, appearing of a peach-blossom or purplish-red tinge

when seen under the microscope ; they are of a light cinnabar-red when
in masses, and of a yellowish-brown color when dried and pulverized.

The solubility in water of the different forms of crystals is very different

:

thus 1 part of the tetrahedric crystals dissolves in 600 parts of water,

while 1 part of the prismatic crystals from the dog requires no more

than 90 parts of water ; the solubility of the hexagonal crystals is nearly

equally removed from these two extremes. They do not readily dissolve

in water containing spirit, and they are insoluble in spirit of 85g ; they

are insoluble in ether, which is only capable of extracting some of the

fat which remains mechanically mixed with the crystals. The aqueous

solutions exhibit a peach-blossom color in the case of the tetrahedric

crystals, and a dark pomegranate-red color in the case of the pris-

matic crystals ; the solution of the tetrahedric crystals separates into a

brownish coagulum when heated to 63° ; that of the prismatic crystals

when heated to 64° or 65°. Small quantities of spirit produce no al-

teration in the aqueous solution, but when a larger quantity is added, a

flocculent precipitate is formed, which is again soluble in water ; a very

large quantity of spirit or absolute alcohol precipitates the substance in

clots, which are insoluble in water. When a little spirit is added to the

aqueous solution, the substance coagulates at a lower temperature than

in the pure watery solution. Ether does not produce any turbidity in

the aqueous solution.

Cold concentrated nitric acid renders the crystals dark and almost
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black. On being heated, however, they become yellow and dissolve

with tolerable readiness into a yellow fluid. The aqueous solution of

the crystals yields a light-brownish flocculent precipitate, even when
very much diluted.

Hydrochloric and sulphuric acids do not give rise to any precipitates

from the watery solution of the tetrahedric crystals, although they preci-

pitate the solution of the prismatic crystals : this difference depends,

however, solely upon the different concentration of the solutions ; for if

the solution of the prismatic crystals be diluted, as for instance, by the

addition of four times its volume of water, no precipitate will be formed

either with hydrochloric or sulphuric acid ; but if, on the other hand,

from four to six times the volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid, or

an equal volume of English sulphuric acid, be added to a solution of the

tetrahedric crystals, this substance will likewise be precipitated.

The crystallizable substance is easily soluble in acetic acid, which

simply changes the color of the red watery solution into a brownish-

yellow. If we neutralize with ammonia the fluid which has been acidi-

fied with acetic acid, pale-brownish flakes are separated. Like other

protein-bodies, the crystalline substance may be precipitated from the

acid solution by yellow as well as by red prussiate of potash. It has

also the further property in common with them, of being precipitated

by neutral alkaline salts from the acetic-acid solution, or by acetic acid,

from the solution which has been treated with such salts. This precipi-

tate which is thus obtained, is soluble in water, and exhibits very dif-

ferent properties from the original crystalline substance, a point to which
we shall revert at a future page.

The crystals are insoluble in a concentrated, solution of potash ; they

are, however, very readily dissolved by a dilute solution of potash

as well as by caustic ammonia, when they exhibit a brownish-yellow

color ; this substance is precipitated from the alkaline solution by acetic

acid in the form of light-brownish flakes, and this is the case even when
the fluid exhibits only a faint alkaline reaction.

Chlorine gas decolorizes the solutions almost instantaneously, and pre-

cipitates white flakes.

An aqueous solution of iodine merely changes the red color of the

fluid into a brownish-yellow.

The salts of the alkalies and the alkaline earths do not give rise to

any precipitates.

Hitrate of silver, bichloride of mercury, perchloride of iron, proto-

chloride of tin, and neutral and basic acetate of lead, do not yield the

slightest reaction, and it is only when ammonia is added to the fluid,

which has been treated with salts of lead, that a very voluminous and
grumous precipitate is formed.

Nitrate ofprotoxide of mercury and bichromate ofpotash give rise to

very considerable dirty white precipitates. Millon's test-fluid yields the
reaction peculiar to all the protein-bodies.

Sulphate of copper leaves the fluid at first perfectly unchanged, but
when it has stood for some time, it deposits an abundant pale-greenish
precipitate.

A solution of pure crystals becomes gradually decomposed on exposure
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to the air, although less rapidly than solutions which are mixed with
other organic constituents of the blood. The crystals appear also to

undergo a change when dried in vacuo, at all events their solution no
longer presents the same bright red color. The crystals begin to de-

compose at a temperature of 160° or 170°; at a higher temperature

they swell considerably, and develope vapors which smell like burnt

horn, and become strongly phosphorescent on being kindled : the sub-

stance is moreover readily consumed, leaving merely a small quantity

of ash.

Alcohol renders the crystals insoluble in water, but it does not mate-

rially affect their shape—a remark which applies most forcibly to the

tetrahedric form ; the only change which they undergo being that their

surfaces no longer appear perfectly plane ; they remain nearly the same
when heated to 100°. The coagulated crystals observed by Reichert 1 in

the uterus of a pregnant rabbit were no doubt similar in character to

these, for it is only the tetrahedra which, when treated with alcohol,

exhibit all the remarkable properties which Reichert noticed in the crys-

tals on which he made his observations. Thus, for instance, they swell

in dilute acetic acid, so that their diameters are increased three or four-

fold ; but they recover their former volume when washed, or when the

acid is neutralized. They must, therefore, be secondary crystals, formed
from the coagulation of the originally soluble crystallized substance.

Composition.—The discovery of a crystallizable protein-substance ap-

peared at once to afford a new means for obtaining more secure points

of support for the establishment of its true constitution ; but hitherto the

elementary analyses of this substance have not furnished the desired in-

formation,—on the one hand, because the results obtained were too

nearly identical with those yielded by the other protein-bodies, and on
the other hand, because no guarantee of the perfect purity of the sub-

stance could be obtained. We must defer to a future page the consi-

deration of the reasons which lead us to reject the validity of the results

of former elementary analyses, and we will here only observe, that the

membranes of the colored blood-corpuscles and the colored blood-cells

penetrate through all filters and follow the blood-crystals, so that only

a tolerably pure, and not an absolutely pure crystalline substance, can
be obtained. In the mean while, we may at least hope to obtain a

somewhat more definite insight into the constitution of this substance

through its products of decomposition than we can possibly hope to

attain in the case of the other protein-bodies. We have already men-
tioned that the different forms of the crystals of certain kinds of blood

clearly show that the substances we have here to consider are homolo-

gous bodies, whose comparative analyses promise to afford at least some
information regarding the constitution of these mysterious substances.

I have hitherto only analyzed this substance from the blood of guinea-

pigs, and hence I cannot venture to found any conclusion on such

analyses ; both tetrahedric crystals and the prismatic (those of the dog)

are very poor in ash-constituents : I found that both kinds contained

about lg of mineral substances, the principal part of which consisted of

oxide of iron, which frequently amounted to 72° of the ash; about 21-g

1 Miiller's Arch. 1819.
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of the ash was phosphoric acid, -while there was, moreover, a little lime

and potash. This substance contained much less sulphur than is found

in any other protein-substance.

As these crystals are always colored, the question here suggests itself,

whether a special pigment (whose product of metamorphosis might be

the well-known haematin, see p. 267) is here merely added to the true

crystalline substance, and either crystallizes with this substance as an

isomorphous body, or only colors it in the same manner as uric-acid

crystals are commonly colored by the coloring matter of the urine, or

whether we are here considering only a single ferruginous, crystallizable

substance, of which hsematin constitutes one of the separated products.

I have not yet been able decisively to determine this question, but

several facts seem to me to afford the greater amount of probability to

the latter of these views. >

Products of its metamorphosis.—These substances have not yet been
analyzed with any satisfactory amount of exactness ; we will therefore

simply observe, that this protein-substance, precisely in the same man-
ner as albumen, after being treated with acetic acid and alkaline salts,

yields a substance which is altogether analogous with Panum's acid

albumen. The aqueous solution of this substance does not exhibit the

slightest turbidity on boiling, but when a larger or smaller quantity of

an alkaline salt is added to it, a precipitate will be formed at a lower or

higher temperature, precisely the same as in the case of acid albumen.
An excess of salt precipitates this substance, even at an ordinary tem-
perature ; hence we may obtain it entirely free from acid, after repeated

solution in water and precipitation by salts. When the solution contain-

ing an acid is neutralized by potash or ammonia, a considerable deposit

is formed, which dissolves in ammonia, but is precipitated from it at a

gentle heat. Nitric and sulphuric acids throw down copious precipitates

from the aqueous solution, but hydrochloric acid does not produce such
an effect. Ferrocyanide of potassium occasions a considerable deposit

without any special addition of acid. Sulphate of magnesia, alum, sul-

phate of copper, chloride of iron, protochloride of tin, and neutral acetate

of lead, do not produce any precipitates even by boiling, but precipitates

are thrown doAvn by basic acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, bichloride of

mercury, and nitrate of protoxide of mercury.

I am still engaged in the analysis of this substance, as well as in the

investigation of other products of decomposition of the crystalline sub-

stance.

Preparation.—The crystals of the blood, which may certainly have
been seen by many earlier investigators, but which were first observed
by 0. Funke, 1 were prepared exclusively for microscopical examination
by him and by F. Kunde, 2 to whom we owe the discovery of the tetra-

hedric and the hexagonal blood-crystals ; the method they employed
was, to cover a minute drop of blood with a glass slide, and after a small
quantity of water, alcohol, or ether, had been poured upon it, the whole
was exposed to gradual evaporation. I have now succeeded, 3 by different

1 Dissert, inaug. Lips. 1851 ; and Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. N. F. Bd. 1, S. 148-192, Bd.
2, S. 199-244, u. 288-292.

2 Zeitschr. f. rat Med. N. F Bd 2, S 271-287.
3 Ber. d. k. sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. 18-32, 3. 2o-2G, u. 78-84.
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methods, in exhibiting these crystals on a large scale and with tolerable

quickness, and in all these modes of preparation light and atmospheric
influences constitute the most essential conditions towards the rapid

formation of these crystals. The method of preparation frequently re-

quires to be very considerably modified in different kinds of blood.

Funke has shown, in his careful experiments on the mode of formation

of these crystals under a glass slide, that it is essentially necessary that

the blood-cells should first burst before crystallization can begin, and
the only available means are water, alcohol, and ether, as has been
shown by Funke and Kunde. The evaporation which occurs after the

formation of the crystals under a glass slide, is by no means so impor-

tant as it would appear, since, for instance, the blood (of guinea-pigs)

may be diluted with twice its volume of water, and yet the crystals may
be perfectly separated in the course of three-quarters of an hour after

the employment of a proper method of treatment ; in other soluble

crystals, as, for instance, in those of the dog, it is necessary to facilitate

their separation by the addition of an adequate amount of alcohol.

Tests.—Although this substance differs so essentially from all other

protein-bodies by its capacity for crystallization, its indifferent behavior

towards moderately diluted hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, towards
nitrate of silver, neutral and basic acetate of lead, bichloride of mer-
cury, &c, it is extremely difficult and sometimes even impossible to

recognize it, when it is present only in small quantities, or when it is

mixed with many other protein-substances. • Since other protein-bodies,

or their immediate products of metamorphosis share at least in some of

the properties which appertain to it, its presence in a mixture of protein-

substances, could not be regarded as thoroughly proved, until its crystals

had been obtained. But is it not probable that all the protein-bodies, or

a substance separated from mineral matters and common to all of them,

may crystallize ? But even when crystals have actually been obtained

from an albuminous fluid, it requires a very careful investigation to prove

their identity with the crystalline substance of the blood.

Physiological Relations.

We have already remarked in the preceding pages, that the crystal-

lizable substance of the blood is limited to the colored blood-corpuscles,

as Funke has especially shown to be the case. It would appear, however,

from experiments made on the subject, that it occurs in all red-blooded

animals, although it may present the various modifications which have

already been noticed ; it is also more readily obtained from certain kinds

of blood than from others.

We must yet enter somewhat more circumstantially into the mode of

preparation of the crystallizable matter, since this subject is one of im-

portance, when considered in reference to many still doubtful points

referring to the blood. The blood-crystals are formed from blood con-

taining fibrin and serum, as well as from blood which has been deprived

of its fibrin, and possibly also from cruor freed from serum. Under
certain relations, they are formed so rapidly and in such great quanti-

ties, that they frequently appear where one would the least expect to

meet with them. Thus, for instance, they occur in great abundance
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"whenever blood-clots (as, for instance, from men, cats, and dogs) which

have only been roughly chopped, and which have been frequently,

although imperfectly washed in water, are suffered to remain for some
time exposed in a moist state to the air, either in ordinary light, or,

what is better, in sunlight ; when thus treated, the superficial parts of

the pieces of fibrin are rapidly covered with entire crusts of the most

beautiful and large crystals. I obtained the tetrahcdric crystals, to

which I have already referred, most rapidly, that is to say, in 35 mi-

nutes after the animal had been killed, from the blood of guinea-pigs

;

the defibrinated blood, after being diluted with water and treated in the

manner described in the preceding page (an aqueous extract of the cruor

may also be employed for this purpose), is exposed for 15 minutes to a

stream of oxygen either in broad daylight or sunlight, and carbonic

acid is then conducted through the lighter red fluid for five, or at most
ten minutes ; the carbonic acid gradually renders the fluid darker, but it

soon becomes more and more turbid ; in accordance with the degree of

its turbidity, the fluid exhibits a more or less bright vermilion-red tint

from the separated crystals, which, when the stream of carbonic acid is

interrupted, gradually sink to the bottom, and form a considerable bright

vermilion-colored sediment. Much the same method must be employed
to obtain the prismatic crystals from human blood, or the blood of cats

and dogs ; but in this case it is necessary to have recourse to several

other conditions, which will subsequently be noticed. These crystals

may, indeed, be separated by rinsing from all the constituents of the

serum, and from the greater part of the colorless blood-corpuscles, as

well as from the cell-membranes of the colored corpuscles, but still, not-

withstanding repeated rinsings, many of the latter frequently remain, in

consequence of having served, to a certain extent, as points of deposit

for the crystals which thus enclose them ; and hence they are not

adapted, when in this condition, for elementary analysis. They must,

therefore, be dissolved in water, and carefully filtered, in order perfectly

to free them from all morphological particles. The recrystallization,

however, presents great difficulties. We will here merely observe, that

we cannot employ a high degree of heat on account of the coagulability

of the substance, or the air-pump on account of the amount of gas

necessary for crystallization. We may, moreover, recognize that the

solution before us is that of a pure crystalline substance, from the fact

that it cannot be precipitated by bichloride of mercury, nitrate of silver,

or basic acetate of lead. The coagulum, which is obtained by heat from

the crystalline solution, is at all events so far unsuited to elementary
analysis, that it does not represent the pure crystalline substance ; for

during coagulation, the crystalline substance loses not only carbonic acid

and phosphates, but also about 1'2$ of organic matter, which consists of

a strongly reacting acid and of a nitrogenous body, bearing some remote
resemblance to glutin.

The numerous and variously modified experiments which I have insti-

tuted on this subject, lead me to regard light merely as an auxiliary in

the crystallization ; for, although crystals are certainly also formed in

the dark, or even in the night under otherwise similar conditions, they
are only gradually deposited, and always in far smaller quantities ; thus,

for instance, I could never obtain more than 2-g- of crystals from the
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blood of the guinea-pigs in the dark, whilst I was frequently able to

procure more than 7g of dry crystalline substance during ordinary day-
light, or in sunlight. That which has been already stated in reference

to light, applies very nearly with equal correctness to the application of

oxygen. We may not unfrequently succeed, even without the use of

oxygen, and by the mere application of carbonic acid, in obtaining these

crystals in sunlight ; but then only in far smaller quantities than in

those cases in which the blood had been previously impregnated with

oxygen. I discovered, from a series of comprehensive quantitative

determinations, the particulars of which I have elsewhere1 given, that

the crystals are formed with far the greatest rapidity when the oxygen
is suffered to pass through the blood in a slow stream for about 15
minutes before the application of the carbonic acid ; for if carbonic acid

be first, and oxygen be subsequently passed through the blood, the latter

appears to hinder the process of crystallization ; but when the fluid is

introduced into carbonic acid after it has been impregnated with oxygen,
the crystallization begins almost instantaneously. This crystallizing

process appears, moreover, to occur with a rapidity proportional to the
length of time that the fluid has been in contact with the oxygen before

the application of the carbonic acid.

Different microscopical observations have appeared to show that the
presence of fibrin is inimical to the formation of crystals, and that serum
is indispensable to their production, but, as we have already observed, the
presence of fibrin exerts no action, either favorable or the reverse, on
the crystallization. The serum is equally devoid of all influence on this

process, for crystals, and some very pure ones, may even be obtained
from the later rinsings of chopped blood-clots, after they have been stirred

and washed three or four times with water, although they certainly can-
not retain any great amount of serum. No crystals, bearing even a re-

mote affinity to the above-described blood-crystals, can be obtained from
the serum either by these means, or by microscopical treatment under
glass plates ; hence we are scarcely going too far when we assert that
observers who, like Robin, assert that they have procured the true blood-

crystals from the serum, are entirely mistaken, and that they would be
perfectly correct in regarding such crystals, which were noticed by every
careful observer long before the discovery of the true blood-crystals, as

mineral salts.

Although I very reluctantly enter upon the discussion of a subject

which is still being made the object of inquiry, and cannot therefore be
determined pending such an examination, I have thought that I could
Scarcely any longer avoid giving some notice of it. The observations to

which I have already referred, together with others, incline me to believe

that this crystalline substance is not a mixture of a pigment and a protein-

body, but a pure chemical compound ; the difference in the form of the
crystals of different kinds of blood seems to indicate with tolerable cer-

tainty that this compound must, however, be either a salt-like or a con-
jugated compound. All the analyses which I have hitherto made of the
pure substance have failed, like all previous elementary analyses of the
protein-bodies, in yielding any definite views as to the constitution of

1 Ber. d. konigl. sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Leipz. 1853.
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this substance, but it seems to me that its recognition is rendered very

simple on the supposition of a conjugation ; the principal object to be

had in view is, therefore, to discover some agent which will dissolve this

conjugated compound, and separate the substance into its adjuncts ; in

how far I have succeeded in this purpose, I am scarcely able to determine.

If the somewhat irrelevant question were asked, whether the crystalline

substance is contained as such in the blood-corpuscles, existing in it only

in a dissolved form, I could not directly affirm that such is the case, for

the influence of such forces as light and oxygen, which are necessary to

the formation of crystals, is inconceivable without the co-operation of

chemical action : hence we might be led to assume that an oxidation had
previously taken place. As, however, crystals cannot be formed without

the co-operation of carbonic acid, mere oxidation cannot constitute the

sole form of metamorphosis of the substance, for carbonic acid must
essentially contribute towards the production of the new substance, which

is then first rendered crystallizable. It might naturally be supposed

that the investigation of this subject would enable us to decide the much-
disputed question of the interchange of gases in the circulating blood,

but the decision of this point is by no means so easy as we might be dis-

posed to assume ; at all events, owing to the small quantity by weight

which is taken up by this substance, I have hitherto been unable to ob-

tain any reliable results from my own quantitative determinations ; other

essential obstacles, moreover, hinder the determination of the gas wThich

is to be absorbed. It must, moreover, be borne in mind that this capa-

city of the crystalline substance to be changed by the action of oxygen
and carbonic acid is not peculiar to this body alone, but pertains without

exception to nearly all the protein-bodies, as indeed every careful ob-

server must have noticed, and as I have myself observed in the case of

albumen, casein, globulin, &c, when submitted to a similar treatment

with oxygen and carbonic acid. All protein-bodies undergo essential

alterations in the open air, as has been observed in numerous instances

(we need here only refer to the experiments of Scherer and Panum) ; but

all persons who are conversant with such investigations must be aware
of the extreme difficulty of tracing these metamorphoses, owing to the

high atomic weight of these bodies. In the meanwhile, I am disposed

to regard this crystalline substance as a combination with carbonic acid

;

and this view seems to derive confirmation, not only from its formation

in a current of carbonic acid, and its spontaneous production in diseased

liver and from putrefaction, but also from the incapacity of the solution

to recrystallize after the dried or dissolved crystals have been placed

under the air-pump ; and finally, from that decided development of car-

bonic acid which we perceive in the moist crystals in vacuo, and the ob-

viously more abundant development of gas in vacuo when acetic acid has
been previously added to the solution. The globulin of the crytalline

lens behaves in precisely the same manner, excepting that it is not crys-

tallizable, and does not require the previous application of oxygen for

its separation by carbonic acid. When a stream of carbonic acid is

passed through the solution of globulin, the latter is precipitated, but
this precipitate, on being shaken in pure water and in the open air, again
dissolves into a clear fluid, from which the globulin may be again preci-

pitated by carbonic acid. The crystalline substance which has been
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treated with salt and acetic acid (corresponding to Panum's acid albumen)

appears simply to undergo a metameric metamorphosis : it does not sepa-

rate into several different substances on being coagulated by boiling (as

Panum maintained was the case with albumen in the formation of
^
acid

albumen), but is rendered far more susceptible towards atmospheric influ-

ences than the original crystalline substance.

We now proceed to notice the chemical relations of certain substances

which, perhaps, strictly speaking, do not belong to animal chemistry,

since they occur only in the vegetable world : but there are two reasons,

a chemical and physiological reason, why they should be noticed in the

present place. In a chemical point of view they deserve notice, because

we thus become acquainted with new protein-compounds, very similar to

those already described, but yet differing from them, and thus obtain a

more perfect insight into the whole group of this class of bodies : and in

a physiological point of view they are of at least ecpual importance, for

it is from them that the animal protein-compounds, which we have already

described, are formed in the organisms of herbivorous animals, and that

the solid substrata of the body are deposited in the various tissues. The
actual physiological importance of these substances will be noticed when
we enter upon the subject of "Nutrition."

Gluten.

Properties.—This substance, to which the name phytocolla has also

been applied, is, when dried, transparent, very hard and difficult to

pulverize ; when moist it is adhesive, viscid, and elastic ; it is insoluble

in cold, and very slightly soluble in hot water; it dissolves readily in

boiling alcohol, from which water again precipitates it ; it is also preci-

pitated from its alcoholic solution by corrosive sublimate and acetate of

lead; it dissolves imperfectly in acetic acid, and hence does not seem to

be a perfectly pure protein-compound. In other respects it has all the

properties of the protein-compounds.

Composition.—Gluten from several sources has been submitted to

analysis ; but here, as in the case of all the protein-compounds, no satis-

factory formula has been calculated.

The following are the results of some of the analyses of this body

:

Scherer.* Jones.11 Heldt.3 Mulder.*

Carbon, 54-6 65-22 56-26 54-84

Hydrogen, 7-4 7-42 7-97 7 05
Nitrogen, 15-8 15-98 15-83 15 71

°-7f,
en

> I 22-2 21-38 19-94 \

2
J*°Sulphur, 5 £ 0-60

1000 10000 10000 10000

The sulphur in gluten has been accurately determined by Ruling 5 and
Verdeil; 6 the former found l*134g in wheat-gluten and the latter 0985[!
in rye-gluten.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 7.
2 Ibid. S. 65-70.

3 Ibid. Bd. 45, S. 191. * Versuch einer allg. phys. Ch. 1844. S. 308.
6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 58, S. 310. 6 Ibid. S. 318.

vol. i. 23
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It is obvious that the numbers yielded by the above analyses differ

too widely to admit of our attempting to calculate a trustworthy

formula.

Preparation.—As this body especially occurs in the seeds of the

cereals, the best method of obtaining it is by sufficiently kneading their

flour under water, boiling the residue with alcohol in order to effect a

perfect removal of the starch, and filtering while hot ; on cooling and

evaporating the solution, it is precipitated in white flocculi.

Legumin.

Properties.—This body forms either a white, nacreous, iridescent pre-

cipitate, or else is thrown down in a flocculent form : when dry, it has a

yellow, transparent appearance, and is brittle. It coagulates like albu-

men from its aqueous solution, but is precipitated from it by acetic and
phosphoric acid like casein, from which, however, it differs, in the first

place, in not dissolving in concentrated acetic acid, and, secondly, in the

circumstance that when it is precipitated by an acid, the precipitate does

not dissolve when digested with carbonate of lime or of baryta. It is

coagulated by rennet. It dissolves readily in ammonia and other

alkalies.

Composition.—No definite results have as yet been obtained from the

analyses of legumin. The following numbers have been found by the

chemists whose names are attached to each analysis:

Dumas & Cahours.* Jones." Kochleder.' Rilling.*

Carbon, 50-50 5505 56-24 50-59
Hydrogen, 6-78 7-59 7-97 6-83

Nitrogen, 18-17 15 89 15-83 16 54
0xygen

' \ 24-55 "1-47 19-96 /
25 '57

Sulphur, /
Z* 00 - 1 4

'
iy Jb

\ 0-47

100-00 10000 10000 100-00

The differences presented by these analyses are so great that it is

obvious that we have not yet succeeded in obtaining this substance in a

state of purity, and fit for elementary analysis.

Preparation.—This body is chiefly found in peas and beans, and other
leguminous seeds, from which it may be easily obtained ; the watery
extract of these seeds has an acid reaction, and on neutralization the
legumin is precipitated ; it is purified by solution in ammonia, from which
it is again precipitated by an acid, and finally by extraction with alcohol
and ether.

Besides these substances, there are in the vegetable kingdom, and
especially in seeds, other substances, which approximate more or less

closely to the protein-compounds of the animal kingdom. In the first

place there is vegetable albumen, which Liebig calls vegetable fibrin ; it

is insoluble in water, and similar in its composition to coagulated animal
albumen ; it remains undissolved, when we have separated the starch

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 6, p. 409. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. G7
3 Ibid. Bd. 46, S. 155. « Ibid. Bd. 58, S. 301-315.
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from flour by washing, and the gluten by alcohol. Of the diastase or

mucin which is formed during the germination of grain, and which is a
product of the metamorphosis of the previous substances, we know even
less, both in reference to its composition and its properties. It appears
from the investigations of Ortloff 1 and Buckland W. Bull 2 that the

emulsin or synaptase obtained from almonds is not a protein-compound;

indeed this is sufficiently obvious from the large quantity of oxygen
(26-56g) which it contains.

There are several animal substances pertaining to the protein-com-

pounds of which we have no more accurate knowledge than we have of

the above-named vegetable substances ; in this category we may place

Jceratin, the substance deposited in horny tissue (which, according to

Mulder, is the same oxide of protein as exists in fibrin, but combined
with a far larger quantity of sulphamide), the substance termed mucin,
peculiar to mucus, and the pyin, existing in pus and morbid tumors, of

which full notice will be taken when we treat of the chemical theory of

the tissues and juices. In the same manner we shall treat ofpepsin and
the peptones when we enter into the special consideration of the digestive

process.

Teeoxide of Protein (Proteintritoxyd).

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—When dried, this substance is brittle, and easily pulveri-

zable, but when moist it is tough, viscid, capable of being drawn out in

threads, and when warmed has an odor resembling that of gelatin ; it is

soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol and ether, and in the fatty and
volatile oils ; it has no reaction on vegetable colors. It is precipitated

from its solution by dilute mineral acids, chlorine water, tannic acid,

corrosive sublimate, the salts of the oxides of lead, silver, zinc, and iron,

but not by ferrocyanide of potassium, the alkaline salts, or chloride of
barium. With alkalies it forms neutral compounds, from which it is also

precipitated by metallic salts. When boiled with caustic alkalies it

developes ammonia, and becomes converted into a substance, which,
according to Mulder, is the true teroxide of his protein, in accordance
with his latest formula, C36

H
25
N

4O, + 30 + 3H0.
Composition.—This body was discovered and analyzed by Mulder;3

from the mean of five analyses it was found to contain :

Carbon, 51-69

Hydrogen, 6-64

Nitrogen, 15-09

Oxygen 26-58

10000

In his most recent memoir Mulder regards this substance as a combi-

1 Arch. d. Pharm. Bd. 48, S. 12-27.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 145-162.
3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 22, S. 340 ; Bull, de Nderlande, 1839, p. 404 ; Ann. d. Ch. u.

Pharm. Bd. 47, S. 300-320.
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nation of true teroxide of protein with ammonia, in accordance with the

formula H.
t
NO + 2 (C36

H
25
N

4 13) + 3HO
;

Preparation.—Mulder originally obtained this substance by treating

his albumen-protein with chlorine, whereby he obtained the body which

he then termed chlorite of protein ; this substance when decomposed with

ammonia yielded the body in question.

He subsequently ascertained that he could obtain it by the prolonged

boiling of fibrin or albumen in water, if freely exposed to the air ; the

solution which is thus obtained is filtered and evaporated, and the residue

extracted with alcohol ; the portion insoluble in alcohol is again dis-

solved in water and precipitated by basic acetate of lead : the precipi-

tate after being thoroughly washed is then decomposed by sulphuretted

hydrogen, the sulphide of lead removed by filtration, and the solution

evaporated.

Tests.—This body has so few characteristic properties, that in the

present state of our knowledge it is extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to distinguish it with perfect certainty from those substances which fre-

quently occur, although only in small quantities, which have been

hitherto named extractive nfatters soluble in water.

The peptones, ptyalin, pyin, and other little-investigated animal mat-

ters are very similar to this substance, but differ from it in some of their

characters, and hence must not be regarded as identical with it, although

many of the differences may be dependent on the admixture of other

matters with them. Hence organic analytical chemistry has here a
great blank to fill up in order to elucidate the actual conditions under
which this substance occurs. Unfortunately it cannot be obtained in a

state of purity from the animal fluids, so that we cannot have recourse

to an elementary analysis to confirm our diagnosis.

Physiological Relations.

According to Mulder this body exists in normal blood and in all fluid

exudations, and hence also in pus ; and its quantity is very considerably

increased in the blood in inflairimatory diseases. He regards the pyin
discovered by Guterbock in pus as altogether identical with this sub-

stance ; but if for the reasons we have already given in reference to

testing for teroxide of protein, we cannot regard it as positively decided
that this substance occurs in all these animal fluids, yet it is probable

from the mode in which it is artificially prepared, that a substance which
is formed from albumen or fibrin in warm water exposed to the air, also

occurs in the blood where the above-named substances which yield it, are

exposed to similar influences. If more accurate investigations confirm
the existence of this teroxide of protein in the manner that Mulder sup-

poses, we shall then acquire a knowledge of an important intermediate
link in the metamorphoses of the animal tissues, and in particular we
shall have considerably approximated to the yet unsolved problem of the
conversion of albuminous bodies into bodies yielding gelatin, or of fibrin

into tissue.
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Derivatives of the Protein-Compounds.

The bodies of this group present very great differences in their physi-

cal and chemical properties ; except that they all contain nitrogen, and

that they occur only in the animal body, where they form the chief

groundwork of the tissues, there is scarcely a point of general resem-

blance between them ; in their behavior towards acetie acid and ferro-

cyanide of potassium, and towards concentrated hydrochloric and nitric

acids they exhibit none of the essential characters of the protein-com-

pounds. Only four of these substances have as yet been accurately

studied, although regarding even their intimate chemical constitution

there is as much doubt as in the case of the protein-compounds.

Animal Gelatin.

Under the term gelatin we comprehend those animal substances which

do not exist ready formed in that state in the animal organism, but are

produced from certain animal parts by mere boiling with water, so that

the still unclescribed substance from which this body is so easily obtained,

may be regarded as the organic substratum of most of the animal fluids.

All these very similar bodies, to which we give the common name of

gelatin, are especially distinguished by the following properties ; they

swell and become very translucent in cold water ; they dissolve in hot

water ; on cooling they separate as translucent, lubricous masses, and
are precipitated from the most dilute solutions by chlorine, tannic acid,

and most of the salts of the earths and metals.

There are two principal varieties of gelatin to be considered, namely,
hone-gelatin, carpenters' glue, or glutin, and cartilage-gelatin or chon-

drin, although here, as in the case of protein, there appear to be several

modifications of each variety.

Glutin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—In a state of purity, glutin appears in colorless, trans-

parent pieces, which are hard, horny, brittle, heavier than water, devoid

of taste and smell, and exhibit no reaction on vegetable colors ; on
trituration it does not adhere to the pestle like the protein-compounds.

Glutin immersed in cold water, becomes soft, swells, and loses its

transparency ; in warm water it dissolves, forming a colorless, viscid

solution, from which, on cooling, it separates as a jelly ; Bostock's ex-

periments show that good hard glutin will separate in this manner when
diluted with 100 times its bulk of water. After being repeatedly dis-

solved in hot water, it loses the property of gelatinizing. Gelatinized

glutin gradually becomes acid on exposure to the air, and then loses its

property of fixing and binding. It is perfectly insoluble iu alcohol,
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ether, fats, and volatile oils ; on the addition of alcohol to its warm
solution, it coagulates into a white, tenacious, almost fibrous mass, which,

however, readily dissolves again when warmed in pure water.

Acids and alkalies throw down no precipitate from aqueous solutions

of gelatin ; the latter in a dilute state precipitates a little bone-earth.

Of the organic acids, tannic acid is the only one which throws down a

precipitate from- a solution of glutin ; the precipitate is white and cheesy,

and is observable even if the glutin be dissolved in 5000 times its weight

of water.

The only earthy and metallic salts which precipitate glutin are corro-

sive sublimate, bichloride of platinum, and sulphate of binoxide of plati-

num. Ferrocyanide of potassium does not affect either its neutral or

its acid solution. Chlorine, bromine, and iodine, on the other hand, act

very powerfully on a solution of glutin ; chlorine causes the separation

of a coagulum which is partially thready, and after prolonged action,

compounds are formed of chlorous acid and unclecomposed glutin.

Creosote gives a milky appearance to the clear solution ; the salts of

alumina, suboxide of mercury, the oxides of silver, copper, and lead,

and of protoxide and peroxide of iron, exhibit no reactions when added

to a solution of glutin, or, at most, cause only a very slight turbidity

;

and the same is the case with basic acetate of lead. Basic sulphate of
binoxide of iron when added to a solution of glutin, causes a bulky pre-

cipitate, which, when dried, is of a deep red color.

Moist glutin exposed to the air soon undergoes putrefaction ; it first

becomes sour, but afterwards developes a large quantity of ammonia

;

according to Gannal, 1 the gelatigenous tissues are the first of the solid

animal structures to become putrid.

Dry glutin when heated softens, swells up, evolves an odor of burned
horn, does not easily catch fire, and after burning for a very short time,

leaves a voluminous, blistered, glistening coal, which after perfect com-
bustion, yields a somewhat varying amount of phosphate of lime. The
products of its dry distillation are those of the animal tissues generally

;

it yields, however, a preponderating quantity of carbonate of ammonia.
When boiled with concentrated nitric acid, glutin becomes gradually

converted into oxalic and saccharic acids, and into two substances resem-

bling suet and tannic acid. It dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid,

forming a colorless fluid, which on boiling gradually yields leucine, gly-

cine, and other substances. If however it be treated with sulphuric

acid and peroxide of manganese or bichromate of potash, it yields, ac-

cording to Schlieper2 and Guckelberger,3 most of the non-nitrogenous
acids of the first group (Cnll^Og), and not only these but valeronitrile,

hydrocyanic acid, hydride of benzoyl, benzoic acid, and certain alde-

hydes, and consequently precisely the same products of decomposition
as the protein-compounds ; it is, however, distinguished from them in

yielding even less acetic acid than fibrin, very little benzoic acid and
hydride of benzoyl, but on the other hand more valerianic acid than any
of the protein-compounds.

1 Hist, de l'embaumement, etc. Paris, 1838. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 59, S. 1-32.
3 Ibid. Bd. 64, S. 39-100.
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When boiled or fused with hydrated potash glutin developes ammonia,
and is for the most part decomposed into leucine and glycine.

Composition.—Glutin has been analyzed by Mulder, 1 Scherer, 2 and

Goudoever. 3 They found it to contain :

Mulder. Scherer. Goudoever.

Carbon, 50-40 .... 50-76 .... 5000
Hydrogen 6-64 .... 7-15 . .• . . 0-72

Nitrogen, 18-34 .... 18-32 .... —
Oxygen 24-62 .... 23-77 .... —

10000 100 00

No chemical formula that can be depended upon, has been deduced
from these analyses. Mulder originally calulated C 13

H
10
N

2
O

f)
, and Liebig

C^HjyNgO^, as the most correct formula. The calculations were for the

most part based on its combinations with chlorous acid.

Schlieper4 has found 0-12 to 0-14[{ of sulphur in glutin obtained from
bones and ivory.

Preparation.—In order to prepare glutin in the purest possible form
from common glue (which is obtained by boiling skins, tendons, &c, and
the swimming-bladder of certain kinds of fish), Berzelius used to soften

it in water, to expose it repeatedly to strong pressure, and then to sus-

pend it in a linen bag in cold water till everything soluble in that fluid

was removed. The softened glutin contained in the bag is then heated
to 50°, when it becomes perfectly fluid, and must be rapidly filtered.

The albuminous and mucous portions remain on the filter, while the hot
solution of glutin passes through, and very soon again gelatinizes.

In order to prepare glutin from bones, we must digest them for a con-
siderable time in dilute hydrochloric acid, in order to extract the bone-
earth, allow the remaining cartilage to lie for some time in pure water
in order to remove any adhering hydrochloric acid, and finally boil it

with water. Glutin obtained from bones, skins, and tendons, has always
a slightly yellow color.

Pure, colorless glutin can only be obtained from cellular tissue, shav-
ings of hartshorn, calves' feet, and the swimming-bladder of certain

fishes, by boiling them till they are thoroughly dissolved, filtering them
while hot, and removing from them all foreign substances by the method
recommended by Berzelius, which has been already described.

Combinations.—On passing cldorine gas into an aqueous solution of
glutin, each bubble of gas becomes enveloped in a glutinous capsule ; the
fluid itself becomes milky ; white flakes are observed on its surface, and
at the bottom of the vessel we observe a deposit of a semi-transparent
jelly. The substance which separates at the surface has a frothy, snow-
white appearance, is tough and elastic, has a decided odor of chlorous
acid, and can be dried at a temperature below 40° without becoming
colored ; after it has been partially dried, it may be deprived of all its

water at 100°, and then no longer evolves any odor of chlorous acid. In
this state the body is white, easily pulverizable, and insoluble both in

1 Bullet, de Ne'erlande. T. 1, p. 23; Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 4G, S. 205-207.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 46-49. 3 Ibid. Bd 45 S 62-67
4 Ibid. Bd. 58, S. 379-381.
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water and in alcohol. When ammonia is poured over it, nitrogen is

developed, and hydrochlorate of ammonia and unchanged glutin are left.

Mulder 1 found that the action of chlorine and water on the organic

substance gives rise to the formation of hydrochloric and chlorous acids,

the latter of which enters into combination with the unchanged glutin,

the compound consisting of 1 equivalent of acid and 4 equivalents of

glutin.

Assuming that the composition of this substance is represented by the

formula C52
H

40
N

8O20+ClO3 , its atomic weight= 8544-26. Mulder has

found two other combinations of glutin with chlorous acid in the above-

mentioned gelatinous deposit of the solution of glutin ; one consisting of

1 atom of glutin with 1 atom of chlorous acid== C
13
H

10
N

2 5+C103 , and
the other of 3 atoms of glutin and 2 atoms of acid= C39

H
30
N

6O15
+2ClO3

.

The action of acids on glutin has on the whole been as yet little

examined ; with dilute mineral acids it appears to enter into combina-

tions, which, however, on cooling, gelatinize in the same manner as pure

glutin. Concentrated acetic acid dissolves glutin which has been
softened in water, and deprives it of the property of gelatinizing on
cooling.

The only compound which has been carefully studied is that which it

forms with tannic acid. This has been done by Mulder, who finds that,

when freshly precipitated, it is white and curdy, when dried it is hard,

brittle, and pulverizable, and that it is insoluble in water and alcohol.

If the glutin is precipitated with an excess of tannic acid, we obtain a

combination of equal equivalents of glutin and tannic acid= C
13
H

10
N

2O5

4-C18
H

7
Ou ; if, on the other hand, there be an excess of glutin, the pre-

cipitate consists of 3 equivalents of glutin and 2 equivalents of tannic

acid= C
39
H

30
N

6
O

15
+C36

H
14
O22 .

No combinations of glutin with alkalies, earths, and pure metallic

oxides are as yet known. Caustic lime dissolves in a solution of glutin.

Glutin can, however, combine with several basic salts ; a very considera-

ble quantity of freshly precipitated bone-earth dissolves in a solution of

glutin. Solutions of glutin, when treated with alum and with sulphate

of peroxide of iron, do not yield a precipitate, except on the addition of

an alkali ; the precipitate in this case consists of glutin and a basic salt

= A1
2 3.S03

or Fe
2 3

.2S0
3

. The precipitate obtained with sulphate of

the binoxide of platinum appears to contain basic sulphate of binoxide of

platinum= Pt0
2.S03

.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—Haller's remark : Dimidium corporis humani gluten
est, now requires to be modified to the assertion that half of the solid

parts of the animal body are convertible, by boiling with water, into

gelatin ; for actual gelatin is not contained in the animal organism. It

has been for a long time maintained that gelatin is an actual constituent
of the swimming-bladder of certain fishes ; but even this is by no means
probable. Scherer2

has, however, recently found a substance in leucae-

1 Bull. de. N6erl. T. 2, p. 152.
2 Verhandl. d. phys.-med. Ges. zu Wurzburg. Bd. 2, S. 321-325.
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mic blood which appears, from all its reactions, to be nothing else than
glutin, and which consequently stands, in a chemical point of view, be-

tween the protein-bodies and gelatigenous matters.

It is, moreover, worthy of notice, that the embryo, up to the final

period of its leaving the egg, contains no gelatigenous tissue (Hoppe). 1

Animal cell-walls and nuclei appear never to consist of gelatigenous

tissue (Hoppe).

The tissues of the human body have been divided into the gelatige-

nous and the albuminous. Appropriate as such an arrangement might

at first sight appear, it is opposed by the experience both of chemists

and anatomists ; Berzelius and E. H. Weber assert that as the pcrma-
ment cartilages are not converted by boiling with gelatin, and as more-

over they cannot be regarded as albuminous, cartilages must be divided

into the gelatigenous and non-gelatigenous, and thus these observers

abandon the old division of the tissues. Miillcr has subsequently de-

voted much attention to the structure and constitution of cartilage, and
he finds that the permanent and fibrous cartilages which were previously

regarded as non-gelatigenous, may be converted by very prolonged boil-

ing into a gelatinizing and gluing substance ; but at the same time he
ascertained that in many of its other properties, this substance did not

coincide with ordinary gelatin ; hence he named it cartilage-gelatin, or

eliondrin.

Bone-gelatin or glutin is obtained from the following tissues, by boil-

ing them for a longer or shorter time with water ; from the cartilages of

bone (after ossification), from tendons, the skin, calves' feet, hartshorn,

isinglass, the scales of fish, and from the permanent cartilages, when
they become ossified by disease. The conversion of these animal parts

into glutin proceeds without any development of gas or absorption of

air ; acids promote this metamorphosis, just as they facilitate many
similar transformations in organic chemistry, which can take place by
mere boiling without their co-operation, but yet are hastened by their

presence, as, for instance, in the case of starch.

We shall revert to this subject when treating of the individual tissues,

and of their relation to gelatin.

Origin.—We have already referred to the production of gelatin from
the gelatigenous tissues ; a comparison of the analyses of pure gelatin

with those of the tissues yielding it, will (in a future part of the work)
show us that there is no chemical difference between the two, or that at

most they only differ by a few atoms of water. Hence it appears that

in the formation of gelatin, the material of the tissues only undergoes a

rearrangement of its atoms, or a metamerism, or at most that it only

assimilates water, just as occurs when starch, inulin, and lichenin are

converted by prolonged boiling into dextrin or glucose.

We shall have occasion to refer in considerable detail to the produc-

tion of gelatigenous from albuminous matters, when we treat of cell-for-

mation and the history of development.

Uses.—From what has been already said, it follows that we are

unable at present to discuss the uses of gelatin in the animal body.

1 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. Bd. 5, S. 174.
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The consideration of the tissues from which we obtain gelatin by boiling,

pertains solely to histology, and the tissues themselves have as yet

hardly fallen within the scope of chemical investigation. We learn from

a very superficial consideration of the animal body that the gelatigcnous

tissues belong for the most part to the lower class of tissues, which are

only of use through their physical properties ; they frequently afford

strong points of attachment for muscles, and furnish strong investments

for important but easily injured organs ; the}7 give uniformity to the

movements of the body through their elasticity, and protect it from the

injurious effects of severe concussions ; from being bad conductors of

heat, they guard the body against rapid changes of temperature ; and
sometimes, as in the cornea, they are useful as refracting media, in con-

sequence of their transparency.

Chondrin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—Chondrin or cartilage-gelatin, when dry, appears as a

transparent, horny, glistening mass, which is generally more colorless

than glutin ; it is not rendered electric by friction ; its behavior towards

indifferent solvents, towards heat, corrosive sublimate, tannic acid, and
chlorine, is precisely the same as that of glutin ; but its relations to acids

and most metallic salts are quite different. It was shown by Miiller1

that acetic acid throws down a considerable precipitate from a solution

of chondrin, and that this precipitate does not dissolve even in concen-

trated acetic acid. Simon2 and Vogel3 have subsequently proved that

most acids throw down a precipitate from a solution of chondrin, but

that this precipitate easily escapes notice in consequence of the facility

with which it dissolves in a slight excess of the acid. Alum, the sulphates

of the protoxide and peroxide of iron, sulphate of copper, neutral and
basic acetate of lead, and the nitrates of silver, and of suboxide of
mercury throw down copious precipitates. The precipitates thrown down
by the salts of alumina occur in white, compact flocks, which on drying,

cake very much together ; they are insoluble in water, but dissolve in

an excess of the earthy salt, as well as in solutions of chloride of sodium
and of alkaline acetates. The precipitate thrown down by sulphate of

peroxide of iron is not soluble in an excess of that salt, but dissolves on
boiling. In its relations towards ordinary atmospheric influences, as well

as towards alcohol, creosote, chlorine, bromine, iodine, and ferrocyanide

of potassium, chondrin perfectly resembles glutin. Its combinations
with other bodies and its products of decomposition have not yet been
accurately studied.

Chondrin, when treated with sulphuric acid, yields, according to

Hoppe,4 no glycine, but only leucine. If sulphurous acid be passed
through a warm solution of chondrin, the latter is at first precipitated,
but afterwards undergoes decomposition with a development of ammonia

1 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 38, S. 295. « Medicin. Chemie. Bd. 1, S.108.
3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 21, S. 426. 4 Ibid. Bd. 5G, S. 129.
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and the formation of leucine and other products. On boiling with alka-

lies, chondrin is gradually decomposed with a development of ammonia.
On treating it with a stronger solution of potash, or on fusing it with

hydrated potash, there are formed glycine, leucine, and other products

of decomposition. (Hoppe, however, could not find tyrosine.) In the

putrefaction of chondrin there are formed, according to Hoppe, leucine

and another crystallizable substance, in addition to other products of de-

composition. On oxidation with chromic acid, it developes much prussic

acid, but neither formic nor acetic acid.

Hoppe, who has more carefully analyzed chondrin than any of his

predecessors, found 6'28g of salts in the substance in its ordinary state,

and only 0-68g in chondrin treated with acetic acid.

The following is his method of preparing this substance : Cartilages

are boiled for a short time, so as to effect the partial solution of the pe-

richondrium, and, after its removal, they are cut into thin slices, mace-
rated for some hours in cold water, and then boiled in a modified Papin's

digester for 45 minutes or an hour, under a pressure of two or three

atmospheres, by which means the greatest part of the cartilaginous sub-

stance is dissolved. On cooling the digester to 100°, the fluid is filtered

as rapidly as possible, the filtrate evaporated, treated with cold water,

the residue again dried, pulverized, extracted with boiling alcohol, and
then dried at 120°. To remove the inorganic salts we must precipitate the

solution of chondrin immediately after its first filtration with acetic acid,

and after decanting the supernatant fluid, we must treat the precipitate

with water ; after the removal of the salts, it is, however, somewhat dif-

ficult of solution in boiling water.

Composition.—Mulder 1 was the first who made an elementary analysis

of chondrin ; he found that besides the ordinary elements of animal sub-

stances it contains a little free sulphur, and that it yields more than 4g
of an ash consisting chiefly of bone-earth. It has subsequently also

been analyzed by Scherer2 and Schroder.3 The following are the results

of their analyses

:

Mulder. Scherer. Schroder.

Carbon, 49-07 50-754 49-88
Hydrogen, 6-63 6-904 6-G1
Nitrogen, 14-44 14692 —
Oxygen, 28-59 1 „ „,

Sulphur, 0-38 /
ll boU —

10000 100000

From these results Mulder constructs the formula C32
H

26
N

4Ou , and
Scherer C

48
H

40
N

6
O

20
.

Preparation.—Chondrin is most readily obtained by boiling the car-

tilages of the ribs, larynx, or joints, for from 18 to 24 hours in water

;

to purify it we must adopt the same means as are recommended for

glutin, and we must extract the dried residue with alcohol.

Physiological Relations.

Occurrence.—The remarks which have been already made regarding

1 Natuur en Scheik. Arch. 1837, p. 450, and 1838, p. 160.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 40-51. 3 n^d. Bd. 45, S. 52-58.
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the occurrence of glutin in the animal organism, are equally applicable

in relation to chondrin. Chondrin does not occur ready formed in the

organism, but is produced by the prolonged boiling of certain tissues in

water ; all permanent cartilages in a healthy state yield chondrin on

boiling. Miiller's discovery that bone-cartilage not only yields chondrin

before ossification, but also sometimes after it has undergone morbid

changes, is very remarkable, and shows that chondrin and glutin, not-

withstanding their perfectly different constitution, stand in a definite

relation to one another ; but what that relation is, we cannot at present

conjecture.

There are, further, in the animal organism, several bodies which yield

a gelatin distinct both from chondrin and glutin. Thus, M tiller has

shown that in osteomalacia, where there is sometimes a considerable

diminution of the phosphate of lime, the bones yield neither glutin nor

chondrin ; that the elastic tissue of the arteries, by prolonged boiling,

yields a kind of gelatin which only differs from chondrin in yielding no
precipitate with sulphate of peroxide of iron ; that the bones of cartila-

ginous fishes are converted by boiling into a substance which does not

gelatinize but which glues very well, and which, moreover, resembles

chondrin in its behavior to acetic acid and metallic salts, but is not pre-

cipitated by the salts of the oxides of platinum, silver, and gold ; and,

finally, that ossified fish-cartilage when boiled, yields a non-gelatinizing

fluid, which is precipitated by tannic acid, but not by acetic acid and
the salts of alumina, and consequently, approximates in its character

to glutin.

Origin.—In our observations on glutin Ave pointed out that we are

still perfectly ignorant of the mode of origin of chondrin. The experi-

ments of Miiller render it highly probable that glutin is formed from
chondrin. But how ? This must be decided by future researches.

Uses.—The animal tissues which yield chondrin are of the same use

through their physical properties as those which yield glutin ; their most
important character being their elasticity.

Fibroin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—It is a white, amorphous mass, devoid of odor or taste,

insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether, but dissolving in concentrated
sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids, from which solutions, if diluted

with water, it is precipitated by tannic acid ; it is insoluble in acetic

acid and in ammonia ; it dissolves in a concentrated solution of potash,
but at the same time undergoes decomposition. This substance be-

comes decomposed, when heated ; developing ammonia and empyreu-
matic vapors.

Composition.—This body was discovered and has been analyzed by
Mulder

j

1
it consists (taking the mean of four of his analyses) of

:

1 Natuur en Schcik. Archief. D. 3, p. 93, D. 5, p. 281.
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Carbon, 48-61

Hydrogen, 6-50

Nitrogen, 17-34

Oxygen, 2755

100 00

From these numbers Mulder calculated the formula C
39
H

31
N,

; ]7 ,

according to which fibroin may be regarded as 3 atoms of glutin which
have assimilated 1 atom of oxygen and 1 atom of water, for 3(Ci3

H
10
N

2

5) + HO+ O= C
39
H

31
]Sr

6 17
. Mulder and Croockewit 1 moreover found

that the common sponge contains the same substance in combination
with iodine, sulphur, and phosphorus ; and Mulder considers from the

analyses of Croockewit that the compound consists of 20 atoms of
fibroin, 1 atom of iodine, 3 atoms of sulphur, and 5 atoms of phosphorus

;

for there were found in sponge 1*08 g of iodine, 0-50g of sulphur, and
1*90 g of phosphorus, besides the elements of fibroin.

Preparation.—Silk or gossamer threads are boiled with water and
strong acetic acid till all albuminous and gelatinous matters are dis-

solved. The remaining fibroin is then purified in the ordinary manner.

Physiological Relations.

This substance has hitherto been only found in the above-mentioned
secretions of silk-worms and spiders

;
physiological investigations show

us that it is originally a viscid fluid which is secreted by the spinning
vessels of those animals, and hardens on exposure to the air. Under the
microscope the fluid mass appears perfectly amorphous.

Sponge is, as is well known, the dry skeleton of an animal belonging
to the Porifera (Grant) and named Spongia officinalis (Linn.) Its

chemical constitution affords one of the arguments why the Spongia
should be classed amongst animals and not amongst plants, since in the
vegetable kingdom we nowhere meet with a substance in the slightest

degree resembling fibroin.

The physiology of these lower animals has been so little investigated

that it is impossible for us to set up an hypothesis regarding the forma-
tion of this substance, for notwithstanding the very accurate analyses
of Mulder we cannot be regarded as knowing anything of its intimate

chemical composition. Mulder's comparison of the composition of this

body with that of gelatin, can indicate nothing more than the analogy
in relation to the physiological value of both substances, that is to say,

that nature produces in these lower animals a similar group of atoms
in order to construct their solid groundwork of tissues possessing little

or even no vitality. The use of this substance is therefore purely
mechanical.

Cfiitin.

Chemical Relations.

Properties.—This substance, to which Lassaigne gave the name of
Untomaderm, is a white, amorphous body, which usually retains the
form of the tissue from which it is prepared ; it is insoluble in water,
acetic acid, and alkalies, but dissolves in concentrated nitric and hydro-

1 Scheik. Onderz. D. 2, p. 1.
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chloric acids without communicating any color to those fluids ; after

neutralization with ammonia, tannic acid throws down a precipitate from

these solutions. In concentrated sulphuric acid it swells up and becomes

dissolved without communicating any change of color to the acid ; it

gradually however again separates as a black mass, while acetic acid

and acetate of ammonia remain in solution ; no sulphurous or formic

acid is however formed. It is not decomposed by the most concentrated

solution of potash, even at a boiling heat ; heated to 280° with water

in closed tubes, it becomes brown and brittle without undergoing any
change of structure that can be detected by the microscope. There are

two points worthy of notice in connection with the dry distillation of

this substance ; it does not fuse, but leaves a charcoal which on micro-

scopic investigation always exhibits the form of the original tissue ; and
further, notwithstanding that it contains nitrogen, it yields acid products

of distillation in which not only water and acetic acid are found, but

also acetate of ammonia and a little empyreumatic oil.

Composition.—This body has been analyzed by Lassaigne 1 and Payen,2

and has been most carefully studied by C. Schmidt.3 Payen found much
too little nitrogen. The results of various analyses and experiments
which I have made with chitin exactly correspond with those of Schmidt.
The following are the results of our analyses

:

Schmidt. Lehmann.*

Carbon, 46-64 46-734
Hydrogen, 6-60 6-594

Nitrogen, 6-56 6-493

Oxygen, 40-20 40179

100-00 100-000

Schmidt regards C
17
HuNOu as the simplest formula expressing this

composition. He directs especial attention to the peculiar relations of

this substance when acted upon by heat and hf acids, and arrives at the

very interesting result that this body, which so closely resembles vege-

table bodies and especially vegetable fibre, may be regarded as composed
of a carbo-hydrate similar to cellulose, and of a nitrogenous body which
has the composition of the muscular fibre of insects. The latter is re-

presented, according to his analyses, by the formula C8
H

6
N03 ; and

C
17
HuNOn-C8

H
6
N0

3
= C

9
H

8
O

s
.

Preparation.—The best method of obtaining this body is by boiling

the elytra of the cockchafer with water, alcohol, ether, acetic acid, and
alkalies ; the body always perfectly retains the structure of the elytrum,
or of the other insect-tissues from which it is prepared.

Physiological Relations.

This body forms the true skeleton of all insects and Crustacea. It

constitutes not merely their external skeleton, the scales, hairs, &c, but
also forms their tracheae, and thus penetrates into the minuter por-
tions of the organs ; indeed even one of the layers of the intestinal

' Journ. de Chim. Me"d. T. 9, p. 379. 2 Compt. rend. T. 17, p. 227.
3 Zur. vergleichend. Physiol, der wirbellos. Thiere, 1845, S. 32-69 [or Taylor's Scien-

tific Memoirs, vol. 5, pp. 14-28.

—

g. e. d.]
4 Jahresber. d. ges. Med. 1844, S. 7.
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canal of insects consists of chitin ; hence we can very well prepare all

these parts by treating insects with a solution of potash and then micro-

scopically examine the finest parts, as for instance, the valves of the

tracheal openings.

If Schmidt's hypothesis regarding the constitution of chitin be con-

firmed by further observations, it would be easy to understand how this

substance is formed from the food of insects.

In reference to its application in the insect organism, chitin is at most
entitled to be regarded as a histogenetic substance.

Before concluding our remarks on the organic substrata of the animal

organism we would briefly review the mode of arrangement in Avhich

these substances have been considered. We observed in our remarks in-

troductory to the subject of Zoo-Chemistry that the physiological and
chemical classifications of animal substances must perfectly coincide with

one another ; and now on our concluding observations we are constrained

to admit that our knowledge of the organic substrata of the animal body
is still very deficient, and that we have been provisionally compelled to

adopt a practical classification and arrangement, in which, passing from
the simpler to the more complex bodies, we have attempted to group to-

gether substances presenting chemical similarities with those of equal
physiological importance. The deficiency of our knowledge on many
points to which allusion has frequently been made, must plead as an
apology for the deficiencies in our mode of arrangement. The laborious

accumulation of properties, which are only slightly connected or are
even altogether inapplicable, has grievously oppressed the science of
chemistry, and has reduced it to a mere task of the memory. "We have
as yet no logical ideas in relation to chemistry ; that is to say, although
we have perfectly clear perceptions regarding most bodies and processes,

we have no distinct ideas (in the logical sense). There is an utter absence
of those principles of unity arourfd which, as around a nucleus, the indi-

vidual properties of bodies can crystallize, and thus stand in the same
mathematical relation to one another, as the edges and angles of crystal.

It is not till chemistry shall have shown us the close mutual connection
that exist between the properties of all individual substances, and shall

have taught us to unite them into one organic whole, that we can regard it

as coequal in scientific rank with the different branches of physics,

—

that it will fully admit of the application of the higher mathematics,

—

or that the sole rational principle of classification as well as a scientific

theory of chemical substances will be discovered. The beautiful investi-

gations of Kolbe and others regarding the numerical ratio existing be-

tween the densities and boiling-points of the haloid bases, the volatile

acids, and the haloid salts, as also the comparisons of the coefficients of
density of the constituent elements with the other properties of the com-
pound substance, may form a small beginning towards the attainment of
logical ideas and the realization of such a degree of chemical knowledge.
When we have once attained logical ideas regarding the different animal
substrata,—when we are in a position to foretell the chemical properties

of a body from its composition, or its composition from a certain number
of its properties,—we shall then not only possess the true principle of
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classification in physiological chemistry, but we shall also have attained

the means of investigating and comprehending the vital processes of nu-

trition and secretion with a degree of certainty at present limited to the

most exact sciences.

MINERAL CONSTITUENTS OF THE ANIMAL BODY.

The chemistry of inorganic bodies has been so much more fully inves-

tigated than that of organic substances, that it might naturally be ex-

pected that our knowledge of the mineral constituents of vegetable and

animal bodies would far exceed that of the organic constituents ; but in

truth, the reverse is the case, for we are far less acquainted with these

substances than with many organic bodies. This circumstance is, how-

ever, not consequent on our having paid less attention to the mineral

constituents of organic bodies, but it is especially owing to the difficulty

of separating these substances, in an unchanged state, from organic mat-

ters, and of ascertaining the conditions and combinations in which they

actually existed preformed in the organic substance. The fixed products

of the incineration or combustion of organic substances do not afford us

any information as to the combinations in which they occurred in the or-

ganic substance. Nor can any reflecting chemist for a moment suppose

that the oxides and salts of the ash are contained as such in the juices

and tissues of living bodies.

From a deficiency in the means of investigating or even of conjec-

turing the true constitution of these substances in organic parts, a higher

value has been attached to the determinations of the ash and its constitu-

ents than it merited, and the results of these analyses have been more
highly estimated than they deserve, when we consider the agents co-opera-

ting in the incineration. It has, moreover, frequently been forgotten that

the quantity and constitution of many of the constituents of the ash are

in a great measure dependent on the height of the temperature at which
the process of incineration was conducted ; that a great portion of the

substances has been volatilized by the simultaneous action of heat and
carbon ; and that the individual constituents of the ash have entered

into perfectly different combinations from what they had done in the

organic substance.

We will here indicate only some few of the changes which the mineral
constituents of organic substances must necessarily undergo when exposed
to strong heat with a free admission of air. The sulphur and phosphorus
which were not contained in the organic substance as sulphuric and
phosphoric acids, must necessarily be found in the ash as sulphuric and
phosphoric acids combined with bases ; and although this necessary
change has not been overlooked, the consequences have too often been
neglected. When in the first place we direct our attention to sulphuric
acid, we shall find that the number representing this acid as found in the
ash, can scarcely ever correctly express the quantity of sulphuric acid
existing preformed in the organic substance, or the sulphur contained in
it. For if we suppose all the sulphur converted by combustion into sul-
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phuvic acid, and united to the bases that had previously been combined

with organic substances or with carbonic acid, a great portion of the sul-

phur must be lost, even when these bases are sufficient for the saturation

of the sulphuric acid that is formed (which is not always the case, as,

for instance, in the bile) in consequence of the sulphates in contact with

the nitrogenous charcoal, which is so difficult of incineration, being con-

verted into metallic sulphides, of which a larger or a smaller quantity

will escape as sulphurous acid during the prolonged process of calcina-

tion. Under the action of a strong glowing heat common phosphate of

soda removes a part of the base, not only from the carbonates (see p.

97), but also from sulphates of the alkalies, as well as from the metallic

chlorides of the ash, so that not only does all the alkaline carbonate disap-

pear from the ash, but a portion of the hydrochloric or sulphuric acid

may be also lost. Where the ash contains acid phosphate of soda, as

occasionally happens in urine devoid of lactic acid, a portion of the phos-

phoric acid must necessarily be lost ; for we know with what difficulty

carbon burns in the presence of fusible salts, and it must be recollected

that a portion of the phosphoric acid of the acid salts will be reduced by
the carbon and volatilized. These few remarks may suffice to show how
little attention was formerly directed to the reciprocal decompositions ex-

perienced by the mineral salts that occur in vegetable or animal sub-

stances, under the influence partly of a simple glowing heat, partly of

heat in the presence of unconsumed carbon, and partly of a glowing heat

in oxygen gas.

I have endeavored in some degree to evade these obstacles in the way
of the determination of the mineral constituents of animal bodies, by
isolating organic substances as much as possible, according to their solu-

bility (as I have done in the case of blood, 1 for instance), and then de-

termining the constituents of the ash of each separate extract ; by which
means we may be justified in expecting that the soluble salts that are pre-

formed in the blood will be contained in the aqueous and alcoholic ex-

tracts, and that the presence of organic substances owing to their incon-

siderable quantity in these extracts, will exert less influence on the

decomposition of the salts during incineration. In order as much as

possible to avoid the influence of the carbon and of the phosphates, dur-

ing the process of incineration, on the carbonates, I have been in the

habit of not exposing the whole of the carbonaceous residue originally

obtained from the organic substance to entire combustion, but of reduc-

ing it to a small bulk over a gentle fire with free access of air. The
carbonaceous ash is then extracted with water and hydrochloric acid, and
the quantitative determination of the ash is obtained by weighing and
subtracting the residuary charcoal. But although I have certainly ob-

tained more correct results by this method than those yielded by the

majority of previous analyses of ash, it is nevertheless not free from
error, nor can it be said to afford an entirely satisfactory insight into

the nature of the mineral substances existing preformed in animal bodies.

Fortunately for science, H. Rose,2 one of the most distinguished ana-

1 Berichte der k. eachs. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. Bd. 1, S. 98.
2 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 70, S. 449-465, Berichte der Akad. der Wiss zu Berlin, Decbr. 1848,

S. 445-462, and Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 305-404. [The last of these memoirs is trans-
vol. i. 24
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lysts of our day, has entered upon this hitherto unpromising subject, and

by a series of the most carefully conducted investigations has obtained

important results, which are in part of a purely physiological character.

One of the most important facts ascertained by these successful re-

searches in analytical chemistry is, that in the animal or vegetable sub-

stance perfectly carbonized by heat, there is usually a greater or lesser

quantity of alkaline and earthy salts, which cannot be removed from the

carbonaceous mass, even by the most prolonged extraction either with

water or acids. These mineral substances must therefore be contained

in the carbonized residue in a different condition from those which admit

of being removed by various menstrua. Rose, therefore, concludes that

such substances as alkalies, earths, metals, phosphorus, sulphur, &c,
must be contained in the carbonaceous mass in a non-oxidized state, and
in combinations with which we are still unacquainted : he also thinks

that it may be assumed that such combinations of potassium, sodium,

calcium, iron, phosphorus, and sulphur, also exist preformed in organic

substances, since on the one hand the carbonization of organic substances

free from ash (as for instance sugar) with the ordinary constituents of the

ash did not yield any carbonaceous residue that could not be perfectly

freed by the ordinary menstrua from mineral substances ; and since, on
the other hand, we are already acquainted with some organic bodies in

which we assume that non-oxidized sulphur or non-oxidized iron is present

in a peculiar state of combination. Hence Rose further concludes that in

vegetable and animal substances those mineral constituents can alone be
regarded as preformed, which admit of being extracted by means of

water and acids from the carbonized material, while on the other hand
those substances which cannot be separated until the carbonaceous mass
is entirely burned, are inherent in the original organic substance, as

integral constituents in a non-oxidized condition.

It appears from the numerous investigations prosecuted by Rose, with
vegetable and animal products, that while there are some, as, for instance,

the bones, in which all the mineral constituents are in a perfectly oxidized

state, that is to say, admit of extraction by the ordinary solvents (and
these he names teleoxidic organic substances), the great majority contain

the mineral constituents partly in an oxidized and partly in an unoxi-

dized state (these he terms meroxidic), while none are as yet known that

contain only unoxidized elements (anoxidic).

In his examination of vegetable substances, Rose found that the straw
of different kinds of grain was almost perfectly teleoxidic, whilst the
seeds of the same plants were meroxidic. In reference to animal sub-
stances, it was to be expected that, as the meroxidic substances belonging
to the vegetable kingdom specially serve as food for the animal organism,
those animal fluids and tissues whose chemical constitution approximates
to that of vegetable substances, as the blood, the muscular fibre, milk,
and yolk of egg, would be meroxidic, whilst the excretions, as matters
which originated in the animal body mainly by the process of oxidation,
would be teleoxidic. This supposition has been fully confirmed by the

lated in the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine. New series, vol.
35, pp. 1, 171, and 271.

—

g. e. d.]
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analyses of the bile, the urine, and solid excrements, instituted by Weber,
Fleitmann, Weidenbusch, and Poleqj^. In order to take a general view of

these relations, we will subjoin the numerical results which have been

obtained, according to Rose's method, by investigations on the mineral

constituents of animal substances. In the following table, A represents

the quantity of the salts that can be extracted by water from 100 parts

of the mineral constituents of the organic substance ; while B represents

the quantity of salts dissolved by hydrochloric acid ; and C, the quantity

of the salts which can only be determined by the combustion of the car-

bonaceous residue.

A. B. C.

Ox-blood 60-90 6 04 33 06
Horseflesh, 42-81 17-48 39-71

Cows' milk, 34-17 31-75 3408
Yolk of egg, 40-95 8-05 51-00

White of egg, 82-19 15-52 2-29

Ox-bile, 90-85 4-93 4-22

Urine, 90-87 8-54 0-59

Solid excrements, 18-55 62-30 19-15

The column C exhibits, therefore, those mineral substances in the oxi-

dized state, which, according to Rose, are not oxidized in the organic-

substance.

It must be further observed, that in the solid excrements the number
representing the mineral substances that cannot be extracted, would not

be so strikingly high if sand and the silica of the vegetable tissue were
not mixed with them ; the number representing the non-oxidized sub-

stances is also increased in the white of egg, the ox-bile, and the urine,

by the silica occurring in them.

Although Rose's investigations have greatly contributed to our advance
towards the knowledge of the inorganic constituents of animal substances,

we dare not flatter ourselves that we have as yet attained the object in

view, for it not only remains for us to apply this method to the investi-

gation of the mineral substances contained in different normal and mor-
bid animal juices and tissues, but also, by further investigation, definitely

to determine the question that has been started against Rose's view of the

combination of radicals containing sulphur and phosphorus with metals
;

in other words, it will be necessary to collect a greater number of facts,

in order to illustrate this obscure subject in various points of view, before

we venture to apply it, in all its consequences, to scientific questions.

Yet it cannot be denied that no previous method affords us so good a

guide as Rose's for the correct recognition of the mineral substances

existing preformed in organic bodies.

When, however, we have obtained by Rose's method such an admix-

ture of mineral bodies as we may assume to exist preformed in the or-

ganic substance, the actual analysis still remains to be made ; Ind this,

notwithstanding the labors of the most eminent chemists, has by no
means attained to the degree of perfection which has been generally

obtained in mineral analyses. The recent investigations of Fresenius,

Erdmann, Mitscherlich, and more especially of Rose, have made us

acquainted with numerous deficiencies which attached to the former me-
thods of examining the ashes of vegetable and animal substances ; and not-
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withstanding this, we are struck with the great accuracy of many of the

earlier analyses of ashes, although ^om the methods then employed we

should have expected that their calculations would of necessity have

yielded a minus in the one case, and a plus in the other.

We will here only refer to the fact that few observers before Rose had

observed that alkaline as well as earthy salts were contained in the inso-

luble portion of the ash, and that, conversely, the presence of carbonate

and phosphate of lime in the aqueous extract of the ash had been very

generally overlooked, while the very imperfect precipitation of the pyro-

phosphate of magnesia by ammonia was equally disregarded. The
imperfect manner in which even the simplest relations of this nature have

been investigated, is made apparent by the doubts entertained by Berze-

lius himself, in reference to the composition he had ascribed to bone-

earth, which were verified by the investigations of Rose and W. Ileintz, 1

by whom it was definitely proved that the phosphate of lime in the bones

is represented by 3CaO.P0
3 , and not as Berzelius had given it, by 8Ca

0.3P05
. The difficulty of conducting exact analyses of ash was, how-

ever, mainly increased by the deficiency of any clear and comparatively

simple method of separating phosphoric acid from its proteus-like salts,

and determining it quantitatively. But this cause of difficulty has like-

wise been recently obviated by H. Rose's2 method of thoroughly sepa-

rating the acids from their bases by means of mercury and nitric acid.

When we consider these facts in reference to the analysis of the ash,

we shall readily arrive at the conclusion (without, however, wishing to

animadvert upon those analysts who have engaged in laborious examina-

tions of the ash of animal bodies), that most of these analyses should be

used with great caution, and that physiological conclusions should not be

too readily drawn from them. It has, unfortunately, too often happened
that the empirical results of analyses of the ash have been applied

to the explanation of physiological processes without due consideration,

and thus the importance and efficiency of the mineral salts of the ani-

mal body have been extolled before we had any accurate knowledge of

the substances themselves ; and the most rigorous scepticism in reference

to medical experiments has not unfrequently been associated with a blind

confidence in the least reliable of the numerical determinations of chemists.

Since we have made a practice of incorporating the methods of quali-

tative and quantitative analysis in the description of the organic substrata,

it might naturally be expected that we should in like manner enter into

a special consideration of the different methods for analyzing the ash

;

but however important this subject may be, both in itself and in refe-

rence to physiology, we have, nevertheless, been deterred by many
reasons from adhering to this rule in the present case. Thus, for

instance, if we were once to enter thoroughly within the domain of

inorganic chemistry, we should far exceed the limits assigned to this

work, more especially if we were definitely to refer to, and critically to

illustrate, the different methods for the analysis of the ash and the
determination of individual constituents ; nor could we indicate any one
method as the best, since different objects demand different methods.

1 Ber. der Ak. d. Wiss. z. Berlin, Febr. 1849, S. 50-53. 2 Ibid. S. 42-45.
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We, moreover, entertain the frequently expressed, but rarely practised

view, that the study of physiological as well as of organic chemistry,

generally, should be based upon an exact knowledge of inorganic

chemistry in all its relations, for many of the deficiencies which we have

found occasion to notice in the researches of zealous physiological and
pathological chemists, are referable to an inadequate knowledge of

inorganic chemistry. We are, therefore, the more resolved to omit all

notice of the analyses of mineral substances, again referring our readers

to the admirable memoirs which have appeared in recent times on this

subject, and for which we are indebted to Will and Fresenius, 1 Mitscher-

lich,2 Knop, 3 Erdmann,4 Heintz,* Rose6 [and Strecker.7—g. e. d.]

If we venture to adopt a physiological classification in our description

of the mineral substances of the animal body (which, moreover, can

refer only to their physiological function), we adopt this course simply

from a feeling of its great applicability, and not because we consider

ourselves able to indicate the exact place occupied in this system by each

individual mineral substance; for the remarks we have already made,
must sufficiently indicate the uncertainty and deficiency of our know-
ledge on this subject. We therefore attempt to divide the mineral

substances of the animal body in reference to their physiological impor-
tance, into

:

1. Those which are of especial use in the animal body through their

physical properties.

2. Those which are adapted by their chemical properties to serve

definite objects in the animal economy : and
3. Those which are only incidentally conveyed into the animal body,

exert no influence on any special process, and are, therefore, speedily

eliminated from the organism.

first class of mineral bodies.

Water.

It would be superfluous to enumerate the uses of this substance in the

animal organism ; we will confine ourselves to the two simple remarks
that water is essential to the establishment of all chemical activity, and,
further, that the functions, or rather the physical properties of certain

tissues, are dependent on the presence of a certain quantity of water,

which is merely in a state of mechanical combination.

Phosphate of Lime.

This is the most important of all the mineral substances which, by
their physical properties, are of service in the animal body. The use
of its presence in the bones, where it gives solidity and strength to the

» Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 50, S. 363-396.
2 Ber. d. Akad. d. Wiss. z. Berlin, 1845, S. 236-252.
3 Journ. f. pr.Ch. Bd. 38, S. 14-47.
4 Ibid. Bd. 38, S. 40-69, and Ber. d. Gesellsch. d. Wiss. zu Leipzig, 1847, S. 83-90.
6 Op. cit. 6 Op. cit. 7 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 73.
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osseous skeleton, is at once apparent. Bones, deficient in this sail, are

proportionally deficient in firmness : thus we observe that softening of

the bones occurs in those conditions when the animal organism does not

receive a sufficient supply of phosphate of lime, or when certain physio-

logical processes require an increased consumption of this salt, as in

pregnancy, and during the dentition of children. We need hardly

remark that rachitis frequently, if not always, occurs simultaneously

with the period of dentition, that the consumption of phosphate of lime

during pregnancy is often so great that scarcely any traces of it can be

found in the urine, and that, during this period of woman's life fractures

unite with extreme difficulty, and sometimes do not unite at all. Chos-

sat 1 was able to induce softening of the bones artificially in animals,

when he restricted them to food containing little or no phosphate of lime.

The permanent cartilages only ossify in old age, when a superabundance

of calcareous salts is deposited in them. In the dense, cortical portion

of bones, we find more bone-earth deposited than in the spongy parts.

The teeth, whose utility depends entirely on their hardness, contain a

larger proportion of phosphate of lime than any other part of the

animal body ; and it exists in still greater quantity in the enamel than

in the dentine.

We have previously had occasion to remark that Berzelius, even to a

recent time, adhered to the formula 8Ca0.3P0
5 for the phosphate of

lime of bone-earth, and that on the other hand, the investigations of W.
Heintz under Rose's direction, indicate that the formula for the compo-
sition of bone-earth should be 3CaO.POr Berzelius2 has in part given

the reason for his formula. It is not always 8Ca0.3P0
5
which is pre-

cipitated from acid solutions containing lime and phosphoric acid, as he
formerly assumed ; but when there is an excess of lime, and under the

prolonged action of caustic ammonia, the basic salt 3CaO.P05
is precipi-

tated. Since the phosphate of lime is for the most part separated in

this way, and the lime which is precipitated after the removal of the

phosphate is calculated as if it were a carbonate, without any direct

determination of the carbonic acid, there must be some uncertainty in

the ordinary analyses of the earthy constituents of the bones, in part

owing to the not very accurate determination of the magnesia. Heintz
has found that this is the composition of phosphate of lime not only in

normal human bones, but also in those of the sheep and the ox. In
this point of view, however, the investigation of diseased bones requires

a thorough revision ; moreover, Von Bibra's3 analyses seem to show that

in the teeth, the ratio of the phosphoric acid to the lime is not in accor-

dance with either of the above formulae.

In healthy human bones the phosphate of lime ranges from 48 to

59 g ; in softening of the bones it may sink to 30g. It is, however,
singular that in almost all diseases of the bones, whether the results of

osteoporosis, osteomalacia, or osteopsathyrosis, we find a diminution of
the phosphate of lime. Even in consecutive induration (or eburneation),
the bones often do not regain their normal quantity of phosphate of lime.

1 Gaz. m<Sd. 1842, p. 208.
2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 286-289.
3 Chem. Unters. iib. Knoeken u. Ziihne. Schweinfurt, 1844, S. 284-287.
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Von Bibra has very fully investigated the composition of the different

bones of the same individual, and has made the beautiful observation

that those bones which are the most exposed to mechanical influences,

contain the largest amount of earthy constituents. The action of this

law is manifested even in different families of the same class of animals
;

thus, for instance, in the rasores or scraping birds, the femur contains

the largest quantity of phosphate of lime, in the grallatores or waders,

the tibia, and in all other birds, the humerus.

That the phosphate of lime and the earths generally are only

mechanically deposited in the bones, is obvious from the circumstance

that we can so thoroughly deprive them of all mineral constituents by
dilute hydrochloric acid, that they leave scarcely a trace of ash.

It has for a long time been a matter of discussion whether the phos-

phate of lime is, or is not, chiefly deposited in the bone-corpuscles and
the canaliculce chalicophorce. I am, however, now convinced that the

dark color of these parts in refracted light, and their white color in re-

flected light, essentially depends on their containing air. Any one may
readily convince himself that this is the case, by treating one thin sec-

tion of bone with dilute hydrochloric acid, so as to remove the earths,

and another with a dilute solution of potash, so as to remove the cartila-

ginous substance, and comparing the two under the microscope. Frerichs1

attempted to demonstrate that the earths were uniformly distributed

throughout the bone by showing that osseous laminae from which the

cartilaginous substance had been removed by a dilute solution of potash,

received a uniform yellow tint on the addition of nitrate ©f silver, and
that the bone-corpuscles were not distinguished by any special depth of

color.

Phosphate of lime also occurs in many other parts of the animal
body, although in far less quantity than in the bones ; indeed there is

no animal tissue, in whose ash, or incineration, we do not find phosphate
of lime.

Liebig2 regards the insolubility of certain tissues, as for instance

muscular fibre and cellular tissue, as partially due to the bone-earth

which they contain. In the transition of the blood into these tissues its

protein-compounds part with the soluble phosphate of soda, but retain a

large quantity of the phosphate of lime. It is thus, that Liebig accounts

for the special power which hydrochloric acid possesses of dissolving

these substances during the process of digestion.

Well-dried muscular fibre contains, according to von Bibra, from 0-938

to l-008g of bone-earth.

Phosphate of lime is found in solution in all the animal fluids ; its

presence has long been recognized in the blood, the urine, the fluids of

serous membranes, the saliva, gastric juice, milk, and seminal fluid, but

it was for a long time unknown by what means this insoluble body was
retained in solution in alkaline and neutral fluids. As a general rule

phosphate of lime is chemically combined with the protein-compounds

and similar organic matters, and is retained by them in their solutions

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 43, S. 251. 2 Ibid. Bd. 50, S. 170.
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as well as in their metamorphoses into the tissues. Moreover it has been

long demonstrated hy Berzelius and Thenard, that phosphate of lime is

to a certain degree soluble in fluids containing much carbonic acid ; we

know from analytical chemistry, that it is not altogether insoluble in

fluids containing hydrochlorate of ammonia, and recently Liebig has

shown that a little phosphate of lime is taken up by solutions of chloride

of sodium. The solubility of bone-earth in animal fluids is thus suffi-

ciently intelligible.

We have already spoken of the solvent power which lactic acid exerts

on phosphate of lime. In opposition to the experiments of Walter

Crum 1 I will only remark that in my experiments (taking the mean of

six) 68-55 parts of basic phosphate of lime were dissolved by 100 parts

of anhydrous lactic acid, while a fluid containing 100 parts of anhydrous

acetic acid could only dissolve 17*49 parts of the same salt.

The ash of the protein-compounds consists for the most part of phos-

phate of lime; Berzelius2 found 1-8" in the albumen from the serum of

ox-blood, while Mulder found 2-03-g- and Marchand from 24 to 2'5g in

that of the egg ; in soluble albumen precipitated by great dilution and

neutralization, I found l*3-j of phosphate of lime ; in well-washed fibrin

from the venous blood of a man, I found only 0-694°. Casein, globulin,

chondrin, and glutin also contain phosphate of lime as an integral con-

stituent. Casein, according to Mulder, 3 contains 6^ of phosphate of lime,

which, when the casein is coagulated, is precipitated with it, even when
there is a sufficient quantity of free acid in the fluid. Chondrin, accord-

ing to Mulder, yields on incineration 4-09^ of ash, most of which is phos-

phate of lime. As chemical compounds of phosphate of lime with albu-

men and with gelatin have been prepared, which contain much greater

quantities of the salt (in albumen even one-third) there would be nothing

absurd in the supposition that a portion of the phosphate of lime con-

tained in the bones, is chemically combined with the cartilaginous sub-

stance, even though it may be removed by hydrochloric acid.

The constant occurrence of phosphate of lime in the histogenetic sub-

stances, and especially in the plastic fluids, as well as its deposition in

many pathologically degenerated cells of the animal body, obviously

strengthen the opinion that this substance plays an important part in

the metamorphosis of the animal tissues, and especially in the formation

and in the subsequent changes of animal cells. This subject must, how-
ever, be more fully investigated, before we can draw any definite con-

clusions regarding it.

In connection with this subject, C. Schmidt4 has, however, made a

very interesting observation regarding the folds of the mantle of Unio
and Anodonta. They consist of a middle layer of fibres of areolar tissue,

which on its inner side is covered with ciliated epithelium and towards
the shell with glandular epithelium ; in these parts he found about 15*>

of phosphate of lime, 3§ of carbonate of lime and soluble salts, and
82§ of organic matter,—the quantity of phosphate of lime being very
extraordinary, as the blood of these animals contains only 0-034^ of this

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 63, S. 394 ff.
2 Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 85.

Archiv. f. 1828, p. 155. 4 Zur vergleichenden Physiol. S. 58-60.
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salt. The mucus, lying between the shell and the mantle of these

animals, and secreted by the layer of glandular cells on the mantle for

the consolidation of the shell, consists of a strong basic albuminate of

lime containing only a little preformed carbonate of lime. Schmidt is

of opinion that the function of this glandular epithelium, which resem-

bles the cells of the liver, is to secrete from the blood a combination of

albumen and lime, decomposable by the carbonic acid of the air or of

water, for the formation of the shell, while it leaves the phosphate of

lime for those organs which require it for the process of cell-formation

(the testicle and ovary).

The questions now arise, how do such masses of phosphate of lime

find their way into the animal body ? Or how are they formed in it ?

That carnivorous animals receive a more than sufficient quantity with

their food is obvious from the preceding observations. Graminivorous

animals likewise receive in their food a sufficient quantity of this earthy

salt ; for in the vegetable kingdom, we find certain nitrogenous bodies,

which, like the protein-compounds of the animal organism, always con-

tain some phosphate of lime, as for instance, vegetable albumen, legumin,

and gluten.

Phosphate of lime, is, however, also formed within the animal organ-

ism. If the experiments of von Bibra, showing that the bones of young
creatures contain relatively more phosphate of lime than those of older

ones, appear to be opposed to the view that the phosphate of lime is

formed from the carbonate, the numerous analyses of Valentin1 prove that

newly formed bones, or parts of bones, always contain a greater quantity

of carbonate of lime before they are provided with their proper quantity

of phosphate of lime. If we review the different substances taking part

in the metamorphosis of the animal tissues, it appears, as a necessary

conclusion, that phosphate of lime must be formed from its proximate

constituents. We know that several animal substances contain phos-

phorus in an unoxidized state, and that they are not removed from the

organism till they are perfectly decomposed, that is to say, till they are

partially oxidized ; in this process the phosphorus must be converted into

phosphoric acid. We further know that very many animal substances

also contain sulphur, and in their decomposition in the animal body form

not only sulphuric acid, but also uric, hippuric, and other acids, which

must partially decompose the alkaline phosphates that find their way into

the body from without, that is to say, by the seeds of the cereals and
leguminous plants, so that the liberated phosphoric acid must combine

with the lime which enters the animal body with the vegetable food or

with the water used as drink. We have an opportunity of almost directly

observing the process of the new formation of phosphate of lime from its

proximate constituents in the development of the chick within the egg

;

for the observations of Prout and Lassaigne show that during incuba-

tion, such a quantity of carbonate of lime is transferred from the shell

of the egg to the yolk, that the augmentation of the phosphate of lime

with the growth of the chick during incubation, is not more than can be

accounted for.

Valentin's opinion is based on the following observations :—In the

' Repert. f. Anat. u. Physiol. 1839, S. 306 ff.
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carious tibia of a man, aged 38 years, he found 44-12" of ash contain-

ing 77*93£ of phosphate, and 15-04^ of carbonate of lime, while the tibia

of a healthy man of the same age yielded 61"98§ of ash, in which were

contained 84g of phosphate,and 12-8g of carbonate of lime. Hence, in this

case the amount of ash was diminished almost solely at the expense of the

phosphate of lime. In the callus, as well as in the exostosis of a horse,

lie found the carbonate of lime increased in relation to the phosphate,

and hence concluded, that, as a general rule, imperfectly formed bones

always contain more carbonate of lime than normal bones. Lassaigne's

experiments 1 accord with those of Valentin. In the osteophyte occur-

ring on the inner layer of the skull during pregnancy, there is also much
carbonate of lime, as was observed by Kiihn ; I found 52 #

46{] of organic

matter, 30-69(5 of phosphate of lime, 1-09$ of phosphates of magnesia
and iron, 0-98- of soluble salts, and 14*78$ of carbonate of lime in one
of these osteophytes.

Prout2 was the first who observed that durino; the incubation of the

egg the quantity of phosphorus in its contents remains constant, but

that the quantity of lime undergoes a considerable augmentation ; he

was almost inclined from this observation to conclude that there was a

formation of lime from other materials, since he did not regard it as

probable that the non-vascular membrana putaminis could transfer

lime from the shell to the embryo. But if we take into consideration

that during incubation the shell experiences a loss both in weight and
firmness, and that a part of this membrana putaminis becomes dried,

and consequently impermeable, while, however, the greater part is in

contact with the contents and thus remains moist, it is very easy to per-

ceive that the increase in the amount of lime within the egn; arises from
its most proximate source, namely, from the shell itself. The phos-

phorus exists chiefly in the yolk, where it occurs as glyecro-phosphoric

acid, which during incubation is gradually decomposed, so that the

liberated phosphoric acid unites with lime which passes over by endos-

mosis from the shell into the egg to form this salt. There is, however,
so much phosphorus contained in the yolk of the egg, that on incinera-

tion it forms acid phosphates, or rather metaphosphates (NaO.KO.P0
5 ),

with the bases which it there encounters.

Carbonate of Lime.

This salt is principally found in the skeletons of invertebrate animals

;

but it always occurs, as has been already mentioned, in greater or smaller

quantities, in the bones of the vertebrata. Its uses in the animal
organism are the same as those of phosphate of lime.

There can be no doubt that the carbonate of lime found in animal
substances is very often no educt, but the product of the incineration to

which we have submitted the substance in the course of the chemical
analysis

; it not unfrequently, however, occurs in the bones of the verte-
brate animals as true carbonate of lime, and in the lower classes of this

1 Journ. de Chim. Med. T. 4, p. 366. 2 Phil. Trans. 1822, p. 3C5.
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great division we find it deposited in various places in microscopic crys-

tals. Carbonate of lime in considerable quantity is found in the urine

of graminivorous animals, in the saliva of the horse, and in many animal

concretions.

Numerous experiments have been instituted, especially by Lassaigne,

Fernandes de Barros, 1 Valentin,2 and von Bibra, 3 with the view of ascer-

taining the ratio in which the carbonate of lime stands to the phosphate

in the bones of different men and animals. According to my own in-

vestigations, this ratio in a new-born child= 1 : 3*8, in an adult male=
1 : 5-9, and in a man aged 63 years= 1 : 8*1 ; according to Valentin it

= 1 : 8*3 (on an average) in caries, and= l : 5*54 in callus, or 1 : 5*3

according to Lassaigne ; in an exostosis it= 1 : 52 according to Valentin,

and 1 : 1*214 according to Lassaigne ; according to Barros it= 1 : 3*8

in the lion, 1 : 4*15 in the sheep, 1 : 8*4 in the hen, 1 : 3-9 in the frog,

and 1 : 1*7 in a fish. According to Lassaigne this ratio= 1 : 3*6 in

the teeth of a new-born child, 1 : 5*3 in those of a child aged six years,

1 : 6 in those of an adult, and 1 : 6-6 in those of a man aged 81 years.

Von Bibra, in his numerous analyses of bone, has arrived at opposite

results, since he found that the bones of young creatures for the most
part contained less carbonate of lime than those of older ones. As we
must refer for fuller information to von Bibra's work, we shall here only

give the quantity of carbonate of lime which he found in the femur in

different classes of animals ; in the order gUres, it amounts to 9-48g, in

the ruminantia to 9*86{J, in the pachydermata to 10-152, m the cetacea

(the dolphin) to 9*99-g, in the pinnipedia (the seal) to 7*23$, in the falcu-

lata to 6*26g, in the pollicata to 9*18-g, and in men to 8'59-g.

The urine of graminivorous animals often contains so large a quantity

of carbonate of lime as to cause a deposit very soon after its emission.

My investigations tend to show that in the urine of the horse carbonate

of potash and carbonate of lime very frequently replace one another ; I

have usually found that urine rendered turbid by the presence of much
carbonate of lime contains a very small quantity of alkaline carbonates,

and often has only a very slight reaction on turmeric paper, while clear

urine is usually rich in alkaline carbonates. Hence it is easy to see why
urinary calculi consisting of carbonate of lime are of very common occur-

rence in herbivorous animals.

Carbonate of lime sometimes also occurs in human urine with an

alkaline reaction ; and indeed sometimes, although very rarely, we meet
with human urinary calculi, consisting for the most part of carbonate of

lime. Proust4 was the first who made this observation ; but similar

calculi have been since found by Cooper, Prout, 5 Smith, Gb'bel,
6 and

Fromherz.7

In animal concretions, we sometimes find considerable quantities of

carbonate of lime deposited with the phosphate. Thus, Geiger8 found

21-7 of carbonate and 46-7 of phosphate of lime in a nasal concretion ; I

1 Journ. de Chim. meU T. 4, p. 289. 2 Op. cit.

3 Op. cit.
4 A. Gehlen's Journ. Bd. 3, S. 532.

5 Thomson's Annals of Philos. vol. 15, p. 436.

« Trommsdorf s n. Journ. Bd. 9, S. 198. 7 Schweigg. Journ. Bd. 46, S. 329.
8 Mag. f. Pharm. Bd. 21, S. 247.
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found 24-3J5 of carbonate and69-7g of phosphate of lime in a phlcbolith,

and Schlossberger 1 8-3 of carbonate and 50-4 of phosphate of lime in a

similar concretion ; Walchner2 found 23° of carbonate and 50g of phos-

phate of lime in a concretion from the heart of a man with hydrothorax,

and John 3 found 66*7§ of carbonate and 25JJ of phosphate of lime in a

concretion taken from a stag's heart. Some stony concretions, from the

peritoneum of a man were found by Bley 4 to contain 34g of carbonate

and only 19*32g of phosphate of lime ; Lassaigne5 found 83*368 of car-

bonate of lime in a salivary concretion from a horse. I need hardly

advert to the frequency with which we meet with tolerably large quanti-

ties of carbonate of lime in the microscopico-chemical investigation of

indurated or ossified tumors, as for instance, chalky tubercle.

Carbonate of lime in the crystalline state is very rarely found in the

human organism ; the only place where it constantly occurs in the

normal state is the utriculus of the membranous vestibule6 of the inner

ear, on whose outer and upper walls it is deposited in minute crystals

amongst organic matter. These crystals are usually so very minute,

that distinct molecular motion may be observed amongst the smallest of

them. The form of the crystals is never a pure rhombohedron, but

always a prism derivable from the rhombohedron of calc-spar, most fre-

quently resembling the so-called Kanonendrusen of calc-spar
;

7 that is

to say, they are six-sided with 3-planed acuminations. Krieger8 has

also seen twin crystals of the scaleno-octahedral form. Crystals of this

nature occur much more frequently and abundantly in the lower animals,

both in the organs of hearing and in other parts
;
perhaps the best known

and most striking case of the occurrence of such crystals is in the mem-
brane of the brain of the batrachia, and in the white, silvery saccules at

the intervertebral foramina through which the spinal nerves emerge. In

morbid formations in the human organism, we not unfrequently meet
with crystalline deposits of carbonate of lime, which however usually ap-

pears rather in irregular crystalline masses, such as are described by
Vogel, 9 than as perfectly formed crystals.

There are obviously two ways in which we may account for the pre-

sence of carbonate of lime in the animal organism. It is well known
that spring water holding carbonic acid in solution, usually contains a

considerable quantity of carbonate of lime ; and this might sufficiently

explain the presence of this salt, even if it were not in a great measure
formed within the organism from other salts of lime, which find their

way there in abundant quantity with the vegetable articles of food
;

hence it is that the urine of herbivorous animals is often so rich in car-

bonate of lime.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 254.
2 Mag. f. Pharm. Bd. 19, S. 152. 3 chem. Schriften. Bd. 5, S. 155.
4 Arch, d Pharm. Bd. 20, S. 212. 5 Journ. de Chim. M6d. 1845, p. 523.
6 [It occurs also in the sacculus, and is sometimes scattered in the cells lining the

ampulla; and semicircular canals.—o. e. d.]
7 [The term Kanonendrusen is used in the Hartz to signify a crystalline modification

of calc-spar. JJrusen signifies a cluster of crystalline substances. A crystal is said to
be drusy [drusig) when it is coated with a number of minute crystals of the same kind,
so that the new surface acquires a scaly aspect.

—

g. e. n.]
8 De otolithis, Berolini, 1840, p. 15. 9 Icones histol. path. Tab. 22, fig. 8.
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The solubility of this salt in the animal fluids, might, at first sight,

seem to be less easily understood than its origin. The free carbonic acid

which, it is almost certain, may be detected in all the animal fluids,

doubtless acts as a solvent for the carbonate of lime ;
and I may remind

any who may not be satisfied with this explanation, that the old experi-

ments of Guiton Morveau, show that carbonate of lime is also slightly

soluble in solutions of the alkaline salts, as for instance, chloride of

potassium. Moreover, it is not improbable that there are several animal

substances which, like sugar, exert solvent action on carbonate of lime.

Phosphate of Magnesia.

Phosphate of magnesia always occurs in such small quantity that we
feel scarcely justified in ascribing to it simply a mechanical use in the

animal body, and in arranging it in this class of the mineral substances

;

it is, however, so constantly associated with the corresponding lime-salt

that we feel compelled to notice it in this place. Like the phosphate of

lime, it is in the osseous system that it is chiefly deposited.

The bones of carnivorous animals and of man contain very little phos-

phate of magnesia ; those of herbivorous animals rather a larger

quantity. Berzelius found l*16g in a piece of human bone, and 2*05g

in the bones of an ox ; Valentin found 1*943$ in a portion of one of the

ribs of a horse ; Berzelius l*5g in the enamel of a human tooth, and 3g
in that of the tooth of an ox ; in human dentine he found 1$, and in that

of the ox 2*07$. The numerous analyses of von Bibra afford a general

confirmation of these facts ; he observed, moreover, that the teeth of the

pachydermata were especially rich in phosphate of magnesia. Various

physiological relations (age, &c), as well as morbid conditions, augment
and diminish the quantity of this salt, which seems, however, to vary in

a direct ratio with the phosphate of lime. We shall return to this sub-

ject in our remarks on " The Bones."

That a little phosphate of magnesia occurs in all the animal fluids and

tissues is demonstrated by the analyses of the ash. The presence of

this salt is very strikingly shown by a microscopic examination of the

tissues of a dead body in which putrefaction has actively commenced

:

we observe that it is everywhere studded with the well-known crystals

of the phosphate of ammonia and magnesia.

Phosphate of magnesia sometimes accumulates in large quantities in

certain concretions ; thus Brugnatelli 1 found a concretion in a human
ovary consisting almost entirely of this earthy salt, and a similar one in

the uterus, which was surrounded by a thin crust of phosphate of lime.

A phlebolith, examined by Schlossberger2 contained 58*7$ of salts of

lime, 13*7g of phosphate of magnesia, and 20 -

4<{ of organic matters.

The origin of the phosphate of magnesia is sufficiently obvious; for

this salt occurs in all parts of plants, and particularly in the common
varieties of grain that are used for food. From the ratio in which, as

we have shown, the phosphate of magnesia stands to the phosphate of

lime in the bones and other parts, we may conclude that the animal

' Brugn. Giorn. T. 12, p. 164. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 69, S. 254.
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economy requires far less of this salt than of the corresponding lime-

salt ; and this is especially illustrated by the fact that in different ani-

mals it is found that the intestinal canal absorbs all the phosphate of

lime, but only very little phosphate of magnesia ; for the excrements of

the carjiivora, as well as of the herbivora, contain an excess of the

latter salt.

From these facts, Berzelius 1 long ago drew the conclusion that the

absorbents of the intestinal canal have less tendency to take up phos-

phate of magnesia than phosphate of lime, but that rather more is

always absorbed by the herbivora than by the carnivora ; this latter

fact, however, probably depends upon the circumstance that the food of

the former contains far more magnesia than that of the latter class of

animals. We should, however, be too strictly interpreting the meaning

of Berzelius if we were to suppose that he considered the absorbents to

possess any special power of selecting and taking up certain substances

and rejecting others. The phenomenon in its whole extent is probably

a mechanical one ; the great tendency of the salts of magnesia to form

crystals with the salts of the alkalies, may probably in some measure

impede their free solution and resorption.

Berzelius found 12-9-g of phosphate of magnesia, and 25*8§ of phos-

phate of lime in the ash of the excrements, after the use of coarse bread

and a little animal food. Fleitmann2 found that, after the use, for some
days, of a diet consisting of more animal than vegetable food, the excre-

ments yielded an ash containing 10-67$ of magnesia.

The common intestinal concretions of horses consist almost entirely of

phosphate of magnesia and ammonia, with fragments of straw, &c. ; in

a concretion of this sort, Simon3 found 81 g of phosphate of magnesia,

but no salt of lime.

Physicians have paid much attention to the crystals of phosphate of

magnesia and ammonia, which are very strikingly seen in typhous stools.

Although these crystals are often enough to be found in the faeces in

other diseases, it must be granted that their occurrence is by far the

most frequently to be noticed in abdominal typhus ; indeed, it is well

known that the ulcerated patches of the intestine are usually thickly

studded with minute crystals of this nature.

Phosphate of magnesia is always found in the urine of man and of

carnivorous animals, and its presence is rendered very perceptible when
the urine becomes alkaline, by the readiness with which it crystallizes

in combination with ammonia. As we shall return to this subject in the

second volume, it is sufficient to observe in the present place, that these

crystals are always formed in normal urine when alkaline fermentation

commences. In serious lesions of the bladder or the spinal cord, we
often find whole sediments consisting of these crystals. These deposits

are, for the most part, either devoid of color, or of a dirty white tint.

In a specimen of diabetic urine, I once found a glistening white sedi-

ment, consisting entirely of these crystals, and not containing a trace of
lime. Urinary calculi, consisting of pure phosphate of magnesia, are
very rare, although more common than the fusible calculi, which are

1 Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 345. .
2 Pogg# Ann Bd 76> g. 383 .

3 Buchner's Repertorium. Bd. 16, S. 215.
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composed of a mixture of phosphate of lime with phosphate of ammonia
and magnesia.

Fluoride of Calcium.

It is only in very minute quantities that this body occurs in the animal

organism ; it is, however, so integral a part of the enamel of the teeth,

that we are inclined to ascribe to its presence (at least in part) the polish

and the extraordinary hardness of that substance. The presence of

small quantities of fluoride of calcium has been determined with cer-

tainty in the bones of almost all animals. More fluoride of calcium has

been found in the skeletons of fossil animals than in those of our own
time ; and it is worthy of notice, that human bones found at Pompeii,

contain, according to Liebig, 1 more fluoride of calcium than recent

human bones.

Berzelius2 found 2 ,

1{> of fluoride of calcium in the dentine and 3*2g

in the enamel of a man's tooth, while the dentine and the enamel of that

of an ox contained respectively 5"69g and 4$ of this constituent. Mar-
chand3 found lg in the femur of a man aged 30 years, and Heintz, 4 2-05g.

Both Middleton5 and von Bibra6 have very carefully analyzed the

bones of various classes of animals, and have recognized the presence of

fluoride of calcium not only in the bones of the mammalia, but also in

those of birds, fishes, and reptiles, and even in the shells of the mollusca.

Middleton's assertion that the bones of a 6J months' foetus contains as

much fluoride of calcium as those of an adult, must be regarded as

doubtful, till confirmed by further experiments.

Fluoride of calcium was first discovered in fossil ivory by Morichini
;

7

it has since been found in all fossil bones by Proust, 8 Fourcroy and
Vauquelin,9 Chevreul,10 Brandes, 11 Bergemann, 12 Marchand, von Bibra,

Middleton, and others. Lassaigne13 found as much as 15g in the teeth

of an Anoplotherium, and P4 found 16$ in the outer portion of one of

the ribs of the Hydrarchos.

[The presence of fluorine in blood and milk has been clearly demon-
strated by Dr. George Wilson. 15—g. e. d.]

In regard to the origin of the fluoride of calcium we cannot doubt
that the small quantities found in the animal body may be easily con-

veyed into the system with the food ; we need only remember that many
mineral waters contain traces of fluorides, and that plants take up a
little fluoride of calcium from micaceous soils.

Fluoride of calcium was detected by Berzelius in the Carlsbad water,

and has been found in other mineral waters ; moreover, artificially pre-

pared fluoride of calcium is by no means perfectly insoluble in distilled

1 Organ. Ch. auf Agricultur u. Physiol, angewendet, 1840, S. 140.
2 Alt. Gehlen's Journ. Bd. 8, S. 1. 3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 27, S. 83.
4 Ber. d. Ak. d. Wiss. z. Berlin. Febr. 1849, S. 51.
5 Philos. Mag. T. 25, p. 14. « Op. cit.

7 A. Gehl. J. Bd. 3, S. 625; N. Gehl. J. Bd. 2, S. 177. 8 N. Gehl. J. Bd. 2, S. 187
9 Ann. d. Chim. T. 57, p. 37. 10 Ibid. p. 45.
11 Schweigg. Journ. Bd. 32, S. 505. 12 Ibid. Bd. 52, S. 145.
13 Journ. de Pharm. T. 7, p. 1. I4 Carus, liber den Hydrarchos. Dresd. 1846
13 Ldin. New Phil. Journ. Oct. 1850.
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water. [According to "Wilson 16 fluid ounces, or 7000 grains of water

at 60° F., dissolve 0-26 of a grain of fluor spar.—G. e. d.]

Whether the large quantities of fluoride of calcium which have been

found in fossil bones are solely due to infiltration from without, must

remain for the present undecided.

Silica.

As the skeleton of the vertebrate animals chiefly owes its hardness to

the phosphate of lime which it contains, and the shell of the invertebrate

animals to the carbonate of lime, so the shields of the lowest classes of

animals are rendered hard and firm by containing a large quantity of

silica. This substance is so thickly deposited in these organs that nei-

ther decomposition nor incineration can destroy their form ; hence it is

that deposits of fossil infusoria are so often discovered.

Silica for the most part occurs only as an incidental constituent of the

juices and tissues of the higher classes of animals ; Gorup-Besanez 1 has,

however, shown by numerous experiments that this body forms an in-

tegral constituent of feathers and of hair.

Small quantities of silica have also been found in the blood, in the

white of egg, in the bile, in urine, and in the solid excrements, and
occasionally in certain morbid concretions.

The Bacillarice are the most remarkable of all the infusoria in rela-

tion to the quantity of silica which they contain ; their shields equally

resist the action of fire and of acids. We are indebted to Ehrenberg2

for our first accurate knowledge on this subject, and for the discovery of

fossil infusoria in flint, mountain meal, &c.

Henneberg, 3 as well as Gorup-Besanez, has determined the quantity

of silica in feathers ; the latter, however, has fully investigated the sub-

ject in all its bearings, and extends his inquiry to the determination of

the influences exercised by species, age, food, and other circumstances,

on the deposition of silica in the feathers.

Gorup generally found from 0*11 to 2-47g of silica in the feathers of

different birds, and from 6-9 to 65-0g of silica in the ash. The last-

named quantity, which was the largest he ever found, occurred in the

feathers of Perdix cinerea, but the feathers of Strix flammea, Gf-allus

domesticus, and Corvus frugilegus, yielded ashes very rich in silica.

The feathers of granivorous birds contained from 1*69 to 3-71{} of silica

(and their ash yielded from 25*5 to 50°) ; the feathers of birds living on
fish and aquatic plants contained on an average 0-23°., and their ash
10'5-g of silica ; those of birds living on flesh and insects yielded, as a
mean, 0-642, and their ash 27£ ; and those of birds living on insects and
berries 0-75j}, and their ash 27-g. Gorup usually found about twice as

much silica in the feathers of old animals as in those of the young of
the same species.

In newly grown or young feathers, only traces of silica were often to

be found. In the pinions of the first order there was twice as much
1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 66, S. 321-342.
2 Die Infusionsthierchen u. s. w. S. 143-169.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 255-61.
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silica, as in the tail-feathers of the second order ; and in the tail and

breast-feathers there was little more than in the pinions of the second

order.

Berzelius found no silica in the bones or teeth of man ;
Fourcroy and

Vauquelin1 have, however, found it in the bones of children, and Mar-
chand2 in those of Scjualis cormibicus ; it has also frequently been found

in fossil bones.

Silica has been found by Chevreul3 in sheep's wool, and by Vauquelin,"

and more recently by Laer, 5 in the human hair. Gorup has entered

very fully into this part of the inquiry regarding the occurrence of

silica. In brown human hair he found 0-22 g of silica, the ash yielding

13*89$, while in the hair and wool of various animals he found some-

times rather more, and sometimes rather less of this substance. The
quantity of silica in the hair appears to be altogether independent of

the nature of the food.

As silica occurs so constantly in the animal organism, it might natu-

rally be expected that we should find it in the blood, and especially in

that of birds. Millon6 found it in human blood ; Weber7 found that it

amounted to 0*19$, in the ash of ox-blood, and in hens' blood Henne-
berg8 found 0*96°.

Poleck9 found 7*05g, in the ash of the white of egg ; silica has also

been found in the bile, urine, and solid excrements. Weidenbusch10 found
0*36$ in the ash of ox-bile ; Pleisch 11 and Bley12 detected it in gall-stones,

and Mitscherlich13 found a trace of it in the saliva. Berzelius14 was the

first who discovered traces of it in human urine ; Fleitmann15 has since

found it in the ash of the urine, and Fourcroy and Vauquelin, 16 as well

as De Koninck and Wurzer, 17 in urinary calculi. It need cause no
wonder that silica is often found in the contents of the instestines, as it

is widely distributed throughout the vegetable kingdom.
That the quantity of silica occurring in the animal organism essen-

tially depends on the greater or lesser quantity of silica in the food, and
consequently, that the origin of this body must be principally referred

to vegetable food and siliceous water (and further, perhaps, in the case
of birds, to the sand which they swallow), is rendered sufficiently evident
from the experiments of Gorup-Besanez, if, indeed, any demonstration
of the fact were required.

Plants contain far more silica than was formerly supposed ; in the
JEquisetacece, for instance, the ash often contains 97g. The best method
of exhibiting its presence in the seeds of the grasses, is by moistening
them with a little nitric acid before incinerating them ; in this manner,
and with the aid of the microscope, we may, according to Schultz, recog-

1 Ann. de Chim. T. 72, p. 282. 2 Lehrb. d. phys. Ch. S. 97.
2 Compt. rend. T. 10, p. 632. 4 Ann. de Chim. T. 58, p. 41
5 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 44, S. 172.
6 Journ. de Pharm. 3 Se>. T. 13, pp. 86-88.
7 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 387. 8 Op. cit.

9 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 360. '° Ibid. S. 369.
11 Kastn. Arch. Bd. 8, S. 300. I2 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 1 S 115
13 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 26, S. 320. 14 Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 433.
15 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 358. I6 Syst. des. Connoiss. Chim. T 10
r Schweig. Journ. Bd. 36, S. 321.
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nize the presence of this substance, not only in the husks, but also in

the ovaries of many of the monocotyledons. Hence, it is obvious, that

we must receive silica into the system with the bread ; we can thus

readily understand how it was that, after the use of rye-bread, Berzelius1

found l*016g in the solid excrements, and why it is that the dung of the

herbivora (whose food consists of those parts of plants which are richest

in silica), contains so large a quantity of this substance. In the dung

of the cow, Zierl2 found 4-4g, in that of the sheep, 6-0g, and in that of

the horse, 4-6§. Hence, large quantities of silica are often found in the

intestinal concretions of herbivorous animals.

second class of mineral bodies.

Hydrochloric Acid.

As we are convinced by the reasons given in p. 93, that lactic acid is

the essential free acid of the gastric juice, we need devote no special

consideration to this acid. It is sufficient to remind our readers, that,

according to our experiments,3 lactic acid can be replaced by no other

acid, except hydrochloric acid, in the process of digestion.

Hydrofluoric Acid.

Brugnatelli4 believed that he had discovered the existence of this acid

in the gastric juice of birds, when he found that pieces of agate and
rock-crystal, which he introduced by means of tubes into the stomachs

of common fowls and turkeys, were distinctly corroded, and had lost

from 12 to 14 grains in weight, on their removal after ten days ; and
Treviranus5 also believed that, when the contents of the intestinal canal

of fowls were digested in porcelain vessels, the glazing was attacked.

In reference to the small quantities of this acid which might possibly

occur in the gastric and intestinal juices of these animals, it is certainly

difficult to demonstrate its absence in an unquestionable manner ; but as

theoretical reasons as well as direct experiments are opposed to Brugna-
telli's view, we may, at all events, with great probability, assume the

non-occurrence of this acid. Tiedemann and Gmelin,6 digested the

gastric juice of a duck for 24 hours in a platinum crucible, which was
covered with a piece of glass, having a coating of wax through which a

few lines were drawn ; they could, however, detect no corrosion on the

glass. I placed the chyle of a duck which had just been killed, in a
platinum crucible, treated the mass with a little sulphuric acid, and
covered the crucible with a watch-glass coated with wax, except at the

centre (the inferior convex part), where its surface was bare and exposed

;

at the termination of the experiment, I could not find the slightest cor-

rosion on the watch-glass. Further, I saturated with potash the fluid

1 Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 346. 2 Kastn. Arch. Bd. 2, S. 476.
3 Ber. d. k. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. z. Leipzig. 1849.
4 Crell's Ann. 1787. Bd. 1, S. 230.
* Biologie Bd. 4, S. 362. 6 Verdauung. Bd. 2, S. 139.
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obtained by washing the contents of the crop and stomach of two

turkeys with water, evaporated it to dryness and burned the residue

;

the ash was then carefully treated with sulphuric acid in a platinum

crucible, in the manner already described, but here also no trace of

hydrofluoric acid was obtained.

If these experiments are not sufficiently stringent to overthrow the

observations of Brugnatelli, they, at all events, serve to explain how it

was that Brugnatelli and Treviranus were led to adopt this view. For

it is very possible that, as we always find small pebbles and sand in the

stomachs of these animals, a purely mechanical attrition of the finest

granules of sand may have apparently corroded the pieces of agate and

rock-crystal during their long sojourn in the stomach, and thus have

occasioned their loss of weight. Moreover, I have never been able to

detect any decided corrosion of the pebbles, which we find in the

stomachs of ducks and fowls. It would be strange if nature had here

first ordained the secretion of hydrofluoric acid, in order that it should

immediately again disappear through the action of the siliceous pebbles

which are swallowed by birds. Should not the hydrofluoric acid, if it

were present, expel other acids from the salts contained in the gastric

juice ?

Chloride of Sodium.

In almost every portion of the earth's surface we find this body in all

parts of the animal organism ; and it is not a mere incidental constituent

conveyed into the system with the food and drink, but it is applied to

definite, although highly various ends.

The importance of chloride of sodium in the metamorphosis of the

animal tissues is illustrated by the fact that it always forms the greatest

part of the soluble constituents of the ash of all animal substances. It

is very constantly associated with certain animal matters, and essen-

tially influences their chemical and physical properties ; thus albumen in

part owes its solubility to the chloride of sodium contained in it, and
the differences which it presents in coagulating are, in part, dependent

on the quantity of this salt that is present. Chloride of sodium dis-

solves pure casein, and has a singular power of impeding the coagulation

of the fibrin of the blood. If it is impossible to prove that chloride of

sodium forms definite chemical compounds with these bodies, the follow-

ing considerations, at all events, render such a view probable ;—namely,

the influence this salt exercises on the above-named protein-compounds,

the analogy of the compound of chloride of sodium and glucose, and
finally, the impossibility, by mere washing, of perfectly separating some

of the protein-compounds from the chloride of sodium.

We would especially refer the reader to the relation of albumen

towards salts, described in p. 296.

In accordance with these facts we find that the chloride of sodium,

like other important constituents of the animal body, is not merely con-

stantly present, but also that it is combined in tolerably definite propor-

tions in the different constituent parts. For it is an established law,

that the different animal fluids always strive to attain a similar chemical
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constitution. This law, to which we must subsequently recur more in

detail, includes the protein-compounds, which, if they are taken in

excess, certainly are decomposed in the ordinary manner, but are elimi-

nated as rapidly as possible by the kidneys, under the form of urea and

uric acid.

The chloride of sodium in normal human blood stands in a tolerably

constant ratio to its other soluble constituents, the limiting ratios being

3 : 1 and 2*4 : 1. Berzelius 1 found 6 parts in 1000 of the serum of

human blood, and Marcet2 6-6 in 1000 parts of blood, which corresponds

to about 5-5 in 1000 of serum ; Nasse3 obtained from 4 to 5 parts of

chloride of sodium from 1000 of blood, Denis 4 from 3*537 to 3-668 parts,

and Becquerel and Rodier5 from 2-3 to 4*2 parts ; the mean of 11 ana-

lyses of men's blood yielding 3*1, and of 8 analyses of women's blood

3*5 parts. In 1000 parts of my own blood in a normal state I found
4*138 parts of chloride of sodium, and after the use of very salt food,

which caused intense thirst, it amounted to 4*148 : an hour after taking

two ounces of salt, and having in the interval drank about two quarts of

water, the quantity was 4*181. Hence it seems to follow that the ani-

mal organism not only removes foreign substances with extraordinary

rapidity, but that even useful substances, if they are in excess, are as

rapidly as possible eliminated.

The amount of salt in the blood undergoes great fluctuations in dif-

ferent diseases ; thus Nasse6 and Scherer7 found that there was a diminu-

tion of the chloride of sodium in inflammatory blood ; O'Shaugnessy,
Rayer, and Mulder observed this strikingly in cholera ; Nasse also

observed it in the blood of a diabetic patient, Lecanu in cases of jaun-

dice, and Jennings and Simon in chlorotic patients : an augmentation of

the salt in the blood has been noticed by Fremy in sea-scurvy and by
Nasse in the rot in sheep. My experiments have left it very doubtful

whether the salts of the blood are diminished in tuberculosis, since

it is not often that we can obtain the blood of tuberculous patients, ex-

cept when some inflammatory attack gives occasion for the abstraction of

blood. We shall return to this subject more fully in the second volume,

when considering " The Blood."

Even if the well-known action of chloride of sodium on the color of

the blood be entirely dependent on mechanical relations, the occur-

rence of almost constant quantities of this salt in the blood during health,

and its considerable variations in different diseases, and, further, its

chemical action on histogenetic substances, indicate that in all probability

it takes some definite chemical part in the metamorphosis of the blood.

Hofmann8 believes that it increases the capacity of the constituents of

the blood for oxidation, which, however, requires proof.

Berzelius was formerly of opinion that the quantity of albumen con-

tained in the serum of the blood might be the cause why the blood-pig-

ment which is so readily soluble in pure water did not dissolve in the
serum, but Joh. Muller has shown that the capsules of the blood-cor-

1 Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 98. * Medico-Chir. Trans. Vol. 2, p. 370.
3 Hand-worterbuch d. Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 167. 4 Journ. de Chim. med. T. 4, p 111.
6 Gaz. m6d.'1844, No. 48. e Das Blut. 1836, S 287.
7 Haeser's Arch. Bd. 10. s Das Protein u. s. w. S. 19.
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puscles dissolve, if they are brought in contact with an aqueous and not

too dilute solution of albumen ; if, however, we treat the albumen with

a little water containing only 1$ of chloride of sodium, the corpuscles

remain unchanged, whereas they are destroyed by a pure solution of salt

containing no albumen.

We shall treat, at some length, of the mode of action of chloride of

sodium and various other bodies on the red color of the blood, in the

second volume. It is here sufficient to remark that Scherer's experi-

ments have clearly demonstrated that the bright or dark color of the

blood principally depends on the form of the blood-corpuscles, which

again is chiefly dependent on the endosmotic relations existing between

their contents and the surrounding fluid. For instance, if we add much
salt to blood, the corpuscles become contracted and biconcave : it is to

this biconcave form that Scherer attributes the brighter color of the

blood.

In those fluids -which are secreted from the blood and which contain a

larger quantity of chloride of sodium than the blood itself, as, for in-

stance, the saliva, gastric juice, inflammatory exudations, pus, and mucus,

this salt doubtless discharges some important functions. We claim no
high importance for it in the saliva ; but if that fluid exercises a func-

tion, the chloride of sodium certainly takes part therein, since its quan-

tity exceeds that of all the other constituents of the saliva. In the

gastric juice we find, in addition to a little organic matter, scarcely any-

thing but metallic chlorides, and chiefly chloride of sodium. From the

abundance in which it exists both in the saliva and the gastric juice we
might be led to infer that it essentially promotes the solution of the food,

and its future changes, or at all events, that it contributes to impede ab-

normal decompositions and metamorphoses of the food.

Several observations which I have made, tend to show that the excess

of salt conveyed into the blood is not merely carried off by the kidneys

with the greatest possible rapidity, but also by other secreting organs, as

the salivary glands, the gastric glands, &c. While the gastric mucous
membrane of a dog with a fistulous opening into the stomach, secreted a

juice when the stomach was empty and artificially stimulated, which,

according to Blondlot, contained 0*1263 °f chloride of sodium, I ob-

tained a gastric juice in a similar manner from a dog into whose jugular

vein I had half an hour previously injected two ounces of a saturated

solution of salt, which contained 0-385[>. These facts are rendered more
perceptible by using either of the analogous salts, the iodide of sodium,

or of potassium ; iodide of potassium, when injected into the veins, ap-

pears with extreme rapidity in the stomach, although I am not quite

certain whether this is not in a great measure dependent on its very rapid

presence in the saliva, and on its finding its way into the stomach through

that fluid ; for I have convinced myself that the iodide of potassium passes

from the blood in larger quantity, and with more rapidity, into the saliva

than into the urine. If we take a few grains of iodide of potassium in the

form of pills, and at once convince ourselves that no iodine is retained

in the buccal fluids, we can in the course of from 5 to 10 minutes recog-

nize iodine with certainty in the saliva, although it cannot be then

detected in the urine even if we examine that fluid directly after its
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secretion by the kidneys, as it drops from the ureters. Bernard 1 lias

made similar observations with prussiate of potash, lactic acid, and other

substances ; after injection into the jugular veins of a dog, they very

rapidly appeared in the gastric juice.

Enderlin8 found 61 -

93{{ of the chlorides of sodium and potassium in

100 parts of the mineral constituents of saliva.

Prout3 found from 0'12g to 0-13g of the chloride of sodium with a

little chloride of potassium in human gastric juice ; Braconnot,4 Tiede-

mann and Gmelin, 5 and Berzelius agree in stating that the gastric juice

is rich in this salt. I found 0'311§ of chloride of sodium in the fluid

from the crop of a duck which for eight days had been only fed with

barley moistened with distilled water.

That the chloride of sodium, and the metallic chlorides generally,

which are contained in the gastric juice, contribute at all to the solution

of the histogenetic substances is not probable ; for, notwithstanding some
of my earlier experiments which seemed to support that view, more
recent and more numerous experiments6 have convinced me that any ad-

dition of salt, either to natural or well-prepared artificial gastric juice,

infallibly retards the changes which the articles of nitrogenous food

undergo. We may presume that a definite quantity of the metallic

chlorides exists in some form of chemical combination in the gastric

juice ; this quantity being exactly sufficient to hinder any abnormal
decomposition in that fluid, without checking its digestive power.

In the exudations we certainly find less chloride of sodium than in the

blood itself, but in relation to the fixed constituents of these liquids, this

salt is always considerably increased. The investigations of Brucke7

and Henle 8 have proved, almost beyond a doubt, that this abundant
transudation of soluble salts through the walls of the vessels is depen-

dent on a purely mechanical relation. It is, however, not improbable
that the chloride of sodium co-operates in the metamorphosis of the exu-

dation ; we find, at least, that pus and other exudations in which cells

become developed, are very rich in this salt ; and this is especially the

case with mucus, as has been shown by Nasse. 9 The fluid of cancerous

growths always contains a large quantity of this salt. Whether the

chloride of sodium takes part in the abnormal conversion of the exuda-

tion into cells, is a question that must be at present left undecided. We
are almost led to the belief that every deposition of cells is accompanied
by an increase in the quantity of chloride of sodium, or that this salt

arrests their development at a low stage. We find, at least, that the car-

tilages, which, in their perfectly developed state abound in cells, contain

far more chloride of sodium than occurs in other parts of the animal
body. The cartilaginous bones of the foetus, before much phosphate of

lime has been deposited, contain far more chloride of sodium than adult

bones : and abnormal depositions of bony matter contain more of this

salt than even the permanent cartilages.

1 These soutenue a la faculte de Paris, 1844.
2 Ann d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 50, S. 56. 3 Phil. Trans, for 1824, p. 45.
4 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 59, p. 113.
5 Verdauung. Bd. 1, S. 91. 9 Ber. d. k. sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. 1849.
7 Casper's Wochensch. 1840, No. 21. 8 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 1, S. 122.
9 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 29, S. 59.
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Fromherz and Gugert1 found 8*231g of chloride of sodium in the ash
of the costal cartilages of a man aged 20 years ; I found ll*236g of this

salt in the ash of the laryngeal cartilages of an adult female. From
various bones I could only extract from 0*7 to l*5g. The femur of a

six-months' foetus which I examined contained 10*138 g of chloride of

sodium, and according to Valentin2 the incrusting exudation, deposited

around a carious tibia, contained 13*7g.

Nasse, taking the mean of two analyses, found that the chloride of

sodium in the mucus of the air-passages amounted to 0*5823, while two
comparative analyses showed that it amounted to 0*46 g in the serum of

the blood, and to l*26g in that of pus. Hence in this respect pus
approximates closely to mucus, while the serous portions of blood and
pus are differently constituted.

In order to give a general view regarding the occurrence of chloride

of sodium in the animal fluids, I append the following table, which is

based, in a great measure, on my own analyses ; a signifies the amount
of salt in 100 parts of the fluid, b in 100 parts of solid residue, and c in

100 parts of ash.

a. b. c.

Human blood, 0*421g 1-931$ 57*641^
Blood of the horse, 0*510{f 2-750$ 67*105$
Chyle, 0-531& 8*313$ 67*884$
Lymph (Nasse), 0*412$ 8*246$ 72*902$
Serum of the blood (Nasse), .... 0*405g 5*200}} 59"090§
Blood of the cat (Nasse), 0-537}} 2-826}} 67-128$
Chyle (Nasse), 0-710}} 7-529$ 62*286$
Human milk, 0*087}} 0*726}} 33*089}}
Saliva, 0*153}} 12*988}} 62*195}}
Gastric juice of the dog, 0*126}} 12-753$ 42-089}}
Human bile, 0-364}} 3-353$ 30*464$
Urine, 0*332$ 5-187$ 22*972$
Mucus (Nasse), 0*583$ 13*100$ 70*000$
Serum of the blood (Nasse), .... 0*460$ 4*919$ 58*974$
Serum of pus (Nasse), 1-260$ 11-454$ 72*330$
Inflammatory exudation in the pleura (Scherer), 0*750$ 10416$ 73-529$
Scirrhus of the breast, 0-314$ 6*043$ 65*391$

After this general view of the occurrence and uses of salt in the animal
economy, it is hardly requisite to allude to the sources from which the
animal body receives its due supply. Chloride of sodium is so generally
distributed throughout nature, that this necessary quantity is conveyed
into the organism with the ordinary food and with the water.

The habits of civilized life have elevated salt to the rank of a positive
necessary, but we must by no means conclude from this circumstance
that the salt contained in ordinary food is not sufficient for the support
of the animal functions. A simple comparison of the quantity of salt

contained in the animal body, with that which we are daily taking with
the food, at once shows that we use more salt than is requisite : and if

on the one hand, as several travellers narrate, certain negro tribes in the
interior of Africa exchange gold-dust for an equal weight of salt, and
in want of it have recourse to the most disgusting substitutes

; we know
on the other hand, that whole races in the South Sea Islands, and in

1 Schweigg. Journ. Bd. 50, S. 187. * Reporter. 1838, S. 301.
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South America, flourish without even the knowledge of this substance.

Further, as Liebig has shown, tempests carry salt from the ocean far

into the interior, and thus supply the spring water with it. A glance at

the results of the analyses of the ashes of plants, is sufficient to show-

that the ordinary articles of vegetable food are perfectly sufficient to

supply the necessary quantity of salt to the animal body.

Carbonate of Soda.

This salt not unfrequently occurs in the ash of burned animal matters,

but in most cases it is merely the product of the combustion of combina-

tions of soda with organic acids or protein-compounds. Investigations

deserving of the greatest confidence prove however that carbonate of

soda, together with other soda-compounds, exists in the blood and in

the lymph. It is also contained, together with large quantities of the

carbonate of potash and lime, in the urine of herbivorous animals.

The earlier observers assumed the presence of carbonate of soda in

the blood as a recognized fact ; and indeed it was believed to take an

active part in the excretion of carbonic acid ; but certain later investi-

gations seemed to leave it very doubtful whether alkaline carbonates

exist in the blood. Alkaline carbonates were always found in the ash

of blood (as for instance, by Berzelius, Marcet, Mitscherlich, Tiedemann
and Gmelin, and more recently by Nasse, Marchand, and others), till

Enderlin 1 announced that blood incinerated according to this method,

left an ash which did not yield a trace of carbonic acid. He examined

the ash of the blood of men, oxen, sheep, and hares, and found that in

addition to the ordinary chlorides and sulphates, the soluble salts con-

sisted solely of tribasic phosphate of soda. Hence he concludes that as

no carbonates can be found in the ash, it is altogether impossible that

any carbonated alkali can occur in the blood. But it does not follow

that the earlier observers were in error, when they found carbonate of

soda in the blood (Nasse,2 for instance, found from 0-06 to 0'08g, and
Marchand, 3 0-125g), for we can at pleasure prepare a blood-ash either

with or without carbonates, according to the degree of heat and the

method of incineration we employ. If we heat common phosphate of

soda (2NaO.HO.P0
5)
with carbonate of soda, the latter loses its carbo-

nic acid, and as a necessary consequence there is formed the tribasic

phosphate of soda ; when dissolved in water, this tribasic phosphate of

soda very rapidly absorbs carbonic acid from the atmosphere, and be-

comes converted into carbonate and c (common) phosphate of soda.

Hence tribasic phosphate of soda cannot exist in the circulating blood,

since this fluid contains sufficient carbonic acid to insure its decompo-
sition.

Assuming that carbonate of soda exists in the blood-ash, this by no
means proves that it is present in fresh blood, for this fluid contains fatty

and other organic acids in combination with alkalies, which on incinera-

tion are converted into carbonates. But if we consider that fresh blood

1 Ann. a. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 50, S. 53. 2 Handworterb. der Physiolog. Bd. 1, S. 167.
3 Lehrb. d. physiol. Chem. S. 226.
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always has an alkaline reaction, and that, in consequence of its always

containing carbonic acid, caustic soda can no more occur in it than the

above-mentioned tribasic phosphate of soda, this reaction can hardly be

attributed to any other body than to carbonate of soda ; for the combi-

nations of the fatty acids with alkalies are contained in the blood in far

too small quantities to account for the alkaline reaction of that fluid, and

the amount of carbonate present in the ash. Liebig1 was the first to

remark that the carbonate of soda must be contained in the blood as a

bicarbonate. No free acid can be present with common carbonate of

soda. The following experiment favors the view of the presence of the

bicarbonate : if we precipitate the serum of the blood with alcohol and
thoroughly wash the precipitate with dilute spirit, the albumen on incine-

ration leaves no alkaline ash ; if soda were chemically combined with

albumen, the soda must be precipitated with the albumen, while neutral

carbonate of soda and especially the bicarbonate dissolve readily in spirit.

On passing hydrogen through the fluid from which the albumen has been

removed by filtration, carbonic acid is expelled; for as Magnus and Rose
formerly proved, and as Marchand2 has recently again demonstrated,

hydrogen completely expels the one atom of carbonic acid from the

bicarbonate of soda, especially if the temperature be raised to 38°.

Liebig also adduces the relation of corrosive sublimate to the fluid freed

from the albumen by spirit of wine, in evidence of the presence of bicar-

bonate of soda; for, on the addition of corrosive sublimate to this fluid,

there is no precipitate, but after some time there are deposited brown
crystals of oxychloride of mercury, precisely as would have occurred if

this reagent had been added to a solution of bicarbonate of soda. By
means of a current of pure hydrogen gas, and by the repeated applica-

tion of the air-pump, I so thoroughly removed the carbonic acid from
freshly whipped ox-blood, that a fresh stream of hydrogen passed through
the blood no longer produced the slightest turbidity in baryta-water ; by
means of a special contrivance, so as to exclude the access of the air, a
little acetic acid was forced into the blood by means of the hydrogen
gas, and the latter was again passed in considerable quantity through
the blood ; immediately after the addition of the acetic acid to the blood

the baryta-water was rendered turbid by the current of hydrogen. We
thus obtain a proof that a certain quantity of the carbonic acid in the

blood exists in combination with a base, in addition to that which can be
expelled by gases and extracted by the air-pump. Hence there can no
longer be any doubt regarding the presence of carbonate of soda in the

blood. I have found, taking the mean of ten carefully conducted quanti-

tative analyses,
3 that ox-blood contains #1628g of ordinary carbonate of

soda, after the expulsion of the free carbonic acid in the manner which
has already been described.

Nasse4 found #

056{{ of carbonate of soda in the lymph of a horse,

while Marcet5 found 0-1652 m tne serum of the blood. Those who re-

1 Handworterb. der Chem. Bd. 1, S. 901.
2 Journ. f. pr. Chem. Bd. 35, S. 390.
3 Ber. d. k. sachs. Ges. d. AViss. 1847, S. 96-100.
4 Simon's Beitriige z. phys. u. pathol. Chem. Bd. 1, S. 449.
5 Medico. -Chir. Trans, vol. 2, p. 370.
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gard the kidneys as mere percolators cannot deny the presence of alka-

line carbonates in the blood, since the urine (at least of herbivorous ani-

mals) contains a considerable amount of carbonates. The parotid saliva

of the horse becomes turbid, in the same manner as lime-water, on ex-

posure to the air, with, however, this difference, that it almost immedi-

ately deposits the most beautiful microscopic crystals of carbonate of

lime.

Liebig was formerly of opinion that the carbonate of soda in the

blood acted an extremely important part in the process of respiration,

in short, that it was the means by which the carbonic acid is conveyed
from the capillaries into the lungs. The oxygen mixed with the blood

in the lungs there displaces the carbonic acid as completely as it would
be expelled by a current of oxygen or hydrogen from its state of com-
bination in bicarbonate of soda. As far as our present knowledge ex-

tends, no facts are at variance with this view ; indeed if the presence of

carbonate of soda in the blood be once granted, no one can wonder that it

is converted to the bicarbonate, and on the other hand, that it must be

decomposed on coming in contact with other gases than carbonic acid.

But the question naturally suggests itself—Is the quantity of carbonate

of soda sufficient to serve as a means of transport for the whole of the

carbonic acid of the blood? The following calculation supplies the

answer : 1000 grammes of blood contain 1*628 grammes of carbonate of

soda, which, to become converted into bicarbonate must take up 0*637

of a gramme of carbonic acid ; hence 0*637 of a gramme of carbonic

acid can be extracted from the blood by an air-pump, or expelled by
other gases ; this would amount to 322 cc. according to volume ; if we
assume that the specific gravity of the blood is 1*055, then 1000 cc. of

blood would contain 343 cc. of carbonic acid, capable of being removed
by other gases or by the air-pump. Magnus has, however, succeeded in

removing about 300 cc. of carbonic acid from 1000 cc. of blood by
means of hydrogen and a vacuum ; a method by which a part of the
carbonic acid must always remain in the blood. The coincidence between
the empirical result and the calculation is quite as great as could be ex-

pected.

It cannot be doubted that the carbonate of soda in the blood serves
as a solvent for the fibrin as well as the albumen ; Bird has, however,
shown that the bicarbonate is one of the best solvents for albumen. It

is well known that large quantities of the alkaline carbonates have the
property of impeding or altogether preventing the coagulation of the
fibrin.

Finally, that the alkali of the blood also contributes to saturate the
acids conveyed into the organism or formed within it, is the more probable,
because nature seems to have provided that the alkaline carbonates shall
be produced as rapidly as possible from the combinations of potash and
soda with vegetable acids. (See p. 97.)

The origin of carbonate of soda in the animal body is so obvious, from
the preceding observations, that it is unnecessary to enter further into
the subject.
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Alkaline Phosphates.

Important as the alkaline phosphates doubtless are in the metamor-
phosis of animal tissue, we are unable at present to state much with

certainty regarding them. Before Rose had introduced his new method

of preparing and analyzing the ashes of organic bodies, it must have

been concluded from the abundant occurrence of alkaline phosphates in

the ashes of animal substances, that these salts played an important

part in the animal economy. This conclusion seems especially to be sup-

ported by the peculiar relations of the saturating capacity of phosphoric

acid, and by the metamerism of the phosphates. For it is almost self-

evident that no salts of any other acid could be so usefully applied in the

metamorphosis of tissue, as those of phosphoric acid, which can form

neutral salts with one, two, and three atoms of base, acid salts with one

and two atoms, and likewise several basic salts. Moreover it must be

recollected that common phosphate of soda may contain one atom of

basic water in place of one atom of fixed base, and thus by its alkalinity

it may serve, like free alkalies or their carbonates, as a solvent for many
animal substances ;—that it has the property of yielding to the weakest

acids, as, for instance, uric acid, one of the two atoms of fixed base, and
of being converted into an acid phosphate ;—and finally, that the ordi-

nary basic phosphate of soda (with 3 atoms of fixed base) yields 1 atom
of soda to free carbonic acid, and thus gives rise to two neutral salts,

both of which, however, have an alkaline reaction, and a strong solvent

power.

Taking all these circumstances into consideration, and moreover re-

collecting the importance of the earthy phosphates, and especially of

the animal substances containing phosphorus, we might be disposed to

believe the conclusion justified, which, it was supposed, might be drawn
from the abundance with which alkaline phosphates occur in the ash.

But, unfortunately, Rose's improved analyses of the mineral constituents

occurring in animal bodies have deprived us of the basis on which this

conclusion rests. The earlier ash-analyses of the different animal juices

can no longer be regarded as affording evidence of the importance of

these alkaline phosphates : later and more perfect analyses, in accordance

with Rose's method, do not enable us to form a decided opinion regard-

ing the occurrence of preformed alkaline phosphates in the different ani-

mal fluids, for it is not only the alkaline phosphates contained in the

aqueous extract of the carbonaceous residue of animal bodies which are

to be regarded as preformed in the animal body, but also those contained

in the hydrochloric extract, which were retained in the residue with

phosphate of lime, or of magnesia as insoluble double salts (Rose)'.

We cannot decide, in reference to these alkaline phosphates, whether

previously to their combining with lime or magnesia, they existed pre-

formed as basic alkaline phosphates, or rather, as Rose thinks more
probable, as alkaline carbonates or combinations of alkalies with organic

acids ; further, it has never been quite accurately determined to what
extent alkaline phosphates are produced from phosphate of magnesia

i Pogg. Ann. Bd. 77, S. 288-302.
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when decomposed by alkaline carbonates. But putting out of v^ow all

these uncertainties, we should not be too hasty in drawing conclusions

from the results of such analyses of the mineral constituents ; for the

principle asserted by Rose that the mineral bodies which cannot be ex-

tracted by hydrochloric acid from the carbonaceous residue of animal

substances must be regarded as non-oxidized, and as combinations of

phosphuretted radicals with metals, is at present only an hypothesis,

although a very probable one. Such are the reasons which determine us

for the present to suppress any consideration of the part which the alka-

line phosphates may take in the general metamorphosis of matter, or in

individual animal processes. If, however, further investigations demon-
strate, with greater certainty, the more abundant occurrence of these

phosphates in the individual animal juices and in certain processes, our

knowledge of the properties of phosphate of soda, would readily lead us to

understand in what manner the alkaline phosphates would act in the dif-

ferent processes.

In order to give some sort of general idea how, according to Rose's

analyses, the preformed alkaline phosphates should stand in relation to

the other mineral constituents, we have collected, in the following table,

the results of the analyses of several animal substances, conducted under
Rose's superintendence.

There are yielded by 100 parts of the
ash of

Ox-blood, . .

Horse-flesh, . .

Cow's milk, . .

Yolk of egg, . .

White of egg, .

Ox-bile, . . .

Urine, ....
Solid excrements,

Salts which can be ex-

tracted from the car-

bonaceous residue
by water.

60 90

42-81

34-17

40-95

81-85

90-85

90-87

18-55

Alkaline phosphates contained in 100 parts
of the soluble salts.

3KO.P0
5

/ 2NaO.P05

\ 2KO.P05

3KO.P0
5

r ko.po
5

\ NaO.P05

/ 3KO.PO-,

\ 3NaO.P05

/2K0.P0
5

\ 3KO.P05

3KO.PO,

1-58

11-10

83-27

21-60

24-57
25-16

000
6-78

1451
16-12

4-55

2013

Even these few numerical results promise to throw much light on the

theory of the metamorphosis of animal substances, on the nature of in-

dividual zoo-chemical processes, on the distribution of the potash and
the soda in the different animal fluids, on the physiological importance
of phosphorus, &c. Notwithstanding the confidence which we are justi-

fied in placing on the accuracy of these analyses, we avoid entering
deeply into the conclusions that might be deduced from them, for inde-

pendently of the circumstance that so few analyses afford us compara-
tively little means of establishing theories and deductions, we shall find

sufficient occasion, when considering the animal substances named in the
above table, to revert to the data afforded by these experiments, especially
as our observations would extend to too great a length, if we were to
attempt to bring into unison, or to estimate as they deserve, the often
contradictory results of the earlier analyses.
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Thus, for instance, in the consideration of the muscular tissue and of

the fluid with which it is saturated, we shall enter into the beautiful views

which Liebig, with his customary skill, has developed in his classical me-
moir on this subject. He has there particularly directed attention to

the different proportions in which potash and soda exist in the blood and

in the muscular fluid ; this very important difference is less marked in

Rose's analyses of the mineral constituents of both fluids, and taking

into consideration the importance of the subject, it is exceedingly neces-

sary, in order that we should have a clear insight into these relations,

that we should form a decisive opinion regarding the value of the facts

in our possession.

A glance at the numerous analyses of the ashes of plants, and espe-

cially of their seeds, is sufficient to indicate the source of the phosphates

in the animnl body ; the copious discharge of phosphates by the urine

need scarcely excite our wonder, as it includes both those which were

contained preformed in the food, and those which are formed during the

metamorphosis of animal tissue, by the oxidation of the phosphuretted

organic matters or radicals.

Iron.

This metal occurs in the animal body, not only in very different parts,

but also in different conditions ; in the blood, as we have already shown
in our observations on hsematin, it seems highly probable that it exists,

for the most part, in a non-oxidized state ; in the gastric juice it exists,

according to Berzelius, as a protochloride, and in other fluids as a phos-

phate.

According to Rose's method, the ash of ox-blood contains 6*84g of

peroxide of iron, that of horse-flesh l'OOg, that of milk 0*47fi, that of

the yolk of egg 1*85
, that of the white of egg 2-09fi, that of the bile

0*23§, and that of the faeces 2*09£. We have already noticed the pre-

sence of iron in black pigment in our remarks on melanin. Large quanti-

ties of iron are sometimes found in the ashes of gall-stones, especially of

such as consist chiefly of pigment. There appears to be no relation

between the color of the hair, and the quality of the iron which it con-

tains (Laer.)
1

We are unfortunately perfectly ignorant regarding the special uses of

iron in the animal economy. In reference to the iron in the blood, we
have already seen (p. 274) that it is in some way connected with the

function of the corpuscles, but we know nothing further. But since the

iron is of especial importance in the animal body, we cannot wonder at

its occurrence in the milk and in the egg. If we find iron in the bile,

its occurrence there is easily explained, if we adopt the view that this

fluid is for the most part produced from the destruction of the blood-

corpuscles.

The fluid and solid articles of food contain so much iron that a portion

of it is always thrown off with the solid excrements. Nature has pro-

vided that the animal organism shall receive the necessary quantity of

this essential metal with every kind of food.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 45, S. 227.
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third class of mineral bodies.

Alkaline Sulphates.

Sulphates occur in most of the animal fluids, with the exception of the

urine, in extremely small quantities ; and, indeed, in several, as, for in-

stance, the milk, the bile, and the gastric juice, they are altogether

absent. They are also contained in comparatively minute quantities in

the blood. Hence it may be concluded that these salts are of no essen-

tial use in the animal organism ; a view which is confirmed by the fact

that as soon as they are taken into the body, they are as rapidly as pos-

sible eliminated either with the solid or the fluid excrements. On the

other hand, it is worthy of remark, that v. Bibra1 found considerable

quantities of soda in the bones of reptiles and fishes.

Berzelius2 and Simon3 found no sulphates in the milk, and Braconnot4

and Berzelius5 also failed to detect them both in the gastric juice, and in

the bile of man and the ox.

If we treat the dry residue of the serum of the blood, milk, saliva,

bile, &c, with spirit, till it ceases to extract anything additional on boil-

ing, and if we then extract the insoluble residue with water, precipitate

the aqueous solution with a little tannic acid, evaporate the filtered fluid,

again extract with spirit, and dissolve the residue in water, the aqueous

solution only seldom exhibits any traces of sulphates. That sulphate of

soda is frequently found even in considerable quantity in the ash of

these animal fluids, and indeed that it must be found there, is sufficiently

explained by the remarks we have already made regarding the changes

which the mineral constituents of animal substances undergo on incinera-

tion. The bile presents one of the best examples of these changes, for

its ash is very rich in sulphates, while we can hardly discover a trace of

them in the fresh fluid.

The frequent use of the alkaline sulphates in medicine might almost

lead to the presumption, that these salts when conveyed into the system
with the food, are not devoid of use in relation to the physiological func-

tions of the animal organism, and in particular to that of digestion.

When on the one hand we take into consideration the changes which the

alkaline sulphates undergo in the process of digestion, and, on the other

the occurrence of highly sulphuretted organic substances in the animal
organism, great probability seems to attach to this view. The experi-

ence of physicians, and direct physiologico-chemical experiments have
clearly proved, that small quantities of alkaline sulphates are converted
in the intestinal canal during digestion into sulphides. Hence we might
conclude that these salts take part in the production of such highly sulphu-

retted animal substances as taurocholic acid, horny tissue, &c, but as

substances which contain sulphur, such as legumin, gluten, &c, enter the
animal body with the vegetable food, these highly sulphuretted sub-
stances, peculiar to the animal body, might also derive this element from

1 Chem. Unters. tiber die Knochen u. Zahne. S. 226 u. 242.
2 Lehrb. der Chem. Bd. 9, S. 695. 3 Frauenmilch. S. 43.
4 Op. cit. s Jahresber. Bd. 16, S. 379.
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the non-oxidized sulphur of the food. In the absence of any decisive

experiments in favor of either of these views, we must for the present
leave this question unanswered.

The experiments of Laveran and Millon1 have shown that it is only

when taken in large doses that the alkaline sulphates are carried off in

the stools, small doses being absorbed in the intestinal canal and elimi-

nated by the kidneys. We should, however, be in error, if we assumed,

as Laveran and Millon seem to do, that this salt is simply absorbed in

the intestinal canal ; for it is well known that, after the use of alkaline

sulphates, there is an excessive development of intestinal gas, which is

especially rich in sulphuretted hydrogen.

This conversion of the sulphates into sulphides in the intestine during

digestion is further established by the following facts. If I placed pure

gluten, with milk-sugar and a little oil, in a dilute solution of sulphate of

potash, and kept the mixture at a blood-heat, the mass first underwent
the lactic fermentation, very soon became putrid, and in the course of 6

or 8 days, unmistakably developed sulphuretted hydrogen ; in this way
I was enabled, by the gradual addition of acetic acid, to remove the

whole of the sulphuric acid from a mixture to which I had added 5

grammes of sulphate of potash. That the sulphate is, in like manner,
deoxidized into the sulphide in the intestinal canal, where similar sub-

stances are brought in contact, is obvious from the composition of the

stools which are discharged after the use of mineral waters, containing

(like those of Marianbad) both sulphate of soda and carbonate of pro-

toxide of iron.

In these faeces, which are usually green or black, I have recognized

with certainty the presence of the sulphide of iron, but not of the bisul-

phide, as Kersten2 seems to have done.

That the amount of sulphuric acid in the urine is chiefly due to the

decomposition and oxidation of tissues containing sulphur is obvious from
a comparison of the sulphates taken with the food and of those dis-

charged by the urine.

As a mean of numerous experiments, 3
I found the sulphates discharged

with the urine amounted daily to 7*026 grammes, while I was living on
an ordinary mixed diet. After a strictly animal diet for 12 days, the

sulphates rose to 10*399 grammes ; and, after the use of a strictly vege-

table diet, they fell to 5*846 grammes. During these experiments I

drank nothing to allay my thirst but common spring water, which, be-

sides a little gypsum, contained only small quantities of alkaline

sulphates ; so that the striking difference in the amount of the excreted

sulphates could not be traced to that head. Moreover, the extraordinary

augmentation of the urea in the urine excreted during my animal diet

indicated that this corresponding augmentation of the sulphates depended
on the same cause, namely, on a decomposition and oxidation of the sub-

stances taken as food.

> Ann. d. Chim. et de Phys. T. 12, p. 135.
2 Journ. f. Chirurgie von Walther und Ammon. Bd. 2, S. 2.
3 Journ. f. pr. Chem. Bd. 25, S. 2, and Bd. 27, S. 257.
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Carbonate op Magnesia.

This earthy salt occurs only sparingly in the animal organism. Ac-

cording to Berzelius,1
it is not improbable that the magnesia in the bones

is combined with carbonic, and not with phosphoric acid, and that the

phosphate of magnesia found in the bones is only formed during the

analysis. This view is supported by the circumstance that carbonate of

magnesia is found with carbonate and phosphate of lime in many patho-

logical concretions. If, however, the magnesia were combined with

carbonic acid in the bones, it should be taken up with the carbonate of

lime by dilute acetic acid, and neither in my experiments nor in those of

von Bibra has this been the case.

I Von Bibra2 observes, in opposition to the view of Berzelius, that far

more magnesia exists in the teeth than the carbonic acid found there can

saturate.

Geiger3 has published an analysis of a concretion extracted from the

nose ; it contained 76*70 of mineral substances, of which 8'3 were car-

bonate of magnesia. Bley4 found 27*66g of carbonate of magnesia in

a stony concretion from the peritoneum of a man.

A very large quantity of carbonate of magnesia exists in the urine of

herbivorous animals, and hence we often meet with this salt in the

urinary concretions of this class; it is very seldom found in human
urinary calculi.

The urine of the ox, the camel, the horse, the rhinoceros, the elephant,

the beaver, and the rabbit, deposits carbonate of magnesia with carbo-

nate of lime. John5 found 10$ of carbonate of magnesia in the mucous
deposit of the urine of a horse suffering from diabetes.

Lassaigne6 found 4*8-g- of this salt, with carbonate of lime, in a cal-

culus from the bladder of an ox, while Wurzer7 obtained 4*06g, and
Wackenroder8 3*522 g- of carbonate of magnesia from calculi obtained

from the horse. A calculus from the bladder of a man, which was
analyzed by Lindbergson,9 contained, in addition to the phosphates of

lime and magnesia, 2-55§ of carbonate of magnesia, and only 3 -14g of

carbonate of lime. In two human calculi analyzed by Bley, 10 there were
found 5*7£- and 6*5g of carbonate of magnesia.

It is worthy of remark that, while plants, and especially the grasses,

contain almost all their magnesia in combination with phosphoric acid,

the urine of herbivorous animals so frequently contains carbonate of

magnesia. We can hardly suppose that the phosphate of magnesia in

the animal body, is robbed of its electro-negative constituent by a de-

oxidation of the phosphoric acid, which is replaced by the weaker
carbonic acid ; it is much more probable that the combinations of lime

with vegetable acids, conveyed into the animal body Avith the vegetable
food, undergo such a decomposition with the phosphate of magnesia

1 Lehrb. d. Chem. Bd. 9, S. 545.
2 Op. cit. S. 94 and 287. » Mag. f. Pharm. Bd. 21, S. 247.
4 Arch, der Pharm. Bd. 20, S. 212. 5 chem. Schriften. Bd. 6, S. 102.
6 Journ. de Chim. med. 2 Ser. T. 4, p. 49. 7 Schweig. Journ. Bd. 8, S. 65.
8 Ann. der Pharm. Bd. 18, S. 159. » Schweig. Journ. Bd. 32, S. 429.
10 Buchner's Repert, 2. R. Bd. 2, S. 1G5.
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either in the blood or in other parts, that bone-earth and a vegetable

salt of magnesia are formed, the latter being subsequently converted into

carbonate of magnesia. The fact that the urine of herbivorous animals

is poor in phosphates, seems to confirm this view.

The egg-shell of birds contains not only carbonate of lime, but also

carbonate of magnesia ; both these salts are in part derived from the

embryo during the incubation of the egg. (Prout 1 and Lassaigne.)2

Manganese.

Minute quantities of this metal exist in the animal organism as else-

where, in association with iron : manganese, however, seems to differ

from iron, in being devoid of influence on the metamorphosis of the

animal tissues, for it appears in comparatively larger quantities in the

excretions, than in any of the fluids that take part in the vital functions.

Like other heavy metals incidentally occurring in the organism, it is

principally separated by the liver ; hence it is found in comparatively

large quantity in the bile.

Manganese has been found by Vauquelin3 in the hair, and by Bley,4

Wurzer,5 and Bucholz,6 in gall-stones and urinary calculi. Weidenbusch
found 0-12g of proto-sesquioxide of manganese, and 0-23§ of peroxide

of iron in the ash of the bile, analyzed by Rose's method.

Alumina.

This body never occurs in the animal organism ; it has only been
found in certain fossil bones into which it has undoubtedly entered by
infiltration. Its absence in the animal organism is easily explained ; any
alumina conveyed into the intestinal canal enters into insoluble combina-

tion with organic substances, especially with the constituents of the bile,

which cannot be resorbed.

After taking 3 grammes of basic sulphate of alumina within the space

of 48 hours, I was unable to find a trace of alumina in the whole of the

collected urine ; it was, however, present in the ash of the solid excre-

ments. The excrements were entirely devoid of odor, for some days

after I took this substance.

Arsenic.

Devergie7 and Orfila,
8 believed that they had found arsenic in all

animal bones, and hence that it should be regarded as an integral con-

stituent of the animal organism. Subsequent investigations have, how-

ever, shown that there must have been some fallacy in the method of

analysis pursued by these chemists, and that this view is altogether erro-

neous.

When positive experiments seemed to show that arsenic existed in the

1 Philosophical Transactions for 1822, p. 381. 2 Journ. de Chim. Me"d. T. 10, p. 193.
3 Ann. de Chim. T. 58, p. 41. * Op. cit. 5 Op. cit. 6 Op. cit.

* Ann. d'Hygiene publ. Oct. 1839, p. 482. 8 Ibid. Juill. 1840, p. 163.

vol. i. 26
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bones, chemists thought they had found an explanation of the apparent

fact in the circumstance, that phosphorus and arsenic are so frequently

associated together ; if the discovery of Walchner and Schafhiiutl that

the sediments of most chalybeate waters contain arsenic had been then

known, this would doubtless have been regarded as strong additional

proof of the presence of arsenic in the animal organism.

Arsenic acts in so noxious a manner on the animal organism, even in

the smallest doses (as we see from experiments on animals), that nature

actively eliminates this deleterious substance as rapidly as possible from

the body.

Meurer 1 has made experiments on horses (animals which, as is well

known, can bear large doses of arsenic), and Von Bibra2 on rabbits,

from whence it appears that most of the arsenic is carried off with the

solid excrements. Both observers also found the poison in the urine in

no inconsiderable quantity. Of the solid parts of the animal body, the

excreting organs, namely, the liver and kidneys, are those in which most
arsenic is found ; it has, however, also been detected in the heart, lungs,

brain, and muscles. Some of these results are confirmed by the experi-

ments of Duflos and Hirsch. 3

Schnedermann and Knop4 could detect no arsenic in the bones of a

pig which had lived for three-quarters of a year in the neighborhood of

the silver works at Andreasberg, where cattle and poultry do not thrive

in consequence of the constant evolution of arsenical vapors.

Copper and Lead.

Both these metals have been found in very minute quantity in the

healthy body by Devergie, 5 Lefortier,6
Orfila, 7 Dechamps, 8 and Millon,9

and were regarded by these chemists as integral constituents of all the

soft parts, as well as of the blood ; but it is only recently that any very
decisive experiments on this subject have been instituted, and they, at

all events, prove beyond a doubt, that copper exists in the blood of some
of the lower animals, and in the bile of the ox and of man.

Millon believed that he had found them in the blood, but Melsens10 has

brought forward reasons, and even direct experiments against this view.

Since, however, the presence of copper in the bile of man and the ox,

has been determined with certainty, the blood must give traces of this

metal, even though they be almost inappreciable. Moreover, E. Har-
less

11 has found copper in the blood, and more particularly in the liver,

of some of the lower animals, namely, the cephalopoda, ascidice ; and
mollusca. This observer found copper in the liver of Helix pomatia ;

Von Bibra found it in the liver of cancer pagyurus, acanthias, zeus, &c,

I Arch. d. Pharm. Bd. 26, S. 15. 2 Untersucli. tiber die Knochen u. s. w. S. 112.
3 Das Arsenik, seine Erkennung u. s. w. 1842. * Journ. f. prak. Ch. Bd. 36, S. 471.
5 Ann. d'Hygiene publ. Juill. 1840, p. 180. « Ibid. p. 97.
7 Memoires de l'Acad. de Med. T. 8, p. 522. 8 Compt. rend. T. 27, p. 389.
9 Journ. de Pharm. 3 S6r. T. 13, pp. 86-88 [also Compt. rend. T. 26, p. 41, and Ann.

de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. p. 372.—a. e. d.]
10 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 Ser. T. 23, pp. 358-372.
II Miiller's Arch. 1847, S. 148-157.
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and observed that it stood in an inverse ratio to the iron. Copper was
originally found in the bile and in gall-stones by Bertozzi, 1 and subse-
quently by Heller,2 Gorup-Besanez, 3 Bramson, 4 and Orfila. 5 I have
been equally unsuccessful in demonstrating the presence of copper either
in the human liver, or in the liver of the frog ; in the latter case my
experiment was made on 250 livers ; and I have also failed in obtaining
any indication of copper or lead in the blood, although I followed Mil-
Ion's instructions.

There can be no doubt that the small quantities of copper which have
been actually found in the fluids of the higher animals are only to be
regarded as incidental constituents, while the experiments of Harless
seem to indicate that in the lower animals the copper stands in an essen-
tial relation to the blood-corpuscles.

All the investigations which have hitherto been made, seem to indicate
the liver as the organ in which deleterious substances, and especially
those of a metallic nature, as, for instance, arsenic, lead, antimony,
bismuth, &c, are accumulated, in order that they may be gradually
eliminated with the bile. Hence, even if copper were constantly found
in the blood or in the bile, it would afford no reason why we should re-
gard this metal as an integral constituent of those fluids.

As copper has not only been found in many mineral waters (as, for
instance, by Will, 6 Buchner, 7 Keller, 8 and Fischer,9 but often in plants,
and even in corn (Girardin,) 10 there is no difficulty in accounting for its

presence in small quantities in the organisms of the higher animals.

Salts of Ammonia.

Although many high authorities believe that they have found these
salts in various parts of the animal body, yet if we put out of the ques-
tion their occurrence in the excreted fluids, we must regard it as almost
undoubted that no salt of ammonia is produced in the animal organism
or found in the living parts.

In the sweat, especially in that from the axillae, the occurrence of
ammonia is incontestable. In the urine it is assumed to exist in larger
quantities than is actually the case. In the solid excrements, which may
be regarded as already in a state of decomposition, and which very soon
develope ammonia when exposed to the atmosphere, Berzelius 1

' believes
that there is no carbonate of ammonia. Important as is the occurrence
of ammonia in the vegetable juices for the renovation of the nitrogenous
compounds, the animal organism appears to stand in little need of this
substance. Indeed the process of decomposition by which the indivi-
dual constituents of the organs are reduced to effete nitrogenous matter,
by no means gives rise to the formation of ammonia, for in that case we

1 Ann. di Chirurg. Milan, 1845, p. 32.
2 Arch. f. Chem. u. Mikroskop. Bd. 3, S. 228.
8 Unters. iiber Galle. Erlangen, 1848, S. 95. * Zeitschr. f. rat. Med Bd 4 S 193
5 Journ. de Chim. Me"d. 3 Ser. T. 3, p. 434.
6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. T. 55, p. 16. ~ Jahrb. f. pr. Pharm. Bd 15 S 20-^5
8 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 40, S. 442-447. » Arch, der Pharm Bd. 52 S *>G8

"

10 Journ. de Chim. MeU 3 Ser. T. 2, pp. 443-445.
" Lehrb. der Chem. Bd. 9, S 180.
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should certainly find a far larger quantity of the salts of this alkali in

the excretions. Urea is the principal nitrogenous product of decompo-

sition which is formed within the body from the nitrogenous substances.

The blood, chyle, lymph, and milk, the fluids of the egg, and the

secretions of the serous membranes, either contain no ammonia or only

extremely small quantities of it. In the pulmonary exhalation, on the

other hand, small quantities of ammonia may always be recognized with

great certainty.

Almost all histogenetic substances develope ammonia when treated

with dilute acids or alkalies.

Observers have often believed that they had detected hydrochlorate

of ammonia by the microscope after evaporating the alcoholic extract of

animal fluids, when in reality, they saw the efflorescing forms of chloride

of sodium, which, in the presence of certain organic matters (as, for in-

stance, in the chyle) and especially when rapidly evaporated, separates

in arborescent groups very similar to those of hydrochlorate of am-
monia.

Lecanu and Denis failed in detecting any salts of ammonia in the

blood ; Marchand and Colberg were equally unsuccessful in reference to

the lymph, and Schwartz and Simon, in reference to the milk.

Even in the urine the quantity of ammonia is extremely small, as is

shown by the following experiments. I allowed the greater quantity of

water in the morning urine to freeze, and thus obtained a very concen-

trated, almost wine-red urine, in which we might assume that there was
no decomposition of the constituents ; when carefully treated with caustic

potash, it yielded a precipitate which even after remaining for a long

time in contact with the urine, contained no uric acid ; if salts of ammo-
nia were contained in the urine, urate of ammonia would have been pre-

cipitated ; but there was no deposit of this salt till after the addition of

hydrochlorate of ammonia. Scherer and Liebig 1 have also convinced
themselves of the absence of ammonia in normal urine. Heintz found
that the ordinary urinary sediments consist of urate of soda with a little

urate of lime, and only traces of urate of ammonia.
Boussingault2 has recently attempted to determine the amount of

ammonia in the urine by a new method, which depends upon the fact

that all the ammonia may be developed from dissolved ammoniacal salts

when they are evaporated to dryness in a vacuum with hydrated lime or

carbonate of soda, at a temperature of from 40° to 50°, while the urea
is not decomposed by such treatment. Proceeding in this way, Bous-
singault found O034J} of ammonia in the urine of a child aged eight

months, and 0*114g in that of a youth. It is, however, very questiona-
ble whether the nitrogenous matters of the urine, as, for instance, its

colored extractive matters, which are decomposed far more readily than
urea, may not, under these conditions, develope ammonia. At all events
it would be remarkable if, after the use of the salts of ammonia, Ave were
to find (as Bence Jones has done) not these salts, but their highest pro-
duct of oxidation in the urine, while, when these salts have not been
taken into the organism from without, the ammonia formed in the body

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 50, S. 198.
2 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 S£r. T. 29, p. 472.
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should not be decomposed, but should pass off as such in the urine.

Moreover, it is not impossible that the ammonia found by Boussingault

may have been formed within the body.

Marchand' was the first who ascertained with certainty that ammonia

was present in the pulmonary exhalation ; by means of the colorless

hematoxylin discovered by Erdmann2 he could detect it in the air of

each individual respiration ; moreover, when we employ sulphuric acid

for the removal or determination of the water in experiments on the re-

spiration, it is always found to contain ammonia.

In certain diseased conditions of the system very considerable quanti-

ties of ammonia are often found in the blood as well as in the urine.

Winter3 thought that the presence of ammonia in the blood explained

the phenomena of typhus, but ammonia may be detected in the blood in

all severe cases of acute disease, especially in variola and scarlatina

;

there is no more constancy in the presence of ammonia in the blood

during typhus, than there is in the presence of the crystals of the triple

phosphate in the excrements. It is by no means strange that in this

state of the system the urine should contain ammonia ; the urine is, how-

ever, richest in ammonia when it undergoes decomposition within the

bladder, as in cases of inveterate vesical catarrh or diseases of the

spinal cord.

Hydrocyanic Acid.

This acid never occurs preformed in the animal organism ; even in the

most varied of the metamorphoses and decompositions which occur

during disease, we never meet with either the free acid or a metallic

cyanide. This is readily accounted for, when we recollect that hydro-

cyanic acid, cyanogen, and the metallic cyanides, are only produced

from nitrogenous substances at a high degree of temperature. But in

spite of this, certain physiological chemists have shown no unwillingness

either to assume that hydrocyanic acid, either in conjugation or in com-
bination, exists preformed in histogenetic substances, or to avail them-

selves of its formation in the explanation of various chemico-vital

processes ; in short, to make it take a part in the equations by which
they pretend to explain the different stages in the metamorphosis of the

animal tissues. We only mention it here inasmuch as it belongs to the

bodies which are produced during the artificial decomposition of animal

substances, such, for instance, as acetic, valerianic, and oenanthylic

acids ; we refer to the decomposition of hippuric acid by mere heat, and
to the decomposition of histogenetic substances by bichromate of potash

or binoxide of manganese and sulphuric acid.

HYDROSULPHOCYANIC AdD.

This acid does not occur in a free state, but only as sulphocyanide of

sodium [or potassium]. It was discovered by Treviranus in the saliva,

and has as yet been found in no other fluid.

• Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 33, S. 148, and Bd. 44, S. 35. 2 Ibid. Bd. 27, S. 193-208.
3 Ann. d. Ch. u Pharm. Bd. 48, S. 329.
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Treviranus named it haematic acid (Blutsaurc) ; and, because he found

that it formed blood-red solutions with the persalts of iron, he attributed

the color of the blood to sulphocyanide of iron.

For a very long time it has been disputed, whether the ingredient in

the saliva, which gives rise to this red color with the persalts of iron, is

actually sulphocyanogen. There is scarcely any subject in the whole

domain of zoo-chemistry in which so many experiments have been made
with such contradictory results. We believe, however, that no one who
repeats the experiments of Pettenkofer1 can entertain a doubt regarding

the presence of sulphocyanogen in the saliva. Pettenkofer especially

directs attention to two tests which he discovered for hydrosulphocyanic

acid. Solutions of the acetate and formate of peroxide of iron arc per-

fectly decolorized on boiling with alkaline chlorides, while this treatment

has no apparent effect on sulphocyanide of iron : further, it is known
that the persalts of iron do not decompose ferridcyanide of potassium

;

but if we heat a solution of sulphocyanide of iron, hydrocyanic acid is

developed, and there is a precipitate of Prussian blue. Pettenkofer ap-

plied this treatment to the alcoholic extract of the saliva, and thus

ascertained the presence of sulphocyanogen. Other chemists had pre-

viously made use of a test that had been discovered for the sulphocyan-

ides, namely, a mixture of two solutions of sulphate of protoxide of iron

and sulphate of oxide of copper (when sub-sulphocyanide of copper is

precipitated), with the view of detecting this substance in the saliva. The
alcoholic extract of saliva is free from sulphuric acid (for the sulphates

are insoluble in alcohol) ; hence Pettenkofer thought that he might make
a quantitative determination of the sulphocyanogen in the saliva, by
oxidizing the alcoholic extract with chlorate of potash and hydrochloric

acid, and precipitating the sulphuric acid that was formed by chloride

of barium.

Sulphocyanogen is almost always present in human saliva ; it is, how-
ever, occasionally absent, without any apparent physiological or patho-

logical reason. It appears to be wanting in the secretion during saliva-

tion from any cause ; at least, I could never detect it during the ptyalism
following the use of mercury or iodine, or occurring in the course of

typhus or other diseases.

Sulphocyanogen occurs also in the saliva of the dog and the sheep

;

I have examined the saliva of four different horses without detecting any
trace* of it ; Wright asserts, however, that it occurs in the saliva of that

animal.

Considering the extremely small quantity in which it occurs, and that

it is often absent without any apparent bad consequence, it seems hardly
probable that the alkaline sulphocyanides take any definite part in the
process of digestion.

I have noticed several healthy, vigorous young men, whose saliva con-
tained no sulphocyanogen, and yet who enjoyed the best digestion.

It would be very easy to explain, by chemical formulae, how sulpho-
cyanogen might be formed from the histogenetic substances ; but, un-
fortunately, we as yet possess no facts to confirm us in the establishment

1 Buchn. Repert. 2 R. Bd. 41, S. 289-313.
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of any particular chemical equation ; it is better, therefore, frankly to

confess that we know absolutely nothing regarding the place or the

mode in which sulphocyanogen is formed in the animal organism.

ANIMAL JUICES.

In our methodological introduction to physiological chemistry, the

position was indicated which the theory of animal juices occupies, as an
intermediate link between the theory of the organic substrata and that

of the zoo-chemical processes ; while the point of view was likewise

defined from which this branch of physiological chemistry ought to be
considered. It therefore only remains for us to make a few remarks on
the mode of arrangement adopted in the following chapters, before pro-

ceeding to the special consideration of our subject. We purpose follow-

ing in the main the same mode of arrangement which we endeavored to

pursue in treating of the organic substrata; that is to say, we shall

begin the notice of each object by considering its physical and chemical
characters. The mode of preparation seems at first sight a matter of
little moment, since these substances are usually submitted to examina-
tion in the condition in which they are directly yielded by nature. But
although the exhibition of such objects does not require the aid of
chemistry, we may often find it difficult to command the mechanical
and physiological means requisite for procuring the substance in a pure
condition, that is to say, unmixed and undecomposed. The result of
the whole chemical operation is often dependent on the manner in which
the object is exhibited, and it will be found that an unsuitable method
of exhibition frequently leads to the adoption of wholly erroneous
views in reference to the nature and function of an animal fluid. It

is only when we are convinced that the animal fluid is presented to us

in the same state in which it exists in the living body, that we can hope
to obtain any physiological result from our investigation. As the exhi-

bition of many animal fluids, moreover, frequently requires that the expe-

rimentalist should be familiar with certain anatomico-surgical operations,

we think it will hardly be deemed superfluous, if we consider the methods
adopted for procuring some of the animal juices.

When we have obtained a physiologically pure substance, studied its

physical characters, and determined by the microscope the presence or

absence of morphological elements, we must next consider the method in

which the chemical analysis should be conducted. It is obvious that

the plan and method of the analysis may vary in accordance with the

special aims of the investigation, and will in general depend upon the

nature of the constituents of the fluid. We have therefore thought it

expedient to indicate the analytical methods of analysis suited to the

different fluids. But as we are still on the very threshold of the inquiry,

we can do no more than present the rudiments of a future organic analy-

tical chemistry. As we have already observed, physiological chemistry,

considered as an inductive science, requires most especially to be based
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on exact principles amenable to calculation. Unfortunately, however,

all chemists concur in admitting that a large number of analyses of the

animal fluids rank among the most slovenly and unprincipled investiga-

tions of their science. How many of these show at the first glance that

they are utterly worthless ! In such a state of things it will scarcely

be deemed superfluous to specify some few of the properties which it is

necessary for the analysis to possess in order to render it of any value

in a scientific point of view.

As we have already referred to the qualitative and quantitative deter-

minations of the individual animal substrata, it only remains for us to

observe, in reference to compound fluids generally, that in the qualitative

analysis of the animal juices, the largest possible quantity should be

employed—a point the importance of which was first fully demonstrated

by Liebig's investigations regarding the juices of the flesh, &c. For
quantitative zoo-chemical analyses, however, the converse rule holds

good, more especially in analyses of the blood. We generally find

that too large a quantity has been employed for the determination of

the individual constituents in the majority of the blood-analyses on

record. As a general rule, it may be asserted that quantitative analyses

of the blood and of similar fluids, are the less exact in proportion to

the quantity of the substance analyzed. This depends partly on the

difficulty frequently experienced in passing animal fluids, even when
diluted, through a filter, partly on the readiness with which many of

the constituents are decomposed, but principally on the impossibility of

perfectly and uniformly drying large quantities. In order to avoid as

much as possible these and other impediments, we must only employ
small quantities of the object in our analysis.

Notwithstanding every care and precaution, difficulties will however
present themselves in the analysis of animal substances, which may
escape even the closest attention ; and hence, more than in the analysis

of any other substances, it is absolutely necessary to institute a rigid

controlling comparison of the various results, and even a partial repeti-

tion of them. Since the same quantity of an animal fluid serves for the

determination of only a few of its constituents, our means of controlling

the analyses are increased in proportion to the number of determinations

made independently of each other. Thus, for instance, in seeking to

ascertain the amount of coagulable matters contained in a fluid, the

analysis should always be controlled by extracting the solid residue of

the fluid with alcohol, ether, and water, and then comparing the quantity
of the insoluble matters with the number representing the protein-body
determined by coagulation. Thus too, ash-analyses should always be
controlled by comparing the mineral constituents of the individual ex-

tracts with those of the collective ash. A perfect coincidence would
certainly prove the inaccuracy of the analysis in both these cases ; for

the coagulated substance, unless it has been expressly deprived of its

fat, still contains fat, and sometimes even other substances soluble in
alcohol but not in water, and which, on the other hand, cannot occur in
that portion of the solid residue of the fluid extracted with alcohol and
ether, and insoluble in water ; for this must always contain more earthy
salts than the albumen that has been completely coagulated by the addi-
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tion of a weak acid. In like manner the analysis of the collective ash
cannot coincide with that of the individual extracts, since, for instance, the
sulphur contained in the coagulable matters is unable to exert a meta-
morphic action on the soluble salts of the extracts, whilst the composi-
tion of the combined ash must be altogether different, partly on account
of the sulphuric acid formed from the unoxidized sulphur of the protein-

bodies, partly from the difficult combustion of albuminous substances,

and partly from other causes. Although this method may not afford

any strict means of controlling these relations, it furnishes a more cor-

rect view of the true nature of the substances dissolved in the fluid.

This is, to a certain degree, a physiological check; but it would be
superfluous to indicate any special methods of control, since every
analysis of an animal fluid, and even almost every individual determina-
tion, admits of being tested by the most rigid purely chemical checks.

We shall find that these controlling or controlled analyses frequently
afford the most unexpected proofs of the value of the method of analysis,

by the light they throw upon the true constitution of the object under
examination.

C. Schmidt1 has employed an ingenious and original method for

ascertaining the correctness of the complete analysis of an animal fluid

;

it consists in comparing the empirically found specific weight, with the
sum of the specific weights of the individual constituent parts, according
to the proportions yielded by the analysis. Such a controlling calcula-

tion of the density cannot of course be based upon the specific weights
of the dried substances and of the water; since all substances when
dissolved in water undergo a condensation with it. It is a highly im-
portant circumstance in relation to the complete physiological considera-
tion of the animal fluids and of the mechanical metamorphosis of matter,
that the dissolved substances do not occur, as has been generally sup-
posed, in a mere condition of mechanical distribution and admixture,
but that when dissolved in different quantities of water, they enter into

different hydrate-like combinations with that fluid, and consequently
exhibit various degrees of condensation. Schmidt has determined the
coefficients of condensation for the ordinary constituents of animal
fluids, and made the density of the solutions which contain exactly 10$
of solid substances (at +15° C. in vacuo) the basis of his controlling

check. Knowing the relations of the individual constituents from the
analysis, we may easily calculate the specific gravity of the collective

fluid from the sum of the coefficients of condensation, and may then
compare it with the empirically found specific gravity.

The following illustration will serve to elucidate the table compiled
by Schmidt for the purpose already stated. The specific gravity of

chloride of sodium (at +15° C. in vacuo) is = 2-1481 ; hence, if the salt

in a solution containing 10 g of chloride of sodium were distributed in

the water without condensation, this solution would have a specific

gravity of 1-0565; for 10 parts of dry chloride of sodium (its specific

gravity being= 2-1481) occupy the space of 4-655 parts of water ; with
90 parts of water, therefore, the solution should occupy the space of
94-655 parts of water; but when we examine the specific gravity of

1 Characteristik der Cholera. Mitau, 1850, S. 22-28.
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such a solution, we find that it is higher, that is to say = 1-0726. In

accordance with this density, ten parts of chloride of sodium and ninety

parts of water, occupy only the space of 93*231 parts of water ; hence

a condensation of 1-424 parts must have taken place ; for every 100

volumes there would, therefore, be a condensation of 1*505 volumes

between one part of chloride of sodium and nine parts of water. With

these preliminary remarks we proceed to give Schmidt's table.

Substance.

Chloride of sodium,
Chloride of potassium, ....
Sulphate of potash, ....
Phosphate of potash, 2KO.P0

5 , .

Phosphate of soda, 2NaO.P0
5 ,

Potash,
Soda,
Phosphate of lime, 3CaO.P0

5 , . .

Phosphate of lime, 2CaO.P0
5 , .

Phosphate of magnesia, 2MgO.P0
5 ,

Phosphate of iron, Fe
2 3

P0
5 ,

Urea,
Glucose, C12

H
12 12,

Fibrin,

Albumen,

Density of the solu-

tion containing 10U
of solid substance.

1-0726

10653
1-0833

1.0960
1-0994
1-1001

1-1484

10807
1-0896

10913
1-0880
10275
1-0396
1-0270
1-0268

Density of the
dry sub-
stance.

2-1481

1-9787
2-6616
2-4770
2-3735
2-6560
2-8050
3-0976
3-0596
3-0383

30661
1-3369
1-3860
1-2858
1-2746

Percentage, according
to volume, of ihe con-
densation occurring
in the solution con-
taining 10U.

1-505

1-348

1-541

2-974
3-455
3-035
6-933
0-744
1-600

1-776
1-447
0-160
0-766
0-420
0-426

We forbear offering any remarks in this place on the interesting points

of view which are opened to us by Schmidt's admirable investigation, as

we must return to the full consideration of this subject when we treat of

the mechanical metamorphosis of tissue.

Schmidt employs specific gravities as a check on analyses, in the follow-

ing manner. The analysis of a specimen of serum, whose specific gravity

was found to be 1-0292, gave 82-59 p. m. of organic constituents, 0-283

p. m. of sulphate of potash, 0-362 of chloride of potassium, 5*591 of

chloride of sodium, 0*273 of phosphate of soda, 1*545 of soda, 0*300

of phosphate of lime, and 0*220 of phosphate of magnesia. The following

is the manner in which the check is applied :

Water.

82-586 grammes of albumen with extractive matters (the condensation de-
pendent on solution being allowed for) fill the space of 61-471

2-836 ' of the
10ft

solution of sulphate of potash, «< 2-618
3-616 ( (< chloride of potassium, <« 3-395

55-914 i it chloride of sodium, «< 52129
2-726 « (< phosphate of soda, «« 2-480
15-454 < << soda, << 13-457
2-997 t « phosphate of lime, <« 2-773
2197 < « phosphate of magnesia, <( 2013

168-326 grammes of the collective solution, " 140-336

Hence we calculate the density of serum, having this composition, to
be 1*0288 ; for 140*336 : 168*326 : : 1 - x (=1*0288).

After having acquainted ourselves with the chemical constitution of
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the animal juices in their normal state, Ave have next to consider the
modifications experienced by the fluids in question under differentphy-
siological and pathological relations, considering at the same time the
composition of the corresponding juices in different classes of animals.

The latter indeed constitutes the most common subject of our physiolo-

gico-chemical inquiries, and the main basis of our investigations.

Before we consider the pathological relations, it will be necessary
to make a few preliminary remarks. What we have already said in

reference to the mode of treating pathological chemistry, sufficiently

demonstrates how visionary are all anticipations of the formation of a
perfect humoral pathology, which indeed is a science that has no exist-

ence except in the dreams of mere enthusiasts. According to the prin-

ciples on which we would base our consideration of pathological pro-

cesses, we cannot group the physical and chemical alterations observed
in animal juices within the generally recognized classes of disease, but
must arrange them in harmony with the internal, that is to say, the

chemical constitution of the pathological objects. It seems to us, that

we should be assuming an entirely false point of view, were Ave to start

from conventionally named diseases, as tuberculosis, carcinoma, &c.
NotAvithstanding the frequent objections advanced against the ontological

modes of definition in use for diseases, an entirely specific character has
nevertheless been ascribed to these hackneyed designations of certain

forms of disease, since otherwise the idea that tubercles are mere depo-
sitions of exudation, and similarly erroneous notions, could never have
become current. That we may avoid such a fictitious species of physio-
logy, we shall adhere as strictly as possible to the object itself, merely
reverting, where it is absolutely necessary, to its conventional predicate.

Although we may describe the bile in the dead body as poor in solid

constituents after Ariolent inflammations, as still thinner and more watery
in typhus, and sometimes deficient, and at other times abundant in solid

constituents in tuberculosis, we must, nevertheless, consider this designa-
tion of the conditions in Avhich the bile is found to be more concentrated
or more attenuated, as wholly irrational ; for we ought simply to have
said that in those conditions in which, to borroAV an expression from pa-
thological anatomy, the morbid process had localized itself, or, in other

words, where the blood had lost some of its solid contents, in conse-

quence of extensive exudations or other considerable losses of the juices,

this property of the blood was reflected as it were in the secretions and
excretions, and a less consistent and poorer bile was secreted ; whilst in

those cases in which the blood is found to be denser and to contain more
solid constituents, as for instance in cholera, the bile in the body after

death is viscid and deficient in Avater.

Another point of physiological importance in relation to the animal
fluids, is the investigation of the quantities in which they are formed or

secreted, and this is far more necessary than we should be disposed at

first sight to infer. We have already shown, in our methodological

introduction, the importance to be attached to the statistical method of
examining the metamorphosis of matter, and recognized it as one of the

most valuable aids in physiologico-chemical investigation, for although it

still leaves us in the dark as to the nature and objects of such a process,
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it defines certain boundaries beyond which we cannot strain our interpre-

tation of animal phenomena, or extend our experiments, without falling

into the most obvious errors. Such a limitation of hypotheses is above

all most necessary in a science which may still be said to be in its infancy.

The benefits derived from this statistical method are not, however,

merely negative ; for it affords the surest basis for the recognition of

that branch of physiological chemistry which promises to yield the richest

fruits to future inquirers. The most direct and attainable aim of our

investigations must be the elucidation of the quantitative relations of the

interchange of the different animal substances through the different or-

gans, tissues, closed and open cavities, and, finally, the external world.

In the present low state of our knowledge of the chemical substrata of the

human organism in health as well as in disease, it is to a development of

the mechanical metamorphosis of matter based upon physical laws, and re-

ferable to simple numerical calculations, that we must look for the most

brilliant results. The groundless hypothesis of erases and dyscrases

stimulated zeal for the chemical investigation of morbid products ; but

what have we learnt from the innumerable analyses of morbid blood and

urine, beyond the fact that the quantitative proportions of the ordinary

constituents of these juices have undergone certain modifications ? As
we have but little chance of success, at least for the present, in seeking

for deleterious matters, specific contagia, a materia peccans, &c, we
should rather direct our inquiries to the elucidation of the quantitative

relations of the substances known to us, and to their distribution in the

different animal juices. But a meagre enumeration of the barren results

of chemical analyses in percentage tables is insufficient for this end,

since what we require is to bring these results into harmony with the

relations of mass existing between the different animal fluids, and with

the amount of motion occurring between the juices that are separated by
membranes and cells. If, for instance, we compare the quantities of the

substances occurring in the secretions during disease with those which
remain in the blood, we shall arrive at results yielding the most inte-

resting materials to physiological mechanics, in elucidating the course of

morbid processes and the causal connection existing between entire

groups of symptoms, as has been ably shown by C. Schmidt in his ad-

mirable investigations on the processes of transudation in cholera,

Bright's disease, dysentery, and dropsical conditions. The knowledge of

the quantitative relations in which each animal fluid and its individual

constituents are formed or secreted, supplies the basis of the statistics of

animal molecular motion ; we purpose, therefore, entering into a special

consideration of the mechanical metamorphosis of matter in the animal
organism, in our second volume, where we shall further endeavor to recon-

cile the results of the quantitative physiologico-chemical inquiries with
the theories of the imbibition of animal membranes, of endosmosis, and
of the transudation depending upon the elasticity and thickness of the
membranes as well as upon the rapidity of the motion of the blood.
Without such points of support, based on physical laws and arithmetical
conclusions, few hypotheses regarding nutrition and secretion, and the
metamorphosis of the body generally, can attain any degree of logical
accuracy. We have therefore regarded it as perfectly falling within the
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province of physiological chemistry to give the quantity of the matters

secreted, and the amount of chemical motion of each animal juice, as

far as the state of science enables us to form such estimates.

A larger portion of the systematic treatment of the animal juices will

be devoted to a consideration of the metamorphoses experienced by each

separate object within the living animal organism, and the changes and

decompositions observed in the same substance external to the sphere

of vitality. If we subjoin, as in our notice of the animal substrata,

those circumstantial data which can alone justify us in considering the

genetic development of each object, we shall be in possession of all the

elements, as far as the present state of science permits, for forming an

opinion regarding the function ox physiological value of every individual

animal fluid. By such a course, we shall certainly be carried within

the province of physiological processes ; but in considering the meta-

morphosis of animal matter generally, and the processes of digestion,

respiration, and nutrition, in their systematic connection, our views of

the chemistry of the animal body should not be diverted to individual

points, but rather be made to combine with the conclusions obtained by
simple induction, in reference to the function of the individual chemical

agents.

If ever we cherished the hope of combining the results of former in-

quiries into one scientific whole, constituting a purely inductive branch

of science, in accordance with our view of the method in which physio-

logical chemistry, and more especially the theory of the animal juices,

should be treated, our courage would fail, as indeed it often has done,

when we attempted the accomplishment of such a task. We believe

that we have already sufficiently explained our view of the very great

deficiency of our knowledge in this department of the physical sciences

;

but here it is less a want of positive knowledge than a redundancy of

materials that renders it a matter of almost insurmountable difficulty

to demonstrate with clearness the pure and unadulterated character of

science free from pretentious delusions. A cursory glance at the con-

fused mass of materials accumulated before us, presents a view of dis-

order requiring Herculean efforts to disentangle them. We confess that

we have therefore abstained from attempting in the following pages

to give the whole mass of the results that have been obtained within

this department of science from all experiments and observations,

whether good or bad ; limiting ourselves to facts collected by the best

observers, which, as far as our powers and experience permitted, we
have compared with the results of our own observations, testing the dif-

ferent conclusions and hypotheses by a course of logical inquiry. With-

out reference to the present work, which we have designated as a mere

attempt, in genuine sincerity, and apart from all pretended modesty, it

will not be denied that far greater service will be done to the theory of

animal juices as well as to physiological chemistry, by an experimental

criticism, than by the most careful collection of all that bears upon the

subject in literature. In our attempt to sift the rich mass of materials

presented to our notice, we shall endeavor to abstain from all mere
polemical criticism, and adhere to facts only, which must ever constitute

the only solid support of natural science.
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SALIVA.

The saliva discharged from the mouth is not merely a mixture of the

fluids secreted by the different salivary glands, but also contains, as an

essential constituent, the buccal mucus, or the secretion of the mucous

membrane of the oral cavity. The mixed or ordinary saliva is there-

fore by no means identical with the secretions of the different salivary

glands, from which it differs both in its chemical characters and in its

physiological action.

The mixed saliva of man and of most of the mammalia exhibits the

following properties : it occurs as a rather turbid, opalescent, or faintly

bluish-white fluid, which is somewhat viscid and capable of being drawn

out in threads, and is devoid of odor and taste. After standing for

some time, it deposits a mucous grayish-white sediment, which, when
examined under the microscope, is found to consist chiefly of pavement

epithelium, often united so as to form shreds, and what are termed

mucus-corpuscles, which are usually a little larger than pus-corpuscles,

and generally exhibit a large, lenticular, excentric nucleus, even without

the application of any special reagents. The specific gravity of mixed

saliva is liable to variations even in the normal state ; for its density is

partly dependent on the quantity of mucus that may be mixed with it,

and partly on the greater or less attenuation of the glandular secretion

;

its usual variations in man are between 1-004 and 1-006 ; it may, how-

ever, in the normal state rise to 1*008 or 1-009, or, on the other hand,

it may sink to 1*002. Normal saliva presents a more or less distinctly

alkaline reaction : it has no poisonous effect either on plants or animals.

There is scarcely any animal fluid in which it is of such importance

that the specimen we are examining should be perfectly fresh ; for none

becomes so rapidly changed and so soon completely decomposed as the

saliva. A disregard of this fact is the cause of many of the errors

which have led to the most remarkable views regarding the saliva. It

is thus, probably, for instance, that Wright1 has ascribed to this secre-

tion many properties which have either not been at all noticed by other

observers, or at all events in a less degree. We may refer, by way of

example, to the taste of the saliva, which, according to Wright, is

" sharp, saline, and slightly astringent,"—a statement which I must
agree with Jacubowitsch2 in totally denying ; for, in opposition to Wright's
assertion, I have always found the saliva of healthy persons to be taste-

less. The injurious action of saliva on vegetable and animal organisms,

which has been observed and described by Wright, depends for the most
part, as may be shown by positive experiments, on the fact of its not
being perfectly fresh.

The morphological elements of the saliva owe their origin to the mu-
cous membrane of the buccal cavity, and in a lesser degree also to that
of the salivary ducts ; hence, these bodies will be described in the chapter
on "Mucus." In examining expectorated saliva we sometimes find not
only epithelium and mucus-corpuscles, but also fat-globules, and occa-

'• On the Physiology and Pathology of the Saliva. Lancet, 1842.
2 De Saliva, diss, inaug. Dorpati, Liv. 1848, p. 12.
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sionally the remains of food, as, for instance, vegetable cells or beauti-

fully macerated muscular fibre, and still more rarely vibriones, which

take their origin in mucus or fragments of food retained for a long time

between the teeth, or in hollow carious teeth.

The presence of mucus-corpuscles in normal saliva or the buccal

mucus has been called in question, and it has been asserted that they

only occur after some slight irritation of the mucous membrane of the

mouth, as, for instance, after smoking tobacco ; but I have always been

able to detect some of them in the buccal mucus of healthy persons

(even of such as are not in the habit of smoking) ; and as they likewise

occur in the saliva of animals, as for instance, of dogs and horses (Ma-

gendie, 1 Jacubowitsch), 2
it cannot be doubted that the buccal mucous

membrane, even in its perfectly normal state, throws off these mucus-

corpuscles with the epithelial plates, the former indeed being nothing

more than abortive epithelial cells.

The extreme variability of the specific gravity of the saliva of even

the same person, under different physiological relations, may be easily

demonstrated by a few experiments. I made some experiments in re-

ference to this point with the parotid secretion of a horse, in whom an
artificial salivary fistula was established, by exposing and opening the

duct of Steno. Very shortly after the operation the parotid saliva had
a density of 1*0061 ; ten minutes afterwards, when the animal had drank
about six pounds of water, and had eaten some hay, the density sank to

1-0051; after having nothing to drink for twelve hours, a feed of hay
caused a free secretion of saliva, whose specific gravity was as high as

1*0074. Wright has pointed out that human saliva is denser after food

has been taken than in a fasting condition. He found that the saliva

of a healthy man who had lived for a week on a mixed diet, varied in its

density from 1*0079 to 1-0085 ; while, after a purely animal diet for an
equal time, it varied from 1-0098 to 1*0176 ; and, after a purely vege-

table diet, from 1-0039 to 1-0047. According to this author, moral
emotions, atmospheric changes, light, sound, &c, exert an influence on
the density of the saliva. From numerous experiments made on 200
healthy persons, he found that the specific gravity of the saliva varied

between 1-0089 and 1-0069, a result which is far higher than I have
obtained from my experiments. It is possible that the more abundant
use of an animal diet amongst the English may have caused the higher

density which was found by Wright.

In relation to the alkalinity of the saliva, any one may readily

observe for himself that, during and after eating, the alkaline reaction

increases, while during fasting it very much diminishes, or altogether

disappears ; indeed, in some persons who are apparently healthy, the

saliva during fasting has a weak acid reaction, although immediately

after the use of solid food it again becomes alkaline (Hunefeld,3 Mits-

cherlich,4 Wright, Jacubowitsch). According to Wright, the quantity

of soda in the saliva of healthy men varies between 0-095 and 0-353g
;

in that of dogs between 0-151 and 0-653g ; in that of sheep between
0-087 and 0-261g ; and in that of horses between 0-098 and 0-513".

i Compt. rend. T. 21, p. 905. 2 Op. cit. p. 16.

3 Chemie unci Medicin. Berlin, 1841, S. 43-00. 4 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 27, S. 320-347.
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We only record these numbers in order to give an approximate measure

of the quantity of acid which may be saturated by the saliva ; for these

numbers are calculated for soda, while in the saliva of graminivorous

animals there is often much potash, and always a large quantity of lime,

which is expelled from its combination with non-acid organic substances

by the very weakest acids, and as for instance even carbonic acid.

Frerichs1 found that 100 grammes of saliva, secreted by a man smoking

tobacco, were neutralized by 0-150 of a gramme of sulphuric acid.

According to Wright, the quantity of alkali in the saliva is increased

after the use of fatty, aromatic, acid, spirituous, and more particularly

indigestible kinds of food and drink.

In attempting to collect pure human saliva, we must avoid the use of

irritants—such as tobacco, either smoked or chewed, or aromatics—which,

although they increase the secretion, become mixed with it, and render it

comparatively unfit fur examination. The simplest method of collecting

a large quantity of saliva in a short time, is by exerting a strong pressure

under the chin, and at the same time tickling the palate with a feather ; a

feeling of strangulation rapidly ensues, during which the saliva is ejected

from the mouth. The best method of collecting the saliva of animals,

is by presenting them with their favorite food after they have been kept

for some time fasting ; the secretion flows freely on pressing the nostrils

in a backward direction.

The method which Magendie and Lassaigne adopted for the purpose

of collecting the mixed saliva of animals, namely, cutting into the oeso-

phagus, cannot be avoided for certain experiments, but, for ordinary

purposes, it is not only cruel and indirect, but also unphysiological ; for

how can we expect, that after such an inroad on animal life as must arise

from the exposure and opening of the oesophagus, a secretion can remain
in its normal state ?

We have already mentioned that ordinary saliva is a mixture of the

secretion of the buccal mucous membrane and of several glands ; we
now proceed to notice these secretions individually.

Parotid Saliva has hitherto only been accurately examined in man
by Mitscherlich2 and Van Setten

;

3 the parotid secretion of horses and
dogs has, however, very often been analyzed. It is usually perfectly

limpid and colorless, devoid of smell and taste, incapable of being
drawn out in threads, and of a distinctly alkaline reaction. In a male
patient, Mitscherlich found that the specific gravity varied from 1-0061
to 1-0088

; in dogs it was found by Jacubowitsch to vary from 1-0040 to

1-0047
; and in horses I found it to range from 1-0051 to 1-0074.

The observations of Mitscherlich on the parotid saliva of a man suf-

fering from chronic disease, show that prolonged hunger or the use of
indigestible and stimulating food, causes the secretion of a concentrated
saliva. Moreover, this observer found that in the fasting state it was
always acid, and that it was only alkaline during meals. Magendie and
Rayer perceived a gradual diminution in the specific gravity of the paro-
tid saliva of a horse in whose Stenonian ducts fistulous openings had
been established.

1 Wagner's Handworterb. d. Physiol. Bd. 3, Abt. 1, S. 760.
2 Op cit - 3 De Saliva ejusque vi ut utilitate. Groning. 1837.
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In regard to the chemical constituents of the parotid saliva, it may
be observed that the results of those who have experimented on the sub-

ject, do not altogether coincide, probably from their having operated on

the saliva of different classes of animals. The following may, however,

be regarded as constant ingredients of this secretion :

(a) Potash, soda, and lime, combined with an organic matter : this

compound is one of the most important of the constituents of the saliva,

being that on which several of the properties of this fluid are dependent

;

it is similar to, but not identical with, albuminate of soda, and corre-

sponds in part to the ptyalin of Berzelius and others.

Magendie, Jacubowitsch, and others, assume that alkaline carbonates

are present in the saliva, but their quantity must be extremely small in

trj.e fresh secretion ; the alkaline carbonates are produced during the dif-

ferent steps of the chemical analysis, by the access of atmospheric air.

The formation of carbonate of lime is extremely evident when the paro-

tid secretion of the horse is exposed to the air, for, like lime-water, it

attracts carbonic acid, and most beautiful microscopic crystals of car-

bonate of lime are deposited. The organic matter, the ptyalin, is diffi-

cult of solution, although not absolutely insoluble, in water, after its

separation from the alkalies or from lime, by carbonic or some other

acid ; hence human saliva, and that of the dog, is sometimes rendered

turbid, and is sometimes apparently unaffected by acids ; the precipitate

consists of amorphous flocculi, which are difficult of solution in pure

water, but dissolve readily if an alkali or an acid be added. We find

this substance in part still combined with an alkali, both in the aqueous

and in the spirituous extracts ; it may be obtained in the greatest purity

from the latter, after extraction with alcohol and ether. It then forms

an almost gelatinous, colorless substance, which is more or less insoluble

in water, according as the alkali has been more or less thoroughly re-

moved by carbonic acid, or some other means. The alkaline solution of

this substance yields, on the addition of a little acetic or nitric acid, a

flocculent precipitate, which dissolves freely in an excess of acetic acid

;

when boiled with hydrochlorate of ammonia, or with sulphate of mag-
nesia, the alkaline solution of ptyalin becomes strongly turbid. The
alkaline (but not the neutralized) solution of this substance is precipi-

tated by tannic acid, corrosive sublimate, and basic acetate of lead, but

not by alum or sulphate of copper. The acetic acid solution becomes
strongly turbid on the addition of ferrocyanide of potassium ; when
boiled with nitric acid, this substance forms a yellow solution. In these

respects, it is very similar to albuminate of soda, and to casein, but

it must by no means be confounded with them. I have principally

studied the properties of this substance in cases in which it had been

obtained from the parotid saliva of the horse, and I have arrived at the

conclusion, that the differences observed by Berzelius, Gmelin, and others,

in reference to ptyalin, may be easily explained. In no other animal

fluids could I recognize a substance perfectly identical with this ptyalin.

It is singular that Magendie, in his investigations regarding the paro-

tid saliva, has overlooked the circumstance that it abounds in lime (and

assumes only the presence of bicarbonate of potash) ; while Jacubowitsch1

1 Op. cit. p. 20-22.

TOL. I. 27
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constantly found carbonate of lime in the parotid saliva of dogs. It is

possible that differences of food may exert the same influence on the saliva

as they do on the urine of horses ; for, as we shall subsequently show,

the urine of these animals sometimes abounds in carbonate of potash, and

sometimes in carbonate of lime ; but whenever I analyzed the saliva of

the horse, I always found it very rich in lime.

(b) An extractive matter soluble in alcohol and in water, which is pre-

cipitable by tannic acid, but not by alum.

(c) Sulphocyanide of potassium, whose presence has been detected by
Mitscherlich, Jacubowitsch, and Gmelin, in the parotid saliva of man,

the dog, the horse, and the sheep.

I have not observed any reddening on the addition of perchloride of

iron to the parotid secretion of the horse.

(d) The potash-salt of a not very volatile acid belonging to the butyric

acid group (caproic acid ?) ; it crystallizes in a beautiful efflorescent form,

which, under the microscope, resembles the tufts of margaric acid.

(e) A little epithelium, and some scattered mucus-corpuscles.

(/) The chlorides of sodium and potassium.

(g) Phosphates, in very small quantities.

(h) A trace of alkaline sulphates.

The following statements may suffice in reference to the quantitative

relations of the constituents of the parotid secretion : in the parotid

saliva of man, Mitscherlich found from 1*468 to 1-632$, and Van Setten

l*62g of solid constituents ; in that of a dog, Jacubowitsch found only

0*47$, while Gmelin found 2-58$; in that of the horse Magendie found

an average of 1*1§ ; while as the mean of six experiments with different

specimens of saliva, I determined the solid constituents at 0-708$.

In the human secretion, Mitscherlich found nearly 0-525$ of ptyalin

associated with an alkali ; in that of the horse, I found on an average
0-140$ of pure ptyalin (after the extraction of the mineral substances

contained in it).

The alkaline ptyalin obtained from the water-extract and from the

spirit-extract insoluble in alcohol, constituted 23-332$ of the solid con-

stituents of the saliva of the horse, and yielded 5-675$ of ash, which
consisted almost entirely of alkaline carbonates and lime.

The alcohol-extract of the secretion amounted in man, according to

Mitscherlich, to about 0-1$ ; in that of the horse, I found it amount to

0-0988§.

The alcohol-extract of the saliva of the horse amounted, according to

the mean of my experiments, to 13-936$ of the solid residue, and yielded
3-812$ of ash, consisting chiefly of alkaline chlorides.

No quantitative determination of the sulphocyanide of potassium con-
tained in the parotid saliva has yet been attempted.

In the parotid saliva of the horse, I found 0-0403$ of a compound of
a fatty acid and potash.

The ether-extract amounted to 5*703$ of the solid residue, and con-
tained 1-102 parts of potash (as determined by bichloride of platinum
from the ash).

The insoluble matter removed by filtration, and consisting of epithelium
with salts, amounted according to Mitscherlich, to 0-005g, while I found
it as high as 0-124g in the saliva of the horse.
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The insoluble portion of the saliva of the horse consisted, for the most

part, of carbonate of lime ; after its abstraction, and that of the ash

generally, the insoluble organic matter was very minute ;
the solid resi-

due contained 17*55g of insoluble matters, in which were 13453 parts

of ash ; hence the epithelium amounted to only 4-097 g of the whole solid

residue-

According to the determinations of Mitscherlich, the solid residue of

the parotid saliva in man contains about 45*7 g of mineral constituents,

in which there are contained 35*4 parts of chloride of potassium, and

about the same quantity of potash and soda (after deducting the carbonic

acid) ; in this secretion from the dog, Jacubowitsch found that the ratio

of the organic to the inorganic matter was as 29*8 : 70'2 ; the latter

consisted of 44-7 parts of alkaline chlorides, and 25*5 of carbonate of

lime. In 100 parts of the solid residue of the parotid saliva of the horse,

I found 53-9 parts of ash, in which there were 21-764 parts of chloride

of potassium, 16-983 of carbonate of potash, and 11-226 of carbonate of

lime, while there were only 0*882 parts of the phosphates of lime and
magnesia, 0*805 of the sulphate, and 2*240 of the phosphate of soda.

The secretion of the submaxillary glands of dogs has been care-

fully examined by Bernard' and Jacubowitsch ; it is, like the parotid

saliva, a colorless, limpid, tasteless, and inodorous fluid, and is devoid

of all morphological elements. Jacubowitsch determined its specific

gravity at 1*0041 ; the reaction is less strongly alkaline than that of the

parotid saliva ; it contains far less lime in combination with organic

matter, and therefore attracts less carbonic acid from the air than the

previously described secretion ; in other respects, it contains precisely

the same constituents, including the sulphocyanide of potassium. Ber-

nard regards the viscidity of this secretion as constituting an essential

difference between it and the parotid saliva, and Jacubowitsch likewise

noticed this peculiarity in the submaxillary fluid. According to the

last-named observer, it yielded 0*855g of solid residue, in which the ash

amounted to 0*566 parts ; so that here the ratio of the organic to the

mineral constituents was as 33*8 : 66*2 ; the latter contained 52*6 parts

of alkaline chlorides and 13*6 of carbonate and phosphate of lime and
magnesia.

Bernard directs attention to the circumstance that an infusion of the

parotid gland is very aqueous, and cannot be drawn out in threads, while

an infusion of a piece of the submaxillary gland is as viscid as the secre-

tion collected from Wharton's duct.

The secretion of the buccal mucous membrane in dogs has been
examined by Jacubowitsch ; but the secretions of the orbital and of the

sublingual glands (which latter are, however, very little developed in

dogs) were mixed with it. This fluid was very viscid and tenacious,

frothy and colorless, but extremely turbid from the presence of an
enormous number of epithelial cells, which were not deposited when
the fluid was allowed to stand. The fluid had an alkaline reaction, and
did not coagulate on heating ; it left 0*999 g of solid residue, in which
were 0*385 parts of organic and 0*614 of inorganic matter. The inso-

luble salts contained no carbonate of lime.

1 Arch. gen. de Med. 4 Se>. T. 13, p. 1-29.
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Jacubowitsch collected the mucous secretion of the mouth by tying

Steno's and Wharton's ducts, keeping the animal's nostrils open, and

retaining the head in an inclined position, so that the animal being

unable to swallow, the mucus flowed from the mouth. He collected the

secretions of the parotid and submaxillary glands by introducing a fine

silver canula into their respective ducts.

In addition to the above-mentioned differences in the individual secre-

tions of which the saliva of the dog is made up, Jacubowitsch further

notices that, (a) the parotid saliva, exposed to the air, becomes rapidly

covered with a film of crystals of carbonate of lime, which is not the case

with either of the other secretions
;
(b) that at a temperature of 100°, the

parotid saliva does not become turbid, whilst the other secretions, at

least in a slight degree, become opaque
;

(c) that the parotid saliva, if

boiled with nitric acid, and subsequently treated with ammonia, does not

assume the yellow or orange tint which is developed when the secretions

of the buccal mucous membrane and the submaxillary glands are simi-

larly treated ; and (d) that it is only in parotid saliva that carbonate of

potash produces a slight precipitation of carbonate of lime.

Jacubowitsch has also analyzed the mixed saliva of the dog, in one in-

stance with the exclusion of the parotid, and in another with that of the

submaxillary secretion.

After this review of the chemical characters of the different secretions

constituting the saliva, we have little to add regarding the composition

of Mixed or Ordinary Saliva.

In the ordinary saliva of man, Berzelius 1 found 0'71-J) of solid con-

stituents, Tiedemann and Gmelin2 144 to l*19g, Wright3 1*19$, and

L'He'ritier4
1-35J} ; Jacubowitsch found only 0*484g ; Frerichs in 18

analyses, 0*51 to l'05g- ; and, from numerous determinations of filtered

saliva, I have only found from 0*348 to 0*841g ; so that the statements

of the older observers are obviously too high. In the saliva of the dog

Jacubowitsch found 1*037 g, and in that of the horse Magendie and
Rayer found about lg of solid residue.

In 100 parts of the solid constituents of mixed human saliva, Tiede-

mann and Gmelin found 21*3g of fixed salts, while L'He'ritier found

only 6*8g, and Jacubowitsch, on the other hand, 37*5g ; the last-named

observer found that the mineral constituents predominated very much in

the saliva of the dog, where they amounted to 65*5§ of the solid residue

;

in the horse, according to Magendie, they amounted to 40-g.

In relation to the individual mineral constituents of the saliva, we are

as little able to arrive at any definite conclusion regarding those which
exist preformed in it from the analyses of the ash of the salivary residue,

as in the case of most of the other animal juices. We have, however,
already remarked, that a great part of the alkali in the saliva is com-
bined with ptyalin, from which it is separated by the weakest acids, as,

for instance, carbonic acid. From the quantities of acids which are re-

quisite for the saturation of alkaline saliva, Wright has concluded that in
the normal state the alkali never amounts to lg of the saliva. In the

1 Forelasningar i Diurkemien. 2 vol. Stockholm, 1808.
2 Verdauung nach Versuchen, Bel. 1, S. 9 ff. 3 Op. cit.
4 Chimie pathol. p 290. Paris, 1842
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ash of the salivary residue the alkali is for the most part combined with

phosphoric acid ; thus Enderlin 1 found 28*122$ of the tribasic, and Jacu-

bowitsch 51*l-g of the bibasic phosphate of soda in the ash.

We never find more than a trace, and often not that, of the alkaline

sulphates in fresh saliva ; and even in the ash they are not found in any

considerable quantity ; hence, as in the case of the phosphoric acid, the

sulphuric acid must have been formed from other compounds during

incineration.

In the ash of human saliva Enderlin found 21*35g of sulphate of soda

;

and in that of horses' saliva I found l-604§ of this salt.

In Wright's method of determining the sulphocyanide of potassium,

which consists in dissolving in water the extract taken up by ether, and

precipitating with basic acetate of lead, not only sulphocyanide of lead,

but a far larger quantity of a compound of lead with a fatty acid, is

thrown down ; from this circumstane Wright's determinations are on an

average ten times too high.

The chlorides of potassium and sodium especially preponderate over

the other mineral constituents of the saliva.

Enderlin found 61-930° of alkaline chlorides in the ash of the saliva,

and Jacubowitsch 46 -2£ ; in the dog they amounted, according to the

last-named observer, to 85*7$.

Sulphocyanide of potassium never occurs in the saliva except in very

small quantity.

Jacubowitsch found 0-006§ of this salt in his own saliva ; and in

analyzing my saliva I found it to vary between 0*0046 and 0*0089
[J

; ac-

cording to Wright it ranges in human saliva from 0*51 to 0*98{}, which
is obviously far too high.

Although we have already spoken of the existence of sulphocyanide

of potassium in the saliva, yet the very dogmatical assertions of Strahl,2

who denies that the presence of sulphocyanogen can be demonstrated,

and applies to the experiments of his predecessors, such terms as
" deficient, irregular, and ill-judged" (notwithstanding that Gmelin has

exhibited pure sulphocyanogen in very large quantity from the saliva

by distillation), compel us to refer to the admirable memoirs of Jacu-

bowitsch and Tilanus, 3 who have demonstrated beyond all doubt the

presence of sulphocyanogen by the simplest and most unquestionable

chemical experiments ; Frerichs4 has also established the proof of the

existence of sulphocyanide of potassium in the saliva. Moreover, it was
formerly shown by Marchand, 5 and it has been more recently demon-
strated by Wohler and Frerichs,6 by direct experiments, that sulpho-

cyanide of potassium does not possess any poisonous properties.

Local stimulation of the salivary glands, the internal use of prussic

acid and the salts of cyanogen, and especially of sulphur, increase, ac-

cording to Wright, the quantity of sulphocyanogen in the saliva.

In mixed or ordinary saliva the ptyalin is mixed with mucus, so that

1 Ann. d. Ch. und Pharm. Bd. 49, S. 317.
2 Med. Zeitg. v. d. Ver. f. Preussen. 1847. Nr. 21 u. 22.
3 De Saliva et Muco ; dissert, inaug. Amstelod. 1849.

* Op. cit. p. 764. 5 Lehrb. d. Phys. Ch. 1814, S. 410.
6 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm Bd. G5, S. 344.
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its properties do not appear to be altogether identical with those which

we have described, and its accurate quantitative determination is impos-

sible, independently of the considerable amount of salts contained in the

aqueous extract. The aqueous extract, consisting chiefly of ptyalin, was

found by Berzelius to amount to 40-8$ of the solid residue of the saliva,

while Gmelin fixed it at 20-0g, and Van Setten1 at 15-62°.

The determinations of the organic matter soluble in water and in

alcohol, are very uncertain ; indeed, little or nothing is known regarding

this substance.

The quantity of mucus in the mixed saliva must obviously be liable to

very great variations, according to the conditions under which this fluid

is collected.

The ether-extract ranged from 5*8 to 9*6$ of the solid residue in the

cases in which I determined it in several analyses of my own saliva.

In reference to the chemical qualitative and quantitative analyses of

the saliva, it may be generally observed that the same principles and

methods are applicable which have been described, in our remarks on

the different animal substances ; hence we need here only refer to a

few points which require a special mode of treatment. In the first

place the saliva must always be filtered, in order to effect the removal

of the epithelial scales ; unfortunately, however, the saliva is often so

viscid and tenacious, that it undergoes decomposition before passing

through the filter ; indeed, it generally happens that the small quantity

of filtered and perfectly clear fluid begins to become turbid, while

the greater portion of the fluid still remains upon the filter. In such

cases it is often advisable to dilute the saliva with three or four

times its volume of boiling water ; and after the mixture has been as

thoroughly as possible cooled, and the mucous flocculi for the most part

deposited, to filter and proceed with the analysis ; but as in this case we
are not able to separate the soluble from the insoluble portion, it is

better not to attempt the whole analysis, since we should only obtain

inaccurate results. We might certainly at once evaporate the viscid

fluid, in order to extract the residue with alcohol, ether, and finally with

water ; but independently of the circumstance that the aqueous extract

is also difficult of filtration, substances would be taken up by the alcohol

and ether, which do not pertain intrinsically to the saliva, but to the

epithelial cells, and to the fat and remains of food sometimes mixed

with them.

It is obvious that if, before submitting the saliva to a chemical

analysis, we duly examine its morphological elements with the micro-

scope, we can ascertain whether the insoluble parts of the saliva consist

merely of epithelial cells and mucous corpuscles, or whether they also

contain fat, vibriones, or molecular granules of an organic nature. In
saliva which has been for a long time exposed to the air, in morbid
saliva, and especially when it exhibits an acid reaction, such granules

are of very frequent occurrence. As substances for the most part in

an actual state of change, they do not fall within the domain of an ac-

curate chemical analysis. No one can confound mineral substances, as,

for instance, crystals of carbonate of lime, with these molecular granules.

1 Op. cit. p. 24.
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If the saliva has been filtered, no interest attaches to any investiga-

tion of the residue left on the filter, at least in so far as the nature of

the saliva is concerned, seeing that true saliva contains only soluble sub-

stances.

Wright finds his ptyalin in this residue ; he cannot, however, possibly

have treated this residue with sufficient water, since, in that case, it

could not have contained so large a quantity of a matter soluble in water

as his numbers indicate.

If carbonate of lime be mixed with this residue insoluble in water, it

may easily be extracted by very dilute acetic acid, and its quantity sub-

sequently determined.

In reference to the filtered solution, it is generally of interest to

determine volumetrically the amount of acid which is saturated by a

certain quantity of saliva, in order to form an opinion regarding the

alkalinity of the saliva, or, in other words, regarding the quantity of the

weakly combined alkali. In every case, however, the filtered saliva

must be neutralized with acetic acid, and then heated ; if this gives rise

to a turbidity, the albuminous substance which is precipitated must be

collected on a filter, and determined quantitatively. The residue left

on the evaporation of the filtered saliva is then to be treated in the same
manner as we treat the residue in the case of most of the other animal

fluids.

It only remains for us to make a few remarks on the quantitative

determination of the sulphocyanogen. The following are at present

regarded as the two best methods of effecting this object. One method
consists in dissolving the alcoholic extract of the saliva in water, and
filtering the fluid, which is generally turbid from the presence of fat

;

the filtrate, after being somewhat concentrated by evaporation, is heated
with phosphoric acid, and distilled ; the distillate is saturated with

baryta, and the filtered fluid evaporated ; the residue is then boiled for

a long time with fuming nitric acid or aqua regia, and the quantity of

sulphocyanide of potassium is calculated from the amount of sulphate

of baryta which is separated (Van Setten, Jacubowitsch, Tilanus). In
following the other method, we first precipitate the aqueous solution of

the alcoholic extract with nitrate of silver, and treat the well-washed

deposit with water containing nitric acid, which leaves the chloride of

silver undissolved ; we then precipitate the silver from the acid solution

with hydrochloric acid, add a little chloride of barium, and evaporate

slowly, adding from time to time some nitric acid : in this way also we
obtain sulphate of baryta, from which the sulphocyanogen must be calcu-

lated. Before the addition of the baryta, we should also be able to

precipitate the sub-sulphocyanide of copper by the addition of the sul-

phates of protoxide of iron and oxide of copper ; as, however, the preci-

pitate never consists of pure sub-sulphocyanide of copper, we are

compelled to determine the sulphur as sulphate of baryta.

The application of basic acetate of lead, according to Wright's method,

for the precipitation of the sulphocyanogen, is inapplicable in this case

;

for the sulphocyanide of lead is somewhat soluble in water, and the

greater part of it would probably be lost on washing.

Abnormal constituents occur in the saliva probably more frequently
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than in many other animal secretions. It is very remarkable, that many
mineral and organic substances which are thrown off by the urine either

unchanged or little modified, are far more rapidly eliminated by the

salivary glands—often, indeed, before they could be separated by the

kidneys from the mass of the blood. We may very readily convince

ourselves of this fact, by taking 5 grains of iodide of potassium in pills,

when we shall find that it can be much sooner detected in the saliva

than in the urine ; in the latter fluid we may very often easily discover

it after forty hours.

Moreover, when iodine is applied externally, as, for instance, in the

form of ointment, it very rapidly passes into the saliva, where it may be

recognized by nitric acid and a solution of starch, while it cannot be de-

tected in the urine.

When iodine has been taken in the form of pills, and we have con-

vinced ourselves, immediately after they have been swallowed, of the

absence of this substance in the buccal mucus and in the saliva, we may
very often detect it in the last-named fluid after a lapse of ten minutes,

while it will not appear in the urine for a period varying from half-an-

hour to two hours.

Bromine and mercury, and probably several other sialagogues, behave

in this respect like iodine.

The reason why these substances so readily excite the flow of saliva,

is probably solely dependent on the circumstance that they are sepa-

rated from the blood by the salivary glands. It is possible that several

organic sialagogues act simply in the same manner, namely, by some of

their constituents, like the iodine, being readily separated by the salivary

glands.

Wright and several other observers have been unable to detect any

mercury in the saliva during mercurial salivation. I formerly had many
opportunities of examining the saliva in cases in which salivation ensued

during the treatment of syphilis by inunction practised by Rust and

Louvrier, and I constantly found mercury in this fluid, both by dry dis-

tillation of the residue of the saliva, and by the simple application of an

extremely small pair of plates of copper and zinc to the slightly acidi-

fied saliva. There are many reasons why, even when much mercury had
been taken into the organism, none was found in the saliva ; in the first

place, it has very often been only buccal mucus which has been examined,

for we may readily convince ourselves by the microscope, and more ac-

curately by chemical analysis, that at the commencement of salivation

scarcely any saliva is found in the sputa ; the salivary glands are as yet

not affected ; the expectoration consists almost entirely of whole patches

of epithelium and of mucus from the tonsils ; and in products of this

nature I have never been able to detect any mercury, even after its free

administration ; and, secondly, it has been forgotten by some experimen-
talists, that mercury volatilizes very readily with the vapor of water, so

that, by evaporating too rapidly, and without sufficient care, they have
allowed the little mercury that was present to escape.

Wright has injected alkaline carbonates into the veins of animals, and
has found a consequent augmentation of the alkali in the saliva ; when,
on the other hand, he injected acetic acid or extremely diluted sulphuric
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acid into the vessels of healthy animals, he never found that an acid

reaction of the saliva was induced.

It is singular that dogs into whose jugular veins Wright injected four

ounces of pyroligneous acid, and half a drachm of sulphuric acid (although

the acids were diluted with four and six ounces of water), hore this out-

rage so well, that after a short time they quite recovered, 1 and Wright
found that their saliva had returned to its alkaline reaction. In cases

in which I have performed similar experiments on animals, although for

a different object, death was the invariable result—an event which may
be very easily explained, since stasis must be very rapidly induced in

the pulmonary capillaries, in consequence of the coagulation or gelatiniz-

ing of the blood.

We have already referred to the incidental occurrence of sugar (p.

257) and of lactic acid (p. 94) in the saliva. It is extremely difficult

to decide whether actual albumen coagulable by heat is present in a

specimen of saliva.

Wright assumes that there are two different kinds of albuminous
saliva, and as we have no experience on the point, we cannot contradict

his assertion ; but as he also asserts that albumen occurs in normal
saliva, which is certainly not the case, at least in any appreciable

quantity, and as further, the recognition of small quantities of albu-

men is difficult and often impossible, for the reasons before given,

we are justified in doubting whether albuminous saliva is of frequent
occurrence.

Biliary matters, and especially cholesterin, sometimes pass, according
to Wright, into the saliva. (See p. 120.)

Wright has described a large number of varieties of saliva, classifying

them according to the heterogeneous constituents which they contain

;

thus he distinguishes ammoniacal saliva, saliva containing hydrochloric
acid, saline saliva, puriform saliva, bloody saliva, fetid saliva, &c. In
declining to adopt Wright's results in our " Physiological Chemistry,"
we by no means wish to detract from the meritorious portion of his care-

ful labors ; but we do not think that the substrata on which such investi-

gations are founded are of a nature to rank high in exact sciences such
as chemistry and physiology. Descriptions of the subdivisions of mor-
bid saliva, as for instance, of bilious, bloody, puriform, fetid, acrid, frothy,

and gelatinous saliva, may have a certain importance in relation to seme-
iotics, but cannot serve as substrata for physiological inquiry. The
illogical character of such a classification is obvious ; the chemical in-

vestigations often do not justify the conclusions which Wright has drawn
from them ; for sugar, bile, lactic acid, &c, are never recognized by him
with such certainty as chemists of the present day require ; moreover,
recent physiology might require further particulars regarding acrid, pu-

riform, and bloody saliva, while our present pathology pays less atten-

tion to ontological ideas of disease than to investigations founded on
actual physical diagnosis and on morbid anatomy. We repeat that we
by no means wish to ignore the many interesting facts with which science

has been enriched by Wright's rich experience and indefatigable labor.

' [This is hardly correct. The dog into whose vein the pyroligneous iicid was in-

jected, died in about a week. See the " Lancet," 1842-o, vol. ii. p. 189.—a. e. d.1
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Although acid saliva has been observed in a large number of instances,

our knowledge of it is still very defective, for notwithstanding the posi-

tive assertions of Wright, there is as yet no proof that lactic acid is the

cause of this acid reaction. Moreover, Prout1 has adduced no decisive

proof of the presence of this acid.

We have already shown, that the acid reaction of the animal fluids

may depend on the presence of other acids (as for instance, several of

the butyric acid group), or even of acid phosphate of soda : hence it

is invariably necessary to determine the nature of the free acid, when-

ever it is present in the saliva, in different diseases, before we venture

to decide regarding the course of the chemical process accompany-

ing the disease ; it is, however, the chief aim of all chemical investiga-

tions of animal objects, to draw from them a conclusion regarding the

nature of the chemical process in the healthy or diseased state. For

semeiotics the simple statement suffices that in this or that condition

the saliva exhibits an acid reaction. We shall now briefly mention those

pathological states in which, as yet, the saliva has been found to pre-

sent an acid reaction.

The saliva is acid, according to Donne",2 in inflammatory affections of

the primce vice, in pleuritis, encephalitis, acute rheumatism, intermittent

fever, and uterine affections, and, according to L'Heritier, also in cancer

of the stomach. Wright assumes that there are four varieties of acid

saliva, namely, (a) that which occurs in idiopathic affections of the sali-

vary glands
;
(b) that which presents itself when there is a predominance

of acid in the organism generally, from constitutional or other causes,

amongst which he mentions scrofula, phthisis, rachitis, amenorrhoea, in-

flammatory rheumatism, &c.
; (<?) the form occurring in subacute inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane of the stomach and intestines ; and (d)

the form presenting itself in dyspepsia (a somewhat vague mode of ex-

pression). In affections of the nervous system, the saliva is on the other

hand never acid, but often very strongly alkaline. In catarrhal affec-

tions of the gastric and intestinal mucous membranes, and in the round

perforating form of ulceration of the stomach, I have very often, but

not invariably, found the saliva acid ; in cancer of the stomach and in

diabetes, I have, however, always found it acid. In inflammatory affec-

tions of the thoracic organs, in acute rheumatism, typhus, &c, I3 have

very often found the saliva alkaline or perfectly neutral. According to

Donne' and Frerichs4 the acid reaction always depends on the buccal

mucous membrane, which, when in a state of abnormal irritation, inva-

riably yields an acid secretion.

Amongst the difficulties which usually present themselves in the inves-

tigation of morbid saliva, we may notice that we can rarely obtain a

quantity sufficient for analysis, seeing that it is a fluid which contains

only a very small amount of solid constituents. Hence it might be ex-

pected that it would, at all events, have been more accurately examined
in persons with pytalism, in which it is secreted in large quantities, but
such is not the case. Wright has indeed given an exposition of those

1 On the Diseases of the Stomach, 4th ed. p. 451.
2 Histoire physiol. et pathol. de la Salive. Paris, 1836.
3 Schmidt's Jahrb. Bd. 36, S. 185. * Op. cit. p. 761.
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cases in which a symptomatic, a critical, or an artificially induced pty-

alism occurs ; but we do not the less miss analyses susceptible of chemi-

cal and physiological application. The secretion in cases of mercurial

salivation has as yet been the most carefully studied. The results ob-

tained by Wright, L'He'ritier, Simon, and myself, perfectly coincide in

the following points. At the commencement of mercurial salivation

the buccal mucous membrane and the tonsils are more affected than the

salivary glands, and hence the expectoration is more viscid, of a higher

specific gravity, and richer in solid constituents, especially epithelium and
mucus-corpuscles, than normal saliva ; it is very turbid, from the pre-

sence of more or less distinct flocculi ; has an alkaline reaction ; con-

tains little of the peculiar principle, ptyalin, often much fat, and rarely

any appreciable quantity of sulphocyanide of potassium. At a later

period, when the salivary glands become the seat of pain and swelling,

a less turbid saliva is secreted, which often contains a much smaller

amount of solid constituents than normal saliva ; it is still alkaline, and
sulphocyanide of potassium is more often absent than present ; it is also

rich in fat, and often in mucus-corpuscles. We have already noticed the

presence of mercury in this variety of saliva.

In conclusion, we must mention salivary calculi as morbid products

of this secretion : they have been very often analyzed, and have been
found to contain more carbonate of lime than any other kind of concre-

tion. As we have already shown that the saliva even of carnivorous

animals holds in solution no inconsiderable quantity of lime in combina-
tion with organic matter, and that the lime is very readily separated from
this compound as a carbonate, we have no difficulty in comprehending
the mode of formation and the constitution of these concretions.

The quantity of saliva excreted in a given time is a point regarding

which there is a tolerable coincidence amongst the statements of authors,

although we cannot regard it as definitively established ; for most writers

have based their calculations on the data of Mitscherlich, which refer

merely to the parotid secretion of a man laboring under disease. 1 The
patient in the case referred to, after collecting the saliva in the mouth
for 15 minutes, ejected from it 6*27 grammes, while, during the same
period, 0*92 of a gramme were discharged by the fistula ; moreover
Mitscherlich never determined the quantity of the parotid secretion,

except under definite relations and in given times. Now if we assume
that the above ratio of the parotid secretion to the secretion of the other

salivary organs is constant, which, however, is more than doubtful, we
may calculate the quantity of saliva which will be secreted in a definite

time, or under definite physiological relations. Under ordinary circum-

stances (that is to say, on the common hospital diet) Mitscherlich found

that the quantity of the parotid saliva in 24 hours varied from 46*3 to

74-8 grammes. Assuming the above ratio of the parotid secretion to that

of the other sources of the saliva to be constant, the whole amount of saliva

from the six salivary glands and the buccal mucous membrane, would
amount on an average to 473 grammes in 24 hours. Burdach2

calculates,

from Mitscherlich's data, that the saliva secreted by an adult in 24 hours

1 [Lehmann should have mentioned that in this case the patient had a parotid fistula.—g. e. d.]
2 Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 277 ff.
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amounts to 10 (German) ounces (= 255 grammes). Valentin^ assumes

the quantity at from 216*4 to 316-3 grammes ; Donne? fixes the quantity

at 390 grammes, and Thomson3 at only [3216 grains or] 210 grammes.

Jacubowitsch has determined in dogs the quantities of saliva which he

could collect from each set of salivary glands in an hour ; from the two

parotids he obtained 49-2 grammes, from the submaxilliary glands 38-83

grammes, and from the orbital and sublingual glands, and the buccal

mucous membrane, 24-84 grammes. We can draw no conclusions from

these data, regarding the quantity of saliva secreted in a normal state

in a definite time ; for independently of the circumstance that nothing

is stated regarding the size or the weight of the dog, we know from his

numerical statements, that Jacubowitsch employed dogs of various sizes

in his experiments, so that the fluid was collected under such peculiar

conditions, that a comparison of it with the quantity of the secretion in

the normal state is impossible. Jacubowitsch, however, arrived at the

interesting result, that to whatever extent the quantities 'of the saliva se-

creted by the different organs may vary, the solid constituents—both the

organic and the inorganic substances—amount to very nearly the same
from all three of the sources ; thus, in the quantities above given of

parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual saliva, the solid constituents amount
to very nearly the same, that is to say, to about 0-232 of a gramme, of

which 0-080 is organic and 0-152 inorganic matter.

All determinations of the quantity of saliva secreted during a more
prolonged interval (as, for instance, 24 hours), must at most be regarded

as merely approximative, since the activity of the salivary organs is de-

pendent on very different influences and conditions. The most common
cause exciting a copious discharge of saliva is the mastication of food

;

it depends, however, very much on the nature of the food, whether much
or little saliva is effused into the buccal cavity ; dry and hard food in-

ducing a more copious flow of saliva than food which is moist and soft

;

indeed, the mere motion of the lower jaw excites the act of secretion,

and hence, speaking or singing is always accompanied by the secretion of

saliva. That chemical irritants, such as are present in acid and aromatic

articles of food, and mechanical irritation, such as tickling the palate,

often produce an immediate secretion, is as well known as that certain

psychical influences always produce a similar effect. It is especially

important to observe that after the use of food, the secretion continues
for a long time ; a phenomenon which appears not to be so referable to

the irritation transmitted to the salivary glands from the buccal cavity,

as to the communication of nervous action from the stomach during the

process of digestion ; for, on introducing food into the stomach, either

through a gastric fistula, or by means of an elastic tube in the oesopha-
gus, we observe that the secretion of gastric juice is accompanied by a
copious effusion of saliva.

_
In order to determine the quantity of saliva required for different

kinds of food, experiments have been instituted by Magendie and
Rayer, 4 by Lassaigne,5 and by Bernard,6 on horses. The oesophagus

1 Physiol, d. Menschen. 1844, Bd. 1, S. 626. 2 L'Institut, No. 158, p. 59.
3 Animal Chemistry. Lond. 1843, p. 571. 4 Compt. rend. T. 21, p. 902.
6 Journ. de Chim. MeU 1845, p. 472. * Arch. gen. de Med. 4 Ser. T. 13, p. 22.
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was exposed and opened, and the food which the animals had swallowed

was intercepted and removed. From these experiments it followed, that

straw and hay, as they pass down the oesophagus, are mixed with four

or five times their weight of saliva, whilst seeds abounding in starch, as,

for instance, oats, are mixed with an equal quantity, or perhaps one and

a half times as much of saliva, and fresh green fodder with only half its

weight ; and that food mixed with water seems to take up scarcely any

saliva. Hence it appears as if, when food is taken, the secretion of

saliva is only dependent on its nature, and as if, when fluid or moist

food is taken, the glands are not excited to activity. We must, how-
ever, assume with Frerichs, that even in a state of perfect repose, the

secretion of saliva is not totally suspended ; for although Mitscherlich

found scarcely a trace of saliva escaping from the fistulous openings in

the patients on whom he experimented, when they had fasted for some
time and were in a state of perfect repose, and although we observe

scarcely any secretion in horses in whom a fistulous opening has been
established, when they have not been supplied with food for some time,

we cannot suppose that the process of secretion is absolutely suspended
in these any more than in other glands. Moreover we can form no
opinion regarding the normal secretion in a state of relative repose, from
the facts that during sleep, when the head is inclined forwards, and in

paralysis of the facial muscles, saliva is secreted in no sparing quantity,

since in both those cases the abundance of the secretion is dependent on
peculiar conditions.

Colin 1 appears to have made very extensive observations on the secre-

tion of saliva in the solidungula. Amongst other results of his investi-

gations he mentions that the secretion of the two parotids alternates, the

parotid of the side on which mastication is going on, secreting at least

one-third more than that of the other side ; and that when the mastica-

tory process is transferred to the other side, the activity of the first gland
very rapidly diminishes, and that of the second as rapidly increases. He
did not observe the alternating action in the secretion of the submaxil-

lary glands, which is apparently uniform on both sides. When the

animal consumes dry food, there are secreted from 5000 to 6000 gram-
mes of saliva from all the glands in the course of one hour ; about l-3d

or l-4th more when the animal consumes oats ; and l-5th or l-4th less

when living on succulent roots. The parotids alone yield more than

2-3ds of the whole sum, the submaxillaries only l-20th, and the sublin-

guals
-

and mucous follicles the remainder. The secretions of the parotid

and submaxillary glands occur almost solely during mastication, and for

a short time subsequently ; the thick and tough secretion of the other

glands of the buccal cavity, which remain moist during abstinence,

amount to only l-37th of the whole. The sight of food excites no per-

ceptible augmentation of the salivary secretion even in fasting animals.

Some very interesting experiments on the influence of the period of

secretion on the chemical constitution of the saliva, have been made by
Becher and Ludwig.2 They found that the solid residue of the saliva

diminishes in proportion to the amount which the gland has already

' Compt. rend. T. 34, pp. 327-330.
2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. N. F. Bd. 1, S. 480-183.
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yielded ; the organic constituents sinking far more rapidly than the inor-

ganic. Fluctuations in the quantity of water in the blood did not

disturb this law, as was proved by the examination of saliva collected

after one or more venesections ; nor was it affected by the injection of

chloride of sodium into the blood, although the quantity of salts in the

saliva was somewhat augmented thereby.

Physiologists have ever held the most varied opinions regarding the

physiological value of the saliva. We must, however, regard the saliva

as essentially fulfilling a threefold object of a mechanical, a chemical, and

a dynamical nature.

The mechanical object is so manifest, that no one has ever seriously

doubted it ; for it is obvious to our senses, and requires no demonstration

to convince us that the moistening of dry food in mastication serves, on

the one hand, the better to adapt it for deglutition, and, on the other

hand, to separate the particles, and thus allow them the more freely to

be acted on by the other digestive fluids. Formerly, however, the whole

value of the saliva was limited to this function ; and Bernard recently

believed that he had proved this view to be correct by the experiments

to which we have alluded. He maintained that the parotid saliva, by

its thin fluid property, serves to moisten the food, while the tough and

viscid secretion of the submaxillary glands affords a mucous investment

to the masticated food, lubricates it, and thus adapts it for deglutition.

We have already seen that the secretion of the submaxillary glands is

distinguished by its viscidity and toughness from the parotid secretion,

and even that infusions of these glands differ in the same manner. In

reference to this circumstance Bernard notices the fact in comparative

anatomy, that those animals which swallow their food without mastica-

ting it, as, for instance, serpents, birds, and reptiles, possess no parotid

glands, or at most only rudimentary organs, while their submaxillary

glands for the elaboration of mucus are for the most part very well de-

veloped.

The chemical function of the saliva is a subject on which different

observers have held very different views. Leuchs was the first who was
led by experimental inquiry to the discovery that starch is gradually

converted into sugar by the action of the saliva. Subsequent inquirers

who have repeated the experiments in some instances confirm, and in

others deny, the accuracy of his views. Wright, who bases his view on
a large number of experiments, speaks very decisively in favor of the

chemical action of saliva on amylaceous food ; and indeed, Mialhe' be-

lieved that he had actually discovered the substance in which this meta-
morphic power solely or for the most part resides, and gave it the name
of salivary diastase. Several observers, having failed in attempting
confirm the views of Wright and Mialhe, have directed their attention
to the individual secretions of the different glands. Magendie was the
first who discovered that neither the parotid nor the submaxillary secre-
tion exerts any action on starch, but that the common or mixed saliva
of the horse converts both crude and boiled starch into sugar at the
temperature of the animal body ; Bernard attributed this unquestionable
property of the mixed saliva (whether obtained from man, the dog, or

1 Coinpt. rend. T. 20, pp. 247, 367, 954, et 1485.
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the horse), solely to the buccal secretion, while Jacubowitsch has ad-

duced convincing evidence that this secretion alone does not possess the

above property which exists only in the mixture (whether artificial or

natural) of the secretions of the buccal mucous membrane and the sali-

vary glands. It can therefore no longer be doubted that the saliva, in

the normal condition in which it is mixed with the food, possesses the

property of converting starch into sugar. The more recent carefully

conducted experiments of Bidder and Schmidt1 have, however, shown
that the parotid secretion does not contribute to the action of the mixed
saliva. Parotid saliva and buccal mucus do not metamorphose starch,

although this effect is rapidly produced by the secretion of the submaxil-

lary glands and the buccal mucus. These inquirers arrived at the same
result, namely, that the starch-ferment is only developed by the union of

the buccal mucus with the submaxillary saliva, by tying the ducts of the

different salivary (the parotid and the submaxillary) glands in dogs.

We by no means, however, agree with Ross2 in regarding the buccal

cavity as the stomach for vegetable food. Even under the most favora-

ble circumstances we cannot detect a trace of sugar in a mixture of

saliva and boiled starch, in less than from 5 to 10 minutes ; and hence,

if the conversion of amylaceous matter into sugar be the physiological

function of the saliva, its action must not be confined to the short time

in which the food remains in the mouth, but must also be continued in

the stomach and intestines. Now we may readily convince ourselves

that this is really the case, by observing what occurs in an animal in

whom a gastric fistula has been established ; for while pure gastric juice

exerts no action on starch, sugar may be detected by the ordinary means
in the stomach of the animal in 10 or 15 minutes after it has swallowed
balls of starch, or after they have been introduced through the fistula.

Hence it cannot be doubted that the saliva, after it has been mixed with

the other animal secretions, continues to exert its action on the amylacea
in the digestive canal.

Notwithstanding the evidence which has been adduced to prove that

the saliva exerts thi3 action on starch, there are other facts which seem
to show that we must not assign to it an extreme importance in the

digestive process in general. For, even if we do not admit the conclu-

siveness of Budge's3 experiment, in which he extirpated all the salivary

glands of a rabbit, and afterwards observed no disturbance of the diges-

tive system, and no imperfection in the nutrition, yet on the following

grounds we must regard this action of the saliva as a somewhat limited

one : the quantity of the saliva which is secreted is altogether indepen-

dent of the quantity of starch contained in the food, and is extremely

small when the latter is taken in a fluid form ; when food which has been
thoroughly moistened is swallowed, there is only a very slight secretion

of saliva ; liquid and moistened foods remain in the stomach so short a

time, that a perfect conversion of the starch into sugar in this organ is

impossible ; nature has, however, provided a secretion which is poured
into the duodenum—the pancreatic juice, which possesses the power of

effecting this conversion of starch into sugar in a far higher degree than

1 Die Verdauungssiifte und der Stoffwechsel S 21
2 The Lancet, January 13, 1844. 3 llhein. Blatt. Bd. 4, S. 15.
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the saliva; animals (fishes, for instance) which swallow amylaceous food

without masticating it, possess for the most part such rudimentary sali-

vary glands, that the secretion from them can hardly be taken into con-

sideration. But even the pancreatic juice is not generally sufficient to

effect the perfect metamorphosis of the starch ; the conversion proceeds

so slowly that we can almost always detect a considerable quantity of

starch in the excrements not only of carnivorous but also of herbivorous

animals, after the ingestion of amylaceous food. Hence it appears very

much to depend on the subjective opinions of different writers, whether

a greater or lesser importance in this point of view be attributed to the

saliva ; in no case, however, should the function of the saliva as a sac-

charifying agent be overrated.

This is a subject on which special observations, experiments, and

criticism, are peculiarly needed ; and it is by the neglect of this mode of

inquiry that some of the best observers have been erroneously led to

adopt the most extreme views. The difficulty of forming a decided

judgment without a special investigation will be best seen from the fol-

lowing historical sketch of the facts which have been accumulated in

reference to this subject. Wright, 1 whose views are based on a large

number of experiments, is one of the strongest supporters of the diges-

tive powers of the saliva ; and I2 formerly entirely coincided in this

view ; but all experiments and results bearing on this point must only be

adopted with the greatest caution, for there is no analytical inquiry in

which, under apparently precisely similar relations, the same experiment

so often yields different results, and in which quantitative determina-

tions so invariably present a want of uniformity. Thus, the quantities

of starch converted into sugar in contemporaneous experiments with the

same saliva, and at perfectly equal temperatures, are often extremely

different. Even when there is only a very small quantity of starch in

relation to the saliva, we almost always find that the whole of it has not

undergone conversion into sugar, as was observed by Jacubowitsch ; it is

only after a very considerable time, seldom before from 16 to 24 hours

have elapsed, that we find the whole of the starch changed ; and then

the starch is not merely converted into sugar, but this latter substance

has already undergone further changes, and has given rise to the forma-

tion of lactic acid—a change which often commences while very large

quantities of starch still remain unchanged. We must further bear in

mind that many other animal substances under certain conditions pos-

sess a similar power of converting starch into sugar. Liebig long ago
observed that gelatin and albuminous and gelatigenous tissues, when
they had been lying in a state of moisture, and exposed for some time to

the atmosphere, possessed the property of effecting this change. Ma-
gendie3 subsequently convinced himself that infusions of cerebral tissue,

of heart, liver, lungs, and spleen, possessed to a certain degree the

power of converting starch into dextrin and sugar ; he likewise found
that the serum of blood at 40° possessed this property, and that boiled
starch was converted into sugar even in the circulating blood of the
living animal. Hence Bernard* merely repeated the experiments of

1 Op- cit. 2 Schmidt's Jahrb. Bd. 37, S. 121-123, Bd. 39, S. 155 ff.
3 Compt. rend. T. 23, pp. 189-192. * Arch. ge"n. de. M6d. 4 Ser. T. 13, p. 10.
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Liebig and Magendie, when he exposed well-prepared and cleaned

buccal mucous membrane to the air, and subsequently observed its action

on starch. These facts cannot, however, be placed in comparison with

the action of the mixed saliva, which does not require any long exposure

to the atmosphere in order to acquire this property, and is only exceeded

in this power by the diastase of germinating seeds and by the pancreatic

juice.

Another point which must appear doubtful to those who have not ex-

perimented for themselves, is the question whether acid saliva has the

same saccharifying force as the alkaline secretion—a view most posi-

tively denied by Sebastian, Wright, and Bernard ; and as confidently

asserted by Jacubowitsch and Frerichs. In my former experiments I

failed, like the first-named observers, in effecting the conversion of

starch by saliva, and notwithstanding the most careful inquiry, I have

been unable to detect the causes of that failure ; but in my more recent

experiments, when I have allowed saliva treated with acetic, sulphuric,

hydrochloric, or nitric acid, to act on either crude or boiled starch, I

have always observed a tolerably rapid formation of sugar, and have

convinced myself that acids can no more impede the digestive power of

the saliva than alkalies can promote it. It is therefore certain that

mixed saliva, whether it be alkaline or acid, acts on starch with equal

energy at equal temperatures. Trommer's sugar-test cannot be directly

applied in this investigation, for Frerichs has shown by an interesting

experiment that suboxide of copper is immediately separated when saliva

and starch are boiled with potash and sulphate of copper ; we must,

therefore, remove any starch or dextrin that may remain in the filtered

fluid, by treating it with alcohol, before applying Trommer's test, or we
must adopt some other means of demonstrating the presence of sugar in

the mixture.

The albuminous substance occurring in the saliva, to which Mialhe

has given the name of Diastase salivaire, is undoubtedly similar in many
respects to diastase ; but, on a rigid examination, the two substances

are found to be altogether different. Mialhe obtains this salivary

diastase by precipitating human saliva with absolute alcohol. On re-

ferring to the composition of saliva, it is easy to perceive that the sub-

stances which will be precipitated by alcohol are chiefly ptyalin and
mucus with a quantity of salts, and it is in the mixture of these sub-

stances that Mialhe thinks that he has found the active principle of the

saliva. In experiments with this mixture, I have altogether failed in

obtaining evidence of the extraordinary powers which were attributed

to it by Mialhe (who maintains that 1 part can rapidly effect the meta-

morphosis of 8000 parts of starch at a temperature of 37°) ; and
although I formerly believed that I had obtained a somewhat similar

result, I have since convinced myself that the metamorphosing force is

neither concentrated in the admixture of substances indicated by Mialhe

or by myself, nor yet in any other part of the extractive matters of the

saliva. In the mean time, it would be unscientific to neglect all inquiry

regarding this peculiarity of the saliva, or rather of one of its consti-

tuents, and to rest satisfied with the fiction that all exciters of fermenta-

tion are substances undergoing changes, and that such substances are
vol. i. 28
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incapable of being submitted to chemical exhibition and investigation.

All fictions that close the door on inquiry are to be rejected, unless

they admit of a logical justification. If Schwann, Wasmann, and others,

had remained satisfied with the conviction that the cause of the digestive

power of the gastric juice did not admit of being investigated, we should

not have advanced very far in the knowledge of the process of digestion.

We can hardly condemn an inquiry into the hypothetical diastase of the

saliva as absurd ; for the saliva does not lose this property either by

the action of heat or alcohol, and pepsin similarly retains its power even

after having previously been combined with salts of lead. This much,

however, is certain, that the ptyalin obtained by Berzelius, Gmelin, and

Wright, was found in all cases to be deficient in the power of converting

starch into sugar.

After it had been demonstrated, as already observed, first by Magen-
die, and subsequently by Bernard, that the secretions of some of the

salivary glands did not exert any metamorphic action on starch, Jacubo-

witsch, under the direction of Bidder and Schmidt, prosecuted some

admirable experiments on this subject, which we do not think it will be

irrelevant to notice at some length in the present place. He convinced

himself, by hindering the flow of the secretions of the parotid and sub-

maxillary glands from entering into the mouth of a dog, that the mere

secretion of the mucous membrane of the mouth (contrary to Bernard's

assertion) was unable to convert starch into sugar. But wThen he tied

the ducts of only a single pair of glands (excluding only the secretion

from the parotid or that from the submaxillary glands), and suffei'ed the

dog to recover after the operation, and then, according to Bernard's

method, as already described, digested starch with the saliva exuding

from the open and depressed mouth of the dog, some of the starch was

converted into sugar in the course of five minutes. The starch was also

quickly metamorphosed when brought in contact with an artificial ad-

mixture of the above-mentioned glandular secretions and buccal or even

nasal mucus. (The nasal mucus alone did not possess this property.)

A mixture of the secretions of the parotid and submaxillary glands,

without any secretion from the mucous membrane, was entirely deficient

in this property.

To prove that the action of the saliva on starch is continued in the

stomach, the same author instituted the following experiments : in one

case he fed a dog in whom a gastric fistula had been established, upon
boiled starch after a twelve hours' fast ; repeated experiments showed
that the contents of the stomach which were discharged from the fistula

contained sugar. In another case Jacubowitsch introduced boiled starch

through a fistulous opening into the stomach of a dog, in whom the ex-

cretory ducts of the salivary glands had been tied ; but here he could

not discover any trace of sugar in the contents of the stomach after a
prolonged period.

Bidder and Schmidt, under whose superintendence the experiments of
Jacubowitsch were instituted, have convinced themselves by later expe-
riments, that the saliva loses its action on starch in the stomach of the
living animal. They introduced boiled starch under the most varied
conditions, into the stomachs of dogs through gastric fistulse, and found
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that after two hours' retention in the stomach, at most only mere traces

of sugar could be detected, while externally to the organism this meta-

morphosis always occurred, even when an excess of gastric juice was

added. This perfect suspension of the action of the saliva on starch

within the stomach cannot be sufficiently explained either by the com-

paratively short retention of the starch in the stomach, or by the assump-

tion that the salivary diastase is digested by the gastric juice. For on

the one hand the amylacea generally remain a sufficiently long time in

the stomach to undergo metamorphosis, and, on the other hand, the

gastric juice would also digest the salivary diastase externally to the

organism, which is not the case. These results of Bidder and Schmidt

may be to a certain degree explained by the assumption, that in these

experiments (in which starch was introduced through a fistula, or in the

form of very moist starch-paste, through the mouth) only little saliva

flowed into the stomach, where it became too much diluted by the

gastric juice.

We are, consequently, led by the earlier observations of Bernard, as

well as by the more recent investigations of Bidder and Schmidt, to the

conclusion, that notwithstanding its energetic action on starch, and not-

withstanding its abundant supply, the saliva takes no very important

part in the digestion of the amylacea. Hence its principal use in the

animal body must be of a mechanical nature. Besides the uses of this

nature, mentioned in the text, Bidder and Schmidt believe that one of

the main objects of the salivary secretion is its co-operation in the per-

petual interchange of the watery fluids within the living organism.

Wright attaches a very high degree of importance to the alkalinity

of the saliva both during insalivation and during gastric digestion, and
ascribes to it a second chemical function, viz., that of saturating the ex-

cessive quantity of acid introduced into the stomach or formed within it.

It is certainly an undeniable fact that alkaline saliva is secreted after

the ingestion of acid food ; but this also occurs when highly seasoned

food, spirituous liquors, and other stimulants have been taken, which
cannot have been saturated or combined, like the acids, with the alkali

of the saliva. It is extremely doubtful whether the object of this secre-

tion is to saturate the free acid, since our experiments have in general

rather tended to show that an excess of acid in the stomach is less in-

jurious to the digestion of nitrogenous substances than any deficiency

in its quantity. For the present, therefore, we must rest satisfied with

admitting that as the saliva constantly becomes alkaline during or after

eating, even in those cases in which it was acid before the ingestion of

food, and as moreover its alkalinity increases after taking indigestible or

acrid substances, the alkali probably contributes to promote the function

of the saliva, although we must leave it to future inquirers to determine

the manner in which this object is effected.

Wright supports his assertion by an appeal to his own experience ; he
found that the effect of spitting, after having partaken of a full meal,

was alway to induce an abundance of acidity with much pain in the

stomach, and a corresponding alkalinity in the saliva.

The saliva exerts no metamorphic action on any of the carbohydrates

excepting starch : cane-sugar, gum, vegetable mucus (bassorin), and
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cellulose, remain unchanged in the saliva ; it is only in certain species

of sugar, and after long-continued digestion at a high temperature, that

we observe the formation of lactic and subsequently of butyric acid.

The saliva exerts no action whatever on albuminous and gelati-

genous food ; its utmost effect being to relax their tissues like pure

water, and thus to render them more accessible to the action of the gas-

tric juice.

Wright thought he had convinced himself from numerous experiments

that flesh is softened and rendered tender in its texture much more rapidly

when digested with saliva, than when it is subjected to the action of

water ; he further concluded from these and similar experiments, that

the saliva contributes essentially to the digestion of animal substances

;

but Jacubowitsch and Frerichs have recently shown by their more accu-

rate and well-tested experiments, that this view is utterly erroneous.

Bernard and Barreswil1 believed that they were justified from some of

their experiments in laying down the following proposition :
" Le sue

gastrique, le fluide pancreatique, et la salive, renferment un meme prin-

cipe organique, actif dans la digestion: mais e'est seulement la nature de

la reaction chimique, qui fait differer le role physiologique de chacun de

ces liquides, et qui determine leur aptitude digestive pour tel ou tel

principe alimentaire."

If this view had not been fully controverted by the admirable experi-

ments of Jacubowitsch and Frerichs, its untenability would have been

manifest to every one on a mere repetition of Bernard and Barreswil's

experiments.

Liebig has suggested that the saliva may be designed from its tendency

to frothing, to convey atmospheric air into the stomach and intestinal

canal. Wright and others subsequently to him have shown that starch

is metamorphosed by saliva obtained by expectoration (which has con-

sequently been sufficiently exposed to the action of the air), without further

access of oxygen ; and Valentin2 has very correctly stated that oxygen

is not necessary for the digestion of animal substances by the gastric

juice—facts which have been advanced in refutation of Liebig's view
;

but it should be borne in mind that these experiments were not conducted

with such accuracy as to exclude all access of oxygen, and that they

cannot therefore be advanced as sufficient evidence against the accuracy

of Liebig's view : there are, moreover, as we know, certain processes, as

for instance the vinous fermentation, in which it requires the greatest

exactitude of observation to demonstrate the necessity of a slight access

of oxygen. Then again, the fact that only mixed saliva, that is to say,

saliva which has been in contact with atmospheric air, is capable of me-
tamorphosing starch, speaks rather in favor of Liebig's view than against

it. Even if the oxygen, which undoubtedly passes into the primce vice

with the saliva, exerts no effect upon the process of digestion in the

stomach, the use of this gas in the intestinal canal may readily be un-
derstood, although it cannot be specially demonstrated. We know that

gases are present in the intestinal canal, and that these gases are rich in

carbonic acid and often also in hydrogen compounds. The formation of
the latter, whose passage into the blood would be followed by very in-

'Compt. rend. T. 21, p. 88. 2 Lehrb. d. Physiol, des Menschen. Bd. 1, S. 286.
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jurious results, must necessarily be greatly limited by the presence of

free oxygen. According to the laws of the diffusion of gases, the pre-

sence of oxygen in the intestines must diminish the withdrawal of oxy-

gen from the blood and the supply of carbonic acid and hydrogen to that

fluid.

Wright considers that one of the most prominent functions of the

saliva is its supposed property of serving as a necessary stimulant to the

stomach, and thus promoting the digestive process. We have already

frequently expressed our dissent from the dynamical explanation of

physiological phenomena ; according to our view, even the nerves cannot

act independently of chemical changes, and if we are to admit the con-

trol of dynamical forces on the nervous system, we must first establish

the existence of definite chemical relations in proof of such an action.

It appears to us altogether inconsistent to attach any importance in

physiological chemistry to the obscure idea of an irritant. When I

, introduced fresh saliva, through a fistulous opening, into the stomach of

a dog, I observed that the same amount of gastric juice was secreted as

when other mucous fluids were conveyed into the stomach. There is no
indication of any special irritant in experiments of this kind ; and the

stimulating action of the saliva can hardly be required for the process

of gastric digestion, since solid substances, and more especially nitro-

genous food, induce a far more abundant secretion of gastric juice than
pure saliva.

Wright introduced from 3 to 10 ounces of saliva, through an elastic-

gum catheter, into the stomachs of dogs that had been kept fasting, and
observed, after the lapse of ten minutes, contraction of the abdominal
muscles, uneasiness, eructations, and vomiting. I did not perceive any
of these phenomena when I introduced fresh human saliva into the

stomach of a dog, through a fistulous opening, but I certainly did not
employ more than two ounces at most ; six ounces of the parotid saliva

of a horse were, however, equally well retained by the dog. Nor can
any conclusions be deduced from vomiting in dogs, since they vomit on
the slightest provocation, and frequently devour what they have thrown
up without experiencing any bad effect from it. The quantity of saliva

which was used by Wright, and which could not have been very speedily

collected, leads us to suspect that his "normal saliva" was already under-
going decomposition, and consequently gave rise to these abnormal phe-
nomena.

Wright also distinguishes several passive functions of the saliva
;

(a) it

assists the sense of taste
;

(b) it favors the expression of the voice
;

(c)

it clears the mucous membrane of the mouth, and moderates thirst.

We must not omit to mention, at the close of these remarks on the

saliva, that Wright believes he has confirmed, by his experiments of in-

jecting the saliva of animals into the blood, the ancient opinion, which,
however, is still maintained by Eberle1 and Hunefeld, 2 that the saliva of
enraged animals, or of men in a violent fit of anger, is capable of in-

ducing a number of highly suspicious, morbid symptoms, and more
especially hydrophobia, when introduced into the blood. In the experi-

ments made by Prinz and myself on dogs, with human saliva and the
1 Physiol, der Verdauung. WUrzburg, 1834, S. 28. 2 Chemie u Medicin. S. 52.
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saliva of a horse, and conducted very nearly in the same manner as

Wright's, excepting that we employed only filtered saliva, we never ob-

served any symptoms of hydrophobia, even in dogs that suffered from

the experiment, nor did we recognize, in the dissection of these animals,

any of the pathologico-anatomical phenomena (as, for instance, in the

stomach) which are usually met with in the post-mortem examination of

mad dogs. Jacubowitsch1 has also devoted the most careful attention to

this subject, and instituted very accurate experiments, which not only

refute Wright's statements, but expose at the same time the grounds that

had led to the erroneous views arising from these experiments. The re-

sults of Jacubowitsch's experiments are as follows : human saliva does

not give rise to any morbid symptoms, even when introduced in large

quantities into the stomachs of dogs : unfiltered saliva produces symp-

toms of choking when injected into the veins : filtered saliva (which has

been freed from epithelium, and other morphological substances which

might obstruct the capillaries of the lesser circulation) may be injected

with perfect impunity. The saliva collected during smoking contains

empyreumatic substances, which give rise to symptoms of narcosis when
the fluid is injected into the stomach or veins. Hertwig2 has shown, by
numerous experiments, that even the saliva of mad dogs, when inserted

into the stomachs of other animals, or when they are inoculated with it,

is unable to produce hydrophobia.

GASTRIC JUICE.

The fluid which accumulates in the stomach after the ingestion of

food, is in its pure state perfectly clear and transparent, almost entirely

devoid of color, having at most but a very faint yellow tint ; it has

a very faint, peculiar odor, and a scarcely perceptible saline-acid taste,

and is a little heavier than water ; only a few morphological elements

can be perceived in it ; and these consist partly of unchanged cells of

the gastric glands, partly of the nuclei of these cells, and partly of

fine molecular matter, which is produced by the disintegration of these

elements. Its reaction is very acid ; it is not rendered turbid by boiling

;

when neutralized with alkalies a slight turbidity may sometimes be re-

marked. The gastric juice is distinguished from most other animal
fluids by the circumstance that it remains for a very long time undecom-
posed, and that even when a fungous growth (mould) has appeared it

always still retains its most essential character, namely, its digestive

power.

The best method of obtaining gastric juice in a state of the greatest
possible purity, is to feed dogs, in whom gastric fistulae have been arti-

ficially formed, with bones which they can readily break to pieces ; in
the course of from 5 to 10 minutes to open the outer closed extremity of
the fistula

; and by means of a funnel and catheter to collect the escap-
1 Op. cit. pp. 42-47.
2 Beitriige zur niihern Kenntniss der Wuthkrankheit. Berlin, 1829, S. 156.
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ing juice, and to separate it by filtration from fiocculi of mucus, and any

fragments of food that may be present. It is, however, an objection

that a considerable quantity of saliva is always mixed with gastric juice

obtained in this manner.

Formerly the only method of obtaining gastric juice in any available

quantity was to feed animals which had been for a long time kept fasting,

and to kill them in from 10 to 30 minutes afterwards. If we employ

bones, tendons, or large pieces of flesh, we generally find in the stomach

of the animal a gastric juice which is very suitable for the purpose of ex-

periment, since it possesses all the properties of a normal gastric juice

obtained in the preceding manner ; if, however, the animals have been

for a long time fasting, rather more mucus is present ; this is the only

difference I have ever observed. Tiedemann and Gmelin used no gastric

juice in their investigations which was not collected in this manner ; but

in place of the above-named food they used irritant and insoluble sub-

stances (pepper-corns and pebbles).

It must be observed that this method answers very well with carnivora

and omnivora, but not with herbivora (unless with ruminants) ; for in the

latter, at all events in rabbits, we often find that after very prolonged

fasting (even after the animal has died from inanition), the stomach is

still full of the remains of food : in this manner, however, we never

obtain a pure gastric juice, but one always containing saliva. Moreover,

it is obvious that it is not a very satisfactory or useful method, since we
never obtain from it more than a small quantity of gastric juice, and a

large number of animals must be killed in order to obtain a sufficient

quantity for the purpose of analysis or experiment.

Spallanzani, Braconnot, and Leuret and Lassaigne, obtained gastric

juice without killing the animals, by making them swallow sponges

attached to a string, and after some time withdrawing them from the

stomach. Although these experimentalists, with the aid of this method,

made many beautiful observations, and threw much light on the myste-

rious digestive fluid, the objections pertaining to this means are so

obvious as not to require mention ; the greatest being that in this way we
not only collect an impure gastric juice, but that the quantity which we
obtain is also very small.

The third and best method is that which we first mentioned, depending

on the establishment of artificial gastric fistulae. After Beaumont's1 most
admirable and decisive observations on gastric digestion, which were in-

stituted on a man in whom a gastric fistula had become formed, in con-

sequence of a gun-shot wound, we are in the next place indebted to

Blondlot2
for producing such fistulous openings in dogs. I have not found

the establishment of these fistulse by any means so easy a matter as

would be inferred from Blondlot's description. A number of causes

may intervene to prevent the operation from terminating favorably.

Foremost amongst these, I may mention that the dogs generally bite

away the ligature and the plug to which the thread passing through the

1 Experiments and Observations on the Gastric Juice, and the Physiology of Diges-
tion. Boston, 1834.

2 Traite" analytique de la Digestion, consid6r<>e particulierement dans l'homme et dans
les animaux vertebras. Nancy et Paris, 1843.
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stomach is fastened, and pull out the thread, so that a rupture of the

stomach ensues, which is perfectly certain to cause the death of the ani-

mal ; and the application of a starch handage is seldom of any use in

preventing this mischief, unless the animal be so securely tied that he

cannot move himself. This cruel procedure must, further, be continued

for some time, since the subsequent application of sponge plugs to dilate

the fistula requires equal precautions. Hence, as far as my own expe-

rience goes, I can only recommend Bardeleben's 1 method of establishing

such fistula, by which the above and many other objections to Blond-

lot's procedure are avoided.

According to Bardeleben, the following is the best method of pro-

ceeding. We make an incision two inches in length from the ensiform

process towards the umbilicus, exactly in the linea alba ; after perfectly

separating the abdominal walls, we open the peritoneum for an equal

length, and with two fingers seize the stomach (which, if the animal has

been fed shortly before the operation, is very easily accomplished) ; we
then form a fold about an inch in length (in which we must take care that

no large bloodvessels are running), pass a ligature through it with a

strong needle, and fasten the fold to a wooden peg placed transversely

across the wound, which must be closed by stitches passing of course

through the abdominal walls ; the fold of stomach must then be included

in the angle of the wound lying nearest to the navel, in order that the

thread shall not cut the fold in the violent movements which accompany
the vomiting that often ensues, and in which the stomach is forcibly

drawn inwards. Bardeleben lays it down as a very important rule, that

a doubled thread should be drawn through the abdominal muscles and
fold of stomach, and that the two ends of one thread should be tied in

front of the portion of stomach thus artificially prolapsed, and those of

the other behind it. The wound then requires no further treatment (and

this in Blondlot's method is a matter of very great difficulty) ; the ani-

mal's licking does no harm, since it only keeps the Avound clean. The
included portion of stomach soon becomes gangrenous (generally from
the third to the fifth day), and is then thrown off; the fistula is then

completed. To introduce a suitable canula into the fistula, which shall

neither fall out nor press too hard, nor when closed shall allow

fluid to escape from the stomach, is a matter of much greater diffi-

culty. For this purpose Bardeleben has also contrived a very simple

and useful apparatus, namely, a silver tube, about three-fourths of an
inch long, provided at one end with a projecting border, in place of the

double button-like instrument used by Blondlot : into this tube there are

fitted two double hooks, united by a wire of the same length as the
canula ; by a well-fitting cork these hooks are so pressed upon the walls

of the canula, as to render it impossible for the whole apparatus to escape
from the wound. For further particulars regarding details of manipula-
tion, I must refer to Bardeleben's memoir.

Pure filtered gastric juice contains only a small amount of solid con-
stituents, namely, from 1-05 to l«48g ; and hence they, and especially
the organic ingredients, have been very little examined.

In a specimen of human gastric juice collected by Beaumont, Berze-
lius found 1-27° of solid constituents ; in the gastric juice of a dog

1 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 1-7.
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Blondlot found 1*00, and Leuret and Lassaigne 1*32{} ; and in that of a

horse, Frerichs found l'72g. I have derived the above-named numbers

from experiments on the gastric juice of various dogs ; it must, however,

be remarked that on evaporation, the gastric juice not only loses water,

but also a comparatively large quantity of hydrochloric acid, as will be

seen from the experiments presently to be described. Hence it was that

Tiedemann and Gmelin found that the solid constituents amounted to

l-95g in the gastric juice of a dog, to whom carbonate of lime had pre-

viously been administered, the hydrochloric acid being thus prevented

from escaping, and chloride of calcium being formed.

Very different opinions have been held, up to the most recent times,

regarding the nature of the free acid of the gastric juice. Prout was
the first who instituted any serviceable chemical investigations regarding

the gastric juice, and for a long time after the publication of his results,

the presence of free hydrochloric acid in this fluid was regarded as es-

tablished : it has, however, been shown (p. 93) that free lactic acid is the

predominating acidifying agent in the stomach.

We have already stated all that need be said regarding the compara-

tively rare occurrence of hydrofluoric, acetic, and butyric acids in the

gastric juice, in our remarks on those acids: we have only to add that

Frerichs has recently succeeded in detecting butyric acid in the stomach
of a fasting horse and of a fasting sheep, thus confirming the earlier

experiments of Tiedemann and Gmelin.

In regard to the free acid in the gastric juice, I may observe that in

six experiments in which I dried the gastric juice in vacuo, and inter-

cepted the hydrochloric acid which was evolved (see p. 93), I found
it to vary from 0-098 to 0-132g ; and I then found from 0-320 to 0-583g

of free lactic acid in the residue ; so that if lactic acid had been the only

free acid in the gastric juice (that is to say, if the acidity had depended
on that acid alone) it would have ranged from 0-561 to 0-908g.

Schmidt, who analyzed specimens of gastric juice free from lactic acid,

found that in nine analyses of the gastric juice (not mixed with saliva)

of dogs, the free hydrochloric acid varied from 0-245 to 0-423g, the mean
being 0*335g ; in gastric juice containing saliva, he obtained in three

analyses from 0-1708 to 0-3358$, the mean being 0-2337 g ; while the gas-

tric juice from the fourth stomach of the sheep yielded as the mean of

two analyses 0-1234-g. The gastric juice of the sheep always contained

a little lactic acid, which, however, was apparently not secreted in the

glands in the walls of the stomach, but formed by fermentation from
starch.

It is not at all improbable that the quantity of free acid in the gastric

juice is as variable as that of the alkali in the saliva ; any one, however,

who has occupied himself with experiments of this nature, will see that

these numbers can only give an approximative idea regarding the quan-
tity of acid in the gastric juice ; for, independently of the circumstance

that the fluid collected from a gastric fistula is never obtained in a
state of entire purity, the methods adopted for exciting the flow of

the secretion exert an essential influence on its constitution. The
gastric juice used in my experiments was collected from three dogs at

very different times, after they had fasted for twelve hours. I gave them
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fatty bones, and collected the gastric juice in from 10 to 25 minutes

afterwards ; it was only by the repetition of the process that I could

gradually collect a quantity of gastric juice sufficient for analysis, so

that each of the six determinations may be regarded as giving a mean

result. I determined the whole amount of the free acid of the filtered

gastric juice, by saturating it with carbonate of baryta, and then calcu-

lating the quantity of free lactic acid from the sulphate of baryta pre-

cipitated by sulphuric acid.

Blondlot, by some erroneous process, was induced to believe that gas-

tric juice did not decompose carbonate of lime, and was hence led to

conclude that the acid reaction of the gastric juice depended solely on
the acid phosphate of lime; Dumas, Melsens, and Bernard have found

that not only the carbonate but also the basic phosphate of lime is so-

luble in gastric juice, as also are even zinc and iron, hydrogen being

simultaneously developed—properties which a solution of acid phosphate

of lime does not possess.

In addition to lactic acid, the solid residue of the gastric juice con-

tains an extraordinary quantity of metallic chlorides, namely, chloride

of sodium with smaller quantities of the chlorides of calcium and magne-
sium, and traces of protochloride of iron.

Schmidt, moreover, found that chloride of ammonium was constantly

present in the gastric juice ; its quantity varied in the pure gastric juice

of the dog from 0-0372 to 0"065g (the mean being 0-047g), and in the

gastric juice mixed with saliva from 0*0276 to 0"084g, while in the

gastric juice of the sheep it averaged 0-0475g. The gastric juice (free

from saliva) of the dog contains on an average 0*42562 of fixed chlorides,

while that which is mixed with the saliva contains 0*588$, the addition

of the saliva to the gastric juice inducing an augmentation of the chlo-

rides of sodium and calcium ; of the latter Schmidt found only 0*06240
in pure gastric juice, while the quantity amounted to 0*1661§ in the

mixed fluid. The gastric juice (containing saliva) of the sheep contains

on an average 0-6§ of fixed chlorides.

On evaporating gastric juice we obtain a residue consisting of crys-

tals of chloride of sodium, moistened with a yellowish syrupy mass, which
consists principally of lactate of soda. The presence of protochloride of

iron may almost always be easily recognized in strongly evaporated
gastric juice by means of ferridcyanide of potassium.

Phosphate of lime is only present in small quantities in filtered gastric

juice.

When the juice abounds in mucus or cells, this salt usually occurs in

larger quantities, if we estimate it by the ash left by the residue.

Alkaline sulphates and phosphates cannot be detected in pure gastric

juice ; neither can ammoniacal salts.

For if ammonia were present, on evaporating fresh gastric juice over
hydrated magnesia, and extracting the residue with alcohol, there would
either be a development of ammonia (which is not observed), or hydro-
chlorate and lactate of ammonia would be found in the alcoholic solu-
tion

;
on precipitating the bases from this fluid with sulphuric acid, we

find no trace of ammonia in the deposit. If, however, the ammonia were
combined with the magnesia as triple phosphate, this might be readily
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discovered by a microscopic examination of the residue insoluble in

alcohol ; for even when this residue was treated with a little phosphoric

acid and hydrochloric acid (perfectly free from ammonia), and the solu-

tion digested with magnesia, the triple phosphate was not formed. I

can, therefore, only believe that the hydrochlorate of ammonia found by

Braconnot, Tiedemann and Gmelin, and others, must have been formed

during the chemical examination by the action of free hydrochloric acid

on mucus or some other nitrogenous animal substance.

In addition to the mineral constituents, we also find in the gastric

juice certain organic substances which, however, in consequence of the

extremely small quantities in which they occur, have been very little

examined ; these are a substance soluble in water and in absolute alcohol

(formerly known as osmazome), and a substance soluble only in water,

and more or less perfectly precipitable by alcohol, tannic acid, corrosive

sublimate, and the salts of lead ; the latter, which seems to be a mixture

of several different substances, constitutes the true digestive principle
;

its solution, on being boiled, certainly loses the property of effecting the

characteristic change on the protein-bodies and gelatigenous substances,

but does not coagulate like albumen, as was formerly supposed from
experiments performed with artificial gastric juice.

With regard to the ferment of the gastric juice, Schmidt obtained it by
neutralizing the fluid with lime-water, evaporating to the consistence of

oil, and precipitating with anhydrous alcohol ; this precipitate was then

dissolved in water, and thrown down with bichloride of mercury ; in the

organic matter of this mercury-compound Schmidt found 53-9g of car-

bon, 6"7§ of hydrogen, and 17'8§ of nitrogen.

The mean amount of the organic matters, both in pure and in mixed
gastric juice, was a little above 1*7{j, while the mineral constituents

averaged l*0g.

Schmidt found no essential difference in the composition of the gastric

juice of dogs, after they had been fed for a long time solely with vegeta-

bles, or solely with flesh. It cannot, however, be a mere accidental co-

incidence, that the highest numbers for the phosphate of iron were found
in four cases after the use of vegetable food.

The ratio in which the mineral constituents of the gastric juice stand

to the organic, is a somewhat varying one ; in the gastric juice of the

horse, Gmelin found 1 #05# of organic, and 0-55{~ of inorganic consti-

tuents, while on the other hand Frerichs found 0-98 % of organic, and
0'74g of inorganic matters ; in the gastric juice of the dog Frerichs found

#72^ of organic, and 0*43g of inorganic constituents ; while I found from
0-86 to 0-99g of the former, and from 0-38 to 0-56g of the latter.

By the term artificial gastric juice we understand a fluid which is

obtained by treating the glandular tissue of the stomach in a peculiar

manner with dilute hydrochloric acid, and which possesses the charac-

teristic property, in common with the natural gastric juice, of converting

nitrogenous articles of food into soluble, non-coagulable substances.

After Eberle 1 had shown that the gastric juice, when removed from
the animal body, retains the property of inducing peculiar changes in

the food, and that by digesting the mucous membrane of the stomach
1 Physiologie der Verdauung. Wiirzburg, 1834.
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with extremely dilute acids, we obtain a fluid which possesses true di-

gestive powers, it was proved by Schwann 1 that it is only the glandular

structure of the stomach which possesses the property of yielding a

digestive mixture with acids, and further, that corrosive sublimate throws

down a precipitate from it, which possesses the digestive power in a high

degree. To this substance Schwann gave the name of pepsin. Was-

mann,3 who investigated the subject even more fully than Schwann, de-

monstrated that the source of the gastric juice and of this pepsin lay in

the gastric glands, which he carefully observed and described ; he like-

wise attempted to exhibit pepsin in a purer state.

He proceeded in the following manner : the glandular layer in the

stomach of the pig, which extends chiefly from the greater curvature

towards the cardia, was carefully detached and washed, without being

cut up ; then digested with distilled water at a temperature of from 30°

to 35°. After some hours the fluid was poured away, the membrane
was again washed in cold water, and then digested in the cold with about

six ounces of distilled water, and repeatedly washed, till a putrid odor

began to be developed. The filtered fluid was transparent, viscid, and

without any reaction ; it was now precipitated with acetate of lead or

corrosive sublimate ; the precipitate was carefully washed and decom-

posed with sulphuretted hydrogen ; the pepsin was then precipitated by
alcohol from the watery solution in white flocks.

The pepsin thus obtained, forms, when dry, a yellow, gummy, slightly

hygroscopic mass ; in its moist state it is white and bulky ; it dissolves

readily in water, and always retains a little free acid so as to redden

litmus ; it is precipitated by alcohol from its watery solution ; mineral

acids induce a turbidity in a solution of neutralized pepsin, which disap-

pears on the addition of a small excess of the acid ; but if there be a

considerable excess of the acid, there is a flocculent deposit ; it is only

imperfectly precipitated by metallic salts, and not at all by ferrocyanide

of potassium ; it has been asserted that pepsin is coagulated by boiling,

but Frerichs has shown that the coagulation is merely dependent on its

admixture with albumen.

This substance possesses the converting power in so high a degree,

that, according to Wasmann, a solution containing only one-sixtieth

thousand part, if slightly acidulated, dissolves coagulated albumen in six

or eight hours. This property of pepsin is not destroyed by alcohol

;

and in this respect Wasmann and Schwann coincide : it is, however, lost

when the solution is boiled or carefully neutralized with potash ; in both

cases the fluid becomes turbid.

Almost simultaneously with Wasmann, similar experiments on the

digestive principle were made by Pappenheim3 and Valentin,4 and sub-

sequently by Elsasser, 5 with artificial gastric juice ; and they all arrived

at the same general results ; but pepsin sufficiently pure for chemical
analysis has never been exhibited up to the present time.

1 Pogg. Ann Bd. 38, S. 358.
2 De digestione nonnulla, diss, inaug. Berol. 1839.
3 Zur Kenntniss der Verdauung. Breslau, 1839.
4 Valentin's Repert. Bd. 1, S. 46.
s Magenerweiehung der Siiuglinge. Stuttgart, 1846. S. 68 ff.
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As in Wasmann's method of procedure, putrid parts and digested

particles of food were always mixed with the artificial gastric juice, I 1

struck upon the following method of obtaining a digestive fluid in a state

of the greatest possible purity.

The stomach of a recently killed pig having been properly cleaned, I

detached from it the portion of mucous membrane in which the gastric

glands chiefly lie.

As this piece of mucous membrane still contains a tolerably thick

layer of submucous areolar tissue, or of the so-called vascular coat, in

which the gastric glands are in a manner imbedded, this cannot be at

once employed in the preparation of the digestive fluid, since then a

quantity of digested gelatinous substance would be mixed with it. This

source of error cannot be entirely avoided, since in every mode of treat-

ment heterogeneous elements of tissue will be mixed with the glandular

contents. In order, however, to obtain the latter in as pure a state as

possible, the piece of mucous membrane, after lying for an hour or two

in distilled water at the ordinary temperature, must be gently scraped

with a blunt knife or spatula ; the pale grayish-red, tenacious mucus
which adheres to the blade must be placed in distilled water, and the

mixture must be kept at the ordinary temperature for two or three hours,

being frequently shaken in the interval : a little free acid must then be

added, and the mixture placed for half an hour or an hour in a hatching-

oven at a temperature of from 35° to 38°. By this time, the fluid will

be found to have lost much of its viscidity, and it is now only slightly

turbid ; it passes readily through the filter, in the form of a perfectly

limpid fluid with a scarcely perceptible yellow tint.

These and similar artificial mixtures are of much service, as experience

has indeed fully shown, in the investigation of different conditions and
phenomena in relation to digestion ; but they are far less suited than gastric

juice discharged from the living animal for experiments having for their

object to isolate as much as possible from the unessential ingredients,

and to render fit for chemical analysis, the true digestive principle, or

the group of substances which constitute it. If the gastric juice from
the living animal be always mixed with a little saliva, that fluid inter-

feres far less with an accurate analysis than the albumen and the dif-

ferent peptones in the artificial digestive fluids ; and even if we could

separate the albumen, the peptones would still be associated with the

digestive principle, as indeed they are even with the natural gastric

juice, although in a far less degree. Notwithstanding the labors of

many observers, it appears by no means impossible that by repeated in-

vestigations we may so limit the digestive principle as to find a chemical

expression for it, whether we can exhibit the actual substance or not.

Frerichs, in his classical article on digestion, has hit upon the right line

of investigation—upon the only course which can lead to definite limits

—when he precipitated the natural gastric juice with alcohol ; unless too

much alcohol be added, the greater part of the peptones, and also of the

aqueous extractive matter of the saliva, remains in solution, as indeed

does a little pepsin. The precipitate dissolves pretty freely in water,

from which it is precipitated by corrosive sublimate, protochloride of tin,

1 Ber. d. Gesellsch. der Wiss. zu Leipzig. 1849, S. 10.
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basic acetate of lead, and tannic acid, and in an imperfect manner by

neutral acetate of lead ; it does not become turbid on boiling, exhibits

strong digestive properties when treated Avith dilute hydrochloric or with

lactic°acid, but, like the gastric juice, is deprived of them by boiling, by

absolute alcohol, and by neutralization with alkalies ; in an alkaline solu-

tion it very soon becomes putrid, and in a neutral one it seems to give

rise to the formation of fungi ; but when rendered acid, it remains for a

very long time without suffering decomposition, exactly as natural gastric

juice. Frerichs has proved that the flocks precipitated by alcohol con-

tain sulphur and nitrogen.

We shall discuss the true sources of the pepsin, the gastric glands,

and their contents, in the histologico-chemical part of this work.

C. Schmidt1 has propounded a very interesting view regarding the

nature of the digestive principle ; he regards it as a conjugated acid,

whose negative constituent is hydrochloric acid, with Wasmann's non-

acid or coagulated pepsin as an adjunct, and assumes that it possesses

the property of entering into soluble combinations with albumen, glutin,

chondrin, &c; according to him, it more nearly resembles ligno-sul-

phuric acid than any other conjugated acid, and as this becomes disinte-

grated into dextrin and sulphuric acid, so the pepsin-hydrochloric acid

becomes separated at 100° into Wasmann's coagulated pepsin and hydro-

chloric acid, and in either case it is equally impossible to reproduce the

conjugated acid from its proximate elements after their separation. On
bringing the complex acid in contact with an alkali, the adjunct—the

substance which has been in combination with the hydrochloric acid—is

precipitated. Schmidt believes that he has ascertained that an artificial

digestive mixture which has expended its solvent and digestive powers,

regains them on the addition of free acid ; and that when hydrochloric

acid is added, the pepsin-hydrochloric acid is expelled from its combina-

tion with albumen, &c, and thus regains its former properties, while

the newly added hydrochloric acid enters into its well-known soluble

combinations with albumen, &c. By the repeated addition of hydro-

chloric acid, a digestive fluid or this pepsin-hydrochloric acid might

preserve its digesting power forever, unless the fluid became saturated

with the dissolved substances, or the conjugated acid underwent decom-

position.

Ingenious as this view of Schmidt's undoubtedly is, and singularly as

it seems to harmonize with certain facts, there are other and very im-

portant facts which appear to render its correctness doubtful. The
existence of this pepsin-hydrochloric acid has not been recognized by
any analysis of a combination of it with a mineral base or with an albu-

minous substance. Although I have instituted numerous experiments

regarding the quantitative relations between the digestive fluid and the

substances to be digested, I cannot ascertain that there are any such pro-

portions between the acid and the digested substance as at all accord
with the ordinary acid or basic combinations of acid and base ; and
further, the digested substances (the peptones) separated by the acid,

are altogether different from the original albumen, fibrin, casein, &c,
1 De digestionis natura, etc. Diss, inaug. Dorp. Liv. 1846; and Ann. d. Ch. u.

Pharin. lid. 61, S. 22-24.
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which, however, according to Schmidt, combine in a simple manner with

this complex acid, and then directly undergo solution. Further grounds

for opposing this hypothesis will become apparent when we enter more

fully into the consideration of the peptones.

Very little is known regarding the abnormal constituents which, under

certain physiological or pathological conditions, may occur in the gastric

juice. We know that in the normal condition, the stomach, when it is

empty, is invested with a layer of mucus, which exhibits no reaction

with vegetable colors. In gastric catarrh, this mucus accumulates in

larger quantities, and on chemical examination is found to present little

difference from the secretions of other mucous membranes ;
and, like

them, it only in a slight degree possesses digestive powers on the addi-

tion of a free acid : even while in the stomach it appears in part to

undergo decomposition, and subsequently, on being mixed with amyla-

ceous or saccharine food, to enter into abnormal processes of fermenta-

tion, as, for instance, acetic, butyric, and lactic fermentation. The

contents of the stomach then contain far more free acid than occurs in

them in normal digestion. The two last-named processes of fermenta-

tion are especially promoted by the presence of fat, which gives rise to

heartburn, a sensation of constriction in the throat, and vomiting ; and

at the same time, there is often a revulsory (antiperistaltic) motion of

the intestinal tube, which causes a regurgitation of bile into the stomach,

and this is an additional impediment to digestion. Biliary matters

cannot, however, strictly speaking, be regarded as abnormal constituents

of the gastric juice, since they are never produced from the same sources

as that secretion ; they are, however, so frequently met with, that I have

made few examinations of human bodies, or even of recently killed

healthy animals, in which I have nofdiscovered biliary constituents in

the contents of the stomach lying near the pyloric end.

The contents of the stomach, in post-mortem examinations, and some-

times also the matters which are vomited in cases of gastric catarrh,

are perfectly neutral or even alkaline on their outer surface, which is

turned towards the walls of the stomach, while the inner parts often

exhibit a very strong acid reaction ; this phenomenon, wonderful as it

appears at first sight, is obviously dependent on the circumstance that

there must simultaneously have been a deficient secretion of gastric juice,

and such slight movements of the stomach as not to have sufficiently

mixed the contents with one another ; and hence, either that the inner

portions have undergone one of the above-mentioned acid fermentations,

or that they have retained the acid reaction peculiar to the food.

It appears as if heterogeneous matters in the animal body made a

repeated circulation through the gastric glands, as they seem^ to do

through the salivary glands, before they are removed by the kidneys,

or undergo change in any other part ; at least this seems to be shown

by the experiments of Bernard, 1 who injected solutions of sulphocyanide

of potassium and of perchloride of iron into different veins of the same

dog, and first observed the formation of sulphocyanide of iron in the

gastric juice.

1 Arch. gen. de Mdd. 4 Ser. T. xi. p. 310.
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It is universally known that in uraemia, or after extirpation of the

kidneys, urea is secreted by the gastric glands.

Since the time of Nysten (see p. 154), urea has often been found in

the vomited matters in cases of uraemia, consequent on Bright's disease

or on cholera. Bernard and Barreswil 1 have made two interesting ex-

periments in reference to this point. After extirpating the kidneys in

dogs, they found that at the commencement of the retention of the urinary

constituents in the blood, the gastric juice contained no urea, but a very

large quantity of hydrochlorate of ammonia, without, however, being

less acid than in the normal state : it is worthy of notice that the gastric

juice, under these circumstances, was secreted very copiously without

the irritation caused by the presence of food, that is to say, when the

dog was fasting. As long as the gastric juice remained acid, these

chemists found no urea in the blood ; they found it, however, as soon as

well-marked morbid symptoms were established in the animal ; and in

this case there was only a little gastric juice, which, moreover, was

secreted in a decidedly alkaline state, and contained much carbonate of

ammonia.
In two cases in which I analyzed vomited matters, I found urea when

the patients presented none of the phenomena of uraemia ; the vomited

matter had a distinctly urinous odor, and, moreover, contained uric acid.

It was afterwards proved that the patients, who were hysterical girls,

had been drinking their own urine, and had simulated retention of that

excretion. Rayer2 has recorded a similar case. In accordance with

Bernard's experiments, we very often find carbonate of ammonia in

vomited matters, and especially in the contents of the stomach after

death. In the group of symptoms which are associated with cholera

and Bright's disease, and to which we give the name urcemia, I have

always found the contents of the stomach and the vomited matters

strongly alkaline, and always rich in carbonate of ammonia, but never

containing urea. The symptoms indicating uraemia must, however,

have their foundation in something more than in the mere decomposi-

tion of urea into carbonate of ammonia ; for when I injected dilute

solutions of carbonate of ammonia in various proportions into the blood-

vessels of cats and dogs, convulsions, and even tetanic spasms (in the

case of large doses) ensued, which, as is well known, do not pertain to

the ordinary phenomena of uraemia, while vomiting did not occur in

either class of animals, although it may be induced readily in both. The
stomach was usually only slightly reddened, and presented no essential

change in relation to its amount of mucus.

We are as yet unable to make any decisive statement regarding the

quantity of gastric juice secreted in twenty-four hours ; indeed, on this

point, we are at present entirely devoid of data. We only know that,

in the healthy state, its secretion is entirely dependent on the ingestion

of food, and that some articles of diet excite a more copious effusion of

gastric juice than others. Thus, for instance, sugar, aromatic sub-

stances, spirit of wine, and alkalies, when introduced into the stomach,
immediately excite an almost overflowing secretion of gastric juice;
while, on the other hand, animal substances, which remain for a longer

• Arch. ge"n. de He'd. 4 Se"r. T. xiii. p. 449-465. 2 Maladies des Reins, p. 285.
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period in the stomach, require a far greater quantity of gastric juice for
their perfect conversion.

According to my experiments, 100 grammes of the fresh gastric juice
of a dog cannot, on an average, effect the solution of more than 5
grammes of coagulated albumen (calculated as dry). Now if we assume
that an adult man receives into the stomach about 100 grammes of

albuminous matter in twenty-four hours, there must be secreted 2000
grammes, or 4 pounds of gastric juice, for the digestion of this quantity.
In order to determine the daily quantity of gastric juice ivhich is

secreted, Bidder and Schmidt employed dogs with gastric fistulse, which
they made to lie on the left side when the secretion commenced, by
which means the passage of any part of the gastric juice through the
pylorus into the duodenum was prevented : the secretion was, moreover,
collected on various days (with a considerable interval between them)
and at different periods after the last meal. They collected 823 grammes
of gastric juice from a dog weighing 16 kilogrammes, which on the
whole was submitted to 14 observations, extending over 12 hours. (These
observations of course not being continuous.) Another dog weighing 12
kilogrammes yielded 231 grammes in 4 hours (it having been submitted
to 6 observations). In the first case there were 103, and in the second,
115 grammes of gastric juice secreted for each kilogramme's weight of
the animal. We may, therefore, assume that the dog yields, at the
least, 10$ of its weight of gastric juice in 24 hours. We further know
that in the healthy state the secretion of gastric juice is for the most
part dependent on the ingestion of food, and that some kinds of food
excite a more copious flow of this fluid than others. There are some
substances, such, for instance, as sugar, aromatics, spirits, and alkalies,
which when introduced into the stomach, immediately excite an almost
gushing secretion of gastric juice, while other substances, as for instance,
animal food, require a far larger quantity of gastric juice for their
metamorphosis, in consequence of the much longer time of their reten-
tion in the stomach. As we shall return to this subject in our remarks
on the processes of digestion and nutrition, we need not enter into it

more fully in the present place.

After the preceding observations, there can be no doubt regarding
the physiological function of the gastric juice. The gastric juice serves
not merely to dissolve, but also to modify the nitrogenous elements of
food, as, for instance, the protein-compounds and their derivatives. It
was formerly believed that its only use was to convert insoluble and
coagulated substances into the corresponding soluble matters, and thus
to render them capable of resorption, and that it did not in any way
affect the soluble substances. If we have since convinced ourselves that
the casein is first coagulated by the gastric juice, in order again to be
converted by it into a soluble substance, we yet believe that soluble
albumen neither requires nor undergoes any such alterations in order to
be resorbed, or, as we commonly express it, to be assimilated (Tiede-
mann and Gmelin). On the other hand, we learn, from a positive ex-
perimental inquiry, what are the products which are developed during
the process of digestion ; and we ascertain that, by the action of natural
or artificial gastric juice on protein-bodies or gelatigenous matters there

vol. i. 29
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are formed thoroughly new substances, which, although they coincide in

their chemical composition and in many of their physical properties,

with the substances from which they arc derived, essentially differ from

them, not only in their ready solubility (in water, and even in dilute

alcohol), but in having now lost the faculty of forming insoluble com-

binations with most metallic salts. The formation of these substances,

which we designate as peptones, depends solely on the action of the

gastric juice, and occurs without the evolution or absorption of any gas,

and without the production of any secondary substance.

Beaumont was the first who observed that non-coagulated albumen also

undergoes a change on the stomach, while Tiedemann and Gmelin, and

subsequently Blondlot, believed that they had arrived at the opposite

conclusion, from their experiments. Any one may, however, very easily

convince himself that the blood-serum and the albumen of eggs when

stirred with water and filtered, are rendered as strongly turbid by the

gastric juice as by any other dilute acid ; the gastric juice, whether it be

natural or artificial, often exerts little or no further influence on the

albumen, when its digestive power is gone in consequence of the partial

or total loss of the free acid. If, however, we again add fresh acid, we
perceive the gradual conversion of the albumen in the diminution of the

quantity of the coagulable substance, unless, like Blondlot, we use too

small a quantity of gastric juice for the albumen ; finally, the fluid

ceases to give any trace of ordinary albumen, either when boiled, or on

the addition of nitric acid or of any other test. The same process may
be observed in natural digestion. If, for instance, we observe the

contents of the stomachs of dogs with a gastric fistula, after they have

swallowed such solutions of albumen, we find that the contents at first

have only a slight acid reaction (whether they are clear, or turbid from

the partial precipitation of the albumen, is a point which cannot be

decided, in consequence of the invariable presence of mucus). Very
soon, however, after from 5 to 10 minutes, so much gastric juice has

been secreted, that the alkali of the soluble albumen is not merely satu-

rated, but the whole digestive mixture has assumed a strong acid reac-

tion. Here also we may observe a gradual diminution of the coagulable

matter ; but I will not venture to deny that a part of the albumen may
pass in an uncoagulated condition into the small intestine, in a state of

health, as has been observed by Tiedemann and Gmelin. Mialhe 1 has

also convinced himself of the metamorphosis of soluble albumen during

gastric digestion. In relation to the products of the digestion of soluble

albumen, I have been unable, with the means we at present possess of

analyzing such complex bodies as the protein-compounds, to discover

any difference between the peptones of soluble and coagulated albumen.

Schwann, in accordance with the ideas and nomenclature of that day,

gave the names of osmazome and ptyalin to the substances which re-

sulted from the digestion of albumen ; Mialhe was the first to discover

that a single, easily soluble substance, is produced from the digestion of

albumen or other protein-bodies, and gave to it the name of albuminose.
We shall return, in a future part of the work, to the properties of
albumen-peptone.

1 Journ. de Pharm. et de Chim. 3 Scr. T. 10, p. 161-167.
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The fibrin of the blood is not dissolved by the gastric juice in the

same manner as by a solution of nitre (see p. 313), but it is converted

into a non-coagulable, soluble substance, fibrin-peptone.

That soluble casein is coagulated in the stomach before it undergoes

the actual process of digestion, has been long known ; it being proved

by observing milk which has been vomited, and by the well-known pro-

perty of the calf's stomach (rennet) to induce coagulation. More recent

observations have only shown that the casein thus coagulated requires in

general a longer time for its solution than most other protein-bodies, and

that here also as in the other bodies of this class, the more easy or diffi-

cult digestibility principally depends on the atomic grouping in which it

is secreted ; hence, according to Elsasser, 1 the casein of woman's milk,

which only coagulates into a sort of jelly, is more easily digested than

the clotted and more firmly coagulated casein of cow's milk.

Globulin, vitellin, legumin, and other protein-bodies, behave, according

to my experiments, both in natural and artificial digestive fluids, precisely

the same as albumen.

It is singular that glutin, chondrin, and gelatigenous tissues, during

their digestion in the stomach, are converted into substances which, in

their physical and in most of their chemical properties, perfectly corre-

spond with the peptones of the protein-bodies. The degree of the solu-

bility of these substances is however essentially dependent on mechani-
cal relations ; actually formed gelatine is more readily changed than
areolar (cellular) tissue, and the latter far more quickly than tendon and
cartilage ; indeed, as a general rule, the latter do not remain in the

stomach sufficiently long to be completely digested, but for the most part

are carried away undigested with the excrements.

We shall treat of the digestibility of mixed food and of the individual

animal tissues, when we consider the digestive process generally.

Very little attention has hitherto been paid even to the best-known
peptones ; indeed, until Mialhe published his researches, positively nothing

was known regarding their physical or chemical relations. This chemist
erroneously regarded the soluble substances produced by digestion from
the protein-bodies and from the gelatigenous tissues as perfectly identical.

The following properties, which Mialhe attributes to his albuminose, are

certainly correctly observed, and are common to most of the peptones
;

in the solid state the digested substances are white or of a pale yellow

color, possess little taste or odor, and dissolve readily in water and
slightly in spirit, but not at all in absolute alcohol. The watery solu-

tions of these substances are not precipitated by boiling, by acids, or by
alkalies, but deposits are thrown down by metallic salts, by chlorine, and
by tannic acid.

My own observations lead me to the belief that all the peptones are

white, amorphous bodies, devoid of any odor, and having merely a mu-
cous taste, soluble in every proportion in water, and insoluble in alcohol

of 83 g ; their watery solutions redden litmus ; they combine readily

with bases—with alkalies as well as with earths—so as to form neu-
tral salts, which are very soluble in water. The aqueous solutions of

these salts, are only precipitated by tannic acid, corrosive sublimate, and
1 Die Magenerweichung der Siiuglinge. Stutt. u. Tub. 1846.
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if caustic ammonia has been previously added, by acetate of lead ; all

other metallic salts, even nitrate of silver and alum, produce no precipi-

tate, and even basic acetate of lead only induces a slight turbidity, which

disappears on the addition of an excess of the test. No precipitation or

turbidity is produced by the addition of mineral or organic acids, either

in a concentrated or in a very dilute state ; even chromic acid fails to

produce any appreciable effect. The ferrocyanide and ferridcyanide of

potassium, when added to solutions acidified with acetic acid, occasion

only a slight turbidity.

I have been unable to obtain the peptones perfectly free from mineral

substances : I have, however, obtained them free from phosphates and

hydrochlorates, so that their ash contained only alkaline carbonates or

carbonate of lime, with small quantities of alkaline sulphates. With re-

gard to the quantity of sulphur in the peptones, I found it to be con-

stantly the same as that in the substances from which they were derived
;

thus, for example, in the peptone of the albumen of eggs, after deduct-

ing the alkali or lime, I found in three experiments, 1-579, 1-659, and

1*600-3 of sulphur, the mean being 1*6023, which coincides almost to the

very decimal places with Mulder's determination of the amount of sul-

phur in the albumen of the egg. This sulphur appears, however, to be

contained in the peptone, in precisely the same form as it exists in the

albumen ; at all events, when treated with alkalies it yields very distinct

indications of sulphur, both with the salts of lead and with silver-foil.

In my repeated analyses I have been unable to detect any differences be-

tween the quantities of nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen, contained in the

peptone and in the substance from which it was derived, nor can I infer

from my quantitative results, that the conversion of the protein-bodies

into peptones is accompanied by an assimilation of water, as might have

been supposed. The metamorphosis may be appropriately compared
with that of starch into sugar, or even better perhaps, with that of cholic

(Strecker's cholalic) acid into choloidic acid.

I have prepared the peptones either from the natural gastric juice of

dogs or from artificial digestive fluid obtained from the pepsin-glands of

the stomach of the pig and from coagulated albumen, fibrin, casein, le-

gumin, glutin, and chondrin in a state of extreme purity, by allowing

them to remain in contact at the necessary, somewhat elevated tempera-

ture, till the greater part of the substance to be digested had dissolved

;

the whole mixture was then boiled and filtered ; the acid fluid was some-

what evaporated over carbonate of lime, and after a second filtration,

was concentrated to the consistence of honey. The addition of alcohol

(of 83§) precipitated the lime-and-peptone compound, but dissolved the

chloride of calcium ; the undissolved portion, which was very hygrosco-
pical on exposure to the air, and soon ran into a varnish-like mass, was
now boiled with absolute alcohol, and was finally extracted, while still

hot, with ether containing alcohol. The alkali-compound admitted of

being easily prepared from the lime-compound by means of alkaline car-

bonates. The peptones were obtained nearly, but not perfectly, free from
mineral constituents, by carefully removing the baryta, or a great part of
it, from their baryta-compounds, by means of sulphuric acid.

The alkaline carbonates only partially remove lime from the lime-pep-
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tone, but they entirely free it from phosphate of lime ;
if, for instance,

the alkaline peptone-solution after being freed by filtration from the car-

bonate of lime thrown down by carbonate of potash, be slightly acidified

with acetic acid, evaporated and freed from acetates by extraction with

alcohol, neither carbonate of soda nor ammonia produces any precipitate

when added to the aqueous solution, but a precipitate is caused by oxalate

of ammonia ; the ash consists here almost entirely of carbonate of lime.

Thus albumen-peptone contains, for instance, 5-53g of lime. Hence

the saturating capacity of albumen-peptone = 1-67, and its atomic weight

= 5960.

I have obtained perfectly similar results in analyzing other peptones,

the details of which I shall describe more fully in another part of this

work ; this much, however, may be concluded with certainty, that the

digestion of the protein-compounds is something more than a simple

formation of the well-known hydrochlorate of albumen, as was formerly

supposed, and as has partly been assumed by Schmidt, in the hypothesis

to which we have previously referred.

The following facts are worthy of notice in reference to the digestive

power of the gastric juice : it is suspended by boiling, by saturating the

free acid with an alkali or even with phosphate of lime, by sulphurous,

arsenious, and tannic acids, by alum and by most metallic salts ;
and it

is very much impeded by the addition of alkaline salts, or by saturating

the fluid with peptones or other organic substances, either nitrogenous

or non-nitrogenous. The addition of water to a gastric juice which has

been already saturated by a peptone, enables it to digest an additional

quantity of protein-substances; the digestive power is also restored toa

certain degree by the repeated addition offree acid. Too much free acid

without due dilution with water, entirely suspends the digestive power.

The most favorable ratio of the free acid of the gastric juice is when 100

parts of the latter are saturated by about 1-25 of potash. Hydrochloric

and lactic acids are the only acids which yield energetic, active digestive

fluids with pepsin ; sulphuric, nitric, and acetic acids yield with pepsin a

digestive mixture of only slight power ; while phosphoric, oxalic, tartaric,

and succinic acids can in no degree replace the lactic or hydrochloric acid

in the process of digestion. Fats, when added in certain quantities to

the gastric juice, promote the conversion of the protein-compounds into

peptones.

It need excite no wonder that sulphurous, arsenious, or tannic acid

should suspend the digestive power of the gastric juice, for it is well

known that these substances check other metamorphoses, and especially

the phenomena of fermentation. Taking into consideration the chemical

properties of pepsin, and its power of combining with metallic salts and

other substances, we could hardly expect that the above-named sub-

stances would exert any other effect on the digestive power of the gas-

tric juice.

Wasmann has very clearly shown that no digestion is possible unless

the gastric juice contains a free acid ; indeed he was led to the view that

the digestive power resides " in solo acido." This latter view is, however,

sufficiently controverted by the experiments of numerous observers ; we

need, for instance, only refer to those of Blondlot, who believed that he had
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shown that the peptones are bodies which are essentially different from

the soluble hydrochlorates and lactates of the protein-compounds. The

simplest experiment is indeed sufficient to show that dilute acids are in-

capable of producing the same effects as the gastric juice.

It was shown by Elsasser1 that a digestive mixture which had been

already saturated with a digested substance, and had consequently lost

its digestive powers, regains them in part, either by being diluted

with water, or by the addition of free acid. Different views have been

founded on these experiments (as, for instance, by Elsasser and Schmidt),

but it appears to me that questions of this nature can only be decided

by quantitative determinations ; and I2 have instituted many series of

experiments in reference to this point, without, however, as yet succeed-

ing in obtaining a definite formula for these relations, which could be

expressed in numbers.

Elsasser, from his experiments with an artificial digestive fluid, con-

cludes that from 3 to 4g of hydrochloric acid, HC1.HO (and, therefore,

probably from 1-2 to 1'6$ of the anhydrous acid, HC1), is the most

favorable ratio ; besides this, the quantity of solid constituents in it

should not exceed l*25g.

Wasmann, and other observers, for the most part ascribe the peptic

force to the free acid in general. My numerous experiments have, how-

ever, led me to the result which I have already mentioned, namely, that

other acids when associated with pepsin, possess only a slight digestive

power, and that even hydrochloric acid, in which phosphate of lime had

been dissolved to the saturating point, no longer possesses any digestive

force when united with pepsin.

Very different views were formerly deduced from the results of posi-

tive investigation, in reference to the activity of the alkaline chlorides

in digestion. I, myself, 3 formerly believed that I had ascertained that

the addition of chloride of sodium to the gastric juice, promoted the

solution of the protein-bodies, but more recent and extensive experiments

have convinced me that every kind of neutral alkaline salt very much
impedes the digestive process.

It is easy to demonstrate, 4 by experiments on living animals, and with

both artificial and natural gastric juice, that fat very much promotes the

conversion of the protein-bodies into peptones. This observation has

been confirmed by Elsasser.

It further follows from the numerous experiments of Bidder and

Schmidt, that pure gastric juice considerably exceeds gastric juice mixed

with saliva in its digestive power,—a fact obviously dependent on a por-

tion of the free acid of the gastric juice being saturated by the alkaline

saliva. They likewise found that the addition of bile to the gastric juice

entirely suspends its solvent action, although the mixture still exhibits a

decided acid reaction.

This latter experiment distinctly explains how it is that, when still

undigested albuminous matters pass into the intestine, the gastric juice

loses all power over them. If there be an acid reaction in the duodenum,
this does not depend upon the presence of free hydrochloric acid, but on

1 Op cit. 2 Ber. der Ak. der Wiss. z. Leipz. 1849, S. 8-50.
3 Op. cit. * Simon's Beitriige. Bd. 1, S 22.
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that of the biliary acids isolated by it. Since these are either very

readily resorbed or else are insoluble, we commonly fail to observe an

acid reaction in the jejunum even after the use of a flesh-diet.

With regard to the quantities of albuminous substance which can be

dissolved by definite quantities of gastric juice, I have found that 100
grammes of the fresh gastric juice of the dog are able, on an average,

to dissolve 5 grammes of coagulated albumen (this being the mean of

eight experiments, in which the extremes were 644 and 4-317 grammes).

Schmidt, who instituted similar experiments, arrived at a far lower

result : as a mean of 27 experiments, he found that 100 grammes of

gastric juice dissolved only 2*2 grammes of albumen ; the highest

number which Schmidt found being 3*95 grammes. The method which
I pursued in these investigations was the same as that which I adopted

in my experiments with artificial gastric juice. The higher numbers
which I obtained were probably dependent on the presence of lactic acid

in the fresh gastric juice, while Schmidt only operated on gastric juice,

in which there was no lactic acid. Since many conditions favoring the

solution of the protein-bodies co-operate within the stomach, and since

the gastric juice obtained from fistulous openings, probably possesses

less digestive power than that which is secreted from uninjured stomachs,
Bidder and Schmidt very correctly infer that the gastric juice may be
able to dissolve a larger amount of albuminous matter than the results

of our experiments would seem to show.

Now, if we know the quantity of the gastric juice which is secreted
in twenty-four hours (see p. 449), and the quantity of albumen which
is dissolved by a definite quantity of gastric juice, we can readily

ascertain the quantity of albumen which can be daily digested in the
stomach. Since a dog secretes about 100 grammes of gastric juice

for every kilogramme's weight of its body, that animal would only
be able to digest 5g of its weight of albumen (reckoned as dry). But
it appears from the numerous experiments of Schmidt, that a dog, in

order to keep in condition on an exclusive flesh-diet, should take for

every kilogramme's weight of its body, 50 grammes of flesh containing
10 grammes of dry albuminates ; hence the gastric juice secreted by
the dog would only suffice for the digestion of half of the albuminates
necessary for the nutrition of the dog,—a result which, paradoxical as
it may appear in connection with the preceding view regarding the
digestion of albumen, stands in the most perfect accordance with other
observations presently to be described.

The experiments of most observers, agree in showing that the gastric
juice exerts no perceptible action on the ordinary non-nitrogenous foods.
The fats may certainly, as we have already mentioned, exert an influence
on the gastric digestion, but they undergo no recognizable chemical
change. Starch, gum, and sugar, when placed in pure gastric juice at
the temperature of the animal body, do not undergo any change cor-
responding to the digestion of nitrogenous bodies. We shall return to
the consideration of mixed and natural vegetable food, when we treat of
the process of digestion.

If the fats exert an influence on digestion, we can hardly conceive
that this action is due to mere contact, and that it is unaccompanied by
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any change in the fat itself, but the quantity of fat which acts and is

modified in this way in the digestive process, is so minute as not to be

appreciable in our analyses ; it is evident that it is not in the stomach

that the fats are digested.

We have already mentioned (see p. 436) that Bernard believed that he

had discovered that acid saliva, like acid gastric juice, digests animal

food, and that alkaline gastric juice, like alkaline saliva, digests starch

;

this view is, however, opposed by the positive experiments of Mialhe

and Jacubowitsch. I have also convinced myself that neither natural or

artificial gastric juice, even when rendered strongly alkaline, exerts any
action on starch. According to Jacubowitsch, saliva mixed with gastric

juice converts starch into sugar ; and I have confirmed this experiment

with acid, neutral, and alkaline mixtures.

As the vegetable substances are permeated by saliva and gastric juice,

we find that they are softened and partially loosened in their texture in

the stomach ; the gastric juice here naturally exerts its digestive power
only on their nitrogenous constituents, while the non-nitrogenous mate-

rials probably only undergo a preparation in the stomach for the changes

which are normally effected in the small intestines.

Pure gastric juice antagonizes the ordinary processes of fermentation,

and hence lactic, acetic, and alcoholic fermentation are excluded from
the sphere of gastric digestion, so long as this process is a normal or

physiological one. At the very most only a part of the cane or milk

sugar introduced into the stomach, can be converted into glucose.

[Gruenewaldt1 and Schroeder2 have recently published excellent

Theses on the human gastric juice, the former taking up its physical and
chemical characters, and the latter investigating its digestive powers.

Their observations were conducted at Dorpat, under the superintendence

of Bidder and Schmidt, on an Esthonian peasant, Catharine Kutt, in

whom there was a gastric fistula (the origin of which they could not

ascertain) in the left side, at the lower border of the mammary gland,

between the cartilages of the ninth and tenth ribs.

The following are the most important results of Gruenewaldt's obser-

vations :

For every kilogramme of bodily weight there are 264 grammes of

gastric juice secreted in the 24 hours, the mean daily quantity of gastric

juice secreted by this woman being 14.016 kilogrammes, or about 31
lbs., a quantity somewhat larger than that deduced by Schmidt from his

experiments on dogs.

The sarcina was frequently observed in this fluid, obtained from the

fistula, both when the stomach was empty and when full, the woman
being apparently in perfect health. Hence Gruenewaldt agrees with

Virchow,3 that this organism must not be regarded as a special symptom
of a peculiar form of disease.

In relation to the chemistry of this fluid, he found that, when obtained
from the empty stomach, it was never acid, but always neutral or slightly

alkaline. He gives the particulars of three analyses which were made
1 Succi gastrici humani Indoles physica et chemica, etc. Dorp. Liv. 1853.
2 Succi gastrici humani Vis digestiva, etc. Dorp. Liv. 1853.
3 Arch. f. pathol. Anat. Bd. 1, S. 268.
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by Schmidt. In all these cases the secreted fluid was of a very pale

reddish tint, moderately acid, formed coagula when boiled, and gave

indications of the presence of much sugar, by Trommer's test. When
heated it yielded the odor of butyric and metacetonic acid. The spec,

grav. of the first specimen was l -020.

Water,
Solid constituents,

An albuminate coagulating at 100° C.

(Pepsin),

Sugar, albuminates not coagulating by
heat, lactic, and butyric acids, and
ammonia,

Chloride of potassium,
Chloride of sodium,
Potash (in combination with the organic

acids),

Phosphate of lime,

Phosphate of magnesia,
Phosphate of iron,

954-134
45-866

0-780

38-430

0-704]
4-263

0179 [- =6-656
1030 I

0-470
I

0-010J

II.

961-251
38-749

31-939

I 6-810

III.

954-401
45-599

. 38.659

I 6-940

He proves by experiments which are fully described in his Thesis, that

the acid which is liberated on the application of heat, consists of much
butyric acid, with a little metacetonic and, probably, acetic acid ; and
that the human gastric juice contains no free hydrochloric acid. He
regards the butyric and lactic acids as products of the metamorphosis of

the carbo-hydrates ; and, finally, he is persuaded that the acid reaction

of the gastric juice, when mixed with food, owes its origin to the organic

acids, which are contained in or developed from that food.

Schroeder's Thesis is divided into three sections. In the first, he con-

siders the action of the human gastric juice on amylaceous matters ; in

the second, its action on the albuminates, and especially on flesh ; and
in the third, he briefly notices the part which it takes in the metamor-
phosis of matter. The only point especially deserving of notice is the

description of the analyses of the gastric juice of the same woman,
obtained unmixed with food, by irritating the gastric mucous membrane
of the empty stomach with pease. An acid, clear gastric juice was then

obtained, containing free hydrochloric acid ; it would thus appear, that

in Gruenewaldt's experiments, this acid had been neutralized by the

alkali of the saliva.

—

G. E. d.]

BILE.

The bile of different animals does not present exactly the same physi-

cal properties ; in the following points, however, we find a tolerable

identity of character between the different kinds of this secretion. When
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derived from the gall-bladder, the bile occurs as a mucous, transparent

fluid, capable of being drawn out in threads, of a green or brown color,

of a bitter but not astringent taste and sometimes leaving a rather sweet

after-taste, and of a peculiar odor, which, when the bile is warmed, often

vividly reminds the observer of musk. Its specific gravity is about 1'02 :

bile does not diffuse itself readily through water, unless the mixture be

stirred ; it is usually weakly alkaline, often perfectly neutral, and only

in disease, and then rarely, acid. Bile in its ordinary state, before its

mucus is removed, putrefies very readily, but when it is freed from mucus,

putrefaction is not easily induced.

Fresh human bile can only be obtained from the bodies of criminals

immediately after their execution ; the bile of animals is commonly
obtained from the gall-bladder immediately after they have been killed;

in the case of animals like the stag and the roe, which possess no gall-

bladder, it is only rarely that we can obtain from the larger biliary ducts

a quantity of bile sufficient for an accurate analysis. With the view of

more accurately studying the relations of the biliary secretion and its

influence on digestion, Blondlot, 1 Schwann,2 and C. Schmidt3 have esta-

blished biliary fistulee in animals. These fistulse are made in the same
way as gastric fistulee, by cutting through the abdominal walls, but the

incision in this case must be somewhat longer ; we then raise up the

lower border of the left lobe of the liver, and search for the ductus chole-

dochus at the point where it opens into the duodenum ; if the animal has

a gall-bladder, the best plan is to tie the above-named duct at two spots

and to cut away some of the intervening portion ; all the bile must then

flow through the cystic duct into the gall-bladder. The latter must then

be separated as well as possible, and as far as is necessary, from its

attachment to the liver, and drawn forth from the abdominal cavity,

while any prolapsed intestine must be returned, and the wound, as when
we establish a gastric fistula, closed by strong twisted sutures ; an inci-

sion must then be made into the gall-bladder, and the outer edges of the

wound secured, as in the case of the stomach. After this operation,

which is far the more severe of the two, animals much more frequently

die from peritonitis and enteritis, than after the establishment of a gastric

fistula. If we make the ductus choledochus open directly on the external

surface of the body, the prognosis is still more unfavorable, since the

canal becomes attached with less facility and certainty to the abdominal
walls. It is advisable to introduce a small glass tube or a silver canula

into the duct immediately after the operation, in order to prevent the

bile from coming in contact with the lips of the wound.
Physiologists have ever held the most different and opposite views

regarding the function of the liver and of its secretion, and even at the

present day the subject is involved in the greatest obscurity ; and in

regard to the nature of the bile itself, since zoo-chemical analyses of it

were first attempted, there have been so many difficulties and impedi-
ments in the way of prosecuting them, that it is only during the last few
years that any light has been thrown upon this most obscure of all the

1 Essai sur les fonctions du foie et de ses annexes. Paris, 1846.
2 Mailer's Archiv. 1844. S. 127-162.
3 Buchheim's Beitr. z. Arzneiinittellehre. Leipz. 1849, S. 116.
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departments of animal chemistry. The most distinguished chemists of

our time, founding their views on the most exact experiments, have been

led to perfectly different results regarding the constitution of the bile

;

we shall, however, consider it in the following manner, which is based on

the most recent investigations conducted under Liebig's auspices, and

explains many of the former points of difference :

Every kind of bile contains two essential constituents, namely, a resi-

nous and a coloring constituent.

The resinous constituent is, as a general rule, the soda-salt of one of

the conjugated acids described pp. 201-208, whose adjunct is glycine or

taurine.

The coloring principle of the bile has also been described pp. 277-
283 : it occurs in combination with an alkali in the bile.

A third never-failing constituent is the cholesterin, described pp. 244—

248.

Besides these essential constituents, we also find fats and combinations

of the alkalies with fatty acids in the bile.

Moreover, we find in the bile the same mineral salts which occur in

most other animal fluids ; namely, chloride of sodium (the principal salt),

a little phosphate and carbonate of soda, phosphate of lime and magnesia,

and extremely minute quantities of iron and manganese, but no alkaline

sulphates. No salts of ammonia are found in fresh healthy bile. The
relation of the potash and soda in the bile of different animals—a fact

noticed by Bensch, but more prominently evolved by Strecker—is de-

serving of careful attention : the bile of salt-water fishes contains almost

exclusively potash-salts, while that of the herbivorous mammalia contains

almost exclusively soda-salts ; whereas from the nature of the food of

the animals, we should have expected to have met with the opposite

result. We have already alluded to the presence of copper in the bile.

(See p. 403.)

Finally, a greater or lesser quantity of mucus always occurs in the

bile. This, like other varieties of mucus, is mixed with numbers of
epithelial cells ; here, however, the mucus-juice very much preponderates
over the epithelium.

Fresh normal bile contains no morphological elements except the cells

of cylindrical epithelium thrown off from the mucous membrane of the

biliary ducts and the gall-bladder ; these cells often remain grouped
together in their natural arrangement.

It is needless to introduce in this place any historical sketch of the

manifold experiments and views which have been adduced in reference

to the composition of the bile, since they are described with more or less

minuteness in all our text-books of Animal Chemistry, and in every
monograph on the bile, and since they do not throw the slightest light

on the complex nature of this fluid and of its constituents. In reference

to the writings of Berzelius, it seems, however, necessary to state, that

according to his view, which has very recently been defended by Mulder,
the most essential constituent of the bile is not an acid in combination
with soda, but an indifferent substance named bilin, which in its decom-
position gives rise to those substances which were formerly described by
Gmelin, and subsequently by Demarcay and others, as occurring in the
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bile. Any one who carefully studies the chemical characters of tauro-

cholic acid (the choleic acid of Strecker), and compares them with those

which are ascribed by Berzelius to his bilin, will readily detect the causes

of the error by which that chemist was led to assume the existence of an

indifferent bilin; and they will no longer wonder that all who have

repeated the positive experiments of Berzelius have quite as thoroughly

confirmed them, as those which were instituted by Liebig and his pupils,

but led them to a different view of the subject.

If these disputes amongst the first chemists of our time, regarding the

constitution of the bile, should at the first glance cause the faith of the

physician in the extreme certainty of chemical investigation to stagger,

and should blight his hopes of our ever attaining to an exact humoral

pathology, let him carefully study the grounds of these differences of

opinion, and he will be convinced that he has no cause for doubting the

accuracy and certainty of chemical inquiries. He must especially bear

in mind that different chemists have entered upon the study of this com-

plex fluid from different points of view, without, as it were, meeting one

another half-way, and thus obtaining a general survey ; further, it must

be recollected that the bile undergoes decomposition with extraordinary

rapidity, and scarcely any chemist assumes that he has employed per-

fectly undecomposed bile in his analyses ; indeed it has even been believed

that the decomposition of the bile commences within the healthy living

body in the gall-bladder. Moreover it is clear that by employing dif-

ferent methods of analysis, we obtain different products of metamorphosis.

Finally, we must always recollect that the comprehension of the results

of the analysis—the consideration of the objects perceived—is always

subjective, that is to say, it is the result of an intellectual process.

Hence we see that even where all the facts were fully confirmed, none of

the opinions that have been expressed regarding them have prepon-

derated, since none of them could be made to harmonize with all the

results of different experimenters. This object has, however, been attained,

as we have already observed, by means of Strecker's experiments, con-

ducted under the auspices of Liebig, although, as might be expected,

there still remain some few obscure points requiring further elucidation.

In reference to the resinous acids of the bile, we have little to add to

what we have already communicated regarding Strecker's investigations.

Mulder, 1 however, still defends the opinion of Berzelius, that bilin is

secreted by the liver, but believes that it undergoes a complete decompo-
sition in the gall-bladder. Strecker,2 on the other hand, has extended
his investigations, and has analyzed the bile of various classes of animals

;

and hitherto he has found that the only difference in the composition of

the bile of different animals is in the varying proportions in which the

taurocholic and glycocholic acids (the choleic and cholic acids of Strecker)

exist in them. In the bile of fishes (Gfadus morrhua, Pleuronectes
maxinus, Esox lucius, Perca fiuviatilis), Strecker found that the resin-

ous constituents consisted almost entirely of alkaline taurocholates, with
mere traces of alkaline glycocholates ; and, singularly enough, that the

1 Scheik. Onderz. D. 5, p. 1-104.
2 Ann. de Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 70, S. 149-198.
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potash-salts preponderated in the salt-water, and the soda-salts in the

fresh-water fishes. The researches of Strecker show that the bile of the

dog contains almost exclusively taurocholate of soda, and a similar fact

had been previously ascertained by Schlieper in reference to serpents'

bile. It seems, moreover, to follow from Strecker's experiments, that

the nature of the food (in the case of dogs) exercises no influence on the

composition of the bile. The bile of the sheep contains, according to

Strecker, a mixture of much taurocholate of soda with a comparatively

small amount of glycocholate. The bile of the goose, according to

Marsson's investigations, contains almost exclusively taurocholic acid.

Hyocholic acid has only been found in the bile of the pig ; on the other

hand, it appears that the small quantity of sulphur formerly detected by

Strecker and Bensch in the bile of the pig depends on the presence of a

hyocholeic acid ; that is to say, that besides the glycine-yielding hyocho-

lic acid (glyco-hyocholic acid), there also occurs a taurine-yielding acid in

very small quantity—an acid in which the taurine is united with the

same resinous acid (C^H^Og, the hyocholalic acid of Strecker) with which

glycine is combined in hyocholic acid. The products of the decomposi-

tion of hyocholic acid have been carefully studied by Strecker. It is

worthy of notice that this chemist, in examining pigs' bile from which

the biliary acids had been removed by hydrochloric acid, discovered a

very strong sulphurous base, which is capable of combining even with

carbonic acid.

The peculiar pigment has never yet been found to be absent in the

bile of any animal. In the bile of carnivorous and omnivorous animals,

including man, we have a brown pigment, the cholepyrrhin of Berzelius

;

while in the bile of birds, fishes and amphibia, we usually find an intense

green pigment, biliverdin. The brown bile-pigment is moreover never

contained in a state of freedom, but is always in combination either with

soda or lime ; in the latter case it is insoluble, and may be easily recog-

nized in the brown granules which we sometimes observe in examining

the bile with the microscope. A microscopico-chemical analysis affords

a ready proof that these granules consist of the combination of chole-

pyrrhin with lime.

The quantitative relations of the biliary constituents have not as yet

been very accurately investigated ; the following statements may, how-
ever, be regarded as representing with tolerable accuracy the mean com-
position of the bile.

Normal human bile contains, according to the determinations of Fre-

richs, 1 about 14$, or a little more of solid constituents ; ox-bile, from 10
to 13g ; and pigs' bile (according to Gundelach and Strecker2

) from 10*6

to ll*8g : the amount of water may, however, be as variable in the bile

as in most other animal secretions.

Gorup-Besanez 3 found 9 -13g of solid constituents in the bile of an old

man, and 17*19g in that of a child aged twelve years ; but whether the

bile is always more diluted in old age than in childhood, is a question

that must be decided by further investigations.

The organic constituents of human bile amount to about 87
{}
of the

i Hannov. Ann. Bd. 5, H. lu.2. 2 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 62, S. 205-^282.
3 Untersuch. iiber die Galle. Erlangen, 1840, S. 44.
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whole solid residue ; and much the same ratio seems to obtain in the bile

of animals.

Berzelius obtained 12*78 of ash from the residue of ox-bile ;
and

Bensch1

13-15{J from that of calves' bile, ll'86{j from that of sheep's bile,

13-21£ from that of goats' bile, 13*6g from that of pigs' bile, 12-71g

from that of foxes' bile, 10-99g from that of fowls' bile, and 14-llg from

that of the bile of fresh-water fishes.

The alkaline taurocholates and glycocholates constitute by far the

greater part of the organic constituents, and amount to at least 75g of

the whole of the solid constituents of the bile.

The investigations of Bensch and Strecker show that the bile of most

of the animals included as yet in their experiments, contains a prepon-

derating quantity of taurocholate of soda. As taurocholate of soda

(NaO.C52
H

4t
N0

13S) contains 6g of sulphur, we may readily estimate the

taurocholic acid contained in any quantity of bile, from the amount of

sulphur contained in the portion soluble only in alcohol. Schlieper2

found 6 -

2g of sulphur in purified serpents' bile, that is to say, in its

alcoholic extract ; in that of a dog, Bensch found 6*2[}, but Strecker

only 5*9q
; in that of a fox, Bensch found 5*96^ ; while in that of the

sheep, Strecker found from 5*7 to 5*3 [}. Hence we perceive that the

bile of these animals contains taurocholic acid almost exclusively, while

ox-bile, whose alcoholic extract contains only 3g of sulphur, contains

taurocholic and glycocholic acids in nearly equal proportions. As the

bile of the pig contains only from 0*3 to 0*4g of sulphur, we may hence
draw our conclusions regarding the small quantity of hyocholeic or tauro-

hyocholic acid contained in it.

No correct determinations have been made regarding the amount of

the pigment, the cholesterin, or the fats and fatty acids in the bile.

Moreover, the quantitative determinations of the mineral constitu-

ents of the bile, cannot be regarded as altogether trustworthy ; the only

established fact seems to be that there is a quantity of soda or potash

present which is equivalent to the resinous acids ; but the pigment and
the fatty acids are also combined with alkalies ; ordinary analyses of the

ash, and even those made in accordance with Rose's directions, do not by
any means lead to the result that all the alkali combined with organic

matter has been accurately determined. The ash of ox-bile is almost the

only one which has been carefully examined ; it contains, according to

Weidenbusch, 3 27 -70g of chloride of sodium, and about 16g of tribasic

phosphate of soda, with only 3-025g of basic phosphate of lime, l-52g of

basic phosphate of magnesia, 0*23g of peroxide of iron, and 0*36g of
silica.

I have convinced myself that the bile—at all events, that ox-bile

—

contains preformed alkaline carbonates, by the same experimental proof
which I adopted to demonstrate the presence of salts in fresh blood. If
we place bile under the receiver of an air-pump, and abstract the air till

the fluid appears to boil, and if we then add acetic acid to the bile thus
freed from gas, and again form a vacuum around it, very large quantities
of carbonic acid will be evolved, even with the first strokes of the pump.

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 65, S. 215. 2 Ibid. Bd. 60, S. 109.
3 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 386.
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I must here remark that, in performing this experiment, perfectly
fresh bile, from which the mucus had been removed by alcohol, was em-
ployed

; and this, on the addition of acetic acid, yielded no precipitate
of fine granules which might have facilitated the formation of vesicles of
aqueous vapor. The experiment may also be easily performed by simul-
taneously placing acidified and non-acid bile in vacuo, when the differ-

ence more readily strikes the eye. In 100 parts of fresh ox-bile, I found
in two quantitative determinations, 0-0846, and 0-1124 parts of the
simple carbonate of soda.

We must here further remark, in connection with the uncertainty of
ash-analyses, that the soda combined in the bile with organic substances,
will appear in the ash as carbonate of soda ; this, however, occurs only
in extremely small quantity, for the greater part of the soda is saturated
by the sulphuric acid which is formed during the combustion of the tau-
rocholic acid and the mucus. The sulphuric acid in the ash, resulting
from this source, is, however, extremely variable, according to the mode
in which the incineration has been conducted. Weidenbusch, who em-
ployed Rose's method for the determination of the ash, satisfied himself
that, even in this way, a great part of the sulphur contained in these or-
ganic substances has volatilized, and therefore does not appear in the
ash as sulphuric acid. The researches of all the more recent chemists
show that fresh bile contains scarcely a trace of sulphuric acid. A por-
tion, however, of the soda which was in combination with organic sub-
stances, is found in the ash as phosphate of soda, a salt which—as ordi-
nary phosphate of soda (2NaO.HO.PO-)—most probably exists preformed
in the bile. Thus it is easy to see that, under certain conditions, even
no carbonate of soda may be found in the ash.

In normal human bile, Frerichs found from 0-20 to 0-25g of chloride
of sodium, and an equal quantity of phosphate of soda. Theyer and
Schlosser found 3-56g of this salt in the bile of the ox.
The determination of the mucus in normal bile is not to be depended

on, for the bile which has been examined has usually been expressed from
the gall-bladder with such force that a large quantity of the epithelium,
from the lining membrane of that organ, becomes mixed with the secre-
tion. In ox-bile I found only 0-134, and in human bile 0-158g of mucus,
when I used every precaution to avoid this source of error.
Very little is known regarding the changes which the bile undergoes

under purely physiological conditions. When it has been retained for a
long time in the bladder, as, for instance, in cases of prolonged fasting,
it is concentrated. A highly nitrogenous diet not only increases the
biliary secretion, but likewise renders it more concentrated than ordinary
bile.

J

The differences in the physical characters and in the composition of
freshly secreted bile and of bile that has been retained for a long time
in the gall-bladder, have been successfully investigated by Bidder and
Schmidt. The fresh bile of carnivorous animals (dogs, cats, crows)
varies from a yellow to a yellowish-brown color ; while in herbivo-
rous animals (rabbits, sheep, geese) it is green ; the color of the cystic
bile in animals whose hepatic bile is yellow or brown, has, however, always

1 Op. cit.
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more or less of a tendency to green, and when the animals have not fed

for 20 hours or more is of a deep green ; while, if examined 2£ or 3

hours after feeding, it is of as light a yellow or yellowish-brown color as

the hepatic bile. Since the hepatic bile gradually becomes green on ex-

posure to the air, and the yellow tint may be again restored by deoxi-

dizing agents, there can be no doubt that this change of color depends

on oxidation, and that the bile retained in the gall-bladder is impregnated

by the circulating blood with so much oxygen as to induce this altered

color.

The prolonged retention of the bile in the gall-bladder induces, how-

ever, not only a partial oxidation of this secretion, but also a strong

concentration—a fact which has been established by the numerous obser-

vations of Bidder and Schmidt, and has been confirmed by Nasse. The
former inquirers found that the fresh hepatic secretion of cats, dogs, and

sheep contained on an average 5$ of solid constituents, which in the case

of cats and dogs rose to 10 or even 20|j in the cystic bile, according to

the duration of its retention in the gall-bladder : in sheep, on the other

hand, the amount only rose to 8g ; in rabbits, whose fresh bile contains

only 2g of solid constituents, the amount in the cystic bile may rise to

15g. The fresh bile of geese and crows contains about 7§ of solid mat-

ters, which in the cystic bile of the former may rise to 20g, and in that

of the latter even to 25 g. The bile, therefore, restores to the blood and
lymph a greater or smaller quantity of water, according to the duration

of its retention in the gall-bladder.

As in the case of other secretions and excretions, heterogeneous con-

stituents may find their way into the bile. The older writers have often

asserted that the bile contained albumen, but they doubtless mistook

mucus for albumen. Albumen is, however, sometimes found in the bile,

especially in fatty liver (although rarely), in Bright's disease, and in the

embryonic state. In a five months' human embryo I found no true bile

in the gall-bladder, but only yellow-colored albumen and mucus.
Thdnard has observed and described a peculiar form of albuminous

bile, which was perfectly colorless ; it occurred in certain cases of fatty

liver. Frerichs directs attention to the film which is often formed on
the surface of morbid bile during evaporation ; but this membrane may
be formed by the coagulation of mucus-juice as readily as by casein-like

substances ; in two cases of fatty liver I believe, however, that I actually

found albumen, for I treated the bile with acetic acid as long as any
precipitate (consisting of mucus, and biliary and fatty acids) continued
to be thrown down, and then boiled the filtered fluid with hydrochlorate
of ammonia (see p. 298) ; a coagulum was then formed, which yielded

the ordinary reactions of the protein bodies. Bernard1 was the first

who detected albumen in the bile in Bright's disease. When the bile

contains pus, as is sometimes the case in abscesses of the liver, albumen
must obviously be present.

In the case of obliteration of the cystic duct, in consequence of which
hydrops vesica? fellece (as it has been termed) was developed, I found that

Bouisson, de la bile, de ses varie'te's physiologiques et de ses alterations morbides.
Montpellier, 1843.
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the colorless fluid in the gall-bladder contained traces of coagulable

matter, in addition to epithelium and mucus-juice.

The occurrence of urea in the bile after extirpation of the kidneys,

has been already noticed (see p. 154) ; this substance has also been found

in the bile in Bright's disease and in cholera.

The alcoholic extract of the bile of a man who died with the symptoms

of fatty degeneration of the kidneys, was extracted with aqueous ether

;

the ethereal extract, when treated with nitric acid, yielded most distinct

crystals of nitrate of urea ; fat-globules were also present in it. Stan-

nous and Sthamer1 failed in detecting urea either in the bile or in the

kidneys of animals whose kidneys had been extirpated.

Bizio once discovered a dark red, non-bitter bile in a patient suffering

from icterus ; it contained an emerald-green pigment, to which he gave

the name of erythrogen, from its volatilizing at 40° and giving off a red

vapor.

I found a similar substance in a case of acute yellow atrophy of

the liver ; its behavior was precisely the same as that of Bizio's erythro-

gen ; it was insoluble in water and ether, partially soluble in alcohol, but

dissolved readily in concentrated mineral acids without any change of

color. I obtained it, like Bizio, by diluting the bile with water ; the in-

soluble portion was boiled with water, upon which a fatty green mass
separated on the surface, which had the above-named properties in com-
mon with erythrogen.

In the bile of a child who died suddenly, I2 found a considerable

quantity of sulphide of ammonium.
It is sufficiently obvious that this sulphide of ammonium had not been

separated from the blood by the liver ; the only singularity is, that it

should have been found in such large quantity in the bile, when the ex-

amination was made sixteen hours after death. Unfortunately nothing

was known of the previous history of the case.

With the exception of the above-mentioned changes, the only other

alterations in morbid bile (which can obviously only be obtained from
the body after death), are of a quantitative nature in reference to the

individual constituents, or are represented by modifications of the pig-

ment. The bile has been found to be poor in solid constituents in per-

sons who have died from severe inflammatory affections, especially from
pneumonia, and likewise in fatal cases of dropsy ; it is even more aque-

ous and attenuated in certain cases of typhus ; and in diabetes there is

always an excess of water. In tuberculosis the bile is very frequently,

although not invariably, poor in solid constituents.

In cases of tuberculosis, Gorup-Besanez usually found the bile of the

ordinary consistence ; but Frerichs always found it attenuated, unless

when the tuberculosis was complicated with fatty liver. This difference

may be readily accounted for ; Frerichs probably analyzed bile in cases in

which an anaemic condition had been induced, in consequence of abundant
effusion (as, for instance, where diarrhoea had been excited by intestinal

ulceration, or where there had been pleural or peritoneal dropsy ; his

last case was one of obsolete tubercle). Again, no one who has exa-

1 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 9, S. 201-219.
2 Schmidt's Jahrbikher der ges. Med. Bd. 25, S. 16.

VOL. I. 30
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mined the blood of tuberculous patients before and after the exudation

has been thrown off, can wonder that the bile should present a thin liquid

appearance after an attack of acute tuberculosis. In tuberculosis com-

bined with fatty liver, Frerichs, like Gorup-Besanez, found the bile dense,

since in this condition the blood is less poor in solid constituents, and

the hepatic affection is itself opposed to a copious secretion of dilute bile.

Both chemists found the bile very diluted and scanty in typhus ; the

bodies from which the bile was obtained, were those of persons in whom
the morbid process was already localized, or when death was induced, as

it frequently is, not directly by the typhus, but by the subsequent ante-

nna. In two cases of typhus, in which the plaques in the intestine were

only just recognizable, I found the bile dense ; and every pathological

anatomist must recollect cases in which the bile was tough and consis-

tent, and, therefore, rich in solid constituents in persons who had died

from typhus. In every case Frerichs found from 93 to 96 g of water

in the bile, and Gorup-Besanez for the most part a somewhat smaller

quantity.

The solid constituents are commonly increased in those abdominal

diseases in which the motion of the blood in the larger veins is impeded,

and where, as in certain cases of heart-disease, the blood accumulates

in excessive quantity in the portal vein and the hepatic vessels. The
motion of the blood in the hepatic capillaries is (as Ave know from physio-

logical researches) so torpid, that if there be any impediment, as, for

instance, disease of the heart, to the passage of the blood in the vena

cava, and any check to the escape of the blood from the liver through

the hepatic veins, an almost entire stagnation of the blood-current in

the liver must ensue.

In cholera we also find the bile dense, tough, and consistent ; this

condition is likewise due for the most part to mechanical conditions

;

the blood of cholera patients is so tenacious and thick, that even in the

vicinity of the heart it moves slowly, and thus causes a disturbed state

of the circulation generally ; and this effect is the more striking in the

hepatic circulation, when, moreover, in consequence of the blood being

deficient in water, a less aqueous bile must be secreted.

The mucus is often relatively increased when the bile is very dilute

;

indeed, in typhus we sometimes find little else in the gall-bladder than

mucus, the resinous constituents being almost entirely or altogether

absent ; and the same is observed in catarrh of the biliary ducts.

In the absence of quantitative determinations, we cannot decide whe-

ther the separation of crystals of cholesterin, which we can sometimes
observe with the microscope in morbid bile, is associated with an abso-

lute augmentation of this lipoid. Gorup-Besanez has only occasionally

observed this phenomenon in very concentrated bile.

Free fat is always present in the bile, but is held in solution by the

taurocholic acid ; occasionally, however, in examining morbid bile by
means of the microscope, we may detect fat-globules, which we must be
careful not to confound with the globules of separated biliary acids,

which are often observable. Gorup has found fat-globules in the bile of
persons who had died from typhus and from tuberculosis (in the colli-

quative stage). We have already alluded to the fact (see p. 227), that
in such cases free fat also passes into the urine.
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It is very seldom that the bile has been found to have an acid re-

action, and in none of these cases has it been carefully analyzed.

Solon, Scharlau, and Gorup-Besanez occasionally found the bile acid

in typhus ; this may, however, depend partly on the spontaneous decom-

position of the bile, and the consequent liberation of its resinous acids,

and partly on the fact that pus is effused into the gall-bladder : for, as

we shall subsequently show, this fluid, when contained in an enclosed

space, often becomes acid with great rapidity.

According to Solon, the bile is sometimes as acrid as chlorine, and

bleaches litmus. I believe that I have observed two cases of the kind

which probably led Solon to adopt this view ; this bile certainly deco-

lorized litmus paper, so that it remained neither blue nor red, but its

coloring matter was so dissolved out, or covered by the yellow pigment

of the bile, that the original tint seemed wholly to have disappeared ; in

a less degree this is the case with every specimen of bile.

The following may be regarded as the simplest method of analyzing

the bile. We treat the fluid with half its volume, or from that to its

own volume, of spirit (83 g). This generally only throws down mucus,

which carries with it any epithelium that may be present ; we rinse the

precipitate first with spirit, and then with water, and dry and weigh it.

The bile thus freed from mucus, is deprived of its water, by being

placed first on the water-bath, and, subsequently, under the air-pump

on a sand-bath heated to 100° ; the high temperature in this process of

desiccation is less necessary for the purpose of effecting the drying

quickly than for converting the residue of the bile by the rapid evapo-

ration of the water into a porous, spongy, puffy substance, which admits

of being extracted by the ordinary menstrua with comparative facility.

As the residue of scarcely any other animal fluid attracts moisture so

readily from the air, especial care must be paid to the weighing of its

solid constituents ; after the mass has cooled in vacuo, air from which

the aqueous vapor has been extracted by chloride of calcium must be

drawn into the receiver, and the weighing must be completed as quickly

as possible. The residue must then be extracted with anhydrous ether,

a process requiring much time, because we cannot pulverize it like the

residues of other animal fluids, in order to submit to further analysis a

newly-dried and weighed quantity. The ethereal extract contains fat,

and not unfrequently also a little of the resinous biliary matters, which
may be separated from the fat by aqueous spirit. The residue insoluble

in ether, which contains the essential constituents of the bile, must be

dissolved in absolute alcohol ; we must then remove the greater part of

the alcohol by distillation or evaporation, and treat the concentrated

fluid with ether as long as any turbidity is observable : there then gene-

rally only remains a very little alkali in combination with a fatty acid,

and some chloride of sodium in the ethereo-alcoholic fluid : the fluid with

its precipitate must, however, stand for a considerable time in a cool

place, because the alkaline glycocholate only separates very slowly.

The salts of the biliary acids which are thus separated, are unfortunately

always mixed with bile-pigment, from which they can only rarely be

separated by the addition of chloride of calcium to their alcoholic solu-

tion (namely, when the pigment consists of true cholepyrrhin). By dis-
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solving in alcohol a portion of the mixed glycocholates and taurocholatcs

precipitated by ether, and by adding sulphuric acid to the solution, we

can determine the quantity of the soda or potash in combination with

these salts and with pigment, and we can ascertain whether or not am-

monia be present. Unfortunately the determination of the alkali in

this way is not strictly accurate, since a little chloride of sodium and

soda in combination with a fatty acid, always occur in the precipitate

thrown down by the ether, and thus contribute their alkali to that with

which the biliary acids were combined. An exact separation of the

taurocholic and glycocholic acids is impossible (as indeed is obvious,

from what has been stated in p. 209) ; consequently the best method
of calculating the amount of the biliary acid yielding taurine, is by de-

termining the quantity of sulphur in the biliary salts
1 which have been

precipitated by ether ; for this purpose we oxidize a weighed portion of

them with potash or soda and nitre in the dry way, and determine the

sulphuric acid that is formed. As, even if sulphates had been present,

no sulphuric acid could have got into the alcoholic extract, it is obvious

that all the sulphuric acid that is found, must have been derived from

the sulphur which was in combination with organic matter ; and tauro-

cholic acid is the only sulphurous substance contained in the alcoholic

extract.

The residue of the bile insoluble in absolute alcohol must now be de-

termined with the view of checking the analysis ; it contains pigment,

partly free and partly in combination with lime, alkaline and earthy

phosphates, with a little alkaline carbonate and chloride of sodium,

very rarely sulphate of potash, but often a little taurine ; its amount
is generally so small that any further quantitative determination, as,

for instance, by means of diluted spirit, water, acids, &c, is hardly

practicable.

Those who have studied all that has been stated in the earlier part

of this volume regarding these substances and their properties, need

hardly be informed that the methods of analyzing the bile can, and indeed

must, be variously modified, and that the method we have just given can

only serve the purpose of an illustrative scheme.

We have also stated all that is necessary regarding the quantitative

determination of the cholesterin and fatty acids. These substances can
only be determined quantitatively when a very large quantity of bile is

submitted to analysis.

Biliary concretions must be ranked amongst the morbid products of

the secretion of the liver. Few points in pathological chemistry, in the

earlier period of that science, have received so much attention as gall-

stones ; but all the very numerous observations which have been made
regarding them are reducible to the following facts : these concretions
occur principally in the gall-bladder, more rarely in the biliary ducts

;

in women more frequently than in men, and especially in aged persons

:

they often co-exist with cancer of the liver or of other organs, but it

cannot be positively affirmed that carcinoma is a predisposing cause of
gall-stones, since both these adventitious products specially pertain to
advanced age and to the female sex ; each is, however, often found in-

1 [The alkaline taurocholates and glycocholates.

—

g. e. d.]
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dependency of the other. Gall-stones appear to be of more common
occurrence in England, Hanover, and Hungary, than in other countries.

Most gall-stones are so rich in cholesterin, that the other constituents

are of very secondary importance ; all, however, contain one or more

nuclei, consisting of traces of mucus and earthy phosphates, hut princi-

pally of an insoluble combination of lime with bile-pigment : a large

number of gall-stones are formed of a mixture of cholesterin and pig-

ment-lime ;' the latter is sometimes uniformly distributed through the

concretion, in other cases we observe alternating layers of cholesterin

and the brown pigment, and in others again we find only a little cho-

lesterin in the dark-brown mass of pigment-lime.

There is a third kind of concretion which is comparatively rare,

namely, the black or dark-green variety ; this contains another modifi-

cation of the pigment, which, however, in this case also is combined

with lime : this variety is usually free from, or at all events very poor

in cholesterin.

Biliary concretions, in which carbonate and phosphate of lime are the

principal ingredients, are very rare (Bailly and Henry Steinberg).

It is singular that uric acid has occasionally been found in gall-stones

(Stockhard,2 Marchand).3

All gall-stones absorb a little bile, which may be readily abstracted

from the pulverized concretion with water or cold alcohol.

The forms of gall-stones are extremely varied : while some are very
regular and symmetrical, others assume the most unaccountable shapes.

Bramson4 has undoubtedly indicated an important point in relation to

the formation of the majority of gall-stones—namely, that it depends
on the separation of a compound of pigment with lime.

Although Bramson's view has been much contested, we can un-

doubtedly recognize the presence of a compound of pigment with lime

in the residue of the nuclei both of cholesterin concretions and of the

brown gall-stones after extraction with alcohol and water, although we
are, as yet, unable to establish a definite proportion between the pig-

ment and the base. Every residue which is rich in pigment always
contains a greater or lesser quantity of earthy phosphates and a little

mucus ; these earthy phosphates most probably originate from the

mucus, which, however, like the protein-bodies in the formation of phle-

bolites, gradually dissolves and disappears ; for the phosphates never
stand in a constant ratio to the mucus remaining in the concretion ; the

mucus may also contain a little lime, which on incineration is converted

into carbonate and sulphate ; moreover, we sometimes meet with oxalate

of lime, although only in very small quantity ; I have never found pre-

formed carbonate of lime in the brown residue of gall-stones (if present,

it may be very readily detected by observing, under the microscope, the

effect produced by a little acid on the substance previously moistened

with water and freed from all air-bubbles). Sulphate of lime does not

exist preformed, or at all events it is only present in very small quantity.

The ratio of the ash to the organic substance in the insoluble portion

1 [Pigmentkalk in the German; it is the compound noticed in page 461.—o. e. d.]
* De Cholelithis diss, inaug. med. Lips. 1832. 3 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 25, S. 39.
* Zeitschr. f. rat Med. Bd 4, S. 193-208.
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of gall-stones is altogether variable ; in the insoluble part of six dif-

ferent concretions, there were 8-5, 124, 16-6, 30-4, 46-3, 50-6, and even

54-7$ of ash ; in the analyses of these six ashes there was comparatively

much carbonate and little phosphate of lime according to the smallness

of the ash ; that is to say, in proportion as organic substance preponde-

rated in the insoluble residue of a concretion, so much the more was the

phosphate of lime encroached upon by the carbonate. In the ash which

amounted to 8-5, there were 7*994 parts of carbonate of lime, and only

0-492 of earthy phosphates ; while in the ash which amounted to 54*7,

there were only 12-135 parts of carbonate of lime, a portion of which

originated from oxalate of lime, which was recognized in the fresh

object. Bramson has pointed out that dilute acetic acid extracts lime

from the insoluble residue of biliary concretions ; as this lime cannot be

combined with sulphuric or oxalic acid, and as only an extremely minute

quantity can be associated with phosphoric acid, it must be obtained

from a combination with an organic substance : and as there is too little

mucus present for us to ascribe it to that cause, it must necessarily have

existed in combination Avith the pigment.

Further, if the bile-pigment were not in combination with some sub-

stance, it would be soluble in alcohol ; for it is by no means a modified

pigment which has become insoluble through some molecular change,

but actual cholepyrrhin, in combination however with lime ; and if we
remove the lime by the application of a dilute acid, we obtain the cho-

lepyrrhin, which is then soluble in alcohol, and possesses all the proper-

ties which we formerly enumerated.

An enormous deal has been written on the formation of the different

varieties of biliary calculi, as well as regarding the proximate cause of

the deposition of solid particles, and especially of the cholesterin ; but

any analyses of the various hypotheses that have been brought forward

in relation to these points, would be here altogether out of place. The
following is all that is actually known regarding the mode of formation

of the concretions. Mucus and epithelium generally yield the points or

foci around which a deposition of solid particles occurs ; we always find

pigment-lime with a little mucus in the centre of the concretion, and
hence we may fairly conclude that it plays a part in their formation

;

but the separation of cholesterin from the bile is still not explained,

even though mucus and pigment-lime can and must act as solid points.

The question suggests itself, whether the bile lying amongst the gall-

stones is normal in its character : it has been believed that it presents

nothing abnormal, 1 but no conclusions can be drawn from any analyses

of human bile that have yet been instituted, for the quantity of bile

obtained from a dead body is too small to admit of an accurate analysis

;

moreover, the constitution of the bile when obtained after death, is

generally more dependent on the morbid process which gave rise to the
fatal termination, than on that which led to the formation of biliary

concretions. It is, however, more than probable that in order that con-
cretions of cholesterin should be formed, the bile should contain a smaller
amount of the solvent for this substance than the normal fluid contains

;

but, as has been already mentioned, we very rarely meet with bile in
1 Novi comment, acad. scient. inst. Bononiens. T. 3, p. 307-317.
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which there is a separation of minute tablets of cholesterin, although

they often occur in other fluids, as, for instance, dropsical effusions, &c.

;

hence the presence of solid insoluble particles must be regarded as ex-

ercising a considerable influence on the formation of gall-stones. If we
inquire what it is which holds the cholesterin and the pigment-lime in

solution in normal bile, direct experiments afford an answer to the ques-

tion, and show that both these substances are principally held in solution

by taurocholic acid or taurocholate of soda. If we digest the insoluble

residue of a brown gall-stone with taurocholic acid or acid taurocholate

of soda, it is entirely dissolved with the exception of a few grayish-white

flocculi, and the previously colorless solution assumes the tint of fresh

bile. Strecker showed long ago that cholesterin was soluble in solutions

of taurocholic acid and its salts. Glycocholic and cholic (Strecker's

cholalic) acids possess this property in a far less degree. The question

regarding the formation of gall-stones would be very readily answered

if it could be proved that bile which has a tendency to form concretions,

was either poor in taurocholic acid in relation to cholesterin and pig-

ment-lime, or that its taurocholic acid was decomposed in the gall-bladder,

and had thus lost its power of dissolving these two substances.

Since concretions, which are rich in cholesterin, are never entirely

devoid of pigment-lime, while, on the other hand, calculi which are poor
in cholesterin, are always very rich in pigment-lime, the idea suggests

itself that this latter compound takes an active part in the primary for-

mation of these concretions ; indeed, the frequency of their occurrence
in certain districts in which the water abounds in calcareous salts, and
in old age (when, as is well known, there is an increased tendency to

all kinds of calcareous deposits, and when the separation of cholesterin

is promoted by the attenuation of the animal juices,) seems strongly to

favor this view.

We at present possess very few results, upon which the slightest reli-

ance can be placed, regarding the quantity of the biliary secretion. By
proceeding on perfectly different assumptions, some physiologists have
calculated the amount of bile secreted in the human subject in twenty-
four hours, at only one ounce, while others have considered that it

amounts to as much as twenty-four. Blondlot, from his observations on
dogs, in which he had established fistulous openings into the gall-blad-

der, calculated that one of these animals secreted between 40 and 50
grammes of bile in twenty-four hours ; and hence that the amount
secreted by man during the same time, would be about 200 grammes
[or between 6 and 7 ounces].

Bidder and Schmidt1 have obtained the following results regarding the
absolute quantity of the bile secreted in 24 hours by the animals on
which they experimented. For one kilogramme's weight of the animal
there were secreted.

In cats. In dogs. In sheep. In rabbits. In geese. In crows.

Of fresh bile, .... 14-500 19-990 25416 13-684 11-784 72 096
Of solid constituents in it, 0816 0-988 1-344 2-47 0816 5-256

1 [The experiments of Bidder and Schmidt, which are here briefly referred to are
given in considerable detail in the new edition.—o. e. d.]
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Nasse, 1 who made very numerous observations upon a single dog,

obtained rather a higher mean number for the amount of bile than

Bidder and Schmidt, who made numerous experiments on different dogs

;

there being, according to Nasse, 21-025 grammes of fresh bile, contain-

ing 0*746 of a gramme of solid constituents, secreted in 24 hours for

each kilogramme's weight of the animal.

Experiments made on dogs led to precisely the same results as those

upon cats [mentioned in p. 474] ; the secretion reaching its maximum
between the thirteenth and a half and the fifteenth and a half hour

after the last meal. Greater fluctuations were, however, observed in the

gradual augmentation of the biliary secretion in dogs than in cats.

The circumstance that the quantity of secreted bile, after attaining its

maximum in the fifteenth hour after the last meal sinks with extraordi-

nary rapidity, and even below the number which expresses the biliary

secretion in the first hour after taking food, was confirmed by Bidder

and Schmidt in their still more numerous experiments on dogs.

The same observers have likewise convinced themselves that when
animals remain for a longer period than 24 hours without food (48, 72,

168, or 240 hours), the biliary secretion continuously diminishes, the

daily diminution being, however, gradually less in proportion to the time

that has elapsed since food was last taken. Thus, for instance, in cats,

after 10 days' fasting, the biliary secretion amounted to only the fourth

part of the quantity yielded in the 24 hours succeeding the last meal.

It was repeatedly observed by Bidder and Schmidt, and the observa-

tions have been confirmed by Nasse, that animals with permanent biliary

fistulse generally have a ravenous appetite. This circumstance may
assist us in determining the question, whether the biliary secretion bears

a definite proportion to the quantity of food that is taken. The question

has been decided in the affirmative by the experiments of the first-named

inquirers, and a series of observations by Nasse also confirm this view.

Thus, for instance, Bidder and Schmidt found that when cats were over-

fed, the quantity of bile that was secreted exceeded by one-fifth the

quantity which is commonly secreted by a cat after a moderately abun-

dant meal. In these cases the augmented secretion of bile was, more-
over, accompanied by an augmentation of its solid constituents.

From the preceding observations it might be expected that the nature

of the food would exert a certain influence on the amount of the hepatic

secretion ; and this expectation has been thoroughly confirmed by the

experiments of Bidder and Schmidt, and of Nasse. A flesh-diet induces
a far more abundant secretion of bile than vegetable, amylaceous food.

Thus, for instance, Nasse's dog, when fed on bread and potatoes, daily

secreted 171-8 grammes of bile, containing 6-252 grammes of solid

matter
; but when fed upon flesh it secreted in the same period 208-5

grammes of bile, containing 7*06 grammes of solid matter. In admira-
ble coincidence with these experiments are those instituted by Bidder
and Schmidt on cats, which, when fed on pure fat, secreted no more bile
than if they had been completly deprived of food for the same time. An
exclusive fatty diet, therefore, exerts no influence on the secretion of

1 Commentatio de bilis quotidie a cane secreta copia et indole. Progr. Marburgense,
1851.
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bile. In Nasse's case, however, an abundant addition of fat to the ordi-

nary food of the dog occasioned a marked augmentation of the biliary

secretion.

In repeated experiments both on cats and dogs, Bidder and Schmidt
found that, after the copious ingestion of water, the quantity both of the
bile and of its solid constituents was increased. After water has been
freely taken the bile is certainly somewhat richer in water than normal
bile, but with this water there is at the same time secreted a larger
amount of solid constituents than is usually eliminated by the liver.
This result has also been confirmed by Nasse. Hence it is not surpris-
ing that slight variations are perpetually being observed in the ratio of
the water to the solid constituents of the bile secreted in definite times

:

and hence, too, it is that in the numerous tables drawn up by Bidder
and Schmidt, all influences on the hepatic secretion are far more dis-
tinctly and precisely reflected on the amount of the solid constituents
than on that of the fresh aqueous bile. Nasse lays special stress upon
the point, that the variations which we observe in the quantity of the
solid constituents of the bile are chiefly induced by the organic matters,
while the mineral substances secreted in definite times remain nearly
constant.

_
After large doses of carbonate of soda, Nasse observed a considerable

diminution of the secretion of bile, and especially of the solid constitu-
ents. Alcohol caused an augmentation of the fluid bile, but a diminution
of its solid constituents.

Finally, Nasse entirely coincides with Bidder and Schmidt, that
disease (namely, febrile excitement) has an extraordinary effect in dimi-
nishing the quantity of the secretedjbile.

We must not overlook this opportunity of noticing the observations
which Bidder and Schmidt have made regarding the intermittent empty-
ing of the gall-bladder. Magendie first made the observation, that, after
prolonged fasting, the gall-bladder is distended with very concentrated
bile

;
Bidder and Schmidt have now convinced themselves that the gall-

bladder does not empty itself immediately after the ingestion of food,
but 2J or 3 hours later ; the mere distension of the stomach cannot there-
fore occasion the discharge of the contents of the gall-bladder. It must
not, however, be inferred from this circumstance that all animals pos-
sessing a gall-bladder only effuse bile into the intestine during the period
of digestion, and that at other times all the secreted bile is accumu-
lated in the gall-bladder. For far more bile is secreted during the
intervals between the individual meals than could be held in the gall-
bladder

;
thus, for instance, the gall-bladder of a full-grown cat cannot

contain more than about 3 grammes of bile, although the animal secretedm 24 hours from 30 to 32 grammes of bile, and therefore far more than
could be collected in the gall-bladder, even with four or five emptyings
after the ingestion of food. And the fact is still more strikingly shown
inrabbits

; the gall-bladder of a rabbit weighing 1 kilogramme can con-
tain at most 0-469 of a gramme of bile; but since this animal sends 7
grammes of bile into the intestine in one hour, it is hence still less
possible to conceive that all the bile must take its course through the
gall-bladder. 6
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Bidder and Schmidt have investigated this subject in a most accurate

and ingenious manner. They arrive at the conclusion, from a large

number of experiments on cats, that a cat weighing one kilogramme

[nearly three pounds], when its digestion is most perfect, that is to say,

when its biliary secretion is most abundant, secretes 0*765 of a gramme

of fluid bile, corresponding to 0'050 of a gramme of solid residue in an

hour ; while, after ten days' fasting, there is secreted in the same in-

terval only 0*094 of a gramme of fluid bile, yielding, when dried at 100°,

a solid residue of 0*0076 of a gramme.
The secretion of bile is continuous ; but, as is shown in the above

cases, it is augmented or diminished according to the state of the diges-

tion. Bidder and Schmidt found that the secretion attained its maximum
ten or twelve hours after a copious meal, and from then till twenty-four

hours after the meal, it gradually diminished, till it attained the same
quantity which was secreted one or two hours after eating. In pro-

longed starvation, the quantity of the secreted bile gradually and
progressively diminishes.

Thus, for instance, if a cat, weighing one kilogramme, discharges

0*492 of a gramme of fresh bile (obtained direct from the common
biliary duct through an introduced canula) during the second hour after

feeding, the quantity increases so rapidly, that during the fourth hour

it secretes 0*629, during the sixth 0*750, the eighth 0*825, and in the

tenth hour, 0*850 of a gramme of bile ; so that, from the second up to

the end of the tenth hour, the quantity of bile secreted increases, on an

average, by 0*045 of a gramme in an hour. Moreover, the diminution

in the secretion of bile takes place somewhat rapidly after the end of the

tenth hour, the average hourly decrease from this maximum to the end of

the twenty-fourth hour being 0*028 of a gramme.
With the view of determining the quantitative relation of the biliary

secretion to the other animal excretions—a point of the greatest impor-

tance in estimating the physiological value of the bile—Bidder and
Schmidt have instituted a series of statistico-analytical experiments on
dogs, on about forty cats, thirteen geese, and several sheep and rabbits,

in which biliary fistulse had been instituted. They first determined the

amount of carbonic acid expired by these animals, and then ascertained

the ratio in which the secreted bile stood to it ; and the result of these

laborious investigations is, that " only from l-10th to l-40th of the car-

bon separated by the lung is secreted in an equal time by the liver in the

form of bile, so that at least 8-9ths or 9-10ths of the burned and ex-

pired combustible materials do not pass through the intermediate stage

of bile, but remain in the circulating blood, where they become tho-

roughly oxidized."

_
In order to be enabled to form a definite opinion regarding that much-

disputed question, the physiological importance of the bile, it will be ex-
pedient previously to establish a view regarding the origin or formation
of the bile, from the facts from which science has as yet supplied us.
The biliary secretion has always been regarded either as a pure function
of the digestive process, or as a definite factor in the general economy
of the animal organism. The difficulty of deciding between these views
seems half removed when we have a clear understanding regarding the
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formation of the bile, that is to say, regarding the substances from

which its proximate constituents are formed. We have already seen

that unfortunately there is still considerable obscurity regarding the

origin of the individual substances which constitute the bile. Never-

theless, we trust to find in certain positive experiments and observations,

a logical justification for either one or the other hypothesis. That which

applies to the individual constituents, applies also to the bile collectively
;

the following facts will, however, probably indicate the path by which

we may arrive at a knowledge of the mode of origin of the bile. The
first point in this investigation is, to decide the question where the for-

mation of the biliary constituents actually takes place, that is to say,

whether they exist ready formed in the blood, or whether they are first

formed in the secreting organ. The larger number of well-confirmed

facts tend to show that the principal constituents of the bile are pri-

marily formed in the liver itself from certain constituents of the blood

conveyed to this organ by the portal vein. On comparing the histologi-

cal formation of the liver with that of the kidneys, we perceive that in

the liver there cannot be a pure transudation—a mere process of filtra-

tion of certain constituents of the blood—such as occurs in the kidneys.

We know that in the liver the most minute blood-vessels are separated

from the smallest canals which convey the bile by a thick layer of tole-

rably large cells, and that consequently in every case the substances

given off from the blood must pass through cells endowed with vital force,

before they can enter into the biliary canals. No comparison can be in-

stituted between these cells and the epithelial cells which occupy the

ducts of Bellini ; for these hepatic cells close the extremities of the bili-

ary canals (whether these form blind and distended sacs or very minute
loops) ; if the smallest biliary canals possess a membrana propria, these

cells, united in rows and having a coecal arrangement, lie external to it,

and consequently in this respect differ essentially from the epithelial

cells of the canaliculi contorti of the kidney, which take no part what-

ever in the urinary secretion. But the microscope which reveals to us

the contents of these cells, indicates that they are elaborated from ma-
terials resorbed from the blood ; for in addition to the round nucleus oc-

curring in these cells, they contain a greater or less quantity of small

molecules and vesicles, which very often become developed into distinct

fat-globules ; in numerous cases, however, these hepatic cells are filled

with a yellowish matter, which sometimes appears in the form of distinct

and separate molecular granules, and sometimes as diffused masses.

With regard to the colorless fat-globules, they must necessarily undergo
a metamorphosis within the cells, since very little free fat is generally

found in the bile. From certain microscopical observations which I made
in reference to the morphological contents of the hepatic cells of dogs

and rabbits at different periods after taking food, it seems to follow that

their physical characters vary with the stage of the digestive process.

These and other histological relations which have been observed by
Meckel1 and Leidy, 2 show that it is in these cells that the substances

taken up from the blood are elaborated into bile ; and most of the phy-

siological facts with which we are at present acquainted, accord with

1 Miiller's Arch. 1846. 2 American Journal of Medical Science, Jan. 1848.
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this view. Miiller, and subsequently to him, Kunde,' after separating

the skin of the abdomen and tying the portal vein, opened the abdominal

cavity of large frogs ; ligatures were applied to all the points of attach-

ment of the liver, and that organ was completely extirpated ; after the

operation, the animals were kept in narrow, dry vessels, at a low tempera-

ture, and the blood of those that were still surviving after two or three

days, was collected by amputating their thighs. As we are justified in

concluding, both from the experiments of Blondlot and from pathologi-

cal observations, that icterus ensues within two or three days after the

occlusion of the gall-ducts, we must here expect to find a very large

quantity of bile-pigment and cholic acid, if the formation of the most

essential biliary constituents take place externally to the liver ; but al-

though the examination was conducted with the greatest care, we could

not detect, with certainty, any trace of either of these substances in

this blood.

Moleschott has recently instituted a series of carefully conducted ex-

periments on frogs in relation to this point. Like Kunde, he extirpated

the liver ; but succeeded in keeping the animals alive for a longer period.

He could not succeed in detecting a trace of the resinous acids or of the

pigment of the bile either in the blood or in the lymph, or in the flesh,

or in the urine of the frogs on which he operated. It may, therefore,

be regarded as an established fact, that the essential constituents of the

bile are primarily formed within the liver.

I must here remark, that at the commencement of these experiments

we believed that, though Ave could find no bile pigment, we had detected

biliary acids ; but we subsequently convinced ourselves that frog's fat,

and indeed any fat that abounds in olein, yields with sugar and sulphuric

acid a reaction extremely similar to that of cholic acid. But after we had
become acquainted with this source of error, and had, as far as possible,

removed the fat, no trace of bile could be recognized either by Petten-

kofer's test or by any other means (as, for instance, the exhibition of

taurine, the determination of sulphur in the alcoholic extract, &c.)

It certainly cannot be denied that after such severe operations, con-

clusions should only be drawn with the most extreme caution ; but when
taken in association with the above-named histological and with the phy-

siological and pathological facts presently to be mentioned, the result to

which we have been led by our experiments is deserving of a certain

amount of weight.

It is further known that the biliary secretion differs from all other se-

cretions in this respect, that it proceeds from the capillary system of a

vein, and that even the blood of the hepatic arterial branches has be-

come venous before it comes in contact with the finest ramifications of

the biliary ducts ; for, as Kiernan was the first to show, the vasa vaso-

rum of the hepatic artery enter into a venous plexus which, instead of

opening into the hepatic veins, discharges itself into the smaller (but not
the smallest) branches of the portal vein, and in this manner forms the
hepatic origin of the portal system. Hence the secretion of the ma-
terials of the bile takes place solely from pure venous blood. The se-
cretion in the kidney, for instance, is altogether different, to which arte-

1 Diss inaug. Berol. 1850.
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rial blood, and with it the substances (such as urea, uric and hippuric

acids, &c), which are first rendered excrementitious by the respired oxy-

gen, are carried, and where, without having to pass through a dense layer

of cells, these substances are transmitted in a manner very similar to

simple transudation from the bloodvessels into the urinary canals.

From the extreme slowness with which the blood passes through the liver,

it follows that the conversion of the constituents of the blood into bile in

the hepatic lobules only takes place very gradually, thus allowing of a

more thorough and complete metamorphosis. (At these lobules, we find

that the finest capillary network of the portal vein is separated by the

plexus of the hepatic cells from the smallest biliary canals, which, ac-

cording to E. H. Weber, are far more minute than the finest capillary

vessels.) If we consider that the blood of the portal vein has been al-

ready collected from a capillary network, and that now, without further

mechanical assistance, it has again to overcome the resistance of friction

in a second capillary system, and further, that the veins into which the

portal branches discharge themselves, are even deficient in the valves

which usually aid the circulation within the veins, we can comprehend
why it is that the blood passes very slowly through the liver. Muller
and E. H. Weber have convinced themselves of the correctness of this

assumption by direct microscopic observations on frogs and on the larvae

of salamanders. With these facts in our possession, we need be as little

surprised that Bidder and Schmidt perceived that two hours elapsed

after the administration of food, before there was an augmentation of the

biliary secretion, and that it was not till the end of ten hours that the

maximum flow took place, as at the great frequency of hyperaemic

affections of the liver and of the associated congestion of the hgemor-

rhoidal veins.

If, however, the great slowness of the circulation within the liver

forces us to the assumption that there is a peculiar elaboration of the

materials in question within the hepatic cells, so also does the source of

the substances which are conveyed into the portal blood, point to the pe-

culiar function of the liver as a metamorphosing organ. The venous
blood proceeding from the stomach, the whole intestinal canal, and from
the mesentery, is collected in the portal vein ; hence a great part of

the nutrient matters absorbed in large quantity by the veins of these

parts is conveyed into the liver ; moreover the veins of the pancreas,

and (what is more essential) those of the spleen, pour their blood into the

portal vein. We shall presently see, when treating of the chemical and
physical investigations of the blood, that the character of the portal

blood varies according as the portal vein receives most of its blood from
the stomach and intestinal canal during the process of digestion, or

from the splenic veins, which convey a fluid very different from other

venous blood. We shall, however, also see that the blood of the hepatic

veins is as different from portal blood (whether collected during fasting

or while the digestive process is going on) as from the blood of any other

portion of the venous system. The blood within the liver, in its transition

from the arterial into the venous state, undergoes more striking altera-

tions than in any other organ. These changes are not confined to the

mere abstraction of individual constituents from the blood in the liver,
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but as we shall presently see, some of its constituents have undergone

very distinct chemical changes. To this we must add, that the presence

of the most important constituents of the bile cannot be recognized as

preformed in the portal blood, notwithstanding many assertions to the

contrary : at all events I have never succeeded in detecting them, even

when operating on very large quantities.

The principal arguments against the view that the bile is formed from

heterogeneous constituents within the liver itself, are based partly on

the supposed analogy between the biliary and the renal secretions, and

partly on certain pathological phenomena. That the analogy between

the renal and hepatic secretions is limited to the single fact that

they both are secretions, is sufficiently obvious from what is known
regarding the difference in the structure of the two organs ; and in

reference to the facts derived from pathology, these, upon the whole,

rather accord with the view that the bile is formed in the hepatic cells

than that its actual constituents pre-exist in the blood. Jaundice very

seldom occurs in diseases of the parenchyma of the liver, and almost

never in the different forms of fatty degeneration or in tuberculosis of

the liver, and very rarely in simple and red atrophy, in granular liver,

and hepatitis ; while the only diseases in which it is almost constantly

present are those of the biliary ducts and acute yellow atrophy. If an

accumulation of actual (chemically recognizable) biliary matters were

induced in the blood by the suppression of the hepatic secretion, jaun-

dice would necessarily occur just as frequently in the above-named dis-

eases, which affect the parenchyma of the liver, as an impeded excretion

of the bile. It is true that these diseases rarely attack the whole

parenchymatous structure (indeed, hepatitis never does so, and jaundice

seldom occurs in this affection), so that a portion of the liver could

always provide for the separation of the bile from the blood : but again,

on the other side, the facts may be urged that, in association with jaun-

dice, there may be an abundant flow of bile into the intestine (as, for

instance, may occur in pyaemia, yellow fever, after the bites of poisonous

snakes, and even in cases of pneumonia accompanied by icterus), and

especially that jaundice may occur in diseases in which no organic

change either of the parenchyma or the gall-ducts can be detected. At
all events this much is obvious, that we are unable to draw any con-

clusions from the presence of jaundice regarding a disturbance of the

secretion of the liver or the separation of bile, and that it yields us no

means of arriving at an opinion regarding the suppression of the biliary

secretion or the formation of bile in the liver. Positive data are still

required in order to enable us to decide, from the occurrence of jaundice,

whether there is a mere separation or a secretion of bile ; the different

conditions which accompany or give rise to its occurrence are still so

little investigated, that we are by no means justified in concluding that

there is a formation of true bile in the blood, even in such cases as acute
yellow atrophy of the liver (in which, in addition to the sudden access
of jaundice, we find even the hepatic cells atrophied and destroyed).

In connection with this subject we would merely direct attention to
some few points which have hitherto not been sufficiently regarded, in
reference to pathological conditions. Thus, for instance, it is still
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undecided whether other biliary matters, and more particularly the

coagulated resinous acids, are found in the blood simultaneously with

icterus ; and it would even appear probable, from certain observations,

that icterus may be present when no biliary acids are found in the blood.

If it could have been shown which biliary acid,—that is to say, whether

a conjugated acid or cholic (Strecker's cholalic) acid or choloidic acid

—

occurred in the blood of persons affected with icterus or in healthy indi-

viduals, it might have been determined whether its resorption was ef-

fected from the liver through the lymphatics or from the intestinal canal

;

but owing to the uncertainty of Pettenkofer's bile-test, our conclusions

regarding the presence of the biliary resinous acids must be wholly sub-

jective. The lymphatics undoubtedly play a highly important part in

the resorption of the bile, and these vessels are moreover alone able to

absorb bile from the liver, as the venous plexuses of the hepatic artery

open into the portal vein, and would therefore convey the recently ab-

sorbed bile back to the hepatic cells. In the dead body the bile readily

infiltrates into the neighboring parts, but in living animals such is not

the case ; it is probable, however, that we might also observe a similar

imbibition of bile during life if it were not directly absorbed by the lym-

phatics surrounding and intersecting the surface of the liver as well as

the biliary ducts and the gall-bladder. It is believed that many sub-

stances undergo chemical changes in the lymphatics ; but it is not known
whether bile-pigment and the biliary acids are carried unchanged through
the healthy lymphatic system, or whether they experience any alterations

in it. We do not know, therefore, whether or not the lymphatics per-

form their function in those diseases in which icterus is present without

any obvious organic changes in the liver, or where, in addition to the

jaundice, a large quantity of bile passes into the intestine. It would
appear from experiments of injecting filtered bile into the veins, that

the blood possesses the property, when in a normal state, of exerting a

metamorphic action on the biliary matters
;
yet life may be prolonged

for years after the complete occlusion of the ductus choledochus. We
are, however, ignorant whether the blood in febrile and inflammatory
conditions—where its oxidation is considerably diminished—loses the

capacity for metamorphosing these biliary matters like the extractive

matters, uric acid, cystine, &c. Why does icterus occur in fatty liver

only when acute diseases supervene ? In granular liver many of the

small biliary ducts may be obliterated, and the hepatic granules conse-

quently filled with bile, and yet icterus may not have been manifested

during life. Acute yellow atrophy of the liver is a disease that has

been but seldom observed, and still less investigated (excepting by Roki-

tansky) ; of the chemical metamorphoses by which it is attended we
know nothing. We do not think, therefore, that the meagre observa-

tions hitherto made by the bedside and in the dead-house justify us in

drawing conclusions regarding the formation of bile in the blood, and
the occurrence of icterus from the suppression of the biliary secretion.

If the view that the formation of bile takes place in the liver itself

appears to derive considerable probability from anatomical and physio-

logical facts, and is certainly not refuted by our pathological observa-

tions, we are necessarily induced to compare the juices conveyed to the
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liver with those flowing from it ; since it is only by a comparison between

the fluids entering and leaving the liver that we can hope to attain cer-

tain and fixed points of support for a chemical survey of the mode in

which the bile is prepared from different organic elements, and thus

avoid too wide a deviation from the truth. If it be admitted that the

portal vein mainly supplies materials to the liver, we must seek in the

blood of this vein for the substances which contribute towards the

formation of bile ; and when the advanced state of our chemical know-

ledge shall enable us to institute a comparison between the constitution

of the blood of the portal vein and that of the hepatic veins, it will

necessarily be the means of elucidating the mode of formation of the

bile and the function of the liver.

Unfortunately, however, chemical analysis is not in a sufficiently ad-

vanced state to afford a satisfactory reply to all, or even to many of the

questions which we hope to solve by its aid ; but yet it affords us the

means of confirming or refuting some of the arguments advanced in sup-

port of one or the other of the above views. As we propose, in our

remarks on "the blood," to enter more explicitly into the consideration

of the different parallel analyses which we have made of the blood of

the portal vein and of the hepatic veins, we will limit ourselves in the

present place to a mere notice of the results in question.

The comparison between these two kinds of blood is probably more

disturbed by deficiencies in our chemico-analytical appliances, than either

by the admixture of blood originating from the hepatic artery with the

blood of the hepatic veins, or by the abstraction of materials by the

lymphatics. As far as concerns this addition of the blood of the hepatic

arterial branches when it becomes venous, this is very small ; for, inde-

pendently of the small calibre of the hepatic artery, which is far less

than that of the portal vein (a section of the hepatic artery is 4,909

square lines, while that of the portal vein measures 38,484 square lines,

according to Krause and Valentin), the rapidity of the circulation of

the blood in the veins proceeding from the hepatic artery must be nearly

as small as in the equally large capillaries of the portal vein. The lym-

phatics, however, appear chiefly to absorb the material resulting from

the nutrition of the vessels and the biliary ducts by the hepatic artery,

and to carry off some portion of the previously formed biliary substances.

On these grounds, it is necessary that a stringent comparison should be

instituted between the blood of the veins which enter and leave the

liver.

In passing to the consideration of the individual biliary substances,

and inquiring which of these exist preformed in the blood of the portal

vein, we find that none of the most essential constituents of the bile can
be detected in it. The presence of resinous biliary acids, and therefore

chiefly of cholic or choloidic acid, in the portal vein, has been conjectured
even by those who do not believe in the formation of these acids in other
parts than the liver ; nor was their presence here to be wondered at,

since there appeared to be grounds for assuming that a portion of the bile

effused into the intestinal canal was resorbed by the veins, and that the
rudiments of this resorbed bile must then of necessity be again collected
in the portal vein

; yet the most carefully conducted inquiries, instituted
under various conditions, have hitherto failed to demonstrate the exist-
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ence of these resinous biliary acids in the blood of the portal vein. The
error of supposing that biliary substances have been demonstrated in the

blood of the portal vein by means of sugar and sulphuric acid, arises from

the similar reaction which Pettenkofer's test gives with olein and oleic

acid.

We endeavored in pp. 120 and 240, to demonstrate the chemical

grounds on which we based our hypothesis that cholic acid must be

regarded as a conjugated acid, consisting of a non-isolable modification

of oleic acid and a carbo-hydrate. We were led to adopt this view

mainly in consequence of the large quantity of olein contained in the

blood of the portal vein, in which respect it differs so greatly from the

blood of every other vein, including even the hepatic veins. A careful

examination of the blood of the portal vein, and a comparison of this

blood with that of the hepatic and other veins, lead almost involuntarily

to the conclusion that the oleaginous fats which occur in preponderating

quantity in the blood of the portal vein, and are only contained in very

small quantity in the blood of the hepatic veins, must participate to a

considerable extent in the formation of the bile ; for the blood is rich

in olein when it enters the liver, but exhibits only a very small portion

when it leaves that organ ; the fat of the blood of the hepatic veins is

also more consistent, and contains relatively more margarin. On an

average, the solid residue of the portal blood contains 3-225°- of fat, while

that of the hepatic venous blood contains only l'885g.

I do not purpose reverting here to the chemical grounds which appear
to support the view that cholic acid is formed from oleic acid, but would
simply observe, in relation to this subject, that I have never succeeded
in producing sebasic acid by dry distillation from cholic acid, and, on
the other hand, that I have convinced myself that not only the acids of

the butyric acid group (Redtenbacher), but likewise those of the succinic

acid group, more especially lipic and suberic acids, may be produced from
cholic acid by the action of nitric acid, in the same manner as from oleic

acid (Laurent). Moreover, Kunde, as already observed, found that not

merely the fat of frogs, but also every other animal or vegetable fat

which is rich in olein, yields an intense purple-violet color with sulphuric

acid and sugar ; it does not occur with fats that are free from olein, and
is most perfectly exhibited with pure oleic acid. This reaction of the

oleic acid only differs, according to my experience, from that of cholic

acid in occurring more slowly, and requiring the access of atmospheric

air. As I did not perceive that there was any absorption of gas, I

thought that the oleic acid might be contained in the cholic acid, in the

modification of elaidic acid ; but the latter acid yielded the same reaction

as cholic acid with sugar and sulphuric acid, although less rapidly.

M. S. Schultze 1 has recently made the same observation with regard

to olein. He also showed that the protein-bodies yielded a similar violet

color when treated with sugar and sulphuric acid ; and I have noticed

the same circumstance in many ethereal oils, as, for instance, oil of tur-

pentine and oil of caraway.2 Pettenkofer's test is, however, by no means

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 71, S. 270.
2 Kunde, De hepatis ranarum extirpatione diss, inaug. med. Berol. 1850.

vol. I. 31
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to be rejected on this account, as it merely requires the same amount of

caution in its application that is indispensable for the exhibition of every

other chemical reaction.

The fat of the hepatic venous blood, when treated with sugar and

sulphuric acid, yields the same reaction as that of the portal blood

;

and, when the experiment is conducted with care, we can scarcely fail

to arrive at the conviction that no bile is contained in either kind of

blood. The reaction does not ensue excepting with that portion of these

two kinds of blood which is soluble in ether, and fails with those extrac-

tive bodies which are only soluble in alcohol—a fact which plainly indi-

cates that these substances are not of a biliary nature.

The positive experiments, made under different physiological relations,

by Bidder and C. Schmidt, on the biliary secretions of animals, appear,

at first sight, to refute this hypothesis. These careful observers found

that fat animals yield considerably less bile than lean ones, and that,

when they were fed on fat (bacon, suet), the quantity was smaller than

in the case of animals fed on substances containing the smallest possible

portion of fat. These differences were no longer appreciable in animals

which had been kept for some time without food. The fact that fat

animals yield less bile than lean ones, is in harmony with an observation

already referred to, that the metamorphosis of matter is usually accom-

plished more slowly, and in a smaller degree, in organisms disposed to

secrete fat in abundance ; we need only mention that fat animals expire

less carbonic acid in equal periods of time than lean but strong ones.

The inference to be drawn from these observations is, not that fat

animals and fat persons yield little bile because they are fat, but rather

that such animals and persons have grown fat in consequence of their

secreting little bile.

It can scarcely excite surprise that animals which are fed exclusively

on fat should secrete less bile ; for all fat is not applied to the formation

of bile, neither is it fat alone which is employed for that purpose ; for we
shall presently see that fat constitutes only a part of the material neces-

sary for the formation of bile. Daily experience, derived from the patho-

logical observation of cases of fatty liver, shows us also that an excess

of fat is prejudicial to the secretion of bile, for although the hepatic cells

are often dilated to twice the normal size in these cases, the quantity of

bile is very much below the normal standard.

Lastly, the circumstance that animals which are fasting secrete more
bile than those which are fed exclusively on fat, does not refute this

hypothesis ; for, as much sugar arrests the progress of vinous fermenta-

tion, much fat also impedes the formation of bile in the hepatic cells.

As far as we are able to observe the metamorphosis of tissue in animals

which have been kept for a long time without food, it would seem that

this change is not limited to those histological elements which contain

nitrogen, for we find that the fat rapidly disappears during inanition.

We have already spoken, in the earlier pages of this volume, of the
possibility of the formation of fat from the protein-bodies. If the obser-
vations of the above-named distinguished experimentalists do not admit
the interpretation we have endeavored to give to them, the circumstance
that the quantity of fat entering the liver is greater than that which
passes from it, must remain entirely unexplained.
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Sugar, or, at all events, a carbo-hydrate, must be regarded as another

element essential to the formation of bile. The chemical equation

according to which cholic acid may be regarded as composed of oleic

acid and sugar, would not possess a higher value than any other one that

might very readily be established from the high atomic weight of cholic

acid, were it not supported by other grounds. We mentioned p. 258, that

Bernard and Barreswil had found sugar in the tissue of the liver ; and this

discovery, which I have verified by my own observations, has been recently

corroborated by the numerous experiments of Frerichs 1 on the livers of

animals and men. This observer convinced himself that the quantity of

sugar in the liver was wholly independent of the nature of the food—so

far, at least, that it was discovered in the liver of animals which had been
fed for a long time on flesh alone. We considered, at p. 259 the grounds

which render it probable that sugar may be formed in the animal organ-

ism from the protein-bodies. Scherer2 has recently drawn attention to

a peculiar kind of sugar, incapable of fermentation, and found in the

muscular juice ; and C. Schmidt3 believes that a small quantity of sugar

exists in all normal blood. More or less sugar is always conveyed by
the portal vein to the liver during the digestion of vegetable food ; for

we know, on the one hand, that the sugar which is gradually produced
from starch through the whole course of the intestinal canal, is princi-

pally absorbed by the veins ; and, on the other hand, that the veins of

the stomach, and of the small as well as the large intestines, are emptied
into the portal vein ; and we consequently find, on a careful examination
of the blood of the portal vein of the larger herbivorous animals, that it

generally contains some portion of sugar, whilst this substance, as far

as my experience goes, is much less constantly to be detected in the
chyle. We are, therefore, disposed to agree with Frerichs in assuming
that the sugar found in the parenchyma of the liver contributes, together
with other constituents of the portal blood, at least in part, towards the
formation of bile, although a large portion of the sugar formed in the
liver is carried through the hepatic veins into the general mass of the
blood. If our hypothesis of the constitution of cholic acid be correct,

we can scarcely be surprised that sugar should lose 6 atoms of water in

conjugating with oleic acid, when we bear in mind our previous experi-

ences regarding conjugated compounds ; but, after this union, we can no
more detect sugar, as such, in cholic acid, than glycine in hippuric acid.

(Compare p. 175.)

C. Schmidt, although, as has been already mentioned, opposed to the
view that bile is formed from fat, suggests the ingenious hypothesis, that

in the metamorphosis of fat in the animal body, sugar and cholic

(Strecker's cholalic) acid are formed from the neutral fats, that is to say,

from the combinations of glycerine with fatty acids : it is certainly a fact

of some interest that, when we assume that one-seventh of the hydrogen
of the glycerine (C

6
H

7 5),
is replaced by 1 equiv. of oxygen, we obtain

the formula for anhydrous grape-sugar (C
6
H

6 6),
and that when we take

1 Op. cit. p. 831.
2 Verhandl. der physik. med. Gesellschaft in Wurzburg. 1850. S. 51-55.
3 Charakteristik der epid. Cholera. S. Iti2.
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the fatty acid, C48
H

47 3
(correspond to the general formula for the solid

fatty acids, CnH,,.! 3),
and assume that 7 of its equivalents of hydrogen

are replaced by oxygen, we obtain the formula for cholic acid, C
1S
I1 ..,,< >,,.

HO.
In opposition to Bernard's "formation of sugar in the liver," C.

Schmidt remarks that we find sugar in the blood of the vena cava, as

well as in that of the portal vein; and in reference to this point, I must

observe, that I have found far more sugar in the blood of the hepatic

veins (as noticed in the chapter on " the blood"), than in that of the

portal vein or the jugular veins. In five determinations of these varieties

of blood from different horses, I always found from 10 to 16 times more
sugar in the solid residue of the serum of the hepatic venous blood, than

in the corresponding residue from the portal blood ; indeed, when the

animals had been kept for some time without food, I could find no sugar

in the portal blood, while it could easily be detected in the hepatic

venous blood, and its quantity could be determined by fermentation.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that sugar is formed in the metamor-

phoses which the blood undergoes in the liver. Now, if we perceive an

excess of fat and a deficiency of sugar enter the liver, and if we find

that these substances emerge from that organ in an inverse proportion,

it appears obvious and mathematically certain that, according to the

above-mentioned hypothesis of Schmidt, the fat is decomposed in the

liver into cholic acid and sugar. But, although the above facts cor-

respond so well with this hypothesis, we must consider that a formation

of sugar may likewise be due to other substances. We shall presently

see that there are also nitrogenous substances which undergo decomposi-

tion in the liver, and we have already indicated the possible formation

of sugar from such decompositions ; and Scherer's discovery of inosite

(muscle-sugar) renders this view still more probable. Finally, we at pre-

sent know too little of the extractive matters, in which the portal blood

is by no means poor, to feel justified in denying that some of them may
be converted into sugar.

From all this it follows that, unless we would rest satisfied with mere
chemical formulae and equations, we are still very far from comprehend-
ing the individual stages of the metamorphosis of animal matter, and of

recognizing the nature of the changes that ensue, and the formation of

the different new substances : the number of observations is, however,

daily increasing, which must confine the admissibility and number of

hypotheses within narrower and narrower limits. Thus, from the facts

at present in our possession, we cannot decide with certainty which of

the hypotheses regarding the formation of cholic acid— whether
Schmidt's, or the one I have propounded—approximates the nearer to

the truth
;
probably neither presents a perfectly correct view of the

actual case. The following circumstances seem to tell against Schmidt's
hypothesis, and in favor of mine: unconjugated acids containing 9 atoms
of oxygen, are, at all events, very rare in chemistry ; oleic acid yields the
ordinary reaction with Pettenkofer's test, which is not the case with the
solid fatty acids (of the general formula CnHn_!03 )

; and (which is of
most importance) there is far less oily fat (although "relatively more solid

fat) in the hepatic venous blood than in that of the portal vein. This
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much only seems fully established from the experiments which have been
described, that the liver is an organ in which sugar is formed.

We can very easily comprehend, and need hardly entertain a doubt,

that the nitrogenous adjuncts of cholic acid (Strecker's cholalic acid)

are formed from the regressive metamorphosis of the nitrogenous parts

of the animal body, and therefore especially from the metamorphosis of

tissue : but physiological chemistry should not merely indicate possibili-

ties and probabilities in the animal processes, but it should, at all events

for the future, teach us the chemical equations expressing the decom-
positions of the individual animal substances, and the manner and suc-

cessive stages in which the metamorphoses occur. We are, certainly,

still far from attaining this object, but it is time that Ave should endeavor

to reach it by all the auxiliaries and forces at our disposal. Taking this

view of the subject, it would be important to ascertain whether the ad-

junct which yields glycine or taurine, exists preformed (either free or in

combination) in portal blood. In regard to the glycine, every attempt
to detect it in portal blood has been unsuccessful, although as much as

450 grammes [about 15 ounces] was examined for this purpose ; this

experiment cannot, however, be definitely regarded as proving that no
glycine occurs in portal blood, since the cause of the negative result

may be dependent on the imperfection of our chemical analyses ; but, at

all events, the opposite view, in accordance with which the glycine of
the cholic acid is first formed in the liver, is not overthrown by this ex-

periment, and we shall presently point out the grounds which support
the idea that the glycine is produced in the liver from the metamorphosis
of nitrogenous matters. Moreover, we are equally unable to detect pre-
formed taurine in portal blood.

According to F. C. Schmid, 1 the ash of portal blood is richer in sul-

phuric acid than that of blood from the jugular veins ; we might be thus
led to suppose that the sulphuric acid of the portal blood was applied in

the liver to the formation of the sulphurous adjunct, but this is not the
case. It is well known that the estimation of the sulphur in an ash-
analysis is the most uncertain of any of the determinations in analytical
chemistry, since it depends on various accessory circumstances (the mode
of heating, the presence of carbon hard of combustion, or the absence
of alkalies with which the sulphuric acid that is formed might combine),
whether more or less sulphur is volatilized. In employing this inexact
mode of determination, I was, however, unable to find the difference

between the blood of the portal and the hepatic veins, which Schmid
observed between that of the portal and jugular veins. The preformed
sulphuric acid in the water-extract of the portal and hepatic venous
blood appears to be variable ; but as a general rule, I always obtained
rather more sulphuric acid from the serum of hepatic venous blood than
from that of portal blood : the augmented quantity in the first case is,

however, only relative ; for the serum of the portal vein, in becoming
changed into that of the hepatic veins, not only loses much water, but
also albumen, as we shall subsequently show. This much may, however
be regarded as certain, that the preformed sulphuric acid no more con-

1 Heller's Arch. Bd. 4. S. 323.
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tributes to the formation of the sulphurous adjunct, than it passes into

the bile. (See p. 398.)

If, however, we compare the quantity of sulphur in the two kinds of

blood by the application of the dry method of oxidation, as, for instance,

by potash and nitre, we find that the residue of the portal blood is

certainly the richer in sulphur. On an average, I found 0-393 of sulphur

(all the sulphuric acid being calculated as arising from sulphur) in 100

parts of the solid residue of portal blood, and 0-331 of sulphur in 100

parts of that of hepatic venous blood. The sulphur which is applied to

the formation of this adjunct is therefore as latent (unoxidized) or com-

bined in the portal blood, as in the adjunct itself. It now remains for

us to inquire—to what substance does it owe its origin ?

In the spirituous extract of portal blood (after the residue has been

already extracted with ether and alcohol) I found a substance which, on

incineration with nitre, yields sulphur. (As it can also be obtained when
the blood has been previously neutralized, it cannot depend on any albu-

minate of soda that may have been dissolved by the spirit.) Moreover,

this sulphur-compound is also found in lesser quantity in the blood of the

hepatic veins. It is possible that the taurine, which, as we know, is rich

in sulphur, may be formed from this sulphurous extractive matter. The
principal source of the sulphur of the bile, and especially of the taurine,

might, however, be sought in the perfect disintegration of the fibrin in

the liver. I shall show, when treating of " the blood," that the quantity

of fibrin in hepatic venous blood is almost imperceptibly small, and,

indeed, that often I could discover no fibrin whatever in it. The sub-

stance which was calculated as fibrin by Schultz and Simon, in their

analyses of the blood of the hepatic veins, could not have really been

that substance, but must have been the cell-walls of the blood-corpuscles,

deprived of their contents by water. Hence, whether or not the extrac-

tive matters contribute to the formation of the nitrogenous and sulphur-

ous adjuncts of the cholic acid, it is by no means improbable that the

fibrin of the portal blood is applied in that manner. But there is reason

to believe that these adjuncts are primarily formed in the liver, not

merely from their absence in portal blood, but also on the following

purely chemical ground: we have seen that glycine and taurine are

not to be regarded as existing preformed in glycocholic and tauro-

cholic acids ; it is, however, the ordinary rule (and only few excep-

tions are known to it), that the so-called conjugated compounds are

not directly formed from the adjuncts into which they become separated

on decomposition ; chemical experience, therefore, renders it improbable

that these conjugated acids should be formed from pre-existing taurine

or glycine and cholic acid. Moreover, we can hardly expect that in the

animal organism, where complex compounds are resolved into simpler

ones (when the retrograde metamorphosis predominates), comparatively
simple substances should unite to produce more complicated ones in the

formation of excreted matters.

If we attribute to the fibrin which is decomposed in the liver a great
share in the formation of the above-named adjuncts, we must also at the
same time meet the objection which may be brought forward, that the
fibrin may be applied to the formation of the young blood-corpuscles
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which are found in such large numbers in the hepatic veins. I have cer-

tainly never found the characters of portal fibrin to differ so much from
that of other venous blood, in newly-killed animals, as has been observed

by F. C. Schmid ;' it appears, however, to be less contractile and less

dense than that of other venous blood. This, at all events, appears not

to be the form in which it can be applied to the construction of tissues

or blood-corpuscles. Moreover, we see from a comparison of the portal

serum with that of the hepatic veins, that the albumen in the latter is

considerably diminished, and has probably been employed in the forma-

tion of blood-cells. According to my investigations, the albumen is to

the other solid substances in portal serum as 100 : 12*5, while in the

serum of hepatic venous blood (where, moreover, the salts are diminished

by about 0-3) the ratio is as 100 : 27'4. Moreover, hepatic venous

blood contains, both absolutely and relatively, far less serum than portal

blood ; when, for instance, the intercellular fluid is to the moist blood-cells

in the ratio of 100 to 150 (and this was the case when horses were killed

five hours after feeding), the corresponding ratio in hepatic venous blood
is as 100 : 330 ; or if (ten hours after feeding) the ratio in portal blood

is as 100 : 35, the corresponding ratio in hepatic venous blood is as 100 :

138. Hence the portal blood, in its conversion into hepatic venous blood,

loses a very considerable portion of its serum, while the latter parts with
much of its albumen. The coagulable, soluble albumen of the portal

blood has, therefore, in a great part passed over into the considerably
augmented cruor which is formed by the blood of the hepatic veins. If
it is not too bold an hypothesis to assume that this portion of the albu-
men is applied to the formation of the walls of the blood-corpuscles, this

readily explains why the bile is so rich in sulphur : for, as we shall

prove in a future page, the walls of the corpuscles of hepatic venous
blood contain no sulphur.

Another important constituent of the bile is the pigment, which also

cannot be detected preformed in the portal blood ; and we have already
shown (in p. 282) that in all probability, it is formed from the
blood-pigment ; we shall, therefore, not again revert to the grounds on
which this possibility or probability rests, but will merely observe that,

if cholepyrrhin be actually a product of the metamorphosis of haematin,
the process, at all events in the normal state, takes place in the liver. It

appears no mere image of the fancy, to regard the distorted, speckled,
irregular blood-corpuscles in the portal blood of fasting animals, as cells

that are growing old ; for, at all events, we find that the blood-cells

leaving the liver by the hepatic veins, exhibit precisely those characters
which we ascribe to young blood-cells ; hence the cells of the portal
blood do not undergo rejuvenescence in the liver, but suffer disintegra-

tion in that gland, and their remains are in part (the iron, for instance)

applied to the formation of new blood-corpuscles, and in part are con-
verted into excreted matters ; hence it is very conceivable, that the hre-

matin loses its iron and becomes converted into cholepyrrhin, which is

mixed in the biliary canals with the other constituents of the bile. In
instituting several comparative analyses with both kinds of blood I found
in 600 grammes of portal blood-cells, 0-384 of a gramme of metallic

1 Op. cit.
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iron, and in the corresponding 760 grammes of blood-cells from the

hepatic veins, 0-333 of a gramme of iron. Hence, however great may
be the errors of observation, this much is certain, that the iron of the

decaying blood-corpuscles of the portal vein is more than sufficient for

the requirements of the young cells of the hepatic venous blood. If we

regarded the view as tenable, that the quantity of iron in the blood-cor-

puscles, or in the haematin, has any influence on the color, we would here

notice the difference of tint presented by the blood of the portal and of

the hepatic veins. F. C. Schmid has directed attention to the dark

brown, sometimes velvet-like black color of the clot of portal blood ; the

corpuscles of the blood of the hepatic veins always appear of an intense

purplish violet color, when seen in thin layers—a color which I have

never observed in portal blood, nor to the same degree in any other

venous blood. Whether this deficiency of iron in the blood of the hepatic

veins be simply dependent on errors of observation, or whether the

missing iron must be regarded as having passed into the bile, are points

which I will not venture to decide, although I have made three experi-

ments which coincided very well with one another. Since, however, iron

has been so often found in the bile, the difference in the numerical re-

sults is probably dependent on the nature of the changes going on in the

liver, and hence a part of the iron conveyed by the portal vein is carried

off through the liver into the intestinal canal. Moreover, I was unable

to find any iron in the serum of the blood of the portal vein, when free

from red blood-cells.

Of the remaining organic constituents of the bile, the cholesterin is

that which has received the most attention. It occurs, as we have

already seen, in normal blood (see p. 247) ; and it is contained in

that of the portal vein, although, in consequence of the preponderance

of true fat, it can only be recognized and measured by the microscope

with much difficulty. But independently of this, the frequent occurrence

of cholesterin in morbid products (namely, in serous, encysted exuda-

tions, as, for instance, hydrocele) without any simultaneous affection of

the liver, or without the simultaneous occurrence of other biliary consti-

tuents in the collective juices, sufficiently indicates that this substance

is a product of the general metamorphosis of tissue, and that the liver

is merely the organ by which, in the normal condition, this liquid is

separated.

We have already seen why the occurrence of gall-stones rich in cho-

lesterin, will not warrant the conclusion that there is an increased for-

mation of this substance. The separation of cholesterin from the bile

depends only on mechanical causes, and is independent of quantitative

relations. Were we inclined to assume that there was a cholesterin-dia-

thesis, we should at all events be astonished to observe, that when we
found an exudation consisting almost entirely of a pulpy mass of pure

crystals of cholesterin, gall-stones were never, or very rarely, simulta-

neously present.

It is unnecessary to offer any remarks regarding the origin of the fats
and the fatty acids of the bile, since we have so often referred to the

abundance with which fat occurs both in the blood of the portal vein and in

the hepatic cells; the saponification of the free fats proceeds also in
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other places ; as, however, the fatty matters of the bile are for the most
part saponified, while it is chiefly unsaponified fats which are found in
the fat-cells, it would seem as if the fatty acids of the bile were first

formed in the hepatic cells.

This circumstance appears to us to be opposed to the dehiscence of
the hepatic cells assumed by certain authors ; for even in fatty liver, or
in certain physiological conditions in which the hepatic cells are filled

with fat-globules, we neither find that the bile contains a large amount
of unsaponified fat or any augmentation of the saponified fat, which
must have been the case if the hepatic cells burst and discharged their

contents.

In connection with the mineral substances of the bile, we shall first

notice the alkali which it contains, and which is combined with the con-
jugated biliary acids, with fatty acids, and with pigment. Since both
the water-extract and the spirit-extract of the portal blood yield alka-
line carbonates on incineration, we can easily comprehend the source of
these alkalies. Moreover, the albuminate of soda, in its transmission
into the blood-cells, must also lose soda, which may contribute to the
saponification of the fats and the formation of the biliary acid. In ex-
amining the ashes of the blood-serum of the hepatic and portal veins, I
have found about as much, and, indeed, often rather more alkaline car-
bonates in the former than in the latter ; but it must be considered that
the blood of the hepatic veins contains little more than half as much
intercellular fluid as the portal blood, and that consequently the whole of
the bipod of the hepatic veins contains far less alkali in combination with
organic matters, than the whole of the portal blood. The same relation
holds also with the alkaline carbonates, which I have found to exist pre-
formed (by the method described in p. 393) in both kinds of blood

:

to determine them quantitatively was impossible ; but it appeared to me
(and to several eye-witnesses, the experiments being frequently repeated)
as if the portal blood, when placed under the receiver of the air-pump,
began to evolve air-bubbles in a less rarified atmosphere, and more abun-
dantly, than the blood of the hepatic veins.

The quantity of the soluble jjJwsphates in the bile is extremely small

:

like the earthy phosphates, they principally arise from the mucus of the
gall-ducts. I have not found a constant difference between the amount
of soluble phosphates in the blood entering into and flowing from the
liver : the earthy phosphates would rather appear to pass from the blood
into the bile ; at all events, I invariably found more earthy phosphates
in the clot of portal blood than in that yielded by the blood of the hepatic
veins.

With regard to the alkaline chlorides which abound in the ashes of
bile, the different quantities occurring in the two kinds of blood Jsuffi-

ciently explain their origin ; in the serum of the portal blood, which has
a comparatively low specific gravity, we find from 0-28 to 0'31g- of chlo-
rine, while in the denser serum of the blood from the hepatic veins only
about 0-22g is found. On the other hand, the amount of chlorine in
the blood-cells is much the same in both kinds of blood, and averages
about 0-165[J. Hence a portion of the alkaline chlorides must pass from
the serum of the portal blood into the growing or young cells of the
blood of the hepatic veins.
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The singular result at which Bensch and Strecker have arrived,

namely, that the bile of the herbivorous mammalia contains almost only

soda-salts, while the food of these animals is rich in potash and deficient

in soda, may probably be explained in the following manner : potash-

salts are abundantly separated by other organs of the herbivora, as, for

instance, by the kidneys ; but in the liver no such separation takes place,

because the potash conveyed into it with the portal blood is used for the

formation of the blood-corpuscles (for, as C. Schmidt was the first to

show, the blood-cells are especially rich in potash) ; we have, however,

just seen that a great part of the alkaline chlorides passes into the cells

of the blood in the hepatic veins.

Lastly, I must not omit to mention that the blood of the hepatic veins

always contains considerably less water than that of the portal vein, and

that even after abundant drinking, the quantity of water in the blood of

the hepatic veins is only very slightly augmented, while in the portal

blood it is increased to an extraordinary degree. Hence it follows that

this excess of water in the portal blood is effused in the liver into the

biliary canals, and that the density of the secreted bile must be liable to

extreme variation from the external physiological causes.

In horses that had not drank much for five hours after feeding, their

were from 70 to 110 parts more of water in the portal blood than in the

blood of the hepatic veins, the standard of comparison being 100 parts

of solid residue. However, in the latter case, the blood of the hepatic

veins was the more aqueous of the two.

It is possible that this mode of explaining the origin of the individual

biliary constituents may be set aside by further experiments, but not-

withstanding its obvious imperfections, we have ventured to bring it

forward, seeing that the principal object of an hypothesis is, in our

opinion, to stimulate other inquirers to fresh investigations.

The following may be regarded as a brief abstract of the above views

regarding the origin of the bile : while the non-nitrogenous and nitroge-

nous matters conveyed by the portal vein—most of which, even when in

the blood, bear the character of substances in the process of metamor-
phosis—are applied to the formation of the biliary constituents, sub-

stances also pass into the bile, which must be regarded as the residue or

secondary products of the process which gives rise to the formation or

rejuvenescence of blood-cells in the liver ; in the latter class we must
especially place the fats and certain of the mineral constituents, while

the nitrogenous substances, fibrin and hsematin, are the most important

members of the former. Hence we do not regard the bile as the pro-

duct of the metamorphosis of any single morphological or chemical

constituent of the animal body (neither of the fat-cells nor of the albu-

minates) ; but we believe that several substances, chemically and
morphologically distinct from one another, undergo alterations in the

liver, and that their individual products unite in the nascent state, and
thus form the compounds and admixture of substances which we find in

-the bile.

In order that we may not omit any element which may contribute to
our knowledge of the functions of the bile, Ave must still consider what
finally becomes of this secretion in the intestinal canal ; as, however, this
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subject will be discussed in the chapter on "the intestinal juice," it will

suffice here if we merely communicate the result of our experiments.

The bile becomes gradually decomposed in the course of the intestinal

canal, the conjugated acids breaking up and forming choloidic (or cholic)

acid, which become converted into dyslysin—a substance that may be

traced even into the rectum and the feces ; although the amount of

biliary residue of this kind diminishes in the lower portion of the intesti-

nal canal to such a degree that we are almost compelled to adopt
Liebig's view, according to which the resinous constituents of the bile

are for the most part resorbed from the intestine into the vascular

system. Notwithstanding that the intestinal veins opening into the

portal system, and the lacteals, afford the only means by which these

biliary matters might again enter the blood, I have never succeeded in

detecting the presence of such substances either in the chyle or (as has
been already mentioned) in the portal blood in the normal state during
the process of digestion. Hence, if there is no fallacy regarding the

small quantity of dyslysin found in the solid excrements, we should be
compelled to assume that the already modified biliary matters, absorbed
by the lymphatics, were so changed in the glands that they no longer
admitted of detection by the chemical means at present at our command.
The bile-pigments, although very much modified, are also found in the

solid excrements, in addition to cholesterin and taurine. The soluble

mineral constituents of the bile return from the intestine into the mass
of the juices, as was long ago shown by Liebig.

After the above facts, and the conclusions based upon them, we need
only say a few words in order to arrive at a judgment regarding the
numerous, and often opposite, views in reference to the functions of the
bile. We will, however, first briefly notice the opinions which we have
already laid down regarding the physiological value of this secretion.
Formerly, the point chiefly contested was, regarding the excrementitious
or non-excrementitious nature of the biliary secretion, while all agreed
pretty well in considering that the function of the liver was to purify the
blood by separating the bile from it. We have endeavored to show,
in a former part of this work (see p. 37), that a separation of zoo-

chemical substances into secretions and excretions is both inexpedient
and illogical, and it is therefore unnecessary to enter into any further
discussion on this point. The view that the secretion of the bile is for

the purpose of purifying the blood, needs no special refutation, since it

is devoid of any logical justification ; for such metaphorical indications

of imaginary processes, and such vague analogies, are expunged from the
physiological inquiries of the present day. For the benefit of those,

however, who are unable to give up the old view, and who still regard
the bile merely as an effete carbonaceous matter which the respiration
does not remove, it may be mentioned that the bile—a secretion also not
poor in nitrogen and hydrogen—is not separated in any increased
quantity when the process of oxidation in the lungs happens to be dis-

turbed ; that there are no pathologico-anatomical facts which favor the
view that the liver can act vicariously for the lungs ; and, lastly, that
the separation of carbon by the liver, as compared with that by the
lungs, is so trifling (as is shown by the researches of Bidder and
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Schmidt, noticed in p. 474), that the liver can hardly be regarded as

essentially a blood-purifying organ, in so far as the elimination of carbon

is concerned.

With regard to the importance of the bile in the process of digestion,

and especially in chylification, it need hardly be observed that very dif-

ferent views have been advanced respecting the manner in which the bile

acts upon the substances passing from the stomach into the duodenum.

The oldest view is that which was advocated by Boerhaave, and origi-

nated by Sylvius de la Boe, according to which the bile contributes its

alkali to saturate the acids of the chyme ; and it does not appear to us

to be open to so many objections as we usually find brought against it.

It is certainly quite true that the bile can directly contribute little or

nothing to the neutralization of the free acid ; on the one hand, because

the smallest quantity of acid added to the bile at once renders it acid

;

and on the other, because we find the chyme in the intestine still acid

after the bile has been well mixed with it- The following appears to be

what actually takes place : the alkali of the bile, occurring in combina-

tion with the resinous and fatty acids, must unite with the stronger acids

of the chyme—namely, hydrochloric, lactic, and butyric acid,—and the

resinous biliary acids which are thus liberated communicate an acid

reaction to the chyme (as may be perceived by the application of litmus

paper), until they are decomposed into dyslysin, or the insoluble re-

sinous acids deprived of their adjuncts. Hence, in one point of view,

the bile certainly contributes to the neutralization of the free acids con-

tained in the chyme. This subject will be more fully considered in the

chapter on "the intestinal contents."

There is likewise another view regarding the uses of the bile in the

intestine, which hardly deserves to be totally rejected. Haller was the

first who ascribed to the bile the property of dissolving fat ; the bile,

however, only possesses this property in a slight degree, although one of

its constituents, the taurocholate of soda, certainly has this power, as has

been shown by Strecker. The bile, in consequence of its viscidity,

undoubtedly promotes the disintegration of the fat into minute mole-

cules ; but, even in this respect, it is exceeded by other fluids. Hence we
might believe with Frerichs, that the bile, at all events in association

with the pancreatic juice, contributes to the perfect disintegration of the

fat, and thus considerably promotes its absorption ; and the results of

several of the earlier experimenters, who, after tying the ductus chole-

dochus, found an almost limpid, instead of a milky (fatty) chyle, would
support this view. On the other hand, Bidder and Schmidt, in their

experiments (which will be subsequently described), could observe no
difference in the injection of the lacteals and the opacity of the chyle of

animals to whom fat had been given, whether the bile was allowed to

enter, or whether it was excluded from the intestine.

Some writers (and especially Hunefeld 1

) have ascribed to the bile a
great power of dissolving the chyme, but neither starch, nor coagulated
protein-bodies, nor any other of the constituents of the chyme, are
essentially changed, even when digested for a long time with fresh bile

;

indeed, as a general rule, no change seems to be effected in these sub-

1 Chemie u. Medecin. S. 105.
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stances till the putrefactive process is set up by the biliary mucus. On
the other hand, the water effused with the bile must not be disregarded as

a solvent for the soluble portions of the chyme ; we have already seen that

the blood of the hepatic veins is always much poorer in water than that

of the portal vein, and that the latter fluid often contains an extraordi-

nary quantity of water ; this water must necessarily often circulate from

the intestinal veins into the portal vein, and from it, through the biliary

ducts, back into the intestine, and must thus the more contribute to the

gradual separation and extraction of the chyme, in consequence of its

again losing in the intestine the substances it had taken up from the liver,

owing to the insolubility of the biliary acids. This water is therefore

differently freighted, according as it flows from the liver to the intestine,

or from the intestine to the liver ; or, so to speak, it percolates two dif-

ferent filters, each of which is only permeable for certain substances.

Moreover, it has been attempted to show that the bile exerts a general

chemical action on the contents of the intestine, but these inquiries have

led to directly opposite views. Some have considered that the bile exerts

an antiseptic action on those constituents of the intestinal canal which

have a tendency to decomposition ; while others, again, ascribe to the

bile the property of imparting a definite direction to the metamorpilosis
of these substances by its own decomposition. To those who would rest

satisfied with such general views of the subject, we may observe, that

the first of these opinions is, at all events, untenable
;
pure bile may

certainly exert an antiseptic action on substances which become readily

decomposed, as flesh, &c. ; the bile, however, which is effused into the

intestinal canal is not pure, but is mixed with mucus, which very readily

undergoes decomposition, and, in point of fact, is actually decomposed
in the intestine, as may be seen by the simplest observation. Hence
we might, perhaps, be supposed to concur in the second view, according

to which a definite character is impressed upon the metamorphosis of

the food by the bile as a special ferment. But it must be frankly con-

fessed that the assumption of fermentative actions in any process is

nothing more than an indication of our positive ignorance. We shall,

therefore, now proceed to the more special investigation of the metamor-
phoses which the individual constituents of the chyme undergo in con-

sequence of the action of the bile.

We must by no means overlook the circumstance that the intestinal

contents, when no bile is mixed with them, very soon undergo putrefac-

tive decomposition ; at all events, it has been found (by Frerichs) that,

after tying the ductus choledochus, the contents of the intestines of ani-

mals thus operated on became completely putrid ; and the same thing

has sometimes been observed in patients with jaundice. In these cases

Frerichs found in the bowels the substance yielding a rose-red color

with nitric acid, which was discovered by Bopp amongst the putrefactive

products of albuminous bodies. No great weight, should, however, be

attached to this circumstance, in so far as the digestive process is con-

cerned, since (as has been shown in the experiments of Schwann and
Blondlot) animals in whom the ductus choledochus was tied, and whose
bile escaped externally by an artificial fistula, lived and discharged

normal excrements for months.
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The view brought forward by H. Meckel, that bile converts sugar into

fat, has been refuted by several experimenters, and is no longer sup-

ported even by Meckel himself.

He digested bile with sugar, and after the digestion he found more

ether-extract in the bile than in bile not digested with sugar. The

cause of the error may be easily perceived : ether-extract is not fat

;

the metamorphosis of the bile with its mucus is promoted by sugar, for

the non-nitrogenous resinous acids (which are not insoluble in ether) are

then formed more rapidly and in larger quantity than when sugar has

not been added.

Prout is of opinion that the digested protein-bodies are converted by

the bile into coagulable albumen, and Scherer 1 has made an ingenious

experiment by which he thinks he has confirmed this view ; lastly,

Frerichs2 has repeatedly seen filtered chyle become coagulable on the

addition of bile and the application of heat. These experiments, al-

though not the slightest doubt can be cast upon their accuracy, cannot

be quite convincing, since it is, at all events, objectively difficult to

prove that, on the one hand, the whole of the albumen which already

existed, and was only prevented from coagulating, was previously re-

moved from the chyme, and that, on the other hand, the turbidity of

the mixed fluid was not dependent on the decompositions and reactions

of individual substances, but on true coagulation of albumen by heat or

of casein by acetic acid. I treated the purest peptones of albumen,

fibrin, and casein which I could prepare, with bile and other reagents,

but failed in obtaining a substance coagulable by heat or acetic acid,

although I modified the experiment in numerous ways. Frerichs himself

attaches no great value to this reproduction of albumen by the bile, for

he remarks that only the smaller part of the ingesta dissolved by the

gastric juice finds its way into the intestinal canal ; by far the greater

quantity passing directly from the stomach into the blood, and conse-

quently being not at all exposed to the action of the bile.

Scherer introduced a mixture of bile and of flesh which had been dis-

solved in gastric juice into a portion of washed small intestine, and after

tying both its ends, suspended it for some time in distilled water at a

high temperature ; he then found coagulable albumen in the water sur-

rounding the intestine. As Valentin suggests, it is possible that in this

a little albumen might be extracted from the vessels and glandules of the

gut, even though it had been well washed with water.

After so many fruitless attempts to establish on incontestable grounds

the co-operation of the bile in the digestion offats, Bidder and Schmidt3

have at length succeeded in submitting the question to the most exact

proof. "We shall follow these investigators through the different steps of

the experimental proof by which they established the point. Experi-
ments on dogs, in which they formed fistulous openings into the gall-

bladder after having previously tied the ductus choledochus, showed that

the bile which is poured into the intestine is devoid of any influence on
the digestion of albuminous matter and of starch. Animals which had
been thus operated on digested the same quantities of albuminous food

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 40, S. 9. 2 Op. cit. p. 836.
3 Verdauungss'afte und Stoffwechsel. S. 215-234.
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as sound animals in which the bile could run unimpeded into the intestine,

and in each case the process seemed to be equally perfectly performed.

Precisely the same was observed in regard to amylaceous food ; but the

case was very different when the quantities of fat were compared with

one another which were retained in the body and applied to the pur-

poses of life by the animals that had been operated on and by the

healthy animals. It was ascertained by Boussingault (see p. 229), and
the fact has been confirmed by Bidder and Schmidt, that the animal

organism is only able to absorb a definite, and indeed a somewhat small

quantity of fat from the intestinal canal. Several experiments on cats

have shown that the full-grown animal is at most able to take up 06 of

a gramme of fatty food for every kilogramme of its weight during the

24 hours, while young animals absorb as much as 0*9 of a gramme.
Similar experiments with a dog (which weighed 5 kilogrammes) showed
that this animal had resorbed 446*9 grammes of fat in a week ; conse-

quently, every kilogramme's weight of the animal would be able to di-

gest at least 0-465 of a gramme of fat in one hour, when plentifully sup-
plied with that substance. These animals, however, absorbed much less

fat when the passage of bile was entirely excluded from the intestine

;

in three series of experiments on these animals it was found that in one
case, where the access of bile was prevented, for every kilogramme of
the animal's weight only 0-093 of a gramme of fat was absorbed, in

another case 0-065 of a gramme, and in the third case 0-21 of a gramme.
It is very clearly seen from these experiments, that a certain quantity
of fat will be absorbed independently of the presence of the bile, al-

though this is 2J times less in the most favorable cases than the amount
of fat which is absorbed in conjunction with the secretion of bile. The
opposite experiment of Blondlot, 1 in which he could scarcely detect a
trace of fat in the excrements of a dog, having a biliary fistula, and
which had been fed on very fat food, has been, for various reasons, and
perhaps correctly, referred by Bidder and Schmidt to the fact that
a free passage through the ductus choledochus may probably have been
re-established in the animal. The participation of the bile in the diges-
tion of fat must, therefore, be considered as settled beyond a doubt, al-

though it cannot be wholly denied that a small portion of the fat may be
resorbed independently of the co-operation of the bile.

As it is well known that the white color of the chyle is mainly owing
to the amount of fat which it contains, the color of the chyle con-
tained in the lacteals was observed after the bile had been excluded from
the intestine ; but this experiment was attended by different results.

Brodie,2
as well as Tiedemann and Gmelin, 3 thought that they had con-

vinced themselves that after tying the common bile-duct, the lacteals con-
tained a colorless, transparent fluid, notwithstanding the use of fat food,
whilst Magendie, 4 and more recently, even Lenz, 5 in connection with
Bidder and Schmidt, have seen the chyle appear milk-white under simi-
lar relations. If it may be a priori anticipated that we cannot form a

1 Essai surles fonctions du foie et de ses annexes. Paris, 1846, p. 52.
2 Quarterly Journal of the Sciences and Arts. 1853, Jan.
3 Die Verdauung nach Versuchen. Bd. 2, S. 24-48.
4 Pr6cis e"16mentaire de Physiologic T. 2, p. 117. 5 @p c jj._ „_ gg_
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very definite opinion of the more or less white color, or of the greater or

less transparency of the chyle contained in the lacteals, the uncertainty

of this mode of observation must be doubly manifest to all those who

have frequently observed the lacteals in animals which have been killed

immediately after feeding. Hence it follows that, as we have already

seen, even when the bile is excluded, a portion of the fat is resorbed,

and renders the chyle more or less whitish. The quantitative determi-

nation was here the only way of deciding the question with certainty,

and this was, therefore, the course which Schmidt pursued. In the chyle

obtained from the thoracic duct of dogs with biliary fistulse, he found on

one occasion 0-834g of fatty acids mixed with other organic substances,

and on another occasion 0*1902 of free fat, together with 0-1131] of fatty

acids, while the chyle of a healthy dog, that 8 hours before its death had

been fed upon beef, contained 3*244g of free fat, with 0-058 g of fatty

acids. While the differences in the amount of fat in these two kinds of

chyle are so great, the other constituents were found to fluctuate very

slightly in their quantitative relations. Moreover, this experiment per-

fectly confirms the fact which had been otherwise established, that the

bile essentially contributes to the absorption of fat.

If it be rendered tolerably evident by these experiments, that the bile

is indispensable to the absorption of fat into the juices of the animal

organism, its mode of action in this process still remains unexplained

:

and this result must appear the more striking, seeing that direct experi-

ments instituted with fat and bile afford no clue to the explanation of the

mode of action. The bile possesses in a far less degree than the pan-

creatic juice the power of forming an emulsion, and even if it did pos-

sess this property in a well-marked degree, the resorbability would be by

no means explained by the extreme comminution of the fat ; for since the

coats and cells of the intestine are continuously permeated with aqueous

moisture, and can never be dry at any point, we cannot understand, from

a physical point of view, how the oily fat can penetrate these mem-
branes. Hence it has been assumed that the fat is saponified by the al-

kali of the bile ; but since the greater part of the chyle-fat is unsaponi-

fied fat, we are compelled either to withdraw altogether from this hy-

pothesis, or to assume with Moleschott, 1 that the fat is saponified in the

intestine (by means of the pancreatic fluid), but is again liberated in the

lymphatics. This latter view, independently of its teleological improba-

bility, can hardly be accepted when we consider that after the use of

fatty food, mere traces of fatty acids are found in the intestinal canal,

that unsaponified fat is recognizable even in the epithelium and cells of

the villi, and that, according to Schmidt's experiments, the exclusion of

the bile renders the chyle very deficient in free fat, while it does not

affect its quantity of fatty acids. Lastly, the bile possesses so very slight

a solvent power (none whatever, according to Bidder and Schmidt) for

neutral fats (and even for the fatty acids, it would appear from the ex-

periments of Lenz, not to be very considerable), that the bile which is

secreted would be perfectly insufficient to dissolve the whole of the fat

which is resorbed. It has been consequently supposed that individual
parts of the inner intestinal surface may be specially capable of absorb-

1 Physiologie des Stoffwechsels. Erlangen, 1851, S. 209.
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ing fat, and that fat alone can penetrate through them ; but in that case

the assistance of the bile in the resorption of the fat would appear to be

altogether superfluous. But since the bile has been shown to be neces-

sary to this object, nothing in fact remains but to assume that the bile

induces a modification in the relations of adhesion between the oleaginous

fluid and the moist watery membranes, by which the transmission of the

fat through these membranes is effected. The theory of the physical

relations of the different kinds of fluids to different membranes has been

as yet so little studied, that such an assumption as the above is by no

means inadmissible ; indeed we find that Bidder and Schmidt performed

an experiment which indicates with tolerable distinctness the existence of

such a relation ; they plunged two glass capillary tubes in oil, having

previously moistened the interior of one of them with bile ; the oil rose

far higher in the tube moistened with bile than in the other, either when
it was perfectly dry or when moistened with a saline solution. This

mode of explaining the absorption of fat has been established beyond
all doubt by the accurate experiments of Wistingshausen1 (conducted

under Schmidt's superintendence), on the relations of the fats when
mixed with the acids of the bile to endosmosis and capillary attraction.

Moreover the experiments made on animals in which fistulous openings

were established between the gall-bladder and the external abdominal
walls (by which means all the bile that was secreted escaped externally),

which have led Schwann, 2 Blondlot,3 H. Nasse,4 and Bidder and Schmidt5

to very opposite views, do not prove that the bile exerts any very great

influence on the digestive process. If animals can live for two or three

months, or even half a year, without the passage of bile into the intestinal

canal, the function of this fluid in digestion must at all events be a very
limited and probably only an indirect one, and this is the conclusion we
should draw from the accurate and ingeniously devised experiments of

Bidder and Schmidt ; for, as has been already mentioned, the secretion

of bile does not attain its maximum till the tenth hour after food has

been taken, and by this time by far the greatest part of the ingesta has

passed along the duodenum ; hence the bile enters the small intestine at

much too late a period to exert in it any great influence on the meta-
morphosis of the chyme. The biliary secretion unquestionably stands

in a definite relation to digestion ; a relation, however, which must be

considered rather in the light of an effect or consequence of the diges-

tive process than as an intermediate link in the process itself.

We are thus led back to the view to which we have often alluded, ac-

cording to which the most important function of the liver is the forma-
tion, or at all events the rejuvenescence of the blood-corpuscles, a view

which, as is well known, was long ago rendered more than probable by
E. H. Weber, and more recently by Kolliker, by numerous histological

investigations of foetal livers and of foetal blood, as well as of the livers

of tadpoles. Although we shall enter more minutely in another place,

when treating of "the blood," into the consideration of the different

views that have been promulgated regarding the origin of the blood-cor-

1 Dissert, inaug. Dorp. Livon. 1851. 2 Miiller's Arch. 1844. S. 127.
3 Essai sur les fonctions du foie et de ses annexes. Paris, 1846.
4 Handworterbuch der Physiologic Bd. 3, S. 837. 6 In a private communication.

vol. i. 32
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puscles and the different situations in which they may be formed, yet as

the subjects are so closely allied, it maybe expedient here briefly to men-

tion the grounds in favor of the above view. Since the consideration

that the liver is a permanent factory for blood-cells appears, even to us,

to be somewhat paradoxical for many physiological reasons, we shall

allow the facts which present themselves as the immediate results of our

comparative analyses of the blood of the portal and the hepatic veins, to

speak simply for themselves.

The blood of the hepatic veins contains a far larger number of color-

less blood-cells (the so-called lymph-corpuscles) than the blood of the

portal vein. They do, however, also occur in the latter, although very

scattered, in twos or threes at different points, and they are nearly of

equal size, very coarsely granular, and on the addition of acetic acid ex-

hibit a bipartite or tripartite nucleus. In the blood of the hepatic

veins they present a very different relation : on an average calculation,

their number is at least fivefold that of the colorless cells in the portal

vein ; they present extreme differences in size, varying from l-306th to

l-180th of a line ; they have for the most part a very faintly defined out-

line, are slightly granular, and often resemble colorless yolk-cells ; the

smaller ones are usually somewhat more clearly defined, and exhibit dots

on their surface ; the larger ones become much swollen in water, but at

a certain degree of attenuation appear to collapse ; they then form dark

and very prominent granular masses under the capsules of the colored

blood-corpuscles ; the larger colorless cells swell very much on the ad-

dition of acetic acid, and then exhibit a single, large, lenticular, excentric

nucleus. Moreover, these colorless cells, which are of the most varied

sizes, are aggregated in groups of five, six, or seven.

As we must return to the fuller consideration of the colorless cells,

when we treat of " the blood," and shall then, moreover, explain the reasons

in support of the view that the red blood-cells are formed from the color-

less ones, it will be sufficient simply to mention my own observations re-

garding these cells, in order to support, from this point of view, the

claims of the liver as a blood-forming organ.

The red cells of the blood of the hepatic veins are altogether different

from those of the portal blood ; in regard to their grouping, I very often

found them assume the nummular arrangement in portal blood (in horses

five hours after they had taken food), while in the blood of the hepatic

veins I could never find a trace of any such arrangement, but saw them
lying together in irregular heaps ; we have become acquainted, through
the admirable investigations of F. C. Schmid, with the peculiar color,

the spotted appearance, and the irregular forms of the colored cells of

portal blood ; nothing of the kind was ever discovered in the correspond-
ing blood-cells of the hepatic veins ; they presented a sharp outline, and
a very slight, although a recognizable, central depression.

The capsules of the colored cells in the two kinds of blood present
well-marked chemical differences, especially in their relation to water.
The colored cells of ordinary blood, if watched under the microscope,
almost entirely disappear when much water is added ; this is also the case
in portal blood, although here also, as in every other kind of blood, a
few of the colored blood-cells, or rather of their capsules, still remain
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visible. In the blood of the hepatic veins a very different state of things

is, however, observed ; on diluting it with from 30 to 50 times its volume

of water, the blood-corpuscles certainly are changed, that is to say, they

become pale, swell up, lose their pigment, and unite so as to form mem-
branes which, under the microscope, resemble detached serpent's scales.

We have previously observed, that these decolorized blood-cells in the

blood of the hepatic veins, were formerly mistaken for fibrin ; but we
may readily convince ourselves by the microscope of the almost entire

absence of fibrin in the cruor of hepatic venous blood, and by the follow-

ing experiment, of the accuracy of this view, and of the great number
of these indestructible corpuscles in the blood of the hepatic veins. On
mixing the fluid expressed from the clot with 20 times its quantity of

water, portal blood, like that from any other vein, yields a slight floccu-

lent deposit, in which shreds of conglomerated cell-walls may be recog-

nized by the microscope ; if, on the other hand, we treat an equal volume

of fluid strained from the cruor of hepatic venous blood with 20 times its

quantity of water, there will be a flocculent precipitate of 6 or 8 times

the bulk of the precipitate in the other experiment (although the non-

fibrinous cruor of the hepatic venous blood contains in its interstices one-

half more serum than an equal volume of any other blood) ; in this man-
ner I obtained, after the most careful washing and boiling with alcohol,

0*245g of these cell-membranes from the clot of the portal blood, while

from the hepatic venous blood, similarly treated, I obtained from 1/98

to 2-43§. This cell-membrane was perfectly insoluble in a solution of

nitrate of potash (even after 48 hours' digestion at 35°) ; I was unable

to discover sulphur in it by boiling it in potash-lye, &c.

If this behavior of the membranes of the colored cells of the hepatic

venous blood indicates that there is here an excess of newly-formed or

rejuvenescent blood-corpuscles, the proof that a formation of new blood-

cells takes place in the liver is fully confirmed by a comparison of the

contents of the corpuscles of the two kinds of blood. We find far less

hsematin in the cells of hepatic venous blood, than in those of portal

blood ; for on an average, 180 grammes of the moist cells of hepatic

venous blood contain scarcely so much iron as 100 grammes of the cells

of portal blood. On the other hand, there is more globulin or coagula-

ble matter generally, and more chloride of potassium, but considerably

less fat, in the cells of the hepatic venous blood, than in those of the

portal blood.

In the blood of the hepatic veins, the fibrin is either entirely absent,

or is present in mere traces ; while in the portal blood, taken at the same

time, we often find a perfectly normal, strongly contracting fibrin.

The serum is relatively much less abundant in the blood of the hepatic

veins than in that of the portal vein ; while in the latter there are 70 parts

of serum to 100 of corpuscles, in the former there are only 32 parts of

serum to a corresponding quantity of cells ; if the portal blood happen

to be rich in water, as, for instance, when there are 287 parts of serum

to 100 of cells, the blood of the hepatic veins will, even then, not contain

more than 73 parts of serum to 100 of cells.

The serum of the hepatic veins is certainly more concentrated than

that of the portal vein ; if we accurately compare the two, we find in the
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former, a relative and absolute diminution of the albumen (there being

in 1000 parts of the serum of the hepatic venous blood fully a third less

albumen than in an equal quantity of the serum of portal blood), while

on the other hand, as has been already mentioned, the globulin in the

blood-cells is relatively and absolutely increased. The phosphates, chlo-

rides and potash-salts are diminished in the serum, but are in excess in

the cells of the hepatic venous blood. Sugar is relatively and absolutely

more abundant in the serum of the hepatic venous blood, than in that of

the portal blood.

If from these facts we should regard the liver as a seat of formation

of blood-corpuscles, in which certain residua of this process are at the

same time perfectly eliminated from the blood, and appear in the form of

bile in the excretory ducts of this gland, the above-mentioned observa-

tions of Bidder and Schmidt Avould no longer excite our wonder. We
can easily understand why the biliary secretion does not attain its height

until ten hours after the ingestion of food, when we recollect the extreme

slowness with which the blood circulates in the hepatic capillaries, and

when we consider that the formation or rejuvenescence of the blood-cells

would certainly require some time in order that they may attain the per-

fection they possess when leaving the liver by the hepatic veins, and

that the secondary products (the biliary matters) naturally cannot be duly

separated till this principal process is almost concluded. Hence it need

no longer excite our wonder, that during foetal life the liver should pos-

sess so relatively large a volume, that the blood of the foetus is far richer

in corpuscles than that of adults (Poggiale), 1 and that even during this

period bile is poured into the duodenum, although there is nothing in the

intestine to be digested. Assuming this view to be correct, we may
further easily understand why, in hepatic aifections, and especially when
they arise in consequence of metallic poisons (which, as is well known,

are most prone to localize themselves in the liver), the number of cells

in the blood frequently appears to be considerably diminished.

If the bile is merely a secondary product of the formation of blood-cells

in the liver, we need not wonder that the animals in Schwann's and

Blondlot's experiments could live for so long a time without any con-

siderable disturbance of the digestive organs or of the general health

;

and if these animals finally died when the bile was completely excluded

from the intestine, their deaths might result from unobserved or unsus-

pected causes, such, for instance, as their licking up the bile, and thus

disturbing the gastric digestion : but several of the above-mentioned cir-

cumstances show that the bile likewise discharges certain functions in the

intestine, which without it are not so rapidly or so perfectly performed

;

thus, for instance, it promotes the finer disintegration of the fat contained
in the food, hinders the chyme from undergoing putrid decomposition,
purifies it, and saturates the stronger acids which have passed from the

stomach into the intestine. Although any one of these influences, taken
alone, would not be of sufficient importance to affect the vitality of the
organism, yet when long continued and collectively, they may excite
such disturbances in the animal economy as'gradually to destroy life.

Hence if the absence of bile in the intestine does not exert a direct dis-

1 Compt. rend. T. 25, p. 198-201.
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turbing influence on the vital processes, it may indirectly lead to the

destruction of the organism, just as we see disturbances induced in the

circulation from very trifling mechanical deficiencies of the valves,

which indirectly, and perhaps after many years, give rise to fatal

results.

Lastly, we have to mention a ground comparatively unimportant in

itself, which is opposed to the excrementitious nature of the bile, and in

part explains the injurious effects which gradually ensue when the secre-

tion is altogether excluded from the intestine ; we refer to the resorp-

tion of certain constituents of the bile—a circumstance which has been

very prominently put forward by Liebig. It has been already mentioned

that we are unable to detect any traces of resorbed bile either in the

chyle or in the portal blood, but that a careful examination of the con-

tents of the bowel, in various portions of the whole intestinal tract from

above downwards, almost necessarily leads us to adopt the view that the

greater part of the bile is again resorbed as it passes through the intes-

tine, and is returned to the general mass of the fluids. If a circuit of

the bile from the liver through the intestine, and from thence back into

the liver, appear at first sight objectless or superfluous, teleological grounds

should not restrain us from the recognition of positive facts, especially

when we are still very far from being able to master the aims of nature

or her method of arrangement. The chief biliary constituents which are

resorbed, are the soluble salts and the cholic acid liberated from its

adjunct. If, as we have previously endeavored to show, this acid is pro-

duced from fat and sugar, or solely from fat, it would be teleologically

just as difficult to understand why this important element of nutrition or

supporter of respiration, almost immediately after being taken, should

again be given off to the external -world. Whether the cholic acid be
formed from fat or not, it does not at all possess the chemical constitu-

tion which true excrementitious substances usually present. In our

general consideration of the animal substrata, we have already mentioned
that there must always be a correspondence between the chemical and
the physiological qualities of a body. Now, in its chemical qualities,

and especially in the numerical relations of its atomic composition, cholic

acid closely resembles, and indeed is perfectly identical with the true

nutritious matters and respiratory elements ; for sugar, dextrin, and
lactic acid are far less complex substances, far more oxidized, and far

poorer in carbon, than cholic acid, and yet no one entertains a doubt
regarding their physiological value in reference to nutrition and the

metamorphosis of matter. We cannot perceive why cholic acid should

form so striking an exception to this rule. But if we have regard to the

teleological objection, according to which it seems incongruous that this

substance should first be removed from the blood in order again to be
taken up into that fluid, we may reply to this that many useful and like-

wise useless substances are repeatedly separated from the blood by the

salivary and gastric glands (as we see in the case of sugar, iodide of

potassium, and the salts of ammonia), and are again taken up by it. In
the repeated passage of iodide of potassium through the salivary glands,

no one can doubt that the relations of transudation peculiar to those

organs are responsible for this phenomena. We cannot, however, ascer-
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tain what mechanical or chemical conditions in the liver, besides the

formation of blood-cells, are necessary for the secretion of cholic acid in

the minute biliary canals. The resorption of the cholic acid in the intes-

tine should therefore not be deemed more unnatural or irrational than

the resorption of the chloride of sodium which is separated with the bile.

We are as unable to understand the special object which nature has in

view in the resorption of the cholic acid, as we are to comprehend the

metamorphoses which the resorbed bile appears very rapidly to undergo

in the lymphatic vessels or in the blood. If it, therefore, only remains

for us to assume that the resorbed cholic acid (as a respiratory element

already partially consumed in the organism) contributes its part to the

warming of the animal body, we have a further explanation why the

perfect exclusion of bile from the intestine (in Schwann's experiments)

may prove prejudicial, although very gradually, to the general health of

an animal.

THE PANCREATIC JUICE.

Notwithstanding the careful analyses of Tiedemann and Gmelin, 1
as

well as those of Leuret and Lassaigne,2 the pancreatic juice, until the

last few years, has been one of the most imperfectly understood of all

the fluids of the animal body ; very recently, however, several excellent

works have appeared on the chemical nature and the physiological func-

tion of this fluid. Bernard,3 Frerichs, 4 and lastly Bidder and Schmidt,5

have obtained from their investigations results which, although not en-

tirely coincident, are so decisive and certain that the function of the

pancreas is now more clearly understood than even that of the liver.

The pancreatic juice is a colorless, clear, very slightly tenacious fluid,

devoid of taste and smell, having an alkaline reaction, and a specific

gravity ranging from 1*008 to 1-009 ; on heating it, there is only an in-

considerable coagulum formed, and on the addition of acids and alcohol,

it only becomes slightly turbid. The specific gravity of the pancreatic

fluid is liable to considerable variations (Ludwig and Weinmann),6 since

the amount of its solid constituents varies inversely with the time during

which the secretion has been going on ; Frerichs, who examined a very

dilute pancreatic juice, determined its specific gravity at 1-008 or 1-009,

while Bidder and Schmidt found the specific gravity of a thick viscid

specimen which they were investigating to be 1-0306.

In correspondence with this density of the pancreatic juice, Schmidt
found that on one occasion it contained 9*92g, and on another 11-56

ft
of

solid constituents ; in the former case there was 9-04 of organic matters,
and 0-854 of ash, which contained 0-736 of chloride of sodium, the re-

mainder being chiefly bibasic phosphate of soda.

1 Verdauung nach Versuchen. Bd. 1, S. 28.
2 Recherches phys. et chim. pour servir a l'histoire de la digestion. Paris, 1825,

p. 104-108.
3 Arch. g6n. de Me"d. 4 Se"r. T. 19, p. 68-87. 4 Op. cit. pp. 842-849.
5 In a private communication. 6 Dissert, inaug. Zurich, 1852.
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This secretion is so prone to decomposition, that after exposure to the

air for a few hours, it developes a distinct odor of putrefaction. Fre-

richs found l'36g of solid constituents in the pancreatic juice of an ass,

and 1 ,

62{) in that of a dog.

We have here quoted the properties of this fluid as they have been

described by Frerichs, because we have ourselves obtained similar results

in an experiment made on a large mastiff; moreover, the description

given by Leuret and Lassaigne agrees pretty closely with the above.

On the other hand, Bernard found this fluid very viscid and tenacious,

and so rich in a coagulable substance that, on the application of heat,

there was entire solidification—much the same as Tiedemann and Gmelin
had formerly noticed ; and, in correspondence with the above reaction,

there were very considerable precipitates thrown down by alcohol, acids,

and metallic salts. According to Bernard, the above-described very

thin pancreatic fluid is only secreted when the gland has become inflamed

in consequence of the injury attendant on the operation ; but since, im-

mediately after the operation, a very thin secretion is poured forth, poor

in coagulable matter, Bernard's explanation cannot hold good, and the

extreme fluidity of the juice can scarcely be referred to a diseased con-

dition of the gland in question.

In order to obtain the pancreatic fluid, we must previously give a meal
to the animal to be employed, and then make an incision two or three

inches in length into the linea alba, for the purpose of seeking the duo-

denum after the abdominal cavity has been opened ; the descending por-

tion must then (according to Frerichs) be laid open, and the mouth of

Wirsung's duct sought. If, as in the human subject, the bile-duct opens
at the same spot as the pancreatic duct, the former, as a matter of pre-

caution, should be tied, while a small silver canula should be introduced
from the intestine into the latter, in order to obtain this fluid in a state

of purity.

Bernard attempted to obtain the pancreatic juice by establishing a

fistulous opening from Wirsung's duct ; with this view, he cut through
the duct near the point where it enters into the duodenum, and drew
the cut end towards the abdominal walls, to which he attached it by
sutures.

The principal constituent of the pancreatic juice is a substance resem-

bling albumen or casein, but which is not perfectly identical with albu-

minate of soda, with casein, or with ptyalin. It coagulates only imper-

fectly when heated (probably from its containing an alkali), is precipitated

by acetic acid, but redissolves slowly in an excess of the acid, and espe-

cially if heat be applied ; it is precipitated from its acetic-acid solution

by ferrocyanide of potassium ; it is precipitated by nitric acid, and if it

be then boiled, especially if ammonia has been added, it assumes a deep
yellow color ; on the addition of chlorine-water it separates in grayish

flakes ; it is thrown down by alcohol, but, according to Bernard, redis-

solves readily in water. Frerichs found 0-3093 of this substance in the

pancreatic juice of an ass. It is to this substance that the pancreatic

fluid especially owes its principal chemical and physiological properties.

Bernard found a considerable quantity, and Frerichs a smaller amount
(0-026 g), of a butter-like fat.
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The organic matters soluble in alcohol only amounted to 0-015g in the

pancreatic juice of the ass.

Neither Frerichs nor Bernard could detect the presence of sulpho-

cyanides.

In reference to the mineral ingredients (as determined by incinera-

tion), Frerichs found 1*01
-g in the secretion from the ass ; of this

amount, 0-12g was insoluble, and consisted of carbonate and phosphate

of lime and magnesia, and 0-89 g was soluble, consisting of chloride of

sodium and alkaline phosphates and sulphates.

Nothing can be stated with any accuracy regarding the quantitative

relations of the secretion, since the injury caused by the operation which

is necessary for the purpose of observing the secretion must very much
derange the physiological relations. The experiments of Frerichs merely

show that it is only during digestion that the pancreatic juice is secreted.

In a state of abstinence, Frerichs found the gland pale and anaemic, and

the duct of Wirsung empty.

Frerichs collected 25 grammes from an ass in three-quarters of an

hour, but only 3 grammes from a hound in twenty-five minutes, during

the process of digestion ; Bernard obtained 8 grammes from a large dog

in one hour, and 16 grammes hourly after inflammation had been set up.

Bernard found, as a general result, that in the latter case there was
always an increased flow of the pancreatic juice, but that it ceased to be

coagulable and viscid.

The quantity of the pancreatic fluid varies very much in different

animals ; according to Colin1
it does not stand in a direct ratio to the

volume of the gland. While the pancreas of the ox and of the horse

yields 260 or 270 grammes in an hour, that of the swine, which is about

half the size, yields only 12 or 15 grammes in an hour.

The recent observations of Bidder and Schmidt on the pancreatic

juice of the dog differ considerably from those of Bernard [above re-

ferred to]. They found that a strong dog (weighing 20 kilogrammes)

secreted 7*86 grammes in 8 hours and a quarter, there being 1 #614

grammes secreted in the first hour, while in the eighth there was only

0*73 of a gramme. We must, however, observe that the secretion was
only collected from the lower and larger duct, while the course of the

fluid into the intestine through the upper and smaller duct was not im-

peded. From these observations on the dog, Bidder and Schmidt calcu-

late that an adult man, weighing 64 kilogrammes [or about 10 stone],

secretes 150 grammes in 24 hours.

Ludwig and Weinmann found in a series of experiments, which ex-

tended over 7 days, and included 37 observations, that a dog for every
kilogramme's weight secreted 35-184 grammes of pancreatic fluid in 24
hours. The amount is, however, liable to considerable variations

;
pro-

longed hunger, vomiting, and operations on the animal diminish the

amount, while the ingestion either of solids or fluids increases it. The
quantity increases very rapidly after water has been taken ; in two ex-
periments the secretion attained its maximum in 12 or 13 minutes after
drinking.

Diseases of the pancreas are, as is well known, extremely rare ; I

• Compt. rend. T. 34, p. 85.
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once found, in the duct of Wirsung, a concretion which exhibited all the
characters of a protein-body, but differed from the better known salivary

concretions in yielding very little carbonate and phosphate of lime, and
indeed very little ash at all.

The importance of the pancreatic juice in relation to digestion was
first recognized by Valentin ; it converts into sugar the amylaceous mat-
ters which have not been metamorphosed by the saliva, and have passed

unchanged into the duodenum. Valentin supported his opinion by the

fact that the pancreas is much more developed in herbivorous than in

carnivorous animals, and convinced himself that the expressed juice, or

an infusion of the sliced gland, possesses in a high degree the power of

converting starch into sugar. Bouchardat and Sandras1 found that the

juice discharged from Wirsung's duct by fowls or geese possessed this

property, but lost it after being heated to 100°. They further ascer-

tained that this property is peculiar to the nitrogenous or albuminous

substance which is precipitable by alcohol, and afterwards soluble in

water. More recently, this subject has been investigated with the

greatest scientific accuracy by Bernard and Frerichs, to whose labors we
have so often referred, as well as by Bidder and Schmidt ; and it is now
indubitably established that the pancreatic juice possesses this sugar-

forming power in a far higher degree than the saliva.

Bidder and Schmidt have likewise shown that the matter of which the

sugar-forming power of the pancreas depends, exists preformed in the

fresh juice, and is not, therefore, formed as in the saliva, by the mixture
of different fluids, and that it maintains its efficiency far below the tem-
perature of the animal body, and does not even lose this power of meta-
morphosis when it has remained for 24 hours at a temperature of 18°,

while its action on starch is not affected either by the bile, the gastric

juice, or free acids.

In order to institute a comparison between the amount of force

exerted on starch by the saliva and by the pancreatic juice, it would be
absolutely necessary to make an accurate quantitative determination of

the amount of starch, which may be metamorphosed by equal quantities

of the two kinds of juices ; but, unfortunately, determinations of this

nature, however important they may be in other respects, have not been
successfully accomplished. We believe, however, that we should no
more over-estimate the metamorphosing action of the pancreatic juice

than that of the saliva, for, although the action of the pancreatic juice

may be somewhat stronger than that of the saliva, it is a striking fact,

that we generally find many unchanged, or at most, merely transversely

contracted starch-globules in the excrements of herbivorous, and even

of ruminating animals (even when they have been sparingly fed upon
amylaceous food for some days before they were killed). Since, on the

other hand, Bidder and Schmidt have made the observation in the case

of a sheep having a fistula in the abomasum, that only a small quantity

of starch was found in its fourth stomach, we must necessarily regard

the metastatic force of the pancreatic juice as somewhat limited. (I am
bound to observe, that the presence of starch is always recorded in my

1 Compt. rend. T. 20, p. 1085.
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journal in reference to my various examinations of the contents of the

stomachs of ruminating animals.)

The action of the pancreatic juice does not, moreover, appear to ex-

tend very far into the intestine. According to Bidder and Schmidt, it

seems -wholly to disappear in the upper half of the intestinal canal ; at

all events, the contents of the intestine are unable beyond that point to

develope butyric acid from butter, which is a property of this juice.

Colin has already specially noticed the fact, that the amount of the

secretion does not stand in a direct relation to the volume of the pan-

creas, and hence we should be cautious in drawing any conclusion as to

the functions of this gland from the volume of the pancreas in different

animals ; besides, the volume of this gland is so different in different

animals living on the same kind of food, that nothing, either for or

against any view, can be deduced from the size of the pancreas : formerly

it was generally assumed that the pancreas was on an average by far

more voluminous in the herbivora than in the carnivora, but in the rab-

bit, for instance, the weight of this gland amounts to l-600th part of

the bodily weight. Bidder and Schmidt, who made the latter observa-

tion, assign to the carnivora the more voluminous pancreas, but this

again is not strictly true, for while in cats, for instance, the weight of

this gland amounts to 1-300th part of their bodily weight, in the beaver

it amounts to l-30th. (E. H. Weber.)

Bernard claims for the pancreatic juice another, and apparently, a

more important function ; he believes that he has found that it is solely

by the action of the pancreatic juice that the fat is reduced to a condi-

tion in which it can be resorbed and digested ; that is to say, that it is

decomposed into glycerine and a fatty acid. This view, although it

appears to be supported by convincing proofs, is, however, directly

opposed by the numerous and ingeniously devised independent experi-

ments of Frerichs, and of Bidder and Schmidt.

Bernard's experiments, which, strangely enough, were confirmed by

the French Academy,1 have reference to the following points. Both the

excretory ducts of the pancreas were tied in dogs, and the animals were

afterwards fed upon food abounding in fat ; no milky chyle was found in

the lacteals ; the fat remained unchanged, and was found unaltered even

in the large intestine. The following experiment appears even more
decisive in favor of Bernard's opinion. If oil be injected into the

stomach of a rabbit, which is afterwards allowed to partake of its ordi-

nary food; and if it be killed three or four hours after the injection of

the oil, Bernard maintains that none of the lacteals will be filled with

milky chyle, except those which originate from the intestine below the

opening of Wirsung's duct. This experiment would seem at the same
time to show that the bile exerts no influence on the digestion of the fat,

since in rabbits Wirsung's duct opens somewhat lower in the duodenum
than the bile-duct. Finally, the pancreatic fluid, when shaken with fat,

was said readily to form an emulsion in consequence of its viscidity, and
to retain the fat in this finely comminuted state, far longer than any
other animal fluid ; the neutral fats, however, in a short time, being de-

composed into glycerine and the corresponding fatty acids.

• Compt. rend. T. 28, p. 960.
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It is singular that neither Frerichs nor Schmidt and Bidder, although

their observations were made with the greatest care, have been able to

confirm any one of these experiments, which Bernard maintains that he

has often repeated. These experimenters have followed all Bernard's

directions ; after tying the pancreatic duct in cats, they have kept the

animals without food for from twelve to twenty-four hours (so that it

might be fairly presumed that there was no longer any pancreatic juice

in the intestine), and then fed them only with milk, fatty food, or

butter, killing them in from four to eight hours after the meal. These

experiments were often repeated, and the lacteals were always most

beautifully injected, and the receptaculum chyli distended with milky

chyle.

Frerichs performed the following experiment on puppies and cats,

which had fasted for a long time : he tied the small intestine far below

the opening of the biliary and pancreatic ducts, and below the ligature

he injected milk with olive oil, or an emulsion of oil and albumen, or

pure olive oil, and he found, after two or three hours, that the lacteals

were filled with white chyle. Frerichs, however, believes that he has

found that the extreme comminution of the fat, and hence in some mea-
sure its resorption, are promoted by the bile and pancreatic juice ; and
he draws this conclusion from the following experiment :—in cats which

had long fasted, he cut through the small intestine near the middle, in-

jected olive-oil into both halves, and tied the two cut extremities ; in this

case, he found the lacteals springing from the upper part of the intestine

always far more injected than those proceeding from the lower portion,

and he referred this to the circumstance that the bile and the pancreatic

juice had access to the oil in the upper part of the intestine ; for,

although pure pancreatic juice, when shaken with oil out of the body,

reduces the particles of oil to a state of extreme minuteness, the latter

soon separate again on the surface.

We have already remarked that Bernard's experiment is by no
means convincing on the one hand, because the chyle contains far

less fatty acids than the ordinary neutral fats, and on the other hand,

because other animal fluids, as soon as they begin to putrefy, cause

a similar decomposition of the neutral fats. Schmidt and Bidder1

have, however, taken the trouble to prove in a direct manner the fallacy

of Bernard's view by numerous experiments. After having fed cats

with butter, they could find no trace of butyric acid in the contents of

the intestine, in the chyle, in the blood, or in the bile. Hence, although

decomposing pancreatic juice when in contact with butter, at a tempera-

ture of 37°, in the course of a few hours gives rise to the formation of

butyric acid, no such formation of this acid occurs in the animal body.

Schmidt and Bidder now tied the duodenum at its upper part, between

the pylorus and the mouths of the pancreatic and biliary ducts, and by
means of a pipette, injected melted butter immediately below the liga-

ture, but above the mouths of the ducts ; in the course of six or eight

hours the contents of the intestinal canal certainly contained some
butyric acid ; the same occurred when the ductus choledochus was at the

1 Quoted by Lenz (who co-operated with Schmidt and Bidder) in his Inaugural Thesis,

De adipis concoctione et absorptione. Dorp. Liv. 1850.
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same time tied. Hence the power which the pancreatic juice possesses

in the formation of butyric acid, is impeded by the gastric juice. The

converse experiment in the laboratory, with a specimen of pancreatic

juice (from a large dog) at a temperature of 37°, shows that the gastrio

juice here acts only as a dilute acid, and may be replaced with a pre-

cisely similar result by equally diluted lactic, tartaric, or acetic acid.

Moreover, I have not found any confirmation of Bernard's experi-

ment on rabbits (although it is one that may be easily repeated), in which

he observed that after feeding them with fat, the milky injection of the

lacteals could only be perceived beneath the opening of Wirsung's duct.

Bidder and Schmidt have, however, discovered how Bernard was led into

this error, for on injecting butter into the gullet of rabbits, they found

that after two hours, the lacteals given off between the pylorus and the

mouth of the pancreatic duct, were fully distended with milky chyle very

rich in fat ; if the animals were killed four hours after the injection of

the fat, the lacteals situated eight or ten centimetres [about three or

four inches] above the mouth of the duct were still filled ; if they were

killed six hours afterwards, only those below the mouth of the pancreatic

duct were thus injected; and, finally, if they were not killed for eight

or ten hours, the first lacteals well injected with milky chyle were found

to be situated from 20 to 30 centimetres [from eight to twelve inches]

below the opening of the duct. Hence it must have been by always

killing the animals six or eight hours after feeding them with fat, that

Bernard was able, apparently to maintain his view. The facts of the

case were simply these. The chyle had already passed onwards from the

lymphatics proceeding from the first portion of the duodenum, and there

was no more fat to be absorbed in that portion of the intestine, when
Bernard began the investigation.

Frerichs has also overthrown another and an earlier view of Bernard's,

namely, that the pancreatic juice acidified with hydrochloric acid might

take the place of the gastric juice in relation to the coagulated protein-

bodies.

Lastly, Frerichs is of opinion that as the decomposition of the bile

is very much hastened by the pancreatic juice, this property is of some

importance in effecting the rapid conversion of the bile into insoluble

products incapable of resorption.

THE INTESTINAL JUICE.

Our knowledge is very slight regarding the fluids secreted by the glan-

dular organs of the intestinal mucous membrane. This depends in a
great measure on the difficulty of obtaining these secretions isolated from
the remains of food, from the secretions of the liver and the pancreas,
and from the products of digestion. On this point, also, Frerichs 1 has
thrown some light

;
previously to his researches, our theories on this sub-

ject were based rather on subjective views than on objective facts.

1 Op. cit.
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Frerichs has shown that it is in the highest degree probable that the

lenticular capsules which occur in the small intestine, partly as solitary

glands and partly in heaps as Peyer's glands, only contribute slightly to

the formation of the intestinal juice ; these lenticular glandules are, as

is well known, shut sacs, which only rarely, and for the most part when
in a morbid condition, burst, and thus discharge their contents on the

mucous membrane of the intestine. By exposing these minute sacs to

the action of the compressorium, Frerichs ascertained that they con-

tained an alkaline fluid, which was coagulated by acetic acid, the tur-

bidity being dependent on the presence of molecular granules and mor-

phological elements resembling cell-nuclei. In typhus and other conditions

which are associated with intumescence of Peyer's patches, and with

prominence of the individual spherical capsules, the correctness of these

views may be very readily confirmed. Hence Frerichs is fully justified

in regarding the pouch-like glands which in the small intestine are

known as the glands of Lieberkuhn, and in the colon, as the follicles of

the large intestine, and which occur in great numbers, and are of very

considerable size, as the true secreting organs of the intestinal juice.

The chemical examination of the intestinal juice also shows that the

fluids secreted in the small and in the large intestine are perfectly iden-

tical. Frerichs obtained this secretion for examination by applying

ligatures to pieces of intestine from four to eight inches in length in

cats and dogs, after having, as completely as possible, removed the con-

tents of the gut by pressure ; he then returned the intestine into the

abdominal cavity, and killed the animal in four or six hours. In the

piece of gut enclosed between the ligatures, there was then found a

glassy, transparent, colorless, and tenacious mass with a strong alkaline

reaction. In precisely the same manner I obtained the intestinal juice

from the ileum of a man who, in consequence of a badly performed ope-

ration for hernia, had several intestinal fistulae, with perfect inversion of

a loop of gut ; at one of these fistulous openings, fascal matter appeared
;

at the other, pure intestinal juice might be collected. The morphologi-

cal elements found in the intestinal juice are granular cells in greater or

less abundance, cell-nuclei, here and there a little fat, and not unfre-

quently cylindrical epithelium (in the case which I examined, the latter

structure was very abundant). Notwithstanding this perfect coincidence

between my experiments and those of Frerichs, which is the more
striking since they were made in different ways, some recent investiga-

tions of Bidder and Schmidt1 show that this subject obviously requires

further elucidation ; for by following the method indicated by Frerichs,

these physiologists could obtain no trace of intestinal juice, so that they

were compelled to postpone its examination till they could collect it from

an artificially formed intestinal fistula in a dog, in whom the pancreatic

juice and the bile were carried away externally by a corresponding fis-

tula.

The gut, both in recently fed and fasting cats, was tied immediately

below the duodenum, and exactly in accordance with the directions of

Frerichs. Three or four loops, at the distance of half a foot, were iso-

lated by ligatures, and replaced ; the wound in the abdomen was then

1 In a private communication.
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stitched up, and in the course of from three to six hours, the animal was

killed by strangulation. There was " not a drop" of intestinal juice to

be found. In the dog from which they obtained the intestinal juice, two

fistulous openings had been established, one from the gall-bladder, and

the other from the small intestine to the external abdominal walls, which

were perfectly healed in the course of ten days after the operation ; by

the introduction of silver and caoutchouc tubes, they obtained at the

upper opening pure bile, and at the lower one the glandular secretion of

the small intestine, mixed perhaps with a little unresorbed saliva and

gastric juice, whose quantity, however, in the fasting state, would be

so extremely minute as to be unworthy of notice.

The intestinal juice does not mix readily with water ; it cakes, and
apparently cogulates when treated with a saline solution, as an aqueous

solution of chloride of sodium or sulphate of soda ; the portion soluble

in water behaves in precisely the same manner as the mucous juice,

which will be described in a future part of this work. Frerichs found

from 2*2 to 2 #6g of solid constituents in the intestinal juice, in which the

parts soluble in water amounted to 0*873, *ne^ to 0-195g, and the ash

to
-

84g ; I found only 2-156g of solid constituents.

Frerichs has not succeeded in effecting a change in any of the ordi-

nary elements of food by means of the intestinal juice. Protein-bodies

and gelatigenous substances remained perfectly unchanged ; fat became
disintegrated just as in all other viscid fluids. Moreover, it exerted no

special action on starch ; at all events, after prolonged digestion at 37°,

no more boiled starch was converted into sugar than would have been

obtained by the action of animal membranes, soluble albumen, casein,

&c. Hence Frerichs is compelled to deny to the intestinal juice any

action as a direct digestive agent ; but, on the other hand, the intestinal

juice which I collected from the loop of gut of the patient in our

hospital, possessed in a high degree the power of converting starch into

sugar ; but protein-bodies and fats, whether the juice were modified or

not, were so little affected by this mucus, that I must express my doubts

whether it exerts any digestive action on these substances ; and the

more so, since cubes of coagulated albumen and pieces of flesh, when
introduced into the lowermost of the fistulous openings, were expelled

from the rectum almost entirely unchanged ; the fistula was, however, on

the lower part of the ileum, and probably near the caecum. Bidder and

Schmidt have, on the other hand, convinced themselves, by the most
striking experiments, that this intestinal juice not only metamorphoses
starch with as great rapidity as saliva and pancreatic juice, but also that

the intestine exerts as powerful a digestive influence on flesh, albumen,
and the other protein-bodies, as the stomach.

In cats that had been kept for some time without food, the duodenum
was cut below the openings of the pancreatic and biliary ducts and
above a cork plug, which was inserted and strongly tied into the upper
end, so that the secretions of the stomach, pancreas, and liver, were ab-

solutely excluded ; in the lower end two cylinders of flesh and albumen
were sewed up in muslin bags, and pushed down as far as possible, and
the wound stitched to prevent their escape ; the gut was then replaced,
the edges of the wound in the abdomen brought together, and in the
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course of five or six hours the animal was killed. The muslin bags,

which were found low down in the small intestine, appeared externally to

be much collapsed ; and, on opening them, the pieces of flesh and albu-

men presented a macerated appearance, as if they had been exposed to

the action of a gastric juice, and were strongly alkaline; the albumen
was thoroughly softened and broken down, and in the twelve experi-

ments at present made, lost from one-eleventh to one-half of its original

weight (the experiments including both albumen which had been dried

at 120°, and moist specimens), so that in the latter case the contents of

the bags appeared to have almost entirely vanished. The experiment

succeeded equally well when the gastric juice was excluded, but access

of the bile and pancreatic juice was allowed. The cork plug was then,

of course, introduced between the pylorus and the openings of the biliary

and pancreatic ducts.

Fresh, pure intestinal juice has hitherto been only examined by
Bidder and Schmidt, 1 and (under their superintendence) by Zander :

2
it

is a colorless, ropy, viscid fluid, which is invariably alkaline ; the alka-

linity, however, varies in different animals, and in different parts of the

intestine ; but no definite rule can be laid down on this subject.

The juice, after the removal, by filtration, of the morphological

elements above mentioned contains no trace of albumen, and therefore,

does not coagulate either on boiling or on the addition of acetic acid

:

alcohol of 85g throws down white flakes, which redissolve in pure water

;

their solution is precipitated by acetate of lead, but not by the mineral

acids, or by bichloride of mercury : the acetate-of-lead precipitate dis-

solves readily in acetic acid.

According to Bidder and Schmidt, the filtered intestinal juice of dogs

contains from 3-042°,- to 3-467§ of solid substances.

Zander found 3 -

9g of solid constituents in a specimen of intestinal

juice containing bile and pancreatic fluid ; amongst the solid constituents

there were 2*5 parts soluble in alcohol (glycocholate and taurocholate of

soda), and 1*4 parts insoluble in alcohol (taurine, pancreatic fluid, and
intestinal juice) ; the unfiltered juice contained 0-8g of epithelium, &c.

Bidder and Schmidt infer from the following observation, that the

pure gastric juice must be a tolerably diluted fluid. The filtered in-

testinal contents, in which there are 3*8g of solid constituents, consist

not only of the true intestinal juice, but also of gastric juice, bile, and
pancreatic fluid ; the gastric juice has about the same concentration as

the fluid intestinal contents ; but the bile of the dog contains 5°, and the

pancreatic juice 10{j of fixed substances ; hence the intestinal contents

could not attain to such a high degree of dilution, unless the true intes-

tinal juice were an extremely aqueous fluid.

It is obviously impossible to form any certain determination regarding

the quantitative relation of this secretion. Bidder and Schmidt calculated

from the concentration of the mixed intestinal juice (that, namely, con-

taining bile, gastric juice, and pancreatic fluid), and that of the gastric

juice, the bile, and the pancreatic fluid, that the pure intestinal juice

must contain about 15g- of solid constituents, and that, consequently,

1 Verdauungssafte und Stoffwechsel. S. 260-282.
2 Diss, inaug. Dorp. Livon. 1850.
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that an adult man (weighing 64 kilogrammes or 10 stone) secretes in 24

hours about 300 grammes of intestinal juice.

The quantity of the secretion naturally varies according to the period

of digestion. In the dog, in which an intestinal fistula was formed in

the middle of the small intestine, the following remarkable facts were

observed by Bidder and Schmidt. This secretion flowed most abun-

dantly from the fistula 5 or 6 hours after a meal ; and its quantity was
considerably increased very soon after drink had been taken : however,

the most singular circumstance is, that the intestinal juice shows the

same concentration as before the ingestion of the fluid ; hence we must
conclude with Schmidt, that the drink is absorbed in the stomach and
in the upper part of the small intestine, and that the water, which thus

finds its way into the blood, increases the intestinal juice in common
with the other secretions.

With regard to the functions of the intestinal juice, it seems to a

certain degree to unite in itself the powers of the gastric and pancreatic

fluids. For it is established by the numerous experiments of Bidder and
Schmidt, that this fluid can dissolve and render fit for resorption not

only starch, but also flesh and other protein-bodies. Starch (in the form

of paste) when introduced into previously cleared and tied loops of gut,

was usually converted in the course of three hours into a thin fluid mass,

which no longer gave the well-known reaction with iodine. Starch-paste

and intestinal juice, when mixed together and exposed to a temperature

of from 35° to 40°, assumed a thin fluid condition in the course of a

quarter of an hour, and the mixture was then found to be rich in sugar.

In a similar way pieces of flesh or of coagulated albumen were intro-

duced into tied loops, and in the course of from 6 to 14 hours they were

found to be for the most part or entirely digested. It was also shown
by experiments, made externally to the organism, that pure alkaline in-

testinal juice, as well as that secretion when mixed with bile and pan-

creatic juice, possesses the power of dissolving protein-bodies. Pure
intestinal juice dissolved in the course of 6 hours from 36*4 to 40-7g of

the flesh digested in it, and very similar ratios were observed when in-

testinal juice mixed with bile and pancreatic fluid was used. Hence it

follows that bile and pancreatic fluid, which impede the digestion of the

albuminates by the gastric juice, do not in any way interfere with the

digestive powers of the intestinal juice.

We may here refer to a fact which has been previously mentioned
namely, that a very large amount of albuminates passes undigested from
the stomach, and that the quantity of gastric juice which is secreted
is not sufficient to effect the solution of the protein-matter necessary
for nutrition ; and from this we should obviously conclude that nature
has provided some other digestive agent as a solvent for the protein
bodies in addition to the gastric juice ; and the same remark applies to

the saliva and pancreatic juice in relation to the digestion of starch. We
have seen that the pancreatic juice disappears, that is to say, is again
absorbed before it reaches the middle of the small intestine, and yet we
find that starch is readily converted into sugar below this point. These
two properties of the intestinal juice are therefore both directly and in-
directly proved.
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THE CONTENTS OF THE INTESTINAL CANAL AND THE
EXCREMENTS.

The chemical examination of the contents of the intestinal canal has

not as yet led to any very certain results ; indeed, up to the most recent

time, we find that different opinions are held regarding certain points

which might easily be decided. We can readily understand the reason

of this, when we consider the great variety of matters which must neces-

sarily occur in the intestinal canal. We need hardly observe, that even

after tolerably simple food, imperfectly digested and indigestible sub-

stances will be simultaneously found in association with already meta-

morphosed and decomposed matters, and that to this already very

complicated mixture there are added the constituents of the digestive

fluids in every stage of metamorphosis. The difficulty of the investiga-

tion lies, however, especially in the circumstance that the digested

soluble substances always occur in only extremely minute quantity in

those parts of the intestinal canal where they are pretty quickly re-

sorbed. The insoluble substances in the intestinal contents are less

accessible to chemical examination, and are unquestionably of less

interest in relation to the study of the process of digestion. We shall

here limit ourselves to a notice of the actual experiments that have been
made on this subject, since the metamorphosis of food as a special pro-

cess will be subsequently considered when we treat of " Digestion."

In regard to the reaction which the intestinal contents exhibit toward
vegetable colors, we may remark, that an acid reaction is always appa-

rent in the duodenum and jejunum ; in the ileum it begins to diminish,

so that for a great extent before we reach the caecum, it has often

entirely disappeared. As a general rule, the contents of the large in-

testine are alkaline ; it very often, however, happens (as has been pre-

viously mentioned) that the inner portions of the contents are still

strongly acid, while the outer parts, moistened or permeated with the

alkaline intestinal juice, are neutral or alkaline. This acid reaction is

usually dependent on the presence of lactic acid, but occasionally on that

of butyric, acetic or other acids. The sources of the lactic acid are,

however, very various, being dependent both on the nature of the food

that has been taken, and on the part of the intestine from which the

mass has been obtained. In the duodenum, where, notwithstanding the

access of bile and pancreatic juice, a strong acid reaction is observed,

the free acid depends chiefly on the acid of the gastric juice, whatever

kind of food may have been taken ; after the use of flesh, sour milk, or

acidified food, the acid of the food naturally takes part in the reaction of

the contents. In the normal state, it cannot depend on a lactic fermen-

tation, or on any other acid fermentation, since any such fermentation is

prevented by the normal gastric juice. On the other hand, it is gene-

rally only found in the lower part of the small intestine, and in the large

intestine after the use of amylaceous substances ; hence, we must conclude

that here the reaction is not dependent on the digestive juices, but on
the metamorphosed starch. That the free acid which occurs there, is
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lactic acid, may be readily proved by analysis (sec p. 95). But in

the normal condition both starch and sugar are converted in the ileum

and the rectum into lactic acid. Moreover, as Frcrichs has shown, the

lactic acid sometimes becomes transformed into butyric acid in these

parts, when all other relations seem perfectly normal. Among the free

acids occurring in the small intestine, but exerting less influence on the

reaction of its contents, we may mention cholic, glycocholic, and choloidic

acids. Frerichs has very thoroughly traced the changes which the

biliary constituents undergo in the intestinal canal, and has proved that

in the large intestine for the most part we find only dyslysin, but some-

times also a little cholic or choloidic acid.

As a general rule we can, by means of Pettenkofer's test, trace the

presence of the resinous constituents of the bile as far as the lower

extremity of the ileum (see p. 119.)

Among the less soluble substances which we may extract from the

contents of the intestine, we very often meet with grape-sugar or glucose.

This very rarely depends upon sugar having been present in the food

;

for it is precisely after saccharine food has been taken, that we most
rarely find this substance in the small intestine, and then only in its

upper part ; the sugar introduced into the stomach is unquestionably re-

sorbed from thence, being a readily soluble substance. On the other

hand, the sugar found in the small intestine, and sometimes even in the

large intestine, owes its origin to the action of the pancreatic juice on

starch—an action which, with the co-operation of the intestinal juice, is

prolonged to almost the end of the intestinal canal.

In seven cases in which Frerichs fed animals with milk, he could only

twice find sugar in the jejunum.
In the aqueous extract of the contents of the small intestine, and

occasionally in that obtained from the contents of the large intestine,

we find a protein-body coagulable by heat, and usually precipitable by
acetic acid, always, however, occurring in small quantity. This minute

quantity of coagulable matter might well be regarded as a product of

the digestion of some protein-body that had been taken as food ; for the

peptones, which are so readily soluble, are for the most part resorbed

from the stomach itself ; the digestion of the protein-bodies which pass

undissolved from the stomach into the small intestine, cannot be very

considerable in the small intestine after the access of the bile. More-
over, the pancreatic juice, to judge by the amount of its secretion, cannot
yield any great contribution to the coagulable matter of the aqueous
extract of the intestinal contents. But we also invariably find some
coagulable albuminous matter after the use of vegetable food poor in

protein-bodies, or even of non-nitrogenous food. Hence its sources can
only be sought in the exudation of a larger or smaller quantity of albu-

men from the bloodvessels, in consequence of endosmotic relations.

In four cases in which fasting horses or dogs were fed for two days
on balls of starch, and were then killed, I found by no means a very
small quantity of coagulable matter in the aqueous extracts of the con-
tents of the jejunum and ileum. In the discharges from the ileum in
the above-mentioned case of intestinal fistula, coagulable matter was
always found after the use of water-gruel and other slightly nitrogenous
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food, and in such quantity that it could not possibly be referred to the

protein contained in the bread, groats, &c. We need hardly mention

that the precipitate formed on boiling must always be treated with acids

and other reagents ; for in the watery extract of the intestinal contents,

especially in that obtained from the colon, we not unfrequently observe,

on heating, a separation which does not depend on albumen, but in part

on the relations of weak acid solutions of earthy salts, described in

page 303, and in part on the coagulation of mucus, which, if a large

quantity of dissolved alkaline salts be present, is very similar to that of

albumen. Frerichs has also often found albumen in the colon, and even

in the rectum of young dogs and cats after the free use of an animal

diet ; hence, he inclines to the view, that notwithstanding the impedi-

ment which the bile may oppose to the further digestion of the coagu-

lated protein-bodies in the intestinal canal, still, at all events, small

quantities of protein-bodies are digested, or at least the modified albu-

men (peptone) is converted by the bile and pancreatic juice into ordinary

albumen. I can by no means assert that this view is erroneous, since

it is only by accurate quantitative determinations, which in this case

are accompanied with much difficulty, that the point could be decided

;

but the facts which have been already mentioned, indicate that the coagu-

lable matter which we so frequently meet with in the contents of the

intestine, may have its origin in other sources than in the direct con-

version of the ingested protein-bodies into soluble and coagulable albu-

men. I am able in all respects to confirm the results of the experiments

of Frerichs, in which he found that soluble albumen was present even

in the large intestines of young carnivorous animals, but I attribute it

to the presence of undigested flesh ; for the contents consisted of lumps
of flesh (even when the food had been tolerably finely chopped), and
the inner portions of these lumps, reddened litmus, a reaction which
might be fairly presumed to depend on the lactic acid originally con-

tained in the flesh. If the alkaline intestinal juices had not neutralized

the free acid, the soluble albumen in the flesh would have remained un-

changed. It is in the upper part of the small intestine that we find most
albumen, because it is there that the contents occur in the most diluted

state, and offer the greatest facility for the absorption of albumen from

the capillaries.

In the infiltrate of the contents of the small intestines, we only

rarely find dextrin, and never more than small quantities of peptones

(Frerichs).

I have never been certain that I have detected dextrin ; but there

are always to be found small quantities of the substance formerly termed

ptyalin, soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol.

If we compare the alcoholic extracts of the different portions of the

small and large intestine, we find that biliary constituents especially

occur in them, in addition to the sugar which has been already men-

tioned, to the free acids, and to their alkaline salts ; and if we treat

these alcoholic extracts with ether, we find that this menstruum not only

takes up fat, but more or less of certain substances which give the well-

known biliary reaction with sugar and sulphuric acid.

That comparatively unchanged bile should be found in the contents of
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the duodenum is natural enough, but I have always been struck with the

circumstance that biliary substances, and especially the resinous consti-

tuents, should be found in the gastric contents of slaughtered animals,

and of men that have been suddenly killed. I observed this in a singu-

larly distinct manner in the gastric contents of two horses that had for

three days been fed upon starch-balls ; the alcoholic extract of the gastric

contents was rendered almost as strongly turbid by acetic or hydrochloric

acid as that of the duodenal contents ; the precipitate, when examined

under the microscope, appeared in the form of small vesicular globules

grouped together like grapes, which dissolved in boiling water, but

resumed their original form as the solution cooled ; they readily dissolved

in the fixed alkalies and ammonia, as well as in alcohol, but not in ether:

the ammoniacal solution, on evaporation, exhibited under the microscope

dendritic groupings similar to, but somewhat thicker than those of efflo-

rescent hydrochlorate of ammonia ; the potash-solution, on the other

hand, yielded crystalline forms resembling the plantain leaf. The solu-

tions of this substance were precipitated by the basic acetate of lead,

but not by the neutral acetate or by tannic acid : as it presented the

biliary reaction with sugar and sulphuric acid very rapidly and beauti-

fully, it cannot be doubted that unchanged biliary acids—at all events,

glycocholic acid—were here present in the stomach as well as in the

duodenum.
The further we descend in the intestinal canal, the less of these

resinous acids of the bile do we find in the alcoholic extract : but a com-

paratively larger amount passes into the ethereal extract. Frerichs has

also most carefully examined the changes which the bile undergoes in

the course of the intestinal canal. We have already remarked that

it is chiefly in the small intestine that the presence of the resinous

acids of the bile can be easily detected; indeed, near the duodenum
we often find bile still undecomposed, which can be recognized in the

aqueous extract; the fresh bile discharged into the intestine is very

rapidly decomposed by the simultaneous action of the free acid, of the

easily metamorphosed protein-bodies, and of the temperature of the

animal body ; hence we here find only those modifications of the non-

nitrogenous choloidic acid which are soluble in alcohol ; while further on

in the intestinal canal, the greater part of this acid, which is only soluble

in alcohol, disappears, and in place of it we find an also gradually dimi-

nishing portion of biliary matter soluble in ether, namely, the cholinic

and fellic acids of Berzelius, or one of the modifications of Mulder's

dyslysin. In the large intestine, and in the solid excrement, I have

invariably found a substance soluble only in ether, and in such small

quantity that after as correct an estimate as it was possible to institute,

it could not be assumed that this was all the bile which liad been effused

from the liver into the duodenum ; but we are rather led to Liebig's

view, according to which a large part of the bile is again absorbed in the

course of the intestinal canal. As it may be thought that possibly the

resinous biliary acids may also be converted into dyslysin which is like-

wise insoluble in ether, I boiled the contents of the large intestine, and
the excrements of men and dogs, after a purely animal diet, with alcohol
containing potash ; but in the solution which I thus obtained, it was only
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rarely that I could recognize biliary resin, that is to say, regenerated

choloidic acid, and then only mere traces of it.

I must here again direct attention to the circumstance that in testing

the ethereal extract of the intestinal contents for bile, we must go to

work with extreme care, lest in employing Pettenkofer's test we confound

biliary matter with olein. (See page 481.)

Schmidt propounds the question—to what extent is the bile decom-

posed in its passage to the middle of the small intestine ? In order to

decide this question, the quantity of the biliary acids precipitated by
acetate of lead was compared with the taurine that is already formed,

and which was calculated from the amount of sulphur in the fluid freed

from an excess of lead : in 100 parts of the intestinal contents, there

were 2-48 parts of fats and biliary acids soluble in ether, 2-021 parts of

insoluble biliary matters (cholic, glycocholic, and taurocholic acids), and
0-143 of taurine. Since the latter is equivalent to 0-622 of pure bile-

substance, it follows that almost half of the bile effused into the intesti-

nal canal is decomposed before it reaches the middle of the small in-

testine.

A little fat is always found along the whole course of the intestinal

canal ; and we need hardly observe, that its quantity increases after a

fatty diet. After the use of food very rich in fat, we often find such

considerable quantities of fat in the solid excrements, that we may obtain

a ready confirmation of the results obtained by Boussingault, 1 who found

in experiments made on ducks, that in definite times, only certain (not

very large) quantities of fat could be resorbed from the intestinal canal.

Bidder and Schmidt2 have recently obtained a precisely similar result in

experiments on mammalia. Moreover traces of cholesterin may always
be detected in the fat.

[The faeces have been submitted to chemical examination during the

last few months by Wehsarg,3 Ihring,4 and Marcet. 3—G. E. D.]

The following are the most important points in Wehsarg's Thesis :

—

The color of the normal faeces varies with the food ; on a mixed diet

they are of a yellowish-brown tint, on a flesh-diet they are much darker,

and on a milk-diet quite yellow. On exposure to the air the color

usually becomes darker, but never red. Very dilute nitric acid, when
added in sufficient quantity, always communicates a red color to the

faeces.

The odor almost entirely disappears on drying, or, at all events, be-

comes less disgusting. It varies with the kind of food. As a general

rule the odor is most intense when the stools follow one another rapidly.

The consistence seems to depend chiefly on the constitutional relations

of the person ; but it is considerably influenced by bodily exercise.

The reaction is most commonly acid, but not unfrequently alkaline or

neutral.

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 3 S&\ T. 19, pp. 117-125.
2 In a private communication.
3 Mikroskopische und chemische Untersuchungen der Faeces gesunder erwachsener

Menschen. Inaug.-Abhandl. Giessen, 1853.
4 Mikroskopisch-chemische Untersuchungen menschlicher Faeces unter verschiedenen

patbologischen Verhaltnissen. Inaug.-Abhandl. Giessen, 1853.
5 Proceedings of the Royal Society, June 15th, 1854. Vol. 7, p. 153.
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The number of observations made by Wehsarg was 27 ; and in 17 of

these cases the faeces were those of the 24 hours.

The quantity of the daily faeces is very variable ; the mean of these

17 observations being 131 grammes (or about 4-6 ounces), the largest

and smallest quantities being 306 and 67'2 grammes respectively. This

irregularity did not seem in any way connected with an excess of undi-

gested matter. It may be laid down as a general rule, that when the

food passes rapidly through the intestine, the daily quantity of the faeces

is larger than when it is retained for a longer time in the intestine. In

proportion to the rapidity with which the stools follow one another, there

is a smaller relative, but larger absolute amount of solid matters. There

is no definite relation between the amount of faeces and the bodily weight

;

the quantity of the faeces seems rather to be connected with the digestive

power of the individual.

The faeces, when in a formed or half formed state, contained (taking

the mean of 17 observations) 73*3g of water and other matters which

were volatile at 120° C, and 26'7§ of solid constituents ; the latter

varied from 17*4 to 31-7§.

The absolute quantity of solid matters discharged in the 24 hours

averages 30 grammes, the extremes being 57*2 and 16*3 grammes. No
safe inference can be drawn from the consistence of the faeces as to the

amount of water and volatile matters that they contain.

The amount of undigested matters varies very much in different cases;

the mean quantity in 10 observations was 3-4 grammes, or 8'3§, the

extremes being 8*2 grammes and -81 of a gramme.
A microscopic examination always exhibits remains of the food that

has been taken. We commonly meet with vegetable cells and hairs, and

spiral vessels in abundant quantity. Muscular fibres colored yellow and

corroded by the bile, but still retaining distinct striation, are constantly

found. Wehsarg mentions, as of constant occurrence, "a finely com-

minuted faecal matter," which appears to be granulo-cellular, but whose

structure cannot be distinctly made out ; it certainly, however, contains

partially destroyed epithelium. Starch is often found. Crystals of

ammonia-phosphate of magnesia are always present when the evacuation

is neutral or alkaline. Amorphous fat is a constant constituent of the

faeces ; but Wehsarg never observed crystals of cholesterin : connective

tissue was only noticed after a very abundant flesh-diet.

The ether-extract of the faeces varied extremely with the nature of

the food. After a very fatty diet it rose to 31-2 grammes, or 58-2g of

the dried mass ; the mean was ll*5g, and the minimum 8*5§. It consists

for the most part of a waxy fat.

The alcohol-extract was found to amount (as the mean of 3 observa-

tions) to 15*6g, and it may rise to double this quantity in diarrhoea.

After drying this extract (which when cold forms a dark brownish-red
mass) in the air-bath, Wehsarg could only once detect the presence of

bile in it with certainty, although he often got doubtful indications ; and
on the addition of nitric acid to fresh faeces there was only twice an
undoubted manifestation of the evidence of bile-pigment. Hence his

observations confirm the view, that as a general rule no bile occurs in an
unchanged state in the faeces.
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The water-extract is a brownish-black mass, which always undergoes

decomposition on drying. Its average quantity is about 20 g of the dry

feces.

The quantity of salts contained in the faeces, as compared with that

in the urine, is very small. Mere traces of sulphuric acid and chlorine,

and often not even a trace, are to be found, unless when large quanti-

ties of these substances have been introduced into the system. Chlorine,

is, however, more frequently found than sulphuric acid.

The salts which are precipitable by ammonia vary in different indivi-

duals. The mean of 7 observations was 4*102, the maximum being 6-90,

and the minimum l*73g. After a dose of sulphate of magnesia, this

number may rise to 20*50g. The great mass of these salts is phosphate

of magnesia, and associated with it is a small quantity of phosphate of

lime with a little iron.

It appears, from Marcet's experiments, that healthy human excre-

ments contain

:

1. A new organic substance, possessing an alkaline reaction, which its

discoverer names excretine. In its pure state it appears in circular

groups of crystals, which have the form of acicular four-sided prisms,

and polarize light very readily. It is very soluble in ether, cold or hot,

but sparingly soluble in cold alcohol ; it is insoluble in water, and is not
decomposed by dilute mineral acids. It fuses between 95° and 96° C,
and at a higher temperature burns away without inorganic residue. It

does not dissolve when boiled with a solution of potash. It contains

nitrogen and sulphur, though in small proportions. The products of its

decomposition have not yet been investigated. Marcet considers that it

exists for the most part in a free state in the excrements, and constitutes

one of their immediate principles. As to its source, he observes that it

appeared in excess when a considerable quantity of beef had been taken,

and in less than the usual quantity in a case of diarrhoea attended with
loss of appetite ; but none could be directly obtained from beef on sub-

jecting it to the same process of extraction as faeces ; neither could it be
found in ox-bile, the urine, or the substance of the spleen.

2. A fatty acid having the properties of margaric acid, but not con-

stantly present. He is uncertain whether the margaric acid in the faeces

is free, or combined with excretine, but he is disposed to conclude that

the neutral fats are decomposed in the intestinal canal, and their acid set

free. Not having been able to discover stearic acid in human evacua-

tions, he supposes that what is contained in the fat taken in the food

must be converted into margaric acid in its passage through the alimen-

tary canal.

3. A coloring matter similar to that of blood and urine.

4. A light granular substance, which he is inclined to regard as a
combination of phosphate of potash, and a pure organic matter.

5. An acid olive-colored substance, of a fatty nature, which he names
excretolic acid. It fuses between 25° and 26° C, and at a higher tem-
perature burns without residue. It is insoluble in water, and in a boiling

solution of potash, is very soluble in ether, and in hot alcohol, and
slightly so in cold water. He believes that it is combined in the excre-

ments in the form of salt with excretine or a basic substance closely

allied to it.
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6. No evidence of butyric or of lactic acid was obtained.

The feces of various animals yielded the following results

:

1. The excrements of carnivorous mammals, viz., the tiger, leopard,

and dog (fed on meat), contain a substance allied in its nature to excre-

tine, but not identical with it. They contain no excretine, but yield

butyric acid, which is not present in human excrements.

2. The excrements of the crocodile contain cholesterin, and no uric

acid, while those of the boa yield uric acid, and no cholesterin. [It is

probable that the semi-solid urine and the excrements were not duly

separated in this experiment.—G. E. D.]

3. The feces of herbivorous animals, viz., the horse, sheep, dog (fed

on bread), wild boar, elephant, deer, and monkey, contain no excretine,

no butyric acid, and no cholesterin.

Ihring has examined the evacuations after the use of chloride of so-

dium, Nauheimer water, and of preparations of iron, and in cases of

intestinal tuberculosis, bilious diarrhoea, &c, and has likewise submitted

to investigation the contents of different parts of the intestinal contents

in a patient who died from a chronic affection of the stomach. [We must

refer to his thesis for further particulars.—G. E. D.]

The bile-pigment also gradually undergoes the same changes in the

intestinal canal as are observed to occur in the putrefation or decom-

position of the bile. It is only in the alcoholic, and occasionally in the

aqueous extract of the contents of the small intestine, that we can induce

the well-known changes of color by the mixture of sulphuric and nitric

acids ; in the large intestine, the bile-pigments in all probability occur

under the same modification, which, according to Berzelius and Scherer,

is to be regarded as the final product of the metamorphosis of chole-

pyrrhin.

Taurin has often, although not invariably, been detected by Frerichs1

in the whole course of the intestinal canal, and even in the solid excre-

ments.

The constituents of the intestinal canal insoluble in water, alcohol,

and ether, fall, for the most part, within the domain of microscopic

inquiry. They essentially consist of undigested or indigestible frag-

ments of food. Among the undigested substances we commonly find

not only fat-globules, but starch-granules, fibres of muscle, and fibrils

of cellular (areolar) tissue in the excrements after the use of the cor-

responding articles of food. The starch-granules seem to be diminished

in their diameter, and this diminution is the more marked the lower they

are found in the intestinal canal ; they usually appear fissured and lobu-

lated, and as if some of their coats were partly or entirely dissolved

;

in this case their true nature can often not be detected under the micro-

scope, unless with the aid of a solution of iodine. Muscular fibres are

found in every phase of change ; we recognize some primitive fibres un-

changed in their histological formation, and parallelopipeds of the same
structure, in which the striae may be pretty clearly made out, presenting
a finely punctated appearance ; the longitudinal striae are usually the

most distinct ; the sarcolemma has, for the most part, disappeared

;

finally, there often remains merely a tolerably hyaline mass, which can

1 Op. cit. p. 841.
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only be recognized as the remains of muscular fibre by the parallel

grouping of a few prominent points. A complete solution of muscular

fibre is not effected by the gastric and other digestive juices, as has also

been found by Frerichs.

Fragments of bone, after being swallowed, may be always detected in

the intestine and in the excrements, although a great part of them is

obviously dissolved in the primce vice.

As the histological constituents of the vegetable tissues have the least

tendency to be decomposed by the digestive juices, they are always

found comparatively little changed after the use of vegetable food;

cellulose is proof against all organic solvents, and hence we meet with

all varieties of vegetable cells. The chlorophylle-cells remain un-

changed ; the parenchyma-cells are only sometimes isolated ; spiral

vessels may be beautifully seen in the excrements both of the higher

and the lower animals. Yeast-cells are often met with after the use of

pastry.

In addition to the fluid and solid contents of the intestinal canal, we
must also refer to the gases occurring there. Unfortunately, however,

the very few observations which we possess regarding these elastic fluids

are not altogether trustworthy, since the investigations made regarding

the gas contained in the intestines in cases of disease, have usually not

been instituted till twenty-four hours after death. Magendie and Chev-

reul1 are the only experimentalists who have examined the gaseous con-

tents of the stomach and the small and large intestines of men imme-
diately after their execution ; and even these investigations cannot be

regarded as altogether conclusive, since a person's knowledge, that he is

going to be executed in a few hours, must probably somewhat disturb his

digestive functions.

In the stomach of a man, after execution, Magendie and Chevreul

found a gaseous mixture, consisting of atmospheric air, in which a por-

tion of the oxygen had been replaced by carbonic acid ; and, besides

this, they found a little"iydrogen. (According to volume, this air was
composed of 14$ of carbonic acid, 11§ of oxygen, 71'45-g- of nitrogen,

and 3 -

55{j of hydrogen.) Moreover, it can hardly be doubted that this

air was for the most part conveyed into the stomach from without. We
have already mentioned that, in the insalivation of the food, a very

appreciable quantity of air is mixed with it, and this is probably the

most common mode by which atmospheric air finds its way into the

stomach, although, in certain respiratory movements some air may be

driven or pressed through the oesophagus, as, for instance, in the efforts

which precede vomiting, as has been shown by Budge : some persons,

however, possess the power of swallowing air at will, and of exciting

vomiting by swallowing large quantities.

The diminution of the oxygen, and the considerable augmentation of

the carbonic acid, may be referred with more probability to the inter-

change of these gases with those of the blood, than to processes of fer-

mentation ; this interchange is, at all events, a physical necessity, while

processes of fermentation are always indicative of something abnormal

in the stomach. In the case examined by Magendie and Chevreul, there

i Berzelius, Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 338-340.
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certainly seems to have been a fermentation, as evidenced by the pre-

sence of hydrogen, although in small quantity, in the air.

In the dead bodies of healthy men and animals, the quantity of air

found in the stomach is always extremely small ; but there are various

conditions in which there is an abnormal accumulation of air in the

stomach, and some have even regarded this symptom as a special disease,

and have termed it pneumatosis ventriculi. Even in healthy persons,

large quantities of gas may accumulate in the stomach after the use of

such kinds of food and drink as very readily undergo fermentation, as, for

instance, biscuits rich in yeast, new bread, onions, garlic, radishes, raw
fruit, or imperfectly fermented wine and beer, especially when taken in

very large quantities. In such cases, a great excess of carbonic acid is

always found in the stomach, since all these substances undergo the

vinous and acetous fermentation, which is almost always preceded by
the development of carbonic acid. If, however, hydrogen gas be found

to occur in this air, its presence may be easily explained, since, as we
have already seen, the amylacea have a strong tendency to undergo the

butyric fermentation in the stomach, and this fermentation is always

accompanied, as has been shown by Pelouze, Liebig, and others, by the

development of hydrogen.

Accumulations of air in the stomach are especially observed in hyste-

rical and hypochondriacal patients, who have an unnatural tendency to

gulp air, in persons in whom the food is retained for too long a period

in the stomach, and finally, in cases in which the secretion of the gastric

juice is altogether impeded. In hysterical and hypochondriacal pa-

tients who have swallowed air, the gases evolved by eructation are, for

the most part, devoid of odor, and hence it may be presumed that this

air has undergone very little change, except an augmentation of car-

bonic acid.

In constrictions of the pylorus, as well as in chronic catarrhs, the

stomach becomes filled with air, not only after the moderate use of the

above-mentioned articles of diet, but also after the ingestion of other

varieties of food which do not usually cause any annoyance to healthy

persons, or at the most only occasion accumulations of gas in the large

intestine, as, for instance, milk, peas, cabbage, eggs, meat, and other

animal food. In such cases the air contains only little oxygen, much
carbonic acid, probably also hydrogen and carburetted hydrogen, and
invariably sulphuretted hydrogen, which may be recognized by the smell

of the eructations, as well as by its reaction on paper moistened with a

solution of acetate of lead.

In patients suffering from typhus fever, who for a considerable time

have taken neither food nor medicine, the stomach is not unfrequently
found to be distended with gas : here the meteorism only comes on
slowly, and its occurrence is very much favored by the paralytic condi-

tion of the muscular coat of the stomach.
Chevillot1 found from 25-2 to 27'8£ (by volume) of carbonic acid, from

8-2 to 13-0g of oxygen, and from 66*8 to 59-2g of nitrogen, with mere

1 Journ. de Chim. M6d. 1 Ser. T. 5, p. 596-650, and Arch. g€n. de M<jd. 2 Se"r. T. 5,
p. 285-292.
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traces of hydrogen, in gas taken from the stomach twenty-four hours

after death.

In the small intestine we usually find far less gas than in the large

intestine : in the small intestines of three persons who had been exe-

cuted, Magendie and Chevreul found no oxygen, but an extraordinary

abundance of hydrogen and carbonic acid (in the first case 24-39g C02 ,

20-08« N, and 55-53°; H ; in the second case, 40-00° C02 ,
8-85°, N, and

51-15? H; and in the third case, 25-0° C02 ,
GG-Q°, N, and 8-4§ H);

Chevillot, 1 on the other hand, always found 2 or 3° of oxygen in the air

discharged from the small intestines of the bodies of aged persons. We
can easily understand how in cases of disease, and even in healthy

persons, after the use of flatulent food or drink, these accumulations of

gas occur more frequently than in the stomach ; for on the one hand,

the flatus is not so readily discharged from hence by eructation as from

the stomach, and on the other, the fermentation and decomposition of

the above-named substances proceed here with a rapidity proportional

to the length of time they have already remained in the stomach and

small intestine. Constrictions of individual portions of the small in-

testine, and other diseases of the intestinal tube, contribute also essen-

tially to the augmentation of these accumulations of gas.

On comparing the composition of the air from the small intestine

with that of the gas obtained from the stomach, we observe in the one

case a perfectly opposite relation to that which holds good in the other;

we have here to deal with mere residual traces of atmospheric air, the

greater portion of the gas having its source in the decomposition of

nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous substances. We must, however, always

bear in mind that these gases are only separated from those of the blood

by permeable moist membranes, and that, for this reason, the analysis

of the air never correctly expresses the gaseous products arising from

the decomposition of the food. Hence it is more than probable that the

symptoms of meteorism, which in children and hysterical women occa-

sionally supervene to a dangerous extent, are not merely dependent on

the mechanical contraction of the thoracic cavity (by the upward pres-

sure of the diaphragm), but also on the transmission of certain gases

into the blood. In these cases we should not so much suspect the re-

sorption of carbonic acid as of hydrogen and its compounds. The amy-

lacea, in undergoing butyric fermentation, which is only impeded in the

intestine by the free acid of the gastric juice, yield hydrogen, which in

its nascent state unites with the sulphur of the decomposed protein-

bodies, and thus produces the sulphuretted hydrogen, which exerts so

injurious an effect on the blood. The presence of sulphuretted hydrogen

in the gaseous contents of the small intestine may, moreover, be readily

perceived from the eructations which are developed in from four to

eight hours after a meal. It is further worthy of notice, that these

eructations of sulphuretted hydrogen are very common after the use of

ferruginous preparations ; it is possible that the presence of iron facili-

tates the conversion of the alkaline sulphates into metallic sulphides,

1 [On referring to the Journ. de Chim. M^d., we find that oxygen was only found in

the small intestines once in fifty-four cases ; in that case the proportion was from 2

tO 3§.—G. E. D.]
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and occasions the formation of sulphide of iron, whose decomposition by

acids gives rise to the production of sulphuretted hydrogen. The forma-

tion of sulphuretted hydrogen after the use of the preparations of sul-

phur, is so well known an occurrence as hardly to require notice, and

demands no explanation.

Gaseous accumulations are much more frequent in the large intestine,

where they are often very considerable, than in the stomach and small

intestine. According to Magendie and Chevreul's investigations, the

oxygen has here altogether disappeared ; they found from 43-5 to 70°- of

carbonic acid, from 18-40 to 51-03°j of nitrogen, and from 5-47 to ll*6g of

carburetted hydrogen : Chevillot1 found in the gas contained in the large

intestines of aged persons, from 23 ,11 to 93-00$ of carbonic acid, from

2 to 3°j of oxygen, from 95*2 to 90*0°, of nitrogen, and 28-0g of carbu-

retted hydrogen. In two analyses of the flatus, Marchand found 36-5

and 44-5°, of carbonic acid, 29-0 and 14-0$ of nitrogen, 13-5 and 15*8°,

of hydrogen, 22-0 and 15 #5§ of carburetted hydrogen, and in the latter

of the cases 1*0 g of sulphuretted hydrogen. It is worthy of remark that

the sulphuretted hydrogen always occurs in the gases of the large intes-

tine in far less quantity than we should have expected from the odor. It

is hardly necessary to indicate the reasons why the development of gas

is always more considerable in the large than in the small intestine ; for

although the decomposition of the remains of the food may have begun

in the ileum, it proceeds with greater rapidity in the colon, since there

the faecal mass no longer meets with any free acid to impede its further

decomposition. Should, however, the contents of the large intestine be

acid, this, as we have already shown, must depend on a butyric fermen-

tation, which indeed is accompanied by a copious development of gas.

We need not trouble the rational physician with a detailed notice of all

those morbid conditions which lead to large accumulations of air in the

caecum and the colon ; it is sufficient for us simply to mention that these

accumulations of gas, which we are accustomed to term meteorism or

flatulence, may either be a consequence of suppressed or perverse secre-

tion of the intestinal juices, or of diminished contractility of the muscular
coat of the intestine, of strictures and other anatomical changes of the

colon, of pressure exerted by morbid tumors on the lower parts of the

intestine, &c. Substances stagnating in the different parts of the colon,

undergo complete putrefaction, and their products, gaseous as well as

solid, are precisely the same as we observe out of the animal body.
Thus, in the examination of such masses, Frerichs found substances pre-

cisely similar to those which Bopp has obtained from putrefying protein-

bodies.

The early physicians believed in a secretion of gas from the walls of

the intestine ; to those who are at all acquainted with the law of the

1 [On referring to the Journ. de Chim. Med., we find that the largest quantity of
carbonic acid discovered in the digestive canal generally was from 92 to 93g, and that
the mean quantity in the large intestines was 23-11". The quantity of oxygen is not
stated : Chevillot only observes that he found it in the large intestine five times in fifty-
four cases. The mean quantity of nitrogen in the large intestines of twenty-seven
aged persons was 73"

; the maximum is not given in the memoir. In ninety-six cases,
ten only afforded carburetted hydrogen ; one in the small intestine, and nine in the
large intestine. The greatest quantity found was 18-8g.—g. e. d.]
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metamorphosis of the animal tissues and with the chemical processes of

putrefaction, such an assumption is altogether unnecessary for the expla-

nation of considerable accumulations of gas ; and further, from what is

known on the subject, it is very improbable that gases, such as hydro-

gen, carburetted hydrogen, and sulphuretted hydrogen (which latter we
do not find in the blood), should pass from the general juices of the body
into the intestinal canal. Magendie and Girardin1 have, however, made
an observation which has also been confirmed by Frerichs,2 which, at all

events, proves the possibility of a secretion of gas from the blood into

the intestine ; for if a loop of intestine in dogs, after being perfectly

emptied of its contents, were tied at both ends, it was always found

after some time to be filled with air. It is to be regretted that this air

has not been analyzed ; it is scarcely likely that hydrogen and its gase-

ous compounds would be found in it.

Frerichs likewise notices an accumulation of gas, which, strictly speak-

ing, is a sacculated emphysema in the serous coat of the gut ; in the in-

testines of swine he has frequently observed bulke of this sort, as large

as a pea or a hazel-nut, filled with air.

Although from what has been already stated it may be readily inferred

what are the substances which occur, and which must of necessity occur,

in the matters discharged by vomiting, it yet may not be altogether su-

perfluous to notice systematically the different characters of the vomitus

in different conditions of disease. Unfortunately, many of the analyses

which have been made are of little use : as in the diagnosis of a gastric

disease, so also for a scientific investigation of vomited matter, it is es-

pecially important to know what period had elapsed since food was taken,

or whether the stomach was empty. Without this knowledge no infer-

ence of any scientific value can be deduced. It is, however, much to be

lamented that even at the present day pathological chemistry (as it is

called) is as little based on physical diagnosis as on pathological anatomy
;

thus we find numerous analyses of the vomitus in dyspepsia,—a word

unsatisfactory to every rational physician, and tending only to impede

scientific inquiry. Every one must know that dyspepsia and pyrosis

may accompany not only chronic gastric catarrh, but also the round (per-

forating) ulcer, cancer, and other primary and secondary affections of

the stomach ; if then no pathologico-anatomical diagnosis be made, the

analysis of the matters vomited by dyspeptic patients can lead to no re-

sult ; when it is impossible to make a certain diagnosis in dyspepsia or

pyrosis, nothing is gained by the attempt to analyze the vomited matters.

Notwithstanding the numerous, more or less accurate analyses of vomited

matters, we still know very little regarding the various morphological

and chemical constituents of the masses which arc discharged in the

various diseases of the stomach and other abdominal organs. All that

is positively known may be included in a few sentences.

By far the most frequent cases are those in which the principal part

of the vomited matter consists of imperfectly digested or entirely undi-

gested food, and the chief reason of this is that the food is usually the

1 Recherches physiol. sur les Gaz. intestin. Paris, 1824, p. 24.

2 Op. cit. p. 866.
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proximate exciting cause of the antiperistaltic motion. Hence it follows

that the food is more or less changed according to the time in -which it

has been retained in the stomach : thus in the round ulcer of the duo-

denum where vomiting occurs four or six hours after food has been taken,

we constantly find that not only the albuminous substances, but also the

amylacea, are far more changed than in perforating ulcer of the stomach

;

in scirrhus of the pylorus, on the other hand, they are usually less

changed than in other cancerous affections of the stomach, &c. These

changes which we perceive in the food must either be normal or abnor-

mal, that is to say, in the first case we find half-digested muscular fibre,

peptones, sugar, &c, changed in the manner which has been already

described. These are the rarer cases, and for the most part occur when
the seat of the disease which has occasioned the vomiting lies externally

to the stomach, although sometimes also in cancer of the stomach. It

far more frequently happens that the food, when it has remained for

a prolonged period in the stomach, has undergone abnormal changes

;

if saccharine or amylaceous food has been taken, lactic, acetic, or

butyric fermentation is induced, in which case the vomited matters

have an extremely strong acid reaction and taste, and even seem to

take the edge off the teeth ; the nitrogenous articles of food appear

in this case, when examined under the microscope, to be but slightly

changed, and at most to be only loosened in texture and rendered more
transparent ; matters of this nature are principally vomited in chronic

gastric catarrh, but not unfrequently also in round (perforating) ulcer

and in cancer of the stomach. It seems probable that in chronic catarrh

of the stomach, all those kinds of fermentation may be set up in the

starch, according to the nature of the secreted mucus, which we are ac-

customed to observe out of the animal body in the laboratory of the

chemist, just as in catarrh of the urinary bladder there is sometimes a

predisposition to acid and sometimes to alkaline urinary fermentation.

Certain experiments made by Frerichs show that in diabetic patients

there is a special tendency to the formation of sugar in the stomach.

Another of his observations is even more important ; he convinced him-

self that the colorless, viscid, ropy masses, which are sometimes ejected

in abundant quantity in gastric catarrh, possess almost entirely the same
properties as the gum-like substances produced by what is called mucous
fermentation. It appears to depend, at all events in part, on the nature

of the mucus secreted in gastric catarrh, whether the fermentation

established in the amylacea be of the mucous, lactic, acetic, or butyric

variety—a view which seems to correspond with our present knowledge of

the exciters of these different kinds of fermentation, and with the dif-

ferent anatomical changes of the gastric mucous membrane and of the

mucus secreted by it.

Masses in a thoroughly digested state, and at the same time in an al-

most putrid condition, are only vomited in cases of some anatomico-me-
chanical change in the intestinal canal, as strangulated hernia, volvulus,

&c. Since, as we have already mentioned, yeast-fungi are sometimes
found in the contents of the stomach and intestines—partly entering
from without, and partly propagated within the body—it need excite no
wonder that they are also found in vomited matters. The same may be
said regarding the sarcina, whose nature and mode of occurrence, since
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its discovery by Goodsir,
1 have given rise to so many investigations and

discussions. This organized being is in all probability identical with the

alga, Merismopedia punctata, that had been described by Meyen, 2 and

with the Gonium tranquillum et glaucum, referred by Ehrenberg3 to the

Bacillarise ; it forms smooth plates, consisting of a larger or smaller

number of quadrupartite cells, which range from l-300th to l-500th of

a line in diameter, are square, and resemble tied-up packets ; these may
be found singly in the vomited matters, but much more frequently hang-

ing together in regular forms in fours, eights, and sixteens, so as to form

larger surfaces. These algae are not characteristic of any special disease

of the stomach, either organic or functional, although they are most
commonly found when the food has been retained for a considerable time

in the stomach before the vomiting has occurred, as, for instance, in

cancer of the stomach. Frerichs4 has frequently found the sarcina in the

stomach after death, in cases in which, during life, no signs of deranged
digestion had been observed ; indeed, he even noticed it in a dog with a

gastric fistula, and found that the digestion went on as regularly and en-

ergetically as before the appearance of these algge. It thus appears to

have no connection with any pathological phenomena in the animal

organism.

Hence the sarcina is of no diagnostic value, since neither its produc-
tion nor its growth is dependent upon, or gives rise to any special morbid
processes.

Frerichs has studied its development in a dog with a gastric fistula
;

he observed, first of all, round non-nucleated cells, generally isolated,

but sometimes grouped two and two, and ranging from l-400th to l-300th
of a line. The cell, which at first is transparent, gradually undergoes a
superficial constriction through its centre, and this is crossed by a similar

constriction at right angles ; the lines deepen from the centre towards
the periphery, till, finally, the cells appear to be divided into four equal
parts, the separate squares ranging from l-700th to l-500th of a line

:

as each of these squares again subdivides in the same manner into four

fresh squares, the original individual expands into large plates, which
are intersected by rectangular lines, and are easily broken down into

separate quadrupartite cells.

Hasse has also found the sarcina in evacuations from the bowels ; and
Heller 5 appears to have found it in a urinary sediment, although he does

not seem certain of its identity.

Hasse and Kblliker,6 Virchow,7 and more especially Schlossberger,8

have instituted accurate chemical inquiries regarding the constitution of

this body. Virchow found that the molecules of the sarcina were not

changed by acetic acid, but that potash first rendered them more trans-

parent, and subsequently caused their disintegration into amorphous
granules. Hasse and Kolliker found that acids and alkalies only ren-

dered the sarcina paler ; that it dissolved when boiled in sulphuric acid

;

that when boiled with hydrochloric acid the larger parts separated into

1 Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Journal. Vol. 67, p. 430.
2 Neues System der Pflanzen. Bd. 6, S. 410.
s Infusorien, S. 58, Taf. 3, Fig. 3. 4 Haser's Arch. Bd. 10, S. 175-208.
5 Arch. f. phys. u. path. Chem. Bd. 4, S. 308, Taf. 1, fig. 5.

6 Mittheil. der Ziircher naturf. Gesellsch. 1847. S. 95.

' Arch. f. path. Anat. Bd. 1, S. 364. 8 Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 6, S. 747-768.
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smaller ; that in a hot solution of potash the contents partially dissolved,

leaving a perfect skeleton ; and finally, that the sarcina, after being

treated with sulphuric acid, was only colored yellow by iodine, but that

at a glowing heat, it was perfectly destroyed. The conclusions of

Schlossberger were, that the sarcina was unaffected by water, alcohol,

ether, and the fats as well as the volatile oils, and that neither organic

nor dilute mineral acids apparently acted on it. When treated with

iodine and sulphuric acid, in order to test for cellulose (according to

Mulder's method), it exhibited no blue or greenish color ; concentrated

sulphuric acid decolorized the sarcina, and rendered it very transparent

;

the interspaces between the greatest squares became swollen, and on the

addition of water, the larger broke into smaller parts. When the action

was prolonged, it entirely dissolved ; many were rendered yellow by
nitric acid, only, however, when they had been previously treated with

a solution of potash ; hence they appeared, at all events, in part to con-

tain a protein-like constituent. But, on the other hand, Schlossberger

could not obtain a blue color with hydrochloric acid ; indeed, he expresses

great doubts whether there is any difference between the capsule and
the contents, although Hasse and Kolliker believe that they had proved,

both by hydrochloric acid and by potash, that a difference existed.

Caustic potash causes the sarcina, or at all events its larger interstices, to

swell. The sarcina is unaffected by alcoholic and acid fermentation.

Far more amenable to chemical investigation, and of more physiolo-

gical interest, are the (generally) fluid materials which are sometimes

vomited in the fasting state ; as, for instance, in chronic catarrh of the

stomach, in the round (perforating) ulcer, and in cancer of the stomach.

Although the investigation of such secretions is indispensable to a right

comprehension of the nature of the substances which, mixed with food,

are usually vomited, we have as yet only few analyses of these gastric

and intestinal secretions discharged by the mouth, and still fewer in which
the diagnosis of the disease has been established. Thus, for instance,

waterbrash (pyrosis) has excited the attention of physicians, and the

vomited matter has been analyzed, and, on one occasion, the fluid has

been found alkaline, and on another strongly acid, without any regard to

the pathologico-chemical process. Frerichs 1 has here also opened the

path for further inquiry ; he has ascertained that, in many forms of gas-

tric disease, as, for instance, in the chronic gastric catarrh of drunkards,

and sometimes in cancer and round (perforating) ulcer of the stomach,

the salivary glands are consensually irritated, and secrete an abun-

dance of saliva, which accumulates in the stomach, and finally induces

vomiting. In such cases the vomited fluids present all the characters of

saliva ; they are in most cases alkaline, often however neutral, rarely

acid, contained a large quantity of the sulphocyanides, and, under the

requisite conditions, converted starch very rapidly into sugar.

These fluids were found by Frerichs to be slightly turbid in conse-

quence of the presence of epithelium and fat-globules ; their density
varied from 1-004 to 1-007, and they contained from 0-472 to 0-688g of
solid constituents ; the application of heat did not much increase their

turbidity ; the addition of alcohol caused a separation of white flocculi,

1 Op. cit.
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which possessed the metamorphic power on starch in a high degree ; the
watery solution of their alcoholic extracts assumed a dark blood-red tint

with the per-salts of iron. Similar kinds of alkaline vomited fluids have
been examined by Wright, Nasse, 1 and Bird.2

We very often observe %,fluid, watery, vomited matter with a strong

acid reaction ; it occurs in the round (perforating) gastric ulcers and
probably also in nervous spasm of the stomach (if such a thing actually

exist). Unfortunately these fluids have been examined with so little care

that even if lactic, butyric, or acetic acid has been actually recognized

in them with chemical certainty, it has not been decided whether the ex-

cess of acid is produced in the same way as in softening of the stomach
in children (Elsiiasser) by the rapid fermentation of portions of amyla-
ceous or sugar-forming food retained in the stomach, or whether it has
accumulated in the stomach in consequence of an abnormal secretion

from the gastric glands.

The fluids of this class that have been most frequently analyzed are

the rice-water matters vomited in cholera ; both in their physical and in

their chemical properties they are almost perfectly identical with the

matters often vomited in ursemia ; they are usually of a faint, sickly

odor, and their reaction may be either acid, neutral or alkaline ; on
standing, they deposit grayish-white flakes, consisting of epithelial

structures or intestinal mucus, while the fluid above appears clear and
yellowish. With the exception of very beautiful groups of cylindrical

epithelium, we find in these fluids only few organic matters ; but, on the

other hand, they contain a relatively large amount of inorganic salts,

and especially of chloride of sodium, with a small quantity of alkaline

sulphates. It entirely depends upon the stage of the disease whether
the fluid is acid or alkaline ; for a short time after the beginning of the

disease the vomited matter is acid, and I found in it (as Hermann 1 had
done) butyric and acetic acids (and metacetonic acid was also very pro-

bably present). When the fluid contained no remains of food, but re-

sembled rice-water, and was acid or neutral, I constantly found urea, and
can thus confirm the observations of Schmidt. 4

If, on the other hand,

the disease was further advanced, and the cerebral symptoms accom-

panying uraemia had set in, and if vomiting now came on, salts of am-
monia, and especially the carbonate, were found, and hence the fluid had
an alkaline reaction. Albumen occurs only in very small quantities

when the fluid is acid, but in larger quantities when there is an alkaline

reaction.

The specific gravity of these fluids varies from 1-025 to 1-007 ; they

contain from 0*4 to 0-6$ of solid constituents, of which more than half

are often inorganic (Wittstock, 5 Mulder,6 Andral,7 A. Taylor, 8 Becque-

rel,
9 Guterbock, 10 Schmidt).

The albumen, regarding whose presence or absence in the cholera-

1 Med. Corresponzbl. rh. u. westph. Aerzte, 1844, No. 14.

2 Lond. Med. Gaz. Vol. 29, p. 378, and Vol. 30, p. 981.
3 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 22, 8. 169. 4 Charakteristik der Cholera, u. s. w. S. 72.

6 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 24, S. 525. 8 Natuur en Scheikundig Archif. D. 1, at. 1, 1833.
7 Gaz. Me"d. 1847, p. 654. 8 Chem. Gaz. 1849, p. 95.

9 Arch. g^n. de Med. 4 Se*r. T. 21, p. 102.
10 Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 48, S. 780, u. 850.

vol. i. 34
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dejections there has been so much discussion, can generally only be re-

cognized by the aid of hydrochlorate of ammonia, or, if the reaction of

the fluid be alkaline, by its neutralization.

Biliary matters are contained in the vomited matters under very

different conditions. We most commonly fiad biliary matters vomited

simultaneously with the remains of food ; and, by a careful chemical

examination, the biliary acids may be detected by Pettenkofer's test in

most substances discharged by vomiting ; it is also easy to understand

how the contents of the small intestine, including the constituents of the

bile, are ejected by antiperistaltic motion. We meet with larger quan-

tities of bile mixed with slight remnants of food or only with gastric

juice and saliva, in the matters vomited in inflammatory conditions of

the abdominal organs, especially of the peritoneum, as well as in cere-

bral affections of an inflammatory nature ; the vomited matter is then of

a grass-green, or verdigris color (yomitus ceruginosus). The green color

of these fluids is dependent on the green modification of the bile-pig-

ment, which is induced by the action of the free acid of the gastric juice on

the brown pigment : the fluid has generally a strong acid reaction, and
on the addition of sulphuric with an admixture of nitric acid, or of the

latter acid alone, exhibits the most beautiful changes of color peculiar to

the bile-pigment. It usually contains no substance coagulable by heat,

but saliva is present, as, at least, may be inferred from the circumstance

that sulphocyanides may be detected in the alcoholic extract. As in all

vomited matters, we here find pavement and cylindrical epithelium and
fat-globules, in addition to saliva ; the fat-globules in this case, when
examined under the microscope, usually exhibit a green color, from the

presence of cholepyrrhin.

Bloody vomiting may, as is well known, be associated with very va-

rious conditions. The blood is often still fluid and of a tolerably bright

color when it is ejected very soon after its escape from the vessels ; but

most commonly it is of a dark brown red color, coagulated, and mixed
with fragments of food. In capillary gastric hemorrhage, which may
take its origin in various diseased conditions, as, for instance, in

round (perforating) ulcer of the stomach, in gastric cancer, in hemor-
rhagic erosions of the mucous membrane of the stomach, and in disturb-

ances in the circulation in the spleen and liver, the blood is retained for

a longer time in the stomach, and we then have the brown or black vo-

mitus, having the color of chocolate or resembling coffee-grounds, to

which the earlier pathologists attached so much importance. The re-

mains of blood-corpuscles are always to be found on examining this kind
of vomitus with the microscope. Any one not trusting to his powers as

a microscopist, may easily obtain a red fluid by heating the dried mass
with alcohol containing sulphuric acid, in which the presence of hsematin
is indicated not merely by the general character of its solid residue, but
also by the abundance of iron in the latter. Fat-globules, epithelial

structures, &c, are also found in these masses.
Sugar has very often been found in vomited matters : MacGregor,1

Polli, 2 and, more recently, Scharlau,3 have found it in the contents of the
stomachs of diabetic patients : two observations made by Frerichs,4 appear

1 Lond. Med. Gaz. May, 1837. 2 Omodei annali univers., 1839.
3 Zuckerharnruhr, Berlin, 1846. < Op. cit. p. 804.
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to confirm these observations ; for in the matters vomited by diabetic
patients after the administration of an emetic, he found a large quantity
of sugar but no dextrin. It was also worthy of remark that notwith-
standing the neutralization of the acid vomited matters, no lactic fer-

mentation could be induced.

Frerichs believes that this experiment throws some light on the pa-
thogenesis of diabetes. Although this indication, if it turn out to be
constantly exhibited, should undoubtedly not be overlooked, yet we still

think that the proximate and essential cause of diabetes is hardly to be
sought in the primes vice, for in the normal condition, starch is converted
into sugar in the stomach, and sugar is found in the blood ; moreover,
sugar is formed in the liver ; that is to say, it is not only found therein,

as Bernard asserts, but, as I have observed, far more sugar proceeds from
the liver through the hepatic veins, than is conveyed to it through the
portal vein and the hepatic artery ; hence, for the present, it seems more
correct to assume with C. Schmidt, that in diabetes the conversion or re-

gressive formation of the sugar is impeded. Moreover, it need not
excite our wonder that a large quantity of sugar is found in the con-
tents of the stomachs of diabetic patients, since there is no improba-
bility in the supposition that sugar is also separated by the gastric
glands as well as by the salivary glands from the diabetic blood.

Nasse 1 has observed a remarkable case in which large quantities of

fat were vomited. No evidence could be adduced to show that the fat

had been introduced from without into the stomach.
Although the general character of the solid excrements in the normal

state must be sufficiently obvious, from the above sketch of the changes
which the individual substances undergo in the intestinal canal till they
reach the rectum, we must return to the subject for the purpose of con-
sidering the pathological relations of the intestinal excretions. Im-
portant as is the investigation of this subject for physiologists, and
especially for physicians, our investigations regarding it are as yet few
and of doubtful accuracy. The analysis of the solid excrements is, how-
ever, attended with so many difficulties, and is so disgusting a task, that

we find it exciting the complaints even of a Berzelius. Putting out of

the question the repugnance which must be overcome before we can
handle and apply heat to such matters, the extreme varieties which the

excrements present according to the nature of the food that has been

taken, and the great facility with which decomposition extends in such

masses, we are hindered from making a tolerably correct analysis, by
the circumstance that all solutions pass in a turbid state through the

filter, and that the decomposed biliary constituents distribute themselves

through all menstrua, so that we cannot readily extract a substance to

which some decomposed bile-pigment or putrid biliary matter does not

adhere.

An adult male, in a state of health, living on a mixed diet, usually

discharges in the course of twenty-four hours from 120 to 180 grammes
of semi-solid brown masses, whose unpleasant odor seems from Valen-

tin's experiments to be far more dependent on decomposed constituents

of the bile than on the remains of the food. These masses contain about

1 Med. Corresponzbl. rh. u. westph. Aerzte, 1844, Nr. 14.
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25g of solid constituents, so that from 30 to 45 grammes of solid dry

matter are daily carried off in the intestinal evacuations of a healthy

man living on a mixed diet.

As, in our remarks on the contents of the large intestine, we have at

the same time considered the constituents of the faeces, we now proceed

to point out the differences which the excrements present under special

physiological and pathological conditions.

It is almost unnecessary to introduce the remark that indigestible

fragments of food, as vegetable cellular tissue, tendons, skin, &c, occur

in the faeces in varying quantities according to the nature of the food,

and that the amount of undecomposed bile which is found, is propor-

tional to the rapidity with which the food passes through the intestinal

canal. The examination of the properties of the meconium and of the

intestinal contents of the foetus generally, is a subject of more im-

portance.

According to my experience, the small intestine of the human foetus,

between the fifth and sixth month, always contains a bright-yellow mass,

which is either neutral or faintly acid ; its ethereal extract consists of

margaric and oleic acids and saponifiable fat, and when treated with sul-

phuric acid and sugar, only very gradually yields a purple color ; in the

alcoholic extract we may recognize taurocholate of soda (partly by its

relations towards the salts of lead, acids, and alkalies, and partly by the

formation of sulphuric acid when treated with potash and nitric acid),

bile-pigment (although not always to be detected by nitric acid), and the

chlorides of sodium and potassium. Boiling alcohol extracts from the

mass, which is insoluble in the cold fluid, a substance which separates

on cooling, and in its further reactions is similar to casein or albuminate

of soda ; the watery extract contains a substance precipitable only by
tannic acid (unaffected by neutral or basic salts of lead or silver), and

presents traces of alkaline sulphates. By far the greatest part of the

solid materials in these cases (from 89 to 96 g of the dry residue) consists

of insoluble matter, namely, of epithelial structures and mucus.
The contents of the large intestine of the foetus in and after the

seventh month, are almost perfectly similar to the meconium discharged

after birth ; they constitute dark-colored, brownish-green, almost black,

tolerably compact masses, devoid of odor, and without any very well-

marked taste, but having a strong tendency to decomposition (as also

has been observed by Hone)
j

1 at an ordinary temperature this substance

has, in the course of twenty-four hours, converted spirit of 78-83 into

acetic acid. As a general rule, I have found the contents of the large

intestine, as well as the meconium, acid ; occasionally, however, they

are neutral ; under the microscope the masses are found to consist essen-

tially of epithelium and mucus-corpuscles, the epithelium presenting a

beautiful green tint ; ether extracts a tolerably large quantity of fat, in

which, by careful evaporation, the most beautiful tablets of cholesterin

may be perceived ; the alcoholic extract forms a greasy blackish-brown
mass, which under the microscope exhibits no trace of crystallization

;

no distinct reaction either of the biliary acids (by the sulphuric acid
and sugar test) or of bile-pigment (by nitric acid) could be obtained.

1 Chem. u. Mikrosk. 2 Aufl. S. 85.
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The watery extract, even -when obtained before the substance had been

treated with alcohol and ether, contains no substance which is coagulable

or precipitable by acetic acid ; it contains, however, a nitrogenous body

precipitable by tannic acid but not by metallic salts ; and it yields no

trace of sulphates.

The bright yellow, semi-fluid excrements of infants at the breast con-

tain, as was shown by Simon, 1 a very large amount of fat, which may
naturally be referred to the milk, besides much coagulated but undigested

casein ; the alcoholic extract, when treated with a mixture of sulphuric

and nitric acid, generally gives the well-known changes of color indi-

cative of cholepyrrhin ; and Pettenkofer's test applied to this extract

usually demonstrates the presence of the biliary acids. Epithelial struc-

tures abound in these excrements.

Liebig some years ago made the remark that the solid excrements

contain only a small amount of soluble salts ; I found only 23-067$ of

soluble salts in the ash of normal human excrement ; Fleitmann,2 on the

other hand, found 30*58-g (after an abundant animal diet), and Porter3

31 "58$ ; the latter chemist found that in dried normal excrements gene-

rally there are contained, on an average, 6-69 g of mineral substances.

The ash of human feces contains, according to Fleitmann, 30-98g, and,

according to Porter, 36*03g of phosphoric acid in combination with al-

kalies or earths, the acid being combined with three atoms of base ; the

former found only l*13g of sulphuric acid, the latter 3*13$ ; it is singular

that in the analyses of both these chemists, the potash preponderates in

an extraordinary degree over the soda ; if we deduct the chloride of

sodium from the soluble constituents of the ash, the ratio of the soda to

the potash in the ash is 1 : 40, according to Fleitmann, while it is only

1 : 12 according to Porter :—a difference which depends upon the nature

of the food. Berzelius first directed attention to the fact that more lime

than magnesia must be absorbed in the intestine, since we find in the

solid excrements less lime and relatively more magnesia than in the food

that has been taken ; while the ratio of the lime to the magnesia in the

faeces varies according to the nature of the food, there is always a rela-

tive excess of magnesia. In 100 parts of ash Fleitmann found 21-36 of

lime with 10-67 of magnesia, and Porter 26-46 of lime with 10-54 of

magnesia. Hence the ratio of the magnesia to the lime in the excre-

ments is as 1:2 or 2|. Alkaline chlorides occur in the excrements

in very small quantity (from 1*5 to 4'4g), but carbonates are always
present in the ash. Berzelius observed that sand is always mixed with

the excrements, and both Fleitmann and Porter have repeatedly noticed

the same fact.

The ash of the dung of herbivorous animals (the cow, the sheep, and
the horse) has been analyzed by Rogers, and,4 in essential points, is the

same as that of human excrement. It contains more silica and sand,

but that is easily accounted for. It is worthy of remark that Rogers
found scarcely any traces of alkaline carbonates in these ashes.

Very soluble salts only enter into the solid excrements in large quan-
tity, when they excite diarrhoea ; Laveran and Millon5 have obtained

1 Med. Chem. Bd. 2, S. 488 [or Vol. 2, p. 369, of the English translation].
2 Pogg. Ann. Bd. 76, S. 356. 3 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 71, S. 109-115.
4 Ibid. Bd. 65, S. 85-99. 6 Ann. de Chim. et de Phjs. T. 12, p. 135.
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this result with sulphate of soda and acetate of potash, and I have done

so with phosphate of soda.

The presence of crystals of phosphate of ammonia and magnesia in

human feces, was for a time regarded as a sign of a grave disease, namely

typhus
;
pathologists are, however, now generally of opinion that such

is by no means the case, and that these crystals often occur in perfectly

normal evacuations, although it is only under specially favoring condi-

tions that they are found in large quantity. It cannot, however, be

denied that, in certain diseases of the intestinal canal, in which the

secretions and the contents of the bowels are especially prone to decom-

position, as in typhus, cholera, and certain forms of dysentery, these

triple phosphates are found in an extraordinary quantity, on examining

the evacuations by means of the microscope.

We have already pointed out that, in all cases in which the food

passes more rapidly than usual through the intestinal canal, a larger

quantity of undecomposed bile is always found ; hence this is the case .

after the use of saline and acrid purgatives, and in the simplest forms

of catarrhal diarrhoea, as Pettenkofer1 himself proved. That in jaundice,

dependent on occlusion of the common biliary duct, even the products

of the decomposition of the bile should not occur in the stools, is a fact

scarcely requiring mention. The excrements in such cases are of a

dirty whitish-gray color, and develope a very disgusting, putrid odor ; in

other respects they do not essentially differ from normal feces.

A green coloration of the excrements was formerly, and for a long

time, regarded as a sign of the presence of bile ; latterly, however, its

presence in green stools has been altogether denied. The cases are cer-

tainly only few in which the green color of the feces depends on the

admixture of imperfectly metamorphosed bile-pigment, and are almost

entirely limited to the condition of true polycholia, which rarely occurs

in adults, but is ordinarily present in icterus neonatorum. In these

cases the cholepyrrhin, in consequence of the predominance of free acid,

appears to be converted in the intestine only into that modification of

the pigment which we term biliverdin. On adding nitric acid to the

alcoholic extract of these stools, we obtain the ordinary reaction of bile-

pigment, and with concentrated sulphuric acid and sugar we obtain

indications of the presence of the resinous acids, so that no doubt can

remain regarding the abundant existence of almost unchanged bile in

these stools.

Every one is acquainted with the appearance of the grass-green, pulpy
stools, which so frequently folloiv the administration of calomel. There
have been many experiments, but far more controversial discussions, in

reference to this coloration. My own investigations lead to the follow-

ing conclusions :—After calomel has been taken, we always find mercury
in the stools, whether they be green, or black, or of their ordinary color;
this had previously been distinctly established by Hermann,2 and even
more strongly by Merklein.3 Hone has likewise convinced himself of
the presence of mercury in the feces in these cases. The sulphide of

1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 53, S. 90.
2 De rationibus dosium calomellis, &c. Diss, inaug. Haunice, 1839.
3 Ueber die griinen Stiihle nach dem Gebrauche des Calomels im typhosen Fieber

Inauguralabhandlg. Munchen. 1842.
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mercury may be separated, by rinsing, from the evacuation, when stirred

in water, as Merklein was the first to observe, and its chemical nature

may be then very easily recognized ; the dark color of the sulphide of

mercury, when finely comminuted, may certainly, like sulphide of iron,

give rise to a light-green color with animal substances, and especially

with the yellow bile-pigment ; indeed, powdered calomel, when triturated

with yellowish-brown excrements, causes them, according to Hermann,
to assume a greenish color. But, notwithstanding these facts, we should

not deny the presence of almost unchanged bile in calomel stools, for we
may with facility recognize the presence of bile-pigment by nitric acid,

and of the resinous biliary acids, by Pettenkofer's test, in the alcoholic

extract when carefully prepared ; and this extract may usually be

obtained in considerable quantity. Every one who himself analyses

such stools is, at all events, led to the subjective conviction that a part

of the green and light color may be dependent on bile-pigment. To
this we must add that Buchheim 1 has recently convinced himself by
experiments on dogs, provided with artificial fistulous openings (made

according to Schmidt and Bidder's directions) between the gall-bladder

and the external abdominal walls, that the administration of calomel

actually causes an increased secretion of bile, as well as a more abun-

dant secretion of mucus. If, moreover, the administration of calomel is

sometimes not followed by green stools (and this is not very unfrequently

the case), the evacuations either retaining their normal color, or pre-

senting the characteristics of special morbid processes, this must not be

regarded as presenting an argument against Merklein's view ; for it is

obvious that, when the intestinal canal is in an abnormal state, the con-

ditions may not always be present which are requisite for the formation

of sulphide of mercury. On the other hand, this is as little in opposi-

tion to the view that the bile-pigment takes part in the coloration, since

there are various conditions under which the action of calomel on the

hepatic secretion may be modified and entirely checked.

The case is altogether different with the dark, often black, but fre-

quently also green-colored stools, which occur after the prolonged use of

preparations of iron, or chalybeate mineral waters, especially such as

contain sulphate of soda with carbonate of protoxide of iron. Kersten2

was the first to show that the green color of these excrements was due to

sulphide of iron ; his only error was that he ascribed the color to the

bisulphide, being led astray by the analogy with the formation of pris-

matic iron pyrites, Fe S
2

(spear pyrites), which, as is well known, is

produced in stagnating waters, when organic substances undergo putre-

faction in the presence of the oxides of iron and alkaline sulphates. In
three cases in which I analyzed the green and black excrements of per-

sons who for a long time had taken the Marienbad waters at their source,

I 3 found 3-163{{, 1-039°, and 2-100g of proto-sulphide of iron in the

dry residue of the pulpy stools.

The watery extract of these excrements contained much sulphate of

protoxide of iron, which seemed to increase in proportion to the length

1 In a private communication.
2 Walther's u. Amnion's Journ. f. Chir. Th. 3, S. 180.
3 Goschen's Jahresber. Bel. 3, S. 42.
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of time during which they were digested with water and exposed to the

air. The residue of these excrements, which was insoluble in water,

alcohol, and ether, developed sulphuretted hydrogen when treated with

hydrochloric acid, and the acid filtered fluid gave distinct indications of

iron with all the ordinary reagents. I now separated the residue inso-

luble in water, alcohol, and ether, into three parts ; from one I extracted

the iron with hydrochloric acid, treated the solution with chlorine, and

determined the peroxide of iron quantitatively by precipitating it with

caustic ammonia ; the second part I treated with aqua regia, and deter-

mined the iron and sulphuric acid from the solution ; while I incine-

rated the third part with carbonate and nitrate of soda : by these means

I found that the iron stood to the sulphur in about the ratio of 28 : 16,

which obviously corresponds to the protosulphide.

It has been doubted whether the sulphide of iron, even in the state of

finest comminution, can give rise to a green color ; but we may very

easily convince ourselves on this point by adding a proto-salt of iron to

albumen, dissolving the precipitate by an alkali, and passing a current

of sulphuretted hydrogen through the solution, or by adding a liver of

sulphur. 1 There is then no precipitate, but the previously colorless fluid

becomes of an intense steel-green color from the sulphide of iron which

is formed.

The alcoholic extract of these excrements, which was of a very faintly

yellow color, contained neither bile-pigment nor the resinous biliary

acids ; but in the ethereal extract, there was, in addition to fat, a sub-

stance which yielded the most distinct reaction on the addition of sugar

and sulphuric acid.

In the ethereal extract, which ranged from 6 to 16g of the dried ex-

crements, there were contained not only margarin and olein, but also

butyric acid, and probably some other acids of the same group. In the

dry excrements there were contained from 22 to 24g of substances soluble

in alcohol, from 14-5 to 18-73 °f substances soluble only in water, and
from 16-6 to 26-8-g of insoluble matters (remains of food, mucus, &c.)

The mineral substances in these excrements, after drying, ranged from
18-4 to 27-8g, of which from 3-04 to 4-67g was sulphate of soda.

Many vegetable substances likewise communicate a more or less green

or black color to the excrements. The stools are often green after the

medicinal use of indigo ; they are often black after taking bilberries or

charcoal ; of a light color after the use of rhubarb, gamboge, and saf-

fron. They are, however, also of a bright-yellow color when the bile

only flows sparingly into the intestine, as in many affections of the liver.

The presence of a large quantity of fat in the excrements after the

use of fatty food is easily accounted for, since the experiments of Bous-
singault, as well as those of Bidder and Schmidt, show that only a cer-

tain quantity of fat can be resorbed in the intestinal canal : the same is

observed after the use of cod-liver oil. According to Heinrich,2 the

amount of fat in the faeces is increased by morbid action in wasting dis-

eases, such as pulmonary phthisis, Bright's disease, and diabetes mellitus

;

1 [This term includes all soluble metallic sulphides.—G. E. d.1
2 Haser's Arch. Bd. 6, S. 306.
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the augmentation of fat is, however, not of constant occurrence in any
of these diseases.

A solid margarin-like fat has very frequently been found in the excre-

ments in diabetes by Simon, 1 Heinrich, 2 and others. I have, however,
not succeeded in finding a decided augmentation of fat in the cases in

which I have examined the excrements of diabetic patients. The loss

of fat through the intestine is therefore, at all events, not a constant

symptom in diabetes.

It has been asserted that sugar has been found in the excrements in

cases of diabetes mellitus ; its presence, however, is not constant.

The occurrence of blood in the foeces is very common, although it

often escapes observation. In hemorrhoids, dysenteries, and other con-
siderable hemorrhages of the large intestine, the presence of the blood
cannot be overlooked, and, as a general rule, no manipulation or tests

are requisite for its detection. If, however, the hemorrhage is very
slight, and proceeds from the stomach or small intestine, the excrements
appear variously colored, so that no conclusion regarding the admixture
of blood can be drawn from the color and general appearance of the
faeces. Every one has seen the black or chocolate-colored tar-like stools,

which were formerly regarded as peculiar to melaena, but which are ob-
served in all cases of hemorrhage in the upper part of the intestinal

canal, in round (perforating) ulcer of the stomach or duodenum, in
cancer, corrosions, &c. By a microscopic examination, fragments of
blood-corpuscles may always be detected in such excrements, and hgematin
may be recognized chemically by means of alcohol containing sulphuric
acid ; in one instance (a case of cancer) I found a large admixture of
colorless blood-corpuscles or mucus-corpuscles. In typhus, green fluid

or semi-fluid excrements are not very unfrequently discharged when no
calomel has been administered (and, conversely, it often happens that the
use of calomel in this disease is not followed by the green stools which are
characteristic of this medicine) ; and in this case the green coloration is

dependent on an admixture of.blood, the same as is sometimes observed in
dysentery and in the intestinal diseases of young children. Bile-pigment
and the biliary acids are only rarely to be detected in any quantity in such
stools by a chemical investigation ; if, however, we examine a portion
under the microscope, we always find distorted blood-corpuscles, some
distinctly yellow, and others very pale, together with colorless cells re-
sembling pus-corpuscles. Hence it hardly admits of a doubt that, in
such excrements, the green coloration essentially depends on the blood
which is distributed through it ; we find, however, in other secretions
which are never accompanied by an effusion of blood, especially in cases
of typhus, a green color, as, for instance, in the pulmonary expectora-
tion, which, even in an ordinary case of pneumonia, very often assumes
a color merging strongly on green, and in which the most beautiful

blood-corpuscles may be detected by the microscope.

Albumen in a coagulable state sometimes occurs in normal faeces, as
has been already mentioned. It is in dysentery that it is secreted in

the largest quantity from the intestine ; the dejections in this disease

are often so rich in albumen, that, on the addition of nitric acid, or on
» Beitriige u. s w. Bd. 1, S. 408. 2 Haser's Arch. Bd. 6, S. 306.
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boiling after neutralization with ammonia, the whole fluid solidifies.

Coagulable albumen is also very often found in the pulpy or fluid evacu-

ations which sometimes occur in Bright's disease. It is constantly pre-

sent in tolerably large quantity in the fluid stools in typhus. In cholera,

some coagulable albumen may always be detected in the evacuations

from the bowels ; but here, as in the investigation of most albuminous

stools, we must neutralize the fluid with acetic acid before boiling, since

it generally has an alkaline reaction in consequence of the presence of

more or less carbonate of ammonia, or else effect the coagulation of the

albumen by nitric acid, alcohol, &c. The quantity of albumen in the in-

testinal dejections in cholera, is, however, far less than in typhus.

Epithelial structures occur in the stools in all cases of diarrhoea ; in

typhus, cholera, and dysentery, the diarrhoea causes a rapid desquama-

tion of the epithelium, which for the most part hangs together in masses

;

indeed, in cholera, we often find the entire epithelial investment of indi-

vidual villi.

Mucus- or pus-corpuscles, are seldom entirely absent in the stools in

cases of diarrhoea ; they occur chiefly in simple catarrhal diarrhoea ; they

have sometimes been found in such quantities in the evacuations, that,

from the milky appearance they communicate to the latter, the term

chylorrhoza has been applied to this class of cases. It is in the course

of chronic dysentery (lientery) that this phenomenon is most commonly
observed. In typhus and in cholera we always find a great number of

these cells, but they are most abundant in cases of uncomplicated dysen-

tery.

We find a glassy mucus conglobated in masses of various sizes in

catarrhal affections of the large intestines, both when they occur pri-

marily, and when associated with typhus. This mucus is ejected from
the follicles of the colon, and the round and pale, or elongated and
granular cells and nuclei, which may be recognized in it by a microscopic

examination, clearly indicate its origin.

False membranes, fibrinous exudations, and shreds of gangrenous mu-
cous membrane, are found in the evacuations in typhus, croupous dysen-

tery, and follicular ulceration.

The various intestinal worms, hydatids, $c, which sometimes occur in

the evacuations, do not fall within the scope of our department.
For the clearer comprehension of the subject, we shall give a con-

densed view of the physical and chemical relations of the intestinal

dejections in certain diseases, namely, in typhus, dysentery, and cholera.

In typhus, the stools are usually fluid, of a yellowish-brown color

(often resembling that of dry peas), of an abominable smell, and an al-

kaline reaction. On allowing one of these evacuations to stand for some
time, there is formed a yellowish mucous sediment, in which we may ob-

serve flocculi of undigested food, white granules, and, if catarrh of the large

intestine be simultaneously present, some clots of glassy mucus. The
fluid has a yellowish or pale brown, turbid appearance, and contains
more or less albumen. The white granules in the sediment, which are
generally about the size of a pin's head, present, under the microscope,
the appearance of little more than an amorphous mass, and are probably
merely a product of the intestinal ulcers; the epithelium suspended in the
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fluid has for the most part a yellow tinge ; crystals of phosphate of am-
monia and magnesia occur in the sediment in large number, and the fluid

usually contains some distorted and decolorized blood-corpuscles. By
means of the microscope, we very often detect vibriones and fungous

growths of various kinds. The green color of the stools in typhus has

been already noticed. The fluid lying above the sediment contains only

a little biliary matter, but a very large amount of soluble salts and
especially of chloride of sodium, in addition to more or less albumen.

At the commencement of dysentery, the intestinal discharges consist

chiefly of epithelium, and of a fluid poor in albumen, and mixed with

a little true faecal matter ; when the process assumes a well-marked

croupous character, the evacuations consist chiefly of a mixture of blood

and purulent matter, in which we can detect fibrinous exudations,

blood-corpuscles, cylindrical epithelium, and pus-corpuscles. When the

disease runs a less severe course, clots of glassy mucus from the follicles

of the colon predominate ; moreover, crystals of triple phosphate may
always be observed ; the fluid is extremely rich in albumen, being a true

exudation of the blood-plasma ; biliary matters may be recognized in

the alcoholic extract of its solid residue by nitric acid, as well as by
Pettenkofer's test.

The stools in Asiatic cholera have been submitted to many analyses,

which, however, have led to few results, insomuch as the simultaneous

characters of the blood and of the cholera-process in general, have not

been taken into consideration. The only peculiarities which we find in

the stools in cholera, are the above-mentioned shreds of cylindrical epithe-

lium, an extraordinary quantity of water, a little albumen, very little

biliary matter, and a relatively large amount of salts, amongst which, ac-

cording to the evidence of all observers, the chloride of sodium predomi-
nates, and often to such a degree as to exceed in amount all the organic

matters. The rice-water appearance of such stools simply depends on
the suspended epithelium. The rose-red tint which the fluid assumes on
the addition of nitric acid would be characteristic of these stools, if the

same were not also often observed in typhus. These evacuations contain

only from 1*2 to 2-4{} of solid constituents (Becquerel, 1 Guterbock,2

Schmidt). 3

The intimate connection of these intestinal transudations with patho-

logico-chemical processes in general, finds its natural place under the

head of " The Metamorphoses of the Animal Tissues," and will be no-

ticed in the second volume.

Intestinal concretions are rare in man and in carnivorous animals, but

are comparatively common in herbivorous animals, and especially in the

horse. They consist chiefly of phosphate of ammonia and magnesia,

with some phosphate and carbonate of lime, which have deposited them-

selves around a fragment of undigested vegetable or animal food. Hence
their quantitative composition presents no peculiar interest in a physio-

logico-chemical point of view.

The concretions termed bezoars, which have recently been examined
with much care by Merklein and Wohler4 and by Taylor,5 are of far

» Arch. gen. de Me"d. 4 Se"r. T. 21, p. 192. * Journ. f. pr. Ch. Bd. 48, S. 450.
3 Charakteristik der Cholera, u. s. w. S. 79, 81.

* Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 55, S. 129-143. 5 Phil. Mag. Vol. 28, pp. 44 and 192.
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more importance and interest. The former analysts found that bezoars

might be classified according to their chemical nature, (1) into such as

consist of phosphate of lime and phosphate of ammonia and magnesia ; (2)

into such as consist of lithofellic acid ; and (3) into those formed of

ellagic or bezoardic acid. It is to the last class and its constituents that

the above-named chemists have especially devoted their attention.

The bezoars consisting of ellagic acid, which are the true oriental be-

zoars, have a dark olive-green and sometimes a marbled brownish color,

an oval form, a smooth surface, a concentric laminated structure, and
splinter when broken ; in their interior they have a foreign nucleus ; their

size varies from that of a bean to that of a small hen's egg. On being

heated, they carbonize without fusing, and become colored with glisten-

ing yellow crystals. Like Taylor (see p. 113), they found the bezoardic

acid to be identical with the substance known as ellagic acid, but they

assigned to it a somewhat different composition from that determined by
Pelouze, their formula being HO + CuH2 7+ 2Aq, while that of the

French chemist was C
7
H

2 4
. This acid possesses the peculiarity that in

its potash-salts it oxidizes very rapidly when free access of atmospheric

air is allowed, so that amongst other products of decomposition, a new
acid, glauco-melanic acid (= C12

H
2 6),

is produced. It is worthy of re-

mark that the last-named acid, if its potash-salt be treated with water or

be decomposed by hydrochloric acid, again yields ellagic acid.

The formation of ellagic from gallic acid during the act of digestion

in animals yielding bezoars, may be explained by our assuming that two

atoms of gallic acid lose three atoms of water and assimilate an atom of

oxygen, as is shown in the formula, CuH6
O10
— 3HO+ — CHH2 7

.HO.
Taylor has also carefully examined the intestinal concretions known

as bezoars. He divides them into (1) calculi consisting of animal hairs

;

(2) of vegetable hairs
; (3) of ellagic acid

; (4) of lithofellic acid
; (5)

of phosphate of ammonia and magnesia
; (6) of diphosphate of mag-

nesia
; (7) of diphosphate of lime

; (8) of oxalate of lime
; (9) of am-

bergris.

Taylor describes the concretions containing ellagic acid in much the

same manner as Merklein and Wohler. These true oriental bezoars are

not only obtained from the intestinal canal of a wild goat inhabiting the

Persian province of Chorasan, but also from Babianum cynocephalum.
When freshly obtained from the animal, they have about the softness of

hard-boiled eggs.

The concretions consisting of lithofellic acid, probably originate,

according to Taylor, in resinous matters taken in the food. Taylor sug-

gests that this acid should be named resino-bezoardic acid.

The excrements of birds and serpents, which, mixed with the renal

secretion, are discharged from these animals through the cloaca, as well

as Gf-uano, the Hyraceum or Dasjespis of Hyrax capensis, and the ex-

crements of insects, will be fully noticed when we treat of " The Urine."
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From the earliest times the blood has been made the subject of the

most various hypotheses, which, however so far harmonized together, that

they agreed in ascribing to this fluid the most important share in the

maintenance of animal life. Moses, in accordance with the views of the

ancient Egyptians, like Empedocles, placed the seat of life in the blood.

This fluid therefore has in all ages played an important part in the His-

tory of Medicine. One might therefore reasonably have expected that

the inquirers of modern times would have been in possession of more
than sufficient empirical supports on which to establish with some degree

of completeness a knowledge of this most subtle of all animal fluids ; but

unfortunately the methods accessible to earlier investigators were so im-

perfect and their modes of inquiry so widely different from those of the

present day, that even the discoveries of the last century have been of

little service in enlarging our views on this subject. We need hardly

allude to the obstacles opposed by a mere transcendental philosophy

based upon vague notions of vitality and vital forces, by a deficient

knowledge of physics and even of logic, for when we call to mind, that

only three-quarters of a century ago oxygen was unknown to the

chemist, we have at once a ready explanation of the inability which for-

merly existed of elucidating the great mysteries of animated nature.

Even physics, which had solved some of the great problems of astronomy,

were still incapable of interpreting the phenomena of the animal or-

ganism. It is only from a comparatively recent period that we can date

the first moderately accurate microscopical investigations of the blood-

corpuscles, and the first attempts to investigate their origin, function and
destiny, or an accurate and systematic mode of analyzing the blood,

&c. In the present day the investigation of the blood has been con-

ducted with the most earnest attention and the most zealous activity
;
yet

notwithstanding the devotion of so much labor, the theory of the blood

is yet in the first stage of its development. But it must be remembered
that the mass of correctly or incorrectly observed facts and of more or

less ingenious hypotheses is abundant in proportion to the recent date of

a science and to its want of fixed and reliable points of support. Such
has been the fate of the theory of the blood. Its right comprehension

has been rendered nearly impracticable amidst the accumulation of the

innumerable inquiries which have been instituted in reference to its phy-

sical and chemical relation in physiological and pathological conditions,

and amidst the multifarious and contradictory views promulgated re-

garding its progressive and regressive metamorphosis and the functions of

its various constituents individually and collectively ; so that it is now
alike impossible to afford a clear and succinct exposition of the theory of

the blood, and to sift facts from conclusions, or the positive from the

merely hypothetical. In a chemical point of view this somewhat unpro-

mising prospect must be referred to an imperfect knowledge of the true

basis of the whole inquiry ; and all who have attentively followed our

observations on the protein-compounds, the mineral substances of the

animal body, the pigments, &c, will clearly comprehend that no tho-
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rough knowledge of the blood can ever be obtained until we shall suc-

ceed in throwing some degree of light upon these obscure departments

of zoo-chemistry.

The blood, as it flows in the vessels of the higher animals, is a some-

what tenacious fluid, heavier than water, and presents various shades of

red ; in the arteries, however, it is constantly somewhat brighter than in

the veins ; it is only transparent in very thin layers. Immediately after

its removal from the circulation, it becomes more tenacious and gelatinous,

and finally separates into a firm, dense red mass, and a clear faintly yel-

low fluid.

From accurate inquiries regarding the physical properties of the

blood, it has been ascertained that the specific gravity of normal human
blood averages 1*055, its physiological limits being 1-045 and 1*075 ; in

women it is rather less than in men, and in children than in adults ; in

pregnant women it is even lower than in women who are not pregnant.

Nasse,1 whose labors have contributed very much to our knowledge of

the blood, found that its capacity for heat stood in an exact ratio to its

density.

The color of the blood, as we usually see it, may be described as a

bright cherry-red ; it is clearer in early youth than in the foetal state, in

infancy, or in old age ; it is somewhat darker in pregnant than in non-

pregnant women. The use of various kinds of food and drink, bodily

exercise, and other physiological relations, to a certain degree influence

the depth of the blood's color. The action of gases and other substances

on the color of the blood will be noticed in a future page.

While still warm, the blood has a peculiar odor, which is generally

somewhat stronger in men than in women.
The blood coagulates, the process commencing in from two to five

minutes after its abstraction, at the surface and edges, when it gradually

becomes tough and gelatinous ; in the course of from seven to fourteen

minutes, the jelly which is thus formed has attained such a consistence

that the whole mass has assumed the form of the interior of the vessel,

and has lost all its fluidity. The separated substance through which the

whole blood has been converted into a jelly, now begins gradually to

contract, so that a great part of the fluid enclosed by it is pressed out

towards the surface ; this expressed fluid we name serum. The con-

traction of the gelatinizing substance continues for a period varying from
twelve to forty hours, during which time a dense red clot or coagulum,
the blood-clot, is formed ; this usually assumes the form of the interior

of the vessel on a reduced scale ; the lower part of the clot is generally

darker, and the upper of a brighter red than the original uncoagulated
blood. In men the coagulation proceeds more slowly, but the coagulum
is denser than in women. Arterial blood coagulates more rapidly than
venous. Atmospheric air hastens the coagulation ; regarding the influ-

ence of temperature on this process, there are still different opinions.
By shaking, stirring, or whipping freshly-drawn blood, the coagulating
substance separates in yellowish flocculi or pellets, while the fluid remains
as red as the uncoagulated blood (or perhaps a little lighter in tint) and
equally untransparent.

1 Handwcirterbuch der Physiol. Bd. 1, S. 79.
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Since the times of Malpighi and Leeuwenhoek, it has Keen known
that the blood is not a simple solution of various substances, but an
emulsive fluid in which solid particles are contained in suspension. These
solid particles consist principally of the blood-corpuscles, with which,

however, other formal elements are mixed, although in far less quantity.

Recent microscopic observations have revealed to us the following facts

in relation to the blood-corpuscles.

The blood-corpuscles or blood-globules are distinguished by peculiarities

of form and size in every animal genus : in man they are thick, circular,

slightly biconcave disks consisting of a colorless investing membrane, and
red, or, in refracted light, yellow, viscid fluid contents. Most observers

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

Coagulation of normal human blood under the
microscope.

Human blood-corpuscles, treated with a concen-
trated solution of sulphate of soda.

at present coincide in believing that these corpuscles have, except in rare
instances, no true nucleus, a very few occasionally containing an indis-

tinct, light granule in the concave centre. The blood-corpuscles of other
mammalia likewise form round disks, except those of the camel, the dro-

medary, and the llama, which are elliptic and biconvex. In birds the
corpuscles are elongated and oval, elevated in the centre, and have a
sharply defined outline ; in amphibia they are oval and strongly convex.

The human blood-corpuscles average about one three-hundredth of a
Paris line (=0-00333'" or 0-00752mm) in diameter. E. H. Weber and
R. Wagner have shown that in the embryo these corpuscles are generally

somewhat larger than in the same animal after respiration has been
established. The blood-corpuscles of the mammalia approximate tole-

rably closely in size to those of man ; they are, however, all some-
what smaller : those of the other vertebrata, and especially of the am-
phibia, are, however, far larger (ranging to 0-0142'" or ^"'); the
largest occur in the blood of Proteus auguinus.

The difference in size of the blood-corpuscles of different animals, is a
point of the greatest importance in the investigation of their blood, and
is the more deserving of attention, since here, as in so many other cases,

chemistry entirely fails us, while the microscope and micrometry yield
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the most decisive results. It is at present utterly impossible to tell with

certainty by chemical analysis, to what species of animal a specimen of

blood that may be presented to us for examination belongs. For this

object various means have been devised, to which we shall, in a future

page, at all events, make a passing reference : but none of them yield

such decisive results in the majority of cases as the microscopico-mecha-

nical analysis. From what has been already stated, it is obvious that

by the microscope, and independently of all other aid, we can readily

distinguish the blood of the different classes of vertebrata. C. Schmidt1

has, however, shown that by accurate microscopical measurements of the

corpuscles, the blood of many of the mammalia can be individually de-

tected, and distinguished from that of man. The differences in the size

of the corpuscles of different animals are so very small, that the ordinary

methods of measuring these minute bodies by Weber's glass micrometer

or a screw micrometer, are by no means sufficient. The blood-corpuscles

being vesicles or cells with an extremely thin investing membrane, are

very much influenced by endosmotic currents, and it is clear that their

diameters must vary with the quantity of fluid they have imbibed or

given off. When the serum loses water by evaporation, a current of fluid

passes out from the corpuscles to the serum ; their diameter must then

diminish, just as on the addition of water we see it increase. As in the

ordinary methods of measuring the blood-corpuscles, gradual evaporation

cannot be prevented, and the coefficient of evaporation for each special

case cannot be calculated, the idea suggested itself to Schmidt of mea-

suring the corpuscles of dried blood. On drying fresh blood in ex-

tremely thin layers on a glass-plate, the corpuscles lie with their flat

surfaces on the glass, adhere to it, and remain extended on it after dry-

ing. Schmidt has carefully ascertained by numerous measurements that

the mean diameters of the blood-corpuscles in this dried and extended

membrane-like state, are unaffected or only slightly diminished, that at

least from 95 to 98§ of the corpuscles of the blood of the same animal

species are of equal size, and finally, that the corpuscles of the blood of

different species of the mammalia present constant differences of size.

The following are, according to Schmidt, the diameters of the blood-cor-

puscles in this state, expressed in millimetres

:

Mean.

Man, 00077
Dog, 0-0070

Rabbit, 0064
Rat, 00064
Pig, 0002
Mouse, 00061
Ox, 00058
Cat, 00056
Horse, 00057
Sheep, 0-0045

These investigations constitute the first step to the diagnosis of the blood
of different kinds of animals.

Colorless blood-corpuscles, or as they have been termed, lymph-cor-
puscles, are constantly present in the blood, although in far less number
than the colored corpuscles : they are more globular, although not per-

1 Die Diagnostik verdiichtiger Flecke in Criminalfallen. Mitau and Leipzig, 1848.

Minimum. Maximum
. . . 0-0080

. 00066 . . . 0-0074

. 0-0060 . . . 00070

. 00060 . . . 00068

. 00060 . . . 0-0065

. 00058 . . . 00065
. 0-0054 . . . 0-0062
. 0053 . . . 0060
. 0053 . . . 00060
. 0-0040 . . . 0048
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fcctly spherical, and their diameter averages 2i>V" (which = 0-005"' or

O01128mm
) ; they have a granular capsule, and either a single round, or

occasionally an oval or reniform nucleus, or several small nuclei heaped
on one another ; in consequence of their containing a larger quantity of

fat, and of their being deficient in the ferruginous hsetnatin, they are

specifically lighter than the red corpuscles : these cells were formerly

regarded by some writers as products of coagulation, but independently

of their appearance under the microscope, which shows that they un-

questionably are cells, we may also readily convince ourselves that they

are contained preformed in the living blood by a microscopical examina-
tion of the circulation in the capillaries of the frog (in the web-mem-
brane, the mesentery, or the tongue).

It is seldom, except in whipped blood, that other formal elements,

namely, fat-globules and the so-called fibrinous flakes (Faserstoffschollen),

are detected by the microscope.

The fluid in which the blood-corpuscles are suspended, has received

the names of Liquor sanguinis, Plasma, and Intercellular fluid ; in

the circulating blood it contains in solution, together with other matters,

the substance on which the coagulation of the blood depends.

The Clot consists of the coagulable matter of the blood together with
the blood-corpuscles, which it encloses in the process of separation ; it

is moistened by a varying amount of serum.

The specific gravity of the serum is less variable than that of the
blood itself; it averages 1*028.

The blood, consequently, is divisible mechanically into three parts

:

the coagulating substance, the serum, and the blood-corpuscles. Hence,
nature appears to aid the efforts of the chemist, who, next to a perfect

chemical separation, always desires also to accomplish a mechanical
separation of the constituents of the object which he is engaged in

examining ; but unfortunately this very circumstance constitutes one of
the principal grounds which have hitherto stood in the way of a scien-

tifically accurate analysis of the blood. The impracticability of a per-

fect separation of the blood-corpuscles, which are moist cells filled with
water and soluble substances, from the surrounding intercellular juice

(which we shall presently examine), always prevents the possibility of

our obtaining any certain approach to the knowledge of the processes

which are at work in the blood, and which principally consist in the

reciprocal action of the cells contained in it, and the plasma surrounding
them. In every investigation it is necessary—and in the consideration

of this most important of all the fluids, it is especially the case—that

we should, before all things, make it perfectly clear from what point the

inquiry should be undertaken. The physiologist is aware that in the

blood, the cells and the intercellular fluid uninterruptedly act upon one
another, without however the reactions being perfectly equalized ; we
know that the intercellular fluid acts on the cells, and that the contents

of the latter react on the former ; in a word, we know that the contents

of the cells and the intercellular fluid are different and heterogeneous

;

for if there were not a difference between them, no reaction would be
conceivable.

Hence, like the fluid in which yeast-cells are developed, and indeed
vol. i. 35
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like all germ-fluids, the intercellular fluid contains the material from

which the cells are formed, as well as the substances which are produced

by the activity of the cells or their metamorphosis and regressive

formation.

This is the point of view from which the physiologist would desire

that the investigation of the blood should commence ; for thus only

could fruitful results be expected. The chemist, however, whether de-

signedly or undesignedly, has failed in sufficiently separating these dif-

ferent objects of investigation, and for the most part has treated them
simply as different constituents of one and the same fluid, whilst he has

regarded the most important morphological elements,—the most essential

factors in the metamorphoses of the blood—merely as simple constituents

of the collective mixture, and has placed them in the same chemical

category with fibrin and albumen, after separating them, like the latter,

from the particles with which he presumes they are only mechanically

connected and intermingled. Such a chemical mode of treating the

blood must be very detrimental to physiological progress, for the chemist

is hardly able to obtain in a perfectly isolated state, the substance which

he regards and calculates as dried corpuscles. Hence, in order not to

be led astray in our view of the composition of this animal juice by the

chemical duties of analyzing the blood and of ascertaining its con-

stituents—points which have been already often noticed—we shall spe-

cially consider the intercellular fluid and its constituents on the one side,

and the blood-cell and its contents on the other, each independently of

the other. Hence, in order to make the comparison as plain as pos-

sible, we shall give in parallel columns the quantitative relations of these

two great factors in the composition of the blood.

1000 parts of Blood-corpuscles
contain

:

Water, 688-00
Solid constituents, 31200

Specific gravity, 1-0885

Hsematin, 16-75

Globulin and cell-membrane, . . 282-22
Fat, 2-31

Extractive matters, 2-60

Mineral substances (without iron), 8-12

Chlorine, 1-686

Sulphuric acid, 0-066

Phosphoric acid, 1-134

Potassium, 3-328

Sodium, 1-052

Oxygen 0-667

Phosphate of lime 0114
Phosphate of magnesia, .... 0073

1000 parts of Liquor-sanguinis
contain

:

Water, 902-90

Solid constituents, 97-10

1-028

Fibrin, 405
Albumen, 78-84

Fat, 1-72

Extractive matters, 3-94

Mineral substances 8-55

Chlorine, 3-644

Sulphuric acid, 0-115

Phosphoric acid, 0-191

Potassium, 323
Sodium, 3-341

Oxygen, 0-403

Phosphate of lime, 0-311

Phosphate of magnesia, .... 0-222

In this representation of the quantitative relations of the constituents
of the principal elements of the blood, we have preferred following the
experiments and deductions laid down by Schmidt1

in his admirable

1 Characteristik der Cholera, u. s. yr.
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essay ; determining from our own analyses only the mean numbers for the

individual constituents, and extending our comparative tables to the fat.

In describing the analysis of the blood, we shall enter fully into the

methods by which those numbers, which we regard as approximative

determinations, have been obtained.

From what has been already stated, it follows that in our considera-

tion of the blood we must, in the first place, regard the morphological

elements, and especially the cells, as being altogether distinct from the

intercellular fluid. We shall commence, then, with the blood-corpuscles.

If we would not rest satisfied with the exploded conjecture that the

blood-corpuscles are living beings, whose properties are dependent on a

peculiar vital force, but would attempt to form a truly logical and dis-

tinct idea of them, we must endeavor to establish an intimate relation

and an organic connection between the individual phenomena which we
observe in them. In accordance with the main idea that the blood-

corpuscles are vesicles filled with a dark brownish-red, tenacious fluid,

their individual properties must be grouped together in the most intimate

relation to one another, like the edges and angles of a crystal to its

axes. Thus the color of the red molecules of the blood is no incidental

property, but, to its most delicate modifications, it results from the idea

of a vesicle which is filled with red fluid ; the forms and dimensions of

these vesicles are essentially changed by various endosmotic influences,

and thus give rise to the various shades of color. The form, the ten-

dency to sink, and the specific gravity, are also properties which always

have a definite relation and connection. If, therefore, we consider the

physical properties of the blood-corpuscles from this point of view, we
shall attain the clearest conception of their nature, and obtain the firmest

basis for the support of our views regarding the mechanical metamor-
phosis of matter occurring between these cells and the fluid surrounding

them.

One of the properties which we observe, both in whipped

—

i. e., defi-

brinated blood—and also in blood on which that operation has not been
performed, is the tendency of the colored molecules of the blood to sink,

to a greater or less extent, in the intercellular fluid. The difference in

this sinking tendency of the corpuscles is often extremely striking, both

in physiological and pathological conditions ; this phenomenon must
consequently depend on some other properties of the blood-cells. This

difference was formerly ascribed to the greater or lesser specific gravity

of the blood-corpuscles. It was generally believed, in accordance with

the views of Nasse, that this hypothesis was confirmed by the con-

stantly-observed fact that the colorless blood-cells did not participate in

this property with the red corpuscles, which differ so essentially from

every other cell-formation in the character of their contents, which are

of a tenacious fluid nature, and abound in iron. To determine the value

of this hypothesis by a more accurate investigation, it would be neces-

sary to institute more accurate and comparative measurements of the

density of the blood-corpuscles and of the plasma ; but, unfortunately,

such determinations were not so easy of attainment to the earlier inves-

tigators as they have since become through the ingenious deductions

and investigations of C. Schmidt. It was, however, obvious, without
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such accurate measurements, that at all events the specific gravity could

not be the sole cause of this sinking tendency ; for it was long known

that, by the addition of certain substances to the blood, the sinking of

the colored cells was accelerated, while it would naturally be expected

that the intercellular fluid would have been rendered denser by holding

these substances in solution, and that the assumed differences in the

densities of the cells and the surrounding fluid would have been more

equalized. AVe should a priori have expected the very opposite—

i

namely, a diminished sinking tendency.

Before, however, we proceed to notice the further causes of this phe-

nomenon, let us more closely consider the specific gravity of the blood-

corpuscles in its relation to that of the plasma. Since we cannot so

completely isolate the blood-corpuscles from the plasma as to determine

their specific gravity in a direct manner, it is only by an indirect method
—that is to say, by a calculation based on other determinations—that

we can ascertain their density in the condition in which they exist in

fresh blood. Moreover, it will be shown by a subsequent analysis of

their proximate constituents, that the blood-corpuscles of different speci-

mens of blood must have a variable specific gravity ; but it might even

a priori be inferred that their density must vary with the varying con-

stitution of the surrounding fluid, since a continuous diffusion-current

exists between the contents of the cell and the intercellular fluid. Hence
the density of the blood-corpuscles will not merely vary according to

the quantity of ferruginous hsematin which they may contain, but also

according to their absorption or loss, according as they are in solutions

more or less concentrated than their own contents ; indeed, we shall

presently see that the density of the blood-cells is far more dependent

on the substances which are taken up or given off by endosmosis, than

on the quantity of haematin they may contain ; for this latter is far less

variable than the quantity of water, and is also partially compensated
for by an augmentation or diminution of fat in the blood-cells. The
blood-corpuscles of healthy human blood have a density which, in man,

varies from 1-0885 to 1-0889, and in woman, from 1-0880 to 1-0886.

In diseases, the density is not confined within these limits. Thus, in

cholera, Schmidt found that the specific gravity of the blood-cells was
increased to 1-1025 or even to 1-1027, while in dysentery it was dimi-

nished to 1-0855, in albuminuria to 1-0845, and in dropsies to 1-0819.

We are indebted to the intelligence and indefatigable perseverance of

C. Schmidt 1 for our knowledge of the density of the blood-corpuscles,

as well as for many other discoveries in relation to the blood ; when, in

accordance with the method presently to be given, we have determined
the weight of the moist corpuscles occurring in a specimen of blood,

their density may be easily found by a simple equation, as soon as the

specific gravities of the serum and of the defibrinated blood are known.
If we assume, for instance, that a specimen of blood contains 496 p.m.
of moist blood-cells, besides 4 p.m. of fibrin, that the specific gravity of
the serum is 1-0280, and that of the defibrinated blood 1-0574, then we
may very readily determine the density of the blood-cells by the following
considerations :

1 Op. cit.
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996 parts of defibrinated blood occupy the space of 941-93 parts of water.

500 parts of serum " " 486-38 "

hence 496 parts of blood-cells " " 455-55 parts of water,

and, consequently, the density of the blood-cells in this specimen of

blood must be 1-0888.

We now revert to the sinking tendency of the blood-corpuscles, and

its causes. If we microscopically examine a specimen of blood in which

the corpuscles sink with extreme rapidity, we find, as a general rule,

that the blood-disks lie with their sides in contact with those of the adja-

cent disks, and thus form masses resembling rolls of money (the num-
mular arrangement) ; while in blood in which the serum and clot only

separate slowly, the corpuscles for the most part appear isolated. If

from this it would appear, that the nummular aggregation or cohesion

of the blood-corpuscles is the proximate cause of the more rapid sinking,

the more remote cause must be sought in a greater viscidity of the parts

in question. Henle believed that this property was especially dependent
on the tenacity of the intercellular fluid, and on the viscidity of the cells

that was thus induced : in accordance with a similar view, many had
previously regarded a superabundance of fibrin in the blood as the cause

of the cohesion of the corpuscles ; but independently of the circum-

stance that numerous observations (made with the view of deciding the

question) prove that there is no connection whatever between the rapidity

with which the corpuscles sink and the proportion of fibrin in the blood,

the perfect inertness of the fibrin in relation to this phenomenon is indi-

cated by the fact that the corpuscles sink just as rapidly or just as slowly

in defibrinated blood as in blood which contains its fibrin.

Hence the fibrin, at all events, exerts no influence on this phenomenon.
There then seemed to be a tendency to ascribe the cohesion of the cor-

puscles to a great excess of albumen. In favor of this hypothesis the

following facts were adduced, namely, that the addition of albumen or

of other viscid solutions, as, for instance, of sugar and gum, hastens the

sinking of the blood-corpuscles, and that horses' blood, in which the cells

sink with unparallelled rapidity, contains an especially viscid and tena-

cious serum. Whatever probability this view might at first sight appear

to possess, it will not bear a closer scrutiny : inflammatory blood, in

which we most frequently observe an increased rapidity in the sinking

of the red corpuscles, never contains an excess of albumen, but, on the

contrary, generally contains less than normal blood ; solutions of sugar

and gum hasten the sinking of the corpuscles, but deprive them of their

property of cohering ; and lastly, the corpuscles of horses' blood sink in

the serum of human or other animal blood with almost the same rapidity

as in their own serum ; whilst the corpuscles of other animals, when
placed in the serum of horses' blood, do not by any means exhibit a

great tendency to sink. Generally speaking, physical considerations do
not appear to support this view. For if the viscidity of a fluid depends
on the amount of attraction which its molecules exhibit towards each
other, the cohesion of the particles of fluid must overcome the adhesion

to the cell-walls ; hence no cohesion of the blood-cells can be directly

dependent on the viscidity of the fluid ; but if the viscidity of the fluid
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consists in the fact that its molecules exhibit a greater attraction to the

cell-walls than to one another, every cell must be surrounded by a sphere

of fluid by which its closer contact with other cells (and consequently

the aggregation of the cells generally) is prevented ; moreover, we find

that in emulsions the aggregation of the suspended molecules diminishes

in proportion to the tenacity and viscidity of the emulsive solution.

Hence Nasse was led to seek the cause of this aggregation, not in the

fluid, but in the corpuscles themselves—that is to say, in a viscid pro-

perty of their capsules ; he referred especially to the action of carbonic

acid. An abundance of carbonic acid in the blood (whether caused by

an imperfect interchange of gases in the lungs, or artificially introduced

into it), is certainly usually accompanied by a rapid sinking of the

blood-corpuscles. But that the membrane of the blood-corpuscle, or

that its contents should actually be rendered more viscid by carbonic

acid, would not be inferred from the converse experiment that oxygen

and salts communicated to the blood-corpuscles a clearly defined, smooth,

although often folded surface ; for a solution of sugar acts on the form

of the corpuscles, as far as the change can be followed by the micro-

scope, in just the same manner as salts, and yet induces a rapid sinking

of the red blood-cells. Moreover, it is hardly probable that carbonic

acid should render the blood-cells viscid, and tend to make them assume

the nummular arrangement, since we may very readily observe in fresh

blood the commencement and gradual formation of these rolls of cor-

puscles under the microscope ; in the minute drops which we use for

microscopical observation any excess of carbonic acid would disappear

in the process of manipulation, and in every case more oxygen would be

taken up than is contained in fresh blood. Hence each of these three

different modes of explaining the tendency of the blood-corpuscles to sink

is opposed by definite facts which at present do not allow of any satis-

factory explanation of the phenomenon. Only this much appears to be

distinctly established, that, in addition to the influence exerted by the

relative density of the corpuscles and the serum, their viscidity must
essentially promote their aggregation. Moreover, we never observe

this cohesion or peculiar aggregation of the red cells in the blood while

still circulating. The tendency of the red corpuscles to sink is usually

very distinctly observed in the blood of persons with inflammatory

diseases, or in such blood as contains a diminution of the salts and a re-

lative increase of the albumen. A great sinking tendency of the blood-

cells is very often accompanied by a watery liquor sanguinis. When
the blood-corpuscles are dark-colored (and may therefore be regarded
as rich in hoematin or iron), they have a tendency to sink very rapidly,

and to form nummular rolls ; when they are of a pale color (and are

rich in fat), they only sink slowly. The blood-corpuscles of the horse,

which sink more rapidly than those of any other animal, are compara-
tively poor in fat. Repeated venesections increase the tendency of the
blood-cells to sink ; they then become richer in hsematin, as has been
shown by C. Schmidt ; they have thus become relatively heavier, and
therefore sink more readily ; the increase of haematin in the corpuscles is

here certainly only relative ; in consequence of the diluted plasma, an
excess of globulin is abstracted from the blood-cells, which thus become
comparatively richer in haematin, and poorer in globulin. If we con-
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sider these facts—and we shall presently notice some additional ones

—

we certainly feel inclined to ascribe a greater influence than we formerly

did to the difference of the densities of the blood-cells and the intercel-

lular fluid, in relation to the sinking of the corpuscles.

In special cases several conditions are often simultaneously present,

which exert an accelerating or impeding influence on the sinking of the

blood-corpuscles ; thus, for instance, the colored cells of the blood of

the hepatic veins of the horse sink very little, while those of the blood

of the portal vein (simultaneously collected from the same animal) pos-

sess a very considerable sinking tendency ; this may be very readily

explained by the preceding observations ; the difference between the

density of the cells and of the serum is far more considerable in portal

blood than in that of the hepatic veins ; in the former, according to my
experiments, the density of the serum is to that of the cells as 1 : 1*062,

and in the latter as 1 : 1*053. The serum of the blood from the hepatic

veins contains (relatively to the other constituents) far less albumen than

that of the portal vein ; and, lastly, the corpuscles of the former blood

are far poorer in hcematin than those of the latter.

It is moreover not impossible that, at all events in certain cases, there

is a converse relation of the causal action to that which we have hitherto

assumed ; for it is quite conceivable that the sinking of the cells is less

dependent on their adhesion, than the adhesion on the gravity of the

corpuscles : the viscidity of the cells can at all events not be great ; for

the slightest mechanical actions are sufficient to break up the nummular
rolls and their branches into fragments consisting only of a few cells,

which, if there were any considerable degree of viscidity, would be im-

possible. We may regard the following as the order in which the phe-

nomena occur : a more or less active motion is excited in the molecules

of the blood, by the difference in the gravity of the blood-cells and the

intercellular fluid ; and the more active the motion is, so much the more
frequently will the cells be pressed together, and have the opportunity

of cohering, in the same manner that a fresh precipitate, as, for instance,

of chloride of silver, conglobates much more readily when the fluid and
the precipitate are well stirred. If an approximation of the blood-

corpuscles is rendered possible by the motion excited in the above men-
tioned manner, these discoid bodies can scarcely attract and adhere to

each other, except by their surfaces ; and that the plasma subsequently

would offer less resistance to the sinking of the rolls than to that of the

individual corpuscles, might be inferred from the analogous case of the

chloride of silver, even if it were not obvious from physical laws. Nothing,

however, but an extensive series of comparisons between the density

of the blood-cells and that of the plasma, and a combination of these re-

sults with the observed sinking tendency, can enable us to come to a

certain decision regarding this view : at present we must, at all events,

assign to the density a considerable part of the sinking tendency of the

blood-cells.

According to Nasse, the tendency of the blood-corpuscles of different

animals to sink, decreases in the following order : the horse, the cat, the

dog, the rabbit, the goat, the sheep, the ox, birds, the pig ; so that in

the horse the corpuscles sink the most rapidly, and in the pig (at all

events in the winter) the most slowly.
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As the density and form of the blood-cells stand in definite rela-

tions to their sinking tendency, so also is there a certain dependence be-

tween the color of the blood-corpuscles and their form.

It has been already shown that the coloring matter of the blood exists

only in the cells, and that consequently the color of the blood is pri-

marily dependent on the blood-cells. In reference to the color of the

individual blood-cells, we always remark, on a careful microscopic ex-

amination, some which are paler and darker than the rest, although the

number of those presenting an intermediate tint very greatly prepon-

derates ; in the blood of the portal vein, we always find some which have

a speckled appearance, showing that the pigment is not distributed uni-

formly in them, as in all other blood-corpuscles. This difference, there-

fore, depends upon the absolute amount of hsematin which they contain

;

but the color of the cells must be relatively pale or intense, according as

they are dilated or collapsed by the absortion or the loss of water. The
gases, especially oxygen, probably exert a chemical action on the pigment,

and thus influence the coloration of the corpuscles. The color of the

individual cells has, however, only a secondary influence on the colora-

tion of the mass of the blood, but the peculiar tint of the blood is espe-

cially modified by their number as well as their form. It need scarcely

be remarked, that blood which is poor in corpuscles is of a bright red

color, while blood which is rich in them must be of a darker color ; but

notwithstanding, it by no means happens (as is shown by the beautiful

investigations of Popp) that blood which is poor in cells, should invari-

ably be pale, and that blood abounding in them should be dark-colored.

Hence there must exist yet other causes which exert an essential influ-

ence on the color of the mass of the blood—causes even more important

than the color and number of the cells. We are indebted to the genius

of a Henle, for the first indication of a connection between the color of

the mass of the blood and the form of the red corpuscles. We had
been previously satisfied with the idea, that everything relating to the

color of the blood pertained to chemistry, which however could yield no

information on the point. The striking changes which are induced in the

color of the blood by (chemically speaking) very indifferent substances,

as, for instance, sugar and neutral alkaline salts, soon led observers to

support Henle's view, and amongst them we must name one of the first

of our haematologists, H. Nasse. If we dilute blood with water, it as-

sumes a dark-red color ; if the blood were previously dark-colored, it be-

comes still darker on the addition of water ; if, in these cases, we ex-

amine the blood-corpuscles under the microscope, we find them distended,

and observe that they have almost lost their discoid form and become
spherical ; the blood collectively must therefore appear darker, since

each individual corpuscle has become converted into a spherical mirror,

from which the red rays are scattered and reflected. We observe the re-

verse on treating the blood with neutral salts, syrup, or in short, any
such substances as render the intercellular fluid relatively denser : a dif-

fusion-current is established from the cells towards the intercellular fluid,

in consequence of which, the former must collapse. A microscopic ex-
amination shows us that the collapse of the corpuscles by exosmosis
causes the central depression to become more considerable, and the indi-
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vidual cells to resemble concave mirrors. It is believed that the lighter

color of such blood must be referred to the reflection of the red rays.

Scherer, 1 who has very carefully studied this influence of the form of

the cells on the color of the blood, indicates also another physical cause,

which exerts an influence on its coloration. The change in the form of

the cells must be accompanied by a thickening or an attenuation of the

investing membrane. It is obvious that when the capsule becomes thinner

by the expansion of the blood-corpuscles, the pigment must shine through

more in its natural, that is to say, its dark red color, and consequently,

must impart a dark coloration to the mass of the blood ; and that when
the corpuscles are diminished, their capsules must become thickened or

thrown into folds, and must thus to a certain degree conceal the true

color of the hsematin. In a somewhat similar manner, Mulder believes

that the reason why arterial appears of a lighter red color than venous
blood, is, that the corpuscles of the former are surrounded by a dense

layer of binoxide of protein, while those of the latter possess a thinner

investing membrane. Hence Mulder agrees with von Baumhauer in the

belief that alkalies and dilute mineral acids communicate a dark color to

the blood since they swell up the investing membrane, which is rich in

binoxide of protein, and thus render it more transparent ; the dark color

of the blood of the portal vein is therefore owing to the quantity of al-

kali contained in it.

Notwithstanding the praiseworthy investigations which have been car-

ried on in reference to this subject, and have elicited many facts con-

firmatory of the above-mentioned views, the study of the changes which
the color of the blood undergoes, in consequence of alterations in the

form of the cells, seems still to demand a more searching inquiry. Har-
less has already made a very promising beginning in reference to this

subject. He has examined the influence of gases on the blood-cells, and
although he merely experimented on the large, elliptical, biconvex cor-

puscles of the frog, he has not only confirmed several former observa-

tions, but has likewise thrown unexpected light on several points in con-

nection with this question. Thus for instance, we formerly ascribed to

oxygen solely a chemical part in its action on the color of the blood, al-

though it was known that it could be removed from the blood in a me-
chanical way, namely, by diffusion in other gases, or by the air-pump

;

but Nasse, Scherer, and Harless have obtained actual proofs of the

accuracy of Henle's assumption, that both oxygen and carbonic acid

give rise to changes in the form of the blood-corpuscles, on which the

brighter or the darker redness of the mass of the blood depends.

Although Muller did not expect that oxygen and carbonic acid would

exert any visible action on the form of the blood-corpuscles, II. Nasse

asserted that he had found, from often repeated experiments, that the

discoid corpuscles of the mammalia become more opaque in their centre

by carbonic acid, that the outer edge becomes broader, and that thus the

whole vesicle swells, while after the action of oxygen the central depres-

sions of the cells, as well as their outlines, become more distinct ; and
this statement is completely borne out by the observations made by Har-
less on the blood-corpuscles of frogs ; after the action of oxygen on frogs'

'Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 1, S. 288.
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blood he found the long diameter of the corpuscles = 0-011'", the trans-

verse diameter = 0-009'", their form strongly elliptical, their outlines

dark, the cell-wall very finely granular, the nucleus of a roundish oval

form but not very distinct, and the contents of a pale yellow color

;

while after the application of carbonic acid, the long diameter was in-

creased to 0-014'", and the transverse diameter to 0-097'", the form was

almost spherical, the capsule as clear as glass, the nucleus distinct and

with a sharp outline, and the contents redder than in the previous ex-

periment.

The simultaneous action of the neutral alkaline salts, and of several

other chemically indifferent bodies, on the form of the corpuscles and

the color of the blood, has certainly been already carefully examined

from various points of view, but notwithstanding this, the subject still

requires a systematic investigation, in order to establish definite relations

between the form of the blood-cells and the color of the blood in con-

nection with the amount of concentration of the solutions, the tempera-

ture, and other external conditions. For the changes which the forms

of the blood-corpuscles undergo are not limited merely, according to

the laws of diffusion, to a simple spherical expansion, or to a flattening

and a deeper central depression, but in blood obtained during disease we
very often find flatly-pressed, jagged, indented and granular, or alto-

gether distorted yellow corpuscles, and Ave also observe similar modifica-

tions induced by the artificial addition of various concentrated solutions

of chemically indifferent substances. At present, not even an ideal

connection has been established regarding the influence which the form
of these jagged, star-shaped corpuscles or the nummular rolls exert on
the color of the blood ; indeed objectively the color co-existing with such

forms has not been sufficiently observed. In reality this only is estab-

lished, that all substances which dissolve or in any way destroy the in-

vesting membrane of the blood-corpuscles, or which cause it to burst, so

that their contents become mixed with the intercellular fluid, communi-
cate an intensely dark brownish-red or almost black color to the blood

;

while, on the other hand, all those which cause a shrivelling of the cells

or a folding or thickening of the investing membrane, give to the blood a

lighter red color, indeed during the first moments of their action almost
a vermilion tint.

Henle was correct in his assertion, that in fresh blood, even when
there is no disease, we observe other forms than those usually presented
by the blood-corpuscles, and that in some specimens of blood the cor-

puscles more readily assume a jagged form than in others. This altera-

tion of form is therefore only a consequence of influences which act on
the blood submitted to examination ; the predisposition to this change
of form varies, however, in different blood, just as the urine in various
acute diseases may be earlier or later in assuming its acid character and
in depositing crystals of uric acid. All that we know regarding the
manner in which the blood-corpuscles become jagged or dentated is, that
chloride of sodium often induces a similar change of form in normal
blood, and that a great concentration of the intercellular fluid promotes
the formation of such forms ; thus a drop of blood, when it has re-
mained on the stage, and the water has in part evaporated, exhibits
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these jagged corpuscles ; we usually observe the same appearance in the

very saline sputa of catarrhal and phthisical patients, if haemoptysis be

present.

In the portal blood of an animal, immediately after it has been killed,

we not unfrequently find (according to Schmidt) distorted and jagged

bodies of this nature, but they do not occur in the bood of the hepatic

veins ; this difference may possibly depend on the difference in the

quantity of salt contained in the serum of the two kinds of blood ; for

the serum of the portal blood is richer in chloride of sodium than that

of other venous blood, even when the former is of comparatively low

density.

With regard to the different substances which simultaneously act on

the form of the cells and the color of the blood, we shall here only

briefly give the results which we have ourselves obtained, since the state-

ments of different authors present great discrepancies in many points, as

might easily be expected.

Amongst the most striking of these phenomena is the expansion of

the corpuscles and the simultaneous darkening of the blood on the ad-

dition of the various quantities of water. The swelling of the lenticu-

lar blood-corpuscles is proportional to the quantity of water which is

added ; they swell, however, in one diameter more than in the other

;

their concavity on each side disappears, and is replaced by a convexity,

so that finally they become converted into spherical vesicles. These
often appear to the eye smaller than the pre-existing disks, since it is

little more than their tranverse diameter that is enlarged, while their long

diameter is diminished, if at least only small quantities of water are

added. The corpuscles are then very similar to fat-globules, except that

they are less glistening and less distinct in outline, as if they had been
faintly breathed upon. When the corpuscles have absorbed a large

quantity of water, their coefficient of refraction approximates so closely

to that of the intercellular fluid, that they can no longer be perceived

through the microscope. By the addition of salts to this fluid the blood-

corpuscles may again become apparent in their normal form ; for the

most part, however, they then appear distorted, jagged, or star-shaped.

If the blood has been treated with a very large quantity of water, the

cell-wall completely bursts, and of course no addition of salts can then

restore the integrity of the corpuscles ; they then form transparent, gra-

nular conglomerations, which may be rendered visible by being treated

with a watery solution of iodine, as they then assume a brown color.

Blood-corpuscles which have escaped destruction may also be made again

visible in watered blood, since the solution of iodine contracts the cell-

wall, and gives it a yellow color. The more we add water to whipped
blood, the darker it becomes in reflected light, but at the same time it

becomes translucent ; while the addition of salt renders the fluid turbid

and again opaque, and communicates a light-red tint to it,—a fact whose
physical explanation does not require notice in the present place.

The following experiments refer solely to calves' blood. The saline

solutions were for the most part applied in the state of saturation at

+ 15°.

In relation to the action of etJier, Nasse remarks that it renders the
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blood-cells smaller and paler, and he believes that a great part of the

pigment is extracted by it. The mere results of my experiments on this

subject are as follows :

When 100 volumes of blood were shaken with 4*8 volumes of ether,

no visible darkening of the blood could be detected ; the ether did not

again separate from the blood ; the blood-corpuscles preserved their

form. After 18 hours they slightly sank, but the serum was not yellower

than that of calves' blood in general ; many corpuscles were then sphe-

rical, and some were distorted and had partially lost their sharpness of

outline.

On shaking 100 volumes of blood with 84 volumes of ether, the blood

became decidedly darker ; the ether, however, in this case, did not again

separate ; most of the colored cells disappeared, but those which could

still be detected were sharply outlined, spherical, and faintly clouded on

their surface ; the colorless cells were very distinct.

On mixing 100 volumes of blood with from 12-4 to 24*6 volumes of

ether, a dark brown-red, transparent fluid was obtained ; here also no

ether appeared on the surface, but there was a separation of a light yel-

lowish sediment, which, when" examined under the microscope, presented

the appearance of coagulated matter (shreds of the membrane forming

the cell-walls) ; only isolated colored corpuscles were seen, and they were

pale and distended so as to resemble fat-globules ; the colorless cells were

as distinct as if the blood had been treated with water.

When equal volumes of blood and ether were mixed, the fluid became
very dark, but highly transparent ; and standing, a great part of the

ether again separated from the blood ; here, also, there was a deposition

of yellowish flocculi ; under the microscope the colorless cells appeared

very distinct, but there were scarcely any trace of perfect colored cor-

puscles ; moreover, many large white globules of ether were seen in the

yellow fluid ; the ether collected, after 18 hours, from the watery fluid

was colorless even after repeated shakings ; from this I drew the conclu-

sion that the ether had not extracted much fat containing hgematin from

the blood-cells.

Salts, such as the sulphates of soda and potash, nitrate and chlorate

of potash, and similar compounds, resemble one another considerably in

their action ; we shall consequently limit ourselves to noticing the rela-

tions of the following, which, in this point of view, may be regarded as

representatives of the neutral salts of the fixed alkalies.

On mixing 1 volume of blood with 0*8 of a volume of a solution of

nitrate of soda (saturated at 15°), a light vermilion-colored opaque fluid

resulted, in which the blood-corpuscles were strongly contracted in their

centre, and had a biscuit-like 1 or drumstick-shaped form. After 24 hours

(at 12°), the corpuscles had sunk to the extent of l-22d of the volume of the

fluid
; the serum did not separate very completely from the clot, and the

whole of it had a somewhat reddish tint ; the color of the whole blood
had again become somewhat darker, so as to resemble that of unmixed

, blood
; the blood-corpuscles presented very great differences in size and

form, and were spherical, angular, elongated, and jagged.
When 100 volumes of blood were mixed with 64-7 volumes of a solu-

1 \_Back$ch'd$sel-bi$cuit in the German.

—

g. e. d.]
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tion of common phosphate of soda, the resulting fluid was of a light ver-

milion color, and after 45 minutes the corpuscles began to sink ; these

were strongly contracted and biscuit-formed ; after 23 hours the colored

cells had sunk to the extent of about 1-16th of the volume of the fluid

;

the serum was perfectly colorless, and the clot was of a bright scarlet

tint ; the corpuscles were still strongly contracted.

On mixing 1 volume of blood with half a volume of a solution of pro-

tocarbonate of soda, a very light vermilion-colored fluid was obtained

;

in the course of 40 minutes the corpuscles had distinctly sunk ; they were

considerably contracted. After 24 hours they had sunk through l-15th

of the volume of the fluid ; the color of the blood was very dark ; the

serum was reddish, imperceptibly verging into the clot, and very tena-

cious and viscid ; the blood-corpuscles were spherical, pale, and clouded.

On mixing 1 volume of blood with 0*7 of a volume of a solution of

bicarbonate of soda, a very light vermilion-colored fluid was obtained

;

the blood-corpuscles were very much contracted, and, after 35 minutes

began to sink. After 24 hours the color was still of an equally light

red, the blood-corpuscles had sunk to the extent of about l-10th of the

volume, and the serum was clear and colorless.

1 volume of blood mixed with 0*8 of a volume of a solution of ferro-

cyanide of potassium, presented precisely the same characters as the

preceding mixture ; the corpuscles began to sink after 50 minutes. After

18 hours about l-18th of the volume of the serum was clear and color-

less.

1 volume of blood, on the addition of 0*7 of a solutiou of borax, be-

came of a very light red color ; the blood-corpuscles were contracted to

almost the same extent as by the previous salts, and, after 24 hours had
sunk to the extent of about l-15th of the volume of the fluid ; the serum
was clear, but reddish.

Blood treated with half its volume of a solution of iodide of potas-

sium became of a light vermilion color, and its corpuscles were much
contracted and biscuit-shaped ; they began to sink in the course of an

hour. After 18 hours they had sunk to the extent of about l-25th of

the volume of the fluid ; the serum was reddish and turbid, and very

distinctly separated from the clot ; the whole fluid was of rather a darker

red than fresh unmixed blood ; it was, moreover, gelatinous and ropy
;

the blood-corpuscles had lost their discoid shape, and were spherical, but

were much smaller than previously, and some of them were very much
distorted and jagged. ,

100 volumes of blood assumed a light vermilion color on being mixed

with 44 volumes of a solution of sulphocyanide of potassium ; the

blood-corpuscles were contracted, and began to sink in the course of 34

minutes. In 24 hours the fluid assumed a blackish-brown color; the

corpuscles had now only sunk through l-10th of the volume, but at the

same time- the serum was reddish and transparent; the clot formed a

dark blackish-brown, transparent, clear, perfectly liquid mass, in which

no morphological element could be recognized with the microscope.

On the addition of 0-6 of a volume of a solution of chloride of cal-

cium (1 part of the salt to 12 of water) to 1 volume of blood, a light red

color was produced, although not so light as with most of the alkaline
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salts ; after an hour the blood-corpuscles began to sink and to contract.

After 18 hours there was no further trace of sinking ; the corpuscles

were then enlarged in their long diameter, and very much diminished in

thickness, so that they resembled laminse rather than disks ;
moreover,

they were very much distorted, and some of them had a jagged appear-

ance.

1 volume of blood, mixed with half a volume of the solution of sul-

phate of magnesia, became of a light vermilion color, and remained so

even after 18 hours ; the fluid had then become very ropy ; there was

very little sinking of the corpuscles, which had assumed a biscuit-like

form and had their long diameter increased ; their discoid form was some-

what distorted, and they were often a little jagged at the edges.

On treating 1 volume of blood with two-thirds of a volume of a solu-

tion of hydrochlorate of ammonia, it first assumed a vermilion color, but,

after 24 hours, appeared far darker than blood treated with sulphate qf

soda, although scarcely darker than unmixed blood ; after 1 hour and 5

minutes the corpuscles began to sink, but after 10 hours, there was no

true separation of serum ; on the surface the mixture was red, and only

slightly transparent ; it was, moreover, very ropy. The corpuscles were

spherical, and smaller in diameter than the original disks.

1 volume of blood, when mixed with half a volume of solution of

cane-sugar (1 part of sugar to 22 parts of water), became of a some-

what lighter red color ; the blood-corpuscles were moderately contracted,

and began to sink in an hour and a quarter, the sinking extending to

l-16th of the volume in 18 hours ; the serum was perfectly clear and

colorless ; the clot was of a somewhat lighter color than that of ordinary

blood, and the corpuscles were still moderately contracted.

1 volume of blood, on the addition of 0'7 of a volume of solution of

gum-arabic (1 part in 20 of water), became very dark, and the blood-cor-

puscles were distended and almost spherical ; they began to sink in three-

quarters of an hour, and after 18 hours, had sunk to the extent of l-40th

of the volume; the blood had a blackish-red color, and was very tena-

cious.

100 volumes of blood mixed with an aqueous solution1 of arsenious

acid, assumed a somewhat light red color ; the blood-corpuscles were

unchanged, and, after 24 hours, had sunk to the extent of l-10th of the

volume of the fluid ; the serum was then red, and the blood-corpuscles

were spherical and had no central shadow ; several, that were lying on

their edge, were reniform ; all were increased in thickness.

1 volume of blood, when mixed with half its volume of extremely di-

luted hydrochloric acid (1 part of hydrochloric acid to 532 of water),

became very dark ; the blood-corpuscles were not much affected ; they

were all a little thicker than usual, and those lying on their edge were
baton-shaped.

On mixing 1 volume of blood with 0*001 of a volume of caustic am-
monia, there was scarcely any change of color, and the blood-corpuscles
were not visibly altered ; after 24 hours they sank to the extent of

1 [The number of volumes of the solution of arsenious acid, and its strength, are
omitted by the author, apparently by an oversight.

—

g. e. d.]
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l-100th of the volume ; the serum was then red, and the corpuscles a
little distended.

The caustic alkalies, and several organic acids, as for instance, acetic

acid, convert the blood into a blackish-brown, thick, tolerably consistent

jelly ; and at the same time distend the corpuscles, and distort or destroy

them.

We learn, from the observations of Harless, that the primary action

of oxygen and carbonic acid on the colored cells, is also of a mechanical

nature ; but this author has shown, by his variously modified experi-

ments, that these gases likewise exert a chemical influence on every

molecule of the blood ; thus he found, for instance, that when we allow

oxygen and carbonic acid to act alternately on the red cells, they become
gradually destroyed, the destruction being usually completed after the

ninth or tenth exposure to the action of the gases—an experiment which
is obviously of the highest importance in connection with the colored

cells in the circulating blood. We should, therefore, at all events, be

going too far if, on the above-mentioned grounds, we should ascribe the

influence of oxygen or of the gases generally on the color of the blood,

solely on the changes in the form of the blood-corpuscle which they in-

duce. The primary action of the oxygen may always be a physical one,

like that of the salts ; but these also act mechanically only at first ; they
almost all, as we have already seen, communicate a light-red color to the

blood in the first moments of their action ; after a longer or shorter

period (varying in the case of different salts), they give a more or less

dark-red tint to the blood.

It is in the greater or less rapidity of the mechanical action of the

salts, that the reason must be sought why a merely chemical action has

been ascribed to many of them, when they were only regarded as capable

of darkening the color of the blood ; as, for instance, to the alkaline

carbonates (Mulder and ISasse), the salts of ammonia (Dumas), and the

potash-salts, especially nitre (Hunefeld).

Nasse has shown from several carefully conducted series of experi-

ments, that we are by no means justified in drawing any conclusions re-

garding the action of these substances in the circulating blood of the

living body, from their action on fresh blood out of the organism. For
a long time he gave to clogs and goats, food containing soda or nitre, but

he either observed no action on the coagulation of the blood, or one pre-

cisely the reverse of that which he expected. I have made experiments

of a similar nature with injections of solutions of nitrate and bicarbonate

of potash; a solution of 30 grammes of nitrate of potash in 200

grammes of water at about 38°, was very slowly injected into the jugu-

lar vein of a somewhat overworked horse, which lost little blood by the

operation. The operation of venesection was performed a quarter of an

hour after the completion of the injection. The blood was rather

darker than that which was discharged before the injection, and coagu-

lated more rapidly, but formed a less dense clot and a smaller crust. In

a similar manner I injected 30 grammes of bicarbonate of potash dis-

solved in 180 grammes of tepid water, into the jugular vein of an old

but still somewhat powerful horse ; seventeen minutes after the comple-

tion of the injection, blood was taken from the jugular vein of the oppo-
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site side ; this blood was much darker than that which escaped before

the injection ; the blood-corpuscles sank much more slowly, the crust

was less thick, and the clot easily broken down. In the latter case the

change which the blood underwent from the decomposition of the bicar-

bonate of potash may be easily explained ; in the circulating blood, all

the conditions are present which give rise to a decomposition of this salt

into carbonic acid and simple carbonate of potash, namely, a high tem-

perature, and the action of free gases ; and the fluid has hence assumed

the character of a blood rich in carbonic acid: the dark color corre-

sponds with the accumulation of carbonic acid in the blood ; the neutral

alkaline carbonates, rapidly as it is separated by the kidneys, had, how-

ever, here delayed the sinking of the corpuscles. The action of the free

carbonic acid was also shown in the excited and, as it were, intoxicated

state in which the animal remained even an hour after the injection.

This condition Avas precisely similar to that which I have repeatedly ob-

served in horses, after allowing them to breathe a mixture of 10 g of car-

bonic acid and 90 g of atmospheric air for from 3 to 8 minutes ; the

pulse increased from 36 to 40 strokes in the minute to 50 and even 54

;

the eyes of the animal were glistening but steady, its gait was firm, there

was rumbling in the intestines, and there were eructations and a great flow

of saliva.

That the bicarbonate of potash is converted in the blood of living

animals into carbonic acid and simple carbonate or sesqui-carbonate of

potash, is also obvious from experiments which I have made with frogs.

These animals were placed in differently saturated solutions of bicarbo-

nate of potash or soda, and were fixed in such a manner that they could

breathe freely, and that the web-membrane of one foot could, at the

same time, be observed under the microscope. Within three minutes

after the beginning of the experiment, the blood-corpuscles began to

accumulate in the smaller capillaries of the web-membrane, while in the

larger ones there was as yet no perceptible diminution of the rapidity of

the circulation ; in from 10 to 15 minutes, however, temporary accumu-

lations and short stoppages were perceptible ; at a still later period an

oscillation began in these larger vessels, so that it was no longer possible

to distinguish in which direction the current was running. As far as

was possible, the blood-corpuscles of this frog were compared with those

of another (not exposed to the action of a salt), whose web-membrane
was simultaneously brought under another microscope of nearly the same

magnifying power. Nuclei, which, as is well known, are not generally

perceived in the blood-cells of frogs' blood in the act of circulation, here

also could not be recognized ; but although accurate measurements of

the blood-cells within the web-membrane could not be made, yet a com-

parison of the blood-cells in the two kinds of circulating blood, showed
(after a condition of stasis had commenced in the finer capillaries of the

web-membrane of the frog placed in the salt), that the corpuscles of the

blood in which the alkaline bicarbonate was diffused, were swollen,

shortened in their long diameter, and dilated transversely. These phe-
nomena and alterations in the dimensions of the blood-corpuscles were
even more distinct in frogs which were gradually suffocated in an atmo-
sphere rich in carbonic acid.
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In both cases, the blood of the larger vessels and of the heart was not
of a brownish-red, but of a purplish color, merging from a cherry-red
into an almost perfect violet ; the blood-corpuscles without a decided
nucleus, exhibited a central and peripheral turbidity, independent of
the arrangement of the microscope ; some were enlarged in diameter
and volume. On the addition of bicarbonate of potash to the blood of

the frog treated with carbonic acid or the alkaline bicarbonate, the fluid

exchanged its purple color for a light vermilion tint ; the blood-cells

were, however, so contracted that when seen under the microscope
they resembled crumpled elliptic laminae, or wrinkled and stippled

shreds ; their transverse diameter was so diminished that it was scarcely
measurable ; the nuclei were distinctly visible ; they did not, however,
present the ordinary form, but occurred as dark granular heaps, which
distinctly resembled bone-corpuscles. In both cases the serum sepa-
rated very completely from the clot ; both kinds of blood restored the
blue to reddened litmus paper, but only that of the frog which had been
exposed to the action of the salt reacted on turmeric paper. The heart
of the killed or asphyxiated animals exhibited the singular phenomenon,
that, when pinched with forceps, it was thrown into a state of rigid

spasm, and by discharging its blood, became perfectly white. In the
frogs which had breathed carbonic acid, the lungs were extraordinarily
distended, bloodless, and almost colorless ; while in the frogs submitted
to the action of the salts, they were collapsed and of a cherry-purplish
color. In a saturated solution of the alkaline bicarbonates, the frogs
died in five minutes

; while in a moderately diluted solution, they often
remained alive for an hour and a half.

When frogs were treated in a precisely similar manner with solutions
of alkaline protocarbonates, stoppages of the blood-current in the capil-

laries were also very soon observed, but no change could be perceived
in the dimensions of the blood-cells (either augmentation or diminution
of volume), by any possible comparative measurements ; the capillaries

were, however, very much filled with blood-corpuscles ; the intercellular

fluid appeared to be diminished, and stasis to be thus induced, precisely
as occurs in the phenomena of inflammation ; here also there were no
nuclei to be perceived. The blood of the larger vessels had not the
slightest tint of violet, but was of a pure brownish-red color ; its cor-
puscles were, however, collapsed, in folds, strongly granular, and pre-
sented a dull granulated nucleus ; on the addition of an alkaline proto-
carbonate, they became still more contracted, and the nuclei stood out
distinctly as minute accumulations of sharply projecting granules, the
entire cell having a shred-like and folded appearance, and being dotted
with tolerable regularity on its border ; on exposure to the air, the dark
reddish-brown clot assumed a light-red color. The lungs were mode-
rately collapsed, and of a brownish-red color ; the heart, on beinc
touched, was not thrown into a state of rigid spasm, but was excited to

active contractions.

In frogs narcotized with ether, and observed in a similar manner
some striking phenomena, very different from those hitherto mentioned
were noticed ; here, during the gradual action of the ether, stoppages in

the circulation of the web-membrane were remarked, but instead of an
vol. i. 36
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accumulation of blood in the smaller capillaries, many of them were per-

fectly devoid of colored cells, so that in some nothing but a few scat-

tered colorless corpuscles could be recognized ; no blood-corpuscles any

longer passed from the larger vessels into the apparently empty spaces;

the diameter of the smaller capillaries was obviously so diminished that

no red blood-cells could any longer enter them, and those which had

been contained within them, streamed forth from their mouths, which

were distinctly visible ; no change could be observed in the blood-cor-

puscles themselves. The blood of the larger vessels was of a dark-red

color, merging into violet ; its corpuscles during the first few moments
were normal and without a nucleus, but on exposure to the air they

soon became distorted and indistinct. The lungs were usually (but not

always) filled with air, and very much expanded. It is perhaps de-

serving of mention that after etherization the muscles were always found

in a highly relaxed condition, while after the application of carbonic

acid or alkaline carbonates, there was constantly tonic spasm, and the

muscles, after death, were found (as has been already mentioned) in a

state of rigid contraction ; if we regard this phenomenon as a conse-

quence of irritation or paralysis of the spinal nerves, we should have

observed paralysis of the vasomotor nerves of the web-membrane in rigor

of the muscles, and irritation of the vasomotor nerves in paralysis of the

spinal nerves.

We should scarcely have described so fully, in this place, the relations

of the above-named substances in the blood of living animals, if we had

not wished at the same time to use these experimental researches as a

caution against the too hasty conclusions that have been drawn from the

action of various chemical substances on the blood-corpuscles and other

elements of the blood, with the view of elucidating pathological and

pharmacological processes. If in the more recent and so-called rational

pharmacology, we had guarded against such crude chemical explana-

tions, we should have avoided many errors, and kept clear of many
absurd physiological fictions.

It is clear, from the preceding remarks, that many of those substances

which modify the form of the blood-corpuscles, at the same time exert a

chemical action on their walls ; but whether they—and more especially

the gases—extend their action to the contents of the blood-cells, and
especially to the pigments, is a question as yet by no means satisfac-

torily answered. To judge from the properties of hsematin, as described
in this volume, we should scarcely expect such an action ; for we have
there seen how indifferent and inaccessible hsematin is to most chemical
reagents ; but, on the other hand, it is also manifest that this pigment
can hardly exist in the blood-cells in the same state in which it is exhi-

bited isolated by chemists. There is still a perfect absence of definite

chemical facts to prove the almost indubitable action of oxygen on the
contents of the blood-corpuscles ; there are merely a few experiments
made by Bruch 1 in support of this view, which has become more than
probable from physiological grounds. The pigment itself appears to
undergo changes of color by oxygen and carbonic acid ; for if strongly
watered blood, in whose plasma it may be presumed that the contents

1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 1, S. 440-450, and Bd. 3, S. 308-318.
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of the blood-corpuscles are diffused, be shaken with carbonic acid gas,

its dark color becomes still darker in refracted (or transmitted) light

;

that is to say, blood which is merely watered appears, when viewed by
transmitted light, of a less deep dark-red color than blood which has

been similarly watered and has been impregnated with carbonic acid

;

we observe the opposite result on treating blood, which has been watered

in this manner, with oxygen gas. This may serve to explain why the

blood of the portal vein, which is richer in water than that of the other

veins, is also of a darker color.

Taking into consideration all these circumstances regarding the me-
chanical relations of the blood-corpuscles, it follows that a definite tint

may be given to the whole blood by the action of very different influences

upon the blood-cells, and that in special cases it is often very difficult to

decide on which of these often opposite causes the color of the blood in

any particular case may depend.

Moreover, there are other physical relations, not directly acting on
the blood-corpuscles, which may modify the color of the whole blood.

Thus we find the blood of a lighter tint when, in addition to the red
cells, it contains a very large number of colorless corpuscles, or of other

particles which strongly reflect light ; thus Scherer showed that the

addition of milk or powdered gypsum made the blood of a lighter red
tint ; and this is also the reason that we sometimes find the blood, in

cases of pyaemia, which abounds in colorless blood-cells, as well as the

blood of confirmed drunkards, in which there are innumerable fat-globules,

of a comparatively light tint.

We need hardly mention that external influences, such, for instance,

as putrefaction, must act on the form of the corpuscles and give rise to

chemical changes. Hence we need not wonder at meeting with blood-

corpuscles of the most varied forms in the blood of dead bodies or in

old exudations. It is, however, only rarely that we can draw any con-

clusions regarding the pre-existing disease from these forms ; for they
are not the direct result of a morbid process, but merely the consequence
of the chemical or physical changes to which the intercellular fluid is

exposed. We must not, therefore, expect any great advantage for medi-
cal diagnosis from the microscopic examination of such blood ; on the

one hand, because such changed forms of the corpuscles never occur in

fresh blood (although they were formerly supposed to have been found

in the blood in cases of typhus) ; and on the other, because blood ob-

tained from the dead body always rapidly undergoes essential changes

from external influences.

Having thus considered the physical characters of the blood-corpuscles,

we now proceed to the investigation of their chemical constituents. This

is a subject on which there is still much that is obscure. The micro-

scopic examination of the blood has certainly taught us that its pigment
is limited to only the colored cells ; Berzelius has further shown that in

these cells there is contained an albuminous fluid, differing, however,

from albumen, which he named globulin, and expressed his belief that

the phosphorized fat was in all probability only contained in the blood-

cells. The same chemist likewise indicated the way by which the blood-
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corpuscles might be separated from the intercellular fluid, or by which,
at all events, they might be obtained free from the constituents of the
serum, although with the loss of several of their own essential con-

stituents. Dumas and Figuier were the first to apply this method to

actual practice ; and the former, by this means, was enabled to submit
to an elementary analysis the dried fragments of blood-corpuscles ; but,

from the very nature of the case, all these investigations could lead to

very few conclusions regarding the true and essential constituents of

these colored cells ; for we were investigating either the blood-cells

mixed with intercellular fluid, or merely the cells more or less completely

freed from all soluble substances (penetrating the cell-walls). "VVe are

indebted to the ingenious and careful investigations of C. Schmidt for a

more definite knowledge regarding the composition of the contents of

the blood-corpuscles, and the nature of the individual substances occur-

ring in them. We shall see that in this discovery of Schmidt's lies

the nucleus of all our knowledge and theories regarding the chemico-

physiological importance of the blood-cells.

Berzelius1 had already found that the corpuscles were the cause of the

blood's redness, and were not dissolved by salts having an alkaline basis,

or by sugar, and that we had in this way a means of separating in some
measure the blood-corpuscles from the intercellular fluid. Figuier2 was
the first who employed this means to obtain a quantitative determination

of the blood-corpuscles, regarding which we shall speak more fully pre-

sently. Since, however, in attempting to separate the blood-corpuscles

in this way (a solution of sulphate of soda is what is commonly used for

the purpose) from the constituents of the intercellular fluid, it very soon

becomes apparent that these particles, on the one hand, become agglu-

tinated to, and stop up the filter, and on the other, that they become so

changed that they pass through it, Dumas3 recommended that oxygen
should be continuously passed into the fluid lying in the filter, while, at

the same time, a solution of Glauber's salts should be constantly allowed

to drip into it. The blood-corpuscles obtained in this manner, and

containing Glauber's salts, are dried, extracted with ether and boiling

alcohol, and finally freed by boiling water from the sulphate of soda

and other soluble constituents. By submitting to ultimate analysis this

residue of the blood-cells freed from serum, Dumas found that both in

men, dogs, and rabbits, after deducting for the ash, there was the con-

stant ratio of from 55-1 to 55-4g of carbon, 7-lg of hydrogen, from 17-2

to 17'5g- of nitrogen, and consequently from 20-2 to 20-6[j of oxygen.

C. Schmidt4 exhibited in a similar manner the coagulable and insoluble

parts of the blood-cells, and found their specific gravity before the ab-

straction of their iron to be 2-2507 ; but after the abstraction of the

ash and iron only 1*2090. The same author found that 100 parts of

this dry cell-residue contained on an average 87*59 parts of globulin

and 12-41 of hsematin. The residue, containing ash, yielded 1479g of

peroxide of iron and 0-126 of earthy phosphates.

In reference to the cell- wall of the red corpuscles, most French

i Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 74. (4te Aufl.)

« Ann de Chim. et de Phys. 3me S<Sr. T. 11, p. 503. » Ibid. T. 17, p. 542.

* Ann.' d. Ch. u. Pharm. Bd. 61, S. 156-167.
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chemists, even to the most recent time, have held that this membrane
was fibrin, in accordance with the old view regarding the coagulation of

the blood. Denis and Lecanu have attempted to demonstrate the pre-

sence of fibrin in the blood-corpuscles by triturating them with salts,

viz., nitrate of potash and chloride of sodium ; Virchow, who has re-

peated these experiments, has however shown that the small membranes
observed by these authors are nothing more than the folded and adhering

walls of the blood-corpuscles, which, under the microscope, in conse-

quence of the pressure and the crushing of the glass covering the object,

often acquire the appearance of Nasse's fibrinous flakes ; Virchow, how-
ever, very correctly remarked that the solubility of these membranes in

a solution of nitre, and their swelling in acetic acid, by no means prove
their identity with fibrin : moreover I was unable to obtain a trace of

coagulable matter, or of matter precipitable by acetic acid, from the

cell-membrane of the corpuscles of the blood of horses and oxen by
prolonged digestion with a solution of nitre. Mulder regards the cell-

wall as binoxide of protein ; but the properties of the remains of the
cell-walls obtained by treating blood with water by no means coincide

with those of Mulder's binoxide of protein ; they are far more difficult

of solution in acetic acid and in the alkalies than the latter ; and in

these membranes I have not been able to detect any trace of sulphur,

which, as is well known, is contained in binoxide of protein. Moreover,
Mulder has not demonstrated the presence of this substance by direct

experiments, but was merely led to this view by the following considera-
tion : on their passage through the pulmonary capillaries, the blood-
corpuscles become invested with a thicker layer of this binoxide, in con-
sequence of which the blood-pigment appears of a lighter red color, as
if seen through ground glass, and hence the lighter red tint of arterial

blood ; the central depression of the colored cells also bears out this

view, since the inflammatory crust in which, as is well known, there is

much binoxide of protein, has also a great tendency to exhibit a similar

depression or concavity.

It is very probable that the cell-walls of the corpuscles even of the
same blood have not a precisely identical composition ; at all events we
see that the colored cells of the same blood are, as a general rule, very
unequally acted upon by the same reagents ; if, for instance, we allow

water, dilute acids, ether, or dilute alkaline solutions, to act on the

blood-corpuscles, we perceive that the work of destruction does not by
any means proceed uniformly ; thus some do not disappear even when
the blood is very much diluted with water ; these we consider to be the

younger cells, while those which are easily destroyed are regarded as

the older blood-corpuscles ; for it is believed that the capsule of the

colorless corpuscles, from which the colored cells at all events in part

proceed, retains for some time its former chemical nature, even when
pigment has become formed within the cell. The cell-wall, which so

rapidly disappears from our sight under the microscope, is, however,

actually dissolved by very few of these reagents ; it only passes into a
gelatinous or rather a mucus-like condition, in which its coefficient of
refraction is nearly the same as that of the plasma ; we arrive at this

conclusion not merely from the experiment to which reference has been
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frequently made, by -which the cell-wall may again be rendered visible

either in all its integrity or at all events in fragments by solutions of

salt, iodine, &c, but also from the viscidity and tenacity which are

imparted to the blood by the addition of certain substances, as dilute

organic acids, alkaline carbonates, iodide of potassium, hydrochlorate of

ammonia, &c. If blood which has been thus modified be saturated with

acids or alkalies, or if a solution of iodine or of sulphate of soda be

added to it, the walls of the corpuscles again become apparent, and the

blood at the same time loses its acquired viscidity. Moreover neither

the intercellular fluid nor the serum is reduced by the above means to

such a viscid or tenacious condition, which must therefore be dependent

on the blood-corpuscles : further, mucus which had become swollen in

water becomes condensed by the same means, so as to be less transparent

to the unaided eye, appearing almost as if it were coagulated, and ex-

hibiting thread-like streaks under the microscope.

The globulin, or coagulable matter contained in the blood-cells, as well

as the hcematin, has been fully considered ; we shall therefore direct our

attention to the other organic substances which must be regarded as es-

sential constituents of the colored cells.

With regard to the nuclei of the blood-corpuscles, in a morphological

point of view they are of very doubtful importance, since several of our

first physiologists (R. Wagner amongst the number) regard the very

distinct and often clearly defined nuclei of the blood-corpuscles of the

amphibia as products of chemical secretion from the homogeneous cell-

contents after death, while others conceive that in the discoid colored

bodies in the blood of mammalia and birds they see the nuclei or their

remains. But whatever decision may be arrived at regarding the mor-
phological existence of these elements, nothing can as yet be definitely

concluded regarding their chemical nature, in the first place because we
are altogether unable to isolate them for chemical examination, and
secondly, because even if we recognize them as composed of a protein-

compound, our knowledge of these substances is still such a vexed ques-

tion, that it would be impossible to decide whether this nucleus-sub-

stance did or did not consist of one of the known and named protein-

bodies.

J. Miiller, and subsequently F. Simon, regarded the nucleus as fibrin

in consequence of its solubility in acetic acid and in alkalies, but unfor-

tunately these properties are not characteristic of the substance to which
the term fibrin is generally applied ; moreover, my observations coincide

with those of Jul. Vogel, who found the nucleus very difficult of solution

in acetic acid, and hence I cannot regard it as identical with fibrin.

Maitland1 regards the nucleus as consisting of a peculiar horn-like com-
pound, which he named nucleine; Nasse very correctly remarks that the

substance which Maitland obtained by washing the clot after the removal
of the fibrin at the same time contains the cell-walls of the blood-cor-
puscles, which at all events preponderate very much over the nucleus-sub-
stance in question. Hiinefeld regards the nucleus as consisting essentially

1 An Experimental Essay on the Physiology of the Blood. Edinburgh, 1838, p. 27.
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of fat ; that fat is abundant in the blood-cells will be immediately shown

;

but it is scarcely necessary to mention that in the process of exhibiting

these nuclei, the fat must always become mixed Avith them, and conse-

quently must always form the larger part of the object of investigation.

It has been already mentioned that a considerable part of the fat

of the blood is accumulated in the blood-cells. Berzelius thought

it probable that the so-called phosphorized fat might be chiefly con-

tained in the blood-corpuscles. I have at all events found this view

to be so far correct that the fat extracted by ether from the blood-cor-

puscles of the ox (obtained by means of sulphate of soda, according to

Dumas's method) yielded about 22g of ash, which had an acid reaction,

and consisted essentially of acid phosphate of lime. Since, however, at

the present day we are justified in questioning the existence of such a

phosphorized fat as was formerly supposed to exist, the idea suggests

itself, that what we here meet with is the glycero-phosphoric acid dis-

covered by Gobley in the yolk of egg. In the dry blood-corpuscles

of the ox I found on an average 2*249 g of matter extractable by ether.

We must, however, not omit to mention that the blood-cells of arterial

are poorer in fat than those of venous blood ; thus in the corpuscles of

the arterial blood of a horse I found only about half as much fat as

in those of its venous blood ; in the latter the amount being 3-595£, and

in the former 1*824$ of the dry prepared corpuscles.

The so-called extractive matters of the blood cannot be accurately in-

dicated, since they are substances of which we have no knowledge ; but

this much is established from the few investigations which I have made
on this subject, namely, that most of such substances pertain to the

serum and not to the blood-cells. While 100 parts of the solid residue

of the serum contain about 8 parts of extractive matters free from saline

constituents, 100 parts of the solid residue of the cells of the same
blood (calculated from the analysis of the clot) do not contain 6 parts of

such substances.

In regard to the mineral constituents of the blood-corpuscles, very

different views have been held regarding them, which are all almost

equally removed from the truth ; this observation, however, does not ex-

tend to the iron. It has either been believed that all the salts which we
find, or presume to exist, in the serum, must also be contained in the

blood-cells, or it has been assumed that at all events the soluble salts,

especially the chlorides of sodium and potassium, are altogether excluded

from the cells. Although neither of these views is yet generally

adopted, and in the absence of all means of deciding between them, we
refrain from a definite opinion, yet at all events the ideas at which we
arrive from analyzing the blood point only to these two modes of con-

sidering the subject. We are indebted to the unremitting investiga-

tions of C. Schmidt for a series of facts which prove that, in reality,

soluble salts are also contained in the moist blood-cells, that these salts

are by no means perfectly identical with those which we find in the serum,

and finally, that their quantity is far smaller than it must be if the

water of the blood-corpuscles contained exactly the same amount of

saline matter as the water of the serum.
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We need only institute a comparison between good analyses of the

serum and of the clot of the same blood, and by a most simple calcula-

tion subtract the soluble salts occurring in the serum (surrounding the

cells) from the sum of the soluble salts of the clot, to convince ourselves

that by far less of such salts can be contained in the blood-cells than in

the serum, but at the same time that the salts cannot pertain to the en-

closed serum alone.

Thus, for instance, in the serum of the venous blood of a horse I

found 0*835$ of salts (soluble and insoluble), and in the moist clot of the

same blood 0*819§ of salts (including peroxide of iron) ; deducting the

0*114 of peroxide of iron found in it, there remains 0*705g of mineral

substances ; if now we suppose by way of illustration, that the clot is so

loose that it contains enclosed within it one-third of its weight of serum,

then we should have to deduct 0*273 for the enclosed serum from the

0*705 of salts, and there would then remain only 0*432 of salts for the

66*667 of blood-cells (which correspond with two-thirds of the original

weight of the clot) ; hence, in 100 parts of moist blood-cells, there

would be only 0*648 of salts. If, however, we assume that the blood-

corpuscles lie so closely together, that the serum which they enclose

amounts to only one-fifth of the weight of the clot, then, since 16*667

parts of serum contain 0*137 of salts, there will remain only 0*568 of

salts for the 83*333 parts of blood-corpuscles ; that is to say, in 100 parts

of blood-cells, there will be 0*681 of salts. As we shall presently show,

Schmidt has now found out a method of discovering with tolerable ac-

curacy the quantity of the serum enclosed in the clot, and hence, of cal-

culating the mineral constituents occurring in the moist blood-cells.

Although we are not able to calculate the quantity of the mineral con-

stituents contained in the fresh blood-cells, the questions still remain to

be answered whether there are certain salts which especially accumulate in

the cells, and if so, which they are. These questions have also been

answered by C. Schmidt ; for he has discovered that the fluid of the

blood-cells (that is to say, the water contained in the blood-corpuscles)

contains in addition to the organic matters, a preponderance of phos-

phates and potash-salts ; so that, consequently, the phosphate of potash

and the greater part of the chloride of potassium pertain to the blood-

cells, whilst the chloride of sodium, with a little chloride of potassium

and phosphate of soda, is found in the plasma (serum + fibrin). In the

plasma, the organic materials are combined only with soda, while in

the blood-cells, the fatty acids and the globulin are combined both with

potash and soda.

C. Schmidt, in analyzing a specimen of blood, which contained 396*24

p. m. of blood-cells and 603*76 p. m. of intercellular fluid, found 1*353

of chloride of potassium and 0*835 of phosphate of potash in the former,

while there were 3*417 parts of chloride of sodium, besides 0*267 of

phosphate of soda and 0*270 of chloride of potassium in the latter.

Schmidt has examined and tabulated the relations between potassium
and sodium, and between phosphoric acid and chlorine in the blood-cells

and in the intercellular fluid in several of the mammalia.
The following table contains the chief results of his observations :
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100 PARTS OF INORGANIC MATTERS :

GENUS.

BLOOD-CEILS. PLASMA. BLOOD-CELLS. PLASMA.

K Na K Na FO Cl PO Cl

Man,
(
mean of 8 exps), . 40-89

607
7-85

14-57

37-41

9-71

3617
3502
38-07

14-98

519
3-25

517
6-56

3-55

37-74

39-68
37-64

38-56
37-89

17-64
22-12

13-62

8-95

9-41

21-00

24-88
27-59

27-21

31-73

6-08

6-65

7-27

3-56

5-90

40-68

37-31

41-70

40-89

40-41

Cat

These results coincide with those of Nasse, who found the most phos-

phates in the blood of those animals which were distinguished for the

abundance of their blood-corpuscles, namely, swine, geese, and hens ; in

sheep and goats, on the other hand, in whose blood he found compara-
tively few corpuscles, he also found the least phosphates. On another

occasion, Nasse 1 has also expressed the opinion that the phosphates must
be principally contained in the blood-corpuscles.

In man, as we see, this difference is the most obvious ; in the carni-

vora it is most marked in the acids ; and in the herbivora, in the alka-

lies. Schmidt adds, that the nature of the food which the animal may
take, or variety of race in the case of man, exerts no influence on these

relations.

Earthy phosphates, as we have already mentioned, also occur in the
blood-cells, but both relatively and absolutely in far less quantity than
in the intercellular fluid.

In the blood-cells of 1000 parts of blood, Schmidt found only 0-086

of the phosphates of lime and magnesia, while in the intercellular fluid he
found 0-332

; or in 1000 parts of 'blood-cells, 0-218, and in 1000 parts of

intercellular fluid, 0*550 of earthy phosphates.

The iron of the blood pertains, as is well known, almost entirely to

the haematin of the blood-cells ; since the quantity of iron in the ash,

when compared with the number of colored blood-cells, is somewhat vari-

able, we conclude, as has been already stated, that the quantity of

haematin must consequently vary in the blood-cells.

We have seen that the blood-corpuscles obtained from the hepatic veins

contain less peroxide of iron than those from the portal vein. Schmidt
found an excess of iron in the blood-cells in the hydraemic conditions,

and hence he concludes that in these cases the blood-cells have become
poorer in globulin, but not richer in haematin ; he believes, however,

that we may calculate the haematin from the quantity of iron found in

the ash ; and this conclusion certainly seems justifiable if we had to do

with the pure haematin of the chemist, which contains 6-6 g of iron ; but

we must take into consideration that the haematin, in all probability, does

not start, Minerva-like, into perfect being, but that, almost to a certainty,

it is gradually formed, even as it is gradually destroyed ; to which it

must be added that we are already acquainted with (artificially prepared)

non-ferruginous haematin ; and how, then, can we tell whether, in some

1 Handworterbuch der Physiologie, Bd. 1, S. 165.
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organ or other, we may not discover hacmatin either altogether free from

iron, or, at all events, poor in that constituent ?
_

Schmidt has convinced himself, by several series of experiments, that

the clear serum of the blood of oxen, sheep, swine, horses, dogs, cats,

rabbits, and hens, is perfectly devoid of iron. (Nasse had previously

found this to be the case.)

In 100 parts of dry blood-corpuscles (determined according to the

method of Prevost and Dumas) Schmidt found the following proportions

of iron : in man, 0'4348g ; in the ox, 0'509g ; in the pig, 0448" ; and in

the hen, 0-329°,

The gases of the blood, carbonic acid, nitrogen, and oxygen, are also

for the most part contained in the blood-corpuscles. It has been ascer-

tained by Davy, Nasse, Scherer, van Enschut, Magnus, and others, that

the serum possesses in a far less degree than the defibrinated blood the

capacity of absorbing oxygen and carbonic acid, and I have convinced

myself that at least twice as much air is developed from a volume of

whipped air in vacuo as from an equal volume of serum that has been

strongly stirred or shaken with atmospheric air. Van Maack has found

that a solution of haematin possesses a decided power of attracting oxy-

gen ; and Scherer has not only convinced himself of the accuracy of this

observation, but at the same time ascertained that a little carbonic acid

is developed after the absorption of the oxygen.

Davy and Berzelius believed at one time that they had convinced

themselves of the presence of free gases in the blood, but subsequently

retracted this view ; after this period, the results of different experimen-

talists were very discordant, some being in favor of and others opposed

to the presence of gases in solution in the blood. The question was,

however, decided about ten years ago, by the experiments of van Enschut,

Bischoff, John Davy, and especially Magnus, which showed that free

gases are contained in solution in perfectly fresh blood, both arterial and

venous ; more recently, and by means of simpler experiments, Magnus1

has confirmed his former observation, that, in addition to carbonic acid,

both free oxygen and nitrogen occur in the blood. According to the

earlier investigations of Magnus, arterial and venous blood contain nearly

equal quantities of nitrogen ; in the former, the oxygen is to the carbonic

acid (by volumes) as 6 : 16, and in the latter as 4 : 16 ; hence, therefore,

there is relatively more oxygen in arterial than in venous blood. His

more recent experiments2 determine not merely the ratio of the volumes

of the gases to one another, but also to the volume of the blood ; they

show that at all events in the blood of calves, oxen, and horses, there

are always in solution from 10 to 12*52 (by volume) of oxygen, and from
1*7 to 3-3°5 (by volume) of nitrogen. According to an experiment of

Magendie's, venous blood contains 78, and arterial only 66 g (by volume)
of carbonic acid. The oxygen of the blood may also be almost entirely

extracted in vacuo, as well as expelled by other gases, as for instance,

hydrogen and carbonic acid ; whence it is sufficiently clear that it is

only mechanically absorbed in the blood, and not in a state of chemical
combination. Since the blood, according to the experiments of Magnus,
is capable of absorbing 1\ times its volume, or 150°, of carbonic acid, it

.inn. Bd. 36, S. 685 tf: <* Ibid. Bd. 56, S. 177-206.
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may, at first sight, appear strange that the circulating blood is not found
to be more impregnated with carbonic acid, and that in respiration there

is only little more oxygen absorbed than carbonic acid given off; but

when we consider that in respiration the relations of the concurrent

gases are altogether different from what they are in our experiments (in

which we shake pure atmospheric air or pure carbonic acid with the

blood), this difficulty is at once removed.

In connection with the occurrence of free oxygen in the blood, there

is an important, and indeed even yet a scarcely decided question

—

whether, at all events, a portion of the oxygen that finds its way through

the lungs into the circulation, does not at once chemically combine, in

the arterial system, with some of the constituents of the blood. Mar-
chand attempted to decide this question by certain experiments, and

Magnus by a calculation based on established facts. Marchand believed

that if blood containing no carbonic acid produces no carbonic acid by
the direct influence of oxygen, the oxygen can only be mechanically ab-

sorbed : now he found, in point of fact, that fresh blood after its carbonic

acid had been removed, was as incapable of developing the slightest

trace of carbonic acid, when a stream of oxygen was passed through it,

as the serum of the blood, egg-albumen, solutions of blood-corpuscles,

&c, when similarly treated: but- independently of the circumstance to

which we have already referred, that van Maack and Scherer have ac-

tually observed the exhalation of carbonic acid from hsematin after its

previous absorption of oxygen, nothing more is proved by Marchand's
experiment than that oxygen can be absorbed by the blood without

giving rise to the formation of carbonic acid ; but it is still quite possible

that one or other of the constituents of the blood becomes more
highly oxidized without any separation of carbonic acid, since a develop-

ment of this gas does not of necessity follow every oxidation of an

organic body. The mode of calculation adopted by Magnus, would be

more convincing, were it not that the numbers on which it is based, rest

on too uncertain determinations. If, for instance, about 13 Paris cubic

inches of oxygen make their way into the blood of an adult man in one

minute—if, further, about 10 pounds of blood pass through the lungs in

the same interval—then, considering that about 11 g of oxygen are found

in the blood of the horse, it follows that about half the oxygen which

Magnus found in arterial blood has been absorbed from the venous blood,

so that, according to this, the former would always lose about half its

free oxygen in the capillaries. The preceding statement and the above-

mentioned facts afford a sufficient proof that the greater part of the

oxygen absorbed in the lungs, exists in a state of freedom in the blood
;

but it seems to us not at all indubitably established that no portion what-

ever of the absorbed oxygen enters into chemical combination with one

or other of the constituents of the blood, even in the heart and arteries,

since such a combination is believed to take place in the capillaries.

Liebig 1 has recently adduced new and striking proofs in the latter

view. Water absorbs only 0-925g of its volume of oxygen, whilst, ac-

cording to Magnus, from 10 to 13 g may be taken up by the blood
; this

greater force of absorption in the blood can only depend upon certain

1 Chem. Briefe. 3 Aufl. S. 419-423 [or Letters on Chemistry, 1831, pp. 332-335].
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constituents, and principally, as we know, upon the red corpuscles ;
only

from l-14th to 1-11 th of the oxygen Avhich is absorbed by the blood,

and which varies from 10 to 13$, can be absorbed mechanically, that is

to say, by the water, or can consequently exist free in the blood ; the

remaining oxygen, that is to say from 13-14ths to 10-llths, must there-

fore be fixed by certain blood-constituents ; but this is only conceivable

through the agency of some chemical attraction, however slight that may

be. The chemical combination of oxygen with the constituents of the

blood may be very loose and entirely analogous to the combination in

which the carbonic acid exists in the blood, as already described. The

mechanical solution of a gas is entirely dependent upon the pressure

which it has to sustain ; if a definite quantity be absorbed independently

of external pressure, and if this amount stands in a direct proportion to

any definite constituent of the fluid, the increase in the absorbing power

of the fluid cannot be referred to any cause but chemical attraction.

Although, in the case of the oxygen, we are not so well acquainted with

the matters which retain it, as with those which are able to fix the carbonic

acid in the blood (alkaline carbonates, phosphates, &c), the proposition is

almost equally established for both cases, that the excess of carbonic

acid and oxygen which the blood is able to absorb beyond the amount

which corresponds to the quantity of water which it contains, must be

present in the blood in a state of chemical combination. We have al-

ready endeavored to show that the possibility of breaking up such an

unstable combination by the aid of other indifferent gases (as hydrogen,

&c.) furnishes no evidence against the fact that the expelled gas has

been chemically combined. Liebig is therefore certainly in the right

when he advances the proposition, that a gas can only be considered as

mechanically absorbed when its quantity increases and diminishes in pro-

portion to the external pressure. We think we are justified in conclud-

ing with Liebig, that the quantity of oxygen which may be absorbed by

the blood is constant in amount, and to a certain extent independent of

external pressure—an opinion which is based partly upon the fact, that

the respiratory process is carried on nearly the same, both at very great

heights and at the level of the sea, and that no more oxygen is absorbed

even in an air very rich in oxygen than in the ordinary atmosphere.

In addition to these physical proofs in favor of the chemical absorp-

tion of the oxygen in the blood, I may perhaps be permitted to refer to

the following experiments, instituted by myself, with the pure crystalline

substance of the blood, although they can scarcely be said to furnish any
conclusive result. A perfectly limpid saturated solution of pure blood-

crystals, which was not precipitable either by nitrate of silver or by
basic acetate of lead, and which was of a beautiful pomegranate-red
color, was saturated, one part with carbonic acid and another with

oxygen ; the oxygenous fluid exhibited no remarkable difference of color

from the original fluid, which was contained in a similar vessel ; more-
over, no distinct difference of color could be perceived between the solu-

tion which was impregnated with carbonic acid and the normal fluid, or
the solution impregnated with oxygen ; but the solution of the blood-
crystals through which carbonic acid had been passed was somewhat
turbid, and exhibited under the microscope large numbers of faintly
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granulated flakes. In vacuo the latter fluid developed a very large

amount of gas, and retained its turbidity and color ; these flakes re-

mained unchanged when seen under the microscope. Both the normal
fluid and the fluid impregnated with oxygen remained unchanged both as

to color and clearness in vacuo, although they developed relatively less

gas. When the solution of blood-crystals was first saturated with ox}r-

gen, and then exposed to a stream of carbonic acid, the fluid became
turbid without any marked change of color, and exhibited the same
flakes under the microscope as the solution which had been treated

directly with carbonic acid. If, however, a stream of oxygen be suffered

to pass through the fluid, which has been rendered strongly turbid by
carbonic acid, it at once becomes perfectly limpid, without exhibiting any
perceptibly increased lightness of color. The substance may be again

obtained in a crystallized form and unchanged, both from the turbid

solution charged with carbonic acid and the clear fluid to which oxygen
has been added. This separation of solid molecules by carbonic acid

might seem to present a strong indication of a chemical action of the

gases, but it could not be made to correspond with the opinion of

Bruch, 1 that the normal color of the substance in question is developed

in the presence of carbonic acid. Other gases than oxygen and car-

bonic acid evidently exert a chemical action, like dilute organic acids,

alkalies, &c. ; this, for instance, is the case with the carbonic oxide,

for it not only very considerably darkens the deep red solution of the

pure crystals, but it also gives rise to a dark brownish-red coagulum
(which exhibits great variety of form when seen under the microscope).

Neither solutions of the original color, nor crystals, can be procured from
this fluid, either by repeated treatment with oxygen, or with carbonic

acid and oxygen. Nitrous oxide renders the red fluid darker, almost

brownish-red, and very turbid, so that the microscope exhibits the whole
fluid as if it were filled with flakes ; neither oxygen nor carbonic acid

restores the clearness or the original color of the fluid, for the greater

part of the substance crystallizes unchanged. (Nitrous oxide may, there-

fore, be employed in the place of the oxygen in the mode of preparing

the crystalline substance of the blood already described, but it cannot

take the place of the carbonic acid). There can scarcely, therefore, be

any doubt that the gases (oxygen and carbonic acid) exert a chemical

action upon the coloring principle of the blood-corpuscles, as we see from

these experiments, as well as from the entire mode of preparation of the

crystalline substance ; although it would require far more extended in-

vestigations to exhibit the true mode of their operation. It would, how-

ever, be going too far, were we to conclude that the property which a

protein-body exhibits of being modified in its character by oxygen and
carbonic acid, is anything peculiar to this substance, or is any special

attribute appertaining to this constituent of the blood-corpuscles. For,

independently of the fact that, as we have already mentioned, globulin

can be completely precipitated from its neutral solutions by carbonic

acid, and the precipitate can be again dissolved by a stream of oxygen,

certain modifications of the crystalline substance occur, which stand in

' Zeitsch. f. rat. Med. Bd. 1 S. 440-450, Bd. 3, S. 308-318, and Zeitscb. f. wissensch.

Zoologie, Bd. 4, S. 373-376.
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precisely the reverse relation to these gases. I have already described

that modification of the crystalline substance which can be exhibited

by acetic acid and an alkaline salt, and which corresponds with Panum's

acid albumen. When the faintly acid solution of this product of meta-

morphosis is carefully neutralized with a very dilute solution of potash,

the substance will be perfectly precipitated; but this precipitate dis-

solves again in pure water, although not to any great extent, form-

ing a pale-red solution, from which the substance may be so completely

thrown down by oxygen or by the action of the air, as only to leave

a perfectly colorless fluid over the dirty flesh-colored precipitate.

On passing a stream of carbonic acid through this fluid, the precipi-

tate redissolves into a pale-red fluid. The substance may be again

precipitated by oxygen, while the solution coagulates on boiling, in the

same manner as albumen. These experiments, notwithstanding their

isolated character, contribute, together with what we have already stated

in the last page, in reference to the influence of the gases upon the for-

mation of the blood-crystals, to strengthen the probability that a chemi-

cal action may be impressed upon the main constituent of the blood-

corpuscles by the alternating action of oxygen and carbonic acid,

although opinions may differ as to whether this is manifested by an oxi-

dation or a reduction, or whether it arise from the simple occurrence of

carbonic acid as a conjugated acid, or finally, whether it be referable to

a salt-like compound.
Here I cannot refrain from observing that the substance corresponding

to the acid albumen has not fallen under my notice as a product of de-

composition of the true crystallizable matter of the blood, although

Panum is of opinion that the albumen may be decomposed by acids and

potash-salts into acid albumen and into another organic substance. No
other organic body is formed from the crystalline substance during the

preparation of this matter ; only a few phosphates separate from it, as is

shown by my comparative analyses of the crystalline substance and of

its products of metamorphosis, as well as by my investigation of the acid

and saline fluid obtained after the removal of the precipitated bodies by

filtration. It is only a metameric modification of the original crystalline

substance.

I regret that Meckel's paper on hrematoglobulin, contained in

Scherer's Jahresbericht, 1 has only reached me while these sheets were

passing through the press. According to Meckel, oxygen changes hae-

matoglobulin to a bright-red, and carbonic acid to a bluish-red color. It

will be seen from my previous remarks, that I did not succeed with

certainty in detecting this or any similar change of color in the pure

crystalline substance which I obtained. Moreover, according to Meckel,
arterialized hsematoglobulin is not crystallizable, and only the quantity
corresponding to the globulin of venous blood (dem venosirten Globulin)
crystallizes from the blood—a fact which it seems to me difficult to prove,
as Meckel appears entirely to have overlooked the influence of light upon
the formation of crystals. Although it may be a priori highly probable
that hsematochlorin and hsematoidin appear to be produced from hcema-
toglobulin by oxidation, I cannot discover any chemical proof of the fact

1 Jahresber. d. ges. Med. 1852, S. 95.
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of Sclierer's report. Meckel also employed a stream of carbonic acid

in the crystallization of his hsematoglobulin, and in the course of his

experiments he made numerous valuable observations, which tend to con-

firm many other researches, more especially those of Kunde and Funke.
In every case the relation of the gases to the blood-corpuscles must

be accurately determined by special experiments before a definite view

can be formed on the subject.

Before we proceed to the more minute consideration of the intercel-

lular fluid, we must make mention of certain morphological elements

which, in addition to the colored cells, are found suspended in the blood :

these are the colorless corpuscles to which reference has already been
made, and which have been termed fibrinous flakes. With regard to

the latter, the name indicates that their discoverer, H. Nasse, 1 considers

these irregular, crumpled and indented plates, which at most have a

diameter of too"') as a peculiar form of coagulated fibrin,—a view to

which Virchow2 has recently given in his adhesion, but which is opposed

by the observations of Henle, Ddderlein, 3 and Zimmermann, who found

these flakes in uncoagulated blood (both in the fresh fluid and in blood

whose coagulation had been impeded by the addition of salts). Hence
this substance would necessarily constitute a perfectly distinct variety

of fibrin, and therefore a substance which is not fibrin : we have,

however, already seen that fibrin itself has never been exhibited in a

state of sufficient chemical purity to admit of our calculating a pro-

per formula to represent its composition. But even if we allowed a

wide signification to the meaning of the term fibrin, we could hardly

regard this substance as fibrin after the chemical reactions which Doder-
lein observed these flakes to yield ; for he found that they were perfectly

insoluble in acetic acid (even when its action was much prolonged) and
in sulphuric acid, and that they remained for weeks unchanged even after

the blood had become putrid. These properties of the flakes are the very

reverse of those of fibrin ; and to include such a substance under the

idea of fibrin, would require a greater elasticity of chemical ideas than

is even now allowed. Since the relations of pavement epithelium to-

wards acetic and sulphuric acids and towards putrefaction are precisely

the same as those of these flakes, according to Doderlein's experiments,

we might assent to the opinion formerly advanced by Henle, and regard

the flakes as shreds of epithelium from the lining coat of the vessels, if

only there was any coincidence between the forms of the two structures.

At present Henle is inclined to regard the flakes as adhering membranes

of destroyed blood-corpuscles, to which they certainly bear the most re-

semblance, as is shown by Virchow's experiments, in which he made the

membranes adhere by trituration. In the copiously watered blood of

the hepatic veins, which is very rich in these cell-membranes, I also

found a large number of perfectly distinct fibrinous flakes, which, like

the cell-membranes, were scarcely at all acted on even by acetic acid

and alkalies.

I have just read (as these sheets are passing through the press) that

' Muller's Archiv. 1841, S. 439, and Handworterbuch der Physiologie, Bd. 1, S. 108.

2 Zeitschr. f rat. Med. Bd. 5, S. 216, and Arch. f. pathol. Anat. Bd. 2, S. 596.

3 Henle's Ilandb. d. rat. Patbol. Bd. 2, S. 152.
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Bruch 1 believes that he has convinced himself that all the so-called fibri-

nous flakes are nothing more than epithelial cells from the skin of the

observer, accidentally falling from the epidermis of the face on the pre-

paration. The occurrence of these fibrinous flakes in most other animal

fluids, their absence in the circulating blood, the adhesion of air to them,

their chemical relations, the form of the horny epithelial scales, and

lastly, the fact that they are found even in a single drop of water over

which the head has been shaken, are sufficient grounds for the belief

that the majority of the structures which have been regarded as fibri-

nous flakes are nothing else than dried cells of pavement epithelium ; we

cannot, however, explain all the formations of this kind, which we some-

times find in the blood, by assuming that they are epidermic scales. If

blood has been treated with water (in the same manner in which Nasse

treated his fibrin from which he saw such flakes project), we find far

more of these fibrinous flakes resembling crumpled laminae than in fresh

blood, and this is especially observed when the blood of the hepatic

veins is thus treated with water : these are obviously the adhering,

stretched, and distorted walls of the blood-corpuscles, which, as we have

already indicated, resemble the epidermic scales in resisting the action

of acetic acid and of not too concentrated potash lye.

According to the most recent researches, the colorless corpuscles are

perfectly identical with the lymph- and chyle-corpuscles ; indeed, not-

withstanding the assertions formerly made to the contrary, no single

difference can be pointed out between them and the mucus- and pus-cor-

puscles : we need only refer to the elaborate works and memoirs of

Henle,2 H. Miiller,3 and Virchow. 4 The corpuscles approximate to the

spherical form, and are not elastic ; their investing membrane is more
or less granular, and is always so viscid that the corpuscles possess a

well-marked tendency to conglomerate into larger or smaller groups.

In the circulating blood we see them rolling along the walls of the capil-

laries (while the colored corpuscles move far more rapidly and nearer to

the axis of the vessels), as may be easily perceived in the web-membrane
of any frog. The contents of the colorless blood-cells consist of an albu-

minous solution, in which there are suspended extremely fine granules,

together with a single, double, triple, or multiple nucleus, which may be

either smooth or granular. Water causes the corpuscles to swell, and
renders the nucleus visible ; the phenomenon is more marked if dilute

acetic acid be used, which gradually dissolves the cell-wall, and leaves

the nucleus exposed ; the endosmotic action of water induces a distinct

molecular motion in the granular contents of the cells.

We know far less regarding the chemical nature of the different con-

stituents of the colorless blood-cells, than regarding that of the red cor-

puscles. As we must notice cells of this kind more fully in our remarks
on " Pus," we shall defer for the present any further remarks on what
is known on this subject.

There are other morphological elements, as fat-globules, molecular
fibrin, &c, which we shall notice when treating of the serum. We make

1 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 9, S. 216-222.
2 Allg. Anatomie, S. 422. » Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 3, S. 204-258
* Op. cit.
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no remarks on the infusoria which some have maintained that they have
found in the blood, treating the subject as a long-exploded error.

The textureless fluid constituent of the blood is the intercellular fluid,

•which, in the circulating blood, contains the fibrin in solution, as well as

the constituents of the serum ; hence, we first proceed to the considera-

tion of the fibrin, and the more so, since from its separation from the

blood in the form of the clot, it is closely associated with the blood-cor-

puscles. As we have already fully noticed the chemical nature of fibrin,

we shall here direct our remarks, for the most part, to the mechanical

relations which are dependent on the spontaneous separation of the

fibrin from freshly drawn blood. We shall therefore, now, principally

notice the coagulation of the blood and its results—the clot and its

different physical characters.

We have already referred to the views that have been advanced

in reference to the cause of the spontaneous coagulation of the fibrin

;

we have only additionally to mention an hypothesis recently put

forth by C. Schmidt, 1 which is essentially very similar to the opinion

previously expressed by Schultz. Schmidt believes that the fibrin be-

comes formed and separates in the following manner : as the blood

escapes from the circulation, an acid albuminate of soda which is dis-

solved in it, becomes disintegrated into its component parts in such a

manner, that a less acid, neutral or basic albuminate of soda remains

dissolved, while the other atom of albumen separates under the form
which we name fibrin ; the fibrin subsequently contracts to the smallest

possible volume, just as freshly precipitated silica, alumina, and phos-

phate of lime gradually contract. If we observe the separation of fibrin

in threads, &c, it will appear as if the analogy with hydrated alumina,

&c, at all events, affords no special support for this hypothesis, which

at first sight is sufficiently plausible.

The coagulation of the blood—the most striking phenomenon pre-

sented by fresh blood—although for a long time the subject of numerous

investigations, is still involved in considerable obscurity. We now re-

cognize fibrin as the proximate cause of the formation of the clot ; we
have also, in the introductory portion of this chapter, explained the pro-

cess of coagulation, in so far as its external phenomena are manifested

in healthy blood : but in various physiological and pathological condi-

tions, we meet with numerous anomalies, whose study promises to eluci-

date the nature of this process. These anomalies, or rather fluctuations

of the external phenomena, have reference partly to the duration of the

individual periods of coagulation, partly to the final consistence of the

clot, and partly to the manner in which the blood-corpuscles are enclosed

in it. We shall have to seek for the proximate causes of these modifi-

cations, partly in the variable quantity and nature of the fibrin, and in

the number and character of the blood-corpuscles, and partly also in the

chemical constitution of the serum.

We shall first notice the variation in the time of coagulating. We
much more frequently meet with cases in which the coagulation, or one

or other of its stages, is delayed, than in which it is abnormally hastened.

In investigating the causes of this difference, we shall at the same time

1 Characteristik d. Cholera, u. s. w. S. 205.

vol. i. 37
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become acquainted with the physiological and pathological relations

under which the coagulation proceeds either more slowly or more rapidly

than usual. H. Nasse must be especially mentioned, as having devoted

very great attention to this department of hematology, and as having

thrown much light upon it by his observations. We must first make

mention of certain external relations, which, quite independently of the

chemical nature of the blood, exert an influence on the time of coagula-

tion. Among these, we may first notice strong agitation of the blood

before, and during the process of coagulation. We find that the sepa-

ration of the fibrin is more rapidly effected when the blood has been

disturbed and shaken, in the same manner as in the case of saturated

saline solutions, which deposit their crystals far more rapidly when they

have been stirred or agitated. The blood also coagulates rapidly in a

vacuum, in consequence of the violent motion induced in the molecules

of the blood, by the development of vesicles of gas and aqueous vapor

;

its coagulation is, however, still more rapid in the air, when the latter

is strongly agitated, for here the access of the air or oxygen is added to

the other accelerating causes. For the same reasons, the rapidity of

the coagulation is increased in proportion to the slowness with which the

blood flows from the vein, the length of the jet, and the width and shal-

lowness of the vessels in which it falls. Since the blood itself contains

gases, the different quantity in which they occur, must necessarily in-

fluence the period of coagulation ; hence blood which is rich in carbonic

acid, coagulates less rapidly than when the contrary is the case ; thus,

too, the longer retention of the blood in the veins, after the application

of the bandage, appears to be connected with an increase of carbonic

acid ; at all events, we find that the blood coagulates far more slowly

than usual when the bandage had been applied a long time before vene-

section. Moreover, when the exchange of gases is not sufficiently

carried on in the lungs, the blood must become poorer in oxygen and

consequently richer in carbonic acid ; hence the blood coagulates very

slowly in cyanosis. A similar reason may also explain, at least in part,

the delay frequently noticed in the coagulation of inflammatory blood,

and the less rapid coagulation of venous than arterial blood. In pro-

longed bleeding, the blood that flows last, is found to coagulate much
more rapidly than that which escaped first, which is very probably owing

to the former containing an increased quantity of oxygen, derived from

the deep-drawn and jerking inspirations. This mode of explanation is

further confirmed by the lighter color of this blood. The blood taken

after death coagulates less rapidly, owing perhaps to its being more
abundantly impregnated with carbonic acid.

Another cause which accelerates the coagulation is the aqueous cha-

racter of the blood. According to Nasse's experiments, water accelerates

the coagulation of the blood when added in small quantities, or at all

events, when not exceeding twice the quantity of the blood, whilst
larger quantities tend to retard coagulation. Hence we find that watery
blood, as for instance, that of women or after repeated bloodlettings or
other losses of the juices, and anaemic blood, generally coagulate more
rapidly than blood in a normal state.

It has been long known, that certain salts, namely the caustic alkalies
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and their carbonates, have the property of retarding, or even wholly
arresting, the coagulation of the blood, but the question has not yet
been definitely settled in relation to other alkaline salts ; for in the ex-

periments on different salts, no attention has been paid to the degree of
dilution of the saline solution, or to the quantities of solution employed.
Nasse found, however, that almost all salts accelerate coagulation when
not employed in too large quantities, although they may retard it when
used in very small quantities. On this account, it is far less easy than
was formerly supposed to determine the connection existing between the
quantity of the salts contained in the blood, and its more or less rapid
coagulation in different diseases. Thus the absence of coagulability,

which has occasionally been observed in the blood in typhoid and putrid
conditions, has been referred to a considerable increase of the salts of
the blood, or to the presence of alkaline carbonates, but this is mere
opinion, unconfirmed by any experiments. All that can be asserted on
this subject, therefore, is that the difference frequently observed in the
period in which the blood coagulates in the same form of disease very
probably depends upon the amount of salts contained in the blood.

Viscid solutions of indifferent organic substances, such as albumen,
casein, and sugar, appreciably retard the coagulation of the blood. This
circumstance shows us, at all events, how many different conditions may
coincide to bring about one or another of these results in reference to
coagulation. But here, unfortunately we derive only little aid from
chemical analysis ; for, as we have already observed, we are still in en-
tire ignorance as to the different quantities of salts occurring in the
blood during disease.

The influence of the temperature of the blood (as it escapes from the
body) on its coagulation, has also been noticed by Nasse, but we are still

ignorant how far this may affect the period of the coagulation. The
difficulties of investigating more closely the causal connection of the
period of coagulation and the external and internal relations of the
blood, are further increased by the circumstance, that while these in-

fluences are frequently manifested in the blood, they may simultaneously
neutralize one another in a greater or lesser degree.

It has likewise been conjectured that the blood when it is rich in fibrin

(inflammatory blood) coagulates less rapidly than when it is deficient in

that substance ; but as the reverse is frequently found to occur, it ap-
pears very doubtful whether the quantity of fibrin exerts any influence

whatever on the period of coagulation.

In the present state of our knowledge, in reference to the different

conditions of the blood, we are alike incapable of explaining why the
blood of persons killed by lightning, of those who have died from the
effects of narcotic poisons or asphyxia, or from hanging, should not
coagulate, whilst it coagulates very rapidly after the infliction of venom-
ous bites, &c, and in the plague.

The consistence of the clot is also liable to very great variations. As
the fibrin actually constitutes the main consolidating substance of the
clot, the opinion long prevailed, and has only recently been relinquished,

that the cause of this difference was to be sought in a difference in the
chemical constitution of this substance ; but here we have, in the first
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place, to take into account both the external and the internal mechanical

influences, which make the clot appear at one time more dense and com-

pact, and at another softer and more gelatinous. The vessel in which

the blood coagulates, is not without its influence, for in a shallow vessel,

a softer coagulum will be formed than in a high and narrow one.

We reckon, among internal mechanical causes, the relations in which

the blood-corpuscles and the water stand to the quantity of the fibrin.

When the number of blood-corpuscles is small in relation to the quantity

of fibrin, its molecules approximate more closely to one another, and the

coagulum is more densely compressed. But when an excess of blood-

corpuscles is imbedded in fibrin which separates gelatinously, the latter

may remain imperfectly contracted during its further consolidation, and

thus give rise to a highly friable clot. As the lower part of the clot,

moreover, contains the greater number of blood-corpuscles, it is evident

that this portion will continue to be softer and looser in texture, whilst

the upper part becomes more dense and connected. On this account,

we find that the clot in the blood of plethoric persons is large and soft,

whilst in that of chlorotic patients it is small and firm.

The fact that too large a quantity of water diminishes the consistence

of the clot, has chiefly been proved by Nasse, both by direct experi-

ments and by observations on morbid watery blood. It would appear

as if the molecules, which are separated in a gelatinous form at the

commencement of coagulation, could not be brought into sufficiently

close contact with one another to admit of their firm contraction; and

hence, the clot may in such cases retain too much serum, which will

render it soft and friable. This excess of water may also contribute to

produce that greater softness which we observe in the clot of young
animals, and may be the cause of the softness noticed in the clot after

frequent bloodlettings. As, however, exceptions to these observations

sometimes present themselves, we must presume that other influences

frequently supervene which counteract the effect of the water. It fol-

lows, therefore, that we are unable to draw any conclusions regarding

the relations of weight between the serum and the actual coagulum,

from the relative volumes of the clot and of the serum ; since we should

have to consider in such an estimate, whether the fibrin in its condensa-

tion had completely pressed out the serum.

Henle further draws attention to a mechanical influence, which may
give rise to the formation of a soft and very diffluent coagulum, at least

in some few cases ; for when the blood slowly flows in separate drops,

each drop forms, in a certain degree, a coagulum which does not com-
bine with the other drops to form a homogeneous and connected mass.

Henle assigns this as the cause of the incoagulable character of the

menstrual blood ; but Schmidt's and my own observations (to which we
shall refer in a future page) have shown that this blood does not contain
any fibrin.

The gases contained in the blood appear to exert some influence on
the consistence of the clot; for whilst a light-red, highly oxygenous
blood yields a dense, elastic coagulum, the clot appears to be soft in all

conditions in which the blood is rich in carbonic acid ; this is especially

manifested in asphyxia—a condition in which it has been asserted that
the blood exhibits no capacity for coagulation.
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It is not impossible that other constituents of the blood may influence

the consistence of the clot ; at all events we find in artificial experiments
with salts which retard coagulation, that a soft and frequently even a
mere gelatinous coagulum is formed. The soft, friable, and often tar-

like consistence of the clot in putrid diseases, may therefore be owing to

free alkalies or their carbonates.

We are unable, at the present time, to determine whether the dif-

ferences manifested in the physical character of the clot, depend upon
differences in the chemical constitution of the fibrin. Some observers

have conjectured that there are different kinds of fibrin ; we have already

spoken of parafibrin, &c, but no differences in the nature of fibrin admit

of being chemically demonstrated; nor are we logically compelled to

assume the existence of such differences, since the different forms under
which the fibrin coagulates, may possibly depend upon the action of

certain chemical relations, of which we are still ignorant. When we
remember that ordinary albumen may form either a gelatinous and
milky, or a flocculent, or a membranous coagulum, without having expe-

rienced any alteration in its elementary composition, we cannot admit

the necessity of regarding the buffy fibrin of the inflammatory coat as

chemically different from that which is separated, in a crumbling or floc-

culent form, from tar-like blood.

The form of the coagulum mainly depends upon the relations of the

blood-corpuscles to which we have already referred. We have seen that,

under certain conditions, the blood-corpuscles are disposed to approxi-

mate to one another by their flat sides, thus assuming a cylindrical form,

and that in this manner they more readily displace the column of fluid

which supported them, and sink more rapidly ; whilst those cells which
are of a jagged, twisted, or spherically distended form, impede such a

cohesion, and give rise to a more prolonged suspension of the molecules.

The different forms of the clot must, therefore, obviously depend upon
the different sinking capacity of the blood-corpuscles.

The rapidity or slowness with which the fibrin is separated and con-

solidated, exerts in the same manner a determinate influence on the form
of the clot. The differences existing in these proximate causes prove

how difficult it is to explain in a special case the remote causes which

may give rise to any definite form of the clot. If we here take into

account the two proximate causes of difference, namely, the time of

coagulation of the fibrin and the sinking capacity of the blood-corpuscles,

we find two cases especially which give rise to a different conformation

of the clot, namely, rapid coagulation of the fibrin with little tendency

of the corpuscles to cohere, and slow coagulation of the fibrin with rapid

sinking of the corpuscles.

Henle first drew attention to the fact that the red sediments of blood-

corpuscles, which are often deposited from the blood when there is a

dense clot, are owing to the fibrin coagulating and becoming contracted

before the corpuscles had assumed the roll-like or nummular form ; on

the contraction of the gelatinized fibrin, a large number of the loosely

connected or wholly isolated blood-corpuscles are again expressed, by
which means the serum is for a time rendered turbid and red, until they

afterwards separate into the above-mentioned sediment, which readily
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admits of being again disturbed. Zimmermann, who confirmed this view

of Henle's by a microscopical examination of the red deposit, found,

moreover, that besides this sediment there was always present a small

but very compact clot, which proves that the coagulation of the fibrin

acted an important part in this phenomenon.

We far more frequently observe the converse relations in diseased,

and even sometimes in healthy blood—that is to say, the corpuscles have

a strongly marked sinking capacity, whilst the fibrin coagulates slowly.

We must here bear in mind that extreme cases are of the rarest occur-

rence, and that both properties are wholly relative ; for in the one case

the fibrin may contract as usual within an average time of coagulation,

while the corpuscles sink more rapidly ; and in the other case, the cor-

puscles may sink with their ordinary velocity only, while the fibrin, on
the contrary, coagulates very slowly. The result will be much the same
in both cases. The influence of these two causes may be perceived even

in the normal clot, for here we find that the lower part of the clot is

always darker and softer than the upper one ; this depends, certainly,

only in part upon the circumstance that there are more blood-corpuscles

which have already sunk in the lower than in the upper portion, for the

light color of the upper part depends on the one hand upon the access

of oxygen, and on the other upon the larger number of colorless blood-

corpuscles, which, although they combine in groups, owing to their

viscidity, are not so very closely in contact in consequence of their

spherical forms, and do not, from their lightness, sink as rapidly as the

red corpuscles. When the red corpuscles of fresh blood have sunk in

some degree before the fibrin becomes gelatinized, the fibrin coagulating

in the uppermost stratum of fluid is unable to enclose any red corpuscles,

and consequently forms a colorless crust upon the subsequently deposited

clot. As this crust encloses only few foreign elements, the fibrin of

which it consists contracts more closely than that which is beneath it,

and in which the blood-corpuscles are embedded. This crust will there-

fore not only present a smaller diameter than the red clot, but it must
also, from its contiguity, cause an extension of the margins of the latter,

while it gives rise to a concavity of the clot. This concave and gene-

rally very compact and yellowish-white huffy coat is of most common
occurrence. It is principally found to occur in the venous blood of

horses and in inflamed blood, and sometimes also in human blood, if

drawn during the process of digestion. A plane or convex buffy coat is

also observed in many morbid conditions ; in these cases it is soft, and
of a grayish-white color ; and it is not improbable that this character

depends no less upon an excess of colorless blood-cells and vesicles of

fat in the crust, than upon the slight contractility of the fibrin.

Although this mode of explaining the formation of a fibrinous or
buffy coat scarcely needs any additional grounds for its establishment,
Miiller, H. Nasse, and Henle have confirmed it by special experiments

;

for they formed an artificial buffy coat from blood that was not buffed,

by employing means either for accelerating the sinking of the blood-
cells, or for retarding the coagulation of the fibrin. Nasse found,
moreover, on comparing the blood of different animals, and by closely
examining diseased buffy blood, that the time in which the blood-cor-
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puscles sink bears an inverse relation to that in which the fibrin coagu-
lates. Nasse and others have, however, also frequently seen cases in

which rapidly coagulating blood formed a buffy coat ; these instances

do not, however, present any exception to the rule, since they only show
that the sinking of the corpuscles has proceeded more rapidly than the

coagulation of the fibrin.

We must not omit all mention of certain relations which, although

they do not constitute the sole conditions necessary for the formation of

a buffy coat, may contribute simultaneously with other causes toward its

production. Among these we must first instance the form of the vessel

in which the blood is suffered to coagulate. In a high narrow vessel,

the blood-corpuscles are sooner removed from the level of the fluid than

in a wide and shallow one, and thus leave a part of the fibrin to coagu-

late without them ; on this account, strongly inflamed blood is often

found to yield no buffy coat in a flat vessel, whilst, on the contrary,

blood which is considered to be of a non-inflammatory character exhibits

a buffy coat if received in a narrow cylinder.

The number of the corpuscles is another cause which contributes to

the formation of this coat. When the number of corpuscles is small

and their sinking capacity is considerable, a buffy coat will more readily

be formed than where the blood-corpuscles are present in large numbers.

On this account a buffy coat is more frequently formed after a second

or third, than after the first venesection. The same cause explains its

more frequent occurrence in the blood of anaemic and pregnant females,

than in that of healthy and non-pregnant women.
It was formerly regarded as a well-established view, that the forma-

tion of this coat was owing to an excess of fibrin ; and as the increase

of the fibrin was in general proportional to the progress of inflammation,

it was also termed the inflammatory crust. It cannot be denied that

the quantity of the fibrin exerts some influence on the thickness of the

buffy coat, but it can never constitute the sole cause ; for we frequently

observe inflammatory blood, which is very rich in fibrin, form no crust,

whilst, as we have already noticed, blood that is poor in fibrin may in

many chronic affections present a crust of this nature.

We have, therefore, to revert to many different proximate or remote

mechanical and chemical causes for an explanation of the configuration

of the clot in any special case. The observations regarding the me-

chanical relations of the clot are only important in a semeiotic point of

view in special cases ; they are of no service in the establishment of

artificial families or groups of diseases.

Before we pass to the further consideration of the substances actually

dissolved in the intercellular fluid, we have to notice some bodies which

remain suspended in the blood, or more correctly speaking, in the serum,

after the separation of the fibrin and the blood-corpuscles.

Hewson and Thomson are of opinion that they have found a milky

turbidity of the serum in blood taken some hours after a meal ; but I

have never observed anything of this kind either in carnivorous or her-

bivorous animals, whose blood I have examined at different periods after

the administration of food. In a similar manner the serum acquires,

according to Hewson and Magendie, a milky appearance after prolonged
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fasting. Nasse found that the serum of the blood of pregnant women
was in most cases milky ; very frequently, but not invariably we observe

that in drunkards the serum presents an opalescent, almost milky tur-

bidity. This turbid appearance is generally due to the presence of sus-

pended /a£, which may easily be detected by microscopical examination

or by shaking the serum with ether.

Zimmermann has drawn attention to a kind of turbid serum, which he

has found in the blood in inflammatory conditions. This turbidity

depends upon the presence of very small dark particles, or molecular

granules ; and hence he was induced to assume the existence of a special

molecular fibrin, while Scherer, on the contrary, who has noticed similar

instances of turbidity, inclines rather to the opinion that these granules

are separated albumen. My own observations on the turbidity arising

from molecular granules lead me to concur in the latter view ; for I

found that the turbidity disappeared on the addition of neutral alkaline

salts, when the serum exhibited only a faint alkaline reaction ; and
hence we must assume, with Scherer, that a portion of the alkali is by
some means removed from the albuminate of soda in the blood, and that

a portion of the albumen has been separated in a finely granular form,

after the removal of the alkali which had been combined with it (see p. 297).

In some cases the turbidity of the serum depends upon the presence

of suspended colorless blood-cells, as both Pieschel and myself have ob-

served in the blood of dogs affected with the mange.
If it be admitted that the physical relations of morbid blood, as it

flows fresh from the vein, is a subject of considerable importance, the

character of the blood in the dead body, in respect to the mode of its

coagulation and its color and consistence, cannot be devoid of interest

to the pathologist. However strongly we may protest against the doctrine

of erases, which is based on such investigations, as a perversion of the

so-called pathologico-anatomical tendency, we cannot withhold our testi-

mony to the value of the labors of such inquirers as Rokitansky and
Engel. The connections which Engel has ingeniously established between

the nature of the blood in the dead body and its imbibition in the tissues,

its accumulation in separate organs, and the character it impresses on

the individual tissues, as well as regarding the nature and extent of the

preceding exudations or transudations, show that we are justified in

looking for a rich accession to our scientific knowledge from a more exact

chemical investigation of this subject. Unfortunately, however, no
chemist has as yet been inclined to direct his attention to this subject.

Hence we do not deem it altogether superfluous to follow the arrange-

ment of Rokitansky and Engel, and to consider the different kinds of

blood in the dead body with reference to the above physical properties,

classifying them in the six following groups :

—

1. One kind of blood found in the dead body is distinguished by its

thick fluid character, its reddish-brown color, and its coagulability ; and
is probably for the most part characteristic of a certain group of diseases,

since it is only met with in the bodies of persons who have died from
violent inflammations (with the exception of inflammatory affections of
the brain, and the spinal cord). Blood of this kind becomes bright red
on exposure to the air, and coagulates only in the larger vessels ; in the
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capillaries and the smaller vessels it retains its thin fluid nature, and the
coagula which occur in the heart and in the larger arteries, as well as
the larger veins, are almost always compact, and of a dark brownish-red
color. The thickness of this Mood is the cause why it is less readily
infiltrated into the tissues than other blood. It is moreover worthy
of notice, that fibrinous coagula never occur simultaneously with these
clots in the heart and the larger vessels, for when they are present,
they are found in the vessels of moderate calibre, but never in the ca-
pillaries.

2. The blood in acute diseases of the spinal cord and of the brain is

found to be thickly fluid, of a dirty brownish-red color, uncoagulated,
and devoid of fibrinous coagula.

3. A thick, uncoagulated, and not coagulable blue and blackish-red
blood, which, under certain favorable conditions, sometimes deposits
fibrinous coagula in the heart and in the larger vessels, is certainly not
characteristic of merely one form of admixture of the blood ; for blood
of this kind is found in the body after diseases which reciprocally exclude
one another, as, for instance, after plethora (depending upon heart dis-

eases), typhus, acute tuberculosis, cholera, and poisonings with narcotics
and lead, and after sudden and profuse sweats or diarrhoeas.

_
4. A pale, or vermilion-red, uncoagulable, thin, fluid blood, which, not-

withstanding its fluidity, does not readily infiltrate the tissues,- but
which often deposits a considerable quantity of fibrinous coagula in the
larger vessels, does not belong to any special admixture of the blood,
since it is met with after the most varied conditions of disease, when the
blood has acquired a watery character ; as, for instance, after frequent
venesections, hemorrhages, considerable exudations, long-continued diar-

rhoea and sweats ; and in the anaemia following typhus and the acute
exanthemata, as well as in senile atrophy.

5. A thin bluish-black, uncoagulable blood, which is distributed in

large quantities from the great to the smallest vessels, which easily in-

filtrates into the different tissues, and which never exhibits any separa-

tion of fibrinous coagula, is found in valvular anomalies of the heart.

An accurate analysis of this variety of blood, compared with the com-
position of the blood in the living body, during the existence of the dif-

ferent conditions arising from mechanical difficulty and obstruction of

the function of respiration, as, for instance, plethora, hemorrhoidal affec-

tions, dropsy, &c, would undoubtedly yield the most valuable aid towards

the explanation of the mechanical and chemical metamorphosis of matter

in the animal body.

6. Finally, there is a kind of blood found in the body after death,

which is thinly fluid, uncoagulable, and of a dirty brownish color, does

not deposit fibrinous coagula, is easily infiltrated into the tissues, but is

generally found to occur in inconsiderable quantities in the heart and the

large vessels, while it is accumulated in abundance in the capillaries.

This condition is observed in true decompositions of the blood, as for

instance, in pyaemia, puerperal fever, scurvy, &c.

We are still in the dark as to the direct origin of those polypous coa-

gula of fibrin which are deposited from uncoagulable blood containing

but little fibrin ; and all that we know in reference to the subject is,
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that the retarded circulation induced shortly before death bJ mechanical

obstruction as well as by debility, is favorable to the deposition of these

masses—and hence their occurrence after a protracted death-struggle.

The formation of the purely local fibrinous coagula observed in aneu-

risms, obliteration of the veins, phlebitis, &c, may be explained in a

similar manner.

We now pass to the consideration of the actually dissolved chemical

constituents of the serum ; amongst which we must first direct our atten-

tion to albumen. As we have already fully considered this substance in

its various relations to other protein-bodies, and to the other constituents

of the blood, it only remains for us to notice one or two additional

points.

The question has often been raised, whether the albumen in different

vessels, under different physiological relations, and in different patholo-

gical conditions, is always identical. Physiological, no less than logical

grounds, warrant us in answering this question in the negative, although

chemistry affords but little aid in determining the point. We have already

seen (p. 296) that many modifications in the properties of albumen de-

pend upon the different quantity of alkali or salts which it contains,

while the organic group of atoms in the albumen has always remained

the same. Differences in the albumen, depending upon an augmen-
tation or diminution of the quantity of alkali, that is to say, neutral,

basic, and acid albuminates of soda, occur even in the normal con-

dition, as for instance, in the blood of different vessels. The solution of

neutral albuminate of soda becomes turbid on the addition of water.

This combination occurs not only in morbid blood (as Scherer was the

first to show), but also in the blood of different vessels, as also in the

blood of the splenic vein ; and here, independently of the other meta-

morphoses experienced by the blood in the spleen, a portion of the

basic albuminate of soda is saturated by the free acid which we find

in the parenchyma of that organ, and the neutral compound is thus

formed. The serum of the portal blood appears, moreover, less turbid

on the addition of water than that of the splenic vein ; while that of

the hepatic veins exhibits great turbidity on the addition of water

;

and here the albumen of the portal vein, probably, loses a portion of

the alkali which is applied to the formation of the bile.

It appears from the investigations of Guillot and Leblanc, 1 Panum,2

Stas, 3 and others, that the substance which they regard as casein, is con-

tained in a larger quantity in the blood of pregnant and puerperal women
than in ordinary blood. The supposed occurrence of casein in the blood

has been already noticed.

Notwithstanding the proofs which Panum and Moleschott have brought
forward to demonstrate the existence of casein in the blood, Scherer is

still by no means convinced that their casein is anything more than albu-

minate of potash or soda. See p. 297.

In accordance with Scherer's view, we must regard the different form
in which the albumen coagulates, as depending upon the different quantity
of alkali which it contains (see p. 296) ; but still we often observe, that
where the alkaline fluid has been neutralized or faintly acidified, in order

« Compt. rend. T. 31, p. 585. 2 Arch. f. path. Anat. Bd. 3, 268.
» Compt. rend. T. 41, p. 629.
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to induce such a complete deposition of the albumen as may be neces-

sary for its perfect filtration, the albumen of one blood collects less easily

in flakes, and is less readily filtered, than that of another. Thus, I con-

stantly found that the albumen of the blood of the hepatic veins only
accumulated in masses very slowly, often not till it iiad been boiled for

hours, whilst that of the portal and other veins, as well as that of the

arteries, very readily coagulated on boiling after the addition of an acid,

and that it rapidly sank, leaving a clear supernatant fluid.

Since, as we have already observed, ordinary chemical investigations,

and more especially elementary analyses, still fail to throw much light

on the inquiry into the essential differences in the protein-bodies, C.

Schmidt1 has conceived the happy idea of bringing substances that are

readily capable of fermentation or decomposition into contact with the

constituents of the blood under favoring conditions, and thus employing
sugar, urea, amygdalin, asparagin, &c, as tests for the presence of cer-

tain modifications of albumen ; as yet, however, the only results at which
he has arrived, are that the blood-cells of a healthy individual (but not

the intercellular fluid) contain one substance which yields sugar-ferment

as the product of its spontaneous decomposition, and another which
similarly yields urea-ferment. In diseases, as for instance in cholera,

one or the other of these fermenting bodies is increased to a great

degree.

We have already fully considered the fats of the serum, and we
need, therefore, here simply remark that only a small quantity of free

fat occurs in the serum, while saponified fat is always present in

large quantities, as well as the crystallizable lipoids, cholesterin, and
serolin. It cannot be shown, with certainty, that the serum contains

any phosphorized fats. We shall perceive from special numerical
results, that the quantity of the fat, and also the kinds of fat occurring

in the different veins and under different physiological relations, present

great variety. The fat of the serum as compared with that of the blood-

corpuscles, may be regarded as more readily crystallizable, and less

tenacious and colorless, but far inferior in respect to quantity. The dif-

ference between the quantity of fat contained in the intercellular fluid

and that of the blood-corpuscles is obvious from the above review of the

quantitative distribution of the different constituents in the corpuscles

and the intercellular fluid. We would only observe, therefore, that the

considerable quantity of fat which is mixed with the fibrin, has very fre-

quently been regarded as peculiar to that constituent. Virchow2 found

from 2*50 to 2-76 g of fat which could be extracted with alcohol and ether

in human venous fibrin. Schmid3 from 4'21 to 5-04g in the fibrin of the

jugular vein of horses, and from 7*37 to 8-72° in that of the portal vein,

whilst I found 2*154 in the buffy coat of the venous blood of the horse,

and 2-168 g in the arterial blood of the same animal.

It is certainly of some importance in a physiological point of view to

decide whether the fat which can be extracted from this substance is of

a peculiar kind, and exists in chemical combination with it, or whether

it is only incidentally mixed with this substance, that is to say, from

1 Characteristik der Cholera, S. 57-68.

2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 266-293. s Heller's Arch. Bd. 4, S. 322.
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purely mechanical causes. It has been usual to follow the views of

Berzelius in this respect, and to regard this fat as peculiar to the fibrin,

and as distinguished from other fats of the blood by the amount of

nitrogen it contains ; but a more attentive consideration of the mode in

which the fibrin is exhibited, leads us to doubt the correctness of this

opinion. We have here only to consider the mode of preparation of the

fibrin, and the admixtures which it always contains ; the fibrin in its

spontaneous coagulation must necessarily draw down and enclose par-

ticles only suspended in the blood, and in addition to these and the

blood-corpuscles, occasionally very minute fat-vesicles, and always color-

less blood-cells. When the fibrin is obtained by washing the clot, the

granular contents of many colored blood-cells, which mainly consist of

fat, remain in the fibrin together with the cell-walls. We have already

shown in an earlier part of this work that many colorless blood-cells

are mixed with the fibrin, and it must further be observed, that

they contain, absolutely and relatively, more fat than the colored

cells. We do not call in question the possibility that acid salts of the

fatty acids in the serum (enclosed in the clot) may be rendered insoluble

by strong dilution with water. There are at all events, a number of

possible sources to which the fibrin-fat may and indeed must in part be

referred. It is only necessary, therefore, for the determination of this

question, to ascertain whether this fibrin-fat differs specifically from the

fats associated with the other constituents of the blood. Such, however,

does not seem to be the case, for as far as my own and Virchow's in-

quiries extend, the fibrin only contains fats which belong to some one or

other of the blood-constituents. Virchow found a considerable quantity

of acid phosphate of lime in the ash of this fat ; the other reactions of

the fat seemed also to confirm the presence of glycerophosphate of lime,

which, as we have seen, is peculiar to the colored blood-cells. There is

also an acid ammonia-soap contained in the fibrin-fat, which may pos-

sibly have been conveyed to it by the serum. We know so little of the

non-saponifiable fats, that they cannot aid us in deciding this question

either negatively or affirmatively. Virchow could not detect cholesterin

in the fibrin of man, but I have demonstrated its presence in the fibrin

of horses by the micrometrical measurements of its angles. It might

indeed also be derived from the serum. It follows from the above ob-

servations, that we are not as yet justified in ascribing special fats to

the fibrin. We might perhaps be disposed to attach some weight, as far

as this question is concerned, to Virchow's observation of an acid re-

action of the fat of the fibrin, but independently of the fact that the fat

of the colored blood-cells exhibits a similar reaction, there are several

grounds for explaining this phenomenon. In the first place, these fats,

as they contain the salts of the fatty acids, must assume an acid re-

action whenever the ether which is employed, is not entirely pure (free

from acetic acid, aldehydic acid, &c), and from several investigations

in relation to this subject, I am disposed to think, that the metamor-
phosis of the ether into acids, by the action of animal substances, is

considerably promoted by prolonged digestion. On the other hand, we
can the less wonder at the acid reaction of these fats, since the salts of

the fatty acids precipitated with the fibrin by water, are acid salts, from
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which on fusion volatile and acidly reacting fatty acids are separated

from their combinations with bases. Thus, for instance, we constantly

find volatile fatty acids in these fats (both in those of the fibrin and of

the blood-corpuscles), as for instance, acetic acid, which may be pro-

duced by the metamorphosis of the ether, and at least one acid, which,

when treated with baryta, yields a salt which crystallizes into beautiful

laminse, and which undoubtedly belongs to the group of the true volatile

fatty acids.

With regard to the extractive matters of the serum, it is better to

pass them over in perfect silence, than to collect the fragmentary

and inconclusive facts regarding them at present in our possession.

From the physiology of the metamorphoses going on in the blood, we
should be led to suppose that the extractive matters are far more abun-

dant in the intercellular fluid than in the blood-cells, and this view is

confirmed by direct experiment ; for, as is obvious from what has been

already stated regarding the composition of the blood, these substances

occur more abundantly, both relatively and absolutely, in the serum than

in the cells.

A number of substances were formerly included and concealed among
these extractive matters of the blood, and especially of the serum, which

have either lately been discovered or which we have not yet succeeded

in finding. First amongst these we must place sugar. This has very

recently been proved by C. Schmidt1 to be an integral constituent of the

normal blood of cattle, dogs, cats, and diseased and healthy men. It

has been already mentioned, that in consequence of Bernard's discovery

of sugar in the liver, I sought for this substance in the blood of the

portal and hepatic veins, and found 10 or 12 times as much in the latter

as in the former, in which the quantity was very small.

The method of determining the amount of sugar. in the blood is very

simple : freshly drawn and defibrinated blood is gradually treated with

8 or 10 times its volume of alcohol, the mixture being thoroughly shaken

;

the coagulum is washed with hot alcohol, and the alcohol of the filtered

fluid driven off; the residue is further concentrated, and then extracted

with stronger alcohol, whereby the greater portion of the salts is sepa-

rated ; a part of the alcoholic fluid is now treated with an alcoholic solu-

tion of potash, by which the potash-and-sugar compound and a little

extractive matter are precipitated ; the precipitated flakes become caked

together on the filter, from the action of the air ; we then dissolve them

in water, and can determine the sugar qualitatively by Trommer's, and

quantitatively by Fehling's test. Another part of the alcoholic solution

(from which the greater part of the salts has been removed in the above-

described manner) may be evaporated, dissolved in water, and treated

with a little yeast ; and the quantity of sugar can then be calculated

from the carbonic acid which is evolved. (See page 253.)

Other substances occurring in the serum of normal blood are urea,

uric acid, and hippuric acid. The latter has been found by Verdeil

and Dollfuss2 at Giessen, in the blood of oxen. That creatine and

creatinine occur in the blood, has certainly not yet been proved by

1 Characteristic der Cholera, u. s. w. S. 161-164.
* Compt. rend. T. 30, p. 510 et 657-660.
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direct investigation, but from the simultaneous occurrence of these two

substances in the muscular juice and in the urine, we are justified in

concluding that they exist there.

Whether biliary matters, to wit, the biliary acids, occur preformed in

normal blood, we have not at present the means of deciding (as has been

already mentioned) ; on theoretical grounds, we should, however, regard

their presence as improbable.

We are still perfectly in the dark regarding the pigments of normal

serum.

The faint yellow color which is peculiar to normal serum, certainly

does not depend on bile-pigment ; at all events, we cannot exhibit the

well-known and striking reactions of cholepyrrhin with the extracts of

the serum. In diseases, the serum often assumes an intense yellow

color, with or without simultaneous turbidity ; this depends either on

bile-pigment, which is recognizable in the blood, not merely in icterus,

but sometimes also in cases of pneumonia, or on an augmentation of the

above-mentioned little understood serum-pigment (which is also most

frequently observable in inflammatory processes), or lastly, on suspended

blood-corpuscles. Schultz is of opinion, that haematin may also occur

in solution in the serum, if the contents of the blood-cells become diffused

in it, in consequence of a deficiency of salts in the blood. Such cases

must, however, be very rare.

We have little to add to what has been already stated, regarding the

salts peculiar to the serum. While phosphates and potash-salts pre-

dominate in the blood-corpuscles, we find a preponderating quantity of

soda-salts, and especially of the chloride of sodium, in the serum ; on

an average we also find far more salts in the serum than in the blood-

cells (after deducting the iron). Alkaline sulphates and carbonates

belong also principally to the intercellular fluid.

Before concluding our remarks on the qualitative examination of the

blood, we must mention the persistent odor which is peculiar to that

fluid, and which is particularly evolved on mixing blood with a larger

quantity of sulphuric acid, as for instance, 1 volume of blood with 1 J of

acid. Barruel 1 believed that he had ascertained that the blood of every

animal possesses its own peculiar odorous principle, and stands in a

definite relation with the odor of the cutaneous and pulmonary transpira-

tion. These and several other opinions of Barruel, having reference to

medico-legal investigation, have not been altogether confirmed. They
have been submitted to a very careful experimental criticism by Schmidt,2

who found that the peculiar odor was evolved in an unmistakeable manner
by the blood of the goat, the sheep, and the cat, while the odor which

was developed from the blood of other animals did not possess a distinctly

specific character.

According to Barruel, the odorous principle of the blood is more dis-

tinct in the male than in the female sex in every species of animal ; as,

moreover, it may be developed from the serum, it would appear to per-

tain to that portion of the blood. Further, the manner in which this

odor is developed, indicates that we are here dealing with volatile acids

1 Ann. d'Hygiene publique. No. 6. 1829.
2 Diagnostik verdachtiger Flecke in Criminalfallen. Mitau u. Leipzig, 1848, S. 19.
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which belong, or at all events are closely allied to the butyric acid

group.

The general remarks -which we have made regarding the analysis of

the animal fluids, especially apply to the analysis of the blood. The
shortest possible critical review of the different modes that have been
adopted for analyzing the blood, will fully confirm the truth of those

observations.

One of the most important deficiencies in the analysis is obviously

connected with the circumstance that the primary and most important
physiological question, namely, the quantitative relation between the

fresh blood-corpuscles (with their moist contents) and the plasma belong-

ing to them, cannot be answered in the present state of analytical

chemistry. We must hence rest satisfied with determining, at all events

approximatively, the solid, coagulable and insoluble constituents of the

blood-corpuscles ; we say approximately, for even the methods of deter-

mining the insoluble matters of the blood-cells have in part only a rela-

tive value ; their quantity is usually not directly found, but calculated

from several determinations ; moreover, the originator of every indirect

method of determining the blood-corpuscles must admit that this method
never can give a perfectly correct result, even for hypothetically dry

blood-cells, since it is impossible to declare, by any of these indirect

methods, how much of the constituents of the serum enclosed in the

clot, is still adhering to the blood-corpuscles, and must accordingly be

deducted. The worst deficiency in all blood-analyses however is, that

the errors are not constant, even when the same method is employed

;

that is to say, the acknowledged error in every analytical method is of

variable magnitude, so that even the comparative blood-analyses made
according to one and the same method—a procedure on which the

French chemists lay such stress—have only a very subordinate value

for physiology and pathology, and the conclusions drawn from them can

only be received with the most extreme caution. We must confess with

sorrow, that even at the present day the analysis of the blood must be

ranked amongst the most uncertain and untrustworthy investigations in

the whole department of analytical chemistry. Hence, the attempt

which has been recently made (by Hinterberger under the superinten-

dence of v. Gorup-Besanez 1

) to prove experimentally the comparative

certainty of the different methods of analyzing the blood, is the more

praiseworthy ; it is only in this way that we shall attain to what at

present seems in some measure impossible. We ought not, however, to

expect that chemistry at its beginning should equally distribute its full

light over a field on which scarcely a glimmer of twilight has fallen

during preceding centuries of investigation.

Most of the experimenters who have made large series of blood-

analyses, namely, Andral and Gavarret,2 Becquerel and Rodicr,3 and

Popp,4 have scarcely at all deviated from the method by which Prevost

• Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 603-618.

2 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 55, p. 227.

3 Gaz. MeU de Paris, 1844. No. 47, p. 751.

4 Untersuchungen iiber die Beschaffenheit des menschl. Blutes in versckiedenen

Krankheiten. Leipzig, 1845, S. 68.
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and Dumas5 determined the dry blood-corpuscles. This method con-

sisted, essentially, in separately weighing the serum and the clot, after

the perfect contraction of the latter, in order to determine the ratio in

which they stood to each other ; the solid residue of the serum was then

determined, as also was that of the clot ; on deducting the fibrin, which

had been otherwise determined, from the solid residue of the clot, we
obtain the number which expresses the sum of the dry blood-corpuscles

and of the solid residue of the serum still enclosed in the clot. It is in

the accurate determination of the amount of this serum that our most

able experimentalists have broken down. Since the amount of water in

the clot probably stands in a near ratio to that of the serum, Prevost

and Dumas unquestionably believed that they were most nearly approxi-

mating to the true ratio, when they regarded all the water found in the

clot as pertaining to the serum, and calculated accordingly the amount

of the solid constituents of the serum contained in the dry clot, the

amount of fibrin being previously deducted.

Since the whole of this calculation depends on a mere simple propor-

tion, it would be quite superfluous to enter into further particulars

regarding it.

I cannot imagine, as C. Schmidt appears to assume, that Prevost and

Dumas actually believed that all the water of the clot depended only on

the serum, but I think it more than probable that they took the view

which we have already described. Since the quantity of the serum

enclosed in the clot could not be absolutely determined, and as there

was no available means of estimating it, the only alternatives that

remained for them were, either to calculate all the water of the clot

(after deducting the fibrin) as belonging to the blood-corpuscles alone,

or as belonging to the serum alone ; and they chose the latter. Neither

they nor any of their followers have supposed that either of these views

was not decidedly erroneous ; they, as a matter of course, chose that

which obviously led to the smaller error. Von Bibra seems, therefore,

to have fallen into a mistake, in believing that by disregarding the serum
contained in the clot, he could diminish the error of these chemists.

The modifications of this method which other experimentalists, namely
Becquerel and Rodier, and Popp, have adopted, all retain the same error

to which we directed attention in speaking of the plan originally made use

of by Prevost and Dumas ; the former determined the solid residue of

the defibrinated blood, and deducted from this the solid residue of the

serum which they calculated from the amount of water (the solid residue

being determined from a separate analysis of the serum). Popp analyzed
the serum that separated from defibrinated blood, and then the cruor

which was formed under this serum. These modifications, although not

essential, are undoubted improvements on the original method ; for it

would be folly to attempt the impossibility of thoroughly drying the

clot, as it is obtained from the coagulation of the blood ; if, however,
we take a portion of the clot for the determination of the solid residue,

we must at all events adopt the caution of analyzing a vertical section
of it, since the corpuscles are very unequally distributed in the clot

1 Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. T. 23, pp. 56-75.
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from above downwards. In many cases it is better to separate the
serum from the cruor, according to Popp's method, than from the clot
according to the method of the French chemists. This separation of
the serum from the sunk corpuscles by any method is, however, in most
cases, the most uncertain part of the analysis ; for in drawing or pour-
ing off the fluid portion from the clot, it rarely happens that the serum
is obtained perfectly free from blood-corpuscles, or the clot perfectly
free from serum, independently of the quantity which is enclosed.

Although, however, all authors have been compelled to admit that this
mode of determining the dry corpuscles can have no absolute value, it

has been generally regarded as perfectly available and sufficient for
comparative analyses of the blood ; but we must remember with what
very different power the fibrin contracts in the clot in different diseases

;

a very dense clot will enclose far less serum than a very loose gelatinous
one ;

and we do not take into account, that sediments of blood-corpuscles
often occur external to the clot : further, the serum obtained from the
blood-corpuscles occurs in no definite proportion, since the quantity of
serum remaining mixed with the corpuscles is less dependent on the
manipulation of the operator than on accident.

Simon1 struck upon a method of finding the quantity of the blood-
corpuscles directly, which however is altogether wanting in accuracy.
He coagulated whipped blood by the application of heat, stirring or
shaking it the whole time, and then extracting the coagulum with ether
and boiling alcohol : he thought that boiling alcohol left the albumen of
the serum in a state of purity, and dissolved the constituents of the

blood-corpuscles together with the salts and extractive matters of the
serum ; after the evaporation of the alcoholic solutions, the residue was
extracted with cold aqueous spirit, which, as Simon appeared to believe,

left undissolved all the constituents of the blood-corpuscles, while it dis-

solved the non-coagulable matters of the serum. This method presents

so many imperfections that one only wonders how Simon's blood-analyses

should coincide so tolerably well with those of other experimenters. In
illustration of the utter unfitness of this method it may suffice to men-
tion, that two analyses of one and the same blood, made according to

Simon's directions, would never by any chance coincide. This method,

in consequence of its minuteness of detail, has never been adopted in

large series of blood-analyses.

Scherer2 has in many respects improved the analysis of the blood, and
his method is the most correct that has yet been suggested, although it

presents the same prominent deficiency as the others, namely, the mere

determination of those constituents of the blood-corpuscles which are

coagulable and insoluble in water, together with the uncertainty at-

taching to the absolute value in consequence of the impossibility of

estimating the serum that is actually enclosed. Thus, Scherer does

not compare the solid residues of the serum and the defibrinated

blood, but the quantities of the coagulable constituents of both fluids,

in order to find the number of dry blood-corpuscles, and calculates the

salts, fats, and extractive matters independently. From the compa-

1 Med. Chem. Bd. 2, S. 83 [or English Translation, vol. 1, p. 175].
2 Otto's Beitrag z. d. Analysen gesunden Bluts. Wurzburg, 1848.

vol. i. 38
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rative investigations of Hinterbergcr, it appears that Scherer's method
yields the smallest number for the blood-corpuscles, and the reason of

this is easily seen ; for the dry corpuscles, in Scherer's analyses are de-

prived not only of all their soluble constituents, but also of an unde-

termined quantity of earthy phosphates, by the acetic acid employed in

the coagulation, and in addition to this, a little pigment sometimes

remains in solution in the fluid, notwithstanding the boiling and neutrali-

zation, and there is then so much lost in the calculation of the blood-

corpuscles. The principal reason may, after all, lie, as v. Gorup-Besanez

and Hinterberger have suggested, in the manner in which Scherer obtains

the defibrinated blood, which is as follows : he applies pressure to the

clot, and mixes the fluid which escapes with the serum—a method of

procedure by which a greater or lesser number of corpuscles, or at all

events of their remains, must invariably be retained in the fibrin, and

thus be lost in the determination of the mass of the dry blood-cells.

We now arrive at a method which appears to avoid the errors of those

we have previously described, and to separate the whole of the serum

from the corpuscles. It is based on the property (mentioned in p. 564)

which a solution of Glauber's salts possesses of rendering the blood-cor-

puscles capable of being retained on a filter. It was first applied by Figuier,

and subsequently improved by Dumas, and more recently by Hone. 1

Defibrinated blood is treated with eight times its volume of a concen-

trated solution of Glauber's salts and filtered, the residue on the filter is

rinsed with the same solution (Dumas simultaneously conducts a stream

of oxygen through the mass lying on the filter), and finally the mass of

blood-cells retained on the filter is either directly coagulated with hot

water (Figuier), or is first washed off the filter in tepid water, and then

coagulated by boiling. Practicable and accurate as this proceeding

appears at first sight to be in theory, it is not to be depended upon

in practice. Notwithstanding the precautionary rules recommended by

Dumas, some of the blood-corpuscles almost always pass through the

filter, and this is the more likely to occur, the more rapidly the corpus-

cles adhere in dark-red masses to it ; but even when the filtered fluid

appears only a little colored, we can always detect plenty of corpuscles

in it with the microscope, or at all events perceive the deposition of a

red sediment ; the fluid often passes so slowly through the filter, that the

latter becomes completely blocked up by the more or less altered blood-

corpuscles. This method of procedure is very often inapplicable to dis-

eased blood, either from its corpuscles passing as readily through the

filter after the addition of sulphate of soda as before (Didiot and Du-

jardin2
), or because the serum is so viscid and almost gelatinous, that

it will not pass through the filter. In a very small number of cases this

difficulty may be got over by substituting a solution of sugar for one

of sulphate of soda (Poggiale3
). This is, however, the most important

question—Is all the serum actually separated in this manner ? If this

were the case, this method might at all events be used as a check to

other methods, as for instance, to Scherer's, and we should thus probably

be able to discover a coefficient for the error (consequent on the serum

' Chemie u. Mikrosk. am Krankenbette. S. 132.
2 Comp. rend. T. 23, p. 227. 2 Ibid. T. 25, pp. 198-201.
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retained in the clot) which is unavoidable in the preceding methods ; hut
unfortunately this is not the case, for the corpuscles collected on the filter
are by no means free from serum after two or three washings with a so-
lution of Glauber's salts, as Hb'fle believes ; for the fluid running off the
corpuscles even after six or eight washings, is not free from the consti-
tuents^ the serum (if indeed so many washings do not cause the disin-
tegration of the corpuscles or the clogging up of the filter) ; this is the
reason why, as Gorup and Hinterberger found, this method yields more
dry blood-cells than any other, notwithstanding the above-mentioned loss
of corpuscles and their constituents (which, when the globulin of the
blood-cells is imperfectly coagulated, remain dissolved with the sulphate
of soda, especially if a little acid has been added to the fluid to be co-
agulated). This excess of blood-cells becomes more intelligible when we
have convinced ourselves (as I have often done) that clear blood-serum
becomes strongly turbid by a saturated solution of pure sulphate of soda.
Hence, notwithstanding the most careful washing, substances are added
by the serum to the corpuscles. Moreover, in examining the ash of the
blood-cells determined by Hb'fle's method, Hinterberger found a large
amount of sulphates. This, however, I have never observed when the
coagulum was properly washed with hot water. But, on carefully con-
sidering the application of this method, we find that in theory also there
are certain objections to it. Thus, if we wash the blood-corpuscles with
a fluid which leaves the walls of the cells uninjured, the permeability of
the walls is not by that means impeded. We know that the soluble salts

of the blood-cells permeate the cell-walls ; hence it would be very re-

markable if the soluble coagulable protein-bodies of the cell-contents
could not also partially penetrate the cell-membranes after the removal
of all the serum, in accordance with the laws of endosmosis. Moreover
the substance retained in the blood-corpuscles (as C. Schmidt has shown)
loses potash by its solution in water and subsequent coagulation, and
besides this also organic matter ; so that this method, even if all the
serum could be removed from the blood-corpuscles, would prove insufficient

to determine the solid constituents of the blood-cells.

C. Schmidt 1
is the first who has attempted the solution of the problem,

to determine the relation of the moist blood-cells to the intercellular

fluid. His mode of proceeding is not based, as might be supposed, on
the direct determination of the dry blood-corpuscles by means of sul-

phate of soda, but, on the contrary, on the original method of Prevost

and Dumas. Since the investigations of the most accurate analysts

show that the solid constituents of the serum stand in a constant relation

to those of the clot, that is to say, since the richness of the clot in solid

constituents is proportional to the degree of concentration of the serum,

it follows that the number representing the dry blood-corpuscles, calcu-

lated according to Prevost and Dumas' method, must also stand in a

constant relation to the fresh corpuscles existing in the blood. It thus

became necessary to discover the constant factor by which we might

calculate the blood-cells (in the morphological sense) from the hypotheti-

cal dry blood-corpuscles found by Prevost and Dumas' method. Schmidt

has found that this coefficient is equal to 4, so that we have only to mul-

1 Characteristik der Cholera. S. 3-19.
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tiply the hypothetical dry blood-corpuscles by 4, in order to obtain the

number representing the moist blood-cells. Schmidt's experiments show

that a number, larger or smaller by 0*3 than 4*0, fails to give the cor-

rect relation. It was chiefly by the three following methods that Schmidt

was enabled to determine this factor :

—

1. He determined, by micrometrical measurement, the diminution

which the red blood-cells undergo on drying. If they are dried under

circumstances which admit of a uniform evaporation of wrater in all

directions, Schmidt finds that they undergo a constant diminution of

volume, amounting to 68 or 69g of that of the fresh cells ; hence the

latter contain about 68 or 69 parts of wrater to 32 or 31 of solid sub-

stances, or nearly four times as much of solid constituents as is dissolved

in the plasma.

2. After Schmidt had convinced himself that the quantities of serum ex-

pressed from the clot at different times had the same density and the same
composition, he investigated by the microscope the volumetric relation

existing between the blood-cells and the intercellular substance (fibrin +
scrum) in the clot in its most contracted state ; and ascertained that in

100 volumes of clot, there are at the most 20 volumes of intercellular

substance, or one-fifth of the whole volume ; if, therefore, the four-fifths

of the volume of the blood-corpuscles in the clot be compared with the

volume of the whole blood (clot+ serum), we find that the blood must

contain at least 40$, by volume, of fresh cells ; Schmidt moreover found,

in further comparisons of this kind, that, as a general rule, the blood

contains a larger volume of blood-cells, and that it may rise to 53 or 54g
of the whole volume.

3. The third equation of condition which Schmidt applied to the de-

termination of this coefficient, depends on the comparison of the unequally

divided mineral constituents in the clot and serum. It has been already

fully demonstrated that potash-salts and phosphates predominate in the

blood-cells—a point on which any one may easily convince himself by
comparing an accurately made ash-analysis of the clot or of the cruor (if

the fibrin has been removed) with that of the corresponding serum.

Since, unfortunately, the serum is never entirely free from phosphates

and potash-salts, while the blood-corpuscles are never entirely free from

alkaline chlorides and soda-salts (in the analyses made by Schmidt, and

in accordance with his method), this might appear to be the best check

on the coefficient established by Schmidt ; but unfortunately, it cannot

be used to ascertain, in a special case, whether Schmidt's calculation of

the relation of the cells to the intercellular fluid be correct. If there

wrere a substance to be detected in the serum, so peculiar, and so easily

separable and determinable quantitatively, by chemical means, as the

hasmatin in the blood-corpuscles, then from the analysis of the clot, and
from the quantity of this substance peculiar to the serum, it would be

very easy to calculate how much serum (which must obviously also have

been analyzed) was enclosed in the clot ; if then we deduct the other

constituents pertaining to the serum (as determined by the analysis of it),

from the quantity of similar substances and the fibrin found in the clot,

we should at once obtain, by the simplest calculation, the quantity and
the composition of the blood-corpuscles contained in 100 or 1000 parts
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of blood. If this were the case, the problem would be completely
solved, but, unfortunately, neither in the preformed sulphates nor in the
organic matters can we find a substance which is entirely excluded from
the blood-cells. Hence, in all probability, we must forever rest satisfied

with Schmidt's coefficient, as affording the closest approximation ; but if

other parts of the blood-analysis were equally accurate, this coefficient

would always afford highly correct results. Physiology, and especially
physiological chemistry, are indebted for the most brilliant results to this

ingenious combination of Schmidt's.

Schmidt's method of calculation in analyzing the blood is very easy
of comprehension : we have the analyses of the clot and of the serum,
and the proportion (calculated from these data) of the constituents of
the whole blood : if we multiply by four the number of the dry blood-
corpuscles calculated by Prevost and Dumas' method, we obtain the
quantity of fresh blood-cells, and hence their ratio to the intercellular

fluid. We now deduct, from the analysis of the whole blood, the
constituents belonging to the quantity of intercellular fluid, and the
remainder represents all the substances belonging only to the blood-

corpuscles.

Vierordt,1 has recently succeeded, by means of very comprehensive
and unusually laborious investigations, in sketching a method of a blood-

analysis, which promises to supply some of those deficiencies in Schmidt's
method, which have been felt by all experimentalists, and may there-

fore serve in some degree at least as a check upon the latter. If we
were able to determine the numerical quantity and the volume of the

blood-corpuscles in every kind of blood to be analyzed, we should

naturally have no difficulty in obtaining their relations of weight in

the blood, and of determining by a simple calculation from the further

analysis of the blood the amount of constituents appertaining to the

blood-corpuscles. Vierordt was thus led, at the expense of much time

and labor, to calculate the number of the blood-corpuscles in the two

following ways. In the one method, a small volume of unmixed blood

was measured in a capillary tube, and then introduced into what he

termed a diluting fluid (a tolerably concentrated solution of albumen or

gum), with which it was spread out under the microscope, and the cor-

puscles were then counted by means of two glass micrometers, which

had been graduated expressly for this purpose, and were respectively

attached to the eye-piece and the object-glass. By the other method,

an accurately measured volume of blood was mixed with an equally

accurately measured volume of diluting fluid, and a microscopic volume

of this mixture was employed for the counting of the corpuscles.

Welker2 has recently suggested certain modifications in Vierordt's

method.

Vierordt does not determine the volume of the blood-corpuscles by

direct measurements, but by a simple calculation, which is perhaps

scarcely exact enough. This calculation, as well as that of the whole

blood-analysis, depends essentially upon the circumstance that compa-

rative analyses are made of the whipped blood, rich and poor in cor-

' Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 11, S. 26-73, 327-332, 547-558, and 854-884.
2 Fechner's Centralbl. 1853. No. 12, S. 218-222.
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puscles ; according to Vierordt, the blood is rendered poor in corpuscles

either by the filtration of the whipped blood through paper, or by the

addition of a definite quantity of previously analyzed serum. All

persons familiar with the principles of mathematics will readily compre-

hend Vierordt's ingenious method, although they must at the same time

perceive that, for these calculations, besides the exact counting of the

corpuscles in each analysis, it is necessary to assume one, if not two,

probable magnitudes.

If we abstain from entering more fully into this subject, and for the

present withhold our judgment on a question of physiological chemistry

which promises to be of the highest importance to physiology generally,

this does not arise from a want of appreciation of the great merits of

Vierordt in this department of chemistry, but simply because we do not

regard a manual of this kind as a suitable place for the introduction of

investigations of this nature, and because we have been anxious, as far

as possible, to base our judgment solely upon our own experiments and
upon post-mortem examinations. In consequence of the different direc-

tion of our own investigations regarding the blood, we are hardly in a

position to criticise in their individual details the labors of Vierordt.

Such a critical and experimental testing is, however, indispensably neces-

sary before we can form a correct judgment of this method, as a number
of considerations force themselves upon our notice, which, although they

have in part been explained by Vierordt himself, are still sufficiently

numerous to demand an experimental examination. 0. Funke, 1 among
others, has shown with much clearness the possible causes of error which

appertain to this method. For the present, we may regard Schmidt's

method of blood-analysis, of which we have considerable experimental

knowledge, as the one which, notwithstanding some well-known defi-

ciencies, affords the most certain results.

No one has yet attempted a quantitative determination of the color-

less blood-cells ; it is probable that we shall never arrive at more than

an average estimate of them.

We have already spoken (page 318) of the quantitative determination

of the fibrin, and pointed out that it is not to be relied upon. We will

here only add a few words regarding the results of Hinterberger's expe-

riments, which show that we always obtain less fibrin by whipping the

blood than by washing the clot. He is of opinion that the evaporation

of the water occurring during the coagulation of the blood, may be one

of the causes of this difference ; considering, however, the comparatively

small quantity of fibrin in the blood, the error arising from this cause

would be infinitesimally small, and in the best analyses of the blood

would be overbalanced by other errors of observation ; thus, one of the

first rules of analytical chemistry is, that liquid and volatile fluids which
are to be submitted to quantitative analysis should never be allowed to

stand, if it can be avoided, even to be weighed in open vessels ; hence a

specimen of blood intended for a quantitative analysis should never be
allowed to coagulate in an open vessel, and then perhaps to stand for 24
hours. But in following this analytical rule, direct experiments show
us that we obtain less fibrin from the whipped blood than from washing

1 Schmidt's Jahrb. d. ges Med. Bd. 74, S. 1-7, and Bd. 78, S. 5-9.
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the clot. We have already shown in this volume, that even the fibrin

obtained by whipping, since it can be only imperfectly washed, is never
pure fibrin

; and this is far more the case with fibrin obtained from the
clot: while a little blood-pigment always remains in "the former, the
latter contains colorless corpuscles and the walls as well as the granular
contents of the colored cells. The colorless cells and the walls of the
colored cells may often occur in such quantities as entirely to falsify

the number representing the fibrin : indeed, in the blood of the hepatic
veins we have already become acquainted with a case in which scarcely
any fibrin occurs, and where it was merely the cell-membranes of the
blood-corpuscles that were mistaken for fibrin. The greater number of

the fine flakes which in whipped blood penetrate the linen filter, are
cell-membranes of this sort, the flakes of fibrin being in fact compara-
tively few ; the pseudofibrin of the blood of the hepatic veins passes

almost entirely through the linen filter. Hence, in an analysis, we
have the two alternatives, either of losing some of the fibrin or of simul-

taneously including in the calculation both colorless blood-corpuscles

and cell-walls ; hence more fibrin will invariably be obtained from coagu-
lated blood, in which these elements are firmly enclosed by the fibrin,

than from whipped blood, whose fibrin (if no water has been added) had
been separated by a linen filter. Moreover, linen filters are not to be
trusted for a quantitative analysis ; for they either allow a number of

minute flakes of fibrin to pass through them (whether the fibrin be
obtained by whipping, or by kneading and pressing the clot), or they

become invested with a fine viscid crust of cell-walls, by which even the

widest meshes of the linen become clogged up. Hence, in making as

accurate an analysis of the blood as possible, a linen filter should be

altogether avoided for the quantitative determination of any of the con-

stituents, and we then find that the fibrin obtained from the clot does

not exceed that which is obtained by whipping the blood ; and further,

that the experiments instituted by Marechal, and more recently repeated

by Corne, 1 on the influence of motion on the diminution of the fibrin,

and the deductions they have drawn from them, are entirely dependent

on errors in their mode of analysis. It is certainly impossible alto-

gether to avoid these errors ; for if we carefully collect all the insoluble

substances passing through the linen filter, the number which we obtain

for the fibrin is too high. The following is, we believe, the best, although

it is by no means a perfect method of collecting all the insoluble matter

which collectively goes under the name of fibrin : whipped blood must be

strongly watered, and the flakes allowed to deposit themselves (this de-

position is, however, often very imperfect) ; the fluid, as far as it has

become clear, is to be drawn off, and the turbid residue, with the coarser

clots, to be repeatedly shaken with water, and the clear fluid to be re-

moved till water ceases to be at all colored by it ; afterwards, if it be

possible, a paper filter must be used, through which the fine flakes cannot

penetrate, in place of a linen one
;
previously, however, heating the fluid

with an equal volume of spirit. (When the fluid has once become color-

less, no more coagulable substance is generally found in the fibrin.)

The fibrin may then be tolerably easily collected on the filter, and it

1 Compt. rend. T. 30, p. 110.
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should afterwards be washed with boiling spirit. We cannot even in

this way accurately determine the fibrin ; but we know what we have to

deal with, and that if we always determine the fibrin in excess, it is far

less dependent on pure casualties than if we had used linen filters, or

had partially watered the blood ; in one case any calculation is impos-

sible, in the other we know that there is always an excess of fibrin and

a slight loss of blood-corpuscles. Our knowledge of the error leads us

to hope that we may subsequently learn to avoid it : accuracy and pa-

tience are indeed indispensable in this mode of determining the fibrin.

Moreover, in this somewhat circumstantial operation, the blood does not

readily undergo putrefaction, in consequence of the frequency with

which the water is changed.

For the method of determining the albumen in the serum, we must
refer to the observations already made in p. 304. In regard to the

special application of those remarks to the analysis of the blood, we
need only add that it is always important, besides determining the

albumen in the serum, to determine also the coagulable matter con-

tained in the clot, or the clot when free from fibrin, or in the defibrinated

blood, as a controlling check which is indispensable in blood-analyses

;

so as in some degree to combine the methods of Becquerel and Rodier,

or of Popp, with that of Scherer. Hinterberger found that the amount

of albumen, when determined according to Becquerel and Rodier (by

extraction of the solid residue of the serum with various indifferent sol-

vents), was always somewhat larger than when determined by Scherer's

method ; this is, however, not merely the case with the serum, but also,

in a still higher degree, with the cruor when free from fibrin (the blood-

corpuscles + the enclosed serum) ; that is to say, here also the substance

obtained by coagulation through the aid of acids, amounts to less than

the residue which we obtain after treating the solid constituents of the

cruor with ether, alcohol, and water. This result, which can be observed

in any analysis of the blood, partly depends upon the circumstance that

when the coagulation is effected by the aid of acids, they extract from

the coagulable matter a small quantity of earths which would naturally

remain in the substance, if treated only with indifferent menstrua ; but

partly also on this, that, by the treatment with such menstrua certain

alkaline salts, and probably also organic matters, are extracted from

the residue, which, in the coagulation, retain in solution a certain quan-

tity of albuminous substances from the fluid, so that this portion is

abstracted from the coagulation.

A. Becquerel1 has recently availed himself of Biot's discovery of the

rotatory power which dissolved albumen exerts on polarized light, in

order to determine the quantity of albumen dissolved in the serum, as

Bouchardat had previously attempted to do. We cannot give a minute

description of the instrument in this place, but we may observe that it

enables us to measure the rotation which a pencil of light undergoes to

the left hand in consequence of the albumen contained in the fluid. Ac-
cording to Biot's formula, the rotatory power of albumen is 27° 36' ; in

Becquerel's apparatus, the albuminimeter, each minute of deviation

which the pencil of light undergoes, corresponds to 0*18 of a gramme
1 Compt. rend. T. 29, p. 626.
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of albumen in the solution enclosed in the apparatus, and hence every
degree corresponds to 10-8 grammes. Becquerel has found, by repeated
observations, that there is a perfect coincidence between this physical
and the chemical analysis

; but this is a subject requiring further investi-
gation

;
m the first place, because, according to Becquerel's admission,

even the chemical mode of determining the albumen does not give
strictly accurate results : and secondly, because the serum always con-
tains traces of sugar, which may, to a certain degree, modify the amount
of the deviation.

The determination of the salts of the serum and of the cruor is best
accomplished by carbonizing the solid residue of each, and then adopting
the modification of Rose's method, which is described in p. 369. The
salts can then be analyzed in accordance with the rules recently laid
down by Rose, whose labors have gone far to bring this department of
analytical chemistry to a state of perfection.
The quantitative determination of the fats in the blood, as in other

animal substances, is associated with difficulties which often cannot be
entirely overcome. As a matter of course, we only employ for this pur-
pose the solid residue, after thorough drying at 120°. The best method
of procedure is to introduce into a small digesting flask the dry sub-
stance which is to be employed for the determination of the fat, while
we determine its weight, as in elementary analyses, by re-weighing. A
small digesting flask is necessary for this purpose, since it is only thus
that we can boil the substance with ether, and pour off the ethereal fatty

solution without loss of fat. The ethereal solution is then to be evapo-
rated from a small glass cup or basin with a very high border, because
the fat very readily creeps up to the edges, and thus necessarily occa-
sions loss. Moreover, the ether must be perfectly pure,—as free as

possible from water, alcohol, and free acid. The evaporation of the
ether must be accomplished without boiling ; and the fatty residue, like

all other residues, be dried at 120°.

Pure ether extracts only the neutral fats and the free fatty acids, and
not the alkaline salts of the fatty acids ; the latter must be extracted

with absolute alcohol, to which about one-tenth of its volume of ether

has been added. The determination of the soaps is always uncertain,

because, as a general rule, wre do not obtain them in sufficiently large

quantities to separate the non-fatty substances wrhich almost invariably

intermingle with them.

To calculate the extractive matters by deducting from 100 parts of

the fluid the sum of the constituents obtained by direct analysis, is a

procedure by no means to be recommended ; for by such a course we
lose one of the most important means of checking or controlling the

whole analysis. After the removal of the fats from the solid residue

which we are going to analyze, the extractive matters, that is to say,

the alcoholic, spirituous, and watery extracts, must be dried, weighed,

and finally incinerated, in order that the ashes (after their determina-

tion) may be extracted from the organic matter ; it is only in this man-
ner that we can hope to attach any scientific value to these extractive

matters, which, in a physiological point of view, are doubtless of much
importance.
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We certainly cannot apply all the controlling checks which we have
here described in every analysis of the blood ; but as the little regarded
rule holds good (see p. 408), that the smallest possible quantities give the

most accurate results for each individual determination, by no means so

large a quantity of material is requisite for a good analysis of the blood,

as we are commonly in the habit of supposing necessary. It is only for

analyses of the ash that larger quantities are required, and even here

the accuracy attainable in inorganic analysis is now so great, that a

comparatively small quantity suffices.

Sugar and urea may sometimes be determined quantitatively in the

blood ; on these points it is sufficient to refer to what has been already

stated in p. 484, and pp. 148 and 152.

In relation to the determination of the specific gravity, we shall more
fully notice this subject in the chapter on " the urine," when we shall

examine the different methods which have been proposed for this purpose.

With regard to the blood, we need only remark that it is very often

almost impossible to determine the density of the cruor free from fibrin,

and of the defibrinated blood, in consequence of the viscidity of this

fluid, and of the air-bubbles suspended in the blood, and, in particular,

adhering to the vessel.

A full consideration of all the circumstances and accidents appertain-

ing to chemical analysis, must shake our confidence in the relative accu-

racy of those analyses of the blood of which we are at present in pos-

session, and we might even hesitate in ascribing any degree of value to

the deductions and hypotheses which have incautiously been drawn from
them. Then, moreover, it must be remembered that in many diseases

in which the admixture of the blood is most altered, good analyses of

blood cannot, from considerations of humanity, be adequately prose-

cuted, and that in reporting such analyses, we have generally been con-

tented with a vague and abstract diagnosis, although the course of the

individual morbid process is of the highest importance in a scientific

point of view : hence no great weight can be attached to a humoral

pathology which is based on such slender supports. If, finally, we con-

sider that in all kinds of analyzed blood, the result refers only to the

greater or lesser fluctuations in the relations of the main constituents of

the blood, and not to a new alteration, admixture, or decomposition of

that fluid, and since these relations have not yet been adequately eluci-

dated in a chemical point of view, we can only wonder that it should

ever have been supposed that such scanty materials could aid us in

obtaining any insight into the obscure mysteries of morbid processes.

We will not deny that thanks are due to those who have prosecuted the

most comprehensive investigations with minute carefulness and disin-

terested labor ; but we should be untrue to the cause of science, did we
fail to set forth the real character of these results.

We have already attempted, at the beginning of this chapter (see p.

546), to give a general view of the quantitative composition of the

blood ; and we will now proceed to consider the varying proportions of

the individual constituents under different physiological and pathological

conditions.

The ratio of the blood-cells (in the morphological sense) to the inter-

cellular fluid, appears to undergo very slight fluctuations in the normal
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state when the physiological conditions are analogous. In an adult

•i nnn
Wm "' W6 find °n an averaSe 512 Parts of moist Wood-corpuscles

m 1000 parts of blood ; the fluctuations do not exceed a difference of
more than 40 in either extreme, so that while 472 would be a very low
number, 552 would be a very high one for the proportion of cells in the
blood of a man.

#

Vierordt 1 found in his various countings that in 1 cubic millimetre [the
linear millimetre being about l-25th of an inch] of normal blood ob-
tained by pricking the finger, there are on an average 5,055,000 blood-
corpuscles

;
Welker,2 on the other hand, fixes the number at 4,600,000.

According to the above-described method, the dry blood-corpuscles
found by Prevost and Dumas, amounted to 129 p. m., by Lecanu3 to
132-5, by Andral and Gavarret4 to 127, by Richardson5 to 134-8, by
Becquerel and Rodier6

to 141-1, by Nasse7
to 116-5, by Popp 8 to 120,

and by Scherer9
to only 112.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that no conclusion regarding the
proportion of the cells of the plasma can be drawn from the proportion
of the serum to the clot : as we have already seen in the preceding
remarks the sinking capacity of the blood-corpuscles on the one hand,
and the contractility of the fibrin on the other, present such variations
that we may readily comprehend how one voluminous clot may contain
very few blood-corpuscles, whilst another which is less voluminous may
contain a proportionally larger number of cells.

In the blood of women we find on an average fewer cells than in that
of men ; their number is still more decreased during pregnancy, before
the period of menstruation, and after its entire cessation towards the
close of the climacteric period.

We are especially indebted for the determination of these relations to

Becquerel and Rodier, who give 127*2 as the mean number for the cor-

puscles of the blood of women. Nasse, in his experiments on the blood
of animals, has found the same differences in the different sexes.

Prevost and Dumas, 10 Berthold 11 and Simon 12 have shown by direct in-

vestigations, as might indeed be conjectured, that the number of blood-

corpuscles varies in the blood of different animals ; and more recently

the same subject has been fully considered, especially by Nasse,13 but

likewise by Andral, Gavarret, and Delafond. 14 According to these re-

searches, it would appear that the cold-blooded animals contain far fewer

blood-cells than those having warm blood, birds on an average more than

mammalia, but carnivorous not more than herbivorous animals. The
blood of the pig contained relatively the largest number of cells.

1 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 11, S. 867-874.
2 Fechner's Centrabl. 1853. No. 12, S. 222._
3 Etudes chimiques sur le sang humain. Paris, 1837.
4 Recherches sur les modifications de quelques principes de sang, &c. Paris, 1842.
5 Thomson's Record of General Science, vol. iv. pp. 116-135.
6 Recherches sur la composition du sang, &c. Paris, 1844.
7 Op. cit.

8 Op. cit. 9 Op. cit.

10 Bibliotheque nouvelle, T. 4, p. 125.:

11 Beitrage zur Zootomie, u. s. w. Gottingen, 1831.

12 Lehrb. d. Ch. Bd. 2 S. 235 [or vol. i. p. 339 of the English translation].

13 Handworterbuch der Physiologic Bd. 1, S. 138 ; and Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 28,

S. 146.
14 Ann. de Chim. et de Ph. 3me S6r. T. 5, p. 304.
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Nasse found in the blood of the pig 145-5 p.m. of dry blood-corpus-

cles, in that of the hen 144-6, of the goose 121-4, of the dog 128*8, of

the ox 121-8, of the horse 1174, of the cat 113-4, of the calf 102-5, of

the sheep 92-4, and in that of the goat only 86-0 p.m. The results ob-

tained by the other inquirers can only be compared with one another,

but do not admit of a comparison with those of others. It is worthy of

notice that Prevost and Dumas found the corpuscles in the blood of the

land-tortoise to be very abundant, and even relatively more numerous
than in the blood of the duck, the raven, and some of the mammalia.
The correctness of these numbers ought to be investigated, since land-

tortoises bear great affinity in an anatomical point of view to birds,

whilst sea-tortoises stand in a nearer relation to fishes.

It may be shown with tolerable accurac}^ that the quantity of the

corpuscles is not the same in the blood of all the vessels ; for when, for

instance, the urinary secretion is very active, the venous blood in the

kidneys will contain relatively more corpuscles than the arterial blood

of those organs. In consequence of the essential differences which take

place in the blood-corpuscles of the spleen, the venous blood of this

organ is found to differ from the arterial, not only qualitatively, but also

quantitatively, in reference to the blood-cells. We learn from the inves-

tigations of Mayen, Hering, and Nasse, that the arterial blood contains

fewer blood-corpuscles than the venous. Schmid found a much smaller

number in the portal blood than in that of the jugular veins ; I found a

much larger quantity in the blood of the hepatic veins than in that of

the portal vein, and even more than in that of the jugular veins, the vena
cava, and the splenic vein.

In the blood of the hepatic veins of a horse which had been fed four

hours before death, I found 743 p.m. of moist blood-cells, whilst there

were only 592 in the blood of the external jugular vein of the same ani-

mal, only 664 in that of the vena cava, 573 in that of the portal vein,

and only 322 in that of the splenic vein.

My own experiments, as well as analogous physiological observations,

concur in showing that scanty nutrition and prolonged abstinence from
all food diminish the number of the blood-corpuscles.

From what has been already said in reference to the function of the

liver (see page 491), and the influence of fat on the formation of cells

(page 236), we need not wonder that Popp should have found an

augmentation of the number of the blood-corpuscles, and more especially

of the colorless ones, after the prolonged use of cod-liver oil.

We should naturally expect that repeated venesections would occa-

sion a diminution in the number of blood-corpuscles ; and Andral and
Gavarret, Simon, Becquerel, and Rodier, Zimmermann, Popp, and Nasse,

have shown by direct experiments that this is the case. Although the

correctness of these views has been proved by all the inquiries instituted

on the subject, no average proportion has as yet been established between
the diminution of the blood-corpuscles and the quantity of the blood

abstracted, or the number of times venesection had been performed.

We cannot hope to discover a definite proportion between the decrease

of the blood-cells and the abstraction of blood, until we can accurately

determine the individual magnitudes of all the coincident momenta. It
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is not difficult to perceive, that for the present, no such determination
can be arrived at ; for the intercellular fluid will in one case (as for in-

stance, from deficient nutrition in already depressed and reduced organ-

isms) be less rapidly regenerated than in another, and on this account

there will be a less marked difference between the blood-cells and the

plasma ; whilst, on the other hand, the blood-cells may, under favorable

conditions, be more rapidly reproduced, and in that case also, the rela-

tion between the plasma and the cells would be less unequal. Finally, it

may happen that the blood-cells are more rapidly destroyed in one or-

ganism than in another, and hence the difficulty of determining these

physiologically important relations is increased. Moreover, experiments

of this kind have usually been instituted during the manifestation of

morbid processes whose various characters and modes of development
have not been taken into consideration.

Since the colored blood-cells, as we shall subsequently show, are pro-

duced from colorless cells, it is not surprising that after repeated or very

copious venesections (Remak) the ratio of the colorless cells to the colored

ones should be considerably increased, or, at all events, that the former

should be less diminished in number than the latter.

It has even been found, that during different periods of one and the

same bloodletting, the relation between the blood-cells and the plasma

is not always constant. Becquerel and Rodier, who specially investi-

gated this subject, did not arrive at any definite numerical relations. In

the great majority of cases, the corpuscles were diminished in the blood

which flowed last, but sometimes they were increased. No light, how-

ever, can be thrown on this subject as long as we remain in ignorance of

the physical relations existing between the relative amounts of the blood

and of the other juices of the animal body.

It will be long before we can hope to establish any fixed relations of

comparison between definite physiological processes and the increase

or diminution of the number of blood-corpuscles in morbid blood. We
constantly find the blood-cells augmented in plethora, in the earlier

stages of heart-disease, in spinal irritation (Popp), and in cholera (C.

Schmidt). It may be readily conceived that a diminution in their num-

bers is of more frequent occurrence, especially in those anaemic condi-

tions which generally supervene upon profuse diarrhoeas, prolonged sup-

purations, slow intermittent fever, typhus, copious exudations, exuberant

morbid growths, cerebral affections, chronic metallic poisonings, and

other severe diseases ; in short, in all cases where the formation of the

blood is less than its consumption. In chlorosis, which properly speaking

is only an ansemic condition, and which, from our ignorance of its imme-

diate cause, has been termed spontaneous anaemia, the colored blood-

cells are extraordinarily diminished, although Becquerel and Rodier

state that they have observed two cases of this disease in which the

chlorotic blood was rich in corpuscles. During the first eight or ten

days of typhus, the blood-corpuscles are always increased ; but subse-

quently to that period, at least until the twenty-first day, their number

is considerably diminished. In other diseases, we are unable to trace

any very perceptible fluctuations in the number of the corpuscles ; and

hence the results of most experimentalists do not coincide very closely.
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Becquerel and Rodicr, as well as Popp, agree however in asserting that

the number of blood-corpuscles is diminished in violent inflammations,

pneumonia, and acute articular rheumatism.

In chlorosis, the amount of the dry blood-corpuscles has been found

to sink to 80, and even as low as to 46*2 p.m. In spinal irritation,

Popp found 120-5 p.m. as the lowest number, and 140-5 p.m. as the

maximum (his mean normal number being 120) ; in plethora he found

the corpuscles much less increased than in spinal irritation. Schmidt,

who found 513 moist blood-cells in normal male blood, saw the number
rise to 559 in cholera ; in the blood of women (where the mean number
for the corpuscles is about 400 p.m. according to him), the number has

risen to 464. The bare results of the analyses cannot attain any
physiological value until we are able to determine the conditions in

which this augmentation of the corpuscles is absolute, or in which it is

merely relative ; and for the present we can only hazard a conjecture in

reference to this question. In cholera the apparent augmentation is

only relative ; for the admirable investigations of Schmidt and others

on the blood in cholera show that in this disease water and salts are the

principal constituents which are lost, that the serum is consequently

thickened, but diminished in volume, and that its ratio to the blood-cells

is therefore also diminished. Moreover, according to Schmidt's calcula-

tion, a number of corpuscles are destroyed in cholera, so that the blood

of a healthy individual contains absolutely more blood-cells than that of

a cholera patient.

In the earliest stage (within the first week) of typhus, as well as in

plethora and spinal irritation, we are inclined to believe that there is an
absolute increase of cells ; at all events, no separation of serum, or of

any of its constituents, is ever observed in any of these conditions.

We forbear entering any further into the detail of the observations

made on the proportion of the corpuscles to the intercellular fluid in

diseases, since they have not led to such complete and available results

as to justify us in more fully noticing this subject without some deeper

insight into the individual pathological processes.

Very little is known in regard to the alterations which the chemical

composition of the blood-corpuscles undergoes under different physiologi-

cal and pathological relations, since no light has hitherto been thrown
upon their morphological condition ; inquirers having limited themselves

to an attempt to determine the frequently mentioned dry blood-corpuscles,

without reference to the water appertaining to them, or to the soluble

constituents which they may contain. If we were to attempt to calcu-

late these relations from the older analyses, we should readily be led

into error, even if our calculations were not wholly impracticable ; since

all the relations cannot be taken into account when we draw deductions

from an investigation which has been entered upon from wholly different

points of view. We regard a mere re-calculation of the analyses as of

little or no use, unless they are tested by others conducted by better

methods, and prosecuted from a different point of view. Science pre-

sents therefore, very few materials for the comprehension of the modifi-

cations exhibited in the composition of the blood-corpuscles.

The amount of water in the blood-cells undoubtedly stands in a
definite relation to the amount of water in the serum, as we may easily
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perceive from the morphological behavior of the blood-cells on the addi-
tion of water, or dilute or concentrated saline solutions. In this point
of view, the blood-cells, moreover, are constantly reacting on the inter-

cellular fluid. Then, further, it is easy to perceive that the constituents
of the blood-cells, which differ essentially from those of the plasma,
must also have different degrees of diffusibility for water ; and that the
quantity of water contained in the blood-cells must always differ from
that in the intercellular fluid. "We have already seen, from Schmidt's
investigations, that the solid constituents of the blood-cells are almost
four times as great as those of the serum ; that is to say, if 100 parts
of blood-cells contain 32 solid parts, we shall find in 100 parts of serum
little more than 8 parts of solid matter. In the meanwhile, the most
accurate of Schmidt's investigations regarding human blood, and of my
own, on the blood of the horse, by no means present a constant relation

between the quantity of water contained in the blood-cells and that in

the serum ; but such a result was not to be expected from the differences

which the cells present in their chemical constitution. This much only
is certain, that when the quantity of the water is decreased in the serum,
it is likewise similarly decreased' in the blood-cells ; and in the same
manner, when an augmentation occurs in the former, it is also perceived

in the latter. From the observations hitherto instituted in reference to

morbid blood, it has been believed that we might establish the folio-wing

general proposition :—that the quantity of water contained in the blood

bears an inverse relation to the number of the blood-corpuscles ; but the

above remarks must have sufficiently shown that this cannot be received

without a certain limitation, more especially as the rule presents numer-
ous exceptions. The decrease in solid constituents is not limited in these

cases to the solid substances of the blood-cells, but extends in a corre-

sponding proportion to those of the serum. It is evident that where

there is an absolute diminution of the blood-cells and an increase of the

serum, the blood must, on the whole, be richer in water when the heavier

morphological elements are diminished. When we treat of the serum,

we will enter more fully into the relations on which the greater or lesser

quantity of water in the blood depends.

The composition of the blood-corpuscles differs, moreover, in respect

to their proximate solid constituents. We have seen that globulin and

hcematin do not stand in a definite numerical relation to each other in

the colored blood-cells. The hgematin of different animals appears, from

Mulder's researches, to be perfectly identical ; and we might, therefore,

draw a conclusion from the iron contained in the blood-corpuscles re-

garding the quantity of hsematin. From Schmidt's calculations, which

have been partly based upon direct investigations, and partly on the

analyses of others, it would appear that, for every one part of metallic

iron, there occur in the blood of men 230 parts of corpuscles (according

to Becquerel and Rodier, 251) ; in the blood of women, 229 ; in that of

oxen, 196-5 ; in that of pigs, 223 ; and in that of hens, 307. In the

first stage of typhus, where the number of blood-corpuscles is increased,

Schmidt found the proportion as 1 : 220, and hence the quantity of the

hsematin was diminished. In those conditions, however, in which the

number of the blood-corpuscles is diminished, the hsematin is relatively
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increased ; for he found that on an average the relation between the iron

and the dry blood-cells was, in pneumonia, as 1 : 248 ; in chlorosis, as

1 : 269; and in pregnancy, as 1 : 249. In the same manner, Schmidt
made the important observation already referred to, that the blood-

corpuscles become poorer in globulin and richer in hasmatin after re-

peated venesections, when the blood has become more watery.

Schmidt has drawn up the following table from cases in which three

venesections were performed. The first was a case of pneumonia, in

which the blood was analyzed by himself ; the second was one of tuber-

culosis ; and the nature of the third is not specified. The analysis in

the last two cases was made by Becquerel and Rodier.

1 st venesection, . .

2d, "
. .

3d, "
. .

The relative quantity of iron contained in the blood-corpuscles in-

creases, therefore, with each successive venesection. This phenomenon
admits of a simple solution, for it would appear, from all observations,

that the hasmatin cannot permeate the walls of the blood-cells, which,

however, admit of the permeation of their albuminous contents : now if

the blood loses solid constituents, the serum becomes richer in water

;

a diffusion-current of a more diluted solution then enters the blood-cells,

whilst a more concentrated stream passes outwards from them ; now
since hsematin cannot penetrate through the cell-wall, , the loss of solid

constituents from the blood-cell must mainly affect the globulin, whilst

the hrematin will, under such conditions, appear to be relatively increased

in relation to the globulin -f- the cell-membrane.

I found the quantity of hamiatin in the cells of the arterial blood of

the horse somewhat more considerable than that contained in the blood

of the external jugular veins ; whilst, on the other hand, the quantity of

haematin contained in the blood-cells of the hepatic veins is far smaller

than that of the portal blood.

I found the ratio of iron to the dried blood-corpuscles in the arterial

blood of the horse, as 1 : 394 ; in the jugular vein, as 1 : 390 ; in the

portal vein, as 1 : 312 ; and in the hepatic veins, as 1 : 500 ; these being

the mean results obtained from several experiments. The smaller quan-

tity of hasmatin contained in the cells of the arterial blood, compared
with those of the jugular venous blood may be referred not only to the

greater richness in fat of the arterial blood, but more decidedly, or even

exclusively, to the loss of fat which takes place during the arterialization

of venous blood by the process of respiration.

In speaking of the formation of blood-cells in the liver, we drew at-

tention to the fact that a small portion of the iron which was conveyed
to that organ with the blood-cells of the portal vein, is separated with

the bile, while the remaining portion appears to be equably distributed

among the blood-corpuscles which have been newly formed within the

liver, so that the iron of 100 blood-corpuscles of the portal vein is dis-

tributed over nearly 150 corpuscles of the hepatic veins : consequently
the blood-cells of the hepatic veins must contain one-third less iron than
that of the portal vein.
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The blood-corpuscles must necessarily also exhibit differences in their
amount of fat, since the quantity of fat contained in the blood of dif-

ferent animals and of men, under different conditions, is extremely vari-

able.
_

In reference to this question, I have directed special attention to

the differences in the quantity of fat contained in the blood-corpuscles
of different vessels of the same animal ; and the results of my investiga-

tions, taking the mean of several experiments, are, that 100 parts of
moist blood-cells from the carotid artery of a horse contain 0-608 of fat

;

lOO^parts from the external jugular vein, 0-652
; from the portal vein,

0-752
; and from the hepatic veins, 0-68-1. These experiments warrant

us in hoping that a further prosecution of such inquiries may throw a
very considerable amount of light on the metamorphosis of fat, and on
the function of the blood-cells. The first step seems, at all events, to

have been made towards the elucidation of that chemical metamorphosis
which the blood-cells experience in the pulmonary capillaries by the

action of the inspired oxygen.
That the blood-corpuscles contain variable quantities of soluble salts,

is a fact that is made evident by the above-mentioned investigations of

C. Schmidt, in which he ascertained the different proportions of the

potash salts and phosphates in the blood-cells to the soda and chlorine

compounds in the serum of the blood of different species of animals.

But I also found that the quantity of salts contained in the cells of the

blood from different vessels of the same animal constantly differed ; thus,

for instance, 100 grammes of fresh blood-cells from the temporal artery

of a horse contained 0-806 of a gramme of salts (independently of the

peroxide of iron in the ash) ; the same quantity, taken from the external

jugular vein, contained 0-632, from the portal vein 0-729, and from the

hepatic veins 0*893. There is therefore a very considerable difference,

in reference to their amount of salts, between the cells of the arterial

and those of the venous blood ; the former containing more salts than

those of ordinary venous blood. The relation between the cells of the

portal vein and those of the hepatic veins is still more striking ; for

although the serum of the portal blood is far richer in salts than that of

hepatic venous blood, the difference in the amount of salts in the cells

of the two kinds of blood is still more strongly marked.

This excess of saline contents in the arterial blood-cells can only be

explained by the loss of other substances, as, for instance, fat and per-

haps also extractive substances, which are lost by the venous cells in

their passage through the capillaries of the lungs ; this increase of the

salts during the arterialization of the blood-cells is, therefore, probably

only a relative one. The case is wholly different with respect to the

saline contents of the cells of the blood flowing to and from the liver.

If, as would seem probable from our investigations on the subject, new

corpuscles are actually formed in the liver, it follows from this fact that

the younger blood-corpuscles contain more salts and less hoematin than

the older cells of the blood of other vessels, and that a certain quantity

of salts passes from the serum of the portal vein into the blood-cells of

the hepatic veins. This increase of salts in the cells of the blood of the

hepatic veins is principally limited to phosphates and chlorides, as I

constantly found in three comparative investigations. In 100 parts of

vol. i. 39
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fresh blood-cells of the portal blood I found, on an average, 0-1593 of

chlorine and 0-0578 of phosphoric acid in combination -with alkalies
;

while 100 parts of cells from the hepatic veins contained 0-1790 of the

former and 0-0611 of the latter.

Schmidt's investigations on the constitution of the blood during ex-

cessive transudative processes have thrown considerable light on this

subject, and shown the differences manifested in the quantity of salts

contained in the blood- cells. In cholera, where the blood loses large

quantities of salts in addition to water, the blood-corpuscles are also im-

plicated. The intercellular fluid especially loses large quantities of

water and chloride of sodium : and this fluid reacting on the blood-cells,

abstracts not only a portion of their water, but also a portion of their

salts. As the potash compounds and the phosphates predominate in the

blood-cells, it is these salts which chiefly escape into the plasma ; con-

sequently these compounds are more abundant in the serum in cholera

than in a state of health. Hence in cholera, the blood-corpuscles become
relatively richer in solid organic matters, while they lose a portion of

their soluble salts. Schmidt found that in tjie blood-cells of healthy

blood the ratio of water to the solid constituents was as 2-14 : 1 ; in the

blood of cholera patients as 1-77 : 1 ; that the ratio of the organic to the

inorganic constituents in the cells of healthy blood was as 40 : 1, and in

the blood in cholera as 58 : 1. Schmidt, moreover, found an analogous

and only gradually differing relation in the blood after the administra-

tion of drastic purgatives, since here the mechanical metamorphosis

corresponded entirely to that set up by the cholera process. In other

transudative processes, where the loss experienced by the blood princi-

pally affects the albuminates and consequently the organic matters (as

in dysentery, Bright's disease, and dropsy from different causes), Schmidt
found precisely opposite relations ; for the blood-cells present this ana-

logy with the plasma, that while the organic matters decrease in quan-

tity, the relation of the mineral substances to the water remains nearly

the same. The ratio of the water to the solid constituents in the blood-

cells may be as high as 2-4 : 1, while that of the organic to the inorganic

substances may be as high as 28 : 1. The salts, however, according to

Schmidt's investigations, remain in the same relative proportions to one

another in the cells of blood of this kind as in those of healthy blood.

Very little is known positively regarding what are called the extractive

matters of the blood-cells ; in 100 parts of fresh cells of horses' portal

blood, I found on an average 0-482, and in those of hepatic venous

blood 0-988 of extractive matters free from salts. We shall find that

these substances occur in a far larger quantity in the intercellular fluid

of the hepatic venous blood than in that of the portal blood.

[The proportion of colorless to the colored corpuscles in healthy blood

has been variously stated. R. Wagner gives the ratio as 1 : 8 or 1 : 10
(now proved to be incorrect) ; Henle makes the ratio as 1 : 80 ; Donders
and Moleschott subsequently showed that 1 : 373 was about the average
ratio. Moleschott1 has recently experimented upon seven individuals of

different ages, with the following results. The numbers are in every

case the mean of several countings.

1 Wien. Med. Wochenschr. No. 8. 1854.
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In children from 2£ to 12 years, 1 : 226
In young men from 21 to 22 years, 1 : 330
In men, « 30 to 50 " 1 : 346
In old persons " 60 to 80 " 1 : 381
In young women from 14 to 38 years, when not menstruating, . . 1 : 389
In young women when menstruating, 1 : 247
In " " when pregnant, 1 : 281

—0. E. D.]

As the red corpuscles are rendered invisible by the addition of water

to the blood, we may in this manner form an approximate estimate of

the quantity of the colorless corpuscles ; in the inflammatory crust, how-
ever, this may be best done by acetic acid, which renders the fibrinous

coagulum perfectly transparent under the microscope, and makes the

cells embedded within it much more distinctly apparent. Their quantity

in the blood is considerably increased during digestion ; after fasting,

they almost entirely disappear ; at all events this may be observed in

frogs kept without food. A diminution in their number is less rarely

observed than an augmentation. [The view formerly held by Donders

and Moleschott, that the colorless corpuscles increase shortly after taking

food, and diminish on fasting, is confirmed by more recent observations

independently made by Moleschott, who especially finds that food rich

in albumen increases their number much more considerably than food

poor in that substance.—G. E. d.] Kemak noticed their extraordinary

increase after copious venesection. According to Nasse and Popp, their

number is often considerably increased in pneumonia and tuberculosis,

but this is not constant ; in typhus and chlorosis they do not appear to

be sensibly altered in quantity. In pyaemia, these cells are certainly

often very considerably increased in the blood, but this augmentation

has been rather inferred from the so-called metastatic abscesses, than

directly observed. The blood is, however, sometimes found to contain a

great number of colorless corpuscles in conditions in which there cannot

be any purulent resorption, as, for instance, in the case of dogs affected

with cutaneous eruptions.

It is principally in the disease first recognized by Virchow, and named

leuccemia by him [and independently discovered by Bennett, who terms

it leueocythcemid], that we find a very great augmentation of the color-

less corpuscles, their ratio to the colored ones being often as 1 : 3 ; they

consequently communicate a pale-red color to the blood.

Moreover, the blood of the splenic vein is richer in colorless cells of

various forms than that of any other vessel, as has been especially shown

by Funke. 1 It has been already mentioned that I found the blood of

the hepatic veins much richer in colorless cells than that of the portal

vein.

We will now proceed to the consideration of those modifications m
the chemical composition of the intercellular fluid, which have been ob-

served to occur under different physiological and pathological relations,

and will endeavor to arrange them according to the augmentation or

diminution of the individual constituents. We will begin with the

fibrin ; but as we have already considered the most important points

• Diss, inaug. Lips. 1850; and Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. N. F. Bd. 1, S. 172-218.
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in reference to this subject, little more remains to be noticed regard-

ing it.

Opinions are not wholly agreed as to the quantitative difference of

the fibrin in venous and in arterial blood, although Lecanu and Nasse

coincide in believing that arterial is richer in fibrin than venous blood

;

and in this respect their opinion corresponds with my own experiments

on horses' blood, in which I found 6*814 p.m. of fibrin in the arterial

blood, and 5*384 p.m. in the jugular venous blood ; but while the quan-

tity of fat in the blood-cells and in the serum differed in both kinds of

blood, it was almost perfectly equal in the arterial and in the venous

fibrin (namely, 2*154g in venous and 2*168y in arterial dry fibrin). I

found rather more ash (2*172$) in the fibrin of arterial than in that of

venous blood (1*907§). The fibrin of arterial blood coagulates more
rapidly than that of venous blood. In both kinds of blood, when taken

from the horse, there is generally formed a superficial layer of fibrin

;

but this is much more extensive in venous blood, and also more distinctly

limited by the clot, than in arterial blood, which may perhaps be mainly

owing to the more rapid coagulation of the arterial fibrin, rather than

to the less rapid sinking of the cells of the arterial blood, for these are

specifically heavier than the venous blood-corpuscles (being poorer in

fat and richer in hgematin), and should therefore sink more rapidly.

In reference to the difference in the quantity of the fibrin contained

in portal and in hepatic venous blood, I may simply remark that, as has

been already stated, I found from 4 to 6§ of fibrin in the portal blood,

whilst in hepatic venous blood there were only traces of fibrin, and some-

times no true fibrin whatever. In the fibrin of the portal blood I found

from 6*1 to 7*8g, and F. C. Schmid from 7*4 to 8-7$ of fat.

Schmid describes the fibrin of the portal blood as a greasy, viscid, or

gelatinous mass. In horses which had been fed some (5 to 10) hours be-

fore death, I found the fibrin precisely similar in character to that of

jugular venous blood ; it likewise always formed a very dense and con-

sistent crust in coagulated portal venous blood. Moreover, I could not

discover that this fibrin was very readily soluble in a solution of nitre.

We have already spoken, in p. 319, of the different amount of fibrin

contained in the blood in diseases. It appears, from the most recent

analyses of Becquerel and Rodier, 1 that the amount of fibrin may vary

very considerably in the same group of diseases, in one case rising above

and in another falling below the mean number ; as, for instance, in drop-

sies, and in the most various forms of heart-disease ; in chlorosis the

quantity of fibrin is either normal, or amounts to 0*1 or 0*2^ above the

normal quantity ; the reverse is the case in anaemic conditions, in which

we frequently observe a diminution of this constituent. While no in-

crease of the fibrin was observable in the acute form of Bright's disease,

chronic cases of that disease presented an almost constant augmentation

of this constituent.

In scurvy Becquerel and Rodier found a constant diminution of the

fibrin, but unfortunately these writers have designated as scorbutic that

condition in which, in consequence of other grave diseases, the fibrin

of the blood falls below 0*2£ ; on the other hand, in acute idiopathic

1 Gaz. M6d. de Paris. 1852. No. 24, 25, 26, 30, 31.
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scurvy, there was rather an augmentation of the fibrin. As long as
such a want of clearness appertains to our ideas of certain diseases, and
their various characteristics are so unsystematically confounded, patho-
logical chemistry can make no positive advance, notwithstanding all the
efforts devoted to the study of this branch of science. It seems to us that
Becquerel and Rodier would have done far more to advance pathology if

they had investigated the excretions and some of the secretions conjointly
with their analysis of the blood in any single patient, instead of making
numerous and laborious determinations of the blood in similarly named
but not analogous morbid conditions.

We will now proceed to consider the constituents of the serum, and in

the first place the quantity of water which it contains in different condi-
tions. On this subject we are also indebted to Nasse for our most accu-
rate information. We need not here again repeat that the quantity of
water in the serum influences the quantity in the blood-cells, and that
consequently the following statements, regarding the augmentation or

diminution of the water, may be regarded as referring to the whole mass
of the blood. All experimenters without exception, concur in the state-

ment that the serum of women is richer in water than that of men ; and
the most recent comparison of the two kinds of blood (that, namely, by
Schmidt) yields the same result ; in the serum of man's blood Schmidt
found 90-884g, and in that of woman's blood 91-715J} of water. In
pregnancy the blood is still richer in water. Serum obtained from the

placenta contains, according to Poggiale, 1 less water than that from new-
born infants ; the blood of new-born infants, however, contains less than

that of adults ; in old age the quantity of water again visibly rises.

Nasse, on the other hand, found that the blood of the embryonic animal

was richer in water than that of the mother.

In different animals the quantity of water in the serum and in the

blood presents considerable variations ; Prevost and Dumas, Berthold,

Nasse, and more recently Poggiale, have instituted extensive series of

comparative investigations ; notwithstanding many differences in indi-

vidual details, the results of these observers coincide in the following

points: namely, that the serum of the amphibia contains the largest

amount of water, and that of birds, on an average, a larger quantity

than that of the mammalia ; and that of the latter class, the serum of

swine contains the least, and that of goats and sheep the most water.

In regard to the quantity of water in the serum of blood from different

vessels, the following may at all events be laid down as a general rule

:

the serum of arterial blood is more watery, and hence specifically lighter,

than that of venous blood, according to the experience of most observers

(although Lecanu and Letellier maintain the contrary) ; in the serum of

the blood of the temporal artery of a horse I recently found 89-333g,

and in that of the external jugular vein 86-822g of water. Zimmer-

mann2 found the serum of the veins of the lower or hinder extremities

(of men and animals) poorer in water than the upper or anterior ones.

The serum of the portal vein is richer in water than that of any

other vein, according to the unanimous opinions of Schultz, Simon, and

1 Compt. rend. T. 25, p. 198-201.
« Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 6, S. 587-600.
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F. C. Sclimid, who have all experimented on the subject. My own ex-

periments lead me to believe that this depends both on whether or not

the process of digestion was going on at the time, and on whether or

not the animals had taken much fluid shortly before their death. Under
these different relations I found from 92*342|j to 88 ,

684<} of water in the

serum of portal blood. The serum of hepatic venous blood is always

far richer in solid constituents than that of portal blood ; in five cases I

found the quantity of water in the latter to vary between 89-420{j, and
89-298§, a result whose importance in relation to the function of the

liver has already been noticed. (See p. 493.)

This leads us to revert to the relation which the amount of water in

the serum and in the blood generally bears to the number of blood-cor-

puscles. It is a striking phenomenon, that ordinarily a blood whose
serum contains much water, presents few corpuscles ; we observe this in

blood under various physiological relations (and even in the blood taken

from different vessels), but especially in morbid blood ; hence, the richer

a specimen of blood is in water, so much the more serum or intercellular

fluid does it contain : if, however, this is a general rule, it is by no means
a law, for we not only meet with exceptions to it, but the most accurate

analyses made with special reference to this point fail to establish any
constant ratio. Thus, for, instance, in hepatic venous blood there may
be from 137 to 351 parts of fresh blood-cells associated with 100 parts

of serum containing from 89*3 to 89"4g of water. In morbid blood we
still more often meet with similar cases. Hence neither of these pro-

perties of the blood depends upon the other, but they are co-ordinate

phenomena; that is to say, the conditions which give rise to a diminu-

tion of the solid constituents of the serum, generally, at the same time,

also occasion a diminution of the colored blood-cells.

It is very difficult to ascertain whether copious draughts of fluid occa-

sion a temporary augmentation of the water in the serum, in consequence

of the rapidity with which an excess of water is removed from the blood.

Schultz 1 thought that he had convinced himself by direct experiments on

oxen, that the blood presented a relative augmentation of water after

the copious use of that fluid ; Denis, on the other hand, denies that this

is the case, at all events in man. But that the solid constituents of the

serum should suffer diminution in the absence of proper nourishment, and
that there should thence be an augmentation of water, is only what
might be expected ; and is confirmed by all the investigations that have

been made either with healthy or diseased blood, when the persons from
whom it was taken had been deprived for a long time of all nutriment,

or had been only poorly and scantily fed.

Since in the great majority of diseases comparatively little food is

taken in consequence of the loss of appetite or the prescription of low
diet, and the resorption of nutriment only proceeds imperfectly, or finally

essentially nutritious matters are lost by profuse excretions or by copious

losses of the juices (as for instance, repeated bloodlettings), it follows,

that in consequence of the imperfect restitution of the substances which
have been normally or abnormally lost, the blood must become poor in

solid constituents. Hence the analyses of the blood in most diseases

» Hufeland's Journ. 1838. H. 4, S. 291.
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snow that it is specifically lighter, that is to say, poorer in solid constitu-
ents, than normal blood. This poorness of the blood in solid constitu-
ents is not, as a general rule, associated with a diminution of the collec-

tive mass or volume of the blood circulating in the vessels ; for in.our
consideration of the mechanical metamorphosis of matter, we shall be
led to the result, that the blood has a constant tendency to retain its

original volume, so long as the whole mechanism is not disturbed. Hence
if solid substances are abstracted from the blood in disease, and are not
again replaced, this fluid not only appears watery, in consequence of its

containing less solid constituents, but also from its having taken up more
water than it contains in the normal state. In such cases the quantity
of water is not only relatively, but absolutely increased in the blood.

Even in the beginning of most diseases, especially those of an acute cha-

racter, we find the blood more watery than usual, except during the first

ten days of typhus, during cholera, and scarlatina and measles in their

first stages ; although not unfrequently we find the serum denser and
richer in solid constituents than the normal fluid, or at all events, as

dense and rich. Hence, it must be concluded that, immediately after the

primary invasion of certain diseases, the blood-corpuscles are destroyed

in large numbers, or at all events are not renewed in sufficient quantities,

and that their products of metamorphosis are retained for some time in

the serum, and thus increase its solid constituents, or at all events ba-

lance its loss. In the further course of acute diseases (with the exception

of cholera), the solid constituents of the serum are always diminished,

and its specific gravity falls more or less below the normal standard.

The only exceptions to this rule occur in the case of acute articular

rheumatism, erysipelas, and puerperal peritonitis ; in these diseases there

is an extraordinary diminution of the blood-corpuscles, so that the whole

blood assumes an abnormally watery appearance, while the serum is

denser and contains more solid constituents than in the normal state.

There are certain chronic conditions to which we have applied the

names of ancemia and hydrcemia, and which are consequences of severe

acute diseases, and especially of such as are associated with considerable

losses of the juices, colliquative discharges, or thoroughly destroyed nu-

trition. The ideas which we are in the habit of connecting with these

names are often not sufficiently distinctive. We are accustomed to associate

the form of disease which we name chlorosis with both these states, and

especially with anaemia. But if, by the term anaemia, we understand an

absolute diminution of the blood and of its solid constituents, chlorosis does

not fall within the conditions of anaemia ; and independently of patho-

logical grounds, the chemical composition of the blood is opposed to this

view, for in chlorosis, neither the whole volume of the blood nor the

amount of solid constituents in the serum is diminished, but only the

number of the blood-corpuscles. Becquerel and Rodier1 have recently

examined the serum with much care in various diseases, and have found

that the serum of chlorotic patients presents a perfectly normal constitu-

tion. If plethora actually depended on an absolute increase of the

blood circulating in the vessels, the not very unfrequent occurrence of

plethora in chlorosis would also stand opposed to our attaching identical

ideas to the terms chlorosis and anaemia. There is no scientifically ac-

• Gaz. de Paris. No. 33 et 36, 1846.
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curate proof that there is an actual diminution of the whole mass of the

blood, and no such conclusion can be drawn from the appearances after

death ; hence, if a true diminution of the blood does not exist, our idea

of anasmia would entirely coincide with that of hydrsemia ; and in point

of fact, it is in most cases mistaken at the bedside, and confounded with

hydrgemia. The causes of hydremia, that is to say of a great excess of

water in the blood, and especially in the serum, are sufficiently obvious

from the preceding observations. Hydremia, like dropsy, is only the

consequence of an abnormal state of certain organs, for the one neces-

sarily follows the other, each being dependent on purely physical laws

;

if the blood becomes more watery, the albumen more readily transudes

through the capillaries of this or that organ, especially where the motion

of the blood is somewhat impeded, and hence the frequency of oedema

of the feet ; if albumen passes away with the urine, the blood becomes
poorer in solid constituents, and the serum more readily transudes

;

hence, dropsy is a constant attendant on Bright's disease. If, however,

dropsy appear sooner than hydremia, the latter must be the necessary

consequence of the former, if abundant transudations of albumen render

the blood more watery, without this condition being counteracted by a

sufficient renewal of nutriment from without. (C. Schmidt. 1

)

A decided and absolute diminution of the water in the serum, and in

.

the blood generally, is in reality only observed in cholera ; on this point

all observers concur : the watery character of the dejections in cholera,

which often contain only from 0-3 to 05§ of solid constituents, afford a

ready explanation of this peculiarity.

In addition to the diseases already mentioned, viz., acute articular

rheumatism, puerperal peritonitis and erysipelas, there is also a diminution

of the water in the serum, although only a relative one, in chronic dis-

eases of the heart. If, however, symptoms of dropsy have already

supervened, we always find that the serum contains an abnormal excess

of water.

Before leaving this subject we must remark, that in addition to the

proposition that the water of the blood always stands in an inverse rela-

tion to the blood-corpuscles, we have also established the aphorism, that

the quantity of water in the blood is always proportional to its quantity of

fibrin. We must, however, remark that this statement must not be taken

literally, that is to say, in a mathematical sense, for we are unable to

deduce any formula expressing such a relation. On instituting a compa-

rison between the most accurate analyses which we possess, we just as

often find a great augmentation of the fibrin as a diminution of the solid

constituents of the blood and of the serum, and the latter are often far

more diminished, than the fibrin is increased. Hence it is impossible to

refer the augmentation of the fibrin in inflammation, in a direct manner, to

the diminution of the albumen, that is to say, to explain the augmenta-
tion of the fibrin by a too early metamorphosis of the albumen into this

substance, as some have attempted to do. All that we are justified in

asserting is this : in those physiological and pathological conditions

which are accompanied by a greater or smaller augmentation of the

fibrin, we are in the habit of simultaneously observing a diminution of

the colored blood-corpuscles, and a greater or less augmentation of the

1 Characteristik der Cholera. S. 116-151.
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water of the blood, but by no means always of that of the serum ; for,

to take an example, in acute articular rheumatism, a disease in which

the fibrin is often very much increased, we find, on the contrary, the

quantity of water in the blood diminished, relatively to the quantity of

the solid constituents of the serum ; in hydremia the quantity of water

in the serum is extraordinarily increased, while the fibrin scarcely ex-

ceeds the normal limits.

We now proceed to the consideration of the albumen, of whose occur-

rence and relations in the blood we have already treated generally (see

p. 307).

The amount of albumen in the serum generally rises and falls with

that of the other solid constituents ; unfortunately, however, most in-

vestigations of the blood are limited to the mere determination of the

solid residue of the serum, so that we have often no means of determining

the ratio in which the latter and the albumen stand to each other :

indeed no true conclusion can be drawn from most analyses of morbid

blood (previously to those of Scherer and C. Schmidt), not merely because

the mode of determining the albumen was unsuitable, but also because

we paid too little attention to, or were unable accurately to investigate,

the relation of the intercellular fluid to the blood-cells. In order to

draw a scientific conclusion from such investigations, it is by no means

sufficient to recognize an absolute or a relative augmentation or diminu-

tion ; it is a much more important point to determine specially in rela-

tion to which constituents of the blood the albumen has been increased

or diminished ; it is not till these highly important relations are followed

out in detail, that we can arrive at any inductive conclusions regarding

the nature of the pathological changes. Such a general study of the

quantitative relations of the albumen in diseased blood, is the means by

which we may hope to attain to a true humoral pathology ; for, doubt-

less, all the metamorphoses in the blood proceed from the albumen.
_
We

must bear in mind the numerous conditions by which the quantity of

albumen in the blood may be changed ; this may be effected, not merely

by augmentation or diminution of the serum or of the water, but also of

salts or extractive matters, by absorption of albumen from the other

juices or its loss by exudations or copious excretions, by rich and abun-

dant nutriment, &c. A glance at merely those analyses in which the

albumen of the blood has been actually determined by a good method,

will indicate the difficulties of attempting to answer such questions.

The quantity of albumen in venous blood increases considerably during

digestion.

F. C. Schmid found on an average 6'68j> of albumen in the serum Irom

the jugular veins of horses which had been starved for a long time before

they were killed ; while in the corresponding serum, when the animals

had been fed shortly before their death, he found 9;08§.

There is less albumen contained in arterial than in venous blood, as

was discovered long ago by F. Simon. In the serum of the venous

blood of the horse I found 11-4282, and in that of the arterial blood

9-217 fi of albumen. In the residue of the serum of the venous blood

there were, however, 15-3 parts of extractive matters and salts to 100

of albumen ; while in that of the arterial blood there were 15*7 parts of

extractive matters to 100 of albumen.
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The serum of portal blood is regarded as poorer in albumen than that

of the jugular veins ; Schmid found on an average 5*19}] of albumen in

this serum when obtained from fasting horses, and 6*71
{{
when they had

been well fed ; in horses which had been fed from 5 to 10 hours pre-

viously to their being killed, I found from 6*015 to 6-997 g of albumen.

In the solid residue of the portal serum I found that the albumen stood

to the other constituents in the ratio of 100 to 22*5, the horse having

been killed five hours after feeding.

The albumen in the serum of the hepatic venous blood of horses which

were killed from 5 to 10 hours after feeding only varied between 10-487

and 10-702g; hence the serum of the blood of the hepatic veins is far

richer in albumen than that of the portal or jugular veins ; but if we
compare the other solid constituents of the serum with the albumen,

we find a diminution of the albumen in the serum of the hepatic veins,

as contrasted with that of the portal vein ; for while I found the

ratio of the albumen to the other solid constituents to be 100 to 22-5

in the serum of the portal blood, it was as 100 to 38-4 in that

of the hepatic venous blood. That the albumen in the blood of the

hepatic veins is not merely relatively, but also absolutely diminished,

is moreover obvious from the composition of the collective blood ; in the

portal blood we find far more serum than in the blood of the hepatic

veins ; so that on an average I found that the albumen of the portal

blood was to that of hepatic venous blood in the ratio of 3 : 2.

When the intercellular fluid of 1000 parts of portal blood contained

24-453 parts of albumen, 16*553 parts were found in the intercellular

fluid of an equal portion of hepatic venous blood ; hence the albumen in

the two intercellular fluids was in the ratio of 100 : 67*7 ; in another

case the ratio was as 29-606 : 19-806, or as 100 : 66-9
; and in a third

case (10 hours after feeding) as 44-330 : 32-447, or as 100 : 73-1.

Hence, from these numbers, we cannot entertain a doubt that on an
average 30 -2 g of the albumen conveyed to the liver is converted in this

organ into other substances, and is probably for the most part applied to

the formation of cells.

The reason why Simon1 found so few blood-corpuscles in the blood of

the hepatic veins, is entirely dependent on the analytical method which

he employed.

The amount of albumen has been found to be diminished in the fol-

lowing diseases: in simple ephemeral and remittent fevers (only slightly

diminished), in severe inflammations, in the later stage of typhus (Bec-

querel and Rodier), in scurvy (where, as is shown by Andral and Gavar-

ret, Becquerel and Rodier, and Favre, 2
it is considerably diminished), in

malaria (Salvagnoli and Gozzi3
), in puerperal fever (Scherer4

), in dysen-

tery (Leonard and Folley, 5 and C. Schmidt), in Bright's disease, and in

dropsy from various organic changes (as was asserted by the older ob-

servers, and accurately demonstrated by C. Schmidt). The quantity of

albumen in the serum has been found to be increased in intermittent

1 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 22, S. 118. * Compt. rend. T. 25, p. 1136.
8 Gaz. de Milano. No. 30, 1843. " Untersucbungen, &c. S. 74-69.
5 Eec. des Mem. de Chim. et de Pharm. milit. T. 60, 1846.
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fevers (Becquerel and Rodier), after drastic purgatives, and in cholera
(C. Schmidt).

Little importance has generally been attached to the quantity of fat
in the serum, and we possess very little positive knowledge regarding
the quantitative relations of this substance in different physiological and
pathological conditions. In most cases in which a determination of the
fat has been attempted, this determination has had reference to the
blood collectively, so that we have comparatively little information
regarding its distribution between the blood-cells and the serum.

It appears from the experiments of Simon, Nasse, Becquerel, and
others, that in normal blood-serum the fat ranges from 0-2 to 2-22g of

the solid residue.

For further information regarding the quantity of fat contained in

the blood generally, we must refer to p. 224.

Although it would appear from the experiments of Boussingault, to

which we have already referred, that the use of fat (taken as food) does

not induce any augmentation of the fat in the blood, yet nutrition is not

without influence on this constituent of the circulating fluid ; for during

the progress of the digestive process, not only have the chyle and the

portal blood been found richer in fat, but sometimes also the serum of

the blood generally has been actually observed to be rendered turbid

by the presence of this substance (Thomson). 1 Schmid, moreover,

found that the serum of horses that had been recently fed contained

almost twice as much fat as that of horses which had been kept fasting.

A horse on which I was experimenting was fed for three days entirely

on starch-balls. Immediately before and after this course of diet I ab-

stracted and analyzed the blood from the carotid artery and the jugular

vein. The result of this investigation, in reference to the amount of

fat, will probably be best shown by the following tabular arrangement.

THE QUANTITY OF FAT
Before this food. After this food.

n , , f From the carotid artery, 1-996 1-665
Uot}

• \ From the jugular vein, 2-924 1-366

c f From the carotid artery, 2-479 1-465
Serum, j From the jugular vein, 2-984 2-226

This experiment throws light not merely on the constant difference

between arterial and venous blood, but also on the influence of an im-

perfect nutrition—as that of an exclusive starch-diet—on the diminution

of the fat in the blood. The number representing the amount of fat

contained in the venous clot after the use of the starch, may perhaps be

influenced by an error of observation.

The blood of women is, according to Becquerel, generally somewhat

richer in fat than that of men.

The serum of arterial blood contains less fat than that of venous

blood : in this respect my results coincide with those of Simon ; in the

arterial serum of a horse I found 0-264g of fat, which amounted to

2-479g of the solid residue; while in the venous serum I found 0-393g,

or 2-984g of the solid residue. In the serum from the jugular veins of

i Phil. Mag. 3d Series, Vol. 26, pp. 322 and 418.
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starved horses, Schmid found that the fat averaged only 0-07$ (or 0*98{j

of the solid residue), while in horses that had been well fed it amounted
to 0-135 (or M4g of the solid residue).

The difference between the results of my experiments and those of

Schmid may appear striking ; I must, however, remark that the blood

of the horse whose arterial and venous blood were examined before and

after the three days' exclusive feeding on starch, contained more fat

than that of any other horse I ever met with ; this also throws some
light upon the numbers (quoted in the next paragraph) which I obtained

in a comparative determination of the fat in the portal and the hepatic

venous blood, and which are singularly small, although these kinds of

blood usually contain more fat than ordinary arterial or venous blood.

The blood-cells of this horse did not contain any corresponding aug-

mentation of fat (as may be seen from the previously quoted numbers),

so that the great abundance of fat Avhich was presented both by the

venous and arterial blood of this horse was entirely limited to the serum.

I do not find it recorded in my note-book that the serum was turbid, or

that fat-globules were perceived under the microscope.

The serum of portal blood is, according to Schultz and Simon, far

richer in fat than that of jugular venous blood : in the portal serum of

fasting horses, Schmid found on an average 0*10g of fat (or l'36g of the

solid residue), and in that of well-fed horses 0-21§ (or 2-06g of the solid

residue) ; I found on an average 0-2843J} of fat (or 3-645n of the solid

residue) in the portal serum of horses which had been fed from 5 to 10
hours previously.

The serum of the blood of the hepatic veins contains far less fat than

that of the portal blood, but far more than that of the jugular veins

;

on an average I found it to contain 0-2722$ of fat, or 2-568J} of the

solid residue.

It is scarcely necessary to remark, that on instituting a comparison

of the whole blood (serum -f blood-cells + fibrin), the difference which

these two kinds of blood present in their amount of fat is far more ob-

vious, because portal blood contains a preponderating quantity of serum,

and the hepatic venous blood a comparatively small quantity. The
numbers representing the relative amounts of fat are given in p. 481.

The most careful investigations regarding the quantity of fat contained

in the serum in different diseases have been instituted by Becquerel and
Rodier ; from their researches it follows, that almost from the beginning

of every acute disease there is an augmentation of the fats in the blood,

and especially of the cholesterin. In chronic diseases the fats and prin-

cipally the cholesterin are especially increased in hepatic affections, as,

for instance, icterus and cirrhosis, as well as in Bright's disease, tuber-

culosis, and cholera.

In the blood of animals the quantity of fat appears to be very variable

under apparently similar relations ; at all events, one and the same ob-

server (as, for instance, Nasse) has found very different quantities of fat

in the blood of the same species of animals. This subject has been
already noticed in p. 224.

Nasse 1 found the smallest quantity of fat in the blood of goats and

1 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 18, S. 146.
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sheep, rather more in that of horses, and still more in that of dogs : the
blood of the pig, however, contained no more than that of the dog.
While the blood of puppies contained more fat than that of adult dogs,
the blood of calves, on the other hand, contained less fat than that of
oxen.

Few chemists have extended their inquiries to the determination of
the quantity of the extractive matters contained in the serum ; at all

events, they are always determined in association with the salts ; the
number representing them might certainly be calculated from many
analyses, if we did not fear, on the one hand, by including the loss
incurred in the entire process, to obtain too high a number, or on the
other hand, by imperfect drying, to get by far too low a number. But
even when the quantity of the extractive matters has been directly
determined, I find from my own investigations, and those of others, that
their number is liable to great fluctuations, ranging from 0-25 to 0-42g.
When we consider how many things are vaguely included in extractive
matters, and how these latter are augmented by the products both of
progressive and regressive metamorphosis, we need no longer wonder at

these fluctuations.

Nasse has found more extractive matters in the blood of children and
young animals than in that of the adult species ; the largest quantity
was found in human blood, rather less in that of horses, and a much
smaller amount in that of oxen.

From the few analyses which I have made with horses' blood, I have
been led to the conclusion that more extractive matter is contained in

arterial than in venous blood ; while the solid constituents of venous
serum contained on an average 3-617g- of extractive matters, those of

the arterial serum contained 5-374§.

The serum of portal blood contains more extractive matters (always

determined as free from salts, by the incineration of the ethereal extract

freed from fat by water, and of the alcoholic and aqueous extracts) than

that of the jugular venous blood ; the serum of the blood of the hepatic

veins contains, however, the largest quantity of extractive matters. In

horses Avhich had been fed (from 5 to 10 hours) previously, I found on

an average 7*442g of extractive matters (freed from salts) in the solid

residue of the serum of the portal blood, and a larger quantity, namely,

lOg when the animals had fasted for 24 hours: but from the blood of

the hepatic veins I constantly found more than 18g (from 18*1 to 18*5 g).

Amongst the diseases in which the extractive matters are increased,

we may especially notice puerperal fever (Scherer) and scurvy.

For the quantitative determination of the salts contained in the serum,

it is above all things necessary that we should accurately know the ratio

in which the number representing the mineral substances obtained by

incineration stands to the number representing the salts which exist pre-

formed in the blood, and the manner in which the acids and bases of the

ash are grouped in the fresh serum ; we know, however, from what has

been previously stated, that we too often find great differences in the

constitution of the ash, which depend upon the methods we may have

adopted for the carbonization and incineration of animal substances.

Hence it follows that, notwithstanding the careful labor which so many
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inquirers have devoted to the determination of the saline constituents of

the blood, the results in question present little uniformity, or, at all

events, are of such a character as to preclude us from basing any con-

clusions on them.

From the best analyses it would seem that the ash of the serum is

composed much in the following manner

:

Chloride of sodium, 61-087

Chloride of potassium, . 4-054

Carbonate of soda, . 28-880

Phosphate of soda (2 NaO,P03),
3-195

Sulphate of potash, ........ 2-784

100-000

The serum of men's blood contains generally rather a larger amount
of salts than that of women's blood ; the former containing on an aver-

age 8-8g, and the latter 8*1§ ; but the limits between which the amount
of salts in the serum of both sexes in the normal state may fluctuate,

are tolerably extensive.

According to Nasse and Poggiale, 1 there is a larger amount of salts

in the serum of adult men and animals, than in that of children and

young animals.

It would appear from the investigations of Nasse and Poggiale, that

there is no connection between the saline constituents in the blood of an

animal, and the nature of its food ; according to these chemists, the

blood of cats, goats, sheep, and calves, contains the most salts, then fol-

lows the blood of birds, and then that of men and swine ; whilst the

blood of dogs and rabbits contains the least.

Nasse found most alkaline phosphates in the blood-ash of swine,

geese, and hens, and least in that of goats and sheep ; he found most

sulphate of soda in that of sheep, and least in that of hens and geese
;

most alkaline carbonates in that of sheep, and least in that of geese

and hens ; and most alkaline chlorides in that of goats and hens, and
least in that of rabbits.

Moreover, the serum of the blood of different vessels contains different

quantities of salts ; from my own investigations and those of Nasse, it

appears that arterial serum contains rather more salts than venous serum.

Schultz, Simon, and Schmid, found far more salts in the blood of the

portal than in that of the jugular vein. (Schmid found at least half as

much again.) Moreover, the serum of portal blood contains far more
salts than that of hepatic venous blood ; in horses we find on an average

0-8503 (or lOg of the solid residue) in the former, and only 0-7253 (or

7g of the solid residue) in the latter. If to this we add that there is far

less serum in the blood of the hepatic veins than in that of the portal vein,

it is obvious that the blood of the latter is far richer in salts than that of

the former.

By the prolonged use of food rich in common salt, the blood becomes
richer in saline constituents, and especially in chloride of sodium (Pog-
giale and Plouviez). 2

Zimmermann 3 has found in five experiments made on men, and one

1 Compt. rend. T. 25, pp. 109-113. 2 Ibid.
3 Heller's Arch. Bd. 3, S. 522-530.
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observation on a horse, that there is always a larger quantity of soluble

salts in the last portion of the blood of one and the same venesection,

than in the first portion ; and that this augmentation is chiefly due to the

alkaline chlorides, the other salts being diminished.

In diseases the alkaline salts of the blood undergo considerable fluctu-

ations ; but on this point most of the blood-analyses hitherto made are

very imperfect ; this much only is certain, that in severe inflammations

these salts are very much diminished, and that in the acute exanthemata
and in typhus they are very much increased. Moreover, C. Schmidt has
especially noticed that there is a considerable diminution of the soluble

salts in the serum of cholera blood, and an augmentation in dysentery,

Bright's disease, and all kinds of dropsy and hydremia. Finally, it has

been found by Leonard and Folley, as well as by Salvagnoli and Gozzi,

that the salts are often increased to twice their normal quantity in several

endemic diseases, namely, dysentery, malaria, the malignant forms of

intermittent fever, scurvy, &c.

It would be highly important to know the amount of gases contained

in the blood in different physiological and pathological conditions ; in-

deed we hold that it is from this point that a rational investigation of the

blood should commence, if we wish to take a philosophical view of its

general constitution. All conclusions which we think we can draw from

blood-analyses, remain mere conjectures so long as each individual case

is not tested by an accurate determination of the gases contained in the

blood. Any one desirous of instituting a good analysis of the blood,

will not fail to find the means of determining quantitatively the gases of

the blood in different diseases ; if such an analysis be difficult, it is, at

all events, not impracticable, unless physicians adhere to what is now
regarded the " rational treatment," and abstain altogether from prescrib-

ing venesection. At present we have no certain knowledge on the sub-

ject, beyond the results quoted in page 570, for which Ave are chiefly in-

indebted to Magnus.

We have still to notice some of the more uncommon constituents of the

blood, or such as occur in mere traces. We have already mentioned

that sugar is an integral constituent of the serum. In the blood of

oxen, C. Schmidt found from 0-0069 p.m. to 0-0074 p.m. of fermen-

table sugar ; in the blood of a dog 0-015 p.m. ;
and in that of a cat

0-021 p.m. In the serum of portal blood, in the few cases in which I

obtained enough to enable me to detect sugar, I found from 0-0038, to

0-0052 p.m., and in the blood of the hepatic veins, from 0-041 to 0-059

p.m. ; in the blood of diabetic patients, where its existence had often

been demonstrated, I never could find more than 0-047 p.m. of sugar.

This is the more striking as von Becker 1 has found, from numerous and

variously modified experiments which he instituted in my laboratory,

that at all events in rabbits, sugar cannot be detected in the urine, un-

less the blood contains as much as 0-5g of that substance. Yon Becker

has moreover very distinctly shown, by direct experiments, that highly sac-

charine food exerts an influence on the amount of sugar in the blood.

Thus for instance, he found that the blood of rabbits which had been

solely fed on carrots yielded 0-584g of sugar, whilst there was only

1 Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Zoologie. 1853. Bd. 5, S. 123.
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0-109g in the blood of those animals when fed upon oats, and only 0045$
in their blood when they had fasted 24 hours. As much as l*198jj of

sugar was found in the blood of a rabbit which had been so abundantly
supplied with sugar from time to time during several hours, that some of

this substance had even passed into the solid excrements.

It was the more important to show, by direct experiments, that food

exerted a decided influence on the amount of sugar in the blood, since

0. Funke, Bernard, and myself had failed in detecting sugar in the

portal blood. Notwithstanding its improbability, the idea readily sug-

gested itself that all the sugar which was found in the blood originated

solely in the liver ; and that that which was formed during digestion

was further metamorphosed in the intestinal canal. Moreover we learn

from a careful clinical observation, that, at all events in diabetic patients,

a saccharine food exhibits an influence on the amount of sugar in the

urine.

There is considerable difficulty in determining the greatest quantity

of sugar which can exist in the blood without inducing saccharine urine,

and this difficulty may, perhaps, account for the small quantity of sugar

found by myself in the blood of a diabetic patent, when compared with

that which was found by von Becker in rabbits in which artificial dia-

betes had been induced by pricking the floor of the fourth ventricle,

and in other rabbits, whose blood had been rich in sugar : hitherto von

Becker has found that where the blood contains -4g of sugar, no por-

tion of it passes unchanged into the urine,, although a decided sugar re-

action might be detected in the urine obtained by pressure on the region

of the bladder, when its quantity in the blood amounts to 0-6
[J
of this

substance. The difference in the nature of the urine in man and these

animals may perhaps explain the cause of the high amount of sugar

which must be present in the blood of rabbits before it appears in their

urine, whilst I could discover so little sugar in the blood of diabetic pa-

tients ; the alkaline urine of rabbits, as we learn from direct experiments

externally to the organism, metamorphoses sugar far more rapidly into

acid than human urine ; we must, moreover, bear in mind that diabetic

urine is so poor in matters exciting fermentation, that it passes very

slowly into a state of fermentation, which may perhaps in some measure

explain the difference. I 1 have, moreover, long since shown that freshly

passed urine does not react on vegetable colors in cases of well-marked

diabetes, that it is deficient in several of the ordinary extractive matters

of normal urine, and that it only gradually acquires an acid reaction on

standing exposed to the open air.

We have already noticed the quantities in which, according to Garrod,

uric acid occurs in normal and morbid blood.

The amount of urea in the blood has not yet been quantitatively de-

termined ; if, however, as has been maintained, urea can be detected in

four ounces of healthy^ blood, its quantity could certainly be easily

determined in morbid blood ; but this is not the case.

Silica was first discovered by Henneberg in the blood of hens, and
was determined quantitatively by Millon.

We have already alluded to the occurrence of carbonate of ammonia
1 De urina diabetica. Diss, inaug. Lips. 1835.
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in morbid blood
; its quantitative determination is impracticable. We

would merely add that it has recently been also found in the blood of
cholera patients both by C. Schmidt and by myself. While I could de-
tect urea in the blood of such cholera patients as succumbed before the
occurrence of the group of symptoms to which we apply the term uraemia,
I always found the blood ammoniacal, and the gastric mucous membrane
in the dead body strongly alkaline as soon as the cerebral symptoms
peculiar to uraemia had once set in. Moreover, from the analogous
experiments which I have instituted with the blood of Bright's disease
and scarlatina, I might have been led to the conclusion, that it is not
the presence of uraemia, but of ammonia, in the blood, which occasions
the symptoms of uraemia

; this view is further supported by the experi-
ments of Bernard, and Barreswil. 1 who observed that the deleterious con-
sequences of extirpation of the kidneys did not ensue in the dogs on
which they operated, until the gastric juice was secreted with an alkaline
reaction.

I have just become acquainted with the interesting experiments of
Stannius,2 who found that after extirpation of the kidneys, and even
after the simultaneous injection of urea, urea itself could never be found
in the secretions, or, at all events, in the gastric or intestinal juice or in

the bile, but was detected in the sero-sanguineous exudation in the abdo-
minal cavity ; but after the death of the animals, the gastric juice, bile,

and all the other secretions, were found to be extremely rich in ammo-
niacal salts. Stannius has thus adduced the most certain proof, that,

at all events, the phenomena of uraemia cannot be dependent on the
mere retention of urea. Stannius, moreover, totally denies the possibi-

lity of the transmission of urea into the gastric juice ; while I agree with
Marchand, 3 and feel convinced that I have ascertained, beyond doubt,

the presence of this substance both in the contents of the stomach and
in the vomited matters of a dog whose kidneys had been extirpated.

The bile-pigment, biliary acids, and abnormal pigments which are

sometimes found in morbid blood, have not been quantitatively deter-

mined.

We have already endeavored, in the above remarks, to review the

quantitative relations of the constituents of the blood under their various

external and internal conditions, and considered the increase and de-

crease of each individual component part as far as the investigations

hitherto made allowed of the prosecution of such an inquiry, this being

the only method by which we could hope to arrive at a more thorough

insight into the metamorphoses of the blood, and of animal matter gene-

rally. It is obvious that we cannot hope to arrive at any definite con-

clusions regarding the subject in its general bearings, until we have

sufficiently examined its individual features under all their different re-

lations. Indeed, the metamorphosis of, matter in the blood is entirely

comprised in the different relations into which the constituents of the

blood are brought under different conditions either in respect to their

quantity or quality. We have, therefore, regarded it as more rational

and more favorable to the cause of science, to begin our representation

' Arch, gem de MeU 4 Sdr. T. 13, p. 449.

z Arch. f. phys. Heilk. Bd. 9, S. 201-219. 3 Journ. f. prakt. Ch. Bd. 9, S. 499.

vol. i. 40
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of the constitution of healthy and morbid blood, according to the views

laid down in p. 411, with a notice of its constituents—that is to say, to

consider the blood according to chemical categories. In the meantime,

we would hope that a short exposition of the results of the analyses of

the blood, which have been conducted with reference both to physiology

and pathology, may alike tend to throw light upon the whole subject,

and to elucidate many physiological and pathological processes. Risking

the charge of repetition, we must observe that we purpose giving a short

notice of the differences in the constitution of the blood in different

physiological and pathological processes, by which method we hope at

once to conform to the ordinary mode of treating the subject, and to

satisfy the requirements of the practical physician.

In the first place the composition of the blood varies in the different

sexes. The blood of women is generally of a somewhat lighter red color

than that of men ; it is specifically lighter, and evolves a less intense

odor of sweat when treated with sulphuric acid (Barruel and C. Schmidt)

;

it also contains more water, both in the human subject and in animals.

The number of the blood-corpuscles is in general smaller ; but there is

no perceptible difference in the quantity of fibrin in the blood of the two

sexes ; hence the serum of coagulated women's blood preponderates over

the clot or the blood-cells more than that of men's blood. The serum of

the blood in the two sexes differs less than the whole blood, although it

generally contains more water. As the serum preponderates in women's
blood, it generally contains more albumen than that of men, which is

richer in cruor. A similar relation exists in reference to most other con-

stituents of the serum, as, for instance, the fats and extractive matters
;

but this is not the case with the salts. If we compare the serum of male
with that of female blood, we find a larger quantity of salts in the former

;

if on the other hand, the collective blood of the sexes be compared, we
find most soluble salts in that of women.
Pregnancy appears to exert the following action on the blood of

women ; it is generally darker at this than at other periods ; its specific

gravity sinks in consequence of its becoming richer in water and consi-

derably poorer in colored blood-corpuscles ; the fibrin is relatively in-

creased, which generally causes the blood, in coagulating, to form a very

small clot with often a superficial stratum of fibrin. The amount of

albumen in the serum is also diminished. We have no certain data re-

garding the fats and salts.

The blood of children, and especially of new-born infants, is distin-

guished by a greater abundance of solid constituents, more especially of

blood-corpuscles and iron, while it is poorer in fibrin. It contains, how-

ever, nearly the same quantities of fat and albumen as in adult life, and
a much larger proportion of extractive matters, and less salts.

In advanced life, and in the female sex after the cessation of men-
struation, the blood becomes poorer in corpuscles ; the serum also loses

some of its solid constituents ; but the cholesterin appears to be some-
what increased.

On comparing the composition of the blood of the different vertebrata,

we find in the first place, that amongst mammalia the omnivora exhibit

the greatest number of corpuscles, and hence, also, the largest quantity

of iron and of soluble phosphates. Fibrin also occurs in larger quanti-
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ties here than in the blood of animals of other dietetic habits. The
solid constituents of the serum also preponderate in the blood of
these animals. The serum of the omnivora contains less salts than that
of many other mammalia.
The blood of the carnivora generally contains nearly as many blood-

cells as that of the omnivora ; there is less fibrin but more fat in the
blood of these animals than in that of the herbivora. The quantitative
relations of the constituents of the blood vary considerably in the differ-

ent species belonging to this class. A similar remark may be made re-

garding the blood of the herbivora, which on an average contains fewer
blood-corpuscles tha* that of the carnivora, but the deviations from this

rule are as great in Wie different species of this class as in the carnivora.
"We may, however, hope that a more careful study of the composition of
the blood of these three groups of animals will enable us to detect more
definite differences between them.
The blood of birds is rich in corpuscles, and stands next in this re-

spect to that of the pig ; it contains, however, more fibrin and fat, and
less albumen, than that of the mammalia.

In the cold-blooded vertebrata the blood is poorer in corpuscles, and
richer in water than in the other vertebrata.

Although the mollusca possess a vascular system, consisting of arte-

ries and veins and an aortic heart, their blood differs very considerably

from that of the classes of animals immediately above them ; being a white

or bluish juice. C. Schmidt 1 found the blood of the pond-mussel (anodonta

cygnea) colorless and slightly alkaline ; it deposited a pale fibrinous

coagulum, which on evaporation exhibited beautiful crystals resembling

Gaylusite, and consisting of carbonate of lime and some carbonate of

soda. The albumen was mostly combined with lime. This blood con-

tained only 0-854J] of solid constituents, and of these there were 0-033 of

a fibrin-like substance, 0*565 of albumen, 0*189 of lime, 0*033 of phos-

phate of soda, chloride of sodium and sulphate of lime, and 0*034 of

phosphate of lime.

E. Harless and v. Bibra2 investigated the blood of the large Shell-

snail (Helix pomatia) and that of certain Cephalopods (Loligo and Ele-

done), as well as of certain Tunicata (as, for instance, of some Ascidians).

The blood of the large Shell-snail contains, according to their inves-

tigations, 8*398° of organic, and 6*12{j of mineral substances, there being

0*033 of oxide of copper in the latter. This blood is especially distin-

guished by assuming a blue color on exposure to the air, in consequence

of the access of oxygen, and again becoming colorless by the action of

carbonic acid. Alcohol yields a colorless coagulum ; ammonia removes

the blue color, which is restored by neutralization with hydrochloric acid.

The blue pigment is precipitated by alum and ammonia, and is entirely

destroyed at 50°. The blood of the Ascidians and Cephalopods presents

the opposite relations in regard to color to that of the large shell-nail.

It is not colored blue either by oxygen or nitrogen, but carbonic acid

converts it into an intense blue. Oxygen does not cause the entire dis-

1 Zuvergleichenden Physiol. Mitau, 184G, S. 58-60 [or Taylor's Scientific Memoirs,

vol. 5, p. 26].
2 Muller's Arch. 1847. S. 148-157.
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appearance of this color ; while ether and alcohol instantly communicate
a blue color to the originally colorless blood. Bibra found in this blood

4'7[; of organic and 2*63g of mineral substances, but no iron, although

some copper.

Genth 1 has also recently examined the ash of the blood of Limulus

Cyclops, which, when fresh, has an azure blue color, and has found in it

a considerable quantity of copper with a little iron. In two analyses of

the ash of this blood, he found in 100 parts

:

Oxide of copper, with traces of oxide of iron, .... 0-297 .... 0-083

Chloride of sodium, 72-907 . . . . 83 507
Phosphoric acid, 0^83 .... 281

The blood had a specific gravity of 1-0317 and yielded 3-327§ of ash.

I have made some experiments2 on the blood of insects, and especially

of the lepidoptera in their larva state. On making an incision into the

skin of a caterpillar, on the abdomen, a transparent, thick, pale yellowish

green juice exudes, which under the microscope discloses roundish cells

without a distinct nucleus ; the cell-walls appearing stippled like those of

pus- corpuscles and having a diameter varying from s^,ff to ^u/"' Di-

lute acetic acid does not change the cells, but the concentrated acid dis-

solves them. Caustic alkalies cause them to conglomerate into masses

like most cells and even the yeast-globules, making them appear some-

what relaxed in texture, distorted and granular, so that they resemble

granular cells. Hydrochlorate of ammonia does not change them.

Besides these cells, we very frequently observe large roundish oval cells,

having a distinct nucleus, and not unlike many of the pavement epithe-

lium cells. These are not changed by acetic acid or the caustic alkalies.

More rarely there occur pyriform, or spindle-shaped, and other irregularly

formed cells. Fat-globules are always present in this fluid ; they might

be referred to the fat surrounding the stomach ; if they did not likewise

occur in the fluid of the dorsal vessels.

The intercellular fluid of the blood of insects assumes a dark brown-

ish-green, or even black shade, when exposed to the air, and becomes
turbid from the deposition of very fine molecular granules. It has a

faint alkaline reaction, speedily developes ammonia on exposure to the

air, and coagulates on being boiled, as well as on the addition of mineral

acids or of a watery solution of iodine, into a thick white mass, without any

separation of serum. It is also rendered turbid by water, and then re-

sembles under the microscope a finely granular mass in which long

threads are plainly discernible. Hydrochlorate of ammonia docs not re-

move the turbidity, and the caustic alkalies or acetic acid remove it only

slightly. Dilute acetic acid causes the fluid to gelatinize, and removes
the blackish-green color, if it had previously been induced by exposure

to the air. The caustic alkalies also convert the clear fluid into a color-

less, tenacious jelly. Sugar may sometimes, but not always, be de-

tected in this fluid. As caterpillars generate a larger quantity of fat

within a short period than any other animals, their blood is also the

richest in fat; amounting in one experiment to 27'5g of the solid resi-

1 Keller u. Tiedemann's Nordam. Monatsschr. Bd. 3, S. 438-441.
2 Goschen's Jahresh. Bd. 2, S. 19.
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due. The fluid of the dorsal vessels in insects does not appear to differ

essentially from the above-described juice, containing precisely the same
elements, with the exception of those nucleated cells which resist the ac-

tion of acetic acid and the caustic alkalies.

The blood of the arteries differs from that of the veins in containing a

smaller quantity of the solid constituents belonging to the blood-cells,

which however contain relatively more hrematin and salts than the cells

of venous blood, but far less fat. The intercellular fluid of the arterial

blood is richer in fibrin than that of venous blood. The serum of the

former contains somewhat more water, and consequently less albumen
;

for if we compare the solid constituents of the serum of both kinds of

blood in regard to their quantity of albumen, we shall find an equal

amount of this substance in each. The case is different with the fats,

extractive matters, and salts ; for the first are considerably diminished

in the arterial fluid serum, and even in its solid residue ; and while the

salts are but slightly augmented, the extractive matters are considerably

increased in quantity. The arterial blood moreover contains relatively

more free oxygen than the venous blood.

The portal blood differs in constitution according to the different stages

of the digestive process ; during digestion, when drink, as well as food

has been partaken of, it is rich in water and intercellular fluid ; the num-

ber of blood-corpuscles is therefore small, the fibrin is slightly, and the

fat very considerably augmented, while the albumen, extractive matters,

and salts are moderately increased. The fibrin during the digestion re-

mains the same as in the other vessels, but after the completion of that

process it can readily be torn, and forms only a loose diffluent clot.

Compared with the blood of the jugular veins, portal blood is poor in

cells as well as in solid constituents generally ; these cells are partly

flocculent, are easily distorted, and soon become jagged after their re-

moval from the body. They are richer in hsematin and poorer in

globulin than the cells of the blood of the jugular veins, but contain

twice as much fat. The intercellular fluid contains a fatty fibrin, which,

however, is inferior in quantity to that in the blood of the jugular veins.

The serum contains on an average less solid constituents generally (espe-

cially albumen), but more fat, extractive matters, and salts. Biliary

substances have not been shown to exist in portal blood, and sugar only

seldom occurs.

The blood of the hepatic veins differs in constitution from that of any

other vessels. Compared with portal blood, it is poor in water ; for if

we assume the solid constituents of the two kinds of blood to be equal,

the amount of water in the portal blood will be to that in the hepatic

venous blood during digestion, when little fluid has been taken, as 4 : 3,

and after the completion of digestion not unfrequently as 12 : 5.
_
The

clot of hepatic venous blood is voluminous, and readily falls to pieces.

While 100 parts of portal blood yield 34 of serum, 100 parts of hepatic

venous blood yield only 15 of serum. Hepatic venous blood is far richer

than portal blood both in colored and colorless cells, the latter presenting

every variety of size and form, and the former exhibiting heaps of a dis-

tinct purplish-red color. Their cell-walls are less easily destroyed than

those of the blood of other vessels. While in the corresponding portal
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blood there are 141 parts of moist blood-cells for every 100 parts of in-

tercellular fluid, there are in hepatic venous blood 317 parts blood-cells

for 100 parts of the intercellular fluid. The cells of the latter blood are

poorer in fat and salts ; especially poor in hsematin, or at least in iron,

but somewhat richer in extractive matters. These cells have a greater

specific gravity than those of portal blood (notwithstanding the dimi-

nished quantity of iron). On comparing the specific gravity of both

kinds of blood with that of the serum, we find that the cells are lighter

in relation to the serum in the blood of the hepatic veins than in that of

the portal vein. The intercellular fluid of the former is far denser than

that of the latter ; it also contains a much larger quantity of solid con-

stituents ; but, on the other hand, it is either wholly deficient in fibrin,

or only contains it in scarcely perceptible traces. While in the portal

serum there are 8*4 parts of solid substances to 100 parts of water, there

are 11*8 parts of solid matters to 100 parts of water in the serum of

hepatic venous blood. When we compare the solid constituents in the

serum of both kinds of blood, we find that hepatic venous blood contains

less albumen and fat, and a much smaller quantity of salts ; while the

extractive matters, including sugar, are considerably increased. In the

solid residue of the hepatic venous blood of horses, I found in three de-

terminations (in which the alcoholic extract was excited to fermentation

by means of yeast, and the sugar, C 12
H

12 12 , was calculated from the

developed carbonic acid) that the sugar was respectively 0-635, 0-893,

and 0*776g ; whilst in the residue of the corresponding portal blood I

only once succeeded in detecting sugar, and then it only amounted to

0-055g.

The blood of the splenic vein, which has only been chemically examined,

and compared with that of the jugular vein in horses and dogs by
Be'clard, 1 contains more water than the last-named kind of blood. The
mean of 14 investigations in the case of dogs was 77*815$, the extremes

being 74-630 and 82-681$. The corresponding jugular venous blood

contained, on an average, 1*608$ less water than the blood of the

splenic vein. In two parallel investigations of horses' blood, the latter

kind contained from 0*4 to 0*5$ more water than the jugular venous
blood. The blood-corpuscles are somewhat diminished, but the fibrin and
the residue of the serum somewhat increased, in the blood of the splenic

vein. Ecker2 also found in the latter blood the cells containing cor-

puscles, discovered by Kb'lliker in the splenic juice. This was especially

the case in the splenic venous blood of horses. From 1 to 5 corpuscles,

or small yellow granules, were found enclosed in one capsule.

Funke's very carefully conducted examination of the blood of the

splenic vein in horses does not, unfortunately, either confirm or refute

Bdclard's conclusions, while my own experiments on the arterial blood
of the same animals (from which the blood of the splenic vein had been
taken) exhibited such different results, that no general deductions could

be obtained in reference to any one point. The juice expressed from
the spleen which J. Scherer3 analyzed consisted principally of blood,

1 Gazette MeU 1848. No. 4, p. 22, Janv.
2 Handworterb. de Physiol. Bd. 4, S. 146.
3 Verhandl. d. phys -med. Ges. zu Wurzburg. Bd. 2, S. 323.
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yielded by the capillaries of the spleen. Scherer found that it con-

tained in addition to albuminous matters and salts, lienine, hypoxan-
thine, two different kinds of ferruginous pigments, a large amount of

free iron not combined with pigments, and acetic, formic, and lactic

acids.

This investigation of Funke affords, at all events, a proof that the

greatest caution is necessary in deducing conclusions from individual

analyses and investigations of individual fluids, without reference to the

simultaneous constitution of the other animal juices. Many ingenious

conclusions would no doubt have been deduced from analyses of the

blood of the splenic vein, if the arterial blood had not been simultane-

ously compared with it.

The menstrual blood contains no fibrin, as was shown by Jul. Vogel

in the case of a person suffering from prolapsus uteri, and has been re-

cently confirmed by C. Schmidt.3 It yields a colorless but distinctly

alkaline serum and a red deposit of blood-corpuscles ; these are inter-

spersed with numerous colorless cells, but there is no trace of the so-

called fibrinous flakes. It contains about 16 % of solid constituents.

Henle believes that the only reason that the menstrual blood does not

coagulate, is because each individual drop forms a distinct coagulum,

and that consequently the sum of the drops must always constitute a

tolerably fluid mass ; but when examined under the microscope, men-

strual blood does not exhibit any coagulated substance near or among

the corpuscles. On the other hand, E. H. Weber found coagulated

blood upon the mucous membrane of the uterus of a young girl, who had

killed herself during the period of menstruation.

The blood of the placental vessels contains, according to Stas, 3
little

albumen and fibrin, whose place is, however, supplied by a large amount

of a substance which he calls casein (see p. 342). Stas also believes that

he has found urea in this blood.

During digestion, the blood becomes richer in solid constituents, this

increase extending with tolerable uniformity to the blood-cells and the

plasma. The former gain in solid constituents, while they experience a

relative loss of hsematin (F. C. Schmid). The fibrin of the intercellular

fluid is scarcely perceptibly increased, but it coagulates more slowly,

and therefore more readily forms a crust upon the clot. Lastly, it is

richer in fat than the fibrin obtained from the blood of fasting animals
;

the serum is denser, sometimes even exhibiting a milky turbidity from

fat-globules and colorless blood-cells. It also presents a tolerably

uniform proportional augmentation of fat, albumen, extractive sub-

stances, and salts.

Prolonged fasting and extensive losses of blood or of the other juices

exert an action on the constitution of the blood precisely analogous to

that of those substances which interfere with digestion or resorption and

the formation of blood ; as, for instance, many metallic salts, and espe-

cially preparations of lead, acids, &c. In these conditions, the number

of the corpuscles diminishes in various degrees, while the plasma be-

i Wagner's Lehrb. d. Physiol. 2 Aufl. S. 230.

2 Diagnostik verd.achtiger Flecke. Mitau u. Leipzig, 1848, S. 8 u. 41.

» Conipt rend. T. 31, p. 630.
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comes more watery (that is to say, poorer in albumen and other organic

constituents), but richer in salts. The blood has nearly the same con-

stitution as in anaemic conditions.

C. Schmidt 1 has endeavored by careful and numerous experiments to

establish the proposition, that the loss of albumen in the blood is sup-

plied by a relatively corresponding amount of salts, as for instance,

chloride of sodium. Thus we find that wherever albumen is lost from

the blood, either by accidental or intentional bloodletting, by morbid
exudation from the capillaries of the serous membranes (dropsy), by the

action of the kidneys (albuminuria), or by other losses of the juices

whose action is manifested by a diminution of albumen in the blood,

certain quantities of the albumen lost from the blood are replaced by
certain quantities of soluble salts, and here we must bear in mind that

the salts are in general accompanied by a definite quantity of water,

which differs from the amount associated with the albumen. The experi-

ments of Kierulf2 have recently furnished a new proof of the correctness

of these observations, for he found that after a considerable quantity of

water had been injected into the veins, the amount of the salts in the

blood was rapidly and permanently increased.

In order to determine the influence exerted on the constitution of the

blood by the abstraction of that fluid, numerous experiments have been

made by Nasse on healthy animals, and by Becquerel and Rodier, Zim-

mermann, and others, on persons in disease. The results obtained

showed that the specific heat, as well as the specific weight of the blood,

was diminished ; in color, the blood was more brightly red ; it coagulated

more rapidly, but there was a less thorough expression of the serum,

which exhibited a reddish or whitish turbidity. The red corpuscles,

which were much diminished in number, showed a greater tendency to

cohere. The colorless cells were increased in number (Nasse, Remak),
and the quantity of water was considerably augmented ; and at each

venesection the blood became poorer in cells than in the solid consti-

tuents of the serum. The quantity of the fibrin was scarcely increased

in healthy animals, and in disease it is altogether independent of the

abstraction of blood. The blood-cells became poorer in globulin, and

relatively richer in hsematin (C. Schmidt).

These facts seem in some degree connected with the differences

observed in the constitution of different portions of blood taken at one

and the same venesection by Prevost and Dumas especially, but also by
Becquerel and Rodier, and Zimmermann. After the loss of the first

portion of blood (about 100 grammes), the solid constituents are in no

case increased in the second portion, but on the contrary they almost

always diminish with tolerable uniformity, while a third portion very

frequently exhibits an increase of solid constituents when compared with

the second (Zimmermann). This diminution of the solid substances de-

pends upon the resorption of fluid, which obviously is owing to the

absorption not of pure water, but of lymph, fluid exudations, and par-

enchymatous juice, which are lighter than the blood. The amount of

absorption of water varies, however, very considerably in special cases.

J Charakteristik der Cholera, S. 60.
2 Mitth. d. naturf. Ges. z. Zurich. Juli, 1852.
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In Becquerel's experiments the quantity of water increased almost uni-
formly with each portion of blood, till it attained its maximum in the last
that was drawn.

Inflammatory diseases constantly induce an increase of fibrin, when
the inflammation is accompanied with fever. The number representing
the fibrin is in general increased in the largest proportion in acute arti-

cular rheumatism and in pneumonia. A considerable increase of fibrin

may be induced even where inflammation of a tissue is not very exten-
sively diffused, as, for instance, in erysipelatous inflammations. In each
individual disease the quantity of fibrin in the blood increases in pro-
portion to the degree and duration of the inflammation. The increase

of this substance is independent of the condition of the patient as to

strength, and unconnected with the increase or decrease of the other
solid constituents of the blood. Even in the most decided anaemia or

hydremia, the inflammation induces an augmentation of the fibrin. As
the blood of persons who have died from acute cerebral diseases has
never been found in a state of coagulation, it appears not wholly irrele-

vant to observe that in meningitis, &c, the blood removed from the

living body has been found to be as rich in fibrin as it is in any other

form of inflammation.

The number of the red blood-cells is decreased during the febrile in-

flammatory process, although not to any very great degree, unless the

existence of other pathological processes has induced a simultaneous

diminution of the whole mass of the blood-cells. In some cases scarcely

any diminution of the blood-cells can be observed, although there may
be a considerable increase of the fibrin.

The diminution of the solid constituents is in general proportional to

the violence of the inflammation, and also to the quantity of exudations

thrown off. Where there has been no great amount of exudation, the

solid constituents are sometimes found to be augmented rather than

diminished (as for instance in bronchitis). The diminution of the solid

residue of the serum depends mainly upon the decrease of the albumen
;

for the salts in the serum are unaltered, and the fats, or rather the cho-

lesterin, may be considerably increased.

We cannot at the present time attempt to decide whether the group

of symptoms which accompany most acute diseases, and are designated

as fever, are characterized by certain constant alterations in the relative

quantities of the blood-constituents: but all investigations agree in

showing that fever itself exerts neither an increasing or decreasing action

on the vacillating amount of fibrin in the blood. The inquiries hitherto

made, do not warrant us in deciding whether the admixture of the blood,

which Becquerel and Rodier believe they have found to exist during the

development of every acute disease, can be regarded as peculiar to fever.

According to these authors, the blood presents at this time the following

appearances : it is in general somewhat more watery than in its normal

state • the corpuscles are slightly diminished in number, while among the

fats the cholesterin and the phosphorized fats are especially increased
;

the extractive matters and the soluble salts occur in normal quantity,

while the phosphates are considerably augmented.

The same inquirers found that the blood-corpuscles, as well as the
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fibrin and the soluble salts of the serum, occurred in their normal quan-

tity in simple ephemeral and remittent fevers, while the albumen was
slightly diminished and the cholesterin increased.

In slight intermittent fevers, Zimmermann found that the fibrin was

only increased in some few cases, being more frequently diminished, but

it in general occurred in the normal quantity. Its increase appeared to

stand in a direct relation to the duration of the fever. Becquerel and
Rodier found the fibrin diminished in most cases of intermittent fever.

In endemic intermittent fevers, the blood-corpuscles are seldom di-

minished to any considerable degree, except in relapses, but are fre-

quently increased in quantity. The fibrin is invariably augmented in

inflammatory affections. The constituents of the serum increase when
the disease presents an intermittent type, but decrease when the disease

is characterized merely by remissions of severity. The diminution in

the latter case mainly affects the albumen, while the salts of the serum

are constantly augmented in quantity.

In marsh-fevers (malaria), the corpuscles are considerably increased

(Salvagnoli and Gozzi, Luderer), while the fibrin, albumen, and fats, are

proportionally diminished. A large quantity of cholesterin, as well as

of bile-pigment, is in general found.

In cholera the blood is especially dense and viscid ; and while the

blood-corpuscles are relatively augmented, they are poorer in salts. The
fibrin remains unaltered as to quantity ; the serum is denser, poorer in

water and salts, but relatively very rich in albumen ; it also contains

more potash salts and phosphates than normal serum, some urea, and an

extractive substance by which urea is rapidly converted into carbonate of

ammonia.
In dysentery the blood is poor in corpuscles. The fibrin is generally,

although not always, somewhat increased. All the solid constituents of

the serum are decreased, but especially the albumen. The salts, on the

other hand, are considerably increased in quantity.

In Bright' s disease the blood presents not only a considerable diminu-

tion in the number of cells, but likewise a great loss of the constituents

of the serum. The cholesterin as well as the salts of the serum are,

however, augmented, and the fluid almost always exhibits traces of urea,

which in some cases is present in considerable quantity. Such blood con-

tains on an average more fibrin than in the normal state, while it is only

in inflammatory affections of the kidneys, that is to say, in its first stage,

that there is any great augmentation of fibrin.

The hydrcemic blood observed in different kinds of dropsy, is a very

attenuated, pale, watery fluid ; in coagulating it forms a very loose, in-

filtrated gelatinous clot. Its composition is very similar to that observed

in Bright's disease, almost the only point of difference being the

absence of urea. According to my experience, at all events, this sub-

stance does not occur in hydnemic blood more than in dropsical exuda-
tions, unless in those cases in which renal affections are simultaneously
present.

If by the term ancemia we understand a diminution of the quantity
of blood in the vessels (olichcemia would, therefore, be a more correct ex-

pression, etymologically), we can scarcely assert that the blood exhibits
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a perfectly identical or even an analogous composition in all conditions

included under this designation, since the composition of the blood
must necessarily correspond with the morbid process which preceded the

diminution of the blood ; for the properties which have commonly been
ascribed to ansemic blood belong, properly speaking, to a hydraemic con-

dition. We must, at all events, presume that the blood in ansemia de-

pending upon excessive hemorrhage, differs in composition from that ex-

hibited in the ansemia which arises from large tumors, excessive mental

labor, bad food, poisoning, &c. Experience teaches us, moreover, that

the ansemia which follows carcinoma, typhus, hemorrhages, and other

losses of the juices, may easily pass into hydremia, whilst in tuberculosis

a hydrsemic state of the blood is scarcely ever found to occur together

with the corresponding serous exudations. Anaemic blood does not there-

fore indicate the existence of any special admixture of the blood. It is

only in respect to the diminution of the colored blood-cells that the com-

position of this blood corresponds with that exhibited in hydremic and

chlorotic conditions.

In chlorosis the blood forms a small solid clot covered with a buffy coat,

and floating in a large quantity of clear serum. The corpuscles and the

iron are both diminished either in a very small or in an excessive degree,

without, however, standing in any definite relation to the intensity of the

disease. The quantity of fibrin does not greatly exceed the normal

average ; the quantity of of albumen is only increased relatively to the

blood-cells, while the fats and salts remain entirely normal.

In the so-called plethora, the blood-corpuscles are always somewhat

more numerous ; the serum and the fibrin are both nearly normal, and

the albumen of the liquor sanguinis rises only slightly above the mean

average. Plethora seems to bear the same relation to spinal irritation

as ansemia does to chronic spinal affections, the only difference being a

greater increase of the solid constituents, and more especially of the

blood-corpuscles, in the former.

The blood experiences no changes in typhus, which can justify us in

terming this disease a dyscrasia. Erom the 5th to the 8th day, and

therefore nearly as long as the continuance of the typhus exanthema,

we find that the composition of the blood bears a great similarity to that

exhibited in plethora, for the corpuscles are increased, as also are the

solid constituents of the serum, and especially the albumen ;
even the

fibrin is generally augmented at this period. From the 9th day of the

disease the constitution of the blood assumes a totally different character
;

for at this period the blood becomes lighter, chiefly owing to a diminu-

tion of the corpuscles ; the residue of the serum, however, diminishes

daily through the entire duration of the disease, with a rapidity propor-

tional to the intensity of the intestinal affection. The salts and extrac-

tive matters are relatively increased, rather than absolutely diminished.

If typhus be not followed by any of its frequent sequelse, or by the

ansemia accompanying many of the epidemic forms of this disease, there is

generally found to be an increase of the solid constituents about the be-

ginning of the fourth or fifth week, which in some cases chiefly affects

the blood-corpuscles, in others the solid substances of the serum, while

occasionally even the quantity of the fibrin is augmented.
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In acute, exanthemata, there is a diminution of the blood-cells and a

corresponding augmentation of the intercellular fluid. The serum is

denser than usual, and its salts are far more augmented than the organic

substances.

In puerperal fever, the blood varies according to the course and cha-

racter of the morbid process (as indeed we observe in most cases of dis-

ease). There is a very considerable diminution of the corpuscles ; the

fibrin, especially in peritonitis, is much increased, but is soft and gela-

tinous, and almost always forms a crust. In mibst cases the solid consti-

tuents of the serum are considerably diminished (Scherer, Becquerel and
Rodier) ; but sometimes they are increased (Andral and Gavarret) ; the

extractive matters are considerably increased (Scherer) ; bile-pigment

is occasionally met with (Heller) ; and not unfrequently free lactic acid

(Scherer).

In pycemia, the fibrin is diminished, and the colorless blood-cells aug-

mented ; but more than this is not known, as the blood has not been

carefully examined in this disease.

In leuccemia, which is commonly associated with a considerable enlarge-

ment of the spleen, the entire mass of the blood exhibits considerable

similarity with the blood of the splenic vein (Virchow, Scherer). The
blood from the most different vessels is pale red, often marked with

whitish streaks and very rich in colorless blood-corpuscles ; within the

body it coagulates into gelatinous flakes, but when it coagulates in the

air very little serum separates from it ; it exhibits an alkaline reaction,

although the fluid which is filtered from the coagulum has an acid reac-

tion ; according to Scherer's investigation, this blood contains true glutin,

also a body which ranks between glutin and albumen (an albuminous sub-

stance containing phosphorus and iron), hypoxanthine, and finally formic,

acetic, and lactic acids. In other respects, according to Scherer's ana-

lysis, 1
its quantitative composition is nearly the same as that of normal

blood in respect to the main constituents, excepting that the iron seems
to be present in a somewhat smaller quantity.

The blood has not been examined with accuracy in scurvy, and its

composition has therefore been deduced principally from physical rela-

tions ; thus, for instance, its imperfect coagulation led to the conclusion that

it exhibited a diminution of fibrin, while other causes led in the same man-
ner to the supposition that there was an augmentation of the salts. The
few investigations of scorbutic blood which we possess, give but little

idea of the true constitution of this fluid in the condition which we term
scurvy. Becquerel and Rodier have been led by their most recent ana-

lyses, which, however, are not very conclusive, to adopt the opinion that
" the essential anatomical character of scurvy must be sought in an
original modification of the fibrin," while they show that there is an in-

crease of the fibrin in the acute form of the idiopathic disease, " depend-
ing upon an excess of the soda-salts in the blood."

The admixture of the blood in tuberculosis does not seem to differ

greatly from the normal condition, for the modifications which it under-
goes, appear, as far as our chemical investigations have enabled us to

judge, to depend entirely upon the conditions which accompany this dis-

1 Verh. d. physik-medic Ges. zu Wurzburg. Bd. 2, S. 821-325.
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ease
; thus, in inflammatory affections, the Wood presents the same com-

position as in inflammations, while in those cases in which there is con-
siderable loss of blood from haemoptysis, or when profusely discharging
intestinal ulcers or colliquative sweats are present, all the solid constitu-

ents of the blood, excepting the salts, decrease, as do also the blood-cells

with even greater rapidity. Dropsy is not often associated with tuber-

culosis, but when this combination does occur, the blood presents the
appearance of hydrsemia.

The blood has not yet been very carefully examined in carcinoma

;

it is, however, worthy of notice that Popp, as well as Heller, and re-

cently also v. Gorup-Besanez, 1 have discovered an increase of fibrin in

carcinoma, even when unassociated with febrile affections. (It is cer-

tainly not shown whether the substance in excess was true fibrin.) The
number of the blood-corpuscles is somewhat diminished. When dropsy
is associated with cancer, the blood becomes hydremic. As the solid

constituents of the serum are not often abnormally increased, we cannot
suppose that there is any serous or albuminous crasis in carcinoma.

Although we should naturally expect to find that the constitution of

the blood undergoes a special alteration in diabetes, no such change has

as yet been discovered ; for, excepting its increased quantity of sugar,

it presents nearly the same composition as normal blood. It is some-

what more watery, and contains less fibrin, but the blood-cells and solid

constituents of the serum are only slightly diminished (v. Gorup-Besanez

even found them increased). The serum sometimes exhibits a milky

turbidity (Thomson).

The conception or idea of scrophulosis is as indefinite as that of chronic

rheumatism and arthritis ; and hence no scientific investigation of the

blood in those conditions can be entered upon, for the blood must neces-

sarily possess a different constitution when the scrofulous swellings of

the cervical glands arise from ulcers on the pharyngeal mucous mem-
brane, and when they depend upon tuberculous deposits. The consti-

tution of the blood cannot be the same when uric-acid concretions are

deposited in the joints, and when necrosis, osteoporosis, or osteosclerosis

is established in consequence of periostitis. It has been asserted that the

blood in scrofula is remarkable for its poverty of cells (Nicholson), 2 and

that arthritic blood is distinguished by the presence of uric acid and

urea (Garrod).3

The immediate effect of the inhalation of ether seems to make the

blood richer in water, poorer in blood-corpuscles, and strikingly rich in

fat (Lassaigne, 4
v. Gorup-Besanez). 5 According to the numerous in-

vestigations of Gorup-Besanez,6 no distinct relation can be discovered

between the bruit in the jugular veins and the chemical constitution of

the blood. This sound may exist where there is an increase of all, or of

some only of the solid constituents of the blood, or where they are dimi-

nished or finally, where there is a perfectly normal composition of the

blood.

' Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 523-525.

* Lancet Nov. 1845, p. 451. 3 London Med. Gazette. Vol. 31, p. 88.

« Gaz. MeU de Paris. No. 11, 1847. 6 Arch. f. physiol. Heilk. Bd. 8, S. 515-523.

6 Ibid. p. 532-543.
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The quantity of blood contained in the living body has never been
accurately determined, for the simple reason that the entire mass of the

blood cannot be completely removed from the vessels and weighed

;

hence the determination can only be made approximately by indirect

methods. Herbst endeavored to calculate the quantity of blood in the

vessels by the quantity required for the complete injection of the veins

and arteries. But all who have made injections, or even carefully exa-

mined the injected subject, must feel that the estimate will be very un-

certain when based upon such methods. Vogel, 1 Dumas,2 and Weisz,3

have proposed but not practised other methods of determination. Va-
lentin4 suggested the ingenious expedient of abstracting blood from an
animal whose weight was known, and after determining the solid con-

stituents, immediately injecting a certain quantity of pure water into the

veins, and then again taking blood and examining the solid residue with

the greatest care. From the difference in the amount of the solid con-

stituents in the two different kinds of blood, Valentin calculated the ratio

of the weight of the whole blood to that of the body in dogs and sheep

as 1 : 4J in the former, and 1 : 5 in the latter. This method would

afford sufficient accuracy if the walls of the bloodvessels were not more
easily permeated by a thin than by a dense plasma,—if the whole mass

of the juices in respect to the amount of water did not stand in such a

relation to the blood that the state of the latter is almost immediately

reflected in them (as indeed we see from the different composition of the

separate portions of the blood in one and the same venesection, see p.

632),—if the blood did not continually give off water to the kidneys and

other excretory organs,—and lastly, if the vessels were mere water-

proof canals, without openings for the escape of the water, and for the

importation of solid parts.

The discrepancies in the views of different physiologists in reference

to the quantity of blood contained in the body of an adult man, are suf-

ficiently obvious, when we remember that Blumenbach estimated it at 4
or 5 kilogrammes [from 8*5 to 11 pounds], and Reil at fully 20 kilo-

grammes [or 44 pounds]. In the present day the blood is generally

estimated at 10 kilogrammes [or 22 pounds], which is equal to about

the 8th part of the weight of the whole body. If I may advance the

opinion at which I have arrived from experiments prosecuted on the

bodies of two executed criminals, I should estimate the blood in the body
of a young man as somewhat below the above quantity, namely, at from
about 8 to 8-5 kilogrammes [or from 17*5 to nearly 19 pounds].

My friend, Ed. Weber, determined, with my co-operation, the weights

of two criminals both before and after their decapitation. The quantity

of the blood which escaped from the body, was determined in the fol-

lowing manner : water was injected into the vessels of the trunk and
head, until the fluid escaping from the veins had only a pale-red or yel-

low color ; the quantity of the blood remaining in the body was then
calculated, by instituting a comparison between the solid residue of this

1 Pathol. Anat. des menschl. Korpers. Leipz. 1845, S. 59 for English translation,

p. 84].
2 Chim. physiol. et m<?d. Paris, 1848, p. 326.
3 Zeitsch. d. k. k. Gesellsch. d. Aertze. Dec. 1847, S. 203-229.
4 Repert. der Physiol. Bd. 3, S. 281-293.
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pale-red aqueous fluid, and that of the blood which first escaped. By way
of illustration, I subjoin the results yielded by one of the experiments : the

living body of one of the criminals weighed 60140 grammes, and the

same body after the decapitation 54600 grammes ; consequently, 5540
grammes of blood had escaped. 28*560 grammes of this blood yielded 5 -36
grammes of solid residue ;

60*5 grammes of sanguineous water collected

after the injection, contained 3-724 grammes of solid substances. 6050
grammes of the sanguineous water that returned from the veins were
collected, and these contained 37*24 grammes of solid residue, which
corresponds to 1980 grammes of blood ; consequently, the body con-

tained 7520 grammes of blood (5540 escaping in the act of decapitation,

and 1980 remaining in the body) ; hence, the weight of the whole of the

blood was to that of the body nearly in the ratio of 1:8. The other

experiment yielded a precisely similar result.

We have no intention of asserting that such experiments as these

possess extreme accuracy, but they appear to us to have the advantage

of giving in this manner the minimum of the blood contained in the

body of an adult man ; for although some solid substances, not belong-

ing to the blood, may be taken up by the water from the parenchyma of

the organs permeated with capillary vessels, the excess thus obtained is

so completely counteracted by the deficiency caused by the retention of

some blood in the capillaries, and in part by transudation, that our esti-

mate of the quantity of blood contained in the human body may certainly

be considered as slightly below the actual quantity.

The following method, based upon the amount of sugar contained in

the blood, will, I believe, afford an average estimate of the quantity of

blood in animals : if we know how much sugar the blood may under the

most favorable conditions contain, without its appearing in the urine,

and if we determine how much sugar the blood may normally contain on

an ordinary diet, we may be able to calculate the quantity of blood con-

tained in an animal by ascertaining the quantity of sugar which must

be introduced by injection into the jugular veins, or by some other

method, in order to make it pass into the urine. We know from von

Becker's investigations that about 0*5g of sugar may exist in the blood

without passing into the urine, and that further, after the use of saccha-

rine roots the blood contains 0*67 g of sugar. Now I find from my own,

as well as from Uhle and von Becker's injections of sugar (grape-sugar),

that when 0-2 of a gramme of sugar was injected into the blood of

rabbits of the ordinary size (1200 grammes weight), the urine indicated

the presence of sugar in 25 minutes. If now we assume that in a rabbit

weighing 1 kilogramme, 045 of a gramme of sugar injected into the

blood will saturate it to such an extent, that if there were any additional

quantity of sugar it would appear in the urine, a rabbit of this weight

will contain 95'8 grammes of blood. Dr. von Becker is still engaged on

experiments of this kind. In the present uncertainty of all the methods

for determining the amount of blood in the animal body, a method like

the above should not be wholly overlooked, although it may not present

any great guarantee for its accuracy ; since the agreement of the results

of different methods would increase the degree of probability for the

determination of the definite amount of blood contained in individual

organisms.
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It is by no means decided whether fat men and animals contain less

blood than lean ones, notwithstanding the experiments of Schultz 1 on
fat and lean oxen (in the latter, he found an excess of 20 or 30 pounds

of blood). When we enter upon the consideration of the animal pro-

cesses, and especially the metamorphosis of matter, we shall treat in

detail of the sources from which the blood flows, its progressive and re-

gressive formation, both in relation to its individual constituents and

collectively, and of its general physiological import ; for the blood is the

centre round which the general metamorphosis of animal matter revolves,

and in which it is perfected. As we have already considered the origin

and metamorphosis of the chemical constituents of the blood, in this

volume, it only remains for us here briefly to notice the mode of deve-

lopment and the destination of its morphological elements, although

these questions may be regarded as belonging more especially to histo-

logical physiology.

The investigations of the most distinguished physiologists of the present

day render it highly probable that there is more than one seat offorma-
tion of the colorless blood-cells. They are, undoubtedly, for the most

part, formed in the chyle, and they are likewise produced, as has been

before observed, in the liver ; at all events, under certain conditions

:

but their formation, or at all events their development and growth, are

not confined to any one definite locality, but proceed in the vessels of

very different organs. H. Muller2 and Kblliker3 have recently devoted

special attention to the development of the colorless blood-cells in the

chyle,—a subject that had already been very fully considered by several

earlier observers, especially J. Muller, E. H. Weber, Schwann, Henle,

and Reichert. We find that the chyle contains numerous morphological

elements, whose supposed significance as embryonic blood-corpuscles,

and whose different forms in the course of their development, have led

physiologists to very different views. H. Muller, who is opposed to the

cell-theory of Schleiden and Schwann, thinks that the origin of these

bodies from the chyle-plasma may, according to his observations, be ex-

plained somewhat in the following manner :—In the minutest lacteals

there appear minute clots (solid corpuscles without a distinct cell-mem-

brane), which are separated from the chyle, and occur as dense granules,

with a viscid matter connecting them together. From these minute clots,

the rudiments of the cell-wall and the nucleus are developed by a certain

alteration in the chemical substrata. The nucleus appears most granular

in the more recent formations, since it has been formed by the conglome-
ration of the insoluble and denser granules, whilst the cell-wall was being

condensed into a membranous capsule. Since even at the termination

of the thoracic duct we meet with minute clots in which cell-formation is

only commencing, it is not improbable that their conversion into true

cells—that is to say, into colorless blood-cells—is effected within the

blood itself; in like manner, the first tendency towards the formation of

such cells may also take place within the blood from its plasma. M'dller

draws attention to the fact, that most of the colorless cells of the blood
contain tripartite nuclei, resembling also in this*respect pus-corpuscles.

1 System der Circulation. Stuttgart, 1836.
2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 3, S. 204-278. s Ibid. Vol. 4, pp. 142-144.
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We also find that the blood always contains cells with a simple nucleus
(like the mucus-corpuscles of healthy mucous membranes) ; and on the

other hand, that the chyle contains cells with a multiple nucleus. A
slight difference in the chemical constitution of the chyle-plasma on the

one side, and of the blood- or exudation-plasma in (suppuration) on the

other, may perhaps be the cause of a simple nucleus in the former, and
of a fissured or multiple nucleus in the latter. Kolliker strongly

opposes Muller's views, and is of opinion that Schwann's theory is strictly

applicable to the development of the colorless blood-corpuscles. He
found at the commencement of the lacteals, but never in the thoracic

duct, nuclei which were either free or surrounded by granules, and young
cells with walls which almost touched the nucleus, and were very fragile.

He most distinctly maintains the existence of nucleoli. Besides this

origin of the lymph-corpuscles in the minutest lacteals, Kolliker also

assumes that they are further augmented in the intermediate vessels,

although he leaves it undecided whether this increase is effected by endo-

genous formation or by subdivision. The same observer distinguishes

larger and smaller lymph-granules in the thoracic duct, and is of opinion

that the latter only are converted into blood-corpuscles, whilst the larger

gradually dissolve in the blood.

The view that the blood-cells of the embryo originate in the liver, was
long since advocated by Reichert, 1 and recently by several physiologists,

and more especially by E. H. Weber2 and Kolliker.3 Weber showed
that in the spring the liver of frogs assumes a totally different color,

while at the same season this organ is the seat of an active formation of

new blood-cells. Gerlach,4 whose observations have been supported by

those of Schaffner, 5 has, however, very recently endeavored to prove

that the spleen is the chief factory for the blood-cells ; but the admira-

ble chemical investigations of Scherer seem far more to corroborate the

view opposed by Kolliker, and subsequently by Ecker,6 that the blood-

corpuscles are for the most part destroyed in the spleen. This much,

at all events, seems certain, that the formation of the blood-corpuscles

is not limited to definite organs, for blood-corpuscles appear in the

germinal area of the embryo before the formation of vessels and glands.

In the area vasculosa, blood-corpuscles and vessels are formed from cells

which, according to Reichert, can in no way be distinguished from one

another. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the colored blood-cells

may proceed from the colorless ones ; but, as yet, it remains undeter-

mined whether such is always the order of formation, and how this

mode of development is effected.

If we were to regard the colorless blood-corpuscles as merely a transi-

tion stage of formation of the colored corpuscles, their significance and

physiological importance would at once be defined ; but however ephe-

meral their existence in the blood may be, we cannot wholly deny their

participation in the chemical metamorphosis of matter, more especially

1 Entwicklungsleben im Wirbelthierreicb, S. 22.

2 Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. Bd. 4, S. 160.
a Ibid. Vol. 4, pp. 147-159. « Ibid. Vol. 7, pp. 75-88.
5 Ibid. Vol. 7, pp. 345-354. « Ibid. Vol. 6, pp. 261-265.
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as many of these bodies do not appear to be converted into colored cor-

puscles. They are vital cells, maintaining an active interchange of

matter with the blood-plasma, and cannot therefore be wholly without

influence on the general composition of the blood and the metamorphosis

of the animal tissues.

With reference to the chemical phenomena accompanying the mor-

phological transition of colorless into colored cells, we only know that

haematin is gradually developed within them, and hence we must content

ourselves with a brief reference to the views held by recent physiologists

regarding the morphological process ; omitting all notice of the older

hypotheses.

The once generally accepted view that the red blood-corpuscles are

formed from the nuclei of the lymph- and chyle-corpuscles, by the dis-

appearance of their walls, has found no advocates in recent times. H.
Miiller, on the other hand, adopts the view that the colorless cells are

directly converted into the red blood-corpuscles, and believes that the

small lymph-corpuscles which occur in the thoracic duct owe their origin

to the loss of their fluid granular contents, and that thus the capsule

approximates more closely to the nucleus, whilst all their contents dis-

appear so entirely in the blood, that the membrane comes in contact

with, and constitutes the actual investment of the nucleus. The cor-

puscle is then flattened in an analogous manner to the nucleus, and

appears concave, while the nucleated vesicle imbibes red pigment and

thus becomes formed into a perfect blood-corpuscle. The chemical

behavior of the cell-wall of the corpuscles seems however opposed to

this view, and there are many other reasons unfavorable to its adoption.

According to Kblliker, the most probable view is that which assumes

that the smaller kind of chyle-corpuscles is converted by the disappear-

ance of the nucleus and the absorption of pigment into the true blood-

corpuscle ; he advances the following grounds in support of this view

:

(1) The similarity of size in the smaller chyle-corpuscles of the thoracic

duct and the red blood-corpuscles
; (2) the perfectly identical behavior

of the capsule of these chyle-corpuscles and of the wall of the blood-disks

towards physical and chemical influences
; (3) the faintly yellow color of

these chyle- corpuscles with an entirely colorless nucleus
; (4) the flatten-

ing, although in a less degree than in fully developed blood-corpuscles

;

and (5) the nuclei of the smaller chyle-corpuscles are entirely different

from the blood-corpuscles.

To these three theories regarding the transition of colorless into

colored corpuscles Gerlach has added a fourth, which is principally

founded on the occurrence of cells containing blood-corpuscles in the

Malpighian corpuscles of the spleen and in the liver of the embryo.
According to him, the colored blood-corpuscles are formed within the

colorless ones, so that the latter stand in the relation of parent-cells to

the former. But as this subject belongs less to physiological chemistry
than to pure histology, the present remarks must suffice until we are able

to bring chemistry to our aid in explaining the progressive and regres-

sive development of the blood-cells.

As yet we know very little of the manner in which the blood-corpuscles

act in the living blood, the objects they fulfil or the results of their
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chemical metamorphoses. But our deficiency in positive knowledge has
here been liberally supplied by hypotheses, whose value we will briefly con-
sider. As might be expected, the discovery of these peculiar molecules
in the blood led to that false and illogical application of the word " life,"

which even now is not wholly banished from physical physiology. The
very vagueness of the term "life" served as a cloak for everything that
did not readily admit of being referred to physical or chemical agencies.
The molecules of the blood were supposed to be endowed with individual
vitality like the infusoria, for which they were even mistaken by some
observers (Eble and Mayer), in proof of which assertion it was main-
tained, according to Czermak, Treviranus and Mayer, and still more
recently by Emmerson and Reader, that they exhibited a spontaneous
motion. Very recently, moreover, one of our most distinguished che-

mists has been erroneously led by his experiments to believe in a
peculiar vital activity of the blood-corpuscles. Dumas could not resist

advancing the assertion that the blood-corpuscles possess a certain re-

spiratory activity which may occasionally be reduced to actual asphyxia.

It will be a sufficient refutation of this view, if we mention that Dumas
was led to this conclusion merely by making the well-known observation

that blood-cells, when treated with neutral alkaline salts, cohere when
at rest, assume a darker color and begin to be decomposed at a moderate
temperature ; while this alteration occurs at a later period, when the

blood which has been acted on by salts is frequently shaken. Dumas
thought that the access of oxygen, brought about by shaking the blood-

corpuscles, caused them to retain their vitality for a longer period; but

when they are shaken with nitrogen or hydrogen gas, they do not

sooner become dark than when they are shaken with atmospheric air
;

hence it is merely the motion which retards the cohesion and further

decomposition of the blood-cells. In order to avoid misconception, we
would, however, observe in reference to the vitality of the blood-cells,

that if by the term "life" we mean simply a group of physical and

chemical agencies, having reference to morphological progressive and

regressive development, vitality can no more be denied to the blood-cor-

puscles than to any other animal or vegetable cell.

An opinion long prevailed that the blood-corpuscles took up oxygen

in the lungs and gave it off in the capillaries, the view being based upon

the bright-red color of the blood in the lungs, and its darkness in the

capillaries. These cells were in fact regarded as carriers of oxygen.

Henle refutes this view by observing that we might, with equal justice,

also term them water-carriers, since they show themselves no less capable

of absorbing the smallest additional quantity of water than of taking

up oxygen and carbonic acid ; for they absorb water, and again give off

a portion of it, in a state of vapor, in the lungs ; the gases through

whose assumed chemical action this function of the cells was supposed

to be derived, could only exert a mechanical influence on the form, and

therefore on the color of the blood-cells. This opinion derived great

probability from Mulder's careful investigation of haematin, which was

found to be perfectly indifferent to gases, and likewise from the above-

named inquiries of Nasse, Henle, Scherer, and Bruch, who have shown
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the influence exerted on the color of the blood by the alterations in the

form of the cells. There are, moreover, two other facts which appear

to render this supposed function of the blood-cells exceedingly doubtful,

if not wholly untenable ; in the first place, Marchand could not obtain

the slightest trace of carbonic acid in blood through which oxygen had

been passed after the removal of all the gases ; the conversion of oxygen

into carbonic acid cannot therefore take place within the cells themselves.

Another observation, made by Hannover, speaks, however, still more

strongly against the usually adopted view ; for this observer found that

chlorotic patients, whose blood is often exceedingly deficient in colored

blood-cells, exhaled in like periods of time as much carbonic acid as

healthy women. Hence we might be disposed to believe with Hcnle,

that there is no intimate relation between the corpuscles and the gases

of the blood, if there were not two important grounds, supported on facts

admitting of only one interpretation, which are in favor of the view ac-

cording to which the blood-cells possess the capacity of absorbing oxygen.

The first of these grounds rests upon the observation already referred to,

that neither the intercellular fluid nor the serum alone has the power of

absorbing more than a small quantity of oxygen, while the cell-contain-

ing blood exhibits a very strongly marked capacity for absorption : a

fact that speaks so strongly in favor of the function of the blood-

cells, that it requires no further exposition. The second ground sup-

porting the idea of the capacity of the blood-cells for absorbing gases,

is that diluted hgematin or copiously watered blood which contains

only some few recognizable corpuscles, whose contents (the hgematin,

&c.) are for the most part in a state of solution, is still susceptible

to the action of carbonic acid and oxygen ; the alteration of color

cannot possibly depend in this case on alterations in the form of the

blood-corpuscles. The hgematin of Lecanu and Mulder is not the

same as that contained in the fresh blood-cells ; although the solu-

tion of the blood-cells very probably does not play the part ascribed

to it, the recently dissolved haematin must yet participate with the

blood-corpuscles in the capacity for absorbing gases. Marchand's ex-

periment simply proves that the blood-corpuscles are not capable of gene-

rating carbonic acid by their own unaided power, or when removed from

the body and brought in contact with oxygen. With respect to Han-
nover's view, independently of the circumstance that it admits of several

modes of interpretation, it by no means overthrows the opinion that the

blood-cells possess this capacity ; for if a person having few blood-cells

exhales as much carbonic acid as another whose blood is richer in cor-

puscles, it does not follow from this that the production of carbonic acid

directly depends upon the blood-corpuscles, but seems rather to show the

very reverse. The blood-cells, in all probability, absorb most of their

carbonic acid after they reach the capillaries, and they are obviously

able to take up a larger quantity than they commonly convey to the

venous blood : thus 80 or 100 corpuscles of chlorotic blood may absorb
the same quantity of carbonic acid as that which is generally absorbed
by 120 corpuscles of healthy blood in the capillaries ; these 80 cells may
therefore, in like manner, exhale as much carbonic acid in the lungs as
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the 120. Then, moreover, the intercellular fluid exhibits a greater ca-
pacity for dissolving carbonic acid than oxygen, and it would not there-
fore require the co-operation of the blood-corpuscles to convey to the
lungs the carbonic acid transuded into the capillaries. We therefore con-
sider the view which ascribes to the blood-corpuscles the function of ab-
sorbing oxygen, and giving it partially off in the capillaries, not only to

be uncontroverted, but to be completely proved.
The question here arises, whether the oxygen is only mechanically

taken up by the blood-cells or loosely combined with them, or whether it

is chemically united with some of the individual constituents, and thus
directly gives rise to the formation of carbonic acid in the capillaries.

Both these modes undoubtedly occur ; for the greater part of the oxygen
absorbed in the lungs is only mechanically taken up by the corpuscles,

or is brought to the capillaries in a slightly combined form, as is clearly

proved by the experiments of Magnus, Marchand, and others ; but it

would be very singular if the blood-cells, which are so susceptible to ex-

ternal influences—as, for instance, to chemical agents—and which un-
doubtedly manifest an active metamorphosis of matter, should remain
wholly unaffected by oxygen. This is, however, by no means the case,

as we learn from direct observations. We have already shown, and pur-

pose making still more evident by a special reference to analyses, that

the difference in the chemical constitution of the arterial and venous

blood-corpuscles can scarcely be explained except by the assumption of a

chemical action of the oxygen upon the individual organic constituents

of the blood-corpuscles in the lungs. We would here only observe, that

we found the mineral substances and the hsematin augmented in the

blood-corpuscles after the inspiration of oxygen, whilst the organic sub-

stances, and more especially the fats, were considerably diminished.

This incontestable fact can scarcely be explained, excepting by the sup-

position that it is only the mineral substances and the hgematin which in-

crease in weight by the absorption of oxygen, whilst the organic sub-

stances, and more especially the fats, are either destroyed by oxidation,

and their products of decomposition transferred to the intercellular

fluid, or at all events they undergo a considerable diminution of weight

by the formation of water and carbonic acid. No one, however, can

seriously believe that the blood-corpuscles swim unchanged, like mecha-

nical molecules, from the capillaries of the lesser to those of the greater

circulation.

Although we are not yet able to express the function of the blood-

cells in exact chemical equations, and therefore cannot comprehend their

precise physiological import, we may yet, from the facts at our disposal,

form some general opinion in reference to the purpose of their existence

in the blood. The blood-corpuscles are cells having special contents,

whose existence cannot be conceived on physical grounds without a simul-

taneous and continuous metamorphosis of matter. Their activity must

correspond to the menstruum in which they are suspended, and to all the

relations generally in which they occur in the living body. We must,

a priori, conclude that each recent animal cell in the healthy blood is,

under given relations, metamorphosed into blood-corpuscles, precisely as
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we see the primary type of the animal cell, the chyle-corpuscle, con-

verted into a blood-cell : for it is an incontrovertible proposition in phy-

siology, that like conditions acting on like substrata, must give rise to

identical results. If, however, the formation of a cell depend upon the

medium surrounding it, its subsequent activity can only be developed in

relation to this medium ; hence the blood-cells and the plasma must
stand in a constant reciprocal relation to one another, precisely as the

yeast-cells do to the fermenting mixture. It remains, however, for fu-

ture inquiries to determine the metamorphoses which result from this re-

ciprocal action. As far as we are at present able to form an opinion on this

subject, we think we shall not be deviating very widely from the truth, if

we regard the blood-cells as organs, that is to say, as laboratories, in which

the individual constituents of the plasma are prepared for the higher

function of aiding in the formation and reproduction of the tissues.

As soon, however, as we attempt to specify the individual constituents of

the plasma, we lose ourselves in a labyrinth of hypotheses. Thus, for

instance, some observers have conjectured that fibrin was elaborated from

albumen, which is possible, in so far as fibrin appears to be a substance

ready elaborated for deposition in the tissues, but improbable, since we
also find in some cases that the fibrin is increased in an extraordinary

degree in blood which is very poor in corpuscles (chlorosis).

The blood-corpuscles, like all other cells endowed with vital activity,

have a definite period of existence. This limited duration has been re-

garded by some philosophical inquirers as a specific property of living

beings, as if every physical or chemical process must not in like manner
have a definite period of duration limited by a commencement and a ter-

mination. No one can doubt that the activity of the blood-corpuscles

has its boundary, and that they perish, although the mode and course of

their gradual destruction yet remains a mystery. All we know is, that

in our microscopico-chemical investigations, the cells of the same blood

vary in the length of time during which they can resist chemical agents,

and hence it is conjectured that the more easily decomposed cells, which,

moreover, generally exhibit greater intensity of color, are the older, and
that those which are not easily acted upon, are paler, and appear in their

granular contents to present the rudiments of a nucleus, are of more
recent origin. We have no certain knowledge of the length of time

that an individual cell continues to exist. The observation made by
Harless, that a frog's blood-corpuscles entirely disappear after nine or

ten alternations of oxygen and carbonic acid, would enable us to form an
average estimate of the period of their duration, if it were not that both

these substances were employed in the experiment in a state of purity,

whilst in the lungs the blood-corpuscles are only acted upon by atmo-

spheric air containing about 4$ of carbonic acid. We may presume from
a comparison of the blood taken in repeated venesections, that the period

of duration or existence of the red corpuscles is not very short ; for the

circumstance that the blood continues for several days after a moderate
venesection to be poor in corpuscles, and even exhibits a great deficiency

of these bodies for a prolonged period after repeated venesections cer-

tainly proves that their regeneration is not effected with great rapidity.
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If, however, they are slowly regenerated, as appears to be the case,

judging from the copious supply of colorless cells in the circulating fluid

after severe losses of blood, they cannot have a very short existence, for

otherwise the number of the colored cells would not so far exceed that

of the colorless corpuscles.

The question, whether the blood-corpuscles are disintegrated at one

defin ite spot has not yet been decided with any certainty. It was gene-
rally supposed by the earlier observers, that the destruction of the blood-

corpuscles was effected by the alternating action of oxygen and carbonic

acid, as well as of different salts and other substances, this action being
gradually continued throughout the whole course of the bloodvessels,

and their products also undergoing a gradual solution. As the arterial

blood has been found to be poorer in corpuscles than the venous, some
support seemed to be afforded to the view that the older blood-cells were
principally destroyed in the capillaries of the lungs by the access of

oxygen ; but as it has been only proved that the weight of the sum of

the blood-cells is diminished, and not that their number is lessened, we
are by no means compelled to assume that the blood-cells are destroyed

in the arteries ; and it would even appear probable, on many grounds,

that the weight of each cell is diminished by respiration, but not that

the whole number is lessened. There seems, however, to have been a

disposition to connect the disintegration of the blood-cells with one

definite locality, and Schultz more especially designated the liver as the

organ in which this process was effected. F. C. Schmid's more accurate

investigations of the portal blood and of the colored cells contained in

it, which differ from those of other blood, appear indeed to afford a more

exact foundation for this hypothesis. We have already spoken at length

of the constitution of the portal blood and of its relation to the hepatic

function, in the chapters on "bile" and on "the blood," and from our

comparative analyses of the portal and hepatic venous blood, we are led

to the conclusion that the liver ought rather to be regarded as an organ

for regenerating the blood-corpuscles than as the seat of their destruction,

although we will not deny that blood-corpuscles, which have usually been

regarded as cells in an advanced state of development, are conveyed

from the splenic to the portal vein. On the other hand, during digestion

we found only normal blood-corpuscles in the blood of the portal vein.

Schultz's view cannot, therefore, be received without a certain reserva-

tion. An opinion has been lately advanced by Kb'lliker, and still more

recently by Ecker, from the histological investigation of the spleen, and

more especially of the Malpighian bodies, that this organ, which was pre-

viously held to be the seat of the formation of blood, and indeed is still

regarded as such by Gerlach and Schaffner, is in fact the principal seat

of the solution and complete disintegration of the blood-corpuscles.

While such contending views prevail among the most trustworthy his-

tologists we should not venture to give the preference to either of these

opposite'theories, if chemical analysis did not here, as in so many cases,

come to the aid of histological inquiry. Scherer has made a very ad-

mirable investigation of the spleen, which has led to several important dis-

coveries ; the chief result of which is, that in the splenic juice there occur
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all the most remarkable transition stages of the products of decomposi-

tion of nitrogenous and albuminous matters, and of the blood-pigment

itself. It seems highly probable from this investigation that the spleen

aids in the destruction of those blood-corpuscles ' which are no longer

able to accomplish their proper functions. We will, however, defer the

fuller consideration of this hypothesis, which results from the simplest

induction, till we treat of the chemico-physiological nature of the

spleen,—having, moreover, already far exceeded the limits originally

prescribed to the present chapter on the blood.

END OF VOL. I.
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THE MEDICAL NEWS AND LIBRARY,
a monthly periodical of thirty-two large octavo pages. Its " News Department" presents the

current information of the clay, while the " Library Department" is devoted to presenting stand-

ard works on various branches of medicine. "Within a few years, subscribers have thus received,

without expense, the following works which have passed through its columns :

—

WATSON'S LECTURES ON THE PRACTICE OF PHYSIC.
BBODIE'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON SURGERY.
TODD AND BOWMAN'S PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN.
724 pages, with numerous wood-cuts, being all that has yet appeared in England.

WEST'S LECTURES ON THE DISEASES OF INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.
MALGAIGNE'S OPERATIVE SURGERY, with wood-cuts.

SIMON'S LECTURES ON GENERAL PATHOLOGY.
BENNETT ON PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, with wood-cuts, and

WEST ON ULCERATION OF THE OS UTERI.
While the year 1855, presents

BROWN ON THE SURGICAL DISEASES OF FEMALES.
handsomely illustrated on wood,

Which will be continued and completed in 1856.

The diseases Ireated in this volume have hitherto not received from writers of systematic

works the attention to which their importance entitles them. In treatises on female diseases they

have been but little noticed, as belonging more properly to the surgeon, while our surgical text-books

have in like manner referred them to the writer on midwifery and female affections. In supplying

this palpable vacancy in medical literature, Mr. Brown has brought to his subject the result of

many years of observation and experience, and his labors will prove of much value to all practi-

tioners. The publishers therefore flatter themselves that in securing this volume for the " Library
Department" of the " Medical News" they will meet the wishes of their numerous subscri-

bers, who will thus receive this highly important work free of all expense.

It will thus be seen that for the small sum of FIVE DOLLARS, paid in advance, the subscriber

will obtain a Quarterly and a Monthly periodical,

EMBRACING ABOUT FIFTEEN HUNDRED LARGE OCTAVO PAGES,

mailed to any part of the United States, free of postage.

These very favorable terms are now presented by the publishers with the view of removing all

difficulties aiid objections to a full and extended circulation of the Medical Journal to the office of

every member of the profession throughout the United Slates. The rapid extension of mail facili-

ties, will now place the numbers before subscribers with a certainty and dispatch not heretofore
attainable; while by the system now proposed, every subscriber throughout the Union is placed
upon an equal footing, at the very reasonable price of Five Dollars for two periodicals, without
further expense.
Those subscribers who do not pay in advance will bear in mind that their subscription of Five

Dollars will entitle them to the Journal only, without the News, and that they will be at the expense
of their own postage on the receipt of each number. The advantage of a remittance when order-

ing the Journal will thus be apparent.

As the Medical News and Library is in no case sent without advance payment, its subscribers

will always receive it free of postage.

It should also be borne in mind that the publishers will now take the risk of remittances by mail,

when the letter inclosing the amount is registered under the new Postage Act, going into effect

July 1, 1855.
Address BLANCHARD & LEA. Philadelphia.
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ALLEN (J. M.), M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the Pennsylvania Medical College, &e.

THE PRACTICAL ANATOMIST; or, The Student's Guide in the Dissecting-

ROOM. With over 200 illustrations, in one handsome royal 12mo. volume. (Now Ready.)

In the arrangement of this work the author has endeavored to present a complete and thorough
course of dissections in a clearer and more available form for practical use in the dissecting-room,
than has a< yet been accomplished. His long- experience as a teacher of anatomy has given him a
familiarity with the wants of students, and has shown him the best modes of obviating or relieving
the difficulties which present themselves in the progress of dissection. As adapted to the course
pursued in our colleges, and containing ample practical directions and instructions, in addition to

the anatomical details presented, it possesses claims to the immediate attention of teachers and
students. It will appear in time for the Fall se.-sion of the present year.

ANALYTICAL COMPENDIUM
OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, containing Anatomy, Physiology, Surgery, Midwifery,
Chemistry, Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Practice of Medicine. By John Neill, M. D.,

and F. G Smith, M. U. Second and enlarged edition, one thick volume royal 12mo. of over
1000 page*, with 350 illustrations. [5^ See Neill.

ABEL (F. A.), F. C. S.
Professor of Chemistry in the Royal .Military Academy, Woolwich.

AND

C. L. BLOXAM,
Formerly First Assistant at the Royal College of Chemistry.

HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY, Theoretical, Practical, and Technical, with a
Recommendatory Preface by Dr. Hofmann. In one large octavo volume of 662 pages, with
illustrations. (Just Issued.)

It must be understood that this is a work fitted for pessary, with such manipulatory details as rendered

the earnest student, who resolves to pursue for him- Faraday's ' Chemical Manipulations' so valuable at

self a steadv search into the chemical mysteries of the time of its publication. Beyond this, the im-

creation. For such a student the ' Handbook' will portance of the work is increased by the introduc-

prove an excellent guide, since he will find in it, turn of much oi the technical chemistry of the manu-
not merely the approved modes of analytical investi- factory.''—Dr. Hofmann'' s Preface.

gation, but most descriptions of the apparatus ne-

ASHWELL (SAMUEL), M. D.,
Obstetric Physician and Lecturer to Guv's Hospital, London.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN.
Illustrated by Cases derived from Hospital and Private Practice. Third American, from the Third

and revised London edition. In one octavo volume, of 528 pages. (Now Ready.)

The most useful practical work on the subject in

the English language.— Boston Med. and Aurg.

Journal.

The most able, and certainly the most standard

and practical, work on female diseases that we have

yet seen.—Midico-Chirurgical Review.

We commend it to our readers as the best praeti-

tical treatise on the subject which has yet appeared

—Loud' n Lancet.

The young practitioner will find it invaluable,

while those who have had most experience will yet

find something to learn, and much to commend, in a

book which shows so much patient observation,
practical skill, and sound sense.

—

British and Fo-
reign Med. Review.

With no work are we acquainted, in which the
pleasant and the useful are more happily blended. It

combines the greatest elegance of style with the
most sound and valuable practical information.
We feel justitied in recommending it, in unqualified

terms, to our readers, as a book from which they
can scarcely fail to derive both pleasure and im-
provement. It is truly a model for medical compo-
sitions.

—

Southern Med. and Surg. Journal.

ARNOTT (NEILL), M. D.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS; or Natural Philosophy, General and Medical.

Written for universal use, in plain or non-technical language. A new edition, by Isaac Hays,

M. D. Complete in one octavo volume, of 484 pages, with about two hundred illustrations.

BENNETT (HENRY), M.D.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON INFLAMMATION OF THE UTERUS,
ITS CERVIX AND APPENDAGES, and on its connection with Uterine Disease. Fourth

American from the third and revised London edition. In one neat octavo volume, of 430 pages,

with wood-cuts. Just Issued.)

This edition will be found materially improved over its predecessors, the author having carefully

revised it and made considerable additions, amounting to about seventy-five pages.

medical pr?' es?'"n
ses3 jon ~of every physician.— the importance and frequency of the disease' of which

n??}j,<fnriMed Journal and Review. it takes cognizance. The present edition is so much
Charleston Med. Journ .

nrnnnrtim na „ enlarged, altered, and improved, that it can scarcely
We are firmly of opinion that.inJ>">P»'J>

on »»*
be considered the same work.-Dr. Ranking's Ab-

knowledge of uterine diseases becomes more appr.
know edge ot uterine u.»»^. „.,.,.,....-.. ...„.-..,.,.--

ciated, this work will be proportionally established

ri _ .„U_h™.k in the Drofession.—The Lancet.
\

as a 'text- book in the profession
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BROWN (ISAAC BAKER),
Surgeon-Accoucheur to St. Mary's Hospital, kc.

ON SOME DISEASES OF WOMEN ADMITTING OF SURGICAL TREAT
MENT. With handsome illustrations. Onevol.8vo. (At Press.)

Publishing in the "Medical News and Library" lor 1855 and 1850. See preceding page.

Mr. Brown has earned for himself a high reputa-
tion in the operative treatment of sundry diseases
and injuries to which females are peculiarly subject
We can truly Bay of his work that it is an important
addition to obstetrical literature. The operative
suggestions and contrivances which Mr. Brown de-

scribes, exhibit much practical sagacity and skill,

and merit the careful attention of every surgeon-
nccoucheur.

—

Association Journal.

We have no hesitation in recommending this book
to the careful attention of all Burgeons who make
female complaints a part of their study and practice.
—Dublin Quarterly Journal.

BENNETT (J. HUGHES), M.D., F. R. S. E.,
Professor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, &c.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCU-
LOSIS, and on the Local Medication of Pharyngeal and Laryngeal Diseases frequently mistaken
for or associated with, Phthisis. In one handsome octavo volume, with beautiful wood-cuts.

pp. 130. (Lately Isstied.)

BILLING (ARCHIBALD), M. D.

THE PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE. Second American, from the Fifth and
Improved London edition. In one handsome octavo volume, extra cloth, 250 pages.

BLAKISTON (PEYTON), M. D., F. R. S., &c.
PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE
CHEST, and on the Principles of Auscultation. In one volume, 8vo., pp. 384.

BURROWS (GEORGE), M. D.

ON DISORDERS OF THE CEREBRAL CIRCULATION, and on the Con-
nection between the Affections of the Brain and Diseases of the Heart. In one 8vo. vol., with
colored plates, pp. 216.

BUDD (GEORGE), M . D., F. R. S.,
Professor of Medicine in King's College, London.

ON DISEASES OF THE LIVER. Second American, from the second and
enlarged London edition. In one very handsome octavo volume, with four beautifully colored
plates, and numerous wood-cuts, pp.468. New edition. (Lately Issued.)

The full digest we have given of the new matter I work must be the authority of the great mass of
introduced into the present, volume, is evidence of British practitioners on the hepatic diseases ; and it

the value we place on it. The fact that the profes-
|
is satisfactory that the subject has been taken up by

sion has required a second edition of a monograph I so able and experienced a physician.

—

British and
such as that before us, bears honorable testimony Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review.
to its usefulness. For many years, Dr. Budd's

|

BUSHNAN (J. S.), M. D.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE LIFE; a Popular
Treatise on the Functions and Phenomena of Organic Life. To which is prefixed a Brief Expo-
sition of the great departments of Human Knowledge. In one handsome royal 12mo. volume,
with over one hundred illustrations, pp. 234.

Though cast in a popular form and manner, this work Is the production of a man of science, and
presents its subject in its latest development, based on truly scientific and accurate principles.

It may therefore be consulted with interest by those who wish to obtain in a concise form, and at

a very low price, a resume of the present state of animal and vegetable physiology.

BIRD (GOLDING), A. M., M . D., &c.
URINARY DEPOSITS: THEIR DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY, AND
THERAPEUTICAL INDICATIONS. A new and enlarged American, from the last improved
London edition. With over sixty illustrations. In one royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth, pp. 372

The new edition of Dr. Bird's work, though not
increased in size, has been greatly modified, and
much of it rewritten. It now presents, in a com-
pendious form, the gist of all that is known and re-

liable in this department. From its terse style and
convenient size, it is particularly applicable to the

student, to whom we cordially commend it.— The
Medical Examiner

.

It can scarcely be necessary for us to say anything
of the merits of this well-known Treatise, which so

admirably brings into practical application the re-

sults of those microscopical and chemical researches
regarding the physiology and pathology of the uri-
nary secretion, which nave contributed so much to
the increase of our diagnostic powers, and to the
extension and satisfactory employment of our thera-
peutic resources. In the preparation of this new
edition of his work, it is obvious that Dr. Golding
Bird has spared no pains to render it a faithful repre-
sentation of the present state of scientific knowledge
on the subject it embraces.— The British and Foreign
Medico-Chirurgical Review.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY; being an Experimental Intro-
duction to the Physical Sciences. Illustrated with nearly four hundred wood-cuts. From the
third London edition. In one neat volume, royal 12mo. pp. 402.
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\ BARTLETT (ELISHA), M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Medical Jurisprudence in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, New York.

THE HISTORY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OP THE FEVERSOF THE UNITED STATES. Third edition, revised and improved. la one octavo volume
of six hundred pages, beautifully printed, and strongly bound.
The masterly and elegant treatise, by Dr. Burtlett

is invaluable to the American student and practi-
tioner—Dr. Holmes's Report to the Nat. Med. Asso-
ciation.

We regard it, from the examination we have made
of it, the best work on fevers extant in our language,
and as such cordially recommend it to the medical
public.

—

St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.
j

Take it altogether, it is the most complete history
of our fevers which has yet been published, and
every practitioner should avail himself of its con-
tents.— The Western Lancet. I Review

Of the value and importance of such a work, it is
needless here to speak ; the profession of the United
States owe much to the author for the very able
volume which he has presented to them, and for the
careful and judicious manner in which he has exe-
cuted his task. No one volume with which we are
acquainted contains so complete a history of our
levers as this. To Dr. Bartlett we owe our best
thanks for the very able volume he has given us, as
embodying certainly the most complete, methodical,
and satisfactory account of our fevers anywhere to
be met with.—The Charleston Med. Journal and

BUCKLER (T. H.), M. D.,
Formerly Physician to the Baltimore Almshouse Infirmary, &c.

ON THE ETIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, AND TREATMENT OF FIBRO-
BRONCH1TIS AND RHEUMATIC PNEUMONIA. In one handsome octavo volume, extra
cloth, pp. 150.

BOWMAN (JOHN E.), M.D.
PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL CHEMISTRY. In one neat
volume, royal 12mo., with numerous illustrations, pp. 288.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, INCLUDING ANA-
LYSIS. With numerous illustrations. In one neat volume, royal 12mo. pp. 350.

BARLOW (GEORGE H.), M. D.

A MANUAL OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
With Notes and Additions by the American Editor. In one octavo volume. (Nearly Ready.)

BEALE (LIONEL JOHN), M. R. C. S., &c.
THE LAWS OF HEALTH IN RELATION TO MIND AND BODY.
A Series of Letters from an old Practitioner to a Patient. In one handsome volume, royal 12mo.,
extra cloth, pp. 296.

BLOOD AND URINE (MANUALS ON).
BY JOHN WILLIAM GRIFFITH, G. OWEN REESE, AND ALFRED
JVLARKWICK. One thick volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth, with plates, pp. 460.

BRODIE (SIR BENJAMIN C), M. D., &c.
CLINICAL LECTURES ON SURGERY. 1 vol. 8vo., cloth. 350 pp.

COLOMBAT DE LMSERE.
A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES, and on the Special
Hygiene of their Sex. Translated, wilh many Notes and Additions, by C. D. Meigs, M. D.
Se'cond edition, revised and improved. In one large volume, octavo, with numerous wood-cuts,

pp. 720.

The treatise of M. Colombat is a learned and la-

borious commentary on these diseases, indicating

very considerable research, great accuracy of judg-

ment, and no inconsiderable personal experience.

With the copious notes and additions of its experi-

enced and very erudite translator and editor, Dr.
Meigs, it presents, probably, one of the most com-
plete and comprehensive works on the subject we
possess.

—

American Med. Journal.

CURLING (T. B.), F. R.S.,
Surgeon to the London Hospital, &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE TESTIS, SPERMA-
TIC CORD, AND SCROTUM. Second American, from the second and enlarged English edi-

tion. In one handsome octavo volume, wilh numerous illustrations. (At Press.)

The additions of the author will be found to bring this work on a level with the improvements ot

the day, and to maintain its reputation as the standard practical treatise on the subject.

COPLAND (JAMES), M. D., F. R. S., &c.

OF THE CAUSES, NATURE, AND TREATMENT OF PALSY AND
APOPLEXY, and of the Forms, Seats, Complications, and Morbid Relations of Paralytic and
Apoplectic Diseases. In one volume, royal 12nio., extra cloth, pp. 326.
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CARPENTER (WILLIAM B.), M. D., F. R. S., &c,
Examiner in Physiology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of London.

PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY; with their chief applications to

Psychology, Pathology, Therapeutics, Hygiene, and Forensic Medicine. A new American, from
the last and revised London edition. With nearly three hundred illustrations. Edited, with addi-

tions, by Francis Gurney Smith, M. D., Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the Pennsyl-

vania Medical College, &c. In one very large and beautiful octavo volume, of about nine hundred
large pages, handsomely printed and strongly bound in leather, with raised bands. {Now Ready.)

The most complete work on the science in our
language.—-Am. Med. Journal.

The most complete exposition of physiology which
any language can at present give.

—

Brit, and For.

Med.-Chirurg. Review.

We have thus adverted to some of the leading
"additions and alterations," which have been in-

troduced by the author into this edition of his phy-
siology. These will be found, however, very far to

exceed the ordinary limits of a new edition, " the

old materials having been incorporated with the

new, rather than the new with the old." It now
certainly presents the most complete treatise on the

subject within the reach of the American reader;

and while, for availability as a text-book, we may
perhaps regret its growth in bulk, we are sure that

the student of physiology will feel the impossibility

of presenting a thorough digest of the facts of the

science within a more limited compass.

—

Medical
Examiner

.

The greatest, the most reliable, and the best hook
on the subject which we know of in the English
language.

—

Stethoscope.

The most complete work now extant in our lan-

guage.

—

N. O. Med. Register.

The changes are too numerous to admit of an ex-
tended notice in this place. At every point where
the recent diligent labors of organic chemists and
micrographers have furnished interesting and vulu-

The best text-book in the language on this ex-
tensive subject.

—

London Med. Times.

A complete cyclopaedia of this branch of science.
—N. Y. Med. Times.

The standard of authority on physiological sub-
jects. * # # In the present edition, to particularize
the alterations and additions which have been made,
would require a review of the whole work, since
scarcely a subject has not been revised and altered,
added to, or entirely remodelled to adapt it to the
present state of the science.

—

Charleston Med. Joum.
Any reader who desires a treatise on physiology

may feel himself entirely safe in ordering this.—
Western Med. and Surg. Journal.

From this hasty and imperfect allusion it will be
seen by our readers that the alterations and addi-
tions to this edition render it almost a new work

—

and we can assure our readers that it is one of the
best summaries of the existing facts of physiological
science within the reach of the English student and
physician.

—

N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

The profession of this country, and perhaps also
of Europe, have anxiously and for some time awaited
the announcement of this new edition of Carpenter's
Human Physiology. His former editions have for
many years been almost the only text-book on Phy-
siology in all our medical schools, and its circula-
tion among the profession has been unsurpassed by
any work in any department of medical science.

It is quite unnecessary for us to speak of this
work as its merits would justify. The mere an-

able facts, they have been appropriated, and no pains
;
nouncement of its appearance will afford the highest

have been spared, in so incorporating and arranging
j

pleasure to every student of Physiology, while its

them that the work may constitute one harmonious
|

perusal will be of infinite service in advancing
system.

—

Southern Med. and Surg. Journal. ' physiological science.

—

Ohio Med. and Surg. Joum.

by the same author. (Now Ready.)

PRINCIPLES OF COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY. New American, from
the Fourth and Revised London edition. In one large and handsome oclavo volume, with over
three hundred beautiful illustrations, pp. 752.

The delay which has existed in the appearance of this work has been caused by the very thorough
revision and remodelling which it has undergone at the hands of the author, and the large number
of new illustrations which have been prepared for it. It will, therefore, be found almost a new
work, and fully up to the day in every department of the subject, rendering it a reliable text-book
for all students engaged in this branch of science. Every effort has been made to rentier its typo-
graphical finish and mechanical execution worthy of its exalted reputation, and creditable to the
mechanical arts of this country.

This book should not only be read but thoroughly
studied by every member of the profession. None
are too wise or old, to be benefited thereby. But
especially to the younger class would we cordially

commend it as best fitted of any work in the English
language to qualify them for the reception and com-
prehension of those truths which are daily being de-

veloped in physiology.

—

Medical Counsellor.

Without pretending to it, it is an Encyclopedia of

the subject, accurate and complete in all respects

—

a truthful reflection of the advanced state at which
the science has now arrived.

—

Dublin Quarterly
Journal of Medical Science.

A truly magnificent work—in itself a perfect phy-
siological study.

—

Ranking's Abstract.

This work stands without its fellow. It is one
few men in Europe could have undertaken; it is one

no man, we believe, could have brought to so suc-
cessful an issue as Dr. Carpenter. It required for
its production a physiologist, at once deeply read in
the labors of others, capable of taking a general,
critical, and unprejudiced view of those labors, and
of combining the varied, heterogeneous materials at
his disposal, so as to form an harmonious whole.
We feel that this abstract can give the reader a very
imperfect idea of the fulness of this work, and no
idea of its unity, of the admirable manner in which
material has been brought, from the most various
sources, to conduce to its completeness, of the lucid-
ity of the reasoning it contains, or of the clearness
of language in which the whole is clothed. Not the
profession only, but the scientific world at large,
must feel deeply indebted to Dr. Carpenter for this
great work. It must, indeed, add largely even to
his high reputation.

—

Medical Times.

by the same author. (Preparing.)

PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY, INCLUDING ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY AND HISTOLOGY". With a General Sketch of the Vegetable and Animal
Kingdom. In one large and very handsome octavo volume, with several hundred illustrations.

The subject of general physiology having been omitted in the last edition of the author's "Com-
parative Physiology," he has undertaken to prepare a volume which shall present it more tho-
roughly and fully than has yet been attempted, and which may be regarded as an introduction to

his other works.
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CARPENTER (WILLIAM B-), M. D., F. R. S.,

Examiner in Physiology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of London.

ELEMENTS (OR MANUAL) OF PHYSIOLOGY, INCLUDING PHYSIO-
LOGICAL ANATOMY. Second American, from a new and revised London edition. With
one hundred and ninety illustrations. In one very handsome octavo volume, pp. 006.

In publishing the first edition of this work, its title was altered from that of the London volume,
by the substitution of the word " Elements" for that of " Manual," and with the author's sanction
the title of " Elements" is still retained as being more expressive of the scope of the treatise.

To say that it is the best manual of Physiology
now betore the public, would not do sufficient justice
to the author —Buffalo Medical Journal.

In his former works it would seem that he had
exhausted the subject of Physiology. In the present,
he gives the essence, as it were, of the whole.—N. Y.
Journal of Medicine.

Those who have occasion for an elementary trea-
tise on Physiology, cannot do better than to possess
themselves of the manual of Dr. Carpenter.—Medical
Examiner

.

The best and most complete expos^ of modern
Physiology, in one volume, extant in the English
language.

—

St. Louis Medical Journal.

AVith such an aid in his hand, there is no excuse
for the ignorance often displayed respecting the sub-
jects of which it treats. From its unpretending di-

mensions, it may not be so esteemed by those anxious
to make a parade of their erudition; but whoever
masters its contents will have reason to he proud of
his physiological acquirements. The illustrations

are well selected and finely executed.

—

Dublin Med.
Press.

BY the same author. (Nearly Ready.)

THE MICROSCOPE AND ITS REVELATIONS. In one handsome volume,
with several hundred beautiful illustrations.

Various literary engagements have delayed the author's progress with this long expected work.
It is now, however, in an advanced state of preparation, and may be expected in a few months.
The importance which the microscope has assumed within the last few years, both as a guide to

the practising physician who wishes to avail himself of the progress of his science, and as an indis-

pensable assistant to the physiological and pathological observer, has caused the want to be severely
felt of a volume which should serve as a guide to the learner and a book of reference to the more
advanced student. This want Dr. Carpenter has endeavored to supply in the present volume. His
great practical familiarity with the instrument and all its uses, and his acknowledged ability as a
teacher, are a suificient guarantee that the work will prove in every way admirably adapted to its

purpose, and superior to any as yet presented to the scientific world.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A PRIZE ESSAY ON THE USE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS IN HEALTH
AND DISEASE. New edition, with a Preface by D. F. Condie, M. D., and explanations of

scientifio words. In one neat 12mo. volume, pp. 178. (Just Issued.)

CHELIUS (J. M.), M. D.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Heidelberg, &c.

A SYSTEM OF SURGERY. Translated from the German, and accompanied
with additional Notes and References, by John F. South. Complete in three very large octavo

volumes, of nearly 2200 pages, strongly bound, with raised bands and double titles.

We do not hesitate to pronounce it the best and

most comprehensive system of modern surgery with
which weareacquainted.

—

Medico-Chirurgical Re-
view.

The fullest and ablest digest extant of all that re-

lates to the present advanced state of surgical pa-
thology.

—

American Medical Journal.

The mostlearned and complete systematic treatise
now extant.— Edinburgh Medical Journal.

CLYMER (MEREDITH), M. D., &.C.

FEVERS; THEIR DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY, AND TREATMENT.
Prepared and Edited, with large Additions, from the Essays on Fever in Tweedie's Library ol

Practical Medicine. In one octavo volume, of 600 pages.

CHRISTISON (ROBERT), M . D., V. P. R. S. E., &c.

A DISPENSATORY; or, Commentary on the Pharmacopoeias of Great Britain

and the United States; comprising the Natural History, Description, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Ac-

tions I'ses, and Doses of the Articles of the Materia Medica. Second edition, revised and im-

proved, with a Supplement containing the most important New Remedies. With copious Addi-

tions, and two hundred and thirteen large wood-engravings. By R. Eglesfeld Griffith, M. D.

In one very large and handsome octavo volume, of over 1000 pages.

There is not in any language a more complete and
perfect Treatise.—iV. Y. Annalist.

In conclusion, we need scarcely say that we

It is not needful that w«i should compare it with

the other pharmacopoeias extant, which enjoy and

merit the confidence of the profession : it is enough

to say that it appears to us as perfect as a Dispensa-

tory, in the present state ol pharmaceutical science,

could he made. If it omits any details pertaining to

this branch of knowledge which the student has a

right to expect in such a work, we confess the omis-

sion has escaped our scrutiny. We cordially recom-

mend this work to such of our readers as are in need

of a Dispensatory. They cannot make choice of a

better.— Western Journ. of Medicine and Surgery.

strongly recommend this work to all classes of our
readers. Asa Dispensatory and commentary on the
Pharmacopoeias, it iB unrivalled in the English or
any other language.— The Dublin Quarterly Journal.

We earnestly recommend Dr. Christison's Dis-
pensatory to all our readers, as an indispensable
companion, not in the Study only, but in the Surgery
also.

—

British and Foreign Medical Review,
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CONDIE (D. F.), M. D., &.C.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF CHILDREN. Fourth
edition, revised and augmented. In one large volume, 8vo., of nearly 750 pages. {Lately Issued.)

From the Author's Preface.

The demand for another edition has afforded the author an opportunity of again subjecting the
entire treatise to a careful revision, and of incorporating in it every important observation recorded
since the appearance of the last edition, in reference to the pathology and therapeutics of the several

diseases of which it treats.

In the preparation of the present edition, as in those which have preceded, while the author has
appropriated to his use every important fact that he has found recorded in the works of others,

having a direct bearing upon either of the subjects of which he treats, and the numerous valuable

observations—pathological as well as practical—dispersed throughout the pages of the medical
journals of Europe and America, he has, nevertheless, relied chiefly upon his own observations and
experience, acquired during a long and somewhat extensive practice, and under circumstances pe-

culiarly well adapted for the clinical study of the diseases of early life.

Every species of hypothetical reasoning has, as much as possible, been avoided. The author has
endeavored throughout the work to confine himself to a simple statement of well-ascertained patho-

logical facts, and plain therapeutical directions—his chief desire being to render it what its title

imports it to be, a practical treatise on the diseases of children.

Dr. Condie's scholarship, acumen
?
industry, and

practical sense are manifested in this, as in all his
numerous contributions to science.

—

Dr. Holmes's
Report to the American Medical Association.

Taken as a whole, in our judgment, Dr. Condie's
Treatise is the one from the perusal of which the
practitioner in this country will rise with the great-

est satisfaction —Western Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

One of the best works upon the Diseases of Chil-
dren in the English language.

—

Western Lancet.

Perhaps the. most full and complete work now be-
fore the profession of the United States ; indeed, we
may say in the English language. It is vastly supe-
rior to most of its predecessors.

—

Transylvania Med.
Journal.

We feel assured from actual experience that no
physician's library can be complete without a copy
of this work.

—

N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

A veritable pediatric encyclopaedia, and an honor
to American medical literature.

—

Ohio Medical and
Surgical Journal.

We feel persuaded that the American medical pro-
fession will soon regard it not only as a very good,
but as the very best " Practical Treatise on the
Diseases of Children."

—

American Medical Journal.

We pronounced the first edition to he. the best
work on the diseases of children in the English
language, and, notwithstanding all that has been
published, we still regard it in that light.

—

Medical
Examiner

.

COOPER (BRANSBY B.), F. R. S.,

Senior Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, &c.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.
In one very large octavo volume, of 750 pages. {Lately Issued.)

For twenty-five years Mr. Bransby Cooper has
been surgeon to Guy's Hospital; and the volume
before us may be said to consist of an account of
the results of his surgical experience during that

long period. We cordially recommend Mr. Bransby

Cooper's Lectures as a most valuable addition to
our surgical literature, and one which cannot fail

to be of service both to students and to those who
are actively engaged in the practice of their profes-
sion.

—

The Lancet.

COOPER (SIR ASTLEY P.), F. R. S., &c.

A TREATISE ON DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURES OF THE JOINTS.
Edited by Bransby B. Cooper, F. R. S., &c. With additional Observations by Prof. J. C.
Warren. A new American edition. In one handsome octavo volume, of about 500 pages, with
numerous illustrations on wood.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON THE ANATOMY AND TREATMENT OF ABDOMINAL HERNIA.
One large volume, imperial 8vo., with over 130 lithographic figures.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE TESTIS, AND ON
THE THYMUS GLAND. One vol. imperial 8vo., with 177 figures, on 29 plates.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON THE ANATOMY AND DISEASES OF THE BREAST, with twenty-
five Miscellaneous and Surgical Papers. One large volume, imperial 8vo., with 252 figures, on
36 plates.

These last three volumes complete the surgical writings of Sir Astley Cooper. They are very
handsomely printed, with a large number of lithographic plates, executed in the best style, and are
preseuted at exceedingly low prices.

CARSON (JOSEPH), M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in the University of Pennsylvania.

SYNOPSIS OF THE COURSE OF LECTURES ON MATERIA MEDICA
AND PHARMACY, delivered in the University of Pennsylvania. Second and revised edi-

tion. In one very neat octavo volume, of 208 pages. {Now Ready.)
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CHURCHILL (FLEETWOOD), M. D., M. R. I. A.

ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY. A new American,
from the last and improved English edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by D. Francis
^ondie, M. D., author of a "Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Children," &c. With 139
illustrations. In one very handsome octavo volume, pp. 510. (Lately Issued.)

To bestow praise on a book that has received such
marked approbation would be superfluous. We need
only say, therefore, that if the first edition was
thought worthy of a favorable reception by the
medical public, we can confidcnllv affirm that this
will be found much more so. The lecturer, the
practitioner, and the student, may all have recourse
to its pages, and derive from their perusal much in-
terest and instruction in everything relating to theo-
retical and practical midwifery.—Dublin Quarterly
Journal of Medical Science.

A work of very great merit, and such as we can
confidently recommend to the study of every obste-
tric practitioner.—London Medical Gazette.

This is certainly the most perfect system extant.
It is the best adapted for the purposes of a text-
book, and that which he whose necessities confine
him to one book, should select in preference to all

others.

—

Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

The most popular work on midwifery ever issued
from the American press.

—

Charleston Med. Journal.

Were we reduced to the necessity of having but
one work on midwifery, and permitted to choose,
we would unhesitatingly take Churchill.

—

Western
Med. and Surg. Journal.

It is impossible to conceive a more useful and
elegant manual than Dr. Churchill's Practice of
Midwifery.

—

Provincial Medical Journal.

No work holds a higher position, or is more de-
serving of being placed in the hands of the tyro,
the advanced student, or the practitioner.—Medical
Examiner.

Previous editions, under the editorial supervision
of Prof R. M. Huston, have been received with
marked favor, and they deserved it; but this, re-
printed from a very late Dublin edition, carefully
revised and brought up by the author to the present
time, does present an unusually accurate and able
exposition of every important particular embraced
in the department of midwifery. * # The clearness,
directness, and precision of its teachings, together
with the great amount of statistical research which
its text exhibits, have served to place it already in
the foremost rank of works in this department of re-
medial science.—iV. O. Med. and Surg. Journal.

In our opinion, it forms one of the best if not the
very best text-book and epitome of obstetric science
which we at present possess in the English lan-
guage.—Monthly Journal of Medical Science.

The clearness and precision of style in which it is
written, and the great amount of statistical research
which it contains, have served to place it in the first

rankof works in this department of medical science.
— N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

Few treatises will be found better adapted as a
text-book for the student, or as a manual for the

Certainly, in our opinion, the very best work on
j

frequent consultation of the young practitioner.

—

the subject which exists.

—

N. Y. Annalist.
j American Medical Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON THE DISEASES OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN.
handsome volume of over 600 pages.

In one large and

We regard this volume as possessing more claims
to completeness than any other of the kind with
which we are acquainted. Most cordially and earn-
estly, therefore, do wc commend it to our profession-
al brethren, and we feel assured that the stamp of
their approbation will in due time be impressed upon
it. After an attentive perusal of its contents, we
hesitate not to say, that it is one of the most com-
prehensive ever written upon the diseases of chil-

dren, and that, for copiousness of reference, extent of
research, and perspicuity of detail, it is scarcely to

be equalled, and not to be excelled, in any lan-
guage.

—

Dublin Quarterly Journal.

After this meagre, and we know, very imperfect
notice of Dr. Churchill's work, we shall conclude
by saying, that it is one that cannot fail from its co-
piousness, extensive research, and general accuracy,
to exalt still higher the reputation of the author in

this country. The American reader will he particu-
larly pleased to find that Dr. Churchill has done full

justice throughout his work to the various American
authors on this subject. The names of Dewees,
Eberle, Condie, and Stewart, occur on nearly every
page, and these authors are constantly referred to by
the author in terms of the highest praise, and with
the most liberal courtesy.

—

The Medical Examiner . I

[ The present volume will sustain the reputation
acquired by the author from his previous works.
The reader will find in it full and judicious direc-
tions for the management of infants at birth, and a
compendious, but clear account of the diseases to
which children are liable, and the most successful
mode of treating them. \Ve must not close this no-
tice without calling attention to the author's style,
which is perspicuous and polished to a degree, we
regret to say, not generally characteristic of medical
works. We recommend the work of Dr. Churchill
most cordially, both to students and practitioners,
as a valuable and reliable guide in the treatment of
the diseases of children.

—

Am. Journ. of the Med.
Sciences.

We know of no work on this department of Prac-
ticnl Medicine which presents so candid and unpre-
judiced a statement or posting up of our actual
knowledge as this.

—

N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

Its claims to merit both as a scientific and practi-
cal work, are of the highest order. Whilst we
would not elevate it above every other treatise on
the same subject, we certainly believe that very few
are equal to it, and none superior.

—

Southern Med.
and Surgical Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ESSAYS ON THE PUERPERAL FEVER, AND OTHER DISEASES PE-
CULIAR TO WOMEN. Selected from the writings of British Authors previous to the close of
the Eighteenth Century. In one neat octavo volume, of about four hundred and fifty pages.

To these papers Dr. Churchill has appended notes,

embodying whatever information has been laid be-

fore the profession since their authors' time. He has

also prefixed to the Essays on Puerperal Fever,
which occupy the larger portion of the volume, an
interesting historical sketch of the principal epi-

demics of that disease. The whole forms a very
valuable collection of papers, by professional writers
of eminence, on some of the most important accidents
to which the puerperal female is liable.

—

American
Journal of Medical Sciences.
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CHURCHILL (FLEETWOOD), M. D., M. R. I. A., &c.

ON THE DISEASES OP WOMEN; including those of Pregnancy and Child-
bed. A new American edition, revised by the Author. With Notes and Additions, by D Fran-
cis Co.NDrE, M.D., author of "A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Children." In one large

and handsome octavo volume, with wood-cuts, pp. 684. (Just Issued.)

We now regretfully take leave of Dr. Churchill's
book. Had our typographical limits permitted, we
should gladly have borrowed more from its richly

stored pages. In conclusion, we heartily recom-
mend it to the profession, and would at the same
time express our firm conviction that it will not only

add to the reputation of its author, but will prove a

work of great and extensive utility to obstetric

practitioners.

—

Dublin Medical Press.

Former editions of this work have been noticed in

previous numbers of the Journal. The sentiments of

high commendation expressed in those notices, have
only to be repeated in this; not from the fact that

the profession at large are not aware of the high
merits which this work really possesses, but from a
desire to see the principles and doctrines therein
contained more generally recognized, and more uni-
versally carried out in practice.

—

N. Y. Journal of
Medicine.

We know of no author who deserves that appro-
bation, on " the diseases of females," to the same
extent that Dr. Churchill does. His, indeed, is the

only thorough treatise we know of on the subject;
and it may be commended to practitioners and stu-

dents as a masterpiece in its particular department.
The former editions of this work have been com-
mended strongly in this journal, and they have won
their way to an extended, and a well-deserved popu-

larity. This fifth edition, before us. is well calcu-
lated to maintain Dr. Churchill's high reputation.
It was revised and enlarged by the author, for his

American publishers, and it seems to us that there is

scarcely any species of desirable information on its

subjects that may not be found in this work.

—

The
Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

We are gratified to announce a new and revised
edition of Dr. Churchill's valuable work on the dis-

eases of females We have ever regarded it as one
of the very best works on the subjects embraced
within its scope, in the English Language; and the
present edition, enlarged and revised by the author,
renders it still more entitled to the confidence of the
profession. The valuable notes of Prof. Huston
have been retained, and contribute, in no small de-
gree, to enhance the value of the work. It is a
source of congratulation that the publishers have
permitted the author to be, in this instance, his

own editor, thus securing all the revision which
an author alone is capable of making.

—

The Western
Lancet.

Asa comprehensive manual for students, or a
work of reference for practitioners, we only speak
with common justice when we say that it surpasses
any other that has ever issued on the same sub-
ject from the British press.

—

The Dublin Quarterly
Journal.

DICKSON (S. H.), M. D.,
Professor of Institutes and Practice of Medicine in the Medical College of South Carolina.

ELEMENTS OF MEDICINE; a Compendious View of Pathology and Thera-
peutics, or the History and Treatment of Diseases. In one large and handsome octavo volume
of nearly 800 pages (Now Ready.)

As a 1ext-book on the Practice of Medicine for the student, and as a condensed work of reference

for the practitioner, this volume will have strong claims on the attention of the American profession.

Few physicians have had wider opportunities, than the author, for observation and experience, and
few perhaps have used them better. As the result of a lite of study and practice, therefore, the

present volume will doubtless be received with the welcome it deserves.

From the Preface.
The present volume is intended as an aid to young men who have engaged in the study of medi-

cine, to physicians who have recently assumed the responsibilities of practice, and to my fellow
professors of the Institutes of Medicine, and private instructors who have felt the difficulty of com-
municating to the two first classes the knowledge which they are earnestly seeking to acquire.

Having been a teacher of medicine for thirty years, and a student more than forty, I must have
accumulated some experience in both characters. I have prepared and printed for those in attend-

ance on my lectures many successive manuals or text-books. I have also written and published
several volumes on medical subjects in general. The following pages are the result of a careful

collation of all that has been esteemed valuable in both, with such matter as continued study and
enlarged experience has enabled me to add.

DEWEES (W. P.), M.D., &c.
A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF MIDWIFERY. Illustrated by occa-

sional Cases and many Engravings. Twelfth edition, with the Author's last Improvements and
Corrections. In one octavo volume, of 600 pages, (just Issued.)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A TREATISE ON THE PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL TREATMENT OF
CHILDREN. Tenth edition. In one volume, octavo, 548 pages. (Just Issued.)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES.
one volume, octavo, 532 pages, with plates. (Just Issued.)

Tenth edition. In

DANA (JAMES D).

ZOOPHYTES AND CORALS. In one volume, imperial quarto, extra cloth,
with wood-cuts. Also, AN ATLAS, in one volume, imperial folio, with sixty-one magnificent
plates, colored after nature. Bound in half morocco.

DE LA BECHE (SIR

THE GEOLOGICAL OBSERVER
volume, of 700 pages. With over three hundred wood-cuts

HENRY T.), F. R. S., &.c.

In one very large and handsome octavo
(Lately Issued.)
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DRUITT (ROBERT), M.R. C.S., &c.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MODERN SURGERY. A new
American, from the improved London edition. Edited by F. W. Sargent, M. D., author of
"Minor Surgerv," &c. Illustrated with one hundred and ninety-three wood-engravings. la
one very handsomely printed octavo volume, of 576 large pages.

Dr. Druitt's researches into the literature of his
subject have been not only extensive, but well di-
rected

; the most discordant authors are fairly and
impartially quoted, and, while due credit is given
to each, their respective merits are weighed with
an unprejudiced hand. The grain of wheat is pre-
served, and the chaff is unmercifully stripped off.

The arrangement is simple and philosophical, and
the style, though clear and interesting, is so precise,
that the book contains more information condensed
into a few words than any other surgical work with
which we are acquainted.

—

London Medical Times
and Gazette, February 18, 1S54.

No work, in our opinion, equals it in presenting
so much valuable surgical matter in so small a
compass.

—

St. Louis Med. and Surgical Journal.

Druitt's Surgery is too well known to the Ameri-
can medical profession to require its announcement
anywhere. Probably no work of the kind has ever
been more cordially received and extensively circu-
lated than this. The fact that it comprehends in a
comparatively small compass, all the essential ele-

ments of theoretical and practical Surgery—that it

is found to contain reliable and authentic informa-
tion on the nature and treatment of nearly all surgi-

cal affections—is a sufficient reason for the liberal

patronage it has obtained. The editor, Dr. F. W.
Sargent, has contributed much to enhance the value
of the work, by such American improvements as are
calculated more perfectly to adapt it to our own
views and practice in this country. It abounds
everywhere with spirited and life-like illustrations,

which to the young surgeon, especially, are of no
minor consideration. Every medical man frequently
needs just such a work as this, for immediate refe-

rence in moments of sudden emergency, when he has
not time to consult more elaborate treatises.

—

The
Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal.

The author has evidently ransacked every stand-
ard treatise of ancient and modern times, and all that

is really practically useful at the bedside will be
found in a form at once clear, distinct, and interest-
ing.

—

Edinburgh Monthly Medical Journal.

Druitt's work, condensed, systematic, lucid, and
practical as it is, beyond most works on Surgery
accessible to the American student, has had much
currency in this country, and under its present au-
spices promises to rise to yet higher favor.

—

The
Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

The most accurate and ample resume of the pre-
sent state of Surgery that we are acquainted with.

—

Dublin Medical Journal. >

A better book on the principles and practice of
Surgery as now understood in England and America,
has not been given to the profession.

—

Boston Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal.

An unsurpassable compendium, not only of Sur-
gical, but of Medical Practice.

—

London Medical
Gazette.

This work merits our warmest commendations,
and we strongly recommend it to young surgeons as
an admirable digest of the principles and practice of
modern Surgery.

—

Medical Gazette.

It may be said with truth that the work of Mr .

Druitt affords a complete, though brief and con-
densed view, of the entire field of modern surgery.
We know of no work on the same subject having the
appearance of a manual, which includes so many
topics of interest to the surgeon ; and the terse man-
ner in which each has been treated evinces a most
enviable quality of mind on the part of the author,
who seems to have an innate power of searching
out and grasping the leading facts and features of
the most elaborate productions of the pen. It is a
useful handbook for the practitioner, and we should
deem a teacher of surgery unpardonable who did not
recommend it to his pupils. In our own opinion, it

is admirably adapted to the wants of the student.

—

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.

DUNGLISON, FORBES, TWEEDIE, AND CONOLLY.

THE CYCLOPAEDIA OF/ PRACTICAL MEDICINE: comprising Treatises on
the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Materia Medica, and Therapeutics, Diseases of Women
and Children, Medical Jurisprudence, &c. &c. In four large super royal octavo volumes, of

3254 double-columned pages, strongly and handsomely bound.

*
il
* This work contains no less than four hundred and eighteen distinct treatises, contributed by

six-ty-eight distinguished physicians.

unquestionably one of very great value to the prac-

titioner. This estimate of it has not been formed
from a hasty examination, but after an intimate ac-

quaintance derived from frequent consultation of it

during the past nine, or ten years. The editors are

practitioners of established reputation, and the list

of contributors embraces many of the most eminent
professors and teachers of London, Edinburgh, Dub-
lin, and Glasgow. It is, indeed, the great merit of

this work that the principal articles have been fur-

nished by practitioners who have not only devoted
especial attention to the diseases about which they

have written, but have also enjoyed opportunities

for an extensive practical acquaintance with them,
and whose reputation carries the assurance of their

competency justly to appreciate, the opinions of

others, while it stamps their own doctrines with
high and just authority.

—

American Medical Journ.

The most complete work on Practical Medicine
extant; or, at least, in our language.—B uffalo

Medical and Surgical Journal.

For reference, it is above all price to every prac-

titioner.— Western Lancet.

One of the most valuable medical publications of

the day—as a work of reference it is invaluable.

—

Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

It has been to us, both as learner and teacher, a
work for ready and frequent reference, one in which
modern English medicine is exhibited in the most
advantageous light.

—

Medical Examiner.

We rejoice that this work is to be placed within
the reach of the profession in this country, it being

DUNGLISON (ROBLEY), M.D.,
Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.

HUMAN HEALTH; or, the Influence of Atmosphere and Locality, Change of

Air and Climate, Seasons, Food, Clothing, Bathing, Exercise, Sleep, &c. &c, on Healthy Man;
constituting Elements of Hygiene, Second edition, with many modifications and additions. In

one octavo volume, of 464 pages.
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DUNGLISON (ROBLEY), M.D.,
Professor of Institutes of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.

MEDICAL LEXICON; a Dictionary of Medical Science, containing a concise
Explanation of the various Subjects and Terms ofPhysiology, Pathology, Hygiene, Therapeutics,
Pharmacology, Obstetrics, Medical Jurisprudence, &:c. With the French and other Synonynies

;

Notices of Climate and of celebrated Mineral Waters; Formulae for various Officinal, Empirical,
and Dietetic Preparations, etc. Twelfth edition, revised. In one very thick octavo volume, ol

over nine hundred large double-columned pages, strongly bound in leather, with raised bands.

{Just Issued.)

Every successive edition of this work bears the marks of the industry of the author, and of his

determination to keep it fully on a level with the most advanced state of medical science. Thus
nearly fifteen thousand words have been added to it within the last few years. As a complete
Medical Dictionary, therefore, embracing over FIFTY THOUSAND DEFINITIONS, in all the

branches of the science, it is presented as meriting a continuance of the great favor and popularity
which have carried it, within no very long space of time, to a twelfth edition.

Every precaution has been ta'ken in the preparation of the present volume, to render its mecha-
nical execution and typographical accuracy worthy of its extended reputation and universal use.

The very extensive additions have been accommodated, without materially increasing the bulk of

the volume by the employment of a small but exceedingly clear type, cast for this purpose. The
press has been watched with great care, and every effort used to insure the verbal accuracy so ne-

cessary to a work of this nature. The whole is printed on fine white paper ; and, while thus exhi-

biting in every respect so great an improvement over former issues, it is presented at the original

exceedingly low price.

We welcome it cordially ; it is on admirable work,
and indispensable to all literary medical men. The
labor which has been bestowed upon it is something
prodigious. The work, however, has now been
done, and we are happy in the thought that no hu-
man being will have again to undertake the same
gigantic task. Revised and corrected from time to

time, Dr. Dunglison's " Medical Lexicon" will last

for centuries.

—

British and Foreign Med. Chirurg.
Review.

The fact that this excellent and learned work has
passed through eight editions, and that a nintli is

rendered necessary by the demands of the public,
affords a sufficient evidence of the general apprecia-
tion of Dr. Dunglison's labors by the medical pro-
fession in England and America. It is a book which
will be of great service to the student, in teaching
him the meaning of all the technical terms used in
medicine, and will be of no less use to the practi-
tioner who desires to keep himself on a level with
the advance of medical science.

—

London Medical
Times and Gazette.

In taking leave of our author, we feel compelled
to confess that his work bears evidence of almost
incredible labor having been bestowed upon its com-
position.— Edinburgh Journal of Med. Sciences.

A miracle of labor and industry in one who has
written able and voluminous works on nearly every
branch of medical science. There could be no more
useful book to the student or practitioner, in the
present advancing age, than one in which would be
found, in addition to the ordinary meaning and deri-
vation of medical terms—so many of which are of
modern introduction—concise descriptions of their
explanation and employment; and all this and much
more is contained in the volume before us. It is

therefore almostas indispensable to the other learned
professions as to our own. In fact, to all who may
have occasion to ascertain the meaning of any word
belonging to the many branches of medicine. From
a careful examination of the present edition, we can
vouch for its accuracy, and for its being brought
quite up to the date of publication ; the author states
in his preface that he has added to it about four thou-
sand terms, which are not to be found in the prece-
ding one.— Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical
Scie?ices.

On the appearance of the last edition of this
valuable work, we directed the attention of our

readers to its peculiar merits; and we need do
little more than state, in reference to the present
reissue, that, notwithstanding the large additions
previously made to it, no fewer than four thou-
sand terms, not to be found in the preceding edi-
tion, are contained in the volume before us.

—

Whilst it is a wonderful monument of its author's
erudition and industry, it is also a work of great
practical utility, as we can testify from our own
experience; for we keep it constantly within our
reach, and make very frequent reference to it,

nearly always finding in it the information we seek.—British and Foreign Med.-Chirurg. Review.

It has the rare merit that it certainly has no rival
in the English language for accuracy and extent
of references. The terms generally include short
physiological and pathological descriptions, so that,
as the author justly observes, the reader does not
possess in this work a mere dictionary, but a book,
which, while it instructs him in medical etymo-
logy, furnishes him with a large amount of useful
information. The author's labors have been pro-
perly appreciated by his own countrymen ; and we
can only confirm their judgment, by recommending
this most useful volume to the notice of our cisat-
lantic readers. No medical library will be complete
without it.

—

London Med. Gazette.

It is certainly more complete and comprehensive
than any with which we are acquainted in the
English language. Few, in fact, could be found
better qualified than Dr. Dunglison for the produc-
tion of such a work. Learned, industrious, per-
severing, and accurate, he brings to the task all

the peculiar talentB necessary for its successful
performance; while, at the same time, his fami-
liarity with the writings of the ancient and modern
" masters of our art," renders him skilful to note
the exact usage of the several terms of science,
and the various modifications which medical term-
inology has undergone with the change of theo-
ries or the progress of improvement.— American
Journal of the Medical Sciences.

One of the most complete and copious known to
the cultivators of medical science.

—

Boston Med.
Journal.

The most comprehensive and best English Dic-
tionary of medical, terms extant.

—

Buffalo Medical
Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. A Treatise on Special Pathology and The
rapeutics. Third Edition. In two large octavo volumes, of fifteen hundred pages.

L'pon every topic embraced in the work the latest
information will be found carefully posted up.—
Medical Examiner.

The student of medicine will find, in these two
elegant volumes, a mine of facts, a gathering of
precepts and advice from the world of experience,
that will nerve nim with courage, and faithfully

direct him in his efforts to relieve the physical suf- ; we have.

—

Southern Med. and Surg. Journal.

ferings of the race.

—

Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal.

It is certainly the most complete treatise of which
we haveany knowledge.— Western Journal of Medi-
cine and Surgery.

One of the most elaborate treatises of the kind
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DUNGL1SON (ROBLEY), M.D.,
Professor of Institutes of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. Seventh edition. Thoroughly revised and exten-
sively modified and enlarged, with nearly five hundred illustrations. In two large and hand-
somely printed octavo volumes, containing nearly 1450 pages.
Tt 1 •. . . . ..

°
It has long since taken rank as one of the med,-

cal classics of our language. To say that it is by
tar the best text-book of physiology ever published
in this country, is but echoing the general testi-
mony of the profession.—N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

There is no single book we would recommend to
the student or physician, with greater confidence
than the present, because in it will be found a mir-
ror of almost every standard physiological work of
the day. We most cordially recommend the work
to every member of the profession, and no student
should be without it. It is the completest work on

Physiology in the English language, and is highly
creditable to the author and publishers.—Canadian
Medical Journal.

The most complete and satisfactory system of
Physiology in the English language.—Amer. Med.
Journal.

The best work of the kind in the English lan-
guage.

—

Silliman's Journal.

The most full and complete system of Physiology
in our language.

—

Western Lancet.

BY the same author. {Just Issued.)

GENERAL THERAPEUTICS AND MATERIA MEDICA; adapted for a
Medical Text-book. Fifth edition, much improved. With one hundred and eighty-seven illus-
trations. In two large and handsomely printed octavo vols., of about 1100 pages.

The new editions of the United States Pharmacopoeia and those of London and Dublin, have ren-
dered necessary a thorough revision of this work. In accomplishing this the author has spared no
pains in rendering it a complete exponent of all that is new and reliable, both in the departments
of Therapeutics and Materia Medica. The book has thus been somewhat enlarged, and a like inT*
provement will be found in every department of its mechanical execution. As a convenient text-
book for the student, therefore, containing within a moderate compass a satisfactory resume of its

important subject, it is again presented as even more worthy than heretofore of the very great favor
which it has received.

In this work of Dr. Dunglison.we recognize the
same untiring industry in the collection and em-
bodying of facts on the several subjects of which he
treats, that has heretofore distinguished him, and
we cheerfully point to these volumes, as two of the
most interesting that we know of. In noticing the
additions to this, the fourth edition, there is very
little in the periodical or annual literature of the
profession, published in the interval which has
elapsed since the issue of the first, that has escaped
the careful search of the author. As a book for
reference, it is invaluable.

—

Charleston Med. Jour-
nal and Review.

It may be said to be the work now upon the sub-
jects upon which it treats.— Western Lancet.

As a text-book for students, for whom it is par-
ticularly designed, we know of none superior to
it.

—

St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.

It purports to be a new edition, but it is rather
a new book, so greatly has it been improved, both
in the amount and quality of the matter which it

contains.

—

N. O. Medical and Surgical JoKimal.

We bespeak for this edition, from the profession,
an increase of patronage over any of its former
ones, on account of its increased merit.— N. Y.
Journal of Medicine.

We consider this work unequalled.

—

Boston Med

.

and Surg. Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

NEW REMEDIES, WITH FORMULA FOR THEIR ADMINISTRATION.
Sixth edition, with extensive Additions. In one very large octavo volume, of over 750 pages.

One of the most useful of the author's works.— diseases and for remedies, will be found greatly to
Southern Medical and Surgical Journal. enhance its value.

—

New York Med. Gazette.

This well-known and standard book has now
reached its sixth edition, and has been enlarged and
improved by the introduction of all the recent gifts

to therapeutics which the last few years have so
richly produced, including the ancesthetie agents,
&.C. This elaborate and useful volume should be
found in every medical library, for as a book of re-

ference, for physicians, it ie unsurpassed by any
other work in existence, and the double index for

The great learning of the author, and his remark-
able industry in pushing his researches into every
source whence information is derivable, has enabled
him to throw together an extensive mass of facts
and statements, accompanied by full reference to

authorities; which last feature renders the work
practically valuable to investigators who desire to

examine the original papers.

—

The American Journal
of Pharmacy.

DE JONGH (L. J.), M. D., &.c.

THE THREE KINDS OF COD-LIVER OIL, comparatively considered, with
their Chemical and Therapeutic Properties. Translated, with an Appendix and Cases, by
Edward Carey, M. D. To which is added an article on the subject from " Dunglison on New
Remedies." In one small 12mo. volume, extra cloth.

DAY (GEORGE E.), M . D.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT AND
MORE IMPORTANT DISEASES OF ADVANCED LIFE. With an Appendix on a new
and successful mode of treating Lumbagoand olherfbrms of Chronic Rheumatism. Onevolume,
octavo, 226 pages.

FRICK (CHARLES), M. D.

RENAL AFFECTIONS; their Diagnosis and Pathology.

One volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

With illustrations.
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ERICHSEN (JOHN),
Professor of Surgery in University College, London, &c.

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF SURGERY; being a Treatise on Surgical
Injuries, Diseases, and Operations. Edited by John 11. Brinton, M. D. Illustrated with
three hundred and eleven engravings on wood. In one large and handsome octavo volume, of

over nine hundred closely printed pages. (Just Issued.)

It is, in our humble judgment, decidedly the best
book of the kind in the English language, Strange
that jusl such books are noloftener produced by pub
lie teachf-rs of .surgery in this country and Great
Britain Indeed, it is a matter of great astonishment,
but no less true than asionishing. that of the many
works on surgery republished in this country within
the last fifteen or twenty years as text-books for

medical students, this is the only one, that even ap
proximaies to the fulfilment of the peculiar wants of

young men just entering upon the study of this branch
of the profession.— Western Jour, of Med. and Surgery.

Embracing, as will he perceived, the whole surgi-

cal domain, and each division of itself almost com-
plete and perfect, each chapter full and explicit, each
subject faithfully exhibited, we can only express our
extimate of it in the aggregate. We consider it an
excellent contribution to surgery, as probably the

best single volume now extant on the subject, and
with great pleasure we add it to our text books—
Nashville Journal of Midicine and Surgery

lis value is greatly enhanced by a very copious
well-arranged index. We regard this as one of the

most valuable contributions to modern surgery. To
one entering his novitiate of practice, we regard it

tin' most serviceable guide which he can consult. He
will find a fulness of detail leading him through every
siep of the operation, and not deserting him until the

filial issue of the ease is deeided. For the same rea-

son we recommend it to those whose routine of prac-

tice lies in such parts of the country that they must
rarely eneounier eases requiring surgical manage-
ment.— Stethoscope.

Prof. Erichsen's work, for its size, has not been
surpassed; his nine hundred and eight pages, pro-

fusely illustrated, are rich in physiological, patholo-

gical, and operative suggestions, doctrines, details,

and processes; and will prove a reliable resource

for information, both to physician and surgeon, in the

hour of peril— N. 0. Med. and Surg. Journal.

We are acquainted with no other work wherein
so much good sense, sound principle, and practical

inferences, stamp every page. To say more of the

volume would be useless ; to say less would be doing

injustice to a production which we consider above
all others at the present day, and superior and more
complete than the many excellent treatises of the

English and Scotch surgeons, and this is no small

encomium.

—

American Lancet.

ELLIS (BENJAMIN), M.D.
THE MEDICAL FORMULARY : being a Collection of Prescriptions, derived

from the writings and practice of many of the most eminent physicians of America and Europe.

Together with the usual Dietetic Preparations and Antidotes for Poisons. To which is added

an Appendix, on the Endermic use of Medicines, and on the use of Ether and Chloroform. The
whole accompanied with a few brief Pharmaceutic and Medical Observations. Tenth edition,

revised and much extended by Robert P. Thomas, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica in the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. In one neat octavo volume, of two hundred and ninety-six

pages. (Lately Issued.)

After an examination of the new matter and the
alterations, we believe the reputation of the work
built up by the author, and the late distinguished
editor, will continue to flourish under the auspices
of the present editor, who has the industry and accu-
racy, and, we would say, conscientiousness requi-
site for the responsible task.

—

American Journal of
Pharmacy, March, 1854.

It 'will prove particularly useful to students and
yonng practitioners, as the most important prescrip-

tions employed in modern practice, which lie scat-

tered through our medical literature, are here col-

lected and conveniently arranged for reference.

—

Charleston Med. Journal and Review.

FOWNES (GEORGE), PH. D., &.C.

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY; Theoretical and Practical. With numerous
illustrations. A new American, from the last and revised London edition. Edited, with Addi-

tions, by Robert Bridges, M. D. In one large royal 12mo. volume, of over 550 pages, with 181

wood-cuts, sheep, or extra cloth. (Now Ready.)

We know of no better text-book, especially in the \ The work of Dr. Fownes has long been before

difficult department of organic chemistry, upon
which it is particularly full and satisfactory. We
would recommend it to preceptors as a capital
" office book" for their students who are beginners
in Chemistry. It is copiously illustrated with ex-
cellent wood-cuts, and altogether admirably "got
up."

—

N. J. Medical Reporter, March, 1651.

A standard manual, which has long enjoyed the
reputation of embodying much knowledge in a small
space. The author has achieved the difficult task of
condensation with masterly tact. His book is con-
cise without being dry, and brief without being too
dogmatical or general.— Virginia Med. and Surgical
Journal.

the public, and its merits have been fully appreci-
ated as the best text-book on chemistry now in

existence. We do not, of course, place it in a rank
superior to the works of Brande, Graham, Turner,
Gregory, or Gmelin, but we say that, as a work
for students, it is preferable to any of them.

—

Lon-
don Journal of Medicine.

A 'work well adapted to the wants of the student.
Ft is an excellent exposition of the chief doctrines
and facts of modern chemistry. The size of the work,
and still more the condensed yet perspicuous style
in which it is written, absolve it from the charges
very properly urged against most manuals termed
popular.

—

Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical
Science.

FLINT (AUSTIN), M . D.,
Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the University of Louisville, Sec.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL EXPLORATION,
applied to the Diagnosis of Diseases affecting the Organs of Respiration. In one handsome
octavo volume. (Nearly Ready.)

The reputation already acquired by the author with respect to his researches on this and kindred
topics, is sufficient guarantee that he will accomplish his object in presenting the student with a

good practical text-book, which will facilitate llie acquirement of a knowledge of this difficult sub-

ject. The work will be ready in time for the Fall sessions.
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FERGUSSON (WILLIAM), F. R. S.,
Professor of Surgery in King's College, London, &c.

A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL SURGERY. Fourth American, from the third
and enlarged London edition. In one large and beautifully printed octavo volume, of about seven
hundred pages, with three hundred and ninety-three handsome illustrations. (Just Issued.)
The most important subjects in connection with

practical surgery which have been more recently
brought under the notice of, and discussed by, the
surgeons of Great Britain, are fully and dispassion-
ately considered by Mr. Fergusson, and that which
was betore wanting has now been supplied, so that.
we can now look upon it as a work on practical sur-
gery instead of one on operative surgery alone.
There was some ground formerly for the complaint
betore alluded to, that it dwelt too exclusively on
operative surgery

; but this defect is now removed,
and the book is more than ever adapted for the pur-
poses of the practitioner, whether he confines him-
self more strictly to the operative department, or
follows surgery on a more comprehensive scale.

—

Medical Times and Gazette.

No work was ever written which more nearly
comprehended the necessities of the student and
practitioner, and was more carefully arranged to

that single purpose than this.

—

N. Y. Med. and Surg.
Journal.

The addition of many new pages makes this work
more than ever indispensable to the student and prac-
titioner.

—

Ranking' s Abstract.

Among the numerous works upon surgery pub-
lished of late years, we know of none we value
more highly than the one before us. It is perhaps
the very best we have for a text-book and for ordi-

nary reference, being concise and eminently practi-
cal.

—

Southern Med. and Surg. Journal.

GRAHAM (THOMAS), F. R. S.,
Professor of Chemistry in University College, London, &c.

THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY. Including the application of the Science
to the Arts. With numerous illustrations. With Notes and Additions, by Robert Bridges,
M. D., &c. ore. Second American, from the second and enlarged London edition

PART I. (Lately Issued) large Svo., 430 pages, 185 illustrations.

PART II. (Preparing) to match.

The great changes which the science o( chemistry has undergone within the last few years, ren-

der a new edition of a treatise like the present, almost a new work. The author has devoted
several years to the revision of his treatise, and has endeavored to embody in it every fact and
inference of importance which has been observed and recorded by the great body of chemical
investigators who are so rapidly changing the face of the science. In this manner the work has
been greatly increased in size, and the number of illustrations doubled ; while the labors of the editor

have been directed towards the introduction of such matters as have escaped the attention of the

author, or as have arisen since the publication of the first portion of this edition in London, in 1850.

Printed in handsome style, and at a very low price, it is therefore confidently presented to the pro-

fession and the student as a very complete and thorough text-book of this important subject.

GRIFFITH (ROBERT E.), M. D., &c.
A UNIVERSAL FORMULARY, containing the methods of Preparing and Ad-

ministering Officinal and other Medicines. The whole adapted to Physicians and Pharmaceu-
tists. Second Edition, thoroughly revised, with numerous additions, by Robert P. Thomas,
M. D., Professor of Materia Medica in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. In one large and
handsome octavo volume, of over six hundred pages, double columns. (Just Issued.)

It was a work requiring much perseverance, and
|

It is one of the mo-t nsef-il books a country practi

when published was looked upon as by far the be*t

work of its kind that had issued from the American
press, being free of much of the trashy, and embrac-
ing most of the non-officinal formula? used or known
in American, English, or French practice, arranged
under the heads of ihe several constituent drug*, plac-

ing the receipt under its more important coiwtituent.

Prof Thomas has certainly "improved." as well as

added 'O this Formulary, and has rendered It addition-

ally deserving of ihe confidence of pharmaceutist*
and physicians.

—

American Journal of Pharmacy.

We are happy to announce a new and improved
edition of this, one of the most valuable and useful

works that have emanated from an American pen.

It would do credit to any country, and will be found

of daily usefulness to practitioners of medicine; it is

better adapted lo their purposes lhan ihe dispensalo

ries.— Southern Med. and Surg. Journal.

A new edition of this well-known work, edited by
R. P. Thomas. M D.. affords occasion for renewin

tioner can possibly have in his possession.

—

Medical
Chronicle.

The amount of usefu J.every-day matter, for a prac-
ticing physician, is really immense.— Boston. Med.
and Surg. Journal.

This is a work of six hundred and fiAy one pages,
embracing all on the subject of preparing and admi-
nistering medicines that can be desired by the physi-
cian and pharmaceutist.— Western Lancet.

In short, it is full and complete work of the kind,
and should be in the hands of every physician and
apothecary. O .Med. and Surg. Journal.

We predic
l
a great sale for this work, and we espe-

cially recommend it to all medical teachers.

—

Rich-
mond Stethoscope.

This edition of Dr. Griffith's work has been greatly
improved by the revision and ample additions of Dr.
Thomas, and is now, we believe, one of the most

our commendation of so useful a handbook, which complete works of its kind in any language. The
ought to be universally studied by medical men of additions amount to about seventy pages, and no
jvery clas*. and made use of by way of reference by ] effort hat been spared to include in them all the re-

office pupils, as a standard authority. It has been
much enlarged, and now condenses a vast amount
of needful and necessary knowledge in small com-
pass. The more of such hooks the hetter for the pro-

fession and the public- N. Y. Med. Gazette.

cent improvements which have been published in

medical journals, and systematic treatises. A work
of this kind appears to us indispensable to the physi-
cian, and there is none we can more cordially recom-
mend.— N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

MEDICAL BOTANY; or, a Description of all the more important Plants used
in Medicine, and of their Properties, Uses, and Modes of Administration. In one large octavo
volume, of 704 pages, handsomely printed, with nearly 350 illustrations on wood.

GREGORY (WILLIAM), F. R. S. E.,

LETTERS TO A CANDID INQUIRER ON ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
In one neat volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth, pp. 384.
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GROSS (SAMUEL D.), M . D.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Louisville, &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES, INJURIES, AND
MALFORMATIONS OF THE URINARY BLADDER, THE PROSTATE GLAND, AND
THE URETHRA. Second Edition, revised and much enlarged, with one hundred and eighty-
tour illustrations. In one large and very handsome octavo volume, of over nine hundred pages.
(Now Ready.)

The author has availed himself of the opportunity afforded by a call for a new edition of this

work, to thoroughly revise and render it in every respect worthy, so far as in his power, of the very
flattering reception which has been accorded to it by the profession. The new matter thus added
amounts to almost one-third of the original work, while the number of illustrations has been nearly

doubled. These additions pervade every portion of the work, which thus has rather the aspect of
a new treatise than a new edition. In its present improved form, therefore, it may confidently be
presented as a complete and reliable storehouse of information on this important class of diseases,

and as in every way fitted to maintain the position which it has acquired in Europe and in this

country, as the standard of authority on the subjects treated of.

On the appearance of the first edition of this work,
the leading English medical review predicted that it

would have a " permanent place in the literature of
surgery worthy to rank with the hest works of the
present nge." This prediction has been amply ful-

filled. Dr. Gross's treatise has been found to sup-
ply completely the want which has been felt ever
since the elevation of surgery to the rank of science,
of a good practical treatise on the diseases of the
bladder and its accessory organs. Philosophical in

its design, methodical in its arrangement, ample and
sound in its practical details, it may in truth be said

to leave scarcely anything to be desired on so im-
portant a subject, and with the additions and modi-
fications resulting from future discoveries and im-
provements, it will probably remain one of the most
valuable works on this subject so long as the science
of medicine shall exist.

—

Boston Med. and Surg.
Journal, June 7, 1855.

A volume replete with truths and principles of the

away this reproach ; and so completely has the task
been fulfilled, that we venture to predict for Dr.
Gross's treatise a permanent place in the literature

of surgery, worthy to rank with the best works of
the present age. Not merely is the matter good,
but the getting up of the volume is most creditable
to transatlantic enterprise; the paper and print
would do credit to a first-rate London establishment

;

and the numerous wood-cuts which illustrate it, de-

monstrate that America is making rapid advances in

this department of art. We have, indeed, unfeigned
pleasure in congratulating all concerned in this pub-
lication, on the result of their labours; and expe-
rience a feeling something like what animates a long-
expectant husbandman, who, oftentimes disappointed
by the produce of a favorite field, is at last agree-
ably surprised by a stately crop which may bear
comparison with any of its former rivals. The
grounds of our high appreciation of the work will
be obvious as we proceed; and we doubt not that

tttmosTvaiaem\heinveBtYe"ationof &'e7ed?sOTBeV.— i

the present facilities for obtaining American books

American Medical Journal

Dr. Gross has brought all his learning, experi-
ence, tact, and judgment to the task, and has pro-
duced a work worthy of his high reputation. We
feel perfectly safe in recommending it to our read-
ers as a monograph unequalled in interest and
practical value by any other on the subject in our
language.

—

Western Journal of Med. and Surg.

It has remained for an American writer to wipe

will induce many of our readers to verify our re-

commendation by their own perusal of it.

—

British
and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review.

Whoever will peruse the vast amount of valuable
practical information it contains, and which we
have been unable even to notice, will, we think,
agree with us, that there is no work in the English
language which can make any just pretensions to
be its equal.

—

N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

BY the same author. (Just Issued).

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON FOREIGN BODIES IN THE AIR-PAS-
SAGES. In one handsome octavo volume, with illustrations, pp. 468.

a most interesting and hitherto a most neglected de-A very elaborate work. It is a complete summary
of the whole subject, and will be a useful book of
eference.

—

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurg

.

Review.

A highly valuable book of reference on a most im-
portant subject in the practice of medicine. We

partment of surgical pathology and practice.

—

St.

Louis Med. and Surg. Journal, May, lb55.

Surgical authors, isolated reports in medical pe-
riodicals and modern surgeons ' blend their common
toil" to make a book which exhausts the subject,

conclude by recommending it to our readers, fully \ and must forever remain the standard work on the
persuaded that its perusal will afford them much
practical information well conveyed, evidently de-
rived from considerable experience and deduced from
an ample collection of facts.— Dublin Quarterly
Journal, May, 1855.

management of this accident.

—

Buffalo Med. Journ.

We consider this work one of the most important
of the recent additions to practical surgery. Con-
taining all that has been recorded relating to the
class of accidents of which it treats, admirably

In this valuable monograph Dr. Gross has cer- ] arranged and systematized, it should find a place in
tainly struck a new lead in Surgery, and is entitled i every medical library.

—

Montreal Med. Chronicle.
to the credit of having illustrated and systematized I

BY the same author. (Preparing.)

A SYSTEM OF SURGERY; Diagnostic, Pathological, Therapeutic, and Opera-
tive. With very numerous engravings on wood.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ELEMENTS OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY; illustrated by colored En-
gravings, and two hundred and fifty wood-cuts. Second edition, thoroughly revised and greatly
enlarged. In one very large and handsome imperial octavo volume, pp. 822.

We recommend it as the most complete, and, on
the whole, the least defective compilation on the
subject in the English language.

—

Brit, and For.
Med. Journal.

It is altogether the most complete exposition of
Pathological Anatomy in our language.

—

American
Journal of Medical Sciences.

It is the most complete and useful systematic work
on Pathological Anatomy in the English language.

The colored engravings and wood-cuts are exceed-
ingly well executed, and the entire getting up of the
work does much credit to the enterprising publishers.
We regard it as one of the most valuable works
ever issued from the American press, and it does
great honor alike to the author, and the country of
his birth.

—

N. Y. Journal of Medicine.

We commend it to the nttention of the profession
as one of the best extant upon the subject on which
it treats.

—

Southern Journal Med. and Pharmacy.
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GLUGE (GOTTLIEB), M. D.,
Professor of Physiology and Pathological Anatomy in the University of Brussels, &c.

AN ^T-LAS OF PATHOLOGICAL HISTOLOGY. Translated, with Notes
and Additions, by Joseph Leidy, M. D., Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylva-

a. in one volume, very large imperial quarto, with three hundred and twenty figures, 'plain
and colored, on twelve copperplates.
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and whohave felt the difficulty of arranging in their mind

the unconnected observations of a great number of
authors. The development of the morbid tissues,

and the formation of abnormal products, may now
be followed and studied with the same ease and
satisfaction as the best arranged system of phy-
siology.

—

American Med. Journal.

,rrmn . T ~ TT™ rT
GARDNER (D. PEREIRA), M . D.

MEDICAL CHEMISTRY, for the use of Students and the Profession: being a
Manual of the Science, with its Applications to Toxicology, Physiology, Therapeutics, Hygiene,
tec. in one handsome royal 12mo. volume, of about 400 pages/with illustrations.

HASSE (C. E.). M. D.
A£ ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION OP THE DISEASES OF RESPIRA-
TION AND CIRCULATION. Translated and Edited by Swaine. In one volume, octavo.

HARRISON (JOHN), M . D.
AN ESSAY TOWARDS A CORRECT THEORY OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM. In one octavo volume, 292 pages.

HUNTER (JOHN).
TREATISE ON THE VENEREAL DISEASE. With copious Additions, by
Dr. Ph. Ricord, Surgeon to the Venereal Hospital of Paris. Edited, with additional Notes, by
F. J. Bumstead, M. D. In one octavo volume, with plates. (JYoiv Ready .) I3P See Ricord.

Also, HUNTER'S COMPLETE WORKS, with Memoir, Notes, &c. &c. In four neat octavo
volumes, with plates.

HUGHES (H. M.), M. D.,
Assistant Physician to Guy's Hospital, &c.

A CLINICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PRACTICE OF AUSCULTA-
TION, and other Modes of Physical Diagnosis, in Diseases of the Lungs and Heart. Second
American from the Second and Improved London Edition. In one royal 12mo. vol. pp. 304.

HORNER (WILLIAM E.), M . D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania.

SPECIAL ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY. Eighth edition. Extensively
revised and modified. In two large octavo volumes, of more than one thousand pages, hand-
somely printed, with over three hundred illustrations.

This work has enjoyed a thorough and laborious revision on the part of the author, with the
view of bringing it fully up to the existing state of knowledge on the .subject of general and special
anatomy. To adapt it more perfectly to the wants of the student, he has introduced a large number
of additional wood-engravings, illustrative of the objects described, while the publishers have en-
deavored to render the mechanical execution of the work worthy of the extended reputation which
it has acquired. The demand which has carried it to an EIGHTH EDITION is a sufficient evi-
dence of the value of the work, and of its adaptation to the wants of the student and professional
reader.

HOBLYN (RICHARD D.), A. M

.

A DICTIONARY OF THE TERMS USED IN MEDICINE AND THE
COLLATERAL SCIENCES. New and much improved American Edition. Revised, with
numerous Additions, from the last London edition, by Isaac Hays, M. D., &rc. In one large

royal 12mo. volume, of over five hundred pages, double columns. {Now Ready.)

In passing this work a second time through the press, the editor has subjected it to a very tho-

rough revision, making such additions as the progress of science has rendered desirable, and sup-

plying any omissions that may have previously existed. The exient of these additions may be
estimated from the fact that this edition conlains about one-third more matter than the previous
one, notwithstanding which it has been kept at the former very moderate rate. As a concise and
convenient Dictionary of Medical Terms, at an exceedingly low price, it will therefore be found of

great value to the student and practitioner.

JONES (T. WHARTON), F. R. S., &.c.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE
AND SURGERY. Edited by Isaac Hays, M. D., &c. In one very neat volume, large royal

12mo., of 529 pages, with four plates, plain or colored, and ninety-eight wood-cuts.

The work amply sustains, in every point the al-

ready high reputation of the author as an ophthalmic

surgeon as well as n physiologist and pathologist.

The book is evidently the result of much labor and

research, and has been written with the greatest

care and attention. We entertain little doubt that

this book will become what its author hoped it

might become, a manual for daily reference and
consultation by the student and the general practi-
tioner. The work is marked by that correctness,
clearness, and precision of style which distinguish
;tll the productions of the learned author.

—

British
and Foreign Medical Review.
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JONES (C. HANDHELD), F. R. S., &. EDWARD H. SI EV EKING, M.D.,
Assistant Physicians anil Lecturers in St. Mary's Hospital, London.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY. First American Edition,
Revised. With three hundred and ninety-seven handsome wood engravings. In one la I

beautiful octavo volume ofnearly seven hundred and fifty pages. (Just Issued.)

In a work like the present, intended as a text-book for the student of pathology, accurate i

lug's of the various results of morbid action are of the greatest assistance. The American pub-
lishers have, therefore, considered that the value of the work might be enhanced by increasing the
number of illustrations, and, with this object, many wood-cuts, from the best authorities, ha\ e been
introduced, increasing the number from one hundred and sixty-seven, in the London Edition, to

three hundred and ninety-seven in this. The selection of these wood-cuts has been made by a

competent member of the profession, who has supervised the progress of the work through the
press, with the view of securing an accurate reprint, and of correcting such errors as had escaped
the attention of the authors.
With these improvements, the volume is therefore presented in the hope of supplying (he ac-

knowledged want of a work which, within a moderate compass, should embody a condensed and
accurate dige.-t of the present state of pathological science, as extended by recent microscopical,
chemical, and physiological researches.

Asa concise text-book, containing, in a condensed authors have not attempted to intrude new views on
form, a complete outline of what is known in the their professional brethren, but simply to lay before
domain of Pathological Anatomy, it is perhaps the

,

them, what has long been wanted, an outline of the
best work in the English language. Its great merit ' present condition of pathological anatomy. In this
consists in its completeness and brevity, and in this

|

they have been completely successful. The work is

respect it supplies a great desideratum in our lite- ! one of the best compilations which we have ever
rature. Heretofore the student of pathology was I perused. The opinions and discoveries of all the
obliged to glean from a great number of monographs,

j

leading pathologists and physiologists are engrossed,
and the field was so extensive that but fewcultivated i so that by reading any subject treated in the book
it with any degree of success. The authors of the

j

you have a synopsis of the views of the most ap-
present work have sought to corrrct this defect by

i
proved authors.

—

Charleston Medical Journal and
placing before the reader a summary of ascertained ' Review.
facts, together with the opinions of the most eminent

| We have no hesitation in recommending it as
pathologists both of the Old and New World. As a
simple work of reference, therefore, it is of great
value to the student of pathological anatomy, and
should be in every physician's library.— Western
Lancet.

We urge upon our readers and the profession gene-
rally the importance of informing themselves in re-
gard to modern views of pathology, and recommend
to them to procure the work before us as the best
means of obtaining this information.—Stethoscope.

worthy of careful and thorough study by every mem-
ber of the profession, old, or young.— iV. W.Med,
and Surg. Journal.

From the casual examination we have given we
are inclined to regard it as a text-book, plain, ra-

tional, and intelligible, such a book as the practical

man needs for daily reference. For this reason it

will be likely to be largely useful, as it suits itself

to those busy men who have little time for minute
investigation, and prefer a summary to an elaborate

In offering the above titled work to the public, the ! treatise.—Buffalo Medical Journal

KIRKES (WILLIAM SENHOUSE), M. D.,
Demonstrator of Morbid Anatomy at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, &c; and

JAMES PAGET, F. R. S.,
Lecturer on General Anatomy and Physiology in St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

A MANUAL OF PHYSIOLOGY. Second American, from the second and
improved London edition. With one hundred and sixty-five illustrations. In one large and
handsome royal 12mo. volume, pp.550. (Just Issued.)

the practitioner who has but leisure to refresh his

memory, this book is invaluable, as it contains all

In the present edition, the Manual of Physiology
has been brought up to the actual condition of the
science, and fully sustains the reputation which it

has already so deservedly attained. We consider
the work of MM. Kirkes and Paget to constitute one
of the very best handbooks of Physiology we possess—presenting just such an outline of the science, com-
prising an account of its leading facts and generally
admitted principles, as the student requires during
his attendance upon a course of lectures, or for re-
ference whilst preparing for examination.— Am.
Medical Journal

.

We need only say, that, without entering into dis-
cussions of unsettled questions, it contains all the
recent improvements in this department of medical
science. For the student beginning this study, and

that it is important to know, without special details,

which are read with interest only by those who
would make a specialty, or desire to possessa criti-

cal knowledge of the subject.

—

Charleston Medical
Journal.

One of the best treatises that can be put into the
hands of the student.

—

London Medical Gazette.

Particularly adapted to those who desire to pos-
sess a concise digest of the facts of Human Physi-
ology.

—

British and Foreign Med.-Chirurg. Review.

We conscientiously recommend it as an admira-
ble " Handbook of Physiology."

—

London Journal
of Medicine.

KNAPP (F.), PH. D., &.c.

TECHNOLOGY; or, Chemistry applied to the Arts and to Manufactures. Edited,
with numerous Notes and Additions, by Dr. Edmund Ronalds and Dr. Thomas Richardson.
First American edition, with Notes and Additions, by Prof. Walter R. Johnson. In two hand-
some octavo volumes, printed and illustrated in the highest style of art, with about five hundred
wood-engravings.

LONGET (F. A.)
TREATISE ON PHYSIOLOGY. With numerous Illustrations. Translated
from the French by F. G. Smith, M. D., Professor of Institutes of Medicine in the Pennsylvania
Medical College. (Preparing.)

LALLEMAND (M.).

THE CAUSES, SYMPTOMS, AND TREATMENT OF SPERMATOR-
RHOEA. Translated and edited by Henry J. McDougal. In one volume, octavo, 320 pages.
Second American edition. (Just Issued.)
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^TT, LEHMANN (G. C.)
PH1SIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY. Translated by George E. Day, M. D.,
and edited by Prof. R. E. Rogers, of the University of Pennsylvania. In two large octavo
volumes, with nearly two hundred illustrations. (Now Ready.)
This great work, universally recognized as the most complete and authoritative exposition of its

intricate and important subject in its most advanced condition, will receive every care during its

passage through the press, under the superintendence of Prof. Rogers, to insure the entire accuracy
indispensable to a work of this character. It will be further improved by the distribution in the
appropriate places throughout the text of the numerous additions and corrections embodied in the
Appendix, while a number of illustrations have been introduced from "Funke's Atlas of Physiological
Chemistry," and an Appendix of Plates has been added. The publishers, therefore, trust that it

will be found a complete and accurate edition, and in every respect worthy of the reputation of the
work.

The progress of research in this department is so and exact view of its present aspect, should lose no
rapid, that Prof. Lehmnnn'a treatise must he re- time in attaching themselves to the Society by which
garded as having completely superseded that of it is in course of publication.—British and Foreign
Simon; and all who desire to possess a systematic Medico-Chirurgical Review.

Zrm^lvm^l'^i'ho^'hv^^ni I
" SS.S10

^ i

The work of Lehmann stands unrivalled as the

•kZri&l \ PmfiP-mi'nu ^ I
physiological and m08t comprehell8ive book of re ,v,ence and informa-

chem.cal acquu-ements, by his own eminence as an
ti()n ^ b ,,,nch of ft , j on which

experimen al, and h •thephilosoplnc impartiality
it tte&tfi._EdinbJg Month iy JourJi of Medica l

ol Ins habits ol thought, to afford a comprehensive science

BY the same author. (Nearly Ready.)

CHEMICAL PHYSIOLOGY. Translated, with numerous additions, by J.
Cheston Morris, M. D., with an Introduction by Prof. S. Jackson, of the University of Penn-
sylvania. In one handsome octavo volume, willi illustrations.

The original of this work, though but lately issued by its distinguished author, has already
assumed the highest position, as presenting in their latest development the modern doctrines and
discoveries in the chemistry of life. The numerous additions by the translator, and the Introduc-

tion by Professor Jackson will render its physiological aspect more complete than designed by the

author, and will adapt it for use as a text-book of physiology, presenting more thoroughly than has
yet been attempted, the modifications arising from the vast impulse which organic chemistry has

received within a few years past.

LAWRENCE (W.), F. R. S., &.C.

A TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE EYE. A new edition, edited,

with numerous additions, and 2-13 illustrations, by Isaac Hays, M. D., Surgeon to Wills Hospi-

tal, &c. In one very large and handsome octavo volume, of 950 pages, strongly bound in leather

with raised bands. (Lately Issued.)

This work is so universally recognized as the standard authority on the subject, that the pub-

lishers in presenting this new edition have only to remark that in its preparation the editor has

carefully revised every portion, introducing additions and illustrations wherever the advance of

science has rendered them necessary or desirable. The various important contributions to

ophthalmological science, recently made by Dalrymple, Jacob, Walton, Wilde, Cooper, &c,
both in the form of separate treatises and contributions to periodicals, have been carefully

examined by the editor, and, combined with the results of his own experience, have been

freely introduced throughout the volume, rendering it a complete and thorough exponent of

the most advanced state of the subject.

This admirable treatise-the safest guide and most octavo pasres- has enabled both author and editor to

comprehensive work of reference, which is within do justice to all tlie details of this subject, and con-

the reach of the profession.

—

Stethoscope. dense in this Bingle volume the present state 01 our

knowledge of the whole science in this department,

This standard text-hook on the department of whereby its practical value cannot be excelled. We
Whieh it treats, has not been superseded, by any or ' heartily commend it, especially as a book of rele-

all of the numerous publications on the subject: rence, indispensable in every medical library. J lie

heretofore issued. Nor with the multiplied improve- additions of the American editor very greatly en-

mentsof Dr. Hays, the American editor, is it at all bance the value of the work, exhibiting the learning

likelv that this great work will cease to merit the and experience of Dr. Hays, in the light in which lie

confidence and preference of students or practition- ought to he held, as a standard authority on a 11 sab-

ers. Its ample extent—nearly one thousand large jectsappertaining to this specialty.— A'.Y. Med. uaz.

LEE (ROBERT), M. D., F. R. S., &c.

CLINICAL MIDWIFERY; comprising the Histories of Five Hundred and

Forty-five Cases of Difficult, Preternatural, and Complicated Labor, with Commentaries. From

the second London edition. In one royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth, of 238 pages.

LUDLOW (J. L.), M. D.,
Lecturer on Clinical Medicine at the Philadelphia Almshouse, &c.

A MANUAL OF EXAMINATIONS upon Anatomy and Physiology, Surgery,

Practice of Medicine, Chemistry, Obstetrics, Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Therapeutics.

Designed for Students of Medicine throughout the United States. A new edition, revised and

improved. In one large royal 12mo. volume, with several hundred illustrations (Preparing.)

LISTON (ROBERT), F. R. S., &c.

LECTURES ON THE OPERATIONS OF SURGERY, and on Diseases and

Accidents requiring Operations. Edited, with numerous Additions and Alterations, by T. D.

Mutter, M. D. Iii one large and handsome octavo volume, of 566 pages, with 216 wood-cuts.
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LA ROCHE (R.), M . D., &.c.

PNEUMONIA ; its Supposed Connection, Pathological and Etiological, with Au-
tumnal Fever?, including an Inquiry into the Existence and Morbid Agency of Malaria. In one
handsome octavo volume, extra cloth, of 500 pages.

A more simple, clear, and forcible exposition of I This work should he carefully studied l>\ Southern
the groundless nature and dangerous tendency of

|

physicians, embodying as it does the reflections of
certain pathological and etiological heresies, has I an original thinker and close observer on a subject
seldom been presented to our notice.

—

N. Y. Journal peculiarly their own.— Virginia Med. and Surgical
of Medicine and Collateral Science.

j
Journal.

by the same author. (Now Ready.)

YELLOW FEVER, considered in its Historical, Pathological, Etiological, and
Therapeutical Relations. Including a Sketch of the Disease as it has occurred in Philadelphia
from 1699 to 1854, with an examination of the connections between it and the fevers known under
the same name in other parts of temperate as well as in tropical regions. In two large and
handsome octavo volumes of nearly 1500 pages.

The publishers are happy in being able at length to present to the profession this great work,
which they are assured will be regarded as an honor to the medical literature of the country. As
the result of many years of personal observation and study, as embodying an intelligent resume of
all that has been written regarding the disease, and as exhausting the subject in all its various
aspects, these volumes must at once take the position of the standard authority and work of refe-

rence on the many important questions brought into consideration.

From Professor S. H. Dickson, Charleston, S. C,
September 18, 1855.

A monument of intelligent and well applied re-
search, almost without example. It is, indeed, in
itself, a large library, and is destined to constitute
the special resort as a book of reference, in the
subject of which it treats, to all future time.

This truly great work has just appeared in two
large octavo volumes, and while it will be hailed
throughout our country as a most timely and desira-
ble contribution to American Medical Literature, it

will be sought for and read with avidity abroad, for
its author has a world-wide reputation in scholastic
and practical medicine. Dr. La Roche has an ac-

curate and thorough knowledge of the subject, ac-

quired by ample experience and opportunities for

investigations both at home and abroad, while he
brings to his task peculiar qualifications by his pro-

found learning in all that appertains to the science

and art of healing. We recommend it to the pro-

fession and the public as an able and elaborate re-

sume" of all that is known on the subject of Yellow
Fever, with a vast amount of information upon
every aspect of this important topic, upon whicli

the author has expended an amount of industry and

genius which can never be adequately rewarded,
however appreciated by his brethren.

—

N. Y. Medi-
cal Gazette, October, 1S55.

LARDNER (DIONYSIUS), D. C. L., &c.

HANDBOOKS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY AND ASTRONOMY.
.Revised, with numerous Additions, by the American editor. First Course, containing Mecha-
nics, Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Sound, and Optics. In one large royal 12mo.
volume, of 750 pages, with 424 wood-cuts. Second Course, containing Heat, Electricity, Mag-
netism, and Galvanism, one volume, large royal 12mo., of 450 pages, with 250 illustrations.

Third Course ( now ready), containing Meteorology and Astronomy, in one large volume, royal

12mo. of nearly eight hundred pages, with thirty-seven plates and two hundred wood-cuts. The
whole complete in three volumes, of about two thousand large pages, with over one thousand
figures on steel and wood. Any volume sold separate.

The various sciences treated in this work will be found brought thoroughly up to the latest period.

MACKENZIE (W.), M . D.,
Surgeon Oculist in Scotland in ordinary to Her Majesty, &,c. &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES AND INJURIES OF THE
EYE. To which is prefixed an Anatomical Introduction explanatory of a Horizontal Section ol

the Human Eyeball, by Thomas Wharton Jones, F. R. S. From the Fourth Revised and En-
larged London Edition. With Notes and Additions by Addinell Hewson, M. D., Surgeon to

Wills Hospital, &c. &c. In one very large and handsome octavo volume, with plates and numerous
wood-cuts. (Now Ready.)

The treatise of Dr. Mackenzie indisputably holds
|

accordance with the advances in the science which
have been made of late years. Nothing worthy of
repetition upon any branch of the subject appears to

have escaped the author's notice. We consider it

the duty of every one who has the love of his profes-

sion and the welfare of his patient at heart, to make
himself familiar with this the most complete work
in the English language upon the diseases of the eye.—Med. Times and Gazette.

The fourth edition of this standard work will no
doubt be as fully appreciated as the three former edi-

tions. It is unnecessary to say aword in its praise,
for the verdict has already been passed upon it by
the most competent judges, and " Mackenzie on the
Eye" has justly obtained a reputation which it is

no figure of speech to call world-wide.

—

British and
Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review.

This new edition of Dr. Mackenzie's celebrated
treatise on diseases of the eye, is truly a miracle of
industry and learning. We need scarcely say that
he has entirely exhausted the subject of his specialty.

the first place, and forms, in respect of learning and
research, an Encyclopaedia unequalled in extent by
any other work of the kind, either English or foreign.
—Dixon on Diseases of the Eye.

Few modern books on any department of medicine
or surgery have met with such extended circulation,

or have procured for their authors a like amount of
European celebrity. The immense research which
it displayed, the thorough acquaintance with the
subject, practically as well as theoretically, and the
able manner in which the author's stores of learning
and experience were rendered availablefor general
use. at once procured for the first edition, as well on
the continent as in this country, that high position

as a standard work which each successive edition

has more firmly established, in spite of the attrac-

tions of several rivals of no mean ability. This, the

fourth edition, has been in a great measure re-writ-

ten ;
new matter, to the extent of one hundred and

fifty pages, has been added, and in several instances

formerly expressed opinions have been modified in ' —Dublin Quarterly Journal
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MEIGS (CHARLES D.), M. D.,
Professor of Obstetrics, &c. in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.

ON THE NATURE, SIGNS, AND TREATMENT OF CHILDBED
FEVER. In a Series of Letters addressed to the Students of his Class. In one handsome
octavo volume, of three hundred and sixty-live pages. {Now Ready.)

This book will add more to his fame than either

of those which bear his name. Indeed we doubt

Whether anv material improvement will be made on

the teachings of this volume for a century to come,
since it is' so eminently practical, and based on pro-

found knowledge of the science and consummate
skill in the art of healing, and ratified by an ample
and extensive experience, such as few men have the

industry or good fortune to acquire.

—

N. Y. Med.
Gazette.

The instructive and interesting author of this
work, whose previous labors in the department of
medicine which he so sedulously cultivates, have
placed his countrymen under deep and abiding obli-
gations, again challenges their admiration in the
fresh and vigorous, attractive and racy pages before
us. It is a delectable book. * * * This treatise
upon child-bed fevers will have an extensive sale,

being destined, as it deserves, to find a place in the
library of every practitioner who scorns to lag in the
rear of his brethren.

—

Nashville Journal of Medi-
cine and Surgery.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

WOMAN : HER DISEASES AND THEIR REMEDIES. A Series of Lec-

tures to his Class. Third and Improved edition. In one large and beautifully printed octavo

volume. (Just Issued.) pp. 672.

The gratifying appreciation of his labors, as evinced by the exhaustion of two large impressions

of this work within a few vears, has not been lost upon the author, who has endeavored in every

way to render it worthy of the favor with which it has been received. The opportunity thus

afforded for a second revision has been improved, and the work is now presented as in every way
superior to its predecessors, additions and alterations having been made whenever the advance of

science has rendered them desirable. The typographical execution of the work will also be found

to have undergone a similar improvement and the work is now confidently presented as in every

way worthy the position it has acquired as the standard American text-book on the Diseases of

Females.
such bold relief, as to produce distinct impressions

upon the mind and memory of the reader.— The
Charleston Med. Journal.

It contains a vast amount of practical knowledge,

by one who has accurately observed and retained

the experience of many years, and who tells the re-

sult in a free, familiar, and pleasant manner.

—

Dub-
lin Quarterly Journal.

There is an off-hand fervor, a glow, and a warm-
heartedness infecting the effort of Dr. .Meigs, which

uction, and
i
measurably. It presents so many novel, bright,

ibilitv, viz., and sparkling thoughts; such an exuberance of new
tion "is pre- ideas on almost every page, that we confess our-

selves to have become enamored with the book

and its author; and cannot withhold our congratu-

ations from our Philadelphia confreres, that such a

Professor Meigs has enlarged and amended this

great work, for such it unquestionably is, having

passed the ordeal of criticism at home and abroad,

.. but been improved thereby ; for in this new edition

is entirely captivating, and which absolutely hur-
,
the author has introduced real improvements, and

ries the reader through from beginning to end. Be-
|

increased the value and utility jrf j^,bo°* J™"
sides, the book teems with solid instri

it shows the very highest evidence of a

the clearness with which the information is p
sented. We know of no better teBt of one's under-

standing a Buhject than the evidence of the power
of lucidly explaining it. The most elementary, as ...

well as the obscurest subjects, under the pencil of
j

teacher is in their service.—N. Y. Med. Gazette.

Prof. Meigs, are isolated and made to stand out in
(

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

OBSTETRICS : THE SCIENCE AND THE ART. Second edition, revised

and improved. With one hundred and thirty-one illustrations. In one beautifully printed octavo

volume, of seven hundred and fifty-two large pages. {Lately Published.)

The rapid demand for a second edition of this work is a sufficient evidence that it has supplied

a desideratum of the profession, notwithstanding the numerous treatises on the same subject which

have appeared within the last few years. Adopting a system of his own, the author has combined

the leading principles of his interesting and difficult subject, with a thorough exposition of Us rules

of practicef,
presenting the results of long and extensive experience and of familiar acquaintance

with all the modern writers on this department of medicine. As an American Treatise on Mid-

wifery, which has at once assumed the position of a classic, it possesses peculiar claims to the at-

tention and study of the practitioner and student, while the numerous a terations and revisions

which it has undergone in the present edition are shown by the great enlargement oi the work,

which is not only increased as to the size of the page, but also in the number.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR. (NoW Ready.)

A TREATISE ON ACUTE AND CHRONIC DISEASES OF THE NECK
OF THE UTERUS. With numerous plates, drawn and colored from nature in the highest

style of art. In one handsome octavo volume, extra cloth.

The object of the author in this work has been to present in a small compass the practical results

of his long experience in this important and distressing class of diseases. The great changes intro-

duced into practice, and the accessions to our knowledge on the subject, within the last tew years,

re*ultin<* from the use of the metroscope, brings within the ordinary practice of every physician

numerous cases which were formerly regarded as incurable, and renders of great value a work ike

the present combining practical directions for diagnosis and treatment with an ample series ol illus-

trations, copied accurately from colored drawings made by the author, after nature.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

OBSERVATIONS ON CERTAIN OF THE DISEASES OF YOUNG
CHILDREN. In one handsome octavo volume, of 214 pages.
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MACLISE (JOSEPH), SURGEON.
SURGICAL ANATOMY. Forming one volume, very large imperial quarto.
With sixty-eight large and splendid Plates, drawn in the best style and beautifully colored. Con-
taining one hundred and ninety Figures, many of them the size of life. Together with copious
and explanatory letter-press. Strongly and handsomely bound in extra cloth, being one of the

cheapest and best executed Surgica works as yet issued in this country.

Copies can be sent by mail, in five parts, done up in stout covers.

This great work being now concluded, the publishers confidently present it to the attention of the
profession as worthy in every respect of their approbation and patronage. No complete work of

the kind has yet been published in the English language, and it therefore will supply a want long
felt in this country of an accurate and comprehensive Atlas of Surgical Anatomy to which the

student and practitioner can at all times refer, to ascertain the exact relative position of the various
portions of the human frame towards each other and to the surface, as well as their abnormal de-

viations. The importance of such awork to the student in the absence of anatomical material, and
to the practitioner when about attempting an operation, is evident, while the price of the book, not-

withstanding the large size, beauty, and finish of the very numerous illustrations, is so low as to

place it within the reach of every member of the profession. The publishers therefore confidently
anticipate a very extended circulation for this magnificent work.

One of the greatest artistic triumphs of the age
in Surgical Anatomy.

—

British American Medical
Journal.

Too much cannot be said in its praise; indeed,
we have not language to do it justice.

—

Ohio Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal.

The most admirable surgical atlas we have seen.
To the practitioner deprived of demonstrative dis-
sections upon the human subject, it is an invaluable
companion.

—

N. J. Medical Reporter.

The most accurately engraved and beautifully
colored plates we have ever seen in an American
book—one of the best and cheapest surgical works
ever published.

—

Buffalo Medical Journal.

It is very rare that so elegantly printed, so well
illustrated, and so useful a work, is offered at so
moderate a price.

—

Charleston Medical Journal.

Its plates can boast a superiority which places
them almost beyond the reach of competition.

—

Medi-
cal Examiner

.

Every practitioner, we think, should have a work
of this kind within reach.

—

Southern Medical and
Surgical Journal.

No such lithographic illustrations of surgical re-
gions have hitherto, we think, been given.

—

Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal.

As a surgical anatomist, Mr. Maclise has proba-
bly no superior.

—

British and Foreign Medico-Chi-
rurgical Review.

Of great value to the student engaged in dissect-
ing, and to the surgeon at a distance from the means

of keeping up his anatomical knowledge.

—

Medical
Times.

The mechanical execution ennnot be excelled.

—

Transylvania Medical Journal.

A work which has no parallel in point of accu-
racy and cheapness in the English language.

—

IV. Y.
Journal of Medicine.

To all engaged in the study or practice of their

profession, such awork is almost indispensable.

—

Dublin Quarterly Medical Journal.

No practitioner whose means will admit should
fail to possess it.

—

Ranking's Abstract.

Country practitioners will find these plates of im-
mense value.—iV. Y. Medical Gazette.

We are extremely gratified to announce to the
profession the completion of this truly magnificent
work, which, as a whole, certainly stands unri-
valled, both for accuracy of drawing, beauty of
coloring, and all the requisite explanations of the

subject in hand.

—

The New Orleans Medical and.

Surgical Journal.

This is by far the ablest work on Surgical Ana-
tomy that has come under our observation. We
know of no other work that would justify a stu-

dent, in any degree, for neglect of actual dissec-

tion. In those sudden emergencies that so often

arise, and which require the instantaneous command
of minute anatomical knowledge, a work of this kind
keeps the details of the dissecting-room perpetually
fresh in the memory.

—

The Western Journal of Medi-
cine and Surgery.

ggg?" The very low price at which this work is furnished, and the beauty of its execution,
require an extended sale to compensate the publishers for the heavy expenses incurred.

MULLER (PROFESSOR J.), M.D.
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS AND METEOROLOGY. Edited, with Addi-

tions, by R. Eglesfeld Griffith, M. D. In one large and handsome octavo volume, extra
cloth, with 550 wood-cuts, and two colored plates, pp. 636.

The Physics of MQller is awork superb, complete. I tion to the scientific records of this country may be
unique: the greatest want known to English Science

|
duly estimated by the fact that the cost of the origi-

could not have been better supplied. The work is I nal drawings and engravings alone has exceeded the
of surpassing interest. The value of this contribu-

| sum of j£2,000.—Lancet.

MAYNE (JOHN), M. D., M. R. C. S.

A DISPENSATORY AND THERAPEUTICAL REMEMBRANCER. Com-
prising the entire lists of Materia Mediea, with every Practical Formula contained in the three
British Pharmacopoeias. With relative Tables subjoined, illustrating, by upwards of six hundred
and sixty examples, the Extemporaneous Forms and Combinations suitable for the different
Medicines. Edited, with the addition of the Formulae of the United States Pharmacopoeia, by
R. Eglesfeld Griffith, M. D. In one 12mo. volume, extra cloth, of over 300 large pages.

MATTEUCCI (CARLO).
LECTURES ON THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA OF LIVING BEINGS.

Edited by J. Pereira, M. D. In one neat royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth, with cuts, 388 pages.
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MILLER (JAMES), F. R. S. E.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Edinburgh. &c.

PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY. Third American, from the second and revised
Edinburgh edition. Revised, with Additions, by F. W. Sargent, M. D., author of " Minor Sur-
gery," &c. In one large and very beautiful volume, of seven hundred and fifty-two pages, with
two hundred and forty exquisite illustrations on wood.
This edition is far superior, both in the abundance guage. This opinion, deliberately formed after a

and quality of its material, to any of the preceding.We hope it will be extensively read, and the sound
principles which are herein taught treasured up for
future application. The work takes rank with
Watson's Practice of Physic

; it certainly does not
fall behind that great work in soundness of princi-
ple or depth of reasoning and research. No physi-
cian who values his reputation, or seeks the interests
of his clients, can acquit himself before his God and
the world without, making himself familiar with the
sound and philosophical views developed in the fore-
going book.

—

New Orleans Med. and Surg. Journal.

guase.
careful study of the first edition, we have had no

cause to change on examining the second. This

edition has undergone thorough revision by the au-

thor; many expressions have been modified, and a

mass of new matter introduced. The hook is got up

in the finest style, and is an evidence of the progress

of typography in our country.—Charleston Medical
Journal and Review.

We recommend it to both student and practitioner,

feeling assured that as it now comes to us, it pre-

sents the most satisfactory exposition of the modern
doctrines of the principles of surgery to be found in

any volume in any language.

—

N. Y. Journal of
Medicine.

AVithout doubt the ablest exposition of the prin-
ciples of that branch of the healing art in any lan-

by the same author. (Lately Published.)

THE PRACTICE OF SURGERY. Third American from the second Edin-
burgh edition. Edited, with Additions, by F. W. Sargent, M. D , one of the Surgeons to Will's

Hospital, &c. Illustrated by three hundred and nineteen engravings on wood. In one large

octavo volume, of over seven hundred pages.

No encomium of ours could add to the popularity I By the almost unanimous voice of the profession,

of Miller's Surgery. Its reputation in this country I his works, both on the principles and practice of

is unsurpassed by that of any other work, and, when surgery have been assigned the highest rank. If we
taken in connection with the author's Principles of were limited to but one work on surgery, that one

Surgery, constitutes a whole, without reference to should be Aliller's, as we regard it as superior to all

others.

—

St. Louis Med. and Surg. Journal.

The author distinguished alike as a practitioner

and writer, has in this and his " Principles,'' pre-

sented to the profession one of the most completeand
reliable systems of Surgery extant. His style of

writing is original, impressive, and engaging, ener-

getic, concise, and lucid. Few have the faculty of

condensing so much in small space, and at the same
time so persistently holding the attention; indeed,

which no conscientious surgeon would be willing

to practice his art. The additions, by Dr. Sargent,
have materially enhanced the value of the work.

—

Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

It is seldom that two volumes have ever made so

profound an impression in so short a time as the

"Principles" and the "Practice" of Surgery by
Mr. Miller—or so richly merited the reputation they
have acquired. The author is an eminently sensi-

ble, practical, and well-informed man, who knows
j
ne appears to make'the very"process of condensation

exactly what he is talking about and exactly how to
j
a mean8 of eliminating attractions. Whether as a

talk it.

—

Kentucky Medical Recorder.
i text-book for students or a book of reference for

The two volumes together form a complete expose practitioners, it cannot be too strongly recommend-

of the present state of Surgery, and they ought to be ed.—Southern Journal of the Medical and Physical

on the shelves of every surgeon.

—

jV. /. Med. Re- Sciences,

porter. •

MALGA1GNE (J. P.).

OPERATIVE SURGERY, based on Normal and Pathological Anatomy. Trans-

lated from the French, by Frederick Brittan, A. B., M. D. With numerous illustrations on

wood. In one handsome octavo volume, of nearly six hundred pages.

MOHR (FRANCIS), PH. D., AND REDWOOD (TH EOPH I LUS).

PRACTICAL PHARMACY. Comprising the Arrangements, Apparatus, and

Manipulations of the Pharmaceutical Shop and Laboratory. Edited, with extensive Additions,

by Prof. William Procter, of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. In one handsomely

printed octavo volume, of 570 pages, with ove r 500 engravings on wood.

NEILL (JOHN), M. D.,

Professor of Surgery in the Pennsylvania Medical Collige, &c.

OUTLINES OF THE ARTERIES. With short Descriptions. Designed for

the Use of Medical Students. With handsome colored plates. Second and improved edition.

In one octavo volume, extra cloth.

OUTLINES OF THE NERVES. "With short Descriptions. Designed for the

Use of Medical Students. With handsome plates. Second and improved edition. In one octavo

volume, extra cloth.

OUTLINES OF THE VEINS AND LYMPHATICS. With short Descrip-

tions. Designed for the Use of Medical Students. With handsome colored plates. In one octavo

volume, extra cloth. .

ALSO—The three works done up in one handsome volume, half bound, with numerous plates, pre-

senting a complete view of the Circulatory, Nervous, and Lymphatic Systems.

This book should be in the hand of every medical

student. It is cheap, portable, and precisely the

thing needed in studying an important, though diiTi

cult part of Anatomy.— Boston Med. and Surg.

Journal.

We recommend every student of medicine to pur-

chase a copy of this work, as a labor-saving ma-

chine admirably adapted to refresh the memory,

with knowledge gained by lectures, dissections,

and the reading of larger works.—N. Y. Journal of
Medicine.

This work is from the pen of a Philadelphia ana-

tomist, whose familiar knowledge of the subject has
been aided by the press, the result of which is a vo-
lume of great beauty and excellence. Its fine exe-

cution commends it to the student of Anatomy. It

requires no other recommendations.

—

Western Journ.

of Medicine and Surgery.
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NEILL (JOHN), M. D.,
Surgeon to the Pennsylvania Hospital, &c.j and

FRANCIS GURNEY SMITH, M. D M
Professor of Institutes of Medicine in the Pennsylvania Medical College.

AN ANALYTICAL COMPENDIUM OF THE VARIOUS BRANCHES
OF MEDICAL SCIENCE; for the Use and Examination of Students. Second edition, revised
and improved. In one very large and handsomely printed royal l'imo. volume, of over one
thousand pages, with three hundred and filly illustrations on wood. Strongly bound in leather,

with raised bands.

The speedy sale of a large impression of this work has afforded to the authors gratifying evidence
of the correctness of the views which actuated ihem in its preparation. In meeting the demand
for a second edition, they have therefore been desirous to render it more worthy of the favor with
which it has been received. To accomplish this, they have spared neither time nor labor in embo-
dying in it such discoveries and improvements as have been made since its first appearance, and
such alterations as have been suggested by its practical use in the class and examination-room.
Considerable modifications have thus been introduced throughout all the departments treated of in

the volume, but more especially in the portion devoted to the "Practice of Medicine," which has
been entirely rearranged and rewritten.

Notwithstanding the enlarged size and improved execution of this work, the price has not been
increased, and it is confidently presented as one of the cheapest volumes now before the profession.

Having made free use of this volume in our ex-
aminations of pupils, we can speak from experi-
ence in recommending it as an admirable compend
for students, and as especially useful to preceptors
who examine their pupils. It will save the teacher
much labor by enabling him readily to recall all of
the points upon which his pupils should be ex-
amined. A work of this sort should be in the hands
of every one who takes pupils into his office with a
view of examining them; and this is unquestionably
the hestof its class. Let every practitioner who has
pupils provide himself with it, and he will find the
labor of refreshing his knowledge so much facilitated

that he will be able to do justice to hispupilsat very
little cost of time or trouble to himself.

—

Transyl-
vania Med. Journal.

In the rapid course of lectures, where work for
the students is heavy, and review necessary for an
examination, a compend is not only valuable, but
it is almost a sine qua non. The one before us is,

in most of the divisions, the most unexceptionable
of all books of the kind that we know of. The
newest and soundest doctrines and the latest im-
provements and discoveries are explicitly, though
concisely, laid before the student. Of course it is

useless for us to recommend it to all last course
students, but there is a class to whom we very
sincerely commend this cheap book as worth its

weight in silver— that class is the graduates in
medicine of more than ten years' standing, who
have not studied medicine since. They will perhaps
find out from it that the science is not exactly now
What it was when they left it off.

—

The Stethoscope

NELIGAN (J. MOORE), M. D., M. R. I. A., &c.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN. In one

neat royal 12mo. volume, of 334 pages.

by the same author. (Nearly Ready.)

ATLAS OF CUTANEOUS DISEASES. In one beautiful quarto volume, with
splendid colored plates, presenting nearly one hundred elaborate representations of disease.

This beautiful volume is intended to accompany the author's " Treatise on Diseases of the Skin,"
so favorably received by the profession some years since. In the description of the plates, reference
is made to the chapter and page of the " Treatise," so that together the two constitute, at a much
smaller cost than has been hitherto attempted, a complete work of reference for the Diagnosis and
Treatment of this difficult class of diseases, which, more than any other, perhaps, require this mode
of pictorial elucidation.

Dr. Neligan deserves our best thanks for this
attempt to supply a want which has been long felt.

For a small sum he here presents us with an Atlas
containing some ninety plates of the more com-
mon and rarer forms of affections of the skin, and
for the benefit of those who possess his useful
Manual, he supplies with each illustration a refer-

ence to the chapter of that work where the disease
receives special mention. Great care has evidently
been taken to procure proper subjects for the artist

and the, daguerreotype, which has been employed in

several of the plates, " to secure correctness in the
design."

—

Edinburgh Medical Journal, September,
1855.

OWEN (PROF. R.),
Author of "Lectures on Comparative Anatomy," "Archetype of the Skeleton," &c.

ON THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE SKELETON, AND OF THE
TEETH. One vol. royal 12mo., with numerous illustrations. (Just Issued.)

PANCOAST (J.), M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, &c.

OPERATIVE SURGERY; or, A Description and Demonstration of the various
Processes of the Art; including all the New Operations, and exhibiting the State of Surgical
Science in its present advanced condition. Complete in one royal 4to. volume, of 380 pages of
letter-press description and eighty large 4to. plates, comprising 486 illustrations. Second edition,
improved.

This excellent work is constructed on the model
of the French Surgical Works by Velpeau and Mal-
gaigne; and, so far as the English language is con-

cerned, we are proud as an American to sav that,
of its kind it has no superior.—N. Y. Journal of
Medicine.

PARKER (LANGSTON),
Surgeon to the Queen's Hospital, Birmingham.

THE MODERN TREATMENT OF SYPHILITIC DISEASES, BOTH PRI-
MARY AND SECONDARY; comprising the Treatment of Constitutional and Confirmed Syphi-
lis, by a safe and successful method. With numerous Cases, Formulae, and Clinical Observa-
tions. From the Third and entirely rewritten London edition. In one neat octavo volume,
of 316 pages. (Just Issued.)
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(Now Complete.)

PEREIRA (JONATHAN), M. D., F. R. S., AND L. S.
THE ELEMENTS OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.
Third American edition, enlarged and improved by the author; including Notices of most of the
Medicinal Substances in use in the civilized world, and forming an Encyclopaedia of Materia
Medica. Edited, with Additions, by Joseph Carson, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and
Pharmacy in the University of Pennsylvania. In two very large octavo volumes of 2100 pages,
on small type, with over four hundred and fifty illustrations.

Volume I.—Lately issued, containing the Inorganic Materia Medica, over 800 pages, with 145
illustrations.

Volume II.—Now ready, embraces the Organic Materia Medica, and forms a very large octavo
volume of 1250 pages,' with two plates and three hundred handsome wood-cuts.
The present edition of this valuable and standard work will enhance in every respect its well-

deserved reputation. The care bestowed upon its revision by the author may be estimated by the
fact that its size has been increased by about five hundred pages. These additions have extended
to every portion of the work, and embrace not only the materials afforded by the recent editions of
the pharmacopoeias, but also all the important information accessible to the care and industry of
the author in treatises, essays, memoirs, monographs, and from correspondents in various parts of
the globe. In this manner the work comprises the most recent and reliable information respecting
all the articles of the Materia Medica, their natural and commercial history, chemical and thera-
peutical properties, preparation, uses, doses, and modes of administration, brought up to the present
time, with a completeness not to be met with elsewhere. A considerable portion of the work
which preceded the remainder in London, has also enjoyed the advantage of a further revision by
the author expressly for this country, and in addition to this the editor, Professor Carson, has made
whatever additions appeared desirable to adapt it thoroughly to the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, and to

the wants of the American profession. An equal improvement will likewise be observable in every
department of its mechanical execution. It is printed from new type, on good white paper, with a
greatly extended and improved series of illustrations.

Gentlemen who have the first volume are recommended to complete their copies without delay.

The first volume will no longer be sold separate.

When we remember that Philology, Natural His- [
Medica, although completed under the supervision of

tory, Botany, Chemistry, Physics, and the Micro-
scope, are all brought forward to elucidate the sub-
ject, one cannot fail to see that the reader has here
a work worthy of the name of an encyclopedia of
Materia Medica. Our own opinion of its merits is

that of its editors, and also that of the whole profes-

sion, both of this and foreign countries—namely,
" that in copiousness of details, in extent, variety,

and accuracy of information, and in lucid explana-
tion of difficult and recondite subjects, it surpasses
all other works on Materia Medica hitherto pub-
lished." We cannot close this notice without allud-

ing to the special additions of the American editor,

which pertain to the prominent vegetable produc

>thers, is by far the most elaborate treatise in the

English language, and will, while medical literature

is cherished, continue a monument alike honorable
to his genius, as to his learning and industry.

—

American Journal of Pharmacy, March, 1854.

The work, in its present shape, and so far as can
be judged from the portion before the public, forms
the most comprehensive and complete treatise on
materia medica extant in the English language.

—

Dr. Pereira has been at great pains to introduce

into his work, not only all the information on the

natural, chemical, and commercial history of medi-
cines, which might be serviceable to the physician
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tions of this country, and to the directions of the
j

™«1 surgeon but whatever might enable his read-

United States Pharmacopoeia, in connection with all ?™ *> understand thoroughly the mode of prepar-

the articles contained in the volume which are re- '"?
'

™>d manufacturing various art cles employed

ferred toby it. The illustrationshave been increased,

and this edition by Dr. Carson cannot well be re-

garded in any other light than that of a treasure

which should be found in the library of every physi-

cian.

—

New York Journal of Medical and Collateral

Science, March, 1854.

The third edition of his "Elements of Materia

either for preparing medicines, or for certain pur-

poses in the arts connected with materia medica
and the practice of medicine. The accounts of the

physiological and therapeutic effects of remedies are

given with great clearness and accuracy, and in a
manner calculated to interest as well as instruct

the reader.—The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal.

PEASELEE (E. R.), M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in Dartmouth College, &C.

HUMAN HISTOLOGY, in its applications to Physiology and General Pathology;

designed as a Text-Book for Medical Students. With numerous illustrations. In one handsome

royal 12mo. volume. (Preparing.)

The subject of this work is one, the growing importance of which, as the basis of Anatomy and

Physiology, demands for it a separate volume. The book will therefore supply an acknowledged

deficiency'in medical text-books, while the name of the author, and his experience as a teacher for

the last thirteen years, is a guarantee that it will be thoroughly adapted to the use of the student.

PIRRIE (WILLIAM), F. R. S. E.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Aberdeen.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY. Edited by John
Neill M. D. Professor of Surgery in the Penna. Medical College, Surgeon to the Pennsylvania

Hospital, &c. ' In one very handsome octavo volume, of 780 pages, with 316 illustrations.

arrived. Prof. Pirrie, in the work before us, has
elaborately discussed the principles of surgery, and
a safe and effectual practice predicated upon them.
Perhaps no work upon this subject heretofore issued
is so full upon the science of the art of surgery.

—

Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

One of the best treatises on surgery in the English
language.

—

Canada Med. Journal.

Our impression is, that, as a manual for students,
Pirrie's is the best work extant.— Western Med. and
Surg. Journal.

We know of no other surgical work of a reason-

able size, wherein there is so much theory and prac-

tice, or where subjects are more soundly or clearly

taught.—The Stethoscope.

There is scarcely a disease of the bone or soft

parts, fracture, or dislocation, that is not illustrated

by accurate wood-engravings. Then, again, every

instrument employed by the surgeon is thus repre-

sented. These engravings are not only correct, but

really beautiful, showing the astonishing degree of

perfection to which the art of wood-engraving has
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PARRISH (EDWARD),
Lecturer on Practical Pharmacy and Materia Meclica in the Pennsylvania Academy of Medicine, he.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO PHARMACY. Designed as a Text-
Book lor the Student, and as a Guide to the Physician and Pharmaceutist. With numerous
Formulae and over 200 Illustrations. In one handsome octavo volume. (Now Ready.)

The want of an elementary textbook on this subject has long been felt and acknowledged
While vast stores of information on all the collateral branches of pharmacy are contained in such
works as Mohr and Redwood, the U. S. Dispensatory, the Pharmacopoeia, Pereira, and others,

there has been no compendious manual presenting within a moderate compass, and in systematic
order, the innumerable minor details which make up the everyday business of those who dispense
medicines. It has been the object of the author to supply this want, and while to the pharmaceutist
such a work is manifestly indispensable, its utility will hardly be less to the country practitioner,

residing at a distance from drug stores, and obliged to dispense the remedies which he prescribe!.
Familiarized with the elements of therapeutics and the essentials of materia medica, by his at-

tendance at lectures, he has hitherto been obliged to learn for himself the details of prescribing,
compounding, and preparing medicines. The volume commences with a chapter on the "outfit"
of the country physician, describing the different articles, their various kinds and comparative ad-

vantages ; the Pharmacopoeia is described, explained, and commented upon, its contents classified

and arranged so as to be easily comprehended and referred to; all the operations of pharmacy are

given in minute detail, and under each head the various preparations are specified to winch it is

applicable, with directions for making them, giving in this manner a comprehensive and practical

view of the materia medica, with much valuable information regarding all the more important ar-

ticles. All the officinal formulae are thus presented, with directions for their preparation and use,

together with many empirical ones of interest, and numerous new ones derived from the practice

of distinguished physicians. Especial attention has been bestowed on the new remedies, the

more important of which are minutely described, particularly those derived from our indigenous
plants, which have of late attracted so much attention, and which the author has thoroughly
investigated. The chapters on extemporaneous pharmacy contain clear and accurate instructions

for writing prescriptions, selecting, combining, dispensing, and compounding medicines, making
powders, pills, mixtures, ointments, &c. &c, with formulrje; and the work concludes with an ap-

pendix of valuable hints and advice to those purchasing articles connected with their profession.

Numerous tables interspersed throughout elucidate the various subjects, which are rendered still

clearer by a large number of engravings. Care has been taken in all instances to indicate and
describe the simplest apparatus and procedures affording satisfactory results. The long experience
of the author, both as a teacher of pharmacy, and as a practical pharmaceutist, is sufficient guarantee

of his familiarity with the wants and necessities of the student, and of his ability to satisfy them.

ROKITANSKY (CARD, M.D.,
Curator of the Imperial Pathological Museum, and Professor at the University of Vienna, &c.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY. Four volumes octavo,

bound in two. (Now Ready.)

Vol. I.—Manual of General Pathological Anatomy. Translated by W. E. Swaine.
Vol. II.—Pathological Anatomy of the Abdominal Viscera. Translated by Edward Sieveking,

M. D.
Vol. III.—Pathological Anatomy of the Bones, Cartilages, Muscles, and Skin, Cellular and Fibrous

Tissue, Serous and Mucous Membrane, and Nervous System. Translated by C. H. Moore.
Vol. IV.—Pathological Anatomy of the Organs of Respiration and Circulation. Translated by G.

E. Day.

To render this large and important work more easy of reference, and at the same time less cum-
brous and costly, the publishers have arranged the four volumes in two, retaining, however, the

separate paging, &c.

The publishers feel much pleasure in presenting to the profession of the United States the great

work of Prof. Rokitansky, which is universally referred to as the standard of authority by the pa-

thologists of all nations. Under the auspices of the Sydenham Society of London, the combined
labor of four translators has at length overcome the almo>t insuperable difficulties which have so

long prevented the appearance of the work in an English dress, while the additions made from
various papers and essays of the author present his views on all the topics embraced, in their latest

published form. To a work so widely known, eulogy is unnecessary, and the publishers would
merely state that it contains the results of not less than thirty thousand post-mortem examina-
tions made by the author, diligently compared, generalized, and wrought into one complete and
harmonious system.

RIGBY (EDWARD), M.D.,
Physician to the General Lying-in Hospital, &c.

A SYSTEM OF MIDWIFERY. With Notes and Additional Illustrations.
Second American Edition. One volume octavo, 422 pages.

ROYLE (J. FORBES), M . D.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS; including the Preparations of
the Pharmacopoeias of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and of the United States. With many new
medicines. Edited by Joseph Carson, M. D., Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in

the University of Pennsylvania. With ninety-eight illustrations. In one large octavo volume,
of about seven hundred pages.

This work is, indeed, a most valuable one, and I duetions on the other extreme, which are neces-
will fill up an important vacancy that existed be-

|
sarily imperfect from their small extent. British

tween Dr. Pereira's most learned and complete and Foreign Medical Review.
system of Materia Medica, and the class of pro-

|
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RAMSBOTHAM (FRANCIS H.), M.D.
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OBSTETRIC MEDICINE AND
SURGER5T, in reference to the Process of Parturition. A new and enlarged edition, thoroughly

revised by the Author. With Additions by W. V. Keating, M. D. In one large and handsome
imperial octavo volume, of 650 pages, with sixty-four beautiful Plates, and numerous Wood-cuts
in the text, containing in all nearly two hundred large and beautiful figures. (Now Ready.)

In calling the attention of the profession to the new edition of this standard work, the publishers

would remark that no efforts have been spared to secure for it a continuance and extension ot the

remarkable favor with which it has been received. The last London issue, which was considera-

bly enlarged, has received a further revision from the author, especially for this country. Its pas-

sage through the press here has been supervised by Dr. Keating, who has made numerous addi-

tions with a view of presenting more fully whatever was necessary to adapt it thoroughly to

American modes of practice. In its mechanical execution, n like superiority over former editions

will be found. The plates have all been re-engraved in a new and beautiful style ; many additional

illustrations have been introduced, and in every point of typographical finish it will be found one of

the handsomest issues of the American press. In its present improved and enlarged form the pub-

lishers therefore confidently ask for it a place in every medical library, as a text-book for the student,

or a manual for daily reference by the practitioner.

From Prof. Hodge, of the University of Pa.
To the American public, it is most valuable, from its intrinsic undoubted excellence, and as being

the best authorized exponent of British Midwifery. Its circulation will, I trust, be extensive throughout

our country.

The publishers have shown their appreciation of cine and Surgery to our library, and confidently

the merits of this work and secured its success by recommend it to our readers, with the assurance

the truly elegant style in which they have brought that it will not disappoint their most sanguine ex-

it out, excelling themselves in its production, espe-
,

pectations.

—

Western Lancet.

cially in its plates. It is dedicated to Prof. Meigs,
j

r
t j s unnecessary to say anything in regard to the

and has the emphatic endorsement of Prof. Hodge, utility of this work. It is already appreciated in our
as the best exponent of British Midwifery. V\ e country for the value of the matter, the clearness of
know of no text-book which deserves in all respects

j t8 sty ie , and the fulness of its illustrations. To the
to be more highly recommended to studeuts, and we physician's library it is indispensable, while to the
eould wish to see it in the hands ofevery practitioner, s t uueu t as a text-book, from which to extract the
for they will find it invaluable for reference.

—

Med. material for laying the foundation of an education on
Gazette. i obstetrical science, it has no superior.

—

Ohio Med.

Butonce in a long time some brilliant genius rears and Surg. Journal.

his head above the horizon of science and illumi-
.„ , dd h t ,h gtudent y , , earn from

nates and pur.fies every department that he invest -

£ practitioner will find
gates ;

and his works become types by which nnu £ reference, surpassed by none other.-
merable imitators model their feeble productions. „ ,

' '
J

Such a genius we find in the younger Ramsbotham,
,

ziemoscope.

and such a type we find in the work now before us. The character and merits of Dr. Ramsbotham s

The binding paper, tvpe, the engravings and wood- work are so well known and thoroughly established,

cuts are alfso excellent as to make this book one of that comment is unnecessary and praise superfluous.

the finest specimens of the art of printing that have The illustrations, which are numerous and accurate,

given such a world-wide reputation to its enterpri- are executed in the highest style of art. YV e cannot

gin" and liberal publishers. We welcome Rnms- too high I v recommend the work to our readers.—St.

botliam's Principles and Practice of Obstetric Medi- Louis Med. and Surg. Journal.

RICORD (P.), M. D.,
Surgeon to the Hopital du Midi, Paris, &c.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF SYPHILITIC DISEASE. Translated from the French,

bv Thomas F. Betton, M. D. With the addition of a History of Syphilis, and a complete Bib-

liography and Formulary of Remedies, collated and arranged, by Paul B. Goddard, M. D. With

fifty large quarto plates, comprising one hundred and seventeen beautifully colored illustrations.

In one large and handsome quarto volume.

by the same author. (Lately Published.)

A TREATISE ON THE VENEREAL DISEASE. By John Hunter, F. R. S.

With copious Additions, by Ph Ricord, M. D. Edited, with Notes, by Freeman J. Bumstead,

M. D. In one handsome octavo volume, of 520 pages, with plates.

In the notes to Hunter, the master substitutes him-

self for his interpreters, and gives his original thoughts

to the world, in a summary form it is true, but in a

Every one will recognize the attractiveness and

value which this work derives from thus presenting

the opinions of these two masters side by side. But,

it must he admitted, what has made the fortune of

the book, is the fact that it contains the -'most com-

plete embodiment of the veritable doctrines of the

Hopital du Midi," which has ever been made public.

The doctrinal ideas of M. Ricord, ideas which, if not

universally adopted, are incontestably dominant, have

heretofore only been interpreted by more or less skilful

secretaries, sometimes accredited and sometimes not.

lucid and perfectly intelligible manner. In conclu-

sion we can say that this is incontestably the best

treatise on syphilis with which we are acquainted,

and, as we do not often employ the phrase, we may
be excused for expressing the hope that it may find

a place in the library of every physician — Virgmia

Med. and Surg. Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

LETTERS ON SYPHILIS, addressed to the Chief Editor of the Union Medicale.

With an Introduction, by Amedee Latour. Translated by W. P. Lattimore, M. D. In one neat

octavo volume of 270 pages.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON VENEREAL DISEASES. With a Thera-

peutical Summary and Special Formulary. Translated by Sidney Doane, M. D. Fourth edition.

One volume, octavo, 340 pages.
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SMITH (HENRY H.), M. D.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Pennsylvania, ice.

MINOR SURGERY; or, Hints on the Every-day Duties of the Surgeon. Illus-

trated by two hundred and forty-seven illustrations. Third and enlarged edition. In one hand-
some royal 12mo. volume, pp. 456.

And a capital little book it is. . . Minor Surgery,
we repeat, is really Major Surgery, and anything
which teaches it is worth having. So we cordially
recommend this little book of Dr. Smith's.—Med.-
Chir. Review.

This beautiful little work has been compiled with
a view to the wants of the profession in the m:itter

of bandaging, Sec, and well and ably has the author
performed his labors. Well adapted to give the
requisite information on the subjects of which it

treats.

—

Medical Examiner.

The directions are plain, and illustrated through-
out with clear engravings.

—

London Lancet.

One of the best works they can consult on the
subject of which it treats.

—

Southern Journal of
Medicine and Pharmacy.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR, AND

HORNER (WILLIAM E.), M. D.,
Late Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania.

AN ANATOMICAL ATLAS, illustrative of the Structure of the Human Body.
In one volume, large imperial octavo, with about six hundred and fifty beautiful figures.

These figures are well selected, and present a late the student upon the completion of this Atlas,

A work such as the present is therefore highly
useful to the student, and we commend this one
to their attention.

—

American Journal of Medical
Sciences.

No operator, however eminent, need hesitate to

consult this unpretending yet excellent book. Those
who are young in the business would find Dr. Smith's
treatise a necessary companion, after once under-
standing its true character.

—

Boston Med. and Surg.
Journal.

No young practitioner should be without this little

volume j and we venture to assert, that it maybe
consulted by the senior members of the profession

with more real benefit, than the more voluminous
works.— Western Lancet.

complete and accurate representation of that won>
derful fabric, the human body. The plan of this

Atlas, which renders it so peculiarly convenient
for the student, and its superb artistical execution,
have been already pointed out. We must congratu-

as it is the most convenient work of the kind that
has yet appeared ; and we must add, the very beau-
tiful manner in which it is "got up" is so creditable

to the country as to be flattering to our national
pride.

—

American Medical Journal.

SARGENT (F. W.), M. D.

ON BANDAGING AND OTHER POINTS OP MINOR SURGERY. In
one handsome royal 12mo. volume of nearly 400

The very best manual of Minor Surgery we have
)

seen ; an American volume, with nearly four hundred
pages of good practical lessons, illustrated by about
one hundred and thirty wood-cuts. In these days
of " trial," when a doctor's reputation hangs upon
a clove hitch, or the roll of a bandage, it would be
well, perhaps, to carry such a volume as Mr. Sar-
gent's always in our coat-pocket, or, at all events,
to listen attentively to his instructions at home.

—

Buffalo Med. Journal.

pages, with 128 wood-cuts.

We have carefully examined this work, and find it

well executed and admirably adapted to the use of
the student. Besides the subjects usually embraced
in works on Minor Surgery, there is a short chapter
on bathing, another on anaesthetic agents, and an
appendix of formula?. T'he author has given an ex-
cellentwork on this subject, and his publishers have
illustrated and printed it in most beautiful style.

—

The Charleston Medical Journal.

SKEY (FREDERICK C), F. R. S., &c.
OPERATIVE SURGERY. In one very handsome octavo volume of over 650

pages, with about one hundred wood-cuts.

SHARPEY (WILLIAM), M. D., JONES QUAIN, M. D., AND
RICHARD QUAIN, F. R. S., &c.

HUMAN ANATOMY. Revised, with Notes and Additions, by Joseph Leidy,
M. D. Complete in two large octavo volumes, of about thirteen hundred pages. Beautifully
illustrated with over five hundred engravings on wood.

We have no hesitation in recommending this trea-
tise on anatomy as the most complete on that sub-
ject in the English language; and the only one,
perhaps, in any language, which brings the state
of knowledge forward to the most recent disco-
veries.

—

The Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Journal.

It is indeed a work calculated to make an era in

anatomical study, by placing before the student
every department of his science, with a view to

the relative importance of each ; and so skilfully

have the different parts been interwoven, that no
one who makes this work the basis of his studies,

will hereafter have any excuse for neglecting or
undervaluing any important particulars connected
with the structure of the human frame; and
whether the bias of his mind lead him in a more
especial manner to surgery, physic, or physiology,
he will find here a work at once so comprehensive
and practical as to defend him from exclusiveness
on the one hand, and pedantry on the other.

—

Monthly Journal and Retrospect of the Medical
Sciences.

Admirably calculated to fulfil the object for which
it is intended.

—

Provincial Medical Journal.

The most complete Treatise on Anatomy in the
English language.—Edinburgh Medical Journal.

There is no work in the English language to be
preferred to Dr. Quain's Elements of Anatomy.—
London Journal of Medicine.

In one volume, octavo,

STANLEY (EDWARD).
A TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE BONES.

extra cloth, 286 pages.

SOLLY (SAMUEL), F. R. S.

THE HUMAN BRAIN; its Structure, Physiology, and Diseases. With a
Description of the Typical Forms of the Brain in the Animal Kingdom. From the Second and
much enlarged London edition. In one octavo volume of 500 pages, with 120 wood-cuts.
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STILLE (ALFRED), M. D.
PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL AND SPECIAL THERAPEUTICS. In
handsome octavo. (Preparing.)

SIMON (JOHN), F. R. S.
GENERAL PATHOLOGY, as conducive to the Establishment of Rational

Principles for the Prevention and Cure of Disease. A Course of Lectures delivered at St.

Thomas's Hospital during the summer Session of 1850. In one neat octavo volume, of 212
pages.

SMITH (W. TYLER), M.D.,
Physician Accoucheur to St. Mary's Hospital, &c.

ON PARTURITION, AND THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
OBSTETRICS. In one large duodecimo volume, of 400 pages.

by the same author.—(Noiv Ready.)

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT
OF LEUCORRH03A. With numerous illustrations. In one very handsome octavo volume ot

about 250 pages.

The investigation of the pathology and treatment
of ieucorrhoea is a task that may well engage the
time and energies of the most philosophical and
skilled physician ; and there are few men more capa-
ble of conducting and deducing important observa-
tions from such a study than the author of the pre-
sent treatise. Dr. Tyler Smith's previous researches,
not less than his devotion to physiology and scientific

medicine, point him out as one eminently calculated
to throw light on many subjects, which less ahle
men might fail to elucidate. We consequently take
his work in hand with higli expectations and we
have not been in the least disappointed. The fore

going cursory examination of Dr. Tyler Smith's p ress .

work will be sufficient to prove its value, and we
hope more than enough to induce every practitioner

to study it for himself.

—

The Lancet.

The above list contains simply the general head-
ings of the different chapters ; to have enumerated
all the subjects discussed, or to have made further
extracts,-would have compelled us much to exceed
our limits. This, however, we scarcely regret;

because we think a perusal of the extracts given
will induce the reader to examine the work for him-
self; and we would advise all who are anxious for

correct ideas respecting these discharges, and their

sources, to possess themselves of it.

—

Dublin Med.

SIBSON (FRANCIS), M.D.,
Physician to St. Mary's Hospital.

MEDICAL ANATOMY. Illustrating the Form, Structure, and Position of the

Internal Organs in Health and Disease. In large imperial quarto, with splendid colored plates.

To match "Maclise's Surgical Anatomy." Parti. (Nearly Ready.)

SCHOEDLER (FRIEDRICH), PH.D.,
Professor of the Natural Sciences at Worms, &c.

THE BOOK OF NATURE; an Elementary Introduction to the Sciences of

Physics, Astronomy, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Physiology. First

American edition, with a Glossary and oilier Additions and Improvements; from the second

English edition. Translated from the sixth German edition, by Henry Medlock, F. C. S., &c.

In one thick volume, small octavo, of about seven hundred pages, with 079 illustrations on wood.

Suitable for the higher Schools and private students. (Now Ready.)

TOMES (JOHN), F. R. S.

A MANUAL OF DENTAL PRACTICE. Illustrated by numerous engravings

on wood. In one handsome volume. (Preparing.)

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

VOLUME VIII, for 1855, 8vo., extra cloth. {Nearly Ready.)

A few complete sets can still be had, in eight volumes, price $38. Applications and remittances

to be made to Caspar Wister, M. D., Treasurer, Philadelphia.

*#* These volumes are published by and sold for account of the Association.

TODD (R. B.), M. D., AND BOWMAN (WILLIAM), F. R. S.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN. With
numerous handsome wood-cuts. Parts I, II, and III, in one octavo volume, 552 pages. Part IV

will complete the work.

The first portion of Part IV, with numerous original illustrations, was published in the Medical

News and Library for 1853, and the completion will be issued immediately on its appearance in

London. Those who have subscribed since the appearance of the preceding portion of the work

can have the three parts by mail, on remittance of $2 50 to the publishers.

TOYNBEE (JOSEPH), F. R. S.,
Aural Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital, &c.

A MANUAL OF AURAL SURGERY; being a complete Treatise on Diseases

of the Ear. Illustrated with numerous engravings on wood, from original drawings. In one

octavo volume. (Preparing.)
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TANNER (T. H.), M. D.,
Physician to the Hospital for Women, &c.

A MANUAL OF CLINICAL MEDICINE AND PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.
To which is added The Code of Ethics of the American Medical Association. In one neat
volume, small 12mo., extra cloth. (Now Ready.)

The object of this little work is to furnish the practitioner, in a condensed and convenient com-
pass, and at a trifling cost, with a guide for the daily exigencies ol his piaei ice. A largo portion of
the volume is occupied with details of diagnostic symptoms, classified under the diflerunl seats of
disease. This, in itself, is well worth the price of the book, but in addition, there will be found an
immense amount of information, not usually touched upon in the systematic works, or scattered
throughout many different volumes—such as general rules for conduct, taking notes, clinical exami-
nation of children and of the insane, post-mortem examinations, medico-legal examinations, exami-
nations for life insurance, instruments employed in diagnosis, such as tiie microscope, tests, the

spirometer, dynamometer, stelhometer, stethoscope, pleximeler, ophthalmoscope, speculum, uterine
sound, &c. ; directions for the chemical and microscopical examination of the blood, mine, sputa,

dec. &:c. ; with many other subjects of equal importance which hitherto the young practitioner has
had to learn in a great measure from experience alone. Although necessarily treated in a condensed
manner, the topics will be found to embrace the latest and most approved modes of procedure, while
the addition of the admirable " Code of Ethics" of the American Medical Association renders it

complete as a guide for the student and as a manual of daily reference for the younger practitioner.

Those who desire to use it as a vade-mecum for the pocket, can obtain copies neatly done up in

flexible cloth.

TAYLOR (ALFRED S.), M . D., F. R. S.,
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and Chemistry in Guy's Hospital.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE. Third American, from the fourth and improved
English Edition. With Notes and References to American Decisions, by Edward Hartshorne,
M. D. In one large octavo volume, of about seven hundred pages. (Just Issued.)

We know of no work on Medical Jurisprudence
|
none could be offered to the busy practitioner of

which contains in the same space anything like the either calling, for the purpose of casual or hasty
same amount of valuable matter.

—

N. Y. Journal of
Medicine.

No work upon the subject can be put into the
hands of students either of law or medicine which
will engage thein more closely or profitably; and

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON POISONS, IN RELATION TO MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND
MEDICINE. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by R. E. Griffith, M. D. In one large octavo
volume, of 688 pages.

The most elaborate work on the subject that our I One of the most practical and trustworthy works
literature possesses.

—

British and Foreign. Medico- on Poisons in our language.— Western Journal oj

Chirurgical Review. \ Medicine.

reference, that would be more likely to afford the aid
desired. We therefore recommend it as the best and
safest manual for daily use.

—

American Journal of
Medical Sciences.

THOMSON (A. T.), M. D., F. R. S., &c.
•DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK ROOM, necessary in aid of

Medical Treatment for the Cure of Diseases. Edited by R. E. Griffith, M. D. In one large

royal 12mo. volume, with wood-cuts, 360 pages

WATSON (THOMAS), M.D., &c.
LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OP PHYSIC.

Third American, from the last London edition. Revised, with Additions, by D. Francis Condie,
M.D., author of a "Treatise on the Diseases of Children," &c. In one octavo volume, of nearly
eleven hundred large pages, strongly bound with raised bands.

Confessedly one of the very best works on theTo say that it is the very best work on the sub-
ject now extant, is but to echo the sentiment of the

medical press throughout the country.— N. O.
Medical Journal.

Of the text-books recently republished Watson is

very justly the principal favorite.

—

Holmes's Rep.
to Nat. Med. Assoc.

By universal consent the work ranks among the

very best text-books in our language.

—

Illinois and
Indiana Med. Journal.

Regarded on all hands as one of the very best, if

not the very best, systematic treatise on practical
medicine extant.

—

St. Louis Med. Journal.

principles and practice of physic in the English or
any other language.

—

Med. Examiner.
Asa text-book it has no equal ; as a compendium

of pathology and practice no superior.

—

New York
Annalist.

We know of no work better calculated for being
placed in the hands of the student, and for a text-
book ; on every important point the author seems
to have posted up his knowledge to the day.

—

Amer. Med. Journal.

One of the most practically useful books that
ever was presented to the student. — JV. Y. Med.
Journal.

WHAT TO OBSERVE
AT THE BEDSIDE AND AFTER DEATH, IN MEDICAL CASES.

Published under the authority of the London Society for Medical Observation. A new American,
from the second and revised London ediiion. In one very handsome volume, royal 12mo., extra
cloth. (Now Ready.)

The demand which has so rapidly exhausted the first edition of this little work, shows that the
advantages it offers to the profession have been duly appreciated, and has stimulated the authors to

render it more worthy of its reputation. It has therefore been thoroughly revised, and such im-
provements (among which is a section on Treatment) have been made as further experience in

its use has shown to be desirable.

To the observer who prefers accuracy to blunders

and precision to carelessness, this little book is in-

valuable.

—

N. H. Journal of Medicine.

One of the finest aids to a young practitioner we
have ever seen.

—

Peninsular Journal of Medicine
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WILSON (ERASMUS), M.D., F. R. S.,
Lecturer on Anatomy, London.

A SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY, General and Special. Fourth Ameri-
can, from the last English edition. Edited by Paul B. Goddard, A. M., M. D. Wiih (wo hun-
dred and fifty illustrations. Beautifully printed, in one large octavo volume, of nearly six hun-
dred pages.

Inmany, if not all the Colleges ofthe Union, it It offers to the student all the assistance that can
be expected from suchawork.

—

Medical Examiner.

The most complete and convenient manual for the
student we possess.

—

American Journal of Medical
Science.

In every respect, this work as an anatomical
guide for the student and practitioner, merits our
warmest and most decided praise.

—

London Medical
i Gazette. x

has become a standard text-book. This, of itself,
is sufficiently expressive of its value. A work very-
desirable to the student; one, the possession (if

which will greatly facilitate his progress in the
study of Practical Anatomy.

—

New York Journal of
Medicine.

Its author ranks with the highest on Anatomy.
Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE DISSECTOR; or, Practical and Surgical Anatomy. Modified and Re-
arranged, by Paul Beck Goddard, M. D. A new edition, with Revisions and Additions. In
one large and handsome vo.ume, royal Timo., of 458 pages, with 115 illustrations.

In passing this work again through the press, the editor has made such additions and improve-
ments as the advance of anatomical knowledge has rendered necessary to maintain the work in the
high reputation which it has acquired in the schools ofthe United States, as a complete and faithful

guide to the student of practical anatomy. A number of new illustrations have been added, espe-
cially in the portion relating to the complicated anatomy of Hernia. In mechanical execution the
work will be found superior to former editions.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN. Third American, from the third London
edition. In one neat octavo volume, of about five hundred pages, extra cloth. (Just Issued.)

Also, to be had done up with fifteen beautiful steel plates, of which eight are exquisitely colored ;

representing the Normal and Pathological Anatomy of the Skin, together with accurately colored
delineations of more than sixty varieties of disease, most of lhem the size of nature. The Plates
are also for sale separate, done up in boards.

The "Diseases of the Skin," by Mr. Erasmus
|
nothing to be desired, so far as excellence of delinea-

Wilson, may now be regarded as the standard work
|
tion and perfect accuracy of illustration are con-

in that department of medical literature. The I cerned.

—

Medico-Chirurgical Review.
plates by which this edition is accompanied leave

|

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

ON CONSTITUTIONAL AND HEREDITARY SYPHILIS, AND ON
SYPHILITIC ERUPTIONS. In one small octavo volume, beautifully printed, with four exqui-
site colored plates, presenting more than thirty varieties of syphilitic eruptions.

by the same author. (Note Ready.)

HEALTHY SKIN; A Popular Treatise on the Skin and Hair, their Preserva-
tion and Management. Second American, from the fourth London edition. One neat volume,
royal 12mo., of about 300 pages, with numerous illustrations.

Copies can be had done up in paper covers for mailing, price 75 cents.

WHITEHEAD (JAMES), F. R. C. S., &c.

THE CAUSES AND TREATMENT OF ABORTION AND STERILITY;
being the Result of an Extended Practical Inquiry into the Physiological and Morbid Conditions

ofthe Uterus. Second American Edition. In one volume, octavo, 308 pages. (Noiv Ready.)

Such are the advances made from year to year in

this department of our profession, that the practi-
tioner who does not consult the recent works on the
complaints of females, will soon find himself in the
rear of his more studious brethren. This is one of

the works which must be studied by those who
would know what the present state of our knowledge
is respecting the causes and treatment of abortion
and sterility.

—

The Western Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

WALSHE (W. H.), M. D.,
Professor ofthe Principles and Practice of Medicine in University College, London.

DISEASES OF THE HEART, LUNGS, AND APPENDAGES; their

Symptoms and Treatment. In one handsome volume, large royal 12mo., 512 pages.

We consider this as the ablest work in the Kn- 1 the author being the first stethoscopist of the day.—
glish language, on the subject of which it treats; |

Charleston Medical Journal.

WILDE (W. R.),

Surgeon to St. Mark's Ophthalmic and Aural Hospital, Dublin.

AURAL SURGERY, AND THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF DIS-
EASES OF THE EAR. In one handsome octavo volume of 476 pages, with illustrations.

This work certainly contains more information on I laws, and amenable to the same general methods ot

the subject to which it is devoted than any other treatment as other morbid processes. The work is

with which we are acquainted. We feel grateful io not written to supply the cravings of popular palro-

the author for his manful effort to rescue tins depart
j

nage, but n is wholly addressed to the profession,

menl of surgery from the hands of the empirics who and bears on every page the impress ofthe reflections

nearly monopolize it. We think he has successfully ol a sagacious and practical surgeon.— Va. Surg, and

shown that aural diseases are not beyond the re- Med. Journal.

sources of art; that they are governed by the same
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WEST (CHARLES), M. D.,
Physician to the Hospital for Sick Children, ice.

LECTURES ON THE DISEASES OF INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.
Second American, from the Second and Enlarged London edition. In one volume, octavo, of

nearly five hundred pages. (Just Issued.)

We take leave of Dr. West with great respect for

his attainments, a due appreciation of his acute
powers of observation, and a deep sense of obliga-
tion for tii is valuable contribution to our profes-
sional literature. His book is undoubtedly in many
Tespects the best we possess on diseases of children.

The extracts we have given will, we hope, satisfy

our readers of its value j and yet in all candor we
must say that they are even inferior to some other
parts, the length of which prohibited our entering
upon them. That the book will shortly be in the
hands of most of our readers we do not doubt, and it

will give us much pleasure if our strong recommend-
ation of it may contribute towards the result.

—

The
Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science.

Dr. West has placed the profession under deep ob-
ligation by this able, thorough, and finished work

upon a subject which almost daily taxes to the ut-

most the skill of the general practitioner. lie has
with singular felicity threaded his way through all

the tortuous labyrinths of the difficult subject he has
undertaken to elucidate, and has in many of the

darkest corners left a light, for the benefit of suc-

ceeding travellers, which will never be extinguished.

Not the least captivating feature in this admirable
performance is its easy, conversational style, which
acquires force from its very simplicity, and leaves

an impression upon the memory, of the truths it

conveys, as clear and refreshing as its own purity.

The author's position secured him extraordinary fa-

cilities for the investigation of children's diseases,

and his powers of observation and discrimination

have enabled him to make the most of these great
advantages.

—

Nashville Medical Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR. (Just Issued)

AN ENQUIRY INTO THE PATHOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE OF ULCER-
ATION OF THE OS UTERI. Being the Croonian Lectures for the year 1854. In one neat
octavo volume, extra cloth.

WILLIAMS (C. J. B.), M. D., F. R. S.,
Professor of Clinical Medicine in University College, London, &c.

PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE; comprising General Pathology and Therapeu-
tics, and a brief general view of Etiology, Nosology, Semeiology, Diagnosis, Prognosis, and
Hygienics. Edited, with Additions, by Meredith Clymer, M. D. Fourth American, from the

last and enlarged London edition. In one octavo volume, of 476 pages. (Lately Issued.)

It possesses the strongest claims to the attention of the medical student and practitioner, from
the admirable manner in which the various inquiries in the different branches of pathology are

investigated, combined, and generalized by an experienced practical physician, and directly applied

to the investigation and treatment of disease.

—

Editor's Preface.

The best exposition in our language, or, we be- I Few books have proved more useful, or met with
lieve, in any language, of rational medicine, in its

|
a more ready sale than this, and no practitioner

present improved and rapidly improving state.— I should regard his library as complete without it.

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurg. Review. |
—Ohio Med. and Surg. Journal.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY
ORGANS; including Diseases of the Larynx, Trachea, Lungs, and Pleurae. With numerous
Additions and Notes, by M. Clymer, M. D. With wood-cuts. In one octavo volume, pp. 508.

YOUATT (WILLIAM), V. S.

THE HORSE. A new edition, with numerous illustrations; together with_»^""
general history of the Horse; a Dissertation on the American Trotting Horse ; how TM>»rfed and
Jockeyed ; an Account of his Remarkable Performances ; and an Essay on the Ass aiid the Mule.
By J. S. Skinner, formerly Assistant Postmaster-General, and Editor of the Turf Register.
One large octavo volume.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE DOG. Edited by E. J. Lewis, M. D. With numerous and beautiful
illustrations. In one very handsome volume, crown Svo., crimson cloth, gilt.

ILLUSTRATED MEDICAL CATALOGUE.
BLANCHARD & LEA have now ready a Catalogue of their Medical, Surgical, and Scien-

tific Publications, containing descriptions of the works, with Notices of the Press, and
specimens of the Illustrations, making a pamphlet of sixty-four large octavo pages. It has
been prepared with great care, and without regard to expense, forming one of the most beau-
tiful specimens of typographical execution as yet issued in this country. Copies will be
sent by mail, and the postage paid, on application to the Publishers, by inclosing two three
cent postage stamps.

Catalogues of Blanchard & Lea's numerous Miscellaneous and Educational Publications
will be forwarded free by mail, on application.
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